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t r / f .Maoist Intern ationalist Movement

'.  ̂ lrnding documentsl', (rl __D v
In the fall of 1983, the MIM ftnen called RIM) had its equivalent of afounding conS:ress" AII members participated in putting together t.hreedocuments' The dacuments became the first official l iterature of theorganization.
.srnce that time MIM has had no national congress. The group hasdelegated responsibilit ies for various day-to-day activities to individualcomrades in unofficial capacttres. Outside of what is in the foundingdocuments and the MIM Theory rssues that have received a majority votethrough the mail, no camrade is permitted to speak for the group.
The original dacuments name MIM as a "revolutionary communist pre-party," "strLlggling ta find the ilne that must lead revolution.,, Seeing novay around Lenin's contributions regarding a vanguard party, the

documents state MIM 'will either ioin or torm a party with the necessarypolitical and id'eological line to lead revolution."
"Manifesto on the lnternational si tuation and
Revolu t ion "

[ t r t ls document ref lected the desire of MIM members to take stands
regarding the "cardinal '  questions, such as the nature of the Soviet Union
and China and how revolut ion could come about in the United States. Also,the second half  of the document ref lects something of the local debate inCambridge that MIM emerged out of .
since the t ime this document came out, MIM has changed i ts off ic ial  l inefrom trying to prevent l fwII I  to trying toend the current ! f lwlI I .
Readers should remember that  RIM was MIM's previous name-ed . ,7/g7l

The Revolut ionary Internat ional isr Movement (RIM) is a revolut ionarv
com munist  pre-party.

Revolution is possible io the U.S. within a feur years as seen in the examples ofcountr ies that wer.e relat ivety stable unt i l  war brought revolut ion. world war I ,  forinstance gave Lenin and the Bolsheviks the opportunity to seize the stare in Russia.The old rul ing Sroup could no longer rule,  pr imari ly because i t  could not mustersupport  for a losinS s/ar effor l .  Likewise, in cnina during World l?,ar I I ,  the war ofl iberat ion against the Japanese gave Mao and the chinese communist party rhechance to grasp the reins of state pover.
The u'S'  today is headed for war.  Buitding the mi l i tary aL a record-breaking rarefor peace-t ime, the U.s. already has suff ic ieniquant i t ies of uuclear arms to vaporizethe world populat ion several  t imes. Also, the war-makers are producing ever moredeadly veapof ls,  including the MX missi le and neutron bomb. Every opporrunity i tgets,  the u'S'  government accl imates i ts people to the idea of war urhi le bui lding upfor war in a mater ial  sense.



(RIM) is not in favor of  war.  However,  the (RIM) recognizes that only social istrevolut ion can end the current imperial ist - inst igated wars in Southern Afr ica,  Elsalvador,  Nicaragua, Er i t rea and Afghanistan urnorrg others and prevenl  animperial ist  r rwIIL In the prof i t - run economies of  the u.s. ,  u.s. j .R.,  china, Japan,England, France and l taly for instance, there is overproduct ion, or more general ly,
the anarchy of capital ist  product ion. Both the u.s.  and Soviet social- imperial isrs arecal led imperial ists because they are forced to comBete for control  of  the world sooneror later '  ! r i th the largest economies within their  iespect ive-blocs, the u.S. andu's 's 'R'  lead their  imper ial ist  and sub- imperial ist  partners in strategies to exportcaBital '  u l t imalelY, the r ival  imperial ist  camps support  only those governments rhatimport  capital  in the form of loans, labor contracts,  means of product ion, q/eapons orcol lsumer goods'  Both rhe U.S- bloc and the Soviet bloc must eipano, through war i fnecessary, in order to invest ever Sros/ ing quant i t ies of capital  and retr ieve a prof i t .
This is why the U.S. is rot  just preparing fbr-war,  bur dr iven touzards war,

U.S. imperial ism, war and repression curse most of rhe world in one 57ay or
another,  but the U.S. cannot als/ays keep control  in the face of ever tougher Soviet
r ivals and ever more determined revolut ionary struggles for l iberat ion. y ietnam,
for example, was-a cost ly war for U.S. imperial i im that by i tsel f  star led to shake the
U.S. in the 1960s.

Now that the U"S" and U.S.S.R. are contending for control of the whole vorld, the
chances for revolut ion to overthrow al l  imperial ism are much better than in the
1960s.

Should revolut ion fai t  Lo stop the current U.S. war as i t  intensi f ies. the
consequences would be convent ional uzar on a scale not yet seen, or possibly,  nuclear
'war.  From the study of history,  a highly organized revolut ionffy paf iy must f ind rhe
path most l ikely to produce a successful  revolut ion not a lost opporrunity and W.W.l I I .

Ant i- imperial ism and ant i-mi l i tar ism are the t$/o most importaf l t  pol i t ical
pr inciples of  the (RIM).  Internat ional ism is the most importaat ideological  pr inciple
or vis ion of the (RIM). Strategical ly,  these pr inciples mean that the (RIM) is-
dedicated to leading struggles in this country toward the weakening and eventual
defeat of thi  U.S. slate. Never wi l l  the (RIMi al ly i tsel f  wirh the U.S. rul ing class. As
the U.S. cal ls for ever greater s/ars,  the (RIM) wi l l  stand with the people
internat ional ly and work for revolut ion to prevent further war.

Defeat ing the American state does not mean cheerleading for every so-cal led
Third World l iberat ion struggle.  However,  (RIM) is not vague about the importance
of the struggles in the Middte Easl,  Central  America and Southern Afr ica at the
moment.  The combinat ion of l iberat ion movements and Soviet competi t ion in these
regions makes for a situation thal compels the U.S. to s/ar most urgently. Concretely,
(RIM) leaf lets and discussions must detai l  al l  U.S. attacks of l  the peopte of the world.
Through this exposure, people who seek just ice in r idding the world of American
imperial ism wi l l  ral ly to our cause.

Furthermore, the U.S. wars must be exposed to demonstrate the opportunity that
wi l l  ar ise as the U.S. is defeated in wars across the globe. That opportunity wi i l  a l tow
the (RIM) to offer i ts v is ion of government-of an end to the wars-and to lead the
soldiers sick of f ight ing unjust wars, the proletar iat  that never had an interest in
capital ism and everyone else whose l i fe is ruined by war.  In sum, the (RIM) is
needed to inform the people of the nature of the U.S.'s s/ar around the world and to
provide a strategy to get out of  the war by tackl ing imperiat ism by i ts roots.

Al l  this di f fers from Trotskyism in a number of $/ays. First ,  U.S. imperial ism with
its modern technology is not good for the people. The export of capital does not lead
to development of so-cal led Third World countr ies, rather a drainage of their
resources. Indeed, prof i ts are so high because labor is so heavi ly eiploi ted. Of the
Soviet Union under Lenin's and later Stal in 's leadership, Trotsky said, , , the most
modern achievement of American technique transplanled into al l  branches of



economic l i fe-that indeed would be the f irst stage of social ism.,, u.s. imperiarism isno more progressive in south Africa, despite alt ' i ts technical aid, than the rape ofAfghani women by Soviet troops.
secondly' this slavistr worihip of foreign technology, sucpassed only by thar ofthe current leadership in china, ii rooted in Trotsky's 

-belitrring 
oi th. p".rrrrtry.According to him, "6any sections of the. 

-ort i"g-nasses, 
part icularty in thecountryside will be drawn into the revolution 

"io 
b""ore politically organized onlyafter the advance-guard of the revolution, the uru"r proletariat stancs at the helm ofthe state" " nothiag remains for the peasantry;;9 but to ral ly to the regime of thesrorkers' democracy' It will not Eatter much even if the peasantry does this c/ith adeSree of consciou,sness no larger tharr that with which it usually rallies to thebourgeois regime.' '  characterist ical ly, Trotsky .ono."t"o vait ing for the proletariatto industrialize all of society. Rather than push for the collectivization of sovietpeasant agriculture, he wished for a social ism of the proletariat alone. According toTrotsky, the peasantry vas too incapable to understand modern productionorganization. He discounted the potential of the p""runt.yi; ' ;"I ;r"g social ism andoaking revolution and erpected the proletariat to impose milil,arized labor on thepeasantry as "the basis of socialism" or fight a civil urar against the peasanrry.

Thirdly, Trotskyists erpect predominantly peasant countries-El salvador, forinstance-to await vestern proletarian liberation u"for" they attempt to build upsocial ism. when Stal in lead the soviet communist Party to f ighr for social ism in apredominantly peasant country, Trotsky promissed to overthrow stal in in the nextwar-World War II .  As far as Trotsky vas concerned an al l iance with Hit ler againstSralin's socialist Soviet Union was perfectly acceptable since the fascists and sovietsu/ere "symmetrical phenomena" q/i th a "deadly similari ty in maay of their features.,,
Trotsky clearly referred to Hit ler and Mussolini c/hen he said, "the revotutionary
centre of gravity has shifted definitely to the West.',

Luckily, in the East, Mao Zedong did not listen to Trotsky. Even though he did nolhave the technology of the Japanese imperial ists or the Guomindang, he defeated
both by channeling the force of hundreds of millions of peasants iito a <tirection
under the leadership of the proletarian line. He did not \rait for the proletariat to
Srow from its inf initesimal size in China to make revolution and defeat imperial ism.

In fact '  Mao and the so-called "gang of four" led the Cultural Revolution in whichthe l ine of wait ing for erperts and technicians to buitd social ism was crushed. Maosaw that if men like Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping had state po$/er they woutdpromote economism so that workers would not concern themselves with the statewhile i t  q/as stolen from them; adopt a commandist l ine and lord over the supposedly
st,upid masses and squelch the potential of the Easses to build social ism. Tnii ' is just astheir counterparts Khruschev, Brezhnev and Andropov have done in the Soviet
Union. To avoid a Soviet-style resl,oration of capitaiism, Mao and the ..gang of four,,launched the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution against the high-ranking gaily
off icials on the capital ist-road. Relying on high school and college youth in the RedGuard movement' Mao init iated and spread the Cultural Revolutjon nation-wide. TheGPCR olfers the q/orld the most advanced lessons available in f ighting economism,workerism, comnandism and the l ine of erperts in conrol. Of his l i ferime
accom-plishments, Mao said his most important s/ere "Driving Japanese imperial ismout of China and overthrowing Chiang Kai-shek, on the onu trani, and, on the other,carrying through the GPCR." That Mao saw the GPCR as so important shos/sthat proletarian control of the state is the f irst and foremost objeci ive or advancingthe revolution and preventing regression to the old and oppressive ways of l i fe.Class struggle, especial ly revolutions, drive history fors/ard. Class relations areand always have been characterized by class struggle. The decisive and mostimportant aspect of class relations is the struggle ror control of the state. This is part
of what Mao means by "ideological and polir ical l ine is decisive in everything.,,



what al l  revisionism has in common is the replacement of the decisiveness of
class struggle with that of things and technology. Accordingly, in both Soviet and
Chinese society experts in production and technology are accorded the highest
posit ions. Revisionism-for erample, the theory by which the productive forces are
the most revolutionary element of society-in the hands of the top raflking people in
the party amounts to a class struggle of the bourgeoisie against tire prolet,ariat.
That is to say that revisionist party officiats, if they succeed, take control of the state
and establish social- ioperial ism. Then, the class struggle of the proletariat against
the bourgeoisie is no longer inportant in determining how the economy is arianged.
Just as in the capitalist economies, anything that increases production-bigger wage
differentials, the establishment of a larger and more anti-proletarian technical el i te
and the reduction of opportunit ies for the broad masses-becomes imperative. profir
criteria are restored and production becomes totally tied to the struggle of the
bourgeoisie against the proletariat. However, with the restoration of the anarchy of
product ion,  social- imperial ism's days are numbered.
, Neither before nor after the revolution witl the (RIM) q/ait for class relations ro
change. The (RIM) will not even q/ait for the proletariat itself.
"Workerism"-worship of the workers urhatever they do-and "economism"-wait ing
for economic conditions to dish up revolutionaries on the silver platter, especiatly
through wage struggles-are not only not ways of advancing rhe revolulionary line
now, they are also good ways to blow a revolutionary opportunity.

The U.S. imperialists will not fall at the urill of the (RIM). Still, by exposing every
atrocity against the erploited and uzar-sl,ricken people, (RIM) hastens the time when
the iGperialists will not be able to rule and brings closer the opportunity to seize
state pover from those driven to nuclear war by the logic of capitalism.

RADACADS History
[Many people ask T/here MIM comes from. They often assume that MIM is a

spl inter from another group. Actual ly, MIM's founding meEbers were al l  too
young to have pol i t ical ly experienced the '60s and early '70s. They evaluated
exist ing groups by working with them, found them lacking and simply formed
a new group in the '80s.

RADACADS at Harvard U. provided a core of people who themselves \x/ere
involved in many other groups in the area, especially the Peace Alliance
and the South Africa Sotidarity Committee. RADACADS formed in order to
fight a common line in these groups that opposed aggressive educational
work as "al ienating"-ed.,7 /87.1

Who are we?
Ve are part of the revolutionary internationalist movement. Organizationally, the

RADACADS originated out of anti-apartheid, anti-nuke, Salvadoran solidarity and
anti-racist movedreq.ts. The best way to know who we are is to look at the work we
have done. The RADAC,\DS' l ine is best described in an essav on the "International
Situation and Revolution."

Spr ing'82
Led the movement to stop Harvard's
Rally 125 people to demand an open

RADACADS formed.

attempt to end its ban on bank loans to South Africa
meeting on South Africa that c/as attended by 300.



Perit ion for Dennis Brutus circulated start ing at his K_school tark.

Summer'82
"Resist ing the Draft" wilh Ben sasway, the f irst indicted draft resister. Speakers fromB.A.A.R.D. and Mass Open Resistance. 50 people. National press.

Dennis Brutus at class reunion.

Protest for Dennis Brutus in front of Derek Bok,s office. 20 peopre. Front pageCrimson.

Dennis Brutus,  Michael  useem, "Racism and war,  war and the Draft . , ,7J people.  BayState Banner.

Fal l '82
Movie "Att ica" with Federation for progress and Amandla. 600 atteno.

Marx study group.

Heckled ex-Black Panther sel l-out to the Moonies, Eldridge Cleaver. I  o people.
Crimson.,,8 

3
Disruption of KKK recruit ing f i lm "Birth of a Nation." l2 people in INCAR contingenr.

Heckling of Jerry Falwell,  Moral Majoriry president. l0 people. Front page crimson.Also in conjunction with INCAR.

Marx study group.

Howard Zinn, Witt iam Freund. .South Africa.,,  30 peopte.

Dennis Brutus,  Muhamrnad Kenyatta,  wi l l jam Freund, Brad Mank. , ,Apartheid,
Divestiture and Deporlation.,, 125 people. Boston Tv.

Noam chomsky, vith other groups at Public School of Health. "update Mid-East.,,  z0opeople.

Init iated protesr against South Africa investments.

Buil t  "open Meeting on South Africa" with other anti-apartheid groups. crimson.

Poetry reading with Dennis Brutus. 125 peopte.

Revolution Film Series:
"Hearts and Minds" on Vietnam. 125 attendance.
"Discarded People" on South Africa. Public and student government: I)0."Eritrean Liberation. ' ,  Attendance 20.
"Paris" '68 revolution attempt. 50 peopte.
"Reds" 500 peopte.
speakers from the Revorutionary communist youth Brigade.

May lst ral ly. RCp led.

"-)
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Most of  a l l ,  the RADACADS set up tables to pass out leaf lets and disrr ibure books.We are the edi tors,  publ ishers and parr ia l  authors of  "Harvard and South Afr ica. , ,  Weare also completely responsible for  "south Afr ica and the uni ted states, ,and the,.usand Lebanon'"  our research uncovered Harvard's South Afr ican investments incornpanies that have not even signed the sull ivan principles-contrary to Harvard,spreviously stated policy.
In the past, our members have attended ral l ies and put together many publicevents' Some of these events include a forum with two Maoisr satvaJora'n,"-.r"trt",altended by 200 and.buil t  in conjunction with rhe R.c.y.B. as s/as a forum on Marxismand anarchism attended by 50.

Join, Finance and work u/ith the Revolutionary
Internat ional ist  Movement-Formerly RADACADS

The (RIM) directs i ts energies into leaf lets,  book sales, f i l rns and speakers that
change publ ic opinion about the most important pol i t ical  topics of the day, such asLebanon' Central  America and Southern Afr ica. Creat ing publ ic opinion-changing
minds-is importanl in i tsel f ,  but many people ask, "where does i t  lead? what are the
concrete benef i ts of such work?"

Some say that (RIM) should do chari ty s/ork.  Undoubtedly,  a large impact of
changing people 's minds is that  var ious char i t ies benef i t  f rom (RIM) wort .  people
who do not agree with (RIM) enough to support  (RIM) turn around and support
var ious chari t ies instead. Indeed, (RIM) has direct ly aided the struggle of Dennis
Brutus against deportat ion from the US; (RIM) has raised money for tegal defense ofpr isoners in South Afr ica and raised money for Salvadoran refugees here and for
Salvadorans in need of medical  suppl ies in El Salvador.  However,  al l  th is is done as a
subordinate aspect of our work to creale pubt ic opinion. This work gets done in
passing, as a by-product of our work. (RIM) bel ieves that as a strategy chari ty can
never provide more than temporary and l imited rel ief .

Those that agree wirh (RIM) about chari ty often say (RIM) should work to reform
various pol ic ies. Again, (RIM),s work does exert  an inf luence on those people who
only vote as their  contr ibut ion to pol i t ical  l i fe.  For instance, someone who has heard(RIM) expose US t ies to apartheid is less l ikely to vote for candidates that blatanl ly
support  such t ies. Sl i l l ,  (RIM) sees that elect ions at this t ime only encourage people
to think thaf it is enough to spend two minutes in a voting booth io eno the \fr/orld's
problems. (RiM) recognizes that president ial  campaigns, fo,  ur"mple, involve
billions of dollars of media hype to convince peopli that one vote for one capitalist
candidate will make a big difference. To vote in such an election is only to legilimize
the whole process- The capitalists urill never give anyone the means to challenge
their interests through electoral campaigns. Even if they did, they would dissolve
such an elect ion through mil i tary force as in Al lende's t t t i t "  and instal l  fascism.

The same goes for demonstrat ions. (RIM) inf luences people to go to
demonstrat ions and (RIM) has ini t iated several  large demonstrat ions. However,people who judge (RIM) by the number and siee of i ts demonstrat ions or i ts
attendance at other demonstrat ions are in effect saying that demonstrat ions wi l l
reform the capital ist  system. (RIM) supports demonstrat ions by creat ing publ ic
opinion and by attending demonstrat ions to create more publ ic opinion.

In the end Lhough, the f i rst  and most important imperat ive or intna) work is to
contribute to the formalion of a highty organizeO party vith an extremely clear
direction to lead revolution. It would be nice if charity and reform could solve the
world 's problems' bur (RIM) bel ieves that the capital i i t  system is intransigent and
inherent ly compel led toward imperial ism, war and ."pression. Therefore, there

Ll



musl be a proletar ian party prepared to lead the seizure of state power when the
opportuni ty ar ises.  (See "(RIM) Manifeslo on the Inlernat ional  Siruat ion and
Revolut ion.")

Ult imately,  "pol i r ical  and ideological  l ine is decisive" in the formation of a party asMao would say. To have lhe unity necessary to lead a revolut ion, party or pre-party
members must struggle ceaselessly over quest ions of  party l ine.  Also,
revolut ionaries have the duty to struggle to f ind the best possible path to revolut ion.
fhele are many part ies out there that have a high degree of uniry around a l ine thatis ei ther non-revolut ionary or conducive to blowing a revolut ionary opportunity.(RIM) sees i ts duly as struggl ing to f ind the l ine that must lead revolut ion. (RIM)q/ill eirher join or form a parlY with the necessary political and ideological line tolead revolut ion.

'What do you thinkT
Do you $/ant to join?
Do you want to f inance our efforts to create publ ic opinion? Do you have a specif ic
issue or project  in mind?
Do you vanl to work with (RIM) on some issues?

Correspond with (RIM). Take the ini t iat ive! Str ike up a conversat ion. Do you have an
idea abbut a leaf let  or broad-sheet? Send us your analysis.

Maoist  Internat ional ist  Movement,  po Bor 3s76, Ann Arbor,  MI 4g106-
3576.

Subscribe to MfM Notes, unoff icial anti- imperial isr/ mil irarist/revisionisr
newslet ter ,  .30 an issue for as many issues as desired. Appears i r regular ly,
approximately once a month. Free to prisoners.

Also, MIM Theory, unoff icial papers to build the program, l ine and rheory of MIM.
Distr ibutors vote on each paper as to whether i t  should become off icial l i terature of
the organization. Same subscript ion policy as MIM Notes.

Which group do belong in?
Do you know all  the "l ines?" Don't be a geographical opportunist (someone who

only knows about the groups in his or her area). Send for a chart of groups to the
left of social democrary in the United States, complete with addresses, subscript ion
rates, ideological descript ion and comment by MIM comrade. Special chart forprisoners on where to obtain free literature. 40 cents or free to prisoners or those
s/ho take out a subscription for a dollar or more.

V-l



Revolutionary Work

PO Box 3486

Chicago, lL 60654

75 cents/issue.

$20l year;
Lib

$2 for Declaration
RlM" (See Betow.)

Claim to uphold Marxism-

Leninism Mao Zedong Thought

Bob Avakian, chairperson.

rat ion Distr ibutors
of PO Box 5341

Chicago, lL 60680

A World to Win
BCM
London WCINgXX

UK

$5/magazine

!:lag r declaration from 1984
lhat upholds the Cultural
Hevotution and claims to end
rnternat ional confusion since
1 976.

PO Box 88
Cowandilla 5033

AUSTRALIA

Mass Line Publica

Munirka Village

New Delhi  110067
INDIA

Maoist newspaper.

Large circulation.

Currently has free Huey
Newton campaign.

Lists program in paper.

Burnino Soear
PO EIox'27205
Oakland, CA 94602

(415) s69-e620

.50 $10 subscript ion

Breakthrouoh
PO Box 14422
San Francisco, CA

94114

6$14 issues

Also John Brown Book Club

Supports liberation of
internal Black colony.

Group name Add ress

ut lonary

Group sel f -descr ipt ionComment

Communist

Party (RCP)

Revolut io nary
lntern at ional ist
Movement

(Several parties
rrom several
countr ies)

Adelaide Anti-
lmperial ist Studv
Action Grouo

Mass Line

African Peopls's
Socialist Pdrty

(APSP)

This is the signatory

from the USA of the

RIM.

Obviously MIM's

nearest  "compet i tor ."

This group has been
a good influence on lhe
RCP.

Reissues RCP lit.

Not necessarily

RIM parrots.

Stokely Carmichael.

Perhaps does not

pick up the gun at

the moment.

Supports armed
struggle
now.
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There is a rot  of  confusion out there about the var iousdiv is ions wi thin the "Left , ,  or  . ,Marxism-Leninism,,  
thatMIM has fai len v ict im to many t imes. Many peopte th inkthat we are ihe spartacist  LLague 

-because 
of  spartacistorganizing efforts in cambridg€, nna wnere we used to bebased- Even 

- 
m_ore peopte conf use us with the RevorutionaryInternat ionar ist  Movement because that used to be ourname before today's Revorut ion"ry 

- internat ionar ist

Movement (composed of  var ious g16ups across the worrd)started cai l ing i tserf  that .  This l i . t  ' i= 
to give peopreinformat ion on _the pol i t icat  spectrum to the lef t  of  socialdemocracy in the Uni ted States.

Groups wishing to get on or of f  the r ist  shourd wr i te andexplain why. Arso, any groupL wishing to correct  or  updateinformation in the rist 
- is -encot 

r"o"J -to do _so-
6



Group name

Mao ist- inf  lu
Progressive Labor

Party (PLP)

Address Self  -descr iDt io n eomment

Ultraleft  supporters
of 516 in Chini .

Not a bad second
choice after MlMl

Was about one-
half of SDS"

Considers USSR and
China socialist.

Used to take more
Maoist posi t ions.

ied:
2211 Church Ave.
Rm.210

Piiafvlallnll"'
GPO Box 808
Brooklyn, Ny 11202
PO Box 104
Deal Kent, CT 146SR

ENGI-AND

Was official Maoist
party in '60s. Broke
when Mao shut down
Red Guards in 1969-

.Sees China and USSR as
state eapitalist.

Suppoits student-
trorksr alliance with
ndustrial worker base.

Upholds Marx.
Lenin and Staiin.

New Democralic
Movement

111 E" 25th st
Ball imore, MD 21219

(301) 366-0788 work hr

Brenda Blom

Works in Jackson cam-
paign. Minoritv of
members are lormer
Communist Workers
Party (CWP) members.

CWP is defunct.

Socra/rsf Politics $10 for 4 issues

Gire ulation
2020 W" State St"
Suite 168
Milwaukee, Wl 5g2gs

lndependent Marxist

journal of theory.

lranian Student

Association Throug hout

the U.S. ( l .S.A.)

Iran in Resistance
PO Box 7191
Austin, TX 79712

.7Slissue

Ant i - revis ionist .

Don't understand
lheir disaqreements
with Mao.

St a l in ist :
New lnternational
Distr ibutors

lnternat ional
Correspondence
fQ Box 471, Ansonia Sla.
NY, NY 10023

Opposes Mao.
Sugports working in
JacKson campaion lo
destroy Deniociatic
Hany.

Had something of an
lnternal coup d'etat.

Interest ing

Othe-t_:
Proletarian Warriors

A New World Risino
pox 33, 77 lves S[.
Providence, Rl 02906

building "international
revolutionary
networks" -

Wild stuff. Manv
addresses.

v{nFd, Po Box 3s7 5,  Ann Arbor,  Mr 4g106
THE MAOIST INTERNATIONALIqT MOVEMENT (MIM) IS ACOMMUNIST GROUP THAT UPHOi;S MAO AND THE CULTURALREVOLUTTON' wE ARE A NEw cRouP rnef ionnano"oN ocToBER lsr,1e83 As THE REVOLUTTONARY INTERNeHoNALIsT ilovrvrENT (RrM).RENAMED (MrM) oN MA]r_lsT, le8t-iliE (RrM) wAs pnrcEoED By THERADACADS AND TNDIVTDUAL ALLTLs iN vARrous rrovrMENTS. (MrM)MEMBERS ARE WORLD CTTIZENS, NOi AME_RICANS, AND THEREFOREUPHOLD INTERNATIONALISM AS A CUIbING VISION.THE (MrM) STRATEGY FoR REV-oiurIoN rs pnEvussED oN ANTr-Y*}N}JST AND ANTI.MIIIidIST}OUCENONEi WORK AGAINST



Group name

Dengists:
League of

Revolutionary

Struggle (LRS)

Freedom Road

Socialist Organizati

Hox hai tes:

Marxist-Leninist Studv
Q.rgup, PO Box 25Z16:
Chicago, lL 60625

Address Self  -descr ipt ion Comment

Unity
.PO Box 29?gg
Oakland, CA 94604
.50 $3/6 months

Also EastWind
and Forward.

_-!pl.otO" China today as
sociatist. Has blown'with

i'? # ii, i?':'i r *r"?X?l o'
supported Mondale ahd
u€mocrats in 1994.

Hard-working,
opportunist. Worked in
an anti-draft group twoygars without revealino

dentity, then purged. -
Mem.oers-may be honest,

H[tn"H 38ft,1i1: srouP ianr

8'-,t',r-tt"h*
league {PUL),
Hevotut'onary workers
Heac,_quarters (RWH)
and Organization for
Hevo.lutionary Unity
(ORUJ-E u ro"c o m m dn ists,
Hua Guofenqists ano
Lin Biaoists.

Paper.much improved
lrom davs when
it merell issued
pamphlei dogmas
In n€wspaper form.

Boxholder

PO Box 7726

Oakland, CA 94601

Works in Jackson

d;*Pfl8F as uttra-left.
Seeks revolutionarv
unity on program fo'r .
USA.
Sees USSR as an enemy.
ueeKs merger with LRS.

U.S. Marxist-Leninist
Organization, Box 265
310 Frankl in St. ,
Boston, MA O2't 1O

Workers Advocate
PO Box 11942
Ontario St. Sta.
Chicago, lL 60611
(312) 243-5302

U.S.-Albania

Friendship Assoc.

National Executive Comm.

PO Box 429

Jamaica Plain, MA O21gO

(617) s22-7s50

Albania Affairs S

Group

Gamma Pub. House
Albania Reoort
PO Box 206

NY, NY 1OOO8

Info., documents on

Albania.

Liberat ion Leaque
PO Box 13851'
New Orleans, LA

70185

Did union and anti-whij
last we heard.

e suprernacist work

ACPRC PO Box 27914
Raleigh, NC 276j 1

ranks

'-l
,



Tr_otskvists: Address I Setf_Oescript ion Comment
oParractsl League

Revolutionary Social ist

teague (RSL)

Revofutionary Workers

League (RWL)

Socialist Workers party
(SWP)

All Peoples' Cbngre'ss (ApC)

-tr"r" -.".r.'a 
t

Warkers World

Workers Vanguard

Box 1377
GPO
NV, NY 10116

$5/24 issues

Trotskyist
revolut ionaries who
defend Soviet economic
organization in the USSR.

Many enemies
of the people.

Agents of
slate discredit
and disrupt
other groirps"

The Torch

PO Box 1288, GpO

NY, NY 10116

Fighting Worker

Box 1297

Detroit, Ml 48291

.75 or $3/'t2 wks.
The Militant
410 West St.
NY, NY 10014

Dropping Trotsky.
uupport every liberation
group. Publish Cuban
speeehes.

tli"o'iff,:"tffi.'&33
with. DSA and social de

Exrreme opportunists.
.50 $2/1Owks.
46 W" 21 Sr.
NY, NY 1OO1O

Appeals to Maoists bv
calling Deng retrogratle.

Simi lar to SWp.

Bulletin
PO Box 33023
Detroit" Ml 48216
.35 $30/year

Spark
2068 N. CA
Chicaso, lL 60647
$416 mths.

Ses summer '86
Class Struoole
"Our Polic-f Toward the Trotskvisr
Movement" for honest seiiiriiicTi..

Group name Address Self  -dese r ipt ion Comment

Earthy and
outrageous.

Another

tabloid.

wi ld

Anarehists:

YlPpies Overthrow
PO Box 392
Canal St. Station
NY, NY 10013

Covers drugs,

culture and

polit ics.

Fifth Estate

$5/ye ar

PO Box 02548

Detroit, Ml 48202

Spring 1987 issue hotd:
the automobi le
responsible for ecolo-
gical disaster"

Kick lt Over PO Box 5811, Stn A
Toronto, ONT

MsW 1P2

@en Road Box 6135, Stn G

Vancouver, BC V6R 4Gt
Internat ional Workers of
the World (lWW)

lndustrial Worker
3435 North Sheffietd
Suite 202
Chicaso, tL 60657

$1.50/6 months

Also called the Wobblies, this orouonas a, great legacy. lt represe-nts '
anarcno-syndical ism in the U.S.

democracy.

..8



Group name

ffi
Organizing Comm.

(BASOC)

Sgq.a[:t Labor parry
(sLP)

Address Self-descr ipt io Comment

PO Box 1839

San Francisco, CA

941 01

"an t i -  revis ion is t ,

ant i -  u l t ra lef  t '

The People
914 lndustr ia l  Ave.
Palo Atto, CA 94303

(41s) 494-1s32

.25lissue g4/year

Establ ished 1891
USSR bureaucratic
slate despolism.

6 : 
t'rX'I"'"iJ' a rx i s t -

Used to show

Maoist inf luence.

Not M-L.

This is the official
fraternal partv of
of the GP'Soviet Union.

Get the pro-Kremlin
view of the US here.

Pro-Soviet .
Exposes New Riqht.
Nol necessarily-M-L

despite core le'aders.

Reprints MIM articles.

Don't know much
about it.

Communist Party (Cp)
.2Sl issue $1S/vear
People's Da,ilv World
239 W. 23 Si.
NY, NY 10011

{212) 924-2523

National Alliance 216 W. 102nd Sr.
2nd fl.
NY, NY 10025

C.ommunity organizer
wrln otrectton.
Attack Democrats.
Work for Farrakhan.

National Workers pa Underground Notion
PO Box 645

Randallstown, MD
21 133

Non-sectarian.

Supports many
groups and parties.

The Guardian 33 W. 17th st.,  NY. NY
1001 1 . .90/issue_
$27.50lyear"

" independent radical
newsweekly"

Used to have Maoists
and M-Ls around.

Picks up where
Guardian and CP leave
off  .

Line of March Frontline
PO Box 2729
Oakland, CA 94602
$3/3 months
(41s) s3s-0145

"Marxist-Len in ist
Refute Maoist oositior
on USSR.

N'l lut i.s t ] I I tcrn{ rl io r r a I i s I N,Io vc I n c I I t

PO 13t i ,x 357 dt ,  . \nn Ar-bor- ,  ly i l  , i l - l  1 i )6

q



Special  f  or  pr isoners:
Free "newspaper in Engl ish or
Soanish.

Chal lenge/Desaf io

PO Box 808
Brooklyn,  NY 11202

Free magazine.

Breakthrouoh
PO Box 14422
San Francisco. CA 94114

Prisoners'  Revolut ionary Li t .  Fund
Box 3486
Merchandise Mart
Chicago, lL 60654

Free newspaper.

Industr ial  Worker
3435 North Sheffield
Suite 202
Chicago, lL 60657

Free newspaper.

Front l ine
PO Box 2729
Oakland, CA 94602

Free newspaper or donation.

Mi l i tant
410 West St.
NY, NY 10014

Free newsletter.
Southern Coal i t ion on Jai ls & p
PO Box 120044
Nashville, TN 37212

This is the Progressive Labor

Party's paper.

Definitely substantial and worth

gett ing.

Mainstream.

Very brief.

Same address for the Prairie
Fire Organizing Commiilee.

John Brown Book Club.

Revolut ionary nat ional ist  l ine.
Sees liberation of Black colony in US.

Associaled with Revolut ionary Communisl
Party (RCP) - Maoist. Writ6 here for
booksAsk about their paper the Revolutionary
Worker.

This is the paper of the lnternational Workers of
the World.

Also called Wobblies, the IWW reoresents
anarcho-syndical ism in the US.

As a pro-Soviet,  "Marxist-Leninist"  orouo. this
is not our favorite, but the paper is ylell-d6ne
technically and is fairly su6st'antial.
Line of March line.

This should be called the Reformist"

The.group .wa.s formerly more Trotskyist ,
but increasingly sl ides i ight.

-  
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qryhat's your line?-Corrections
It's eaw to set confused alout eroupl to the left of s

rts had some mlstakes.

Hoxhaites:

Yolce _of Revolutlon
U.S. llI-L Oreanization
Box 265, 3ft Frankltn S
Boston, MA O211O
$S/year sub.

COMMn\T BY Mnt COMBADE
Appears to have
Allianla franchlse.
IILP used to have franchlse.
but there aDD€ars to have
been a split'.'

Appears to have
frhhchlse of sornewhat
successful neo-Hoxhalto
movement ln Ntcaragua"

Is dlsttnct from USMLO.

U.aqlst-Lenhfst Party
lVorkers Advocate
PO Box 77942
Ontarlo St. Sta.
Chlcago, IL 60611

Other:
Soclallst Party
The Sociallst
516 W. 25th
NY, NY 1OOO1

Organlzatlon for a
llarxlst-Lenlnlst Party
Workers' Truth
Boxholder
PO Box 583O
Chlcago, IL 60680
$3/year 3-4 l*sues

Ssslnllst Labor Partv

&"nHtJfis charts
Communlst Labor Partv
People's Trlbune
PO Box 3524
Chlcago, IL S0654

s10

Forward Motlon
PO Box 1884
Jamalca Plain, MA
o21 30
$2.5O for cument lssue.

For those who cannot
stomach communlsm
or cannot commlt to
revolutlon, the SP ls

GROUP SDI,P-DESCRIPTION

_ Cgntlnues to sell Hoxha
books ln promtnent fashion.
F"-itr 9th Congress of Party of
Labor of Albanla 7U3-7/56-

Thls paper ls the one that
seembd'much funproved.

It appears ilILP mav have
critidisms of Hoxhd and
filgnnla.

Puts femlnlsm, antl-
militarlsm, traditlon of
Eugene Debs rtght up front.
Generallv oDposes
Democratlc?artv.

Has fraternal partles ln
Iran and ltaly.
$ees self as reestabllshlng
Marxtsm-Lentnlsm after 6O
year vold. Trntsky, Stann
and Mao all seen as phony.

Mar:dst-de teonlst

Supports Black belt natlon.

Support ilIel Klng ln Boston.
Support n"ew People's Army
ln Philipplnes.
Marxlsm.

clearlv a better cholce
than the chauvlnist DSA.

Seems *ell-versed ln Trotsky,
lgnorant of Mao.

Never showed a Maolst
lnfluence. That was
C,ommudst Labor Part

Used to show Maolst
lnfluence, now |ust
tad left of CP.

Cheerleadlng.

The Guardtan tn magazine
form.

I t
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NOTIS ,dff*h.3
At*t uNoFFrcrAL FoRult oF THE wlsT TNTERNATIoNilST X0'tEilFNT

C.I*4. ADM IT5 FDMENTINC TTRRORIST\ AND
un ,,p'[glll ltf ?= q$1f5. *g.Alljl, .l[]sg"yt ."= -i.,.

c. i .n i"  i i -ent : -a i  i " t ; i l .o="."- ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; -nI= p;-=. , , , : ied a nrani ia i  -* : je 'nrc:  -Sanci  i  n i  sta '  pro- 'U5 r-ebel  s whL-}  dre krFi- ' i l r  n3 ts overthrou.:  t l i r .
SBverntnent af  Nicaragua. The Sandinista gcverninent carne tc psurer
in a poplr lsr  revclr-r t ion in lgfg that  swept away the us back=d
Ssrno=a f  arni  l i -  regt  rne.

The nanual  ,  cal  I  ed "Fsychcl  ogi  caI  Operat i  cns i  n Glrerrr  I  I  " :l lar .  "  advi  ses the rebel  s to uEe "  gel  ect  terrsr ' ,  tc , 'neurtrai  i  = e, ,
vulnerable Sandinista c l f f :c ia ls.  However.  becaurse o# en el iecnt ive
order s igned by Reagan at  the end o{ 1?81! the manuiaL doe= not
et lp l  i  c i  t l  y  uge the word=. "as=essj ,  nate, '  Er ' ,  I i i  1 l  , ' - - - rner-E1y , , t ; i rget , '
and "danger te other indiv idualE t  n the ai-ea ef  +-he targe+*. , '
Fu;- therrnore,  the rnanual  says " i  f  possi  b1e. prcf  essi  onal  cr i  rn i  nal  =
shoui  d be hired to carry eut speci  f  icn select ive "  jc 'b=..  '  , '  One
Eutch job is " t r reat ing a 'martyr '  f  or  the caLrse. "  Bt i ier-
inEtruct ions invelve the blawing uF of  publ ic bui ld ings,  hour t r :
just i fy 'any rnurder pol i t ical ly and psychological ly.  hor+
to whip up ant i -Cuban, ant i -Soviet  sent iment whi le pr-etending tc
l ive arnongst the people and hour tcr  b lacl : . .nai1 anybody by
threatening to rnake publ : .c that  they were in,reet: .ng= wit-h the
C, i .A.  bacl led rebels.  Thus, i t  is  ctear that  the US Esvsrnrnent
hae admii . ted i t= cr iminal  chai-acte,- .

Why j .s the US Eovernment reveal intr  i tsel f  Eo c, ! .eai- ly? bJhy
doe=n' t  the C- I .  A.  operate in i t= usual  =ecret i ' re sty l  =?

The press has pr-rbl ic i ied the CIA's "ccavsrt"  ! .Jar f  cr  ggsr ie
t ime- The contras (ant i  -Sandini  gta rebel  s i  a:-e kni : rgn by al  i  to
have US funding and US mi l i tary s.urpport"  At  the =,sme t ime. the
US has admit ted that the contras cen never win again=.t  such a
popular governrnent.  Al=a, the US Senate ccndemned the US rnining
af Nicaragua's harborg ear l ier  th is yeai- .  Thi= inaCe the f  rcnt
pages. Al l  in alL the US counterrevslu-- ion again=t Nicar; ,gur:  i=
qui te open.

The US may be try ing tc inf  luence the cLrr t -EF-.-
negot iat ions in Eentral  Aner ica betvreen Salvadcran rebeis anC the
Salvadoran regime. The US is bacl t ing the SalvaCoran regine end
wants t t :  ma[:e sure that  5a],vaCoran rebele and the Sanginistas da
not get too nuch out of  the Ceal-  By showing hor* , ' i , r_- turgh,, the Ug
isr  the US eirpect= to coerce the Central  Arner- ica= far the des::-ei
resu] t .

By releasing such dcarnn:.ng:.nformat ion about i ts* l  f ,  the Us
Governrnent has =hown how =trong i ts hand is and hci ,s rnur:h i t  can
g€t away with.  At  f i rEt ,  The New Ycrk Tines did nt : t  deern the
=tory worthy of  the f ront bur- ied i t
as a subar l . ic le.  i t  is  a= thor-rgh the US Eovernment t+er= =a) ' tng
"don't  expect any uFroar in the US abor-r t  the terror we trBi-ryr sg11
in Central  Arner icE."  Days af ter  the admission, houlever.  l " londals
HaE try ing to take advantage of  the ieslre and Reagan orderad sn
invest igat ion.  Dernocrat  Thanas Deurney toel t  care not to blarne the
president and to praise Reagan's ant i - terror isrn canpaign. st i l l !
despi te al l  these ccnfuging ncves i t  is  c lear that  the us
Governrnent uncerest inated the outrage cf  the people- r t  a i=o
remained ts be seen in the confuis ion whether or not the
bagic issue ef  the crA pr imer would be lost  in sanct i .monious
dr ivel  .  That issue is that  there is no correct  r*ay to cver- thrcw
a f  or:ei-94_gqf€j : Iggl . .L._-,_.There is no co:- i -ect way tc run ; .n empir= .- \
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the way Dor.rney and Mondale woutLd ha. ie uF bel  ie" 'e-- terrcr- is i
marrLrr1l  o! '  nct.

Sf  ccurs.=,  the US does hav'e 54,? bi1l j ,cn inve=teC in i .entrai
America and anot ier  S4.1 bi l l ign losned to tha Cent i -a l .  Firner ican
rur l ing c lasses. The US does nr: ' t  want th is th;-eatene.d.  =EFecis i ly
s ince three dol lars;-et l r rn tn th= US for every del  lar  in 'ye=tec;
hcuvever,  invest inent= in Cent i -s l  Arner ica do not require =.uch 3FEn
operat icns by the f , .  I .A.  l ' lsr  Cid the invs=isn c, f  l i rene.da har '= to
occi-rr  becauge the Ei-enadians were such a threa+- ts US investrnent=.
Non the open ect iv ' i t ieg of  the US Sovernrnent can eniy:e =xple:ned
b' i , "  the the decis icn o{ the Fentsgon, the rni l i tary indi is i r ies and
al l  the nul t inat ional  corpor; t ians the.t  the US rnuist  "stand tal I "
and "o' /ercBrne the Vistne.rn syndrctr f iE. "  bje in the US
are being accl imated tc f ight  a rnajar war and "prevai l . "

Precisely becauge l i t t le is at  stake in Ereneda in terng of
inveEtrnentsr i t  made Fense to str ike there f  i rst  a5 an e: . larnple to
the rest  o{  Central  Arner ica.  Invegtmentsr resaurces anc a
di  scipl ined wage-earning cless,  houlever,  are el iact ly whar-  i  = st
stal<e in Brar i l .  l ' le ; . : ico,  South Af r ica,  Eut i 'ope anC .ap* 'n.

Just  as Grensda was a perfect  t ra in ing ground to ei l  ihe US
mil i tary and Fropaganda machine fer war,  Cenirai  Arner ica has been
a place for US muscle-f lexing hi=tor ical1y.  However,  ; . lh i1e tha USi
rnay be wit l ing to al ienate the wor l<ers that  are giv ing tnem sa
rnuch prcf i t= cut  of  Central  Aner ica and the US inaT be wi l l ing tc
dainage i t= "oirJnings" in Eentral  America just  to make an Ei tatnPle of
the rebel  sn re ' rcr l  ut i  onar i  e= and pro-Sovi  et  i -ef  o i - rn l  sts t r f  Nr caragua
gr-r- ld El  SaLvadcr,  there is one hi tch.  A US inr;asion of  Nicaragua
sr El  Saivadar wculd rneet the arrned guerr i l las there.  The iJE
woul.d be the ready target of  an antr- imperial ist  struggle,
Ul t inately,  the US Governnent would pref  er  tc naf:e a deal  through
negat iat ions,  I t  hope= that the refarnists in the leadership of
the FDR of the Salvaderan rebelg and of  the SandiniEtas in
Nicaragua t* i l l  g ive the US a gecd enough deal  and a Cependable
"bact iyard" in t ime of  war wi th the Sovist  Union,

The US iE also c lFen about i ts desire to ta l te a chunk of
the Soviet  ernpi . re,  Ihe US does not rely pr imari ly on c:rvert  act ion
to undermine the Soviets" Hsw=ver,  the US can nct  rnai :e sn ess-v
e:. larnple out of  the Soviet= ei ther.  Ui t i rnatel-v.  the ant i -"csf f imunist"
arnphaEi= sf  .  the US i .n i ts fareign pol icy iE especial l .y Ce=igned ta
prepere the US for l . rar  against  the So'r iet  b loc.  GrenaJa and
Nicarague are perfect  for  th is preparat ion because the US can
point  to the-relat ions cf  these countr ies to Cuba and the So' . ' iet
Union. Of coursE, the airField on Grenada was not a rni i i tary
threat to the US. To even refute the obvicus l ies of  Us
pi-opaganda is alrnost to miss the pcint .  T 'he US Government dce=
not need to " l*r in"  an argurnent.  I t  needg msrely to paint  i , tsel  f  as
correct ing 9oviet  perf id ies and i t  succeeds in accl inat ing publ ic
cpini t :n to war.  The guest ion absut Brenada in 1"BS and lJ icaraqua
in 1?84 is not r"rhether sr  not  "US secur i ty"  is  real ly threatened
by these sountr ies,  The quest ion is whether cr  nct  the publ ic
buys into s war " tB stand tal1" wj . th the capi ta l is t  miner i ty
wh. ich has a business interest  in doing in their  Soviet
ccrnpet i tors and tahing over Ssviet  tu;- f  .'  

The=e Earne caf i . ta i  i=ts ' r+i  1 l  
' t r -y 

to conf use the i -5sLre.  fhey
r ' r i11 confuse people by gett ing the Senate to caniemn the rnining ef
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\ i i  =aragLla" s harrc i 's .  They r^r i :1.  I  a i" 'e the people bJal ter  l " !cnda' ie '

v- ;ho dges not crFFose the invasion of  Grenada sr a quai-ant ine s*

i ' i i  caragua. l ' londal  e r+i  I  I  oFpGse the war dr i  ve on the grci tns:= th; ' t

the.re i= ccrrgpt ion in the Fentagon and the mi i i tary =t ] rper; t tcnE

gel hundreds of  dol lars f  rcrn the Fenta,gi : rn f  er  a harniner.  Th:s i=-

nct  the is=.Lre.  The issue is v lhether mi l i tar iEm is in the inter-e=t

of  the people of  +-hig col tntry and E:v 'Er l  mare'  i ,he people s# the

werLd. I t  does no gcod ta cppo=e on!.y that  part  af  the mi i i+-ary

r^rhich is corrupt.  I t  does nn geod to sutpport  poi . i t ic iang wha only

oFFoEe war3 Bn the grounds that they ha're a be+-ter =trategy.

In the end. the capi ta l igts ha" 'e an interest  in going tc war

with their  Soviet  counterpar- t=.  The hired lsborere of  these saJnE

capi tal ists,  be they in the U5, in Guaternalan Eoca-CoIa factor ieg

crr  in Scuth A{r ican gold mines ueual ly do not.  I f  we keep this

persFect ive in mindr NE wi l l  have the support  of  the ma=ses l tnown'

as the internat ional  prc letar iat .  I f  ue er:plain the iEsues'  in the

Fer5pect ive of  the internat ional  praletar iat  we tran =ucceecj  in

stoppi  ng WbjI  I  L
NOTES:
lr jet*  Yortr  Ti  meE. 1C)/ : .5. /94!  1t l , /  t7 /44,
Detroi  t  Free Fi-esE, 1t) . /15, /84-
Jean-Paul  Sart : 'e,  On GeneEide-
"Centra1 Arner i  ca in Cr i  s i  s,  "  See i {1 i"1 I  i  t ,  I  i  s t '
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N0IES,dlf-i no'(r
AN UNgFFlaloffi-nurn or THE l'\AolsT INTERNATlotlF.t-tsr HrcYkhlE

US KNEW ABour NAPALT{ us.q i!.1 EL sfu}'ADgR
3-i-\Ji; i,fF;i j i ' j  F:=5I: ' l I U3E5 l ']t iF'FiLI' ' l  fnbi"' i  f :RfiEi' l ' i i- i i- i  LrS {-11': '

Ac=crCrngtotheNei. . r ' in l - l ' : l " imr:sni 'hgi- lEi i - i ; ' ' ' 'ernnen: ' ; . : i i i ; : : - ' - '3:
. i r i ; . r .  tne gn.. ,=t , i - :  f i€ l t  cr  Ei  I , i l rdc," . . ,=el  iapalrr  ; ig* in ' : t  t ! - : r ' :

i ! r r - l ' , , . . - i ic i -anpei-rple- i ' lap* ln igf ; ichcin: : . : l i 'L ' r . : l r :Fi f i l : ' r "" : ier- l ' : i :€ i ' - : i
:n i*r i ' . . ' .  l te ! - t=e h; i : ie 5;r i ;a i i=t-+i :  j i t r t ; ;  : i i ' i : i l - ' f i : ' :5 j ' la

..r r: t i  -;"r elr:1 e n gt Ltl- E "
i l ; -s-=.r ' t *u" ' -c-rr  ! -Ei f1f i*  inpl : .e= r-ha|-  tcr  he.5 '  = ' - ;c lpEc i iEinct

n;rpe1n. Flppar-ent1. ; ,  tne uE pra. ! ' rc!  e: i  th ' - -  5a. ive'Js:- : i | - ;= i ' ; i : : i  * - - : " r

a: I i ' -ct-=, f i - 'c ;h:=hai-{ ' j r - rg=dtc:c l i - r - :F==nvent icnelbcr ' : rb=' f r i 's i -F- ' i i l ;T i i : r
c.L,r . i ieg t t  Le hcnbrnq i .hr- l  ! r - terr- :1 ia! !  in the 5al" 'acic i - ' - ;n r i ' . l i i  i . ' rs ' j - '

The LjS Llc,nqre=.= becerne a'P'r:1!-e nf +-he ria'p =rl t i i  LiEe l '- i f t 7'E;:i- ='-i i :

d idnot infc i -mtheAnericsnp'-r t l i .cFi lcep+;1ne's- :ect i=r ; ln;- i -=i : ; : i - : l
b i_r i , - i  r :d in the ccngt-e==ic,nal  i i , :c=r*. ' ' l 'he =e-cal .  i  c-d E'ei 'nGC. ' - i " i : :  :

gcver-nrne:r tcf theUiceniedt 'heAn;et- i :anp'*rb. l :cr i l rpcr- ts i i t
i r - r f  cr-r i - rat :cn sn urhich +'e jurdge U' i  f  or-eign pcf  i 'c i " '  esFr ic j 'a i1 i " '  ! r r :

mi i i l :arr ,a ld te El  Salv 'adar- ,  r ' r ,*  re=ent : rdniE=i3n c]r ' :  n; lpm-irT'  L i=E

bythesal ' iadc. l ranregimecarne=:. ' \ id*y5befci .e+-hgadmi==:cnthat
the c. I .A.  has f  ornented terror is i r r  and cr- ime in i " i icai-ai lL i3" iSee

the weatpon !y a regime that t l i  1 i  ed i5-  t : ! iJ i : r  nrn- '

an= betneen f tctsber t979 anC l '1ay 1?g:!  i=

Thesiqni f icanceefthet ' i=r ' rYer l ' :T i r r r=sstcr ' ' ' 'LE'
af  the i t tempt by the US Go" 'ernment ts in; ' i ' :e t i :s

ursed te US ter i -crr  and war in f  c i -e ign ccl tn 'L i - ies '

L*,r? iB4, 4i

FAUR C, i .A.  SFIES DIE IN EL SAL\ ' 'ADCR

FourArner icansdiedinap}aneci-a=hinElSalvadgr.T|- i r . j . ,
uJer-eEpylngGntheact iv i+* iescl fgLteFr i l }ag'crppa==ctcthe
S; i l  vadoran regi  nre.  The pl  ane craEheci  i  n hea'ry rai  n '

t@" 1u,/?u' l84)

: ,qA[I IAN REr. ; t rLU'r Iof ' .JAFiIEs I IUESTrcl !  s*hlD; l ' i I5TA sUFFL' iF]- i  FCF: [ ' ;Hol ' lE: i ' i ]

surppcrter= of  l ' lar : : i=t-Leninist-  re l 'a lut t - ic 'na' l - ie= in i ran +'r ' "1 i 'G

t{ ]  sverthror,r  the react i  Bnary i ' : .hcrn=i  n i  regi  rne an: i  1r f iFEl- l  a i  i  =;n ; ' -  : l

l ibei , -ate} ' lur i i=tanque=t ianedD.anieiBr iega"aSanci-ni=ta1e.-16ai- .
and coordinatci-  of  the l r j icare.gLian qor"ei-nrnent '  In hi= - ' r ' ia

tc f  r -ano srtega 5e1l .dr  , "b ie th in l l  Ayatol lah t ' : .hcmeini  r  the Er- ' i 'n{ :

Lesderof the-I=lamicre'rc lUt ienendel=sFre=icentf ' 'hai i rs in i ' ' ' '? :L" i -
i t -aniangor 'Jgrnr l=n+*andpecplewhchS. ' ,e=.tacci ' l : | -hLl5: in=L|=l !c- t
=el . , .erecgndi t icn. . . ! . ' i i .caragus.acl lnct* ledga=.rni t=dut i , t= j i . : f*nd
the Is larni= F;epurbl ic 's pcsi 'L ' ien= in intei 'nst icn' i1 gether:n5=' '  "  "

i  r r - .*ni  an st i_rdent_ A=g'c i  at i  en thrcurghci i t  ths Ll  .5-  ,  r ran i  i - '

Regi  g isnce, . lut1y-Ar-rgutst  n 1984'  p '  : ! ' f , i

The i r . :n i  an re.rel  ut i  onar i  ea p ' - r t  ar-r t  a niaga= i  ne i  n tht= U: i  r : l  t i r

3 Sect ion de",cted ta gcl id*rr i t " ' r ' r i th the Llentral  * i -nei- l 'c :aI- ;  p===1er";"

Thej . rcr- i t ic igrnofEtr tegar.r i=edl" : .hai i re in i '= 'exe:ut t icncis l t 'Gl-
r f r - ;or i i i { - l re, . ,c l i t t icnar ie=' in l ranandhi=='enCingycr- i tht=i : r=--

=Lairghterec : 'n the wai-  aget in=i  I ; -sq'

U5 FUSIIES AF:|"1S FiAf,E II. 'JTO gFACE

TheUsrejectedtheideaofamcratoi- iut"ncntE'5t ing=p;tcs
ir i€6pcn=. In e j ingoist  apFeai tC] "nat i [ -n; l i  =ecui i - i t . :y 'n "  l iecretsr ' " i

c f  State Gearg= F, SchLr l t :  ref  'err=d ta the new s:pace biEsFt- ' rn= 3!=

psrt  of  "c:ur ief  engive and deter- : -ent  f  Brcr:=" "
, io ' re ef  +-he i . . reapon= bel i  ng tsstecj  f  e i -  EFa:= Lt=E ai-e i  r tenie: l

' t ; :dg=l i '= ' ' t ' ic : ' . i : .=t-El : -5=i1e=befc":-=+-h=t:ea: l -+- i r .UI l " ' i - r t i :=3*t- : '

I

t',{ 
|
I
I

Fl iH I ' jgrEE f ' .18. 3i
The use. of

cornbatant c i  v i  I  i
nat  sLtrpi-  i  s i  ng -
that  i t  i= Pai- t
Arner i  can PeoP i  e
i i ' leut Y$r l,: Ti rfle=':

-L



ae

i  *gr-eemen'-  l i rn i t ing suich t i r -EaFGn5" i t  was agreed thst  = 'u i :h '

NE€' ,pBrI3 ccngt i tute a danger beca'ut=e they even utnderrn:na l :he

ar iqrnal  f  iq l ; ; ;  j r - rst i f  i iatrc,n af  deter i -ence. I f  L1i-r .= =. i  c le

f i red i l€3p[]n=, the rni l r tar l= l  rat i t rnale l ' ras that  the ether-  :3r" i i ls

wc]ur ld teo *r . ro-b"th waur ld - .er-r{ f  er  nLlc iEar descl-uct isn'  , - f ,1 '*ar- i  
7 '

g\ /e i . ]  by th i= 
"* i ic .nale 

f  cr  the armE: race" the neur weaFcn= ai"E

sf- iensr\+ '€ r{EtsFrns 5ec;t- t= 'e t iey gi ' re-o- l= eggresscr a chance t 'c

=hc]: j t  i " r r thourt  beinE hi t  bacl l . ' i ih* Det:-ai t  l ' iet l= ' "  l t ' t /1/AqJ

U5 *|- . iRE5TS NIt ' . . IE REUSLU]-I0FIAF{Y | ' tA.r10i ' lALI51.5 IN i ' iEbl  YoFi. : '

TheLlSar;-e=tecninerreed. lmf ighter=tr . ' ; :ngtgestebl i=r : {

3l . rc l ln*trcnintheSeuth--ai !e ' 'qAfr i ! :aan[ '1 '1 'p ' ;bLic '
The :rre=' tg came at a t i rne t ' then the US hasl  ta l lsn tc

, ,pre-empt ive, ,  act iBn agar in=t ths=e iz accr- tgee c+'  b=ing tet-rc i -1: :1: : i "

I .Jet . landVagLtelart l=givethestatea, ' iegal ' 'e} iCLiSefot-h; i i .a=: i ing
ar I  revclut i .snar ie= i t  cr-rr i .  i i * , - ro. ist"--of  ten vr i+-h Flo € ' r ' j 'dei ice '

(Ner, l  Yor- l - , :  Tj .  rne=. 1i : ) ' i  19' /94)

u3 
"-H::- :?:=f f ; l  intei-est  i -a. tes j .n recen+. y=arer the rar-c= r : r

co,Tpet i t ion in ine us econot i"-n*= p*t  !T;  
iaree=i  us banlrs in ba

shape. F-:ecent l  y,  the.  US eo' ,= ' r , ' * . ] i  u" i  l  ed or- t i  the Cont i  nental

I l l inoisNat ionsiBankandTrutgtCornpanywiths4.Sbi l l i 'on.Dn
october Srd,  the eighth i* .q"; i  bank in the ceunt i -y reparted q- i

}oggofrSTomil l ionintheirdquarter,Fothban};gattractec
governrnent at tent ion becaurse the f  a l l -g 'e l  of  Fi lher u;ould =tar- t  ; '

=nourbarr  pracess of  roan d; ;" ; ; l= '  ( t I ! ! t  lo l t$t)

Indeed, 
-* i t r ' '  

the l i f  t ing of  intErest  cei i ing= f  ar

deposi t ( ] rs,  ban} l= have had t ;  compete on ' r ic iout= terms. Hc'u. ;ever"

nocapi ta l is teconBinYt* ' ' ' t " t tyonguchcompet i t ionfor lBng
ur i thoLrt  a monepoly winner- , - i *==ive banl : rutptc ies or governrnent

i  ntervent i '  on I  in f  act  '  
the di  f  +erentre between a rnonopoi  y t ranl l  and

a f  ederal  ta l leover of  ar i  lne banks is ni} l '  l r lhe regulates whcm

alsc hecorneg a farc ical  quest ion,  Nei ther s ide

has a choice in the g"rg" i r , .  The banl :s can not dc wi thoutt  the

gcrrernrnent anc the gorr*rn*"r ,a can not do- i r i thautt  the banhs' '  That

ig urhy Flar l ' ; ; r ;  .* i fea t ie etate an "e>:ecurt ive cornrni t tee sf  the

bour i -geois ie- l i  .  T| ' *  us aovert ' *= ' t t  must i ' ' ' i * t ' ' * t t*  in the interest=

ofthecapi ta l is tc lasst=**f 'ofeorfaceahugeeconornic
o=n'=;=; i""?"in'" ;" : : l : : : l r , . ro' ,  bv rhe us Governrnent is the s'earch

for  prof i !ab,1e bursi , . r*==*='- iot  us banl :s ic do bugin€5E r ' r i+-h '

especial ly ia m'ake lcans tc,  That i= why the us Eevernrnent i=

cornpel  lec t ; -* ; ; ; ; - the Thi i l -  r r rot io sa+e ior  u5 butgineEs'  I t  lencs

.  rn i l i tary ard (good busir ,*=l  i r t  u5 mir l tarv indust:- ies and hanl ' :s)

to regimeg r . r i l l ing to.  =q. j=.== prof  i ts  outt  of  their  wer i :ere '  b 'y '

f  orce.  South Af r i  ca i  s cnl  y one bi  g e: ' lampl e '

'De--pi tetheUsGcvernrnent 'E.secur j"e '"+butsinegsinthe. ih l t .d
tr icr l  d f  or the Arneri  can *to ' 'oty '  the Arneri  can eccrncf i ly i  E'  st i  i  I

introutb}e.Thewea}lneggofArner icanbani . : :Eonlyccmpel1=.the
gtate tc faol :  far  r**  =oJ,r les o* prof i t= far  Arner ican bt- ts inEEE'

Thebiggestr- tntapped=o.. ' .= igtheSovietbiac.TheUsGovernment
i=.  prepar ing +ar- 'hf ' l l l t  ,o i l i  t l re Sovi 'et  b lec to open up tre Soviet

btoc **o tnJsci ; ;="; ; -us i "=tneEs- The 
' ' r ' ' ie t  

governrnent hs ' - ;

a l readytst :ent3ver i tsbant;s 'but t i ta lsowarl :gfarprof i t tsci t
is  a1s'3 i tp*t ia i iet '  Th;  seirch far- .pro{ i t  n i tst  end'

Thase with n(]  interegt i ;w| |JI I I  and the cr- i t threat prsct ice: :  c i

bursines=' rnurs+- tel : :eB'/er proJuct ion'  That is the enly t ' tar" t ' ; -a

eI  imi 'nate t f '= t*ut=es of  the cutrrent '  bfbJl I I '
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SOUTI-{ AFRICAN POLICT ICLT I6 IN GtNIRAL 5IR{KE
F=Lice =hct enci  i , : i I le i  at  le.ret  iS FLac!: :s in Soi i th A{ ' t - i ,ca in

thE l ret  tu;s day=, The pol ice chat the pretestcre in an sr{ fcr t  to
- r ,^ i  

I  FF^+a-$- ;  
- t -^;  

. . , . ;  +h 
-  ^^^^,-n1 

.-+Fn i"a i  
^  

+t-a T--E-. , - -1
LiLrL- i i  fJ i  

grLg=.L= Er=-=.LrLiCtL-U FiJ Ll i  o qEi lg i  Ci i  =-Ll  I t r= I r i  L l lE l i  q l i=YSCII  t

The eene: ' -a l  : ; t i - i  { le ar. ;=€ r . rhen u.rcr}rei-=.  decider j  to jo in

=tutdent= i . rho u.re;re haycatt ing =chsnl  .  The s-t t - t ient- i ' ;c ; - i re i -  a. l l ianc=
i= te l , : : .nc act ion acain=t the'new cnn=.t i tu i icn in Scurth i : t ' i t - ica
i , ;h ich re=rnt iy-rn=. rhe fc:urth c la=.s c i t i ;enshi .p cf  I l l * , : i ;s . in:he
ja=t ma. jsr  cai .ani ; : i  regi ;ne in i i f r - icei"  Hunsj i -eci=.  of  i .hsut=.anci= '  af '
=, t t - rdent= ani  u, :s i - i : :e i -g,  =. tavea hon;e Gn } i levember 5ih in rnlr  ar :a=ing

ciJ =pi  e i . ,  c{  def  i  " inc= i  n { i  r+eJ. i  - t l inec psi  i  ce sta. t .e.  E' , r  a i  l  ac=ct. in1:=
l - i ra F+r- . i  t . . r  - . - ;  L.^*,-- .++ L,-F L-. ' - -  ' - . - .  1 ' l  ;  

-^ ;  - - . - l  - "" , t9Lt id =. i i  i t ; .L:  cai iU ULi ' r tLLrL'  , l - t=:  ugEir  9 lg i l  u l  utr l i r+su ci i !u r- iLr i

ef ' i  ==i .  i  'n 'e.
That the pt : l  i :e i r i  1 i  ed snnther 1B gi  e; l ' := i  n the general

=tr- i .  l le =hn' , . . . rs.  c:n:€ egain t l - rat  ' i i ie : i t .ets i= n€vei-  "net i t i -a l  "  in c i .asE
c=nf l ic :=.  in r : ' rugnst snci  SeFternber-"  =nrn=uih=i-e bete=en gt : :  nnC 1Si l
l r i ; rc! :s.  1a: ; t  +-h=j . r  i . j . ' , "e= i r i  p i -cte=t= ag*inst  th= neln Cnn=.t i** t - t t ic3n.
Tl- iE:  rne==.a:r-e=. rnai ' :  e a f  srce nf  r+h: ie l ibei--* is. '  c i . : i t i ;g that  Sot- t th
f i t i - i=s =sn be ch; in;erJ th i -c i igh per=i te,s icn and re{ai ' - rn.  T 'hey'  a lgc:
shni . ;  r+hat a l ie "c ierncrcrac' .y"  i=.  r - ignt  hei-*  in the UE =ince pt i thc: '* t t

U$ rni  L :  tary end eccnc;rr i  c ei  d 5cr-r th A'Fr- i  ca cc: i t l  c j  nc ' t  sa ef  {  i .  c i  entL 'y
i - r . r  *6^11 ' !p1 

-  iSes, "U5;rnd Sclr th Aft- i=a" cn t iJ I ' j  1 i t "i  = i i i i  E== i  L=. F:ELrF,r  
qr  ' rL:F=:

i . i=. t "  )  i l lp ' i t - ; . i . " :  i . ietn 'g,  1 i , t7 ig4i

StrUTi-j AFil l iAt4 TFii jCFS Srf+Ftt', l j  r i_i,, i : i i :r, i_r HOUSES
ThE 5.: : r . i th Fi ' t r - ic ; rn av-rn: ' /  a ' t ie 'npteci  tc:  int lmid*te Bla: i := 1n

Scr-r th A- i : : - ic : .  by =asi-chinql  hot- tse=- anci  mai, :  inE r la.== arre=.t= '  The

ci-s- f ,1. :dsi ' ;n t r lnd Lrse i : f  t l - re ar- i i i i , '  'Fa: .  1ed tc .q i te i .3.  p i 'c te=t='  Fretests-

:n the f  ace r t f  t i re ar-rny r i -s{ : i icc, i ' ;n demcn=.trateci  the detsrrni ; ie: ien

c-f :  rh= pFcFle tc c ivei-c. : : r : ' i€3 *p: ; r - i l - r=ic i  de=pi te {rJs=te:-n c la i ins --hat
Einir t .h * f  i - : := " i  =.  cet . - i  i ' i= br€t-*ai- .  "  { i ' , . ls i+ '? ' : . r i -1, :  T ' is :==-.  L l : r . , j :4, t8!4i

|:.:"i:" TErii icFiIST tl i \t\ juAl Fi-l i :; ir i. i i ] i iF:*EU* *tigFrTE[ FF:Ul' i t ' iETF.!*! ' i  biAF'i

;*=ci ' r i - i ing tc:  Sene.ts i -  f ,enrr l  i 'at i - := i ' ' :  i ' ta i rn ihsn the rnant i ; . ; i  th: ' r t

t i i *  C- I  "  Fl  "  =.up-=i  i  eci  t* . r  i -ebel  = t i - ' , ' i  ng ta cvei- i 'hrr :+;  rhe 5 'sr ' ;d i '  n i '  s t*
qi ov'=rnir;*nt t]{ f '- i l  rsi-;rguie, FJas "!.;{f!-! l f sr r.:B!-tri " f ;-Lrrir U3 At'-; ltV ef {c;-t=

in t ' i .etnam in i9553" {5e= I ' i i i " i  i r inte= n5. : :  abol i i  the rnani ia i .  i
iSetrs i  t  Fr-ee F' i -e=s{ i . t ) , t?9/Fi l l i  5e. i

FI{LiT CLAII"iS TG FiAi. 'E STIOT L!S}J|'.J i. ]"A. FLAT.':E
Fcl t r  UE rpies diec!  in a pJ. ; . ine cra=.h in El  Sai ' ;adsr 1a=.t

rnontf i .  The Fl ' t l - f ' i  =.aid thet  the US er:planst ic:n tha. t  the plane

ci-ash=d in ; -a in is r- id ic i r la l re.  The US sf  fered thie explanat i t :n tc.
qj .  l ,e the a.ppeai-ance of  nst  v ia l ,at ing the iaw regar-ding US f  cr-ce=.
' i  r ,  rno! :  s#

CASUALTIES IT' I  GF:ENADA CtrVEFED UF
Tura forrner mi1i t . : : -y inteLl igence cf* icerE said ihat  at .  1ea=t

L{- l  ccmbat desth= a' f .Arner icans in the US invasi .an nf  Gi 'enada FieFe
covei-ed Lrp" The death= carne in a t r :p-=.eci-et  aperei ion j i  r - tet  hef  c i re
the pr-rbl i r :  in ' . ,a=iun" Fai"ni l ie= sf  the dead have been tc ld tc l : '=ep
qr- i i  e i , ,  Al  sca in qr-re=.t i  r :n i  s the nl trnber cf  Erenada' g dead si  n:s
ther-e r^ laE ne\ ier  a.  { inal  total  "  :4{ t  US =r:Ldier= and rni l i tar-v
pol i=ernen cnnt in i re the U!"  cccnp;r t isn of  the t rny is land a year
: : - i=.=i i '  * ,hs rnv*=:: tn,  i l ' . i r i ' r  vn- i  r ' i -=c, ,  l i i . , / :?. . /L?4" i l  i l i r ; ' ' : .  1<

8+
0t
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a j. r.-! 3, j lj j, iJ{ { j. J

i-[F}GiJE trF ' 'F:EI, '{]LUTl'CII 'JAF:Y'' 5TF:'JGGLE iLFiSi EI1JDIi: iSES !' '1O|'JTALE
Fr =upFc:=.edl  i , '  l " la;- i r  1 =t-Ler i  nr  s ' t  n=uJ=FaFer cai  1€: i  ' 'Uni  t ' t ' " '

FLib:r .=hed hv the i - l - - iS b; .=i :eci  l innCE,lE" l iber-al  celncl  idates.  and
i==l ie= arres=. the land cn l ' .Jsvernbei-  6th.  t l -F;S) c la i rns tB sLrFpoFt
l iac:  a.nd L,eng cl f  China. hlc,where in the paper did l ' lac '=.  name
aFpea!-  c i  e=pi tc,hi= suppesed rs le in inspi ; - ing Denq and the LRS.
l l fE;+\r  { r" i t '?a-.  I ' l  =tAl l  1\
iL- ! i  I  j .  ! : i  t  l1- .J 4Lr i  I  /  IJ i  LrTl  L I
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USA 1 tilIR ovtR sovrtT ARtvts Suur T0 NtcARAGUAu3 0f  f  ic ia is imply that  the u5 wnl i ld Eo to uiar ropr-event the Sanci  in ista gal 'e i -nrnent ; : f  l r j icar-egr- ia f i ' -cn:  i -ecei .v, ingsgv' i  et  I ' i i  6so whi ch are advanced mi l  i  tary ai  r -craf  t ,  i - retrei  tFier*rs '  !L ' / r 'g ' /94.  7c) The us r* i=ed a-Fi-rrsr  by cr : . i r -n i . r , -that  I ' i iE*31= urere absard 
i  Soviet  =hip i in lcadinci : .n l . , i jcsra! , - i ; r  ,ApparentLy.  l 'J icar-agi ia ei ther did ncrt  LrnFlE{cr l  the i , . i :G-: ,  1 j i3tf ight*r= f rsrn the Sc,r . iet  =hip =rr  thsre ! . je i -s nsi- : lny c i :  bsard.The Sandini=te= wi=ely pr- t t  s. f f  the der. i ; ; r ;  

" i - t t= ' r . i i i l= 
ts thef  ur ture and defended their  r ight  to b*y thern fsr  o=f en=e

F'Lt!- ! l r .=.eE. In the I ; rngi iaee sf dip113nrac1.,  the UE 
-.- : ; :  

d i  i .  r . ;ei_r j  d"not ia ierate" a sanci  in ista plrrchase crf  i ' r j .G=. u= i : f f i : j .aIs='aid that  a i r  str i l res er a navar qur*,rant ine a.r-E po==i; ; ; : ' ' -
{ I r ier , r  ] {erh Ti  mEF, 11,/B, i  

-g4,  I . }
The US af f  i  c i  a l  s hav:e cal  I  ed Ni  caragl i .e , ,ancthar Ltrrba. , ,Farrner pr-esident John F. l iennedy led the , , i . r*"  ou r , i ;=;- 'Jnoj=.ron

tn :-eestabl i  sh [- .15 neocai oni  al  rr-r ]  e i  n clrba. 
'  

i r - :e i luLen= crushecthe US invaeicrn end pr-otected their  re.v,c jut isni  * , . thcirgho thecuban governnent chose to t rade US depencience fc, ; -  ispendence Gnthe So'r iet  Union.
The Sandinistas are preFrar ing for  ancther f ia.r ,  ,  f  Figs st , , , . leus operat ion- Governrnpnt-plorr . ;ers are in=.t i  . rcteci  tc f  rEhtg' . terr i  11a act i  an agai  nst  us c:cupi  ers et  n j  ght .  iv i*a*f i r , ih i  1e" theSandini=tas are e>:po=ing u6 plan=. to +-he r , r=r jd jn sn ef fc.r- t :Grai ly pr-rbl ic apinian internatranal  1y.  U$ c-r f f ic i : ; . j=.  i ta\o.e be*nrepeatedl  y f  orced i  nts c ienying pl  ans f  cr  r  i rv*di  nf i  l .J i :aragl ia.  l ; . ihenthe us f inal ly d, 'e= etart  rnore ha=t i r i t ie=,  the feapre wi l li -ernernber the=e 1yi  ng deni  et l  s,
In the rneant i rne'  the us imperi  a l  i  s t= h;ve * t iempied to b,-r i  l  dpubl  i  c  opi  n i  cn f  sr  waf aeai  nst .  i l i . * .*gr,* .  The US De{en=esecretary l je inberger has painted Ni. . i *g. ,*  as s rni i i tsry thre*t  toth= us:  " the saviets are s l rpply ing a greai  c jeaj  n{ :  hea.. ,y af  f  en=iv=srrns ta Nicarague."  anEi " the us is-pr-ef ,areo . i r l r  E gi-eat nl t rnber sf

-n- . | -  

i  
- - -RF.:  ^,LU'rLir i i : ja-nc1e= thai .  r iay have tg be tai len, , ,  iDerr- , - r :  f i r=: : . ,cj . ! , t lg g.4,  i ] i  In ather wsrd=, Ni . ; ; ;n"-  o=i_ ' r rn= inthe us bl  nc I  cont i -nued i  nvsl  vernent * i  {n-  tn= 

-=o" i  
= i  

-nt  
o.  r . r i  I  I  ms: inwar '  rn order to int imidate l l icaragura the us has sent plane= overFJicaragua to break the sound barr ie i  at  reast  fcr i i ; -  c lays in a r ' i i j .The us alss =:"1 fs=t  ships and p! .ane€ to hara== .he so' ietf re ighter that  dcrcl :ed in i , , t icaragua, (N.LTr 1l . r .B, /S4" 4) The USviolates Nicaraguan airspace at  l r i r l  and then say= that f , r i6-?r _]etf  ighte,rs are unnecessary of fensi , r= , r=*for,=.

In ef  f  er ts to prepare publ ic opi .n ion f  ar  hrar.  h igh levelstate Departrnent of f  ic iars have aami, t ted , ,a tough por icy of
.  int i rn idat ion and harassrneni"-  accardi"g-t t :  the Dstr-ni t  Free Fr-+s=..( t t /13' /g4f  t l .  

f3r t  of .  that  int imidat ion' inctuaG? garnes inHonduras which the stale Departrnent adrni t= are tc.  $;eep Nicaraguague=sing about US'mi l i ' tary act ions.
Blatant war naneuvers and naked terror isrn gc tcgether.  ctnef ront page screarned "Reports say crn man.rar h,* ; . I ;s; i .  , ,

Fresident Reagan. r ied desperatery saying thst  there Fras , ,ncthinc:
1F that rnannal  that  tarked about 'assissin. : t i , rn at  * i i ' ] i  

' i i "Hl
ErFe'  Pre=-s,  11 /  1 l /g,4,  I  )  .  yes,  Hr,  i "*g"" ,  the word , ,asg'assinat i  cf ,n, ,dc]eE nst  aFtrear becaurse trre c iR is awaie of  the, , f8H,, that  says_\/: ! rs i ' , l i : ! " -C t t=.==.;=* i  

l=t{ f "  i - -3"r  i f  i : f  n- , . :  l f - l l r . l - . r i=;  i - . .  . r - , : .  , , - . iJ ,  i . , r r l . .  / ._?

rrf ,'lJr+
l lD,  u



with th is new "Iaw' ."  yoLtr  fnen Llge the prord "neutral i :e"  inEtead.
As the US es.calateg t ' l t { I I I  acrc=-= the gloher the governtnent ni l l
rnore ;1nd m6re Gpenly ret ,e. t l  i tsel f  for  urhat i t  is '  The trapping=

af a "Cong' t i tut iQf i : "  sf  " legal i ty"  and "democracy" wi l l  = 'erve as

an incre-=i=ingly Ft :or  c lsal l  of  state terrar isrn.  l r lhen the

pr-alet-ar iat  aural :ens ta th i= and u;hen there is en oppor+-uni ty to c lo

sor the pecple cr f  ihe US inay r iEe trr  revslut isn crr ld ca=t a=ide

this €) icu5'e f  c:r  l 'dernocracY- "  (For detai ls on the CIA rnan' ;a l  sf

terrer against  Nicaragua, see t l l l ' l  NDTEF no. 3i

CHILE RflUFJDS UF THtrUSAI\ID5 FOR SLAUGHTER
Faced r . r i  th i  ncrea=i  ng protest  agai  nst  i  ts  rule" the Chi  1ea.n

junta rounded up +-hou=andg o' f  sur=pected 1ef t is tg a 'nd detained them

in a s l rccer stadiutm, At least  ?.()Ot)  were detsined f  rsrn one

sett lernent alsne cal1ed 5i1va Henriql leE'  Dhurch of f ic ia ls

col lected the narnes of  44rf  pec:Pie arrested, inother 
""7 

peaFle

brere detained in La Victor ia,  Chi le 's gcrvernment did nst  say u. .hat

r , rould happen to the people,  { l r lew Yor l ' l  T ineE. Lt , r t7 ' t841 4l

In 1?73. Chi ie"5 mit i tary led a col lP againgt the- electec

=ocial ist  Preside'nt  Salvador Al lende Go=sen=- The bloodbath that

fat Iorared also largely toolr  p lace in a stadiurn.  That ble 'odbath ig

the bacl tgrnund af  the rno'r ie " f" l is=i i lg.  "
The f larne c] f  resistance in chi ie l ive= and can nst  be

repres=ed.

FDR 5UFPORTS ELECTItrNS
The pol  i  t i  cal  representat i  ve o{ rncgt gl terr i  11 as i  n Et

Salvador favcrs part ic ipat ion in elect ions in coeperat ion wi th the

rnnrderous 5a1'/adoran jr-rnta. Soci al ,  Dernocrat Gr-t i  l  l  errno Ungor head

sf the DernocrSt ic Re.valut ionary Front (FDR),  said "we ds not want

the l ion's ahare of  pt :weF, l t  " t r ie negd elect icns as soon ag

pc==ible."  {@ 11,/17,/84" i . }
Ungo. r^rho iF f raternal ly al igned to the r=forrnist  SaciaI i= ' t

Internat ional  ,  probably rneans what he says because his - f  r iends in

the Labor Farty of  Israel  and the Social igt  Party of  Fr-ance have

gained power thraugh the bat lot . , , .  The pro-Sc'v iet  Salvadoran

Cornrnunist  Party 'a lEo f .avors laying down arrns
The refsrrnist  FDF| coal i t ion is vefy gimi lar  ideological ly to

the coal  i t ion that ,  put ;  Al  lende, in power- in.  Chi l€." i ,  Unf ortunatelyr  . .
the social  dernocrats and reformigt  pro-Soviet  "cornmunists" do not
seem to have learned that i t  is  i rnpossible to ."cornpromise'r  ' * i th

butcher i - -but ihers who- I { i11ed over 4t)rOOO'people in El  Sal 'vadcr so

far--
. . :

GUERRILLA CROUP FORMS FOR AEI"IEO STRUGGLE"IN. 'SALVAPER 1
'  ' -On'  November: '1Et,  a I ' tar>: ist '  grouP cal l 'ed' the Raberto Sibr ian

Popular Revolut ionary l ' lovernent f  orrned,-  The grouF appirent ly"
f  avcrs "popu!.ar revol t - t t ionary war" and " total ly rejectg ' f .  the FDR'g
tal l rs wi th the US-dominated junta.  Freviously a group cal led the
blor l lers '  Revslut ionary Movernent forrned r , r i th girni lar  crbject ion= ts
the FDR, l " l l t l  NBTES is unaware of  the ideology of  e i ther of  these

: : : : -  >"

groLrps except '  that  both have been cal Ied. .  f ' larx ist , (  l . le)  rn i  .F Fr ee.tI|:=-=L-..+D

<)h
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NDI'JE DF THE AFOVE I 'JIN5 CRUSHII{G LANDSLIDE VICTORY FDR F.RES]DENT
l lacni  *a months c: f  prgpeganda from the presg Fredict ing

reccfrd t l r rnourtg on elpct ion day and despi te rPcclrd vBter
FF^ia+ps#iaa gf f  115 miLl isn FEBFlpi  voter turnout {er theI  E!J4 =Lr 6LrLirr  !

president eai ied sLrt  a Lrsre 9t)  mi l l ian vcl tes--5".92 caf thege
el ig ib le,  This f  igur-e i= a mere three tenths of  Ene percent
higher +*han the f igure for  193{: t - - the lor*regt turrnout =ince 1?&+,

Appar-ent1y,  the ef  f  or ts of  Je=ge Jac[:gc:n and others succeeded
in corral l ing a higher percentage of  Elacl l  voter= than nsurai  .  9tZ
ysted f  ar i ' ioncial  e.  The f l i  =. tr i  ct  c: f  Col urnbi a l  ead the t l t rnautt
incresse at  5.8; / . ,  ( l ' . ler ' r  Ynr l , :  Time=" 11, '8, /E}4'  160 17)

hi lonp x3f the above carr ied every state ul i th an average cf
47.17. ct f  the vote.  The candidate was said to benef i+-  f  rorn the
boi , -edorn prcrduced by the two canCidates Hho spl i t  the'bourgecis
and middle c la=s vate

FEACE CORPS FUSHES CGRPORATE CREDENTIALS
In a let ter  to prof  essers af , roEs the colrntry.  Loret  l " l  .  Ruppeo

cl i rectgr gf  the Feace Cbrps-boasted of  the career devgl*prnent
possi t r le through the Peace Corps'  " l ' lany mult inat ional
csrporat ions and Federal  Agencies.  tnal ie a pcl int  of  h i r ing ret l t rned
Peace Corps Vol l rnteer=. "  Nst s l r rpr is ing s ince they hired thern in
the f i r=t  p lace

WORF:ER JAILED IN CHII .JA FOR OF'FBSING BO55
A wornan who put up a wal l  pcr=ter aboutt  her bo=s recei  ved a

one year sentence in the People 's Repl tb l ic of  China. She l ive= in
Shenyang, a c i ty in l - lanchur ia,  Her cr ime f  a l ls  under the rubr ic
of .  infract ion o* labor discipt ine.

' ; . ,  , .  In China frorn 1965 to L97b, F{ao Zedong, China'= founder and
the world" s,  greatest  conternporary l " farx ist-Leninisto workers
regular ly put up wal l -  po=ter= cr i t ic i i ing their  bt :=ges. Indeedt
off  ic ial  csmini t t 'eeE c:f  t+t :r i ;ers and athers t+atched f , 'ver and
eupervi=ed their  bosses in the f  actor ieg- Thror- tgh thig l l ind of
worker control"  the Cul turral  Revolut ion at tempted to inpure that
ncl  Bne dorninated the worl<ers and that the workers learned to.  run
pl  ants thernsel  ves.

Since 1?76 a state capi ta l is t  counterrevolut ion overthrew
social igrn i rx ChiDtsr.* :The. new rul ingi  c lass Lrses- pl- isens- and, ja i lg; ,1 '
tO l :eep'  workgf S in t i f l t i+: . . ' l '  - . . . : ' : i r  j ; ' : i : ; : i ' r . : , r1 i - i i * r - - t r ' ' : ; . i ' ' i  l l

.-, ; . . , . f lor 're,ver; '  such- repression' always grl ibu!-t_e*ftfp"Fi. l tance. .*.. , ; :
"Reports in the of f  ic ia l  Fress acl<nowledge that: f f isre ha.ve been'  .
work stoppagesr '  Ei t - ins and heated confrontat ions between worl ters ' '
an.d f acto,5y. rnanagerE,...::,,.- {Ji q-r l"lapnr. "l,rlhY f Chi ltaiA".fac\o;y hlor}rers
Are UnhaFpvro San Franciscs Chronic le,  lO/St/F'41 t r6)t  ,  .

: ':ri-: . r' r: j:.1'i j3::r-: 
i,luth"'6f='the protest' contrerns receint liFa+iiFrfii if-' thit'-dri ve -""

China fr-r r the,-  bacl t  into pr ineval  capi ta l ism--,- : '  I t  seerns that the
state capi ta l is t  c lass is having a 

-hard 
t ime maintaini . f ,g wel f  are

capi  ta l  i  sm and i  s rnovi  ng tcward f  ree rnarket 'capi  
ta l  i  grn,  In one

instance, the recent "reforrns" at tempted' to cut  f r inge benef i tE
and to dock Pay {or fa i lurre to achieve quotas,  Wcrr}<ers went on
str i l te;  marihed to the so-ca1Ied Cornrnunist  Farty headquarters and
pet i t ioned against  the ref  orrns.  The r*orkers won, blr t  two months
. ] . : l t - t -  * f - ,  I  r t ' -e- i=!-n1?tt  

i , ,=: i t  * ' \ r - , : -1r f i  : : ! r - : ' . - r r i : : . : r , ' .  r ' . t -1, : .  d 
41
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l1:Ti1-":rl-r"ootr o+[tn*__@ enceand.tech4slogYr:. adrI'euit'ure!-'approgrf eti,on by tho stetc eapitali.st clas=capitaltst tndqpgrYf tr..{q unign'frree; sexlsm, soercl.on of labor out oflabor-powerr" the anlrchyiof prbaue3l*r' 
"*".erbation 

of the ctiviEion oflabor. '  ?zlOip., over- 5OO.referegceb;- tb.SO g .SO.

CALL FCR ARTICLES! tJEtrJS ITEMS
HAVE YBU READ SNI1ETHINE IN THE NEWS THAT'SHOULD BE IN ALEAFLET? SEND IN ARTICLES OR NEI, .JS TIDBITS FBR I ' I IH Tg PUBLISH . IRbJRITE UP. IN DEPTH REFBRTS I" IAY BE CHBSEN FER OUR LIT. LIST, ;FSE| 'JDII{G ARTICLES, FJE HESERVE THE RII ]HT To EbTT-

B*C},.: ISSUES
It io.  1 e, lposes l " lsndale on Central  Arner ica.  the Dernacrat ic F,arty i :

rd\ ;* i r  and the tai  I  l r r :e of 1 i  ber-al  i  sm.
Nr:-  3 e>:poses the cracl ldotrn.of  the solr th Af;- ican Arrny on

ant i -cslgnial  rebel=.
i 'Jo '  3 pic l ' :s  Ltp t ]n the big EIA manural  f lap in l { icaragua and =hor+s

East- t rJest  content ion and how Central  America f  i ts  in UB plans
f cr  escalat ing the current World bJar.

I 'Ja,  4 csncerns napalrn use in El  salvador,  r ran and the problems
of US banl ts.  :

I ' lo '  5 is about the fascist  c lampdown on the ant i -colonial  general
gtr i l re in South Afr ica,  US preparat ions for  fur ther war in t rentra-
Ameri  ca and capi  ta l  i  srn i  n Chi  na,

SEND ?O CENTSFNSTAGE PLUS 10 CENTS PER BACH'ISSUE.IN STAF,IPS OR
CASH.

SUESCRIFE 3' ]  CENTS PER ISSUE_-POSTAEE STAFIPS'C}R CASH PLEASE,

Ti iE I ' IAOIST IFITER'IATIBNALiST MEVEMEFIT {T' I I I" I }  I5 A CCHHUNiST
GRSUP THIIT UPHOLDS 

'"1AO 
AI{D THE CUL.TURAL RE1,,OLUT10N. bJE *RE A I{EhJ

GRSUP T! iAT FEFI{ED ON OCTBBER 15TT 1"gS A5 THE REVOLUTIBT.TARY
Ii \JTER|\IATIOT.IALIST I ' IBVEHENT TRII ' , I } .  ,  RENAF'ED (I ' I I i " I )  BN I" IAY' 15T, 1994,
i i ' I i i - l )  HAs NO TIES TO Af{Y BTHER BF:EAFIIZATION, i i ' I IT, t)  } , tEi" !BERs AF:E
bi0Rl D CITIZENS. NOT AFIERICTINS, AND TFiEREFORE UPHtrLD .  ' :
. : ' *TERI' iATIEiJf{LI5I-1 A5 A GUII]TNE VISION,

. TFiE {HiH) STRATEEY FBR REVSLUTIBN I5 PRE!"! IS5ED C'IT SFITI-
I IYFERIALISE AI. . ID ANTI-I , I ILITARIST EDUCATICNAL ITJBRI.: . .  PART dT. IHNI
b!GRI.:  I5 TO EFIBOSY HARXISM-LENI'{ ISI. I  f lAAISH IN ANALYSES OF CURFENT
E?ENTs. { i l IT, I}  A5I. :g EVERYONE TO DISTRIEUTE "F'T}I  NCITES,"; .  AS.PART OF.: . ' . . . .  . , . .  -  : . .
THErR r{6Rtc, A6ATNS?f THF CURRENT- h'eRLD. r,'AFi*Ar'rn',rHS- iOUride{6g",ii*iY.'-;i..',
{ .JAR. , , , ' : . " , : ' : !  - : t ' l ' ; ' - j '  : ' " ' ' ' ' " : - :  ' :  ; ' . : : ' '  

= i= '*1

FtrR SUBSCRIPTIONS By l"tAIL, SETJD Srlr CENTS PER I55UE, FtrR-45-I '1ANY. *=... ,
ISSUES DESIREDE I55UE5 hIILL BE IRREGULAR--HAPEFULLY EVERY bIEEK ER
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Fie anwh-f  :  e,  the =teel
3J,2 cf  ca.Faci  ty.  (

I r_tct , : ,  b i r t  ror  nByrr . r :he ie i t is t  in i ; :=; , ' ; " : : : " , : ; i ; ; : :=" j . l j ; ; r , t=*nothing br-r t  th* r '=Lrai  :53.1_e1,ni ;= rgl inst r , ," j .c6nat isrn,.  and' ,Lr  j  t r_r . : -  s i : t i  =n.  , ,  {S: lE i { ; t {  L i  t .  f  i=t  +cr.  U-r : i ; , , ;  
- ; "  

how Eni  n: :crt is-r ' - iEG;- iEc'  f . iar: . r i  gr, . , . , in 
Ei*qt i ."  u" i - l 'ot  ,  *  r ; ; ;=.-+.r i th 

there. . r i  s  j  c: - r :  st  coLrp j  n 17:6.  iT'i-{E tYAsisl- rr''rre'*tr'lgfidl't*trgr r"tovEt'tEFJr- tt.:r,'i} rs A cgrr,tuNrsrt rFiOUP THAT i l i ,J- I i lLDS I i r 'N Crqi ' I i iE CULTUNNT-'F{EVOLUT]AN. 
.hJE 

ARE A Ir IEb;Gr{'nuF' Tlt{,T i:DFil''ED gf'J uciorrrF, 1sr. re'i-gs Ti.rE FiEvaLUTrcNARyIfdTEF:i '.JATTCT,JALTST trovEnrrvi-ir,r,rr.. nEf..fafi lo (FtIf. l) al.,r_l,nv tsT. I_aF4.ii{it''l) HAG ti' l IEs ra eruv orH'r{ onanrrriiailor,r, {},rrf,r) f,iEr,iBERS ,:iFrtri.J[FJL$ CITJ..ZEI.J=I r'INI NXEN'JOruS, Nr,rO iHENEFORE UFHBLD15itFt1' ' . tAt { f - i i .Jr :}LISI,1 A: i  n euioir* vISIOtt .

Ti{!:  { l{ l-r ' t)  =TFATEG' FoR F:EV.}LUTrot{ rs pREf.irssED crN ANT'_rl 'tFEFjrALLc-' *tiD AI'irr*r'rir-i i*nrsr enuiairnll*r- 
'.,, 'Rii. 

r.*nr oF T'{A'ldoRti' rs To ErlFoDv r'i*n!'.ii,r-LEn,rr'.lrsn-r'rirniss IN Ar{ALysE-s trF cu*nEFir-E\, ,ENis..  t i i ! . r)-ASFrs evenvui iE TCI Drsrnir,ure , ,FrrF! NgrEi. ,  AS pAFiI EF.l.il=IR r,,JtrFif.:' AGAIf\rST fHE-rutifr,lf urur*in tr*n AND Ti-tE SoUF.rEg oF Tt-jATi'iAr{.

FBR SUF;qCRIPTIOwS Fy , , t l lL!  SEti tD S{r CgpTU oU* ISSUE FCi_{ Asr ssuE. DESrr'rED. rssurs uiir-r- nE ir*.rau,_r+F"r__HcpEF.ULLy E'ER'1o DAys__DEF,ENDrlra-oFJ'-rHE rior*-gi,.uiir,r-o EvEr,JTs_ DCINATror{s__:! llEhF"gEBiroilouilfrF:i r+nrrr_er,r-io-ir,ill FLEAsE. r,r*rrE *iEcr":sl
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=ect i  on )

cperat i  orr  i  g rel  at i  vely negtbcted
It . . t i7, I  /84.  Fusi  ness

L..JTEFi l , jATIot{AL Ci_tFlSTtAN A:ISOCIAt_IOtJ {  rcA t  4tz, ,EFFEST11'g, ,Tf ie rcA col  r  ect= mcnei '  ror  var i  orrs char i  ty e+*orts.  Bnl  y41i i  ,=f  the rneney g'es to char i ty pro:* Ia= tha.rgh. i r ,*  re=t goeEto ad'rr in istrat ion-and *J"=. t i= ing . ; ; ; ;  etnd evangel icar andrel ig ic l r= prc,Ertsrns.  ( l r ler , r  yor l l  T i rne=, l / t t /AZ)t+l l - r i ]ethegrolrpr ' f f ip i i * t= 'onEthiopiato=.ol ic i t
f l tnci=" i t  has not sent one cent of  a id io Ethiopia or grsLrFEwcrr ' : i 'ng there- t rb id.  )  unf  or tun*t* iv,  char i t ies that  are notrLrn b;*  the v ict imi:ed thernserves 
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"  {Chy-:L =. i  i  ; .n sr- i  on--  r , r^-  i  !  - - -

ix f f : " ; I r=*.- : " t r . ' . , ; . . : i i i l :3o;n=i , ' . l . j i , I *=*
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Il]qolst Internottonqilst lllovement

IT}{IMEET5ARMY
F--I I .J] t rFi ' ; i .J  Fi=GIi . iE STAF:T" 'Es FEDFLEi DiFJEf,TS FiESOUF.: .JE5 T3
L]TLf l ITJJ : I i .JG EF:ITREi} .  TIGF:E

The Sr:v iet-bacl led and norninal ly Plar>: ist-Leninist  Ethiepie,n i -sEirne
f i .ns. i1-v adni t ted a f  amine =i turat ion to i .+-= putbl  ic .  t lnncl in=rng a
" f  ami nP tex "  end othgi-  eqr-ral  i  i - '  c i i rb i  ar- t= r l ies:ELu-BE f  nr  an 

--r i ; -8,?. i ' , . ,
i . ;s i - -devastai .ed ecnncl tn ' ' ,  the Dergue" s * l rst=i-r  t 'y '  Frc:gi-arn i  n=1i i i==

c=rr=si , ic  =i ibst i i ,ur t ion for  impcrts a,nd 3 furel  ra: iBnin;  Fi- t rg i -* i r ' "
i . l l r r : i . : i t ren Scienle l '1cni tnr ,  2. !  1 i , /85,  p.  2- .  ?, /1 i . /83:  F" i i - : i

* t  the =arne t i rne.  the Dergue recent l i r  fsrc ib ly ccn=ci- ! .pt=r j

* incthei-  4 i i  to Si i r iJ{ : ) t : )  ycrr-r th f  or  the army--! i : i . i : i { : i { : l  Df  p.rhich ai-r i  r i  spic i ;=cl

--  - . i  - -+ E+ra;  c_1Fi a.  s strurggl  i  ng col  ony--Er- i  t rea--ac=Gi-c i  ng ' r*c th=g!L. l i - : l  l  i=L LLl  r r ,

Ei- i+- i -ean Feople 's Liberat icn Frent (EPLF,) .  The Dergue ha=
Crafted Ji : ) tJ:{ : }*{}  rnen in a country r , ' ,here uh=re the labor fc i -ce 1=.
cnl ' , ,  l f , . :  n i  11,  i  en,  Ety i  tg own f  i  gures" ' "37,  of  the Ethi  cpi  =rn cr t , jc=t

j - -  +F'6 ^ i l i tary.  Bther { igui-es purt  the mi l i t -=t- i . 'pci- t rcn at  * t, j : iE = LU Ll  l= l l i

i=; ,=t  =i : j : f  .  i *Crt1i  s.  Aurg,  1994:.  7.  S)
r . t i - , l i= pLr i -chef,=e-= have made Ethiopia.  dependent on th= Sc. ' ' is t  Un:.=i- i "

Tire .debt ia Ea=tern bi  sc csirntr i  es i  s i : r , 'er  S= bi  I  I  i  on.  Cther , ie= i :s

tc: ia. l  13.54€ mj.11ian, i  Ib i  d.  )  Accor-ding to the EFLF, Ethi ,=pi  a =p=n'J=.
7{: i i : i  +*E gi . \ - f -}  ni  1 1i  cn dol l  arg a year on rni  i  i  +-ar:+ e::cutv-si  on=.,

F:hi . - r , i  =" g,  ccndi t ic tn= have =uf f  ered. *s i r ie f  ; -cn ihs f  ; .n ineo
sf +i  c i . r l  f  i  gLrres put ednca' i i r :n at  3 ' r?7 anci  heai .  th at  1. .  f , l i  c f  the
Et: : icpien hr-rc ig=t.  Surb-Sahsran Afr- i=. i  6 'v '€I-ae€E a phy=ic i .a i . '  far  € ' . '3r-)* '
' !  ' l ' ' r ra7 n,*r :n ip,  Ethj .opia Ev=rsges trne fcr  53,4?l : l  p=rpj .e" . In ie.nt
in=i-+*al i t i r  :n '3u=-Sahai- ; .n Af i - ic ; t  F.r , , 'e!-ege= 1i7"5 F=-r  thci i=.* in i i .  . i ,n
r l ' t - . ;nn-; .a_ i r=-^. i+F. 'nn---r  lv t - ' - . ' . i -+- i_G*inf=i  R=VCjUtZ; i=n =. ' l : ; i : - :1, . j  i : ' iL L:  r  r  urr  s{  uE=.F:. .  L= €t  =LtF:FrL'==u I  16l  , r  i  = r-

!V7i i .  tn= in ie.nt  mcr- ta l i t '7. i=.  14=. 1. .  i ib: .C" i
In * ; fa=e_$Sal,  j r - r i  y  1994, Ethi  cp:  s '  =.  f ,h i  ef  f ,am,r i  =.s i  sn.er t : ' i  F i=i ' i  =f

: - - i  t : , - . - i - .=Fi  r ' i  +at icn,  F ' !a_ior Darwi+- FJ,  Sior-q; i= rrJs= :ntervi .st ' ; *d" i - i .e i  =t

; i i !  thg-:+- "s,bclr t  5 mi l i icn pecpie face Ei i r -ve: t , i .cn be:. : i ' - t=F : i :  t i :e
rqe.nir*  t t  i - ,  r*  " t ,he Sovi  et  ccmrade=, ep=rat i  ng f  rcrn thei  r -  F.eai- i -sah- ' , r .  i .  l ;sui L ' : - i ' : i r rL:  uuL

qLi=rr t ,€ i -= in Adi is Ababa" iEthicpia '= capi :a. l l  ha' :E been f . l ' r . i : - ;n i r iEsat
-_ ' . . - . !  . , - -^. | .  - . i -1 ^- i ' i i . j  v=Lje 'L,{r- l is=.  regulsr ly f i -orn Ethiapia to Fl1,=cow. "  i I t ' i .d. .  iEi

THE i'lAOi5T ii ' iTEFFJrqTiOI''IALIST i' l0i'EFlEi\iT ii ' '! i l1) I5 A Ci'1i' l i ' iui'JiSl- i: 'Ai;:TY
OFPA=FL} TC THE SHA},I  I ' IARXISI"I-LEFTINiSP| OF THE SOVIET UN]SN *FiI  F'S5T_1?76
CHIi ' - .14, tdE r+i iE ACTI{ ' ,E I i !  OPFBSII\ tS I i ' lFERiALISFi fr i ln ITS F:FL*Ti-- i t i5 OF
IEFEI.JSEIJSY-_FCF: =XAIIFLE THE EXFLEITATICFI OF ETHISF'IA ANf, '  :T5 i i -TL; iT.1i5=
FY TI+E 5UF,EF.:FB,,"JEF5. I4IE SEEI': TO EDUCAT= PEEPLE Tfi THE hIAI-UF:FT CF
:t ' tFEFi iALISi i  Ai ' . tD IT3 TtrJIht FFiOTHEF:--I1iLi '1-ARISI '1. .  FS FtOX :E?, i l* l ' ' '1F,, .  i " iA
i : i - ' r r i .4 i r"  sEi l iD FsFj  FF;EE t_IT.  LIST- CF;I ' i : f , i5 i '13" f , IFJT,qIFUTi l l *3,  I* i ; : : ' i : ' i l ' i : i=
i..JELCLTf''IE, SUESf,F:IFTiOFIS 3{' CEi\.|T5 FET{ iSsUE"

i ' lesnu,rhi le.  urhat food f lcplg
end= LiF in the hanC= of  t rccps f  i
T i  Er e. A'  Gerrnan del eg at i  on +
Ei irapean Econsrni  c Ci:rnrnlrni ty ended
Eri  t r=a. The Gerinan par- l  i .  arnent.
br i t teroi l  t in= f rorn the EEC in
I  iberaieci  by the =FLF. They
j -_____J r ._;  +F4q f  A_lrr l  i  = rrr . l

i  nto the cauntry f  rcn c i  c io;-  = , :+ t  '=r i
-h+. i  

FF +a FFl Cni=E Er j . t i -ga and t i ,*\Jr  r  L:  r  ! r : j  LU Lur

olrnd that f  =nd= i=l :  vered bY the
Ltp in the hanci= c l f  t rccp= f ighl ing : - : - :

del  egate=. i4erp abi  e tc phct=gt- ; .ph
Eth i  cp i  an mi t  i  t :1ry.  depot = : '=c=nt i  " ' i

-1-^ 
Ft-ra+^-*6r =Lr F, '  rL,LL, l j ,  aphed Sgvi  =t  bcm==' i re l  I  =

r  -  1: i i  2 'a-



cett ins to the camps f  or  f  arnine 
' ic t i_=, :_. ; , ;$ i l :1" ; l ;_: :  i l?; : i l :  

.
e) The Ethi 'cpian gor. 'ern, lent  even ccnf iscate= fccd hiaded f  c; ,_ 

'he

si 'dan" i ' ihere m:n)/  =t t r l 'opian i -efuqees froir r  r l r .cni :ad s;-==.= ar- i*  i i_-  
- . : : : iJ , ,

F:nai l l r '  u;hai  ' fccc g: : i t= in the hin-J= c-f :  { : ; ; r r r l i ;  e v i :+. i ; i= ; ra i .  !e : : . i  . i : . i - r r i rr ' : := ' :  =r  t : r= =pl  i  t t i  nq of  f  cr iTlr  i  : i  e= and ;-e=e:t l  s*=nt cr i t  : i  :_ i i_ i_: ! i i i  : . : i * ;*r_i i; -=t=j  = a;-€: .  ; i .L:ve acia,*c ing t , '  the ints:-n": . t icnar . icnr; i t isc_,  i : i :  : . i rF , : js . jf , ; - :=='  i lb: .c,  i  
!nLy'  v=r-y ) . ,n, . inq an,J v3i-rrr  c iC pe=pie s i ,a ie i : .1 - i r ,: := i - ' i : -=;-n =r i -€F:3- Tne i -eEine i= n. : - - , . ; i -g i .= nir . r icn Feir-Fis,  , . i=: i : . , ;

-r ' f i . ' iA-IE i 
j" lrEi-LiGEi' ir iY j  i" iui=-; i i"+-Inur..r E,y i :p;:r=gg1Ji, Ft rc: i  .rr1;: ,1..

.ir._#$$=._,=STl;;:r'?;jr:.,.rll,i::.I;ili,r,*r__I**E*r;Ai,rG ir.., Ei_iirFjEri 4i.jrj 
,,:-, 

;=
j\rr 1i-ji-i:=' Gi:iA:rsFiijij j-s iNi'EF=::{;;;;;*;:lrilJir:!,"f-;'otir.'l-?*rit*.,i.'-,1.,;_.i
s':FF;ES:€l F' jEGiori is rN T,JE [,JtrFi i-D, F.S BC]: =i ir 

- io, ' i i .* io*=. 
l ,?A i:r: : . i9"

E]- i i I IF iA E.):ECUTES CflFTrr, 'ES
. __-__---_*i 

=

: f ,n J=:nu.ery gth and 1i : r th,  the 
'Eihr 

api  an gcv* i -nnent =: :eci i ia=c : : ,
- - i  -  

Ti i i - i  =GnFr5'  t  he EFLF hol  d= =F\r '€t-*1.  thsr- t=; ind Ethi . r :p: .  an= 3i . l  e=cd h*: . :
-hH FF.F; 

--J i  - -ci ;  i r r  FrEi- f  Gsi  ca1 I  _v ; -e i  eeg.e= Eth j  crpi  ans,  i * , !hc '  htr_qve seen =i- .1gt  - ;n t ;_tF , .  Ei . ,_ :c-r  r -he j r_ i=trce of  ihe Ei- i t i -esn =tr-r_rEgie,

EFLF CFi iTICI:FS FLO FARLIAI, ]EIJT,IRISt l
A=' l ' :ed nhether he be] i  P\; 'BE i  n the establ i  sh,rent cf  I  ; r=:  !  : r_i . i : .  i .  ;n=Li l le the PLSI the Vice Secretcr i -y Generei  .sf  the EF,LF: =ai6 : i :e =irLF;-ejected " the e) ' :per i  ence of  the Fal  est i  n i  an l . . iat i  cnar l , ;ur i :c: .  i  .  , ,"Ef fect i ' re air thar i ty l iee in the he.nd= of  indiv: .d i is l .= i . ;hc dc e: : .  . tnev

uri  shi  and i 'J€ da nct r ' l i  sh to ha, ' ,e a f  crrnal pa:- l : . , fnent .c i i t=i . t*-- , . -rrr ' I i
c ieci  s ion=. Bre made. "  {S.4, I_ i -=,  ' , , i :1 .  I  ,  L?} The EPLF i ,h i r= c i - i  r r : : . :u*=tne PLo ag an l tnpr i  t t . i  p i f f i i t  i  t i  or , .  The EFr-F has & =er- : t r -* i .  . i . : ,=:r  * .ncdiscipl ined ci-Eani=at ion that f ights as one.

rn re='pan=e tc cr i t ic i=.rns of  th i=.  Fi ls i t ionr Bne palest in:an F;r-=t .et  o def end the'  EFLF- "  i  certai  nr  y bel  i  e.ye :ha:  ihe Fal  ==. i . : i  * : i  *n=: ' iFrer lencs i= the pr-cpert ; '  i : f  a l  1 f  reg i?:en the i , . rc i- ic.  i iver : i= l .+.si i  * .=el l  ihc='e interested in the Fai .est i .n ian:-er, ,o] i r t i . : " - - . rn i  : rncl  , : rn. . , r ,s,- iu.  , : . ; i i - :pr==ent his 'Y. leH-= Fndn therehy" par- t ic ipate in a; ;  ="rr , t i ' " "  .=. i  i :hept-c-h3'  em= cf ths Fsl  e=.t i  n i  an i -ev'c i  ui i  crn. , ,  {  j -hi  c.  )  . lar+a,3 l - jas.=an ; i  r ,+=ni: t  ; ' '= l : :  f ; : r -  che=t- iee'c=r= ' : , rc: :^ ' the Fi-*.  i ie i is-  : -=sc, lnr:sc rh= . ' . r . t . , ,  ; . :  i -E' tL t= c;- i t :c: :e and ccnt i - iht- i te is : i - :e Feies: :n ian i - .ev. : . l i r - i : i i :n,  . , - i r
=: !nn-F+ h l  . i  ,=L\F FUi t  ' , r  i  r  nd phra=enranger- i  

-g 
f  c:-  tns p|-c I  =.  i , .= p;-=r:=t .e p.r i  

"  
. : :  :e j .

i .QnGi-ance'  and nai  vete a, tonE=t t -he ina==e= and :o br- ing aL, i . : , - i t  p=. ; .  :  . ; : , : : i i
:Jenei-al ' i=at ion in di f f icur l t  t i rnes.  =r-rch a= nnr,+ e: : i=t  f i : i -  t -e r l - j j .

ISRAEL ATTEf' tFTs rB usE AFRrtrFl i . . Is AG,tr ; . . .Jsr FALESTri . .J iAi i3
Talr i  ng adv'antage ef  the p1 i  ght  cf  the Ethi  c 'Fr E,n pecpi  e. , ,  r  =. i -ae ihs= air i i f ted 1r) , { io l1 Ethiopi .an Jews rrut  o{  the sudan. cont i -c, ;=:-s:a.1- :nthe f  i ' r=t  p i  ece becatt=.e the ai  r l  i  f  t  a-no,-rntsci  t i :  l l i  dnsppi  n3 p; i  t ! - :  ih=Ethicpie.n ; -egime's taci t  apprc\r , i i l  1 the eir l : f t  sndeci  r* i i ,n . . . i jg_i_:Li=

E+-hiopian c=nrplaints cnce the i .nternat ianar.  n iecj ia =. tsr- ted t . : : :F.Fr- i .1r--the ==cret  a i  r1 i  f  t .  
" rElrr  

q 
- 'LLai  

L=u L. , - i  ;  r - i r r '  i -

l+ lher-s c i  c i  these Ethi  cpi  an . - IeFi= end i ip? r i l rnci-=r i=.  i . ;= i - ; t  t= , , t i :=.-
! - ' ' i  i - r , " ;11 ; ) rha =ett t  enent or-r t=i  de Flebran i  n ihe l r ie=t  Fan|, : ,  , ,  r  id. .=. . . . :  . , , ; r - i i
T i*==. i , t1g, /95.  i )

The l ie=.--  Fank i  g eccr:pi  ed h. , ,  g_i !_ l  i  =;-a=i  :
i i : insr i t "" '  i t  : '= a rnajcr  a iens i '  c i l  hr l r ia l  u5, / i isni=i  i . .sp;-e. .==: l=;- , r  , . . . iFsl  e=' t in i  an=- t lc l t  a f  er+ nh=er\ , - ' t r r= have ccinpa:-ed the =:  t r - i ; : : i , : :n . l= 1:ne=cl-cei  I  ed hcmel and= i  n Sor-r th Af r- i  ca f  cr  Bl  acir= get LiF b. l .  th; l  i+hi . :=-rni  nor i  ty regi  me.

The Ethiopian Jei ' r= have been ai i - l  i  f  +-ed f  r=rn =ta;-v: t i  cn i rn i  p i ; i i :e iin one c ' f  the pol i t ical  hot=pot= of  ther u;cr ]d.  , , .3r i t  ef  tn= f i r= c- , i . ; ; ;i 'n ts the f ry ing pan?" I ' ia ' /be- There.  can be la dolrbt  ihar- iEh r= t= . . .Ftancther scherne f  cr  neo-col  ani  a l  i  gn c6r. ,F.s.d , , :  . - ,1 ' i l :o"  l l  fhurnani ta i - ian rnct ivat ions.  The Ethicpianl ' " '5,  3"*"r : [ . , : : : "  r" : - ; ; : : ; ; is : :3*n=' icn and to di l ' ide the pecFl€ c+ trre *ro* ' i " - i *=i  . : ,nd *- : - r . - . r  r . ; r  . ; i . ,  ar- \

': i't



iSFAEL TEFiRORIiES TI{FIEE LEEFIIIESE \, ' iLLAEES
In reEpcnse to the rebe] l ion of  Shi i te Fl- tEl im= again=t ig;"- ; .e i i

accupat ion" the Israel i  army has rounded r-rp rnen in three vr. l Iages in
Lebanon ' f  or  i  nterrggatr  on and Ltnl : :nol ln t i -e.etment "  Ei  ght  perpl  e i  n Ar*b
Sal i rn were i l i  I  l  ed.  I=. i -ael  a l=o 1e., ,eI1ed i3 hor-r=.es.  13O arrnct-ed
' , rehi .c1e= h,ei-e inr , .o lved in an at tacl t  or i  Deir-  l i .anun. Sther reporte.
C,;-3rFib=C h=i ic=pter ?Ltn=n:Ds;, i id t -ani ' :  =r  i ;h:ch r*=re -hom=inqi  

' t ;s
' " ' i i ia.€==-.  The'Fir iL r : : te- t  c. l  ih:= i -=nsr*ed in. i . - .= icn s j :  l , -=b; incn ' f=;- ' i . ; : : :
=; , - ib- ieci . i : -n cf  the L.ebane=.e =i : lp1e t :  U3,. ,=rae1: i  l j i tF,=;- ia j : i=n t= i i i : , i - .
i ' ; : ' ic ' r ;n ai  ih i .= +* i i i :g"  i i " !=:+ Y=i-1, :  T: i : - :==r ! , / I?, t85i  In ani . '  r i " ,=gn 'Ln.=
. - ' t i - , - r ' : : t :e=. eqaingt i ,ne ! -efBi ' rGEE c-r j ' td ihe re=1.=' f , , : rn:e l f  i .he l - ,= i - ; . : ; : i : : * : , ,
- is ' : l i -e l , 's  th* rr ' ; " rh tha' l  ' the L ?.3: :  i  nva=i .  =n i : j :  L==.: .nr :n ; i i '  r iE!  ; r - : l * i^* i  : j  ; ; i :
+;- .  ^s. .F. ,1- ;  -a 

n{ '  * i_s ! : .1 i - iL i  t r  =, j r  FLr:  =. i  Lr l  !

ssuT|-.t AFF{rcAt\i poi_icE HUF{SER Af,iorFtER 
"fi 

:l;*F,.rirfiili.tS
The aparthei  d r-egi  me l l i  l  l  ed 

" .  
i  n an ef  f  r r t  ic  ev:  ct  Bl  srr i , :

=qUtatter=.  f  f  g, l  g. . rh i  te l i i -ban E|F€ctE. i i . ' ig '*  vni- i :  - i i  r . . ,=- .  -  : ]  !== i . t lc ,  i :  j  - i - ; - . ._ Ti- i , . :
Er1aci ' lpcpr- t1gt ionaf5air t 'h*fr icsi= ' f f i ; t i=- l ] ; ' " ; .= i - ' , - .
isnc-- the =c-ssl '1sd harneiand=---r- tn ls-*= thei .havs F=i-r- , i i i .= ic r . ;c.r l ;  i . ,  - : i r r=
l .Jh: : -e ai-sF'=,  Of ten enl  y r :s i  e F,ragg,-e; i i -nel-g sre .=.L l  sr . ;s6 t r  I  i . , , , :  t  n i . .=, . , i r  a + 

-' .+ i ;  j .  Ls c i r -  3cb anC in cornFany hsi i= ing.  Th=i i -  F- i , ; r i  I  i== =f  t=n . icL i=r- . . r  r_,- :  i . j t : -
hi i=bsnci='  tst ' ;=- ' i -d the '* trban aree.s. enci  =et LrF =haci. , := in EqLie:tei-  t , : j t r ! - ;?"

SAUTH AFFj i f ,A CCi{TINUES F:EFF:EsSioI!  oF BL'+c}. .  Pf iLi l - IC]AiI iS
'  S=r"en act i  v i  gts af  the Uni  ted DE:mccrat i  c Frcnr : fF* char-geci  p.r i  r l - r

t : -e*scn- The'Uni ted Femcc; at ic Frcnt prcte=ted che.nEe= in t j - . :e Scr- i th
*f  r ican Can=t i tut ien that  reinf  orced Flsci t  non-ci l i ; ;=n=l : i  n - ;  n f  - .=rnr :nfrr- ,  

= i t iFr  i i |  Lr t 'g

At abel t t  the 53nle i ine,  l ' label .  Feace Fr i=e ul inner l . j *L=.cn j ' i : - indel , ! i
ceci ' jed to =tai ;  in pi- iscn: ' -ether than eccece tc * .erns far  hi= r=l=as.=
dictated br ' ;  the apar- theid r-egirne. l " landela.  app=ar= +-.3 iavrr  ar i r :ed
='t i - t - tggi '  =.  H8we'" 'sr  

'  l iandel a i  s actual 1 i . r  par+- sf  thet re. f  orrn j .  s+- +; i  ng cf
th= Ai ' iC that  urauld cal l  e t ruce i f  the apartheid regi ine L. . . ra l r ld
r r  t - l  6F_.: ;  *4 *FF_.+_. reg; ' i t re Lrs!  r i -€g'r .  Lr=.  r r t le a paJ. i t ics l  par- i -v.  snc n=gct i r .=. t€ i4 i . t :n Li5,
unt i .  1 they do, we r . ; i l1 h.  ve to r i l .s  r ' r i th the armec =. : r i rE*1€.. , ,
iChi- i=. t ian 5. . : i *nre l ' lnn ' i+nt1 1, /??, /BS, l . )  iJn{crtunatsj . , , , ,  the Ai lC c. f .Lsr:+- l -eai-s s:-rn*d =truggie rs a i*1s.r '  tc  th= bar;a. :n ing tabi=r i r -u: i_ a;8.=1,s, ; . i

g=:- ' !Lr t  i ie L i  b=r at  i  cn f  rcrn c=i  cn i .  ; .1 r i . i i  e.

u5 "=cfi i ' iQi '1rtr Ars" To EL gAr-t",AntrF. A cDi, 'EFi FCF: f ' l iLir*Ry AiD
A cang:-e==isnal  in.rs=t igat icn 1ed b;r  Senat i : r  i ' jc : ,* i , :  l - . iat i :e:= n":s

dr =cl  s=-ed thet conirary ta f ,=ng:-e=.=. i  cnal  t r i rnprc:Fr i  st :  c i . :s.  i ; * : :a i :
appropr iat ien=' ier  nredia cst lsurnpt icnl  ms=t cf  US aid +-o:h= S*1,. . .a. : :c i -enj i inta has been mi 1i  tary.  Three-qi iar ters c{ :  $1 .7 =i  i  i  i  cn r  n ei  J . l=
ihe Saia" 'ar jBran regirne since 19St-)  wa= =urppo=ed tc b= s=-ce. l i=d .=c=nci t i i
a id.  In re* l icyn only 15?i ,  of  the rnoner, i ,Arent tc eccncmi= a. id" i - l , . l *1+
?-tr t- .d-- :- i - t t :95'  3. / : l : . . ' -95, l )  Oui i -  rrrrre =cphist icaied re*dei-s +.+:. i i , -==ff i : . :=
that th= US's prspping r-rp of  the Salvadoran etrcrncf iy 3.= r :n l . /  int=nCsci  i ;
i '  e.gi  t i  mi:  e the - ; ia l  r , 'sdc:ran reg i  r ,= anrj  to bir . ; i  of  ' f  the Sal v,scc:-sn per:pi .  =,Thi= nay ba cheap=i-  then =hciot jnq peeple =crm=t im=si  a l thci igh,
cot- i ' t - tpt icn gu.trant '=e= thst  the renirn= lesds:-=.  pocir=t= mc=.t  =f  th.=
=r-- . r -cal  isd eccnBm] c ai  d.

Tne Ccngr=='s al= 'a pointec eut tnai .  i t  i= * ; . rer i=, ; , ,ns r* ;hc .=, i -= ! -L i i : : - :  L- : - j -
the bcmbi ng mi =gi  cn= i  n El  S*1. i 'ador-  b;-  =.ei  ec-_i  ng t=rE=:= an j
rnaintaining ad'" 'enced eq.r ipnreni ,  f . ,ec*an=tr-at ing the =irategic; i r -==.1.=i ;s
the US Congre== hae. f  ight ing R=.:gan.*=. : -v1e. th;  Ccngre=.s c ieci l r . , i=ni=:
thst  a high praf i le request by F;eaEan i*=t  !yrpg!-  fcp $?f, , r i i j : .=n
srnerEen.y aid p;as Llnnecessary.  The;^epcr- t  d j .d nst  =a)/ ' th*t  t ;= s id i / j r ,=.i  1i '  egi  t ;nate. onl  y that the Sat ' / 'adoran ai-rny FJas. r .*ei ,  I  -s i ippJ. i  =d s,r-c harlaccesE to i i3? mi l l ion ta rnal :e f l t r ther purcha==s shor-r lc tne need gtr :=.E,"
Rather than clainr that  no sd' i i=ers =hculd be in Ei  Salr 'sc jsr  ta helpbomb the Salvacjcrran pecple.  the Cengres.=. ienal  Repcr- t  c ls imed thatF:esgan had tr" l ice a,= rnd.n\r '  a= app;-oved by'  the cr :nEi-e=s. {rbid. :  jy



. to br-ry of f  the Salvsdoren penple- Flai{ ie ld r la i r re that  F ' iF i lBan uEad
f .e i=e inf  orrnatron ta j l rst i f  y the Reagan strateqy f  sp the \ . r ietnarm-l  i  l re
=i t i is t ion in EI Salvador.  ' fh i  = l l ind sf  f  act ienal  =. t r ' * rqq1e amonS=t the

US irnper ia l i=ts rs a good sign that the strr-rgEle in El  SEl.vadar iS

€oi  ng r ,vel1 .
f , l i r rent  a i  d tc El  S.r l ' ;adcr i  s =i ippc=ed to be 'Sf ,"s i r ; i  i  ]  i  en r ,  n

.=-:nGi-" i : :  =, : 'C snd Sl1rg rniLi icn in mi l i . ts t -1. . '  s id.  Fi==.gan i= pt 'cpc=: ing i in
ln: i -EF.gie ct  $1i : l i : j ; l i1 l icn: .n eccncnic aic i  .  i i ; - .  i . i=ni ,= ra : ; : : :s l .  : f  ; : i - i i - r

; ' r i i l :=n in r i : l i te,r-y s io.  i i i . i : i " ; ' i '=;- i , :  ' i i rne- '=,  I /  L iJ. /E:-  i . ,

i ', i i:FCL[*i'! DUAF:TE'5 h'r:il l i l5 TiEn; EVEili FiEFCF:i'l i i"i itr'r*':iS jgLE ];".J Siil-l,, 'frli..lfi
i , j t  t l ' r  a EI Ll ig i  =h EccnGm)/.  i  anci  : -ef  c i - i r i= i . i  a =tanC=tt  i  I  e i r :  : j r -1

. -^-+F.--1 - i5 i i -^  t ' .1-+i^^- . i  . . ' te-- .a i - . .  1v r ' , i - r . -o *-n r- i . rF, t i=J- * : , r i j *n r . r i  +- ' . .
L i - i i  tL i  

- r I  
I l l  Lt le rBALJL, l l t r l !  n=Sgrl lu i t  9?l lEl  E Ll lE t  l i - i : t r - i : lL t=iL.L.-ul :  L.r i  L i f=

--- 
-- -- r . r :.-l--l]---TT-_-- -:::--*-fef ;e-Eat=a ma:crLi . - / ,  i ra.pElean Dui; t r ie h: t . - :  d=n= l r t ' t i ; :  tc  Ec- i . i - i ' j  * \ r ' r - i t

:ne t i t i ; -= cf  f ig leaf  for  e: :p io i tat ion in E1 Salvadar-  l i t - t inor=.  i -epc;- t=d
in A,rer ican FaFer= and prote=ted by Duarte say th;r t  *rner ican c: ' f f j 'c i - r1=
' i*vcr t -he ni t rar iqht  i .n the upcorning elei- . i rn= fer tne f ' l * - t :cn: i i
A=sembiy. .  I t  a i  =,o =eerns t  i  l l= iy that  the ul t rat- i '3ht  t i ; i  i  I  = i : i f , f rnci  i :s

na-isr i  t -v i  n the A=sembly. , ' r ' ra- ;  -* i  rn cFi  ^^-^ i r t^- ;  +^- 

" . . t : t5. . i  
E=i  L,ne. iL i t t  i  

-L. i  
d i t ,_: t - . . , . ' . : . ' i : i . -= '  r ' i_ l r i -  !  Lr  .

Chri=t isn Denccret  of f ic ie l  adrni i '= that  !u*: ' te c ic==. nt : ' t  ha'n '= =sni . rc i

i ] f , -  tne A==embl ' , , , ,  , i ledi  "-rr  etr i lnorny! j r -rdi  c i  ai- ' r .  s i -  rnr 1 i  tSrrr '  i r ihEr,= rh=

i : l t i -ar i  qht  haE Fcl . , rer .  The satne af  f  i  c i  a l  r jsmi:n=tr-at-a= i . ier  hs \=

e1 :hei-  a t  Bo1 cr r t  cunni  ng tool  . r t  r1-&rA ei  
-F 

* '  ha= C=ntf  Oi  I  gdl r lE r  r lJrrL r

a,arrr* i r i  nn ' r  "  .They have vetced e\ , 'ery pi  ece cf  l  egi=L at ian b);  l r r ; i r - te
e' i= l  i  Lr l i l rElr

that*  cout l  d be ccns' i  dev-ed progressi ' , 'e '  "  "  {  Ib i  d,  )
Dr-ra;- te haC t-c abandon any tal l {s r , l i th the S.- t1 'o 'adsrsn reb=L= tFi ' l l - l ' ' j i

beca1rse sf  d iv ig ions r . l i th in his oprn gor.ernrnent.  iChr- i=t ien 3c:s:nrr :

i .1r , - i tnr"  1, /?5, '35) The US appears te he: ive Ei 'v 'en the r- ightr=t

genersls the =. ignsl  to end the tal l ;s"  i { - -hr  j  =t i=rn Sr- i r"nr-e !"r i rn ' i  inr ,

! i1.3, '93,  1 i  Thi= paraly=i=.  d i=credi ts the =.r-rpposedi-*"  msderate

;-egime; =rnbnlden= the r ight i=ts to abancjon the facaCe of  deni :c:-acY i rnd

gi .ve= the guer- : - i l ia=.  sn epportr-rni+-y to take advantege'  cf  .

FiEA.$Ai'i trALLS FGE REI4D{"AL '3F SA}'iDIFII5l-A FiEGli"!E
F:-e=i  dent Fieagan w€,nt  on ts i  evi  =i  an to e: :p la i .  n hi  = Centr , : i i

*meri  cs pol  i  = i , ' ,  He sai  d that  h i  = goal  L icf  E tc "rEnrcve" th= "pi-e=,3ni
! ,q i . - i - , - i=tLr;r=" =f  i . . l icaragi ia.  Cal  l  ing the tei - rnr i  gt  :c i - r t re= "bi-= ' ih=in9Er "

Fl t*1,gan ; iEl :Fd Ccng:-e=.= f  -ei-  anc,the:-  SL4 rnl  11i  c:n ic c ' ier- thi"=i" ' r  ih=
' lsndi ni  =ts gov'ei-nrnent.  i l r ie l" ;  v ' 'nr i ;  Tj .  ines. f  , ' i f3, /El j '  1 i

IOFJGFiESS AFFF:trPF:IATES ?5: ' :  OF | IEAGAN I ' l ILITAF:Y f tECIUtrSTS
l- . icr . r  dees F:eaga.n =ucceeC in pr-r=hing thrcuigh hie i -eccl-c i  i r r i I ' j . t ; ' r -y

sul l  r j r - ip? The Demscrat i  c Ccngre== gi ' res i  t  t ' :  n:  st"  mi nuig 3?' .  L ' ;hi  ch

=very-hod)r ,  recagni=es a= padding. This i r '€* i -  Defen=s 5ec;-etsr '1"  fc=i i==a-d

crn ;  =narn IFE bi  I  1 i  on dol  l  ar  def  ense cut f  rarn f  i  gutre= pi-cpc=eC h. l '

f . ;eaqan. The *8 b j . l .  L i  on ccnce==i sn pi- .==eno'ed ih= m-vih t 'h=t  :he

!erni :c i -at=.  dr f fer  f rcrn the F;epr- ih l icanE whi le cciver in-q LtF lhe' faci  that

mi l i t * r -y =.pending =t i l l  increa=ed over $f , i - )  b i l l ion- The fg bi lLrcn
r-=aa! i  nn ui  rp bJeinberger dCrnineted the f  rcnt  Frages i=r i . ;eFi , :=* tht- i=
I  i6H9r i  I  r l j  ta l  L l

,7ai : ing ai  I  inr ;c ived appear rss-,snab1e, Flesnv' lh i  1e.  in f  ive 'y '=ars i i -csr

L?S1 ta i?93. Ccrngres= aparcpr ieted 1.  1.74" t r i i  i : .  - ; - ' :n di : i  i  s :"s fnr  t l - ' *

ni  i  i  i ,er; , .  Congre=s ts1*,Fr-6€3i ? 'r1t  of  Fi :eaEan " = r=que=. ' i ;= i  n :hs - i :  j - ' i=

' . .1=sr-s.  t ihr- i=t i=-r ; :  Eci .e-r== ! ' lsni icr- .  ?,1 15. i55o i i ' t

i::EAGAl.i TO sET UF sT*R t.ifiF:3 l'.l0 i'1ATTEF: {iiHAT
The cost of  $tar bJar= .r l i  11 be at  1e; i=t ,  Sl i : t  tB l l - t { }  b i  1 l  i  i :n b ' ; r

i993. The arnol lnt  the mi l i tar i=t= ai-e ul i l i ing ta t ,s.>:  the rns: ;=.P= fc;-  * in: i
the i  nsi  stence i ,h.r t  el , /en bi  l  aterat di  sa; 'mement i . rr : ' - t l  C nc:t  deter thgm
*rctm bui ld ing the Star blar= FJeaFc:n='  c ismcnst, t -ate= bhe ab=cl i t t*  nec===it ; ;
the capi ta l  i  s t=.  rn l r=t  f  ace i  n pr-epar i  ng f  or  urar,  T 'h i  = nece=si  ty
ccrnpel l -= the,cspi ta l is ts to te l l  the st lept ica3. purbl ic th.at  i t  r ' l iL l  i -atn
Ster tdarg Cown i t= thrcat  and ncthing 'e; i11 =tep them. { l r leur Y:r- ! , :  Time='
?./ !?. /qEi .  1_ 1{r)!J 

-+ '  
Egq 

-  
t

e*n



Ul 'J i i l fq CAFiFiDE EXFCSES CAFITALI*M AT FHOFAL

The Indi  an Eavernrnent has condi tcted a.n inv 'est- i  gat ion of  the !n l
jea1,:  cn Dec. Jrd.  1?44 that Left  ever 1,4t t t - t  dead" : t7Ori : i i : , { : )  j .n; 'utr 'eC..r : - ; i

{ : iv .e rn3i-e dead each,. . , ree| . i  f rcm sf ter-ef f :=ctE. Fi i .S+*1 Ce=pri .e i lnc ' , ' ' l r 'Jg; l

F.f  !F,a 
-nt-n. i - i  

r ' i  - i : -nnnn 
+n .r-Fre nrrhl ' i r .  Uni=n l . f i - -h i  je t : f i : ;  nC

-  -  i  d:  Jg' l  iHL-,

r :  
e!r=LlL.Err- '

! , :CSnC1.; ,  =. i ; . :  f  Esi : :  , , ,  
" 'e i i ' .  

ac: ident='  st=='- i i - ; -eC *t  :hcpai  hetu*e;- :  - i i : i  : l

. inC i ' iGl--cne r-e=i . i l . t i .ng in ie=th.  
' ihrrc lJ. 'y ' {  cne i -={: l - :dpe;-e. t r :n =; . i1 . : ; ' /

q. , , 's t3 i i ,  h; id Faen shi i t  ct i f  bEf ni-e the a=ci  : ient ,  I tn=r =ai ' -et '1 '  eqLi : :  F, ] : -=i ;  l -

i= desL i . . t j . th E?: i t r=sE ga=. i+rul .d isve been in 'sd=qLia:€ e ' . r '=n i ' f  i t  T=i- i - j

' f  i inct :cnai ,  i i : t ' ' , ; '=,  7!  1*, 'Ei5.  fEi)

5r- ich ; ic t r  i  dente ai-e the r l t i  e *nr r- . .ani iatrgrn,  In l .? l4 in r-hs
b l r rF 

-

Brr,€i-  1t : t {_ i"  iJ ,Jt : )  dEatn=.--m3l-€ th=.n=c=i- ipat icnsl  ha=ar i= brcurEht abcl t t

ElmeE the nLlrnber of  rnLtrders that  year- Thi s dces. nsi  i  n=l i i ie ; -h; '
. :=ta1 centr ihut ion of  pC] l l r - i t isn to publ ic mcrt . i i  i ty .

Under =ecial ist  p ianning the pr- ih1. ic i=a-= nct  =i i ' i i : fe:-  r r i i : l  : : r -

c*.pi . ta i ic . t  =.afet l ,  precedlr i^e=. Safet 'y i=.  in=ci-pcl-at=d in ic =:-=J' . i : : : : i r

a= E,.  v6iLre a. f  that  prcCurct ian,  Thi= f i ia: ! ' !nr ;3]r ' rs bi tv-egi ic i -a:= ' f . ;

i .np1-sn=nt the p1an:.  =ince the fnsE'EFE m3'/ ' ,  nct  r ' * tn pr=dl ict :c: ' :  :3f j : : : j : :  :=;  '

+ci-  th=ir i=ei  v,e= irnmeCi;r te1y +*he dair  a-f  i . .er-  capi t  a. i :  =l i r  i  : . -  : i . . , '= l-  i : : - i i - : ' . ' i i - ,  "

FioFjer, ,s;- ' '  rather the=e but i-ealrcratg that pl  sn tc pr=\ ' r=r l -L cci l : ; i=: ;*=;: '? i--1 ' .?s'

than the ambr-r lance-cha=ing 1a"*yer= r*hs sLtrv ive beca{- tse thei-e = ' i -= =L' ic i - '

acci  cents.  f ,er ta i  n l  y the peepl  e of  Fhapal  deeei- .* ,s uni  cn i j ; i ' -= i  c isr '  g.

bi l .  l isns--othei-ul ise Union Carbide v '* i11 rnal le a prc+rt  sut i -  s- i  :hs

accident.  st i11,  th= legal  =ui ts f i led one ai  a t i , re fs i -  s1'rFiF1!"

ineurstr- ia l  acci .dent are a bandaid appraach at  E'egt '

CHiI 'JEsE f ,AFi- iALIST FIT{AT'JCE DEI. 'ELDFS

So-raI led Corninunig ' t  Ehina- pr-r t  i t= '  consl l t? lEi-= t rn t -he in3:=-r i  jm=nt

plan last  preelr  and Gn January 14th s l=c el l 'cwed the r i r -=t  =t ' l=[ ' :  =ei 'E

gince 1?4?. 
" t ; ' { } { : )Ct 

people bought shai 'eE'  in Yan:hln!  In i r i=tr la-  :J; : rp '

r .+hi=h =el i .=.  at  s1s 6 ghai-e rarrd give= a i f , l :  i iv idend'  Saving= ci==c=j ' t=

eai-n ='7=1!: .  { I iJr te,  ?,r :5 ' /85'  Sg)

f"lit ' i Ri:*f,HEll ii ' lTO THE FEi-L"i 'IF TiiE SEAS-I-

l " i  I i , i '  =.  e: .1 i  =tence has been gi-=e:=d i " ; i : i  the gr ' -=aie=: ih '  i -= ' :  - -1 ' j

r=v=1 ,- i t i  anai-y Fr1=cners ecrc== the csuinr- i - -v.  l ' i  i t ' ' i  h;= =ent c i i t  '=ni :  . ' '

c i  i f  f  erent bi3ai . l= te inany di f  f  e i -ent  cc,ni-sdes '  t1 =cpV ct  G==i-g= -r ;c! ' :=:- ' : : : i
r  - - - i  - -  ^r  h,{-a:  

-  
. -or{  h-- i -  a Gp' i  FrtFi :1 i :?r- ' i i ln i . "=.  r ' ' : -= l i

F13=Bn :EE1=r-5{ 4 CE3pies.  i l f  I ' iaC, '= ; 'ed bcci ' : .  3 5e1=cted [ ;= ' - 'd:nq=- l '

tne ! , jor i l= af  l !ao,  3 i " la;-r : -Enqels F:eider=..  P1-=cr =n Li t=i- : i t ' - ' l : -s *n: :  i : - r ' "  l

i ' ' iaa ant i re iogte=, gtnp o=s=nE; l - (} i - i rs of  L=nin" a =npy cf  i  : i - ;

3 ccpis= i : f  f ,hairrnan !* lac Tal l ' := '  tc the Fec=' i 'e '
a

H=:-e are EoJne e>lcerpt= f : -a in comv-sCes in pi- i=on r" . ; i th the r-eE! '=n r ' : := ' , " ' i -3

f  rc in ncte. j  af  ter  the qi iote.  Each e: :cerpt  is .  f r : : rn g ' l i ' l i ' f  e:-*nt  pv- i= ' . : i ' : ; j : " "

i . i==.t  of  tne pr i=.oner= nete har-a==.nient and =.crme r=qi ie=t ieq* i  a:C'  i : ; i ' i

reque=t i  i :erature,  Donst inns g{ '  rnoney sv- € 'v '€ i r  t - i=ed ci ; .==ic= h"t  l ' ' : " ; : - : i ,

Engei=,  L=nin,  f ' lac,  Gecrge ,racl :5Gn ana Fi- .snt= Fancn i ' {c i i ic i  be

aFFr3.=i* . ted,  i "Je sho1-r ld +-ry i . -  do rnai-e ac reach inta ths pi- i ! i :1: i :3"

, ,The:-s a:-e cDni-adE= here that s. i -= inters=.t=d in ih 'e hi=t=:- : 'E= i - ' : -  - i - ' :  i " :

:he S,=vi=:  Unlan, Ci ibs,  i r l icsraguia and ai ,hgr c; 'u intr- ie=o i - ' i i '  ==l '  i  
- : i ; :a i - r i i

th=m, snd espe=iaI  1y China dr-rr ing i tE Cr-r i i i tv-s i  i ; :svol t t i i=n.  "  i " ; ' i j : : ' :=:

, ,Ercthers and Si  stere af  the Plasi  st  lnter-natr  cnsi  i  =- :  l - ' i3 ' 'o 'e ' . - ie;- ' t -  "
rer .Bl  ut i  ena;-y greet i  ngs.  I  a in i  ncarcerated deep i  n ths b=l  I  l i  : :  T. i ' i  F

f  a=cigt  hsle.  i+ yc, . r  gend pr i=cners f  ree l  i teratul i -e t - ; '= i i i  d ' r 'GL. i i ' : ' f3a='=

=end rne the campiete wor l :s nf  ! " lc fcr  sr  EetrrEe i*c! ; lEcl ' l  c : -  F: ' -an:  F;r-rcn- ;

wsuld reai .  ly  l ike tg]  have btretcher j  af  th* Earth b: ' ,  i :ancn'  "  i ' l lg- ! ' te=:

ul
l l



"r  f  l l ind out aboutt  yot-r i -  group and p;oui ld l : [ re tc h=ar rnore and ev=r. . iI  rn* l fb€ j : in,  Since f 'm a I ' tugl i rn.  a Flac[ : : -man, ] 'e, , rng Fteb=, lL ic,-rs sga. ln=t
enejny f  c i -ces,  l ' ly  l i f  e is in danger becaur=e cf  the eiprnents c*
- 'qFi '6d-rFF U'rhlCh e, i -e a1u;ays a. ; -cutnd.r ,c ' - i  in pi-1=sn. [ i i i t  )=,3t  : . t  r : , rBi ]  s
LiJU: E==.L. t t

F.-  ;  
-  ^^ - . ,+ -i - i - := '3 i r : ' - : := ide.  The impe:- ia i . i=t  fsrs. : i=. t= are €i{ : i r : i t ing t i - ie pc=:.-  i i i - r : l
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vn^rff n D ' t3

Tne lv l ic i -EaEt cc,rr t  inues i ts t" , : l  e as US ot- trrroirrn nI 'E,r i rrc i  fc,r"
=anct i . i r r '=ni , : r - ts c i l ivel  abr,r l i  " tsry ' ' r r is l r r , r r  The US adrrr i ts thai  1t=
o,r l  ice-dc's Israei  v i r , lated {Seneva Cc,nvent ians by h, : ic i inq 7EA
Shi i tes wi th in i ts own borderg s ince i ts invasigrr  af  Lebanan in the
surnmer of  Lgge. (UEE _Igde&t 6/1.9/g31 4a) Yet,  whi le Reanan
thr .eatened to k i l1 the Eo-eal led terysr* istE and sushed a bove' : t t  cr t -
a i rperts in Athens and Beirut t t  he did ngthing ' : f  the sor*t  to t r t -essure
Israel .

Indeedo the UE Eave o' :1 i t  ieal  and rni  l  i tary suop,: ' r . t  to the last
inrrasirf, f i  r3f Lebansn by Isr"aeln which by tr(,rrse! 'vat ive est irrrates
tc,* I . r .  the l ives ' : f  ' fvep e 'A,Al tZtA Lebanese arrd Falest in iarrs.  i5ee "The US
and Leban*n" crn the i { I IYI  L i t , ,  i iet ,  }  Far th is.  Israei  r^eceiveo an
inerease in i ts mi l i tary and ecc'nomic aid f rorn the USo whieh reeeivecj
Israel ts serviees in instal , l ing a new minnr i ty t rhr ist ian Eovernrnent
favorable to US interests,  According to Jeel  Marcus whn wri teg for  the
Liaaretz,  " the Uni ted States daes things fc ' r  us in al l  f ie lds and"
rar i . thout l tnderstaternentr  st1€l  cst- t ld even say that the reqular and soeciai
US aid ig what stands betwepn trs and tatai  bank.r t lntey,  "  (New Yo-r 'k
l !J!Es, 5. /gg/85, 5) Israel  ,and Eqypt are the USts t ' ro recipientg c ' f
a ido but the U$ r jcres nothing with th is inf luenee icr  st t rn the reai
ter"r ' l r ignr sf  Israei .  and the seLl-c 'ut  Arab goverrrrr lenf ,E.

Instead. the f t r r rer iean rnedia is f t r r"ced t ' :  create srroerf  ic ' ia i
denr lnciat i*ns af  the terr , : r is ts [ read the othet 'guy]  whn have c 'n iy
managed to peroetnate a t inrr  f raet ion af  the orqanizeci  r r ru l 'der that  the
US and i ts al l ies d ' :es.  Acrcsrding to USA TndSV, the averaqe terror ist
is a "man in his ear ly ECIs,  s ingl .e" a cornmerdiegl-  fa i lupe!_ inrnuls ive.
disorgani :edandrraor1yedurcatEd,, ' t@y'16/ 'e4/83.4a)bui the
real  terror igts are in thein 6Es and upr marr ied,  f i l thy r ich.
r*epressiveo- organized with rmi l l ians cf  h i red mercenar ies anr j  fnr .nral ly
edueated in rnedia hype and myst i f icat ion--af ten taking their  cues frsrrr
Ho13.ywood,

The blaek-out of intennat i ' rnal news from any viewoaint nc,t
approved by the US Esvernmemt in the US meant thet mal'ry Americans
found out about the UE Epsnsored Israel i  oeeupat ion and hostage-taking
only beeauge of  the hi-racking, I t  even came to l ight  dur ins the
hi ;ackinE that Israel .  cont inues to taFr.e Lebanege hostager in the nar. t
c, f  Lebanan that i i  s t i l . l  ccr : l to ies.  19 Shi i tes were ia l r .en on June
lBth,  {USi l+-Ycrk Tirrres,  6/19,/85" a15)

Indeedo the US rrredia suiddenly had to exolain the hc'stages?
views af  the m,:r 'e substant i ,a l  r , :ots of  the
hi .3aek. ing ppobl .er* ,  f lecurdi t rg tc '  ' :ne hostase. rncst  c, f  the h*staFes
gained "srel f , l r - rnd syrrroathyt '  f , : r '  their  eapt,er"s.  Dne said.  "  le i? s face
i t r  i f  ssmeone caFtur"ed iny b ' t i fe and chi ldren anci  had therrr  acr. :ss that
bcrdarr  I  a lso would be takinF cirast ic act ians and doing things
against  r r r !  pr inciples ts seet- t re their  f reedorn,  "  The US media
explained this ahray wi th the aid of  osychal .ogistst  srrb_reet iv ist
rrr ish-rnssh'  References tc '  the Stsckh' : lm Syndrorne of  hc 'staoes, desires
t t r  ecrnfort  fanr i ly  members e 'hc '  hrere al l  invoked withor- t t  consider ins
fc ' r  a msment whethep the Shi i te eausEl ig a * tust  sne, The
osychologists EVen said that  the suoposed stress defense mechanisms
lagt beyond the hogtage-tak: ing i tsel f ,  No doubt , :ne hnstagers
symnathv for  the Shi i te l inet  " Ist 'aeln f r"ee my Deonle, ,  wi I I  be dr-rboed
as deviant by our imrler^ ia l  i : ; t  tncruthoieee shr inks.  

€r .L



SDUTH RFRIIR IBNTINUES RGBRESSION RFRERD
l^lhen they at taeked U5 nrul t inat ianai  c<rr .n*rat iarr  Gr.r i f  0 i1

not" thern enel .ave of  f ;ng' : la eal led Cabinda that dues nr: t
even border.  Scuth Rf i . isa,  *he aoartheid nr i l i tar"y fc,r .ceE rr . rade
nistake. They hrei*e eaunht t ry the f ,ngc, lan mi l  i tary in i t lay.

Sauth Ff t - ica at tenrots ts destahi  i  ize i ts E{ iack-r . r - r ieci  nei
a sestrerate ef f*r ' t  t r '  s tavel  * f f  ihe day when Ssuth A-Fr- ica t , :*
decrr lonized. However,  th is;  t inre US cclulc i  eover.  i lF nc,  Isnner- .
American anrbagsadc'r  wag cal ,  1ed horne for csngul tat ions.

I t leanwhi le at tacks in l t laeambiaxe and Botswana eont inued.
aoartheid raid k i l led at  least  Le on Jrrne t4th in Bntswana.

In f fngola Ssuth Afr ica c la inred suceess far a raid k i l l inB 45
gecrPle .3n June ggth,  Ssr-r th f ; f r ica cnl , :n izeg Nan'r ib ia r*hieh ig a
eat- tntr 'v  b*r"der ing S*uth f l fv ' iea and f lngc, la.  The whi ie gett ler-  reqirne
d,:es n*r t  €ven cSairn t t r  be i .n oursui t  c ' f  rebels wark ing t , :  , :verthr. , : 'w
aoar*theid.  The cagt-ral . t ies in Ang' : la ar"e said tn be l lanr ib ian= wc,r tc i .nn
franr bageg there tn overthv'se.r  the apar. theid putroet renirne in gccusies
Nami bia.

l {eanwhi l ,et  the pregs greeted e reshuff l ing of  the pupoet regine
in Namlbia by South Rfr iean Fr inre l { in ister Bstha, "Narnibia 6ets Taste
of Freedc,m, " tJsg-ludav, Ei/ tg/85, 5a) No g*vernment recogrrizes the
PupFet regime in Nant ib ia.  Nant ib ian dernonstratars oooased to the new
regirrre wer.e at tacked by pnl ice the day ot-  the r-eshuff l . inq.  (New Yar"k.

,  6/ t8/8,5,  a3)

lnE

a

ch bc,r's i n
wi i  i  oe

The

An

Neul cr:nst i t I,tt i,:ns a!.e oopu 1 ar.
F ' : i  iee have ki  l led c 'ver 4taf i  BlaekE
1gB4 in rebel l ions asainst  the new
itEelf.  t l lgrwJarlr. 'Times_, AleA/g3r

Fai l ing t*  f ix  rund€wrr apaptrnents"
30 days in hig own bui ld ings,  R female

simnricks in S$Ltth Ffnica these iavg.
in 5 ' : t r th f l f r " ica : ; inee Sente$tbel .
c ' :nst i tut ian in Ssuth Afr . ica
a7)

a landlor.d was Eentenced t*

- tudge 
,wdered the slurrr i , : rd

EBNBRESS VBTES 
"tO* 

r.tARSr htERVE BAS
The Hsdse c ' f  Reoresentat ives apprsved $e.g bi11i , :n for  Star.  fJars

defense wark in 1996, Thbr Senate had already aoprsved *3 bi i . I i , : r r .
(Nel t  Yt : rk Times. 6. /e1/85! 1)

Star l^ lars ig an ef for t  t ,e make passible a f i rst  str ike
against  other eountr ies wi thqut fear of  nuclear retal iat ion,  Onee
again the uB imperial ists demnnstrate that  in r ' lar  wi th the
Soviet  sseial- imperial ists that  even the only rat i f ied "arr f ls  eontral , ,
treaty--SALT l-- is a rcFap of paoer.

The Congt^Ers;si alstr apFrroved money for nervE! gar? provided Reagan
eoul,d whip the Al l ies into l ine and make them stsre the weaotrns ta, : ,
(New York _L!pes-.  &/gA/83, al)

NEI^ '  YORK TIMES WRITER CRITIEIZES JAPANESE PRESS
"Jc,urnal ' isrn i r r  Japan. .  .  has a way af  apoea.r ing ta be an exerci .se

in sanreness. '  .  the ma;aF newsDaBel^s l ' :ok al i l+.e anci  reacl  a l . ike.
JournaLists oPtranize therose' lves inta speeial iseci  'Dressi  c l .ubsr that
sel 'v€t  as informat i { ]n eartel .s. , '  tNew ynnk r imest 6/e1l85, aE)

"VTLLAEE varcE Is gi6LD. r .  Jhe Vil lags:_Voiqe. c,wned by Rrrpert
Ivturd, :chgincet977,wa5gg1dtc ' t .@ea1thybr.rs i r |e55r ' lar t |
f ' r r  msre than s55 rni l l i *p.  "  t@ 6/gt  /gE, art

LANDLBRD EETS THIRTY DAYS IN T]WN HOUSINE

York l i rnEg, &/t?/BE, a€E)to Leave his Bever ly Hi l ls  home, (New

{>z



'VItrVE LAIdSUIT
The Phiradelphia bcrnrbins thai  k i1 'ed.11 

'ec,ole 
and desf,r^uryed gEhames has f inal ly resul ted in a eiv l  srr i t  by a '""r* i ' i "€ i : r f  a nrr_rr_oer.edalov= rt 'rert lbe!" (ubR Tr- 'dq)z- 

-E,/er 
/BF" j*t - 

rn siher ;; ;= l t  cclrr i€ {r lrt  rnar.= ' :1 iee bei ieved th; t  ; i ;y  nad wa.shec awav ar. i  f ianr inaore sutrstancesihat i4DVE sLrDDDsedl.n dnr jsed i ts , : lwn h6r_rse with befor.e c i r .ooning thebnrrrb ur'' the MCIvE house- t^Jater 
""r,r'ror,=-"r=1* being fired r-rrr the rvroVEhouse but h 'e]^e inexol icablv ghut ot f  for  the bonr i ing-anci  the f i re.

IBFI AND RTT CI}'{PETE FOR TOP DOG
rFM ourehased laY,'  ' : f  fvlcr. a L,:ng ci istance tereohc,ne e*r,roerrv in arief fc ' r ' t  t t : ,  mc,ve c,ntc,  ATTrs t , - t r i .  ; ;  ;=- ;nought that  le ier :nc,nes indc' :mouter"s wi l l  be increasingly eanneeted in ihein usage. At the sarrret  i r r re" ATT is ia ' :k inp t , :  buy l ip i r  s =*" i i * .  corn'ei i ter :E,  (New y, : r i<-

Eg€5 6/e7/83, al) The cenor:r^ate meFger pace continues everr fasierthan the spread of  eapi tar ism, thus .oi r i r f i ; ; ;  i l ; ; i ;  insishts intothe proeess by which eapit.ai l  Leeomes-;;;" mope eoneentrated.

I l l4 NorEs' 3a cENTs RN. IssuE- po Box eB9? cAMBRTDEE! mA oe146, 5ENDFtrR FREE LTTERATURE Lrsr. ! . lE tdELcBME NEt^rs, pERroDt-nus nruo oprNroNs.
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T|-|I RIAL A PARTHTID RTTORMS
rtFFi ilTi"{E i D iEG I lyiE i iriC R{f;S i i\GLy ilFS ir5 RATE

&*go' ..t#"

ws
Deenite t r i ]55est i l . r r r ' r r  cr f  ( r r ie drf  f i r t r  r r rc is i  ef f , ic ierrr  i .ecrEslgive

irrad?'3tLt l te$ ! r r  'bhe wc, i - ic i  .  b i re coi t : ' r i iaI  eaoi te i  is t  ! -esi f r . tp , : , . f  $c,r_rth Afr . rca nas,1aC ic,  asd yet ar!c ' tner.  n, : tcn t r ,  i tg r .esr.essi , r r r  , : f  the Fiack f l f , tOr_r j .at  ic , r r__i i t ; l i -u ia i  law" f is  we !r$ ic,  o l 'egg..  the nurnber-  , f , f  r .esis. f . l r rce
at l t  j .v istg ar ' r .egtei  withgut ej- la '"scl .s , : r"  Cnntart  r^r i th lAwvslr .g c,r .  art .vtr ,rre ei  sei .eac.necl  83: i  a i - -Ler* , : , r ' r lv  s ix ddv=i .  pc,  l ice * .  lLLea at  least  i5 Ejac: . ls
srnr:e ntal" t ia l '  iar+ starteci  -  Secur ' i ty  fc ' r"ceg nave kiLiecj  L1ver.  SEIZI in i ;he elever;r t r : - rnbhs since iht3 rrew f '€f ineci  aoar ' ' theic i  Const i 'ErrLi , :n soar-keci  a qenel .a l  state , : , jrebe L i  ic ' r r .

The assurarrEes tha'b s ' r r - t tn Afr ica is ref ' : r . r r r inn f , : , f -  the bei tst .  can be n, :r r ' l r f , f '€ c iear lv exosseci  t*  the w*r ' i4, .  One urf  t i - ie best ar"pr- tnrents f , r t .  s, :cral ignr i :c i rat  ' f r r i -v.-  reaL s ' : rc ia i i : l r r i  wi i i  c , :n ' t r 's , i  Ug ci f r i l r r rer .c ia i .  act iv i ty wher.e rrrDtr} .€ssr.r3l . r
ig t i re '  berref  ie ierr t .  f i  reai  ECrcia i  is t  lgver.Frgl€rr t  r^r i  i  L ouL i  , rut  i f  i
lnvestr t le i ' ' tEs end ai l  bt-age arrc i  cuL'bu}"ai  contacts Hi th South f r f r - iea and
sr-r.DU{'i 't i i ber"at i,:n ':f r:ne crf t he .[ asi: set t i er. st at eg_

iRffr .r*DE EMFRRRFISSED EN f ipRRTFiEiD. t : INALLY
S':-cal  Lea srrrc ' ia i  is i  Fi 'anee or"r=f  i ts  f rorrr  $ i .6 bi  11i*n , : f  investrneni :s i r rsoartheid S'ru' tn f i f  r" ica- i , 'J i i i r  bire arrrrr :rr-rrrcenrent c, f  rrrar. t  ia i  iaw in Sc,uth f f f l . ica.France eor- t ic j  nd.  i , l , r r !€t '  h ic ie i ts r- r ]Le in the l r lester"n ca$i ta i  is t  b ioe,  i tarrn '3Ltr lceci  a o ' : i i rv af  r r ' :  fur ther '  : i r rvegtrrreni  i r r  Sauth FlFr" ica anci  r .eeal l .ed i ts, arrtbaggacltf,r",
Yei .  exist  i r r r  invegtr i lenis wi  I  i  r r rst  nave t , : r  DE gc,  lc i  and Fr*ancer s l .ec,3! .dievel  t r"ade with auai" theic i  c, :nt inr les desoi te a supposealy Eocial ist

! ' ; 'ver*nment.  The iatenegs c, 'F Frarreet s aet i r :ng derrrnnstr-ates that  what exists inFi 'ance ig eaci ia i  igm with the cam*uf Lase , : f  s,_rcial  ignr,
ij["i Z=fr: fi;\D rr=;fvEFrili ' ifr\T TD T,tv Tfi S_r Ep RU6FY TDUitut-rder" o 'egst 'e trr  r- tnhc, 1c t i re ini ;err ,ai ;  ic,nai  b, ivc,:1. ;  , : , - := 5,rr- t th f i f r ican
' i ' : r f : ' I ' ;Er 'che i \er+ Zeal 'arr ' :  ! ,=ver.nr,rent ai : .bee.tc,  or . ; ;* ; ; - ' *  r . r_ i i :  D-. / , tear. : - r  f r . ,3 i ! r  * , : i r i : . r , r
t r :a-v in S,: , - i ; ,1 f i f r - iea,  

-1. . j ; ;  
Zeaiancj  l r*r- ,=**r ,  th;  =****. , : , f  i . . i i rgE an- i i *asai . t ie iA::ii l; ';*;:';;J:-:.::: ' ';"':;;":l=Wll,-,** , ike ;;;.i; r*ns s*c t:,* 1ar_:=s;

sh' : ' - r ia ' :he New zeaiana **guv i ;eani  go- i ,o 
""- . r ; ' , - r . t i ; . *J iJr- i "*-- ; , . . ,*

St 'utn f i f i ' icdn N' : ! r r -Raciai  r ivnrcic L; ; ; i t t ** .  - i ' - , i ' f , l ' ; ; l ; . , - r rec 
i re oiynraic.b ' :yc; ' r 'b cf  3nr- t ' i i r  f i r=t ' iea or lon' i :sci  oa* ian s ia-bus tr , . \ r - .1* ieaiai-rd a. i ;h ietes-

iONTxfis f i i I  i i :x=D i{E:iCENf;fr:E5 Ttrtr
The Nrc'ai*at i lan e ' : rurr ter . r .evc, iu i  i6nayies--cc,nir .ag--ar.E n6t _lust  f , r r . rner-

i iat i ' :naL Guar 'c rr letnbet- : i  whrf  r reve!.  gave u!  the eiv i i  war.  i \ , r r .  at*e tne
sl ' t5 i -Sarrc l  Lrr i .stra ter ' r . r ' r " is ts,  i r i  icar.aEuarrs.  The i l i f i  ana $r* ivate i l r r :er . ican
'r i ' ' : tc ' - f  ascist  $r 'Farr  : -zat  i t ,ng n i re Spaniar"as tn f  iBhi ;  aqlains. i  ihe r .evc, i  r - r t  ic ,nar.vgr::rvel.rltrre|'rt c' i  i t iC..l.r.acUa.

Flcc ' : r"ainq t , : '  bhe i4acir . i f i  weekiv ivlt-tncir: tJor.er.o. SEIA, $fi€t i:setas in eagh Del.I r l r :y,x, t  a! .8 c ' i fg1^** t , :  r , :ntra
trEn' iav, : r -sc bar.ge-b Epr3Lr;3;3.

r"ecr.ui ig,  Si :ani : ;n fascis is arrc Cubarr exl !e5 ar.e

Dirrrs; t  ian Brc'adcagt i rrF i rretw,:r-r . : .  'bhe f , : i . i r ,wer-s , : f  Relv.  iy i , :1, : , r ,  ( ;v l t , , :nreg) arrciihe uJurr 'Lc ' ry ieaicaL. Rei  ief  r : r f 'Banizat  rc,n an6 , : ; i rer-g t r ive tne cgn!f .a,g ov€31. :FEEnt i  i  i  r ' : r r  a yeat"  (6r 'anma. 7 i3 i83) The arrr , : r - rnts a: . :nwec-. t , f ,  tne c,rnt  r .ag Lhr.a*ghthe us s+vel 'nr i rent . . . f f icr"et '  br-r t  a :s lJ s i r i i ' : l - r  cnr-rnter.r .nsur. t rerrcy bi i : .  hag' f r ' :err  aagged by tne c*nsl 'ess, .  pt  L:L tnat  r .errrainF i -c,r-  i i re bi  i  i  is  tn c iecic iewl leunFl ' r i r f -  l ' r r r r t  the c i f i  * r ' .c IA f t ' , :nt  t r f ' r3Li5 ( f ; :D fr f ,?-  exanrcle) wi l l  funnei  a id.* t  s 'Cake is;ust  n, : r , {  o$en. iv ine US win. fs E,: .  af f r .ani  wnr. ic nr_rbi ie r_roirr i , : . r ,  4)



iAm il0Tr
An Unofficial*Forum o f thre l!g_o_is t,! n t ernati onal i s t If ovement

FRAFJCE I"IURDERS GREENFEACE SHIP PHDTT}GRAFHER
Desperate to prevent a {1ot i1}ei  of  ships f rorn protest ing French nuclear

test ing in the Paci f ic ,  ss-cal led social ist  France secret ly bleur r-rp and sanh:
a Greenpeace ship that  was to lead the protest ,  A photagrapher on board was
ki l led.

Greenpeace is an ecsloqy mclvernent organi=at isn. The shi  p sanF: at
Aurc k I  and i  n NebJ Zeal  and .

n--^ i  + ^v==!- , r  LE internat isnal  Ltproar B\/er ths terror ist  at tacl< on the
ant i*nuclear rnsvernent- ,  gcr-cal  led social  is t  President l " l i t terand ordered French
arrned forces to uge fc:rce i f  npcess;rry tcr  prevent protest  in French
terr i tor ia l  waters.  (New York Tirnr"gl  .  g, /19l85. 1)

The l  eaders of  France'B governnnent espouse "dernocrat i  c soci  a l  i  srn,  "  The
Social ist  Party a* France is f rat-ernal ly t ied to the Democrat ic Sacial igts of
Arner ica tDSA) -

B16 BROTHER CORPORATION
Strutggleg ur i th in the Fr i t ish Etr-oadcast ing Corperat ion (BBC) have broutght

to l iqht  the fact  that  the Etr i t ich f lecret  Service tF{.  I .5)  secre, t ly  ct :ntrols
hir ing and f i r ing of  the FBC staf f ,  The pract ice sf  screening ourt  lef t is t
journal ists has been going on since 19f,7.  {New Yor}t  Times, S/?7/83, a3}

lr je,ei ls ear l  i  er the BFC Board of Eorrernors banned a prograrn on Narthern
Ireland at  the request of  the Br i t ish Governrnent.  A str i t re of  radio and tv
journal ists for  one day regul ted.  ( Ib id,  )

I t  is  as i f  the.  curr ta in were pr" . r l led c ln the hj i=ard of  O=,

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE I '4NFJITOR FIRES LESI] IAN RFPORTEF:
The l la=sachusettg Suprerne Cour{:  bacl led the Chr ist ian $cience l4eni tor 'E

f  i r ing of  leEbian f ,hr ist ine l " ladsen. .  Fladgen had refursed to "heal  "  hersel f  and
return ta the Chutrch"s rnoral  law againet hornc:se>r l ra l i ty.  t [ [gw Yor!J-@,
8r/??' /85,  a16)

lr lhat is imrnoral  aboutt  horncge; ' :ur;r l i ty? 6c:d said so, 5o even the mcrst
"€nl ightened" Chr ist ians te l1 Lrs.  Why does 6t :d 's law hotd ss wel l  where
dsmi nat i  an and hei  rarchy al  ready er:  j :  s t?

PROTO-FASCIST I" IORAL f , IAJORITY LEADER REVEALS COLORS
Fiev'  . lerry Falnel I  carne slr t  in f  i r rn suppt:r t  of  Sor-r th Af r ican Pregident

F.bJ.  Botha. He cal led crn Arner icans to bury Sor-r th Afr ican gold coins cal led
P;.ruggerands and to increase their  in 'yestrnent in Sr:uth Afr ica.  In
addi t ic :n,  he asked f  er  d ivestment f  r -orn cornpanies that  ha.ye put l  led olr t
of  Sauth Afr ice,  Richard A, Vigner i .e" a t r lew Right f l tndraiser and Herbert
E. Ee'r l lowitr .  a spol lesrnan f  or  the l ' ler i tage Feundat ion.  in turrn baclred Lrp
Jerry Fal r^rel  1 .  {  Flcrrrr  Ynr k Ti  mes. S/ l l  1 , /85. a.  i

Falwel I  hag prornised to r-r=e his pr i rne-t ime telere ' is isn shor* to turn
Arner ican pl tb l  ic  opinion areund c:n Scrr-r th Af r ica.  He clairns that  a v ideotape
he rnade ehows that Blacl ls snd t ' lh i te: :  in Scuth A{r ica BFpose econornic
Eanct i  t :ns agai  nst  the aparthei  d req j ;  rne,

A South Afr ican Hht:  cal  1s for  ercensrnic sanct isns is subject  to pr ison
and possiblv death by Seuth Afr ican laur.  In addi t ion,  ur i th the State of
Ernergency and mart ia l  law in South Cl f  r ica,  pc: l  ice have l rn l  i rn i ted powers-
I t  seetns'  unl i l te ly that  any Sol t th Afr- i .can in Sor- t th Afr ica rr t : l r ld go on
tele ' r ig ion and provide the evidence necessary tc.r  h is e: :ecurt ion hy the y ' t
state 5b

llrrlt
no. l5



lfvg:ri 5i3 1 l-*i:elr;t Fr{::J. i !i a:;.l'rl:l-.,r r-.{*(:(f}-ci ,r. c*.,.c*} ir; {} f sii.L.tpF{-}r-t -f c;r- c..,ir;c.}i-r{.:lrri}i c-
i : i . . i l i ' i  i : l i * i :s  ; ' , r r rc:rrqs. i :  Fi i . l ; i r i r t . l  i . r :  ** l r t f r  i r r ' l i r i ; ; . ' i "  [ j ' ie*n ; i  i : { : ] f i :e l r - r* t : i .v* :  F$1. l .  t }1;r t
$t' i i : i? f i ' l-, i : i j i t tr-*d Il.L-*rl l i :pp*r': i . ' i : i i :rr i-: i ::t l i ,!q*i:.t.*rr: *i; i i t- i[ 'Li.*nf:i *lqn:i. i ' isr $" i: i"f: t- irrr hs:*
Ei+i . tch*cj  i r ' " , f ;* i -  t r r  r"e; :c: t - t inf i  l ; l - i i -c*el  qt , . t , : i r t€r-=:- ; t - rppr i - t ' fnr  pr :nrr*rniC r :#. t* ;ct t j .c t i - rE,

, i  \
1 rrr-r ' - {  i  { - . t t  r . .  I  - l  i l tE=, r  - l  J  - t  -_, ' j  t . - j . . . . ! , !  _ i '  t

$: ' i : i t 'h: i ' : : t  l - i , t [ i :  , ,  i ; ] i . . : i iar-c i  ! i : i , i ; ; i . . i r* i " ic  i= "" fTir- ' . "v in i ;  f ie ' : ,1. , ,+: : i - ;  * ' r ; - i r i  r . .J i r { - l - t  { : .ct  { ; r , r t
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J.  
- j t . . r3r-  

LrHL-f , i i . r . : : .8 l i ra i - r l - i i

t r , t i :$t  cr : r rp.*ni  t* ' * .  ha.c i  ; r l  r -e;rrJ i . '  c i*ns" '  th.* i  i  s  r - i { - r ' l -  Er l  i  tn t i ' ier  apxrthet! .  d rr*ei  nrg
rJ j . rgct l  r , ' "  Thr" '  i :sr i l l  ,1snn= i :&i l  hs-rn ,L l t3t ]phni .e f  c:r-  inc]r l r iy  "r iestdecl"  ' f : t : : ] r  g*cf inf i r r r i { :
r : i r t : i - t r r ; t : i : . t r r r i r r i r i ,  f r l r ; i i . th , : r r tc l  c+dlrr ; , r t i . f i r i  " t tgnef ic i ; r . i "  t t :  * i1 i .  r .*{ :gtrs,  l .n i : ther '
r.*E:r-ris: .* l.- l i l  * '*t i l ' :  r:.;:n Lr:*ri ;* :. i" F;' l t '- i .r:,:rn bs{t-rf,: rr{rns? fr:r '  e*cc:nc:tit i .r r-sit '$i lns. ; lr icJ
i:. i- i i* $" i:;{ i '-; ic;*n h*iri l ; i :ci i-? ' i :.t-ri-n i lr '$Lrrr{J *nd lc.:"l*r 'L.l-.r* i: irrf i{*'y i:* t lr* *p;ri-t l- isl icl
; : : r ' l . i . i : {3, : j r i i j  r r j .  1 j . t " rF- ' . . "  r : in. ' f :  t . - : i " ' l ; i i+. . : ' . i !Lt l .  l rv** iL; ' - j .nCip. i* t - r r '#Fe t i - re i ' l  I f " l
i . : i t * r -* 'L.  l r r -E:  L: i r t  i i : r  f ;  detcr j . .Lr*cJ t ; r i r ; : r i . *nai , i t : r - i  i : . f  { ; . i - :s i i - . f j .q- i r* , : f  r ' i l1F- i"
i l l i  r , -J I  r r  { -Frrs rrnr- ' l  e.- . r  Fr 1r '  i l i ' r : * i ' r . :n i  mnncmrl  l i r ie .= l  n,=-: : r { r l i  n nl  *rn : r , r l  r l r '6n - i - l -1 . i  rI  J l l i r r l  f  t  : . . l l l ;  111- l l - . iEf l t  Lrs l l  l i l=f-L{sr i  I t , t I - . rL i=€U sJi i rS SaI L-cIu} J i l  lJ l 'g: i i . - t i  gt l l iJ  tdVel t I  Lt lJ. :a

hsc rs. . . r -mrr-F- imnc. t* f"  
, 'hUtrneni t ,*r i ; ln p: l t r -pg1geS", ,  { l . , l€ 'H ygf i l  T i f i teS" g. i1{- i , j ,gSi

I tesgan tr- ies tc:  sppc*sr tn the-.  pr :b l ic  t*  bs cr i t ic i : ing the Ssr.r th
i , ' f r icxn reginr* t . th i le l re dne= nr: t f r inq c: f  sr-rhstancs hinrE,el f  t r :  esfert  change in
*r : l i th i \ ' f : r i .ca" Thi .= s l lot ' ls  S*th:+.  an,r i  h is3 sr . . rppc,r- tere l i l re F*Lr,*e1 I  th* chfrnc€?
tn r*1l . r '  xnd l , ta i t  **r  the r l r r rent  str : r rn t*  pars"

Fc:r  e i l *mp:1eo Richs.rc l  r t "  q"Jj . f i t - r*rr j .e i  bt** ts thu:
,nnt i -*r*mnltni : ; ; t -s*v**t l*rsr*Fr{"?e*l .J*r l  c i  c j rurn r-nthsr lar-r11 1y" in th* pr*re 's 'sr  l ' r r*  mf
{ :c}Ltr i iF pr-F.?$Ltrne= t l - rat  $n} ' /  wl i j . ts*  rulei  is  pr :*u: ib} .e j .n $nr-r th r : t r f r ics" Flnt l r r ; t l ly"
t ' ; i th that  aa*t- t rnpt : innn he f  i r ic l  s i t  inrpaseihle t t :  cr i t j . { : i r€ Sathao "  " ' l "he
ctr t - t*r : ' t i *n i .s nct  ur f rether t l - i€." .  lo l i11 ht l r re;r  whi te r l tLelJr  a bJ.*c l ' :  r - l i i .er  in
.  * l t th A{r ' ic ; {"  "  r r  r '  t ' fhey" 11. h;r ' . rs* rnrhi te r l t }e f  r : r  the {r : reseE,*ble f  l r t l r rs"  Thre
qt-.te::t i  nn i. sj t-+heth,*r tha.t uh i. i :e* r-Lrl. er- u*i L I h.r st]t-rth A{r' i  c*.n {f,r Snvi et " The

' l r l t r : rnat i r .s tn ths r t - i r re lnt  f i r : ' r 'e l rn ine*t  is ; {  [ i :minlrnigt  r -egirre" 1f  f i * l r th
r*- t ' f r - ica f* iJ. i : : , ,  { r -eer lc:m j .s nnt 1j . l ' rs*L ' ' r . ' t$ pre 'o '* i t  in ths* rest  r : . f  the l " . rnr ld fcr
tn l . tch Ic i i - iqr i . i r .  "  "  i l . . iElu Yc,r l l  ' i ' imsq. B./ : ;JL, . iS$" f iJ ]

tJ ic l r" . re:r ie:" : :  s: taternen'L i : ;  qr- . r i te i  revef iJ. inq nf  th* rni . : ing f i j .as: ! , ,  I t  shnFtE
th*.{ : :  t f re i isrE:r- i .can i .mperi .n l is ts are c le=psr ' ,* t*  tc:  hr : . i .d r :nt*  $*r- t+-h l i { r icer far
'Fr.*a,r  c: f  Lc; : : i r is t  Er *arId ! 'J*r 'L*:  the Sciv ietx,  In th* 'L rJe-*per*t ian.  j . t  i .1;  nst
|iLir-pri x.i nr; t h,et prt:p3. r* I i  l ,: l=: Fx.t u;e*-1 .l .E-nci qJ j. i l lreri e ca3nre +;q3 the {nrgi"
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I f tAi+*IRAf i  HAFJ IT.JTEFJSIFIHS
Iraq ix b*mlr ing l ran" : ;  f inI ' /  er i  I  terrninal  n r*hir ! ' r  i : :  at  i r :hf i rg Is land,

Irartr  E€)r 's that  i  t  r " ' r j .  I  I  pr- t t  an enC tc i  f  r*ni  a,n ai  1 e: :pr : r tsu 13{:  th; t  I r ; r r r  l " r i  1 l
l '1fr '" 'e r"lcf, infine1y' t* sr:ndltct i t E ptar *:.q;i i . nr;t Ir,nq
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-I r ; rn is Lrr :mbing nj .1 t*nl iers in ths f i l r i f "  t l lgt* ,yai : ]_r :Lme*,  s, ' j .?/ f i r "  ; r4]
Thee Irani ; rn r-*qim*. 'h.x* heen s; t rstrhed thin in ths war" T '*ns * f

thnl . t$*n.Js a 'F sc] le l iers; . : t ' t  the f rant arnrJ pnl i t ic ; r i  pr- i :*r :ner: l  * t  hc:rns h; t l .s t
b**n l ' ; i11{3rJ f r : : r '  ths" bsne{: i t  mf l " ihnme' i i l i 'g  I l= lanr i r  theic:cracy,  [c*nnm'c

{ Fi*p;

cc'ndi t i { f ,ns *rs *J,r-rarJy s 'Lr ; r . ined and s.  real  end ta i r ,*rr ian * i l
pr{3vide;:  rsvct l t - t t ic :nary c lppnrtr-rni ty ghar-r ld 1. , .h*; : is in i  t ry tn r l rn

er:pc,r te.  rn,ry
ths ! '1*r on

MAorsT |NTERNAT|0I|AHST M0I'EMINT (MtMl
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SOUTH AFF:ICA
SBlr th Afr ica has by now cletained 1, :4s more erct iv ists Ltnder mdrtral

Iaw, They are not al loraed access to lawyers and their  narnFs are not
avai  I  abie ta the plrbl  i  c .  {Npw Ynrtr  TlggEJ 7, t : , I ig55,t  . r4)  , ,  , l lore thcrn 

" , ; ( rpeeple,  only ? of  them urhi te.  nave UTFin the v iolence that has sprear l
strr( ]ss Sor- t th Afr ica in the last  L i - l  rnonths.  " '  i l r lew vor l l  T imeE, s l1( t / -gg,  a, ! )
1?f-}gf thogedeathshavebeeninthe1astrnonthf f i rnp1ernented
rnart ia l  lau,r .

AFRICA NETY,'ORK
Rcsourccs, fnfornral ion, Act ion

P.O. Bor 59364
Chicago, lL 60659

Rotting Food Aid!
According to retiable sources in Addis

Abcba, food aid for staning Ethiopians
is piling up and rotting in the Eriirean
ports of Asseb and Messews as well ai in
lhe port of Djiboufi for wsnt of trrns-
pofl to lhe faminc viclims. This is
because rhe Dergue hes ellocated most of
ils transport fleet lo ils militery cam-
paigns in Eritrer end northern Eitriopir
as well as ils forcibte reseftlement pio_
gram in lhe south.

As r result, uN officirls in Erhiopie
havc g6y1se6 inlerngtional eid donon
not lo send new shipments of food to
Ethiopia until more of tbe supplies now
piled up in lhe ports end warehouses
havc been moved lo retief centres. Aid
officials say lhat 6090 of rhe food aid
lhsl has arrived in f_-thiopia since
December has let lo be delivrred,

After . meeting with ttn Dergue,s
srrongman on t5 June 19E5, Mr. Kurt
Jansson, rhe UN assitant sec.etarv-
generel for emergency operalions in
Fithiopir and Mr. it{eurice F. Strong,
executive coordinrto, of the UN Offi;
for Emergency Operetions in Africa,
hav6 51g1s6 thrt lhere were enough food
suppl ies in the country to meet lhe
lmmediale needs of  most of  the famine
victims. During the meeting, Colonel
Mengistu has reporledly promised lo
{live11 4gn trurks from militery use while
the UN offhials plerlged to press for lhe
donation of E{X} more trurks to t thiopia
lo solve lhe a shr l r lage of  l r : rnspor l  r .

;DERGUE RECEIVED 80 m BULLETS I
i- -- rN FALASHA{EAL J

High-level diplomatic sources have disclosed rhat the Ethiopian mili_
tary regime of Lt. colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam receivedC0miilion
( rparabellum >r bullets from Israel about two years ago in exchapge for
its collaboration in th€ exodus of the Falashas from dtt iopia aiilltv ro

Jl$i.|. These.diplomatic sources have, according to the'Italian daily,
uorrie'.e deila sere,(22 April l9g5) and the Enghtish weekly, The
observer (21 April 1985), revealed that Colonel MJngistu enter;d into

Ithe secret deal.with Israel to exchange Falashas ror military supplies
lbecause he was anxious to launch an offensive against the Eritrean and
ITiSfqan rebels at the time.
',R
- ,According to these reports, it was the successful precedent of colonel
Mengistu's secret dal that later prompted Nimeiri to make a similar
secret deal with Israel to allow the airlift of Falashas from the sudan in
return for $ l-0 r paid ro him and several of his top officials- A l"rg"
slice reportedly went to the then First vice-president and head of t[e
state security apparatus, General omer El-Tayeb. These authoritative
diplomatic sources attach an intriguing significance to the fact that it
was General Fatih Erwa, ex-military attach€ in the Sudanese Embassy in
Adldis Abeba and Nimeiri's close collaborator, who was sent to New
York to collect the last instalment of the price just days before the coup

, d'dtat took place on April 6.
lfnir new revelation corroborates, if only in more detail, earlier
reFlorts that the Dergue, despite its belated protestations to neutralize
therpublicity following the leak, was engaged in a secret deal with the
zionist state involving the exchange of Falashas for arms. yet, in an
unabashed display of cynicism and hypocricy, the Addis Abeba regime
issued a statement (Ethiopian Herald, 24 February l9g5) alleging a
< sudanese-lsraeli. conspiracy > and calling on ( the international
community to prevail .on Israel to respond favourably to Ethiopia's
dernand for the orderly and immediate repatriation of the abducted
citizens > All this while using the Falashas as a bargaining chip for
obtaining arms and spare parts-a deal that conjures up the revival of
the old slave trade! '

- Ito, in reality, as Moshe Dayan revealed in 197g, the Ethio-lsraeli
accord for the direct << repatriation >> of the Falashas was first reached,
ancl its implementarion began, in 1977.It was renewed in l9E2 through

i the mediation of the Jewish Agency and the Mossad, the Israeli secret
service. As a result, lsrael has been supplying the Ethiopian regime with
substantid military equipment and spare pars. The-value -of 

Israeli
military sales ro Ethiopia in 1983 was about $ 20 m (Africe confiden-
tirl' 12 December 1984). In october alone, Israel shipped to Ethiopia $

J'J worth of arms and spares.
Diplomatic sources in Addis Abeba report of continuing Israeli sales

of large quantities of military supplies to the Ethiopian regime. Much of
these arms sales consist of Sovietmade or Sovieidesign-ed equipment
captured during the lsraeli invasion of Lebanon. TheJe *opon, ur.
repainted, and refurbished if necessary, and then dispatched through
various Israeli front companies, including Koor, a company registered
and based in Amsterdam, and Amirania ( reception'" comi?nv i'
Fll,ioqt". Israel also providessophisticated parts for the Soviet Juppnea
Mig.23's and the US-supplied F-SE's of thi Ethiopian airforce.'- : I

Adulis Yot I No lt May l9t5-- 
I i * i: t-'rl.- ! | -):-tl,,tr-te-Sf
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$" AFRICA UFDATE :

Satr-rrday, l r lovember ?nd, the apant,heid regirne of  f  ic ia l  ly ,b lacl : :  pd
rut t  net , rE coverage of  the BIack re 'yol t .  Jonrnal  j .s , ts o ' t  at  t  l l i . .nds coulr l
{ace cf  gentence of  1t- t  yearg or el  f ine t : f  ${J, t : l r ) t l  cr . r ,  bsth for-report ing
r-esistance in the areas af  Sourth Afr ic.r  that  are urnder rnart ia l  1aw.
{Detr t : i  t  Free'  Fress, '  11/ .3.r83, p,  a1)

The aparther id regirne had arrested several  journal ists pr ior  to
e=tabl ishing a camplete ban on coverage,

The ban cln jo l r rnal ists nnderEccres the potency of  internat ic:nal
protest  agai  nst  aparthei  d.  That the raci  gts no l  onger f  eI t  the;*  cc:ur l  d
af  f  ord to purbl  i  c i  re thei  r  own repressi  on of  the Fl  acl l  resi  stance prBVeF
that the U5-bacl ' :ed r , rh i te gett ler  regirne is nat in f  r - t l . [  contro] .

The day the jar-rrnal is3t  ban carne dot*n,  IO{J,OOO demsnstrated i .n
London f  or  t r jestern sanct ionE against  apartheid.

The death ts l1 i  n S" Af r ica" s represgi  an over the l  ast  14 rnan' ths
ha= nour topped S5t l .  i Ib l id, .  a l . l )

iYARCOS TO CALL ELECTIONS I I !  "8S
Under pressl t re f rcrn hiE US spnns$rs.  purppet dictatsr  Ferdinand

i ' larcsg has apparent ly changed his mind and b.r i l l  csnsid*r  s* lect i t :ne in
1?46. The Fhi l ippines President is v iewed by conservat ives in the Us
to be crut  c: f  tot . tch and l iaLr le tc:  loEe the caurntry tc:  cornrnurnisrn.
l ' larcos" annoLtncernent f  cr l  I  owed Ssn. Far-r l  Laxal  t '  s  v i  s i  t  ts the
Pl ' t i l ippinea" La::al t  is  a leading Reagan conf id*nt .

Fleanurhi  I  e.  the US has al  =o threatened to curt  of  f  $45tt  rn i  1 I  i  sn i  n
mi l i tary aid c:vsr the ne, ' l t  f ive 'yearE i f  l " larcr :s reinstate= 6en. F.ebian
Ver who ig impl icated in the Ar- tg.  1983 assagginat ic ln ef  bourgeoi=
opposi t inn f  igr- t re,  Eenigno Aqrt ino,  " 'Fresident l1arct := said he waE
hannr-bound to ta l le hirn bacl l  i f  he [Gen. ver]  was acqui t ted. '  Lar:al t
=aido " f  said" 'For how rnlrch t ime?'  He in i t i ta l ly  gaid,  'Bne year,  "
I  to ld him that u.ral t ld be a prcblern baclr  here,  He gaid he"d take a
seccnd lac] l l  at  i . t .  "  "  {Detroi i_ Free Fressn 1l  /J, , /g=" t r ,  af , }

The US Senate is worr ied that l " larcog r* i11 lose the Fhi l ippines to
nec:- l ' l *c: j .  st  qlrerr i  I  I  as, who nnrnber 3{: , i  rJ{ l0 by Senate f  i  gures. The
e: lecutt i . re branch ig urorr ied that the Fjer.r  Feople 'g Arrny urt : l r ld l l ic l l  the
tJS outt  c: f  Clar- l . l  Air  Ferce Ease and Sr-rbic Fay l . laval  Fase, " the tpra
largest U"5- rni l i tary bases abroad. "  i lb id.  )  The'  Fhi l ippines is also
cansidered s long t i rner pol i t ical  and econornic al ly thank= t t :  a hi=tory
of US i  nter.rent i  nn t r :  i  nstal  I  pro-US reg i  rnes,

l"L
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The Pentagon "  g Star Hars pl  an €f i \ r ' i  s i  ons
prc: tects the UI j  f  rorn Sc: 'v i  et  rn: l  sgi  1es'

of  Snl ' i  et  mi.  gsi  1eg thrcr l tgh '

seven laYers
Each laYer wi

to the shield
11 onlY al lotr

ant ic ipate
11/:5, /85.  p"Fi ' , ,e Eornpanies are t rar l l ing nn Star blars already and

rnaking fr- t r ther bids ' fc:r  rnore wor l l ' {DeL@'

a1)
E.ren i f  the s 'h ie ld is not per ' fect ,  the idea ef  Star bJars is to

rnal le nurclear htar rnore plautsible tn putbl ic opinion'  That is why i t  haE

becr:rne cr i t ical  far  scient igts in acadernia tc]  re ject  star l r lars for  i ts

i . rnplaursibi l i ty  and for i ts rni l i tar ist  mot ivat iBns'  f ' l lT has rejected

al l  research ( ]n Star blars as heve thst- tsands of  scient ists in

nni  vers ' j .  t i  es acrc:55 the coutntry '

At :  the sarne t i rneo 
^ r i re* qtr . i

theconjutnct ionofStar.blargFJeaponsandatherErna} legaf i rstgtr i } lg*. .
the US ; ,1n ever more I  i '  t le l  y possi  b i  i  i  ty  '

FHILLYP0LICEREFuSET0TESTIFYoNFIOVEB0MFIN6
,,Lieut.  Frank pswel 1r-wha dropped the bomb cln the groutp's

i l . l0vE"sl  house l" lay 13 af ter  a daylong sieget was th? f i rst  pers(3n to

ref*se t r :  test i . fy.  He inv. , l *ed. his canst i iut isnal  r ight  against

Eiet f  - i  ncr- i  mi nat i  t :n- "  i ruei !-Ysrt{  T. i**?l  .  
Thurg'  1tJ ' /34' lE}5)

f , . taycr wi lssn Go.=de **f f i r - !  * i t r ,  the bornbinq and tutrned dawn the

ideac]f l . ts ingacranebecaugeatS5'5t- l { i thecraneylot . t ldhavecosttoc:
murch, Whl '  resoi '  ve the conf I  i  c t  wi  th glrch a l  sw L evel  c: f  repressi  on

prhen t're c.".*:;.1:: 
-1j.3,1T: 1:-T""-=":j ::.:dren?

L3
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TURT'TiT' IG AGAII 'JsT AFi iRTHE.ID

Eince the r . - : int-s i .n Sor- . r th 11 fr i .ca in Sswetn in i .97,5" t l le l  nutrnLrsr { ] f

j i t t r*r .y r , rh i t*  Ssurt f r  Af  r icans r"rhf i  1ef  'L ' the cnutntr ,* '  eqnat l  Ied the nl t rnt ier '

at . t rect-eci  t ry *ppnr- tunj . t j .e: ;  tn e:rploi t ,  Toclayn accordinq to the ! ! i l .L!--U.ggl

{ .g! . t r rEJ,  ther t i .dE, haE tutrner j ,  i "Fr-r1. i ing Ourt :  t r ' l i - r i te Saurth Af r icanE Fles

-arrntr i , ,  

Fear ing A Gri . rn Futr . t re Therer, ,  L?, !1.T, /S5. 1-t .  1)

Li l l i  nf  S131rth Afr ica's urhi ' te pcapt-r lat ic:n s;rys i t  r ' r i11 Set cr l t t  b 'y '  199i : i '

I ' ierr i  .nc-1i . -e ar€? i r r ,h! ' :  i . i rq e,* fsr- tE,  tn { inr j  the nreang c ' f :  r -"e11. ing hnut:3es and

cnl  1ec-t inr ;  L.rF rrc i r ,e\r , t i :  le,ar, ' * ,  App;rr*nt i . / i  ntan-v t" ' rnut ld l i l le tn lea' ;e,  b l t t

. t -he" nnci j  t  j  cn n{ the $ar,r t l - r  i \ f  r i .cen cLlrr€rncy {rancj)  is  t io pot]r  that  urhi teg da

not haro.e the nieans. cf  sel t inql  ths ' i r  prnperty and gning anr"tdhsrs else where

the,r . ,  r , .+, 'ur l .cJ have t f r*  hcpe , , f  ieqaini .ng their-  f  . , r rner i  i f  esty le '  i lb id '  )

At  the =ame t i rne,  Snr-r th Af r i  can bLrsinegseE are f  a i  l  ing at  a recnrd

r-ate.  tur i .ce thet  a. f  fcnr:rEar5 sg{] .  ("F ' tanl l ruptc ies Riser in ssr- t th Afr ica AE

Fitr . j . f  e Lindercurts;  Ecc:nt : rny,  "  Id,Al l -* i , .CfESl J. ,  1?. /?r : ) ' /S5" p,  19) This is a gc:od

Lessc}n in cJj .* iE3ct j .c: - ;  even nfr*"  the 
-c*pi te l igts 

th in l l  they h*r ;e i t  5s goocJ.

their  ELlcces:;  in e: lp ln i t -at inn LtnEl i ipectedly bl t : r*s Ltp in ther i r  face'

ThH pr-€sr=Ltr-e nf  the ErL acl l  r -* ' . r r :L t  sr-rpparted i : rsadl ' , r  i  n plc i ' -  I  r l  put '1 i  c

. ,p i  n. i  nn i  = tc,s nr l rch f  r : r  the r . ' , rh i  te: '  papr-r1.* t i  en c:{  Sar-r t 'h Af r i  r :a '  i 'Jhich c]k 'Jeg

j . t=.  miclrJ le c lag= st ; ( 'L.r-r= ta the $r. . rest  nf  F.Lacl ' :  Lahrg3rers" '  Ths emigrat ion'nf

the r ' , rh i t rs le* ' . ie: : .  the l ' . rh i te s.et 'L i  er  qcvsrrrment in that  ' 'n l tch rnsre of  a

de:;p*r ;* t*  po=i t ic ]n,  i i l reacf i ;  r , l l - i i . te f r t*n serve:r  three' lFai*  rnandatory serrr j 'ce*

in thr . :* ; r rm*cl  f i - - : rceg" l . rh ich have cJutt ies j .n r .a i :otaging Blacl l  Afr ican na+: ionE

;: l .  i  { r \ . . r€tr  the s i :* thern n; i l . . f  nf  t } re cr :nt  i  nent,  In the i  * te: ; t  act i  cn *  Sal t t l ' l

l - ' i f r ic*n t . rc inps nrsved f i r r - ther intr : i  i inqni .a in pnrsr- t i t  r : f  f ' lenr ib ian gLterr i ]1ae

tr- .n, i .  ng 'L,a r , r i , -egt  cs:ntrc, l  a{  thq* i  r ' -  canntr 'y '  f  rsrn S*r-r th Af r i  can cm1*ni  aL i  s:rn"

t@- 1?' / : i : ) jH5)

There ui f f  ne ;1 c i ra,r . r ing Ehcr- t ,aqe af  persple t*  hnld cJann the Flacl ' l

pec:p3.e.  &par- t l ' ie ic i  rs *rear ing t l i : ln"

t ; rb l  RisHT nFiGATIIZES ITJHILE F:EAi iAt ' i  STALLS OFJ SOUTH AFRICA

,Ir : ! .nrng thE? e. f {or t= ct f  Jer i -y Fxlw*1} and Fje '" ' .  I ' l { jan ts ra11-r"  pr-rbl ic

*pi .n inn t r - l  Frc 'F t - tp Scl t th A'rcr ic. :  i ' :  *ccl t r ; rcy in Flardia '  Acci t racf  in Fledia is

s Fiew F: i .ght  ,s*tchrJag crf  the pi-e==. thst  =ees a I iber 'e l  b ' j .e15 in rrost

n ff i.".rrr. *r'- {3p i:r t :i t-i g "
l - l - i *  n: . : t renre* j .  eg3i  at i  nn nf  ; rparthei  c!  i  n pr-rb1 i  c *pi  n i  nn hsE'  c l r i  ven the

tr jer . r  Ri .ght  int .*  de=per*te s:rhart ; t t :  j .c :n:- : .  F:eed Irv ine,  u+l- tc i  s rheirr l lcaf i  af

f icc l r r . -a. i :y 1n i ' lecl  i *  p l rb l  igher j  3r ]  ecl  i tc , r ia l  in USrl  ToFsY thet = ' r - tppnrt 's  the

hen ct f  f i : r -e ign mas.e- r iedi .e f rn i r i  5cr- . t th Afr ica and r-egtr ict ians cfn aLI '

j63r-rrn, :1 j .* t r :  io ' "*r : inq r i* ts"  At  tht l  rnc,rnsnt turc:  f l r i t i r ;h T\"  c€trnerarnen arP

l i*1ng ch*rg*d h ' ;  ;  J i :hsnne:;hl t rg ' : r : i . r r t  ' iar  inr i ' t ing r- i* t "  i .Egl- l -E!@-

,Jrr- i rnaj  
"  

i . : : . . /? i : i , / f i5, ,  p.  1 l

In ch;rr-" :cter ist ic l rJs: :Ft  Riqht fashi*no the: ecf i tor i ' *1 t - tc jHhere rn 'a l ' :eg the

n!: l  i  n. : r t f t r r :  r - - r - i  t i .  r :  j .  srrn: :  a{  at lar i - i - . t* i . , , t  'Lhat * . r '€I- i  Feaq.- tn r la l ' leg tn Ci f lg 'Pr Ltp f t i  s
j  * - '  

-

l , ic t r , :  E: f  l : t f . fect i , . , r :  act i r :n tn enrJ i - l$ =t- tppr:r t  for  t l - t t*  t " , rh i* ;s set ' l -1er-  re|J1rne in

Sc-- ,u i th Fl f  r j .c*  {Ae*nis} .  Fieed i r -v j .ne rCjrne= r ig l - i t -  i : r - . t t  f  i : t -  re lpre=xion i j f

cc3vprage cf  cppr**=inn t ' l i th the.  s: l i :Ltse that  the 5r=vie+;.g dc-r  i t ,  =o why ran' t

I
Fot

c,.{



By cnnt i - ; is t r  evgn the s$lr th AIr- ic*rr  ambagEadnr,  . , r1 l . i f l  pt- t l t l  l lgt i t ; l t l  . i f l  lnf f

wonderfnl .  pages o{ usA Today--nrho ne^: t .  the Pi} ' ; l ' i?-* f  e l t  j ' t  r ]€cesscar!  to putt

L.rF windour-dressing. "5ince 1?8i) ,  Sr:ut th f t f r ica has t 'ahen cnnfrret 'e steps tn

rJernonstr-ate what i  t  has r-epestecJl .y decl  ar-ei ,cJ**that thp ara nf  whi 'Le

clnminat ion hag encled,ancl  pol  : i t ic ; l l  part ic ipat ion rnutst  be e: : tended to

b1.?cl is.  "
| ' ]panplhi le"at th.* lg lJ&j l t -Jr : r - r r .ne}.digql t ige'dfagcisrnu+cln 'nt f rea] . r

t j . rne.Accl t r . . :cyin 'c.u. .J i lm: incf . ta{Accl t racyinl" |erJ i . ; r , t . . lh i .chhaE
rnnnE:ct  i  nng ' ta the Jnhn El i  r rh Sr:c i  et-v i ' -ecr: i ' rer j  tap bi  11 i  nq : i  n a pi  ece hy

D,*vi rJ Fr-(}c[:] clt-l t l-re* rLGgtrS,g.L' s (:]p:i ni. nn pflqt--?" iA f elu'r day:: ' L eter t-her l ead

r: . t1-rry. fc i r  thei  b1al l  5tr-eet io l r r r ia. l  r \ raE. tht*  net ' r - fnutnd c-r 'edihr i l i ty  of  the Flev'

i " ipc:n '  = newspa;:er ' -  - ' - the [a laEfr i -  nn'bmn 
- I - t  

qea" i

I l ,a ' ; j . rJ Err :c i : :  cr€di tE I ' i * r : l i * rn in =et 'er , ;1 I  FJayE tr ' , 'h i .s;  cr- : i ' t ic i= 'm'  "Abnl t t '

: :5 i l  s thrr ic-=tr- . rcJi .e: ;  prcJgr-mrnE ncJr ' r  e:x i .E' t  i :n carnpLrsr*:3,  ancJ i . l i : ] rnerr l "s hi .stcry.
' ' ' * ;  ++^- " '^-+ ' ly  h ' ,v '  nen- l ' lar i : i .s 'b.  f  enr i r i is ts,  j . r i  i l in acceptecl  f  i : . l t l r re at  f r ranry '$, r  LL.r l t  l l t tJ-L.

: :chclr t ] .g, ' ' i@*1?,/1?' 'g5)Fl t r t .her.rn0r{*o| ' iar : : igrn 'g;

-- ' r r - .  "nresent-rnindedness is a sharp brs;r l ;  r , r i th t r ; rd i i : inn, :1I  Etr . : .?4t tLc:  { . . . "  uElr t tE: ; : -

int -e*1 lectuaL standard=. "  i Ib id" )

In addi t ian to at tacl . , '  inq in i i rcr i t ies general  1y,  Fr-ncl l rnal , :es t  he
j .  n the _gc:v 'ernrnen'h "cl i -" :qr-r*t ing cc:,Tpariqq[=qi__Univ,g.f_g1ty,-p11g,f trFFufs tc peaple:

I : t rn i :1, :  cr :nments that  the l ' lar : :  i  gt  prof  essf ] rs ccndone the hecl . , :  I  : i  ng s i :  Jeanne
l , : . i  i -  l : .patr  i .  c  [ ' :  anci  t ]aspar bJei .  ntrerger.  Frac [ r  i ,ees the f ' l ; r r : l  i .  s t  prof  e$5t]rs i  as s

na.- ic:r  danger or =.DLrrce nf  repressinn i  n snciety.
As r-r : ; r . l * ,1 for  l r lew Right rnythaloeyr f ree ;peech is far  per:ple in the

Uni ted Stateg f iavernrnent anrJ ncrt  f  ar  penpl  e urho cr- i  t i  c i  r r*  the go.ternrne'nt  o
ne:vpr mi r id the Sal  vador-ang ancl  S;auth Af r- i  can El l  acl ls"  r , ' thc:  [ ' je l i .  nbergelr  

"qr 
[ ]c: ,

n iutrder regni  a i ' -1y.
Rerernt i ' /  ; i t  a c; l rnpaiqn pr-r f f  speech" Eir-rsh retartpci  heci , : lere by saying

"tr . , . '  th,* t  in L-eni .n fhe me*n:: .  Red- i  Scurg're:"-- in sther u. lcrds" he'L,h,anl l f r - t l  for

f  re*e =per*ch ,-*nd shLrt  u ip!  - [a Georqp Elur=h and the reEt nf  the Fieaqan
.,rr{ninie.} .Fi+". i  -nt  f ' l  I f '1 F. ;6]ES inal les the f  i : l lor , r ing g] f  f  er- ,  "Sc} tc]  s{ f r" . r th Af r ical"FlUlt l l t l lSLl  6t- .L lJ l l t  l l . t l t  l l l lJ tLU l r t6t ' .8--  L l lE I  urruFr, l \J

JEF:F:Y FALt{ELL SUPF'OR"I.5 I ' lARC:Ns ]-Nil
Legt snyc:nFr th in l . l  {nnd"arnent, ; i i . is . t  i .e*arJer Jerr} 'Fa}*reLl .  doe= nt=t

ccnsieterr t l_v sr- ipport  semi- fascie. t  regirnes l ihe Sar- i th Aft- ica" Jerr i ,  Falurel  1
annc: l tncecl  that  f i tncr- ic;rns '+hc' t - t1d ; t - tppnrt  ' i .he dictatar r : f  the
Fhi l ippine=---Ferdirrend Fl . r r -ct :E,"  The Uni 'L.ecJ Stateg i l i -eaci ' , ,  p lans a j$9t : ) t : i

mi . i l . ian miLj . tary aic i  pacl : :  nqF in ret i t rn 'Frr  cant inr : ing r- t=e c: f  tu+a mj.  l i tsr i , '
l . . , .ar- . -  . i ' . . ,  +h.-  | : ,h i l ; rn i r . , - -  f ! - \a l rn i t  Frc-o Frsee t t . r '1 '?. /SQci n . l ! r i1. . t5: t r= l l t  L i l r  !  l lLt l  FjF!r l t$=i ,  iLreLt UrL.  I  i  Es ,  I  E=;: .  I l r '1. , : tudq Fr.  'T6.1

Laure=.t j- t:n ; Li j. th the ei j. vi ne hr;.,rc i l : i  ng c, {: Fel'*ei. I snd l ' laon r l ' .rh;"

"hi  s mc=t r  nrpc:r tsrni .  deci  s i  nn= c:n dsv= that ei  ther ha' te the
i  n ther:  rr  ; re di ' ; i  =i  bL e h:" '  7 '?" {Chi.  ceq_q_-I l : ib. !ulg,  1 1,/  1iJ, /S5,
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I |dDEFEI 'JDEF.ICH YET TN FE i . IDf{  1f 'J  CDUf\JTTTTES FORDEft I f ' . IG SSUTH AFRICA
Le::c: ihn i -ecei .veg cr\* ,Fr-  =i . - r i t "  c l f  i t= nsrt i . f inei  incc:rne fr t :m rniners.  whs

'rd;  AF- '+F" + ' -  Sslr lh Af i - ica" i ' la=;rrnbiql ie has si l  . i t t l t )  prnr i rers;  in 5" Af r ica inr r lJ lJr  6LE L. iJ

*ddj . t j .a i - r  ts i i r ipnrtant pnrt  caf i r j  l - i 'y 'drc 'e lectr ic i . ty agreernent=" As. r l  resl . t l t .
l ' ls :arnhiqlre and Zirnbai : r+e =l tppnr ' - t  l lccnsrnic eenct ians* L, t - t t  caf i  nat  af fc:rd to
;r l .  ienata" :1 "  r ' r f  r - ica in prcict ice" Sar-r th Af r- ica l leep: i ,  eI  i  c : f  i t= na' i .ghbcrs i .n
t ineper. t1vh'y ' thr .e; ' . teninQtre ' i ' :pei i fcr-c+j .gng.Jgr- [ ' ;er="{@.

|  ,  !  l  :  ! :1 ' t  n t  I

T'Llc.  I :E..^. '1- i :nEc i-1hi
|  |  lL l - rLn I  L 'UL-LI  Ul l l

f . ! "n.1he rne Ji  nF l i  r ,n 'FFre I  lQ--Fr:r l ,or{  - - r ,ntr-rc i  n hl i  r -=rsnrts . r r rnrdi  nnL, i_tudtt= dI  5 I  iL, i l lLI t t t_.1 Lt td ur- ,  Lr f lLf . ,e l j  r_ulrL!  B= I t l  r l tL.€rI  aqLrs isLLUl urr t \J

*err- . . r - - . r . ,  ar  St" : t te 5chr. . t l i : ; : "  Th€?re ar€:  ?.5{_r i : i  Cutb. : r i - r  mi i j . tarrr ,  ad' , . j .E:€ ' rs;

i ' i i  rar ; ic l r - r ; . r  accnrdi .  ng ' l t :  i ichur l  t :  "  iDetr-c, i  L Free Fre=so 1?,/7, / {35,  p "  1 )
i ' leanr- ' . rh i  i * -  pr-rv*{ : r :  A,ner ic*rr  c j . t i ren= ar-e gett i r rg p. : id $i . " t : r tJ i : :  e.  rnnnth t r :

.4 i - l -+ , . , ;+r . - .  +r . - . , - .  -^,-+ c:-- . - . ; - r -  r .AF..- f - . | - - - ; -  -1F* *^Crt_t i ted f rg inercgnar ie: lI  I  ! : j l tL ln+ L.  l t  * l lL-  l -L- . r l IL l  L l=/ i  JHgit .L 5rt  l lEU t{6i  I  =.  at  E f , I  =tU I  E

sl f id Fc-- ' f l1€*r . { rher-€ snrnehow i .he centras bel tqhi '  the c*.pabj . i i tv  ts Ehaot dc:wn

-Cn' , ' i .  et-ninde hei .  i  captei ' '=."
r i i thr :ngir  Sandini :* ts leader Ort*g; t  i : f+ered t i re USA ts =.end harne the

Cr-rLrsn= i . ' i :  the US endg aid ta t . i - rE:  cantr ; r=.  I  th* superFo{rJer cnntent i .c:n in
id icsr i -s.ctLra i= hescl ing LrFr *  nc ' t i :h"  Schur l t :  h in ied that rnt : re mi l i tary aid ni
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Durr- ing the paSt year-"  SOviet  ter Ie" ' : iEi . r :n has:; f tc. l i , r t t  seerrs rst 'c ; r : r r thcrL i r r

Af qhani  stan, The roverage t lepi  r i i  s  the dangorn and the purEui  t  nf  f t f  Shani  e
by Sc: ' . r  i  et  t rnnps .  rArhcl  CIccLtpy Af ghan i  Etan "

Li  ke the Arner i  can rnedi  a" thr : . '  Ssvi  et  rnedi  a partrays the $ovi  et  Uni  an
fav'arabIy.  Soldier l ;  in AfghaniE'L,crFr sre seen as doing patr iot ic dr" . t ty tn the

l i r :v iet  mr: ther land. Frenad;r  nr  Afghanistanr \ /c lLr  be the j r . . rd-qe; "The pr i rn;rry

pL.trposr:  c: f  surch reparte hag heen ta i t t .n 'est  a I j . t * t le ' - l : :nclwn and

l i t tLts-r- . rnder13tng'd ct ]n{ i ic t  evi th 'Eorne gLory ancl  patrr( f t is f i l  .  "  i "Sutddenlyn

Snvigl t  l " lecj ia Discs'ner-  Ai :qhani : ; tan. ,  "  Detrai . t  F ' rEe Fjre+EE, 11r12/85. p.  7a)

r fVBT

wi. t l-t
tJ c:  r  I  r ( - l

yEAF: FASUES {lNl EiH0FAt- nISA$'TEF:**n[i :Er' l i ]r . f ; i  lFiD, 1'7"14
The LJn j .  an Carbi  cJe rhern j .  r*1.  rJ i lE c l  j .  s . : tEter i  n Ethr:pal  ,  Ind j .  a that  1s{t

1"7IrJ people r j { :ad is e. t i i ]  in cc] l r r t "  Nr:pr Unicrn Carbide" thre; i tened

t; t l tg l*c:ro,er bicJ: : ,  h i . r  ccrnpanie: :  that  promi.=e tc:  i - t " . tn explni t " ; r 'L. icr i  v ' r i thot- t t

; ; rurght,  i= ta l l ing t i - re c lsgs. i r  i : ,  lanre the v lct i rn apprraclr .

" 'T 'he Indisn= l , , rere t63 L:L*rne. "bJhetrr  u,re pr-r '1.  t thel  p larTt- l  there'

;31. t ts i  rJe t5e c i  t i , *  '  l '1r"  Ancf er ' : :nn Ecl iE-"  bt- t t  he .edd= that the Indi  ans

'L.he pelrpler to - ,et t le arc, l tnd i t .  " - [hat 'g;  whet they rJn in the T'hird

t te uter€
al . i nu,recJ
NorId, ' "

=r-rc;geeted 'hhat ' the L.  5 arer
rel  ease n{ Aperge l -  at  a Pl  . rnt  J '

tUt* t  t  Str"" t  ,1" . , r  o 1f  , /?6, '85" p "  ?")

Uni . r : rn i :aEicte;F ant i -Thir-d f ,Jsr-1rJ cclnsci .st- t= 'ness is revenl  ing,  " I t

cauld FI6t ! .e: t -  happen herso "  s: ,a id Uh;r i r rnan f indergon tr :  the i )nnqress"

H6u;ever-r  o[  Ar-rgr-r : : t  l l t f ru anather ]eral ' :  rJevelc:ped" th j .= t i rne in tAl ,  Virgini .a"

r+here 1f ,S peopl  e Frere i  n i i - t ; ' -ecl-  {  Ib i  d.  }

In the Ameri  can cage* chairrn:rn Anr jerEcn
hyprchnndr i .acs.  ' r r I  th int , :  that  i f  r . re had a

1,55 r . rcr-r l  rJ gn ta the hc:pj-  t .11 "  "  "  i  ILt i  c l  "  )

i r . lc}u,r  uni  nn c€trLr i  de cl  s i  i 'nE t fr ; . : r t  the thnpal di  sast(3r

mi.Li . t ;* i r ts;"  i Ib id" i

L,.r*E sat-1 cr tege by 5i  l lh

Dn the r-rpbe:r t  e i  de" the [ . i ; r ]  I  Street icutrnal  p ' - th1 i  ehed cheery reports

th;* t  f  r -eedc:rn r : { ,  e: . :p1ci t" : t i .c :n FEs gre*t  a: :  Flr 'Er-  in i ' le: : icn.  Inr j i .  a"  Sal t th

l : .nrea and elEep.rherer.  "  "Thg, c l  isss. ter  rJ ldn' ' t  regut i r  in 3 qenEr;r i  i :ed at t ; tc l ' :

{ fn rnnl t inat icrral*""  sa: /E Edylarr- j  iJ tump{ ' ,  the cornf f ierc is l  ccl tn=e1*r-  at  the:

U,,  5" Enrbas*y i  n I ' iew $e1hi  .  "  i  Ib i  tJ "  ]

I r - r  c:*s-e * i .n-vone i 'Jas havi  nq =;eccnd thnugfr ts,  ths:  raq:e {nr pr*f  i .  t  i  s

r ; t - i . !  I  c :n.  He FJhc: hesi  states r . r i  11 l  c:ge a t .a l : :  e-aver bi  ct ,

AFJY CAFITALIST CAFJ FH sHf lATi : tF:
The : I f  senatore elected in Li?94 spent an sl . ,erage cf  a l rncrst  -F. l  mi] l ig3n

in thsi i r -  carnp*igns" Hcl tse melrnbers a 'v 'er ; i€e{J '* ;SE"$f,S" {Setqai  l  l t ree_Fregg"
i 11.i g.i $:, )

i ' l ]LI- |AFIY EIUILD-.UI3 F}RNFI ' iAFLr
' f f re l i iav:"  reLea|;ed a EiLrd' . '  that  shnFls.  t i ret  cepi ta l iet : i  rnai . : :€ l  mc|re

r 'v-n4i 'Fe "def engg" :Sntract : ;  then in ncn-"r jef  i :nsel"  tJ( : r l i .  Sc:rne gf  the
Fentaqcn's I IJ rn* jnr  cnntr*ctc l rs.  i r la l : :s as.  rnnch ss I ' ; . " . r ,  rncl i -s prnf  i . t  on their .
i . " 'Jar sLtFpI ies th; :n cfn, ; : ther csrnnradi t ies.  0 ' , ,ern1J.* in 19,3t i  the prnf i t  r ,3te
far defen=e l" tnrk r . . tas ?. : ; r :  r r rnp; l red tc:  *  rate nf  . j " f  tn S,O?, fc,r
n*n-mj.  I  i . 'Lar; ;  esle: :"

As rneasl t rsd b-V rr* turn i f r r  a. ,sgpt-1;*  f ierreral  L l l . ,narnic=. m,:rr3e 4?." ' i ,  Cln j . tE
mj. i . i . 'Lar- ; , ,  B€r{35pr1cr* r , . r r r l ;  r . - .+ i - r j .  lF r i r i l i t ; r ry.  sfrJ.pi : l r i , l .c j j .6n . , , ic ; , lc jer j  a 44.U rei :Lrrn.
At Etnel i  n61 ,  ?t 'L i l  a+ *,1.  i .  p i" |Jf  : i  t=.  rcne=. ' i r*rn th,*  Fentegan. i [ .Jsl  i .  Str- t3et
' I*rutrn.r l  '  "D€?fen563 Ccjni : i - ; rc*: :  YieirJ Higher Fr-13.t i t= Than pr- i , , ,* t*  gor l r"  FIa, , .y
5t t - tdy 5;1r;5" ' )  The* repc,t ' - t  shc,r . ;s thet  the higher pr*f i te plsnt  a lar :g r . , . r i th therecent acr:e1er*t i  c:n i  n nj .  i .  i .  t .=rr i ;  i :Fend j .  r - rcr .



l'il:iibEi:t i"lrrl'i i. i-r L:ui{ ; .i. ;"JUi.r'

I1 the cut t* thrnst  compet i  t i  nn to or-r t ,prndutce arrd l tnclercl t t  conipet l tors.

carnpanies f incl  i ' t  rnaet convenien{:  to br- ty compet j . torE ancJ spread into new

areas, An ever srnal  I  er  nurrnber $l i  capi  ta l  i  s ts rLtns ever l  arqer pi  eces af

the econnrny.
Tei lacc'  has inst  t r ' lc  ieqal  hat t les in i tE ta l , :e:c lver cr f  Getty ni i ,

Peln:oi1 has charged Ter; . :aco v.r i thr  rJ i r ty deal ing.  Fr:rced to choose b.retween
tr*n mernbers of  the capi .  ta l l  i  Et  c: [  , :EEn r , lhct  shour l  c l  the gavernrnent award? In
'bhj .s c i rse* Texaco was. apparent l .y lax in pr- . r11ing rJcvernrnent str ings"
! t t r ' r . , r*Finn nir ;ast t : i - :  Hc:w Tei lacn i - t - r rned Big Takec:ver Victory Into Fiqger\  L- , .ULrt  L r  I  t rJ t i  t

t  c:n: l  I  r ,ec rr  | , . - ig l .  t  Strr=et .1ry, ]  n 1! , /? i ) , /35,  p.  iJ  Frerr :c i  I  hcls t r 'Jcn f i  S11. l .l - .g iL l6 l  L-LJ==!

i : i .L l inn j l rdgemenl aqair is. t  Te:raco in coLtr t"
Gener-*1 Electr- ic acqrt i red R| lA f  ar$6" 

"S 
bi l  l  j .orr .  iH,glJ--@!,

Jnlr f  r ra i .  1L/L?,/g5i  p" : : )  CAF nf  f  ered $4- 1;1 bi l  l  icrn f  nr  an addi t : ional
- .r : , ,*r . - .nr  nx -r ' -1-sc.  lc  t*r l l61a;3ve. ' r  i :1;1rr t : r r :J.  of  Uni1-rn Cer-bic je" ' l l .JaLI StreetI  t ( - t t l l t - rgt  lJ  |  : : t  tH

. lnrrrn: l  1?/1:L/Qri  n Ei)

READERS CRITICIZE AND FRAISE Fl I l '4 NCITESi l ' l IF l  NOTES t" lAl iES SELF-CRITICISI '1
In u* j .ng MII ' l  NCITE5 aE an r- tnt : f  f  ic iaI .  tercr l  sf  cal  lect  j .ve crrgani  r ing" l '1 I l ' ' l

L '* ' -  -^"-L+ **act j .nns 'Lo f" l  I f ' l  FI iJI-E$ f  rnrn a1I r-vho re; , rd them. Cerry ing c: l r t  theI  ln: i  >ulr l j r rL I  E

I  i  
^^ 

h ' lTfv l  L- . -  
- - r1 

1 
- . -+, r rcr-p r l rsr  | , r | r  r rcrb LUr reuued l tp yt l t - t r  apiniC]ng ;rnd is nor,r  g{ .J ing tgf  present

them bacl l  as a ctrrnFrehensive rr i  t iqure a* i " l l f ' l  | ICTE5.
Flast  cc:ntro ' , 'ers ia l . ) .1r ,  f ' l I t ' l  NOTE$ started ta append typeset edi tnr i .a i .s

c: f  a radical  r ' l  iberal  nature th*t  hcrd to dn ui th ; r  nLrmber r : f  topi  r :s"
Fr-ai  =e f  nr  the edi  tor i  a l  s i .  = Lrni .  ! .1erEal  i  n that  they c l  eer l  y Esrve the
rncrsses. in a very brnad, inforrn*r t ive and cc: iTprehensible fashion. The
elr j i tar i .a ls a,rE, alet :  in ser\ , ' ice c l f  rnaEg organi :at i r :ns anr j  L iberat icn
sf-r- ' r rgg j .  ss that  l " laai  =. t : : ,  r . rnul  d rrr*nt  t t :  Eerve.

Ht] ' r rerrerq as $ne perscn sairJ" " th i= gtLr{ f  is  wart l rwhi le" bt . t t  i . t  is  nnt :
revnirr t i r :nar '7,  "  bJi th th i*  s inrple cr i t ic igrn.  i t  is  r lear;-  that  i ' l  I l '1  shal t ld
ccrnt inure tc:  gerve the {rrar j : ; { - rE,  butt  r ic : t  cc:nfr- ls.e t l - rat  genvj .ce wcr l , :  r r t i t -h 1"1 i l '1
FIOTES as a col  i  ect i  v 'er  crqani :e; ' -  f  r : r  the creat i  nn ct f  a p*r t '7 ' "  General  J y"

i " ]  I l ' l  FIOTES ha= been at tac! , :  eci  f  c:r  nnt  dairrq enalrgh thenr*t i  c.r l  t ,JOr- l ' :  *nd f  cr
nc: t  canne,-ct ing the rre,r . ,Js.  tc e gi ' - i=F af  l r lc-rr ' - i i isnr-Leninisrn f ' laa Zedanr: j  Thc:t - tght"
rn +*n the=g, cr i . t ic i .srng, i ' i I l '1  Fl i l ' fES r" , r i11 cr :nt i r tner t i r  d i=tr- iht- . t teI t t  t  E-. tJLrt t=g LLt Lt tL ' i r i  Lt  J.  LI

' ' ' r 'a ' -F ' | !F ' -  r . t ' i  +"rr i ; i1:= th; l t  ; t r -e in t t re Eervice of  the pecpl*s in Er i t rs;r{  Ea:.- , t! lL,r :=.1_Ltt  r  gua L. iJ

' l " i rncr-  cr  thc: :e that  thel  gal 'ernrnernt  i t r rnes dot" , rn cn in CE:t-r t rs l  Arner j . ra
s;n. l idar i tv r : rganj . :at ic:ng" i ln the nt i ler  hand. racf ical , .1 l iheral  ecl  i tnr i* is
;(ret  not  tn ber at t . iched ta l '1 i i ' ' l  F lUTES end l ' i  i l '1  a=1,:  = that  the t -ypeset-

pal i t ic . r l  errc l r  ran L:e chacl led Ltp e 's gac:d ei tFei- ience.
AE fer ather rr i t ic isrns af  l " l l l ' l  NOTE!] ,  the edi tnrs rnake Eel f -sr i t ic ism

f sr :  1* i lness" The Frace c: ' f  pt-rbl  icat inn i= nct-  f  ast  enaughi  i ' l  I l ' l  TF. |HORY. the
E€E r1-. 'e {nr r , r rsy- [ ;  i  nq glr t  pr i ie i -afnrna.t  i  c  prs i  t  i  c :ns gnd thenr i  e= has h 'et=n
, .  

^ . .  
t  

- . -+ -JI  IEL{r  L-L LEU I

The nn] ' i  u. lay that  the prntr l  srnrg p.r i th l " l  I l " l  "  s pr-rb1icatr  en= cfrn bt" :  Bverci : ' rne
j .  = thrar- iqh i ' -e i .  iance cn t ' i -csd nr.rnrherE af  6 iec:ple,  t - i r1s-* agsin" rr ;s ; r t  f ' l  I l '1  caL L
r ln -val t  the reader tcr  =nppart  the'pnhl ' icat ic:n p; i th art ic les ancl  n*FJs EclLtrres.
, :nd thrc l rql l ' i  d istr j .br-r t ic ,n snc!  cclntr i t t t - t t i r :ns"

Distr ibr-r t inn ig t l - re |qsr,r  f  i .pf : .  hec. l r ise (3i-r1 ' , ,  thrr ,Lrqh distr ib l i t i i " - rn can { :he

t ic l ! ' 'Jer af  l " i . ls 'E rnar iE l ine be resi . i reci  "  Only then wj.  l l .  encugtr  pni . i . t j .caL
rF=crr-rrce= c$rne tnqeth'=r-  tn rn= l : :  13 I '1 I f ' l  f 'JnT[S ' , , . rhat  i t  ghaut lc l  be"

SUFSCR]EiE FOR 3i : i  CEhITS,/ I55UE. tr,n Ftfl Y Tnql Tl3lt l l l  f '1l3 i. i? 1 rlt. i
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! ' :  r : i i  * tn a. , ' "1 t , ' "  t  i= i :F-. ' ' . '  ; : jc , ' { : :J: : i  € '  cre; i l ; i  n l - r

i . i . . r i . : : : . .  : - : ; - :  i . i i l : . : .  l : '  1.- : ' : i -  . - - i l - ; ; : : - : ' : ,  ' ] ' - . - ' : : iC' . : ,  Tl- i r . -  i r*---=j  :  : , i 'd  th: i

i - . t r i ' . t ; - l 'E: I . :  . : i -E: i  = i* i ' ; - : t i . f i i t  ; i i . . . ; i - r i in i : ; t t ; : -  l - ;S-.adl i f i  e; tC' i i i  [ ' i : r rC-"* '5

io i . : ; : , i - r i r : r . -1. , - - : . ; :  i , -€, i r I  =: . i - i ** : : .  a: is- . . : .  t - i - ; . - :  rns.- i r : i -  n€t ' lgFapEi-= cc, ' ; r : r ' *d tu la LJl ;

i : . , . , . .c, . i - r rmr=-: i i ' i . :  i - 'e.F, l : - t . : - - th; t  I ' iar-c== i= qut i te i I I  snC ei  f ra i tdut lent  idbl l I

i t€, , ! , -c, ,  i i r .+;sreE. i - i .  1el .v ei i  i i i . . igh.  f r6:  one der i ies that  th€ [ - l l l  a++*rcleci  l " iarcc=

t i - r f , :  i : l i r r i iF ' ,  FiF; i ; - -*  i . r ! - rc i  i ' t f is : t -  hr : i - ic : r '= i  a i ter-  t ' i i ' , !  i I . i

r  i  +r i r=:- i :=.n ni i i , j3; t reF=l= c iecirJeci  ths i  esLtE'  j . r i  thE: i : ' l - i  j .  - i  r5- ,pt ine-"="

l" ' l ; r : r : - : .  r . . r : r r j . i :  be olr t  = ' i  t l - ie, : i -s-  [ven a nl tmbe:-  cr+ =t : inEei-v;{ ' . . i l 'e  th in l l

+- ; : r ' i i := \* . . r i i i i : .n i : . - iF!- i - ' , ,  F: ;Lr . ;e1] '= '  c l . iqr . re)  and Nf i i te Hnlrse ccrnmit tee'=

i : ,E . l  i  i : . . . , [ ,  th=t Aqni  r i i : ,  t4r ]L l l  r i  E.Erve: Fimer i  can i  nterest  = bettei-  than

i ' i ' : i - :=: .  t . ; i ; f :  1E ' " ' i .Gi ' lE: ;  ; i= i r  " i i ; .b i  l . i . ' t ' , "  "

l . -  I - ' i  I i ' l  l ' . . i i ] lE:n4 i - 'c j "  i?r  L- != agreeci  wi th th:r t  ; r==.e-=f l ient .  Aqi t rnc

i .  s *  * i -e-=h r ; - r : .= + '  i f r -  the : .n i -e i -s=.t= af  L j : : l  c ; .pr t ; i ,  t l - re Fen'L.agr- 'n anci

F: 'h i i :ppinc i ;nci  ic i rds lehind +,hEt r , 'e i1 c ' f  par i ianrei- ; tar iErn'
- l ' i r r*  Fe. F: l . r  r -L i r - rn i r i ! i  th= ; - i= l+=pe?,pere- and qcvei-r i rnsnt j .n thel  U5-- the'

r-ur. l inc i : .  l .a=,=-*srr  ncrt  ccncei-ned r , r i th the nisr ;1 igsutFe c.Gi- lcFrned i .n t -her

t- . tp iccr, ' r i . t - i ' : - ;  r :1ec+-rnr; '  T i ig U5;-r-r l ing r ls '== r : r - iJ ' " ;  cr i . t i i : i ie '  i {arca= tc thc ' '

er : t+r ,nt  t i . i ; i+.  he Eerf?f t i= rncc, i i ipStent 1n i -€prpFFjslnc hi--  otJ i i  jabCi- :nc Cla=ses
gnd : :er-v i .  ng i \ntei-  j .  : ; . r r ;  j .  nt* . - re=t=. .  I  t -  "  s nc ' t  th.- iT Fiea.+.-rn Frc,rr-  j .  es abaLtt

s.r . . rF, t r1rr . - t r r ig ; i  d i r te l : r : r .  I t . "= - iLrst  th; t  F:eaE*n ds*= ni : t  u.rant ' tc . r  =l tpport

i i  cJ ict ; t l - r ,  i * l - ic ,  l .c=. t==. ' l -c-r  nat- i r :n; t l i r=t  =s;nj . - l " iaci---+- rehel .c."

I ' ia i -c== . i i : : r  h i  =.  p3r '+. .  CC,e=- nc, t  AFps;r '  tc,  bel ie ' , 'e in bc'urgenis

tr ; i r -1r*rrent: iy- i=.ni"  the t r r r - : r . ' ;y 'F;ea-gain and f ,* .  r jn.  The Fhi .  l ippine= t ' l j .  11 not

el  I  cy;  i i ; . - r_\r i  f  nrei  q i i r  sb=.ei ' ' ! . i3rs at  upcnnr i  na e1*rt i  cn=,,  I r i  addi  t i  an,

s iCr,nsclrr f ; . ,  pr- t ]b+b1;"  the Arnr i ' "  ha= t ' : iL1ed 6 pt=ople in the Aquinc'

Cfr inpAl!r- :  == +,r f '
F*rced r- ; iLh i " ie i - rsg'= c ' r+n l t :cal  cc:ntral  r r r ld abi l i t ' ;  tc :  fa i ' :e

el .=ct i r_, i - i . . .  l . jh i t .e F. lg]r-rge.Chj.ef  c{  St . r f f  Dcinalr j  F:egar i  he.= c lecid=d tct  ct f r . rEr-

Fi61ac*:n '= l i+.==.,s. ,  I f  i ' iarccrs,  r . r in=;  "  Fleqan 9a-vs he wi i l  cnnde,rrn t f re f r*utd"

b, i . i t -  t -h. . :  UI r . .+our lc j  cc,nt- inr-rEi  t i :  "cJct  bt t=ir ies=" wi th l " larcc=. {USf Tctd*"r , .

'1  . /_:- i - r ! { . \  r .  I  I

F.:E,; in-rn ha= a j  eo =ai  d th*t  r : f  f  i .  c i  a l  1-v the U- i  =.  ner-r t i -a l  ; .ncl  t ' r i . l  1

i - is : i .  LIE,F cciver ' l - -  - r r  cr ' . . . .er- t  rnF&n=. t i i  overthropl  l ' larcc 's.  Thr.r=" the U:: ;  r l r l ing

r:  ]  agl :  L E Lrrrr . , i  i  1 i  ng tc '  ; ipFre=r tc '  e l  iens. te f ' larcg=. ' ! - -oc '  ntutc l - i .

F 'er i - r . tp= th* r" ;h; l+:  e i : isr t icn f  arce cal .  led f  cr  b-v Fieaclan *nd

rnipleryiEir : te: i  l - - , ' . ,  i4;rcc= is t r ,  =.=y " !"Je t r ied .  "  ThLt=. '  thei  US cc, ' rere i t=.
pi : - ,  1.*  a;- ic j  c i :nf  LtE:.-r-  p i tb, i  i . ;  r :p in i r ' i - i  b-v appesr ing tc crpFrc '=e l* i* l ' -cc '= ' .

i i i l l"rI i =TilFiS *i ' . iALY;[ {---;[f ' iE!'r i l  5l-!f ' l f- i] T I i iF't+[l

"Fl i t l ,  i . . lEi . 'J3- i  A i r j * l .  i  3 ' i : r '+et  an: iLYei  sar,r5 1r ' i  a r+cenL res:oi- t .  " ] -he
+*hre*t  r : i  pr . r=rrF : r l : .e har;  c l= i : ,v*r  the'  Cei- i '  =nsF en' ; i r r :nnrent,  '  Err-r t  the
t,-€,if gir-t i:r,; L' j*sl-i i  n!1.;en f*n.-.1 ',, j . i i  9. Lc;i-c,.. " .-a i-tt- i i  t- of Fi r-Ei- l4snh*t' l--an Cc,.. 

"
*dcf= p. . i th re. i  ief  that  " t i t *  f i rs i t .  g.r- lnr i r r i t  t l r .Es.  a nc.n-€: ,ven' l  i r :  termg cf

i  nv€3Et-mr-:rr"-  t r , - : ;* .ct-"  " '  i i ' ; ; t l  l  Str-*ei  . i l# ' ,  i . /1.7" 'G*.  i : r "  I  i ?-b



$l* lFTl  [ iFr  TI t ' . t l : j  { - rFf : l  F{AIIST \ ' i { : ; iLAl jTE l , jb_ESAGli . :  i : jF- f {TGi-  I  e; .1=t t_enipor: . r i  l . i ,  the c$L.tr+- :ystern i_ l_ i rer , :  { : r - t .b t i i r . r  rncigt .: l  t i f - rc: i i ' t : - int  rh i i r r l  €?s i {_r : i i f i=r . :  Ejernh,. : i r -d L 'er t : "  r , rhc acl* i t t*r : l  tn , :hcr*t ing f  a l r rf iJ  *r : i ,  yc,Lt th or i  i , :  t r . -1 i  n i  n l ' lenhatt . - , t r r ,  t__f$. t  nqt  procednr;  j .  . l rgt_i f r rentsn the;r-r  i :Jqr:  Is. , t  f inet :  cf f  t_he hnr l  at  Leraet f r r r  ap,rhi Ie.  Gnel t :  far :es;  cherge=orr i  ) '  conr-ernir iq t l - re shcj t -s he f  i re:cJ th*t  i i IC,  l . lnT hi t  thuu Fl  arcL . r . . r - t th;; r l  t - t rc ' l tq l l - i  thel  cae.r l . ,  j  s ;  ber nq appeal  ecl , ,  * .1r , , , , . , .  yc,r1 t i ie,*"  i r  i i ; ; r ; .  
tJ i "  

r ,G*et;  acirni  t t -ecj  th.r t  r ,*  ghot , ,Fl€ c-r- f  the teenE urhn l^,r ; rs alread., ,t ' " rnr-rncls.ct  and cln t f ie orcr i rncr,  "y 'Lr  dnn' t  1oi : l :  sc,  hadr h*; ;"h; ; ,*=; ; . ,a,_r*.ot-rr : i ' ,  "  s ' l r i r j  G:; 'e ' t - - r  t r ! r ,  he =r- i r - , t  t ,he i ;cr- . t th i .n t r ,*  isc i .* .=r-  prc i i - i t_.hJ.anr,i ;nr_lL,

i i : ,  i : , ' -  A[ i  { ] , l l i . , ! i - \  Lr  I  i l l , l  i i l : , f i6: , , r  p_
[- ]nclei-  t l - ie f . l . - i r ter  F\dnr i  n i=. t rar t r  nn,  the Fl .*c] : n iedr 

- :n 
i  r rcc_rnre cJecJ. i  r iedt*  5, : :1. , .  cf  u*hi  te, i  n iedi  ar i  i .  nr_orne.

g 1. ,:r t r-,.Ci r Crnri nCJ C,r..rt, I r i l . i ,-q4 "
Crc,p s. in i : . r . i  the f  iqureE

ren;ei jned ; i t  5rr ; , : ,  r :cr , . rn i . rc in i? i

t li c ,t. ar ,.: r..r g t
th"r t  f rc i l t r -er

J.  , " l iJrF{: , ,  p i  .

f ie; i r tur f - ' i le,  t -here r l t i t l ! - t t . tes t .e.r  be prcrtJt  €?gs. ln Ll lac[ ' :  €] fJt-r{ :at iCln.  Tfrer

;- .e. : r -c:ent, ; , i r ;e t - ' f  Et . l .acl ;s c.c:rrr i . r let-  i r rg l r igh r :c: l ]c( f l -  is ,  c lo=rnq Ln r-rn the

F)errentage t : l  r r l i i  ter= u,r l in c l r , . rcf t . tat t3" Unf ortunatel  y.  a Fl  acl , :  r . rot-r l  d have
i . ,c:  he rr  i  c I  l  g lqe i : l r - i idui i . ( :  t .c nral- ;e ths,  ! - ,arne mon€y a t" . lh i  ie hi .qh scl ' loal
d r r:p -ot-tt ITrci l'. ti--:5.

lJrrenrpl  i : ' . , , i i rer i t -  i  n 1?{- l i i  uras 14 "9} i  {  tsr  Ei  L *cLs . rnd 5" 5i :  J:c,r  r , rh i  teg,"
Ft . l .acl l  yciurth : . r . r f  f  er-ed 4t l "  1 i l  r - r r remtr:r l .a i r rnsn1 and th,af-  rnay hs:  r - i .= inq at  the
nioment,  i Ih id.)

Currrent11,.  El la. i - l :  i i l f . . int  mc'r ' l .a i i t ' i '  is  leading an incr-egige in
t : r , ,eral1 i r i f  ant  r rnr- ta1j . t ' i  in the l - . ln i ted Ststes.  r . rh ich is r- t i :  J l , l  t r t* tween
198" anc' l  1?8f, .  The gap bc+tt ' . . reen lRIacL ;rnd r*hi te inf  ant  r r rcrrFtai l  r ty was
l- i igher in 1?8f,  than in an! r- r f  the prev' i i : r - rg 4i- i  years.  In Cl .e- .vel .and,
Detr-aj .  t  and f ,h i  caqs, FI  ach inf  ar i 'L rTrrr t€1i  t ' , .  s tand=. at  o\ , rer  ?5 per
1i : i i : ) ' : : ! ,  T l - re f ig l r r -e= ar-er fcr  hrabi-e '= cne rrrc:nth to ane yei i r  nf  s?€=.
int-- t r*n ' i  t  Fr , - :=cr t r ' rpr .F,  1, tL7: ' ,36.  p.  1 i

FiFAG*l ' ' l  i ig l , : : I l " lG COFiTRA" SA\, ' I l ' ' l i i I  AI .Dr Ct l f {SCIOUS I I ' IFERIALIST Fi I 'JALRY
Cc'ni ,c in ' - i= ly l intr ing ths,=. t r r - . rggJes in l t l icaraqua ar id Angala,  F ' ieagar,

' . ; r : t . , ight  t i - - '  =.hc-,r ' l  the SavietE t , rhci  j .  = bc=: ' - r  by *sking Cc:nqr*s= f  or-  rn i l . i t r . r ' , r
; i ic l  tc,  ccnnterr '*r ,c l r - r t ianar ' ;  ccntre= in ld iceragua and rebelg in Angals.
i i r lp:r ' r  Ynr- l ' '  T i  arec. .  1, /?--4. , /85)

Al that-rgh condi t ione in the 1t : r* l i t ies of  Angala and ld icaragura
r j i+ts,r-rnin '*  i . l re =trr- tggles there.  i t  is  c iear thet  or . 'eral1,  the t r . ro
i  r r . r .er i  =-1 i  c+ FrJ,c lcE cGr- iEider their  pasi ' t . icn relat ive to each r : the+r bsf  c:r=
-  " 'H *

"-r , i i : t  i I - iG r lny ! ' i ' rE1"r€i- : ,  4n", .  . l r r t i - i .mper i .s l i=t  g.naJ.) ,5 i9- :  rn l tst

=.t ; l r - t  
- f  

r -*rn tns f  act  Ln. . t  the cnnt i  i  c t  hetp;een ths US I  er i  i  rpei- : ; r l .  i  =. t
h '  Lc,= er ic l  t i - i ,= ' i i i rv i .et-  =.c:c ia i - in; [ : ,er- i .* ]  i=t  bLr:c i= t l - ie r , - ; .= i .n {pr- . i t - rc i .pI t  in
I ' lat : i .  - . i -  p-r-  i  . incei  cc:ntradi  ctr  cn * :  rc ing thE: i  nte,rr-r .=: t ional

- i r i i : i  
- i i r ipe,r '  j  * r l  i=t '  rncvement.

Th,. :=e rhat inni- i 'y  th; i t  ; in e>rplc-rn,* t i t :n * f  5r : . . , iet  sr , r :  i . ; r1 ' - '
i  i r - , rper i ; i l . i : : rn r- ; i I l  lead f inrer i rang tc,  =urFrF-,cr- t  US imperj .a. l i . -m
=r-e prrr i ic i t  i .  r ig pcJ.  i  i : r  c;1 i  gnlrsnrel  ; rnd r ig i ' - .e i -e,  Cur
p.- :=i  i i  c ,n i r ;n=-t  h ie i :he r :s i i r€ EE Lr*ni  n '= j .  n t - i t r i  I .  Thc= qlre=t- i .  t :n i .  =.  nct-  r .*hc

-t ; i r t i=cl  
in i r :er- ia l iEnr.*nd r , , rhc=.e r isLinn* ' ; tat . r - . ' t r :  Eurnnci- t .  i l - i r= c i i r :=t- : icn i=

' ! : l - ,^s:  c ls. : : : -  i r " i ts ; ' *=l=.  in the r : r - i r - rerr t  i ,J [ . ] I .1.  I .  A c ls-sg an;1,1. . , ;g. i : : .  l i , r i i l . . [ ]c l  s. l - ' r - - , f , j
rh. . r - i  t i - ie [ - i -c let ; r r i .=r t  h;r= n: , th i r r r ; !  t . t :  r j , i i .n f rsrn I j i ,J I I I  and tc i : ]*c lLr€:  tn:r t
cr ' - i t i ; j . ; : inq Scr ' ; i=t  =i : i : i ; : i i . - r .mperi : . i1.  is in cr i l . i  dr ive Ar*er- icens, j . r r t r :

F.e-:qan'  = h; lnd=. i  =.  i  i  l , :  r= arr l l r i  ng +;he Fir .u l  etar i  * t  =.hor-r I  d =r-rppnrt  the
Gi-  =:m;a-Fl l t r i rnan Lau bsc.=.Lr=e r ther-r ' , r i  =.c- ,  re; ; r : t i  crnar i  es r : i  11 r ;1 I  i r  t t :  c-r-r t
c- :n1,*  =.scial  Frrc 'qr- , : i r r ,=,  in=te*d c i f  t : r l ; ing l - i=1f  the c l r t  f rsrn the mi l : i tary,
i i . rst  a= i t  ie bar[ : : i . r ; rds ta panclerr ' -  t i :  cctni :err ]s abc:t- r t  t -he f  e ldr- , ra]
c ief  ic i t "  i t  i  s  harLr, . rard ta ; . i r r  pr , l .enr ics st  Ar i rer i .ca-n patr ic: t .=.  I f  the ?\



: ;LrFrpcrt  the Denictcrats. ,  Granrrn-F:t- tcJrran and the 5or, , ietg sheer l . i '  c t r - r t  of  i
pragrnat i .c cc-rncet-nE. I t  is  the J,Db c: f  ther ant i - imper i ; t l i=t  rnc:vei i rent  to
prevent th i  s. .

THE I, IACIIST IT'JTERT.TATIOf ' IALIST I" IOVETIEFIT (T' I IT4) IS A COMI' IUT'] I5T
GROUF THAT UFHOLDS I '4AO AND THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION AtlD VIE|.JS THE
CURFiEIJT SAVIET UFJION AFID CHIf{A AS STATE CAPITALIST- bJE AF:E
A t{Eb, GF:Otjp THAT FCIRttED Ohl ocTorrER 1sT, 1?43 A5 THE FTEVOLUTIAI. IARY
INTEFTVATIONALIST I , IOIJEI ' IENT {RIT4),  RENAI' IED {PII I ' I )  CIN I ' IAY 1ST. 1994,
I I ' '1 i I , i i  HAs hIO TIES TCI A}. IY OTHER OF:GANIZATIDN. ( f ' I i f " I }  I '1Ef ' IBER5 ARE
tioRLD CITIZEI-.15, t ' lOT Af ' IEFrCANS! Ar.JD THEF:EFORE UPHOLD
iFITERI. ' IATIONALISI '1 AS A GUIDING Vl5IOI ' ' I .

THE (I '1IT' I )  sI-RATEGY F:OR FEVIILUTIOI{ I5 FRE| ' I ISsED OId AI 'JTI_
i t" lFEF:I*: l - - I5T AN f i f ' iTI- i "1ILI ' fARiST EI jUCAI- iCIt lAL t i0Rl. i .  FAF' j ' I  OF T.HA-[
ti0Ril iS TO EfiFODY i'1fiF:i:I ' i{-LEi'Jil='il.flf ' ' i I ' l i iCII5l'1 I!'.J AI'..|FILY3ES UF CIJR[;:EFll-

EVE| 'JTS. ( I ' ,1I} . I )  ASI. i3 EVERYOFJE TN DISTRiBUTE ' ' f ' I I I4 T.IOTES' '  A5 F,ART CIF
THEIR I'JORF| AGAIT.JST THE CURFiENT T.JOF:LD I,'JAF: AND THE StrUFJCE5 NF TH'}T
FJHH -

I id ADDITICIT'J,  I '1I I '1 I ' IEESS 1T5 EXISJEI.JCE FUBLiCIZED. THERE AF{E
I '1I I- , I  F,C:-J] 'ERs'I t ]  F 'UI- UP AFJD P{IT'{  NEEDS TL] CREATE I ' ]OF:E AFID DIFFEF::EI\ . IT
r l f . , tFq

FIl{&Ll--Y, l '1I14 I 'J[ 'TF_5 l . . l [ESS CFiITIf , i$f ' t  At jD HELF. f ,LIF'FIt jGiS AI\ jD
i lFlTi f ,LES r lF. iE ESP[i : : I t iLLY I .JELCGI'1E " AR-f iCLES i 'JOT I id LI i i iE bi i ' I l * i
I"1IH FOLI:TICS i+Rt: {:]FT=id f.'.1.liTFiiFL.llEi} *i ' iYtdAY FiS FF,FiT i-'F i:;EF:t:It ':lt-:1 tltjR
F:E,qLrEF:S Af'.l i-: Ti-{[: i-i i3!-]U5=Il--:i.i .lF iI ' if-'fiF:'iAidT ISi::iJE3.

r: lF: =uF-r5ilF.:rF'r1{-lr"JF Fr r ' ! ' i i i i i . .-" sFi' l l '  l l , i l i  1i:: 'rr.c' i :: 'EF: IF:i: i l_if r i i .,: i-.Li. i:- iI i . i ; i
: : ' j : r i - ] i ,1 IE:LjE:-c l j  i : . i - i  { : i : l j i ' ; - i  l . i ' . i : . i j i=LFi : : ;  n. i i . : l ' i i IL- j  f ; i : lF:  i i : : ;  t ' i+t iy i j1: j r - j t . : : : i
i . ) [ : '?] t - :Etr"  i : iAf , i . .  l : : l i : : i ! [ -=,  i i1 r . i  j l_; ; l i - | :  : i r . : , i ' i i :  i : ' i - i i i - : [ ]  . ,  - :$: : j i - ! i :=. i , , i  . i  l . i_ i : : r : - .
I i ' , i l iFG!_,i;_.i::;f;:-* i_ii: iuii l_-i_-Y E' ::: i :; i  i  ;-{F;f t i . ' i i : :. i .- i:.,: i  i i i  i  l- Lii_!r, l::FLli.: l-_'.-
j r-r i::*Y5- --I].,L.i: ' [ i .Ji-i ]. ;,. i{: i  l : j , f i i f: FLijFj i.. lF :dt_il ' i i_lr [:: ' :. ' [ : l ' ,  i ;5. !]ul. ir:.r I i  l_i ir lS
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going on for two
to the revol t  Lhat
s not on i ts last

Smel l ing a loser,  the Stat .e Department next reported t .hat  Duval ier
had f led the country.  This Lurned out to be untrue in t t re f i rst
reportr  but  the report  i tsel f  had the ef fect  of  fuel ing f i res in gai t i :
Even the Unit .ed States could conceive of  t .he faI I  of  Duval  ier  .  Draping
themselves in the American f lagr Hai t ian rebels did not intend to give
the U.S. an excuse for i ts usual  sty le of  int ,ervent ion in t .he
Caribbean. hr i th the Marines seeming to be ouE of  the picture Ehe
rebels had "nothing to fear"  and dared face death to overthrow
Duval ier .  They proceeded to knock down Duval ier 's statue and dig up
the graves of  hated generals who had repressed their  own people.

Final lyr  af ter  28 years of  repressive ruler dDd two months of
revol  t  by t .he Hai  t ian people ,  a s ix man counci l  replaced presiden t  f  or
t i fe Jean-Claud Duval ier ,  af  ter  he f  led wi t .h his fami ly in a U.S. Air
Force plane for temporary asylum in France. The leader of  Lhe new
mil i tary-c iv i l ian counci l ,  General  Henr i  Namphyr said that  t .he
mi l i tary had taJren .oyer because "of  the extremely grave si  t ,uat ion
which had developedt and that t .he mi l i tary had no pol i t ical
ambit ions--"not now'or ever."  Whatever the nature of  the new 169ime,
i  E is c lear that ,  i t  entered porr ter  by t reading caref  u l ly  and
recogniz ing Ehe strengEh of  the revoLt of  the Hai t ian people.

Other counci l  members besides the General  include Col.  Wi l l iam
Regalar Col .  Max vales and tvto c iv i l ians'  Gerard Gourgue and AI ix
Cineas--heads of  t .he former Human Rights Commission and Ministry of
PubI ic Works respect ively.  CoI.  Prosper Avr i l  is  an advisor to the
counci l .  (Detroi t  News, 2/B/86, p.  1)

Namphyr a 52-year-old career of f icer is the only person of  mixed
descent in the othervr ise al l  Black leadership.  Baby Doc and his
father r  who ruled before him--Francois Duval ier--had kepE out the
el i te of  mixed descent.  ( Ib id.)

Making sure not to d isplease t .he t r lest  r  Namphy replaced the red
and black f lag of  the Duval iers wi th a redr whi te and blue one.
(  ro io. ;

Duval. ier  rs regime vras st . rongly dependenE, on economic aid f  rom the
U.S. r  France, Canada r  l r ]  .  Germany and other countr ies.  More than a
third of  the country 's annual  budget of  c lose to $4OO mi l l ion came
f rom f  oreign counrr ies .  (g!g_-Ng.gjg!  ,  L/  J- I /86)

of  courser the aid was cont ingenL on some "human r ights" 41
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Hait i ,  days before Duval ierrs fa l I .  Human r ight ,s became the overnight
concern for  Reaganr who in, leal i ty had ncr interesc in backing a loser
or in al ienat ing Hai t ian people more than necessary.

Under Duval ier  t rade unions were not,  Bolerated; dissident
lawyersr journal ists and intel lecLuals were expel led or imprisoned.
(Amnesty Internat ional ,  @)

The current ouEbreak start ,ed in conaives on Nov. 27, 1985 with
more than l rOO0 slum dwel lers shout ing "down with misery!  "  The
outbreak became revol t  wi th the s logan "Down wit ,h,  t .he presidency for
l i fet"  The fol lowing day students held a demonsEraEionr which Eroops
put down. They shot.  two students and beat a t .h i rd to death.  That
sparked demonst.rat . ions in other c i t ies.  (Nat ion r  I / I I /86)

A sudden gasol ine and fuel  shortage a! !? i l i iceO discont,entr  as did
the president 's wrfer Michel le Duval ier ,  who took a shopping spree in
Par is at  the same t ime. r  

-
Seeing that Duval ler  was in t rouble,  Ehe United Stat .es played a

strong role in engineer ing the replacemenE of i ts own regime- in-  t ta iEi .
American aid to Hai t i  was cut of f  e ight  days pr ior  t ,o Ehe fal l  of

Duval ierr  under the guise of  "human r ights-"
The U.S. Ambassador to Hai t . i  reportedly persuaded Duval ier  to

leave the country.  Previouslyr  t ,he StaEe Department put the
handwri t ing on the wal l  for  Duval ier  when i t ,  reported in advance that
Duval ier  had fal len.  The Whiter House acknowledged the State
Departmentrs error in jumping t .he 9unr but did not comment because i t
knew that i t  was just ,  a matt ,er  of  t , ime bef ore Duval ier  f  led.  ( t rLg[ fg.Ll

t lw,g,2/8/86)
In more recent development:sr  many memberg of  the Tonton MacouLesr

the pr ivat ,e army of  deposed Pres.  Duval ierr  were beaten to death by
the angered and vengeful  peopl .e of  Hai t i .  1O0 bodies said to be
those of  the Tonton lv lacout,es l rere stacked in an unrefr idgerated morgue
at.  the General  Hospi ta l  (2/8/86).  At  a Tonton Macoutes stat , ion in the
suburb of  Pet ionvi l ler  soldiers t r ied to control  an angry group of
Hai t ians t ry ing to get revenge from the 30 Macoutes inside. The
Macoutes shot and wounded a woman and chi ld.  The army surrounded Lhe
post,  and Jrrested those who al l .egedly f i red Lhe shoEs and conf iscated
r i f  les f  rom the post.  (  Associated Press ,  2/B/86')

The six member counci l  hasl  ext .ended a 2p.m. to 6a.m. curf  ewr
imposed Fr iday.  The new regimel is also consider ing measures to
conErol  the Macoutesr who have an est imaEed l0 to 151000 members.
According to the new MinisEer of  Just icer " they are consider ing a
communique order ing everyone having a f i re-arm Lo turn i t  in Eo t ,he
nearest  pol ice."  (netroi t  Free Press,  2/9/86) fne Associa"ted Press
{2/g/AA) reported that the new regime started to gather up the Tonton
Macoutes.

CIA EXPERII , IENTS WITH MIND CONTROL ON HUMAN GUINEA PIGS
The C.f .A.  used as many as IOO Can, ld ians as unknowing subjects in

an exper iment in mind control  e ind brainvashing. Dr.  Ewen Cameron
performed the exper iments in t t re IaEe 1:)5Os and ear ly 1960s. Highly
regarded as a psychiatr istr  Cameron use,J tSD and massive electr ic
shocks to wipe out unwanted memories an,: l  behaviors in his pat ient .s.
Tape recorded messages 

'  
which t re ref  err ,ad to as "psychic dr iv ing "

indoctr inated pat ients for  the creat ion of  new behaviors.  Prolonged
sleep induced Lhrough drugs erased the pat ients t  memories of  the
exper ience.

30 years af ter  the incidentsr nine Canadians are euing the CIA
for $1 mi l l ion each for their  sruf fer ing.  The vict ims went Eo the
Al len Memorial  Inst i tute for  a var iety of  reasorrs.  Three suffered
depression; one $ras anxious; thro alcohol ics sought det.oxi f  icat ion;  one
had a physical  complaint  thaE cloctors t .a: 'ged as psychosonrat . ic ;  one 

1,



fe l lowship.  The Inst i tut .e to ld l  her she needed treat,ment,  for
nervousness. Each vict , im paid exorbi t ,ant  f  ees for  the inef  f  ecCive

treatments.  Deleter ious ef fec[s include amnesiar anxiety,  depression
and inabi l i ty  to read and conc€lntrat .e or keep a job.

None of  the v ict ims learneld about what happened to them unt i l  the
1970s when the CIA released documents on t ,he exper iments af ter  an
author I  s request under the Freeldom of Inf  ormat, ion Act.  The documents

show that the CIA spent $25 mi l . l ion to study mind control  in a project

Lhat lasted 25 years.  The money for cameronrs exper iments $tas
funneled through a pr ivate foundat ion as part  of  a project  known aa
l , , tKULTRA. MKULTRA has f  inanced .1,49 such pro jects at  86 universi  t ies and
inst i tut ions.

MKULTRA grer^r  out,  of  the cold war and the growing fear of
communism. The CIA bel ieved that the Soviets and the Chinese had the
lead in brain-washing techniques and sought to be able to crack t .he
nrental  defenses of  enemy agenslEs and program them to carry out.  any
missions the U.S. government,  s()  desired. ( D-et ro i t  Free Press,  2/9/86,

BOURGEOIS ETECTIONS IN PHILIPPINES PU? U.S. IN QUANDARY

According t ,o the government I  s unof f  ic ia l  ta l ly  and a count by a

volunteer c iv ic organizat i 'on r  Corazon Aquino is leading in her bid for

of f ice against  president Ferdinand Marcosr who has ruled the
phi l ippines for 2o years.  (DetroLt F:Eee .PresE ,  2/9/86)

There were numerous rep&E of f rauO, ina Lhe government af f i rmed

t.hat 30 people were k i l led in elect . ion day violence. (Associated
press ,  2 ' /7 /86 )  C i  t i  zens \ i rere f  rus t . ra ted wi  th the governmen t '  I  s

s lowness in count ing the bal lots,  and Marcos is suspected of  delaying

the elect ion resul ts which are favorable to the opposi t ion leader.

iUpf,  2/7/86) fur thermorer a premature te levis ion broadcasE ciEing

Marcos as the winner by a lar 'ge marg in $tas "c lear ly a v io lat ion" of

elebt ion g.round rulesr acCordi .ng to Sen. Richard Lugarr  R-Ind'

i iOiO. l  For his part  Reagan si iO that there could 'be no clear winner

from the elect ions.  (Associated Press,  2/9/86)
president Marcos st .at ,ed s iatu.rday that he might declare the

president. ia l  e lect ion inval id beforg the voee count is done--however 
'

bo. . ron Aquino has declared her.r1i .9!?.y and asked I ' larcos to concede

defeat, .  (Fetroic Free Press,  2/9/86 )

The U.S. has recent iy derrounced'Marcos for his c iv i l  r ighEs
record and no$t seems to be heavi ly involved in t .he Aquino cindidacy;
al thoughr Reagan predict ,ed Marcos's v ictory in an ef  for . t  to prepare
American publ ic opinion for t lhe ,possibi l i ty  that  the U.S. might:  have
to support  Marcosr win or losre.  Of courser n€i ther the Marcos nor t .he
Aquino camp acted enEirely pleased with Reaganr but then againI
nei t ,her could af ford to complain too much.

Ear ly in her campaign, Aquino told the opposi t ion coal i t ion Bayan
that she would not work wi th i t .  This depr ived her of  t .he energy and
expert ise of  several  more lef  t  leaning cause-or iented groups. Sl- , .
decided to run under the banner of  Unido, wi t ,h a party member and
conservat ive--Salvador Laurel . - -as her running mat.e.  (Marcos has said
that he would accept Laurel  as his v ice-president.)  This caused much
dissat isfact ion among her lat .e husbandrs fo l lowers--supporters of  the
popul ist  taban Party.  U.S. Ambagsador Stephen Bosworth eras present at
th9 meet. ing bet.ween Aquino and Laurelr  dnd appeared Eo play e decis ive
role along with t .he Cathol ic t lhurch in creat ing Lhis coi l  i t ion .
(  .p ' ,  2/7/86)

Aquino consul ts Lwo men of  the opposi t ion-- former senator Lorenzo
Tanada and Joaquin Roces r  an . lnf  luent ia l  publ isher bef ore the
imposi t ion of  mart ia l  law. Two act , iv ist  businessmen--Jaime V. Ongpin 1president of  a mining company and Romulo der Rosar io l  president of  rBM
of the Phi t ippines--have been instrumental  in formulat ing Aquinors
economic pol icy and are members of  her aqqressive ner.r  soeech-wri t incr

al l
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Aquino has said that .  she wi l l  ask the New people 's Army to lay
down i ts arms. Her wi l l ingness to accept communists who renounce
violence onto her cabinet has been the target of  Marcosf s campaign
speeches.

Aquino is hoping f  or  a k j .nd of  "  h ist ,or ic compromise" wi  th Ehe
nat ional ist  and semi-Maoist  revolut ionar ies.  At  bestr  Aquino is
working to estabr ish bourgeois democracy in the phi l ippines.

Aquinofs candidacy promot.es many i l lusions. Unl ike the
United stat .es where bourgeois part ies peaceful ly t ransfer power f rom
one to anotherr  the phi l ippines has mi l i tary and economic po$rer
concentrrated in a c l ique of  Marcos and his cronies--a c l ique that the
Uni ted States_ f t?.  bu j . l  t  up ove,r  a per iod of  years.  The Narcos cl  ique
has a $5oo mi l , l ion campaign chest ind conEroL of  the mi l i tary.
(Nar ion,  2/L/86) whi le Aquino does have American supporEr she r isks
leading her fo l lowers into a bloodbach. At several  pbi f ing places
around the countryr_as Aquino requestedr_her supporters protected the
bal lots wi th their  f  is t .s ,  2x4s anO pi tchf  orks.  ^ i4arcos of  course sent.
in the army with machine guns to conf iscate bal lots.  rn some sect, ions
of Mani l lar  h is candidacy won B or 10,000 to 0.

Aquino's campaign has demonstrated the fut i l i ry of  popular
elect ' ions.  I f  she does make i t  into power i t  wi l l  only be because of
American mi l i tary support  (not  di rectr  but  through threatening to cut
of f  the mi l i tary f rom American aid i f  Aquino is ior  instal led or
through of fer ing to increase mi l i tary and economic aid i f  Aquino is
instal led )  and t .he armed sEreng t ,h of  her supporters where t l iey managed
to hold onto the bal lot .s.

Marcosrs delay in count ing the bal lots is as Sen. Lugar f rom the
United States said.  Marcos needs t ime to th ink about the s i tuat ion.
The quandary is genuine for both the u.s.  and Marcos-

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC STUDY DISCUSSES NUCLEAR WINTER
The Internat ional  Counci l  of  Scient i f ic  Unions concluded that one

to four bi l l ion people would die of  starvat ion af ter  a nuclear war.  A
drop of  5 to 10 degrees in t .he Nort .hern Hemisphere would el iminate
agr icul ture Lhere.  Such a drop. in temperature could be caused by Ehe
loss of  sunl ight  to the earth tnat  wouid resul t  f rom the smoke and
9q:t .  puE int .o the atmosphere by nuclear explosions. l t tef  york i imes,
e/13/85)

other studies point  out  the possibi l i ty  for  total  darkness for
six months.  This makes al l  the more relevant a recent comment by a
Peruvian analyst  of  the Shining Path,  who is a member of  the World
Tgur to Support  the RevoluLi .on in Peru:  "Even i f  the imperial ists do
blow up the whole wor ld and al l  l i fe on the planet diesl  that .  won' t
mean shi t  for  Ehe universe."

THE MAOIST INTERNATIONALIST MOVEMENT (MIM) Ts A CoMMUNIST GROUP
THAT UPHOLDS MAO AND THE CULTURAT REVOLUTION AND VIEWS THE CURRENT
SOVIET UNION AND CHINA AS STATE CAPITALIST. WE ARE A NEI{ GROUP THAT
FORMED ON OCTOBER lSTr 1983 AS THE REV0LUTIONARY INTTIRNATIONALIST
MoVEMENT (nru).  RENAMED (urm) ol l  l r lAy lsrr  1984, (r ' r t r ' ,1)  HAS No rrEs ro
ANY OTHER ORGANTZATION. (MIM) MEMBERS ARE woRLD CITIzENSI No?
AMERICANS, AND THEREFORE UPHOLD TNTERNATIONALISM AS A GUIDING vISIoN.

THE (UTII)  STRATEGY FOR REVOLUTION IS PREMISSED ON ANTI_
TMPERIALTST AND ANTI.MILITARIST EDUCATIONAL }JORK. PART OF THAT WORK
IS TO EMBODY MARXTSM-LENTNISITI MAOISM IN ANALYSES OF"CURRENT EVENTS.(uru) asxs EVERyoNE ro DTsTRTBUTE "MrM NorES" AS pARr-; ; - ; ;n in lw,nx n (AGAINST THE CURRENT WORLD WAR AND THE SOURCES OF THAT I{AR. ?b
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CO}IPANY ABANDONS' 'RAPE'I  PERFUII IE
Cit ing intense pressure f rom Ehe

eo-mpany has decided against  the narne
NOW New York Media Reform Task Force

publ ic,  a New York-based perfune
"Rape" for  a new perfume. The

orchestrated the publ ic pressure
ted NOW to the proposed name.af ter  a New York woman at torney a. [er

(  9oujournef ,  Jan .  1986 )
there are many exampres of  rape or other v iorence aga inst  Lronenbeing "  sold "  in the mass media-- in t ,he movie "  eurpre Ra in , '  f  orinstancer Eock star Pr ince was shown beat ing his ievoted gir l f r lend.

I 'he v ictory against  "Rape' ,  perfume is only 6ne batt le in a long rraraoainst  the natr i .arr :hw'_

ruLlPP! NES FISSURES
i lAITCOg MAY ACCEPT SALVADOR LAUREI AS VICE-PRNSTONIIT
As the t l ro candldates Aqulno and Marcos argued r l r  to who t lon thc

Phi l ippino elect . ion,  Reagan cont inued t .o aay tni t .  he would work wi th
Marcos. Also,  he noted with sat isfact ion how the phi l lppines had
adopted American sty le democracy wit .h a ' rgood'r  e lect ion and a , rstrongtr
t r"ro-part .y system. (New york Timeg ,  2/ IL/86, p.  l  )

Reagan tr ied t ,o appear neutral ,  but  Aquino threatened Reagan that
he I  d better recognize her presi .dent ia l  v ictory.  (Ap ,  2/12/96 )  

-  
Sne

said that .  she would not necessar i ly  be able to restrain her
disappointed fol lowers who saw viotence as the only recoursre.  Some of
her Par l iament.ary al l ies even thre,atened to turn to the semi-Maoist
New People 's Army i f  Reagan and Marcos did not give Aquino her due.
Aquino says t .hat  t .here wi l l  be v i ,o lence unless Marcos resigns and
that there wi l l  be local  and nat ional  str ikes about once a week unt i l
Marcos resigns. (  Det.roi t  Free presf l  t  2/12/AO t  Ap t  2/L3/86')

Reagan seemed to suggest.  that  compromise $ras the best th ing and
t.hat Aquino should receive some kind of  input in the government.
Speculat ion cont inued to focus on Marcostg acceptance of  Salvador
Laurel--Aquinors running mate--as his o$rn v i .ce-president l  especial ly
given Marcos's picking a rather obscure running mat,e and Laurel  ts
relat . ive conservat ism even comparerd wi th Aguino.

HAITIAN REVOLT NOT SETTLED YEI
A celebrat ion of  Duval ierrs f ,a l l  took aomethlng of  a pol t t lcal

tone. "Despi te our joy,  people whrc remain v ig i lant  see with
uneasiness t .he inf i l t rat , ion in thre Nat ional  Counci l  of  Governmene and
in the Ministr ies,  sone men of  the past-- former ministers who
supported the dictator ia l  Duval ier  regime in al l  i ts  ferocl ty."
(  "Manif  esto of  Commit ted Gonaives iCi t iZ€DS; f r  New york Times ,  2/12/86,
p.  4)

uThese elements do not have any place in the bosom of the new
government.  The people watch and wait ,  for  their  l iberat ion to be
total  and def in i  t , ive .  "  (  Ib id .  )

"Brother Luciano pharaonr who had been act ive organiz ing
ant i -Duval ier  resistance r  said in i : ln int ,erv iew: I l 'he major i ty of
people here are very skept ical .  Theytre not enthusiast ic.  F.or thern
this represents Duval ier ism withouE Duval ier .  r ' ,  (  ro io.1
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BHOPAL woMEN SURVIVORS: BREAKING sTI;ENCE
For romen who survived the union carbide reak of  December rgg4 inrndia,  the problems of  adjustment,g are just  u"gi i i ing.  The pr isonohave af fected them in dangerous ways. women who protested on May lowere beaten by pol ice.
s igni f icant s ide ef fects for  women are:  painful  menstruat ion,infert i l i tyr  reduced lactat ionr pain dur ing intercouFs€1 andconEinuous exhaust ion- The agony of  the survivors- is st i l l  acuteione sard ' r {e I  re on the br ink of  i teath st i l l .  .  : ia i "  s lowly k i l l ingus" rsn'r  i r  berrer to die r iq! !1ng than be kl l led graduar ly by th iegas?" (9f f  our Backsr Jan. fbgO) -

CRUEL AND uNUsuAL PUNTsHMENT FoR JATLED REvolurroHlnf  iuJi  cLARK
.1:_: :o l" :9^l l l t l :^  l : i?on tn Nnw york l  brcaure Ehe FBr ctai ,ma 1rIdiscovered a vague oconspiracy Eo eecapel t r  Weatherwor"n and Br lnkaexpropr iaEor Judy crark has received a sentence far beyond thedictaLes of  even go-cal led "maxinnum secur l ty. ,

The FBI c la ims that i t  found documents in Judy,s handwri t ing
outelde the pr lson gata( l r  provlng her involvem€nt, .  At though tromencaught in the act  of  escaping have been given one year in sol i tar f r
I tdy c larh received two year i .  This meanfr  she wi l l  be in one cer l  23hours a dayr denied al l  l ruman contact  except when she ehowersr has onehour r€creat ion I  or-  gqq.g v ie i ts.  

- - - -E

Fel low radlcal  Xathy Boudin r  who has wri t ten to feminietnewspapers on.rudyts behal f r  terms thie 'an 
"" j r r t  

sent.ence. .easont ' ia l ly  [g iven] for  wr i t ten ldeas which th;  FBr aayE uere hers. , ,rn the wake of  the aborted Br inks robbery of  lggr r  manf of  thepart ic ipants received discr iminatory t reatments--sekoe odinga and sam'; , .Brown tortured in pr ison r  i ludy Clar i  held in total  isolat ion for,  Bonthsr i tDd Kathy Boudinr who eventual ly pleaded gui l ty,  endur ing a
-r t . ld i ._circus 

before she received a zo year sentence.' : ; f ,* :  To protest  Judyts sentence, wr i te to:
Super intendent EIaine Lord
247 Harr is Road
Bedford Hi l lsr  Ny lO50Z

. (9€.8--qg-Ees.kgl Dec.l Feb. 19E5)

WALL STREET JOURNAL SAYS BIG UONEY UNDER CONGRESSIONAL ATIACK
According to the Wal l  Street Journal  r  the Congress is moving

towards restr ict ing the role of  Pol i t ical  Act , ion Commit tees (pRCs) in
naking donat iona to campaigns for federal  of f ice.  some congreospeople
are even conEt ider ing publ ic f inancing for candidates.

wel l l  heckr therere only two part ieo anyway. why not get the
taxpayerr  to pay for the elect lon of ,  ml l l lonalres?

fekr tekr ul t , ra lef  t letsr  won t  t  publ lc fundlng reduce the lnf  luence
of corporate donors on electoral  pol i t ics saye the "democrat ic
social  is ts.  '

Funding for Congreesional  races i . ras
rose to over $350 mi l l ion in L994. I , tost ,
PACs and large donors.

Jesse Helms paid $16 mi l l ion for  h is latest  Senate term. Even
the l fa l l  Street r lournal  acknowledges that a ser ious House contest
means a hal f  a mi l l ion dol lars--and thatrs only for  a Ewo year term.
(  wal l  Street ,Journal  ,  L/  20/96, p.  34 )

The l l IM NOTES recommendat ion on publ ic electoral  fundingr the end
of the doninat ion of  mi l l ionaires and pol i t ical  a i r  t i rne based on the
pol i t ical  nork of  volunteersr Donrt  hold your breath.  Make
revolut ion.

under $fOO mi l l ion in 1974 and
of the increase came from

a%



. .  :  THE PROGRESSIVE GETS DIRT ON EATVADORAN DEATH SOUAPS
'An admit ted death equad of f icer who took part ,  in the

aseassinat ions of  c iv i l ians said that  he worked for the CIA. The CIA
admit ted his being on the payrol l i  but  the death squad of f icer 's
commandlng CIA l lason had no commen[ on the mat,Ler.

.  The Lro_qresglve lnt ,erv lewed ther death equad of  f  icer to prove the
U.S. connect ion and to Ehow the tru[h about Reagants elaims that the
:CIA is not connected to deat,h squad act iv i ty.  (Proqressiver March
.1986 )  to t ,he best of  MrM NoTES I  knowledge, no ma jor  press service or

, f?tsanaeer Picked uP the etorY.

.  THE T,IAOIST INTERNATIONATIST MOVEMENT (MIM) IS A COMMUNIST GROUP
THAT UPHOLDS MAO AND THE CUTTURAL REVOLUTION AND VIEWS THE CURRENT

,SOVIET'UNION AND CHINA AS STATE CAPITALIST. WE ARE A NEW GROUP THAT
TORUNO ON OCTOBER ISTI 1983 AS THE I1EVOLUTIONARY TNTERNATIONALIST
t lovEMENT (Rru).  RENAMED (mru) ou M,Ay tsrr  1984, (MrM) HAs No rrBs ro
-ANY OTHER ORGANIZATION. ( I ' I IM) MEMB]BRS ARE I{ORLD CITIZENSI NOT
;A}IERICANS, AND THEREFORE UPHOLD INTERNATIONATISM AS A GUIDING VISION.
; i ! ;a ' - : ; ' "  ggg (uru) srRlrecy FoR REvoLUfroN rs pREMrssED oN ANTr-
: IMPERIALIST AND ANTr-MrLI?ARTST EDUCATTONAL WORK. pAp.T OF THAT WORK
l rs  ro EMBoDy MARxrst f r - t ,ENrNrsM MAorsM rN ANAtysEs oF cURRENT EvENTs.
(UrU) asxs EvERyoNE To DIsTRIBUTE XiI , I I } I  NoTEsN As PART oF THEIR woRK

.AGAINST THE CURRENT WORLD WAR AND T]HE SOURCES OF THAT WAR.

'  IN ADDITIONT Mlt t l  NEEDS ITS EXISTENCE PUBTICIZED. THERE ARE MIM
POgfERg TO PUT UP AND MIM NEEDS TO CREATE MORE AND DIFFERENT ONES.
, . -  .  ^

FINAItYT t l l l l  NOTES NEEDS CRITICIS! ' I  AND HEIP. CTIPPINGS AND
ARTICTES ARE ESPECIALLY WETCOT'IE. A.RTICLES NOT IN I INE WITTI MIM
POLITICS ARE OFTEN DISTRIBUTED ANYWAY AS PART OF SERVING OUR READERS

'AND THE DISCUSSION OF I I - IPORTANT ISSIUES.

FOR SUBSCRIPTTONS BY I{AILr SEND 3O CENTS pER ISSUE (INCLUDING
BACK ISSUES) (SO CENTS OVERSEAS AIRMAIT) FOR AS I ' IANY ISSUES DESIRED.
BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE SA}IE PRICE. ISSUES WILL BE IRREGULAR.-USUALLY
EVERY THREE WEEKS BUT HOPEFULLY EVE]RY WEEK OR 10 DAYS--DEPENDING ON
THE FLO}I  OF WORLD EVENTS. DONATIONS WEtCOMED. NO CHECKS WRITTEN TO
l{ IMr PLEASE. I {RITE CHECKS WITH NAt ' lE SECTION BLANK OR WRITE TO ARRANGE

,OTgER METHODS.
M?M NTqT Dr\

-Y 28o f l ! \F! t r - jtrt o2l4^ FPrrrr  r  T.qn
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WWm H[mS UP rr,le.
SII-CALLED SECCIND WDRLD ct lVERNr'1EN'T'S FALtl i  LIBvA sCApEEOATTNE
French government of  ' f  ic ia ls said that  they wor: ld have supported

an al l -out  at tack on Libya to rerplace [ , ihada{y.  Hour-s bef r : re the U.S.
raidt  the U.S- asked f  or  an air f  ie ld f  or  bombers to take,-of  f  f  rom.

.  The French decl ined, Later they'said that  i t  would only pique t1e
Arabs to bomb Libya with no resul t ing change in government.

l " leanwhi le,  England supportedi  the U.5.  ra id comptetely by let t ing
American planes =tart  { rcm airbas;e= t :n Engl istr  soi l .  England has gone
farther in isolat ing Libya than the Urr i ted S'b.ates in terms g' f  sending
Libyan gtudents home. The U.5.  i= not sending home Libyan students in
the U.S. because i t  c la ims that a{ter l " ihadafy the students wi lL have a
good pro-Arner ican in{ luence crn Libya.

l " leanwhi le,  West Bermany exper l lect  41 Libyans from the embassy
there.  h l -  Germany also covered American plarrs by con{ i rming a f  ew
days before the at tack t t rat  there was; ncl  darrger of  a mi l i tar-y act  by
the United States.  Through theser standard procedure mi l i tary Lies,  bI .
Eierrnany and the u.s.  hoped t . ,  catch Libya o. f  {  guard.

Denrnark expe' l1ed several  [ - i fo/an dipIorna.L.s and restr icted the
rnovements of  the rest .  (Detrei t  Free Fr-ess-,  4/23/gb}

By law, the u.s.  Eclvernment can not app*ar to support  the
assassinat ion of  leaders of  ' f  oreign qc:vernrnents.  This law put Reagan
i  n the posi  t i  on of  denyi  ng that the U. 5,  t r  i  ed to assassi  nate F{ l"radi{  y
by bombirrg his headquarter-s,  I t  turns out t t rat  Khaclaf  y wa5, indeed
inside when the bombing started. Thus by cal l ing for  Flhadafy 's
assassi  nat i  on ,  Frarrce took t f re ha.rctegt I  i  ne.

,1nlm NoTrs no. 23
An Unof t ic iu l  Forutn of  the l luoisI  f  t tLenruLionuf isL l lovernent

rndeed, France'  indicated i ts anger r , i i th the u.s.  . f  or
past nr i I i tary act inns against  lc*hadaf y in r-egard to Libyan
against  t rhad. Apparent ly,  the u,s.  d id rrot  share relevant
intel l igence in{or-mat ion wlren Frarrce unclertook mi l i tary operat ions in
trhad- France a1so complained abarut  a laclr  cr f  =upport  f  or  Fr-enchgtr i l<eg in the Eekaa val ley in 1gBJ. tNe* vort  r imea, 4/?s/Bb,
French "secial  ism,,--ah Et:  inspir ing

DEI.{OCRATS---h|HERE ARE THEV WHEN t^tAR GEIS GCTINB?
True to {E}rrnr the t )emocrats snught to take advantage of  the

chauvinist  uPsurgE surrournding the at tack on Libya. SpJaker of  the
House Tip O'Nei l l  supported the act i t :n as a " just i f ied, ,  , ,de-tense,,rr f
the 12 rni le l imi t  recognized by European spcrnsored " internat ional
law'  "  Obviously,  none of  the major Democrats gtood Lrp against  the
invasion, and certainly none wiu-r  pre=ident iar  aspirat isns.

SOVIET UNItrN GAVE EF{EEN LIEHIT FBR EOF1EING OF LIBYA
Asked before the mi l i tary act ion what t l - re USSR would do i . f  Ure

U's '  tnok mi l i tary act ion against  L ibya, Soviet  d ip l13mats said their
role u ' rould not be to fur t l rer  escalate t r r : r ld tenEion. Concretely,  thesoviet= pul led out their  technic ians manning ant i -a i rcraf t  nr igsi le
batter ies in Libya just  before the U.Ej .  at tack.  Dur ing t6e at tack
i tsel f  ,  the Soviet  Union did nnt provic le any intel l  igence inf  orrnat ion r lnto Li?y: .  {Ehica+tr  l r igFasf 4/?o/86, p.  l f , )  ' - - - - -  bu

not backing
act iv i t ies



meeting with Secretary of  State l3eorge Schul tz.  However,  g1ne Niger ian
newstnan in l " loscow asked Eioviet  o lFf  ic ia ls3 " ' Is that  a l l? i ' ,  (Ctr i iaoo
Tribune t  4/2Q/E,6t  p.  lS)

A Hiddle '  Easterrr  d ip lomat grasp€'c l  t l r r :  r 'cr le o{ Libya. , ' .  Every good
por i t ic ian needE his 'bad boy'  to do the dir ty work.  ,  That was
Khada{y 's job f  or  the soviet  unic ln.  " '  ( rb id.  )  Furthermore, ' , .but  i t
doesn' t  rnEan that the Soviet  Union is automat ical ly ready for war wi th
the U,S. on his behal+." '  ( Ib ic l . , )

L ibya is indeed a l l ro: iy {or '  l t r ' . :  g,rv i r . . i : -  l , ! r r ls ' r i  r ! r :c" ,pr i l_e i tE ISIamiC
governfnent,  t 'Jegtern ob-serv.ors e:st i rnt te bhat the Soviets have sold $15
bi l l ion in aFms to Libya in the lLast  turenty years.  In lgBO, the Soviet
Union may have rerairrar l  l } /  t ,g] f  j [ ts  hard cuFrency earninos f  rom theexctrange o{ Libyan petro-dol larg f  or  Soviet  hardware and advice. , ,( Ib id. t

However,  there are tensions between the Soviets and i ts proxy.
The Soviets support  I raq in the war against  l ran.  L ibya supports l ran
with Soviet  weaPons. Libya tras no Treaty of  Fr iend=6ip wi t i - r ' t t re
Soviet  union unl ike syr ia,  I raq and sor-r th yernen, Last october
l{hadaf v did not - sho.rar ,tro f nr ;r -t:ler:Fntirrq i n^:tri * }rr:nc*^. t,l]--._}_-Lrcr___letn:anr i n
{ .  lurLr- ,  l 'et  l l i i l r : i  ' i {J l '  ! i t r : :  ! - r l t r l  cJf  r  ecalc l  t r  a.rrcet ,  the USS[( aI  lor led
Hhada{y to see what would happen i f  he did rrot  toe a.mtrre pr-o-Soviet
l ine'  Days af ter  the at tack the Soviets sent a mi l i tary vessel  to
Libya's ports-  Along with dipfonnat ic mouthings this shdwed that the
ussR would only go so {ar in leaving Libya or,  i ts  orrn.

SOVIETS COOPERATE IN TURNIN6 IN ALLEGED FALESTINIAN TERRBRISTS
A German newsPaPer--Die Welt--said that  the Soviet  Union turned

over the names of  3O Palest in ian: ;  suspected of  belonging to terror ist
grt fupEi to the West Eerman government.  This occurred af ter  the
hi jacking of  the Achi l le Lauro last  October.  (Detroi t  Fr.ee press.
4/23/8'6,  p.  15al

American of f ic ia ls have admi. t ted to asking Soviet  help in
prevent ing the at tack crn the West-  Ber l in disco that the U.S. u=ed as a
pretext  f  or  at tacking Libya. ( t r | - r icago Tr ibune, 4/20/F,6,  p.  1g)

US DOEsi NtrT REtrOGNIZE INTERNATIONAL LAbI IT CLAII ' IS TO PROTEET
The uni ted states is not a s ignatory to the t reaty that

establ ishes the 12 mite t imi t  on terr i tor ia l  waters,  Nor does the
U.S- recognize the internat ionaL court  that  handles conf l ic ts
surrounding the 12 mi le l imi t .  Rf course, the u.s.  does not
acknowledge the internat ional  ceurt  ru l ing against  U,s.  aggressiorr
against  Nicaragua. The U.s.  is  hypocr i t ical ty ue+ending ' , i i ternat ional
law" in the name of f ight ing " terror iso,  "  which internat ional  courts
f ind the U.Ei .  gui l ty of .

This is not to say that the U.S. dses not have an interest  in the
LZ mi le l imi t  as imposed on other-  countr ies.  Freedom of the seas is
important to Arner ican capi ta l is ts i  who wish to exploi t  the-f ishing and
mineral  rescrurces claimed by other countr ieE, For example,  f6 i i i
h lor ld countr ies sucl t  as Peru have suggested a 2oO mi le l imi t .  This
would give oppressed countr ies r i .ghts io the resource5 on the ocean
shel f  extending {rom a country 's coast.  o i l  and miner-als are of ten
{ound on this shel f .  "Freedom o{: the seas" rneans'r f reedom to exploi t , '
for  American capi ta l is ts.  The Urr i ted States and Europearr  countr ieg
hope to exploi t  ocean resources without paying anything to countr ies
claiming the 2OO mite l imi t .

REAGAN PLAYS ON ANTI_ARAB RACISN
Reagan put I ran and Syr ia on not ice that  as " terror ist  countr ies, ,

they are on the U.S. hi t  l is t .  Elesides widening his target and
possibi l i t ies {or wor ld waFt Reagan l is ted Libyi ,  I ran and Syr ia as
ent i re countr ies,  not  just  govern.nents r . l i th certain leaders or places

Tl] : t=.certai .n 
organizat ions are arct ive.  (VJat l  Street Journat ,  q ' .2 i ja| t  Q\Thistookadvantageofandperpet 'uateda' ' f f iequatesLJ\



REAEAN LINKB LIBYA To NttrARAEuA, vIETNnrl
rn at tempt to carry "success' ,  i ;  bat t re f rom one part  of  theworld to another,  Reagan said that  Libya tras given Nicaragua $4oomil l ion in aid.  " 'And in th is sense they are t ry ing to bui ld a Libyacln Bur doorstep. And i t 's  the contras,  the Freedom f ighters,  who arestopping them"" (Detrc i t  Free Fress,  4/z-a/a6r p.  15a) rndeed, thesi tuat ions are connected. The U.S. i ;  overcomirrg the , ,post . -Vietnarn

syndrorne" according to Reagan ( Ib id.)  and taking a global  approach todefeat i ts Soviet  r ivals.

Backing this point  o{  v iew is i l lustr iorrs sclrcr lar  Daniel  p ipes
who publ ished an edi tor ia l  saying " the U.s,  s l rould next t ime go al l
out  against  Col '  Sadhaf i - -degtroy: ing t r is  ai r  forcer t r i ippl ing his oi l
I l . i l i t ies,  and so f  or th.  "  (wal i  s i reet  Jor-rrrral  ,  4/zs/g6, p,  341
Fipesr son of  Richard Pipes, EF, i l=.holar and former . foreign pot icy
adviser to Reagan on the Soviet  Union, saic l  that  Reagan was stuck in
the Vietnam syndrome tr imsel{ .  Spr=aking agairrst  "pr-oport ionate
respcrnse" and " incremental ism," as seen in Vietnam according to pipesr
the U.S. should deal  P'hadaf y one death blor.v and end the f  igt-r t ing.
Pipes concludes that " l ike 6renad,a,  L ibya ig urnrrsual Iy vr-r lner.abie to
American pcrwer."  ( Ib id.)  Surely the gon wi l l  fo l low the father into
"publ ic service.  "

} IALL STREET JOURNAL CRITItr IZES REAEiAN AS SOFT
The W.e! l  Street Jou-r-nal  cr i t ic ized Reagan f  or  even try ing to

appear to uphold the SALT I I  t reaty.  "Death Enel l for  SDI" said that
Reagan must stand up to the Soviets or his SDI progrern wi l l  suf fer
because of  t reaty c la ims, (The Journal  is  imply ing that i+ Reagan is
going to uphold SALT I I ,  what abourt  SALT I? blon' t  he give up SDI for
SALT I?) (Wal l  Street Journa!.  ,  4/23/A6, p.  f ,4)

RETIRED ISRAELI EiENERAL ADHITS S? BILLION DEAL WITH IRAI.{
An Israel i  ret i red general  at tenrpted to export  $2 bi l l ion in arms

to l ran.  He claimed that Israel i  aurthor i t ies quiet ly author ized him
to make the deal .  (h la l1 Street Journal  t  4/?4/86,

SOVIETS STRIPi:E BAC}{ IN IN E}{NATIT]NAL 5I  TUATION__AFEHANIS AN
.Hbslem rebels in Afghanistarr  admit ted that S1rviet  commandos i

captured and destroyed the most : important rebel  base near the border
with Pakistan. (htal l  Street r lcu! :xat  ,  4/24/861 The Soviet  str ike
daoonstratal  that  whl la th-  u.g.  may hava control  ln the Ltbya
si tuat ion,  the Soviets can also accelerate progrElss t ,oward nuclear
holocaust and make a point  of  i t  when the U.S. f lexes i ts muscle,

SBVIETS STRIKE IN ERITREA TI]O
An Apr l l  14th communlque frnm the Er l t r ;an P:opIe's Llberat lon

Front stated that three to f  ive 'Lhousand "addi t ionai  Soviet
technic ians and pi lots have recent ly arr ived in Asmara in connect ion
w!th the Dergue's ongoing preparat ion for  yet  another large-scale
of{ensive against  the EPLF. , ,  This raises the number of  Soviet
mi l i tary advisors in Er i t rea to l i rEOO-EIrSOO. "

The EFLF has chosen not to confront the Sovi .et  Union with a {ul ly
l " laoist  analysis.  In the communique i t  "cal ls upon the Soviet  Union to
stop i ts steadi ly escalat ing intervent ion in support  o{  Ethiopia 's
pol icy 

?+ expansionisrn and de=tahi l izat ion and, instead, Lrs€r i ts
author i ty and inf luence, as a big power,  to br ing about peace and
stabi l i ty .  "

In any traser the Soviets rnorres in Ethiopia coincided with i ts
removing ant i -a i rcraf t  experts f r -orn act ion in Libya pr ior  to the U.S.
at tack- The Soviets thus denronstrated that i ts internat ionsl  posture
is not weakening and that properJLy subservient countr ies such as
Flhi  nni  s ui  I  I  rarai  r ra *ha si  d *Frerr  naad
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SOUTH AFRICA CHANGES INFLUX CONTROL
south Afr ica apparent ly abol ished pass Iawg for Bracks andreleased pr isoners convicted fo '  pass law of fenses.
In the past,  Flacks carr iedl  around a passbook everywhere tojust i fy theiF Presence in whi te areas. b| i thout of f ic ia l  permission asindicated in the passbook, Bracks vJere subject  to arrest  andimprisonment.  l ' lost  Blacks su{f  ered under the law at  one t ime oranother.
Now i t  aPpears that  hl l  pecrples in sourth A{r ica wi l l  carry around

ident i f  icat ion cards.  (Nerar york r imes |  4/2z/F,6,
AzAPtr denounced theappearance of  ref  orm in South Afr ical  , ,The

removal of  in{ lux control  is  a very minute step towards the removal  ofthe racist  laws that entrench white supremacy. i ,  ( Ib id.)
AzAPCI also pointed out that  economic inf lux control  wi l l  replacelegal  inf lux control '  Blacks ma'y have the r ight  to v is i t  the whi tearElast  but  they may not remain wi thout a residence. In other words,south Afr ica's extreme housing slhortage for Blacks wir l  mean a

-di f  ferent law wi l l  keep Blacks ourt  of  the whi te areas, ( Ib id.  t
" 'Local  author i t ies.  st i l l  wi I I  have control  over the movernentof  people.  I t  wi l l  take place within the f ramework of  provis ions tocontrol  squatt ing,  to enforce l real th regulat ions,  to deal  wi th

lo i ter ing and congregat ingr" 'said Hary Blrr ton t r i  the Black Sash a
civ i l r ightsorganizat iongofnPogedofwomet| ' (@,
4/27/A6r p.  10)

THE }' IABIST INTERNATICINALIST NOVET'IENT (I ' , I IH} IS A CB}{MUNIST ERBUP
THAT UPHOLDS MAO AND TI{E CULTURAIL REVCILUTION AND VIEbIS THE CURRENT
SOVIET UNIBN AND CHINA AS STATE I]APITALIST. t, 'E ARE A NEI.I BROUP THAT
FtrRI'IED ON trCTOBER 1ST, I9g3 AS TIHE REVOLUTIOFIARY INTERNATIONALIET
l ' lovEHENT (RrM).  RENAI. IED ( l , t rH) Bt{  HAv 1ST, 19g4, (HI l ' t }  HAS NB TrES TOANY OTHER trRGANTZATION. (HrH) HEMBERS ARE t^tORLD tr ITrZENS, NOT
AMERITANSt AND THEREFORE UPIIBLD INTERNATIOI ' |ALISII  AS A EUIDINE VISION.

THE (HII ' I )  STRATEEY FOR REVOI_UTION I5 FREHISSED ON ANTI*
IHPERIALIST AND ANTI-MILITARIST EDUCATIBT'IAL t^toRl{ .  PART OF THAT WoRti
IS TTl EI"IBODY HARXISH-LENINIST4 I ' IAI]ISN IFI AFIALYSES OF CURRENT EVENTS.(HII"I) ASKS EVERYBNE TO DISTRIBUTE ' ' I*I IH NOTES'' AS PART IJF THEIR bIBRK
AGAINST rHE CURRENT t^tCIRLD t,|AR AN|D THE souRcEs oF THAT wAR.

IN ADDITION, HI l" l  NEEDS ITS EXISTENCE PUELItr IZED. THERE ARE HIFI
PBSTERS TO FUT UF AND MI}4 NEEDS 'TO CREATE HORE AND DIFFERENT ONES,

- 
FINALLYT l '1l l ' l  NOTES NEEDS trRITICISI'1 AND l lELP. trLIPPINGS AND

ARTItrLES ARE ESPEtrIALLY WELCOI"IE. ARTICLES NOT IN LINE hIITH MIM
FoLITrcs ARE 0FTEN DISTRIE{UrED At{YwAY As FART oF sERvrNg oUR READERS
AND THE DISCUSSION OF IT,IFORTANT ISSUES.

FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS BY HAIL, SEND f ,O CEhITs PER ISSUE (INtrLUDING
BACK rSsUEs) (5o cENTs OVERSEAS AIRMATL) For{  As t ' tANy IssUEs DEsIRED.BAtrH ISSUES AVAILABLE SAI'1E FRICE. ISSUES WILL BE IRREGULAR--USUALLY
EVERY THREE WEEKS BUT HOPEFULLY EVERY WEEP{ OR 10 DAYS--DEFENDING ONTHE FLohl oF WORLD EVENTS. DoNATloNs trrELcor' lED. NO CHEcF:S wRITTEN TOHII ' I '  FLEASE. WRITE CHECF:S WITH NAI'{E SECTION ELANK OR WRITE TO ARRANGEOTHER NETHODS.

l , l l l " t  DIST.,  Fg BOX 2B?, t rAl" lB. ,  l " tA r)214O. FREE LIT. LISr.
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NEW YORK TII" IES NOTItrES DIREtrT AHERICAN TROOF'RBLE IN trEI ' ITRAL AHERICA
Although U.S. servicemen are f ly ing contras in and out of  bat t le-zEnes in Nicaragua and Honduras, the Ner+ Yor-k Times has chosen to rnakea front page story out of  a di{ ferent fact :  Arner ican Army hel icopters

and 5O American soldiErs took a role in f ly ing Honduran troops toareas near the Nicaraguan border where supposed Sandinista
aggressions were taking place, (uyr i_q!e5 |  3/27/a6, p.  a l  )  This
apparent ly is 'news f  i i  to pr int . f f iaerful  American troops are
protect ing t iny sovereign and defenseless Honduras.

The sarne act ions by Americans for contras is not f i t  to pr int
part ly because the war in Central  Amer- ica is semi-cover. t  srr l  l :  r  r r r i
Arner ican press does not report  American sl(pFl ied bombing in El  Salvador
or the role of  Americans in the contra yJar ' .  The U.S. government
actual ly does conduct a serni-covert  war thanks to the media.

HONDURAN OFFICIAL BLot ' tS StrRIFT
The American sponsored regime in Honcl l r ras is in qui te a birrd.  On

the one hand, the president of  the courr t ry to ld the press o. f  a supposed
internat ional  incident in which Sancl in i=tas pur-s l red corr t r -a enemies
into Honduras'  Honduras requesLed mi l i tary aid ancl  received the
American troop support  d iscussed abcrve. f lsulerverr  i l rere ig a certain
pr ice to pay for th is lackeyisf t .  Honduran of f ic ia ls later covered
themselves by saying that i t  was Reagan who sugge=ted the whole
upFoar and mi l i tary aid in the f i rgt  p lace. This keeps Honduras f rom
appearing to want to f ight  l r l icaragua orr  behest of  the Uni ted States,
" 'The uni ted sta+-es interest  was ihat  th is s i tuat ion have the
connotat ion of  an internat ional  inciderr t ,  " '  said a l {orrduran of  f  ic ia l  .
" ' l r le had ncr interest  in th is.  " '  (Ngrr  y_gI: l iJ ! -mes, 4/s/9,6,  p.  a l )  Theirony of  American supported regi**=- i=-trr"GEy sornet imes can not
aPpear too s lavish lest  they upset the nat iorral ist  sent i rnents of  the
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petrpre' they need to repress at  t t re srnal lest  cost  possible,
gt i l l r  the Uni ted Stateg threatened tp cut  of f  mi l i tary ald l f i

Honduras did not complain about Nicaraguan incursions. Once i t  d id
complaint  Honduras received $2o mi l l ion in mi l i tary aid.  (Detroi t
Free Pressr 3/??fB6r F.  a l )

NPA SPLINTERING?
One of  Aquino'B f i rst  actg in power was to f ree SOO pol i t ical

pr isoners " including Jose Haria Sison, founder of  the Communist  party,
and Bernabe Buscayno, f  i rst  leader of  the New people 's Arrny.  "  (@
vSf-EJiJ lsr  3/25fE,6r p.  3,  such act ions can obviously cause botF
leadership quarrels amongst the nebels and pepular sympathy for
Aquino-

Reports have tr ickled crut  of  NPA urni ts '  surrender ing.  However,
one such surrender involved only 20 guns and I ,OOO suppt3sed communists,
I t  is  not  c lear how much that pant icular incident is merely a staged
surrender created by the governrnent.  ( Ib id.  )

Holt  TB SURVIVE NUCLEAR wARr BY THE cHIcAGo TRIBUNE
The front page of  the "Tomorrow: science, medicine and

technology" sect ion of  the Chicaso Tr ibune featured instruct ions to
bui ld a fa l l -out  shel ter .

The Federal  Emergency r ' ranagement Agency operates wi  th the
phirosophy that r"You need civ i l  defense for the same reason yclu strear
seat bel ts.  Pul l ing seat bel ts on doesn' t  rnean you dr ivE more
recklessly.  " '  (Chicaqo Tr ibune I  Zl16/AU

It 's enough to make one wonder ulhy the government doeg not te l l
people to carry around pi l lows: "YcrrJ need civ i l  defense {or the sa.ne
reason ytru carry arr lund pi l lows. Earry ing pi l lowg around doesn' t  mean
you wi l l  jump of f  rnore bui ld ings and br idges."

"The U,S. Defense Department est imates that a l imi ted nuclear war.
could resul t  in as {ew as 5 percent fatal i t iesr oF about 12 mi l l ion
Americans."  ( Ib id,  )  That 's qui te a.  few.

Obviously the government and i ts v ig i lant  press are prepar ing the
publ ic for  an escalat ion of  war lhost i l i t ies to the level  of  nuclear
holocaust.  So don' t  wai t r  save your t r .0.D.s and send cash or check to
the "Survival  Eenterr"  NY, NY {on a "one-year food supply cost ing +g7S
Fer perscln that  can be purchased on a layaway plan, ' ,  ( rb id.)

The recommended food supply is found in "Li fe After Doomsday. ' ,  , 'B
cans of  crackers or cookies;  4 pounds o{ candy; a pound each of  sLrgar
and sal t ;  16 jars of  cof fee,  tea or coctrai  B dozen bott leg of  sof t
dr inks;  16 cans of  evaporated mi lk;  16 cans of  { ru i t ;  52 cans each of
vegetables,  soups and entrees
butter i  B jars of  jam; and 56
( Ib id.  )

such a= rneat or f  ishi  16 jars of  peanut
single-serving packets of  t rerral . , ,

o+ cc}urse, " the comfort  level  0f  the ghel ter  var ieg wi th thecost '  '  '  A sect ion of  basement can be converted to provide soneaddi t ional  f  a l lout  shel ter  f  or  a:- ,  l i t t re as ssoo., ,  ( rb id.  )

ROUTINE BRUTALITY FROCEDURE BACI4FIRES
Fol ice barged in on a supposed narcot ics dealer.s h. ,use. Theattack was a surpr ise at tack.  No one in the house was prepared orasked in advance to surrender.
However,  th is was not an ordinary raid.  A di++erent squad ofpol ice l ' 'ere already inside quest i .oning their  suspects--not aware ofthe gther squad's plans to barge in.
This t ime there could be no l ies . , r -  cover-up at  least  on sorne ofthe basic facts '  rn the end two Detroi t  pol ice of f icers wEre strotdead'  Pol ice of f icers shot pol ice of f icerE rrefore asking quest iEns,al l  * i l !1"_*wenty secondg. (Detr .o i t  Fr-ee F'ess I  s l2/F,6,l -or  oncer Arner ican "democracyr- 'procedurer,  End ndue procGlss,r  d id o<

: : :_: t : : : : l=:_l l :_: t t ressed. Bl t  * i r r  
"nyor,*  bel ieve *re pol ice.s 7)r '



l '1ost  encoLrraginglyr  laLyana Zaslarvsl .aya argues t l rat  the Soviet
union has yet to meet I ' larx 's el tpclctat ions of  Eocial ism, never mind
communism. For instance, she sa)/s that  pay is not according to work
in the Soviet  Union.

" 'Oppertuni t ies for  the t imely developrnent of  one! 'B ebt l i t les are
st i l l  dependent to a large extent on clne's geographicat  locat iong and
crn the social  standing o{ one's parents.  i  .  .  The higher the level  of
study, the greater is the.  d i f ference arnong social  groups. .  The
major i ty of  students in the most prest ig ious schools are the graduates
of the best Hoscow schools.  .  The rnajor i ty of  g i r ls  who giaduate
i : r$m vi l lage schools have to go to work at  cat t le {arrns because there
are nE other jobs for  them, whi le graduates. f rom urban schools have a
wide choice of  prof  essions. "r  ( l :b id.  )  I t  seems urnl ikely that  any
fact ion of  the state capi ta l is t  c lass woulc l  point  up t l rese factors as
roadblockg tc.r  t_Ia: ;s l  e lg: ,  : , r ru i€:Ly.

Another art ic le suggestecl  t l ' rat  c iorbaclrev's moderr.r izat ion pr31gra,n
would resul t  in large bouts of  ternporary unemployment.  ( Ib id.  )  Again
this could represent the struggle o{ crne fact ion'of  sne group of  state
capi ta l is ts against  another-  Often in the Soviet  Union since the'6os,
sect ions of  the government have argued LrnernFloyrnent to get cJorkers to
ar ly wi th one sect ion of  the state capi tat ist  c lass against  another,
on the other hand, tark of  rarge unemployment opens the way to
cr i t ic isms of  the Soviet  social  : ; t ructure anrJ may be interpreted qui te
extensively in the Soviet  context .

PLO/ISRAELI COLLABORATOR I '4AYOR KILLED
A pro-Soviet  fact ion of  the PLO workirrg wi th Atru Nidal  k i l led a

mayor on the West Bank uFon the { :a i lure of  Jordanian "peace talks ' ,
wi th Yasser Arafat .  Reportedly,  50TOOO Falest in ians at tended the
funeral  of  Zafer al-Hasr i .  They carr iecJ pictures of  the s la in rnayor
and Ara{at .  Arafat  had endorsed the mayor af ter  Israel  made i t  c lear
i t  would appoint  h im and af ter  he claimed to have found that Za{er
al- l " fasr i  was indeed popular-  (Dqfroi t  Free trc.-  |  s/4/F,6:-

Apparent ly the death of  the mayor evEireO some nat ional ist
sent iments that  deserve respect.  Of course, there are also a number
of Palest in ians economical ly dependent on Jordan on the West Bank.
2r5O0 receive c iv i l  servant salar ies f rom Jordan. l ' , lany others sel l
farm produce to Jordan. ( Ib id,  )

The assassinat ion by the rnay'or represents stepped up ef for ts of
the ant i -Arafat  and pro-Syr ian fact ions of  the FLO. Arafat  is  c lear ly
gett ing tagged aE a col laborator wi th lgr-ael  and Jorclan. On the ot l - rer-
handt the at tackers app=ar equal ly dependent 6 '  sy ' r ia.

Overal l  Arafat  is  in a di f f icul t  posi t ion.  ] {e benef i ts f rorn the
sympathy for  the assassinated mayt:r ,  but  he is also c lear ly ident i f ied
with Israel  in that  sympathy

l" l IH wguld l ike to ask var iouts lorrg-ei l_arrr l inc r_. l reet  leracler s of  t t re
FLO: who are they waving t l re f l .a,1 {or.rr r r , rT l , lp i l , j r r . :  cclr_r ld t rause greater
disor ientat i r : r r  thar-r  h i tchirrg t :ne's cart  vr t ro le-heartedly to th is
opportunist- led organizat ion.  Arafat  has done everything short  of
taking an Israel i  salary and appears to real ize his varue to Israel
and the United States as a potenrt ia l  a l ly  re lat ive to more pro-soviet
leaders in the PL0. He is lef t  to holding out for  the best deal  unt i l
the day he gets one or is assassinated by impat ient  Israel is.  WhiIe
the FLo's cause deserves support ,  i ts  fact iorral izat isn and opportunism
points up that i t  was not always the perfect  vehic le of  revolut ionary
nat ional ism i t  was cracked up to be by i ts tag-alorrg supporters.  The
Falest in ian people deserve better leadership.

AFARTHEID NOR},IALIZES VTBLENtrE
The white set t ler  regime occupyirrg Ae.rni

i ts seven month state of  emergency. Ia is no
ernergensy to shoot the Black people of  Azarr ia
sett ler  regime's v io lence has increaged: "The

a (Sout l r  Afr ica) l i f ted
longer considered an
ever-y day. Indeed, the
rate of  k i l l ings has
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Africa on

the Offensive
SOUTH AFRICA DEMONSTRATES REGIONAT POLICEI4AN ROLE

Mondayr May L9thr South Afr : ican mi l i tary forces at tacked three
countr ies--Botslranar Zrmbabwe and Zambia for  having ANC (afr ican
Nat ional  Congress) members wi th j rn their  borders.  The ANC is the
nat ional ist  r  pro-SovieE l iberat j ron group in South Afr ica f ight ing for
one-man one-voter where 5 mi l l ion whi tes current ly rule 24 mi l l ion
BLacks.

In Harare r  the capi ta l  of  Zimbabwe South Afr ican soldiers
bombed the ANC off ice.  No one vras hurt  because the ANC had been t ipped
of f  on the raid.

Harare is 3OO mrles f rom S,,  Afr ican borders.  The S. Afr ican
t,roops arr ived by land .  As S. l \ f  r ica I  s f  i rsc publ  ic  at t ,ack on Harare r
the S. Afr ican venture corroborates accusat ions that S. Afr ica
assassinates ant i -apartheid leaders in Harare and elsewhere in the
reg lon .

In Botswana r  South Afr ican troops ki l led a soccer player and
injured three others including one Botswanan soldier.  The
hel icopter-borne at . tack was on a housing complex in the capi ta l - -
Gaborone-- the second in Less t .han a year.

"  rn Zambia r  two south Afr ican warplanes struck a refugee camp near
the capi ta l  of  tusakar said pre.eident Kenneth Kaunda who condemned the
attacks as "cowardlyr  cr iminal  and unforgiveable acts of  aggressi-on. r , ,
(Associated pressr David Crary,  5/ Ig/86)

The warplanes f lew almosE I IOOO mi les f rom S. Afr ica.  At  leasr
one Zambran and one Namibian were ki l led and nine people in jured.
(  rb id.  )

S.  Afr ican army chief  Lt .  cen. A. J.  L iebenberg said that  " the
act ion taken against  the terror i .sts should be interpreted as indicat ive
of t ,he f i rm resolve of  the Republ ic of  South Afr ica to use al l  the
means at ,  i ts  d isposal  againsE Lerror ists wherever they may be. ' ,
(  ro io.1

He also said that  "responsi .b le South Afr ican leaders have
repeatedly stated this country 's i  determinat ion to combat terror ism and
leaders of  var ious Western countr ies have recent ly done so as wel l . , '
(UPI in Ann Arbor News, 5/19/96, p.  l )

The UniLed St,ates and Elr i ta in condemned the at tacksr but they
conL, inued Lo oppose economic sanrct ions against  S.  Afr ica.  (apr op.
ci t . )

According Eo state Dept.  of f ic ia l  chester crockerr  south Afr ica
faces the greatest  r isk of  revolut ion when i t  spreads i tsel f  too th in
in f ight ing regional  wars. q-?



The U.S. does not oppose tne S. Afrrcan rato rn
pr inciple.  I t  only fears that  i ts war partner wi l I  lose r f  i t  becomes
engaged in Loo many armed conf l ic t .s at  once.

SAUDIS STOOD UP FOR U.S. AGAINST LIBYA
Saudi Arabia opposed Libyats ef for ts to hold an Arab summit  on the

U.S. bombing of  Tr ipol i .  I t  a lso blocked Arab economic and pol i t ical
sar lct ions agarnst  the U.S according to a senior government of f ic ia l .
(New York Times, 5/14/86, p.  2)

Reagan has ci ted saudi  Arabia as an American ar ly.  He is
a t l  tempt ing to gain Congress j .ona1 permission to seI l  SgSa mi l l ion in
t t i iss i les to Lhe Saudis.  Congress vot.ed down the sale to Saudi  Arabia
two weeks ago.

Syr iar  I ranr Libya and S. Yemen are already on Reagan's publ ic hi t
l rst  of  countr ies that  support  terror ism. By denying arms sales to
saudi  Arabiar the u-s.  government is exacerbat, ing concradict . ions wi th
Lhe Arab states general ly.  American ant i , -Arabism w11l undermine
so-cal led moderate U.S. supporters in t .he l " l id-East.  by paving the way
for pan-Arabist  and nat ional ist  sent iments against  U.S. backed
regimes. The u.s.  wi l l  not  have an easy t ime l in ing up Arabs and
Israelrs al ike in the war bloc arEainst  the East.

CIA LENDING COVERT AID TO ANTI.SOVIET BLOC STRUGGLES WORLDWIDE
The cIA is giv ing $50O mi. l l ion in covert .  a id to armed groups

opposing governments supported by the soviet  union-- in Angola 1
Nicaragua I  Afghanistan and Cambodia.  The CIA has the Oacf ing of  the
2OB Commit tee r  which is composed of  representat ives f rom the Nat ional
Secur i ty Counci l  (  NSC ) ,  StaL€) Department,1 pent,agon and CIA.

Contrary to common bel iefr  the Congress has never ouElawed al1 aid
to the contras or any other pavrn of  state terror ism. The above
organizat , ions of  the execut ive branch receive ' ,d iscret ionary ' ,
a] locat ions.

For instance r  the law stat ,es that
the CrA may spend money in i ts mult i -mi l l ion dol lar  d iscret ionary fund
however iL wishes as long as i t  informs two members of  Congress. The
amount of  "discret ionary" funding is not known to the publ ic.

Before t .he Congressional  debat,e on the contras in Apr i l ,  the
press revealed thaE the CIA has aided the contras al l  a long despi te a
law banning CIA support  of  t .he contras.  The publ ic had prtv ioul ly
thought that  a law banning CLA aid to the cont.ras was in ef fect ,

The Congress has given thre appearance of  operat ing by rules of
democracy. In real i ty thoughLr the Congress obeys the laws of
capi ta l is t  imper ial ism before anyt.hing else

I t  appears that  the
necessi ty faced by the bourgeois ie to go t ,o war in central
greater than t ,he publ ic opinion i t  has roused for the cause
aid to the contras is covert .

Howeverr per iodical ly the capi ta l is t  c lass t r ies to ral ly publ ic
opinion for i ts war ef for t r  so that  i t  may l rage a more open and- intense
war.  For instancer the execut ive branch threatened to cut_off  mi l i tary
aid to Honduras i f  Honduras did not report  to t ,he press a phony border
war wi th Nicaragua. Moment.ar i lyr  th is seemed to work and i t  seemed
that the congress was going to approve aid to the contras to f ight
Nicaragua.

The rul ing c lass is t ry ing to carry out war wi thout af f ront ing
publ ic opinion. I t  creates incidents such as at  Honduras and Libya in
order to ral ly the publ ic to a more open and ful ty-developed ww r i r .
rn che meant imer the bourgeois ie donates money and personnel  in a
coverc fashion to i ts mercenary forces across the giooe.

The rul ing c lass does not dare declare ww r l r  openly because ofpubl ic opinion. Howeverr  WW II I  is  a l ready on
"The strategyr Eecomlnended by crA oirector Wi l l iam casey and

approved by Reagan in January 1995, rest .s on the premise LhaL the twosuperpowers are already engaged in a r"rar of  sorts using proxy armies,
the of  f  ic ia ls said.  "  (oetroi t  Free press ,  s/12/86 ,  o-  ]  . r  ia )

America is
.  Hence,
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row- iyrrr i  nas argueo L{rdt  vrr , r rJLr rs arredoy on srnce
is Eime to ral ty publ ic opini .n against  covert  and
open t . /ar  fought wiLh , 'our boycl  . , ,

CHERNOBYL NUCLEAR PLANT NOT UNLIKE AMERICAN ONES

i ' l IM started. I t
proxy war,  not  just

In i t ia l  reports on Ehe Chernobyl  accident f rom U.s.  anr l  nuclear
i .ndustry experts were factual ly inaccurate.  Af ter  some delay,  experts
have conceded that Chernobyl  d j .d in fact  have a cont.ainment structure
of concrete and sEeel l ike those found in the U.S.

The structure had one to two feet of  steel  and six to eight feet
of  concrete.  In addrt ion there were several  mi l l ion gal lons of  water
below the react.or and a layer of  n i t rogen surrounding the reactor.  The
ni t rogen layer is supposedly non-f lammable.  The r .u"Lo, was
sealed in a number of  layers to prevent explosions l ike the one EhaL
has resul ted in the deaths of  13 people so far .

The two wal ls of  the containmenE struccure could handle 27 and 57
pounds per square inch respect ively.  American uni ts need wal ls that
wi thst .and 55 to 65 pounds per square inch. Some that use ice only need
to wi thst ,and 12 to 15. A number of  factors including the volume
encLosed by the containment,  structure vary f rom plant to plant so that
technical  comparisons are not easy.

Wi. th t .he new informat ion many government,  industry and academic
experts honest ly stepped forward to contradict .  American chauvinist
th inking that American nuclear plants coul-d never have ghe same
problem: " I rm just  a l i t t le nervous that we have the same designr d; td
i t  d idn' t  workl"  said Prof .  Richard wi lson of  the physics Dept.  at
Harvard.  Wi lson chaired a 1985 st ,udy on severe nuclear accidents.
(  Ann A-rb-eL-- lJew-s ,  5/L9/86, stuart  Diamond, New york Times )

SOUTH AFRICA DEATH TOLL UP TO 1600
The ef for t .  to maintain apartheid has cost l r600 l ives s ince S.

Afr ica announced i ts new const i t .ut ion 7 which cont inued to give the
major i ty Afr ican populat ion fourth c lass status.  (apr David Craryr
5/ re /  86)

Unfortunatelyr  the bourgeois press has focussed on this overt
v io lence. Likewls€r paci f is ts remain insensi t ive to inst i tut ional
v io lence in S. Afr ica ef fected through mass sEarvat ion and inadequate

WEINBERGER THINKS BOYCOTTS WORK
People as "diverse" as Harvard President Derek Bok and RonaldReagan bel ieve_ that to pul l  business out of  s.  Afr ica would be to runaway from problems instead of  working to reform apartheid.
The oBposi t .e is the case for Libya, which own a mere l5t  of  a FfATsubsidiar i  that  recenLly won a PenLag;n bidding compet i t ion for  acontract '  '  "Defense" secretany caspai  weinberg6r caicer led the contractLhrough a nat ional  secur i ty c. iause. weinberg;r  c i ted fear of  L ibyarsprof i t ing f rom the contract ,  as the reason for disqual i fy ing FrATrscontract .  b id.  (Dety, , i tFress press ,  5/16/g6)

INDONESTA BANS AUSTRALIAN PRESiS
The Austral ian press remains banned from Indonesia and Indonesia

temporar i ly  gave Austral ian to,ur ists v isa di f f icul t ies in react ion toan Austral ian art ic le about rndonesian president Sukharto.  sukharto isworth $2 to 3 bi l l ion.  (New y'ork Times-,  4/28/86, p.  B)
The New York Times i tsel f  is  banned from East Timor in a blackouc

of Indonesia 's genocide against  Lhe Timorese.
St i l l ,  so-ca1led Second World country Aust,ral ia l  which has front

row seat,s for  the genocide by i ts neighbor fndonesiar recognizes
rndonesia as having sovereignty in natt  r imor.  Austral ia is ruled bythe so-cal led Labor party.  ( fOiO.;

rndonesia has ki l1ed over lOO'OOO Timorese through occupat ion
according to conservat ive congressional  est imates.  a iso,  t .he
rndonesian mi l i tary k i lLed 5oo,o0o Maoists and al leged Maoist ,sr  most ly
Chinese in a s-Lauohter in Tndonesia i  t . . re ' l  f  in lq6B- ( ,n imc q/1) /Aa\

\q{L
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Austral ia I  s rel .at ions wi th Indonesia may appear st . ra ined, but they
are certainly far  f rom support ive of  Timorese sel f -determinat ion.
Austral ia 's foreign pol icy proves once again that  so-cal led Second
WorLd countr ies (advanced non--superpor"/er countr ies) are not al l ies of
the oppressed. Insteadr €v€D people of  the supposed " lef t , "  such as
Prime l" l in ister Bob Hawke r  in Lhe Second World represent the interest .s
of  t .he Austral lan bourgeois ie.

For more informat ion on l last  Timor,  wr i te t .o MIM.

DON'T FORGET OUR OTHER CHTNA
A former American serviceman wroE.e a let . t .er  to

Journal  r  which is a Taiwanese propaganda paper aimed
say oour Roc r  because r  was sEaEioned for uncLe Sam
almost,  5 years f rom ear ly 1954 to late 1958 and the
developed then is st i l I  in bloom today."

E.he Erc.e_l]lf n_e
at Americans. "  I

in Taipei  for
love af fa i r  that

The Free chi .na Journal  corrected the author in one way.u (  Edi  t ,orrs not.e :  Roc is now s: lxth largest t rading partner to the
si .nce 1985. )  "  (  Free China Journal  ,  5/  5/  86 )  rne servi .ceman had
that.  Taiwan was st . i11 eighth.

USA
thoug h c

PERUVTAN SOCIAL DEMOCRAT ADVISES NTCARAGUA TO LAY DOWN ARMS
The Contadora Peace Planr long hai led by American moderates as a

solut ion to the conf l ic t  in Central  America would have Nicaragua cut
i ts armed forces and agree to a morator ium on weapons purchases.
Apparent. lyr  certain c i rc les in the u.s.  government are giv ing

Contadora the green 1ight.  The American press reported that.  Dan
Habib and inf luent ia l  Congressmen were on the verge of  get t ing Reagan
Lo back contadora.

Perurs presidenc Alan Garcia supports the Contadora process and
publ ic ly advised Nicaragua to s ign Contadora even i f  the Uni ted Stat .es
does not agree to honor i ts terms. (New York Times,5/ I2/AA) fn other
words r  Garcia v/ants Nicaragua to lay down i ts arms even i f  the U.S.
cont. inues to aid Lhe contras.

Garcia al luded to regional  t roubles.  He clear ly has the Sendero
insurgency in his own country in mind. Perhaps i f  the U.S. cooled of f
the Central  America conf l ic t  for  awhi l .er  Garcia reasonsr Peruts own
conf Iagrat ion would appear more isolated.

PAKISTAN SHOOTS DOWN SOVIET PLANES FROM AFGHANISTAN
Armed wit .h U.S.-made F-16 f ightersr Pakistan shoE down a Soviet

made I{ iG-21 from t .he Soviet  Urnion. The t4ic crashed in Pakistan.
f t  is  unclear i f  Soviet  f lyers manned the jet .
The SovieEs are t ry ing Lo f  in ish of  f  resistance to i ts colonia. l .

adminstrat ion of  Afghanistan. (Chr ist ian Science Monitor,  5/L9/86, p.
2)

GOV'T RIDES ANTI-LIBYAI I ]HAUVINIST WAVE
SecreLary of  State George P. Schul tz to ld CBS "Face the Nat ion"

that the uni ted states needs Eo use i ts covert  opt , ions against '  L ibya

more. He had said at  ne\ . rs conferences that the 9oa1 of  the bombing of

Colonel  Qaddaf i rs headquarters was to cause "oconsiderable
dissi .dence r  , ,  wi th in oiooaf i  I  s mi l  i tary.  " l '1r .  schul tz said a coup

wou]-d be oal l  to the good. " '  ( -N-gw Yg-Lk qi4C.C 
'  

4/28/86, p.  7)
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Otner government of f ic ia ls said Ehat.  Reagan had author ized at
least  Lwo covert  programs to oust Qaddaf i  and that his death in the
American bombings would have been "oserendipi tous." '  Not surpr is ingly l
the U.S. fa i led for  lack of  f inding a credible opposi t ion.

Any American support ,  for  an opposi t ion in Libya would be the kiss
of death for  that ,  group. I t ,  st ,ands to reason t .hat '  L ibyan nat ional ists
would prot ,est ,  against  anybodyr s receiv ing U.S. aid.

Thusr Schul tz did noE name anyone that Lhe U.S. is t ry ing to
support  in Libya. Howeverr  Schul t ,z is bui ld ing publ ic opinion for
CIA covert  act ion against  L ibya whi le there is a chauvinist ic wind in
the air .  That which t .he publ ic did not know about.  before is now made
publ ic knowledge in order to push for open aggression.

"ZO}IBIEU AGENTS INFILTRATED NEW PEOPLEIS ARMY

A Cathol ic newspaper in Mani la reported that t .he thousands of

insurgents laying down their  arms to the Aquino government are i -n

reat i ly  agents oi  r .he mi l i tary '  p laced in the New People I  s Army (NPA)

over the years by the Marcos regime. A number of  "zombies" have

confessed to wor ic ing for  pay under Marcos to undermine the NPA from

within.
One zombie--Vicenee Libora--  under detent ion in Mindanao saidr

" t .he NpA structure has been dupl icated by the zombies.  The zombies

have penetrated al l  rungs in t -he structure.  The structure is real ly

the same. we also do not know who is on t .opr who is in the central

commitEee."  (ver i tasr "The "Zombies |  :  "Ver i tasf  Reporter Discovers

That Many NpA Surrenderees Are in Real i ty Deep Penetrat ion Agentsr"

4/3/86)
Libora had been paid a salary and more important lyr  g iven

medicine for an i l lness not otherhr ise avai lable for  inf i l t rat ing the

NpA with the assignment t .o "k j i . I l  t ,he Commanding Off  icer and surrender

the ent. i re uni  t  by December ,  1985. "  (  Ib id .  )
Zombie car los BalacweE admit ted to k i l l ing his NPA team leader and

exLort ing money from innocent c iv i l ians.  His Armed Forces of  the
phi l ipplnes (AFp) super iors had commanded him to v io late every rule of

d j .scipl ine in the NPA. A zombie in Car los I  s col lecLive k i l led

Carlos I  s brother r  who was a r :anking guerr i l la in the NPA.

Another zombie was actual ly a Major in the AFP. She ki l led those

who did not turn over exLort ion money.

q\.



According to an NPA leader named Ni lo Nabong, "oonce inside the
organizat i .ons,  the DPA Izombie]  starts v io lat ing codes of  d iscipr ine
l ike stear ing f rom the peoplen destroying people 's propert l r  sowing
intr igues and in- f ight ing among members of  the community;  ipreading
ant i -social  v ices l ike gambl ing and dr inking 1 and even engaging in
prost i tut ion." '  ( fOiO.;  Anot.her leader said,  ' ,o i t  was reaf ly very
di f  f  icul t  to accept, .  Here hte rFrere f  ight ing the enemy only to f  ind out
that there was an enemy within our ranks. r  i '  ( Ib id.)

Nabong had this '  t .o say for  the zombies:  ' ,They are the best
extensions of  the mi l i tary in the barr ios;  more ef fect ive and potent
because t .hey are discreet ly hi .dden behind the cloak of  the people 's
mass organizat ions in the barr i .o."  ( fOiO _ 1

The NPA has r ight ly purged these zombies.  Some of them convert
to be revolut ionar ies because of  unful f i l led promises of  pay f rom the
AFP. Others are detained. After invest. igat ion and tr ia l  wi th in the
NPA most zombies are eventual . ly  re leased.

The zombies teach communj.sts everywhere two valuable lessons.
Firstr  i t  is  impossible to avoid inf i r t raE. ion by agents of  the
bourgeois ie.  Secondlyr  i t  is  v i ta l  to have channels to t .he non-party
and non-army masses. People who sLep forward to ident i fy abuses by
the cadres of  revolut ion are extremely valuable and courageous. Says
Nabong, "we have been accused of  decept ion,  br igandryr and terror ism.
We have been accused of  k i l l ing several  persons who did not even
commit  any cr ime against  the people.  we have been accused of
launching ambuscades and extort ions,  and worser of  k i l l ing innocent
civ i l ians in the process. For a t imer $/e could not understand what
Lras going on."  ( fn iO.;  Only genuine revolut ionar ies wi th an ear to
the ground and a wi l l -  to invest igat ,e can claim the mant le of  l iberator
of  Ehe people.

AQUINO IN BIND I  SUPPORTET{S CAIL FOR END OF US AID TO MITITARY
President.  Aquino of  the l rh i l ippines told v is i  t ing "  Def ense"

Secretary Caspar Weinberger "ehat her new government needs American
economic assistance more than mi l i tary assistance."  (Washinqton post,r
4/8/86 )  weinberger repl ied that mi l i tary assistance is "essent ia l . ' ,
( Ib id.)  The U.S. government,  has taken to warning Aquino of  the t .hreat
from New People 's Army guerr i t , las.

Meanwhi ler  lef t  of  center support ,ers of  Aquino in the U.S. are
pressur ing the Congress not,  to give mi l i tary aid to the phi l . ippines.
According to the phi l ippine Human Rights Lobby, , ' the Reagan
administraEion has recent ly asked Congress 950 mi l l ion i ;  supplemental
mi l i tary aid for  Ehe Phi l ippines for FY 1986r despi te t .he fact  that
Cory Aquino has noL requested i t .n
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Aquino came to power in- the Phi l ippines with the help of  Marcos,smi l - i tary-  T! : -  mir i tary had feared a 
" i r t_orr  

in American aid.  NowAquino is saddled with a Tlr i tary wich power somewhat independent ofhers '  rndeed 
'  

Aquino could not i l " r r"  
-"o*9 

to polrer wi  thout the supporcof the American trained and supporEed-; i l i tary of- t r re phi l ippines.The i rony of  Aquino's-  seizure of  por.rer that  is  exLor led in theAmerican press as an exampre of  oe*ocr lcy and non-violence is that  i twi ] ]  probabry resul t  in 
"n 

increase in Ameri .can mi l i tary conLrol .Aquino may yet '  end up responsible for  more violence than Marcos.

THE NAOIST INTERNATIBNALIST MEVEI. IENT ( I .1I I '1)  IS A COI, ,1I ,1UNIST CROUPTHAT UPHOLDS t4AU AND Tl-{E CULTURAL REVOLUTION AND VIEt^tS THE CURRENTSOVIET UNIBN AND EHINA As STATE CAPITALIST. I /JE ARE A NEIAJ GR0UP THATFORI' IED ON OCTOBER lST'  1983 AS Tt{E REVOLUTIObIARY INTERNATIONALTST
l ' lBVEl ' lENT (RIM) 

-  RENAT'IED (NIM) ON t" tAy 1ST, 1984, (NIt" t )  t - tA5 NO TIES TOANY OTHER ORCANIZATTON. (Ni f , t )  l ' tEt ' , tBERs ARE WORLD CITIZENS, NOT'ANERICANS' AND THEREFORE UFI- IBLD INTEFII ' IATIOIJALISH AS A GUTDING VTSION.
THE (PII I '4)  STRATEEY FOR REVOLUTION I5 F.REMISSED ON ANTI-

I I -4PERIALIST AND ANTI-HILITARIST EDUCATIO}, IAL IdORI<- FART OF THAT WORI. iI5 TO E| ' IBODY l ' lARXISH-LENINISI"I  FIAOISl ' l  l l ' t  AFJALYSES OF f,Ut-" lRENT EVENTS,(T,I IM) ASI(S EVERYONE TO DISTRIBUTE ' 'NI}" I  NOTES' '  AS FART T]F THEIR WORF:
AGAINST Tt lE EURRENT HERLD [^JAF{ AND THE souRcEs oF THAT uJAR-

IN ADDITION, NI] ' l  NEEDS ITS EXISTENCE I-UEILICIZED. THERE ARE I , I I I .1FOSTERS TO FUT UP AND MII1 NEEDS TO CT{EATE I ' IORE AND DIFFERENT ONES.

FINALLYT l '1IN NOTES NEEDS CRITICISI ' I  AND f lELP. CLIFFII , IGS AND
ARTIDLES ARE ESPECIALLY tdElcol '1E. ARTICLES r{or rN LINE I^JITH MIMPOLITICS ARE OFTEN DISTRIEUTED ANYbJAY AS PAF:T OF SEFIVING oUR READERS
AND THE DISCUSSION OF IT, IF.ORTANT ISSUES.

FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS BY f , tAIL,  SEI. ID f ,O CEl. lTS pER ISSUE (INCLUDING
BAtrK ISSUES) (5O CENTS OVERSEAS AIRMAIL} FOR AS HANY ISSUES DESIRED.BACI{ ISSUES AVAILABLE SAI '1E F,RICE. ISSUES WILL BE IRREGULAR_-USUALLY
EVERY THREE WEEKS BUT IJOFEFULLY EVERY WEEI.I  OR 10 DAYS--DEPENDING ONTHE FLOhI OF WORLD EVENTS. D[]NATIOI. . I5 I , IELCOIIED. NO trHEC}.. :S I \ ,RITTEN TOMIT4'  FLEASE. WRITE CHECKS t , l ITH NAIIE SECTION BLANK oR WRITE To ARRAN'E0THFR NETHODS.

l" l l l '1  DIST'  I  Po Box zB?f EA|.1B.,  MA o?l4r) .  FREE LLT. LIST.
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i i  i i * i . r j=tr .3.a 'Ei  i  . ; , .  Pf .g;- , ! . -=, .=l i i * : - . : j : i . i , t r  , : j  . *a.nt iE,-_j . , ,  a i i , :  i ip 1. . . . i ; . t ,i  r r i ; . i l  EeI, , jL,  Il : ' *r i ' r ,=cr ' ; . t  i  r  i  *=.r;  ; ; ; -  i  --r  
o- - ' r  

n l*r l I - . ' i ion-]." '=r.*: ;T:;  
" : :*" , t-*. ' l : , :_._=l: , t '

: ' : ; : ' ;T*- : , ' : ' l . r . i * t ionl :  
' i " ; i ln, ; , , i ' * ; i ;=; ; - ; : : - . ; : .*ol ' . ,1*, . - , t ; ,_,1 ' r t i : - , ; ' , : - - '

'rr .-. 
-. 

:J T :
: ' . . "1. , 'L ld,  , l  .  1 I  a ! : ! l : : , .

FEi.iT*Lit_tl.t Eili'= i..iEr: i.i=i..j,;
t * '= i - i=*1"; i -1 i1" 'E :* i l ' : i  ' - i ' r * j  *ac!* .  i r ra.qna.t*  l+,J Tui- . , - ip i .  r , : i i r tgd , : , ,Jt  t r ra. tr : i  F t r l * i ' *er .  , : l  =F ; .n i  Ei : i i  f ,  l i i  . f . : - ! ;e. . . ;  a, i ,  t* l*+i=. i ; , r :  i : * t r . . . ; , : i - . i . .__i .JE;;_:__ir_r t ie: : ' i i r r j= * f  ' - i -  :=atrr 'ar , : "  : . . , ; i i i l  i i - ra. . j  * i .  ,=* i*r- ; . : .*  af , i i : i . . - i .c tE . i , ; ; . ;  . i  : , j+Ei=, :  i i , t * f .* .=. i: i '  t t - re Erfr i  : '  i 'a- ,=*.  r ' l :+tr ' , : i i  i ; - ' *e t t : , -* . . :4. . . 'F, j :  F,  ia, . , ,  ?rr  :=.  in s{ i*cr: , . . i i  i ' - . iE: i l  i r r  t t rg i r - i r , , j ._=,-nF.3.  , : : f ,*- , ._a. , - ! r . r  Cerer ' i * r r i  .=,n t i *  Fg;, : ; . : j r : t_ i r  i * t : i rh , : :

: ; ' : ; : :  ; ; .* ; l : . .on' . ' '  
E.nuF=F ' : i  n i i  i  i : ; ; :  . ;n i r - ! , , - t=-  .3, . , ; . i  r  E=r* in th*

Th * F,J i . {  i ; . . : .e r , i
' . .:t-r '=ef' C-i.Fr i i+.j i  :.r-,r . i .r-.E
:  i  

- ida 
r .=.  ,  i in.r , - , r ,  s , , r  i  .

i ' i=t l  n.3. i .  r iL ' l  t  t . ,+ _1 . . : : , t , .=. i , i r .ea.r .  =*f_: i . i - . i , : . :  f i re ni* , f  i . i

-L l  
. : : " j : : : .  j : . ;  t , *  ing i ,augi , r  .1. . ,  th* r ,  i f i ,e=. t
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.*--a+*jia*;.,!r.N.** 
--.*i*;e*q.Ms;r*+A&:;Sed6'sd4.+{i r+- 'L"our 'se- l  i  t ' '  =.  ncrt  r 'Eai  I  ) '  qLr i te r ,F Br i  tc '  anybndy, OnF muEt h*vt

the Ertrrr?. f  and the abi i  i t l  to , : r rnt inue outEidding sther peapie {or the
crrmFa.ny.  I f  ts ca.pi t* .  1 i=. t  r t ra.ntE ! :c -- tay in the medie businsEs,r  4. . /he
mu:, t  ! - 'un that  bu:: in*s= b,et ter  than r ' rmpet i tons.

f  nr .  ex. : .mp le,  i : *  t r ' r - r i  t 's .  t r , , . r*  n i . : . . i  , f  r '  new=.tra. t 'er '** . - - the Fe tr 'a i  t  Fi - ' **
E-.- . - -  - . - .J +L..- .  [ 'etr .C, i t  i {svJ=-- l - r . : r . r . ,p , : , fmpeted i r i th ea.Ch , : , t -*er f '=r '  ' . /ea.r=.
T{ 'H =. :  J- ! lU r- l l r=

; . r " id hl . t . . t*  t , , : th m-r,J* mi i ! i ' : r r  '= 
' : {  d* '  i  1a.r"= in losEs=.,  l . lc , ' . , j

t - r r  8, , . . i . i -E i i l in '_:  u,r i th the ieder ' - i .  I  r - iBLrErrrrrprr  t  tc '  b*c, f r r*  . j r ' i r r  t j i 'nFter 'ated.
EIC' t i i  Lr ; . t r  p i -=.  ra i  i l  j  h-3.r , 'g t l - r  e '=.ArnP bU=. in*E; r : rFer 'A. t i r - 'n ' : .  I  E. ' : r  ther '*  ' . , . r i l  l  t ' *  nn

ir ic ' t -*  c ' lmmErciei  r*mp*t i t i ' :n.  [ ietr ' , : i f -  i , . r  i i l  iaFrt i r iuP t ' : ,  i - r3.u€ t i , . i , ]

"at  dr . : i . . . ' i - 'EpL1r ' t  r , . rn. : . t  l *op' l  *  r , r i thtn tFr* !a ' . , i *FrrrrBnt.3.r 's

-" . i - , : rUin, :  ' f , t tgf . .  bUi th*! f  BC,:r i r  C'mir :  t ,a. , : i . :er" : .  r . r . , t  ! i i  b* the
'=.-r . l  I  i :  ,

i : t  ih? r- .1et i - . '= i r  af .*-1. .  l i i€ : . r - r r i l .  l i?r '  .=nd i r reCium =' ie*C , : : - - .F, i te l  i=. t : .  r , r tha

a{ i f i - :  =. : r r . : .  l le i -  i - i8, . .* '=.F'aFr*r .=. f , . r .e i [mFrl ; i . in in, ]  that  tn;  mer 'qE;"  i ; ' r i ' l  j  mal{e f ' : r '

sUen : i ; r l , i 'F i - in i . : . i i -  l i rmFSti i i * i r  i '3ndi l - i ' - rn=..  l l+ f r - - r rJFE?r t -hF.t ' '3 i - 's  r ' ight .

i - i , : , r - , . rg, . . ,g1 ,  th, : : .*  r . r - r f rO CA.nnC,t  =. i . , '=f ' f i  t , :  Ct t - , , in thei f '  r : ' r . ! ln nF' t= 'F*FFf '  Undef '

:+.p: i . : .  ,=. i r r  a3.r- i  har 'Cl  . r '=.h* 'J a. i - j  . ! ' tp3.r '=. .
E:ecarr  t j r . ,  in E-=,. j t inr , : r .*r  t r rnE l i  t i - i r 'eP rr3. . i  c i '  nPIJ=Es.F,Br '=, : i , :=ed dgi . IJn.

in t -he Urr i ted: l iatF=.!  th*r*  i= -=. iJFF,fseCl i 'e " f rs* i r 'PEE." but i r r

r -eai i t i '  th* pi-F=. ' : -  ! : .  , iu '=. t  ^3.nath*r 'b ig bu: i i - ;*e='
; - lnd*r . ,?s ' : is . i i .=.m thei-e i* i I I  t re ' r

i r i * ,J ia ta h*. ip e{fect  the r , . r t -=. '= I  in* c.r .y '3t4.  l i iz*d t ' r*  thE \ tanguar ' ' : j  pa-r ' tv '
'7 's.?. ! - .= , : {  t , , :u:- '1- le,r ;  =,  r - r r ,*Fr* l -"=.h ip o{ ths m*dia i^ ; i l ' l  be mad* ut '  {nr '  thr ' '=t ' i 'Jh

pr, : i  et i r . ig.n 3dmin i  =tr .a. t  i , :n **  th* ma. i  : , r  Fr 'EE=' .  r r . lh i rh nf ,  ane r , ' ; i  i  I  be

=. i ' . !E t , :  c: 'Uln,
f i  l - i - . r : j : r  t ' ; -*e F,r-e, .=. . : .  turr  , jEr '  f : . ; i !  f ,ammuni='mi ' . , . r i i i  

r : ' r i  | : "  * . r i= 'e r . ' ' t i r  s l - r  i t

t ' . ,J f .sgc=. IF|  Fr.nF,=r. t i ,=n to the e: : ten| .  i t  p '= l  i t icai i i 'm,:hi i iz*= the

irr- : , . . : . .=.8.=.  in.=te. : . , l  , : i  : : te e:4tani  th.r , t  the. ] '  a. t t r 'a.ct  . : .dusr ' t ;zsi- ' ! ' r  r ra ' i {a 3 '

=r.c,- l - i t  ; .nf i  r . i ln thsir .  =. t* . i i=.  int- : ,  th* r l i . ra i jRr i - : r .  E, . . ,e i r  ' : i f r r  
'= 'Fr 'Va.t i ' ' r *=.  i . ' i i i l

har, 'g tneir '  $uln Frr '*= 'E t , :  ths * l ter : r t  the. t  t i r  * ; ' t " r ' : ' r ' i "  t r '  {a 'e ' j
!L--- . - : , . . - . -  - -e put-  their . r .errEinirr  g t i r r*  int , :  r 'unninq their '  L- ' ru l i - r  Fi- 'EE'=' .
' -  i lHl i :=.? i  l i r '=.  .5.11

! , :c ia j  i=nr r i , r i l  I  inr . iuB v, i i - r* i - .8 th*r '*  i '=.  t ; - 'u ' l  , , '  .3.  f  ; - ' *e Fr 'P'="='  tha. t  d ' :s: '  n-nt

. : .*r . ! . j *  th,=: .*  r . r i i t l i  t ! - r*  m,. : , t - !8 i , ,  L,ut  in=. tEE' j  =.Pi ' ! . . 'P=. t i r , - rEE L'* i t l - r  th* Prr* ' r ' r l ; ' '

. i . i r  j  t , -  i  r  t  ica. i  , t , t i l . : l - i r i  lmerr  t  t , : r  ? i ) r .  nut  -1 n*t 'J=! , .3.Fer '  , . ] ' r '  t * i  eu i  = ' i ' :n t ' i rC'L 'J '

It i  LLii j i l i  i .,r l G: L *l i* i-1*R1A H',lr-rl- i.EE E:,lFEii EI; FFi', l f ' i  : j  '  5 '
T i r*  U. ' ; .  s.v. : i r* i  i  *d i i . . : ' ;  i ' i i ; . - i . i . '3, iu; .n errr i . : i ' : / " : ' - -L ' i i  i  1 i 'Lm i i ig i i  ' -  i : ' i

i . . ia.r . ra i i ,=eF;*r  in iet . ; .  j  ia i  i , : r - i  i ; , r .  r l - ,a.r ' r - - re= thEt i ' :ut ' '  i i r r* i ,  ics i - i  Ci f '  j  
'=mat='

-- . i - . . -  ! - i  i - la,na.qua, r .  l . . i * r . .u T,=r- . i . :  T i i*e=.,  5, . '?3'r?g{.  F, .  ' i i  i ' la . i - ' ia HL- i r -1! ier '
: . . { . i i i t  ? 3r i l I r== ! I

:** , - : .  i i t - .=. t  . : .e i r 'eta.r ' . r  , f+ Fr-"* '3 '=.  r . : , .=. i i ,=n=. ' - ;h"  l - t ; 'd ta-k;en i= '= ' r :* ;u: t i r  a 'n

*. : . . : . : r i . i . t * , j  F ' r .*=.=.  er- t !c i :  : - ret  i j . r .=.=.  exF.:=ed i r i  the i -" ! i : r r iEa-n a] '3 i l l ' .  * 'nd

f  i i : ' j l .=. :*C t ' : .  t -*  f " '1 i ! ' '1  n*t , , , , tcr i . : l  .aE ei i  ?:aa.t- ' r f t l *  '= i  l - t i tn- ' := ' i l : !T, : ' i t - ; i ' : ' t  b ' - i t

r I i -  :  I , l :  l  .L i - t r j  : : - ' : " - l f ' ! !  a=. .  . : f  i j - ia i - 'L '  .
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hlhi le the events arp Fpobebly not connected, i t  is  a.  {or .m ! : , r
i  nf  ormat i  on can trol  that  the u.  s,  sen t  the top FresE re I  at  i  c ,ns
r: f f  icen homp. i t  r r , r i l i  c ,n i . .*  be th*t  much msre di{+icui t  t*  get
inf  sr 'mat isn a.bout r*hat i .a ha.p-Fen ing in l . , i icar.aquar BEF,E.:  i ; . r  . !  y inr 'p lat ien tc ihe U.S,

UE REr:rRti*t-..tI iEi t*NTFiA'.j
41 f  -nrmer '  I ' l - : . t  i *na, , l  Gu;. i - . , j : .n ien c-r1nt inu* t , j  d, : ,mirrata the mi i  i tar . ; rEtr 'ut tu i - -s ' : f  the, :nntr .a. : . .  Hr,r . .J*r . r*r . ,  th* c iv i l ier i  . i  

* ; . ,JEi- .=. t - r jp i=.underq, : in 'J , : i , lc , r i  in 'J ta al , f ,pa.  I  ta int*r .n. i . t i ,_rn+l  pub, I  i r  , lF!ninn. ThF nBi. , , ro i 'qaniz-r . i i11 :=. , :a. i ip,J th* Ul . . j r_ ' l - - l ,n i teC fqica.r i . r_fu.3. t - r  r lpr , :=. i t i , :n,
' , | . i * t , , i  lor i {  Timg=..  F. , .1;1, , .8r i ,  ; , ,  a i"  :Lt  i

The 5ta. te [ :* [ , t .  E- i ' : i . .=.  th.s. i  ! | . .J : - r  i : .
5c,nrc,: a. -=il E Fr tr'r. t * r. .=. .

r rcr t  pr ' imar ' i l r .  n i . : . ' je UE, r , i  fa, i .mgi

Ti ie i ' ' iE i ' ' r  f ' : r i - ' ' r ' :  T im*=,: i te,J i l - re i*E.pecta. t i *  r rFpBE.i t ! : , i - r  t , r  t i - rs i tate[ :eFi .  in rP' : .Er, : r r r '=.8.  "R,:ber. t  L*: f ' .en,  a -agnic,r .* .=.=. ,=ci ; . t*  r f  t r ;*  i : , i . r .n*,gi*Enf icrr . r i r rg-rr t  {c ' r '  i r i terna.t i ,Sn-r . i  F*; .ca" =B.y=.,  " they .3.r+ : , fn=FrnF, l  r , , . r i th
r 'e i : ' : t ' j+;-  i i - r r - - r  the l  * i i+ ; .n,J pr ' , : ,F er ' t i  t i - re! .  i  c ,Et ,  ThE F,. : . i  i  t  i  , - : .  thei ,  pr . .=.r  t  icei=.  th* ' -=t ; r lp ' : {  

, i , f i r r r - ,za--r .* j . : , , !n, :  
nn c l ique.=.  r .=. thsr.  | - r . ! . r i  rn.=. t i tut iCrFr! . , , ,

i ib i f i . :

I : - r  Ath*1. , . . ,J ' -_,r 'CE.,  t l - r  *  iC, i . i i : * i . i . . lgt i i ingi  L- iu-e.r-d pe,:1 1* +:- .*
F* i i r ' -b i 'u:- ' ' : *4, ; ' -< f ; : -=; i '=. t . : .  

- i .n,= tur .paurr . . r . t  c; .p i t ._=,.  l i=t . : . , . , . r i t i rn,J i  en, :u, :h
.*n, :? i . ; - :  f  ,=r  t i r .e i r .  imar4e .e.nci  n,r i  i  t  ic . r . l  c . tp i  te i  .  Tha.ni . i  . r ,*u f . . . f*u,  ic , i l
T i r i : *= '  f t ' r  t* .3, t r i i { - 'g l 'pt  a.n*th* i  ie. :=cn in har.^;  ths U, i .  : , :u lC b,*  ; .  b i , : , :* i - ..an'J t 'et t*r '  emp i r .e i {  I  t -  :n i ; ' .  i .u i ,nnr. te,J inrag*-,=r- . ienl :eci  : . : .p I  t_r l  r=t=.
i r r=. teEi  +f  . i  , ; .=. t  i i .gciet . : .

Acr,=i- ' i i r ig t '= t i i *  i ' l *+, ;  Yir . r ' ;  T i i ' , r* . : . ,  ip,r f ,  , : i  the t*F,  t i r r .ss i* . : .Ci*r=.  , : i
'J l ' j i l i  nai ;E ic 'ng'=. t .=. ; - : . j i r r  g i i *=.  tc,  th+: i . : ,* .  t i+ th, :=.*  t i . r i f , ,  the ni ! i t * . ; - . i ,
h; ' f . i ' i i  i i - :*r '  i idal{ ' :  i ]a i  er ' , t r  P* i - . i , :1 i .3.r t* i - . , :  i : .  the i , : r .gr*r .  i r r .3. i - i .3.r ]sr .  . : r t  t i - tei l . , - r i ; : - ' , l l ' : l -=.  b*t t l  i r r , l  t r  j  a.nt  in ia j i r :a.r . . ! . r_rr j - r . .  ThE Cther j  ee. ,J*r .  r*h, :  h.=. . :
; r r .3. i - i .3.r l8d i , :  Fr j i l  i , i ,A.  : .uFFr, : , r .  1 i i r  in* pa=. i  ! ._=. .3.  =.uac*.=. .=. iu j
i:u':. i n F.:.=.t?i.3.n .

* t - ' t ' - i r ' . ,  
'1 ' :E* 

i : : r 'u= ,  ; .  i '=;- ' i r r*r '  ; i ; . r rd in i  s. t .3 ! .=.  the th i i - , , j  l j t i t : j  l * . : , . ,Jer. .  i i *
I  =.  .=. .  UiJ, i ! t r . - ts i  r

l * r ' i :aF=. i t  i ' : .  r .* i '=* i , : ,  c, :ncer je tn i . t  tn, :  u. , ; ,  i i  . i . r  , : rs. : . r r  e, :  r . :F t f :e
: i i : : ' : *  ; ' t  i i '=.  t , . - : , .+r l l i=. '  * i i * r -  e; l  r  * \ , 'en th* f ' lg i , . r  . ;g i . i , ;  T;me=. E.3. t ,=.  i ! - ret  t i rEi- ; .  : ;  '  i : , i - ' r* i i  n i - r  e 

- i  

i  , :a. i - . ' l '= L; .u nu t  i i f  the cr ,n t i - . .e.=.  : !e{ .3.u.=.e , : f  n i  . : .
r ' *F,ut ; . t i ,=n f  , : r -  L,r- . ' ; t * .  I  i t r '  in H:ni : - r re. .=. .  i . ib i ,J.  j

- : rq ' i ,=,  r : .  , . r rar :a,3ir i ,1 : i :  ; r .** i*  i i=.  , f t { jn Uf. i*  g,ur,  1 i :
: - ' *  I  ; . t  i : , i i=.  I  e. i , : ; r "=i- :  ip.  Th;. t  I  *a.d+r.=. i . r  i r  , j *e-= n,=t  t r : r -me f  r . , :m th* {c,rnrer
S,: , - i 'n:a.  i . ia i ic , r ia l  :Juai-d,  tut  i t  ,J*e.-  r , : ,m* * : r r iu=i+* i i ,  { r , :m i i r  , .=,
: .* . t '  i  ta. i  i  =- t  r  i  . : . - : .=. ,  u lh- : . t  a.  r , :  i  n;  l  , ienr* ,

r! i= l irn':ri '1T i i. jT=Rl".J*Ti'.:r l. jFrLI::;-:.1*t;=l{El... jT i i t i i l :  : i  + it::: i i irt j i .. j I.: jr
i lFj ' i ; i-!F ='r{*T ,-,F'+r.1i111=1 :i i-; gi.;;t a*= i i jr_TUeAL REL.rrl i l=jrl i , j  i i i . i i j  i ..: j€i.,, iF-: THEl]LrE'r=i.lr ':i*li i =: iil'...r: ii-i *i.ji: r._:ii I i,iii *:l ir*TF ,,]fri i r*,,_ i 5T , l.,iE FiHE

- 
i ' ' i=; ' j : :F i ; . r - iF - : i i * r -  Fi iF: i "JEt) : : r i . j  . ] t - r*=i :F:  i=T, i :?. ; :_ i  *= Ti ]E F:=, . , r tL i iTI , , : i l . . . . iAF:T

.i:;Tf!, ir jg:-i: i i ' i*L:ir i- it: ir i=i ' iEi.... ir i7!?:,",,-;, Fi=ii*i. lEti i : i{ ir..1i rl i . i  l , l*i i :_1T, 1F84,i . i - -1; : ' ' i '  i i *=: ' j i - l  r i i= T* * l ' jY i i r* ig; .  r - -Fir i* l . i l i rar : , l l ' . . i ,  i :1.- .1: i r . j  i . . l= i . iEEF:t  *Fl=
i.;rl iF!i: :: : i  i  =i. i5 , i. i i lr *t1=t i i*i.- i= , *i.. i l i  Tii=FiEFi:rF;= *r--i- irI;Li:
i i.iTeFil.i*T j,,:jl.irti I :_:;i'-i Ft5 fi GUI [] i f,;il; ii : :-ii Lrl.;,

Ti . i= i - r" ! I i ' i j  =TEi iTEs"r  =r: i*  i= i j r : ! i , ' , jTI f f {  Is i -pEi" i I : : i iE,-  i i . j  * l , i r i -
: . ' :FEi iHl i ;1T r i i i l j  * .1. i : : - i - t I :* IT&FiI=T Ei :L l f ,*T: i l | . . I *L i . .Jr lF:Fi .  FAFIT r : rF TH*Ti. ' jrJFji i :: l  r i l  tr l ' i=r-lt:. i  i .1*F:,: iI ' ' i f ' t-L=i'. i i i ' i I :- l i . i  i .. i i ir l iEi, i i i ,,t AF{Ar i. iei r: iF ;r:. iF;FEr,JT
=i..;=i '.. j=:l = r, i.J.t i i l  i iE-i i-; Ei,,rEFj'r 'r-i"1jtr Tt l,: iTF:I FUTf , ' i-. i I l .. i  f. j :_lTE=,, *E pApT nFTiEiSj i ' ! !r::F:F; *r--ir: i i ; ' ; ; ia THE r::UEREi'. iT i. i lntLD tjf iR *i, j i : THE Et:ruFir:=E fiF THriTi i*Ft .
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Chinese capi ta l ism update

CHINA BREAKS WITH LENINIS THEORY OF TMPERIALISM
The governing communist  Part .y of  china recent ly abandoned i ts v iewthaE worLd war is inevi t 'able as r l "g-"J there are advanced capi ta l is tcountr ies.

peace" wf t -E-m6E than 40 schorars in at , tendance.
?: i j in?,  leview announced Ehar-  China had hetd i rs f i rst .  "  symposium

According to Bei j ing Reviewr Deng Xiaoping , ' latel

li::' l:i;ii;: ;; ;;;' 0"3. ^i.'lliu'il3'i'l::';3' " i ::;i I. 3i: :'"3.:u:have changed this v iewpoint ."
table.  Now we

Lenin r  the leader of  the Russian Revolut ion in 7gI7r herd that

I5 ' : l : : r : :1t : . : : '  
accordins ro Lenin would i_nevirabt"" ; . ; :T: ; ' ; ; " ' " .

rediv ide the wor1d.
Unti l  the SovieL leader

Marxist-Leninist .  countr ies aI
social ist  revolut , ion .

Khruschev took po$/er in the l95os, the
I  held that  wor ld war could onJ.y 

" t"p 
wiLh

since the 1g50sr however,  the soviet  union has propagated
"peaceful  coexistence" and "detente'r  wi th the advanced capi ta l isLcount,r ies of  the West.

Likewise, t .he Chinese communisE party (  ccp) now says,"revorut ionar ies today shourd noE use hrar to advance social istrevolut ion'"  To do so would mean "" tha common ruin of  the cont,endingclasses'  , '  according to the CCp.
Instead of  revolut , ionary war the CCp says r  , '$re musE, concentrat ,e onst,opping the highly dangerous nuclear arms race., ,The ccP emphasized that rhi rd wor ld countr ies that  recent ly wonnat ionar indepenoence do not support  superpo$rer geopor iL ics.  , , iheyconst i tute an overwherming rorce'roi  p""" .  h i therto unknown inhist ,oFfr ' ,  according t ,o tn6 CCp.
rn a related development,  china demobi l ized one mi l l ion sol .d iersin an ef foru to spur the economy. (@, 6/9/86)

PRIVATE ENTERPRTSE BRINGS CRIME AS SIDE EFFECT IN CHINA"cr imes by pr ivate entrepreneurs have increased over the past two
i i i | i ; r i " i .o: ;" t t "  

cases amons thenn have also sone ,p. , ,  (ghir"__o" iu,
rn 1985'  385 people wi th pr ivate businesses went Lo pr ison or

i ; i l?: : "Ei 'on 
camp for var ious senrences. Thar f isure is double

Divorces were sald Eo increase eo a Lotal  of  r44 per year in 1gB5amongst pr ivate businesses-

the . ; : l : "3" i i ; . "" i?; l ; : i  
pr ivate business since rhe laEe le7osr, ,  says

on

as

"Their  convict , ions
propert ,y r  evad ing t ,axes,
stolen goods. "  i  fo lO. ) '

wele mainl  y for  st .eal  ing sta te or pr iva Le
threatening cusEomers and buying inO sel l inq

4B



chi ldren in June because of  exam and homework pressure
7/8/86)

JORDAN CLOSES PtO OF'FTCES
Jordanian sordiers c losed of f ices of  pro and ant. i -Arafat ,  fact ionsof the pLO in Amman. (China Dai ly ,  7/g/g6, p.  

- i i j

CHINA DAITY: " I ' IENTAL ILIS ON THE RISE IN SHATIGHAI ' I
According to shanghai ts LiberaE, ion Dai lyr  'othe number of  theciryrs mental  pat ients has exceeded r0or0oo or 11.35 per 1r000 people.This consEituces 

I  55-9 percent increase over the f igure in 1g7g.,u(china oai lv,  7/9/BO, p.  3)
In 1982r China averaged I  mental  paLient per IOO people.  However,

; ) ; : ; r ; : 'o:" t l  
I  bed ror everv 14o 

'encar pat ients.  i  cr ' , in i -ouiry,
Experts said Ehat schi .zophrenia and mental  depression have r isenbecause of  neur-pressures to do wel l .  in exams and business.one school  d istr ict  in shanghai . lon.  had four suic ide aEtempts by

30 percent of  the 'cases of
"  (China Dai lyr  7/9/86l

.  (  china Dai l  v,

abnormal

t ,hac---Tff i l f l l -only has 515OO beds for i t ,s
Shanghai is Chinars largest c i ty.

China Dai ly poinrs out thaE psychiatry as a profession did noE
exist-TiTiT-GEnt ly in China. (  ro iO. t

PERUVIAN REGTI ' IE MASSACRES SENDERO ]PRISONERS
Social  democrat and President Alan Garcia feted fel low social

democrats and "democrat ic social isus" f rom Lhe world over in Limar
whi le his repressive apparatus massacred surrendered pr ison rebels.

The regime has acknowledged thaE guards shoc at  least  a hundred
rebels at  c lose range in cold blood. The exposure of  th is
wel l -wi tnessed events has resul ted in the resignat ion of  the Just ice
MinisEer Luis Gonzalez Posadar a f r iend of  Garciats,  and the dismissal
of  General  Andres Maximo Lira of  the "Ehe parami l i tary Republ ican
Guard pol ice force."  (Ctr ina Oai ly,  7/2/86, p.  S)

Also,  one hundred g-ui iFdFEEe-under arrest , .  At ,  th is t ime, i t  is
not c lear how Ehis wi l l  af fect  conE,radict ions wi thin the rul ing regime.

Cit ,at ions of  the China Dai ly in th is issue of  MfM Notes refer t ,o t ,he
Engl ish language version issued in Bei j ing.

CHINAIS PREMIER HAILS YUGOSTAVIA
Premier Zhao Ziyang said that  Yugoslavia provides an , , inspir ing, '

example for  China ro fo l low. (q41na qqi ly,  7/8/86)
China Dai ly said t .haE rugodlEi t l - f f i? i lappl ied the basic pr inciples

of l " larx ism to create social ism in i ts count,ry.
zhao a. lso praised yugoslavia for  leading the way in the

non-al igned movement.
fn the ear ly r6Osr China issued polemics t ,hat  denounced yugoslavia

for fo l lowing the capi ta l is t , - road. Soon af ter ,  China condemned the
Soviet  government in s imi lar  terms.

The Cultural  Revolut ion (1966-76) started as a struggle between
two fact ions in the ccP--one that.  favored Soviec or yugoslavian
reformsr the ot .her that ,  sought a new path of  c lass struggle to lead
social ist  construct ion .

DIRECT INVESTMENT IN CHINA INCREASES
Foreigners invested $5.95 bi l lL ion in china in 1985.

12ot f rom rhe year before.  (gei j ing neview, 4/28/g6)

NEW LAW IN CHINA ALLOWS BANKRUPTCY OF ENTERPRISES

A survey " found near ly
behaviour involved chi ldren.

The phenomena is so new
mental  pat ienCs; even though,
(  rb id.  )
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nThe law is intended to encourage CompeCit ioni-afloh;{nq*---"---*** '*---?'r"=.rT1q-Iu
enterpr isei  to succeed or be el iminaiedr t ius serving; i i - 'an7:tnCent lve Ff  i l f ito improve management.  r t  appl ies to sE,ate-onneo i i " ru uu weII ; ; - ' -  gEF;
others and is seen as a fur t ,her big.st ,ep in the bld to ismash the olron g 'Uf l , 'X
r ice bowlr  that  has protected inef  f  ic tent  enterpr l :ses.r ' : ,  (china p" i i ; ; t  f i  *  

e ?
6/L7/86, p.  1)  , ' -  '  - - - - r ' r  

^gg^In the pastr  the state c losedr meEg€d or reorganized enterpr ises FeEEin the red. E E{ E
The f i rst  factory to go bankrupt by the let t ,er  of  the law was in -R 8-

Shenyang of  L iaoning Province. el  
- l

The factoryrs assets are going to be div ided amongst z lg E * 3 
" ;credi tors.  The employees except for  the handicapped are to lose their  #*2jobs. q s ar

The unemployed wit l  receive 75\ of  their  or ig inal  r lages for s ix E g A
months and then 30 yuan a month ehereaft .er .  30 yuan is abouL a th i rdor one-quarrer of  a worker r  s mont.hly wage. (  crr ln3r Dai ly,  B/5/86r p.
3)

The bankruptcy law is important for  i ts  impl icaEions withinMarxisL theory.  compet i t ion amongst capi ta l is ts is Ehought to cause
] 'an:  anarchy of  product ion"--overf i roduct ion (  f rom capi ta l is ts
try ing to undersel l  each oEher)r  tne business cycle,  af ,"  search forthe cheapest techniques of  product ion r  the un.* i loyment of  workersaccording to LhaL search and imperial ism.

-  Compet i t ion amongst capi ta l isEs resul ts in imperial ism because i tweeds 'out  the weak and creales capi ta l isE giants-- i ronopol ies.  Thecompet i t ion of  mult inat ional  corporat ions [ tays i tsel f  out  in ] rar  asEhe ul t imate form of compet i t ion f rcr  cheap laLor-pow€rI  natural
resources and markets.

I t lu l t inat ionals f ind that ,  t .hey can inf luence the state to go to r . rarfor  their  good. In Ehe preparat iornsl  mdn! make a good prof  iE in
sel l ing armatnent.s Lo the st ,at .e.

STUDENTS AT TIANJIN UNIVERSTTY ATTACK AFRICAN GUESTS
Science ?nd technology students at  Tianj in Universi ty of  Tianj inr

china r ioted for f ive hours t lay 24Eh af t .er  an Afr ican party on campus.

The r iot ,ers Ehrew rocks,  br icks and bot, t les at  the bui ld ing the
Afr icans sere in.  (  fnternat, ional  l teralg_Tribune, 6/6/861

ft  Eook t i l l  t - ta nistry issued a
statement in apology. (  Ib id.  )

Whi le both whi t ,e.and Black foreign student,s in Tianj in enjoy
pr iv i leges that the Chinese students do notr  3rOO0 Chinese ral l ied only
agai .nst  the Afr icans.

At,  neighbor ing Nankai  UniversiEy foreign student,s cal led t ,he c i ty
pol ice for  protect ion in a related incident.  The pol ice said t ,hat  i t
$tas not their  business. Some academic administrators at tempted but
fai led t ,o divert  ant i -Afr ican r iot ,ers

The Government author i t ies have asked Ehe Afr ican studenLs t ,o
return to campus from their  embassies in Bei j ing.  Many hoped to
transferr  but  eventual ly ret ,urned to Tianj in.  The Afr ican students
walked hal fway to Bei j ing f rom Tianj in for  fear of  their
safety before author i t ies intercepted them. The st .udents insisted on
vis i t ing their  embassies in Bei j ing and managed to speak to the press
upon their  arr ival  there.

US NATTONALIZES FIRST BANK
Business weakness in the energy industryr  r€61 estate and

agr icul ture has resul ted in a number of  defaul ts and slow downs in the
loan business. Many banks are scraping by.

The Federal  Deposi t  Insurance corporat , ion of  the U.S. Government
bought a 55t share of  BancOklahoma Corp. Eventual ly,  the U.S. wi l l
probably purchase the whole bank as the losses of  investors are
atrsorbed bv taxoavers -
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noWe wi l l  see a bunch of  nat ional ized banksrrn said one banking
consul tant .  (Asian Wal l  Street Journal ,  8/21/86r p.  1)

The U.S. nding pof icy of  not
nat, ional iz ing banks; however l  recent bankin$ ai lment,s have resisted
tradi t ional  f ree market cures.  Inr  ef fectr  the government and very
large banks can not,  do wi thout each other.  I f  one large bank goes
underr  i t  wi l l  s tar t  a wave of  defaul ts.  one federal  of f ic ia l  says of
bai lout ,s r  "  "we may have no choice. , r"  (  f  OiO. l

RURAL UNEMPLOYMENT NECESSITATES CAPITALISM IN CHINA
fn the rural  areas of  one ci . ty in the southeastern area of  China

unemployment was 7Ot of  2.3 mi l l ion person workforce. As a resul t  of
Ehe unemplotment l  the Chinese government has heralded t l te- l i r ing_of
laborers by pr ivat .e employers.-  "There are 13rOOO households employing
42rOO0 labourersr 2 percent of  the rural  workforc€.rr  (Cnina Dai lyr
8/L5/86r p.4)

Most of  the workers in the area are engaged in handicraf ts and
smal l  domest, ic i tem product ion.

27+ of  the employers are members of  the Communist  Party.
A nurnber of  d i f ferent of f ic ia l  media organs of fered just i f icat ions

for the pr ivate hir ing of  labor.  Some went so far  as to say that the
pr ivat ,e hir ing of  labor was inevi table in an imnature stage of
social ism. (  Ib id.  )

CONFUCIUS AIDS CHINA I  S MODERNIZATION DRIVE
"Confucian thought is appl icable to our modernizat ion dr iver ' r  said

Kong Lingpengr an acadenic of f ic ia l .  "Confucius is no$t assessed as a
great th inker statesman and educator in China's history. t r  (Cnina
Dai lyr  8/5/86r p.  5)-How does one run a large staee with a big populat ion according to
Conf ucius? ' r  Enr ich the people .  "  "  f ' lhat  af  ter  they are enr iched? "
"Educat,e them." (  Ib id.  )

In react ion to th is dialogue Kong said:  "  oOur country is now
embarking on economic reforms in a bid to enr ich people r  but  much
stress has been la id on educat ion. ,  Doesn' t  thaE fal l  in l ine wi th what
Confucius said?r r  (  Ib id.)

'oIn China $re underwent a reEressive per iod when Confucius was
repudiated.r '  ( Ib id.)

CORPORATIST,I  ON THE RISE IN CHINA
According to the Chinese government,r  t ,he urban unemployment rat ,e

was 5.99 in 1979. In 1985r i t  was 1.8t .
The government credi ts the r ise olabor service companies" for  the

fal l  in the unemployment raEe. "Over the past f ive yearsr the
companies have trained and recrui ted 8.31 mi l l ion people and run
210rOO0 col lecLive enterpr ises."  (china Dai ly,  8/5/86, p.  3)

CHINA PRAISES PERU
China praised Peru for  pursuing "peaceful  coexistence" and a sound

forelgn pol icy.  ("Garcia pursues Sound Foreign pol icyr"  Bei j ing
Bgview, 7/L4/g6r p.  1I)

The Chinese press does not refer to t .he MaoisL insurgency in Peru.
"Qhen i t  does ment ion the insurgency i t ,  only edi ts Wescern wire service

. 'peports about "rebels" or ' ,  terror isLs" in peru.
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chinars praise did not,  ment ion internal  problems including t ,he.massacre of  pr isoners Lhree weeks ear l ier .

EPtF NorEs ' rsocrAlrsr  TNTERNATToNAL'r  suppoRT BUT Nor cARerA's MASsAcRE
The Er i t rean Peoplets Liberat ion Front (epLr)  reportect  that  thesocial ist  rnternat ional  (SI)  passed a resolut ion in favor of  Er i t , reanserf-determinat ion at  the srrs Lima conference in June.
Two days before the conference I  the peruvian government massacredover 1oo sendero pr isoners.  The EPLF magazine did not ment ion th isfact .  (  Adul is vol .  I I I  No. 7 r  1986 )

Unfortunatelyr  whi le the EPLF seeks internat ionar ist  supportr
the EPLF cause is of  t ,en narrowly nat, ional ist  in out look.

RESENTIIENT AGAINST MILLIONAIRES UP IN
The Communist  party of  poland ran

nine r ichest people in poland.
one of  the people--rgnacy soszynski--has a food and perfume

company with more than IrOOO employees. (_I4erna! io! !a1 Hlrald Tr ibuner
8/L5/86, p.  t )

. l ' leanwhi le,  18t  of  pensioners and 7t  of  workers l ive below polandrs
poverty 1ine. (  fOiO. ;

CONGRESS APPROVES $100 MILLION MILITARY AID TO THE CONTRAS: t r tHAT DID
YOU EXPECT?

MITTERAND KNEW ABOUT THE PLAN TO SINK THE GREENPEACE SHIP
Two journal ists say that French President Mit , terand approved the

bombing and sinking of  a Greenpeace ship that
k i l led one person. LeMoXd_e, and LrExpress support  the conclusions.
(New York Times ,  e/zW p. zo)-

CHINA TO GO TO SOUTH KOREA GAMES. 
Whi le pol ice f ight  students,  re l ig ious groups and workers in the

streets in South Korea and the government imprisons and tortures
dissidents in a ne$r crackdownr China has chosen to improve relat ions
with Seou1. (Japan Times, B/L7/86, p.  l )

Why?-- in a word t rade between the Lwo count,r ies has advanced to
the point  where both s ides feel  that  re lat ions are holding back
business. For exampler there is no direct  a i r l ine connect ion between
the two count,r ies.
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Unol ' l ' ic inl  l ;orunr ol '  t l rc Maoist lntcnri l t ional ist  Movernent
New Address: N{IM, po Box 3576,Ann Arbor, MI 4g ro6-3s76

ipecial Issue: Prisoners' Corresponclen(
T-wo years ago, MIM Notes (#9) publjslvd leners from prisoners wln had wrinenin- Mun' readers rwted trwt this ias irie of tlte ori* i'r'rns of MIM Notes.At rhat time, MIM Notes stated that LMIM's exisiinc; hh; b";; iiiiia with 1e
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l : ,  Lr . tc,ra Lt tLt  , t .  , t l  t  L"r 'a. t t , t t tut t ( ! t  ) '  pt  t , \ ( ) t tct  J uLr uJJ , r te cutr t t t t  ) , .  ,  nt '  rernutns , ruc us
prisoncrs consistently $.rite in.

Ilerc MIM Notes Ins erccrpted .tonrc correspott(lcnce frorn tlrc last two years.

"wc arc tlrc political prisoncrs of PCE(r) and cRApo irnprisoned in carcel dc Sorla, Spain.
our ror*X;"#f'df,|il],yd 

and long srugglcs against m"loii i.eire, where ** aiJ uy hunger strike

,'rtr dre 
^;,ffl:lltffi;f#ffi#5:'jf,:ij;tff:::t"-:H'uni* 

partv or Spain (reconsrirurc<r)

lOn thc rhcorcticatjoum.al fef ro gct off thc ground_cd.l' uci'g in caPrir iry is a rcnibrc aoveisity, ti,lr aouersitc, o," t.rtr'ot a dragon,s 
'oyarry.,,

"l'm irr lavor of the name .Revolutionary prisoncrs fh"oicticaf Revicw.,, Security conccrns: I,min favor of centralizing c.".ctr$ing ot t pt.tt orn.. uor. rr,.r" i."io-orrur*ce that tre joumar and its
;1liffi;tti"":J?:lff,llne riscist'iLait b"..u," ,r,- '*;;;;;cs are arways go;ni to oppo,"

"Sotttc prisottcrs ltavc cxprcsst:tl thc.abovc conccnrs, and $,0n't rcspond to trc .mcmorandum 
[ogrris.'crs.' 'r hcsc prisoncr.s 

"r" 
r"l,ing *,hy shourd.w. .rilr;;;;r.ru., ,o pcople we don,t know?"Pris'ncrs sltoultl allorv ouLs]rlc io'triburioltl;1fi; in'it. iourrror. Horvcvcr, prisoners shourtrha'c rhc firrar say so as.ro wr*r *,irr rr. p"uiirr,.o i" rr,"1",li""i';"

-A cornradc in prison in thc Nortlrcasu
"I anr rr l 'risoncr hcrc at X 'concctional Facility' *'hich teils 1,ou about the difticurty in rcccivingffifiT::[.:' 

"lli"';.1'i'":ffi:",I;iflurn.r, 
is ue.y r",'r,.,q'r" rhar your uoors anJpubricarions are

i'l':rtsc scnd | ) I lov Euroic (J nclcrdet'e lop-er! Africo,wallcr R9dryr 2) pcru: Information on &cE";'::;i:5-t:j,iiili,'n'^;;:j,ii ot'* w,i,inii'"r'ii"'Eo,th,Fran' Fanon 5)Gnin, wtat rs 7.o
. 

__ Anothcr prisoncr in a ditfcreni slate in the Nortlrcast

"l bclicve in
cornradc r, 

"nu,r,.-,;;,Ul?1,::*,i:il:;,.r,d 
rcqucsr ro rccei,'e on

. ___-_ ison in tf,i"frf ifi,cr;;"." 
rLa{uurr ru rccelVe on a continuous basis any litcraturs.,, _d

I nl  l f l  XX l \ . laximurn Sccuri ty pr ison. I ,m lcxkc.d dow,n .  . . lockcr l_in my ccl t  cxccpt 2 hours
cvcry otlrcr ttay. " --Anorl,,.r.,,,,,r,ut.'ii ,,n rl," N"r;;;:;,ir;.;;i:. l6 days of satary [o purcha.sc titcrarure.

"For scvcral ycars I hal'c bccn nrlfting contact n'ith variorrs organizations of tlrc tcftisvradical (ascrttttlxtrctl . itlt l ltc p'litic:tl structtrc in tlrc u]s.) gcnrc, in an'r,ii",rr, to csurblish tics with onc bcforc I amrclcrtscd frtltn Prison, so Llrat I can dircct rny gnliic"al ,rir.o"i.niin a'oircctco manner on *re bchalf of anorganization that fcels drat tficy could utitize'my energy and work in a conslructive manncr. A construcr.ivenrll 'rrcr to me' bcing dcfincd as my workine in 
-y 

*oy p.*iui"i" .ircumvcnl 
-,i 

.r,-g" ,r,e com.rpr. andincquitabl. p.li1i"x1 antl cconomii ,rtu.tu.i in rrre u.s. . . . i *""r,r'u"liguy ,ppr*iii i" ,, your sending,),c any ,"u,i,jj[";]i??.jfl;; 
nl,ofJlJ", 

ro Et sarvado.. corumuia, culrr.,,-,aii anJ Hi."o,oguu.,,

"l ctr-ioy rccciving your ncwslcttcr Mllvl Notcs and havc hccn faithfully rcading thc sclected lyorlcrol clrrinnarr lr{ixr rvhich y{}u scnt a lcw months ago." -samc .orr*,r" as above
"wc arc rrnitcd by ottr cttrtcavors to rcctiry our rives and t' strivc,for Jusricc! As opp'scd to graftcdffi,l''xi"i {iitl:,ff1}lll' 

w";;;;;;.,ii;n'nou.,isrrcrr. . . *1"',,",r' an kintr.s.,r,rin",",i, stnrggrcs. wcglL'l:l'l .,'i ,'"':"r.1-"ii'i,ilil,:'lliliiil: '*:li'n;"g n,o i'u.;,u"n ,,i.,u,,,..ncss antr unrrcr-sr:rnoing, rhoughr,
,t1ltcrc crrrnrptiorr ii rhc rrr.r*rrcfiy in crrrrc't ,, 

tt 'ul slrallgcllls of salrtt ic rrrlc, wc r;tJ,is";.,i j calcd Amcrica" --Tr* c'rrrrrlcs irr r^c Nrxrlrclrsr 
_...._... orpcnorrry u.c ilrc sulrject ro bias.".J;;;;;i l]brainwa.slrcrt. 

. .

" Lcr mc shte imrncdiatcty rhat on MII!{.Thcory No. z,*For rhe Equarity of rhe Scxes andI ibcration of womcn by Any Mcans Ncccssary." t notJ y"i. ?rrir"-ti"l" shoutd be accepred- women,s
:ffi'iil i.lll.]i;ii :ll,lill[:il1':::"tion 

hv anv mcans rvirrLc 
" tcv ui.ro,v ror any ;;*r;;ifi basctr on

cornmdc ,#;ffii::$,.Tjl 
iopics or .politicat Econorny of Counrcrrevoturion in China., Thanks.,,_A

"Nlcntbcrs of tlrc IrIItrl, grcctings in the strugglc. I rcccive d tlte Wretched of the Earth andwould likc r'cxtctttl l lt:trlks lo you. l ' lris is a vcry itttportant book bcing thrt Fanon's perccptions;f thc psycrr.logy of nc' a'rldorttcstic colonialism all-ccts and pcrlains to peoplcs of coior whcre tJrcrc is a whitc dominant group anrl nonw6ilcsubmissivc Sroups. This is onc reason why whcm a libcration movcmcnt arises out of this social scttingrcvoltrtionnry nationnlisnr rvill hc greatly strcsscd. The rcccnt milirary assautt againsr the members of lrtovE
rv l ts a l . l l l l  r l is : tsrcr .  \ r r . , t t i r l r  Nr i t l * 'est  c. l r t rarrc 

sbq'r")r  Lrrv rrre ' r r r 'er i  t ' t  r l r !  
'  

Y r i  

\O



" l  i l l l l  i l  J) l i \ ( ) l l ( ' t  l l r  t '  i t l  '  l r : r  sf i '+tsfd, , l  c()nlc.  t ro l i r  f f i f f&{\ : r r { l  l r . } \ r .  \ ( , r \  ( . r , r . r , ,  : r r r itmpcr ia l is t ,arrr i -c ' toniat isr lcct i r r rstr , , - : r , f t f iguuS;; i l ; " ; l . l ' ; , * lu, , i i r , : , rn;r l l r l , , , r  
l , : r , , ,  , , , , . , , , r ) r i t , ) l { ,bctlcrprcparccl upon my rcturn k;rnyftr,nic bnl inc lsla t lct E,,. , ,ur,r, l ' I ,r ,r c.rr ire )c.r\ n()., \ ,  1 6rr.. , .srrrr! 'r  r.nurlure the seeds of indepgndencc ar-t rt^ nl", luctire antl r. i l l . le f!r,[r l l l  l1.,r.3rrls 1 i,r ltrt i6n t6 tlr l srrlrt lr:and decept ive colonial  s i t i rat i , tn uf  ,uy, , r . l , , i ' , t ry,  nnr l  evenruatt l '  r r r ' , : , , i i r . r l r r . . , , .  . : , . , . r1,r  orr  lo or l r r . r  r , r  orrr  r  : r r i r r r rbrol l tcr  c ' rn l r ics l r l  r i r l  thr : r r r  

' i  
t l r r . i r  1r , , , , , , , ,1, , i ,  l r rcrr t ; r l i t r . .

Cf,oi*unH:: lUt, , thup;rcrr l 'h i*c l i tcrrr t r r rc inSparr i i t i  I  l ) . r . r r r r l r ; r rc i l1.rr | r , . f  t f r t_ l i t t l r : r , , ,1 lv*,1:ol
"I ' l l  bc glatt to try antt p'1' l ir anl l i tcraturc that coukl lrc rrr r.rrlrrc r. rrc in rhc st.rr:qlc 

' l  
nr'pcople and all pcoples oppresseil t iv opprcssionl Chc, f.fr,r, i i ,. l  C:r,i ' tr l inh, pcrlrq Allrizu C.arrr1,<.'s ctc.. allolthese are personages wh.se r.ri.g"r r u'ourril litc to siu,l1,'i,,,,i,;;

"Abajo con todo intpcrialisrnol'. _A comradc in the Sorrrh

"How has cvcryone thcrc hcen tloing drrring all thcsr. extrcnrr' lr. hrrr. lt corrrl i t irrns rrrrrf i:r I IS
imperial ism? Wcl l  Ihavcnot iccdthcrcisalotofair iv i t l 'out thcrcsortoi l i t :ervhatu,ashapl .cqinsint6c
'60s and '70s even though maybe not as strong or hca.,y as )ct. . . . ,,\s ( 'hairmnn l\ lno has tarrrhl rrs 

'nl 'the people can prevent a nuclear war, but if i t i ialrcady^Ligger.rt h' one or rhe olhcr,tf rh" =;;,;;1,;,,:;;;" '
thenthernasseswi l lhavetot t t rn lhcunjrrstwar inrooi , r . i r . 'ur .  | lonrr t tcr l ro, . , rn:rn), \ r .c: lp( ,p. ;  r l r .  l ;1"1. iqt . ;havc frc pcoplc arc morc p'rvcrfrrl than;rl l rhc rr.capons t.r,p11,, 'r. 

" ' . r "" 'r

"Would i t  bc pssihle f i l r  l r l r  l r t  senr l  nre a. 'o l t r i t , .  I  o l  ( ' ; r ;_. i1;11 [r l r r r  \ l t r r r  1r  y6l  ly  r , l  r r t : r , r . . :
Selccted Works?" [Rcqucstctl scvcr:t l hrxr]:s intl i t:alinq a $irl.,- rl i lrr:,:,,f in!r-r,.,ts f i.orn lh^-f hirrt \r,,rrlr l trr t lr( '
slatc-{d.J

The exCCrpLS abO'rC shr i t rk l  sqyya i ls  arr  insfr i rAt ion [0 l l r r r , , , . r , r r r . : i ( | r . ,  ,1r , ,  l \ r i . . r , r r  , . r . : r l ls .  I r r  r l r i .
prisoncrs' lettcrs, we scc thc urgcncl' of rcroltrl ion antt ltor,, '  l trrr,...[ I 'r.y,1r1;11i,rr1r f .1 rl 'r l  ;g1.1rf 1r11,,r1 f .r '
bchindwhat isncccssary.  Forthosc*,ho*oul t l  saythercisnorcr, , l , r r i^rurrr . , . , . . . rk l r r l rcr l ' r ,^ ; r r ' ,1 ' , . t , , , i t , , ,1
States, that thcrc just isn't anyonc inrercstcrt in rcri l lution, u.e poirrr 1,, q1,,, y,, i: ,,,;;.,; 

'  " "" '

Bqsides thc dirc nccd lor ntorc colnrarJes to dcv0tc auaigl, lo .rt:rniz irrg lhc rcvolrrl inoilr \. l ,rr\(,n(,r (.
there is also the nced lor litcrature and money for that litcrarurc.

Finally, to the prisoners, kccp trp tf ie corres;nndence and if l  orr havc asl:crl f i lr rcr.6l. l ir.r 'rr 'lilerature that you have not rcccivctt. i"riic aca,n.
subscribe to MIM Nofes, 30 cenis nn issre for nrtv tr*tl.,tt.rf is.slr.s.

"Post-revolutionary china arlrl the
Sovigt NEP" Ropri, ' , t  from Rescnrt ' l t  irr [ ,orit ir.rtr I-t orturrtr l ,  rc)B(rThis is a short (16pp) but n' 'el l-c-locumentecl es";11, orr t lr . ,  hiskrri<-al r l i f  [ , ,r. .r.between the tact icai  retreal .  that  L. ,n in i r r i t iatr , , f  i r - i ' , t ,  r l r , ,  l 'J .* .  1.r ' r r . r r r i r .  l , r l i r .yatrc l  the counterrevol t r t ion.goirrg on in C_hina tot lat , .  . l  

l tc  ar t ic le t l r , r . r ro l is l rcsthe.!9ng {egime's ideologicar;"Lt ir i .ui i ; ; . ; ' ; | ; ' ;piral isr.  i .  r le ,ar. , ,  . [socialism. $1.50.

Lo'



stzstrT MIM Notes no.3o
upholding family, propqrty and family

property
The followi.ng is ay essay tg oPe! discussion oia rew *ile. As rhis issue has clear divtsivepltenttal, the reader ts reminded tlnt MIM Notes is an tnfficialfor* 

--

As the details of the nugy Y_ case_ came oug the New Jqk Ti--.1 reported that the opinion offeminists on the case was 9n]ir N9O that the court has made its aeciiion,'iii""r"r from an articlein Off Our Backs that feminist opinion has consolidated in favor of tfre naruraf 
-otfr"iruf-ur,tBethWhitehead, who agreed to a surrogate mother contract with Willia- St"-, *fto contributed thesperln.

On narrow grounds, New. Jersey Superior Court Judge Harvey R. Sorkow ruled that thesluro^g^ate mothgr must uphold the termsbf the contract tJsel baUy tvt to ttri natural father for
$10'000. The feminist newspapel Off Our Backs criticized ttris niting ana argueO that the"biological P$"t:tights mus-t k protected and not be considered d;rp;;;ft-bt;ir;;lf a piece
of paper." (Debra Ratterman, "whitehead vs. Sperm," off our Backsi s/gif
^ . 

C"n44y no communist should-argue that a deal is a deal and contract"unOo capitalism arefair, so this argument seems a good one.
However, Off Our Bacls points out that the welfare of the child is often important in custodv

battles as-!!ey currently 9f9 place in the United States. On- these gtoon-or, no ffi h.; il,!]i;#.case that whitehead would be a better mother than Elizabeth Stern] Or anlione did, sorieone
would stand up for a woman's "right" not to bear children, her "rig6g"' o u'"ute"t ;d ; il;;right"
to adopt srurogate children.)

Indeed, Elizabeth and William Stem.eryh male six-digit salaries. Under capitalism, it would
be hard tg argue that Whitehead would do bener for the wErare of the ;hiid. 

-

. Ceyat$Y'O{?yPac[s is right that the court decision was funaamentaUy class-biased, butwhat else is new? Off Our Backs does not systematically develop ttris insiifrt,'which is in ,eatiw anincipient criti.qye of$e.family/cqsh nexuslhder capitalism. f it'aiA, O-Oii;'.;H h;;;;;;;i#,
that neither side of thislyjF i"g nlo-famil.r struggie is worth supporting. 

-

Unfortunately: S" Off Our Babks position boiF down to the piiul"g?a position of women inreproduction: "A full-terrn pregnancy- Can hardly compare with a i"o..,itury'ejaculation. The iudee
1g:59{ this insight when rre aescriue-a surrogate mothbrs as'an;G;;i;dftil;;"hi;i.i"(rbid.)

This is another principle th-at communists have heard before: I did the work, so I deserve theproperty. Usullly, workers and socialists.make this argument against.upitufiiir who claim u risttt9 T+9 aprgfrt, but off our Backs implies that a perion (babv)-rttouiaile u**ala * p6ffii;the biological rnother by virtue of her hard work o bear thb ctriia
And then there were the Sterns. With millions of starvin-g children across the globe, WilliamSteln wants t9 rfy $10.,000 plus court costs to obtain a child"withhir trrd;;lar genes.
!{yy.tt for both sides estimate that costs will go over $250,000 ;;"h;;;;rdfi[io tt 

" 
N"*York Times.

over in the Dark Ag9s,.ftg lop-". still opposes conception by any means but the old-fashionedmissionary-p_osition method. Yetf his less-extreme pro-iamilyiotto*.rr 
"- 

*t help dafi;i-;h;whole.Baby M-case perversely pleasing. In this *edia specticle, wrretrrer one takes the side ofwhitehead or srern, one takes the pro-family, children-ai-property side.
Much of the coverage given 9v tte mass media concetnedihe j;dfications of Stem andwhitehead for their extremist actions on behalf of their properry.

. Stern promised $10,000 and the cost of.lawyers to <iUdo a"child with his genes. Whiteheadthreatened to kill herself and Baby M, also in th-e name 
"f 

r"-ity, f rfr" OiJ iJt get custody.The Sterns have broken new frontiers in reactionary thoughipf u"r*g-frf"niuri" pJiuao-science to bearon the question of Whitehead's mothering capiuiufi"r, *?ir?f,r. trtr uaidity-of trerproperty claims.
Whitehead's lawyers implied that Eliz.abeth Stem, who is 41, was unwilling to make thenecessary sacrifices of her career as a pediatrician to bear and care foi;;hilA'i"*t; aiiput"athat Stem's case of multipre sclerosis was a good 

"nough;il;|o1;;;#il,,jil;;!iffi.i}

MrM, Po Box 3sr6. Ann Arbor. Mr 48106-3s76 \&,
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her own. This argument amounted to saying that women who pursue careers are not good
mothers.

One gets the sense that if Whitehead were in the position of the Sterns, she would do the exact
same thing. Ultimately William Stern and Mary Beth Whitehead only want the same properry
rights.

This is a case where the rhetoric of rights--"biological mother's rights"--has not only obscured
an issue, it has caused Off Our Backs to take an incorrect political stance. What sorely needs
critique in the Baby M case, is the selfishness of the adults seeking their very own kids with their
very own genes.

The ridiculous behavior of Whitehead and Stem only proves that raising children should not be
left to individual parents, who tend to have children to fuliill their own ,-bitions. Children will
only be.freg of tle quirkiness of their-private owners when raising children is recognized as a
responsibility of societ),, not the family.

Ruling class worries about "left" trend in China
China-watchers are-currently worried that$e Deng Xiaopigg clique qay have lost state power

to a groxpof senior officials headed by Peng ZJten. Suppostialf thesi officials are substanti^allv 
--

more Maoist in outlook and even wear Mao suits at public funciions as if to contrast ttremsefuei
their peers in Western suits.

Genuine Maoists, however, should b: ryry. Peng Zrerr may be nominally to Deng's left, but
so was Hua Guofeng, ylto arrested llao's followers--the Gang bf f'our. Inde-ed, eengZhen wtJ
the. first TaJ-oI target of the Chinese Cultural Revolution. As mayor of Beijing, he supiressed
writings by Mao for the press (with or without the sanction of thd Central eorimineeiiris author
does not know), allowed veiled criticisms of Mao in the arts and uied to sidetrack the Maoist
counterattack in academic debate before he was finally overthrown.

Also, in afiue and interesting anicle, Edward Gargan of the New York Times has found an
9ve_r! two-line stnrggle in the Chinese Communist Party. ("Mao's Home Pnovince Proves
Sfubborn," New York Times, 5/26187,p. 6) Apparently, Hunan officials knew that Westerner Hu
Yqolang _ryas-to lose_his job as General Sesret*y of ttte party before other officials and said ;ir 

-

qubllc: "'We kn€w Hu Yaobang w€g-oing down,' saidWg{g Hui, a depury secretary general of
F: Y_,ln- provincial_government ..'We were not surprised Ecause HuYaiobang toiaj-irtukri,'
Mr. Weng said- 'Hu Yaobang did not oppose those who wanted Westernizationl ttrat caused
some unpleasant things in China."' (Ibid.)

Furthermore, "in February, tIuI* party gfficials ordered the province to take as is'two maior
taskJ ine flSF against Western influen-ce and the increase in econbmic production '; GUia.i

.O. $e.r leftist signs in Hunan are that tlre go-veryment is still run by thb pany and noijuiiUy
qualified gTpe-rts; stydents anend political study classes and factory 'fuorkers aiso engag6 in 

J
intensive ideological work

While the fall 
"fF.o 1a9bq8 marks a stnrggle against the Right in China, Deng Xiaopine hasjust recently anacked the lefr. H€ reponedly s{} tlra[qhe "main sLuggle strouio ue [!^in51'd1i 

'^*
leftist trend within the party." (Ibid.) Meairwhile in Hunan, "the mifi tare;fi Hun"an is to
educate Sg_p"gpt" to take.the right path, to follow socialism," accoraingiS m. Wiri. 

- -
It is difficult to assess. how ginuine the above indications are of a rdrrrgence of Maoism inCJtT"- It may be worth the reader's while to look up this Times article theilselveJ unJituy on topof the press.

u.S. desperately intimidates members of its bloc to support contras
"The.campaign against Mexico, Arge.ngna Pa1arya, bbsa Rica ana Honduras suggests thatprotf,cting-c-ontraaid was such an overriding ggal.of the admllstrapion ttrat irgovem"& nJ*fy ail ofthe United States'contacts with its neighbors in the Western Hemisph"r""; fd.troit fiee i#si- 

--
5/L0/87,p. l2a)

This is strjng and frank talk for a mouthpiece of the bourgeoisie, but clearly the press musrreport the desperation of the government in its efforts ro rall-y ttre tiS Ufoc agJinit the Soviet blocand the Latin American peoples.
As usual, information on iovert operations by the U.S. government casts many previous actionsin a different light.

Minority capitalism is still peanuts
In an article on minority e.tlFepp.nqgs, the wall Street Journal offers the sratistic that minoriw-owned banks have assets totalling $4.1 billion, "triple the 1976;;il--;g*;i;;;ilbffiffi9;
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than the rate of all banks." (3/25187, p. 31) Of course, compared with bank assets of white
America, the minority banks have but peanuts. Still, one shoirld not underestimate the illusion that
even such limited success will create. The--example of Black business successes may influence
people towards imitation despite the overalll statistical picture. The job of communijts here is to
point out there is only such much room in the capitalist class and the success of the handful comes
at the expense of the broad masses of people.

Aquino sti l l  in bind
Altttough her parry qe_ems headedro winning 24 out of 25 seats in a Parliamentary election, ir

SPpe-ars that Marcos and Juan Ponce Enrile supporters may be enraged by not winnirig the role of
loyul oppgsition in $9 government. Aquino supporters reportedly fiopai that formerbefense
Minister Enrile would at least win his seat.

At the same time, Aqui.no !a1 suddenly o-rder_ed paramilitary groups to disband. They had
become.very PJev.alenlrs the right org-qniz{ t9 fighi the New ee-ople s Army, which is s!mi-
llpisl in inspiration. Church leaders li{ened_$e paramilitary gouirs to death'squads in El
Salvador. (tns Angeles Times, 3ll7/87,p. l) ^ I

Meanwhile in an interview with themagazing lran in Resistance, a supporter of the New
P_eople'lsaid thatthe NPA was wondering whether Aquino would tutn oui to be a Duarte or an
Ungo. Duarte is the liberal fascist Christian Democrat who rules El Salvador on behest of the
landlord class and U.S. imperiulit*. Ungo^ is 1 formeq member of the Salvadoran governmenr
who now serves as political spokesp-erson forthe r-ebel organization called the FMiN. Ungo and
Duarte share much cornmon political history, but they have ended up on different sides in tlie civil
war.

This line of thinking implies that El Salvador and the Philippines require democratic, anri-
feudal revolutions and that tJngo an{-possibly $eu4o can serve in major roles as part of that
revolution. Another somewhat conciliatory poinrof viery would be thit Ungo and Aquino are
members of the national bourgeoisie, but they cannot lead the new democradc revolufron.
.-. Currently,-the NPA ppargntSr belie-ves that-Aquino may continue to hold powerin a shaky

alli4p6s with the ultrarightist faction of landed clasies and bireaucratic capitaliits. On the other
hT.d,.thg may alienateler rightist allies to such an extent that she may haie to ally more firmly
with theleft and push for a genuine anti-feudal, bourgeois orhew derirocratic revolution.

Maoists have to wonder how it is that ungo can be the political leader of revolution in El
Salvador. Isn't his social democratic ideology too conciliati,rry to lead revolution? On the other
irand, if real power resides with the militaqrieaders of the FI\,tr N and not Ungo, then are these
leadersleading political.*o$ il$"_organization on a correct basis? Some peSpie at MIM have
concluded not. The.analysis of El Salvado.r Tq 4e P_lrilippines by analogy may be a signincant
line of demarcation between Maoists and the NPA. {he qirestion-is how-genuiire ttte sfiiggi"i i"
El Salvador and the Philippines arc and qre they sufficient to setback impEriatism and the land.lord
class and at least advance the nvo countries to iapitalist democracy.

These issues deserve further discussion.

Prisons are exploding in population and crime
. .Imagine a. sqlall town of less than 20,000 where in the last few weeks, a police officer and

civilian were indicted for murdering another civilian; two civilians were shot'in another incident
qO.m: state govemment just released a fport^gnticizing $" to*l poh-c9 for bnrtality. fft" u"eiug"
of violent incidents is 35 per 9uy ryd polide officers are-often guilry of drug abuse.

...All this is despite a groyth-in the town government budget"frotir $tso ftirion in 19g0 to $500mil]ion today. Even Pat Robertson would. find this intoleiable and say ttrat ttre town shouldreplace its gov_eln!rcntr agh!? _ This small town i: !!r p!!oq system of New york Ciiy. in"U.nGa1gr, " The Jail Bomb ricks Louder and Louder," Neri york rime s, s/9/gi),p. 15)
The crimes committed are by the government, perhaps bener described'as oiganir6a crime.

Those crimes in the prison systgln noicommitted directly by the srare are still abJtted Uy *t" iiate,which seems to thrive on creating conditions for crime. - -

official unemployment dips to 6.2vo (New york rimes,5/9/g7, p. l)

Israel represses internal critics
Israeli P$!ce shut down the Alternative lnformation Center in Jerusalem for allegedly

$PPQr-nng Palestinian terrorism. No evidence of armed stmggle by the group *ur available in theNew York Times article Q/18187 _o. 6\

\l)?



The police seized documents and copying machines.
The center is composed of Jews and Arabs critical of the Israeli human riehts record.
At the same time, Israel bannedvisiton including journalists from rowns In the occupied West

Bank territory. (Ibid-)

Soviets suffer in "their Vietnam"
30,000 Soviet soldiers have reportedly died in fighting in Afghanistan. (New york Times,

2ll8/87, p. 7). For those who say that the Soviets wlil move in ihere the US pulls out,wi-s-av
let them and theyll pay the consequences of the hatred of peoples in their anti-imperiutiai rmrg6..

Homelessness rises
The U.S. conference of Mayors reported that homelessness increased by an average of 3LVo in29 major cities.
Estirnates of hoXrl^e;:.1":,t^9g,"_,to- 2.5j,OW byrheReagan_administration to 3 million bythe committee for creative Non-Violence. (Los Angeles Timjs, snat8f,i.+j-

Robert Dube was a phony

,_-l"l9.,1qcan police recruited Robea.Qu\ lo.pose as a militant studenr anti-aparttreid leader totnttitrate the Soweto Youth Cgngreg and the African Nationql Congress undergr6und- Dube
toured the West to givespeech.e_s, _Charles Mabasa and Vusi Gqobiwere also p"olice informers thar
hadhigh responsi^Qility in.thg ANC. AII six national leaden of ihe Congress oi South African
Stude-nts- (coSAS)rryereinformers. (Los Angeles Times, 5/6197,p. 1) -

MIM provides this information as a reminder that a certain amounf of paranoia is justified.

US gets further into Gulf war
. Having suppliedarrrs and 11litary intelligence to $e panicip_ants in the han-kaq war, the USimperialists_ wqe lot content. Now they warii to put 4ryil.f" hags oo f".aiti oif=sh#,;; rlr;if han attacks the Kuwaiti ships, il witl 

-be 
anackiirg the US flag. 

e

There is an element of competition here becausd the Kuwaids have already received Sovietprotection for some ships.
In addition, "Defens€".lecretary_Ca_spgr Weinberger pleaded with Arab countries to allow US

y$itg bases near the Gulf so *rai the tiS could proiect itripping tanes. Crv"* vo* Ti;;;, 
' - -

5/25/87, p. 1)

Seven revolutionaries already in prison
Of the eight-revolutionaries charg{ with sedition that MIM-Notes reported on in the lasr issue,seven 

-" 
4"?9y in p-ns91. The ne* indicrnents are for bompqg_s_of .o'rpoiution, mititary ano 

-'
courthouse buildings in Westchester and various other places in fry anAfftaiiachusetts.

9j" gf the eigtrt has been convicted for killing a Ntiw Jersey s1are EooDer."The latest indictrnent says the defendants deiribe ttremsliiein5;#;i;tionary anti-
q"p9-n+st organization'and-refer to themselves as the Sam tvtetviUe-fonattran jackson Unit andthe United Freedom Fronl"

"Sam Melville YP a *ai"4 prisoner killed in the 1971 Anica prison uprising. JonathanJackson was one of three San Qrientin inmates killed in rgZO.; (fii; iori-Til""r, 5/Z2lg7, p. g,t
As an assistant US Attorney explained in regards to therackeieerint;a;rdiiilU;;;;i;;'

used against the defendants, "thereis no restricfion in the use of ttre staiG U;#;;il;r"";;;"or"of the enterprise." (Ibid-) Laws passed under ttre guiie oi ngnti"g otg-ir"J;-" have ended uphaving far broader uses.
Having already convicted the defendants for the bombings and killing of the state Eooper, thestate pressed the new charges just to link together previous Eonvictionr ina"i n"* charges ofconspiracy.

7'rKevrcws:
n Xr:.lgJflunser: 

Twelve Myths, by FrancesMoore Lappe and Joseph Collins, Grove

This book seeks to prove that there is enough food in the world to end world hunger, burpo_litical struc tures perpetuate mass starvation]
In a brief 149 paees, the authors bring.potent facts to bear ro support numerous theories of theirs(taken from oheis)-thatcould niir*"iir;;;i;.-F;;"lffir., Lappe cites a worrd Bank studv to
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show.that overpopulation results from the conditions of the poor. When the poor enjoy a secure
fife, $ey no longer have so many children" @.n) Anotherbxample-used tottitirirJ J"p;bd
development is that Kenyan export income quadrupled between t9Z0 ana 1980, but malnutrition
increased. (p. 87) Also, Lappe and Collins make an interesting feminist observation that where
women are cenEal to the economy-and enjoy reproductive rights, hunger is lower. As such,
women oppose the trend towards the cash-crop economy in their own subsistence interests. (p.
e0)

lJltimately though, the book does not deserve to be on the MIM literature list in this author's
opinion because it has a worked out line on capitalism and socialism. The Lappe and Collins
.suppo* a populist capitalism against landlord oiigarchies. f\"y do not oppode private properry,
but only want the peasants to be able to use the land as part of their right ̂ nbt to ̂ U" tun$1,.'Th6i
99-P, oppo-se market society, but they support income^redistribution-so thar the worldYs tr*f a 'billign starving people can eat. 1p. ti,SZj -

. .Tley.have prai-s1for Nicar.a8gg, Mandra_gon-and China. Thgy side with the Eritreans. They
critic:a;e 9e struggle between the East and WEst blocs as detractirig from efforti to end world
hunger. Their line on the soviet union is that it is a "statist" socijtv.

Lapqe and Collins consciously oppose state intervention in the market except where necessary
to save the market from statist revolution- They yi-ey "statism" as an "economic dogmu'; una G!
sup_p^ort civil liberties as necessary to ending world hunger.

If there is such a thing.as progr-essivecapitalist revolution_against feudalism anymore, Lappe
and Collins would be spokespggp!9 for the ascendant capitalisiclass. On these gr6unds one'ctu6
argue that 4gboq!9":e-rvgs MM's yppo^rt as.paft-of the twe.stage revolution ititl required in
parts of the Third World. Perhaps this rEview is only the beginniog of a debate within ̂ MIM about
the book If so, cast this vote against distributing it.

The Revolution in South Africa: An An-alysir, Py Azanian Research project, May 1986.
83pp. send $1.50 to Boxholder, PO Box l8s4;Manhittanville sra., Ny, Ny l-0027. '

One of the main-strengths of the pamphlet is that it has the courage to instmct readers on the
differences arnong the variorrs political oiganizations of the oppressid Blacks in South eAita. For
example,-it poilts out that the Pan Africanist Congress believef that Sourh Africa has been
colonized b-y white settlgrs; therefore, mere democratic integration of Black and white populations
as.proposed by the ANC does not redress colonial injustica On the other hand, anO c6ntary to--
widespread misconception-s, $e PAC did recruit whiie and other non-African members and ivould
recognize whites as part of a liberated Black ruled state.

Parriculariy gong AljC supporte$, the rifts are almost a taboo subject. Also, with the
s.{eleth of the ANC ab.ro3d, gle g-gtl the impression that the ANC leads"all the struggles in South
Afri9a, This pamphlethelps dispett this poliiical myth.
. ..Other strength-s of the pamphlet include a brief liistory of the whire senler regime and
indigenous.squ8glgs ag-ai1s1!t, the economic ties to Soufli Africa and a ArCu*lin of the failure ofreformism both in South Africa and the United States.

S**g small objections to t]ris pamph-let is that it has no bibliography or footnotes. Likemuch rwolu.uonary literature, it leavbs readers with no way of a:rivi-ngititri same analysis
independentlv.

Politically, tJ d9"",t n3lgxglain,why the dissolution of the South African Communist party wasa cowardly act.(p 18). One must know whetheror not the party members'work continued
covertly once the party was outlawed.

Also, the pamphlet takes a gut-level Mandst-Leninist position that armed struggle is the onlvway to power in South Africa, but it criticizes the ANC for its military ttrut"gi*fif;o-ri""uring'tfr"
qu.estiol of what is militarily possible in South Africa People's W#is of iSine the correcrprinciple'-but the pamphlet do-es not prove that given the chince that the ANC would *r ak; upPeople's War.
. Finally, although it was written merely a year ago, it is already out-of-date thanks to theintensiry of-struggle in South Africa. It iJ the fault6r'unu Notei for not r""1"*ing irtli *"rr.earlier. The line of the authors of the pamphlet is perhaps best deicriUelailnAeiendent-
Man<ist-Leninist- The sole reference to the international situation UeyonJrriti"iri"g S;i;;rwisionism is a supportive reference to revolutions in Albania, Cfrin'a ana Vi;;*.
Direct M-L leadership of mass movements: Is it appropriate?

Lot



Concretely, it is perhaps most significant that-the pamphlet calls for Marxisrleninist leadership

of the Azaniair.sohdiariry irovement in the United States. It conectly notes that the leadership of
the current anti-apartheid movement is liberaVreformist.

MIM's experi?nce is that the position that there must be Mandst-Irninist leadership of
solidarity moiements is effectively liquidationist. MM aroseoutof anti-apartheid struggles in
Cambridge first and foremost, in addi-tion to anti-militarist and.other struggles.

It bec-ame apparenr to MIM members through years of political practicethat reformism has a
natural basis of iupport in the United States. That means there is a rnaterial basis for reformism in
the anti-apartheid movement which can not be struggled away by revolutonaries in single-issue
groups. We found it necessary to form an independent organization to further unleash various
mass movements held back by groups with majorities favoring a go-slow, don't-alienate-anyone
approach.

The difEculty is simple to explain: Where there is no vanguard party to organize the organizers,
revolutionary leadership of single-issue groups will notmagically appear. Only where outside
revolutionary pressure and influences exist will single-issue groups (and the larger mass
movements) move in a militant direction.

Moreover, the masses often resent direct tutoring by Mamist-Leninists in single-issue groups.
They would like time to work out their own positions, but Mamist-I-eninists in such solidarity and
anti:militarist groups already know the situation, what to do about it and what urgent tactics are
required ar rhe momenL Sections of the masses will retneat fr9p politigal activity altogetherwhile
they consider whether or not they can buy th9 outlook oflhe Man<ist-Irninisa in a wholesale
fashion. Many also detect that they are at an inferior level of knowledge co_mpared with
experienced Mamist-Leninist activists, and come to consider their orn'n efforts as not worthwhile.
Ali these problems make for bad intra-group dynamics wherever there is a strong, nuts-and-bolts
directing role of Mamist-Leninists.

Not to mention accusations concerning "front groups," exploitation of single-issue groups, and
the very real temptation of right opportunism in single-issue grcups, the ultimate problem is that
there ii no strong vanguard pafiy to work with even if various activists do reqpond to the
revolutionary line! It becomes only a matter of time before revolutionaries in the single-issue
group make serious erors in handling non-revolutionaries (usually out of impatience and a definite
and somewhat legitimate sense that they know better) and suppressing the very movement they
intended to unleash! The single-issue organizers receiving Mandst-leninist tutoring will bum out
or drop out from a lack of understanding the overall political situation.

The line of the pamphlet is admirable in that it clearly advocates close knowledge of the mass
movemenrs in the United States. It is bener to make this sort of liquidationist error than to retreat
to the irrelevance of amrchair theorizing. After all, as Mao said, practice is principle over theory.
At this point agitational and propagandapractices are principle over theoretical practices.

In many ways, the dispersal of MIM from its base in the mass movements of the Boston area
turned out to be a good thing. Dispersal forced MIM to find "profitable" ways of investing time
and resources outside of iocal mass movements. This led it to a more firmly international and even
national outlook.

To the extent that MIM consolidates as a party, it will be able to unleash mass movemens all
the more effectively. While it consolidates an organization of organizers, MIM should never forget
its roots in the mass movements and the lessons of those experiences.

Correspondence:
Editor's note: As sonaone who literally refwed to attendrallies inWashington, DC or

anywhere else because of all tle work tlwt needed to be done in tltc Carnbrldge area, I would like
to confess a conversion of sons. After MIM dispersedfrom Cambrid,ge, I carne to learnmore and
more what needed to be done nationally and internationally. Althoughwe don't now whether or
not the followtng lener is genuine and not a jol<e from a foreign country (because it's our first
correspondence), letters like it convinced me that there is work to be done on an internattonal as
well as local plane. Our energtes and resources can not go solely to local struggles.

Dear Comrades,
I am writing to you on behalf of the above-mentioned Revolutionary Man<ist-Leninist

organization-X X--which was recently established with a view to remedying the historical absence
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of any other local organization with a similar ideological orientation. We hope to publicize our
app€arance on thelocal political sce-ne through the publication of a declaration of principles which
will also contain all the requisite information as to our policy, both local and foreign, as approved
by our Congress.

Ag work upon the drafting of this declaration of principles is intended to begin shorrly, we
would greatly appreciate your movement...to forward us with a coyp of your declaration of
principles or manifesto. Such a document would help us to formulate as clearly as possible our
ideological position and, thereby, clarify any difficulties which may arise in this regard when
drafting our aforesaid declaration of principles.
--A comrade from an incipient organization in another country

Socialist greetings comrades!
I've received MIM Notes #28. What I need is some books, mainly on the United States. I'm

presently ou19f fu1d1 so if p_oslibl_e ry-nd the following free of charge: 1) Black Panthers Speak.
2) Seize the Time by Bobby Seale 3) The Weatherrnan 4) A People's History of the United States
by Howard Zinn.

[The above books are in shortage except the Zinn book which is still in print but expensive.
Anyone who has access to these books in damaged or used or new condition should contact MIM.
Indeed, anyone who finds bargain deals on any books on our literature list should contact MIM.
Shopping is probably not the strong point of most communists, but to provide everyone who
needs them these books we really must become good book shoppers!--ed.l

I'm trying to leam about this country's history, so those books are very important. I'm mainly
concerned with the armed struggle that took place in this country. Anything on military srraregy
will be of great help. New, used, it doesn't matter, just readable, OK? Also if you know a book
by George Jackson,I'd very much appreciate it.

Your brother in the struggle....All power to the people, by any means necessary! --A
prisoner from the Northeast

Greetings comrade,
I hope when this epistle reaches its destination it finds one remaining srong and striving for the

liberation of all oppressed people. I'm a 19 year old revolutionary of African descent being held
hostage in the state of X. Any literanrre sent to me will be passed around and shared with the next
brother to enlighten him to our plight and struggle. Power to the People! --A prisoner from
the Midwest

Dear MIM Distributors,
I am writing as a poor comrade in piison needing literature to study and further my $asp of the

Revolutionary Internationalist Movement. [That is our old name which is still on some of our
literature. A different association has taken the name RlM, so we now call ourselves MIM--ed.]

I don't have any money to really get the books in your book lisr The ones I desire to read are
expensiv_e considering my difficuft stay at this prison camp hell hole called XX. Do you have any
{amaggd or ofd copies of the books and papers I will list below? Also, could you send me another
list of books like the first you sent me in case I can get some money from somewhere in the future?

Comrades in revolutionary theory and struggle unite in Marxist-lrninist Maoist thought and
action!--another comrade from the Northeast

[Lists eleven items from the list, most of which MIM can not afford to send at the moment--
ed.l

Dear Sirs Comrades!

- I'. u prisoner of USA neo-fascism in XX harassed and abused routinely so I would enjoy
writing an article to you if possible.

Yours in the struggle--Another comrade from the Northeast

Comrades:
I wish to thank you very much for the three books that you sent me. [Lists three books in

Spanish-ed.--Also, most letters from prisoners are this polite, but communists who recognize the
duty of ena!$ng everyone to have the weaponsof Marxism-Leninism Mao Zedong Thought need
no thanks. Communists must struggle to find literature for prisoners as in the two requests
above.l
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I have alreadv begun to devour them avidly! Please let me kngy if you have any more worksdtt: ryg.in ipanish especiarty a'v *ott #in"n u/tti gr"ut chairman Mao.I must tell vou that I wis quit6 ignbrant oraiateitic'at maieriati;;e?" rri rro* claim .o be inthe least knowiedeeable as i ffia t6:6i. Ho*;tt, 
"pi 

Juoing the cinco Tesis Filosoficas deMao Tsetung I ha;e {eaays-aineJu gr.rt.t undentindi"g or-.it tpd.i.ionio, it. study, study,a1{ morg study! That isrvhai is requiied. I will continue io absorb this only true and workable

#'i,i:'xl;lx;"ry,:illipq:"il"?";i:Jilt""ff ,ff *ilitF*.?lrri'tr;,ffi Hffi ffi:.
counbry, whereupon I will unite mv efforti with those of the 

"t*"oii-itJ"I'Foup or groups whoespouse these same ideals. I am convinced, now *otrG* ever, that Marxism-Leninism Mao
?d9"g Thought tt +" only-correc! way to iive ana ir.no* th"i;;;y,;'Mr* said, that ,,whar
the bourgeois capitalist produces..-is hii 9yn graye,..The eliminarion 6r trte birgeoisie capiralisqand the triumph of the prolerariat * 

"q::llylf:f.11, ^ 
(C.rFM;-=El iiii,"rlThis inevitable decline of the boureeoisie is app-arent more and more every day. So too is theobvious. victorv.of the proletariar All-over the dild p;6f;;;idd lir^,ilJi, shackles ofoppression 

-q-ryryling_to 
see the light--not the metiprriiica [gilof?g;;;;il;,h; *;e andcorrectlight of Mancism-Leninism MIo.Zedong Thogilitl rr," d-iii""i|rir-"f trre Soviet unionand China have temporarily set us back by. ttreiitreactEriir, uo, witrr con-tinuJ struggle, we canand will be victorious once more. on to victory ana ruJomt

Viva el Man<ismo-Leninismo pensamiento -Mao fseiunif
Hasta La Victoria Siempre!
Venceremos!
--"A comrade in chains'r from the South
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MIM meets Korean resistance

In the past nnnth, MIM interviewed people in South Korea on the political situation there.
Studens have gained much press attention for fighting police in the streets of South Korean cities. What

surprises Manists is not that the students met repression and even death, but that the repression,was so light.
One student and one police officer have died in the street fighting
Indee4 the Chun regime has conceded direct presidential elections to the opposition. The election will be in

1988 before the Olympics.
Whathappened?
The external mnditions were important First, South Ksea has several billion dollars invested in prepring for

the 1988 Olymaics. _ Yet that entire investment and the reputation of Korea would suffer if such sreel-figfiting
continued until the Olympics. Even the mere use of Ear-gas would potentially spoil the sports environment in
Seoul, the capial.

Secondly, fbe US Congress made noises to the effect that it would not tolerate a military solution this time
around.
Inside S. Ksea MIM found widespread snrdent opinion that fighting police was an appropriate tactic: "We don't

want it, but it is necessary for us to show our opinion." Even establishment opposition politician Kim Dae Jung
had to admit drat steet-fighting was justified.
There was also an anti-US imperialist ferment aMe don't want America o participate in our politics," said one

studenL
Most interesting of all, MIM established contrct with the self-proclaimed Marxist-I-eninist underground which

has two oryanizations-the Constitutional Assembly and the Stuggle Committee.
The slogans of the groups atre "Down with dictaorship!" and "Out with US imperialism!" The goals are anti-

bourgeois dicatorship and anti-US imperialism.
Thg groups do not claim to uphold Stalin or Mao, only Marx and Lenin. One member stated that Trotsky was

considered fucorrect, but the membership does snrdy the works of Mao. North Korea's so-called Marxist-
I-eninism fled by Kim Il Sung) is considered a "dilemma." '

According o this underground there is no Maoist movement in Korea. The memben of this group dismiss
Mao as inappropriate for Korean conditions md rgue that the theory of New Democracy is not a scientific one.
Like the Eriuean People's Liberation Front and the New People's Army, this underground believes in focussing

on questions internal o the country and does not take stands on many intemational questions.
The underground activists did say that they believed the New People's Army of the Philippines "is right [as in

correct]."
According o these organizers, however, there is no landlord class in South Korea They characterize the

formation as *dependent stat€ monopoly capitalism."
What will be the effect of direct presidential elections and the move to free speech? "The bourgeois dictatonhip

will be strengtbened."
These forces have vowed to continue political stnrrggle despite concessions from the Chun regime. Even

more moderate forces quickly recognized that the struggle with the Chun regime would continue. 2,000
snrdents fought police after a shrdent died from wounds received before the Chun regime annourrced its
concessions. Thus, while the Chun regime is definitely trying o cool out the struggle for now, militant
elements in S. Korea may not allow this.

Getting life for stealing watermelon in the People's Republic of China
on9 n{far and an unemployed p*t;; ,o"t".a tir. sentences for stealing watermelon. Another sixreceived 2tD 12 years in prison.
A robbery costing farmers 14,mO yuan in watennelon (<$4,000; was the incident that led to the life

sentences.
Seven of the eight convicted supposedly had ctiminal records, but the China Daity did not elaborate.

-"The |entenqq were passed in accordance with China's criminal code and ttre decision oi6. Stunaing
Committee of the NPC (le-gislature).,' (China Dail5 4t l3tg7, p. 3,1
Unemployrent-and peddling, which is officially air acupatioi designed to alleviate unemploymenr

aTTg other problems, are both up in China as a result oi the capitiist social revolution.'

^9T1't 
ruling class proves quite conscious that dre lower classes have to be kept in tine for capitalism tosurvrve. \\t



Get rich scheme kills 40 Chinese
18 new denhs in a mine in May in Hunan Province brought the otal of people killed there to 40.
The previous 22 deaths caused pnovincial authorities o ask an end o ttre pnactice ofleaing farrrers take

material from the mine. Formerly stale-run, the mine was shut down three years ago with iron brs.
Local frners blew up the iron gate and "local officials failed to act, claiming the prrctice was a way to let

local people getrich."
"Officials in Furong Township where the accident happened even profited by charging people to enrer rhe

dengerous mine. Outsiders were asked !o pay five yuan (3.7 yuan=$l) and local residents, 2.5 yuan."
(China Daily, ff17l87, p.3)
China Daily goes onto report that private and small collective mining has cut back efficiency and caused

the theft of precious ninerals such as gold./846 cases of gold smuggling and 173.5 kg of gold urned up.
(Ibid; 6/15/87 , p.2)

, ,  t , ,  .

Private traders in disrepute - 
- '

472 peoplesuffered poisoning from salt bought from private raders in South China. (China Daily,
Beijing, 6118187, p. 3) Of coun-e, salt so traded is illegal.-
Ad illegal alcolrot rnaker also killed ?tI p,ople in Guizhou. the state executed the trad€r. (China Daily,

6115187, p.3)
Unforarnately,law applied after the fact of death does not help ttre victims df profit-seeking practices that

would not even exist under socialism.

Bank concentration due
US Treasury officials and Federal Reserve Chair Alan Greenspan suppoil the merger of several American

banks. Currentln several regulations prevent this froni happening.
"30 years ago the United States had 15 of &e world's lrgest bants, Lut today only two, Citicorp and

Bank America, rank in the world's 25 biggest banls." (China Daily, 6i8187,p.2)
One reasury official said he believed larger US banks were necessaq,'to comfEte with foreigr banks in

Iarge vennres.flbid.)
Past issues of MM Notes have noted the difficulties of US bants, how their profit mrgins have been

squeezed. It would be quite natural for a shakeout to reduce the competition in fre field and increase profis.

China: Competitive bidding and enterprise leasing next?
According to Economic Information (in China), "bidding in capital construction is a good form of

competition. . . Competition helps to promote talentd people and encourages telling the truth. The worry
that leasing enterprises to individuals smacks of capitalism is an outdated view." (China Daily, ff8/8?)

Struggle in India
"In the worst caste-rclated viclence since India gained independence from Britain in 1947, Maoist peasants

and untouchables slaughtered Raiput landlords, wornen and children in the villages about 130 km south of
Patna, the impoverished state of Bihar, late last week." (South China Morning Post, 613187 , p.27)

Deng takes a new tack
Under Hua Guofeng, China said it would catch up with the current West by the year 2000.
Lately, Deng has focuss'I! on.saying that China will only beconrc a meaiuln-inaustrial power @zOsO. ft"says_ thal the superiority of socialisnr-can not be proven till ttren.
This view which is circulating novr 30 combat l r_li,s,leftrving_eddy before the fall's parry congrcss,

9-o:"4\ nicelv wi& th9 vigws.of-1lny young intellectuals inttrini: nre teasoninl;; iiig this: ..The
US- and Japan are rich; the Soviet Union and China are poor. Therefore, capitalis*-iJ sup"tior.,, (Most
Ciinese yourh seem o think China and Russia are equally poor.)
MIM asts its rcaders, is it rue that socialism does not <ieironsLae its supoiority until after it

outproduces the most advanced capitalist counnies? please write your answers.

Indications of small trend toward Ieft form of state capitalism in China
College graduates will have to work in factories or farms before taking up government or education jobs

according to the Chinese State Education Commission. (South Ctrina Vtorning post, Hong Kong,
61L687, p. l)
This summer studenB will also supposedly take pat in manual labor.
The new 1n1icy has two purposes. One is to reminl studens that their privileged position is notguarmteed if they demonstrae against rhe state. Secondly, the announceritent itiipri.ii6"iitoo*tr' ui"*,on democracy were out of touch with those of the commdn hborers.

Workers not masters in China
According to Worten' Daily, "workers' stabrs as tb 'masters' has not been safeguarded",, The curtract t tu



"Agreement to spur profits"
- 
'Tndustrial enterprises in Beijing are being pushed to ircrease ttreir profit earnings and raise funds oimprove their outof-Cate.equiPmqt...Tln-a$eemens will force the.ie enterprisd fto* ri:or indusrial

gr_olps"l o irrcrease eaming!-Iear by year. They can retain ?0 per cent of the pton-a outsial *re set quota.,,
(China D"ily, Beijing, 6117 187, p. 2\

Rural prosperity in China
P_easant incone grew by arcal3.2% in 1986. But non-productive spending rose g.3%.
Non-productive spending includes raditionally bantrupting funeral and marriage cerenonies, religious

rites, jewelry urd dowries.
Housing is the secsrd large_st-category of non-productive spe_nding. Private rural spending on housing

grew 8.6 times benreen 198-85. 3.2 billion square meters of houiing went up between tbgggs.
wjth the gtowth in housing in recentyears we can expect a transforniation oriamity and sexual practices

in China as more and more people find themselves living in less crowded conditions.
Perhaps less heartening is the fact that housing is ea!ry up 670,000 acres of cultivated land a year. Also,

with the revival of Confucian burials, peasanB are making graves which take up land and make mechanical
plowing impossible.

ln1nhryis on unproductive spending generally also results in a depletion of soil fertility and soil erosion.
(China Daily, 6115187, p. 4'1

Aquino worries about land problem

- 
Corazo-n Aquino's cabinet has had l8-hour meetings to discuss how to implement land reforrn So far she

has not implemented any sweeping land reforrry but it b ppaent Sfit sn irisb 6 srcid semi-Maoist
revolution in the countryside. (South china Mening Pct, Hsng lhng, g5ls, p. 13)

: f "

Citicorp setls S. Africa subsidiary to First National of S.A. (China Daily,6118187, p. S)

Students form Marx study.groups
At Fudan U-, Jiaotong U. hnd East China Normal Univenity, small groups of students have formed tosnd-v_|!rx jndependently. According to China Daily, studerits r,aue o?enioi;*-*o5!ai sruay chsseseslablished by the governrnent as boring and dogmatic.

sonre students cited the demonstrations last December as kindling their interest in political theory anddebate." (China Daily, O18/87,p.4)

Unproductive work up in China
10'000' 50,000 and 80,000 people worked in advertising in china in 19g1, l9g4 md l9g7 respectively.(South China Morning post-6tUtg| p.4 ..Money")

Rural housing conditions better
Between 1949 and 1985,€hina built-housing averaging 6.36 square met€N of floor space per urban

frt#: it ft 
* 
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1e85, rurat ruidents aierrgd ri& sq;ililrts of fioorsprcel lErii'a oaln

Soviet enterprises to go self-sufficient
As proclaimed in previous long-range policy statemenb, the politburo of the soviet communist party

;ffiir|T:fians 
o mate au sto:te *E t'i'"Jr"r-suffi;;ll;tilr *a or *r d*;d".; lA;; Da1y,

Already l'500 to 2,000 arc financially self-suffrcient gbid.) The plan is to make all units able to nrntlglpglveg.withoutgovernmenttinancing. - ---- \-v--'l r"vr''

This implies that firms 
-should 

produce ihat makes-a profit, not what seems a political or need-basedpriority' As Marx would have siri4 the soviets ate crrriin! e*cn-jo"aoe and not producing use-values.
D_lLg .put!. together leadership group
with the political fall of General secretary-Hu yiobang and the serious illness of politburo standingcommittee pers@ charT' *1g t us pof tog"o"i;;."r gtd;ipeopre b read china.The CCP will have a National Congress in the fall.
The group of frve "reformists" incluie "Mr.z.ha9_zryaurg, acting party General-Secretary and primeMinister, Mr. wan Li senio-viq:premier; Mr. Hu o*i;p;ri]:Sft*i.trnembec Mr. Bo yibo,permanentvice-chairman of the Cenral Advisory coirirrii.;'a,JMr. v_JSh*girn,-fi"nent"ic-chairman of the Central Military Commission.,'

,#?i#t"?,n"i$,*mf"ffitJ*t's rerry cheng, the five "have succeeded in harting the swing

,Ji iLTg:*,":""?:?::g: Tf]-r.:'1:L'gF3_lo_,yilo: the ccprras onry purged 33,86e memben in t r (
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World War III continues
US buildup in Gulf largest since Vietnam

WoRLD WAR III continued wittr last Saturday's attack of US Navy F-14 jets on
Iranian F-4 fighter-bombers, which the United States built. The US fired at least two
Sparrow missiles, but there were no hits or further hostilities reported.- 

Contrary to what most majorpapers implied, the Iranian planes were not prepallg
to attack a US surveillance plane. The Iranians did not have their targeting radars on. (New
York Times, 8/12187,p. 3, second to last inch in story) Instead, the US activated its
"shoot first" policy betause "the speed of the kanian planes, their low altitude, their
direction of flight and their refusal io acknowledge warnings from ships and aircraft all
indicated possible hostile intent." gUid,)

Tlie P-3 Orion surveillance (spy) planes ttrat the fighters rushed to protect do not
usually perfomr duty in the Gulf. They may have attracted kanian attention.

- the US military has made nuny unusual arrangements forvarious kinds of
aggressions in the Guf. In fact, the USmililary luildry 1.the Persian Gulf and now the
duf of Oman is the largest US military buildup since the Vietnam War.

"By early September, the military expects to have about 31 ships an4 smaller
vessels and more than 25,000 military personnel on duty in and near the gulf." (Ann Arbor
News, 8/1'1./87, Molly Moore, "US combat buildup in gulf becomes largest since
Vietnam," p.cl)

That force will be slightly larger than forces assembled during the kanian hostage
crisis and the bombing attack against Libya last year.

Review of hostilities
honically it was the apparently accidental kaqi attack on the USS Stark that killed

37 crewmen on May 17th that the US used as a justification to start its "shoot first, ask
questions latet'' policy.- The supertanker Bridgeton hit a mine on June 24th and the United States started
sweeping for mines in the Persian Gulf.- 

The American-operated tankerTexaco Caribbean hit a mine on Monday, August
10ttr. The explosion ripped a L2 foot hole below the water line and caused its oil from Iran
to leak Apparently it is common forAmerican companies to operate ships loaded with
kanian oiland headed for'Western Europe and Japan. This ship had a Panamanian flag,
but its destination was Northwestern Europe. (Ann Arbor News, 8/lll87, p. 85)

On August l1th, socalled SecondWorld countries England and France announced
they would send minesweepers to the Gulf of Oman. The fact that the Texaco Caribbean
hit a mine in the Gulf of Oman indicatd to these imperialists that the threat to their interests
was more widespread than originally thought. (New York Times, 8ll2/87,p. l)

On August 12th, srews from the Sultanate of Oman, ttre United Arab Emirates and
the US Navy found a sixth mine in the Gulf of Ornan. Who is setting the mines is not
clear. Iran has offered to deploy the Iranian Navy to clear the mines, which it claims the
united States has set' (Ann Arbor,X-,'l;il"t1#ft1'S1"".n,

Iran has set up missiles in its territory capable of hitting ships in the Gulf of Oman
and Persian Gulf. They are called Silkworms, which are part of kan's nearly one billion
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dollar a yeil arms trade with China. The United States has responded by sending
surveillance planes capable of jamming the Silkworm's aiming mechanism.

Accorriing to bourgeois columnist William Safire and Charles Krauthammer the
kanians are happy to let the United States patrol the Culf because Iraq had the naval
advantage in its war with kan. The United States also prctects kanian oil, thereby
protecting kanian revenues and arms purchases.

Calling the hanians "Persians" and the Iraqis and Saudis "Arabs," Safire hopes to
fan the flames of war, which he believes the "Arabs" can win with US help. (Ann Arbor
News, 8llll87, p. a7)

Accorrding to Krauthammer, who also advocates a more overtpro-kaq tilt, the
problem with the US policy is that it forced Iraq to stop shooting, not Iran. On the other
hand, the Reagan administration claims that its policy will make clear who is the aggressor
in the Gulf while protecting US oil. (Detroit News, 8llll87,p. 11a)

Libya and Chad at war
In what may figure into the Mideast conflagration, Chad claimed that Libya bombed

Chad for the fourth day in a row.
Meanwhile, "on Saturday, Chadian troops, racing across the desert in jeeps, routed

Libyan soldiers from the Aozou Strip, a lO0-mile-wide band occupied by Libya since
1973." (AnnArborNews, S/13/87,p.c2) Chadclaimstohavekilled 427Libyan soldiers
and taken 61 prisoner, while suffering 17 dead and 54 wounded.

France has military forces in Chad that have pledged to defend against Libyan
attacks. (Ibid.)

Trade with Iran continues
While claiming (perhaps conectly) that kan set mines in the Persian Gulf and Gulf

of Oman, the United States continues to operate oil tankers loaded with kanian oil. Last
year, the United States imported $569 million in goods flom kan including $468.2 million
in oil and oil products.

To ttre chagrin of the US imperialists, kan only imported $34.1 million in goods
from the United States, not counting at least $30 million in secret weapons sales. "In pre
Khomeini days, kan was one of America's biggest customers in the Middle East," moans
AP. (Ann Arbor News, 8/13187, p. c5)

$1 million anti-Contra campaign is a drop in the bucket
Three liberal groups--Witness fon Peace, Citizen Action and Neighbor to Neighbor

Action-have shown an understanding of what is requiled to determine US policy-big
money. Thegroupshaveraisedhalf of $1 millionexpectedinatelevisionandradio
campaign that urgets Congressional representatives who have borderline positions on
whether or ff)t to support aid to the C,ontras, who are counterrevolutionary terrorists
fighting to over*row the Nicaraguan govenrment The ads will ask constituents to phone
their Congresspeople.

Still, the funds fromthe StateDepartnrent pro-Contrapublicity campaign described
in a previous issue of MIM Notes alone dwarf the liberals' efforts. This is n<itto mention
the free publicity given to every pro-Contra word of Reagan, North etc.

Who ever heard of Neighbor to Neighbor Action? This group may have good
intentions, but it does not matter much in a society where capitalists own the means of
communication. Democracy only exists for those who can afford to own a share of the
media.

South Korean workers take advantage of political situation
"Tens of thousands of workers att92 companies across the country either

demonstrated or stayed off the job today, according to Government estimates. The unrest
has closed plants at some of the largest companies in the country and for several days
!4t"4 shipments out of Pusan, the nation's largest porl" (New York Times, Sll2/87 , p.
1)

In the last issue of MIM Notes, the lead article was on the situation ttrat led to the
June 29th declaration of democratic reforms in South Korea.
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Beyond the political situation is the long-standing economic condition of the
proletariat ip Ko_rea. According to the US embassy, the average wage in South Korean
indqstry t $1^.Zl per hour. In addition, S. Korean regime statistics indicate an avemge
work week of 57 hours. Moreover, o'the pro-government Federation of Korea Labor-
Unions lists average wages at less than $370 a month. Some enrry-level workers in fields
such as textiles and footwear manufacturing say they earn less than $120 a month." (Ann
Arbor News, 8/13/87, p. e10)

With these kinds of conditions the South Korean dependent bourgeoisie can afford
a few days lost to strikes. Hyundai Motors settled its strike in four days, but strikes at its
suppliers have stopped its car exports fbr now.

According to the Chun regime, S. Korea may have lost $55 million in expofrs
because of strikes so fm, but exports for the year should still exceed $40 billion. (Ibid.)

Since small disruptions me affordable to the dependent state capitalist class of South
Korea, the real question is how much further the unrest will go. And once again, the
students are demonstrating far-reaching militance desprte the June 29th announcement of
democratic reform. On August 12th, 2,000 students joined striking workers in battles with
police in downtown Seoul.

In Kwangiu, which has a history of anti-imperialist struggle, riot police injured six
people when they stormed a campus to rescue police captured by students.

While many strikes are proving short-lived, many others are starting. 33 new
strikes started on August llth. On August 12th and 1.3th, at least 90 new strikes started.
"Newspapers said the closure of major industries crippled more than L,200 smaller
suppliers dependent on thenr." (Ann Arbor News, 8ll3/87, p. c3; New York Times,
8/12187) Hundreds of small companies have had to close.

South African mineworkers go on strike
The South African regime arrested 78 union officials on August l2th in what the

US press is billing as the largest *legal" strike in S. Africa.
On August 1lth, the apartheid regrme announced that it would introduce laws

against "political sffikes" and "unfair action" and laws for the compensation of employers
by unions engaged in "illegal strikes."

The National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) claims to have shut down 44 outof 46
targeted coal and gold mines in part for a30%o wage increase. In contrast, "the Chamber of
Mines, which has unilaterally implemented pay raises ranging from 15 to23 percent, says
about 230,000 of the nation's 600,000 black miners are striking at 31 mines." (Ann Arbor
News, 8/13/87, p. c3)

On August 12th, security guards at one mine shot rubber bullets and injured 15
people to bring the total of injured people to 52. (Ibid.)

Miners also killed one scab in Natal Province. (New York Times, S/12/87 , p. 5)
According to NLIM, workers' wages average $165 amonth. The Chamber of

Mines claims $245 a month, but in either case, the Black workers make one-fifth or less of
what white mineworkers make. 0bi4 Detroit News, 8llll87,p. 3a)

In the editor's opinion, when MIM talks about the international proletariat, it should
mean the South Korean workers and South African Black workers, not Americans who
make 10 and 20 times the salaries of the truly revolutionary class.

The next double issue of MIM Theory will discuss the issue of where to draw the
line between the proletariat and the bought-off labor aristocracy and what this means for
revolutionary strategy. (Send 60 cents.)

"Five Jackson guards frred for abusing inmate who died"
Jackson State Prison corrections officials suffocated Oscar Rowls Jr. when he

refused to strip in front of female ofEcers on May 8th.
Nonetheless, the Jackson County prosecutorrefused to push criminal charges "after

a citizen's inquest jury concluded Rowls' death was accidental." @etroit News, 8lIll87,
p.4a) The Rowls family has said it believes criminaf charges are warranted.

Others disciplined besi{es those involved in the violence include a captain who did
not open the cell immediately for first aid and a nurse for delaying resuscitatibn efforts.

Rowls was serving a life-sentence for armed robbery. (Ibid.)
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Once again the state has perpetrated a grcater crime than the one it supposedly was
attempting to corect.

Reagan Commerce appointee is pro-Soviet trade
Occasionally 9uI liberal friends say that US foreign policy is motivated by Reagan's

blindly anti-communist ideology. This ttrLory does not iadir; however, because US
imperialism is driven by the imperatives of capitalist competition, no matter who is
president.

. The proof of this is that bottr the late-Secretary of Commerce and the new Reagan
appoinlee favor increased trade with the Soviet Union. Is this part of a sneaky effort to
gain influence over the Soviet Union?

This seems gnlikely because the Soviet Union is not a one-crop, one-export counffy
like so Tany coultries dependent on the United States. The United States can not hope to 

-

do much to hurt the Soviets via trade. Surely the wheat embargo proved a nuisance, but it
did not bring the Soviets to their knees.

Indeed, to the chagrin of ideologues and Australia and the delight of farmers, it was
Reagan who ended the grain embargo.

The US imperialists see possible gains from war against the Soviet Union,
collaboration with the Soviet Union as in the suppression of the Erirean liberation struggle
and cooperation with the Soviet Union in business matters. Right now military conflict is
principal in the US agenda, but collaboration and cooperation never completely disappem.

Why is former steel company executive C. William Verity Ir. pro-Soviet trade?
The bottorr line is that he "has opposed government resffictions on doing business with
Moscow on grounds that American companies have lost at least $10 billion a year."
(Detroit News, 8/lll87, p. 3a)

:t column
Reagan to appoint Moon supporter to UN

Forrner Michigan Congressperson Mark Siljander, who spoke at a recent
conference organized by Reverend Moon is Reagan's choice to serve as one of the United
States's five non-voting delegates at the UN acconding to Siljander.

Moderate Republicans in Michigan sent a letter to Reagan asking him to withdraw
the nomination.

Siljander lost his House seat in 1986 when he fought his opponent in the
Republican primary by asking voters to "bneak the back of Satan." (Ann Arbor News,
8/13187,p. aI2)

Michigan National Bank chairperson stole money
A jury found the chair of Michigan National Bank guilty of "misapplying" hundreds

of thousands of dollars in the wonds of the mass media. @etoit News, 8llll87)

44 Government officials accept bribes
The FBI charged 44 highway superintendents and purchasing directors with

accepting 105 out of 106 bribes FBI agents offered through the guise of a steel company
salesperson. "'And on the other occasion he tumed it down because he didn't think the
amount was enough."' (New York Times, 8112187,p. L)

The municipal officials in the New York area accepted bribes in return for ordering
steel from the FBI agent's fictitious company. '

The FBI also charged 14 suppliers.
Under communism money will not have this kind of appeal.

Correspondence:
Reader uses literature list in librarv

-Thank 
yog lindly f9t 49 book and literaiure list and the no. 29 MIM Notes "Why

!tu{V-!he Cultural Revolution?n' From the book list, I have checked out (from the library)
the following titles: Global Reaclr (a thick one), Selected Readings from the Works of Mao
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Zedong, and ffinton's books Turning Point in Chira (small and easy to read) and Fanshen.
I plan to visit some larger libraries and look for the others.

I have been studying Marxism-Leninism for about three years now. This is not
very long, and I do have much to discover. I have a,lways been curious as to the Maoist
poiirt-of-view. The RCP's paper, Revolutionary_Worker, is too expensive. Ilowever, I
i.m not a Maoist; but a TrotStryite. Nevertheless, I am not a sectarian and as I have said, I
am interested in the Maoist point of view, even though I disagree on many points. I am not
a member of any party and I have not found any that I am l00%o satisfied with.

I believ6 there are Maoists, Trotskyists, anarchists, and others who want a fighting
movement as opposed to the Moscow liners, the social-democrats, and other reformists. I
hope your efforts are fruitful-for a fighting movement against the capitalist offensive!

-A reader in the South
May 9, 1987

Prisoner wants any free books having to do with Mao
I'm p'rcsently incircerated and I'm writing to you becausg I'ry highly interested in

learning about Mao-Zedong. Therefore, I'm writing to you hoping that you can provide me
with any free books and/or literature pertaining tothis great man.

Any material that you are able to send me in order to further my knowledge of him
will be greatly appreciated-

-A writer from the Northeast
July 24, 1987
tMtrid seniTt c Pollticat Economy af Counterrevolution in Chirn: 1976'83 and Qwtati.ons
from Chairtrnn Mao, ed.\

Writer wants our literature on Philippines; upholds pacifrsm
I want to thank you for the information packet you recently sent me-the Founding

Documents of the MIM.
After reading the material, I can say that I am in agreement with many of the points

expressed- I too am-anti-apartheid, anti-nuke, anti-racist and against the US foreign policy
in'Central America. For that matter I am opposed to US foreign policy in general. It seems
that the US has a knack for backing dictators. I am a Filipino-American and having. been
born and raised in the Philippines I know first hand how the US backed a coffupt dictator
named Marcos for many yea$. . . .

I understand the-tliinting of replacing the system of government, but I qm left
wondering if you advocate the overthrory-of th9 govemment by peaceful or violent means.
I am of thE be[ef as was Martin Luther King, that nonviolent means are the best methods to
use to gain the most sympathy for a cause.

-A friend from the South
July 27, 1987
fEditon's note:

MIM Notes has reported on evene in the Philippines, but currently oF literature list
does not carry anything ori the Philippines. Our last lisi contained a declaration dated 1984,
but since thei no one lias reviewed any revolutionary literature on the Philippines.
Hopefully, ourreaders will take up 4! task soon.

^ Asfor nonviolence, MIM ofnciaUy upholds Mao Zedong so of course it upholds
amred revolution as a necessity in ending the world wrus wrought by imperialism;
although, tlre editor admits hehas notread any of what Mao had to say about the United
States's possitrilities of revolution.

lir *y case, pacifists who direct their energies against US militarism and
imperialism ire certainly our allies. The prybletr-only conres up when imperialists use
vidlence to repress peoples across the world and the pacifist counsels nonviolence. As
Malcolrn X used to say, if you can convince the govemment to be pacifist, we'Il be pacifist
in return.

For a critique of pacifism as petty-bourgeois ideology, see Ctristop,her Caudwell's
Studies andFurthZr Sndtes ina Dying Culture, available from MIM for $5.1
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Feminist comrade writes on Babv M case
Your issue #30 of MIM Notes was niost interesting, in particular, the Mary Beth

Whitehead case as interpreted by Off Our Backs. Since I also publish a feminist
newsletter, and since I have sent for and read a sample issue of the latter Off Our Backs, I
would like to cofirment on both.

Firstly, although it is advertised as primarily concerned with women over forty, I
found that the issue I read seemed primarily concerned with Lesbianism.

Further,I would like to add here my editorial comment on the Whitehead case with
this article which will come out in the qpring '87 issue.

"The Baby M Case-has generated much publicity and is aprime example of how
our high tech lives now make medical and legal professions rich and b,ring tragedy to
others.

We shall not go into the legal technicalities non the morality nor ethics of mothering
a child forprofit, or as Ms. Whitehead said, 'To do something nice for someone.' (To
which we might add, was it doing something nice for the child?)

In our own heretical opinion, we might best let nature take its course and stop
meddling in an already messed up world. Medical intervention might best be left out of
procreation.

However, since it is done, we do wish to cornment on the selection of
caregivers/parents for the baby. From the beginning, we felt that Ms. Whitehead was not
the most emotionally stable person in the case. The prime example of this was her reported
and acknowledged threat on the telephone to kill both herself and the baby. This she lightly
glossed over in a TV interview during the week of March 30, 1987. The televised
interview with her after the judge awarded custody to the Sterns, was the clincher for me.
She appeared to be the least qualified parent as to emotional stability, ethics, morals, and
concern for the child. She came across to us as engaging in maudlin sentimentality, and
kept emphasizing the family theme in that she and her family would be deprived, and the
biological connection benveen her and Baby N{.

I was not impressed with her sincerity or concern for the baby herself. This writer
has been a child welfare librarian for ten years, a teacher for thirteen and has read in the
fields of psychology and psychiatry for 35 years. We are convinced that the judge made
ttre right decision for the baby, a certain radical feminist element notwithstanding.

The newspapers put in quotes the term'narcissistic disorders' used by a courffoom
psychologist as though this were some fancy, contrived term. It is not; there are very
serious implications of the narcissistic disorders; they are very real, and create havoc with
those who live with patients with these disorders.

We would hope to see some legislation prohibiting the sale of babies in this fashion
in the near future. No matter what other name it goes by, it is a form of slavery. Slavery,
you may recall, is a profit-making venture on the backs of other human beings. There
should be no 'contracts' to bear a child for others. The human race seems to have enough
brains to screw us up, but not enough to straighten us out again."

In my opinion Mao Zedong had *re right idea about professional profiteering and
their place in the culture-that they should take their turn at hoeing *re potatoes. the
professional in our society make top dollar and most often do more harm than good. Long
live the revolution and the Red Guards! This is a case in point.

-A comrade
Florida Womans World
PO Box 28253
Kenneth City Contract Sta.
St. Petersburg, FL 33709
Bditor's note:

The MIM literature list in its updated form includes the address for OffOur Backs
along with subscription information and MIM'S recornmendation.

Although we look forward to the day when MIM Notes gets on top of all the
struggles that communisB must support, for now it is impontant to take the Mamist
approach of working with the best of what is at hand and not waiting for perfect revolution
to fall on the silverplatter. In this spirit" MIM comrades must admit that Off Our Backs
does a better job than MIM on many issues regarding women's liberation, if only because
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MIM itself is too limited and is not involved in all the struggles. Off Our Backs is anextensive, if not exhaustive effort to cover all the news beilng on women's liberation in amonth. Its non-sec?Tult 
lnntoach (e.g.,listing-addresses of iario;r fdiligr""ps) isalso especially hglp$l since no one gr,Jup is reilly doing ttre au-rouna joL;q-,ril.d 

""women's liberation.l

Available for the first time from MIMI
Labor Aristocracy: Mass Base of social Democracy

his great classic, Imperialism: the Highest Stage of Capitatisrn, Lenin
described the labor aristocracy of that time as J -rtt y minority of the working class.,,Ever since, withoS! relating iurrent statistics to Lenin's guidelines, the world Left,especially in the West, has continued mouthing: 'The laEour aristocrary is a tinyminority of the working class.,,

This book u1{erqkes to apply official U.S. and other data to the criteria for ata!o1 aristo-cracy which Lenin sei io'rtn in his '?reface to the German and French
editions" of the cited source. Supported by a resulting 43 statistical tables, it proves
that, toda)r, t!. e1tir9 working class of the West constitutes a labor aristocrag, on a
world scale; that its former "crumbs" from the capitalists' table have, due to the
escalation of imperialig*'l parasitism,.""gTatoi greltly; that the t"Uor aristocracy's
a_cceptance of this kickback, which Lenin called 'tmperiiist bribery,,, has created for
them in the West a 'nVay of Life" such that a serious internal contradiction now
exists within the international proletariat the one between workers in the West and
those of the 'Third world;" that social Democracy is and always has been the
political mouthpiece of the labor aristocracy; and-that the Leasi Common
Denominator of Social Democracy is racism.

The author contends that, if not seriously studied and fought against, this
internal contradiction can and will harden, if ii hasn't already, irito an antagonistic
one within the international working class, in a world of whictr the imperiXnst
section is now rule-d by transnational corporations rather than by nations, as in
Lenin's d1y. Tf such a political sclerosis ii alowed to seL it can only postpone further
the arrival of the necessary Tinal conflict.,, (from the back .orr"r)-' '

H.W. Edwards, Stockholm, Sweden, 1979,430 pp.
$8 cash, postal money order or write to make arr.mgements.

Also for the first firne!
The capitalist Roaders Are stitt on the
Capitalist Road (1977)

In october 1976 revtsionists in China launched a successful counterrevolution
to establish Soviet-style statecapitalism where socialism had prwiousty existed.Within months, some comradeJbased in Colorado using the telescope andmicroscope of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought"realized what hadhappened and exposed it as a counterrevolud6n.
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Meanwhile in the united states, the formerly Maoist october
League/Communist Party Marxist-Icninist bought-the new Chinese line hook line
and sinker and proceeded to intimidate opponents who criticized China's new
leaders. At the same time, the supposedly Maoist Revolutionary Communist party
flailed about for some time. Internal party struggles, or was it opportunism, kept the
RCP from helping to resolve confusion in the international communist movehent.
To this day, at least some RCP members try to keep the existmce of this book buried,
as if to say it was not important to dear up the confusion in1976 or even lg77l

The stre_ngth of this book de_qpjte its timeliness for 1977 is its excerpting of the
best theoretical statements of the Chinese Communist Party on why thera *is 

"possibility of counterrevolution as did in fact happen in tcizo.

- - 
During the Cultural Revolution the CCP argued that it was possible that China

would become social-imperialist or a mere dependent capitalist country if it suffered
capitalist counterrevolution. The book also eicerpts malerials indicating a historical
conflict within various branches of the goverrunent that served as a maierial basis
for the new bourgeoisie. Indeed, all the major theoretical contributions of the
Shanghai School of Political Economy are to be found excerpted in this volume.
Approx. 130 pp. !$4 cash, postal money order or write to make arr;urgements.

Back issue MIM Notes #Zg,4lZBlgG
on the bombing of Libyu 60 cents!
.I" try: special joint MIM Notes #23IMIM Theory #4 MIM exposes the

bombing of Libya and goes on to connect that bombing with variou-s theories
of social change: where were the Democrats? where were the Soviets?
What did the so-called Second World do? Find out the facts in MIM Notes.

Appropriately, MIM Theory #4 officially delivered a conclusiory shall
we say heresy, that MIM comrades had had for some time-that the world
war had already started. Unlike afl other parties out there, MIM boldly rips
away at the social-chauvinist thinking that World War trI isrt't here untii the
white boys go to war.

For those who realize that the bombing of Libya, the invasion of
Grenada, the aggression in Lebanon and now the maneuvers in the Gulf
mean that the internatio"-d nlolutariat-has precious little time to stop the
current World War Itr before it intensifies militarity, this back issue is a must.
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LJS bombs fr&hr
kil ls f ishers in Gulf

"US warships sank two Iranian oil
platforms and Navy commandos raided
another in the Persian Gulf on Mondav in
retaliation for a missile attack on a U.S.-
registered oil tanker." (Detroit Free Press,
fif20/87, p. l\

"The Reagan administ'ation announced
Monday ll0ll9l87l morning that four U.S.
destroyers had fired 1,000 rounds from their
five-inch guns on two pladorms of an Iranian
oil facility in international waters." Obid.)

The United States justified the attack with
references to Iranian attacks on US bloc
shipping in the Gulf and the rcputed role of
the oil platforms as a military base.On
October 15, han hit the "the Sungari, an
American-owned tanker flyrng ttre tiberian
flag" with a missile. On October 16th, han
hit "the Sea Isle City, a Kuwaiti-owned
tanker flyrng the American flag." (New York
Times, lol23/87,p.7)

Previously, US helicopters had attacked
three kanian speedboas on Ocober 8th.

The most recent incident as MIM Notes
gql to pr€ss indicates what the US means by
its literal "sh@t first" policy in the Gulf. Th-e
US navy fired machine guns on three Arab
fishing boas in the Persian Gulf and kilted an
Indian fisher, Bekwan Kangee on November
4.

The United States states that it is making
international waters in the Gulf safe for use
against Iranian and kaqi ataclc

After the US aggression, kan attacked
Kuwait's main offshore oil terminal and
caused it serious damage on October 22nd.
(Ibid.) Iran considers Kuwait its enemv in
the war with haq.

By MC5 and MC99
Democrats support President

The Democratic Party as a whole
supported the bombing of lran. The most-
quoted Democrat prior to the bombing was
Senator Sam Nunn, the chair of the Anned
Service Comminee: "The hanians should be
aware that if they do use those missiles in a
way that jeopardizes American ships, they are
subjecting themselves to possible and
probable retaliation." (New York Times,
fi117187,p.4)

Although the press focgssed on the
reaction of moderate and"-conservative
Democrats, those considered more liberal
also supported the bombing.

Senator Edward Kennedy's office (D-
MA) told MIM that he "supported the
President's action and thought it was
appropriate." Senator Alan Cranston's office
had this to say: "the Senator has not given a
position. . . no senator criticized the attack."

Presidential candidate Michael Dukakis,
the governor of Massachusetts "supports the
president. . . when vessels are fired on we
should bc able to retaliate." He added that the
Gulf needs "a multilateral UN force. . . to
maintain pea€," according to his office.

Senator Paul Simon (D-IL) had a lengthy
statement prepared in support of the
bombing: "Destruction of the oil platform
se€ms to bc a measured response given the
ctcumstances in which we find ouselves in
the Persian Gulf. An appropriate response
was necessary. But this clear exchange of
hostilities is added cause for invoking the
War Powers Act. We were left with no
choice but a military rcspons€ which is why I
have expressed concern about the reflagging
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effort from the beginning. We need to
protect the freedom of the seas in the Culf,
-but 

it should not be unilateral. We need the
helo of other nations." Sotrffihdv/hb
oreiidential candidate admits that even if he
were in office, he would be "left with no
choice but a military response." Indeed, his
cail for the involvement of other nations rs
o*ioout and indicates on what scale the
problem in the Gulf is.
' Jesse Jackson

Jesse Jackson, in the opinion of this
author, is the Dernocrat, who because he
seems promising to progessive people, is the
most v'aluable In c&opting people into the
Democratic Party. Indeed, numerous

supposedly Marxist-Leninist groups have
diSsblved because of the hope they found in
Jackson's campaign. These activists want to
be among the rainbow communities so as to
pull people into radical politics, whether
Jackson fails or succeeds.

More than one organizer for Jesse
Jackson has admitted to lv[M that Jackson is
opportunist. These samJ o-rglgzers say that
tliey are able to carrpaign for Jackson on the
basis of any pladorm theY choose.

Accordiig to fackson's Washington and
Chicago offices, however, Ja9k99n !*.o"ly
one sland on the Persian Gulf. Jackson
supported the oil pladorrn bgmbinq calling it
a -'itactical, suigical strike within the
boundaries of intemational law."

The\{ar Powers Act is moot
According to Senate Majority Leader

Robert Byid (D-w.VA), "the U.S-
rc-sponse...was minimal agd_ _ap_propriat9."
(Ditroit Free Press, l0l20l87, p- 5l)
Likewise, House Speaker Jim Wright (D-
TX), "it was necessary to make a
demonstration that the Iranians cannot
willfuly and at their whim attack U.S. vessels
withotit expecting measured retaliation-"
(rbid.)

So popular was the mve with Democrats
that the iatt to invoke the War Powers Act
took on a different meaning than that wished
by some naive liberals. The Democrats
sripported the invocation of the War Powers
Arit so that Reagan could prove the public
fully supported the war against Iran.

A kai exaryle of this was that of fornrcr-
president Carter: "Mr. Carter said that
Congress would probably not overrule the
President's policy if the War Powers
Resolution were invoked, and that doing so
would 'help alleviate the worldwide belief'
that Congress overwhelmingly disapproves
of the currcnt naval buildup in the Persian
Gulf." (New York Times, lAlL7/87,p.4)

2

On Wednesday, October 2ist, the
Senate voted to call on the President to issue
a report on hostilities on the Gulf and give the
Senate 30 days to respond. The Senate did
not call on the president to uphold the War
Powers Act. The bill has no teeth and even
some Democrats thought it was "mishmash."
(Detroit Free Press, 10122187,p. l)

Pentagon selects, Provide-s for
journalists to rePort Gulf war

fn fUy Marines aimed machine guns at a
chartered-boat of journaiists who attempted to
cover thc progress of US-escorted tankers
through the Gi{f. The journalists involved
left.

The Pentagon only allows 10 people from
the press to cover the Gulf -*ttitaty actions.
The Pentagon determines when it is safe (by
its standards) for the 10 people to release the
news reports.

The-10 reporters traveled itt tog goups
of five on the cruiscr Fox and the destroyer
Kidd.

The first rcpons from actual action in the
Gulf were ailbwed through by "Defense
Secretary" Caspar W. -Weinberger- 

He
"'immediately aipproved' the release of the
first pool diipatCh once it arrived at the
Pentagon, Siis lPentagon spokespersonJ
said."-([-os Angclts Timbs, 7122187, p. 10)

According io one of th9 AP reporters'
Tim Ahern, h6wever, the military did in fact
censor reports from the ships- Il the first
olace. the- first reports from the Gulf were
held 

'by 
the Pent-agon for three days: "It

wasn't until days laier that we found out that
those reports had been held back at the
Pentagon-, supposedly because they b'reached
operaEonal tii*itv by reponing about future
dititarv events. I didn't think that was so,
nor di6 any of the other reporters-, but we
didn't have-mtrch avenue of appeal aboard the
ships." (Washington Journalism Review,
10/87, p. 17)

Lat:er buried in the story, Ahern also
admits that the Navy changed his stories.
Captain David Yonkbrs of the Persian Gulf
Fl6tilla changed at least two aspecn of
Ahern's storiEs. "The first concerned a
referencc to beer drinking, which Yonkers
eliminated because he said it wouldn't look
goird to readcrs back in the United States if
ihev knew Navy officers had been drinking
durine such an ihportant mission."

"fhe second 6ccasion came on July 23,
when I wrote a piece about the upcoming last
day of the convoy. I detailed how and when
wi were going to pass Farsi Is-land. . . .
Yonkers oSiectea to putting specifics into the
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story, so we fudged the details and then sent
the story." (Ibid.)

These facts appear buried in Ahern's
story about his trip to the Gulf. Ahern has no
major criticisms of the system which let him,
along with 9 other people from major
capitalist syndicates, be the first to report
from the Gulf.

Those who can obtain the Washington
Journalism Review of October 1987 should
do so to read how intimate the relationship is
between the US government and the media:
The media has no problem when the
government picks the select number of
journalists who it wants for its missions,
decides when the reporters can report or
participate, changes their stories and limits
iheir travel except within the military boats
themselves.

Ships hit by fran were not
in international waters

The trro tankers ttrat kan hit with Chinese
Silkworm missiles on October 15th and 16th
were in Kuwaiti waters. The United States is
claiming to protect international shipping
lanes in-the Persian Gulf, but its retaliation
against han for the destruction of Kuwaiti
sf,ips indicates that Kuwait is little rnore than
a protectorate of the United States.
(Indianapolis Star, l\n7l87, p. a3; Los
Angeles Times, 10/17 187, p. l)

"The tiny emirate of Kuwait has become a
prime target for Iranian retaliatory strikes
iargely because it provides financial
assistahce to kaq and allows war materiel to
pass through is ports en route to haq." ([.os
Angeles Times, 10/16/87, p. 6) Kuwait is
"contributing billions of dollars and allowing
Iraqi military supplies through its ports."
(New York Times, 10123187, p. 7)

The Unircd States gs,ttrEtttd-trwipsy
admitted thu Iranian attacks on Kuwait are
not US business. (New York Times, "U.S.
Calls Latest Iran Raid An Issue for Kuwait
Alone," p.7)

Shipping and oil caPitalists
pushed for retaliation

"'If one of these vessels [US controlled
vessels witlrout the US flag-<d.J were being
attacked, wc would like to see the United
States autho'rized to intervene and stop the
attack,' said Thomas S. Wyman, director of

govemmental and public affain for Chewon,
the San Francisco oil giant." (Los Angeles
Times, l0ll7lE7,p. 12)

Wyman went on to say that it should not
matter what flag is on a ship in the Culf. The
United States should protect its "vital
interest" in the Gulf.

Chenron only sends three or four tankers
to the GuIf each rnonth, but it spoke for a
number of oil shippers in its lobbying of the
Reagan administration.

Chewon pointed out that 407o of US
controlled oil shipped to the US from the
Gulf does not travel in US registered ships.
(rbid.)

Also supporting the reflagging i3 the US,
Mideast Force. Perhaps seeking glory,
promotion or greater resources, Rear Adm.
Harold Bernsen has asked for pemrission to
attack Iranian gunboats "'stalking civilian oil
tankers."' (Sr Petersburg Times, 10116187,
p. 16a)

Press bias is obviouslY
against franians

The New York Times (10/20/87) wrote
stories about the bombing of kan that totalled
more than 100 inches in length. Almost all of
the coverage was based on the comments of
the U.S. govenunent or shipping executives.

Below, MIM Notes quotes all the kanian
reactions that the New York Times found fit
to print:

"At the United Nations, an Iranian
delegate said "several innocent people" had
been killed in the attack, but the assertion
could not be confirmed-" (p. 1)

"Before the shelling began, the
Iranian installation was warned by radio
messages that an attack was imminent.
Receipt of the m€ssage was acknowledged,
and Iranians were seen leaving the plaform
in a small boat, according to the Secretary."
[This is a second-hand report of the
hanians's reaction as relayed by the U.S.
Secretary of Defense, Caspar W. Weinbcrger
to the New YorkTimes, ed.l (p. 6)

"Iran vowed today to deliver a
"crushing blow" against the United States in
revenge for the raids on its offshore
plaforms in the Penian Gulf.

"We're sending so much over there that
the water level of ihe gulf i9-Soi1t-S !o go--up
*" 

"i 
irttee inches w-hen it's all dsns"'-

Reagan administration offrcial. 11G
\ -
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"The United States has entered a
swamp from which it can in no way get out
safely," said the director of lran's War
Infomration Office, Kamal Kharrazi. He said
Washington was now embroiled in a full-
fledged war with kan.

"The remarks, released by the official
kanian press agency, were the first Iranian
reaction to the raids on the pladorms, which
the United States said were used as radar and
speedboat bases for preyrng on shipping.

"[At the United Nations, Iran's
envoy, Said Rajaie Khorassani, described the
target of the attack as an "oil terminal"
without military significance and said
"several innocent people were killed." He
acknowledged his country was behind the
missile attacks against two ships in Kuwaiti
waters last week, but called the action a
justified measures (sic.) against a nation
supporting Iraq in its war with han. One
ship was Kuwaiti-owned but registered in the
United Statcs; the otherwas American-owned
and registered in Liberia.J"

The Iranians got one-half inch on page
one out of seven and one-half inches. Three-
quarters of an inch for the second-hand U.S.
government report of the Iranian reaction
appeared on page six. Then on the last page
of coverage of the bombing in the New York
Times, Iran got a whopping four inches. (p.
8) Meanwhile, Britain's reaction also
received three inches on the same page. All
together, Iran had its views explained or
quoted for a total of five and one-quarter
inches. The next day contained no coverage,
so it was not the case that the New York
Times did not have the timc to report more of
a resPons€.

While the New York Times is the best
major newspaper in the United States, it is
still a crude mouthpiece for the Pentagon,
shipping executives and various Reagan
officials.

History - a review of hostilities
The bombing of the Iranian oil plaform

was not an isolated military act on the United
States'part. On October 8rh, US helicopters
attacked and sank between one and three
Iranian gunboats in the Persian Gulf. The
two sides dispute who fired first. (Los
Angeles Times, 10/10/87, p. 8)

The last issue of MIM Notes neglected to
mention an important conflict betwien Saudi
Arabia and Iran that the inlperialists are ulring
to enflarne-ttre Arab vs. Persian conflict.

Friday, July 3lst, ar least 402 people died
in Mecca when Saudi Anbian policetired on
Iranian demonstrators. Mecca- is an Islamic
holy ciry in Saudi Arabia. Ar least 275 of the
dead were kanians. (The plain Dealer,
8/4/87, p. 7a)

After the riot, Iran called for the
overthrow of the Saudi government for the
first time. (t os Angeles Times, Bl3/g7,p. l)

There is also more information in on the
role Soviet economic and militarv comoetition
had in driving the U.S. - into Gulf
intervention. In April, Kuwait made an
agreement with the Soviet Union "to lease
three small tankers from the Soviet Union,
which will provide a naval escort to and from
{-uwaiti pofis." (The Plain Dealer,
Cleveland, p.5a)

Indeed,-the US attempt to have all the
states of the Middle East as its dependents
figures into the Kuwaiti request for US
military esgoq_in the Persian Gulf. Having
heard that the United States is supplying Ira;
in its war with kaq, Kuwait decidid to itest"
the US commitment to protecting the
"moderate gulf states" from ..Irlnian
aggression" according to a Kuwaiti official.
(rbid.)

. .In reality, ajl^of October 16, 1987 kaq
had attacked 258 commercial ships, whili
Iran had attacked _142. (The Inifianapolis
Star, 10/17187, p. a3)

franian miliitary actions are parily
response to US provocations

In the past, Iran has indicated that its
actions in the Persian Gulf are at least partly
responses to thc US military force there. ..As
long as there are foreign forces in the gulf, it
is quite natural to use such means to-block
approaches," said. han's Kamal Kharazi of
the Suprerne Defense Council.

^ 
Ir1n, however, has denied responsibility

for mines that have caused the deslruction of
various tankers in the Gulf. Some evidence
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for this is that Iranian oil has spilled as a
result of the mine anacks

Iran claims that both the United States
Tq.ry arc. also u.sing mines in the penian
Uult. Even if han is theonly country puning
in F9 mines, it is not in the thoi*s"iritercs6
to blow up their own oil, unless there is a
tgggr threat such as the Unired States in the
Gulf.

Iran also claims not to wanr to block free
navigation in the Gulf, but it has said that the
US "is tryrng to find justification for its
ryglqngg" in the Gulf. (Los Angeles Times,
8/2r/87)

US punishes China for arms
trade with Iran

. .- Despite the fact that no one has gone ro
jail yet for the lran-contra scam, the US has
imposed a high-tech embargo to China
because China has sold Silkworm missiles to
Iran.

Mcanwhile, the US is preparing finally to
put a ban on Iranian impons including oil. It
will also act to cut off exports to Iian that
could bc useful to terrorists. Of coune, in
perfectly hypocritical order, the US will act
against China first: "the trade curb. . . was
imposcd as President Reagan was poised to
announce a ban on most trade with han. . .
Oil and other imports would be cut off, as
well as expons of all goods that could even
be vaguely useful to terrorist groups." (New
York Times,10f23/87, p. l)

Typically, China has denied arms sales to
Iran, as it has denied most controversial arms
sales before, including nuclear sales to South
Africa. According to the US, the US showed
China ptrotographs of China's shipping thc
anns to han, but China still denied thc sales.

If this high-tech embargo has any tccrh, it
will be an interesting test of the soiernment
in China Is the Chinese governient a mcne
lackey of US_imperialism? Certainly, the US
role in thc Chinese economy has becomc
much moreimportant since 1976, but is it big
enough so that the US can make China acr ils
a dependent vassal? Thc actions of the US
scem ro indicatc that the US considen China
a dependent state, not a partner in imperial-
lsm.

China continues to learn from
the West

_- "fn one of the worst environmental
{isqslgrs on record in China, an esrimarcd
?0,990 people -were poisoned wtreo arerulzer tlctory dump€d oxic chemicals ino
a nver 41d sgpteminarcd the source of warer
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fgr thousands of -people." (Los Angeles
Times, 321187, p. D

"'The lcadcri of the chemical factory did
not toke immediate E€asrues to stof ttri
continuing sesrnmi nltion. 1': Apparently, the
gl-ean-up project was still unfinishid in
*T"nt even though, the disaster took placc
on January 2nd

"'When you do not pay attention to
envuonmcntal protection, but only go after
oevelopmg production, production cannot be
developed,.imd e19-n morc importantly, a
higher . pricc yil! have td be fjiiaeconomically, a16 this is very harmful to ttre
masses,"' said Environmintal News in
China (Ibid., p. 10)

Confucius makes open
comeback
in China

Scholars met in China to discuss
Confucius at the end of August and the
beginning of September. Contrary to The
Sun's articlc on the conference, however,
this is certainly not the first discussion of
Confucius in China's history since 1949.

During the Cultural Revolution, thc Gang
of Four led discussions and rallies across thc
country to criticize Confucius. (The Sun,
9R/87,p.22a'1

Cai Shangsi, a 'professor 
ar Fudan

University, said that Confucius represented
old ideas that needed to be conqu-red He
also reportedly said "another cultural
rcvolution" would be needed" A colleague,
in defending Cai's views against a Columbia
University profcssor, said, however, that Cai
was not referring to the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution. MIM is not able to
assess this info'rmation, whether or not Cai
rcally desires the uprooting of reactionary
ideas.

China goes to pure private
farming

Sincc thc counterrevolution after Mao's
death, the Chinese state capitalists havc had
China's peasants engage in quasi-private
farming. In that farming the state has
assigned familics plos of land for their usc.
There werc only rwo restrictions-that the
family scll a certain minimum of its produa
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1o the starc and that the family not scll the
land it wils on.

. Now, the Chinese state capitalists are
going p ullg* peasants to buy anA seU ttreir
land" That is to say, a family -can 

uansfer its
giq! p_lomeone ibe. (Arin ArUor-tqr*r,
10126187, p. cl)

Farming in China is hence capitalist:h the
sense of private capitalist. Mairv so.called
leftists in the Unitea States hav-e saidl that
capitalism only exists where there is private
property. Well, now even by their own
standards, China is capitalist. '

How Deng learns from the West:
Going for Western plasticr

surgery
___ With-the,disgusting aping of everything
Western in China these days, the latesi rend
is eyelid operations. A surgery procedure
costing between one-fifth to one month's
salary of an average worker makes Chinese
eyes appeax less slanted and more Western.
- Other operations give Chinese people
larger noses and breasts. Breast opeiations
cost btween two and three years' salary.
We can only hope that the prohibitive costs
will preventpeople from having them.

Even skin crcams for lighter complexions
are reportedly popular. (New York Times,
4l3A/87, p. 17)

While it is unavoidable in this autlhor's
opinion, that human bodies will become
increasingly synthetic as science advances,
the operations that the counterrevolution in
China is promoting are not for the health of
the patient. On the contrary, the operations.
contribute to the nrcntal subjugation of the
Chinese people to Western ideals of breauty
and fashion.

More evidence of the left eddy
in China last summer

In mid-August, 5,000 citizen volunteers
helped put 800 street pedlars out of busi,ness
in Beijing. The pedlars werc accused of
sp_eculation, swindling and tax evasion.
(Christian Science Monitor, 8f24/87, p. 7)

In Guangzhou, hundreds of otherpedlars
had the same fate. (Ibid)

6

Prison inmates in Ohio seek

to join fWW
The Industrial Workers of the World

(rWW) claim rhat over 400 inmates in Ohio
have sent cards in requesting union
membership.

Inmates in Ohio make road signs,license
plates and furniture and grow vefetables for
the-peryl system, but they re onlf ailowed to
make $24 a month.

Apparently, prison officials have blocked
IWW organizing in various ways. The
officials claim that the IWW repiesenrs a
threat ro the health and safeiy of the
prisoners. (fhe Plain Dealer, g/4i87, p. dl,
d7)

6'Defense" increasingly
donninates academic research

spending
The "Department of Defense" claims to

only fund $930 million in research at
universities in the United States, but that
lgotf is_twice what it was ten years ago by
the DOD'S own figures. (Los Angeles
Times, 4112187, p.32)

By MC Zero and MCs
LA Times review criticizes

sPlatoon' froll;rtino point of
vte\r

According to Gregg Barrios, Platoon is a
FoIe without any believable or signifrcant
Latino characters. Yet, statistics show that
Mexican-Americans constituted 10% of thc
population of the Southwest during Vietnam
butl9.4% of the Vietnam Warcasualties.

In 1965, Blacks suffered 23.5Vo of the
combat deaths in rhe Army while serving as
oily lA% of the armed forces in Vietnam.
(Los Angeles Times, Calendar, 4/19/E7, p.
2)

At the same time, Platoon was praised for
localizing the Vietnam war for the folks at
home. Holding up one white boy who
choose to enlist for macho reasons instead of
resist at home in no way forces the issue.
Amerika still refuses to admit total defeat or
acknow]edge the Vietnamese government.
Naturally, the US is still completely
unsympathetic toward the Vietnamese effofts
to stop Paul Pot's genocide.
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Stock rnarket crash
reveals parasitic

l . t r r* t r r . ra r  ' rrraui l fe Ot eCOnOmV
Iloy.lrr po-ssible that the stock nnarket profit generated- 

- 
J

could fall 22.6Vo in 9.n1$af? . (New y_ork '- -ffi.n, 
the whole stock mark et fell36Vo,Times, l0l2Dl87, p.-l) Sinie August 25th, however, it did not 

-"* 
tt,"t ;;.gr;;the Dow Jones index of stock p-rices feli ,oaalnty increased therr rncomperence.36vo- 

-^-_r, .. 
- 

Inaeea, in; ;;pii"tirir'it.or."tves do nor
., Stocks are suppo:edly tle pqpgr {q9ds to ;fi; that there is a real reason that couldme means ot procluc[on in the United litates. explain this: ..We don,t know how toJust as there are ownership forms for cars intirpret it, and we don't tfrint a"yoni efiiand houses, there ar. e ownership papers for O*i'ritfrri,,t oid Jqhn A. Rolls, executivethe factories, machines and eve-rything else vice_president of the United i;;fi;G";
corporatio-nsneedtoproduce. Corp6ration. (New york Time s, tOiiO"/Ai,

Yet, the fall of 36Vo in the average prices p. +^Sl
ofstocksharesdoesnotmeanthatsomdthing "-'ih" slight rise in interest rates, the
destroyed 36% o! the factories, machines anii prrriit.n.e of the trade deficit and the
other.qe-ans- of production in the tlnited lo"ti"uea war in the persian Gulf are not
States! No, the actual property is still there. sufEcient real reasons to account for the stock

What has changed so much is the market's sudden decline.
perception of the pgletary value_ of the fnai is wiy Muoirir distinguish between
stocks. Under capitalism, everything is real, actual ind physical fdrces in the
expressed in mo_netary tenns. A sh4re of economy on the one hand and speculative,
stock does not refer toa particular building-or fetishistic and illusionury for""s on the other
a p-artrgular machine. Rather, a share is really hand.
a deed for some fraction of a company's The Great Faper Shuffle
value. Eightpercinrof me fu"w yort City work
. It is up to the market to deternrine what force is dmptoyed in the securities'trade.

the. monetary.value of a share of stock is. (New York Times, l0l}0l}7, p. 48) In
This is an inherently speculative activity. i977,77,000 worked in the secuiities trade.
There is no right or wrong answsr as to tlie By 1987, that number was 152,000. The
value of a stock in monetary tenns. to'tal exceeds 250,000 when one counts the
- In addition, ,htq are good reasons why lawyers, accountants and compurcr operarors

the monetary 
-v4oe 

of a stock should clrrangi. aire'cttyinvolved in Wall Stree^t.
For instance, if an incompetent management Ttrit means there are over 250,000 people
lq,et over a plant, the m-achinery and working on deciding how much a stc,ct is
buildings can become as good as usel6ss. ff worth ii New yorfalone! And, the best
management can't produce anything with is iustification for this is that someone has to
r.naghinery, then that machinery is-worttrless. analyze the companies to see if they have
This is one of the real reasoirs for merger competent managirnent!
mania Yet, when tfe whole market falls 367o in
_. -When a capitalist such as T. Boone two months, one has to conclude that there
Pigkens finds a poorly.run gonpany, he can was simply a lot of speculation going on.
offer the company's sharehold-ers a higher Wall Srieipeople weri paper-shufrlinftheir
price for their stock. Pickens would say, way to profils tintit ttre wtrirte house of-cards
"look with your assets, we could make a lot caie rumUting down.
mor.e prgfiq 4qt"_ yhy I want to buy your In this most recenr paper-shuffle, the
slock gd ggt rid o{ the old uranagemerirt,t' So bourgeoisie unintentionaily erased over $ I
the price of a stock depends panially on the trillidn of weatth in monetiry terms! (New
competenceof the company's management, York Times, LAI2O/87, p. i) But that $1
and that co@etence is measured in tenns of trillion is not anything rcali The $l trillion ,4;\



loss can have real effects, but only bdcause
under c_apitalism how much money one has
attects how much one is willing to purchase.
The $1 nillion loss says nothing ibout the
ry{: of the public or the physical abitiry of
the U.S. egongmy to satisf! those needsi. -

Socialism und6rmines
monetary calculation

Under socialism, the dictatorship of the
ploletariat sees to it_that profit is notihe,goal
of the economy. Whaf matters is therieal
economy and what is useful to the proletariat.

Y1rx pointed our this probtem in
qapitalism in his greatest work,-Capital. He
distinguished between use-vaiue and
exchange-value because he knew that what
was most useful to the proletariat was not
necessarily the same thing as what was most
profitable to sell, thanks to speculation and
other distortions inherent to an economy that
chases money.

Under socialism, the goals will be
expressed in tenns of barrels of oil, tons of
corn and pairs of pants. Capitalisrm is
incapable of directing its energies in this
direction. The people on Wall Sueet chase
after goals expressed in money terms. In
contrast, the proletariat counts real work, real
products and real needs.

Role of foreign investment
in the United States is increasing
In explaining Wall Street's previous btrll

market, there was some talk of Japanese
investrnent's raising the prices of US itrrcks.
After all, the earnings to price ratio was
supposedly several times better in the US
than in Japan.

Many libera|radical economists have said
that high inprest rates and a strong dollar in
qhe garly '80s financed US expansion, as
foreign investors sent dollars back tor the
United States.

Even as late as 1987, when interest rates
are relatively low, it appears that foreigners
are funding the trade deficit. As Rep.-John
Bryant (D-Tex.) said, "America has been
selling off its family jewels to pay for a night
on the town." (Los Angeles Times, 813/87,
p. 5) In other words, instead of producing
fo-r export, Americans are selling the means
of production to foreign capitalisis to pay for
consumption of Japanese VCRs, Korean cars
and Arab oil.

I

The Democrats and social-democrats are
invoking. nationalism in calling for
protectionisrn. They want to save Am"erican
jobs and the melns of production for
Americans. This, however, should not be
nA!4! position according to MC5.

What is most. lm??ng about foreign
invesrnent in the United Staies is that it is iet
another mechanism of imperialist parasitijm.
The United States can have a tradi deficit of
$15 billion a month, and still, other countries
will loan the United States the money to pay
{9r ir For example, Japan alone loined'thi:
United States 35Vo of tie money the United
States govemment borrowed fiom citizens
and foreigners in long-term loans in 1986.
(Ibid.) "At some Treasury auctions,
Japanese investors alone have boueht as
much as two-thirds of long-term United
States Government bonds.i' (New york
Times, nn3ft7, p.27) The United States
now owes other countries more than they
owe the United States.

Another possible source of funds for the
US is indicated in a rising chorus in the prcss
to get Japan and other countries to foot the
bill for US military spending. Donald J.
Trump, who is a"real-estate magnate, casino
operator and corporate raider with a fortune
of $3 billion drew a bigger audience than
have any of the Republican candidates [in
New Hampshirel" (New York Times,
10/23187, p. 9) by calling for Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia and Japn to pay for the military.

What will happen if the United States
continues to sell its assets? Will the United
States be able to maintain its imperialist
parasitism? At least one answer is-that the
United States'nrling class will go to war at
least- in part to maintain the .US living
standard. In other words, if the imperialisti
value their alliance with the labor aristocracv
in the United States, the imperialists wil 96
to w:u to seize the resources with which to
continue paying off its allies in the Euro-
Am€rikanpopulation of the United States.

Already the billionaire Trump has
suggested that the US attack Iran and seize its
oil wells. He added, "I'm tired of nice
people already in Washington. . . . I want
someone who is tough and knows how to
negotiate. If not, our country faces disaster."
(New York Times,1023187, p. 9)

\ i \



Whatever methods the US imperialists
use ro maintain US parasidsm, it is imponant
to keep a close eye on trends. Fbreign
invesment is thought to total $1.3 trillionln
the United Snrcs. $200 billion is direct
investrpnt.

"Carnarion C9. is Swiss. Doubleday,
RCA Records, Celanese and General Tire air;
all German. 7-ale Corp., the giant jewelry
retailer, is Canadian. purina -lztitts, 

Smitfi
and Wesson, and I. Walter Thompson
advertising ?gency are British." (LA Tirnes,
Ernest Co:rine, "The Invasion by Foreign
Investors," Ibid.)

In the last five years, Japanese direct
investment has more than uipied to over $25
billion. Yet, European investment isr about
10 times larger.

Television networks denied
Reagan live coverage, then put

him in news
___ Reagan asked for television time on
Wednesday October l4th to denounce the
critics of the Robert H. Bork nomination for
the Supreme Coun. Showing off their
mEgrtty, the networks claimed that Reagan,s
statement.of position was not newsw5rthy
and turned him down.
_ Later, however, the networks put
Reagan's srarement in $. Wednesday,night
newscasts anyway: .'It's gening haider-to
orstrngulsh ute rait from the dog," rcad a rarc
criticism of the mass mediaTy the mass
qe.{a. (Los Angeles Times, iOnlftt, p.
v i .1)

MIM to social democrats:
Poverty in US is not always

increasing
The percentage. gf people living in

poverty- (os. counted by -the' 
governrient)

d.toppca to its lowest level sinEe 19E0. .Ii
shrank ftom l4Vo in 1985 to t:.Of tin198c-€dl,'.' (!ot Angeles fimci, Znid7,
p. !1)- Median family ilrcomc atso ipsc +.Zf
to $29,460. Medianfamily incomeJrttootA
set all-timc records this veai.

Thgs, the middle cfass is doing well for
now. That fact is not contradicted 5'y thc fact
that tir-e gap between rich and'poor is
elpalAing: '"The top 20Vo of all houicholds,
whrcn reprcsented those with incomcs above
$45,980; collected 46. 1 % ;?-Ji t oor*r,ofa
T!9trer an increasc from 44.2% in iggO and
43.3% in 1970. Meanwhile, tne towiJt 20%
-those with incomes below $10,250, col-

I

|ected.j-u_s1 3.t%, a decrease from 4.1% in
both 1970 and 1980." 

- 
(Ibid.) Monthly

Revicw stresscd just such ngures in its most
recent issue as if to say rhar the US middle
class is in trouble.

Social democrats stress such figures to
show that movemenrs to expand the-welfare
state have a material basis, that there are a lot
of potential slpporters of social democracy.
As revolutionaries, we let the socii l
democrats organize for welfare reform- The
people we seek to organize tue not in the
middle class. Nor do we believe that Ameri-
cans are suddenly becoming poor and
amcnable to radical inange.

Even the fact that the gap between rich
and poor is expanding does not mean that the
bulk of Amsricans is no longer middle class.
In fact it is still possible ro ger richer whilc
one's shart of income decrcases.

Drug trade is rooted in
capitalism, not individual

kingpins
In early Febnrary, the United States

successfully extradited a cocaine kingpin
from Colombia-Carlos Enrique Lchder
Rivas. Six months later, however, cocaine
exports from Colombiareached new records.

Dnrg barons in Colombia simply bought
up and intimidated more of the Colombian
government. (Ann Arbor News, 8116187, p.
l )

A forcign narcotics expen camc closc o a
natural Mar:rist analysis of the problem: "He
[Lehder-ed.J was mainly involved in
transportation, but there were plenty of
people rcady to take his place. . . . The urest
disrupted nothing." Mamists always strcss
that the problem is the system or the stnrcturc
of society, not individuals. The fact that
Lchder was so easily rcplaced shows that thc
problem is the hilh irofits found in thc
cocaine trade, not particularly crafty drug
dealers.

The dnrg business is very big business:
in 1985 "illegal sdcs of cocaine, heroin and
marijuana totaled about $50 billion in this
country." (Los Angcles Times, 3ll8lE7)
No plan of attack that leaves capitalism and

high profits for the drug trade in place can
ever solve the drug problern

Unemployment
_ Unemployment is 

-rhe 
lowest since

1979--5.9% (Chicago Tribune, l}Rft7, p.r )  
\ jL



Repression continues for some
in South Korea

The South Korean regime arrested 1l
accused leftists for charg-s going back to
March. The leftists supposediy srlpport the
interests of North Kdria. Accorbing ro
police, the lcftists distributed g0,b00
pam.phlets 

-that call the S. Korean regime
"'military fascists exploiting the masses to
sgrve the interests of American and Japanese
imperialis-ts _ and Korean 

-oiopotycapjtalists. "' ([-os_ Angeles Time s, t0/ tfugi,
p. 8) The iurest of theleftists will-contribute
to Roh Tae Woo's presidential campaign,
whig! is a campaign for order and unity.

Meanwhile, more than 20 primafu, and
secondary school teachers are bn a hu:nger
strike because they were fired by ihe
government. Chung Young Hoon, for
example, incurred the wrath of his superjors
because he did not order his fifth-g:rade
pupils to 'lsay a silent prayer at a monum€nt
to the late Syngman Rhee." (tbid., p.9)

Inkatha movement strikes
out violently

Quisling Black leader Gatsha Buthelezi of
South Africa has initiatedviolence against thc
United Democratic Front - a mbvement
gogp 19d by the African National Congress.
In the fust ttree months of 1987, ttre liOf
suffered 45 deaths at the hands of Buthelezi's
Inkatha movement. In return, five members
of Inkatha suffered death. The President of
the ANC, Oliver Tambo, has asked
Archbishop Desmond Tutu to intervene with
"' Christian rnediation. "'(Los Angeles Tfunes,
4/17/87,_p.,lr 8, 9, 10; see also Los Angeles
Times,3lLS/87, p.7))

The South African ruling class and far
right activisa in the United States sometimes
portray Buthelezi as a Black "moderate" who
is preferable to radicals seeking to overthrow
apartheid with violence.
_ _- Regent Deane Baker at the Universiry of
Michigan opposed the awarding of an
honorary degree to ANC leader Nelson
Mandela and offered Buthelezi as a non-
violent altsrnative. Such propaganda efforts
by the far right require thai we have a
working knowledge of the Black political
leadership in South Africa and not j[st cheer
for anybody who is Black in South Africa

Black market thrives in
Nicaragua (See article, Los

Angeles Times, Sl3lB7, p. l;
also 3llEl87, p. 93)
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Inter-imperialist rivalry holds

back trade, production

Norway's state-owned anns corporation
has shipped the Soviet Unioir ..140
comppters capable of running sophisticated
machine tools" ac_cording io Norwegian
authorities. (New York Times, l0l23lg1 , p.
27)

The sanB company had a hand in Toshiba
sales to the Soviet Union, which caused
Toshiba to take out full-page ads in the US to
apologize.

The Western countries have agreements
and laws not to sell state-of-the-arr
technology to the Soviets that could have
military application.

Not surprisingly, individual capitalists do
not have an intercst in upholding these laws,
so they sneak materials to the Soviet Union
any way they can.

Maoists don't care whether or not the
Soviets gain military advantages from the
sales. It is interesting, however, that once
again rivalry benrreen the US and the Soviet
Union actually holds back business and the
development of the productive forces.

Some high-tech companies may have a
strong enough interest in trade with the
Soviet Union that they would push for
detente. The capitalist class, as a whole,
however, still would prefer to open the
Soviet bloc for trade on its terms, namely
tenns of subjugation.

Still, it is possible that the US imperialist
bloc will opt for a new era of imperialist
collaboration that would involve US
economic penetration of the Soviet bloc in
exchange for reduced military conflict
benveen the US and USSR and high-tech for
the Soviet bloc. Such an alliance would
facilitate super-exploitation of the Third
World also.

For example, the US has recently sought
Soviet and Chinese help in subjugating Iran
on US terms. At first, those efforts seemed
successful, but now both the Soviet Union
and China have refused to tow the US line.
The Soviets have denounced US "imperialist
aggression" against Iran and China is
continuing to ann lran.

Many feminists oppose
surrogate mothering

In a previous issue, MIM Notes treated
the Baby M case. From reading Off Our

tq,?



Backs, an article in MIM Notes concludled
that Jeminist opinion had started to
conso[ctatc against the Baby M rulins.

Off Our Backs then printed up ifolow-
*q,lqqlg frqm a poin! ofview suplporting rhe
B"-by M nrling, which said thli femlnist
opinion was still divided

MIM Notes had omined inforrration
about who had pushed for the consolidation
qf feminist opinion on this subiccr It was
9Jotlu Sjein-er_n, Begy Friedin, phyllii
Chggler, Gena Corea, Gtty Conin'nogitin
and Marilyn Frerrch among-others whoftkd a
F"t"t the Baby M case. according to these
remrnrsts the real issue was the
"commercialization of reproducti,ve
technologies." (Los Angeles T:des, 7RllB7,
p. l, pan V)

MCg comments: Potentially these
ideologues are simpty after the rcprbductive
monopoly. Would they also fear a device that
would free thc female work force from thc
cumbersorc ctrqe of childbearine?

As the authq said in the pre-vious MIM
Notes, no communist should beHeve thrat
glrcgate conhacs are voluntary and hencc
fair. No communist should oppose
Whitehead aod support Stern on 

-these
grounds.

On the othcr han4 it is not possible to
Fgitt!-capiaqsm and patriarchy by moving to
legally rcstict the offering of bofob services
The Guardiaa and Froniline in addition n

pro-Whitehead feminists have erred in
implying that the womb is nor
commersialized already.

Surr.ogatc mothering is only an open
exprcssion of what occurs norm-ally in'the
United States within fertile couples. When
men dominate women trough thi institutions
of marriag-e, the church and the workplace,
no one rushes to file a brief showing hdw the
economic po{er-of men influences-the shape
gI .euqty male-female relationship in tire
United States.

Indee4 in typically refomrist fashion,
these feminists opposed to the
commcrcialization of the womb, not only
missed the boat when capitalism started, but
also they open the door to pre-capitalist,
rcactionary socid agendas. To a large extent,
the New Right would like to portray the
marriage institution as rcligiously sacred and

out of the financial reach of even the ultrarich
- not a subject of the marketplace.

The New Right is happy ro say that the
womb should not be commercial; God willed
marriage (and capitalism) etc. Therefore,
even the restriction of the already existing
commercialization of the womb is not
necessarily a good thing. To act to prevenr
thc corrnnercialization of surrogate mothering
is to give a certain rcactionary myth reality in
thc rare circumstances of srurogate moth-
ering.
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Available now: Settlers:
Mythology of the White

Proletariat
By J. Sakai

$elrei concludes that Euro-Amerikanq ary the enemy of the international proletariat
and therc is no Euro- letariat in thc United States, only exploited internal
colonies ard a proleariat in the Tliird World.

This book is-simpl^y the most devastating u.S. history out there.
$4.95 or $1 for prisoners.

MIM Theory is an irregular publication of theory and analysis of the
Maoist Internationalist Movement. Each issue is unofficial until
and unless a majority of the membership ratifies it after publication.

Editors of this joint issue of MlMl Notes and MIM Theory: MGO, MCs
Contributors in this issue: MC6, MC2, MCs, MC6, MC7, MC99
Unfess otherwise stated MCs is the author of articles. MC@ and MC5
jointly edit the art icles.
New subscription price is $1.50 an issue for as many issues as desired.
Maoist Internationalist Movement, PO Box 3576, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106-3576.
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Correspondence
Writer sets example, writes

letter detailing activities
I am hereby responding to the excellent

question as to what readers have done for
lvflM, and I hane my head in shamc. because
it is so liule! Thu is.good furductive teaching!
Wasn'tit Socrarcs who firstuseo niii-

I have exchanged subscriptions with
MIM. That may well benefit us both, so
pg-hrys th4 is not something I have done fbr
MIM at all. [Of coune, Mn{ benefits from
subscriptions that people choose to send us.
We never claimed- omniscience and hcnce
readi other periodicals--€d"I

I have sent a few clippings of resource
matcrial

I have s€nt cornmen$ on the material
found in MIM Notes, some positive and
sornc negative. flhis of courseis esscntial if
MIM Notes and MIM Theory are anything
more than writing exercises. If only
everyonc did as much! --cd"l

I have tried to send background mat€rital
that MM might not have on American life
from a native's point of view. (I am not
!*by usurping the Amerind's position as
the tnre native Americans, but rathcr as a
perqgl born and brought up in this country).

I have snrdied material relating o M[VI,
both items in MIM Notes and fhe Othci
Side, trying to learn more about this
movemcnt and its philosophy. Have also
rcad other materials from the priblic librry.
-A regular correspondeht

Prisoner sends greetings;
suggests magazine

Pr,ofound revolutionary greetines.
We are vis-a-vis with ihE mostiesressive

forces of North amerikkka's imperialist state;
yet, "qc-se are.'the worst of time-s, they are the
best of times"

.Y"J*.no longer stan4 sit orwatch idly
as this fascist statain full gear falsely chargl
and jail our Freedom Fighters, iirnocent
vicnms on 9..p. Geng9l pqlc!pl9). Neither
can we continuc to faithfully believe in the
sarne state system which continuallyviolates

our fundamental human rights as human
beings.

In order for us to get a much more clear
understanding of the oppressive oppressor,s
wrong doing and the so-called leiij law in
which we werc thrusted into, we-must first
become indepe-ndent in our analyzing the
different things that affectour every'dav l-ives.

V/e began by looking into thl pblitical
arcna, and to do this one must have bolitical
sighe If you would like more inforniation as
to how you can obtain political-elasses
thereby becoming consciou-s, and rais'ing the
consciousness of others please write: Afikan
Prisoner's Initiative (API) PO Box 25169,
Wil'qip$on, DE 19899. API pus out a bi-
monthly newsletter. At this moment, API
spends a lot of time spearheading the uncon-
ditional rclease of Ramona AfriCa and ALL
Political Prisoners and POWs your support
9l us is directly thc support of yourself.
Uhunr Sasa!!

Also i rcceived "Political Economy of
Counterrevolution in China," which i-wiU
definitely circulate and share its ideas. Thank
you all

-A writer from the Northeasl
October, 1987

RIG runs government for
bourgeoisie

As reporrcd in previous issues of MIM
Notes, there has been active consortium of
particular officials in the executive branch
who have set about directing covert wars
across the planet. Lewis A. Tams, former
ambassador to Costa Rica said the Restricted
Interagency Group (RIG) directed him to
illegally aid the contras who seek to
overthrow the government of Nicaragua.
(the Plain Dealer, 515187,p.2)
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It fh. . r '  7 '  I  ar ! .^ t r  
^1,Fa\.^.^1,vY ruur 6ltct you expect (

Defense industry bosses suck people have increased- (The plain Dealer,off largest profits blqkt,p.4b)
. . "It Palf b_ig. to be boss in defense Thoie who would say that Ohio must be
indg;sgy" (Ihe PlainDealer,8l4ft7,p.l) an exception are wrong.-..Fifteen years ago,
. '"The- lvgryge chief executive offrcer for the pofulation of ori prisons rias 

"U6oithe top-25 defgqsg c_ontracting firms makes 200,000. . . . On Deceiber 31, 1986, the
more than_$900,q0 1 y-ear in salary and population was 546,659 and growing." (ftre
bonuses. But the buck docsn't stop -there. hogrcssive,Blg7,p. 16)
The corporations contributc rcns of thbusands
of dollars each vear to special rull:: Arming whites, disarmingaccounts for the executives, pensron
pro$ans guaranrce th;; h";Ghr'"i trroo Blacks
sands of dollars a ycar in retirement income, In Florida the rationale for legal
stock options can het them huge profrts and I:strictionl on gun-s are overtly racist. In
thcirlivis are insured for $1 milio?r-plus. Panama Qity, carrying guns is a way of life

..A Genctal Accountine ofEce isoon in connected to white supr€,roacy.
October 1984 on 12 aiospace dlfense "A l94l.decision !y tle.state's-highest
contractors said executivc'salarics and court noted that at the tirc, there had been a
bonuscs avetaged 42% more than the 'great influx of Negro laborers' and the
executive compeisation at comparably sized purpose of the act was to disarm them and
fims." tr.**h?*ffffJrt*li;,q'f$'"ut"0
Profits are highest in so-called .-.*,.]1waltneverintendedo\.aqpu{.tothederense- industry '.- fs3T*H:f,l:r?ff.Pn,C*Y;t

^ 
According to the Gcneral Accounring ii-rs, tan4U,p. Ai'

Office, military contracts arc L2AVo morc
profitable rhaL-c.oqpar-abl9._commercial Reagan proposes even tighter
contracts. CIhe Plain Dealer, 8/5/87, p. l) pofiticaf asylum rute]

The Reagan administration has proposed
Putting eYeryone in prison: that political"asylum case; tfi"la;;-t;;;

a classic ruling class stratagem ]flsrlum officcrs" instead 
-of- 

judges.
"Ohio's prison fopulation in ttre -1970s 

|:*ingl would be closed and wo-uld not
was less thai E,000. . . . tn 19t3, ttt"ne ,".o have various p'rocedlral nrles now- in place.
16,000. Today we have more than 23,Qg6- The suspecpd-tmnaqt of such a-change
In the 1990s-it is projected we'll reach woukl.beqP{tP"*ylY-proc-edureeven
30,000,,, according o-*re airector of the Ohio ryrc lgg$ for lackeys of imperialism than ir
DepartmentofReFabilitationandCorrection already. is. -Between June 1983 and

"'Despite the state's n* 5eOO--otiffioo Sep,tember- 1986, 2.67o and 0.9Vo of
program to build ne- priions,; Ofti" *iU lPP|!*tt from El Salvador and Guatemala
ionlnue b have prison <i"ercro'i,aing. re-spectively 

^gaine-d 
political .alYlgm:

It is imporiiUt" to artribute such a Meanwhile,32Vo of Hungariansand 51Vo of
systematic inlrca; in the prison *o1jiiloi Romanians had success. Ttrg US imperialists
t6 an arbitrary incre$ i; til il;b"i;? wguld lik: ,9 claim_that political repression
"bad" individuals out there. Why should exrsls only ln the Soviet bloc. not the US
there bc three times as many cri6inats in !lf. (Los Angeles Times, l0ll5/87, p. l,
1987 as in lW unless the stite has decided 5v)
to brrand more people criminals or unless the
causes of some kinds of crime by poor

\3b



Obituaries
By MCS and MCO

Letting other dogs have their

- Deng xiaopins:?I, d.ied out of the
Politburo of the Communist party of China
having accomplished capitalist social
rwolution in China With mriltiple awards as
Man of the YearfromTime Vta'gazine, Oeng
thougbt it was tire to kickoff ,inC attoo, ttriyounser members of the 56gs sapitatist clasi
to get in one sme of the corntsrrevolution. '

Success lnilgazrag edrtor-in-chief Scon
DeGarmo said ia best when he named Deng
"Success Story of thc year for 198.5.;
According to DeGarmo, Deng made ..a
Hmatio Algerhero look like apikEr."

DeGarmo added that "altliough we are a
magazine that celebratcs capilalism. . .
.We've chosen the worlii's leading
Comrttunist because his pcrscverance,
cor5agg and promotion of frec enterprise
naEg lim a universal role model-

If Deng had dropped dead in his uacks a
)'ear ago it still would have been l0 years too
late.

Auto fascist heir croaks
"Foluer Ford Motor Co. chair Henn,

lg$._9, died Scpe 29." (Detroit Newj,
I0nft7) His fctune is in a trust fund for hij
widow and children antt grandchildrcn.

The Ford family fornrne was amassed in
innovative fashion: Ford hired one in ten
w^orrkcrs as_spies on organized tabor in the
1920s. (J. S"it"i, Senlels,p.77)

And what does the fabilv'do with its
popy? 'lt_t"ry Ford was an iiponant early
backgr of Hitler, and by 1924'had stanei
pou{lng mongl into thl tiny Nazi parry.
Ford's portrait hung on ttre watt in Hitleris
Party office. Every birthdav until World War
tr Ford had sent Hittcr his iersonal greetings
(and a gift of money). Evin durine-the W;r
the Ford Motm Company deliv€redirital palrs
ot the German .ttrmv through neutral
Swiuerland" (fbid., p. 93)

Pigs slaughtered in suburban
Michigan

14

,.. Three pigs-were blown away in Inkster,
Mrcnrgan whrle supposedty attempting ro
serve a warant for a bad check at Si tS !.m.
9n-Jqly 9. Nanrally, the mainstream midia
is full .of sympathy for these goons who
entered an apartment without a search
waranL

- '"They never had a chance to defend
themselves," desried Kenneth Walton of the
Detroit FBI. Well Walton, the picturc of the
FBI thug nrnning toward the liotel with an
over-under and full flackjacket (see cover)
Igally saddens us. Herd's oni for Fred
llampton, asshole.

The fact that the slslects were heavily
armed and had fortified tlieir room with sani
bags is.supposed to justify the pigs' illegal
entry while no attempt to defuse thE situatiin
was made. The fow people holed up in the
hotel room srroundei bi all the local pigs,
FBI, Sh€riff, a Denoit nltical assault ream,
and other federal agents, requested to meer
with a Black leadei of any-kind, someone
they could relate to. Insiead, they were
provided with a Black channel 7 canoeraman
who could only speak to them over a radio
telephone.

By MC Zero and MC5
U.S. government legalized

Mexican field hands in labor
shortage

Accorrding to some groweni, recent laws
passcd that affect Mexican immigation ended
up.discouraging Mexican immigration to the
pomt wherc thsre was a shortage of farm
labor last summcr in the Western-states. To
make up for the growers' loss, the
governrncnt embarked- o_n a legalization plan.
(tos. Angeles Times, gl9l87, i. 3)

At the same dme the INS stepped up
enforcement of greencard cheits ani
lmmigrant deportation in Washington and
Nevada ard also intensified its efforis against
factory illegals in the Midwesr The sdnlers
use illegal labor as fuel for their imperialist
engines. They depon and imprison iabor in
some arreas while encouraginglllegal entry in
other regions.
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,urcl'7MIM Theoryno11

Labor Aristocracy
debate continued

By MCS, MC7 A. MCO
What i-s Oe tiUor ariiioCraiv? Some

people formd a theorctical explanation useful.
As Manr pointed oug in the iapitalism of his
day, capitalists paid for wolrkers' labor-
power, not their labor. This meant that the
capitalistonly paid as much as was necessary
to reproduce the worker's abilitv to wor[.
Thar meant panng rhe worker dnough for
him to eat and do other things essenEal to
life. It also rneant paying enough for the
worker to support a family so that thc worker
would bc rcplaced when he became unable to
work through enfeeblement or death.

This wage that the capitelist pays rrhe
worker is the exchange-value (de-firied as
pnce in money terns) of labor-pbwer. It is
merelyrhe payment for thc abtttry to do
work. Tt;c ordinary eryloitation of Marx's
day occurred where capitalists paid the
worker his/her exchangl-value <if tabor-
power. Superuploimtioi occurs wlvre the
capitalist mrrrurges b poy for less tlan the bought off the majority of workers in the
u,clange-valuc of labor-power. This tley4nlty mother cpunu-ies.
happe.rs where there is qtra-econornic Class ailiances in the era of
co.ercion of workers just slon of outright impe.iaiisrn-
slarcrl. . . __r _? _ 

-- 
Another concept not stressed dircctly inAnobviousgr(nmpleof superexploitation MIM ThJory 9 ild-iO i, it"t of classoccunt where rninewbrkers ii Souitr Africa attiancc. Corir.onfy on tfr";frft''one hearsleave their families behind on the Bantustan. that all ttrJ struggei 

"ot 
tfr* boil down to

Yih^3: yages.that South Afican Blacks the samC-oing.--rrto" iJ-iorn" truth in
F-"!$:{ d." 

"Tl{ 
and they hlve to let their thinking this iay, but it is not true thattalnrlres fend for themselves on the workers-in ttre Uiiiea States are fundamen-Bantustans- The faqrilies perfo:rm uttyOJm-"asworkersinSouth Africa.

::}:i:::::e agriculture ga ot$ry,iie srope .'!rc rcason 1ot m ii, .cc"iairgl;S-"k i
l911,uT.g. A.Pafft:]d is a political system and Edwards, the majority of worliers in theDaseo on race that allows capitalisa to pay' . United States are - alli-ed with the US

Below we sununrize the ttnec types of workers defined above:
1). Superexploited: Workers who can't_feei fami[es, must supplement wages with
other means of sunrival q die young, r:.g. South African Black miniivorken.
2).Exploited-: Can feed their famftiei Get paid for full value of labor-power, e.g.
industrial workers in England of Manr's day.
3) Labor aristocracy: Not-only get value-of labor-power, bur also substantial privileges
beyond that, e.g. U.S. srcelwoitJn today.
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workers less than necessary for the workers,survivaL
The profits from superexploitation are

called super-profis.
With super-profis the capitaliss can pay

, other workers more than usual. When MIM
refers o thc labor aristocraq it means tlat
group of people wlw are paid more tlwn the
', exclange-valuc of tluir labor-power bw still
do rct belong to thc petry-bourgeoisie or
bourgeoisie. Historically, the labor
aristocracy of Engels' and Lenin's day
mostly meant those labor union leaders who
managed to gain higher salarics and
privilcges for themselvcs. Irnin noted that
this gloup was expanding in his time.
According to H.W. Edwards, the labor
aristocracy is no longer just the labor union
leaders, but most of the workers in the
imperialist countries. That is to say with the
expansion of imperialism worldwide, the
capitalists in the imperialist countries have
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imperialists. The labor aristocfilcy of the
United States allies with thc imperialists to
gain higher wages, bener jobs and an easier
ute.

-At home, among the privileges of the
male labor aristocracy in- its heyday was
lt"ing. a horsewife. The housewife lielped
in easing tn" lglltgly! 

gg:ompetitive

business world. She replenished the
workers' energies by doing'the chores and
errands necessary as well as by offering
emotional s-upport. This privilege 6f ttre laboi
anstocrircy has been the first to suffcr erosion
T F".U.S {nerialists have had to tighten
their belts because of the militar:i and
economic defeats since the 1960s. Howevtr,
with thc rcturn of white women to the work
force a moderate increase in luxury
consumption gofry possible. MIM Theory
9 and l0 included i statistical table thit
showed that real per capita income has
inc,eascd since 1970:

- 
At work, the allies of imperialism merely

do the paper-shuffling 6f imperialisrd.
Deindustrialization has meint that
Tcr€qingly, the real work of production is
donc elsewherc.

The difference between the U'S
steelworker and South African mincworker
(excluding the whircs who are also bought
gffl iq thc difference bcrweeo an ally-of
iJnperialism and imperialism's most
determined enemy. Aicording to Sakei, it
rsn't even so much that the bulk of the
working class in the United States allies wirh
imperialism. There just is no Euro-Amerikan
pro.lggriat, only scanered exploircd workers
and labor aristocras, a petty--bourgeois cla.ss
and a bourgeoisie accordingto S4k-ai

Labor aristocracy and imperialists:
struggle or negotiate?

Many *leftis6" wishing to see a chance
fc social change attiburc c-lass opposition to
ever7 little conflict they see. -A workens
strike for a fcw dayq, thit is class smrggle.
If workers sick-out"that is class stnrgedErc.
acoording to thesc "leftists."

Especially these days when Eany
woragrs tacc wage cuts, rnost..leftisg" see
class struggle everywhcre. In a certain
nominal sense, of coirrsc, thesc ..lcftists" are
correct. When the capitalists struesle with
the petty.-bourgeoisie oi witn other cifrtafists,
t}ere.qlS-ht nor be.much wrong iri sayind
there is "class stnrggle."
, . Yeq eSny leftits see that the struggle
between Democrars and Republicans ij a
s.truggle wirhin the capitalist class. In fact,
the struggle more reiembles haggling or
negotiations more 4* "try 

real-s-trufgle,.
With a moment's reflectionbn the Han sex

.yiand+l,tlc Bidcn.qnc scandal and Reagan's
"October Surprise" for Carter one can,"J thut
the capitalisrs themselves engage in political
struggles. The stnr.ggles, howeier, c'an only
go up--to a certain point. The day rhat
Republicurs and Dembcrats are puttin! each
gthq g pnson or executing each other6n the
battlefield is the day thaiimperialism is in
danger of falling.

The s:rmc goes for economic relations
within the petty-bourgeoisie and bourgeoisie.
+ story owncr.mrght-haggle with a supplier.
A steel capitalist will negotiate the teirirs of
buyrng iron ore. There are many potential
conflics but none of these are fundamcntal in
any s€nsc.
I 

Honestly faqing empirical reality to
avoid social democratic dogma

. .\Vhen gapitalisa are able to crit wages
without violent disruption or even the need'to
resort to repression, one must ask, are the
ryorken rcally in struggle with the capitalists?
Q,-are they mercly negotiaring the ierms on
which_they will jointly exploit the Third
World?
. In.examining post-WWII history in rhe
lmpenalrst couotries, one has to admit that
stnrggle between workers and capitalists
resembles negotiations over a cbmmon
interest more than a life-and-death struggle
that ldarx wurld haverecognized

There have becn excepdons in the United
Statcs, but as the last is-sue of MIM Notes
detailed, the battles between police and.
workers in S. Korca wsrc morie sienilicant in
onc month of action than all of tlie Dosr-war
history of class stnrggle in the United Sates.

4 pntgtio, a miliali struggle led among
steelworkers would onlt give thE
steelworkcrs better tenns iir thE pacr to
expand superexploitation acoss rhe elbbe.

The ironic effect of such a sulccessful
stnrggle will be an increase in the
superexploitation of Third World workers.
At the v-ery leasq a successful struggle led
ap-ong thc labc aristocracy only tightens the
alliance between the imp6riatiits and labor
aristocracy.

A historical note: where this line
Gomes from

Some comades have pointed out that
MIM Theory 9 and 10 reminds them of the
failed Rerrolutionary Youth Movement (I) of
the '6Os andcarly '70s. tndee4 it seemi ihat
MIM does notrcalize that Progressive l.abor
(P_L) go! thc bcner of its argument with
RnU. (Scc SDS by Alan Adebon.)
_ __Soq" people say this as if to say the
RYM linc is an ancient failure, when it
actually only hit rhe scene in ttre United States

1e
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l.n th: 1960s. Compare the lengh of tim: this
une nas Deen out there with the leneft of time
that various social democratic anaftvisionist
theories have had b prove their mettle or lack
thereof.

The factis that the RyM line nevergot a
good test Its leading proponents besame
intertwined with ttrE'Onig culture and
terrorism in such a way that-their uend was
afrnoqt complercly desioyed. Then therc is
also the issue of state reprission of this uend,
which has bcen much h-eavier than for other
trendg. (For an interesting treatment of this,
see the sequel to Sakai.s book - False
Nationalism, False I nterrutionalisn)
. \gt, tenorism and the state destroyed

the historical representatives of ihe
SakailEdwads lirc.

MCS's proposal for MIM's line and
a moderation of the RyM line

The RYM line saw the majority of
Americans as ptrt of the enemy. -Wh6ther
this was a resuli of thc intellectuai spontaneiry
of tsrrorism or thc RYM line thit saw no
social basis for revolution in thc United
States, thc nro lines reinforccd each other.
As a result, RYM made an intense appeal to
the dnrg andyouth cultue for a sociai ba$c.

gnkri's linc that the majority of the people
in the United States are part oi the endmy to
be ovcrthrown is a plauiible line, especiilly
in that it demarcates non simpli tdnorisi
and some of &e misakes of thebasr

Nonctheless, this comrade iould nor go
as far as Sakai in saying that the Euro-
Amerikan petty-bourgeoisie and labor
anstocracy are enemies. At this time, the
proletariat shouH have faith in ttre vacillating
character of thesc Eoups. In a periut oT
more intense crisis, thesc gtoups ivill split.

That means that on the averagc, and in thc
long-run, they should be regarded as neural.

In the short run they 
-are 

allies of the
impcrialisa. However, proletarian anacks on
these allies of the bourgeoisie will only
further cement an alliance that the
intcrnational proletariat is working on
sevenng.

To basc a vanguard parry in the petry-
bourgeoisie and h6r aristircricy is to recruit
for an alliance with imperiafisd. Of course,
small groups of revolutionary intellectuals
ma-y recnuit lmong the labor aristocracy with
U{g tpp*,,Autovertime, wen small &oupt
will thoroughly comrpt themselves wittr the
influence of imperialism. Groups like the
Workers' League, Spark and prosressive
Labor will do n-othing-but organize a-militant
front of the labor aristocracy and the line
they put out will boil down to fighting to ger
the workers another VCR

What keeps these groups away from a
revolutionary social basc is a rcfusai to admit
the rcality that the intersection of class
oppression and imperialist oppression is
superexploitation and the basis for rcvolution
in contempomry times. All these groups
deny thc importance of superexploitation.

What social base for revolution is
indicated by scientific analysis?
Some people need acmkbook analysis of

where to go and how to put together a
revolution. Out of a basic haned for ihis kind
gf approach, MIM has always proceeded
from line and analysis of conditions to an
analysis of social base.

Yet, some people will not see the
difference betrrein, iay the Trotskyist line
and the Maoist line unless social goups arc
spelled oue
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f oqg,"1nroitcd 
-aR"iorlT,*TJl#Tr1'JS"lroirYl*f,i,oniti',3""tive-Americans,Blacks, t atinos erc.

'Youth of all nationalities andclasses except the bowgmisie.Tmrnigrant wukers, especially illeeal alieis 
e- - ---

'Prison€ls and much of the luhperiproletariat-proletariat, who are largely composed of theabove three rrouos.
'Women wtio beiong to the above groups arc even more objectively revolutionary thantheir male comErparts

Non. revolutionary 
-or counterrevolutionary groups

'Euro-Amerikan workers as a wliole including both th; i-u#t itirt#u.y and petty-bourgeoisie
.Bourgeoisie
'Women in the above.two groups will be less commined to imperialism because of theiroppression by the patriarchy-, buf on the whole will still Ue attieJ6fi-p,*t"t6;-

Questionable ca-tegories, depends on theory of nation in United States'[-abor aristocracv. pctry:uo,rry6oisf anci bourgeoisie of nationar minorities
'Any other ga{ib?d"p[-;h" il;ilrr anti-imperialist and/on anti-militarist line.

ttto



The
Class
.Bourgeoisie
.Petty-bourgeoisie
.Iabor aristocracv
.Exploitcd
.Superexploited
.Lumpenp'roletariat

Sakai
yes, small
Yes' majority
yes, large
isolated cascs
yes, urany in U.S.
yes

Edwards
yes, small
yes, large
yes, majority in us
yes, somc
yes, world majority
yes

existence of specific classes in the US today
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. Superexploircd and exploited (not sure
tnerc arc any- merely exploited nadoneil
mrnonty workers) workers in national
minority goups are obviously revolutionary.
. The youq are generally revolutioneriy
because one of ttre most important symptoml
of irnperialism is militarism. Uititarism
explois youq most. This is not to say thart
IouS are a.class, olly that on the average,
the international proleiariat can have faith-in
the youth as allies. To the extent that war is
5lmple push-bunon war or otherwise nor
costly in terms of the lives of the youth of
imperialist countries, the muerial bas{s of this
elliatrCs iS underCuC
.. Again immigrant workers and illegarl

aliens arc almost by defrnition superexpbilerJ
and revolutionary 6n the whole. 

E -

The lumpenp'roletariar has a large section
op€n to the idca of rcvolution. One must
rcmember that the lumpenproletariat of thra
United Sates may have b€Gr conilitions than
the working classes of other countries.

Finally, to &e exrent that there is a Black
colony -urd L,atino colony in the United

tates, there are also revolufronary Black and
Latino bourgeoisies.

_ludging the national question
Should MIM advenise in Black Scholar;

Ebony or various Black businesri
publications? The question is whether 6 not
S" I!":5 rytry-{qgeoisie and bourgeoisie
N ooJecuvely rwolutionary qa wasE of time
for revolurionary qeanizile.

To answer- thii queslion, MIM musrt
finatly decide whetherbr not ther€ is a Black
nation and a nation of Latinos in the:
Southwest. If there are nations to be
liberated, then the Black and Latino
bourgeoisies will have an objective interest inr
rcvolution.

It is easier to say that rherc is no Euro.
Amerikan proletariai than to say thcre is anr
internal Black colony in the Uni6d Sates and:
hence a revolutionary Black boureeoisie.,
The rcason for this is that Euro-Ame;kans ar:
the very least benefit from substantial
superprofits from the Third World. They
may also benefit from superexploitation fro6,
colbnies within the United States. On the
other han4 whether or not the Black bour-
geoisie is revolutionary depends on how

much Blacks benef i t  f rom US
superexploitation of the Thfud World and
how much the Black bourgeoisie is actually
Iimited Pl, tttt Erro-Amerikan bourgeoisie.

In this author's opinion, Mni needs to
have a better idca about whether or not
inarnal colonies exist in the United States.

Confusion over national question
Who is the real enemy? - M:CO
The national question is admiaedlv more

difficult. The neo.colonial nations'suffer
from confused leadership or lack of
leadership.

Amiri Baraka and other reviewers of
Black national history in Amerika desire to
elect Jessc Jackson which would seem to
place these lcadcrs in the category which
benefis from inpcrialism. Witneis Jickson's
app'roval of the Persian Gulf bombing or his
soft stand on the Palestinian question.-

Chicano secessionist effbrts in areas of
los {lgeles havcbeen strongly repressed by
the white scttlcrs in the rcgion. But beyond
this, their lcadership is lumpenproletariat-with
extensive contacts in organized crime and
more interest in smuggling in cocaine than
other illegals. (This is naturally the penrasive
influence of Chrisrian-capitalist ethics
infecting a highly zusceptible cornmunity.)

The tho'rough brain washing of the settler
masses as to the righteousness of Amerika
makes it considerably more difficult to
plescnt then as w€n a rcvolutionary neutral
class l{o'pefuIly, if Amerikans werc forced
to fight in their imperialist war the youth
seglncnt of GI Joes would undergo
rcvolutionary enlightenmenr

Whatever settler masses which would
remain loyal to Amerikan democracy,
howevcr, cirtainly constinrte the enemy. Itii
a wastc of time forrevolutionaries to concern
themselves wittt individual masses bound up
T lq* for th9 system. (Those working for
the Democratic Party lo1s1empl€.) Rarher,
we must strive to tear down the svstem
through the demise of the class basis f6r set-
tlcrVlabor aristocracy's privileged position
and refocus the masses-' atten-tion on the
stnrggles against racism and imperialism-
militarism. Thesc anti-militar.ist forces more
clearly show the wils of white Amerika
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Comrade responds to MT; offers
labor aristocracy thesis

In MIM Theory 9&10; September 20,
19.87, 4 approaches to the irobiem oi taUo,
anstocracy were examinCd. The founh
Spqroqc! is that the labor aristocracy in the
United States is a minoriry, and, ttrhefore,
there .is .a signifrcant poten'tial revolutionary
protetaf,iat in this country. I think posirioir
four. is basically wlcrng -even thougii some
emFncat tacts seem to support it

There are three lwels'nf labor aristocracy
in the United States. First, is the classit
aristocracy of high paid automobile and steel
workers. Secon( is a strata of average wlhite
fu.lory and service workers. Thii group
includes lrromen stuck in pink coilaijobi
such as secretaries, nun;es and waitresses.
Fi-nally, a strata of oppressed nationalities,
yh9 dpqpite $eir relatively low wages by
United Sbtes' standards ard much Ueiter off
than proletarians in the Thfud World-

Thc first lcvel of the labor aristocracy has
bcen in decline since the middle tgZOs.
Supponers of position four seize on that
enpqlc-al fact to support a strategy of
organizing white workCrs. But mosiievel
onc workers who arc laid off bv Ford or US
Srcel simply fall to the lcvel tw6 ristocracy.
A srcel worker matong $12.00 an hour in-a
unionized shop now must work for $6.00| an
hou in a non-union factory or clerical job.
Such a worker may feel sode alienation irith
the-ca_qitalist system- He may vote in '88 for
Dukakis after supportins Reagan in 1980 &
1984. Only a miiiority olf Oci worrkers will
become "leftis6,' Iet alone rwolutionarics.
They wil clinggn to &e ho'pc of rising into
the level one aristocracy, or at least hope to
see their children join ttre middle class.

Lcvel nvo labc aristocras arc unlikelv o
join in solidarity with Third Wd,rld
proletarians. On the contrary, the rcsponse
of the average white workers is to 6lame
foreign wokers in the Third Wodd for his or
her protlems, and o support p'rotectionism.
The AFL-CIO is clbarly -endorsing; 

a
chauvinistic, protectionist siratew. For-the
AFL-CIO, prorcaing level one ai'i level two
Iabor aristocras depends on protectionism,
and. qgntaining dehnse indristry jobs thai
typlcarly pay above avenge wages. A,ny
threats to the labor aristocracy bring forth
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nationalistic and chauvinist rhetoric frommost unions.
Blacks and even some Hispanics in thetJryt4States are better of thai tiir-uo.r.g.

Third World worker. Oni-.uii not bereductionistic. Afro-Americani ieif strons
cultural ties to Black Africans. Ilisp*il ;;
P"uld by language and culru;;;o rheir
D-nothenr and sisters in Mexico and Central
America. The same is true oi eriurr-
Aq"q1nr. Oppressed minoriiiis in ttre
uuted sbtcs are the most fertile ground for
**t_frye"t and change. 

- e-

MIM should workln opposing racist im-
migration^laws, and- in sup'pon 6f 

-igr*tworkers, for example. Op'piessed national
qinorities in the US are ci6ser in iniome to
Third World workers, and share cultural
bonds n"ith their brothers and iisters in
Africa Asia and Central America Sdtt;ant
minorities conre to qq UQ _or gror" op noL
with the notion of making it in dapitaliit soci-
!ty: Tltry opqg* racism ani perhaps
scxism, but-may believe thu it is alliight fbr
some people to be rich and others-to be
extemely poor. Oppressed minorities are the
most fertile base in the United Shtes, but onepust fall into the trap of certain laie 1960s
{ew Ipft grcups who thought tharmost Afro-
Amencans support imrnediate socialist
revoluuon.

MC5 states that MIM has basically fol-
lowed ling I, and concentrated on buildiirg u!
a cadre who back the intemational proletiaa^t
and oppose imperialism, but wtr^o do noi
ryend much timc organizing US workers. In
view of the exisrcncdof the-fint nvo levels of
labor aristocracy, it probably doesnl make
sense to spend enonDous amounts of time
trVing to build a class conscious white
proletariat in the US. MIM could give some
effon toward recruiting white woikers who
g1^disgusted by the syJtem,-but it is unlikeiy
that large numbers of white workers are
rcady to support the MIM line.

MIM should stress organi?ing among
Blacks and ltrspanics. In-panicuiar, MIM
Fus! actiyely back struggles over
r'nrnrgauon Broad social change is unlikely
r1o takg place in the United Stites, at leajt
tTgp.ttq inside, until therc is a significant
in{t m the composition of the population to
include mor€ Third World rioikers. Of
course, conflict berween the US and Soviet
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Ydg:t.gf qujot social revolutions in Korea,
me Philippines, PcnL Chile or South Afrir:a
ni-gqt f-orce from the outside significant
political change in the US even #trite Ui
white middle class is the dominant group.

h -shont, MIM needs to rccruitiottr'.iO-
9le class whites who sympathize firr
ideological rcasons with the tfrirO-Worla
proletariat, and minorities who have at least
strofg cultural ties with Third World
workers.

MC6 also offers theses on laborr
aristocracy

"Draft Pnoposal on Work in the lowest Sram
of rhe US holetariat"
1. We base our analysis on Lenin's
conclusions in Imperialisi and thc Split in
locialism, i.e. "lo go down lowei and
deeped' (p. 18" #2).
The lowest strata of worken in the US also
contains a higher percentage of national
mrnonty workers. The lowcst stratum
consisting of almost exclusively national
minority and inrmigrant worrkers.

2. Therefore the connection between the
national question" the rights of oppressed
nations in the US to sccede, and a proietarian
rcvolution in general is centered in-the lowest
strata-

3. Furthermore, the workers in the lowest
:trpF and in the oppressed nations comprisc a
bridge between orr responsibiliry in the UiS
plopgr and toward struggles id tle Thfud
Wortd:

Lenin showed how the policv of imerialisnn
causcd the inernational wo'rkiem moiement ur
split into two- sections,the rwolutionary and
the opportunisr The revolutionary sdction
sided with the oppressed natibns anrJ
opposed imperialism-and colonialism. orr the
other hand, the orpportunist scction fed on
the crumbs from the spoils which the
imperialists and oloniafis& squeezed out of
the people of colonial and Semi-colonial
countries. It sided with imperialism,
colonialisnl.-and gpposed of the'oppressed
nadons for liberation. . . .
The expcience of history shows that if the
national liberation moveirent is to achieve
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:-9.qpleF victory,it mlrst form a solid aniansg
wlm the revolutionary working-clasi
movement, draw a clear line of demircation
benreen iself and the revisioniia wfro serveimp-erialism and cotonialiim ;J' nrmry
eradicate their influence. . . .

The.qxpeqence of history shows that if the
working-clas-l 

-movement of ttre capitatisi
countries in Western Europe and in'North
America is to achieve codptete 

"i"tory, 
ii

must forn a close allianss wittr ttre natiirnat
libelation rnovernenrs in Afii;t- esia anA
Latin America, draw a ni.iii"" of
cenarcation ben*,een iself and rcvisionism
*d.frrmly eradicate its influence.- (From
"Polemics Concerning the General iin;,;;
Peking, 1963)

4. Altholgh the entire population of the USuves at the expense of the opprcssed nations
in the Third World' is UriUea'5y;;G:profirs
exuacted from the working leoite br the
Third 

-.W-orld, we main-tain 'thut rhe
conEadlcuons inrcrnal to the US workine-
class as a whole are *tugJnirii.
contradictions. That is, the workeft in th;
lowest saata are in direct conftia with the
labo.r aristocracy, &e upper it it". The
woruers rn the lowest strata, includine white
wortetls, have less of a material base-to side
with monopoly capitalism and 

"* 
bi ,oon

over to an internationalist perspective.

t. The labor leaders are in league with
imperialisn! directly, illd ito"E *itfr- 

"majolg o^f- unioniieA worien-rod th"
pEJ.oTty of the pgtty-burgeoisie, fonn the
oasrs tor opporrunism and revisionism.

6. We therefore meintain that the lowest
strata of workers in the US, especlaify
11atignal- milori-ty workers, .orrpf,i" ou,-socral bas€" of potential operatibns. Weagree with Mao that it is nece-ssary to engage
in long legat struggles eE.

1. , il f:n ry prac$ce is concerned, wemarnBrn Far the establishment of Soviet-like
organizations among the lowest strataitrouta
Be tne focus of our 

-work. The forms may
vary, but thc content is the same.
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q. Along with the above, we rely on the
lesson to be drawn from Be Concerned \liith
the Well-Being of The Masscs, etc., Uy tvtao.

9.- finally, in order to arrive at a deepening
of these and other perhaps opposing, ideas]
we propose that an internal publication be
staned to be published monthly.

Response by MC5:
The two above rcsponses share a lot

in common with H.W. Eiwards's analysis
(Iabor Aristocracy: Mass Base for Soc:ial
Democracy) in tliat they t*lk aSout strata
within the US working class which are
antagonistic to the rcvolutionary srata of the
US proletariar This analysis ialls shorr of
seeing a Black colony or cntirely different
classcs involved.

Personal_ly, this had bcen my
position, and in facg my position did not sec
the whirc working classbr cven thc largest
sections as all thu anagonistic to the interests
of thc international proleuriat. On this
question I must admit that my position was
similar b Bob Avalcian's wi6 a g".tcr str€ss
on youth and a clearer formulation of the
question of economism.

In any case, it s€csts tlrat to talk about
antagonistic strata of the working class
implies that the privileged labor ristocraov is
a temporary phenomenon, and soon even
these workers will sce the light with
increasing hardship.

Post-World War I US history,
however, is not very hopeful on this poiu:u
The alliance of US fuorkers witfi US
imperialism has existed so long that it is
dogmatic to wish for a returi of thesc
wqkers to the intsrnational proletariar lvlany
workers have grown up in the latrcir
aristoqracy and died in the labor aristocraoy.

In any cas€, Marx and Lenin never
said that peoplc stay in one class. Marx
predicted rcv_olution would happen precisely
as the petry-borngeoisie was throwi into thl
ranks of the working class and unemployed
by the g:r greaq corcentration of capital.,

Hence, there is no reason to talk
about antagonistlc_ _strata within the working
class.any-rnore. What Lcnin thought was a
growing but rcmporary problem has becomc
much more widespread. The masses of
Euro-Amerikans ally as a nation with tUS
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imperialism according to Sakai and receive
benefits as a nation.

It is not necessary that Sakai be
entirely correct to achieve the same result. It
could bc that thc ranks of white exploited
workers have decreased to such a point that
as a small minority they exert little influence
in national politics and tend to become swept
up in nationalism because nationalism
benefits the majoriry of whites and offers
even exploited whites a significant, a tangible
chance of rising out of the ranks of the
exploited into the rar*s of the middle class.

(I agrec with the cornrade above who
cites the pull of US middle class life on
people from forcign countries, never mind
whites. This is especially tnre of those
fleeing thc Chinese, Ktrean, Vietnamese and
Filipino revolutions. People fleeing these
revolutions, often with stolen money and
assets and Western educations, provide a
distorted impression of the proletariat in those
countries.)

I look forward to hearing from these
coorades after they read Sakai because I
wonder if the book will have the same effect
on their line as it had on mine.

As for MC6's 9 points, polnt 4 does
not answer the question of who is part of the
US and who is not. If Blacks and Latinos
are not part of the US but separate nations,
they do not share in super-profits.

As for point 6, it contradicts MC6's
p'revious emphasis on the advent of fascism
in the United Starcs. Mao explicitly excepted
fascism in discussing the necessity for long
legal stnrggles. If open and legal struggles
are thc way forward, we cannot argue that
there is fascism in the United States.

Point 7 is an exercise in dogma with
no connection to the other 8 points on thc
lowest strata of the proletariar MC6 must
explain how Lenin's discussion of Soviets
apply in the prcscnt day.

Point 8 is also an exercise in dogma
when it comcs to understanding the United
States. According to Edwards and Sakai, the
majqity of peoplc in the US are middle class.
We should not concern ourselves with
organizing for their needs. Hence, we are

only interested in the needs of a minority of
woikers within the boundaries of the US.
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Coffespondence
Vlriter wants MIM to clarify

who the enemy is
To go on to another cornment on..settle;r

populations." Docs MIM consider thre
Mongol hordes who overrode China in ttrre
past, and whom China absorbed into her
culture as was her way of overco.ing
egegies, a "settler population," and doei
MIM now advocate-thiowing ihem our c,r
bchcading them? To me this iould make as
mrrch scnsc as o call whitc Americans whosc
anccstors came here in the Seventeenth
Century a "scttler population.," This is only
an excuse to make war on us, in my opinion.

Does MIM consider the Vairdils, the
Ostrogoths and the Gauls & Visieoths who
ovenan and ransacked Rome in dre Fourth
Century A.D. "setder populations?" Should
thcy F routed out of Iidy and wharcver they
owned aken away from them?

The Tarurs o'r'"Tatars- pillaged prts orf
Russia at one time. Are tlieir descindants
now "settler population,- and should ttrcy
now be routed out by the skin of their tecth
andpilloricd?

Should the Moors be routcd out of India
as a "s€ttlctr populadon" since they overcame
$e Aryans already living ttrere mcrged with
that population. Or the "Moors' who
conquered lpqn at on€ time? Should the,y
now be called a "settler population" and
disinhErited? I would very-much like to see
your answer to this very imporant question.

How is MIM reciived by the Chinesc
Fyg*,1" in this country, who have gottcrn
rich offthe sweashops w6rrked in maiily by
wonen in this country? What is their
position?

The theory that there is no whitrc
proletariu here and that we are all guilty of
s.tealing the Amerind'g land ana eiptoihng
S"., is we might say, "guilt by assohationE
theory. I did not stcal their land and have
gl*3yt admired their cultrue. Am I going to
b tr*g for these crimes? In all hiitqy-al
politic4 entities have begun as small,
admirable states, rose to a dEsree of oower
and wealth, exploited and p-rofitted from
other countries and then fell, through over-
indulgence, apathy, and oomrption. -

I rcject this guilt trip that I and my crrltun:
stole the Indian's land.- It was a tcrri6b thing

and I have no use for the people who did this:
the European trading cirmfanies and land
compape!,-the empirgs, and the religiously
neurotic_Pilgrims anA puritans and -sundry
gS"T. I lo.nq aao sropped worshipping thi:
rugruns and Ure ttrntans.

However, that is an individual thing and I
am doubtless a minority in this philoiophy.
It is difficult to hang a guilt -trip on an
emotionally lt"4thy, awarc percon of any
wisdom. Christianity also rul6s by guilr, an&
helps its governmen-ts control miision lands
by gurlr

People planning revolutions are also
gttilty of plotting to take violent control of
other people's p,ossessions on one pretext or
another, the have vs. the have-nots.- Survival
of thc finest will prevail. I do not believe in
empire, but it has gonc on from early history
!o the prescnt and doubtle*s will to the end of
time, which Eay not be far off unless we
stop making nukes.

-Activist from South
October, 1987

Response by MCS
It is correst not to accept a guilt rip

regarding the genocide of Native-Riericani.
Thc main point of reviewing Sakai was not
guilt-whipping; although, traditionally,
grgupl in trends related to Sakai's-+.g.
John Brown Anti-Klan Committee-have
employed this strategy of playing, albeit
unconsciorsly, ino Christian guilt/ethics.

The point of Sakai, which MC5
obviously did na do srfficient justice to in the
tpvicw is to undcrsund why Euro-Amerikan
workers arc not rising up for social change
right now. Prt of the answer to that is io
explain why workers have no socialist
tradition in rhc United States. When asked
why the working class movements did not
develop in the 1800s, one must answer that
the United Starcs was always a country of
land-holders If an industrial workine ilass
starcd todcvdop in the latter half of d'e lgth
genluryrgpe -m-ust rcmember that rnost people
in the United States could at least remember
times. whqn land-grabbtg *a hndholding
was the ruIe. So the stealing of Indian land is
important in analysis of the history of the
prolaariatin tb United Sutes and should be,
kept in mfud in terms of reparations needed..j
today.
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Morc imponantly, Sakai did not iust talk
about the seizure of lndian land, but-showed
how at each period of history, with lrrief
exceptions, the Euro-Amerikan -workin 

g r:lass

^.S_d 
*i$.tttq capitalist class to engige in

lsuperexploiration,l of non_Euro-edeiitcan
peoples.

Today, a key statistic in Sakei,s arsemal is
ttrat 54% of white workers are white collar.
That has no-thing to do with guilt and it is
only rernotely related to the land questio,r of
the 1600s, 1700s and 1800s. It is a statistic
thatrwolutionaries in the United S&ates must
pckon with today, not iur a moral statemenq
but iut a statement about wherc rcvolutionary
energies will be best qpenr

As far as what should be MM's outllook
on thc white Ensses of the US, that is a
question answered elsewhere. Sakai has
concluded that thcy are thc enemies of the
international_prolelariat, that they must be
fgughr MC5 personally sees 

-that 
as a

plausible anal;nis, but offers a different one.
As !c reparations, it is intcresting )how

some of the writer's arguments couldEasily
be uscd to oppose sohethins as mild as
affirmative acdtin! After ail, wfrrcs rcday are
got grulty of slave-ownin$ did not stcallthe
land of the Mexicans or the Indians: why
should they zuffer revette discrimination ti,
make up forthat?

Euro-Amerikans start their lives witiir an
advantageconferred on them for ttreir grcup
mcmbership. That is not to sily evef,v ivtriti
i9 richer than wery Black h onty siys thu
the average white is bcner off than thc
averags Black And that has to do with, thc
histories of the two gtoups and the
e-xploitation of one gooop by another to this
day.

Of courre, the poor Euro-Amerikans also
deserve affirmative action, rcparations to
som€ extenl No Mamist rcvolution would
ignore c$!s in issues such as education, job
opporonities, irccess o health c:r€ etc.

YYriter supports Position IV r[as
dubbed by editor): disenchanted
labor aristocracy is moving fln

correct direction
. I t?ke strong exceprion to the premise that

there rs no proletariat in the United States
anymore!!!!!!
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What about the poor in Appalachia?
What about the homeldss? Whu abour 

"i"gt"mothers who seldom collect ther money
awarded to them and their children in courti
Poor elderly women? The working poor?
The disabled?

I think that the term..bourgeois" is very
looselyls*. 

- It does not include every poor
sclmuck driving a tnrct pounding a *at, or
a rypewnter.

I see this position as racisrn--anti-white.
tor shiune, you need us. We need each
other. I. Sakai, rhis is a thinly disguised
excus€ to rape this country

The "la5or aristocracjr" if there ever was
one, had whatcver they had because they
fought bloody battles bn the strike linej.
Today labor is all but extinct in this counry
duc to moving companies to the Third Worli
for more exploitation. Benefits at work are
drastically reduced, and "bonuses" take the
place of merit salary increases.

I have urorc on thoughs on this business
of no white proletariat in the U.S. Firstly, as
previously sbted, I think that MIM must
makc use of the disenchanred of this now-
losing empire and become t}te wave of the
future. A race war never helps anyone and
can boomerang. The Chinese-over-centuries
have absorbed nany in invasions and thereby
remained afloat as a high-level culture,
despite economic difficulties at present. [If I
qgght add, at least partially China has gone
the route of integration. Mao brought
tggether Fany nationalities without grving
them their own countries, so if we do nor
follow M?o" roa{ are we not contradicting
oursclvcs? ---€d.l

I think that Mao has shown that the thing
to do is to organizc the peasants in the
countryside, that is what brought his great
!gcce-ss-. As__you may recall, on the tong
March he collected the peasants as he went
and that led to his success.

Now there are doubtless few pe:lsants in
the countrysidc here. BUT conilitions are
fast approaching desperation here for millions
of .people, ft"-homeless, the poor on
welfare, the working poor, panC of the
middle class who are rapidly losing benefits
at work such as health benefiE, parehtal leave
for childbirth, merit salary iricreases, and
Fany ryho -c_a1 no longer afford to buy
homes, the old American dreasl
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Many.of these are not people who read,
can afford to read, like go iead', or have any
ql*q to read theymust Ue oig-a"i-"ed-as Nfuo
Sq oy collecting them, personally, if need
oe.

As to the factory workers, they ue
ragi$Vpoming obs,oletc, too, and one may
carclr- Some few suikes seem to indicate thit
there is $f" y:t q.a few faaories (wherethey
pe po!-brytalized), p€ace activisis, the rich
tootbau.play.gls-: an! the teachers trying to
-sta.y in the middle class. The middlelhs'sris
being-.destroyed by Reagan and thc
capr-talrsts, so here is ripe ground lior
rcvolution, s@ncr o later.

- 
In history it is always when the middle

class ges so discouraged that thcy join the
lower classes and knocE out the tosliyer that
a rcvolution occunr. So the uniicd reafiy
start a rcvolution as with Voltairc and otheri,
but the troops then man thc buricades. Wd
are gening ripe here, but the middle class is
o$ y"t ayakg a-s to the situatioejust a few
of ul are beginning ro yawn

But pcople have sorne gumption and
spunk and have strikes urd deht-fq bctner
conditions anl earn them so that-thev are their
familics live bctter, then you immcdiately
consign them to hell as "libor af,istocrzc\r.i'
This is a no,win situation" and you mighfas
ysll arlrnit, q"igttt ouL rhat yoi sirrrply harc
wtutes who have undl rccently ruled the
world, and want an excuse to snatrch
whatcver they have away from them arnd
wipe them out Isn't thit a lot of wasted
effort wten you might get thc cooperation of
many-discnchanted pcoplc likc myself? I am
working toyard thb cnd of chinging this
whirc conformity, so deeDly irigra-ined.
Some fiends and family wiU-comilain of
different aspects of our -socicty 

and I have
D€gun to point out that they still support tite
system, as do many black ,.bouriebis,'or
"petit-bourgeois."- Of late s6me are
beginning to see the larger picture.
Howwer, it take time, patienci and'finesse.
Yours is a diffenent path, and rightly so. I
understand it

- I also ?m beginning to undcrstand bener
that the labor peoplc and somc blacks have
been bought off with a few more crumbs
from the tablc rathcr than working to change
or overthrow the entire matignant Iysrcn
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I have studic_d the Lenin piece,
tmperiAism and the Split in Sociatisnu which
TOS sent me. It has been very helpful in
l"lpTg rne to understand bener sornc 6f yo*
theorires about the "labor aristocr:lcy" and thc
lack of a real "white proletariai" in this
gountry. I agree with much that is in the
Lcnin piecc. I have had some of these ideas
'myself, such as the extrerne conformitv of the
English, for example

Did Mao collect his people by pamphlets
1+9 "trti"g 

in qe begi-nni-ng? -pirhaps he
dld, but my view of it, with limited
knowledge, was that he fought and marched
and was concerned that lhe people had
"cooking oil and salt " for examble, as in th
ecopied strects "Be Concerned wi-th the Well-
F.i!g of the Masses, Pay Attention to
Methods of Work," (January27, 1934).

-Same friend as above
October, 1987

Response by MCS
First, agfecd" vninen propaganda qmnot

ttpJry" the spoken wo'rd or even the graphic
ano plctonal.

Oncc again, there is a difference between
an individual and tlre individual's group. As
MIM Thcory gqlg said, MItf, acceprs
Tyory who upholds its line, urd at this point
that is contained only in a handfril of
documens of which MIM Theory 9&10 is
not one yct

llowever, tlre fact that one is personally
active or that one knows Euro-Amerikani
who are progressive or revolutionary does
pt prove tbu Eura,Amerikans as a group are
ia the samc boat Indeed, Sakai Eoes nor
expect Euro-Amcrikan workers to have a
rcsponsc likc the onc above on average and it
is bccausc these workers do not demonsrate
proletarian consciousn€ss dls a grow and
becausc they do not in facl have -prolbtarian
inrcrests as a group that Sakai says there is
no Euro-Arcrikan proletariar Ttra-t is not rhe
same thing as saying there are no Euro-
Amcrikan rwolutionaries.

Erro-Amerikans can be rcvolutionary if
9.y -* 

revolutionary_ defeatists, meaning
tlft they suppon ttr€ defeat of the govenunent
of their nation. Also in or-der to be
revolutionary, Erno-Amerikans must be
willing to grve up thc self-interest of their
race, nation, class etc. and only take the
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ideological view of the international
proletariar

As for Mao's line on the needs of rthe
uvrsses, we should remember to focus on the
needs of the super-exploited and exploi.red,
and minimize our confiicts with the nieds of
the middle classes. Fighting to get worke$ a
raise to buy a new car ls i.ot the way
rorTyam.

V9riter criticizes former
Bolshevik League/ New

International Distributors:
supports electoral politics

To comment on one last item of the last
issue of MIM Theory 9&10 which was the
proposed plan to discredit the Democrats by
supporting Jessc fackson, hoping that tlhat
would causc "white flight" from him at
voting timc, or ftom the Democtas.

Firsg this is manipulative behavio'r, and
this usually rebounds like a boomerang
against thc user.

Sccondly, Jcssc Jackson is, first,last and
always a Baptist preacher, and thinking
peoplc arcn't going to vote for him anyway.
Besides, Eany of us dedicated to rhe
scparation of church and state arc not going
to votc for him. If he should bc nominated,
which I doubt, I would, most probably for
the first tine in my life, vote for no onc at all!
This has always been the position of the
Socialist L,abor Party: to vot€ supports the
prescnt systetrL

I would suggest that we select and run
onr own candidarc if we have a suitable one
with the exp€rtis€ and experience to do so.
Run candidites of orn ovir. However, that
goes back to the question of how murch
exposurcsrc wanL Are we.ready to run our
own cudidarc?

The Socialist Pany USA is running
candidates and scraping hard to do so, botF
financially ani otherwisC.

Either throw caution to the winds, and
run candidates, if we have them, or maintain
a discreet silene andwork cove,5tly to build a
base.

It sceems to me rather juvenile to think
that if the Republicans won there would be
war and conditions more conducive to
revolution Wild flights of fancy. If rhe
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Republicans win, things will be even more
repressive than now!!!

--,Same person
October, 1987

Response by MCS
The only thing I agree with is that the

masses can usually tell when someone is
being manipulative. Otherwise, MIM
disagrees with the above as stated in its
founding documents.

Mao, however, stressed that the
communists in imperialist countries would
havc to endurc long periods of legal class
stntggles- (speech from the sixth plenary
session of the sixth central comminee of the
ccP):

"Internally, capitalist countries practise
bourgeois democracy (not feudalism) when
they are not fascist or at wiu; in their external
relations, they are not oppressed by, but
themselves oppress other nations. Because
of thesc characteristics. . . trn these countries,
the question is one of long legal stnrggle. . .
and the form of struggle bloodless (non-
military). ' (H.W. Edwards, Labor
Artsncracy,p.394)

MIM docs not have an ofricial stance on
the above quote from Mao. There iue two
potential issues in it One is that Mao says
non-military stnrggle, not parliamentary
struggle neccssarily (sorry, don't have more
9n this subject by Mao on hand). Secondly,
it is a concrete ouestion whether or not the
US is involvedin war, andin particularWorld
War Itr and what drat means for action now.

Reader subscribes to other
papers with info from MIM
I have found the lit. to be enlightening

and rclatively non-sectarian. I keep abreast
of what's going on in the world bylistening
to international (shornvave) broadcasts and
by reading leftist papers and stuff. With all
the shit that's on TV and domestic radio these
days, what else is there?

I was thrilled to receive the list of various
ouffi.ts to the "left" of social democracy. I
have wrinen to a bunch of them and have
added Challenge and Revolutionary Worker
to the list of papers I receive (PDW, The
People, the WA, Workers' Vanguard,
Workers'World). I'm thinking about adding
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the National Alliance, Burning Spear and
maybe a couple of others.

flm.plcas.antly-surprised to ger my hands
on tnrs usq srnce I'm not sure iust who's out
there and you can't find them all listed in a
reference like the Encyclopedia of Societi,es
and Associations.

I wiU courment that I feel your criticism
gf ttr: Sp"tlr as- "agent of rhc state" and
ul(ewrs€ insinuationg in..The SL: Worki:ng
for Two Bourgeoisies" are somewha-t
guneriqh and in poor taste. However, tJhe
lparts rlg segm to have a record of disnrptive/
disp.araging/ wrecking activity. Conceining
the "agen6 of the stae" pari, how an I t5
know that MIM isn'-r such? The
revolutionary must take a risk and hope that
his/her name does not cnd up in an fbl fite
under "subversive'l or "agent of a foreign
powed'as they prefer to cill us. Siacc I dn
not in the dcmonsmtions,Irnrtcsts, eE., how
qF lto knorv how people act? The antics of
the Sparts" RCP etc. ari oftcn mcntimed but
how am I to know how MIM behaves? The
MLP ofrcn bitchcs about how LOM, SWp,
and the reformist crowd trics to *hold them
back'or dissuade militant activity, such as
recently at drc'?ound' Reaganie ionvention
in Seattle. (Sce the Workers' Advocatc,.'llo
Hell with 'Ollie M4r'ia,"' BlllgT). What
would you have dorrc in this sinration?

-- 3) As you rccall, in my last letter I was
telling you about ttre books on your book list
that I was looking_for at the li-braries in my
area Recently I have read The Black
Panlle1s. Speak,,SDS (really enjoyed this
one!), Seize tlu Tbne, asd,Ti:rniis point in
Chiru (too simplistic). I learned ilot about
US radicaV revolutionary/ activisV histo:ry
during a time *!rer-r the siuggtc heatcd up i
bit I am appreciative of thcE6ntribution that
MIM makes to today's stnrggle and o build a
frghting movenrent. I share-my literature and
papgrs *l+ a couple of friends who hhve a-
na[-aliscd rntercsL

4) I am still somewhat confused brut
consider myself as Mar:rist-Leninist and
revolutionary. I must confess I have been
l'porsoned" by "anti-lvlao" propaganda I nrn
rnto your good friends the Sparts anrd
Hoxhaircs before I wer found oui the MIld
and RCP. I do not consider myself as either
pro'-6 anti- Mao; I am still debating it in mry
head.

A lvtao-Cow, 
- Trotsk5r-Shitsky, Hoxha-

uosger, what does it matter? Their ass jis
history anyway.
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Who knows what they would,,think" if
9"y.** alive today ryyfioyl yesterday;s
Maoists and "third worlders," like the CWp
are today's pro-Soviet crowd. Trotskyism,
liksryi5s, can be just about anything;-from
"Hail Red Army in .n fgnanistun,i';,to Hell
wrm Atghanistan and the USSR"!

In onc of your articles, you mentioned
that it was "eff@tively liquidationi5l" 1e gall
Marxist-Leninist leider3hip of the anti-
intervention movement, and ihen went on to
apologize and make ..excuses" for
liquidationism and reformism. But then, if
y9u want to bc "hip" to adventurism also.
My conclusion is that the two faces of
Maoism are rcformism and adventurism.

. 5) I will _say that US imperialism's
srimes against Nicaragua, Grenida, and El
Jauvador ane a strong argument in favor of
breaking the anti-intervendon movemenr
away from the liberals and socialdemocrats.

Just look at the plaises the contragare
committec members lavished on Reagin's
fascist flunkics during the hearings. -yes,

F"sg iprarscsi camc hom pro-co-ntra and
"anti-contra" Democrats and Republicans
qlike. Oh,6e fuic words forpatriofrsm! Oh,
the-many eloq-uent-qpeeches f6r "democracy';
and "h'ma'l righB" in Central America! Oh,
HOW SICK! -

But to MIM's way of thinking, we
should not get out of line. No we Jhould
pray and beg the Democrats ot change their
wicked ways! It is "liquidarionist" or
"s€ctarian" o build a movement that exposes
the Democtats and their Reaganite ways.
How absurd!

I must wonder why lvlaoists fall into the
traps -of soci€l-chauvinism (OL, CPML),
anarchism (Rqf, Shimo), and outriglit
descrtion o socialdemocracy and rcformiim
(C'rfi/P, LOM). And all in tha name of ..anti-
revisionism."

- You may consider me to be an eclectic,
but I consider it "non-s@tarianism." Believe
it gn not, I am trying to overcome my
prejudices and suspicions against Maoisni.
P_eriaps Mao had good intentions and the
Cultural Revolution wis not mercly a fiasco
and a pgycr stnrgglc within the burcaucracy
of the CCP.'When I frrst began to study Mamism, I
was amused by thc debates and polemics
bctween various parties. Now I takc these
things somcwhat morc seriously.

If I wcren't so serious, I'd bc tempted to
laugh it all offias a joke.
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By thc way, a reccnt BBC broaclcast
mentioned the death of a Chinesc youth by
drowning. Observers, who watihed hei
struggle yithout anempting to rescue her, ar€
reponed to lave said "somcone should pay
us to save her life," "there are too many
people in China anyway," and "it is bad luck
to carry a dead person out of watetr " lSelf-
centcredness, no compassion and superstition
is the result of the "get rich" thbught of
today's China

-Another comrade from the South
August, 1987

Response by MCS:
Well, it's forpolemics like this drat MIM

Theory is made for, as opposed to MIM
Notes, which is for wider distribution. Thc
response is numbered to correspond tcl thc
letter.

2) MIM's evaluation of the Spanacist
Lcague coqrcs from intensive experience.,

It is intcresting that most pcople in the US
cannot experiencc the contention of thc
various "M-U' groups in the major citics.
The lener mcntions his residence as in a
"put-up-and-shut-up, conservat, ive,
depoliticized" ri$t to work state ard a county
whcre Christian fundamentalists dominate.
This leuer-writer would not be able to
evaluate in practice all the gpups that he read
about because they do not exist in his area

Maybe such people need to move or at
least visit cities occasionally. Indee4 one
could do a sernicc by stocking bookstores in
the ncarest cities with the literature one. gBB.

4) MIM Notes has had anicles about
advennrrists who get caught up in the court
system. MIM is "innocent as charged" by the
letter-writer for generally supponting
adranturistVtenoriss in such a contexl

Despite his non-sectarian veneEr, it's too
bad he doesn't recognize it as legitimate to
work for Prisoners of War, political
prisoners in the US and others that the US
governmcnt is trying to punish for its own
injustice.

As for reformism the reference involved
is where MIM said it would be bener to be
liquidationist than arnochair dogmatists
because even while liquidationistrleformiss
are incorrcct politically, they strll have a
chance to learn from political practice the
tnrth about the political system in the United
States. Armchair dogmatists have no
experience with which to compare their
dggmqs an4 hence have no hope of
advancin g politically.

3T

.5) This scction carries polemics ro thepoint wlere they start to lbse theii value
Decause,rhey :3I lgo much in too little space.

First of all MIM never said not to'build
anti-imperialisV militarist movements. The
question was whether or not to try to take
over specific single-issue organizations.

rne wnter advocates the opportunist
strategy of working in such siir'ele-issue
groups until its members give hir,/her their
trust, so that s/he can break them away from
De@icreformism-

Thc plobfem is that there is nothing to
stop revolutionaries from talking to -the
p.eoplg in su-ch single-issue gro'ups and
showing them i t re praEt ic6s of
revolutionaries. Therc is no -need 

to hide out
in S.:" groups, withhold one's fullt
revolutionary perspective or otherwise stimil
one's.  way into people 's pol i t ical
consciousness.

IIr 4* Arbor, the largest Latin American
solidarity group, which-has many satellite
gJoups, is led by the Democratic
Congressional candidite of the 2nd district
(as of 1986). The people in this srouD work
in -thc congrcssioial campaigni ybt, the
writcr implies hc would noi Ue satisfied
unlcss MIM helped build up this particular
goup.

_lr Cambridge, similar groups are led by
FDR cheerleaders, presidential ispirana ani
the CP. What the #ter does not irndentand
is that there will always be a material basis
for ths Democraa and various opporilnists to
lead in particular single-issue g,irlpr.

People who want to cut-off-aid to the
conu?s do not necessarily have revolutionary
ideas; some such groups will be orsanizei
solely begaqse ia p-anicipants don'r *int ttre
contra solution wil worh they want a ihance
for US invasion or no aid at all

There is no inherent reason
rcvolutionaries should have a stransle-hold
gn th: pg.L of g*ual America or the-opic of
South Africa The borngeoisie also oreanizes
on tlery zubj9cts. They organize their way;
we don't need to copy them-

I f!" lnter his a good attirude on
reading thc literanrre of aii the groups. The
mqny':M-U'groups may not haie eaineC *re
role of historical forces yet. At the same
timc, those who want sociil change musr use
theirhcads to find the best mearui.-
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CIA bribes press in Central America
The following is a summary of an arficle bv USjournalist M artha Honey wir ich 

"pp..rrJi,, 
tn"Marcl/Aprit 1987 issueof tne CdUmOiilournalism

Review.
At least eigl'l Costa Rican joumalists, including
11re9 ]!p editors, rece ive mo nt hly payments,ro mth e ClA, e itler direcily o r t hrou g ti Co nt ra groups.
Their job is toget intothe press-stories,--
co mmenlades o r edilorials attacking Nbaragu a andsympatheticto the Gontras. This wai reveat6d by
Carbs.ivloraEs, a Costa Flican p.G*rof
joumalism, who slarted an inveitigail 

"i". "former student confessed to him tiat frJ oras takingmoney from the CIA to supplement a meager salafo.Edgar Channro, one ot thb tormer Oirecrda of FDN
(lhe largest Contn group), submitted an affidavil to
the Work Court in Sept. 19g5 in whicfr he
confessed:l also received money from the CIA to
bribe Horduran joumalists and broadcasters to writer
and speak farorably about the FDN and to attack the
govemment of Nicaragua and calt for its overthrow.
... Approximdety 15 Hbnduran joumalists and
ooadcasterswere on the CIA's payroll, ard our
influence was thereby extended'to'every major
lgn-Ouq neucpaper and radio and TV station..
utmuaradmassiors come from a formertop officiatof
4RDE, me Costa Rica based Contra oroui.
Since 1977, dtera Senate irvesrigali;n iJveated
that the CtA had maintained wo rf iig relalo rs witn
over 50 North American reporters oier a period ofyears, new rules have been in force prohbiting the
! $, lro m 9.r!eri1e i $o co ntractuat re tatiorsn  pi witn
usloumalisils. The law, however, says nothing
.3^Tg:1t_.""sino:r$retationshipiwithf oreisn
Joumafists, orabout allowing agensy oper:rtlves O
qo:e T fgqitrt joumatisrs. it appea'a inatirre Cn soorng both. Martha Honey describes the cases oftwo CIA operatives who were in CentralAmerica tofight with the Contras h.rtwho at tne sametime wereposing as foreign |curnalists.
Paid-off joumalist3 have hetped ptant fictitbus
stories. in Jaruary 1gg4 both AdDE and FDN werernsrructed by the c lA to take responsibility for the
T:l$.lT,g"raguab harbors, irU atterthe uay
I yu4 oomoang ot the press confererce at Eden -h,,astora's jur€le camp (ihe CIA assassination
attemfl on Pastora) Coga Rican pakjoff ioumalistspnded stories intended to get the investigation otl
ll?"1.9t btaming rhe bombiirg on lefrisrre-drists. Aror or lnts disirdormation is picked up by the westempress and increases disinlormation in ine US and inEurope.

Drug bosses give $10m to the
contra
Drug lords invofved inthe cocaine trade in the USdonated $.t0mro the conrras, 

""."roirgio'uscongressionalsources. The evidence*iJ 
-

presented in a secret testimony to a US
congressional co mmittee by M r. Milian- Rodrhr r ez
Ihg ran the airtift operationi torthe contr.i i[i?r
SaMaclor. (Source : I ndepe ndert, 3O/A,97)

Reference
materials

(not by MIM authors)

_q__5E
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R EPR ESS IO II BY THE HAITIAII JUI.ITA

THE HAITIAN PEOPLE FIGHT BACK

DI|TTII WITH THIE iIIIITARY JUIITII
B0tTll tulTH u,,s. ltilPERlAust!

ItlI{G IIUE THE STRUGGTE OF THE HAITIIII PEOPTEI
BUILD SI|TI IIARITY BETWEEII

TIIE HAITIA]I A1{ll ATIIERICA]I PEI|PLEI
0nfltmt0 c0rtmEE JUu ztt c0ilTtrsEtr a ronr a Sronrrr o NEII

29

During the last nvo months, the u.s. backed Military Junta in Haiti has raunched one of the most severe repressionsagainst the Haitian masses' This latest wau. orr.fil-rti.iri [.fro 
",n"n 

the centraiAutono*ous workers Federation hadcalled a strike to Drotest against the closin-g down of mo,ii;fA. state controlled industries in the 
"ouniry. 

The militaryJunta responded with 
" 

.itn*un[ui-"6hitni"g trt;t.lifil:"fd seizing control of the electoral process from the pro-visional Electoral council. The latir is a spaiaT u"ov idi;itner to supervise the presidential etection scheduted forNovember 1987' as mandated by the new constitution. ln faie of the blaLnt vioiation of the constitution. the Haitian
InassF responded by takingto-the strcets ofthe capitat, tne p.ui""ir, o.g""iri"gd"d strikes, massive demonstrationsin order to force the National Council orcovernm-enIo srtep d-own fire anny responded by killing scores of peoplg somebeing shot right in their homes

on July 23 and'24' in Jean Rabel' a small town in Haiti's remote Northwest, hundreds and possibly close to one thou-sand peasants were shol clubbe4 hacked and burned to death by fo*", *.*b"rr-of th, d.pored Dictator, Jean-ClaudeDuvalier's paramilitary Tonton Macoutes nor* i"i.gr"ii J i;4" army, and by goon squads sent by local big landowners,such as the Lucas and Poitvien clans. The peasans iho rvere massacred belonged to a regionwide association called TetAnsanm (Heads Together) which progressive catholic nrisiionarier rr"". ul"""org;izing since the early 1970.s to bringabout land reform.
Meanwhile the u'S' government continues to give fu-ll siulport to the very unpopular National council of Governmentproviding it with arms and tear gas to further r$rcss the Hiitian masses. wt iie most people in Haiti do not believe thatpresidential elections can and will take place rittt ttt. ii"L-"""r council of Government headed by General HenryNamphy' the united states Government *ntinu.r rq,r"t ly to back it up In the words of the united staies representativein Haiti: *Governments 

are not c!*g-"d by demonstiutirri uui turough elections-. But whether the election in Haiti willbe democratic or not seems to be irrelevant to the u.s. state oepartmenl As stated in an editorial by the N.y. Times onAugust 20' lg97,which has always given full suppoJto ir,. riliury Junta: "an undemocratic Junta thus seems democ-racy's best bet-
The undemocratic practices of the u.s. Government in Haiti from the time of the occupation (lgl5-1g34) ro date, wereclearly revealed whedthe u'S. ambassador in Haitt rvri. genson tvtcKinley said: *in the event that the situation in Haitibecomes uncontrolable' we will all go home and maybe ,"i'u ,.tu* just like we did during the time of vilbrunGuillaume"'The U'S. Government usid the assasinatloi'olv.buifraumJ *tro r"", pr.rident in 19l5 in order to invadeHaiti' Therefore' Mr' McKinley's statement clearly 

-""trtitt"t 
the u.s. will once again occupy Haiti at wharever time itsees fit

very little coverage by the u's. media and at times erroneous information about the recent events in Haitl has given theMilitaryJunta afreereign to murder, assasinatiitsgpp"r."rc*deven retuctanic.iiics.In lightofthis.weare inviting allrevolutiolarils, progressivg freedom loving people to an nd a political and cultural event which will be held on:FRIllAY SEPTEIITBER I l, I g8?;iT 6:00 P.ltl. AT 
-P.S. 

41, Confl-n OUr nUf lil0 | irfr dili- l;.
FllR lilF0$tATl0ll GltL: ZS4-00S9 ,. .A i-l.^,_ ̂r \ ..\ 1
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US Presidential campiigrr'^
A poll that matters, really- 

The bourgeoisi" u, u clasJ apparently has not Dukakis favors first'strike
decided who will"be trre nl*t p*riiJr,. That is nor to 'Massachusetts gov. _Dukakis, in an interview
saythatthekeyfractionshavenot. 'v 'rvc rv published.in today's New York Daily News, saidhi
.,^-^ ^3-!.gt1:lclief 

executive officers of corpora- could envision using^nucl:q,yeqpons if the Soviets
tions shows that they are aividfi-tetween Georse invad,ed Europe and conventionai weapons faiied to
Bush and sen. Roberi Dole. qvo saiih;6;;;d; stop the.m. -have less than a 50Va chance of winning thr Whit" 

3'3J don't think it's going to happen,' he said.
House. 

" ------".' !'rv " .^rv But 'we've got to be prepared t6 use riucteir force.i'i
A plurality.says Bush will win. (Ann Arbor (AP, Ann ArborNews, 4/13/88, p.fl)

News, l/14/88,p. Uqi 
\rr'rr n'u..'r

. Other polls show that Bush is in rouble be_
cause he is losing the labor aristocracy v_ote nar Ria- Dukakis removed adopted kids of gaysgan won' Accordingto Bush's.pollst-er feter feefin Dukakis removed tyo adopted sons from:aiayblue-collar and low-income whiie collar workers wili couple'i *rtoii-*nil" a Governor in Massachusetts.
*.,.11:,ylquott'.'ir.r November, especialltGA;;; Accbrding; th; duardian, Dukakis said the childrenot meu lmportance in the three swing states - Michi- would bj better off in a "'normal"' household.gan, ohio and lllinois. (Detroit Neris, 5/8/88, t ii--- (C-uatdian, l"aii"ra"nt Radical Newiweekl y,3f2lgg,Meanwhile,jl poll.shows that with Sani Ni,nn i. 3t- 

-----r----
on the ticket with Dukakis, Dukakis wifi Ueai B;;il '
handily - 46Vo to 34vo. (New york Timir, t/17l8-d: Dukakis has strong bourgeois backersp.12) Nunn is the preferred choice of AefJgitil t" t# ' 

While it is clear where George Bush gets hisDemocratic convention. Where does Nunn s-tand on the support for the presidency _ the CIA, Wall St3eet Re-issues? He is mostly known as the h"*kiha; ;F;li publicans ald many of the same places Reagan got itSenate Armed Services Committee A; .t;; 
".pl;il 

| O*ufi, is also ivelt_backed in bourgeois circles.extending the deadline 
9:.:::fi.t:q $ pdd 4.q; rn New york, Ted Kennedy Jr., campaignedAmendment, voted for giving states rigfrti io q;;ta; across the state for Dukakis. (poughkeepsie Journal,abortion issues and ,.tried to wiaken rhe?;ri; orn;; Llrstgg,zu)Act." (D_etroit Free press, 5/9/gg,p.d)' Finaliv;iil*olE'r9u tffii Jin"rr, the chier *nnor,ffiufH:St ffiTtrffi 

he has had heavv
executives of the top 120 US .corporarioil;irh il;; 

I
or$l bili,o" u vi*;rmgle rrave s'poren-aoz,.Jp!ri" ,._n"fffiTf.SlT:Ttr#f.3yp3**: H:divesunent from Soul! Airi.i isTr-*Lt.ut, irf irn- lso nas backing at the Kennedy.School of Govern-
3li,ury federal.spen$e-"L4'60Vo wanta cut in mrili- Lrnr.taryspending. (NewYoikTimes,4n\/gg,i:r--- ' One former campaigner turned critic has
Dukakis and B.ush spe.nd most money B3$:?irT,lJtff**gj.?*#|:lBX,IK-nH.::

. Bv the wav, if youpledicted that the candidates aotirtr, naa i" ti; iesz g"G;"i#ur un claims thatwith the most moner youfa win their purty'Joo nul noi"rlii pio-iiio tirut prowse Farm would be saved
1io-ns, You were righi- Bush ana outafis rraa tnJmoit .ls a histciic site. However, despite national coveragemoney of all candidates be-fore ne pligrav ;oti[ qro making tr,r p--ire toiumiharies such as Bost6nstarted' (New vort 

1i111 r0/r7187',p'..7) - celtig: ti.i;;; Qut.tit caved in to Motorora corp.Dukakis had planne$-t9 spendhis igeal limit of and alloweil its'subsidiary Codex to develop the Farm.$276-million by the _end of Ma1,. aN;; york Times, (Robert L. Keighton, Ibid., 5a)
!ry19.8-, p..B) rhis reft him tiiti;';r;;;ney to spend 

" 
"_:_:;::"'::in California and New Jersey primariis.- Subscribe to MIM Notes

Mlaoist lntenmationollist Nlovement
@ lBox 35Z6

Ann Anbor, NII 48n06-3S?6

New rates: $1.50 per issue for as many issues
desircd

Send cash, blank checks or blank money orders
made out for arrount, but do not make any check
or money order out to MIM. Please write if these .

--,,-^^^..ahla \ q. l,



Jesse Jackson takes US chauvinist lineAsked bv the New york Times tis stance onthe PLO, Jackso-n chryg.l.hi;[gri,igq once again andsaid he would talk-to.thE plo.'y;i;-in,, o*" the ratio_nale was quite explicit.
He said he would neg-otiate with eaddafi inLibya and anyone.else inctufing 

-ir,, 
soutlinni.rn

f.egime becauie "'there musr urtio'fru.e on earrh offlimits to American influence.';' 
-1liew 

y;;k il;;;;4/16/88, p. 8)

Jesse Jackson backs away from pLC)
"Jesse Jacks-on, often attaiked for what crriticscall pro-4rab stands, continued to distanci;ffi;i;

from the palestine Liberation organizati-on ipttliLr;saying that allowinFflTy:ts aithe u*gaining taUiewould be_a .formula ror cahsroDhe.,
"Jackson. who had,uiJT,inOuy that the pLOand the Palestinian peopte are ,ior,fr.-r.*, and that hewould not meet aeain ;itq nlo ilffi yasser Arafat.as he did in the-late 1970J; Ai,; Si.;;#ffi;Times, 4/12/88,p. 6a) 

\r rr '
This bac[slid$g by Jackson caused one MIMcorrespondent to say, ..Ii iiimpgrriUf, to get elected to

:Hn?:19gncy 
if one is not uihololn to trre corporate

Confederate flag still flies
A battle in the Alabama state legislature con-cerns the confederate Flag which stru "niJs &ei-lirlstate Capitol. Th-e speakdr of the-HousJ;ii"A hi;

ptu."f opponent a *.monkey," and said tharif ttre gltack
reglslator ctimbed the.flag pole to take it down,, hewould "'reach grearer heii'his ttran any grack il; ln

Alabama historv.'
i$#Ji?ili?7r^, tf 

Stian 
: Independen t Radi car

*d Mir:lrttl?fl 
utto flies in South carolina, Georsia

A maioritv of whites favors leaving the flag up;.a majority ofghlh opposes it. O".. agiun, there ap-
ff il'.1*cli.,Striteprotetari;;';;;;r"ti""ryiJ5.
,rr^_ -_.Jrudtional lefti.st scholars argued that the Civilgg._yrr a class war i1 tte inieres?Jof white labor.nowever, aside fr:3.,1!" ru"k ;il;storical support
{lp:,t_r Northern.wtri! y"rf.i."g .ius fo. the Civitwar, lt remains tnre today that the-clrirnon white per-son of the south io1i11n6s3no;;;#l;;p9.lrd;
than wirh the international pfgfri.riii wnrch wouldnever olerate the flying 

"f 
tdC;;l;#;te flag.

US bails out
York Times, lqlggrt Texas bank (New

3/18/88, p. l)

Police kill Btack in detention
"Loyal Garner.Ir., 34, of Florien, La., died

Dec. 27 of-head injuries inu.ittiguiois believe were
[{c1ed dyr.iog a biating_in trre SiUine Cil;it Jail";
(AP, Ann Arbor News, l/10/88, d5)

Three white police. officers'stand charged, but
911;r_f-or civil rights violations. Each was releised on
$25,000 bond. 

-

2W people in a town 1,300 showed uD at a
rally in front of church protesting the incidenr GUiA)

Dollar down to post-WW[ Iow againstMark and yen (Nyt, lzltti}7, p:3it-

. A long 
-title 4qs elapsed since the Novembertssue of MlM N9_t9s. Some ,o^roiri ;;;;;g:tyassumed that MIM Notes had come out severaltimes in the mea;ntime.and wrote- to say tnat inei

y:::!( t,!: lo p? put brck,on the ,uuiiiiiiin"iii.
yi:r: pr:babry conctuded that MIM niayowea.t ne good news is that there was just 

" 
tirpriiiMI!! Ngte.s nublication, nothing tio seious.

r he bad news X !!r!t_ has been the worst lapse inthe existence of MIM Notes.
It underscores same problems in the MIMorgantzation.

- I) MIM Notes t^t not run professionally. How
*?::: ,y.Zutd, yof; at MrM,s tdii 

"f 
p;;;^;;;;

Itnencw oacking!
2) The revolitionary movement is understaffed

as a result.
3 ) There has been a security breach in the

?lganfation, which MIM has noi overcome at thisrtme. Despite t-his uwolved Oriich tt *"s aiiiianecessaryfor MIM Notes to come ow.

-4) Comrades who communtcate with MIMshould do so anonymously orftoi aaarisiei-t-ii
do not lewe them &posedto ti, ,iar.

5) MIM comrades have hacl ihe additionalp,roblem of .having to dedicoir'*e^siir;;';;
1!::,ry!,:q an4 cteepgning locat struggles ttnt reachedcrurcat urnlng points.

,- yly will keep people posted on progress madem these arecat.

-For now, MIM can only offer its largest issue ofatt time to makc upfor tni kiigesil;;;Z;i;ii;;,"".

Editor-in-chief this issue: MCS
Associate editor this issue i Vteg
Researchers: MC2, M:C6, pfCS -

Comrades should send their votes, criticisms andcomments on "Focus on focoism;, and ini iiarticles on the Soviet Union ii AtU fni'i:ry',';
Mllulcandeterminewhethertneyiii'Ur-od"-p;irh;;
fficial statements of MIM.
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MS allows interracial marriage!
Last November Mississippi vorers repealed a" 9'l -.y e w' old con sti tu ti on at uan 

-oir'in 
te rra c ia l manri a se(which had already been ,rrr"k ;;;by ffi;.fii;

9l!-,t.rf.Oid so bj, lq embarririingry close 52Vo to48Vo." (Time, I l/i6/97, p. 3i7 
-- --".

Corps. in S. Africa will pay double rtax
Reagan signed inro law a Uitt ttrat will increase

rhe ettectlve tax rate o_f us companies operating in
South Africa to 72Vo. It should riise reve-nue of '$20
million.

P_reviously, corporations could deduct taxes
pald to South Africa from taxes paid to the United
States.

Other countries to have the same type of t:l:( are
kan, Syria and Libya. (Guardian: krdependent RadicJ
Newsweekly, 213188, p. 9)

Democrats promote anti-Iran racism
The Reagan administration has said that its

arms for hostages deal with Iran aimed at increasins
the influence of moderates in kan seeking to curb IsI
lamic revolutionary zeal.

Qrilic Caspar Weinberger (Defense Secretary)
within the Reagan administration questioned this view,
not because he opposed secret rirethods to arm the
contras but because he believed that the kanians are,.a
g-r9up 9!fanatical madmen." (Cox News Service, Ann
Arbor News, 1211188,p. cl)

Weinberger's criticism of the kan-contra scam
S u gqg4 example of how not to criricize the Reagan-
Bush-Poindexter-North shenani gans.

To the extent that Democrats have dismissed
Re-agan's view of Iranians in the govemment as ratio-
nal people, th"y have contributed to a racist view of
[antans - a view very useful to iustify makine war
9n han. (See MIM Notes 33 for an analysis of th"e IUS
bombing of kan.)

Anti-han chauvinism is quite popular.In a polt
of 836 people conducted gt2l:2/87: the New y^ork
Times found that only ?.V_o hagfavorable..feelings io_
Xq{}p .generally.'} (l!"ry york Times, 9124/Ei, p.
9) 78Vo had an unfavorable feeling toward-Iran. tlbid)

While it is hard to outdo Reagan on the'chau_
yinism front, the Democrats are doingjust that with the
kan-contra scam. They criticize matJlig Oeats with tei_
rorists out of the throry that all haniani are insane ter-
rorists.

The ccrrrect lesson to draw from the Iran_conrtra
scam is that the US ruling cfass is desperately engaged
in covert warc across thJglobe - wirs so iovei ftat
the public and part of the-government irself is not in-
fomred of what is going on.

Women's earnings for full-time work
TAVo of men's (Nyfimes, 9l4lt7, p. lli

Women unhappy with men
"Most American women are alienated, unhappyand unsatisfied in their relationstrifs wrn men, and 75percent of women married for at'least ilffi;;;t.tldnq affairs acco4lg!o u n".r"-u*ii uv sr,drrliitl;(Ann Arbor News, 10/5/97, p. a3)

Poverty shifts frequently
"At least one-quarter of all Americans will fall

into poverty during their lives but most won't stav
poor long.- One-third of today's poor will have lefiili6
rmpove.nshed ranks within two years. But another one_
third w_ill.stay poor at least 10 years." This is 

"r.otoirrlto the University of Michigan Institute for Social Ril
search. _(Ann Arbor News, ll28l}8, p. d12)

The fact that most people do not stay poor long
preven-ts them from developing class conscrousness.
Instead, people aspire to hig[rer classes.

Labor aristocracy is doing well
"Paychecks for the nation,s 78 mi[ion full_time

workers nose an average 4.2?o in the past year t1996--
ed.l, nearly double the rate of inflation."

Women earned 69?o of what men did. Blacks
received 77 Vo, Laanos slightly less.

Gains in 1986 were largest in the Northeast.
(LA Times,4f29ft7, p. 4, part IV)

Such information is contrary to the theorv of
many-leftists including cornrades ai Monthly Review
that there is a growing economic basis foi a labor
movement in the United States. The alliance betrveen
the labor aristocracy and the imperialists is still in gmd
shap9._ -_
USA Today makes public feel guilty

r^-- ̂ _ 
With an across the banner headline, USA To-qay once again attempted to get the general public to

accept UFry.foq-triglt consumption. ..Higher prime
takes on inflation" (USA Todayf5/l2/gg,p.11

A 4.2% inflation rate expected to giowto S% is
suqqgqdly the justification fofa rise in ihe prime rate
!o9?. As proof, the USA Today citet2ecoiromists at
banks - the National Ciry Blnk of Cleveland and
FleetA{orstr Financial Group in Providence, R.L

The prime rate is the percentage of interest that
commercial banks charge to their best customers who
borrow money.

In addition to pu$ing the battle againstinllation
gn $e.toq of the agenda" thb editors in charge of USA
Today's f19n1pqge have constructed repeaied stories
about the federal deficit in order to jus&fy economic
austerity rneasrues - belt-tighteningby tlie public -
the poor ard labor aristocracy.

USAToday e4itors thus join the Reagan ad.-
ministration in using the deficit to strike a betier deal
for the impcrialists rii6 ttre labor aristocracy.

3
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Supply is up; demand is down
. Although the Gross National product (GN?),

the monetary measure of the USA's output of goodi
and services per year, showed growth 6ver 19-86i in
1987, the growth is partly in the inventories of busi-
ness.

Some bourgeois economists consider the llast
quarter's GNP.growth false because it was mostly
growth of business inventories, which are unsioli
commodities held by corporations. $33.7 billion of the
$39.2 billion in growth-was in inventories. Demrmd
fell $24.1 billion in the same quarter.

Can the bourgeoisie cut prices and sell off all
that excess inventory? C-an the bourgeoisie raise wages
and other disposable income for theiommon peoole-so
that they lgl buy business's goods sitting'in *are-
houses? GM chair Roger Smiih is makin! no bones
about telling the government that it cannot ifford a na-
tional cutback in consumer credit if car sales arc to at-
tain desirable levels. Will the bourgeoisie allow credit
to expand^forever? Will it end up giving it away _
writing off more and more debts? Stiy tuied for parnic
or deflation or recession or pressure from the iabor
aristocracy to increase its shar6 of the capitalist pie. 

-

Americans pay same taxes as in 1977,
but poor pay higher proport ion

^_j_. 
"gPO [Congressional Budget Office _. ed.]esnmated that the poorest l0 perceniof Americans witigive 20 percent more of tt 

"i, 
in.o*" to the federalgovernment next ygT^t1988-ed.l than they;id i,;1977. The wealthiest r0 pircini-'' "in"o.e 

averageabout.$120,0OO -.will'pay 6.4 percent tess than in1977;'(Ap, Ann tubor N;;s,-i i/i|i87:p. eii'-

Black infant mortality increases
In the continuation oi a national c;*" o._.-

FTgd by the ruling class, Black infant *onufiiu 
.fo,

babres who died *i44n 28 days of birrh increased'frosl
11.^8_p"r 1,000 to 12.1 per i,000 between t9g4 and_
1985.

Maternal deaths during or within 42 days of
birth among all non-white worien also rose froniiO.q
tg 18.J per 100,000. (Ann Arbor News, llZ5lgg, i.cl, c2)

The overall infant mortality rate stayed the
same. 

, , ,y
Nuclear disaster in West revealed*u*t+-$ii

At Windscale in England of Octoler, lgSTthere was a nuclear.acciOeni"ttiiieleaseo 1400 times' mor€ radioactive iodine than was released ut m*-rriii.Island. -The reactorqrme within houn of meltdown.
The British. gov€rnment ontiluit tr,ir]"*;"-leased a rcport on thE afiair.----- 

-"''
"Millions of gallons of milk were destroyedover an area of 2e squar-9 ryrl"r. . . .At trurirg E; .plq.arg thought to have died;; O'irect resutt of theradiation re'ieased, not-to ;;ti". a number ofnewborn babies nor counted in tti-olrrcirl hg,;;"J;(Guardian : Independent Radical NJwsweett y, 2/3 /gg,p.12)
Still, the agcr{eng_was not as bad as the one atChemobVl in the Soviet Unioo. N* *., iiaib"d;;c.3qse of cancer as US atmospheric nuclear iot..(rbid.)

Australian Aborigines protest setflers
White settle-rs arrived in Ausualia 200 y"*,ago, but the original inhabiunts *i protrrti"g-tfie Ui_centennial cele6rationr. "rrtr fuJ#o cenruries havebeen a pgtiqd of annihilation,'Oiipors"rrion-*i noJ

?9ye:y^for the aborigines, who tobay-numU., p"it uJ,160,000, a fraction of tn6ir,.rUriiropulatioi- T#;
T*" tg I pe-r.c^elrlgf Australia', plpirutio;:;; (A;i
Arbor News, l/26/g&,p. c3) 

r r

Arms treaty disarms anti-militarists
The arms Tr?ty signed by Reagan and Gor-bachev scraps a miniscule-percentag" if .u.t ,iaJ;,missiles. Th-e missil:: yup'p.d,-ii#Jro, are amongthe most politically senslhve.. "Since 1983,-the United States has deployed256 cruise missiles in west c-*fiy, nrl,ii,i'iiii

g1d Bgtgium, and 108 penhing 2 ballistic *irrir"ilnWest Germany.
Under the agreement, these will.be.-scrapped

over three_years, along-with 6iJ3 soviet mrssrtes armed -with lJ65 nuclear wiheads.', (Ap, A"n A;bo; N;;l l /26187,p.cl)
These missiles have evoked tremendous oppo-_sition in Europe because ttrey seem ;. ;{,i;rd d5sr
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bility of a short and intermediate range nuclear warlimitel to Europe. ruropeani F""*o'tr,E u"i"n'srilil
il:tlrt :ff 

ce^ E urope io n uc lear war in ;;a;;;.,"fi di
. 4t-ro, the reality of having short range missilesthat could reach the soviei u;il'i; 6 or g minutesconrributed to the tension tt it ipuoed 

-ri__ili;;;movements in Europe
The treatv does not affect so_called tactical nu-clear_ weapons sucn i; il;ieai;pii anlrery shells.The United States keeps thousand'iof ,h;;; i;t;;;:(Cox News Service, Ibid.)

NY Times admits that Soviets did not
knowingly shoot down civilian pf*,. 

--
Korean Air Lin-es Flight 007 cost thle fives of

lfl-geoltg on August 31, 198t. noUuUty;; 
";;;;rts own role in having the plane spy on ;iiitrry rirrr!in the Soviet union, tEe ne'agan aof;inisration iora irreworld that the Soviets kneiv it was a ,i"iii- pf.",when it was shot down.

Now the Ny Times admits that the Soviets did
X?,^T:y.-pf tlre second.day after thi ,f,*tAo*n, ilJ
:o ntg ateady detennined that the Soviets dicl notKnow. xet, no one was ever told.

Acting to corrqct this, the NyTimes brouehtthis fact to ligit. grryrimei; iirSl88;; 
-fii-" v'vs''r

Trotskyism is safe in S. Africa
The collected works of Leon 'ltotsky are read-

ily available in South Africa. The works of Mao, how-
ever, are banned.

Some works of Marx's are as available as
Trotsky's, but the works of Lenin and Stalin are harder
to come by.-(Revolu]ionary Worker, l/25/98,p. 1l)

Could it be that authorities censoring trooti in
South {.4.u hope Trotskyism will gain gre-ater influ-
ence wrthm revoluhonary movements? Could it be that
since Trotsky opposed guerrilla warfare and believed
that national liberation struggles in non-industrialized
countries were a waste of ti-me that the South African
ruling class does not mind his work?

. C]9arly the works of a revolutionary Asian
such as Mao, who worked for national liberition to
{efqat imperialism pe a dalger to the apartheid regime.
At the same time, the prattle of Euroceirtric..Mariists"
known as Trotskyists-has never amounted to a senious
4t"! in any Third World country in a revolutionary
situation.

United Auto Workers (UAW) leaders
and workers are imperialists' allies

While the UAW is one of the morc progressiveunions in the country, as evidinc"d--Uy some of itssupport of the anti-afanheid ;;;;;nL ir is still in_dicative of class cottaboration. 
"'vtv'^rvr

previous to last.year's UAW bargaining withGlvl' ttre entire nego-tiating ,"u-t ior uo,r, sides spent
l0^*r:.r:ther ii r"p""-aicM-d;;;. -dy ffii;meals together, *j:Lgryls.loeefier, even s6;peetogether, wenr drinking togEtne?, iu.n snopped to_g9theg." ("Derroi t, s S tian {e nedfettl* ;:;'Iff;;;iMassing New york Times tiufurin., Znlgg.o.20)D u.rn g s u b seque nt n 

" 
g o"ri uti-* rl1 ;,r, 

",rfri*?anot even have ro. sef a strikE deadline.,, dbia.t fr;concept involved is'Jointnesr." Thiiir u nrit*oioloidirectand open clasi collaboratio;; th; hie;;;;:gree. By class collaboration is ;;; *ortiir; aoil-gwhat capitalists want.
,^ ,^_- :'Tdu)r, the U.A.W. and auto executives rravelto Japan together, go ol retreats together, even publishnewspapers jlgerher. -Joint committees fiave d;;;;up to deal with everyfting_{rg+ productivitit".fir.*
l"^"jp.11-0bid.) Ind'eed, 6M is -on conrract to spend$300 million annually in . Jointnes s"- u. ti"iti"i1ff;#
:1u9". renting "fancy. hotils anJinutea ;;rk;;;l;
tnrst- building orienution @urses."

- Most leftists and so-called Manist_Leninists
wouJ{ say, *sure, Donald F. Ephlin *a O**-iliri;;
are laoor anstocrats who live off the workers, strus-gl-es only to sqll them out, but autoworkers;;,"r;"J
of the industrial workers that .o'no'unirt, ;;;ii;;
themselves in." These leftists and Mao<irt-iininiri,
expect these workers to be open to revotutionary-ie;:

For example, a Trots'kyist tendency t ai trriiiopy pqouJ the UAW-tr9r.nqv,1.r7q *orr,eis r*n:;;British, South Africa, (sic.i and South Korean ;6;i:en in sgqggle in an international wave of auto,r*ir.
"Such a scenario is possible in the not-t*As_

tant future. . . .

^^.-_^_,-1!to 
qo{npgies in the US and in many othercountries are bringing some new workers irito theplants. This has embdldened the worken ilA-;^t;

lf"- morc ready to fight, especially sincJ tf,*-*r,
nres aremainly young.

"The miti1a1cC of the young worken and their
Sbiqty to absorb the experienc-e of 6lde, *ornenloula
lead to the rapid buildiirg of a strong ana 

"rr"n 
irnotol

yonary movement in the auto industry nationallv andinternationally.." (Fighting Worker, tti8, p. 6i--'r 
..'s

. T.n why is it thitSt% of GM uial2Eo of the
l1l"^ nters approvgd the last contract offered bymese labor aristocrats? (Ibid-,J6) There were suppos-
*{"T:lt,T{ryq .oncerned wittr ttre cont act.'fvhy
ctd they_t'ail in rejecting the connact?

Even more curious, after workers ratified the
GM contract, thousands iir-.Aiatetv-iort their iobs.But rather than fundamentally challerige il;* ;;d;i;

J
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ration, those recently unemployed workers who did eet
angry, blamed the union and even applauded rdpf;;
manager for a speech he made. (Ibia:, p. 52) 

- F-----

GM seeks to operate near 100 Vo eapscity
GM President Robert Stempel claims GM wili

operate lean and mean in 1992. As a result, comoeti-
tors such as Ford and Toyoja are wondering if'GM
plans a change in its markei share of car sales. "

Current indusury estimate,s put GM at running
at-7SVo of capacity. Toget to L\OVo, some have soecl
ulated more plant closings are in the offing. On ttre
other hand, GM denies anymore Michigan piant clos_
ings areinthc wgrk-s exceft those ulr.ud"y *^noon..a

- ̂ ]'If 
you look to Europe - and we operated at

over 100 percent (of straight-time capacity) last year_
that's 1.1i_c.9^way to run,' Stempil siid." (betroit
News, 5/15/88, p. lg,5g)

This is what is happening in Europe, at the
Antwerp, Belgium plqry fol exaqple. ..Each^plant pre-
viously worked two eight-hour, five-day shifis. Urnder
th.e-nqw system, one plant will work iwo shifts, but
with three crews. The-plant will operate nvo l0--hour
shifts six days per week. The thr6e crews will alter-
nate four-day, l0-hour work weeks. An employrnent
reduction of 5 percent is expected, and Gtvt^also wiU
save costs by ending duplication of work benpeen wo
plants." (Ibid., p. 5g) 

-

What is interesting here is not that there will b€
a 5Vo increase in unemployment because that is not
necessarily true compared with other things GM could
do. What is interesting is that GIvI is plaining to ger
more production-wise out of its plant.

Some factors involved iir tfrt decision may be
the lower dollar which is boosting demand for caiex-
pora an{ competition withJapanele companies.

On the other hand, one cannot discount the
possibility.that GM is bluffing entirely in order to fooi
its competitors.

State allows AIDS in prison
The ruling class is perp-trating another clrime in

the pnsons - AIDS. prisons have-had 1964 AIDS
cases since 1984 in 38 states.

Despite the occurrence in prison of drue_use
ancl homosexual sex including fbrced sex, piison
officials in Michigan oppose- tne aiitrib.itil.,"" o?
condoms and sterilized neeiies.

- 
Meanwhile, in Ny, Vermont and Mississipoi

condoms are available in prisons. tpetroiiNii"s,
5ll5/88, p. nl,2n)

Anti-gay/lesbian violence is up
In addition to the thousands of deaths that eavme n are e x p eri e n c i n g be ca u s e or-i-.n p e.i-Jris;Tirrriiadaisical. reiponse to i,nS, r,iof*, .u'ariiui""r'il.oi,p."p.iit;;#i;T;i','.K#iitn?l

lIP,llto:lphia's homor."uur i.n,*a one-nrtr of thecrty's lesbians were victimi of 
"ioi"rt crimes in a yearbecause of their sexual o.il"iuii,study isiuea na*o.y ry the phila*ii,i:T::il1f,,i"i

Gay Task Force. {he. figures were almost 12 times thenational annual 
"riqnfi $;l;;; for ail men and

.flr$f;: the rate r;;r;;;:" tn.t,;it'ii;il:

, ̂  *lTon8 those grolps documenting greater violencelast year were San Fiancisco;, co.r"-*unit U;i;;Against Violence, a gay 
"iciim 

-"irrrr"nr. 
agency,which saw I I oercent more violence vrcums rn l9g7than in 19g6. ihe repon f*"a.-Tir; New york CityGay and Lesbian dng-v-1n1rnrc nq""t served 14percent more clients in_19g7, una triJ-pr,iiiirrrr,ilLesbian and Gav figt 59rcr rffira a 39 perientincrease in vio[ent il"id";;.;"t"uirr, Ann ArborNews, 6n/BB,p. c4) 

\vr

Navy murders recruit in training
On March 2nd, five-navy instructors murdereda recnrit bv forcing him undeitr{r *-.t"t and drowninehim. -Ordinarily, it" 

""tionr-r"ir" [y the insructoriyoyld not have-rerutt.a in ato'ilintl'uu, Lee Mireckihad. 1 previous 
-rdigul 

hr:..y ;i;?hobia of ...beins
grabbed and pulled under.ivater.i,, (Upi; D;;iiNews, 6n/gg,b.gu)

This his-tory ftcludes the February gth report of"Lt. Cmdr. David Shivleil;Hg'h, #g"on, who saidMirecki was not quatifi-Jdio ffi;;; fii, Adft b":cause of Ft n-hgbii"', flbidi
Mirecki had.requesied to drop the course in-volving the training rn question. (Ibid.)
une can onry.hope that with this new evidencecoming-outtrratneiharli";s-rd;d;i"it"r.ioi"i,frri

changefrom manslaugnter to murder.
In any case. thle wtrote Giaint is an indicationof how an imberialisrjln), diffr*;;; a revolutionaryanny of the peopte. di-E;;H; fi";;;dffi; ;,i.disdain.for their recruits and 

"i, 
;;;;y, rorce and in-

$gi!1tion to getge plgp€l;;rir,"*i"r."s a revolu-
lgrlury l1tny s-uch asMio's 

".tuli trri ri"i, oirr"iproletariari and oeasant- nevorutioirry frlrr";i;;ilthe strength of tireircu*" 
-a 

i":":"ifd"nr, not hierar-chical force, to achievJ militaf ;;*;'
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RW offers more on the Crash of l[9g7
- As polls of Wall Street brokers continue to

show that abolishing computer trading would ,.iior"
confidence in the stock market, it behdoves the p.of"l
tarian analyst to remember what really causeld the
crash.

By its very nature, the stock market is an exer_
cise in commodity fetishism with little connecrion to
the realities of economic- needs and physical produc-
tion. It is a great paper shuffle with a life of its own.
(See MIM Notes no. 33)

In addition, rhe Revolutionary Worker (RW)
has correcrly pointed out that the interriarionar siniaaoi
ls.quite unstable. The Western countries were faced
with the fact of a tremendous US rade deficit il ftro-
ber.

Since the trade deficit causes a decline in the
value of the dollar, investors started to fear tt aiUS i":
vestments would lose their value. They started the sell_
off in US stocks.

Some evidence_ fot tr pause in foreign invest-
ment comes from the New yoik Times, ..Th-e flow of
ryo19f.frqry JapT, a stream that has hetped to financJ
the United States budget deficit and to irifluence stock
prices o.n Wall Street, is slowing dramatically as in-
vestors here wait to see what stJps the United States
will take to cut its budget and tradd deficits.

In June, long-term net capital out-flow __ how
r-nuch more money left Japan than entered it __ was
$19:2 billion. By September, it was $2.3 billion."
(ll/18/87, p. 29)

According to the RW, once this started the US
stock sell-off, "mob psychology" did the rest.

, It's a plausible explanation for the international
crash.

Underlying the-problem is the reality thar none
of the European countries can afford a rnajoi expansion
of purchases of US- exports. ..Western' Eurdpe has
grown_at less than 3 percent a year for the l'ast six
years. Unemp.loyment fo.West Germany now stands at
I percent and the economy !s barely'growing. Even
I"pt 1 rglatiye. dynamo, is E:ginniirf to e*frrienii
excess lndustrial capacity." (Revolutionary Worker,
lA26/87,p.8)

Just how far the bourgeoisie seems to avoid the
problem- is reflected in the Wall Street fournal,i front
page editorial thinly disguised as a news article: ..If
deep pessimism is-nowletting in, a recession wili
probably follow. But if the nation concludes ttrat ttri
91:!,*u: l*qgty a technical-problem, c"usrd bt;;:
putenzed,trading schemes, the wont can be avoided.
Just howdeeply th9 national psyche has been wounded
m_ay-not be clear for months"" lBoldfaced in original,
Wall Street Journal, 10126/97,i. D

Dollar downl manufacturing is up
From 19g6 to- 1,997, manufacturing in theUnited States increased 

9*I1"yrr"t 
^by 

303,000, with63,000 added iobs.^in OcioUJi,- rq'g7 utonr. (NewYork Time s, t[/t8/gt ,;. ii;-'' 
" "

When the dollar goes down, foreigners buymore US exports.
It is not clear what the effect of the increase will

F 9n the strength and well-bei"g .iifr" labor aristoc-racy.

Gay rights ralty draws 300.000
Organizen estimated that 300,-000 marched insupport of gay rights and more money fd;;;;;i;

against AIDS in DC October llth, 19g7. (New york
Times, fi/12/87, p. l)

.A ruling by-fte Supreme Court which upheld
-u^eorg-la sodomy laws partly sparked the iafiv.(Guardian: Radicll Newsweeklv, tbjiim, p. jri-^^r'
Rightist Jean-Marie Le Pen calls Nazi
gas chambers "a minor point"

^-_ ._ -!gte.ld:{g"yaryn hjs calls to oust foreign-
9rs tlgq French jobs, Le pen has now made an atti_
semrtrc barb as well (New york Times,l)/lL/g7)

Le Pen did quite well in receni electioni _
14.4 percent of the vote. (New york Times, qii6ftA,
p.  l )

Oppressed
countrie,s.'

AP claims Send_eros aid cocaine trade
.. A"ggrding t-o the bourgeois presi-wtriirr dn-fvcrres rwo drsreputable sources _ people involved iirftr d.*g traqe ind the peruvi.n po'ti# _ the Maoistrevolutionaries in penr known as Senderos *, t"*ingcocaine traffickers.in peru. Of course, tne Dressphrased it this way: *pemvian rebef rhti;; iii irri"riJ"with drug traffickLrs" lMonie Aailr, ip, eil;"b;;

News, l/17/88, p. bl) 
- J --' -

In one clastr that left 40 dead this past March,tle Maoists drove out pro.Cuban elemenis from ttriUpper Huallag.a river -valley, 
where-th, ioJo-ofunlgrows according- to, ttre Associated press.'i-lr;

Jenderos are now the de facto government in this area.

7
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MIM carurot confirm oideny the Ap report, butthere are at leasr somg indications tirui tr,L ni;;.pili;
punly based in truth. According to Ap, *treie itrisenderos have ruled they have "ihoi down aii.otnr:
?::t^rg_qlostijyteg out of town and banned uauiie.yand homosexualiry."

As for the morality of cocaine, according to thehead of the coca groweis association, trre Se-"nOiioi
authorize and defend coca production ;'if it i, ioiiie
United States. But if they citch you consuming pur,r,
they kill you."

The rebels supposedly oppose the intervention
gl Yl !ry s;nforc em€nt a-genti in a tnereloie p;;'t* ;rhe drug.ratJrckers milirarily from the US.

At the same time, the Senderos militarily de_fend the growe-rs against the naders in order trrit irreproduction workers ieceive Qette_r pay according 6Ai.
AP also admi.ts that the Strining path gienillai

are the heroes of schoot children in [Jpper tl;;ii.g;
valley. (Ibid.)

What the Sendero..alliance" with dnrg raffick_
ers amounts to is u $.3,000 to $4,000 tax per flaneloadof coca paste according to peruvian poliie. AccorAins
to AP,, this. type of tarmay have neited the Senderoi
$7 mrllion in the last few months.

Is any of the above true and worth respond.ins
to? It [.very difficult to say. An article by the Los An]
geles Times painls the same subject as a three-sided
war among Huerrillas, the government and traffickers
yj$ the^qgerrillal y4nilg and executing traffickers.
{':!3r o{ ?*g:, Rebels Raggs in peru, {nft1, p.i0-
r) Uertamly, lf anyone reading this has access to a
spokesperson for the Senderos, they should clue MIM
in on what the deal is.

- 
As an expensive habit, can it be said cocaine

]rlg is not a problem for the proletariat containeO *iiii-
US borders? Does the cocaine trade wreak havoc o
yS ."rp_r_l4ign or does it sap the_will of the protriari,
in the US? There are many difficult qu"riionJ Coi
nected with this issue.

New York Times sees some difference
between Castroites and Maoists

"The sroup [Tfpac Amaru RevolutionarMovement, Cistroitei - ed.l is vieweo as less ofthreat,.however, becauF it is un-ortioao. il;;;;;set in the mold of other Latin America-guerriUi gr"rpusing familiar reftist tanguage ana-lia uy middle-clarurban intelrectuals, it hai ui"" 
-oi*uiily 

ir-nit.[and has suffered major setUacti aitte rrindorl;police.
. - 

"The complexity of the Shining path, on thother hand, stems from ine racrttraliiiin i"io 
"o 

ii"ple category. It apparently has no tint, ;i;h i;r.i_
revolurlonary movements [false _ ed.J, (sic.) it usi
outright terror as a politicalweapon, (sii.) lt #.;d;l;
natical loyalry_gryong its foiloweri ind'it uufui, 

"g1ecy over publicity." (New york Times, ll/lllg7:i
6)

So frustrated is the New york Times that:
lapsed into rare grammatical errors - a run_on ser
lgncq_ Tb ttk, bener compose your ..objectivity,
New Yo'rk Times.

There are several lessons here. olre is that evethe New York Timer, rrrogni*J tf,ut'Curt oirrrr Ldisastrous failure in Latin--A-;;;; a srategy fcrevolution. Another is that ttre Castoites relv o
.p*li:i,y stunts" to raise p"Uti. 

"pi"ii,", 
?rrilivraolsrs are content to generate public oiinion withot

assuming that the state is not *aiching. 
-

State Puqt. passes panama and Mexico
Despite charges of allowing dnrg exports to thUS, Mexic6 and ralnqa *iitii8.i"s ssslsmis 411,military aid.algng with trade Uenints if a State beorrecommendation is adopted. (New york fimE2f2O/88,p.l)

Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega holds on
, r Despite months of its efforts to remove thehead of the Panarnanian regime, it appears that the USgovernment has failed

Citing Noriega's involvement in *re dnrs Eade.
the US sought_to replace Noriega with civiliajr eov-
:TT:"lt_gI ryutu"y govemment ihat would evenniauy
nold an election.

The Revolutionary Worker stated its belief thar
the.replace_ment of US-blcked Ttrird Worla aictaoii
including Noriega occurs only when th"y b;;;;
ov.erexposed_and hence.a strategic liability iir terms oi
rebellions. Someone like Noriiga is unfopulad;;i
little use to the us as an ally udeis hi cai siccessfulh
repress his people and line irp behind the US. 

- -----J

- For now, MIM has obvious doubts about the
authenticity of what the Ap article says, but if it is trui
that the Senderos ap_Iepgssing hom6sexuatrity, tiuti.
in conflict with MIM's 6frciat-program, especialv the
document "On Sexual Orientitioi....'t MnI fiuois
gayAesbian liberation. If the Senderos are invoGdin
lh" repres.sion 

- of homosexuality, ana noi
hetercrsexuality, then MI-I\4 certainly challenges the
Sendero-s-on-that point and demands an explanadon.

MIM does not have a stance on s?xuality and
Sexual Revolution. ggnerally, and certainty;a#, noi
know the situation in peru.

As for the issues qf-{ultery, discotheques and
{*S ot9, this writer would have t6'know moie about
the conditions in peru before pronouncing 

"" 
tnriili-

sues. Also, there is a need foi details onisendero im_
plementation of policy on these issues.

. As forglponing drugs to the United States, the
sencrcros would not be the first to adopt this position
that it's OK. The Afghan rebels have done th; ;il;.
The issue involved hEre is whether or not ttre cocaine
exports- benefit the international proletariat o, nor. Cir-
lui.ny the expors benefit the perirvian proletariat-sirrce
rt rs not involved in the consumption but it is saininse.mploymgnJ and maybe even rep^arations ora so-n 6rf;the United States.
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The Revolurio3ary Worker also points out that
loo many pro-.Soviet forces were allowud to op.ot. inpanama and the US would have liked panami to fini
y1l against the Sandinistas a l itt le U"ti i..(Revolutio{ary-Worker, 3/7/gg, p. 14) N.;;;;;;proDaDle sale of nrms to rebels in El Salvador f6r aprofit would not endear him to wastingtin;ii;;;;
this line of thinking. (New york iirn.r] tZttgtn,-i.
4)

. Now, however, it appears that this assessment
was incorrect. US involviment in trying t" i.."",
{oriegp was ar least partially motivat.O Uf US ,fi;;
tic partisan politics.

Taned !y ttre Iran-contra scandal, the Republi_
can party was also getting linked to conha drug_imue_
gling. operations on a nimber of fronts. rt""r,li"u
certain wa.y, $g Reagans' supposed anti_Arog cu-_paign was bacldiring.
. -With congressional and independent invesrisa-

tlons threatening to devastate the Republicans, ihe
Reagan administration found itself with extra motiua_
tion to move on Noriega. After all, the Democrats are
only so generous inpulling their punches. They *oufA
not reveal the fact thar a small number of peolle runs
the government and wages covert wars-acioss the
globe. Thatwould be tooshocking and would tend to
discredit the Democrats and much is the Republicans.

But, by using the drugs and comrption issue in
a fashion similar to the Watergate issue, the Democrats
41ac! the Republigans without faulting the wholle po-
litical and economic systen The Democrar are happy
to attack what seems to be a lack of character arnong
Republicans and offer themselves as God-sent saviors.
The basic strategy is to reduce everything to an issue of
personal character - thus the "wimp factor," the
"sleaTg factof'etc.

When polls started to show that the US public
was most concerned with the drug issue out of all po-
litical issues and that the Republicans had failed with
the issue, (New York Times, 41L3188, p. 13) George
Bush moved to distance himself from Rbag"n's failed
anti-drug po-licy. Bush wanted to appear to oppose
making deals with drug-dealers likC Noriega. 

- 
He

yalled tq lppear to have the most integrity-for not
dealing with dnrg-dealers or terrorists, even if it meant
breaking with Reagan
_ Within days after Bush's political move, the
State Department ceased its negotiations to remove
Noriega (N9w York Times, 5/26188,p. l) This was
very interesting if only because for weeks the State
Deparunent (unnamed senior administration officials)
were saying that a deal with Noriega was imminent.
(e.g. "Acc_ord_leported Near for Noriega to Give Up
Power," New York Times, 4t29/88,p.l)

The truth, however, is that Bush knew of
Noriega's drug-dealing ways for years. (For a sur-
prisingly hard-hitting examination of this, see Tom
W_i9k_e1, "Bush and Noriega," New York Ti.mes,
4/29/88, p. a39) The problem only srarted to come to

the political surflg recently, but_investigadons bv theChristic rnsrirute. anc senifoi i&i"i'6:t4",,$ i'd1iYork Times, 12/ lg /97, p. +;-t uu"'Ui.iigoin j o,"'i#some time.
According to an aide of Noriega, Bush made adeal with Norieei ttrat No.ilga ;;;td"kt.p;l'ffi;f,shut about trre rfteoeiril ;;A;;'Jine's financing ofthe contras, if Bush.keng"iii 

"uor, 
N"rieg;:-"v^'E 

vr

,-_^____ Patently lying, Bush has malntalieO that heKnows norhins about Noriega and d*t;;;;#;;:(AP-,._Newsda|, LA.fimes-in,lr*enn Arbor News.
!26/B8,ct) Iir'fact, te mainiaiririil disrance from theReag an a4ministration withou t 

-in 
tionin g iv;il ; ;name. (-Ap, Ann Arbor {"*r, Sneigg, 

"i>" 

- 'v"vb$ r
While no proletarian siroutA'harbor-uny love forNoriega, commuiistsInort opp*, any US invasion roremove Norieea. The battle t6 rephcb one a.pindinidictator with aioth"r *ouia 

""nuitniy 
cost many prole_tarian lives. MIM opposes att wars 6etween bourseoisgovernments because the fighting is carried ur t#;;;;of the proletariat

Nicaragua releases another Hasenfus
James Denby,.doilg_aerial work for the CIA in

_q^9:*lu 172, i-s_an6itritis 
"iu?eniaugnt in hostili_ues against the Nicaraguun eorre_rrtlnr

- Qenb-y is funher evidence that US citizens are
qreggy invotved in supplying the contras who oppose
the Nicaraguan government.

The Nicaraguan govemment displayed Denby,s
possessions including an explosives liiense iJsuia'in
the United States. $fffine^s, lZlglgT,p. ij e.r"r&
ing qo the Sandinista govelnment, Obirby'*uJ on u
mission to kill the F-orcign Minister Miguei O'*.oto.
(Ann Arbor News, lll9l\7, p. fl)

Haiti yote for president was low
"Haiti's army-dominated Government held its

presidential elections to{ay, but voting appeared o be
light, an{ inegularities, frdm multiple-vo^ti'ne to votins
by-youths under the minimum age of lglappearei
widespread. No_attempt at secret biloting was'made in
Irost voting_places .yirttqA by foreign-jo;nali;l;
(New York Times, l/18188, p. i)

A World Bank economist estimated a 4 to 6Vo
voter participation rate.

The four most popular candidates in November
1987 refused to panicilaie in the election. Cbia.,;:st

US pilots fly materiat aid to UNITA
US pilots fly supply shipments from Zaire tothe South Arrican-6actio'unio'n iti totui rnarprni

9_"-tg9.of {ngo_11_(UNITA) according to a captured
UNITA rebel. US aid to UNITA runi $tS *iifi"" 

"year.
The United Slaps d!{_ry1deny the report. ,.The

Urited States is glyilg UIIITA ;appropriat" unaeffective assistancel"' (New vo* limli, tTt {i/ai,' i.2)
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S. Africa admits to invading Angola
In late November, S. Africa sent 3,d0 rooDs

lg,,+j gotu, to support conrra_like reUefi' tn"o;;;
uNlrA who are attempting to overthrow the soviet-backed government of Ane;la.

President p.W. Bdtha visited the troops in S.Africa, which admitred to 35 aeuir,,ln fififi;. 5:Africa also admit*d&. the first time that it fiad iriru.iinvaded Angola.- (Guardian: InJependent naOicai
Newsweeklyi tzlzlgl,p.D 

^"--r

Mozambique_contras killed 100,000
Senators Bob Dole and Jesse Helms supDort a

g-rgup of . rebels in Mozambique catted 
-thi'i4t*iR

(Mozambique National Resistan'ce). (G uardian : lt aAi_
cal Newsweekly, l0ll4/87, p. T

The MNR has long tinjoyed S. African support
*3 t!: right-wingers in ihe US woutd rite to 

-si'e'ir;

US otticially and directly support MNR too instead ofjust througtr S. nfnca.
A rise in the infant mortality rate from 325 to

!7-5 per 1000 is chalked up to MMi's war against the
Mozambique govemment. bther acts of IUNf ;b.tug;
Te Jespgnsiplg for desroying 1,800 schools, 2S%o-of
the health clinics, $50 mitiioi in electric power lines,

$20 million in sugar and tea factories and $g2 million
T pl4gql and railways.('An African War Ensnarls
the U.S..Ultra-Right,'tLA Times, June 2g, tggi, p.
2, part V)

.According.!o I report released by the State
Pept_. in mid-April, the MNR has kille-d at least
.100,000 people and caused I million more people to
become refu-gees. _(New y.ork Times, Slt tlSg, p. l)

The New york Times appears to have ̂ctonb an
informative article with informaiibn comparable 6td;
found byrhe State Dept.:

"Since 1981, the Health Ministry [of Mozam-
bique's gorernment 

- -d.l reported in Aprit, nin-uro
attackers have looted, destroybd or forceh the ctoiine
of 595 health clinics - 3l percent of MozambG;;;;
health network. With.two mirlion people dapri";A of
care, the child mortality rate doublird in Ae ig8O'i io
350 per 1,00O, the high-est in the world.

Since - 198 l,- dhe Education Ministry reported,
rebel attacks have t*9rd the closing of Z,jtgi-chooG
that served 500,00q childrcn - onE-ttir:d-;ithil;;
jected elemenary school enrollmenL

I!r_y*, a United Nations report said, has
{ope{ _810,00O Mozambicans to flei th"T;d;t y;";
l-1 million more to leave their farrrs for tne saF,iry of
cities.

- 
In 1987, the Trade Ministry said, Mozambican

farmers were able to meet only 6ier.iirt of the grain
needs of ci-r1-dwellers an$ refrigeei;. fniJiear, 

"ffi;r;a quarterof Mozambique's- 1.4 riitlion peopte iicJ ilar_
y?lion or severe malnutrition. (Neiv f"it-fi^o,
5/11/88, p.6)

The USiSouth Africa backed arociries against
llrg Mozarp.Uicans are t"*-"I &;; or how the USrs engaged in an undeclared World-ffi ff id;;;;;"iot the. globe. The United Strt* i, oni'::_"f lh: q"s!{ +."u* ti?J-;d;#;il tr+? i:'overextended in its battle-to,.p*r rr,i Afrtil;;Gi;and because it believes tfrut frior.",'iliqu" ,, now in aposition to enter ttre uS-oitti"i j,in"ence as Zim_babwe has done.

Oppenheimer lauds Helen Suzman

The pFp is not only-insignificant in size, even
1n^ qomgarison with^liter;lly ;;o_N;;i 

-d6; 
;' S :Africa, but also the fFp is iirsignificant potiticallv. Itdoes not favor equal cirizenshii il;;i di;;ilL;

wnrtes.
Still, Oppenheimer represents an articulate sec-tion otg1ptg{g1 S. Africa mit*ouio'like to;;;, d.,

economyErward: ''rhe rcalization of South Africa,seponomic potential $ryly could not be reconciled withthe.policy 9f apqrtheia 

-;diiit,'r;--.t 

io, iJitruth that after 35 years has stiu noi'ue.n er.i;dlithose at home and-abroad wtro ueuive a;r.;ffirte
can best \. lougry though the applicarion of e6ono_icsancrion_s." (new york Times, S7itlgg, p. 25)
^ __: . _. What.Op. penheimer is sayine is tfiat ttre struggleagainst apanheid slguld be linicedto the struggle-foi
economic growth. Likg the line ,Jobs, not wli,, thismay seem to put material interesti behind the end oiapanheid- Wiat o.ppenheimei u.ri*rJi, rli;i;a;
gpportuniry capitalism would bring economic eroivthfo-r-all including whites and makEfi f.ffi; ilJ'i;white privilege ii Souttretic
- It is perhaps obviorrs, however, that Black self-determinati6n in South erri"u itlor.i not depend onyhe$er or not economic gro*tr, wouJG-|i"-ir!i

by.thg end of white rute. Ana foi noi, untess we aretgJydgr ttre privileged white taUor arisioaaciil sl"tiAfrica as en-tirely ignorant of its own Lconomic inter_ests, fascism and n6r4 N"dir- dll ,""- to be in theinterest of the tuling class in S-Africa.'

S. Korean cabinet is more of same
New president Roh Tae Woo kept the cabinetof Chun Doo Hwan in tact. Sr"rn oui 'ot i;bffiappointees retained $rqir preylou, ft#orios, t;l",ii;;the critical Home Affairs and luiiiie mi"$re* who arein charge of the repressive app*utor.--

I*:l:::ll *|rya, s ra,ge_st-miiin g,o__p3ny Fs long supported..reform;Iin S. Africa. In theI:* vg,r.. fil,&, t".;i.-;'il,; J#itfiiJ',j'i
ftrT ilg:3?gT:,:::,*q;e p'afi which is a tinypany in the apanheid parliament.

As the Sullivan principles were once touted as
*:*o:,?'-TPp .bv ̂u.S. 

;ffi;;#operatin g in S.
lT:l,l-".lf pps.eryc1is';i;J6ilii,iEd1n"J
hope for white reform in S. Africa-.
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Those who thought that Roh meant a substan-tial reform in S. Korea slould tti"t 
"!"ir. 

(N;; y.;L
Times, 2f:0188, p.5) 

-- -c

Fire near Seoul kills 22 proletarians
22 women in a textile faciory died when theirfacrory, where they slept, tit on nie'ana irrJ ,i;ilri"iiexits were locked.
The workers there work 1l to 14.5 hours a dav

:Ie.ry day except 2 days-a. monrh. Their p;til-$2id;;
$345 a month - on tlie high siAJ for S. Korea.

In a nearby^ centei for factory workers, one
y-om-q earns $5.80 pe1 day. Anothbr woman -- aMs. Kim - works.12 nouri l_duy, """ry 

aayi*cepi
three per month and receives $S i Oav. Sfr" t.its .o"i_puterchips. (ltg_y]q+ Times, 416/{8,p. 4) 

"..
When MIU talks about the interriational prrole_

tariat, it is talking about people like f"fr. fi*.

Eritrea is deprived of donor food aid
Working- through the Ethiopian regime, mostgovernm€nts-and agencies ignore ttrl immin'ent jtaruu-

uon deaths of hundreds of thousands of Eritreans.
Eritrea is effectively under the control of the

ETF ?n P_eo.ple's Liberatioir Front. The EpLF *"*i
wltn the Entrean Relief Association (ERA), but the
ERA does not receive support thr.ough the';ha;rx;i;
that Ethiopia does.

. Fthiopia is attempting to starve the Eritrean
people mto submining to its colonial ambitions. (EPLF
: ggllulr^q.g 

", 
5-P l V _, lO B ox 65 68 5, Washin gton DC

2003s Qoz) 26s4070D

Mideast:
Press _compares fsrael to South Africa

.. In a sign that the US/Israeli propu*.ndu
macnrne cannot covgl up the curent sitriati6n in theG?y,SFp, the Washineton poiip;-Urirf,"a * fr;i;
ymc{t drscusses parallels betrpeen South Africa andrsrael. tsven more seriously, ABC News has alsodrawn the parallels.

Prominent Israeli academic Shlomo Avineri-who is a contact of Foreign Mi"it* Shi;; pffi:
lecen$y dr.ew the parallel,-but it was me Wastrinefo;ro$ mar chose to report ir Avineri said that he felred"b.y the y_ear l@ t"a qX look inio thi minoi anA wewill see South Afric&" (Ann Arbo; Ni*i, iDtgg,;:
c1)

Thlrg, while the propaganda machine wouldlike to avoid the moral .oi Eiufi.ii i.pur"t"*;f-thi;
comparison, there is someiign ttpt ttri *U"g;h;;
gonsrllering the long-term stritegic situationTn irr"l:Previous -articles-d 

th;-ilfi;;;;- press alsoexamined the sinration of the roct-trrno*ng'puriiti"iii

youth on the Gaza Strip and saw the potential forKhomeini-style Islamic revotution.
The most important parallels are that the WestBank and Gaza Srid-are underrnrtilury occupation byIsrael. There the rilhts of Frrrrliri-, *, not muchmore than the rightsbf Bhcls in Soutfr Afii;;.--
Also, on aper capita basis the recent violenceof Israelis asainst palesti'nian; i;;;p*able to that ofthe South African whiqg ,"ttl;;, ;;ainst the Blacks.(A!n Arbor News, r/2s/89, ;. ,il rr,iilr-;;;include the deaths-o_f civiiianl io 

""ttoil;;;-h;;'d;Israeli invasion of Lebanon in--iggz, *hi.i-ilk ;;least 20,000lives.
It is not thal th9 bourgeois press relishes thesecomparisons, simply that thibourleoisie-is ffi;; i;nighrnares on the-G-aza Sripand ifr.rrg;i.'*v"'b ^N

Israeli soldiers bury four Arabs alive
Four Arabs on the West Bank were rescued bvrelatives after being b'ried arive. Three teri ttre t oipiti

the same day. Another stayed eight days. ,,Rclatives
charged in a complaint filed wittrthe army that the 20
soldiers grabbed the four Arabs aftei a violent
ctemonstration in the W"tt Bank village of Kfar Salem
on Feb. 5, beat them, forced them to [e on the eround
and then poured sand over them wirh a Uuttdoiei.;
(Ann Arbor News, Ul5l88,cl)

"'Even in my worst dreams, I would never
imagine 

-such- a thing,"' Gen. Amram tvtitzna,-ifri
commander of the troops in the West Banlq said of the
case. . . . 'I constantly ya$ commanders to expect the
most awful things could happen when soldiirs find
themselves all of a sudden commanding and decidins
the lives of civilians."'(New york Tim-es,Al6/gE-,i.
l )

Israel invades Lebanon again
Qg M.y 2nd, Israe[ soldien entered l-ebanon

supposedly in search of pLO guerrillas anempting to
rntiltrate Israel. According to the Israeli militarv.
Palestinian fighters have killed 5 Israeli sotdiCrs iri
seven incidents in the past year while 20 palestinian
letrten.!ry" been slain or capnrred. (Denoii-FreJ
Press,5/5/88, p. 1)

Israel has invaded Lebanon repearcdly in the
past. "fsrael invaded Lebanon in- March lgig
following a guerrilla attack inside Israel, then withdrew
that June. In June 1982 Israeli forces invaded aeain.
9w9gni18_*rpugh _Lebanon and evenrually taying jiegi
to the P.L.O. in Beirut. Israel withdriw in iggS]';
(New York Times,56188, p. l)

Of-cgryne, ttris little-synopsis leaves out the fact
that Israel kiled thousands oiLebanese civilianJin thC
p:ryels. Jo- say_ that- Israel was ..laying siege to the
PLO in Beirui' makes it sound tile iedt *"J:u
Palestinian homeland-

!o say that Israel withdrew in l9g5 is to
sanitize Israel's relationship to phalangists and other
forces inside kbanon that Iirael pays aild auip, o ao
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its dirry woil(.
By the 5th, Israel had already killed more than

{0 pe_ople in its latei6il;;lebanon. (DetroitFree Prbss, 5/5/8g, p. l)

Ruling classes continue war in Mideast
__, _ , Iraq stepped_up {s efforts to prcvent Iranian oilggles b_y bombing fivt kanian oil Ank;; M;tld;:Up to 54 people are missing

Iraq wants to c-ut offhanian oil expons becausekan funds its 7 y.ear ota war-*itfr IrJqwith oil sales.
?"yr earlier Iraq had fired E^xocet missilei attwo Iranian rankers. (Dd,roit {"*q Slf SlSS,-Jat
Both in tenns of deaths 

-and 
fosies ofresources, the war !etwe-e1 Iran and kaq is noi in tfrcinterests of the peoples of those .o*t irr.

Israel tortures Palestinian children

_ In a parrern s.e:n Tgre than once in Israel,lsraelis kill Isiaeris and then blarne'Fi.r*,*s so as tolustify Israeli eenocidl:;aFui;;il;u"r. (see forexample, I srae I'i S acred r ;;r;; ;;ir,ina ut. tist. )Arab countries aeepnf F--._.

**,#:," *dll? ts fif,Hi,.t-*,*,,**r
- Reladons broke 

_yh.,". pgypt and Israel made
?'i'9ffilr?ilto accord' (eel'{ni Arbor N"*i'
Tokyo stocks surpass New york,s

marke,*:Htf ,lifr ffil*?:],il:K#*;,#change, $2.254 tril

Bank closings set post-War record
*0"'.d l#,:r#::Jll"tilf;. "osed 

and another 1 e
Arbor tf#'tilift:b1fry banks crosed' (AP' Ann

"'Children in Israeli Military prisons,,
researched and written by the Rev. Can6n niatr Abi
F]-Assal, pastor of Christ Evangelical Church in
Nazareth; Dina Larmence, culrural ;thotologist fio;
California, and Karen-Whitc., author uiiO jil-ufiri
from Florida" repofts that chiidren in the W;J B*i
anc Liaza Stnp arc-to-rtured by the Israelis. (the Mero
Times, peqoii, ll6-l}lgg,p.'4t

Furthermorc, the reiuri of the Shin Bet,Israeli
security has recently come under attack: "A";?fi;di
Israeli reporr publiihed oct. 30 shows ttrat trJ-srrin
Bet lnternal security services lied for 16 years about
brutal methods us-ed to exrract confesiion; ?;;;
P_alestinian prisoners." (Guardian, 

-R;di;; i

Newsweeklrl, ftlt llg7, p. 17)'
__ r Typically ghe_Shih Bei covered up its methods
and now tawvers in Israel say they will a-pply for newtrials for palestinian ptii*irr-uir"a on'itl 

"rhriiireport on Shin Bet.
"Riad Faraj, 15, has been arrested three times

gd$r :p_""J,eighi months or trii ir*g rirJ i" ilil:He described being b-ound upside Aowri"to a cnitr andDearen on the sores_of his feet while three interrogators
:lt":i_!op.of li-.Wa,el Tayfig said interrogrmrit i.aro rorce ntm to confess to throwing a stone-at soldiers
f:1PI_fTp"$ him with a uowf6fauiiil;;;;
ureatenmg to rape him." (Ibid.)

Palestinians did not stone Israeli
"An Israeli girl.whose death brought fierce

qriel f9r vengeance-against nraUi was not stoned toqealn, but hued by a bullet from the rifle of a Jewish
::jll^":.qptdTg her, the army said today
Nevertheless, the army blew up eight more h6uses inBeita tgday, m4cirlg a total'or-I+-aiitr;t"d ;;;accqsations that family rnembers took part in inJcrasrr.. . . Rabbi Chaim Dnrbkman of the Ni'tiond neiieiou;P?*y- deglared that the village of g"ii;':ri,-;"i.i-;;
yT^p.q off the face of the eart[.";iN; voii-iiureq4/9/88, p. l)
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S tat e c CIp itali st c ountri es .'
Rumania alienates East and West?

The New.york Tines ran an article critrca, ofRumania. Althou g.h commenrators generatiy il;6";;d_ebts both domesiic. pp int.-utibnif, in tf,i,r;;r;;;;New York TimescriticizeO Rumanlai;;iril;;J il:gg1{qnce on foreign debts in nuffiinrc l9g3 _. from$10 billion to $5 bfuion
This sunposedly resulted in vast deprivationsfgr the Rumanian peopte.".dia-i"! to the New york

Times three times E the same artic"le. (HenryK;;;"For Bucharest, a Great reap itac[da, zliiin i]6)
That the New-york Times recognizes what debt

lepayment means whe.n done by Easi bloc ,ount i.ibut not by othercounrries strows'Ue il.;6a; hi.;;;of our bourgeoisie.
Rumanian leader Nicolae Ceausescu suppos-edly reject Gorbachev's reform$una ,ph;fi, ;ffii

p-larln11r.g. This too ir no g*d inJ ,uur" for NewYork Times editorializing iriits supposeA..n"*i,, urti-cle headline.

Alienation of Soviet workers grows
Demand for sugar in some regioni of the So-viet union increased as-much as ign-i"the earliii oartof this ylar according to a Soviet ofnciri-'- 

Y.-^'v' rsr
The source qf the demand is the moonshine in_dusty. $ew York limes, 4/27/gg:;: DAlcoholism in the Soviet'Union has been asteadilygrowin-g problem since the O.utn of stalin.- 

-
uorbachev has said that the alcoholism orob-lem is the people's fault, insteua oit-elilni tfi;-

l:i_*llt-r_tl c?u:.T people to,desire an escape Fom reA-rry rn alconol "It is a scandal against which the peoole
llemsllves musr lpgglr," riia corb*i,;;.'(N;;York Times, 11116/87,;. 6i

With this blame-tlie-people approach, Gor-b.achev has resorted to tepressibn 6;oir;d trrJpiourenr"New staristics [from ttrb Soviei l;;o, rrriiir-t u _]
?*.J.rhoy3e0,00o "-esqJ ir,rJ lii ti,i; yea;fr(;
lly ! - ed.J _ against fewer than 70,0d0 in 'aft 

oi1985 - for horne Frewing." flUiA.i- 
'

- It must be aAmitted"that GoiUachev started fromsuch a poor-sinration that what tri &a actu"utdd i;;
:,rgg p.osi.tiv.g resu\s. The death .ati io tht$;;iuruon ls declinine for^the first time in 2A ye_i, oodoubt eqrtl.y brg_qq:q" ot i1i7" a".ii", i" odrh;fioJdrunk driving. (Ibid.)

,-^-^r Ir gi,.y of Fuxin with 700,000 people has
Itll.d every thing in the.city ,.everygrocery stbre, de_p€nment store, m{,rifie house and factory in town.,,(New York Times,2/10/88, p. 4)

One woman who leased a factory made about
$200,000 in profir one yeiu. (tbiO.y

Soviets also do Star Wars research
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has said that

the USSR does Star Wars research. At the ,"-rii-i,
he said the Soviets will not deploy a StarWila;f
fense. (Ann Arbor News, lZlll87,b. cl)

Chinese Communist party Central
Committee becomes new class

"HaIf of the Central Committee members now
are college- educated and 4OVo have engineerins de-grees. Until recently most of China's leaders had-been
veteran revolutionaries from peasant backgrounds with
little education." (Guardia-n: Independ-ent n.aiiui
Newsweekly, 1219187, p. l0)

What the Guardian means is little ..formal,
bourgeois education."

Long.time China field researcher sees
Chinele production going down

William Hinton has reported that srain produc_
ti-on.may have declined in China since ttE couiteoe"_
olution in1976 and the decollectivization oragtidrirre
since 1979. Yields at the famed Dazhai navi-OectinEO
as they lgve in the bordering counties.
,-__^ {inan rips througf, many of the accounting
devrces that make Chinese economic success sincE
1976 seem greater than it is.

While it is way to early to say that China has
suffered in short-nrn eionomic growtli since t 

-iilt,capitalism, Hinton's work shois that even this micfr
vaunted.advantage of the counterrevolution is wontr
To,r.rilgTng. .(Vtq_n$ly Review: An Independent So-
cralrst Magazine, 3/88)

China re-abolishes stock market
. Jn-B^e^rljn_C, |lgg.hui and Tianjin, stock rading

started in 1986. In 1987 the g-overnment itoppeC ii. 
- "

Apparently this so-called reform was-too much
tor ttte supposedly Communist party of China to
swallow. ( LA Times,4n7/87,p. t, part tV;

t3
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Students. plot-eled ou-ster of yeltsin
Boris 

".,,:il i:l.garded as-a,.r.for_er,, in rhe
;;'.",fi. 

Union, perhaps Inore ,.lormirt than Gor_
In November Gorbachev removed him as headof the Moscow panv c^omrri;i;; l;;"ws that are rooff:1'1t Hundredi"fffi;;ffi;

ll':"1?...,9drrou.r^il_.l"dorouyr.'nif, ?::l,T,il'Jconlrontation at Moscow Uniiersitv, studenrsdrowned out officials who tried,o.*fiuir, *hy i;ltri,was ousted.- (New,!9rk Times, tltiit-ftt, f. 3l- 
-

".*-"li:*i;'.Y,ltTil,?::co''b;;i';;arepeoprethat
. Yr!, the protests undercut the rio'en t tt .i tteii-i i no in,rurc n: ?t or *u #'.Xi-ffi g"ilff;

a monolithic communistparry in thJSoviet U;i;---

Soviets to make profit on summit
The Sovietr:o-ffrg"l newspaper, Tass has hireda p-romoter for Hulk Holgan ana Miliaer raciion tosell commemorative T;strins, U"tt",ir, rr""rAr,lfrrti"

lge bary and audio cassen€s r", tt,,-j.b*ing ii"*ii"Tass plans to sell thejhirts i",lilj:Szo;A.t;;;
has ordered I 0,000.,' (Denoit Ni ;;, izi lidln]ji*,

Publisher typifres ignorance of China
Having been to China at least twice, o",rnigfrt

think Allen H. Neuh.anh-would have some first-handinsights on the situation ihe;fti,ilh is the chair ofGanner newspapers, the D.;;i;li;s and uSA To-_
In his recent co.luryn on China, he was full ofpraise for Dens Xiaopingk i";,i;;il" of capitatism.As evidence of-progrep f.igyfrartii _uo" three points.First, he saii tnat cr.w fii riiir. r,-.i'o,iii;rlain the last ten veius. i1,rg. ciii-frrg*.r, however.

n:::l:ging trianks t" innu,iln' *i,"nrnges in rela_nve pnces.

In fact. this,Jear-inflation may hit 20Vo, up
fi13_g% last ybar. gr,t1n;9 

"*itj'a o"crine in reallrvmg standards for I in S urUan ieifrinrr. (New yorkTimes, 3/4/88, p. 6t
Secondlv. he cited ..Dozens 

of. new hotels,which last year-hoysJg i.7 rn-irii*'ior"rgn tourists.,,(Deroit News, S/24/gp, p. dt^ OK,^ir.r,, rrue, therehas been progress ror rondign 6;;;."

Thirdlv. TV sets and radios have replacedlgydpReakers - for 
"o*-unl""ii,"r.-<ruia:i ril,ffi;;hthis is a bit of an exaggeration, ii;r'nl,i;J"i#ffii;

ov€r.
This is whatconstitutes progress according tothe people who run the press in ttris to*uyf

Get your RDA of
Mideast information!

Join the Arab-American
The Arab-American University Graduates do incredible research. By joining, you willreceive newsletters an1!Press reFases on the priaeasiana eoua-."ican issues. you willreceive Arab Studie; Quale$y-11rd nt* u""tr puiouiuv ti" p..r, and a 507o discount onold books. Past books included.lsrc ef s Sacre-a'fiiir,-islaef s Global Role and palesttnc

Is But Not inrordan..jg rlyo" don't have ttr.1t grt op *alo in the morning to stop uSwar moves in the Gulf,Irbangn, Libya erc., if n-o ont, t 
"J."atri 

yd;il;ftasherrecentlv or if MIM {otep just doesn't grye. y_ol tE u.q@i;i y"Grd i" igi,ir"confidently on Mideastilsues, join thiAA-uG. Td Afuc is not a communist group, burit p_rovides radical "4r-ab^'lopinions, analyses una inio.o*tion.
Srudent membership $10.
Associate membenhip $35.
write to AAUG, 556 Trapero Rd., Belmont, MA }zrTgfor more infomration.
This ad is paid for by MIM and was not soricited for or sanctioned by AAUG.
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Correspondence:
Prisoner requests any

Iiterature possible
Dear MIM:

I.am- presently incarcerated at X Correctional
raclfty rn the solitary confinement unit. As a result
of my predicamel! 

-my access to positi"e,
constructive and enlight6ning literatura is very
timite.d: I w.ogld grgtly appreciite to the upmost any
marenar or rilormatron you care to provide me.

Thank you-keep on fightihg the struggle is
constant.

-A prisoner in the Northeast
April, 1988

Supports dictatorship of
_ proletariat, not the system
Dear MIM:

I am in receipt of your publication and
literahne offers pages.

I believe the "Establishment" must be
replacel by revolutionary dictatorship of the
proletariat

As in Rome, the unpropertied class in the
USA is the root of solidaritv.-

! am a prisoner of iZ years and under strict
censorship. I would like any literature you can send
and request a copy of Karl Mam's Das Kapital if you
c1n€gt a copy to me. I would like to have-your..List
of Other Organizations." It is listed'as ,.The
Competition."

Workers of the World Unite!
-A prisoner from the South

February, 1988

Praises MIM Founding
Documents, opposes Tro-sky
Dear MIM:

I have received the catalog and the MIM's
Founding Documents, and I thank-each of you very
much for them!

The MIM's.Founding Documents are very
interesting, especially the- ,.Manifesto on the
lnternational Situation and Revolution." The
Manifesto \ a yelV valuable document. It is a good
launch pad for further investigation and is well iorth

*yjJilq"tosety. It gives a very accurare appraisal of
;ff*:f;:, 

and the phony sircialism triiirr"ilr"i
Even though I am a_supponer of rhe X [oneo.f the "compedd"i"_eo.t I fi'fi;gainst learnineabout what otherth;p;ff a";;;f$[";Lffiji,H?f 

"T:X1""*l*rffi:was my_main reason for writing Mni.
I've been in prison for-nve yean now, but Igid"L ger rurned onio_tte,woruio'nary scene undlabout three and a lalf r.rrr1.ugo. 6*i1,g *i;,r,iJ.

111:,half years of. study, i';;-i; tr,r".r,in""- iJcome rn contact with only seven Aiffereni poiil.;parties. I've studied the liies,fth"r" punirj, ana ,ofar tlre X is the only one t'ui io*i;'d;id;;revolurionarv and riecessary politicai ."a iororlgiJii
l ine.  

- - r  rv-EYs

I'm very interested to know what kind ofstance the MIIvf has taten towarO'tl" nCp,USA ando{ $e Revolutionlly Internatio""Urt f"f o.iir"i, Jwhich was formeA_in tvtarctr 191if_6ui tf,i-['Cp,USA is a part of?.H1s ttre Mni e"er tret,A-a d;il;
lplt jgi"i"q with the R-cF; us;i-fir. r ;;i;ptease I$e to know what the Mllvl centeredits aeUaii
Igl,$] {tso, if the tvllM.forms a parry initJaa oiJornrng - one, would it become a fan of ttrJRevol utionary In tgT?tion ali si Mo.rJ.rnt th at wasformed in Maich tSA+, oi-wfi,i td to form a newintemationalist movement?
. I'm real sure that there will be other inmatesinterested in MIM and its *ori.

groupl to the left of social deirocracy, wittr-tiiispecial page for prisoners, ,o-tt 
"ii-ray 

pass thisaround too?
I thank vou for - all of your help andconsirtsration, arid. t ttrant yoo i.r'.,"*n.t you ,uedoing for the futrure!

-A prisoner from the South
May 1988

MCS replies:
We hary sent this comrade the draft critigueof.tltc RCp, a piece on personattty iriiib'rti;{

Tn:eZ _7 in risponse tb niiiiii'iiistions on theRCPIRIM.
The founders of MIM were quite familiarwith the RCp and irs iioitiiu in the
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gamb,rilTelBoston area. Debate centered ont rotstErsm (consciotu and unconscious), relations
Detween the vangu^rd and mass movements andparty internal life.

There were numerous practices that MIM
founders were dissatisfied with in tn, tiCp','iit

todoy.MlM is trying to foctu on issues of the RCp,sbroader line.
Comrades who are dissatisfied with thergsponses to the F-Cf fqrynd in exisiing titeratuii

distributed by MIM shouta write with tnii, i"siirii
and comments- It is not MIM's policy t, ii'iiimuch detail on this subjectin pubtii.

Do more on Iran and Kurds!
Dear MIM:

Revolutionary Greetings! I sincerely thankyou. for providjng-me witt icopies of i.an-ln
Kesrstance and lranian people's Fedaii Guerrillas
"Draft of Program.

The National Workers Network was trulv
correct in glq$gin the Underground Norion,:.Th;i;
attenrion.tMM t-g lhg-1eedi of, and *ort *irt,
p:::l_1,:ls_unparalleld."4gTr,thantcyoui;r6;;
unp,aralleted" support, and l_hop-e you will provide

me wrth more literature in the future. Strehgth in
Struggle!

P.S. I strongly encourage you to, in the
$rory, pulligh., rqMnd Notes, arficle's on the Iranian
People's Fe$ii Guerrillas struggle for the fiberation
of kan in unison with the furdiitr people's ,t uenli
for li berarion and se lf-determin atio'n- tfior;h;;ifi;;
Middle East.

In solidariw.
-Comr-ade from West coast

April, 198E

MCS replia:
TIE Nationql-W.orkers Neworkput ablurb inits- newsletter the (Jndergrourrd N;;d;, wnich iaiiwhat the comrade aboie qrotii.'wii;--ilii;';;

qrateful{9r the anention, it ihould be said tlwi Utirtis a small_gr-oup of nodcst capabilitiis.
,a, , We,have just received word tlnt the NationatworEers Network is now defunct.

Uses tit list in college
Dear MIM:

I do want to be on ygur mailing list. I findyour materials do make a difference in'my coliige
:*g::.-J 3o^ lgnser rely on n"*spapir, ,o I goli*
IIT ts whar happens when one- b-egins to ihinkmqePendenuy.

-Student in the Northeast
March, 1988

f-r t  o

Ubttuarie,s..
John Chase

A supposedly derangedvagrant shot and killeda Dallas poiite 
:lf::, by- using-the officer,s gun.Police tneir tilea me vagranL

The officer was ihite and the assailant Black.
.L^ .:_- Apparently, Chase was writirig a traffic ticket atme b.me.

Chase a"q.l.lg assailant named Williams werearguing w_hen Williams 1;i Gi'iun. Two to 10r;gli1* pe crowd told the vaerLi t" ..ir,*t'ii*]

- --.The bourgeoisie has rallied all its own forcesand allies in this jnciAenf ; O----- itionaire H. RossPerot and oilman nay Hunt t 
"*-"ff"il;;h";;-_;transport officers to.Chase's funeral. . . . Foh Wo-nfr_ .based American Airlines ofd*d;ilL nv orfr'rerJ;;family m_embers to.oJs-vroil;j;' ial, Ann ArborNews, 1126lg8, p.c4) 

\

Hundredi ol Tiddle-class pig-supporters
marched on Citv Hull. ry tte-poiir" attempted tocapitalize on the 6ffi1er's ddth d/;;;g rt to squetchcriticism in City Coun"ii.-fi;"p?'as f;ii;;Association and tlie potce 

"ti"f 
ustrA d;.y";;;

,three. city council mimbers noiro u["rd G-f,r;';ibut changed their minds htJr- 
-- '- --'

- 
pbtice blamed city council members for theshooting. Some had sulpqqrd ,-rongressionalinvesrigation into charges ^uf nucr i..d"*'ffit;;ii;has used excessive f6rce i" tijiini several Blackpeople. (Ap, Ann Arbor News, WiTAg,p.-iti

.. police ChieJBilly prince complained about"constantbashins.ontti"p-otG,-.".ff;?;;jid?n.;
lqnosphere of con-tnoversy and oitlrir. .tr-ral perrneatedrrus past year. . . you tal" ;fi;;;? ,rr" mentallv
ff:?l€'"l,ffitJl: circumstan"' *'ju* right ani;;a,l"ftffi"Tiedffin xfliKs,lt *i: ;:

Y-y glvemment offices put the flag at halfmast to honor Chase. A.t lAgt grrc, fl;g did;ili;;half-mast. The reason ttre giack iouiln-"nt officialgave was that the flag did g9! fly ii t urr__"ii il;;;Black officer t"as rec"entty HttAi;'tdilg to pr€vent aburglary.

t6
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YT T' 
^.a+ ): ,^tvY nut an you expect?

North calls indictments an honor 
-. "Among th9 cases under investigation by theoliver Nonh gave the commencement spe.ech at pg_lice r"i*iir'X#"i" section are:'Ierry Falwell's University in virginia, 

"ull;diib"d; _.1ilg-;nr il:-ltl:"*, operating in three precinctsrirriversity. 
rmoarert North; r".,: ,: ;:": 

wlgre tley.are assigned, who aie believed to beFalwell compared Nonh ro Jesus in his own ,obbi;g;;firlurrr.
speech by saying Jesus was also indictea, conuict"i 1s""ii.i tilp*isory officers, who hold the rank ofand cmcified' 

in virqinin ,.rp a*afrn.r-- : ; 
sergeant or iieutenant, for using powdered or crackDie-hards in virginia are attempting to draft cocaine.

North for a Senate race. (New York Tirier,3tlln p. 'T*o officers who owned homes that were raided by12) 
.,,,,,.,,- *^_-_^-_,- 

-:-'--''' 
ililii*i*',i::t,mii:*:timi'r"rffiH*

Methodists continue heterosexism trre rrouse aiiii"-ri.".
"The chief policy-making body of the United 'An officer who was the victim of a street robbervMethodist Church votedtoday tdmainiain its$s;d; after walking out of a crack h;; *rr-J,i-l.ij"n",ji

that homosexual behavior'is 'incompatibie wittr been buyin^ginrgs.
Christian teaching' and a bar to the o.aaiiiJminir*y.;; 'Several ofhcers who.are both selling and using crack(New York rime-s,5/3/88,_p. iii 

-* cocaine obtained during ;h.ffi;;;s of street drus
There are about q5.*Uion Methodists in the dealers.,, @etroit Free Eess, 5/5igg, p_. i; lSu 

_, *-"

US.
on the other hand, at least the church made president pushes astrology on massessteps towards adopting gender-inclusive lang_uage According to Donald Reg-ai, ..virtually everywhen referring to Father, son and Hory Ghost. iruid j 

f#::T'rffift.,{::t'1,*i*i:AllmJSm.tti
Rev. Moon still buying up friends advance with a woman in San rtancisco who drew up(Detroit Free Press, tZtiOltl, p. 1) l:::-t^.^.ff-.,P-T{:.""yin that thg li"n"s were in i

. 4_gtgop.named Christian Voice j^oined with 
ravoraDle alrmment for the enterprise.'"' (Detroit Free

Moon's uilincition church to establish the American Press, 5/ffi p.1)
Freedom Coalition, which seeks to move the Furthermore,."Re-gan blqmes the president's
Republiianr ;;il;t form a third parrv. 

rv r^rvv' r'rrf' four months of isolation diring ttre trligrt 6r trr" m:- Behind-the coalition is ni'ctr#O Viguerie, who contra scandal in the wintel of tgi6-87 ;;th;
himself was "rescued from ttre Urinf. of b;hfirt'i; astrolog-er's- warning that those months would be iU-
october by Bo -Hi Pak, ; fd;;Torean military starred for the president to trawl or appear in puUric ,
intellige#" olritrt and Mr. Mo;i-1op^'tj:!i (ibid.)
operati-ve." (tbid,p. l5a) 

v'v' Other decisions^including getting the CIA- otheis codptea 'b1' Moon including former *::f:E:,t1ry'-tt 1987 State o? fii uni-on aaoress
critics are Rev. Ratqh -David Abernathyl F;;; anc me Tissile p-act with the Soviets were said to G
Treasury Secretary itoben Anoiiion, New Riehs govern{by similar guidance.

B3,t#*yffiibi#ardson, e'e.""-Mi'cinri,?;?;t **,,"ffii;1lillffir1|x!##ilg';:"TfiJ"lr;:';il
Falwell declined a $1 rniltion dollar to give one [1 !e is just.stupld oi mistake" d hil p;fti;;;e

speech in Seoul. not an expression of the nrling class's int6rests. At the- 
Since 1980 Moon has made at least $165 

same time, supDorters of thipresident ;i11 t;.;bili;miflion thro;r8h-trigh-presiui"a-l-rirr in Japan of lookatastrololjimorefavorabit.- -- --

relgrous artitacts and alismans. one estimate ii $g00 ,milfon. Pentagon can afford budget cuts
- Frank C. Carlucei, the befense Secretary

"Detroit officers suspected of crack ties" ordered $33 billion in defenb cuts?;d;; i98b. .Al
According topoliceirncials and investigators, lr?f,litl??.*r!f,""$Trt$r$#;l#lTt#jf:125 Deroit polic-e othc."r *J;a;r;r*dg"ti6 i"I ll rorio"J reif-uri""ay rypropriated.involvemenf with crack. D*;i;h;, u t"taiof 5,-000

officers.

- -On April 20th, reputed dnrg-dealers shot and 9y-tng 
the Reagan. admir-ristruiion; 

"ltho"gh-;i;tklred ornceipaui-nonbal, ;h" h;e,;-dH;;dft: ffi:lff?H:jlffilt*:tr*:it;:Lgttffi:ftidealers'house' 
just goes to show that whin the p;ntagon asks for
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outlandish appropriadons to begin with, it can afford
me appearance ot cutting back later.)

. .Surprise, surprise, the cuts are aimed at helpine
Republican Pany candidates say that tt.y tifp.O 6'uiiE
1q militaV ltrgngth and supported military cuts at thesame nme. lt Just goes to show that with such hueeresources at its disposal, the pentagon can afforJ?o
!l1li:r*ben game for the public fia 

-irf.uO 
pi,Uril

opnlon.
B-y .alternating between hawkish calls for

defense. build-ups and calls for trimming oflul *,i
plpg class intentionally confuses the public on what it
is doing.

Meanwhile, in reality, the pentagon has more
money than it knows how to-spend.

Judges are corrupt
L_:L ll*" Iltl^q Haley Jr. admitted to taking
Dnbes to tix traffic tickets and to tax evasion. HE
ftr.d to finger other judges who are under ilGi""
ln DeEolt's two courts.

.1!e jqdge had served 6 years on the bench.
(Deroit Free Press, 4ll5/88,p.l)'

Arias favors US intervention
President of Costa Rica Oscar Arias said the

US should "'send in the Marines"' if ,Ni;;;gu;

9!19a19ns its neighbors or engages in expansioniim.
!S:,figq Daily, 2l3l\B,p. tfAiias also ̂supports aid
ro rne uontras according to Michigai- House
representative Carl Pursell. :
o_, ,. D"nJing the assertions of Secretary of State
Schultz and Pursell, Costa Rican ambassacior Emilia
Barish said thar he did not think that those were Arias'
views.. Of course, with a peace plan with Arias' nril"
on it, the ambassador was oblijed to deny tt ut Ariui
opposed his own peace plan.

Arias' peace plan for Cenual America won him
the Nobel Peaie prizi: in tg8Z.-ilbidJ"

Falwell still backs apartheid
. ̂ ^ ^^J"t 

y Falwell and Citizens for Reagan (with
100,000 TeryFrs) qgeq folowers to boyion ifgO
because of a "dramatized biography of N6kon Man-
dela" that HBO ran. (Anthony Lewis, Ann Arbor
News, 9123/87, p.a9)

Subscribe to MIM Notes and MIM
Theory!

New rates: $1.50 per issue for as many issues
desired

Send cash, blank checks or blank money orders
made out for amount, but do not make any check
or money order out to MIM. Please write if these
terms are unacceptable
.. Also, L0 pp..tirt gf_progressive and revolutionary
literature free with SASE.
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Thanks to
Peking Book

House!
lS20 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, IL 60201

This is a long overdue thank you to pekineBook House. eeurig. noorJ Hffi; has sold MIMmany of its books. par[c3lrrr qi;br.ir;;;il;the Chiryse gove.nment Uerori did."
Cornrades in prison should also thank pekingBook House for its_donatil;? fiioronons fromClwirman Mao, specifrcattr6;r;#3n o reao.comradeJ who arjin cf, i;&;;nouio-tale tnerlin.uq to Evanston 

"nd 
;iritp"lfig Book House.which is one of tg uq19r.u""t-rii€rln brii."*.](Guild Books ana New-WortO-R;;;;., Center alsodeservenention here.) 

-\vuvsr

The above adyen$gment paid for by MM andnot solicited or sanctionea Uipi6i-e^ook House.

CROW
political reviews of video,

film, television, music,
books, essays

#25 July 1988 issue $4.
$19.95 for six issues.

Checks to AFTA, PO Box A,
Wharton, NJ 07885.

Comrades who are interested in video
communications in this day and age when print is
becoming obsolete will find CROW inter^estine.
CROW is not a communist publication, but it wiil
confront comrades with issues of the sexual revolution
and po,litics a$ qt' See the review in MIM Theory 13
under "Sectarian Review."

Above advertisement paid for by MIM and not
solicited or sancdoned by CROW
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fi|il THEORYl#
of the | . laoist Internat ionatist  HovementAn Unotf ic ia l  Forum

9N rERus sl|tNtl.l6 mVON SEXIJAL ORIE,MTIOft
PERUVIAN COMMUNIST PARTY CALLS FOR "MILTTARIZATION OF PARTY' '
Recogniz]-ng the profound universal  s igni f icance of  Maoism for the

development of  Marxism-Leninismr the peruvian Communist  party is
working to develop and apply l " lao zedong Thought to Lhe quest ion of  the
vanguard partyrs relat ionship to t .he mi l i tary.  According to a speaker
from the world Tour to support  t ,he Revolut ion in perur chairman
Gonzalo supports t .he "mi l i tar izat ion of  t .he party. , '

rn the imperial ist  dominated countr iesr comrade Gonzalo stresses
the pol i t ical  necessi ty of  armed struggle.  Formed in lg2gr the
Communist ,  Party of  Peru had two years of  development before i t  $ras
sidestracked. For 30 yearsr the r ight ists dominated the Communist
Party of  Peru.  Then in the midst  of  a hrave of  spontaneous struggles
of the Peruvian peasants,  workers and students anO the r is ing
crescendo of  revolut ion in China r  a red fact ion formed in the peruvian
Communist ,  Party led by Comrade Gonzalo.  According to the speaker f rom
the World Tour r  the peruvian Communist  party marki  i ts  format ion as a
Leninist  party of  a nevt type only in 1964 when revis ionists $rere
f inal ly expel led f rom the party.  For 15 yearsr the party of  a new
Lype prepared for armed struggle.  rn 7979 r  the party f in i f ly  agreed
to go over to armed struggle af  ter  prolonged st . ruggles wi t .h i ;  t f ie
party.  From 1980 to th is dayr the Peruvian Communist  party has led
the armed st . ruggle of  the Sendero Luminoso.

cr i t ic iz ing the FMLN of El  Salvador for  not forming a vanguard
party to lead the masses t  armed struggle I  the pCp points out that  the
masses are pol i t ical ly disarmed as a resul t  of  the eclect ic ismr
revis ionism and opportunism of thre Fl i tLNts leaders and i ts social
democrat ic pol i t ical  wing-- the FDR. Whi le the speaker did not waste
his t ime pissing on the ant i - imper ial ist  st , ruggl l  of  El  Salvadorr  he
made i t  c lear Lhat Perurs armed struggle took i  d i f ferent form because
of the leadership of  the PcP. The PcP has vowed to never ray down i tsarms

In EI salvador,  the mi l i tary wing of  the FMIN is v iewed by at ,
least '  i ts  pro-Soviet  revis ionist  leaders as a terror ist  bargaining
chrp to gain a share of  par l iamentary porrer in coal i t ion wi t ,h the
social  democrats of  the FDR. Armed struggle need not win or loser
only serve as a bargaining chip according t ,o revis ionists.

In Peru,  there is also such an arrangement led by the pro-Soviet
supposed communists.  r t  is  caLled the uni ted Left .  ine pr l -soviet
revis ionistsr  Dengist ,sr  social  democrats and aI l  other k inds of
revis ionists agree to st ick t ,ogether to gain electoral  power and thendiv ide up their  power af terwards. rn th is strategyr Lhe pro-soviet
revis ionists have organized Ehe largest of  four , r t  ions that have
organized the one-sixth of  the 4Ot of  the peruvian masses who have
steady jobs- They try to convert  economic struggles inro
P"t l iamentary power.  The PcP says this is a r i ice because rea] power
is  in fhe mi l i farv-
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The "mtl l tar izat . ion of  the party" is also a development of  the
program of the Gang of  Four in China -  Aeeording to the speaker for
the tourr  J iang Qing favored the format, ion of  mif i t ias which would
eat '  up the army bi . t  by bi t .  In factr  th is did happen in China in the
7Os. A mi l i t ia of  over a mi l l ion formed in snangirai  for  example.
Bourgeois observor Roger Garside has detai led th;  events leading to
t !"  coup in 1976 and the possibi l i t ies of  the mi l i t ia led by th;  Gangof Four in his book Com'n Al ive.  China \ f ter  Mac.

The theory nenin ound. The sCanding
army of  the Peoplers Republ ic did form a mater ia l  basis for  the coup
as comrade Gonzalo apparent ly stresses. Regional  commanders protected
Deng af ter  he !{as purged from his st .ate posts one last  t ime in 1976.
The same commanders forced Hua I  s t rand in the arrest  of  the Gang of
Four.  Comment.s by Deng show that,  he considered veteran regioni l
commanders to be a base of  h is por.rer.  f  t  is  a lso c lear th; t  leading
generals f rom China's Liberat ion did not have an act , ive hand in the
Cultural  Revolut , ion r  and for the most part  behaved as nourgeois

nat ional ists stuck in the f i rst  stage of  chinars r ievolut ion cal led theNew Democrat ic stage.
A standing army is by def in i t ion a professional  army. Atthoughthe ef fects of  rank were mit igatedr there hrere ranks in China,sprofessional  army. Experts in tne army had much the same power asexpert 's  in product ion.  By arning the masses of  workers and peasants,the Gang of  Four hoped to insure against  lh"  ever present possibi l i tyof  capi tar ist  restorat j .on.  comrade Gonzalo 

" , rgg"" i "  
that  even beforesocial ism, the vanguard party needs to pol ic i " i i ry-pr"p.r .  people toarm themselves and seize pov/er.  Hence there shouid- be no separat ionof 

- the army and party;  a l thoughr the detairs have yet to be worked outcompletely.
This quest ion deserves more study. Al though i t  is  c l .ear that  thearmy did serve as a basis for  the counterrevolut ionary.  coup in 1976,i t  is  not  c lear that  lv lao did not adopt the best strategy in f ight ingthat eventual i ty.  Mao adopted three 

-strategies 
in handl ing thepossibi l i ty  of . the army's gett ing out of  hand.

Firstr  the people 's Liberat ion Army of  china held repeatedcampaigns to serve the peopre.  rndeed, the pLA kicked of f  thecarnpaigns that 1ed directry to the cul turar Revorut ion .  Army rnembers ras dur ing che war of  L iber i t ion r  took part  in product ion so that thePLA would not be a parasi te on the peoi le.  Tha Learn f rom the pLA
campaign also demonstrated that p.o! t" ' in the . r*y could be models ofpol i teness and pol i t ical  studiousnels.  whi le the army had to know howto f ight ,  i t  certainly received training in staying cl0se to themasses and serving the masses through p,rur i "  ,o. ts.-

secondryr 
{ .o had separated 

""onoi ic 
and governmentaladministrat ion f rom the * i r i tary.  e.opi"  in the mi l i tary rrrere not thesame peopl-e who led the party except ror a few such as Mao r  L in andDeng- comrade_Gonzaro points out that  the Gang of  rour of  chinacertainly had leading posLs in the partyr  but  Lhey did not havecorresponding posts in rhe-mi l i taryJ alLnougn, th;  mi l i tary mignt have

l"d camtrnigns at  t imes to learn t rom the Gang of  Four.  on the otherhandr precisely because the ranking mi l i t .ary leaders and others $rerenot the leaders in the partyr  they did no.t  have economic andgovernmental  administrat ion exper ience. eui te f ranklyr  por.r€r f lowsfrom the barrel  0f  a gun r  but  the army leaders at  reast  could notdirect . ly  form the bouigeois ie in the party.  They needed heads ofstaEe l ike Liu,  zhou Enlai  and Deng xiaoping to art iculate theirconcerns- chairman l" lao was able t ;  keep-the army from physical lyat tacking cul tural  Revolut ionar ies through his i r ""* inence in both
:*  : : : : :^ i :o. : : i l :_ g: :  impl icar ion of  comrade Lonzaro,s plan is rhar
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F-rnal lyr  dur lng the CuItural  Revolut ion r  the ul t ra lef t  pushed for"dragg ing ouE t 'he hindf ul  of  capi ta l  is i - roaders in the army. , r  c i rc lesvery c l0se to Mao advocated t ,h is posi t , ion.  rndeed, they won outmomentar i ly  before.being purged. r t  seems l ikely that  Mao would havesupported this posi t ion i i  i t  were feasible.  In i tead, Mao cal led forthe army to support  the Left  in the cul tural  Revolut ion.  He said thatthe beauty of  th is was that Ehe army i tsel f  would become pol i t ic izedi1t  deciding who is Left  or  not .  Al l  part ic ipants involved would seethat there are two l ines st . ruggr ing.  i "n". ,  the pLA was notmonol i  th ic and l {ao sah'  th is 
"eir  " iough 

co be able to po1. i t ic ize thearmy and make contradict ions for  reacf ionury army readers.rn the end 
'  

people '  s mir  i  t ia 's  are the way ' r"- ; ;  
.  However ,comrade Gonzalo points out that  even Lenin had to .6ty on a standingarmy to defeaL the invasions of  L4 imperial ist  armies.  Later i tformed the basis for  party-spl i t t ing and the coup from 1953 to 1956.on t 'he other hand, a successful  . . . ro iut ion in peru may face the sameproblem on a rarger scale.  There is no fr iendly-so" iar ist  b loc forPeru to lean on and Peru is in raci-mucn smal le i  than the weakened

Soviet  Union of  I9L7.
Even sor i t  is  not ,  a s imple matter to conclude that thereforecomrade Gonzalo_is l . tong. fodayr unl ike Leninrs t ime, any genuinerevolut ion benef i ts f rom the histor ical  exper ience of  theinternat ional  communist ,  movement" one of  the ressons that is taughtagain and agai 'n is not to adopt pragmat. ist  solut ions for  fear oflosi 'ng.  A pr incipred loss could fo im the basis of  later v ictoryr Ersin the case of  the Par is commune" on the other hand a capi tu lat ionto revis ionism or imperial ism may gain a movement mater iar  support  butcause i t  utmost confusion and eventual  d isaster as in the case of  thePLO. In the case of  perur i t  is  c lear that  no standing army orconvent ional  soviet-sty le r . rar  is  going to protect  the gains of  therevolut i .on- people 's mir i t ias 3na eeople ' l  war is the only way to

9o '  r t  would be better to let  the en,emy come in deep and bide t imefor a f inal  v ictory.
Avakian in @ r r€volut . ions in the
wrrr  requlre standing armies because every

( Conouer the Wor" ld r  p.  g )  With that  k ind of

According to Bob
imperial ist  countr ies
revolut ion has so far.

reasoning r  the anarchists would be
has faced capi ta l is t  restorat ion,
up as capi ta l ism.

Avakian denies the univeral  val id i ty of  the chinese exper ience inthe struggle against  capi ta l is t  restorai io.r .  He does not explain whypeoplers mi l i t ias would not be equal ly appropr iate in the uni tedstates '  
'Also 

,  he pisses ahray th;  , rn i r r"rr"r  val  id i ty of  the cul  turalRevorut ion by implying that i t  wi l t  not  be as much of  a problem in theuni ted states for  the-proletar iat  to hold power as i t  is  in the Thirdworld '  ( rb id ' r  P.  37) of  course'  Trotsky said the 
""*"  

th ingr butMao has shown that what determines the success of  the revorut ionagainst  capi ta l is t  restorat ion is the al l - round dictatorship of  theproletar iat  ove: t !9 bourgeois ie.  That means success is delermined bythe proletar iatrs dictat i ig over the bourgeois ie in each of  society,sinst i  tut ions -  r t  is  preci ie ly here t t , " i  Avakian is disarming .hemasses r . r i th Trotskyist  shibboieths.  I f  anythingr the army in theuni ted states wi l l  serve an even greaLer basis of  revis ionism than inchina '  The Am9ric11, Army wi l l  nol  be hardened by a proEracted peopre r  swar- rndeed, i t  wirr  n" i "s"" . i ry refrect  some of  the weight ofhistory in the uni ted statesr which is nothing but the genocidalhistory of  the u.s-  rn i l i tary conposed of  the oppressed but run by themost v ic ious and advanced dictat i rship of  the bourgeois ie r  surpassedperhaps only by Hi t ler .

r ight  that  s ince every revolut ion
i t rs no accident that  ieninism ends
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por i r i c; t ".n" i i."::';;;"';il :: :::. eli.;::1.::;.i: I?:: "*:1..,,.to,provides Ehe most advancei  por i i icar-exper ience seen in the worrd yetrbut Avakian 
1:  : l t iJ i t "n lep ared ro say rhaE rhe prolerar iar  of  rheimperial ist  countr ie"- t i t t 'n"" . -" i - "J" i " r  

t ime troioing power undersocial ism and wir l  requi : : . " -standing army- Avakian: From whatconcrete exper ience of  social ist  , .u6lut ion in tn" imperiar istcountr ies are you pissing ahray the cul tural  Revolut ion?
TOUR SPOKESPERSON MENTIONS WAR COMMUNISMFrom the speaker 's presentat ion,  i . t  appears thaL comrade Gonzal0sees ' ,war communism,,  anelO for p"r" .  That_is tn" i_ n" expects theparty Eo have- to organize the masses largely by emergency measuresand to exact the mosi  th?:ough-going sacr i f ices- for  revorut ion.  r t  i .s

: : : l : i i " . . l "Xl i : , : l i : : :  rhar-coi  zat l  
""""  rhis as permanenr pran for

SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND LIBERATION
so-car led Marxist-Leninist .s internat ionalry have a poorrecord on the relat ionship of  sexual  or ientat io i  to revoLut ion.Most so-cal led Marxise-Leninist  groups in the us uphold the bel iefthat .  homosexual i ty is a form of l t re oecay of  capi t . r ism or aproduct of  c lass society to be el iminated with social ism andcommunism. Lenin and part icular ly stal in said l i t t le aboutsexuar i tyr  and stal in tended towaid a straight pur i tan l ine.To a certain extent r  tenin and stal in bel ieved i r r" t  d iscussion ofsexual  matters would cause a diversion of  people,  

""p"" ia l lyyouth r  f rom revolut ionary tasks.
The histor ical  pract ice of  supposed Marxist-Leninists towardshomosexual i ty has not been conscioulr  rather a s imple unquest ionedcont inuat ion of  moral  pract ices f rom the rel ig iously mired past.For example,  castro ja i red homosexuars in cubi .  . ru6ges in cubamerely c loak_:rd th inking in the rhetor ic of  "p.oi" i " r ianmoral i ty-"  Th: current posi t ion of  the supposedly MaoistRevolut ionary Communist  party (RCp) USa is- tnat  t i "  ideologyof homosexual i ty should be reformed in social ist  revolut ion.s igni f icant ly i ts draf t  of  i ts  

" , r . r"nl  
program contarned a s impreparagraph statement that  homosexual i ty wouid be reformed and endedunder social ism. whi le making . , r .h a 'broad condemnat ion ofhomosexual i ty l  thg RCp program did not see f i t  to devote muchspace to the just i f icat ion of  i ts  v iew. The RCp's more virurent lyant i -gay predeeessor r  the RU did a whore pamphlet  on homosexual i tyas a product of  capi ta l is t  decay and a bourgeois diversion fromrevo].ut ion.

r t  is  h igh t ime that communists examined the issue of  sexualor ientat ion -  _gi*  to te!  percent of  the people in the usA arehomosexual  -  This is a targe strata of  people that  faces obviousrepressions from t .he state and trre masses as a whor.e -sexuar or ientat ion raises as many quest ions as there arepresumptions in usA wASp curture.  r i is t r  is  the quest ion of  theimportance or role of  sex in-  the f i rst  p lace. roi towing Lenin rM-ts tend to downplay sex relat ive to i ts preeminence in Americancul ture:  Any_group arguing for sexual  r ights tends to be tarredas sel f ish and narrowry concerned with unimportant mat, ters.
f ] l for tunarelyr  the u-r , l  do not say that they are going to reform'rheterosexual  ideology" dur ing th;  social ist  revolut ion;therefore,  they at taci  one foim of  preasure-seeking but not theother.
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secondlyr  the issue of  the famiry is not far  behind. rn

these days when art i f lc ia l  ingeminat ion,  Rever mind tegt tUbe
babiesr is so prevalentr  i t  is  d istressing to hear some M-Ls
defend heterosexual  re lat ions as necessary for  procreat ion.  The
inf luence of  Lhe pope is not far  behind.

Thirdlyr  is  the husband-wife relat ion.  somehowr lesbians
seem more just i f ied in their  act ions to M-Ls because they havefound an avenue of  avert ing the oppression of  husbands andboyfr iends- But where ooes that t lave men? r f  women are morel ikely-  to enjoy reLat ions of  equal i ty hr i th themselves does i tnot  fo l low that men do not expioic ,o6*.n i f  Ehey are
involved with men? r f  M-Ls accept that  patr iarchal  inst i tut ionsexist ,  then how can they deny that i t  wourd be better forexploi ters to expLoi t  e;ch other and weaken the patr iarchy thanto exploi t  women?

True r  the major i ty of  men are not the target of  social ist
revolut ionr just  as the major i ty of  whi tes are not.  st iL l ,  sexism
"ld 

homophobia are as much a1l ies of  the bourgeois ie as racj .sm.
A11 serve to just i fy dominat. ion.  A11 div ide ln" proletar iat  and
i ts al l ies -  ine naiot ing of  these contradict ions bet.ween thepeople and the enemy and-within the people tnemserves requires
that Marxist-Leninists discard phi l is t ine t ,h inking on these
mat. ters.

No strategy concerning sexual  or ientat ion alone is going to
overthrow the state.  Howeverr  th is is not,  to bel i t t le the spir i t
of  "by any means necessary.  "  Women do noL enjoy
pol i t icalr  €conotnicr  social  or  sexual  equal i ty wi th men. I t  is
especial ly loathsome that men through their  economic and
pol i t ical  power can obtain sex f rom $romen with less power.  Such
porr ter  relat ions are responsible for  the fact  that  women are made-
lnto sex objects in advert , iz ingr te levis ion and music more of ten
than men. By withholding sexual  p leasure f rom o€n r  not  to
ment ion t ,heir  money and work at  home r  wom€D exhaust
one avenue of  power open to them. object ively speakingr ga! men
are the f l ipside of  womenrs al l -out  st , ruggle against  patr iarchyr
whether they are conscious of  i t .  or  not .

I f  sexuaL r ights are to disappear the vray nat ional  r ights are
to disappearr  Lhere must f i rst  be equal i ty in sexual  r ights-- for
homosexuals and women more generarry,  This alone speaks for
defense of  homosexuals against  Lhe state.  Just  as there must be
sel f -determinat, ion for  al l  nat ions before nat ions disappear l  there
must be sexuaL sel f -determinat ion and equal i ty before quest ions of
sexual i ty become irrelevant.

under communism non-state backed nat ional  cul tures
wi l l  f lour ish and intermingle.  L ikewise r  cornrnuDism wi l l  require a
long per iod of  broad-mindei  t ,h inking concerning
sexual , / le isure-t ime act iv i t ies.

Whi le nei ther homosexual  nor
heterosexual  le isure-t ime is the main issue current ly facing the
revolut ionary movement,  i t  is  t ime that M-Ls stopped tai l ina the
most backward sect ions of  the masses and the pope and Jerry
Falwel l .  Homosexual  re lat ions are not necessar i ry any more
sel f ish than heterosexual  onesr dnd in factr  they serve as one
possible means of  a l l -out  struggle against  the c lp i ta l is t
patr iarchy.

THE MAOIST TNTERNATIONALIST MOVEMENT (UTU) IS A COMMUNIST GROUP
THAT UPTIOLDS MAO AND THE CULTURAL REVOTUTION AND VIEWS THE CURRENT
SOVIET UNION AND CHINA AS STATE CAPITALIST. WE ARE A NEW GROUP THAT
F.ORI' , IED ON OCTOBER lST I  1983 AS THE REVOLUTIONARY INTERNATIONATIST
MOVEMENT (NTU;.  RENAMED (MIM) OX UAY ]STI 1984'  ( I 'TTI"T) HAS NO TIES TO
ANY orHER oRGANrzATroN. (MrM) MEMBERs ARE woRLD crrrzENsr NorI  MFh ?^ I  l tc  t  r th hrrDh nEAn i?tJ
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Att  Unott ic iu l  For-utn oI  L l re l luoisI  f l r ternut iorrul isI  l lovcrrrelr t

utwu !s 0N ALR$Dr,
BBT,IBINB BF LIBYA: AN AGBRESSIVE ACT OF AN ONG0IT.IE woRLD wAR
l ' l rM unequivocal ly condemns the u.s.  bombing of  L ibya. pol ls

seern to show that only ?37. of  the U.S, publ ic opposed this nauseat ing
act of  mi I  i  tar i  sm and chauvi  n i  sm" Tlr i  s rnakes i t '  *=p=ci  a l  I  y i  mportant
that people urho read FlrH NorES and l4l l , t  THEBRv not cave in to
superf ic ia l  publ ie opinion or th is escalat ion o{ the current Wlr f l I I .'  And i t  is  important to note that  the bombing of  L ibya is not a
preparat ion for  WhlI I I .  I t  is  an act  of  WWIII .  No other organizat ion
that HI l" l  knows of  of  f  ic ia l ly  analyzes the current internat ional
s i tuat ion as one of  WWIII  atready in progress

This dist inct ion is rrot  streer ly academic.  There are a nurnber of
impl icat ions that f low from this theoret ical  insight {orged through
l ' l IH's analysis of  the internat ional  s i tuat isn.

First t  there is no point  in wai t ing {or nuclear holocaust to
seize opportuni t ies to rnake revolurt ion.  With every desperate act
perpetrated by the imperial ists in Sourth Afr ica,  Eentral  America or
the l ' l iddle East,  opportur-r i t ies f  sr  revolut ion c:pen upr as the case of
Peru st :  c lear ly demonstrateg,

Secondly,  i t  is  necessary to grasp the current wor ld war to make
a break with American or European-centered thinking, By this
thinkingt imperial ism does not br ing about wor ld war unless i t  f inal ly
i  nvol  ves "our boys" oF r  i  n contemporary t i  mes 7 "our mi ssi  I  es,  , ,  bfar
does not real ly count as World l^ far  unt i l  large nurnberg of  whi te people
die according to most current "Leninist"  th inking. l , l IH repudiates
this s imultaneously chauvinist  and racist  th inking.

Thirdlyt  the batt les going on around the world are connected and
not isolated events or rnistakes. Fut togettrer the events in the wortd
const i tute wor ld war.  Where there is i rnper ia l ism there are wars
between imperial ists and against  subjugated peoples.  Today, the U,S,
bloc is rnaking war against  the soviet  b loc,  most ly through-proxy.
This is war between imperial ist  carnps. Then there is the k ino o+ war
l ike the U.S./ Israel i  invasion of  Lebanon that k i l led over ZOTOOO
Lebanese and Palest in iarrs.  That is ular of  the imper- ia l is ts against
oppressed peoples--namely the Falest in ians,  The U,S. backed ipartheid
regime aveFages f ive pol ice rnurders a c lay,  That is erar against  the
Azanian people of  South A{r ica.  The Soviet  Union just  increased i ts
mi l i tary occupat ion force= in Er i t r -ea by several  thousand. That is an
act of  war-  In Central  America,  the Uni ted States'puppet regime in
El  Salvador bombs i ts own people ancl  the contras terr-gr ize the
Nicaraguan people.  That is war.  The l is t  gcles on ancl  on.  By number
of deaths or area o{ the wor ld coverect ,  the current hlor ld l rJar is
already tnore s igni f icant than the f i rst  wor ld war and is catching up
with 

- the -second 
l f ,ne.  l ' lore important ly,  i t  has already started 
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Fourthly '  where there is imperial ism t t rere is wor. ld war.  bJar isnot just  acts of  v io lentre coordinated by rnir i tary of f icers,  I t  is  theinst i tut ional  control  o i  r r , i .o w., . iJ  p*optes and the proletar iat  ofthe imperial ist  count i ies that  rneanE starvat ion,  inadequate heal thcare and l iv ing condi t ions a.d pol i t ical  and mi i i t " .y control ,  Thisinst i tut ional  v io lencE is a part  of  the object ive s i tuat ion thatal lows for the creat i 'n ' f  c i "== .o '=. iousness bf  tn= vanguard party.Final ly,  the creat ion of  publ ic opinion is not exact l  y the sarnething a5 revolut ionary strategy- Ttre general  pol i t ical  l ine,  that  l , l rHprornotes shourd not be one of  CDNJUNCTURALTSH, vurgar forrns ofpseudo-Leninism focus publ ic .p i r r ion-on the possibi l i t ies f ' r  makingrevolut ion in the distant future given near-holocaust condi t ions and ageneral  advancernent of  object ive Jondi t ions which rnake the u.s.  andother parts of  the wor ld ' , r ipe, ,  f  or  rerrorut ion.
r t  is  extremely i rnportant t ]n a strategic leve, l  to understand thatthe f inal  seizure oi  pol i t ical  p. ,*"r- i ' ,  a revorut ion can not takeplace at  any t ime that rev ' lut ionar ies wish.  There rnust be a certainintersect ion-of 

fr- i l torr?l events, ! ,  =ir"t t_i l :o!= octrurrence of several

condi t ions-- for  revolut ion to happen, This occasion is known a5, a
revolut ionary histor ical  conjuncture.

Howeverr  th is strategic understanding is not the sarne thing aE a
pol  i t ical  l ine f  or  revolut ion.  Speci f  ical  ly ,  CONJUNCTURALISI ' t  

" tappl ied as a pol i t ical  l ine is a Trotskyist  deviat ionn which resul ts
in the over looking of  the war and condi t iong of  revolut ion that
already exist  in the wor ld today, part icular ly in the Third hlor ld.
CtrNJUNCTURALISH diverts the th is wor ld ly t ' larx ist  to the next wor ld and
preventsi  an analysis of  t row to mclve {orward in the present.

Host of  the currents in genuine Leninism in Europe and the United
States are both chauvinist  and racist  in their  analysis of  wor ld war.
Worset CONJUNCTURALISI" I  as appl ied by s ignator ies of  the Revolut ionary
Internat ional ist  l ' lovement,  such as the Revolut ionary Eommunist  party
(USA) wi t l  resul t  in blown opportuni t ies to create publ ic opinion"
Unless publ ic opinion is created now that connects h,ar al l  acroEs the
world to imperial ism and inter- imperial ist  r ivalry,  the subject ive
condi t ions for  revolut ion wi l l  not  exist  at  the t ime when a

'revolut ionary opportuni ty does trpen uF in the imperial ist  countr ies,

THIS IS HI}, l  THEBRY NUI', IBER 4__A FREE sAI"IFLE. SUBSCRIBE TO HI}4
THEORY FOR .3O AN IsSUE,

THE MAtrIsT INTERNATIONALIST HOVE},IENT (HII"I) IS A COHHUNIST 6RBUP
THAT UFHOLDSi I'TAO AND THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION AND VIEWS THE CURRENT
SOVIET UNION AND EHINA AS STATE CAFITALIST. hIE ARE A NEI,I EROUP THAT
FORI"{ED trN OtrTOBER 1ST, 19BS AS THE REVOLUTIBNARY INTERNATIONALIST
HOVEI{ENT (Rrl" l).  RENAI,IED (l, t l l4) oN t ' tAy lsr, 1984, i l ' trH) HAS NO TrES TB
ANY OTHER OREANTZATTON. (MIH) r,tEt ' , lBERS ARE htORLD CTTTZENS, NOT
AHERItrANS, AND THEREFORE UPHOLD INTERNATIONALISN AS A EUIDING VISION.

THE (T,IIH) STRATEEiY FOR REVOLUTION IS PRE''I ISSED ON THE BUILDINE OF
A VANC}UARD PARTY THAT UPHOLDS THE }4ASS LINE AND LEADS ANTI-
IT4PERIALIST AND ANTI-HILITARIST EDUCATIONAL WORK. PART OF THAT WORK
IS Ttr EHBODY HARXISI'I-LENINISM I"IAOIS}'I  IN CONCEFTUAL ANALYSIS. (HII.I)
ASKS EVERYBNE TB DISTRIBUTE "HII,I  THEBRY" AS PART BF BUILDINC A PARTY
T}{AT WILL STtrP THE trURRENT WBRLD WAR AND THE SgURtrES OF THAT IA,AR AND
U5HER IN SOtrIALIST REVOLUTItrN.

READERS ARE ASI'{ED TO SEND MII.I TI{EIR VOTES ON hIHETHER OR NOT
.INDIVIDUAL Ig;SUES OF HI},I NOTES SHOULD BECOI'IE OFFICIAL LIFTE AND THEORYgF HII ' I .  ONLY THE VOTES OF THOSE h'}IO DISTRIBUTE THE I ' . I IH LIT LIST bIILL
OFFICIALLY COUNT BUT ALL COT,II ' IENTgi WILL BE APPREtrIATED.
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SRLI dissolves
amd

W0m€Hu
a

envFrGHaEmeH?f
aHad

pH'cHefariaxe degsagcracy
IvtIlvI in its official literature on the intemational siruadon has set forth rhe iines of

demarcation for Marxism-Leninism Mao Zedong Thought - namely the question of the
restoration.of capitalism in the Soviet Union and China. It is rhus *itn aisippoinrment that
we report the collapse of another Maoist organization in the United States --^ the
Organization for Revolutionary Uniry (OnD.
ORU's dissolution leaves the Revolutionary Communist Party GCel and.MIM as the

gnly Y/9 political organizations in the United States that uphold Mao and the Cultural
Revolution.
ORU had written i1 supp_ggt of the Culrural Revolution and against the Khruschevite

restoratio.n of capitalism. While individual members of MIMp-olemicized with ORU, MIM
oi|! *tqU}'-d significa|! quantities of ORU literature in xerbxed form. Thus, it could be
said that MIM took uP a l$:{struggle witLORU and pracrical unity wherever possible,
espe.ciallyin d'.stributing Q\U_1it_elature on Central America, the Culnnal Revoft:tion, the
Soviet union, Poland and the RCp. For its part, according io oRU spoteipeople, oRU
studied and distributed some MIM literarure. Despite ORU;s coUapse,'tWnut-will continue
to distribute works by ORU unless any MIM disfrbutor wanted to rfruU."gi this practice
and bring it to a vote.

What follows is an unofficial view by a MIM comrade put forward for d.iscussion
purposes.

ORU's explanation
oRU's gxplanation for merger with two other non-Maoist organizations is attached as a

negative id.olo_S..ul example f,or the reader's benefir It is a re?rinrler of ;;t qrestions
that confront Maoists and revolutionary-minded peoplg at this time. It is t.-pting to point
to the announcement as an example olthe weakriessbf the Maoist rou.-.rr.niuitfts ti-",
but that lvou_ld be presumptuous, as we do not know how significant ORU's piactices
were- It is also always possible that the splintering and reunification of rehiiigroups is
acrually the work of the state.
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More on who the FRSO is
.It is perhaps useful in this instance to gryqloy_the RCP's descriptive rhetoric in regard to

*.t? organizations: The unity.of ORU, nWH and PUL is like ihat of Lin Biaoisti Uri
Ulrglen $sts and Eurocommunists respectively.
oRU held that the split benreen Mao and hii second in command - Lin Biao -eventually doomed the Cultural Revolution.

j::T::l3ly"$ers Headquartels (BYFD is a faction ejected from the Revotutionary
uonrmumst Parry. .It comprised much of the RCP leadership and about 40Vo of itsmembershiP. The 4ternai struggle of the RCP is documentid in a book sold by the RCp- Rev o luti o n an"d C ounterrev olutio n.
j$] enoorsed.the arrest of the Garg of Four by Hua Cuofeng. RwH ncver obtainedUhlnese recognition, however.
As for the Proletarian Unity League.PUt ), aside from its theoretical activities, MM hashad no evidence of any pqlltJgt piagqg by Ful. p.rt upi it rrra *.ig.aio *eu with theRainbow coalition or the RwH that MIM activists coutarii ort""tltiGa.pLi""t influence.

ORU's gripes with MIM
In member to member polemics with oRU, MIM comrades disagreed with oRUcomrades on the nature of the revolution in Nicaragua. One ORU"comraa" ienOeA to stressthat the revolution in Nicaragua was a real one and"that ii*aJofi;ffi";", 1o recognize itas such.
The ORU comrade, in ech.oin_g PUL attacked MIM for seeing itself as the center ofrevolution- It pointed out the fatlacy of vanguardism, mounta"in-topism, rttngf,ofa

mentality etc.
Another notable issue is the role of trade unions. ORU claimed roots in trade union

stnrggles and sought to make them a central focus.
J9{"y' as gathered from the ORU announcement, ORU is plugging FRSO work in the
Rainbow coalition. (See also the latest issue of Internation.i C|i.rlondince, #10, 19g7
for a shift of a Stalinist group toward supporting Jesse Jackson) At least some MIM
members have held that the iackson cunpaign [as served to draw Blacks into the
D:PT{?rit Party, promote illusions and iet up the movement against *iriir rupr.macy for
a big fall.

,T:i.,T:tdo-ns 
put a distance between ORU and MIM comrades. Both sides inevitably

decrded ro concentrate on their: p.olitical practices rather than continue full_blown polemici.
MIM for its part believes that iiis. possible for &laoists ro ha're widespread d]rugr..*.n,,
on the questions raised above in this section.

}'IIB'I response: relations tvith the mass movements
In Mariism-Leninism there is one stupidity with two poles that comes up in the question

of the revolutionan' organizer's relationshii with the *"rr.s. On the one hand, there is the
]iQuidationist tendencyis evidenced in PUi and no* piso(dr;;il pi"-eiil""ian tingedRed Dawn Assoc. rvhich recentiy dissolved) and on rhe other hand th&e is the isolated
dogmatis.t position that was especially prominent in the RCP immed.iately after its split withits Mensheviks.
(This comrade rvouid pcint out that the Revoiurionary Worker has started to carry deraiiedstories of the mass movements and even photographs"of demonstrations. In the past, RCpmembers had found photographs and_ stories of"demonstrrtions *fr"tfr.it1r-trua.n6 o,workers o^r_p_e1ty-lllgeois foices to be inappropri.ate for revolurir""ry t"riDTo the ORU, MLM has argued-that starting a grguq as a parry witn tne^aim 6fbecoming avanguard parry is not $3-ryme tlring ar sectitiair isolation^from the mass movements. It isunfortunate that both ORU and the RCp (untit recently, i.e. since about the time their anti-imperialist contingent went to Germany) believe it is iinfoisible'to.work in close coniacrwlrn rhe mass movements without giv-ingup one's independent identity.
The ORU announcement of in ofn Hqiidation rt 

"rG 
*trt FUL and RWH have doneconsiderable work in the trade union anil anti-whit" rupi.*rcist movements, They also

::,:*:f::Deng Xiaoping League of Revoruttonu.y s't o_sgre tlfsl ui u r,.o-*orkingorgaiuzauon.
lndeed, collected impressions indicate that LRS members are hard-working. This is alsotrue, however, of many peopre !n the anarchist *o""*.ni,G r"rroiri;;;;'F;. survivar,the Democratic Party and counttess bourgeois poriticaf groups.
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.. wll.4o.s oRU seek to join lwo-glqups that are so easily overshadowed in terms of*work" by other-gro-ups when the R-WH and P{/L ao noii"e" ac*a.Catc irti saqlc way asORU on the cardinai questions?
At best' ORUnright expect to win the sruggle within the democratic centralisr

organization on the questions of the Sovietllnion and China. This seerns ur,ritery given
that it.appears-that FRSO has no definite stance on these questions at tttls-time. TIreprobable numbers-inl?l]-?d, the likely dishonesry of 99m! forces, future iffi for uniring
with LRS and a host of other factors mate lt seem unllkely tttat trier" ii;i;i; ror unii"!previously splintered forces.
Of course' it is pos-sible the majority involved in the FRSO are honest forces. In that

g11e'-by-gones will be by-gones if developments tum our ottr"itfr* ut 
".p*"i.A 

by thisMIM comrade.

f,{euniting the past on catching up with the future
We sugges-t here that the reason O=nUioinea FRSO is its own demoralization andexperience from the '60s and '70s. Insiead of seeking out new forces to 

"arrv 
forward therevolutionary banner, ORU drops its banner to folodanother b;;;; *irrt tio, and '70s

expenence.

- To an extent' the prestige qnd m_odei of the Chinese Revolution still exists. Hua and LinBiao supporters claim 1gbryon of that historical prestige. In a sense ORUI; q,ilg ilt;back and unire some of the forces that fell out in ihe '65s and '70s.
The.problep with thisapproach is that it does not recogni ze thatthere is an actual materialand historical basis for th9 broad poiitical divisions discissed above. ffrere ls no reason roexpect that everycne would unitebn the questions of China and the Soviet Union.
That ts.not to say that jotnt work is impossibte.
Quite the contrary,.eygl the predecessors of the \4q,I,the RADACADS had a style of

ygildry-Yth several differenf seF-sryled parties (and mass organizationiy inctuAig tte
|CP' CWP, PL, May 19th. etc. O;r cbncrite issues there is ndproblem ri,ttft tttir. bRa,Itowever, is not only working with other groups, it is dissolving ltso*n in[iienaent
organization.

. This is perhaps.an inevitable result of ORU's own relativist and liquidationist approach tokloyl_elger.political line and parry-building as expressed in its criticit*i 
"iMnur.It is IVIIM's.experience that uniting time-i-ested rlvolutionaries is desirabG Uu, notnec.essary and certainly not worth tlie price of giving up propagating.ooegt itun.r, onChina and the Soviet Union. One of the lessois orine 'b0s^attt '7ds is that polirical

naivete exerts a terrible price on fledgling organizations. The;o";;;;;iih, '60s and'7$ paid a high price- before they rear"izd tha"t they were not monolithic.
lI people are not able. to. agree on socialism wheie it has already existed, how are theyever going to build socialism in a counry which has never had iti To;;te;ocialism inthe United States will require more, not iess unity on questions of the international

experience of communisi movements, especialli in tne Soviet Union ana Cfrinu. nyoverlooking^+eF experienc-es now, FRSb sets itself up for furure tailure ana iactionalismespe.cially-.if it does eventually attracr a large following.
It is foolish to do work in mass movemeits and expict that these movements will notdevelop seve^ry ideological conflicts over the international communist movement and theparticulars of the struggle in the United States!
MIM members themselves emerged from the mass movements of the '80s - e.g. anti-

3ltlarist' sqlid.uty movements et;. Au of the ruunaing members of MIM distrusted theKU't'Ior lts lack of contact with the mass.moveqentl and yet believed itnecessary to hold
i::^:"^P: f::ql"^lgd form an organization leading iria definite Airetion against

"${?i1T,#:fri'ffi:3;tnq" 
Revolution that the y-o-urh and intelectuars are arways thefirst to come to the 

lorlll-t ,uolutionary movemenrs. -He 
also said thiitrt" onry t.uf

Pglitical test of theseparticular gloups is their wiltingneisto go amongst the nlasses.Nonetheless, rhere is nothing Maoist about dissolvfig u o"Er"tionurjr-orgirriration at thispoint in time. While the revofidonary movements maf harre pany leaps to make untii theyare ultimately successful, that does not justify trashi"g.*ryttilg:*A;t*dng ao*scratch.
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Correspondence:
Cgmment on Raymond lotta's America inDecline
uurmam dlsasreement with the Ameico in Decline analysis is that it does not reallyaey319r oor ond'ersland.rng tidrgh ; analysis of contemporary reality. we feel it is notsufficient to repeat Lenin ioday. '
In thisregardwe consider thit thepost-WW2 period should be considered as a distinctphase of imperialism - neocolonialism, whereirrough ih-e uasic rawi enunrilt.o by Leninhold good, their forms of motion etc. are different. X 

-ujot 
change between the pre andpost WW2 period is the.change in the relation between iriperialisil *A r"uJaism in thecolonies and semi-colonies and the emergence of new contradictions and class nature ofchange and of the contradictions which hive emerg;d d"r"d; trrr irt *J"particularitiesof the different sociai formations and to carry out ievolufton one must focus inunderstanding this.

Another point -of disagr-eement is the splitting of the 2 forms of motion of the fundamentalcontradiction. we feei theyare not being seei in theirinierrediio;;hi; a;-'-interpenetration- Moreovei by,accgrdinf ttr" un*.t yTo.glisation contradiction theprincipal position, the principal role of ciass stroggl6 ;?G motive rorce is uelng negated.
-A comrade in India

Proposed platform on women and the environment
Women
"]t{S4 promotes full equality forrvomen. Eq_ual struggles bring equal rewards.
^ "l4ly supporrs. comparable worth and other ieminisifoats.

AS with minorities and other enslaved.groups in tire u."S.4., MIM recognizes that aninternational struggle require-s men andivorien working harmoniousty tigetfrer. This
cannot be done as mastei and slave.
:l4IM strpports free day care for the woman who wishes to work ouside the home. The

efforts of all are needed, WITTI women having peace of mind, trt.y c*G-rnore
productive and efficient on the iob.
'Yilul lupport-s the choice of 6ccupation for women, from the bottom of the sea to the

ends of the earth to the realm of thgclouds.

Environment
'MIry suppo^rts the highest concerns for the environment. Without a planet to live on our

struggles are for naught.
'The water, air and land must be purified. Toxic wastes must be cleaned up and the cost

borneby the capitalist imperialists who manufactured it and or*pJli;;;i"; a supremehazard to the people.

^;ltgrlfood 
processing {or the profit motive must stop. Capitalist supermarkets are fullot porson and trash-seductive foods-to deplete the pocketbobt< anO ruin the people,s

health. 
r r

'The manufacture of useless luxuries and harmfui items will no longer be tolerated.
Pesticides willbe ggatly reduced and natural methods re-introducedlntottre lana.

'lhe earth will not be torn asunder and paved over with concrete to enrich the builders anddevelopers (destroyers).

Quality of l i fe
'Under the MM animals will not be tortured to make the medicai indusfiry rich, andanimals and human guinea pigs suffer
'M[M offers the choice_of voluntary euthanasia for the terminally ill. people do not needto suffer and be torturg{ during theiriast days on earttr to enri-ctliie 

-L,iir.ii"dustry, 
thelawyers, and others of their illi.

G:",.I31:points numbered for discussion immediately following
'1. MIM invites lovers of freedom everywhere toioln ui il ,irilrft";!'i.'ior"rru*an rightsand dignity. 

-Basic freedoms belong to tire people."wi *urt 
"ont 

ol our own affairs.Goods must be produced for use rither ttran prbnt
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,'2.The right to free speech is a human tiglt, no_t to be taken away by mankind. Abenevolent system of gwernment need noir# trr. piopir's voicel ii is irrJlyrng dogs ofcapitalist_imperialism who fear the ruth ano suppilir-tli, p*pi;:v' 
^! ̂ u urv I

'3' MIM offers the right to-ftght for what p ttffit *a,ffigit* for t$: peopte. people
huu." *" right- t-o yorkTor a living wage a,n{ a tioa"rtliri 

"r;;;;t. 
- 
i#;ir* in thecapitalist ryorld nincompoop-s, kn-avejand the mentallylu ;"*;*';;glG earn adegre_e and thus lord it ovef the people.

'4' With MIM the common citizen with common sense will reisn suDreme.
'5. The worker and farm families that supporr tt, ."ii *iti,ireil rfJ;;;:"'
'6. AS with Mao-ts:-Jrrg-': Long Marct, +r propre *ilI ,ilrd- 

^-rir!'propre 
w1lrevolutioni zs the world. All opprissed people ;ill:rfi ;d;ri;rh" *orftl'u"rter ptace.

Comment and altemative to.part otpropoqed platform on women and the environmentIt is good to see this ambitiirusplakoim in sirch i 
""""."t 

uted form- na"itry r support it.I \1ve no-p39bler.n suppo.rting the points in the i"uil"iio*;;*.ri""]"n.'i#*"rr, unaquality of life" as long as it is iecogirized that tlt"re is ;;;e t9 say on these subjects and thatthe demands are largely minimal piogram demands,-By 
"rilfi 

d;;;;;;ilr"* that roask the capitalist.manufacturers to pay for the rort orto-*i. *urt" cteanup-p'resumes thatthere will becapitalists. In other words these ate ae-anai that can ue triaiarght nowwithout revolution; although, it is debateable how il"h tilil;;;dr;;G .chievedwithout revolution.
As for th9 more generally-oriented comments, I support the general ttgust but not thewording- It seems esreciary rhe case that words ro66 ur';tigrirr;; aig"ity" ila..freedom,,are confusing ones. For the mgst part,-the,bourgeoisieownithes" *6tot'u"*,rr" it usesthem the most, no matter how hyp6critically.
Is not the word fregd9p mostfrequently repeated in the mass media to oppose genuinecommunisB and social-imperialistst er.i noi the Contra "freedom-figrtien5fin Nic*ug"asimp.ly terrorist-s? Words-such as "freedom-fighterst*"lo qrossfy distorted, they are notworth fiehtins for anymore. (See Christopher eaudwell , Fur\her S;udi;;i;;'Dyiig

Culture"for a"Marxis't aiscusiion of Geabm.)
,It was this problem that Lenin addressed by calling socialism a million times moredemocratrc than bourgeois democracl: To the extent that democracy.n.*r purticipation of

f:{:_i1_*"1"_rl-lsocialism is one miuion rimes more democraric tli- u*ie,;i,oemocracy. lb the extent that democracy includes the "freedom to exploit,;,.freedom to beexploited," "freedom fol the bourgeoisie to do unto otheiJ'.t.., ,o.ijirrrr'is notdemocracy but dictatorship.
Is it not true that the word "tig!il"ir emblazoned in the Constitution but is nothing but aconcept ? ultimately, th9 word "righ!s" aq it is used toda,vcomes from lgth cinrurythought w-licl hgfd that God vested'himself in individuali and thus t" 

"ioiut.,"nai'aspects of individuals was to violate God.
Needless to sav. communists are atheists and can not confuse the people with the rhetoricof rights. 

-Fol elampte, *o*in-ao oJ.h?vetd&h;iJ-uuo"ion because God is not in factguaranteeing it for women. Even now it is somew"hat praclcauy ri*ii"Jl" ,iJ u.riteasrares, and the move is afoot to make abortion iuigul.'wha;til;;;;;iilpr" *saying that fetuses have rights etc.
Nobodv has riehts. Ther; is only struggle over power. Women will very likely lose theGod/constitutio"n interpretation d;; d;he s up.5-e eil. ffi;"?iljt#ver, womenhlve 

$e possibility.of struggrindror the power to prevent this.
Anoner pomt on rhetoric that I would make is that the ruiing classes of all ages havecalled the masses stupid, incompetent, cnuy, mentally iu, iazy and otherwise unfit to rule.As'communiqts, we should not iare to use iuch chara'ctiriiations. If the masses are noracquainted with Einstein, can 10! program a computer or undeniand SirA;$;;, it is justthat ruling class never provided th^e pbper 

-opporiunity. In o;a;;;;Hi; ffi masses asto the source of their ruJilg power, rirtirig- clasies truu,i inGn"tionuri; ;1#;Jd'kiowledge insuch a way as to make it ina-ccessible toihernuriri.
As communists, we say "smart" people figure ooi ho* to make their knowledge and skillsacces_sible to other people.
As for calling Reaganor other ruling class people ..stupid,, ot,,crazy,, as the lib€ralintellectuals d"o, we"say Reagan ooeiiurtat id i" ih; i;;"i.; of the ruling class, no maner
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how strange that may seem. Reagan is not war-crazy. He is driven to war by his capitalistsystem.
overall, I would rewrite the points in the general discussion as follows: .
'1. Goods must be progu*i for use, notlrofitor ro*r ottt"i"*rtr*le-ratoe (monetary-

denominated) goal- To do Fit, ttrg peoplyspecially ttre proretariaG;rt r"rio running allofsociety-economy, administration ana the itate eipeciduy.
'2- The cornmon citizen of the United States is midhle clais and can just as easily allywith imperialism as yoF th. proletariat. For the aictatonrrif ri*t. pr.ir."r.ri"i,o ,oy afloatin the united States,in its present form would t quit" i* much r;pr;;;i;;iir," 

-iaot,class masses. The dictatoiship would eventualry i;il ;itho"t a mass base.unless the middle class meets destruction ovei.a-peri"a 
"rtimi_ 

ifi;;;;;"lutionary
g?pita+s-t society, the mass basefor socialismwttt iiie-i comefroiortiia"-in" existingUnited Stares. This means opening up for immigrition from the Thfud World to double ortriple the population of the United'staies.or to solnehow give access ro governmentr^eso.urc:i lo +gpeopfe of the Third world plflaps by vo"luntary redera?ion oicount ies.As the United States.has superexploited the Thira w6rra ior so"tong, it ii trr" auty of thecommunist to see to it that the lin^e of the international proleariut,nfii trr" *iaar" ituri,l, ncommand in the United States.
'3. It will be necessary for the vanguard pqty t9 seize the mass media for itself in orderto.make up for yryrs o-f oppression of the p?oleiariat at home and abroad, women,minorities etc. After decacies in which the vanguardpurry rnur.ir ;ti;;;;ttftst mediadistortions, the mass media will no longer.u" .fr" 

-"itopi,ty 
of the 

"*g"uia 
p*v.

once the rule of t{rg inlernational proldtariat is establirh.a, no*"";:?;;;eech" for all
+tll.b" guaranteed !y mq force of the state. No one shall liave the 'rigt i;tduuy space ortime in the mass media with unearned income. There will be a kind of ,**t iqiriry in 

-

nltiti,ca1 participation. What will count is the quality of ideas presented and the fervor withwhrch they are struggled fo1, not how much moneyone has t6 present them.
The dictatorship ofthe prolgtariat-will ruthlessly crylh uourgeJii ;nrrltr t" gain
resources at home or abroad that allow the bour!;eoisie to prdsent its views "
disproportionately. I

Without control of the state or uneiune{ !goq" to spend to buy up the mass media, rheformer bo-urgeoisie and its allies in the middle class will.present noihreut to tt 
" 

Oiitui*snipof th-e p-roletariat. The political activities of the bourgeoiiie will serve as a reminder for theneed of continuous revblution.
Thus, communists do not stand for empty "free speech." Rather communists seek theseizure of resources of the state and mass iommunications by the proteiariai anO itslaboring allies, the vast majority .of people in the world. Noiongelr it rrftrt" turgeoisiehave all the governmentand m6olabrgirns to espouse its views."ro oppose r*t *

fPParatus with homemade xeiox copies such asihis is difficult, UuitrrE'U"*eroir[ ,rru]lhave to once the dictatorship of the prolerariat is establiihia- - 
---

'4. Once the rule of the nrlptariry_is established in thi Unit.n Shtes, the bourgeoisie inm?..gP-uli.t, putty lead_ership shall stand out foi iis anr*pts to repress the political
acuutles ot the masses. It will thus make itself a target for ovenhrbw by thdrevolutionarymasses.

PJ:,lr: t:_"9 your comrnents on this issue. Those who distribute MIM literature should cast
Ht:.":t:..t,1t{or 

agatst ) sections or the g.ntirety of the piece on trre corrapii oioRU.rney should also send comments on the discuss'ion of wbmen, environmdniand proletariandemocracy. Counteqproposals are welcome.

MrM, Po Box 3s7G, Ann Arbor, Mr 4g106-
357 6.
Subscriptions 30 cents per issue for as many issues as desired. No post office moneyorders please.
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ORU HERGES INTO FREEDOH ROAD SOCIALIST ORGANIZATION

The Organizat ion for  Revolut ionary Uni ty is pleased to
announce i t  has jo ined the Freedon Road Social ist  Organi-
zat ion ( fRSO), a nat ional  revolut ionary organizat ion.

To give a bi t  of  h istory,  the FRSO was formed last  year by
the merger of  the Proletar ian Uni ty League and the Revolu-
t ionary Workers Headquarters.  As you are probably aware,
the RWH was a spl i t  f rom the Revolut ionary Communist
Party.  Having exposed and repudiated the nany and mani-
fest  lef t  errors of  the RCP, the conrades cf  the P.I{H ;*ent
on to carry out a nat ional  campaign in support  of  the
United teague of  Tupelo,  I l iss issippi  as wel l  as numerous
Iocal  campaigns in support  of  Black struggles.  The RWH
has also been very act ive in the contemporary student
movement and trade union work.

The PUL uni ted a number of  loca1 col lect ives in the Boston
area in opposi t ion to the dominant ul t ra- lef t  l ine of  the
ear ly 70's,  which included premature,  a lmost i r responsible
party format ion.  On the basis of  i ts  persistent struggle
against  lef t  errors as wel l  as i ts emphasis on the f ight ,
to expose and combat whi te supremacist  nat ional  oPPres-
sion, PUL grehi  to be a nat ional  organizat ion.  Both PUL
and Rt l l l  have had extensive exper ience in the electoral
arena and uni ted on the basis of  making Rainbow work a
central  focus

Not only were the PUL and the RwH from somewhat divergent
pol i t ical  backgrounds, but each was qui te di f ferent f rom
the ORU. What has uni ted us has been basical ly a f i rm
commitment to the pr inciples of  Harxisn-Leninism and their
appl icat ion to the Uni ted States,  including hard-won
lessons our groups learned from the defeats suf fered by
Left  organizat ions in the 60's and 73's.  This uni ly
became clear across a broad range of  issues, ranging from
inportant pol i t ical  l ine quest ions such as the v i ta l  ro le

'of  the struggles of  the oppressed nat ional i t ies to the
importance of  genuine democrat ic norns wi thin a democrat ic
central ist  organizat ion.

Given our divergent backgrounds, i t  ras to be expected
that there would be some substant ia l  areas of  t i isagreenent
on pol i t ical  l ine quest ions,  In the process of  a two year
uni ty struggle,  the major i ty of  the di f ferences that
existed, which were few in number,  were overcome. A few,
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however,  were not completely resolved. The remarkably
posi t ive exper ience \de shared in struggl ing toward uni ty
gave us the conf idence that our remaining di f ferences
could and would,  in fact ,  be worked out in a pr incipled
\]ay ^

For those of  you fami l iar  wi th the backgrounds of  the
groups, i t  probably comes as no surpr ise that .  the major
area of  d isagreement was over internat ional  l ine.  Whi le
FRSO is uni ted on the proposi t ion that  the Soviet  Union is
one of  the major enemies of  the wor ld 's peoples,  there
reneins a range of  v iews on the class nature of  contempo-
rary China and the appl icabi l i ty  of  the 1 'h-oi t '  c f .  Tl : ree
Worlds.  (We hope those of  you who are interested in these
issues wi l l  consider jo in ing us for  what is t ikely to be a
I l l ' -e)  y debate at  some t ime in the f  uture.  )

What we feel  is  most important,  however,  is  tbe commitment
to revoLut ionary uni ty that  these merger Processes rePre-
sent.  In a per iod when the survival  of  revolut ionary
social ist  pol i t ics as an organized force in the U.S.
seemed in doubt,  even smal l  steps toward reversing the
trend of  d issolut ion and demoral izat ion are important.  We
do not see ourselves as the center for  the eventual  forma-
Lion of  a revolut ionary Marxist  party,  but  we do intend to
play a role in forming that center.

Our merger process has convinced us of  not  just  the neces-
si ty,  but  a lso the possibi l i ty  of  struggl ing successful ly
for uni ty among a broad range of  revolut ionary forces.
The most obvious of  these is the League for Revolut ionary
StruggIe,  whose record of  struggle in the people 's move-
ments i .s note\ . ror thy,  but  we feel  i t  is  a lso necessary to
look much further af ie ld -  part icular ly to the isol-ated
independents and col lect ives which cont inue to f ight
aEai; :s i :  Juci :  Ci f f i .cul i  cdCs.

That the U.S. Left  is  in cr is is has become a commonplace
observat io i r .  ;  we would l ike to remind folks,  though, that
the Chinese symbol for  cr is is is a combinat ion of  the
characters for  danger and opportuni ty.  Whi le remaining
abrare of  the dangers,  let  us reach boldly for  the oppor-
tuni ty inherent in the current s i tuat ion.
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RCP
MIM Theory

dlate:

no. 6
3l16l\l

Positive trends in the
RCP?

R]M publishes magazine upholding Mao
ln tly last issue of MIM-Theory, the.collapse of a Maokt organization in the Untted States this year receivetl

detailed attention: This issue contains various contributioi on the recent work done iy it i otig remairrig
M_aoist_organtzation-the'RCP. The RCP deserves MIM's attentton at this time because it has been three yi,r,:'.,
s_ince the MIM's p-redecessor! h"! to grope to a starunation that the RCP did not serye the cause of Maixisnt-
I*ninism M ao Zedong Tlnug ht adeqrctely.
MIM's criti.que of the \Cl hy gone-throughthree drSts, and still it is not fficial MIM literature. Meanyvhile,

threeyears have passed. Is the need to form "anothert' Maoist organizatioi of the same nature as it was tlree
ye2.rf ago? Those wlw wonder about Maoism in the UnitedSrarel can not help but ask.

This issue presents various views on the RCP.
The Revolutionary Internationalist Movement, which took the name of MIM's predecessor organization, lras

ngblished q sl!c! magazine in support of Mao Zedong's path to communism.
In its.original international declaration, the RIM saiil that the prilgiple! enunciated by Lenin remained key to the

sulgglg against revisionism. In the magazine A WorldTo Win 1986t7 though, the RIM srresses that "wit6out
upholding 3n{ bu.lding upon Mao's contributions it is not possible to defeat reiisionism, imperiatism and reacrion
in general." (p.4)
This is a positive step by the RIM.
The RIM went furtherJg sty that "he [Mao] raised the science of revolution itself to a qtnlitiatively new level."

. Perhaps this spirit rubbed off, because within the same-rnagazine,Jhe Revolutionury Co--uiist earry ln Cpl
issued the best statement it has made.91 lvla.o_ Z:long Thought- The statement is not unlike positions'rakeri
offrcially_by_MlM and developed by individual MIM co-mrades"in literature now under discussion *itnin MlN,l.

1) the RCP stands ?ggllt the linethatlvlao?*:ng primarily-made hp contributions as a military strategist or
strate.gist.for the-Thfud World. Indeedi the RCP correctly a-cknowledges that "Mao's single mbst impirrtl't
contribution to the. body of Marxism is the theory of continuing the rEvolution under the?ictatorship sf rtrcproletariat." (p. 27)
The RCP goes onto say, "Can anyone deny that upon.seizin$ power in an imperialist country the proletariat willalso face v.ery-acute contradictions between the solialist road ind the capitaliit road? Ce,tainiv the soil for new

bourgeois headguarters to arise within th.g nartl-ip power will be at least as gr"ut in a (rormeJyfi-perialist ptxver
as in former colonies and semi-colonies." -(p.27) - \ ------- -J ' -'

2). tlte RCP recognizes the internationalisi stance of Mao by quoting him to the effect that the final victory ofsocialism can not be won but on a world scale.
3) jhg RCP uplolds Mao in "On ContradictioT]' by pointing olt the need to develop the internal basis ofrevolution in the United States and other-imperialist iountries.""Communist have to learn to seize hold of tliecontradictions within society and not wait hop-elessly for..deus ex machinas."

(p. 2e)"4) the RCP recognizes.internal struggle as the lifeblood of the parry. "The need to keep the parry rr.lvrevolutionary is universal."
5) the RCP raises discussion of the united front, which it started in 1969! "Mao stands in sharp contrast ro all

!!otp Taly forces which declared united front on Monday only ro ei.:entially liq;idat;lhe indeper<tcrtirlgological, political andmilitary role of the proletariat on Tuesiay nl'orning-.; tp. yf '- -'-'-- -
6) the RCP quotes Lenin on the necessity br fre struggles of the masseiwiiir all iheir inrpurities ancl basic.lll,anti- capital ttrust. (p. 35)
7) the RCP recognizes that I-enin's military.tactics did not show the geniustlat Mao's did in estlblishing p()\r,cr.on a prolet*iul basis' If the military in the imperialist countries is n6t nanalea conectly, ii *iti'.".u, as a b.sisfor counterrevolution.
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Comrades, it seems that the RCP is moving in a good direction. The theoreticaVtine statement in AWorldto Wtn
!v tite RCP along with the improvement in the Revolutionary Worker in reporting on concrete mass movements
from. an ind.epel{1nt a$ reyglu.tionary point of view--rgcgni articles on the Hormel stike, previously taboo-are
credits to the RCP. (See ''Chicago kangate Forum," 2l23l87, "Howard Beach: Double-Edged Indictments,"
"Kiko Martinez Sentenced," "Protests Against Amerika," 2/16/87, "Revolution Books Foruri on 'Crisis in the
Middle East, "' "Breakdown the Border Conference," 3 12187)
It seems that since tlre publication of "Suppo{ Fy"ry Outbreak," the concrete experience of the anti-imperialist

contingent sent to Qennany, the creation of No Business As Usual and RCP participation in oth'er mass
movements, the RCP has demonstrated some gen-uine-practices of Man<ism-LeninismMao Zedong Thought.
MIM must encourage such trends and give credit where credit is due. It would not |9 correct to-attackihe RCp

the same way all the time while the RCP's practice and line change.
At the same time, MIM must not hastily general?e that MIM-'s independence as an organization is no longer

IeqyTgd. Indeed, the_sketchy information offered here does not touch-upon the issue of ivhether or not various
individuals in the nlf le.aagrship are genuine. Nor has MIM done a recent collective investigation of the RCp's
internal and external political practices.-
Rather, MIM members must constantly investigate and re-evaluate the RCP in a more thorough-going way. The

RCP's nature is not a simple issue.

Correspondence:
Comment on the formation of En internatianal communist organizatian

^ 
On the question of democratic centralism at the international level, we do not think ttrat this is simply a question

o{ jltt present sigagon. The p1ollem involved here is whether we can conceive of an International oiganisition as
l Worl{ Parry with its norrns of democratic centralism. Our evaluation is that such an understanding iould ignore
the real.ity of.the present world and the complexities of world revolution finally turning into a strlitjacket tithet
than aiding the process of communist revolution.

Thus we see this as one of the reasons, and an important one, for the ready acceptance of the dissolution of the
Comintern by the.then 9.ommujristparties. In othbr words the problem is not bne of correcting bureaucratic
tendencies as manifested in the Comintern in the past but of criticising the basic concepr on which iiwas founded.
f.nilis why one.of the main tasks in founding an International of a new type is that of ieeking out and evolving a
viable organisational fornn

.As you have conectl.V no-rntqd out mardmizing the-ideologt..| stnrgglg among genuine communist parties while
maintaing a level of unity that is possible is essential for carrying ouithis coftJtive task. At the same time this
unity does not remain stagnant, the developme-nilgm the Joini Communique [referring to the communique of the
RIM which caused us to change-o^ur naqe to MM--ed.l to the formation of the zuM-was a develop*dnt of this
unity which has still to be carried forward.

On thg question of "focussing' on their counbry--in our opinion this is not bad but good. We consider the main
aspect of internationalism to be that of carrying fg*q-d revolution in one's o*n couniry. The problem is that one
cannot do this propelly *i4oqt a correct internationalist line, without a correcr understinding of the international
situation. Because the revolution in each qountry is and should be ca:ried out .rs part of the #odd revolution.
--A comrade from the revolutionary, Maoist newspaper Masstine of India

Criticismof boththe MIM andtleRCP
The pioblem with a paper such_as RCP's Revolutionary W9$er is not just that we disagree with them on

certain points, even imp_o_rtant ones. It is that their whole appioacfr is- not M-L, -but at best that of"a peny-borrrgeois
revolutionary gqnq.. We really_su.gg-e.st looking at some of Lenin's Iskra articles, available in t*o old] red
International Publishers "fskra Period" volumes, for what we see as models of politicat expoiure. This is not to
say that other things, such as a lit. list or a "wire sewice" are of no use. We just'don't see ttiui tftiy ;Afih;;;
way forward at this time.
-A comrade from a now defunctorganization
Bullets, by Bob Avakian, RCP Publications

The Chairman of the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP) USA has written a book of little quotations, barbs
and comebacks. 

---- a

The book has a white cover in paperback lt's the size of Chairman Mao's origiiral version of Qr.ptations fromChairman Mao.
Unfortunately, the format similarities go beyond size. The quotes are about the length of Mao's. The citations

are done in the same style underneath every qu6te. The chapten in ttre book are very sfrnil* too 
-

To defend Mao's Quotations against the c-urrent revisionisa in China is differeru from copying something that
Mao himself did not approve of.
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Despite Avakian's slap at Mao Zedong and sabotaging of the Maoist movement in the United States, (One has
to wonder if he realizes that he is setting hims.elf yp the way Lin set up Mao.) there is much to agree with in
Bullets. Except that MIM analyzes.the current situation as a world war, the book's content deserves u\gEorating.
. Fgt example, according to Avakianthe rape situation in the United States is reason enough to make revolutioi.

Another quolg of- Avalian's puts pacifism in its place by comparing the violence of the :rapist with that of the
victim defending herself.

How perfect that the content of Avakian's book will evoke the defense of many revolutionary-minded people.
Genuine communists will become attracted to the RCP and their efforts will stand discredited with occasional^but
outr_ageous deviations--the attacks on h,omosexuality, the slogan "Smash busing!" from RU days and now worst
of all the personality cult alre-ady discredited by Mao himself. MIM must considEr the possibiliti' that the RCp is a
iargely genuine organization led and designed by agents of the state to attract and set uf tvtaoists for discrediting.

Comment on A Horrible End or an End to the Horror,by Bob Avakian
First of all, no genuine Marxist-Leninist would eien think about "if there's going to be a chance to make

revoiution." We maintain that either revolution will prevent world war, or world war wilt bring about revolution.
No "ifs," "ands" or "buts."

Second of all--"A Horrible End"?--There's no doubt that a nuclear war would cause the deaths of hundreds of
millions of people and the suffering of hundreds of millions more. But--did not the first socialist state in the
world emerge qgnng {_e.First World War? Was socialism not established in Europe after WWII? And d;d not the
People's Republic of China emerge after that?
. Comrades, I urge everyone tobuy Avakian's book and send in criticisms of their wishy-washy, capinrlationist,

phrasemongering nonsense, and request them to cease calling themselves Manrist-Lrninists.
-A reader

Response to cornrnent
This seems a rather harsh assessment of the RCP for the wrong reasons. It seems that Mao's phrase about

world war and revor.rrrion is no longer completely applicable. The possibility exists for world wu that results in
the-v1po1t_zation of_the nury.T r?ce. By some assessments, after a nuclerwinter (see the work of Stephen Gould
and Carl Sagan), the only life that would remain would be that life miles under wa'ter in the oceans.

Fearless materialists realize that the human race is not the center of the universe. A nuclear fuck-up on this
plan-et won't mean shit for the universe. Nothing in dialecticat materialism says there has to be a human race.

Mao himself believed the human race would end in thelong run. "Theriis nothing in the world that does not
qrse, develop, and disappea1:. ..:-Il the end the whole human race will d.isappear, ii may nrrn into something
else, at that time the earth itself will also cease to exist." (Stuart Schram efi, Ciairman Mio Tatks to the Peopli,
p.110)

It is easier than ever for t-h_e imperialists to throw away the human race in a single battle. This is a matter of
scientific soncern, .not something that can be refuted by- Mao's saying about nuclear war and revolution. Of
99urs9,_ 4t ptoJ"-qlans wish it were not so that the imperialists could dJstroy the world in a final battle of World
War III, but wishful thinking is not the same as analysis. Just because the iukes are so high, it is all the more
imperative that the proleuriat use its brrains to advancsrevolution.

The only thing.l would offer for certain is tlral imperialism will die--one way or another.
It is even possible the-imperialists and.social-imperialists will end World {*_4, perhaps to clamp down on

successful revolutions in Latin America initiated 9f .f" fen{erg and to prepare for World War rv as press repons
indicate they already are. There exists the possi6ility for the immsdiate tirture that the imperialists wiu,nu^ddle
through. r

t"T" end, imperialism will die though, eitherfromrevolution or nuclear suicide.
Personaily,I would offer-the probpility of SJVo thatrevolution will eventually destroy imperialism after some

combinarion of conventional and nuclear *ar. The other 49Vo .g9es- to possibility 'ttrat ttrdimfitiufit6 1ryi11 6;iifull tilt.and destroy the human race. In my analysis th.e-qyg siies havi prerry erren itrattc.*'ei*"ps ouriffors
dp te baiance slightly, butlo1_solquch asio justify wishtul thinking;

Does this mean give up? No, I haved't anywai.
It is true that among a good lactiongf thg youih there is a line that says the chances of avoiding all-out nuclear

war this cenrury uT Pl.tty smafl,.maXbe l%o-or less. With such an anilysi,s, the next step iio"ften to say "live
while you.still can." These ygyth jusdfy political apathy andpursuitof yuirpid pleasures btui;; that they wani
to live their last few years well. ^ - -- -J --J -"o

_, It is t?T.p^nng foithe.wishful proletarian to conclude from the actions of yuppie-pleasure seekers thatrhe l7a-chance-of-life-analysis-it-ry1-gl tpnlv qoral.ly wro-ng.- This,-howe_ver, 'iouid oirty Ue wishful Oint i"g arAthes! youth are nor naive enougtito be-cdnvincedby wis[ru *tlriting abn;. 
-

Those who say as I do that ihere is a good chance for revolution rieeA to *ut e concrcte analyses that prove it
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MIM's_ongoinginternal.struggletoqfesstheRCP: WhntlstlrcNarure oftheRCP? IshWonhCriticiting?
As I've mentioned, I've never said that the RCP deserves "main blows," but nevertheless my "line" is b"ased on

Lenin's conclusions.
To begin with, Lenin called the Socialist Revolutionaries and Mensheviks "perry,bourgeois derrrtirr;rts with

near-socialist phraseology.l' Di9 Lenin spend much time polemicizing against these groups, or did he think that
they.were not much more than "irrelevant"? The whole point, is that ttreiriticism of ievisionism, either from the"left" or from the right is necessary, particularly at this 3tage of welding a pryy qogether. you dwell on youi
assumption that.the rise of the bourgeoisie. inside the party has something to do witliholding staiepower. Didn't
Mao warn that if the revisionists usurped state p-ower the counny worild change colors inO Ueio*e a fascistcountry? Plus, Trotsky did not hold state pgyer--how could he when he formed frre "Oppositfitt'? Stalin and thegenuine Bolsheviks. held state power. The GPCR was a struggle between the proletariai'and the bourgeoisie, andthe questions of who would win out was "not settled," as Mio pointed out. if 

"""-trJJ;ili; lo*E , n"# 
"unthere be an. usurpation? Besides the question has nothing to do with holding state power for the sirirple ,"uron thutbourgeois- influence and ideology. qe constatnly croppii-g^ up. in $" purtyl rrq ris urru11" u g"nuih" party. Howcan it be there if a new botrgeoisie is not being generated? i've always maintainted ttt.t ttt" fiCi *as a Trotskvist

organization.
--A comrade in criticism of an early draft of criticism of the RCp

n, larrr f r tResp_o_nse to MIM Theory 5 from afounding member
. . . We came togeth-er becau,se we shared a common viewpoint qbouq how a leftist should carry out both

theoretical and practical work. We wanted to achieve immediate political goals even if it meant woiting *iif,
revisionist and opportunist scum, but we also wanted to win ovei people"to fundamental, l,ong t .* pfititi.ui
ideals.

We avoided both the liquidationist elror, and the isolated gp.grlulirt error. Effective political organizing requires
both achieving concrete aims, and winning people to a politiial line so they will fighi for the rl"gnt causes in rhe
future.

I think we had the right idea about parry-building when we formed RADACADS in 1982/83, and I am convinced
F?.t MqnI lt _q$lg the correct position now in these matters. If one is going to be a Maoiit in Americu, on" *uri
follow the MIM line to have any chance for success.

lnternal letters of MIM reproducedfor disctusion
Labor aristocracy, how tmportant in the United States?

On the industrial pro.letariat-the auto and steel industries, etc. You say "to get to the right strata is difficult."First we have to define it--it is those strata of workers who have the least payin!, hardest pi/ri"urrt A.;;;diil,dirtiest jobs,.in industry as a whole, but particularly. in large factories in whicfi inEi" are alsd 1j1F; percentages of
gxnolty nationality workers. Read Lenin's-"Imperialism-and the Split in the Sociafist fufo*;-ni:" bctoUer"tgt6.In this strata lies the core of the industrial proietariat. Here the link to the nationui qu"rti"nls obvious. Thematerial conditions of the white workers in this strata undermine the ihfluenr" ;f ;;i-t.d prtii"tiJ- etc. It is thisstrata to whom we lre supposed-to be introducing the ideas of socialism. H"* io,i [il-;;ii-r"crions of theworking class middle class is a little beyond me. -The 

size of one's earnings is a 'factoi, Uui not ttre decisivefactor. 
- -------e'

I don't understand your position on.Mao s-anSJvsis of classes. You say "for one, the proletariat is srnall andcircumscribed here.". But not in China, in 1927? Wtrat exactly do you miilt aUout the nationalization of the landand factorigs..gkilsinto account "uS debts to the oppressed cou'nt ies'it y"" dtb";iiift-|6out,,unselfishcultural aid," but it is necessary to take into account'fitst the "debtr;'io tit. oppr"ried nationslnierna to the USborders.
. Whether you-like it or not, the people who work with their hands in factories are the most advanced class;whether i13uto plants or steel planta. There are the bribed ypper s-trala, the ;tabor utiri;;cyJ' *iri"h is no smallsection. If I remembel co.rregtli, you mention $at y_ou- think fiat ttte in'suoection will be brie"f ana *iii ;rk; ;d;in the armed forces. Again thii.is where we differ. i don't traue any iCI" *fr"t the duration will be, but I do knowm*! q proletarian revolution will be a civil war that will be roughi dn on" itCI py r" r""/;i ft;il#ilT;;will be for the most part factory workers. Your belittlerfieni oi ;trtop-n6s-r issuer;-tiripiy shows yourimpetuousity. what did Lenin wiiewhnt Is to Be Done for? were iupporll t" convert econoriic struggles intopolitical struggles.

--A comrade in criticism of a MIM comrade's line !
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no7 MIM Theory 3n2ts7
A Response to the

Q lo '  '^Dntmo Uontroversy:
HaymArket '86This issrte af MIM 

lleory .cgnsxts of .aln unpublished letter to Popular.Re.aliry, which is a so-called margirntistsubculture magazine in which anarc-hists, ,ihilists 
"a 

iiirrt wrtie. The lettir stgrted, off commend,ing popularRealiry for its issue number 12 on the d,ebate beween tni ncp and shiio-it"rgrornd on the one hand and,some anarchists on the other hand. Some anarchists were npset tnar a uaitiirti*iri ir;';;;;ted itself inorg-aniz.ingfor dcmonsradons to comtnemorete oents in Harmarket, cuciii. 
'

The Shimo Underground is rnt a Maoist organization, but t sno*s uiii-u"i'x, and anarchist influences.

As a non-R"n,1[1ili13f,i#-'[:],::f .|;UT"li,ffiilil#i:,:'-"i1]::i,:,1ffi:. ,,anarchists,,,whc
were soft on the qugs.tign of private Ppperty. In effect, the anarchists 

-r 
oiiin'nothing more than self-glorifiedcivil libenarians. This is thscase wittr itrosb who uphold individual righ-;$;i *-n"-tiehiio'pri""r, propertythe right totrire.labor-pg*gf,.tlre right to abortion and so on. ultimai8ly, it.lortoon ot many anarchists oftenreduces to the view that individuals have what are in effect a slew oicoi:eiur'n essences.Instead of explaining why abortion is nece^ssary _f9r $e full developm.i* Jit*o*.n's role in society and forthe end of male control over women's lives, "righls" advocates just ctiim tiiailndividuat *o*en r,ave a privateessence that should be held inviolable. when ihe state violatei tttose yanctifiii individual essences known arrighls' many garchfsls yell dictatorship and denounce those opposed. to "freedorn"

For myself, the idea that- people have all these rights is noi it*ayr 
" 

uia-*"y of looking at things. Afrer allat least an anarchist by this logii could conclude thai the death of vietnamese or Libyan civilians iJ significantAnarchists can be internarionalist in valuing the "righrs" of au humania;;ilt: 
"

sr'r, r knew that anarchi",'3ui*',!f,liiiJ',j3i'J?iil"1,:1fi.;"$:tr'jl,',{didn,t rearize unt' r read you,issue just how turf oriented so manv self-labelled *.ritiim couid b€. AtE;sr on organizational questions rthought that it would be aJery rare anarchist that wouro G rying to 
"r"irn. 

raliy such as the Haymarket one ashis or her property. Yet, that is what anarctrist after anarchisr did-o e*ctuoe Sttlmo from the organizing proces:for the Haymarket rallies.
The turfism is especially repu.gnant becaruse Shimo has publicized the Haymarket event and went out of itrway to give credit to varioui trehai without tvge_o-couei up ttreircirrerenceJ. Shil;"blttfiil names andaddresses of organizarions so that anyone coirld-tind out wfrere ningQ;;t f* themjelvJJ. ft ii-*., truly sblow against turfism- If it were nof for shimo, i-*oora not knof auooiHay*att"t oi ti,"-r"rious group,involved.

Y:ltut":l lgP^uf.t:ll!""g.! it was an ultra-l.eninist-deviation for an organization to claim credit forsomething that broad s&ial forces=have an interest ir. !1nii"tia.t gr;"t" &rp"*t t"ili!! party woutd qy r
::s3::^:.31!,.:..""^::I.TS-9'9ad synngn and then ctii'm c'diif*a;iffiin" work. where rhere are noorganize a rally-or event with broad support and then

would qy tc
parties involved I t:Ig! $at oqpgnqlist careerist 

"rg"nir.ri 
,"""id [;ie i'r"uy and then herd the masses.'pi,.l$:.i'*,:9,:11};,_llggtry,q,ilsrwi.ththepi!i.

,"fjl*I*"'l*:*lt*l*,:::lf,:..:ur.tr,e oiginiiational,qT.s$on s€glns gfplry_e_d. r can hardly waitPerhaps Havmarket will be an interesting ev_9glrftcil r oriu see thi shimo 
"ti,i"i"iifi'?ii;'d#il"fr3ii.61tiust like the sparts :lgp lwe.s.t9p.peg tie KKK'; i" Dc ;];)"*r;-d-;ffin rait a1 tr,J aiJ ias find theago when in fact all they did was findihecolr@t rallving spot. what an idioh-c thing to try to tatacrcdi;r;l{gsi ,F;lfi;;adffi is especiall

!T: *l':n Tany. organizations organized-ror so-e time tol'stop the KKK]; fi; shimo crirics wilt trv ro rrn rhctrue wnen many tT}S:Tt^:lg,.at:.d for some rime to ".stop-$e KKKI" fie Shimo;ri;r;ili ,;i;i;ilisame thing by claiming a monopoly on sentiments surrouttaing'H"y*-d. fti; tr Erit Arfi;"g' 
'

Those who distribute MIM Theory should send us their votesthis issue. rf a- majority support th; aocument, it *ilt 
-u."o--"

organization. All comments roi publfication r"e *ilcome.

end counterproposals on
off icial l i teratuie of thc
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"y,Ii S,ffi:liiffff:f,Siffi H*:115fflr[ffi#jf,1 anarchisrs are invorved: rhere are those who wiu

unrortunat","SJl,f:#H*fu!:Tffl ::$,T.t"Tjfij,:S,frii!#ff"'.L:,gl.trjf;o*nu*crassesunless consci6us enoiii are;;{ "l"adei" *irl;tri*iJ rtJ'riiii rerations of society in their owrorganizations or' in the case of to*i't**rt irtr," tr;; anti-organizationreladonships.It is onlv wishful thinking to trti*.trtui;iffi* *ig'oup, i-n tr,, uiir.aso*, tliat do not have hierarchvT:fr:w,iylWiy:g:x!:*ii'gg:#i* hi;;;;v',^';;drnrormar r,ie",,cr,y is tr," **i. rr
In any group' somi: inembers wort rt*8-i' 

-rt*iH;;" 
money, have more time and more determination than;:Ti:,#iH i:'"t*{ffftri o"ution oF'iln-i, "tnetworks ol

For example' a hard-w"rti"g *ii-3ildril;;;;;p may do a tot of work on a project and then have one
l!'#;!'ftF#ll,t"l;,?",'iffiig#'*T#:?ffiffifr-'iGii.{g,.iiii,3i so *edcrrdit roitrre action trranmore friends,-phoiogenici""6;s;d-ild;;fi#:if:R""ffi:t#,[i'$'31fri'*i;,]lf**telin
ErouP' and asserts the group's ptesefic", o.pportunists 

",xsio" 
trri siln6 iil q," vacuum and take credit.A -glaring exampliof wtrafirffini ari itre timi o;;;*dG;$trffi** 

* early efforts by RADCADSorganrzers at Harvard universitv' These organizers 
"rong 

with others oii*ittr 
-"-affi;ffi6Jn against u.s.ties to south Africa' Bv trre timtitttr r"uy 

"iiliT;gffi;gr"ir;;frffi1.0i".r-millionaire-opportunist whcis revered bv the student pupo u"o *hois runnine f;. b;g1ia*it1 ltrJfr,i'-iom showed up wiih posters for aiTfi,Hfl:#f,:rf; ffi,fllfru,gl1trjfffi lL"."ougr, r',itEei coverase reanired a picture orrhe
In the caie of tttls oppon'dttt;ti. que g5sanizers of the event-had no recourse because the opportunist dicnot belong to theil gt"yii ana couia not ue ais-ciftinJl\{"rir^itHd;ffi one of the groups that organizecthe rallv' pulled thit shit, sne *ouri;";;G;il';iJg*1"*t".dlTn" would r,iu, r;t the authoritr[""!5iiii,!J$*1,-T;*Aglf,**;::5."";ffi;ist was sim;rvi so,e,oi, p"ilii.i.,i,l,ith inriimii

Like the invisible hand of ttrJ maltet,'the invisible hand of anti-authoritarian, individualist politics guaranteerthe success of opportunism' Gugn the choice'Gi*""n 11e rrierarcrry of the invisible hand of thrnTl:XT*li$lf*$ilXn:,1tj:.:LiJrffi;ffJ""nt uti,*r"llii.li,*, ,i:iir'i.l,,ii,'u,** can ngha
Admittedly' conscious leaders-with formal *"*"*Ig1:_g_lglfro* thgir groups are nor necessarly r regreatest: for example' Bob a"-ti* 

"i 
qti ry9""irt;;";b.**unist eany perhaps generares more conrovers)in regard to his oeisonaiity guriano^ tleaoersrrip iil";;g*d il',til,ffirigtru., of the day. However, ro rhe:*?iff!l;f,,tlt*iUm,Xti[t;* ii i?t'*.,.i'r""!ii*""iil;;iili;;i;.#,.,-,o,ry,o

on this score a-t least u 
"*gu*d;g :i:ry:. toanyone based on political and ideological line as opposed tounconscious processes in Amirit-iiu*.rociety. 

4 *lv 6f*r;;;-;"f";nguard parry w'r be abre ro Da!ffi 'Sliffi H'"Y"",*:n:*fi$::l,f;,f .,*ff,|*iffi'",*lll'lti;;il;ii#;;rd;;";i,i
Rather than suoporting a poliiy th?,i tt".q evefo man aird *o*in for himserf, ftg *lguuro pany wourd srressdemocratic centraii'sm' n?-6",.itli"tr.ii.,,, iim, ail-oo*y ro, m"-oppi=]rsed majority because it disa'owspluralistic competition t"tri"t, i"u*;di"idilil;-ffi; wirhdispropoilonarc power.Democratic cintralis* ;F,i;, ;r"p"rfiri,iliJr?Tg";volution is di"d il a1.a time-. That poricy is choser:through principled or.orrii'" i"-*liJr,-"f#tiffi;;;-!r;d;;f 

"ilr;;;;ity and gendei That poricy isthen ried ouf in oractice ;irh til;;i-il;#;ffi"f;T_.9"*Fqg_fitiy orientarions. rn this way thevanguard party discoue's wtr.a1-n-oricy works 
-d 

;il does not. ,Jtti"n .n_orga,nization pursues severalcontradicto'ry poticies at once' ii is-i,ofrtriur" i. $;di& policy is responsible for which resull

At anv *Ts !,#" "*'lxy"ll ill Tiilil*"f; {lgillrff ,ilillil" sonrcth in g a bo u r-re rrrcontrol, studeht n"v.*un"" 
"r?. 

rtiirersities,;f",r-:;r; 
""fu;i;";;;;.il"rron_"ntal demands, women,sL"ffi?i,i"Yl"i$:|:"tr"X*i:u"ini,idtinl-iiiliilu;t"il;n:h;;;;;ii*i,io*domesdc

The most common t"ir-iutfiiung prop\ecy is rhat peopre d9 nor care about anything and will not doliLlH3.trff"""#:,'l,1:t*'.i*tn#ili',g',,.*'ffi'";"iii'tL"'il*,e broad ,".,fti.r* their own
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In realitv it is the failure of leadership which causes a.paglr.. The-everyone-for-his/herserf situationffi:.ffT,{"1""#H*ttru: i;.fril;/d i' iuii"e .t *i"al"iii', uy *",rc,,e i;;;; .ili"r".n-se, neve,
Indeed' the cynical individual is right! s/he fs dlring ar- windmills as an individuaL ln bourgeoispluralist society some individuals are uaitly 

-orr 

-io*rrrft 
trrr" 

"t-rt"^; 
although the rhetoric of freemarket/individualisrn/democracy and freedom ctoats tf,is essentiu ruct. iire ordinary proletarian, woman orminority person does rnt have thb means to make an effictive challenge to the status quo.usuallv it is people from the bourgeoisie or tnelliry:qygrqirir ;ilg;;tg idei that they are powerfur asffi *ff #[;#f,',ii,T:[trf ""lt*#"#'#dl;ffi?FH,iol:'tl;;;"i'J.lu"*geoisanr

Thus' it is the role of ieadership't9 l.9"lo";ffii"fd"tion and analysis that shows that there is anopportunity for the. change that many i"a*ioiJt rfi;;'*.1t. It is 
"r* 

tr," tre of leadership to show why it isnecessary and fairto use democratiqcentrarii," * 
".*?"; 

of ;A;;;. "'"'"
once people see an effective ttt"u*i"lo 

"roi".rt.a 
ihteresti they become more active themselvesThey do not become more active when tr,r r"r8"* p-"I;il their apathyThat is why Mao always spoke- of unleas'hirg-gtu*t*ts initiati*,e.  n-vEgv can see that the peoplewant disarmament'.peace more g"ti"*ily- *J;;il;1fi!. r.ono1v. It is ttre 3ou of leadership and disciplineiorganizations to unliash efforts ;"ddr'rh;;;;f ;;;on., goutr.A healthy partv that has not ue"" tati"G P;Ai turgEoisie wilt correct a poticy that fails to advancerevolution' It is only in that way that the_opptesseo'can irof. { institute reutluuonary change over the objectionsof those endowed ivith capital'ana ott er s-ources of powei. 

If rh$ nJ'ffi;: wrong and even oppressive ancireactionary in practice, then Mao advises tdrh;;d;s ian ureat with the parry ar any time ana €uet.

rhe criticisms o*h","i,:?,ffiqil:i$:lili"3$l{i ii6il#lL:ffi1*,**. in the,etters sucbas the one from "a wise individual." ep'paren,ti rh" ";;;;dards;;'6i."-.tir. or anti-authoritarianism,, an
SriKinff:#*::':1i;"1ffffn seems to pass them throulh hi';;;;iation of ,,iiale-i",,o,,, and his

Here I think that there must be some lack of internationalist outlook. In none of the letters in issue number12 did I see a discussion of the cutruroi ni"o1u;i;;:' no*-can r"rilil be denounced as anti-freedonStalinoidism without an analy^sis of ttt" curturar-nevoruti;? wh;, tiio 
"iprovincial 

anarchism denouncel}(ffillfijlr*3,1fl:j;*t without t"r"tting to,rr"'il*ur r*p".i**'ir"bnin" or other countries thar hac
In fact the Shimo critics remind me of Mao's criticism of various ultrareft sects in the cultural Revolutionthat tried to establish themselves *t th" "r.nt.rr'ioi;.L..r" or.e-rroruuonln inai,,riau.i;t,d. 'ilao 

said thelwere full of hot air' He did not refer to ttre reuotuti.;;; tr,e. *oit-oi;t';;;y or even a coalition or vanousCultural Revolution-organizations. Reuotution ln riii uiei is the work of entire classes.In my own studies and efforts to nnJreJ dfi piJgt rr, it is trri c-u'rtulr Revolution that is rhe world,smost exemplary event in real democru.y, r.Jfr;.4il:-fi/d i;a G;ili; Shanghai decided that the panrnewspaper was full of shit thev took ir:::lE9 rng-"-g-"a ttre whote cit t";;sive debate as to whether or n#the paper was wonh printing ot *ttittt"r there neidld to be other J'r.-;,ilr. In.this way, everyone gainedexperience in real poliiical iss-ues and th9 actual fact that . nr*p"po is subl-eci t9 political control. Thar was anexample of real oobularcontrot detaited bt]{ilrfii#;; Turning poin{inchina.
one of the main lessons orttte Curiutar neiJution'*"i,gr_"_seizurc of powerdirectly through the creation olpublic opinion and then direct attion QuiJio-"tiy]'i i"', s".e a1l-anarihist anempts at rhis-kind of genuineparticipation anvwhere with the sutto.ionutf ::i;:-f ru m Cirrrurar-il""orutto'n ffi.-in;;ly thing tharcomes close is the attempt at revofution in spain and even trr.rr""-i-irli"i,rii.a compared with the advancectlevet of debate of the Cultural Rt";hri;;, .ilh;.uii,;'ii. curtoi"r ir;;;il;", adminedly benefirted frornhindsight on manyfoTigr 

"*p..i.n""i 
wrn revolution.For an anti-authoritarln interptetation or-Crrin"s"'irir,ory, I sd.ggest-Jean chesneux ,s china: The pRC Ig4gto 1976' For the cultural Revoludon 

-altr-"giilil 
iluig.rt raZ-F itirutE"onomy of counterrevorurion inc hina : I 976 -84, which is avaitiuti-fromiil d;;;jiir*.io"alist Movement (MrM).There are many' man-y,seriout ittuit involvea in tiiit'ii.tpu.rsion ana iiaoJi not help anyone for supposed

ilf;T"'J:i! ffl?T:"r[l'j';f ort ofhand- IrM;;fi;a/ti";i s,tiii"li-ciictarorshrp ariJoip,"s,i.,h, rr,,n
People who want p chqrgg the world owe it to themselves to find the most effective means so that they donot repeat the mistakes of 6thers. I don'r kr;;;il;'b;ir;ig?;;ildft a ror of history. There is anextensive reading list available from Mnr ;; ,l'i*: Jj'Jit ,uoJoo.

MIM Distributors
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Labor Aristocracv
By MC5 
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L, vr, r,o vJ

. In this special issuc of MIMTheory we examine fourdifferent lines on the
existence, non-existence or size of the proletariat in the united states:
I) Political line is decisive,and since Manrism-kninism-Mao TdongThought is a science,
there is no need to aryue over how to tailor MM's line to the p'roletariat of thle United
ftates. Panicularly-tn rygard to world war, the international proletariat has already said
"enough!" No further investigation is needed.

The scientific explanation of World War is in lenin's fuk Imperialism. This
analygis has proved factually well-researched and valid. There is no need to modify the
most basic conclusions thrcugh an analysis of US conditions.

The advanced are those who respond in aaion against the currcnt imperialist World
War ltr. These people need to be welded together in a vanguard party to lead revolution.

D !Pf, k rn_prolenriatin the United Smtes anymor4 only oppressd nationalities such
as Afrikans, Mexicanos etc. which have proleurians widrin iheif nations. This is the
position of J. S*ai, published by Morningstar hess.

- |^Priso.ner an{ ryotler correspondent inroduced MC5 o the works of Morningstar
Press. MC5 will now b'ring Sakai's arguments to MIM.

With victory in World War I and World War tr, the United States white "settle,r"
popul-atio-n wa^s elevated right out q,f the working class into the petty-botrgeoisie
completely. If there are white working class elernents ttrey are scaitere4 iiemonstrate no
proletarian class c_onsciousness and only hope to gain acc6ss to the privileged classes that
whites are generally foundin.

The bulk of the proletariat in the world is found in the Third World" US
imperialism's superexploitation of the Third World and colonies inrernal to the US has
made a frivolous living standard possible for white settlers.

The main problem faced by the US ruling class is how to exploit non-settlers
without concentrating them in one place too long where they will becbme revolutionaries
and manage to overtlrow the system.

\)The labor aristocraq, or bourgeoisifiedworking class, has beconu anwjoriry of the(!S population This^is the gogilio4 of ftW. Edwards in Labor Aisncraq:'Mais Ease forSocial Dernoclaq..Comrade MC6 upholds this book and MC5 is also quile impressed. -
This book is similar to Sakai's in that it uses mflrry indicators to-show rirat there is

1o prolglarian consciousness or culnre in the US in orderio prove that the proletariat is a
lot.smaller than usually assumed by the'L,eft." On the other hand, Edwardi implies that
thele might-b" 

" 
white proletariaq ilthough, he does not discuss any evidence thit a white

proletariat does exist. Rather, Edwards slys the workers are bought into social democtacy
and/or racism in the West-

This is in contrast with Sakai, who in criticizing the anti-racist movement says that
$e goalof Afrikans should be national liberation, not iltegration into the American
bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie.

\.\"



rv) There is the position of the M-L collective of 1976 that dEtails some of rhe history ofthe fonnation of the labor aristocracy and ir{ pr*t t,n influence. yet, ,h; M:L C;ffi;J,positign il thut tlw labor aristocracy is amiiiitytiitt e uiiii iniii. bor*a" Mc6introduced this paper o MIM. 
' "J -r "- v ""ve v.*'er' \

In the opinion of comrade MCZ and sometimes MC5, the labor aristocracy is amaterial basis for socialdemocracy and general political q-"ig5g;;;-f"r, some.'arrr tics [nthe most recent years show tlnt inbrease7 :*r^bt"y^rrrti ntigii irabacts anddeindustrializuion have started to krock tne aiiiLrxniioola"ii1t"* prsr.This line implie-s trat communists arc losing *reir Jitusei ioi'not l'eaiing a vibrantproletarian movemeit. It also implies that 
" 

ionrniirtt struggle may win wo,rkers awayfrom socialdemocratic influence.
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tffi 'jiHirau sriuaatron, thegowth of the service secto-r and unemployment and still conclude thatthe white worker stillewlgts Q"airy$abty so based on miteriat conditions) itut sttc tas ,*riii'irinfrom
'::,yi!:!:yyiy!esel of m.iddte gtass tife. ttwnfrii o;;;,,i;i;;{r*"t,;;;;. 'ir!i"", 

.,Jnkar pornts out, eve-n pockets of une*qloJd miners.in the A-ipSlachian region mayconcentrate their efforts or.r r€g.am{lg priyiiege instead of revo.luilon*y qtgfiirirrg. 'In anycase, such workers are isolated and c6nstitu6 no materiat Uaiis roi#."ff.F
revolutionary c/ass consciousness.

MC2 and MC5 note Sakai's analysis thg the CIO served as the shock troops forFDR's New Deal anqqT especially sinc6 that time, white workers have had a stake in thesystem. Prior to the 1930s, there were the Wobblies which even Sakai views aievidence
of proletarian,class consciousness among whites.

The demise of the Wobblies and-the CommunistParty arc important indicators
H.:{{q to ltd: Jhe qrobleq is not mere false consciousieis in a'wtite prJetariar
t-tt9 ryoblgm is that $9re is no white proletariat in fact or consciousness. fnete is no
objective basis for white proletarian ciass consciousness.

Where MIM has stood, should stand
No one in MIM holds that there is no labor aristocracy in the United States, that itsinfluence is minimal or that the vanguard can just st"p tigtritio ttre worting cfass for

ilstantaneous response. MIM has plrt economism uehi"t iiself, at least retui"i io most"leftists."
Comrade MC5 has held all four lines at one time or another! In practice line I hasbeen MC5's and MM's line. MIM ries to publicize its jine as UroaAy a's p"itiUf" 

-awelcomes all who take it up.
On the ottrerhand, comrades in ORU and occasionally comrade MC6 havecriticized MIM for not applying the mass line. According o ttr"*, Unt neeas-an idea ofsocial base.
.In p11ctice, it seems to MC5 that line I has some limitations. Line I ends up inpragmatism if-only_because MIM has timited rcsources to puUri"ir"l6 

"iiiti"i,", 
events and.publications. Line I implies that-we dliscover ttre Uest pfacJs ana periodicals to publicize

H:i:!T:. thry:gh practice. For example, ident'rcai ;d;ilth"'Nd;", c;[ian, rnl nese r rmes and Progressrvg, reveal that the Guardian is far and away the best place forMIM to advertise in terms of number of responser- sdli, ;.6"1i ;g"Jr[ii #rr,out 
"ngtio.n of social base, MIM won't be able totell *hi"hE;odi.Jg"*i"-trri #rt qwliryof response.

Problem of MIM's social base
r c-i-,o ,Y:*_t:f_:p"tlyr { MM just says its social base is the people who respond to
lftl's trne against im- perialism and militarism, as it has, then thdre ii still the quisrion ofhow to most effectively taryet those people. will MIM reach ttrem th-"sh-;A;di"als such :as Aeronautics Review or Fsychologiy roaayt Given n".t"i". 

"idfi;ilf;iffid 
"*^'

quantities of leafles against ttre uoriuing ofiibya,;did il;-irfiurrir,Ji*i""rriu.y',
Departrrent Store orin a campus setting? The obvious answer shows that we have some
basic sort of notion of who tha MWI sdiat base is. I-ess obvious is ttre ihoi"J uen"een
focusing_on campus and the proletarian neighborhoods of Detroir

For now, MC5 would like MnM to?istribute both Sakai and klwards as extremelv
:*:9! Hl';"?.9:.9:,?*^::tTj:,::s-TlT:i#rords, MrM shourd ai"erop iii - t1 T
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Position II, no white proletariat in the United States
"We hold that settlerisrn is the historic insffument created by theEuropean ruling classes to safegfgd ;heir coloniai conquests with
:Tt{.,- imporfed p_o_pylarions Jq eutopean invaders.,, (sertlers:Mythology of the White proletari ut,p.57

"In return for special priivileges and a small share of the colonialloot these settlers became. ttrg loyal, 
-live-in garrison troops ofpmpire over us. . . so that in Soutir Africa, in F;;rine, undrlght

here in the U.S. Empire, the Revolution is objectively iocked"in
battle with the European settler masses." (p.2j

"Amerika not only has a capitalist class, but all classes and strata of
Euro-Amerikans are bourgeoisified, with a preoccupation foi p"ty
privileges and^plop9rfy ownership the trorrnal guiOing star oi ttre
white masses." (p. 9)

"Amerika is so decadent that it has no proletariat of its own, but
mu.st exist-parasitically on the coloniai proletariat of oppt6r.O
nations and national minorities." (Settlersi tvtyttrology of the White
Proletariat, p. 9)

s mzrms Is REALLY A BooK oF u.s.-HISToRy, which shows that frrom the
*-ryTry'Ameri{a was founded on the genocide of the nar" people and the desire of thetsuropean masses for their own land.

. By 1775, Sakai finds that '"707o.of the total population of settlers were in thevarious,propenied PdSt classes," *trirtt ir"rua" riiitiil,r, irtge iu.-rs, rl"u r*o-owning.famrersand-various members ortnJfiity-u"ffi*iii" with their own means ofproduction. Fullv 4ovo of ttrc population coniist6d of sf,iali-f-armers. white people couldmigrate to the uriitea states rio6.p..iio 
"nto 

n" ft;.rdJ;1";;;;;#;,f;ifty, and atthe expense of the Indians. 1p. tOf

t1<



The Euro-Amerikan class structure at the t ime of
the 1775 War ol ' Independence $,as reveal ine:

laqo - Capitalisrs: Great planrers, large
merch.ants, etc.

5

8090
&
petit-bourgeois

bourgeoisf 20slo - Large farmers, professionals,
tradesmen & orher upper-middle
elements.

4090 - Small land-owning farmers
.1090 - Artisans: blacksmiths, coopers,

carpenters, shipwrights, etc.
l59o - Temporary workers, usually

soon moving upwards into the
ranks of the small farmers

590 - Laborers(26)

This situation caused Marx to conrment that "'the average wages of the Americanagricultural laborer amount to more than doub6 ttuior-tii" gnglirh ;F;;,iilJlabor€,r.,,,(p.  11)

Significant eve_nts in early American history arc often tied to European land-
F?!!i"g according to Sakai. The Eacon Rebellion of 1676 had;;tpd"titi overrones,
but its rcal appeal to Europeans was is call to make war on the Indiaris^foi their tand-

In the American Revolution itself, New York offered 400 acres of land for new
ellisuryqts against Elgland. Virgirxia offered a slave and 100 acres; Souttr CatoStt"
offered slaves from Tory estates. (p. lZ)

Even more _imponant class forces were at work in Black enlisment *65,000
Afrikandoined the Briish forces--over ten for every one enlisted in ttre Continental U.S.
ranks." The rcason for ttris was that ttre Britishoffeid Bhck slaves their freedom in return
for freedom. At the^end of the war, tens of thousands of Blacks escaped Amerika on
British ships. (p. 19)

. ]rouqhout U.S. history,ther-e is a cycle of exploitation and dispenal according to
Sakai. The settlers exploit intgul colonies, ispecially the Afrikan peo'pl-'e, but then as
Afrikans become concenu:ated in urban areas aid stario gatherrev6ludonary srength, the
settlers insure their disposal or p{ualgoptation. At the-same time, by alloiving *ltiti
immigration, Amerika made sur-e that Europeans wer€ never outnumbered anywfiere very
long. {

White masses not uniformly bought ofT through history
. Irst anyone thinkSakai i-s simply grguing that white people ire intreretitty

fT{onaty fg sory9 genetic or other_pieirdo-scientific reason, it ii important to n6te that
Sakai.sees^quite a bit 

-of 
variation in tlie white settlers' outlook Accoiding to Satai, ttrJ

F"io..ttY of yvhitg peoplel'ere wage-eanters b-y !860. Also, many of theiewly anived
immigrants had had rerrolutionary experience in europe.

At the same time, the w!i!e capitalist class solved the problem of its own creation
by promising ever greater genocide gni sporlg for the white wbrking masses. For
example, a-majority of German and hish worken voted for mass mirderer and perennial
advocate of ge-nqgjdg, Andrew Jackson t9 !9_p_residenr_in both 1g2g and 1g32. ̂(p. 2g)

Later in U.S. history, the Industrial Worken of the World (IWW) aevetdpeaina
sakai credits this ofgani4{91-of whites as "genuinely protetarian.;iseft6;; p. obl
S::gtai"g to S$ai, the IWW failed bo{,Q*bjectiie reasons and itU3"ai"iEasons.
Mgst lmportantly, the U.S. Empire won W"WI and entered a new stagebf privileged
existence. (p.75)

. In the pepression, white workers would again rise up and show class
consciousness, but the New Deal and World War ['s successiul conclusion put an end to
the material basis of this threat also.

r1k
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g,kui.pr.e.senrs*,"?*rffi;:Jl":i:H::H'ffi 3[*1.ii"uedstatesarvarious times in history-. To bring-reel,lp-qoate, satai on $ ttre following statistics:'jwhen we rook at -the 
overiu aistribuii; ;i;r;"J,;;;;;-;;i"ikans, wesee that in 1980 white-cotar worke"r; t;;forionft, and manasers weres4 vo -a majoritv-and service empro/eiJ 

"n 
-- 

"ai'iii 
*"1 i;u;]" onrv L3.s vowere o.rdin?Ty. production and transp-ortation *orr...r. . . . By 1gg2 therewere thought to be more Third-wo.ia oor"sti"l..""nts in California alonethan Euro-Amerikan workers in the ;tire-u5. ;;.i;e"ilf"'"1n. rrs,also, see chart p. 147)

1970 Census:

BOURGEOIS & MIDDLE CTASSES - 3790r
Managen l2.l7o/o
Professionals l5.34go
Salesman, Agenls & Brokers S.2ATo
Farmonners & Managers 3. l lgo
Cler ical-Admin. l . l5go

CORE OF LABOR ARTSTOCRACy - 240/o
Craflsmen 2l,E2s7o
Prolective securily l.90go

(police, firemen. etc.)

WORKERS (INCLUDES I}IUCH OF LABOR
ARISTOCRACY).- 3990

I t .3 l7o
6.8190
6.1590
2.3190
5.3090

(4)*The actual U.S. lbourgeoisie is lbnormal ly large. Ti ie
weal lhiesl  lo io of the U.S, F.mpire's populal ion -  one oul
of everl  100 adults of al l  nat ionat i t ies (pr imari ly Euro-
Ameriktn) -  o$'n an al .crage of $1.J2 mi l l ion esch. (5)
This is the zone w here the upper petil-bourgeoisie and local
bourgeoisie meet. Harlier studies indicate lhal the acluat
Big Bourgeoisie (I)uPonts, Rockefellers, Morgans, etc.) is
only a fraclion of this nunrber, perhaps as few as 15,000 in-
dividuals.

Average Hourfy and Weekty Earnings 401

p !75' Avrnroe HoURLy AND WEC..L' EARNTNGS rN C,R€E-NT AND CONSTa,,, (rg77) p91r../rp5, gypRrvArc h,fousrRy GFoup: tgTO To l9g5

ffi,ilffi ,fffi ?'r,ff ;'.if#s*Hrli*',rf, gTff*#:TH

Factory & 'fransport,
Machine Operators

Lsborers
Clerical
Retai lSoles Clerks
General Service
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$s fol pgr whites as in the Appalachian region, sakai has this ro say:
"Approximately.L}.To of the Euro-Amdkan noqulqdon haq been livingin poiertv bvgorenunent statistics. This minority is not acohesive, proletarian strjtum, Uuii
Tryellgpols fringe of the unlucky and the outc:rsL . . . ttrey are scattered and socially
diftused." (p. 153)

Thus, Sakai is not sll,ryrised to find failure in revolutionary organizing efforts
among miners forinstance. "The Euro-Amerikan coal miners are just donceniating on
'Bgning theirs' while it lasts. . . . They have no class goals or even community goals, just
pnvate goals involving private incorre and private consumerism." (p. 153)

"Despite the 60 years of repeated radical organizing drives
there has been, in fact, zero revolutionary progress among the
mining communities." (p. 153)

Conclusion
Quite simply, this is the best book on U.S. history that I have ever read. More than

any other book it says something about the internal basis forrcvolution in the United
States. For revolutionaries in the United States, Settlers has to rank arnong the handful of
most important books to read. Forrevolutionaries abroad, Settlers is ttre book to read to
understand the United States.

Both theorctically coherent and incredibly.historically detaile4 this book alone can
take a reader a long way towards an appreciation of Manrism-trninism. In this respect it is
worth special disuibution efforts even mor€ than a good book such as Howard Zitut's
Peoples History of the United States. MIM has attempted to buy copies of Settlers from
the publisher in order to distibute them, but with no luck. Is there anyone out there who
can help with this?

Although I have been reading Mail for ten years,I still find this book shocking in a
revolutionary sense. I am unable to do justice to the kinds of details that Sakai prcsents to
expose the hisory of the U.S. Empire.

Perhaps more importantly, and as the book sinks in more and more, I am now able
to say that there is no white proletariat in the United States.

MIM Theory is an irregular publication ot
Maoist Internationalist Movement. Each issue is unofficial until
and unless a majority of the membership ratifies it after publication.

Edi tor- in-chief :  MC5
Contributors in this issue: MCp, MC6, MC7

subscriptions are .30 per issue for as many issues as desired. Send
caSh, postal money order or personal check with name section blank.
PO Box 3576, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106-9576
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Line III, majority of US population bourgeoisified
.\ry'}*t 

J. SAKAI uses primarily historical evi.dence to prove that there is no white proletariat in the

United Stares, H.W. Edwards focuses mostly on statistical evidence to prove-that th3 US working

,fuiiit U"urjeoisified. His book is appropiiately titledlcbor Aristocracy: Mass Base of Social

Democracy.
H.W. Edwards brings back the debates on the labor aristocracy since World War I- Just as

some *r no*iuiingthat {"agun is wiping olt the labor aristocracy, some social democrats and
communists .""-rJiottirn" fofrnd ttre tauor-aristocracy out of steam before. For example, Dimitr-off
*roogtrt the Depresri* ttrd "thorough_1y_ shaken th.e n6sition ...[of the] l-abour- aristocracy.". (p. 51)
i"-if:j, palme'Duit also saw hope:'"Many raew dwelopments_have- taken placg, among the most
fi6ffi; of which are the !9y prycesses taking place in. the Social Democratic parties, offering
ilil;f; rt"uring oi the split in qr working5 class and of the passing over of the majority of the
wo:rkers to the rev-olutionary cause." (p.a0

Of course, ;il; gtnuine conimunists failed to prove Dimitroff and others wrong, FDR did:

the labor aristocracy wasfir from dead, but soon to go in on WWII with the bourgeoisie.

.,Unfortunat@ relied notjust on the crisis, but on a

crisis to whict tt" envisaged orrly one solution: namely, revolution.

Ii proved a serious and costly underestimation of imperialist
parasitism." (P.51)

ain social democratic misleaders of

the proletariat may return to the proletariar;;rr.it *tr rnBr.n can neither disappear nor 'return' to the

revolutionary Proletariat...Wehavenottheslightestground-sforthinkingth?tthese(SocT|P,:TY*:}^1*""':T

-

'ti""ri"iur"r"i;iti?;;:' il td;;;y, the nearei the rwolution a,pplo?c1:f 11:
sronger it flares up..the greater will be trt" t rri in the latrour movement of the struggle between the

revolutionary *ur, ,r"uf, *a tn. 
"PP;;iitipftiiitti"" 

stream"" (p' 52) One should notice how

this implies that various divisions wittri"-tttelilift" cannot be overc6me by mere polemics' There

#i:#;t;;i#;iuisis ron the existence of *the oppornrnist-philistine stream"'
[Wh1e we are on the topic,-ytnrn Tfr6ory revibws the work of social-democratic and

revisionist gxoups, n:iuou"ri *6 u"ri"* *i r* ichieve uniry Int these grouos, or because we

believe we can aesffi ffi;F*pt,hil;h,q;ino.niUrtttttn'gttt of.our,llilvti-* At^-q1t:.*l.lt
oJV on" of degree, irp*i"tty among_thoG-who are jusl sorting out the differences among vanous

$oups for the ntrthrf". 
-AJkost"t 

td;t6; *)"' oJt do.not riattt to loge.any genuine communists

to Trotskyism or . il;d-il;di;i y1ri*t ;rienisibtris* just because of the confusion out there or

the lack of ..hygiene" (careful worg ; id pntt tf Muoists. We might be.alle to win over a few
people who mistakenrytpl"t *other foen4 but we can not eradicate the-material basis forrevisionism

ind oppornrnism.l

nGver been made out of wishes. considerir"Revolutions have never been macle out oI wlsngs. . . .r uurrlilut r

a hindrance to basic change that a decisive section of the world
proletariat can allow itsef to enjoy, Tq wil defend to the death,
pti"if.ges which (a) hide its own exploitation and O) derive from

.I
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the blood, sweat and tears of proletarian brothers and sisters in the
Tfrfud World." (p. xiv)

Scandinavia
In the case of social-democratic Sc^andinavia, H.W. Edwards finds that the population ismostlylabor aristocracy. Th" mecharrisms 9f g4racting rupo-p-fits are *"il--hioo"n and there is nomajor direct racial/nagolal euestion as in the United Sadi.. ritut ii 

",rry 
ttti* 

"ou"tries 
mlstateniyappear as paradise to the labor aristocracy and some genuinely dfur.d'p"dG.

In a chapter that communists need to expind .tRoi, A.w. Eo'*#di'ruyr, ,.the success ofSweden's mass Social Democratic party is tfre res-rifi nolftr" cause of Swedish labour,s well-beinsdespite the absence of tenitorial colbniei, but baseo in larg; part on foreign 
"ronffiJ*",i1",i"r]'fi]60)

H.w. Edw3rds-reyie.w' 
"#{'rTr".1 :.#glr':ff:;?:"f*:uts are underreported by uScorporations. He also finds that US exportJ and investments abr6ad *" 

-u.h 
fargeittan 

""i.ffvthought.
Edwards refutes various social-democratic myths regarding imperialism and militarism. He

refutes the notion that militarism is too costly to imieriafiim an,J'Adtoyttt tttut foreign Uuiinrit
operations ale too small to cre?te the super-proiits sufficient to bribe the labbr aristocracyf

As for the argumen! qat the sectors of better-paid workers are declining, H.*. Edwards is
guite 11tttlg to admit the shift towa:rd the service industries. Edwards points dut ttrat the United
States iq able P go to a service economy because other exploited econodies do the work rhat is of
pnrductivev{ue. That the United States does not produce-steel, bicycles, electronic equipment etc.
only proles that it lives aparasitic existence.

Blacks bribed also
One of the few issues that Sakai glosses over is that of ttre exact connection between land and

nation. Aie Blacks exploiters just because they live on the land that was once the Indians'? The
logic of serlers would say that Blacks are an occupational force too.

According to H.W. Edwards there is really a two-tier labor aristocracy because while Afro-
Antericans suffer exploiation through racism, they also benefit from the US'i plunder of the Thfud
!ofd,-(I;. 140) Edwards calls the exploitation of Blacks the existence of a "quisi-colony" (p. 251)
in the US.

"On the one hand, it forrrs a super-exploited internal quaslcolony living among its own
191t9r;expl.oiters^andthe resulting labor aristocracy. This is illirstrated byits waiges, sta"nding at
55.4Vo of those for v,'hites.

At the same time, relative to the world hinterland, the Afro.American cornmunity belones to
Fg,u.l. labor aristocracy as.a ylrole _ Fe wages of even its lowest 

"ut"goriii;";";il;;btybetter than the average yage 1n_!lack Africa; and, fon what it is worth, its aierage family income ii
close to the British one." (i. zss) 

--- -' ---c-

H.W. Edwards would neve.r support thg !$ea that the exploitation of the working class in the
Third world is the same as the one in rhie^imperialist countries.

Edwards qqgtgs Lenin ,o ,ffiilT"r1tfrffitiftl*t#* the .BouRGEors LABORpARTy' IS INEVITABLp', and typical for ALL imperialist countrier.;;lp. tst) Lenin noieoltris
while he noted the. expalgion-of ilmperialist bribery of working ctaises-in imp"ti"rirt ;;;tri;;.
F"--potottj ou_t tfrati.l pngel.s'-timi, only Englan{ could affori to bri* its w6rrring ciuri. 

-si"""

then, Lenin found m{4t imperialist c,ountries st-arteO to bribe their worting rius"r.
.,^ ,^,^IEI^:1_t:' Fy*S qxpfalnr; several trends as resulting from or fitdi;;d"g the expansion oftne labor aristocracy in the Vryt"d Sta,tes-rising participation @-wise) of the US electorate in the
tyqpgtl elections jo.r President, decreasing uni6n meibership, increasing 

-e*Uemt 
ip il tp;5

clubs including yachting and golfing,, incrJasing church attendance, il;;tit€ i;*ilt-uffdil;;,

A@
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increasing pea! consumption, incre,ased purchasing on credit, increased appliance ownership,
deoeasing (low) politicat dissension nates and decreasing (low) strike rates. (pp, l5zt-182)

These trends while interesting and persuasive point out the only important weakness of
Edwards' book. Whilc the book came out in 1978, parts of it appear to be *,rinen in 1968, and
some of its statistics only reach as far as 1960. While this bmk is still of considerable historical and
theoretical value, it cannot be the last word on the cturent situation without somc statistical extension.

For example, participation in prcsidential elections did ideed increase as Edwards noted until
1960. Since then, however, that rend has reversed. Using Edwards' theory, dhis implies that the
labor aristocracy must be shrinking in the United States. (SEE US STATISTICAL ABSTRACD

frtn 8.2
Yoter Participation in Presidential Etections: tg6g fo t9g4
tttcnl ot p€rsorB ol voting ago wno roq)necl that lhey vobd.

rgg4 
t

1968 1972 1976 1980 1gg4 Torat Wh[e Bt&k Mah Fe,naE

3t-, Ctt-t prrpnd by U.8, Drrro ol ri. C-3u$. Fq dn|' .- t-b a2O.

No. a2O Vorlrro-A6G PoPtxJrp.r. Axo IP€RGENT REpoflTrNo REorsrEREo 
^xo 

VorEo: t97A ro lgoa
l^t o. LmE. cotJr oil.,r rsn|{lrnr poFr,..ur t. 
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{tt tatt< or trre present 'ie"olutionar/ nature of the worrot
industrial proletariat has the objective effect, willy-nilly, of
preventing such real political development in metropoles, whether
the talkers are conscious of this or not." (p. ZI4)

Racism as replacement for social democracy
Where there is the oppornrnity to coopt class sruggle through racism,-racism may replace

:Tl_{ d:.ry.og as the lea$ng i{egloqr g{tit" labor aris-t5cracy. ihir is how na*uas 6xpi"inr trrt
tailure of social democracy in both south Africa and the united States.

"Whenever colonial people live.directly to Srlg4lt of their own super-exploiten - Social
Democracy is replaced by open Chauvinism which, in THIS situation, beconiCs ttre pOnU of class
coiiaboration ensuring the cbntinuous influx of super-profits ro the nrenopotis." (p. ZSgj-

"On Safurday, ApA 20, 196g, a BriusA
startled not only his parliamentary colleagues but a good portion of
the world when he voiced
society.

the existing virulent racialism of his own

"on Tuesday, April 23,1968, at least a thousand British
dockers.staged England's first political strike in a long while -
sutr)porting Enoch Powell." (p.7)

As a Mamist-Leninisr 
"u*f,$I3#ilf.rrlH:llt"glystttions 

within the internationarcommunist .oo,,"ro"nt and showr rr.*"t"iiJlalili*Ji il;"iiliiffiJ#iil:'"#':;iTr"H'
ll*::.^: ^"f:*_lrmr.athr fo. t Mu9 and Lin eiao wirh io*" oiti"isms of M." ioi se"in ir," ti"ieastates as a tatally y-eakened imperialist p9w9T (a1 about the time of the passing of the t in-gi"o r*l 

-

-_^_-_-ll-olq,*i,l 
the boohb.y Salcii, this book can serve to diie-dy""nr*r, the line of therrogresslve Labor Party and various Trotskyist_gr-oups that says the industrial working class is themass base for communism in the United. S.tat6s. lite batai, iniieao or gt,r.iryirg every fittfe poritiiur

lot:: or Yage squgs.le frop th9 indur;trial working ctasiliitrre Unitedistatei, g:i*aros remains tme
):^YT^PI glntainils thy tfe indusgr.al working class does not suppori revolution as a ctais(ctesplte the stances of various individuals) and why-the revolutionary prbietariat is now found in theThird World.

n^1t-.v (-
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Throughout the book, Edwards showed in a myriad of- ways that the advanced andindusrialized working class of F* impe-rialist coultriis was not abouito ,ir" up and overthrowimperialism- These workers had becomi bourgeoisified" 1o targettrrcJe wo*; f; Gii"*-""revolutionary work o$y pyolotgs rtrg bloody ffe of imperialisd
The real oroletariat' the pnrletariaias in Marx's senie of revolutionary class is in the ThfudWorld.
"Colonial workers! You are the world's overwhehning majority! The metropoles cannorg}isjJl*-o.lllJ9g: BLrr You cAN HflsT wril{our rrrr,i'r rrkr'voun Dits'iiliy nffibYOUR OWN HANDS! DO NOT EXPECT HELP MrrNr NONE MAY NE riPr'Crib-r ,INSCRIBE ON YOUR BANNER$ THE SOBER, COSTLY BT.]T EFFECdE WEl-AffONbi

Self-Reliance!!!
"This - and this alone -- will q.ve3lually bring unity to the world working class, thus

:,T:3s^:::11,TI*j* *::tp:l':_'*,i^lr"anti'ne, trie 'est-of os *ortnna;;f;fr#;a;i;
support colonial liberation struggles!" (p. 370)

Back issue MIM Notes #2g,412glg6
on the bombing of Liby" oil cents!

In tNs special joint MIM Not6s #23/Mlrirl*rr #4 MIM exposes thebombing of ubya 
-.oi 

goes on to connect that bombing with various theoriesof social change: Where were thel Democrats?- Where were the Soviee?what did the Io-called second Wlrld do? Find out the facrs in ldIM Notes.
tppropria-tely, MIM fr*ry #4 officially delivered a conclusion, shall- we say heresy,- that MIM comrades had had for.some time_t[at the worldwar had already srarted. untike. afl.othe-r parties out th;;, r"titfi u"rat 6;tY"y at the soiial-chauvinist thinking that World war III isn,t here until thewhite boys go to war.
For those who realize that the bombing of ubya, the inriasion ofGrenada, the aggression in Lebanon and noli the maneuvers in the Gulfmean that the international proletariat has precious little time to stop thecurrent World War Itr befori it inttensifies r'r.ilit"tilR this u".r ;;" is a must.

Th! UniEd Strrr bombs Lib;n, gcc tontcrt
b.y Iq! and Irrq, rnirus harborr h Nlcangur rnd
innder Greruda.

Mcrrrwhila. the Soviatr hrndc Aflhrnlson,
shcll rnd nagalm Eritrt rnd offcrfuinit t ny
Sovict flagr on rbrir rhip.
_ For thcir prn US prorirs ruch rs Isncl rul
Sovict prorbs ruch rr Cuba slrg it out rrosr
tlu gbbq for rhrir irnpcftsrt rnd cosh!.
imDeridirt nrrtrr.
. Millions of ]?rir{ Worlil pcopla abcrdy
knov that conditiors rrc rc bctttitffidtirlrg
World WarI orWorld \YarII. So whydon,t
rn call it Y/orll War III?

_ Confldcntialll of&ialr inrh! Sur DcDt,
tbr Pcntgon and ihc Natbnrl ScsudtJ| Co-urh
say tboy tI! fghrhg Wodi Wrr Itr by Droxy
atndy.

Whbnilturvotl&hb UXI OtU! Nort
mzniry b lna,n/ pvn+amtaab I mr.tiruilrr
&f ^}I?/irt /Ur:., tl-f tan'l n rrrar[Ew]

mtfl mrllf E atf
Don'trrait for'ou boyr' and tba bo:r

of Eumpc o ioitrtb fnyrs inWorld WarI
cnd Wor! WrrII. Thr nrrlpr rnaydrop bcforr
thatcvtrlappcw.

Subscribe b ltllt Notes, rl alti-inperialirtlmilitrrirt
acvsletcr tbat crDoJGr tDc current rru cffort enil its Jounccs.
-30 an issuc for as rrr.njr isrucs ilcsireil, publicatiol irregulrr-

Also, frcc l0pp list of pmgrcssiw ali rcvolutionirt Uurtturc
oD requert-

LoK
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US Domir:ration of Mexico:
The Super-Iixploitation of the

Mexican Workirg Clas; 
^-

By MC6
THg UMTED STATES dominates the Mexican 

T.onoTI and u.s. monopaily capitalistsseverely exploit the Mexican workers on both sides of ihe border. And, ueiause of this, inMexico therc has been a steady rise in unemployment, poverty, disease andmalnutrition-all of which now affect the mij#,y;i r{" prpulation. Mexico is one of thetop food producers in the world and one of ttie ti.h"rt rt ila'woir[ilffi;; yet, it lsheading fbr_total economic 
"oUupsi*d", 

US aomination.
In San Quintin, z0o mitis south of ttre uS-Me-*ican bonder on the Baja peninsula,

Ildlltv W*ir-ry. growers 'tm^ploy," at least r".ry tr,ow*o-Mi;6I;ilr;'harvesrtomatos. The Mixtecs earn $3-$4a clay,livg in hetal;h";krlSiby 20',;fi.t of course,
i_ryrytty provided by the growers", In.these "sqoutto niuug"t; ,l#iffi"6ri"i;tor nmnlng water. Infant mortalitv is high, {e-maiq thiler of chifldren u-na"i *J"n years oldbeing dysintery, an easity curauii oitioi", ir tnrr" i""t"* orater. The growers have madespecial deals in two areas: first, to rent the-land fr". ijia*, which ate ril1v *ocommunal famrs set up under the land reform g! l9_t7i au-utt *ni.f, iJ tEffiidii iUegat;
1nd1e9ol{y, "1tr yl agribusiness, specifically C;tle*d i;d6i;t-iilin"r, underthe Dole label. Besides tornatos, cucu'fobers ;d b.ll p"pft are shipped to California; andsince 1981, these exports have iitrc*.A.igr,ror,r-d;"'Leeles Tif,eJ, j*, zg, 19g6)The Guardian, on March- za, wtain u rp""iut i"poi, aescribes thr iop"r-exploitation of the Mixtecs even furthen e*ors t ifi;;; lae ueJn meiwiih repressionfrom the growers' security guards. Insectigdes ild6;a ao* pila-th;loisonsfalling on children a1d prigi?nt workers Th"-;;*;'aie-nomraty required io pick thkrybarrels of tomatos u &y-, ydt trre rorerrren roile t#;;"p.i two to three times that amountfor the same pay.

There should be no doubt that C-astle and Cooke wholeheanedly approves of thesavage treatment of th9|Iiyec Indians, a1$ acquall_y demands ii * prn drlIr"#"iaarrangement with the Mexjcan grywers. Nor shouid il b" ;"tfiri+A;t|;[!'*a cookedoes not confine ia activitiet to-tutt*i.o uut *trrolr q-oiie i"nfluential in another area of the*-"t19.9f special inrportance to us tn"rq91y gupiririi[,-rril"ry central America there thesubsidiary of Castli and Cooke, Stanaara-firi;'f"UiAit 
"fi*itf, 

_ifi't*y-gi""*mentsto cnrsh unionization 
11d workgr qsuni"ins. 

-S;"d.r'd 
Frult president Don Kirchoffisggga to hayg urged corporate lead6n io..6L" G otr;;ri;" uqa..guernu *,, ufJ.r",opponenrs of business." lDolars and Dictators,Th; R;;;te;rE, rqf:i*A rure cr',q'ed approach taren by uS;;;"i;it;piarf;;it llpnit tion orMexican worken is that orti,e "nuin-pt-t/;.rdiiff;L;-gr.* Maquiladoras arefactories o'med bv Americaris, oruuu'i"p"*ti'gir""g trtJiis-T{".#;r;;;, whichmanufacn[e uroducts, p"ni""ti"ry-trr'.trronic componehB, which-are the-n shipped duty-freeto the United Statet 'titi"i; pl-i f* ilqp*"d& i*to titr nna 

-unui"""ffij 
process.workers in maq ul adoor o"ii* rdvr";";- ooiiirr- ;;s;;#fr ffiffiilE th an four

$otta111day, alld the vastgajorit;it'L* workers *" *ort.n. Actually there were lessthan500.mug*ltdo'?r^y^ry9!rco,dpi;vi"s?-o,iin;;pil-ilied:sid,tJio-u"*
rncreased to 1000 and 250,000.especti"eiy. "nni, ii il;i;"?di;f1ts6,-A;ricanscould not own more than 49vo of.'r"q"ifid"n.ii,ir,iJilti*" it was;;;;dtly changed

wq
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to allow Americans to own 1007o of the plant. Most of the plants in Mexico are new and
Ftryfot modern, so $at they could nop-be described as "sieat shops.'; yrt, rin r ,h;t *t
involved in the manufacture of electronrics for the most part, variouininAs of furnes are
gPlttd caqsing sevgre darnage to ttre workers, particulaily pregrrant women who have a
ligh rate of .ryiscaniage. ft should not oome as-a surprise'that ittempts to organize have
been met with brutality. In 1984, women worters,lirotesting on thi srcps o?ri3uana's city
ItltJ* St ti$J toform a union were attrcked and 6eaten by-ttre police.'(from flAarytnott'
Publications, March 1985 and other sources)

The su-per-exp-loita$.9n oflVlexjican immigrant laboren has been lost sight of in the
hysteria created around the "invasim olf illegal alirns," which has led to passa$ of the
reactio.n-ary'lElglittt- Only"law in Crfif.'ornia and ttre Simpson-Rodino irimigrition law.
Most "illegal aliens" work for less than the minimum wale which is $3.35 fr hour. Very
often, construction workers are_paid as little as $2.50 an f,our fc heavy and dangerous
work. These workers have no democratic rights whatsoever; yet, they perform imuch
needed service to US capitalists, especially in agriculnue.

Even witttin the boundaries of the United States, Mexican workers are treated with
parly the same disdaina.s they worrld tre in Mexico. An exanrple of such treatment can be
found in the murder of Juan Casillas on August 5, 1986. Juan had "contact€d" to work
for Fred Hatashita, who owns 100 acres twenty-five milss east of San Diego. Two hours
after Monitor 4, one of the most toxic of all pesticides, was spr:dyed on thelields, Juan was
sent to work on the advice of a "qpcialist" who said it was safe.- Juan collapsed and died
in the fiel4 and his body was taken hck to Tijuana by Mr. Hatashita, who panicked at the
prospect of being caught with a dead worker in his field- Nevertheless, the incident was
discovered, and Mr. Hatashita faced criminal charges of... violation of the pesticide
waming la1v, a misdemeanor. The law, it seems, stipulates that24 houn must elapse
before workers can be sent into fields sprayed with Monitor 4 typ, pesticides. And, since
the pesticide inspector wru; unaware of this, *re case could onlybe Considered an accident.
As if by maglc, no tftlce of chemical was found in Juan Casillas' body, which was
conveniendy embalmed after a second autopsy.

300,000 famt workers are poisoned annually by pesticides, rising on the average of
l4%o per year since 1973. Yet, on August 20th, 1986, the Catifornia legiilature refused to
pass a law that would have forced grcwers to post warning signs in the fields after
spraying. Considering the fact that these lawmakers are reluctant even to pass a law
requiring latrines and drinking wate,r in the fields, such behavior is understandable.
Farmworkers, form San Quintin to San Diego, deserve only to be treated as animals
according to agibusiness.
. Vs-eonopoly cqpitalists considerMexican workers a source of cheap labor. And,

since one's labor is also identified with one's life, we can conclude, and facts prove, that
the lives of Mexican workers are cmsidered cheap by the capitalists. What mafces itmore
$tgolulg it-$" naked hypocrisy with which ttre US government is using the "invasion of
t{tgul aliens" as a pr-etextlo exploit worken as a whole even rnore. Ttriihas led to ouright
llelant-e atggls_agqnst Mexican workers in the US. The Los Angeles Tirnes, on
November 22,1986,-had th9 following headline in its San Diego dounty section: '03 Teens
Held in Sniper Attacl< on Aliens." firiep white teen-age boys,-rtrressed in carnouflage,
inspired by tttg movie, "Rambo," no dorubt, and acting-in thi wake of anti-Latino
propaganda, $ttg whit-e youths simply acted out whit ttrey considered their responsibiliry
in stemming ttre tide of the foreign ihvasion.

1-sS
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Theoretical Enrors of Forward Motion
By MC6

The article, i'Big Changes," FM' Aug.-SepL '86, contains a number of errors from the
theoretical point of view which need to be examined in order to understand the crisis affecting ttre
world capitalist economy, dominated by the United States.

First" the article maintains that there "has come a revolution in the forces of
production.'-..w-hic! is defined as the area of "communications" and "information processing.,'
However, the classic definition of the forrces of production includes not only the initmm"ntjof
production, bgt also, and.more importantty, the people who operate the insfuuments of proauciion.
T9 "q.uut" 

technological development witlhi a "revolution in the productive forces" is totdily ;;- 
-- -'

Mamian.
From this error, the article makes another error, stating that "the classical Marxist view" is

that "advanced monopoly qapitaljqm crushes creative developriant in technology." The only
classical Manrist dgy gn this subjlct conrrcs from Lrnin's lhperialism:, the Hlghest iniiLf
Capinlism' in which it is stated: 'tertainln poppgly capitaiism can never.otipi"t"iy,"*jror u
very long perid of time, eliminate competition in-thd yoila market (and this, Uy ttre U'/, ii ;"t;
the reasons why the F.o..y of ultra-imperialism is so absurd). Cenainly, the poisibility'of
reducing cost of production and increaiing profits by introducing technical im'p'rovemen6 operates
in the direction of change. But the tendency to stagnation and d&ay, which iicharacteristic of
monopoly,. co-ntrlu,es to oPerate, and in certain branches of industry, in certain countries, for
certain rytiq|t of timg, it gains.the upper hand" efm. The Parasitism and Decay of Capitalism;
_:_- ̂ _ , Fnq also points ouc "At the sanne time the extremely rapidgte of technical pooipesr gi""s
nse to tncreasing elements of {ispglty benryeen the various spheres of national economy, to
Farchy and crises. Liefrrann is obliged o admit that "In allprobability mankind will jee further
important technicalrevolutions in the nea:r future which will also affect ihe organization of the
economic syrE*."' (1. concentration of Production and Monopolies)

Therefore, the classical Mamist view is that monopoly iapitalism creates conditions of
stagnation and decay which lilewise include technical revoludonJ at cenain times. However, we
can aiso state that other conditions lead to S" "crushing" of "sreative development in techno6gy,"
namely conditions of war, whigh {gsrly the productive forces, panicularly people.

Another eror is contained in the rstate-ment that "the center ofgavlty of the US economy is
shifting irreversibly from manufacturing lioward service and finance. firis niay sound ,"-Vf*^iit, 

-
butrhe shift is happening;.." There is nb quarel.$m the fact that the shift is happening, buf 

-- '

1gaT, knin pointed out that: "T.h" p"ry.$agg gf the productively employed popuiition (in
England) to tlre total population is declining." (Y[I, ibove) Rnd he sttoi"s hbvi imperiaiism rcaA
to a decrease in manufacturing in general.

. .. e.!lt$y, Mam showed that the increase in the "service secto't'' was a feature of developing
capitalism: "the extraordinary productiveness of modern industry, accompanied as it is Uy Uottr'i "
more extensive and 3 m9re intense exploitation of labour-poweiin all other spheres of pioduction,
allows of the unproductive employment of a larger and larger part of the woriing-class, and tt r 

'
consequent reproduction? on a constantly expanding scale,bf the ancient domesd'c slaves under the
name of a servant class, including men--se.rvants, women-seryants, lackeys, &c.- (Cipint p311 fV,
Chapter XV, section 6)
., ? r . Tk ry itt problem wjth thg "Big rChsntrs" article is the equation of the economic base of
the unltecl states with manufacturing. Lenin shows that: "The export of capital, one of the most
essential economic bases.of imperlalisry, $till more completely isoiates ttre rtntiJn f* ftoau.tionand sets the seal. of parasitism 6n the *ho]e cou1lry ttraffives"Uy exploitingthe tuUo* of several
overseas countries and colonies." (VIII, Imperiali-sm)

As can b" .ggl by -t!gghans, bank lronts from foreign operations have increased from
22Vo to 607o from 1970t6 1982. An4 it can be guaranteed th'at the percentug" ir trlgtrertfran Obe,in 1987. Furthermore, for the fust time in postw:ar history, Third wbrld couitrils have become
:::j:i!i!tt exporters" (sources of profrs) io the usurers, increasing Uy a factor 

"f 
t"" ir rh; p^r

tour years. And, it is.primarily the enormus increase in the super-exltoitation of the Thid World
that accounts for all th-e economic and poli[tical changes taking ftrc" nitt in tttr US. 

-o,''l.tition 

-
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from other imperialistcountries, like the Soviet Union, Japan and Germany, seryes as "fuel for the
flre."

In order to protect these super-profits, there has been an accompanying, dramatic increase
in the growttt of the US militar-y and military related industries. The "Big Changes" ar:ticle fails to
mention this phenomenon as part of the "shift." The Guardian reported in its Sepr 4, 1985 edition
that employment in defense products industries increased L4Vo from 1983, compared wittr 57o in
manufacnring; and, while there was a LZVo slump in profits in manufacturing, there was an
increase of 26Vo in profits for corporations involved in military production.

It must be stressed that the "changes in the world division of labot''which the "Big
Changes" article describes came about as a result of violence against the mass of people in ihe
Third World. The massive increase in the shipment of arms to Central America and other countries
has bolstered and kept in power military dictatorships which could not last a day without US aid-
There should be no doubt that direct US military intervention, particularly in Nicaragu4 is
inevitable.

The United States became an imperialist oountry at the nrn of the century, and was actually
the dominant power after World War I. And, US imperialism has contained all the features which 

-

Irnin described inlrnperialism, tlu Highest Stage of Cqinlism. The chief featrue of the US
ecolomy is the subjugation of-the Thfud World, which has led to an enormous increase in super-
profis in ttre past ten years, a fact which explains the recent rise in the Stock Markel But, while
the monopoly capitalists and the coupon clippen are gening richer, tens of thousands of workers
are being laid offin the wake of runaway shop, small farmers are being driven out of business,
social senrices are being cutback to insrease govemment revenues and pay for wars of aggrcssion,
and thousands of worken are becoming homeless. In short, the US economy displays nearly all
the features of a genuine crisis similar to the Grcat Depression. And, because there is fierce
competition from other imperialist powers, the rise of the Right and the election of Reagan can be
understood as necessary for the "protection of American interests."

Furthermorc, to achieve its aims, US imperiafism mustinstitute fascism at "home." We
have seen the growth of the basic structure of fascism during the past several years, beginning with
events as seemingly innocuous as the'nanti-drunk-driving carnpaign" and leading up to the rise of
the KKK and neonazis who brazenly rmurder Black people in New York and attack Black activists
in Georgia. In addition, there has beerr a systematic increase of attacks on women, I-atinos, and
the Gay community. The Iran/Contra deal is nothing but the extension of lawlessness to the
executive branch of thc govemrnent.

The editors of FM have called upon is readers to deepen the analysis of the changes taking
place within the US and world economies, including "study of Mancist theory, rnore investigation
of current trends, and discussion on its correctness and applicability in panicular areas where we're
doing political work." It is hoped that this short paper will add to those effors.
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"Maoiststt to our right:
FRSO's "Principles of Unity, 1985"

By MC6
A. Page 2,thecrisis of Mamism- The text states "we recognize a crisis in Mandst ideology and praaice of historical
dimensions...

And there have been three approaches to this crisis, the second of which is: "simply to ask
'What crisis?,' to see the whole problem as just something in the minds of a few thousand petty'-
borngeois crybabies, and to point to their own organizations as evidence of all that's right with ttre
world of revolutionary Mamism."

Corrrment:
We do think they are a bunch of petty bourgeois crybabies.

Point number 16 of ttre text states: "As at other times in the history of Manrist movernents,
the crisis of Manrism today raises serious challenges to the work of I-enin and the traditions that
claim his work." And, "our task is to develop that science (i.e. M-L) or to rediscover its
foundation stones if need be."

C-omment:
Nowhere is there any evidence presented as to precisely what is mcant by challenges to

Lenin"s work, erc. That there has been a crisis in the application of Manrism there is no doubt.
But that is not what the FRSO is saying.

The only reference to the theory of Manrism is ttre following: "We mlst build and sup-port a
wide variety of iulnual resistance, recognizing what Mam called a 'reform of consciousness,"'
and, there ii no footnote to this 'famous. quotE by Mam. In the Communist Manifesto, Marx
calted for a "radical rupfire with traditional ideas." If Mamism is o be reduced orefomring
people's consciousness, then there is no need to worry too much about what is to be done.

Lenin said:
"Furthetr, the authors of Chedo also have an entirely wrcng conception of the pr€sent state

of the West-European working-class movement and of the theory 9f Mamism, under ttre banner of
which that movement is marching. To talk about a 'crisis of Man<ism' is merely o repeat the
nonsense of the bourgeois hacks who are doing all they can to exacerbate evgry disagreement
among the socialists and nrrn it into a split in the socialist parties. The notorious Bernsteinism-in
the sense in which it is commonly understood by the general public-is an att€trrpt to narrow the
theory of Mandsm, to convert the revolutionary workers' party into a reformist party." (A hotest
by Russian Social-Democras, 1899).

We agree with Lenin.

B. In general, the document does not have a program that is specifrc. For example, the document
reiterates again and again the need to struggle against'lrhite-supremacist national oppression" _
But how? lherc are no appropriate demands. Because national minorities earn an av€rage of 6OVo
of what white people earn,which is what women eam compued with men, you would think that a
progxam to raise wages forwomen and national minorities would be mentiond. And, because the
FRSO is intent on working within the Rainbow Coalition, you would think that such a program
would be presented to &e RC.

C. Finally nrles for membership and the conduct of the cirganization's business are onfusing and
smack of bureaucracy. If you wish to join and do some meaningful work, you ar€ liable to
become very frustrated. For example, FRSO salls upon people to study Mar:cism, but there does
not ap-pear to be any rcgular study classes. If there were, *rere should be a syllabus which FRSO
would be eager to share.

Comments on Forward Motion, published by FRSO, January-Febnrary 1987 edition:
A. In the editorial it is stated:

It is linrle to cheer up. Through the Beirut bombing, the elimination of the '
f"ogly-l-+, the-continuing destnrction of heavy Northern industry, the
multiplication of the hungry and the homeless, ttre ballooning defiiit, ttre

?p\
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exits, the South African drama, and ths invasion of Grenada and bombing 1g
of Libya-through all this, under the deadening blanket of right-wing
consolidation, those famous objective forces and contradictions which
make history so much fun for Mainists were accumulating. What looked
static was breaking up...it is finailiy fun to read the newspapers again."

C-omment:
This is aUtzane anitude and sounds like "eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we

die." The starvation of tens of millions of people in the world, and the slaughter or millions in
addition to what is mentioned in the editorial, should make us alarrned. The content of the editorial
is disgusting.

B. "Old Visions, New Visions" is an article on the tasks of the left in the trade-unions, erc. In a
section on the history of the rade union movement in the fifties, not one worrdis mentioned about
the McCarthy perid, which was an attack on the working-class. More should be said, but that in
itself is bizarre enough.

C. In an article onrock music, the author maintains that the stars and lyrics are "by and large not
overtly reactionary," ard then shows how the main theme in this music, sex, is "uh, a little sexist."
Is sexism not reactionary? Most of the music the author would have us praise glorifies the brutal
subjugation of women and should be attacked.

D. Finally, a little on what the magazine does not say. According to its ediori3l policy, this
magazine-wants to challenge "the historical pattern of white sup.reqacy and national oppression in
the capitalist domination of this country." Yet, there is nothing in the magazine conceming thg -
recent passage of the "English only" law, the Simpson-Rodino bill, and the over-all increase in the
attacks on national minorities. A bit hypocritical" wouldn'tyou think?

Bditor's note:
I agree on the crisis "crybabies" and the need for specifics in the battle agqn$ "whi1e

supremacisrn" As for "hypocrisy," although MIM cornrades in the Southwest and Ann Arbor are
engaged in struggles regarding immigration, MlMpublications themselves are noticeably ryeak
The fiterature liiihas no specific item on ]Puerto Rico. Excluding our nuss movement work, ate
we much better in our publications than thLe FRSO?

It's also too easy to get carried away by the liberal breast-beating in the Iran-Contra stuff.
For a while, the whole "-scandal" gave conrmunists b'reathing room, but then North himself turned
public opinion around and Reagan's desperation may be showing itt thg Gulf right now.- 

I too would like to see more stuff done criticizing rock lyrics. Many people are surprised
when I tell them what the actual lyrics of Rolling Stones on Who songs are.l

,....'3learning from the West "
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Book Review:
Sooner or Later: Questions &: Answers on \ilar, Peace & the united Front:
New Outlook Press, 120 ppr., 19E0.
Cuban intenrention in fuigola in 1975 and in Eritnea in 1978 and years following marked a

tumingpoint in the post-Vietnam era. In 198, Vietnarn invaded Karyuchea- With the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in ln9, the intemational sinration garre risc to yet another
new political trendin the United States, ordidit?
Soorur or l-ater claircd to uphold a Maoist approach.
Now, however, its political trend is dead Although there were several MIM comrades on

hand wqting in Cambridge from 11980 on, they never encomtered Sooner or later. The
Revolutionary Communist Party issued polemics against ttn book in ttre Revolutionary
Worker.
The book upheld China and Deng;Xiaoping as socialisg however, it went beyond the

official Chinese line in condemning the Soviet Union. (p. 44)
Was tb book a ClAproject abandoned when its objecdves were completed? Pertraps

MIM Theory readers know the natur,e of this trend It would be useful knowledge irorder
to expose its descendants if any.
- In any,case Soorwr or Later argues that sooner or later fighting "fascist social-
imperialism" will be the top prioriy of all communists rttd-ptogtrrsive people.
In any case, the analysis that the Soviet Union is on the verge of taking over ttre world

leads to several tactical decisions ttrat include support fc US military bases in hrerto Rico
and the Philippines (p. 57), support for European deploymcnt of Pershing tr (p. 65), an
adequate "sivil defense against nuclear attack " (p. 73) support for the draft (p. 81) and
labor action against Soviet ships and Iran. (p. 100)
While mnny will dismiss Sooncr or Later fu the above pmgrarrrmc alme, it would be an

empiricist error in method to do so.
Also, although the book supports the Deng Xiaoping rwisionist rcgimc in Chin4 it would

not mate,r too much o the analysis if China werc a capialist Thid Wcld country. Built on
the Thre Worlds theory, the analysis sees the ThirdWsdd as the main fqe against Sorriet
hegemonism. Accordingto Soonet, or Loter, cmmunists in the US would demonstrate
their independence in the united front against tbe Sovicts by supporting the Third Wcld
against US aggression.
Hene, one can start a prop€r attack on Sooner q Later? with a criticism of the Thrce

Worlds theory. Othen have already done this.
To really nail this argument to ttre wall, however, it is necessary to do one of four things:

1) Show that the Soviet Union is not rcally a miliary ttreat to the imperialists of Europc
and America If the risk of the USSR's ove,rrunning the world is small, one can argue that
the intemational proletariat has other rnore urgent tasls which are already known. This is
to refute the empirical analysis of Sooner or Later in order to leave existing Manrist-
Leninist theories tacr 2) Argue suategicdly, that it would be better in terms of the position
of the intemational prroletariat to let the Qoviet Unim overun Europe and/or the US before
starting a militaly aira p'ropaganda offenSive against Soviet hegem6nism. This is akin to
saying'nlet them invade Afghanistan; they'll suffer &e haued of peoples there and
eve-rywhere." 3) Ar- gue theoretically that the USSR is not fascist andnot driven to attempt
to direct control of other nations. 4) Argue Mao ad especially Stalin were wlong abouf ttre
united ftonr
On different occasions thq RC| has argued all four, especially 24. T}r author would

tend to go with 2 and 3 and study 4 muCh more deeply.'
Thoughrs on24 may sharpen in one's mind if ondiinaeined a successful Soviet

replication of Htler's conquering of continenal Europe.-What would a communist do
then?

- The question in one is the bread and butterof MIM Notes. More needs o be done on
hoy ttre polgs of pacifist wishful thinking on Soviet miliurism as in the price of Defense
and chauvinist militarism feed into each other!
This book is not fm mass distribution. Those ingested in the splintering of the

international communistmovenrent, what happened to the aescef,aana Ji"SpS, *tr"t
happened with.anti-rcnisionism and antidogilgtism in the US will want ttris as Uacigrcuna
research material. It's also-a good exercise in de,marcation of political lines. Onci 

"6ri", 

-

this book is not urgentreading as ev€nts in Gtenad4 Fl Salvahc, Nicaragua,-t-eUrion ana
t.tb1a wipeA out any gernrine force t!at-&is trend might hqve and Reaganfuthdraw any
state resources to even bigger items in the Pentagon agenda-

za
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Horv to knorv i f  you're l l laoist
Imagine yourself debating Ronald Reagan on teievision. As a well-read communisr,

maybe you wouid win.

_|s s.ope.onell-th political experience arguing with liberats, maybe you couid beat
Mondale in a TV game show.
What about Gorbachev? Would you depend on exposing Afghanistan and Eritrea?

Would that be enough?
what about Dglg Xiaoping? Have yoru got anything on him ro say to the us public?
The_politics of China.are.not of pop,u]ar Concern in the US. Somerimes Time ivlagazine

willdo a cover story iike the cultural Revolution "when China went Mad.',
. It is impo-nant to expose both the racist arogance of imperialism and the capitalisr
idlologicat essence of such mass media propaganda. ^

On the other hand, bringing home to tfi'e rdader what is socialist and what is not is not the
only purpose of agitation against state capitalism.
Perhaps more important is the party-building and political hygiene aspecr of exposing

Deng Xiaoping's revisionism. 
-

- 
Support ol gPPosition to the Cultural Revolution (196676) separates Maoists and non-

Maoists. Although the nature of the Soviet Union is also a majbr question, which happens
to be thrust qn the political agenda because of the crurent World W'ar m, those who ' '

Sfnol_ the_Cultural Revolution will also come down against the Soviets. Only opportunist
Trots like Workers World tried to give lip-service to the-Cultural Revolution *irit6 

^
defending the Soviet Union.

. Conversely, thqrg are a f.erl key arguments made against the Cukural Revolution by the
imperiali sts, social- imperialists and Den gists.
If one can see what is wrong with their arguments, one is likely on the path to

communism. For this reason, it is intere,sting to note that the Deng xiao:ping regime has
finally published its evaluation of the Cultural Revolution
F9r sgqe yea$, the-Dengists have heicl back on a full analysis of the question so as not ro

emb'roil the party and nation in ideological struggles
Now though, China in Focus by Beijing Revie* has a collection of articles called

"Rethinking the Cultural Revolution.';
It is the most thorough, definitive and factually honest statement of the Deng regime

known to the author vet.
The collection of articles includes man)/ realistic interviews with people in China and a

statement by the party.
lnstead of reviewing the document in detail now, MIM will distribute the revisionist

pamphlgt 
-free. 

to readers at MIM, PO Box 3576, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-3576. The only
price will be that all who receive the articles wiil have to write letters to MIM on their
opinions. Please, r"lryIT,{ll" Deng regrpe,_oltain the pamphlet from your ownsources' While Dengcampaigns-to oveilurn-ttr"burtotur i."olution, we call on readers ro
H::,T*""'.'.:g_*: r"p* worf ofthi D;"s;qsi;. -.... ^:vr
rurure rssues will publish letters of crihcrsm.

....youth play In vldeo parlor fur Chlna 1,\L
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On the Role of Leadership in
n 1 , .Kevolutionary Movements

By MC2 
r

There are two erroneous approaches concerning lea.clership. The first is to keep theroles of each individual.completely anonymous. In sucfi asituation tte.e is noaccountability for mistakes oi controvenial policy oecisioni. An enrrenched bureaucracymay develop that cares more for its own weil-btitg ttr* irri social gooo *J fromotion orsocialism. If Pg proletariat cannot hold faceless bilreauciitr r"rponrible for political andeconomic decisions then the conditions are lpg for the t rt-utiJn oii*" r"5""porycapitalism. To some extent, Khruschev and his su".essoii *ere able to restore srarecapitalist relations {Production because state bureaucrats were largelyl-**L no-popuiar criticism. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution *ut .i'.rign.o i" p* ro permitthe masses to attack party_officials whose decisions had been made wiitroutlo:puf* '
knowledg.e. Since 1976 Deng has extolled the use o.f alonymgus experrs whose judgments
are made in such a way that most people can never challenge them oiknow whictr
individuals were responsible for pagiqfar policies. Anonfrnous political leadership canfacilitate the growth of a bureauciatic elite whose goals ard apa.t *o* trr" *u:6-ty.

Anonymous leadership contains another danger. I liave known somi *ell meaning
people who.prefer to remain anonymous so th-at perso-nalities do not obscurepofiluf-*^-^"
issues S.uch an approach can lead to the results^they seek to avoid. Time afier time I have
::^",1-d*]fted people pxt enormous eflort intg a cause only to see some outside person
cialm credit tbr the work, and attempt to use that work to advance himself and eoils the
Tajority.of anonymous hard workeis strongly disagreed with. A rer"ni it*" 6f vfnn
l_hgo.y discussed the issues of formal versus informal leadership. ("A Response to the
Shimg Confroversy: Haymarket 186') Where there is no formal^hdrarcht;iittin u polirical
organization an informal one is likelv to arise. This informal hierarchy is often selfish andopportunistic since it is eiected by no one and accountable to no one. Anarchv sounds fine
and equalitarian until al oppgnunistic informal hierarchy *r"r tituiit-oit"n #.ise than anexisting formal hierarchy. If honest comrades choose to be attonyrnous and do not create aformal political hierarchy.then an informal hierarchy of media ruli.tri*i iritkjli to ukeaway a movement from those who worked hard to build it.

A well functioning rwolutionary.party ayojds the dangers of anonymous
]ea$eJ;hig. There is a format hierarchy of teariership so the misses can identify which
individuals formulated and carried ouia particular policy a"ririo".- Th; ;6;; masses canthen criticize those leaders who fail them, and support ltiadership th.i;d6ib"f,s to thedevelopment of a better social order.

pbliou-sly, there is the otherexfeme. A personality cult can arise in which thetalenq of a single indivi{ual are praised in a manner that depreciates the contriburions of themaJo-nty. h'ven worse a leader may clairn that he alone is infallible, and has access rorevolutionary truth,unavailable to 6thers. A mere man or wonum is treated as a super-
R:,1:"i or {eqf-god. A cult dev.elops about the extraordinary powers of thai i"dividual.
ffl,.ryqti-religious sanctification of a single individual is c6rirpletely at odds with
equalrtanan socialist.principles. Ljp Biag glorified the role of eiceptional individuals. Hesol.ght to.create a hideous personality cultlbout Mao Zedong in oii"it" aii-"oiit tutuo
while at the same timelrornoting hii own personality cu!,to-f;dthih* tJiurrttro*
Mao and the Chinese Communist farry: Iiis crude dffortS'w6re ripor"h by ivtao, wtrocriticized those people seeking to glace hi,s leadership uuo 

" 
*tap"oiii. Mio oid n"tattempt t--o.ggnduct an anonymous leadership conceaied from the peolpte, noi did he claim hewas infallible and exempt from popular criticism, although some of his followers for

9-t i
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vadous reasons did tg adegree anexnpt to establish a cult of personality.
Correct revolutionary leadership requires policies designed to-avoid the errors of

both anonymous leadership and personality cults. Each of these incorrect approaches
suffers from the same defect-political leaden are insulated from popular criticism whether
they rely on the cloak of anonymity, utilize informal hierarchy to undermine and distort
1no-nyqrgus_work by honest individuals, or establish a cult of personality. Positive
leadenhip {epends on the ability of the popular masses to recognize which leaders are
taking revolutionary or counter-revolutionary positions, and to Effectively attack incorrect
leadership.

MIM has sought to avoid the erro-r of creating a personality cult, but in doing so has
sometimes fallen into thg opposite error of anonymous leadership. 

-Many 
people in MnI

have attacked Bob Avakian for establishing a personality cult in ttre RCP.- To avoid
Ay$1n I "_*ample, 

MIM Notes does not name the indii'iduals involved in its organization.
While MIM activists have had good subjective intentions in fotlowing this po[cy, they have
prevented people from knowing which leaders support which positions so 

-the 
members can

pigk thosg leaders they believe are taking ttre bestline. MIM is a good organization today.
If its leadership remains anonymous, however, there is a danger that oppornrnists may
attempt to establish an informal hierarchy and take control of the organization in a secret
coup that most MIM subscriben might iever find out aboul It is dme for the organizers of
MIM Notes to reveal themselves so the members of the popular masses can choose who
should lead in the future.

Response:
By MCS

The points in this essay are well-taken. I would like to irnmediately concede that
$e organlation had been overly anonynous. From hereon in, MIM publications will at
least use different code names to identiff various authors.

There is only one point that the author, now named MC2,,left out from my point of
view. The point of anonymity or secrecy is not just good intentions; although, I admit
given the example of Avakian and MIM's roots in mass movements anonymity was almost
an automatic decision.

- Secrecy is also valuable in raising some costs of state disruption. While it is rue
that secret orglnizations may have coups from within, op€n organizations are subject to
decapitations fromthe outside. Cunently, if the editor-in-chief of MIM Notes were
removed from political action, the rest of the organization would not operate as before but it
woul-d not be,wiped out either. Work would proceed in different forms. And as long as
people have that literature lisq they will be able to start the distribution of revolutionary
literature again. The movement will not have to start from scratch.

As for state repression, it is a subject that MIM has debated before. Just how great
ig.th9 ryoblem? Some comrades are prepared to call the United States fascist right nod. If
this is the case, we should prefer secrbcy. If conditions in the United States ale-
democratic, albeit at the expense of Third Worldpeoples, then we should ake advantage of
the situation to do open work.

f'or my part I have received New Rightmail trying to sway me from the pattr of
communism, personally addressed to me. This is not to mention South African memos,
police harassment and other enemy activities that MIM is aware of.

Of colrse, lone 9f this is to say that MM has suffered any serious repression yet,
only that caution is in order.

,Rasically what seems !q be a question of organizational line is closely related to our
line oldomestic political conditions. this is something that MIM has not oitty worked
out officially.

Thus there needs to be furttner debate on this subject. For my two cents, I would

7L+
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not call the United States "fascisq" although, there_is a real need to combar the New Right,s
yarigu;.PTtofascists such as the Moral Majgriry, Moonies etc. In this regard, I feel wi
lag behild golps such as PL, which stress the iessons of the '30s in Gerhanv.

In the tu*lY9l$l 
-*. 

€Fat€r efforts to identif-y $e types oT*i*iring ,hu,is going gn out $* l" thc field and grie credit wtrere cr€dit is due.
. Comrades, pleasc ymp qn! review for us the activities you trane done for MI14, no

Taq[h;o* seemingly small. MCs wiil do what is necessary o lonceal yorn identities in 
-

the MlMpublications.
Remember, yot{ acl-o-ns qry nqt only significant in themselves but also, they maygire other people ideas, food-for-thought ani ericouragement But onty ir you i,r1 ,ir utut

them.

Book Reviews:
India Developmerrt. and Dqprivation: Neocolonial Transformation of theofo-t-tg-y in a Historical pirynective: By T.G.lacob. 2l3pp.-igbs.
Im{ F "gv 

mlst start _by-apologihng for not?evi"r"in! trtir book earrier.
The Mass Line Press of India is conndted with one of tlie ratgiir"raoiiimovements inthe world. Its newspaper Mass Line is widely read.
Thus it is with disappbinnnent.that the revieiver recommends India onlyfor those doingsubstantial research 9n th.e political efonomy of India Neither i" t 

".s 
t f i**** no,theoretical contributions is India worth effoits of mass disribution

^Tyqic$ 
i9 the {rst gh-apgr which !"s.q biblio-graphy that qpcts Andxc Gundre hank,

samir Amin and Arriehi Emmanuel Ah, finaliy the subje,ft ***,icrra"b 
-a 

'
underdevelopment will rycgive systematic neauirent bv 

- 
authq of'thJ intirnafiona

communist movement, right? Wrong"
J||f! qn*gtates the Manrist cgtique of.ttreories of unequal exchange in a dogmatic and

snauow tasnron. He correctl)r pqin$ out the distirrction between anil nation_al
bourgeoisie, but fails o deve-lop is implications. Yet the reader is tofa "fo- tt is
elementary erorwhich the dependency school theoriss commiad.-tottfi
followed." (p. 17)
The reader is also ablg t9 gather that Jacob sps 4e dependency school as falling into the

trap of external d*erminism.-By.pow pybcpy who hai rcad tlie debates on@ndencl
Feory should know that ttre fini line of aitack js to say that dependcn.y tfr*ry igtn*; '
internal class structures and histories of individual co,intries oiregions'and pf.i"6 too mueh
emphasis on the actions of the imperialists.
Yet, this criticism of theories of irnequal exchange and underdevelopment underestimates

P9 ti$:,: of the Tg-umelt: For exarrrlpb, Frurk EouH easily s"y,..yiii *r.o u"o about
lT:ll!_,n"^P{Tdott did ally-themselves with the landlorils and iomprador bourgeoisie
m uhna. Atler his an{yglq of the internal class stnrchue of China, I achieve the sarnerelul.s.wi$ my thegyj:' lVhile simplistic this counterthrust p*d; ur .qouUy-rilopUttit
attack by Jacob and others.
cornmunists should also note how easily the antidependency critique grades inro

:mpiricisn* trmFiricisrewith the call t6 sndy *re hisoriei 6r"""n=.ointw1i""t
Frank eL at. untouched! One can rcfute a theory ulttr-a-fqa; but one can neier 

-jfrce 

a
Sto-ry ]?th a fact. If theories were to be destroyed *o iu&s, u*is- *oia'* u"rndead 10O years aso. 

J - - .

The debdte oveiunequal exchange deserves serious attention. If only because these
*::g-g qt ,h"i" are rnechinisms of imperiutiri i*pioifu"r JfrJt-tlii"Lpatri"tion
ot pronts hom direct inves-tments, Mamists must pay heei Wtren one reads Erimanuel or
$.rntn on9 gec.the se^nse ofa surpius extraction.so'h-rlge; t" F pre;;";-Iy,il;gidbfu inMandst-Irninism. According t6 Amin, ttre grd woir?sunrna* is7, 

"iitr'proauction 
toimperialisnr

. The question of the_quantirative and qualitative naturre of ttre surplus exuacted byimperialism is very imlnnant to ap,roferunaenta"ai"g-oitte class stucturc of theimperialist countri-es. If Emmanuei is^correct, the labor-aristocracy-ttroUroi*irin aworkers--could easily u". tttg majority" rlaioU ana ;th.* r* cdrrect, the laEk ofproletarian revolutionin tne impiriatiit countries 
-ri 

Ur r*pr"i*a Ui otit.ra1""ttr.
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To return to Jacob's book, the-reader will find a detailed explana[on of the historical
development of India's political eqonomy. The booi ioot"inr much information forexample, to refute the notion that India's economy has stagnated since 1947.
. Acco:ding p Jacob, neocolonialism is.a new stige oroivCiopmeni. il tii; stage,imperiatists do not use direct force as under coloniilisnr, nor O<itfrei hr6 66gk;conomic
development. (p.65)

An interestin8 tf-te-9is of Jacob's is that the success of revolutions such as China's hascaused the tmperialists to-wise up on the land question. (p. l3l) This too provided an
Hryi:9T::hTge in the nature of imperialism. The imperiatists soughf to avoidchrnese style revolutig,ll^"by developing the productive forces and intefrting trrr sector
q*.[r^:9d-gpTlt:t m-arket.svitpd 9n i trigtlit a"a o-r" complef levetl';6r. 6+;At tne sarne ume' Jacob shows that the absolute dgngyatign of the-masses of pe-opte hisincreased. He cites.the evenr'ariry of IMF riots in tioi". G. ,}tt'
Packed with historical analysis aird statistical information'rnaiu is for those doing in depthresearch on these issues.

Available for the first time from MIMI
Labor Aristocrlcy: Mass Base of social Democracy

In his great classic, htrperiarism: tlu Highret stage of capitalibrn, Lenin
* :::':?::i:" llT. : T::r ? :l l "' tir: * ; ad"t #i# #ffi#offi .r*,,,
3":"jjil,:l ::1",T,,^i:tTie :Tent s tatis ri:s. to reni", s euiafuine+,#G;ie ffi ;
:*"Tt],t^'l,l*^y:jf g:^"^"-*'ued mourhing: ,The h6o'r 

"ri;a;;""y is a tinyminority of the working class.,,
This book 

T1":t*"s. to apply gfficial u.s. and other data to the criteria for al"Pg.t aristo-cracy which Lenin sei ioitrr in his ltr"f"." to the German and Frencheditions" of the cited source. supported uy 
" 

t"sJling 43 statisticJ iables, it provesthat, today, the e1tir9 working ciass of thewest consdtutes a labor aristocracy on aworld scale; that its former -drrmbs- from the cafitalists, table have, due to theescala.tion of jlgeli.ali:-': parasitism, r,rg*"r,td greatly; that the labor arisrocracy'sacceptance of this kickback, which Lenin ialled ,tmieriatist uriueryJ;il}e-"i"i;Jr"them' in the west.a '1t'l^y of Life" such that a r.tiot r internal contradiction nowexists within the intern*91{ pr_oletariah the orr"-b"t"""" *oitli, in the wesr and,those of the 'Third world;" ttrat soal Democracy is and .l*"y, h; been the
Political mouthpiece of the labor 

"tistbct"cy; "aih"t 
the Least com,monDenominator of Social Democracy is racism.

The author contends that, 
{ }", priogsJr-studied and fought against, thisinternal contradiction can and will hardeo if iittasn't.al':ady, in%-an antagonisticone'within the international working clasg in a world of wliictt the imperialistsection is now ruled by transnaHonai corporations rather td;y-;;tions, as inLenin's day' If such a political sclerosis ii alowed t-o set, it can only postpone furtherthe arrival of the neSeslary ,,final conflict.,, (from th";;J;;;;^t

H.W. Edwards, Stockholm, Sweden, lg1g,430 pp- 
- -- ! -'l

$8 cash, postal money order or write to make arangements.
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s ectarian r gview I rrorc trwt any way you tikc)!
Prensa Proletaria: Por La Unidad de la Clase Obrera en la Lucha
por el Socialismo
Organo Central del Partido Marxista Leninista de Nicaragua
(MAP-ML) Nfimero 22.
Correspondencia: Apartado 6ll, Managua, Nicaragua.

What are Hoxhaites?
This is the publication of the Hoxhaite pafiy in Nicaragua. The Hoxhaites support

Albania as a beacon of socialism and are named after the now dead leader of Albania's
Communist Party that led the struggle against fascist occupation.

It appears *ratMAP-ML is not an official franchise of the Albanian Communist
Party, just a more critical ideological descendant MAP-ML sprinkles pictures of MLP-
USA and US anti-contra demonstrations in its publication to prcve that Nicaragua should
"continue combat, Nicaragua is not alone." Declarations in the periodical support Lrnin
and Stalin but do not mention Albania or Mao, so the author guesses that MAP-ML has
some criticisms of Hoxha,like MLP USA.

In the United Statcs, the Albania franchise is operated by US Mamist-Leninist
Organization. It continues to print qpeeches from Albania's post-Hoxha leaders. MLP
USA and MAP-ML may be neo-Hoxhaites, but this reviewer is not qualified to say which
goup is the "true" Hoxhaite group.

Those who have received "What's Your Line?'firom MIM should note that
comrade MC5 mistakenly listed USMLO and MLP USA together. MLP operi*es out of
Chicago, USMLO out of Boston.

Hoxhaite stands in Nicaragua
MAP-ML criticizes the Sandinistas for insisting on the possibilities of negotiations

with the contras and the United States. It also criticizes the Sandinistas for not pneparing
the people for the subject of these negotiations.

MAP-ML wants unity of the working classes in Nicaragua against internal enemies
and imperialism at the same time. It also criticizes the Sandinistas for galling for national
unity instead of unity of the people or working classes.

MAP-ML further calls for struggles against government officials gurtty of anti-
working class politics, bureaucratic ineffrciencies, corruption or opporhrnism.

MAP-ML opposes the Contadora initiatives because ttre member countries are
reprcsentatives of US imperialism.

domestic reaction in its ttreory of stages for Nicaragua to go through. In particular it does
not support "democracy" forreactionaries to attack the people.

For the most part, the publication sounds pretty good, and the author is not really
able to offer a critique without a more thorough understanding of Nicaragua. Those who
want a copy of the 8 page August, 1986 issue in Spanish should send.40 to MIM.

Workers' Truth No. 7
Bulletin of the organization for a Marxist-Leninist Workers'
Party, March 1987
"Special fssue on fnternational Seminar,t
Workers' Truth Publications, Boxholder, PO Box 5830,
Chicago, IL 60680. 91.

This publication is by a tend that MIM has not addressed previously. The
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Organization for a Manrist-kninist Worken' Party (OMLWP) claims to uphold Mam and
Lenin, but not Trotsky, Stalin, Mao or anyone else.

According to OMLWP, Manrisir-Leninism "succumbed in the 1920s and 30s to the
pressues of state capitalism." (p. 1) Only now does Mandsm-Irninism reappear after
decades of counterevolution argues OMLWP. "During this more than half a century that
has passed, the domination of Russian revisionism and the non-proletarian character of
their challenglng and critical communist cunents...impeded the revival...of a workers'
communism...But now a world economic crisis that has made the rnonility of the working
class greatly morc than before, the dead-end and the crisis of reforrrism and syndicalism
(especially in the metropolitan and European countries), and the dead-end and the crisis of
the traditional leadership of national and democratic movements...have fumished the
objective grounds for the appearance of a genuine worker-communism." (p. 17)

Although OMLWP appears most fluent in Trotskyist discourse, its stands are not
characteristically Trotskyisr OMLWP refers to Trctskyism as centrist and Maoism as
reactionary because of the ThreeWorllds Theory. (p. 17) In particular, OMLWP upholds
the democratic stage in revolution in "dominated/controlled nations." (p.2) In addition, this
pamphlet supports national righs to self-determination (p. 7) and recognizes that super-
exploitation of dominated nations contributes to the creation of "a higher standard of living
and relatively greater political freedoms for the masses in the imperialist countries." (p. 6)
On these questions, the OMLWP resembles the RCP, which MIM has considered in
previous issues of MIM Theory.

MIM may have some additional criticisms of various OMLWP lines. For one, there
is ttre following economist formulation: "An upward spiral in the standard of living of the
working class can only be achieved through revolutionary class struggle." (p. 10) This
implies that successful wage struggles are objectively revolutionary when in fact in
imperialist counfties eqpecially they
may only represent the success of the labor aristocracy in sharing the spoils of the
superexploitation of Third World labor.

Practically, MIM alsodisagrees with the line that"world imperialism, especially the
U.S. A. and U.S.S.R., are stepping up their preparations for a global showdown in
imperialist WWItr. MIM sees it as a mistake to consider the bombing of Libya
"preparations" for World War. It is an act of world war.

More generally, this issue of Workers' Tmth is devoted to "several of the most
significant issues facing revolutionary Marxist-kninists today," but it dismisses Mao for
the Three Worlds theory. This is a combination of two mistakes. First, it is an empiricist
mistake to throw out Maoism because of one bad ttreory- the Three Worlds Theory.
Secondly, it is objectively chauvinist to dismiss Mao while according Troaky so much
attention gve! theirrelative importance to revolutionary history.

Forward Motion: A Socialist Magazine, July-August 1987. PO
Box 1884, Jamaica Plain, MA 02130. $S.

It is diffrcult to criticize this magazine because its theory is even less explicit than
the theory informing our newsletter I\4IM Notes.

For example, from a one page article criticizing presidential candidate Mchael
Dukakis, one gathers that the r4agazine does not see much hope in the Democrats, or at
least this particular liberal. The article is well-done but the thrust is not theoretical.

The interview with radical populist Mel King perhaps indicates that Forward
Motion does not intend any hard-Iine. Among other gems conceming his congressional
gampaign in Cambridge Massachusetts, Mel King tells us that *I will say that I pushed for
the red, white and blue because I firmly believe that we need to make ttre flag and those
colors stand for what we believe is the ideal of America. We should not hand those
symbols over to the moral majority folks and militarists." (pp. 5-6)

Implicitly, Mel King also offers a theory in regard to a Black nation proposed in
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PTt 9f Boston gull$ Mandela The referendum lost "two to one in the predominantly
Black wards," but King contends that furttrer educational work could result in ttre crdation
of Mandelain the future.

Mel King also supports the Jesse Jackson campaign.
An obvious guestign il the minds of MIM folk is what didMel King leave his

partisgs with after losses in the Bostonr mayoral race and the Cambridge coigressional
race. The answer that King has is to adrnit that the movement died down aftei these losses,
but ttrat he continues to bry to build ongoingpolitical organizations.

Also in this issus of the magazine is an intenriew with Don Rojas the former
Minister of Culture in Grenada before the US invasion. Here again, Forward Motion
uncritically prcmotes reformist and revisionist politics. Of course any infumation from the
former govemment before the US invasion is useful, but Forward Mbtion does not really
take us forward on Grenada. Rather we arc left standing on the sidelines cheering.

- The publication of a poem by the New People's Army of the Philippines in tggO is
likewise rornantic, but rather uncritical.

Forward Motion gets to be like the Guardian, or worse, an SWP speaker, cheering
for any political motion our there at all. The reader is left to hiqftersef to figure out that tlie
movements q/he cheen for actually disagree with each other. Forward Motion cheers for
Mel King, ttre New Jewel Movement, the New People's Army and the IRA wittrout
mentioning any contradictions.

Without stating the'tonnections" betrreen these move,ments, Forward Motion
leaves the reader with a big dose of wishful thinking and only some hard-probing analysis.

International Correspondence, April-May L985, no. 7. N.I.D.,
PO Box 471, Ansonia Station, NY, NY 10023, $1.50,

This issue includes a critique of the perhaps now defunct Bolshevik League, which
used to distribute this magazine. Indeed, drere appears to have been a coup d'etat in this
group which upholds Stalinism and fraternal parties in Mali, Senegal and Canada.

The magazine reveals ttrat the Bolshevik lrague formed out of the Revolutionary
Wing and the U.S. Leninist Cone and Demarcation. These groups were somewhat
connected with Maoism in the '70s. The Revolutionary Wing was considered a "Ieft"
influence in a group that eventually merged into the Dengist LRS.

The mark of the Bolshevik lrague was a unique stance with various books backing
their view with the appropriate citations from Man<, knin and Stalin. The Bolshevik
League revealed little relationship to any nrass movement. Between therocks of
'ldogmatism" and "empiricism," the Bolshevik League steered a firm course for
dogmatism.

Amongits int€resting stances was the line that Maoism and Trotskyism were
convergent deviations from genuine communism.

The gnoup in charge of the internal coup d'etat against ttre BL maintains its
intepgting positions $ough. According o the new line, it appears that cmmunists should
work in the Jesse Jackson campaign legause the success ofJEsse Jackson would destroy
the Democratic Party. The white capitalists thatfinance the Democrats would flee the pafiy.
Then a real workers party at least ai good as the Labor Party in England 

"outa 
form.

Per.rypl a-revolutio-nary pryy would form. firis is not a straight reformist line. According
to this Stalinist analysis, iefonnist tactics can achieve revoludonary goals. It is not a simpie
matter to refute this approach from a revolutionary point of view. ' -

affi



MIM Theoryno.rz,r3
Focus on focoism

From Peru to Amerikan prisons: focoisrn or Maois m?
By MC5
MIM READERS consistently ask about various
proponents of focoism, a political line which MIM has
vetio address. There is one good reason to review this
[uestion at this time. According to a newspaper in
Mexico City there was recently a splinter expelled from
the Sender6 Luminoso for Castroite deviations from
Marxism-Leninism Mao Zedong Thoughr

Certain supporters of the Shining Pathr were
supposedly expelled for indiscriminately di.stributin g
w6ipons. 

- 
Furthermore, according to the bourgeois

presi, and there is no confrrmation from the Senderos,
ihe Maoists have used armed struggle against the pro'
Cuban Tupac Amaru Revolutionary, rylgYem9ni:
(Monte Hales, AP, Ann Arbor News, V17l88'-p. bl)
in any case, there arc two distinct arrred s_{uggles go-
ing oh in Peru right now. One is led by Maoists, the
other by CastroiteVfocoists.

it appears that so far the Maoist struggle- is
more successful, but it would be difficult to say that
therefore Maoism is better than focoism, especially
since no one has brought the Peruvian revolution to
complete victory yet. Furthennore, the bourgeoilie
seenis to villify both movements in the mass rnedia-
As for the Ame-rikan "left " one might exPect that it will
converge in support of the Castroites if possible. The
Guardian has already run an article sympathetic to the
Castroites and critical of the Maoists.

If it is tnre that the Senderos expelled Castroites
from its party, it is not necessarily true that the
Senderos were guilty of liberalism, as Hoxhaites might
contend. As evdry iieological stripe of reformism and
revisionism in the world is involved in parliamentary
cretinism in Pent, the social base in favor of armed
struggle appea$ to have backed up the Senderos. It is
perhaps inbvitabte in Latin America that part of that so
iiat Uise finds itself attracted to focoism.

What is perhaps more worthy of serious anal:{--
sis is the influence of focoism on the Sendero line, if
any. In a previous issue, MIM comrades discussed the
Sehdero line in favorof "militarization of the party."

The Senderos appear to claim that this is part of
theil original summation of Chinese experience in-
cluding the Culnral Revolution. On the-other hand,
readers of Rdgis Debray and other focoists would no-
tice his stress on military action as the highest form of
propagalda._ (Deb'ray, p. 56) Debray is alb explicit on
the relationship of the army to the party: "To subordi-

nate the guenilla group strategically and tactically to a
part-y tlat has not radically changed its peacetime or-
ganization, or to treat it as one more ramihcation of
party activity $n^gs in its wake a series of fatal mititary
errors." (pp. 67-8) For this reason, Debray opposes
the Maoist conception that the party should cofrinand
the amry because he believes that military action is at
the center and shoul:d ngt be separated fiom political
experience. (pp. 88-91) In Cuba, it was the anmy that
created the party. (p. 108) Likewise, the Sencieros'
call for "militarization of the party" implies that the
party is not already militarized, and is not already di-
rccting the rcvolutionary armed forces.

Furthermore, spectacular acts of urban sabo-
tage performed by the Senderos if snessed at ne ii-penseof_rural base-building also seem to ind"ate 

"io-coist influence. NonethelJss, MIM currently has no
definitive information or anaiyses orposi-i-Ult i;-,rl;
influences on the Senderos.

The debate in the United States today
In the United States, the line beween fdcoism

and Maoism is more blurred. This is noi iu-riiinn
given the fact that after Khrruchev aenoonJrA'arioi8
struggle as the path to revolution, revolutionarvl
gla:9-p"o.qle in ihe United Sntes t".pa 6s;rdil
Third World revolutionaries in order io Asc?eaii-me
reformist Communist party. (See reviet b"6; oi
Julius Lester.)

This kind of thinking has its place. It is still
worthwhile to ponder the faiftre of Troltskyir- *a re-
formism in the-Third World.

On the other han4 there are concrete differ_
glrces in how Maoists and focoists organizi il il;e
United States.

. G_eorge and Jonathan Jackson and the Black
ranrner party_often mentioned Ch€ and Mao in the
same breath. The Weatherman and other aescenAanii
gf the Revolutionary youth Movement didth;;;;;:
For example,. in the plepn_q people suctr as-j. S"kai:
aunor ot the tustory of the United States from a prole-
tarian perspective, and E. Tani and K. Sera ciil liao io
support focoism.

These Castroites are different than the mere
servants of soviet revisionism in that they see to"iiri
1n Cuba, but do nor necessarily uphold td Commurii;i
Parry in the USA or USSR.
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George and Jonathan Jackson summed up the
focoist position in the United States well by saying that
"we cannot raise consciousness another millimeter"
without armed stnrggle. (George Jackson, Blood in
My Eye, Bantam Books, 1971, p. 10) Focoists be-
lieve that small cells of armed revolutionaries can create
the conditions of revolution through their actions.
Good examples set by foco units will be copied by the
masses.

Ultimately, the focoist is scornful of analysis of
concrete conditions except those of military struggle.
"Conditions will never be altogether right fon a broadly
based revolutionary war unless the fascists are stricken
by an uncharacteristic fit of total madness. . . . Should
we wait for something that is not likely to occur at least
for decades? The conditions that are not present must
be manufactured." (Ibid., p. 14)

George Jackson gives the example of the 1930s
as a case where conditions for revolution were present
in Amerika, but "the vanguard elements betrayed the
people of the nation and the world as a result of their
failure to seize the time. The consequences were a
catastrophic war and a new round of imperialist
expansion." (Ibid.) Therefore, the CP of the 1930s
bears responsibility for the enomrous crimes of US
imperialism committed since the 1930s according to
Jackson.

There are two levels at which revolutionaries
must deal with this argument. First, is it facoally cor-
rect that revolutionary conditions will not appear for
decades to come unless the bourgeoisie makes an un-
characteristic rnistake? According to MM's founding
documents, especially on the international situation,
this is not the case. Even according to the Weatherman
in 1969, this was not the case: "Winning state power in
the US will occur as a result of the military forces of
the US overextending themselves around the world
and being defeated piecemeal; struggle within the US
will be a vital part of this process, but when the revo.
lution triumphs in the US it will have been made by the
people of the whole world." ("You Don't Need a
Weatherman to Know Which Way the Wind Blows, "
Weatherman, Harold Jacobs, ed., p. 53) The pressures
of Third World liberation stmggles are supplemented
by US-Soviet contention, which has become more of a
factor since the time that the Weatherman spoke of the
principal conradiction, which was undoubtedly be-
tween US imperialism and the Third World at the time.

Secondly, George Jackson, RYM I and I.
Sakai all point to the alliance between the bourgeoisi-
fied workers and the imperialists as one of the main
reasons for the failure of revolution in the United
States. Thus, there is a scientific analysis of why the
masses in the United States will not iupport rwolu-

tion, but no scientific rationale for the co.rse of actior
supported,by fackson, Sakai, E. Tani, K.€ S;;;;:
r ney ,explarn why there are no conditions for massarmeo.struggle, but then proceed to engage in armed
stnrggle.

The focoists have two replies to this argument.
One is an ar_gument with suspici;;iyj;A;;3#il;
overtones. Basically, it sayslhe masies of the U;it;a
States Te pan of tlie enemy. They will never ;;;;
revolution or at least not unhl the irvolution*i"ti5*
:f^ry!,t9, bring dg*l rgprgssio_n on,u"rybody. eri
that revolutionaries in the united States can io is'serve
as an isolated detachment of the Vietnamesi, Flipii,",
Salvadoran €tc. proletarian revorutions. rnaiviouai
revorutionaries will fail in the united States but thev
will take some of the repressive forces/e"6t;iii
them and thus make som6 contribution to the sirc..is
of revolutions elsewhere.

This argument smacks of Judeo_Christian
ethics because it basically says do what is morally pure
even if the real world impaci is slight. This is . puiti.-
ularly vicious disease (JudeoChrifran individuit ion-
science:salving,- guilt-ripping and existentialism) in the
Unrted States where therelatively free market conomv
provides a material basis for inaiviauaUstic thinking;i
opposed to class consciousness.

Additional evidence that Judeo-Christian ideol-
ogy is at work in the focoist line in thc United SGtes
comes from Tani and Sera. While Tani and Sera claim
to uphold Mag faithfglly, along with ChC, fto Jic-
{ey are_ quite blunt aboirt Maoist movements in thi
United States: "We 

-are not going to discuss the .M_i
Party-Building' tendency, si-nce it was always a rieht-
ward trend of Bourgeois Marxism imitatirig ttre"ota
CPUSA. To us the development of revolution*
forces within the U.S. oppresbr nation,rrt.a *itf, n!
efforts and decisions oTthe overall Anti-imperialisi
lendency."-(Tani and Sera, p. 133) Sakai, f?ni ana
Sera^carefully.document theii argument .g"irJii.-e
pro-_Dovret revrsrorusm, reformism and the..Left" gen-
erally, but when it comes to what they admit *"s-tti
largest trend in SDS, they snicker andguffaw;itd;t
explanation.

The lackof explana$oq of_y_hy anned struggle
tactics are appropriatanow in the US, contrary to i[at
Mao and Lin Biao said, is itself powerfirl evidbnce that
1lerejs no explanarion, only iriFological presupposi-
uon. lne-sepeople uuuate armed stnrggle, not because
mey thrnk that armed suruggle offers the best chance of
succe,ls now, but because they as individuals can feel
mo:ally correct for making the greatest sasrifices to
frght imperialism now. Sucl peoi'le remind on" of tt i
Catholic activists who advised all the workers at a fac-
tory to quit their jobs because their production wos ,
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military-related. These people are nor much differentthan those who leave ttte i,ls to oi,oonrtrate morar
rlistaste for us policies or to join Thita world revoiri
r-lonary movements which they can make no contribu_
tion to. People like these who do not impfoy tfreici-
ence of. Mamism-Leninlsm Mao Zedong ffioogf,i in
order.lo win state power for the internatioilar protEtuiai
acruiury.enctanger the revolution for their own selfish,
moralistic ends.

erwise favor arrred snuggle when cond"itions are con-ducive. That is to say premature ,r".d;u"-#[ ,".;back the onser of su6cLssful ,*rA;uggle. At this
il?9",'^1 li:lory, evex settin g back G .rmEA- ;m;si;';rewdays may result in a nlclear catastrophe fdiir*maruty.

Therefore, Maoists do not regard focoism witha liberal eye.

"Premature anned struggle sets back the onsetof successful armed strilgle."

The other rejoinder that focoists have is thatsubjective conditioni create ttre materiar 
"onaitionrJJ,revolutio-n.-First, ft. Tgry exampte oi,"ring ;* 

-6;U;;

99y" a helicopter will shattii fr,i inuin"itlity ;iffignemJ. Those who Elieve that it is impossiblL t" a;:
l:**::::hno-togically-advaniedusrfi rir"ri;-;,ij;ornerwrse in practice:-..tlo* would they hav6 feiliil;pigs an! the people) if th; ;.-;[;r, iai:JEr, ffiH:ing-swift soldier o.f-tr^qqqpl"^9ffi i,ur" reached up,nvisted the tail of their S2OO,ffiO aiutr, bird, ;A ilifi
i1 fnto. the streets, broken, 

"t6Jil thirk'rd;;;thing has more to do.with-cons"ioosnrss ffiA;il;;else I can think 9!." (Jonatt 
"n 

Ju.iron rn ueorgeJackson, Ibid., p. 19)
Secondlv. the focoists say that the bourgeoisiewill necessarily'wreat repression on the masses in or-der to anack thl revolutioi*iri-- "' "
The Maoist reply. to these two arguments istwo-fold. First, by igrioiing rrutrriiit .onditioorlihifoc91s1s will not dlmonsqaie ttre weakness of the im_perialist stare, but in;tgad 

-"t" 
trrlJrl";s-ahrid;marryrs who arc use{ul p the imperi-alists i" ,-"arii'tpuplic npgf of their invincibint:rf"t il, sitE;'f;coists will unintentionally- A;fi;;ili,e rnasses more

Frl "fo 
before of the 

"lyrt 
,h;ili'"i-brariss qmnotbedefeateLbr]q:,-gd.ris$;ifi ;,fjioqp";;i;;''

_^-^ .-]_".onory, the imperialists will nothave to im-pose neavy reprcssion to.oppose a failed,"""fution6fmartyrVsuperhenoeVmedia's'tars. un Aild;;G*;;

;:!l'#',f, 3'ffi #i*'"'il';#l*if,$:tri:r,'ilffi
order."  

- -  " - - -vrv" ' re

. Thqs, the cruI 9f the issue is this: Do condi-tions exist for successfut anned;mrggle in Anerika? Ifnot, starring the armed struggle too i&";,il;iy tai"iarmed sruggle in the mindiof tnoii *no would oth-

Lin Biao, second-in-command to Mao at thetime, put it this way in 1965:

If they are o defeat a famidable enemy, revolutionary annedforces should rnl frglrt with a recHes-eG*rd for 0rcconsequerces when there is a great Oisparity-between 0reirown srength and the.enemy's. If ttrey do, they will sufferserious losses and bring teiryetbdts ti n" revolution.
CLong Live the Vi.pV of eiopte's *ar!"; Mm i;-nrgand Lin piao: post Revolutioniry Witirlq eO., trL F_-,J."383)

A favorite Mao quote. of George Jackson is"When revolution-Iglr_. . . it is trre ?a,iit oiih;;;;_
flgd.p*y." (p. 27) Howgve4 tr,ii quot" can be in-terpreted to mean that r&olution may fail if;;;;;-
gprq parry starts armed -struggle t*'r*n or too late.But the real Mao quote ttrat F&oists neea ro .orr" i"terrns with is as foflows:

I*{I,.gttar$ 11$ies prTq* Fureeois democrcy(not feudalism) when rhey are not fascis n& at war; in theirexternal reliations, they_are not oppor.O by, but ifrers"f"*soppress other nations. Because ofnese chiractcristics.. . fnthesecountries, rhe quesrion i, 
"rr 

irilrii l;g.t ililr;": ::and rhe form of squgqle btoodless fnonlmiflaryt .:. ti;Communist parties in the capitaliri 
"iunitl 

oppose the im-g1ryT! *"ry waged by rheir 6wn *--ri", ii J;f ;il;;,the policy of these counuies is O bring about
the defeat of reactionary go-ernments of their own countries.
!e one ryr ttrlr want-olght ls rr,e-a"l wr id;fi.d;;i
ge uenaring. But rhis , . . shourd not be raunched until-thlbougeoisie becomes really helpless.

Mao continued to uphold this basic line 30ygry later, as evidenced in^ the Lil-Bia; 
-t;[;;

1965:
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Taking the entire globe, if North America and Western Europe

can be called "the cities of the world"' then Asia, Africa and
htin America constitute "the nrral areas of the wuld'" Since

World War tr, the poletarian revolutionary movement has for
various reasons been temporarily held back in the Nonh
American and West European capitalist countries, while the
people's revolutionary movement in fuia, Africa and latin
am'erica has been growing vigorously. ln a sense, the con-

Emporary world revolution also pres€nts-a picnre of the

"ncircle*ettt 
of citiqs by the rural areas. In the final analysis'

the whole cause of world revolution hinges on the revolutionry
stnrggles of the Asian, African and latin American peopleswho

*ufJup the overwhelming majority of the-wmld's population'^

aT-ong-Live the Victory of eeoplets War!" Fan, op. cit', p' 39O

Grounds of unity: the RYM I line on the
Euro-Amerikan masses

Although Maoists need to demarcate frorn the
focoists' mititiny line, the focoists' class analysis oJ
the United Statis is often right on target. There is
nothing in the RYM I class T4ysis that corresponds.to
iri mititary line. Rather, the Weatherrnan's class-analy-
sis of tgOg (anO Sakai's class analysis today) demon-
itrate *try aimen struggle is out of the question at the
monrent:

As a whole' tlre long-rurge interests of the non-colonial
sections of dre working class lie wih overtlrowing
imperialism. . . . However, virtually all of the white
wuking class also has short-range privileges from
imperiilisur, which are not false privileges but very real ones
which give them an edge of vested intere{ and tie them to a

certain-extent ro the im-perialiss' especially when the latter

are in a relatively prosperous phase. ('You Don't Need a
Weatherman to ifuow Which Way tle Wind Blows,"
Jacobs, ed., P. 65)

Since the RYM class analysis does not correspondto

itt 
-iUtuty 

tactics, it is poisible for MIM to adopt the
RYM class analysis wholesale.

How clearly Jackson formulates the questionof
the middle classesin the United States compared with
Bob Avakian's statement in "Charting..." While
Avakian claims to break new ground by re-emphasiz-
ing Lenin's formulations on economism, Jackson's
exllanations wer€ shortand 93sy to understand already
Uv tgZt: *A new pie-oriented class has been created at
tlie bottom of oursociety from which the ruling class
will be always able to draw some sup-port." (p-. +p)
fackson aOdJ ttrat with victory in World War II, the
boureeoisie was able to offer Euro-Amerikan workers
"theileamarket that muted the workers' more genuine
demands. . . . The controlling elites have co-opted
large portions of the lowly working class." (p. 102)

- ^ There is a difference between someone like
Avakian, who tries to fum the most rcvolutionary lnle
to divert workers' movements and sonpone like Sakar,

who sees white workers allied with the imperialists.
Avakian focuses on the history of "economism" in
communist efforts in the US and implies that a correct-
approach to workers would produce better results.
Avakian thus shares with PL the conviction that incor-
rect organizing has damaged revolutionary movements
among Amerikan workers. On the other hand, RYM I
types including Sakai focus on thc "alliance" of white
workers that "tie them to a certain extent to the imperi-
alists." (Despite the difference of emphasis in
"economism" vs. "alliance," neither school of thought
necessarily holds that there has been a revolutionary
opportunity in the United States since 1929.)

MIM should wish Avakian well with the
RCP's effort to fight "economism" in efforts to orga-
nize the working class. Of the grcups that do not see
the white working class allied with imperialism in the
short run, the RCP is the best. It emphasizes the deci-
siveness of the Black masses as of Avakian's most re-
cent int€n/iew in Revolution magazine. The RCP also
emphasizes the other opplesged nationalities and
immigrans in the US while falling slort of saying that
there is no Euro-Amerikan working class.

Nonetheless, MIM has been moving toward an
acceptance of RYM lfMeatherman class analysis of the
United States. (See MIM Thcory issues 9-11.)

Other questions and pro-RYM arguments
There is another possible reason to suppoft

RYM military tactics. Perhaps they work, but the pub
lic does not know it. When the bourgeoisie wins, as in
the Brinks case, everyone hears about it. Yet, the peg
ple who are part of the Revolutionary Arrred Jask
Force (RATF) are very capable people, often milliel-
aires in their own righr

This is not t6 put them down for being capable
and resourceful people. In particular the cornmon sconr
for the Weathermair as a bunch of rich white kids is
incorrect If they are doing ttre best thing fol th" revo-
lution of the iniernational proletariat, then it does not
mattcr who they arc.

The question is whether covert gains of the
RATF out'tileigh its public losses. Are there covert
eains that the iarious focoists of the RATF and BLA
frave won worth the public losses to the revolution?

Undoubtedlf there are some successes that the
public does not hear about. On the other hand, the
Weatherman typically released communiques to publi-
cize its victories.

If the BLA, RATF etc. cannot publicize their
gains, then that in itself is reason to oppos€ their mili-
tary tactics. The operation of Mao's mass line depends
on the summation of information of the whole move-
ments' successes and failures. Both in terms of propa-
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ganda and internal organizational life, communication
is necessary.

It ii the author's impression that there are cells
in the operation of the foc6ists in the US. These cells
stav seDarate for security reasons.

^On the other hind, on behalf of the focoists,
there is perhaps no reason for the labor-aristocracy,
which is^rnostbf the white people in the United States,
to hear about victories in armed stnrggle. Propagan-
dizing among the oppressed masses would U".Cgod

"nooih. 
Betieen the bpportunist strategy of grabbing

bourieois media time anil the anarchist approach of in-
fluen-cing only those one meets in day-to-day life' $e5.e
is a lot o:f ro6m. However, it has always been a hall-
mark of focoism to seize the greatest amount ot
publicity possible and thus spark the prairie fre'.It
ieems u-nlikely that there are tremendous secret focorst
successes.

Tani and Sera describe ttre Anti-imperialists this
wav: "In late 1969 SDS, the mass national organization
of itudent radicalism and protest, split into two politi-
cal tendencies. The first rias the Anti-imperialist ten-
dency, most visibtylqd by the Weather.Undqeroyl{
Oreanization. . . The second, opPosmg scnool or
thoi sht was the' Mandst-Leninist party-building' te!-
dencl. initiallv led by the Progressive Labor Party's
'Woiker-Student Aliiance' and the Revolutionary
Youth Movement 2 snrdent bloc (whose elemcnts be-

"u*e 
the October League, Revolutionary Communist

Party, etc.). This tend-ency- viewed the-struggle as a
clasiib, European-style woiker vs- capitalist workplace
conflict, and-advocated using uade union reform cam-
ouinnr to build a partv like ihe 1930s Old Left. China
*"is""n as the ody *orld vanguard by them."

Ultimately, for Regis Debray and Tani and
Sera, the failure of a reputedly revolutionary qgan+a-
tion io take up armed smrggle immediately defines that
organization as bourgeois. For this-reason, Tani an-d
Se?a skip over any p-olemic with Maoism in the US'
No wheie in the Uoot by Tani and Sera is there-any
argument why failure t6 take up armed-struggle is
boirrgeois. Hence, the argument must be gleaned from
Jackson and DebraY and others.
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V. I. Lenin,What Is to Be Done?

Book Review:
Revolutionary Notes by Julius Lester
NY: Grove hess, 1969

Julius Lester was a Black revolutionary poet
and folksinger who had a column in the Guardian in
1968. The author is unaware if Lester is still alive or
not, and if he is alive whether or not he sold out

This book is an example of the type of literanre
that claims to uphold both China and Cuba while hav-
ing doubs about the Soviet Union. (p. 162) Despite its
vaiied influences, there are a number of good points
that the bookmakes.

For example, Lester criticized the War Crimes
Tribunal held in Stockholn that found the United
States guilty of crimes against humanity, I-ester com-
ptained that "if the only aim of the Tribunal was to
ialve the consciences of a few European radicals, I'm
certain they're sleeping well these nights." (p. 18) He
continued iorail against Sartre for making the issue of
one of "commitnent" because both LBJ and Sanre
were "committed-" (p. 19) Instead of viewing the
Vietnam War as a problem of conscience or the legal
system, lrster heldthat the fundamental issue was the
oopression ofnation and class.

In a similar vein, Lester criticized the flower
children for posing no danger to the imperialists, le-
galist and paCifist i-llusions, liberal gu$ ripl by w$te
iadicals, Martin Luther King, penonality cults and in-
dividualisnr.

The only serious problem in the book is a few
pages that attribute too inuch leftist potential tq, the
wtiite masses. At one point, Lester counsels students
to stop paying so much attention to Czechoslovakia
and stirt phyrng more attention to doctor bills and the
risine pricl o-f milk. (pp. l7O-71) This kind of
econdrdism would be diffii:ult to justify even if food,
clothing and shelter were fundamental issues for the
Euo-Amerikan masses. From the Sakail&lwards point
of view put forward in the last two issues of MIM
Theory, 

-this 
is an openly counterrevolutionary

position.- For the most part, however, Lester's book
stands on the side of th6 inrcrnational proletariat. In the
years that have passed since 1969, it has beconre easier
[o separate foco:ism and Maoism. Undoubtedlv neople
snrct'in the focoistllvlaoist confusion have great ryvo'
lutionary potential where a conscious effort is made'
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^bconomic downturn in the {JSSR
Gorbachev admits virnral Buried in a New york rimes article is the fouow- -recession in s oviet Union **,:lli,H,r^ft%*iffi1?,frili3:i3j?iH-

By MCS 
3,rly..*qtl?.4*ri"i ilil;; ru"ti',nun experience a

On t oF rI{E main questions that comes up in discus- :f#ifiU'iff"#',1'J1f"":illilJi"t"tr';i:.'#|*il
sions of the Soviet Union is the fact tllt it ,"r-, ,o g.rowtlt that disiountea rirrlnu; il;- the sale of oilhave no recessions or unemploy-.nt. This being the ibroad una trr" iur. 

"la.otrori"-u"""".g", in the sovietcase, how can a Yu?tt, ol at-ryo'ne else call the Soviet Union." t*_rJ forf fimes',UiiiggiUnion capitalist?.In 
Y,Tfu, theory capitaristiociil're- - Thus, Goruactrev rri-rlrf 

-rr"J#,,,o,red 
one of thelations cause re^c9_lsions 

"qu 
q.o&ssions. Eirh;t nnl oujictioniof wes-tern-;il1&ir6 for the SovietMarxist theorv is wro-ng or the so:viet uri;;;;;;i union td rh;;g;r", nul,tt!"s""iirt union is capital-capitalist according to wlstern defenders ofth; S;i;i ist. The soviiiu;i"" ffif,ei i"r".ri"rdy Jip""rtJi.iilgecon_omy. recession.

Given this choice, one would have to say that it If it were not for the growing alienation of the So-would not be desirable to revise Uuotrrn to say rhat viet working 
"iurt 

expressed as alcoholism and thecapitalism does not cause business cyctes. so itleims plunder of s"o"iet natural resources, the Soviet econ-that if there are no recession, o, ar#ssions i" trre So_ bmy would showr 
"gg.rir; d*th .ut"r what a con_viet union, the western defenders ,itrhi-i""i"i$il demnation 

"arh" 
Soviet economy! The pivotal secrorsare right and Maoists are wrong. 

' -Yr er srvru 
of the ..ooo*y uo;;;h;l;; oii,***rrIn the article by Henry Parl reviewed below there It seemi ;"rtkrly;ffi;;;-."di";ird apolosistare some Maoist answers to this question:-i. C;tit';i lvoul.d ry to argue tfiur i[" gt;;fi;f .ffih-"ffiilil:ism has not existed that.long 1,- tF S;yi;q u"-iil"iil tion is a good iiring. corLaEh;; il'hi, ;il.|.,fi;;;give it some time to produce"u buritr.s o..ririlz. 'sil na*re maf,e iik";;" ttrar itreie is a'gro*ing alcoholviet satellites have hid recessionilpitr,upr-tlii's-"riit prc!19* in tr," souirt Union.

9ni9n eq.oys un :fPlo*ic heyday'drpr?ra"ni ;;;;: 
' what uuooiaq*un-ting oil exports? This is eco-cial-im.perialist privilege: - -, 

:- 
'D v" sv 

nomic gr"i*;;G;;6..11'";r-p-Jiioo; although, heIt turns out that evidence for 1 is alreldy- accumu- may noi realize it._ Oil 
"*pont'.tr 

aepenaeniil'ti;;lating' .Economic qrowtlr orrecent years inihe-soiiit rate at which ttre-sovli iffi;;;ir, ,o exhaust itsunion has ransed irom}vo to aiii int4e rouusi year natural rmooi."i. rr g""a viili, tr,l'bo"i"t union can
J9q6' "stagna-tiorr" is the;il;;;;J;;;i-:f; afford to trota on'toits oil. In bad years it needs to septo the economic situation. 

. 
-. 

. 
- '. '---^ more oil to finance dploli.:'ofrdfir, the longer the

.In ag^dition, Gorbachev has g-ropised that by the Soviets hold on io thiir oil *l trri-"t" the Sovietearly 19.90s'.government controlled ficil;;ili il ec.o-nomy develops, thr rn"ri urrriiirit own economvexist and neither will centralplannlg.brt" oFn"iur oid will hav'L neea io:iirre;ii-til; t"#,ia],-wi',|;"j,"u;i-that the state will only run is to zdm ot 
-*oru"i*- 

opea economies a;;o;. Ttfi;;ilii nu, the sovietsmg' 
- __-r: ^- r ., 

can choose when to have theii oii, 
-but 

growth in oiiGorbachev also predicted that employment would expons isnecis-sariifio;;h;, dJ.r". When the oil isbecome more "ratiorial"-in;t#;ffi;, h*E ffifi gong, ttrere is no irorc g-*th in that sector.be done with a ..iew towaro-fiofii and with morc . dy.t;ui"-g -;ifno*, the USSR subjects Soviet oil to"frictional.unemployment." Ht-has arrJaaf i"t rit: the w'hims or"trre cafiiuri* I"-u-n?i?r?demands for oil.ward the view thitpionts, entirpriiiautonomy, enrer- <rne one poi;; s"iil"n"&;auld make is thatprise profit and losiles.polsi[ili-t'y *a u.nr.*ptcy will iome souiiioil go"r to othlr eisigi; countries. Still,
L1ffli1T.:tiTt Ol" in ttre souiet iconomy. And not the apolog.ist *"-Ja r,.u;6;"i;thr".urp that that ex-surpnsmgly-',he believes_Mancist theo^ry needs revi- pon_nade-is not conductedon 

";;piluliJ;f,fri:i'-'-"sion. (New York rimes,6/26t87,6/z7i8i, i7-frt8i' so yly is ir irriitrr; s";i;;'.i'il growth in oilTo advance all thele- goats in ttr! zue oroplosihon exports? rint, asitated, other E*i glo" countries aref1ory oqher factions of thE soviCt staie 
"upituiiii"iuJr, 

in trouble ilJ ild the oil. Secondly, rhs USSR usesGorbachev has tarred his preaecessois *itrt reiponiil hard cune;t ttrg;ii il;;;;";il,';#;#;;"t;bilitv for recession! By. doing some ;rldlil;;t'#lit, l19m_th9 wett. wli u,ii;;;il#t;oods from theown, Gorbachev foun-d_that-the Soviit economy de- West? The reason !i trgi rh;;;;;al are considered

;3l,:1,T1!;r:f'v re80s' rcoiuacr,iu;;i/;fr'l; ff fr::'J:HJli:r":***L:rrg:",,;f
His motive f"t^d_",1e this is appar^en$r to blarne ffi*tli:ff*ti*it 

with it' the poinf of working-fdr
predecessors for the sorry state of thi sovi& ;;.;"d i Whefi t 

"a" 
*itr, the West grows, it goes alongand offer his own so-callbd reformJas th" il;;;:'- 

i 
*i,rt ,h;S"ri"*;diliii-#;;r",i?i so"i"t workeri
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;?#:llili#'1,:*::::Y:,'ilrh.r"*9l::ltrunrer
::*: ry" *",y;r jH iiii j[ #rT Tji$f i[:c on or trref ;il"k ;"!:iii?q il"Tf;ffi*f ,a,T,l;work the more thec e n t i ve s 

- 
-ffi ,::Ji'f"i"1*[JTIfS:ffi :]:forts. The more thel yant \fu;;;#;;nsumer Boods,the more oil thev trive tq, ,"lt ioi'ii*i currency. The

19f :illlgv.\gu.-to seu,.rhe ;;;;"y have to pa1-ncrpate in rhe Western capitalist 
"o""*y. ffriJilffigwith the use of consumei good inc;il*, causes theSoviet economy to become nrore capitalisr

. As if answering the above.cri.rtclsnl Qy admit-
ting it Uv 

""" 
p.rriUtiintttpretadon), Gorbachev said

*re foUdwinn,''twr see that there is confusion in the
minds of sorie people: Are we not retreating.from the
positions of Soiiatism, especially when we introduce
new, unaccustomed forms of economic management
and social life? Are we not revising the Man<ist-l-enin-
ist teaching itself?-'No wonder that there have emerged
"defenders" of Marxism-Leninism and mourners for
Socialism who believe that both are under threat."'
(New york Times, 2/19/88)

"tr4r. Gorbachev said the economy actually began to decline in size, rather
than experience a slowerrate of growth, in the early 1980's. He said this
conclusion was based on calculations of econornic $owth that discounted
revenue from the sale of oil abroad and the sale of alcoholic beverages in
the Soviet Union." (i.{ew York Times, 2/19188)

Given this situation, Gorbachev has found it
necessary to renew attacks on Marxist theory. He does
this because he cannot politically afford to say that the
Soviet Union is capitalist and has experienced reces-
sion and other negative social phenomena. So instead
he says that Ma::<ist theory is wrong. All these things
that are happening in the Soviet Union are part of so-
cialism, not capitalism.

If therc comes to be a serious unemployment
problemat som€ point, Gorbachev will not say that the
Soviet Union is suffering the ills of capitalism. In-
stead, he will redefine Manrism to say that unemploy-
ment is necessary at some stage of socialism.

Now that workers rue alienated and he needs
more and more Western consumer goods and profit
incentives to get enterprises going, Gorbachev does
not say qhey are adopting capitalism. He says that this
is paa of socialist pluralism etc.

In this vein, it is not surprising that Gorbachev
has recently reversed verdicts on Bukharin, who Stalin
executed and left in disgrace. The reason for this is
that Bukharin was the foremost defender of the New
Economic Policy of the 1920s. Gorbachev wants to
say that the NEPwas not a set of capitalist policies, but
something good for socialism generally. Birkharin told
tle peasants to "get rich" using the free market of the
NEP. Gorbachev wants to tell Soviet workers to live
the good life by working hard and buying Western
consumer goods.

Gorbachev on national oppression
Referring to recent rebellions of different na-

tionalities in the Soviet Union, Gorbachev seemed to
t+e.3 Trotsk-yist line if one inteqprets ..Soviet patrio-
tism" as loyalty to the Soviet foni of government and
not a particular people

. "Soviel patriotism is the grcatest of our values. .
. . Any manifestation of nationalism and chauvinism
are incompatible with it." (New york Times,2llglgg)

The other possible interpretation is that Goi-
bachev values all Russian natiorialism to the point of
being a Russian chauvinist against the non-itussian
peoples of the Soviet Union.

Book Review:

. ,. "S9co1dary Literarure on the Restoration of Capi-
talism in the Soviet Union"

Henry Park
Research in Political Ecorwmy
JAI hess, Greenwich, CT, 1987
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Socialism tn the Soviet Union
Jonathan Aunhur
Communist Labor Party
Workers Press, Chicago, 1977

Socialtsm in the Soviet Unton is an excellent
book for a revisionist one. This review certainly occurs
10 years too late, but MIM only found Socialismtn the
Soviet Union in 1988! It just goes to show that the
confusion in the international communist movement
because of events in 1956 and 1976 has yet to clear
enttely. There remains much summation of those
events to be done.

In this book, the Communist Labor Parry dis-
tinguishes itself from Mao Zedong Thought through an
apparent return to Stalin.

Throughout the book, the CLP pits Stalin
against Mao. What is good about the book is that the
differences are not distorted or ignored as in other
books or revisionist apologies for the Soviet Union.
The book is also fair in citing evidence and arguments
from the Maoist point of view before refuting thern

Indeed, the CLP upholds Stalin and criticizes
Khrushchev, Hua and Deng for revisionism. As the
now-defunct Communist Workers Party was to do
years later, the CLP argued as early as L977 that revi-
sionists in power cannot restore capitalism where so-
cialism has been established. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, this was at least at one point the position of the
Eritrean comrades of the EPLF. It still might be the
EPLF position.

The CLP holds that despite the revisionism of
the Soviet CP, the Soviet people do not allow the revi-
sionists to return to capitalism. Indeed, there is an in-
teresting quote from Stalin that the CLP uses: "The
govemment may make mistakes, it may make blunders
that may involve the danger of the temporary collapse
of the dictatorship of the proletariat; but that would not
mean that the proletarian dictatorship as the principle of
the stmcture of the state in the transition period is
wrong or mistaken. It would only mean that the lead-
ership is bad, that the policy of the leadership, the pol-
icy of the government, does not corresponii witbthe
dictatorship of the proletariat, that that policy must be
changed to correspond with the demands of the dicta-
tonhip of the proletariar" (p. 130) Aurthur also quotes
Stalin that the party is not the dictatorship of the prole-
tariat. Hence, the implication is that the party may be
incorrect but the dictatorship of the proletariat may
stand.

According to Aurthur, there has never been a
retrogression in world history from a more advanced
mode of production to a more backward one without a
war. History spirals only upward. Hence, to eliminate
the dictatorship of the proletariat, the revisionists
would have to blunder in such a way as to bring war
on their people.

But how can a spiral only go up? Is it like an
outstretched slinky? Well, then it is like climbing a

mountain on a path that circles around. The problem
with such a view is that it is metaphysical. hunfrur
admits $e. possibility o f retro gre s sio'n ihrou gtr- ;;:';
where is the sraight march upward? Aunh"ur's;ri;:
cism of Mao's diaiectics does Lcho Stalin's and-E";;,
Hoxha's for that marter. Mao's critique;aS,.n;;;
found- in A Critique of Soviet Econimtcs. Hoxha;i
metaphysics have bee:rsuccels&lly criticized UV ottrergroups including the RCp and pL. -

Another point that Aurthur makes, which has
more- validity, is that while Soviet laws and policies
may indicate capitalism, they are not the same as riat_
rty.. "Reforms" such as the Kosygin ..reforms" never
gathered any steam according to Aurthur. ..OU;".ii"i
raws ot polrhcal economy cannot be changed, radically
changed, abolished or negated by decrees] reiolution(
maneuvers, schemes,'economic levers,' bargainine.
or.the.changlg of a political 'line' in a facto.y,"furm 5i
mine." (p. 53)

ro repry," tHlli:""h1-r"So#?,,, u matter
of having the correct factual information and nor just
the frustrations of Western observers wishing for-the
day that-the Soviet bloc becomes a capitalisi depen-
dency of the United States. In order to get this infor-
mation, one could read H. Park's "Secondary Litera-
tur€ 9n the Question of the Restoration of Capitalism in
the Soviet lJnion" now available from MIM for the
first rime.

Kosygin reforms are a failu're only in
9[estern eyes

Aurthur numbers the main points of the Kosy-
gin "reforms" (pp. 43-4) of Soviet economic organiza-
tion and then parrots hired pens of the US government
to prove that the reform was never implemented, only
decreed. (pp. a5-a$ Without reading Bland (1980) or
Pa* (1987), one might have difficulty refuting this
claim. Some of the facts that have come to light since
Aurthur wrote his book are as follows:

.Firms retained 4OVo of their profirs in 1969.

.In 1978, half of all investment came from
profits at the enterprise level.

.fn 1969-1970, state grants covered only
l8.8Vo of investment (Park, p. 45)

.In 1976, credit issued by the state to firms
"financed 60Vo of circulating capital." (Pa*, p. 46)

According to Aurthur, who could not have had
the above information, not even 2O% of. invesment
came from decentralized sources. (pp. SO-t) This is
quite simply outdated infonnation.

Also according to Aurthur, less than one per-
cent of trade in wholesale producer goods was irthe
means of giroduction in 1969, so the Kosygin reform
does not amount to much. (p. 51) Qualitatively, this is
a weak point to begin with because Aurthur does not
tell ttre reader how fast the means of production have to
change hands before he becomes convinced of the ex-
istence of capitalisn How many times must the means
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of pr_oducrion switch hands in a year in a capitalist so_ciety?
In. an-y^ _case, by 1971 .,two-thirds 

of tradeturnover in l97l was in the means of pioaurtlo,r;
(Park, p.44)

Aurthur's understanding of the Kosygin re_
lorms is out-of-date. What is m"ore, ona .rn see from
the nature of the rtiscussion why ii ii ttrat uouig.oit
academics do not.\e-ep tabs on the progress oT ttri
$opygin."reforms." M*y of the issuejinJol"ed occur
in Marxist discourse and the changei th"t occ* *"
I-ply lol fast enough ro be of intjrest ro academics
financed by the colporarions. Corporations ana if,i
Pentagon.want to know if detent€ i,iU Ue prontuUi".
Will foreign investment be allowed? Witt ihere be ;free market so that.foreig_n goods can compete in a
i:glgfll way? Will the Soiiets allow,epudiation olprolltst^Can toreigners hire Soviet workers on their
termsI short of "yes" answers to these questions about

ism in the Soviet U1i9n H: F*t the followins quotefrom Man<: "Surolus-populaiion n ror..;, conversely,the lever. of capitatistic ;d;;i;;;; nuy u co ndtrio n[emphasis added] o.r *,. eilster,;;.H ih; G;;;iiJ;mode of,productijp." (p. Sil 
---

A response to lhis arguments exists on twolevel s-one factual, anO a secoiA-tireore tic af .
First, as admitteq bt Br;;n"v 

", 
the 26thCongress, there is unemployrir.il iilh; soriri union.According to some inaeien'deniiArulutions it is com_parable to that foun{ in Scandinavia.-(park ;t:54i-"'

r_-r- Secondly, giyen the Soviet blo",s'iconomic
Eade, one musr consider the possibiliry that th. S;;i;;government takes advantage 6f unempioyment in othiicountries when bargaininf with its oin workers. Re_cessions and worie haie ,..rr.O il-H;;;;;,Poland, Ethiopia etc.

Thirdly, it ma-y be just a matter of time beforeclasslc recessions and greater unemployment occur in

"The Soviet economy grew at a rate of o n I y
one-half of 1 percent last year, as the Soviei
union cut back its imports from the west and
failed to increase standards of l iving for its
consumers, despite the economic reforms of
Mikhail s. Gorbachev, according to an analysis
by two u.s. intel l igence agencies." (New york
Times, Business Digest, 4/25lgg, p. 25)

change in the Soviet economy, the bourgeois aca-
demics cannot sustain much interest.

What is more, Aurthur's underestimating of the
success of the Kosygin reforms points to another
problem,-the problem of seding refrsionists in power
for over 30 years without seeing capitalist restoiation.
If the revisionists have made deciees and failed re-
forms for 30 years, and economic growth is decelerat-
ing (to-the point where it's been blsically zero), then
why don't the workers get rid of the revisionists if
they are in control and notreprcssed?

Labor-power as commodity
Money still is the form of paynent in ttie Soviet

Union and piece-rate pqyments db introduce competi-
tion between workers . 56.6Vo of workers.were pai?l by
piece-rates in 1969. (Park, p.44) This is contrary tb
Aurthur's presentation. (p. 76)

Aurthur 
"o,,,"Slu,ill:?J"T:ilr'," is no unem-

ployment in the Soviet Union, there can be no capitaf-

the Soviet Union. Capitalism hasn't been around that
long in the Soviet Union. The historical boom mav be
coming to an end. The early expansion of seitler
America cenainly saw long periodi of labor shortage
that required the importation of slaves. Dqcs that meln
that the white peoplb lived under socialism? Of course
!ot. Also, by Aunhur's criteria there is a contradiction
for his Stalinderivd-th"ouy that has developed since
L977: massive unemploymint exists in state'capitatisl
China.

On a theoretical level, Aunhur is quite insistent
on equating zero unemployment with no market for la-
bor-power: "(Without the resenre army of unemployed
there cannot be competition for jobs -and 

therefore no
possibility of setting a price [wage] for a labor power
that is not yet expended.)" (p. 76) Even on the surface,
this is absurd. There will always be competition for
cushy jobs. Given one hundred white-collar jobs and
one hundred jobs flipping hamburgers and iwo hun-
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dred workers, there will still be competiuon amongst
workers.

Unemployment can not be the only mechanism
in capitalistn that serves as a "lever" to get work out of
workers. If a company guarantees a worker a job for
life, does that suddenly mean that company is socialist
or that the worker has no reason to produce surplus
value? Jobs for life are a widespread phenomena in
Japan. Is Japan socialist? IBM and Tany- indusrial
companies give workers jobs for life. Arc they social-
ists? In war-time in the United States, fascist Ger-
many, Italy etc. unemployment was low or non-exis-
tent. When competing with other capitalists for world
domination, capitalists do not want any of their work-
ers idle. Does that mean these countries in war-time
were socialist? It seens that in some historical situa-
tions, Mamists must admit that unemployment does
not even serve as the capitalist class's main bargaining
chip against the working class. It certainly cannot be
the only one.

It is not clear that Marx's quote applies to the
situation in the Soviet Union. Mam was talking about
wage-labor in its most common form. However, as
discussed, the Soviets use a particular capitalist tactic
known as piece-rates. Piece-rates and pay based on
bonuses introduce "competition between the laborers."
Piece-rates serve to get work out of workers, not
through the stick but by the carrot.

Having a job in the Soviet Union does not
mean that one receives a standard wage except by do'
ing a certain amount of work, the standards of which
are set up in these competitive piece-rate conditions.
Having a secure job does not mean that a worker does
not feel compelled by conditions (high or low
paylpiece rates) to work more or less than in his/her
class interests.

fnternational relations
Aurthur's book came out before the Soviet in-

vasion of Afghanistan and Vietnarn's attack on Kam-
puchea. The CLP believes that the people of the USSR
have kept the USSR on a socialist path despite its revi-
sionist leaders. Why then do the Soviet people allow
thousands of their children to die in Afghanistan in
support of a military-feudal clique? By gving the peo-
ple of the USSR the credit for socialism in the USSR,
the CLP also gives the people the blame for
Afghanistan. What kind of stance on the national
question is that?

How did the people let their leaders hoodwink
them into fighting each other across the Sino-Soviet
border in several battles, if both countries were social-
ist? (p. 144)

Why did the Soviet people allow "history's
greatest revolutionary betrayal" 1p. 153) in the Congo?
Don't they know that the success of their revolution is
bound up with the success of communism internation-
ally?

How can China's war with Vietnam and Viet-
nam's warwith Kampuchea be explainedif the peoples

of rhess countries have kept ail three of these countries
on socialist courses? Don'! the peoples of these coun-
tries know that it is not in the inrerests of proletarians
anywhere to fight each other, never mind the interests
of socialist countries? Who is saying the masses are
asses, the Maoists or the CLP?

Maoists have an explanation for why the
masses have not been able to stop Soviet acts of impe-
riaiism-the repression of the masses by the Soviet
leadership. The stnrggle between Stalin's followers
and Khrushchev included struggle over control of the
mititary.

Many successful arguments in the book
Despite the fact that Aurthur's book is incorrect

overall, hopefully Maoists who read it will recognize
the refutation of arguments that Maoists might be
tempted to make but should not make.

Pronouncements of political line that have no
impact on economic reality mean nothing. (p. 17)
Maoists should not say that the mere pronouncement of
line equals capitalism, only that it may signal counter-
revolution in the superstructure which will work its
way into the relations of production as do all revolu-
tions-e.g. French, Russian, Chinese. The super-
structure undergoes revolution first, then the relations
of production.

It is suspiciously Christian to oppose material
incentives, simply because they are material incentives
(and not because of their real world detrimental im-
pac|. (p.22)

Capitalism is not owning a dacha. (p. 25)
Wealth is not the issue, the organization of production
is.

Private plots always existed in the Soviet
Union. (p. 54)

Working at one machine in a factory or on one
plot of ground in the countryside is not equivalent to
owning those means of production. (p. 6O)

Considering the difficult conditions in which
the Soviet Revolution succeeded, one can not blane
the Soviet people for a "siege" mentality. (p. 139)

All of the above points by Aurthur are correct.

Some simple errors in the book
There are some simple political errors in the

book. For example, Aurthur attributes the following to
the ruling class in ttre Soviet Union: "They have arisen
under socialism, and the privileges they have gained
were gained under, and in a certain sense because of
socialism. The elite lfke socialism because it means
they can have their privileges and a working class
whose standard of living is constandy rising, who are
not likely to go on strike, riot, or overthrow the gov-
ernment-as long, that is, as the leadership guarantees
their well-being." (p. 36) The problem here is that the
material well-being of the masses can improve under
capitalism too. There is no reason rhe leaders cannot
adopt capitalism and improve the well-being of the
masses. In the case of US imperialism, tremendous
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gains in the living standards of the white masses have
been made at the expense of Third World peoples. The
white working class largely allies itself with the impe-
rialists as a result. Economic growth is unfortunately
the call of both communist and capitalist leaders and in
some circumstances both communists and capitalists
can deliver on the promise.

Another error has to do with Aunhur's treat-
ment of bourgeois authorities in the US who comment
on the USSR. He prefers their statements on the con-
ditions in the Soviet Union to those of Soviet officials
themselves because according to Aurthur the Soviet
officials are revisionists who wish they could restore
capitalism but cannot succeed. Hence their statements
are wishful, whereas the statements of bourgeois aca-
demic au&orities in the West are not, relatively-speak-
ing according to Aurthur: "a well-informed reactionary
is often much more reliable than an ignorant
'revolutionary."' (p. vii) Furthermore, "American
Kremlinologists, whose reputations and salaries rest
on their ability to describe what the situation is in the
Soviet Union, have remarked repeatedly on the failure
of the 1965 reform, and the reasons for the failure."
(p. 45)- 

Yes, the military, CIA and corporations fund
Soviet studies for their interests, but does that mean
that the descriptions of Kremlinologists are useful to
the international proletariat? The hired pens of the
bourgeoisie are paid to describe Soviet reality a_s it
compares with the US bourgeoisie's desire for a free
market Soviet capitalism dependent on the United
States. In this light, it is true that the Soviets' state
capitalism does not go nearly far enough for Western
tastes. Hell, Chinese dependent state capitalism is not
going fast enough for capitalism according to these
hired representatives of the bourgeoisie. Aurthur im-
plicitly recognizes the truth of this by not citing any-
Western academic authorities to describe the realities of
the Soviet military or the roles of Soviet trade unions.
If he had, he would have come to much different con-
clusions than he did.

A similar mistake is made when Aurthur argues
that interest rates of 2.5Vo on loans to foreign countries
prove that those loans are not capitalist. Aurthur says
ihe Soviets should deposit the money with Chase
Manhattan to really make a profit since Chase would
offer higher rates.

This sort of ignorant argument is not cornmon
in Aurthur's book, so it will be worth refuting. First of
all, the Soviets cannot just deposit money with Chase.
Social-imperialism's competition with US imperialism
entails keeping currencies relatively separate. It is
difficult for the US imperialists to find things they
want to buy from the Soviets, so they may not have
much use for rubles. Secondly, there is an elernent of
national competition. The loans to other countries in
rubles can only be used to buy products from the So-
viet Union. Thirdly, hasn't Aurthur ever heard of cap-
italist competition? So the new imperialist on the
bloc(k) undercuts the p i:es of its competitors. What

else is new? With such rates, the Soviets should be
able to cut out all its competitors on the international
market. (Of course, the Western practice of "dumping"
might arise in which case the imperialists will-teri-
porarily pay countries to borrow their money. This in
effect is what is happening when Western imperialist
bankslwrite off theii loans to Latin American coun-
tries.)

In another poor argument, Aurthur says that it
is not conceivable that Soviet revisionists would ailow
small entrepreneurs to exist in the countryside. He
points out how large multinational corporations in the
West crush their smaller competitors. He fails to rec-
ognize that there may be a political value that the revi-
sionists see in allying with petty capitalists in the
countryside. (pp. 53-54) Certainly this is what Deng
Xiaoping is doing. Secondly, the industrial state capi-
talists may consider themselves better served by
smaller enterprises in the countryside. In any case, no
capitalist society is monolithic and plenty of mom-and-
pop stores are allowed to exist in the United States de-
spite the existence of national chain stores.

Turning an even debate into a blowout
In 1977, the state of anti-revisionist knowledge

and theory of the Soviet Union and China was weak at
a movement level. The leading proponents of Maoism
were in confusion. The October kague/CPML fell for
Hua Guofeng. The RCP was in turmoil and continued
to call China socialist in public. Only an isolated study
group published anything against the state capitalist
counterrevolution in China and that book was ncces-
sariiy thin on the facts of China's new economic orga-
nization. It is actually remarkable that Aurthur re-
sponded to the Maoist arguments on the Soviet Union
as eariy as L977. Many argumqnts that Aurthur refutes
were probably incorrect and weak formulations com-
mon among the thousands of Maoists of that time.

Today, in 1988, it is still only 12 years since
the overthrow of Mao's followers. It is also only 12
years since the theories of Zhang Chunqiao and Yao
Wenyuan accounted for the material basis of the new
bourgeoisie that arises under socialisrr. It has been
only 12 years that the international communist move-
ment has had to understand its most advanced experi-
ence to dat*the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolu-
tion.

In 1988, the first comprehensive academic
book on capitalism in China has been in print from a
publisher in Hong Kong less than two years. MIM has
distributed a definitive book on the political economy
of China for only forr years, and only to a very limited
audience.

It is unfornrnate but tnre that Aurthur's book
was undoubtedly used victoriously by some of its par-
tisans in struggles against many Maoists and would-be
Maoists. To defeat Aurthur, one would have to have
read W. B. Bland's book published in 19E0 or at least
a lengthy review of it and other books that came out in
1987.
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Now, however, as works like these come out,
the facts in China and the Soviet Union are speakins
louder and louder. Supporters of Mao anA tf,e-ba"e o?
Four can have no doubts about whar is happenin! in
China 

-if they study the issue closely. It ii perh"aps
p_ossrbte that smoldering in the ruins of sociilism in
China and the ebb of the international .ornrnuniri
movement is the science of Marxism-Leninism Mao
Zedong Thought. It is possible that this scienc* *iti
o_nc_e again win over the borderline comrades of the
!LP/CWP. past. ,As counterevolution in China, thi
Soviet Union and Vietnam becomes more and more
manifest, the science of Marxism-Leninism Mao Ze_
dong Thought will gain more adherents and once ueuin
become a more unified material force in the United
States.

Fascism spills over from US satellites
The_pay_or of Los Angeles Thomas Bradley

asked the City Council to posr a $10,000 reward for
information leading to the :uresr of those responsible
for death squad murders and abductions in LA.

Death squad activists from El Salvador are
kiliqg opponents of the Salvadoran military dictator-
ship in the US. (LA Times,7l23l87,p.6)

AYailable for
the first time!
"Secondary Literature on

the Restoration of
Capitalism in the Soviet

Union" from Research in
Political Economy

By H. Park
This articlJ reviews arguments within self-

Cescribed Marxist-Leninist circlEs. In the process, rhe
review establishes the existence of state capitalism in
the Soviet Union. It is the best article lengi\ piece on
the subject.

$2.50 cash or $2.50 money order or check
with name section blank

MIIU, PO Box 3576, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-
3576.

Like the USSR and especially
china, vietnam turned capitalist

Vietnarn has been enacting dramatic economic so-
called refonns. "Foreign investors are now welcome to
et up wholly-owned enterprises in all regions of

Vietnam, with the right to place forcign personnel in key
management positions. . . . The new code additionally
guarantees foreign investors the right to repauiate profis
as well as principal. And the government pledges thar it
will not nationalize any enterprise in which fbreigners
have an invesment." (Guardian: Radical Newsweekly,
l/20l88, p. 1)

On the domestic side, the new codes call for
ryork9r incentives, wages according to productivity,
shareholding and cost adcounring." g6ia., p. 13)

The Communist Party head, Nguyen Van Linh
and State Planning Commission and Vic-e premier Vo
Van Kiet have a history of setting up private cooperative
e-ntoprises even in defiance of the party. Now they are
the leaders of the party and that in itself is an indicltion
of capitalist social revolution going on in Vietnam.

China, the Soviet Union and Vietnam have
enacted sweeping "reforms," which are so clear in their
capitalist nature that they cannot be called "reforms."
They ge part of capitalist revolutions going on in those
countnes.

The changes in Vietnam are a blunt challenge to

the ideology of focoists and various cheerleaders of
Third world struggles in the united states includine rhe
Guardian. Recent Guardian articles are perhaps a beiated
recognition by the Guardian that Vietriam i3 capitalisi
On the other hand, the Guardian seems sweDt ui in the
spirit of rhetoric of glasnost and ,tprii-.ii"
communism" sweeping ihe world, which irist ioes o
prove that therc will always be a market forcieerl-eaders.

In addition, descendants of the Revolutionan,
Youth Movement I, such as the Weatherman, ;; illi
going 1o have to account for their uncritical ,uppon io,
gapitalist revolution in Vietnam. Are Sakai, fini ana
Sera and the Prairie Fire Organizing Committee- sriff
claiming o be socialists orconinunisti?

The case of Vietnam indicates the limitations of
RYM I type revolutionary nationalism. In fact, the new
attempts to make Vietnam another dependeni counrrv
demonstrate that rcvolutionary nationaliits are ,.false" iir
their nationalism.

In future issues of MIM Notes and MIM Theory,
MIM will summarize the concrete changes that have betin
going on in the Vietnamese relations of production.
Those wishing to contribute o this should write in now.
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SectarianR eview:
Forward Motion; A Socialist Magazine,

November.December 19E7
$3 PO Box 1884, Jamaica Plain, MA

02130.
In this issue, the Freedom Road Socialist

Organization sets forth its most recent position in favor
of the Jackson campaign for president. It starts from
the premise that "the major conflict in U.S. politics
today remains that bet'reen the Reagan coalition and
the diffuse forces aligned against ir" (p. l)

The FRSO sees some hope in Paul Simon and
saw hope in the candidacy of Pat Schroeder. Basically
though, the FRSO is committed to rhe Jackson
campargn.

MIM Notes readers will notice that the FRSO
says, "There is only Jackson the peace candidate" in
the very issue that the FRSO should have condemned
the U.S. bombing of Iran and Jesse Jackson's support
of that bombing; although, in fairness Forward Motion
generally does not deal with current events. (Send
$1.50 for MIM Notes no. 33)

Aside from the FRSO's goal of doing
everything to get out the popular vote for Jesse
Jackson, there is also the FRSO's idea of using Jesse
Jackson to build up AFL-CIO union memberships in
the South and Southwest. This is perhaps a typical
example of how militants become social democrats in
the United States. The FRSO has discovered that there
is no major social base in the United States proper for
radical or revolutionary social change, so FRSO
moderates the revolutionary goals of Manrism while
still claiming to be Mamisr

The main pan of this magazine is dedicated to
interviews with various Chicano and Mexicano
activists. It's a sampling of opinion that is fairly
interesting.

Another article focuses on the merger of
various "Left" groups in Mexico to form a Mexican
Socialist Party. The new group includes rrembers of
group that supposedly traces its roots to lvlao and the
Cultural Revolution. The new grouping includes
revisionist parties such as the pro-Soviet Communist
Party.

Typical of this gloup and the FRSO itself is the
following statement: "It is in practical, day-to-day
work that we must define our politics, and not only in
old theories." (pp. 33-34) Clearly, the FRSO favon
this kind of unity on a low common denominator.

The PMS in Mexico is said to have 100,000 to
125,000 members.

Finally, this issue contains an article on the
contradictions in the meatcutting industry. As one
would expect from a "Left" magazine, there is no
explanation how meatpacking workers 6along $9 and

$10 an hour link themselves to issues other than brcod.
and-buner-and-VCRs. Will these workers *oif 6rrevolution or even social reform or ucc"pl $t.Zi*.^g'i
cuts if srikes fail?

The alliance of these workers with the US
imperialists leaveslittle hope for an explosion of 

-tignperiali_st politic-al activity irmong theie workrn, bot
Forward Motion does not bother with this problenr-

Forward Motion, January-February,
1988 '.Organizing in the Changing-

South"
In this issue, the FRSO and alied organizations

argue that organizing the South is key in reiolutionarv
work and that the key to that is organizing a Black beit
nation.

The first article is about efforts to establish
Black majority governments in cities such as
Keysville, Georgia.

The next article by the Amilcar CabraVpaul
Robeson Collective states 

--y 
couunon theses:

."Black nation in the U.S. South had its origrns in the
p€ri-d when the plantation slavc economy privailed."
."Monopoly capitalism will not permit thE development
of at independent national bourgeoisie among Black
people."
."In all these areas of social and cultural life, the white
U.S. ruling class dominates the Afican-American
people." (p. 6)

The FRSO makes its assertion that the United
States is a social formatioq characterized by the
contradiction "between white suprcmacist naiional
oppression, ol the-91e han{ and the forces led by the
oppressed nationalities against that oppression oir the
other." (p. 9) Along thesc lines FRSO-recommends a
struggle for land, unionization and Black political
power.

Another article reviews the trend in Black
ownership which is that by the ytar 2000 there will be
no Black farrrs at the current rate. (p. 18) Gary Grant
makes some convinging analysis ai to why: "A 1986
congressional study of FnHA [Farm-ers Home
Administration - ed.l practices in Holmes C-ounty,
Mississippi, found that if took the FmIIA nearly four
weeks longer to prccess Black farmers' loan applica-
tions than for white applicants. Furthermord, they
rejected more than nrice as many Blacks' requests for
loans as whites." (p. 19) As a solution Grant clalls for a
political movement to unitc small farrrers and save
Black land.

Other articles included a discussion of Black
theology, organizing against the Klan, jazz and, a
e_gl.ogy to the late Mayor Harold Washington of
Chicago.
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Overall, the author was not penuaded that this
issue led anyone forward on the question of national
supremacy. With some exceptions - the article on
Black land ownership - the articles seemed to make
assertions of theory and politics for the sake of putting
them out there and keeping them out there. That of
cqu5e.is important - so is keeping people in touch
with the acdvities of the Klan, iecErit trends in the
Black church etc. Ultimately though, this issue of
Forward Motion does littF-to persuade or weld people
into the conscious political leadership needed today.-

Forward Motion, March-April 1.988,
"Ireland Today and the Fight for

Freedom"
This issue contains interviews concerning the

struggle for kish self-determination against the British.
It contains no analysis by the FRSO. -

The interviews are well selected to emphasize
the internationalism and anti-racism of the IRA-and the
Sinn Fein. Sinn Fein is a political parry in support of
the armed stnrggle for Irish republic'anisnr

- . Although this issue does not contain in-depth
analysis 9f _a4y -sor! it contains some basic arguments
on behalf of hish self-determination.

"We have never asked people outside heland to
support the armed struggle. It would be far beuer if
they did, but that isn't the business we're abouu We
ask people t9 slpport the right of the kish people to
self-determination, to suppon a strategt ol de-
colonialization. The principle of natioiral self-
determination is an internationalist and socialist one,"
says Gerry Adams of Sinn Fein. (p. 11)

Furthermore, Adams proves quite aware of the
problem of public opinion in' the United States: "The
struggle then is to bring about national self-
determination through a strategy of de-colonialization.
If one doesn't base one's judgement on that and gets
tied ino all the side things thenone becomes absolutely
and utterly^ ggqfused. It'd be, 'Catholics fightin!
Protestants.' It'd be 'IRA terrorists.' It'd be ttre Britis[
being benign peacekeepers with their 'white man's
burden'being carried out by British soldiers in the
streetsof WestBelfast!" (p. 15)

Adams is also quite good on the issue of Black
to Irish relations in the US:-"I wouldn't wish to have
suppgr! from someone who on the one hand professes
our right as a people for national self-deterirination,
and on the other hand was denying human beings their
rights on the basis of color or creed" (p. 14)

A final point of interest is that 
-wtrite 

Sinn Fein
credits certain individual politicians in the British Labtr
luny,itclearly faults the British Labor party socialists
for lacking internationalism: "British socialists, have
persistently been guilty of the most heinous crimes
against the Irish people when they get in government
They helped preside over the ft-Et&ts oFlong Kesh

Prison. British Labor ministers planted the roots of a ̂policy which led ro the hunger-siikes here. The Brid;fi
Labor Parry.got itself involved in a mosr undignifieJ
and unprinc.ifled. alliance with the Unionist p-arty in.
order to prolong its stay in government. And there are
numerous other examples that could be cited." (p. 9)

MC5 found this issue enlightening. It should
go on- the MIM literature list uri'ril MIi{ ..n hnJ
something bener to sinrate the kish-British conflici i;
the future MIM should -do agitation on this iisue,
gspecjally because the Irish reptiblicans are not allowed
into the United Sates themselves.

New Unionist, ..Stock Market Crash
Siry{. Depression Near," December,
_19-87 Q.30, New Union party, 62l iry.
Lake St., Suite Zl0, Minneapolis, MN

55408 (612) 823-2593
_ This four page tabloid reminds MC5 of the
Intemadonal Workzs of the World (IWW). It is not
clear what the New Union party's differences arE with
$: YY oI any other teftist gr6up for that.ano fno-
this single issue.

The Ncw Union party advocates the formation
of "one rank-and-file controiled union" ana a fofiticaiparry to gain majority electoral support and sei uD..an
elected Congress of delegates from each industry." (p.z',)

This issue of the paper is devoted to the stock
crash and it is boring. Mostly- it consists of a dry
lesson in economics without much origrnality. 

J

Labyrinth: The Philadelphia Women's
Newspaper, Vol. 4 Number 6

PO Box 426t4
Philadelphia, PA 1910l-2614
The lead article is about a convention of 500

women from 40 states in philadelphia in November
1987. The theme was '.The Un'finished A,eJnda:
Wonrcn's Futurp Under the Constination."

Another article talks about the civil
disobedience in October of over 800 lesbians and gay
men at the Supreme Court. They were protesting'thi
Supreme Cgun]s decision outlawing sodomy and the
govemment's "feeble rcqlonse to the-AIDS crisis.f'

Overall, this is a tiberaVradical tabloid. For
instance, one major theme is that women should vote
themselves soqe power. One article featuring Bella
lb^q is the epitome of this line of thinking. yjq there
ls no d-ogmatic assumption that le-sser evili is the way
99 go for-wom€n. A fuU page ad calls on women to ."
"help findcandidates yor can-believe in."

. Qir p{ogessrv_epub]ic4ion appears to depend
on the.ad.vertising oJ -the Philadelphia communiry,
particularly women. It is evident thit the tabloid is -ai
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L:q:r.p.o1iaily in touch with the community of
Philadelphia.

CROW, #25, Juty l9gg, $4.00
checks pa.yable to AFTA, pO Box A,
Wharton, NJ 07885. 130 pp. glossy

covered magazine
CROW is a review of "video, film, television,

music, books, essays" as its covcr suggests. It is not
put out by a Marxist-I-eninist group. In fact its authors
and editor might be happy to be called liberals from
what the reviewer can tell in this issue.

Right from the beginning, the MIM comrade
reviewing this magazine - MC5 - would have to
admit that s/he is unqualified to review CROW.
CROV/ largely focuses on "video, film and television,"
which is not an area of MC5's expertise.

Still, it is easy to tell that CROW is written
from a knowledgeable and strong point of view worth
tangling with. While CROW is not explicitly Marxist,
it does recognize militarism, classism, racism, sexism
and heterosexism when it sees it. In the cultural field,
this in itself is enough o recommend it.

The cuttingedge of CROW is its support of
eay liberation. Several of the movie reviews focus on
itrd influence of AIDS hysteria in what is coming out of
Hollywood. CROW excels in making subtle
connbctions and interpretations in and of movie texts.
Readers learn to look for indirect and even
unconscious messages from film producers by reading
CROW. For exnmple, The movie "Fatal Attractions"
is only one of many films that moralizes about how
unresirained sexuality brings about horrible
consequences.- 

Other clues to the line in CROW is its
unabashed praise for the SubGenius Foundation, PO
Box 1403016, Dallas, TX 75214. Its directory of
fanzines informs readers ttrat CROW is hooked into the
so-called marginals network of punks, anarchists,
nihilists erc.

It is also very tempting to call the cultural
critique offered in CROW radical, neo-Freudian. As
Wilhelm Reich, CROW would seem to favor sexual
revolution in a way that is not often heard in the 1980s.
Indeed, some of the reviews point out how the sexual
revolution has petered out since the 1960s. CROW's
critique of the watered down feminism of the 1980s is
indiCative. For example, CROW offers a scathing
criticism of feminists working to ban pornography.
(p. 119)

In addition to relating the "isms" to
contemporary culture, CROW has a strong and
consistent . point of view because of its
uncompromising championing of the libido. This
includCs the destructive side of the libido in that
CROW seems to find well-done horror movies to be
socially redeeming.

According to CROW, sorne horrcrmovies that
are done realistically leave the audience happy to be
alive (p. 8) and more appreciative of the evils of
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violence. Too often, according to CROW, violence isportrayed as something that Jharacters recover from
imnryO.i-atgly (p, 7) - letting a ct air Uroken on ;;;tneaq (John Wayne movies) or similarly a piano
dropped on one's head (as in Tom & Ierry cartoons).
Apparenlly some. producers consciousiy rt oggii
against t!ti_, _by makirig violence realistic.

CROW fi!s- a niche that nothing MIM
distributes does. MIM promotes ''rery tinle Uv fiav oJ i
critique of contemporary culture. 'CnOW'-"ft;;
coverc very important areas - visual media : tnii
MIM has l6ft taigely untouched.

CROW -atio offers strong analyses and
opinions from a gay liberation -poini'"i 

"ir*.Therefore, while CnbW is not ttrl revoiutiona{
communist magazine- on. contemporary cuttuiJ tfrdt
MM would puitogether ir it traJifri peopre, it is the
best that MC5 is aiare of in thii 

"i"t'r. 
peoole who

oppory pulting this magazine on the MIM literirure lisi
*9otq ynte, explain why and offer a benerperiodical
mat cntrques contemporary culture.

Revolution, Spring l9gg,
Revolutionary- Communist party

"On_ the Question of Homosexuaiity
and the Emancipation of Women"

In discussions and written exchanges with
MIM comrades and countless others, the F.Cp has
discovered that its line on homosexuality in its proeram
frqquently provokes outrage. The RCp caUi loi ttre
"elimination" of the ideology of homosexuality once
capiteli sm is overtlrown.

That is not to say- the murder of gays and
lesbians. $ facq the RCphas said that it ofprises all
forms of discrimination against homosexuats. naeeA,
anti-homosexual pogromists are part of resurseni
Amerikan Ramboism according to the RCp.

This RCP article is an attempt to rebut the
RCP's critics. Unfornrnately, it's really an example of
a theological exercise. Ai the foundations oi this
elaboratc constnrction of Manrist verbiage are out-and-
ogt burggois assumprions. The, bibliography of this
wide-ranging and assbrtive article conalnjonly three
non-parry sources, which themselves are referred to
yery pqlqgly. This lack of research by itself assures
that the RCP's analysis consciously or unconsciously
leans on ttre dominant ideologies of-this time.

-In 
ugry fancy Mamist phraseology, the RCp

says that homosexuality's current firnction is
ideological and symptomitic of the patriarchy and
9ecqyrng capitalism. Gays and lesbians arl not
breaking with the patriarchy, only serving as blatantlv
reactionary orrcfomrist expressions of it at best.

"All forms of human sexuality - including
homosexuality - are manifestatioris of underlvini
locial reladons." (pp. aGl) Indeed, the RCp treati
homosexuality as an ideology. Most of the anicle
compares homosexuality with communism and finds
h-omosexualiry lacking as a revolutionary vision!
"Nafi',ow," "selfish," and'hargissistic" arc ihe words
used to comparc homosexualiry with communism. 
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In the one place where the RCP compares
homosexuality with heterosexuality - a fmtnote -
the RCP only asserts the facts of why heterosexual
behavior will continue to dominate for a very long
time: "Long-standing worldwide significance in the
reproduction of people and production relations,
coupled with the millennia of stubborn traditions." (p.
45) This is not an ideological line, unless by it the RCP
means that it is futile and therefore bad to challenge
heterosexual relations.

This is an especially embarrassing statement by
the RCP because the RCP admits that "heterosexuality
has never again been free of that stamp of oppression
[of the patriarchy ed.]." (p. a3-a) The RCP
admits ii would be "tempting" to toss heterosexuality
out the window for this reason. So what is happening
here - an inability to think past the status quo or an
opportunist silence which takes advantage of the
prejudices of the status quo conceming sexual orienta-
tion?

The RCP has yet to deal with some key
relevant facs. As one of the two main reasons that the
RCP cites for the dominance of heterosexuality,
reproduction of the human race is raised. That is
astonishing. Does the RCP not realize that artificial
insemination is a long-standing practice that requires
no sexual relationship? This is not to mention test-tube
babies coming in the future. Sexual intercourse is not
necessary for reproduction and the RCP's ignoring of
this fact is again oppornrnist silence playtng into the
hands of bourgeois ideology.

As for the fact that the patriarchy of
heterosexist relations is based on Properry lineages -
the importance of being able to pass down property
through the generations this only prcves that
heterosexism is a product of class society, not
homosexuality. In fact, by the RCP's linc of rea-
soning, if it were factually true that homosexuality
appeared with the decay of capitalism (whichit is not),
homosexuality would have to represent the stirrings of
a new proletarian order since it can sewe no ute in tlu
transfenal of property! Just as the proletariat has no
interest in creating new property relations, only an
interest in abolishing them, homosexuality is a practice
with no possibilities of being tainted by inheritancc
considerations! If the RCP has discovered anything by
its analysis of the dominance of heterosexism in
sociery, it is the exactopposite of what itintented.

In addition, the inheritance practice could be
imitated by gays too. There is no reason they could not
adopt children or us€ artificial insemination.

Filled with unbacked factual assertions such as
that gay men iue mostly middle class, that the
bourgeoisie promotes and practices homosexuality,
that lesbian relations have all the same problems as
heterosexist relations (but to the same degree with the
same statistical frequency one might ask) (pp. 47, 48,
50), this RCP article asks a lot of people's factnral
knowledge. That is tantamount to opportunism on this
issue because the education system clearly preveng

people from having extensive factual information about
homosexualiry.

The research just isn't there for the RCp to be.
making all thesc rcactionary asseitions.

In any case, there is perhaps one sense in
which it is correct to compare homosexuality with
communism. If heterosexual communists spend less
time thinking about their sexuality and more time
working on stopping World War III than do
homosexual communists, then there is a problem with
homosexuality. However, how could we call someone
a cornmunist in the first place if hislher first concern is
his/her own sexual needs? On the other hand, one
might expect 

^ 
gay or lesbian to concern his/herself

disproportionately (not necessarily mainly) with
discrimination against gays and lesbians in general. Or
looking at it from another angle, would one expect a
South African proletarian to distribute his/her political
time to various issues the same way a proletarian in the
US would? Of course not.

So on the surface, one might think that maybe
homosexuals do spend morc time involved with their
sexualities than do heterosexuals. If this is true,
however, it does not show as far as MM has learned
in practice. It is this comrade's experience that the
homosexual population is bener than the heterosexual
population on average in its political outlook. This is
especially tnre ffrw with the materid conditions crpated
by AIDS, something that the RCP seems aware of. (p.
47) In any case, to prove the opposite contention the
RCP would have to offer some evidence.

Thus, this comrade would like o agr€c with the
RCP that sexuality should not b a dividing line
question. When the international proleuriat has yet to
protect itself from war and fecd and shelter itself,
sexual needs will have to take tbc backseat.

The RCP may be right that fighting
discrimination against gays and lesbians may be dl that
is required to unleash their revolutionary energies. [n
the same sensc therc is a duty to frght sexism to
unleash ttre struggle against imperialism and war.
People who do mt see these duties to fight heterosexist
and sexist opprcssion are not communists.

On the other han{ thc RCP's poorprcsentation
of this issue has convinced this comrade that either
severe igncance brrought about by decades of Mamist-
Leninist neglect of ttre sexual revolution or opptrtunist
capitulation to dominant bourgeois ideologies or both
underlie the RCP's stance. And, opportunism is a
dividing line question. The RCP does confront some
of its critics' points head on in this article. For the
most part the RCP argument collapses, but at least the
RCP tried on some issues it hasn't before. Unfor-
tunately, MIM is also aware that the RCP has not tried
on all the issues the RCP has been made aware of. The
RCP is content to let bourgeois ideology fill in the
gaps.
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FHFJSL'TF]AL ]  TY CULTS :

CLr: ]S: l  SOCIETY

II \JNIVIDUALIST ISENLNGY RONTED I I 'J

There is qreat ccnfusion arncnq f ' tar : : is t -Lenininis, ' te.  snd thase

.-1 - i  - . i  h-  *n he l . larx i  =t-Lenini  sts ccncerning the nAture C]fLIF. I l l l l i l l l  Lu UE l l f l l  , ' r I=L LEl l

perscrnal i ty cr-r l ts.  The F:evoiut innary Cernrnutnist  Farty i - ival= nnI;"

the Maonie cul t  in post ing rnsaningles= photagraph= of  their

Leader.  Hurge pictures nf  Eeb Avaf l ian are sf ten accornpanied b' / '  as.

Li t i le a= a s lagan in smai.  1 let ter= "Re'n 'o lut t icn in t -he 8i-)=r Gc'

Fc:r  I t l "

Ever s ince the f  i r -st  r r - r l ing c la=s #orrned" there ha.;e been

thase v:ho set themselves Ltp as exploi ter= in gociety based cln

rnagi  c and ether f  orrns of  myst i  c i  srn,  especi  a1l  y di  v i  n i  ty.  P' lagi  c 
'

, . ' . r i .  tchcraf  t  and rel  i  g i  on are a1 I  equr i  val  ent  phi  l  osephi  ca1 1y

cpeal ;  i  ng .  They al  1 i  nvol  ve i  deal  i  im,

i 'Jhoever rnal le= clai rns to a ' ro le in history does not need a

phntc,graph pla=tered al l  E\r 'Err-  ta do =4. l lao Zedang"= role in

r- . . , i -+FF.r  ie lesg despi te his =aying as ear ly ag'  i97i l  that  " thef  r l>Lu, ' ,1 L2 l tu

ta l l ' r  about 'establ ishing in a big uray'  and 'establ ishing in a

=pecial  way'  is  a lso improper.  Ar-r thor i ty and pre=t ige can be

establ ished only natural ly through struggle and prsct ice,

They can not be establ iEhed art i f ic ia l ly .  Prest ige

egtabl ished art i f ic ia l ly  l+ i11 inevi tably col lap=e, "  { t rammit tee

f  ar  a Proletar ian Farty now BRU' "CLr l tural  Revol l t t ien in

Chi na. "  1=1 )  One can not hel  p th i  n!* i  ng of  Avaki  sn's
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pictures and Ra'r ' rnond Lotta"s bonl :  b i l led bir  !h* REF as the

f i r=t  s igni f icant deepening sf  Lenin 's theory of  i inper ia l ism,

iFle ' , 'a i r - r t : ian,  Spr ing I?94, 53)

fhe reagen for the RCP"B m6r[ ' :et ing hyFe fer i ts l i t '=ratr-rr-e

and phc:tagraphs ig the old r-ur l ing c lags ideology that denies

th"qt  the rnasses ar-e the rnsl , :ers of  h i=tory.  Unfortunate1y, the

F:CF f l im-f lern denies the role o ' f  l ' lao.  the Chineee CF and the

f,hinese rnasses in the deepening of  Lenin 's theory of

i  rnner i  al  i  srn.

I 'Jorst  sf  a l l ,  these ideal ists t ry to c la im a legacy in

l ' !ar: l  i  sm-Leni ni  sm l ' lao Zedong Thor-rght.  For the record o F' lao hi  msel f

d id admit  to Edgar Snow that a l i t t le personal i ty cr-r l t  Fras

necessary for  the Cul tural  Revolurt ionar ies to maintain the

'r :  - t  -+  ̂ *-L- ' :  ̂  of  the prol  etar i  at .  Houlever,  he changed h i  s turneulLLsLUr ='rrrP ul  L l lE Pr urEL

radical  1y af  ter  he was able (end forced) to dt :  r . r i theut the

-. t tnnnrt  nf  t  in Fiao-- the second in cOrnrnand ta i ' lae durr ing the

Ll : : l  Lural  Rev'ol  r - r t isn and a =ubsequent t ra i tor  to that  F€\r 'of  ut i  an.

In a f  arncrr= l  et ter  to J i  ang Gi ng in 1956 that hras

circr : lated af ter  the death of  L in Fiao. Mao e>:plained that he had

for the f i rst  t ime in his l i fe to maire an aLl iance against  h ig

t ' r i  I  I  .  Arnong ether thi  ngs l ' lao sai  d,  "  r  r , lor-r l  d never have thcurght

that the feul  bool :s I  have wri t ten could have such magic FtrrrrJpre.

F{c:w he tLin Biaol  has sung the praises of  rny rrcrks,  the whole

ccuntry r ' l i  l1 . f  n l  l  or . r  h i  s e: :arnple.  ,  l ' ly  +r i  e1i  and hi  s

ccl leagLtes hal 'e presented rne rr l i th a f  a i t  acccmpl i ,  I t  lool ls aE i  i
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there i=.  nn ather coLtrse lef t  oFen to rne than to Ei ' . 'e my

apprcl . , ,aI  .  "  iOrg*nirat i  on f  or  Revol  ut t i  cnary Uni  ty,  The Clt l t i - t r^e1

F.e' , ,cr lnt inn in China. 131) Lin Et iacr had been the rnc:st  pourerf l t l

rn i l i tar-y cornrnander in the col tntry at  a t inre af  ter  the Great

Leap urhen l" tao no longer direct ly held a mtrajor gn.rernnrent role.

In 1?7",  L in died af ter  a coLtp at tempt.  Subsequrent ly '  i " lao

=.sid in discLrssicrng that he nnly i , ranted tn be rernernbered as e

teaCher" nct  a "Great Helrnsrnan" and certainly nat the object  c ' t

dei f icat ic:n.

i lao himsel  f  e>lpl  a i  ned the probl  em r,r i th perEonr l l  i  t 'y  ct- i l t=.

"Ti te pJay in r ' rh ich absct lute aurthor i ty is presented i ,s imprnper.

There has never been any single absolute alr thor i ty.  Al l

author i t ies are relat ive,  Al l  ahsolute th ings exist  in relat i " 'e

thi  ng=: j r :st  a='  absol  t i te t rur th i  s the total  of  i  nnumerabl  e

reiat ive t ruths.  and absolr- t te t r r - t th e>l iEts anl ; -  in relat i ' , 'e

truths.  "  i Ib i .d,  "  1"1i  To j r - rst i fy a perscrnal i ty cut l t -  b l r  that  f  act

that  there are di  f  f  er i  nq f  evel  s nf  t r l r th and l tnderstancl i  ng i  =.

to evade urhat l ' lao has already addregsed'

l r lor  does l ' lae Bver approve ef  h is being rnade into a geniuts.

"To be a geniuts is to be a bi t  rnore intel t igent.  Br-r t  geniut= dses

not depend on Bne peFson clr  a few.people.  I t  depends crn a partyt

the party which ig the vangurard t r f  the proletar iat .  Genius is

dependent on the rnass 1i  nen on cal  I  ect ive wi  Edotn.  "

{  Ib i  d.  "  l?3} Furtherrnorer "  I  arn ncr geni  us.  I  read Et:nf  uci  an boehE

fer s i : r  years and capi ta l is t  books for seven. I  d id not read
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l ' lar : : iet-Lenini : : t  bocl l= r- tnt i1 1?1gr so how can I  be a geniLts?"

i$tr-rart  Schrarn ed.. ,  Chairman l ' lae Tal l ls  to the Peeple '  2?3)

proletar ian idenlc:gy dictateg that the rnasses be giv 'en credi t

f  ar  m.el . ; ing history even uthen pr iests,  intel  lectr- ta le and the

bourrgeois ie t ry to c la i rn that  Ged, the Idn bJal ter  Mondale c3r Fab

Aval . , : i  an ai-e maki i - rq hi=tory.  The task of  establ ishing the

di  ct .ator=hi  p of  the prol  etar i . r t  i  s  nathi  ng l  es= thsn the cone'c i  Gl ts

el iFrnFr i .at ion of  the c lass that  has tal ten credi t  f  sr  the

ini t iat i l 'e and labor sf  the wor l l ing c lagseg,

I f  e i /er  there FJere a "geniLts" c: t r  key f ighter for  c legs

cctnscicugness, t iar l  i ' lar>l  u. lot- t ld ha' le to be one. He rnade hig

prol  etar i  an stance cl  ear t rn th i  s i  ssue. " l rJei  ther of  LtE [ i ' larx

hirnsel f  and Engels l  carers a straw f  or  paput lar i ty,  A proof of  th is

i l ; ,  f  or  e: larnF1e, that .  becautge of  aversican tO any per=onai  i ty

cr-r l t ,  I  have never permit ted the r l . ]** to. ,= e>:pre+sicns sf

apFreciat ian f rcrrn ryar icfus t r t rLrntr ieg r" l i th t . lh ich I  u+ag pestered

dr-rr ing the e, . . : igtence of  the Internat ianal  to reach the realrn cf

plrbl ic i ty"  and have never ansurered them er:cept occa=iBnal1 ' , '  by a

rebulre,  f 'Jhen Engels and I  f  i rst  jo ined the secret  Comrnr in ist

Saciety ure rnade i t  a condi t ion that  everything tending to

enccurage superst i t ious bel ief  in author- i ty was to be rernoved f  rem

the staturtes.  "  {P.ar1 Ffar>r in Robert  Tucher

?nd ed.,  5"1)
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SFARTACIST LEAEUE WOR}' ; INE FCIR ThIB BOUFEEOISIE5

The Spartacist  League (SL) c la ims that i t  iE "Mar: i i=t .  "  b i t t

in real i ty i t  is  nerely a Jouder!  ,nore yor-r thfr-r l  version of  the

Cornmurni=t  Party USA (CPUSA). Both part ies defend the Soviet  Union

and both ta l le l tp the Soviets '  ref  orrnisn.  In conf using yot- t th '  the

Spartaci=t  League renders services to the u5 bourgeoi=ie that  the

ag i  ng and ai  I  i  ng CFUSA never cout l  d '

SL'S SUBJESTIVE ROLE: f" I ILITANT DEFENSE OF SOVIET REFORMISI ' I

who says there'5 no such thing a5 a two-f isted l iberal? when

the Soviet  union invaded Afghanistan, the sL eloganeered "Hai l  the

Red Army in Afghanistan!. ,  To this day, the SL defends the

invasion as rai=ing the l i teracy rate of  the Afghani  people '  1+

one shows an SL member an interview ht i th an Afghani  woman whs was

raped by the , ,Red" Army, 5l-  says the invasion is just i f ied becautse

the soviet  workers '  state is against  the vei l .  This k ind of

shi t  passes for social  revolut ion in the SL's book because l i l te

al t  Trots l ry ists they do not l :now what social  revolut ion is having

never led one anywhere in the wor ld.  Serry SL, or not sorry,  we

wi l l  not  apologize for  what yor-r  th in l t  is  a [Redt '  Army'  Red Armies

f ight  for  social  revolut ion,  not mi l i tar ized semt-feudal ism'

SL's defense of  "reforn" in Afghanistan is equal led by the

SL's defense c ' f  "detente."  Of cour5et the SL would deny that i t

defends the Soviet  union'5 form of detentet  burt  th is is not

becauge SL has fundamental  d isagreements wi th detente--only the I2.{0
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cLrrrent ver=lBn of f  ic ia l ly  e; :pressed by the usSR' The proof i=

the sL,g react ion to the showing of  "The Day After"-- the ur; ' te:-e 'c

downmovieaboutnuclearwarthatabout l ( lClmi l l ion

Americans saw. The headl ine of  the sL's newePaPer art ic le '  | . 'a=

. ,Soviet  Nul tes Deter Imperial igt  Holocaurst :  Nuclear Soap Scat-e=

HetI  out  of  Amer- ica.  "  ( t r lor l lers Van?Ltard 1 !? ' t?/8,3 '1 F'  3)  L i l ' :e

l iauts l ty,  r . rho saw i rnper ia l isrn ag a pol icy and not a sy=+'ern or the

highest stage of  capi ta l ism, the sL bel ieves that imperial ist=

nerely have to be convinced to stop their  behavioLlr '  Horeover '  sL

distort= Fiar l  Har>l  " 'mater ia l  force must be overthrovrn by mater ia l

force. '  And the mater ia l  ferce which prevents the Pentagon {rorn

unleashingmegadeathis, f i rstofal l , fearotasov, ietSecond

str ike. . ,  ( Ib id,  !  p.  B) Tal l :  abor-r t  commodity f  et ishism!

' ,Love the bornb" and the "botnb l leep= the peace" says Reagan and the

sL. t " lar>:  end Lenin said that  only armed revolurt ion cout ld

overthrow colonial ism, imperial iEm and imperial ist  war '  They r tE\r 'Bt-

said that  inanimate objects could '

l ihruschev and later Soviet  revis ionists

did say that the bomb could keep the peace with the hfest  sc} they

argued for the disarmament sf  l iberat ion strugglFs Pr inar i ly  in the

Third hlor ld-  The revis ionists c la imed that the l iberat ion

struggles hrere a threat to uror ld peace so that they could gEt

var ious l iberat ion struggles to lay dowh their  arms; sel l  or-r t  and

cut a deal  wi th US imperial ism--a deal  that  the Soviets would

brol ter .  of  course, the just  struggles c ' f  revolut isnar ies in the
. i

Third hfsrld trtere termed dangerous by the Soviets, but i t  uraE Bt' i

fer  the Soviets to artn Paral te l  to the US; invade Afghanistan;
7t+t
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blacl lmai l  F,oland and bomb the Er i t reans on the Horn of  Afrrca'  whc

are f ightrng for sel{-deterrninat ion a-oainet both us and soviet

imperiaI isrn.  To thig day. the Soviet  CP' the CFUSA and

the sL argue that Soviet  nut l les mal:e ' lPeecefLl l  coexistence" v ' ' i th

us imperi  aI  i  srn possi  b l  e-  I t  v las l  ef  t  to l " lao to def end Leni  n i  sm

and the need {or revolut t ionary war against  imper ial ist  war '

I t  is  not  surpr i=ing that wi th th is revis ionist  undet 'standrng

of imperial ism,warandpeace,theSLgoBsontoleachoff the

Dernocrat ic Party 's charges against  Reagan'  "Reagan Is l^ lar  Cra=y"

scream=.thefrontpageoftheSLpaPer,(Worl ;ersVangLtard"

L/6/gi l  No, SL, Reagan ig not cra=y. He is doing precisely what

the capi ta l is t  c lass needs. He is prepar ing for an imperial ist

war to rediv ide the wor ld wi th the soviet  b10c at  the cost  of

holocaurst  i+ necessary,  Reagan is wor l t ing in his cIa=s

interest--something the 5L +ai ts to see with i ts emphasis on

imperial ism aE a Pol icY.

SL l i l ;e al l  Trot=l ty ists,  p isses en the strugEle of

c 'ppressed nat ions for  sel f -determinat ion'  Afghanistan is one

gase, but Trots l ty ist  chauvinisn and racisrn are best epi tomi=ed

in SL's s logan dur ing the American invasion of  Eirenada--"Erenadet

f  or  the Eubans!, ,  when thousandE of  internat ional ists tool t  up the

urgent cauge of  e>lposing the u5 invasion of  Brenada, al l  sL cour ld

do waE thinl t  of  ways to divert  the movenent into.  the hands of

Soviet  gocial- inper ia l ism or to discredi t  the novenent

al together.

The sane is t rue of  the strr-rggle of  the people in Eentral

America.  bfhi le the of f ic ia l  pro-Soviet  Communist  Party of  El TL+L
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Salvadcrr  is  c"r l I ing for  a "negot iated sett lement" and the layrng

down ef  arrns,  SL haE been sroganeer ing about "mi l i tary v ictcry to

thelef t is t ingLtrgentg! ' 'whoSLnevernames' .EvenworEetha.n

thiE at tempt to Ieach of  f  an armed strurggle,  the sL prornotes the

slogan that the salvadoran lef t is ts need soviet  HIBS' Like

Trotst ly,  who caI led guerr i l la warfare "stal in ist  adventure'"  sL

has no understanding that the gl terr i l las '  weaFone mainly cBrne

frorn the oppressor i tsel f  .  The guterr i l las tat le the weaFons at

thoseimperial ist -bac} ledforcestheydefeat.SoSLasl :g

supporters of  guerr i l la warf  are,  "uthat.  are they goinq to u=e'

st ic l ls?" Li l le al l  revis ionists,  SL sees things--not people and

pol i t ics--as decis ive.  They see soviet  nuke-='  and l ' l IBS aE

decis ive,burt thentheywonderwhytheSovietUniondoesnot

gi  ve Sal  vadoran guterr i  I  I  as HI65'

sLl j } teEtosaywhattheUssR'spol icyghour ldbetodefend

i ts own worl iers '  state or dictatorship of  the proletar iat '  sL

l i l<eg to say what the U55R ghould do to t ie lp wor ld revol t - t t ion' '

SL is l i t re the I iberal-radical  t ' {ho berates the Democrat ic Party

out of  the i l lusion that the Demecrat ic Party wi l l  serve ' the

people i t  c la ims to.  The Kreml in has di f ferent ideas'  I t  cal Is

i ts rule the "dictatorship of  the whole people" '  l t  does not even

cal l  i tsel f  the "dictatorshiP of  the proletar istr"  a "wor l 'er5 '

State, ,  Or a "deformed 
'wOrl terS'  stater"  as SL does. (Euest ion:

what ie a deformed worl<er?) Al l  SL can do i 's i f r i tnPer abourt  what

the USSR should be doing'

subject ively,  5L and sYL (youth group c ' f  sL) l i lce to th ink of

themselvcts as rni l i tant  hard- l iners 6rPPosed to the U5. They thinl l
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they l lnow hour to de{end the Soviet  Union better than the cutrrent

leadership of  the soviet  unionr eo they purt  out t  pro-sovie+'  e l 'ogar is

that even the F.reml in wout ld denoutnce--"Grentsda f  or  the El tbanE" {crr

e; :arnple,  Another exarnple is the rornant ic ism of the 5L's "Yttr i

Andropov Fr igade" that  urent to an ant i - l ' l lan rat ly.  ( l lorker=

VanQrrard.  2/ !7/84, p.  ?,  Not even the CFUSA wout ld narne a br igade

after Yur i  Andropov and the EFUSA is the of f ic ia l  U5 coutnterpart

to the Soviet  Communist  Farty!  t " lany people mistake ol i t -Sovie+- ing

theSovietsasul t ra lef t ismoburt thetruthisthateven

sr-rb ject ively,  the sL is only mi l  i tant ly def ending ref  orm in

Afghanistan, deterrence and i l tusions aboutt  the soviet  union's

support  of  I  i  berat i  on strutggl  es '

0BJECTIVE ROLE OF THE SL: FBI

object ivelygtheSLServesmuchmoreginisterpurpc'ses.As

such loud defendere of  the Sclv iet  Union, SL discredi ts al l  the

events i t  at tends. No one benef i ts f rom such an out landish

defense of  the Soviet  Union except the FBI '

The dai ly pract iceE of  the sL are also htel l -kno*-n '  sL { inds

i t  qui te appropr iate to hecl t le Noam Chomsl ly as he l int*s the u5'

Israel  and the Salvadoran regime'  Bn the other hand, SL does net

hecl t le c l r  even protest  an aPPearance by Jerry Fr l lnel l '

tn their  love of  s logans and demonstrat ionst  the SL tal tes

pictures of  each demonEtrat ion and placard-holder '  Any ser iou='

. , l . larx igt"  knows that the FBI and pol ice inf  i l t rate Ief  t

organieat ions- The co-chair  of  one Trotst ly is, t  grouP h'aB proved to 
.7LLl
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be FEiL So why dc-re= sL talre pictrrres-- to let  the FBI have them

when the FFI can' t  ta l te the pictures openly thernselves? Wc'r==.

whydoesSLpt- tb l ishpicturesofpeoplewhoarenoteveninthErr

gror-rp?

Peoplewhodopol i t icalworkhavesureJybeeninterrurpted

bySLme'nbers.WhydoesSLharag=peoplewhoarepas=ingoui t

l i teraturre on the Etreets? Since when do genuine l " lar>: ists f  ear

thepol i t icalact iv i tyof themagses?ThenwhydoesSLsooftEn

tel tEomanydi f ferentpeople"togetoutofpol i t ics?"Are

peoplenotal lowedtolearnthroughpract iceorareal lnon-sL

peopleslrpposedtolearnpol i t icsfromsL'sbr ief-caseof

I  i terature?

The an=wer is the game as to the qlrest ion of  why SL rnembers

threatened one Ferson who had just  stopped at tending SL meet ings'

TwosLmemberssaidthat i t 'sot" l thathelef t therneet ings'becauEe

of disagreements,  but  the day he cal led Trotsky a

, , t rounterrevolut ionaryr"  he would "get a ' two-by-four over the

head. r  sL v io lence at  denonstrat ions is wel l  l tnown'  Bbject ively

spea}<ing, SL'g at tacks on the ma5seg and part icular ly new

act iv ists is to serve the us bourgeois ie.  sL " t ' lar>l is 'n" is service

to us imperial ism under a subject ive cover of  support  of  soviet

revi  s i  oni  sm.

Related quest ions:

See Lenin,  ImPerial ism: The Hi Stage of t i  ta l  i  sm

The Prol

! ! r r  and Peace. . / t t  t .?.AY3
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F.eople 's.  Dai lyr ' ,Leninism or Sccial- Imperial ism?" PeoFle'= China.

eds. David Mi l ton.  Nancy Mi l tono and Fran= Schutrrnann

FioEtas

t 'Revi  ew

I ' tavral l i  s ,  On Trots l ' :Yi  srn.

of  0n Tr-ots l lYi  sm. "

The Fol EFtGfi ] \ ; 'Crf r revol

I  ool t  at the state capi ta l is t  econofny that the sL defends.

AII  of  the above and tnore on sBr ' iet  revis ionism are avai lable f rorn

f . laoi  st  Internat i  onal  i  s t  Movetnent Di  str i  butors,  PO Etox ?g9t carnb '  t

HA O214r) .  :

eqL





Tnr spARTICIST LrReur,  SocTALIST l {oRren's Pnnrv nnt oTHER GROUps
INCLUDING YOUTH OBGANITAIIONS AND VARIOUS FRONT GROUPS THAT HAVE DE*
s.cENDED..FRoM tHr FounrH IrurEnnRtIoNAL ALL opENLy upHoLD TRotsKy,S.CENDED..FROM THE TOURTH INTERNATIONAL ALL OPENLY UPHOLD IRoTSKY,
Kosrns M4vnnrrs,  WHo reRcHrs pHrLosopHv nr-rHe-Uniyrnsrrv oi  Pnnrs vrr
EXP0sES Tnorsrv, TnorsrVrsM nr'rb Tnors(vrsrs iN 0N-Tnorsr<vrsr 'r  FoR

r )

Qppostne GUERRILLA TJARFARE & R mR;on RoLE FoR pEASANTS rN REVoLUTToN
tLnlsely cLATMING To BE Lrnrrulsr  oDoeNnrtspr
c$pewrrue our ANTI-coMMUNrsr AND ANTI-Sovtrr  LITERATURE
l.6r-ocnrurERrNG l . t t rHour A FrRM uNDERSTANDING 0F socIALrsM
tNeven AcCoMPLISHING REVOLUTIoN ANY}IHERE IN THE t^toRLD

Trotsky's most wel l -known defense of  h imsel f  is  that  he and other
true Leninists are the v ict im of  Stal in and his fo l lowers.  However,
wi thout evaluat ing Leninism or Mavrakis '  Maoism in th is leaf let t ,  one
can easi ly see that Trotsky is not only not an innocent Leninist ,  but
also that  he was of ten outr ight  counter-revolut ionary and ant i -Lenin;
even though, Trotsky had the power and administrat ive ski l ls  to have
a large role in the Soviet  revolut ion" In fact ,  Lenin cr i t ic ized Trotsky
for n ' the s in of  excessive conf idence and an exaggerated infatuat ion wi th
the purely administrat ive s ide of  th ings."  (p.  56)

Trotsky,  on his s ide said the fol lowing of  Lenin before the revolu-
t iorr :  "AI I  Leninism at th is moment is based on l ies and fals i f icat ions
and bears wi th in the germ of i ts own decomposi t ion."  (p.  8)  AIso, Lenin
according to Trotsky was " the leader of  the react ionary wing of  our
Party" and "a hideous car icature of  a malevolent and moral ly repugnant
Robespierre.  "  (p.  55) Later,  Trotsky is condemned at  the 13th Party
Congress just  before Lenin 's death.  Despi te high-1eveI movements t r :
expe11 Trotsky f rom the Communist  Party (Ce;,  Stal in opposes the purge
of Trotsky.

Thenn two years later,  Trotsky forms an opposi t ion fact ion in the
governing CP. In his "Clemenceau declarat ion,"  Trotsky promised to do
his utmost to overthrow the Soviet  government in t ime of  war.  In fact ,
he f l ip f lops on whether the Soviet  government should he overthrown
because i t  is  bourgeois or for  a di f ferent reason, but at  one t ime he
said the Soviet  people should "deal  wi th the Stal in ist  bureaucracy as
in their  day they deal t  wi th the Tsar ist  bureaucracy and the bourgeois ie."
(p.  B0) After Trotsky's "Clemenceau declarat ion'o of  July L926, Trotsky
lost most of his posts unti l  he was f inal ly expelled from the CP November
15, L926. (p.  L2)

Yet, Trotsky was not done with his undermining the f ledgling revolu-
t ionary state. Trotsky (who is quoted by people such as lvl i l ton Friedman's
mentor, author of The Road to Serfdom, Hayek) commented to the St. Louis
Post Dispatch that@ime ot the USSR is not a nffibffiEy
but the worEE car icature of  the old.  "  (p.  78) Cal l ing the USSR "the
total i tar ian abominat ion,"  Trotsky noted that fascist  states and the
USSR were "symmetrical phenomena" which "show a deadly similari ty in
many of  their  features."  (pp.  78-9) Furthermore, "soviet  forms of
proierty( i ta1icsmine}on- lbasisof themostmodernachi f f iof

f.** tW;*tn !y l-lur'y fork , {utdry 0-tz)
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American technique transplanted into al l  branches of  economic I i fe-"

that  indeed to. t id b.  the f i rst  stage of  social ism'1'  (p.  75) -
Trotsky's idea of  socj-al ism seems far f rom any standard not ion

and i t  cert l inty is not Leninist .  Lenin noted that proletar ian state

power and coopeiat ive product ion relat ions are necessary to social ism.

He does not include internat ional  revolut ion as one of  the th i -ngs "ne-

cessary to bui ld a complete social ist  society" as Trotskyists do" (p.  27)

Moreov6r,  legal  "propei ty forms" and planning are not the keys to social-

ism just  as Hi t ler  Germany, Nasser Egypt and current South Afr ica are

or were not social ist .  Even further,  i 'pol i t ics must have precedence

over economics" according to Lenin.  uelnwhi le,  Trotsky bel ieved forced

labor "would reach i ts highest degree of  intensi ty dur ing th9 t ransi t ion

i ; ;*  capi ta l ism to social ism." and-mi l i tar ized labor " is the basis of

social ism. "  (p.  44)
Sel f - re l iance does not occur to Trotsky as a major opt ion for  s ingle

revolut ionary states as he admits:  "But,  in elaborat ing the theoret ical

prognosis of  the October Revolut ion,  I  d id not at  a l l  bel ieve that '  by

Lon{uer ing state power,  the Russian proletar iat  would exclude the former

Tsar ist  empire f rom the orbi t  of  the wor ld economy" '  (p '  .30) In addi-

t ion,  "capi ta l ism has converted the whole wor ld into a s ingle economic

and pol i t ical  organism' ' '  (P.  L79) .
According t6 Trotsky, '* thu l iv ing histor ical  process always makes

leaps over is5tated "staleso'  which dei ive f rom the theoret ical  break-

down into i ts component parts of the process of development in i ts en-

l i i . ty . ' ,  (p.  fZ8) Theretore,  an economical ly backward country must

wait  for  the advanced countr ies to lead on. Social ism in the non-

Western countr ies is 'an absurd not ion because " the example of  a back-

ward country,  which in the course of  several  Five-Year Plans was able

to construct 'a mighty social ist  society wi th i ts own forces'  would mean

a death blow lo r6rfb capi ta l ism, and woulcl  reduce to a minimum, Lf  not

zero,  the costs of  the wor ld proletar ian revolut ion" '  (p '  39)

Indeed, 
-u"V 

peasant domi-nated country would lut? to wait because

"the town is the hegemon of  modern societ !  and.only the town is capable

of assuming the ro16 of  hegernon in the boirrgeois revolut ion."  Trotsky

goes out of  h is way to inciude " the East,  cf i ina,  rndia,  etc" '  (p '  134)

Furthermore 
', ,Many sect ions of  the working masses, part icular ly in the countryside

wil l  be drawn into the revolution and become poli t ical ly organised onry

after the advance-guard of  the revolut ion,  tha urban proletar i t ! f  stands

at the helm of the state. Revolutionary agitat ion and organisation wil l

then be conducted with the help of stat-e r6sources." ( later in same book)

"In such a s i tuat ion,  
" t "^" t .d 

by the t ransference of  power-to the

proletar iat ,  nothing t .* . i1t  for  thJpeasantry to do but to ral ly to

the regime of the workers' democracy. It  wil l  not matter much even if

the peas.rrtty does this with a degiree of eonsciousness no larger than

that wi th which i t  usual ly ral l ie i  to the bourgeois reqime."-  lp. '  24)

In contrast, Lenin wiote that the revolution was iccornplished f irst
,,with the whole of the peasants against the monarchy" and only later

did the revolut ion move on, wi th f .h" p"asants,  to Uui fa social ism' (p '  22)

Since energy must be iocussed in the West,  guerr i l la war is con-

demned by Trotsky:  " I t  must be said openly,_caiculat ions based on guer i l la

adventure 
""i i"" ir"nd 

entirely to the general nature of Stal inist pol icy. ' '

(p.  l  46) Final ly,  Trotsky,  iof ,o ai"a Ln 1940 before most Third World

l iberations took place tt6|" "the revolutionary centre of gravity has

shi f ted def in i te ly to the West.  "  (p.  181)
--"The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various

ways; the point, however, is to chaE6-iET-]Marx, rrTheses on Feue.rbach")

9^t-tp-



THIRD DRAFT OF CRITICISM OF THE RCP
(MIM)'S formation represents a challenge to the RCP USA. MIM is setting out to build a

vanguard party based on Mao ZndongThought. Eventually, everyone who supports the RCP
will come into contact with MIM.

In the past, the RCP, the Black Panthers, the Progressive Labor Party and other
groupings have served the role of the most advanced party in the US at one time or another.
Il is disappg4ting to see the RCP tend to follow other groupings in dropping the banners of
the Gang of Four, Mao and Stalin.

Problerns in the RCP go beyond the ebb in the International CommunistMovement
GCnAl. The RCP has adopted some incorrect tendencies in its view of parry-building.
Pictures of Bob Avakian, {re chairman, are plastered all over much in the *ay Mao's profile
was deified UyI;" Biao. The entire political content of such posters, which may havdas fittle
as the slogan "Revolution in the 80s, Go For ft!" on them, is that heroes are T}iE ANSWER,
especially for the vacillating petty-bougeoisie which frnds itself in need of an anchor. For
Marx's and Mao's criticism of personality cults, see "On Personality Cults."

Of course, the RCP doggedly defends its pretty photographs with the line that the RCP is
me19ly recognizing the role of leadenhip, the conscious element andthe vanguardparty. In
reality this amounts to Liu Shaoqi's formalistic line that anyone who attacked him or his allies
was "anti-party." The photograph game is a mockery of Mao's line on personality cults and
his view of political line as opposed to party organization for its own sake as decisive. The
reduction of politics to mass adulation for a fetish is an insult to both politically backwards
and advanced people.

However, if the mindless cult around Avakian were the only problem with the RCP, then
all advanced people would have to struggle within the RCP to erase a minor blemish on a
party that is obviously deeply involved in making revolution. The real problem is that the cult
is a symptom of a division of labor within the RCP which is ultimately rooted in a "left"
economist line.

The RCP does not hold state power; therefore, it is not generating a "new" bourgeoisie
within itself. Nor does the personal prestige of leaders within the RCP serve as more than a
partial basis for the problem of the RCP's line.

Overall, it still must be stressed that the RCP is not the main enemy. Not even the
CPUSA is the main target of revolution in the US. The bourgeoisie does not primarily reside
in any party in the US except for the Democratic and Republican parties. Even if ttre RCp
were dishonestly claiming the banner of Mam, Lenin and Mao, it would be incorrect to
unleash our majel blows against the RCP. MIM targets the US Government above the Ku
Klux Klan and other disgusting organizations. The best way to knock the wind out of the
sails of the RCP is to do just this.

The purpose of this essay is to qpellout some differences between the MM and RCP line,
Sneciallf for ftose people interested in Mamism-leninism Mao Zedong Thought (MLMZT).
There are mrny honest people in the RCP struggling to grasp l\ILl\IZt:

DEFINING THE BASIC PROBLEM OF THE RCP'S.LINE..
IILEFTII ECONOMISM

Economism is an incorrect view and practice relating the.vanguard party to the b,road
masses andtheirdaily struggles. It isrooted in the doctrine of ecbnomic determinism and
was e_specially strrong in the Second International, which spawned today's reformist
Socialist International and groups like the Democratic Socialists of Am#ca @SA).
Basically, economists expect eConomic conditions to serve up politicalchange on a silver
platter.
_ Rightiqt economists cheerlead for wage struggles as tantamount to revolution.
Cheerlea$ng forvarious struggles while keeping one's revolutionary opinions to oneself,
saylng what people want to hear and otherwise losing militance is mire generally known as

4qq



opportunismor tailing sponumeous (politically unconcious) struggles. Thp "right
opportunism" is the main danger in the pa4ylbuilding process in the world.
- 

Although the RCP defends its line in Liu Shaoqi fashign, MIM is-cugently 9f the
opinion tfi-at the RCP's deviation from communism is a "leftist" confusion of the
relationship among the intemational conjuncture (and the basis of revolutionary
opportunity), class, the base of the vanguard party and political line.- -Quite 

typically, in its very document intended to make a break with economism, the
RCP states that "the poorer they are, the more people want revolution-" Fine, but then the
RCP says its "finnest base" is anong people "who feel it mosl" Already this is a
bourgeois tiberal-guilt sort of line. Furthermore, it is an empiricist hne especially given the
decisiveness of the superstructure at this time. (See "On the Crisis of Mamology and
Economism.")

The RCP does not mean to say that India and Bangladesh are automatically in a
revolutionary situation. The RCP stands head and shoulders above otherparties in
undentanding that at this time it is the contention benveen the rival imperialist blocs and the
self-destruction which this implies that provides a chance at making revolution against
weakened states.

Still, the RCP has not made the link between the desire for revolution and the ability or
fteedom to make that revolution" The question is why if the poorest want rcvolution most
they do not make ir Clearly the answer is that they do not have the oppmtunity or freedom
to do so. The state is the most obvious r€ason why: The police, army, prisons, family and
other repressive institutions oppress the poorest most of all.

To ihis the RCP says that we must work "from the revolution back" This is a
profoundly un-Manrist notion, exactly the same as Trotsky's idea of waiting fol pure -
proletarian insurrection. The vanguard party will have to have support irmong the workers
who will control the most strategic parts of the US. However, the way to obtain this
support is not to tail after workers or wait for them. The only waiting that has to be done is
for the bourgeoisie to get furttrer involved in the current WWIIL As the bourgeoisie
desroys itself, ttre proletariat and the vanguard party need only collect bids for the rope
contract for the hanging.

God, Avakian and the Moonies do not offerreal world solutions. The revolution will
be made with what's at hand, not a miraculous international conjuncture brought about by
obscurantist leadership.

"Left" economism is manifested in a constant oscillation between viewing the masses as
asses and believing that the masses would step forward automatically if there were a heroic
example. "r €ff' economism is different than right economism only in that its result is more
aggressrye organang.

Of course, the RCP's own "left" economist line is that the masses are asses. In an
article in ttre Revolutionary Worker, the RCP compares the masses of the US to the
inhabitants of one giantinsane asylumbecause of their lackof undersanding of the
situation in Cenral America It is tnre that the American public does not know what side
the US is on in E'l Salvadon and Nicaragua, but that is a result of the bourgeoisie's
domination of the means of ommunication and information, not the inherent stupidity or
insanity of the masses. Mao saw clearly that it does no good to attack the masses, but it
does give the bourgeoisie the chance to rule in place of the masses. That is why the
ultraleft attack on the masses is "left" in form but ultraright in essence.

The "masses are asses" line results in commandism and attacks on the masses. Since
according to this line there is an incredible gap benveen the politically conscious leaders and
mere followers in the party and amongst the masses,leaders ordertheirfollowers around to
make sure the "correct" ttring is done. What is missing is any attempt to mobilize ttre
masses througb Mao's mass line. Pushed to €xtremes, the "masses are asses" line results
in treating the masses as the enemy. Indee{ the RCP would do well to take a look at "On
Handling Contradictions Among the Peopla" To attack the masses as anti-party is to
support a non-Marxist line.
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- The spontaneous generation of revolutionaries line results in the push for a party of
h.eroes to spark the masses. This point of view also justifies commandism within the party
since superheroes do not want lower-ranking party members to mess up any chance to
spark the masses. If macho, superhero leaders order around lower level party members in
the short run, this is justifred by irnminent mass rebellion seeking divine leadership
according to this line.

In any case, the "left" economist line justifies the posonality cult, a stifling division
of labor, commandism and ih extreme cases, attacks on the masses.

. Th"..*"ys economism and workerism are expressed by fte RCP to youth are many.
One is that "yogth can not lead the rwolution"" This is not correct. Preciseiy because youth
do not form a class but a strata, they can leadrevolution. Contrry to some-RCP circles,
not all youth are"6ary" (ready to step forward, but in need of heroic leadership) and
unable to make revolution in the long nrn. Any strafir can lead the revolution. There are
fegale, Black and youth leaders of revolution. There is no formula for saylng which strara
will contribute the most proletarian revolutionaries.

Another ally of economismis the theory of productive forces--another determinist
view. This is used to defend tailing after worken. In this view, those people that do not
have the correct relationship to the means of production can not lead the revolution, since
ultimately, development in the producuve forces spurs revolution.

In anothervariant of the theory of productive forces offerd by Liu Shaoqi in his
ultraleft form, the masses are so culnrrally backward, that they ue in iore need of
rgctification by conect party leaderq who see to *re growth of the productive forces
themselves since the masses are so incompetent Of course, ttris sort of elitism is not much
different than the ideology of leave-it-to-the-market (i.e. ruling class) found in the U.S.

In contrast, MIM believes that class struggle, mainly over the state at this time
constitutes the most imForta:nt part of relations among people ard classes in general.
Furthermore, at thistime, ideological and pottical line largely deermine one's relationship
to the very means of production"

Mao said that "ideological and political line are decisive in everything." Experience and
expertise a{e not the requisites for fighting and upholding the dictatorship of the proletariat;
otherwise, how could anyone in the United States be a socialist? The empiricist explanation
of youth's inability to lead revolution must be ttroroughly exposed and rooted out. Line not
experience is decisive. Al.so, empiricism must be linked to the prd.gmatist line of expertise
in command or that "politics must s€rve economics," which is the line in Beijing right now.

ACCELERATING ATTACKS ON MAO
Since the RCP has a lot of trouble being the banner-holder for Mao in the US, it is not

surprising gff RCq leaden have taken to auacking Mao in benn'een the lines. In a chapter
right oul9f rygent Chinese history Avakian started an attack on Lin Biaosts in the closing
pages o_f his Harrtest of Dragons. Now, people who have studied recent China know thit
since 1972 the revisionists have attrcked Mao and the Four by targetting Lin Biao alone and
1ot3s part of a general succession of revisionists in the Chinese ef tecl Uy Liu Shaoqi.
Today, Deng and Co. always mention the Four and Lin Biao in the same breattr whil6
omining references to Liu Shaoqi, who the revisionists have rehabilitated.
. 4y"Fnl aPPeqS to be attacking Lin for overestimating ttre revolutionary potential of

the Thhd World. (Harttest of Dragons, 150) This is not just a tlryical TrotJ$rist refrain on
AY$ql'lparr Sgmething about Lin Biao has been worth singlnig out in Avakian's first
article in Revolution and in his Conquer the World- In the cloiing pages of Hartest of
Qragora Av_akian criticizes people who are always talking aboutihe 'imasses, the masses,
the masses." (p.147)

Who re ttrese mysterious people? They are none other than followers of Mao and the
Culfural Revolution. Mao himself often usdd ttre phrase "the masses, the masses, the
masses" in calling for daring leadership of the masses, self-educarion and the steeling of
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youth in revolutionary struggles which necessitated contact with the masses and rhe
carrying out of the mass line:

The ultimate line of demarcation betrreen the
revolutionary intellectuals on the one hand and
non-revolutionary and counter-revolutionary intellectuals on the other
lies in whether they are willing tq and
actually do, become one with the masses of workers and
pgas-ants. Mao in 1939 in '"The orientation of the youth Movemeng''

Peking, 196O, p. 9)

Moreover,

What should be taken as the criterion.ofjulSrng whether a youth is a revolutionary?
How shall we make him out? There is only-one criterion, namely, to see whether he
is willing to, and in practice does, unite and become one with tlie broad masses of
workers and peasants. (Ibid., 9, 10)

In the creation of his E*g*itstyle political machine, Avakian has found it necessary to
piss on y""j profound contributions relating the masses to the vanguard parry"

The RCP is also no longer e4qted by Mao's contibution to ilre pro'letariat's
understanding ofimperialism. The RCP cafs Ralmond Lotta's bookAtierica in Decline

-Tlq {*t 
Significant Deepening of Leml's Theory of {mperialisrn" (Revolution, Spring

1984,-52) APpgeq{y mg united fr,ont again t Japanese imierialism is not applicabie in ttr-e
world as a whole. (Revolution, Spring '84,20) The two siage revolution olthe semi-
feudal and semi-colonial country just-seems like no fun forAvakian anymore. Indeed, it
seems there were several anti-imperialist revolutions (unnamed of cornie) that Mao was
lTeYing |P f9r not coordinatingF an International. This of course was again a result of
Mao's national chauvinism according to the RCP. "Maoism without Leninfsm is
nationalism (and also, in certain contexts, social-chauvinism) and bourgeois democracy."
(Conquer the World, 38)

_Moreover, "Imagine, for e.xamp-Ig, what it would have been like if the revolutionary line
in China had been mrcre clearly and frrmty an internationalist one." (Ibid., M) lnaddition,
The "Declaration of the Revolutionary Intemationalist Movement" cosigndO Ui the RCp is
in ge-nera! bgper$an gny of the RCPts literature in regard to criticizingirotslcy at least as
much as Stalin, the role of the masses and anti-4perialist stnrggle and'the rela:tionship oi
economism in both 'lleft" and right fomrs o the in:ternational sltration. However, elreir it
this document there is an attack-on the Chinese CP under Mao for its "exags€rated
understarding of 

-t}" 
ngga$ve^asqgcq o_f ttre C-omintern." Whar were the Clinese supposed

. dg T 1963? Ally with the Soviets? Who were the genuine organizational units thii
needed an international body? Why should the CPC open up pafres to attacks from the
SgI:t t3n$ U$) just for thb sake rif visqUte unity? nyi t9Z2,^tne bourgeoisie had control
gr.!hin*'s foreigtPolicy_through Zrou Enlai. I[hy should Mao push-for an International
l.O by {tou -a$ peng? Weren't milliol5 of copies bf the works df Mao distributed
interngioltallyl To_gqV that the_ Ciinese did noi_support revolution internationatty is Sustpure slander. The Chinese shed ttreir blood in Kortl and sent arms and other aid to ilhe
Vietnamese. These w-ere the mostsignificantrcvolutions to actually o..*. O&s the RCp
waqt _to play the Trotskyist game of blaming Mao/Stalin for the fai6le of world revolution?

^-Yot! 
gnevous of all ttre attacks on the most important aspects of Mao's Thought *a uU

of Mamism-kninism is the RCP's benreen the finbs dismisiat of the Cultural-RJvolution
in China- Besides wiqe.spfs ignorance 9f I,i" Shaoqi within the RCP coupled with
Avakian's attacks on Lin Biao and disdain for Mao's-views of the masses, ine nCp
downplays the Tost advanced andpathbneaking experience of the aictatontrip of Ue
proletariar Avakian is fond of saydng ttrat it islasier to establish the dictatoritrip oftfre
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proletariat in the backward countries but that it will be easier to uphold the dictatorship of
the proletariat in the formerly imperialist countries. What a massive illusion! What
Eurocentrism! In fact it will be harder for many reasons. One is that the masses of the
imperialist countries have long been been bribed with superprofits and depoliticized.
$nother is that thgv willlot get the chance to engage in protracted guerrilla warfare.
Insurrection will be brief (compared wittr that in China) and necessarily focussed. in the
amly, navy andairforce. The armed forces will be more thoroughly hlrdened and
professionalized than in any Third World country. Avakian says th-ere will have to be a
plofessional army after the revolution in ttre US to uphold the dicatorship of the proletariat.
He pisses away tle lesson learned in China--that the professionals in any part of ihe state--
3rmy, navy and_airforce andbureaucracy--form arealmaterial basis forthe generation of a
bourgeoisie in the party. The armed forces in the US will be a thousand times worse than
the Red Army of the Long March as a basis for the generation of a new bourgeoisie in the
pafiy.

The RCP is also soft on Chinese revisionism. There is rarely any concrete exposure of
the Chinese "reforms" since Mao in the RevolutionaryWorker. Noi has the RCPdone any
major in-depth or theoretical work detailing those changes. As of 1987,the RCP has yet to
concretely show what it is that is concretely happening in China in our own lifetimes. 

-

Avakian's theoretical trearnents of the coup in China arc nothing but camouflage for his
unwillingneqs to really expose the intemal workings of Chinese state capitalism.

The RCP's line is that China could not help becoming revisionist because external
forces are decisive and China was alone with Albania against the world capitalist system.
The RCP correctly initiated discussions within ttre parry about the coup in-1n6, but it
neverreally stressed that China is state capitalisr Ranlution andCounterrevolution leaves
the question at the stage that China is on the capitalist-road and should be described as
socialist in popiq practices of RCP activists. With the publication of Tle Capitalist-
Roaders Are Still on the Cqimlist-Roadin L977 by a non-party study groui, one wonders
yhy thg qupposed vanguard RCP took so long to come to its position in favor of the
Culrural Revolutionand the Gang of Four in China. Was there really a process ttrat needed
two or $o*.y"q* gf struggle in the RCP or was the RCP leadershipwaiting to see what its
competitors in the October League/CPML would do and who would get the-China
franchise?

More_recently, in America in Decline, Raymond Lotta downplays the significance of the
coup 1n Ch!1a A! discussed elsewhere, Lotta is tying to implathitWorld Wars alleviate
the crisis of imperialism andrestnrcture the world foranotheiiound of accumulation. This
is fallacious to begin with, but Lotta adds that Chinas entrance into the Western bloc "has
had-no le_avening effea on c:risis," as if anything but ttre dictatorship of the proletariat
could- However, even though waris ained at ihe redivision of thdworl4 i-otta does not
ryg qat the coup in China is the equivalent of.a war fought by US imperialism for the
allegiance of a-large county with influence in many liberadoh struggies o boot.

The RCP also attacks the Chinese experience with ttre party and-the conscious element
Even in his defense of the Gang.gf_!qr5, fvaQan ddlivers-preity faint praise: "Perhaps
they were not as good as_Stalin." (RCP, Revolution and Cbuntinevolittion,22) (Ot
course, Mao's gradefor St4i" wg-s 70.) And the context this comes up in is."the sphere of
corrcctly distinguishing and handling contadictions betweeir the eneniy and. the people and
conmdictions among thepeople." (bid.) Clearly Avakian is implying that the eUturat
Revolution was charactg4".aUy anacks on the masses similar to S-talii's purges and. &at
the Four are to blame. Mr. Avakian, who was it that developed the ttt"ory of-continuous
revolution? Who was it that saw that attacks on impurities dmong the maises were useless?
Who saw that class struggle continued under socialism? nvanaiseems to have done the
necessary work to claim the banner of the Four, but little statements benveen the lines
reveal his own analysis._Jiang Qing "I believe, was capable of more than a little
subjectivism.* (Ibid-, 104) This of course is with no ividence or even an anecdote. It
also plays into stereotyped thinking about women. Finally, Avakian gets a kick out of an
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RCP CC memhr's statement "well, war is approaching and we don't have a socialist
country to defend, thank god." (Revolutiorr, Spring_'84, 15) -With th-at-$gf.anl an attitude
to the most important experience with socialism to date and thatmuch disdain for the
development olf the conicious element, it is no wonder that the RCP frnds itself "thanking
god" and Avakian every day.

Mao made it clear ihat ihe liberation of 1949 and the Cultural Revolution were the two
most important accomplishments of his life. The RCP leaden see,m to-be guietly {ropping
the lessons of the GPCR and relegating the Chinese's theoretical contributions to the
stnrggle against imperialism to irrelevance.

ATTACKS ON STALIN, SOFT WORDS FOR TROTSKY
As one would expect, the RCP's counterfactual and baseless speculations reach new

heigha in discussions of Stalin. Basically, the RCPrejects 4e,u*led-front Again it is
interesting to consider ttrat maybe the alliances of WWII made by Stalin Yere n9t in the
interests of tfre proletariat. One suspects that this idea of fighting on one imperialist side
against another-might be a bad thing, but once again the RCP proves itself master of
innuendo and unproven assertions.

The Trotskyists and other bourgeois sritics of Stalin like to pointp the 1939 Non-
Aggression Pait that Stalin made with Hitter. None of these griticq like 1o point out that in
the next few years it was Stalin's anny, not the British, Frcnch or Ameriean army that
turned the tide against Hitler and won the war.

Raymond Loita finally acknowledges this tn America in D_ec\ne. (V, V.tZ1 Still, the
RCP drgues ttr.at overall the balance of WWII yas.loj gggd for ttre socialist countries or
even progressives. (Avakian, Revolution, Spring'84,12) Gentlemen, we are not
dogmatisis, but what would you have done? Better y!t, since you benefit from hindsight,
who would you have supported at the time instead of Stalin?

Off hand, Stalin is ritht that the bourgeois democracies if left to themselves do not have
any overriding interest in preventing fascism. It is also well known that Hitler wanted
Britain by virrue of its racial heritage to be a parmer in imperialist plqtdgr. Hitler also did
not expect to fight the US for top dog status right away. He saw a role for Americans too.
So why couldnt the bourgeoisishave divied up the world including the Soviet Union?
Churchill is known to have considered it very seriously. When Britain was losing in 1941,
what was there to lose? In no case would Hitleror Stalin have hadthe illusion that they
could be in harmony in the long run Before Hitler sent the Jewsoffto concentration
camps it is krown ttrat he had all the communists killed- Nor did Stalin ever have any -
illusions about the Wesr He did not exactly pack in his garne in Eastern Europe or in the
Cold War that ensuedwwll

The scorecard forWW[, as itprobably will be for any WuldWu, was favorable for
socialisrn China b'roke through ttiants to Japanese imperialism s banering of China and
war with the US. Briuin's international desperation made it lose its grip on the colonies in
a way that at least allowed for upsurges often in ttre guise of fighting fascisrn Albania
broke through. It is true that cornmunism faredpoorly in Western Eurrope. The RCP has
detailed ttris fact in their joumal the Conuntmsr. Still, the contention of the imperialist
blocs could easily have become the division of the Soviet tlnion, China and the rest of the
world. The RCP denies this as part of its elevation of interimperialst rivalry to theoretical
heights above the other ttree contradictions Mao cited as most important in the world
today.

THE RCP'S REINTERPRETATION OF LENIN
The RCP's favorite hiding place is Lenin's What Is To Be Done?, where Lenin

discusses the necessity of having a vanguard party. A tired RCP refrain in defending its
metaphysical disdain for the concrete and the panicular is that "you must not understand the
need for leadership and a party." This pafiy for its own sake line reaches its highest
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heights in the defense of Avakian's photographs. Essenti{ly, the RCP accepts the popular
borigeois interpretation of Lenin's stnrggle for a vanguar-d party asa struggle for a
bour[eois disci^piinary body to check the democratic tendencies of the masses.

the RCP's nleft" economistline leads it to its view of the party as merely a bourgeois
disciplinary body. This is the root of commandism and their 1il9 

-of 
exp.els in command.

The experti line-is shown in the RCP emphasis on a division of labor within the party and
in the deification of parry leadenhip. One RCPrepresentative has been so thoroughly
mystified as ro say that Raymond Lotta (an RCP leader) is just not available for forum
di3cussions. He is just so high up that the masses could hardly hope to see lim in the
flesh. tlowever, when it comes to selling Lotta's bookAnerica in Decline,Lotta is, as it
nrns out, a national lecturer.

The RCP's one-sided emphasis on discipline in the party is shown in its one-sided
attacks on Charles Bettelheirn In the Communist,the RCP auacks Bettelheim as non-
Marxist based on all Bettelheim's works prlor to his third volume of Class Sttttggles in the
USSR in which Bettelheim does finally call the Russian Revolution a capitalist revolution.

The recurring theme of the article in the Conununist is that Bettelheim is a bourgeois
democrat who does not uphold party discipline and the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Indee{ the RCP comes right out and says ttrat oppression of sections of the masses is
necessary to uphold the dictatorship of the proletariat" Qhe Communisr, no- 5,_May 1919,
203) In iontrast, Lenin stressed that ttre dictatorship of the proletariat was an "allis11ss" ef
the proletariat with other classes betmeen itself andttre bourgeoisie. It is_an uneqtal alliance
ledby the proletariat, (Lenin, CollectedWorl<s,vol.29,p. 381) but_no Mqnost has ever
called for the "dictatorship of ttre proletariat over the bourgeoisie and a section of the
masses." Indeed, the RCP is directly contradicting one of Mao's five most important
essays on philosophy: "Dictatorship does not apply within the ranks of the people. The
people cannot exercise dictatorship over themselves, nor must one section of the p_eoplg ..
6ppiess another." (Mao, "On the eorrect Handling of Conradictions Among the People,"
Sblected Readings from theWorks of Mao Tsetung, 436)

The RCP's critique of Bettelheim has other examples of in-benveen-the-lines
attacks on Mao. The ReP objects to this quot€ from Bettelheim. "'In brief, a ruling party
can be a proletarian party only if it refrains from imposing orders on the masses and
remains the instrument of their initiatives. This is possibie only if it submits fully to
criticism on the part of the masses, if it does not bry to impose "necessary" tasks upon the
masses, if it proceeds from what the masses are prepared to do toward the development of
socialistrelationships."' (Ibid.,22A) The RCF must want to impose socialism on what it
views as the ignorant masses. The RCP even disagrees with this almost exact paraphrase
from Mao: "The only'guarantee'of progress along the road to socialism is the real capacity
of the nrling pafiy not to become separated from &e masses." (Ibid", 221)

The rcal reason for the RCFs 63 page attack on a professor who does not even hold
state power is that the RCP lvants to distance itself from the Cultural Revolution's lessons
in fighting revisionisrn Bettelheim was one of the most important first-hand observors of
the Culural Revolution. In 1968 at a time when the revolutionary movement in the US
thought of Mao as "heavy" but was too weakly developed to build a party, Beuelheim
struggled in the forefront of the academic community to debunk criticisms of the Culnral
Revolution and to explain the theory of socialist transition. Later he described the actual
particulars of the Culntral Ranlution and Indwtrial Organization in China. This book
bescribed the masses in their actions to uphold the dictatorship of the proletariar At the end
of the book Bettelheim wrote apostcript which distinguishes him as clearly as possible
from bourgeois demosrats and ultralefVanarcho-syndicalists. It starts out "the Culnral
Revolution did notresult from'spontaneous'mass action inspired by the illusory views of
the 'ideology of spontaneity,' but from mass action aided by the political guidelines of Mao
Tse-tung's revolutionary line, and from the activities of the workers, peasants, cadres, etc.,
who adhered to this line. These guidelines and activities alone made it possible to
concentrate the correct initiatives of the workers, and enabled the Chinese unsses to unify
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their struggles and to define ttre objectives they had to attain before they could hope to
overcome a bourgeois line and social relationships that obstruct China's plogres-s al_ong the
road to socialismi' Bettelheim wrote this before the RCP even existed and yet the RCP
concludes that Bettelheim has not even provided a flashlight in the struggle to light up the
road upholding Mao ZndongThoughr (Ibid., 234) This is just the RCP's way of saying
that studying Bettelheim's books on the Cultural Revolution is a waste of time.

Unfortunately, the "Declration of the RM," which the RCP is aparty to states that
"The Mamist-Leninists in the advanced capitahst countries face the task of continuing to
combat the pemicious influence of revisionism and reformism in their ranks. The key to
doing this remains ttre fight fu principles developed by lrnin in the cotrrse of preparing
and leading the October Revolution." (p. 45) This sounds good until one realizes that this
poses Lenin against Mao in the fight againstrevisionis;n. However, one quickly realizes
that Lenin never "developed' the restoration of capitalism thesis. How can we claim that
the bourgeoisie right inside &e Communist Party tookpower in the Soviet Union and
China if the principles that If,nin developed are still the key? It took the experience of the
ICM and the Chinese CP in particular to develop the theory of continuous revolution.
There is no way to demarcate against Hoxhaism, the CPSU or the CCP without that
theory. There is no way to demarcate on the Soviet Union and China without principles
developed by Mao"

Basically ttre RCP and its allies are saying that Mao TndongThought does not apply to
advanced capitalist counties. Ivlao's advances in "On the Correct Handling of
Contradictions among the People" and "Where Do Correct Ideas Come From" are again
knocked down from the realm of philosophy or revolutionary theory to ttre realm of
China's national revolution. MIM is a "Maoist" group and upholds the lessons of these
essays of Mao's in fighting revisionism and recognizes the Cultural Revolution in China as
containing the most advanced, concenEated and univenal lessons in fighting revisionism to
date. Again this is not a dogmatic defense of Mao. Such a defense is a contradiction in
terms. This is to point up the differences between the MIM line and the RCP line. While
the RCP pretends to go backto I-enin, MIM holds that it is impossible to uphold Lenin
without upholding Mao. Mao<ism-Leninism is doomed to failure and death if it ignores the
lessons ofMZt.

FORMALISM: AN EXPRESSION OF "LEFT" ECONOMISM
Those who are active in politics will be struck by the RCP's formalism"'One RCP

spokesperson literally regards the RCP's most inactive member as more of a threat to the
bourgeoisie than the entire ftmmunistWorkers Party (CIYP, five of whom were killed in
Greensborc by the KKM{azisAJS Government) and Dennis Bnrtus, who is rated as one
of the top tfilenty oplDnents of apartheid by apartheid. MIM's experience has been that the
decisive question for ttre RCP in its recnriment of new members is whether or not
candidates consider the RCP as TIIE VANGUARD outside of any discussions of political
line.

Thus it is not surprising that the RCP has trouble recnriting youth, who Lenin stressed
above all else in OnYouth, are rightfully too impatient to give organizations steeped in
formalism a second thoughr The personality cult, the marketing hype and loftiness of the
RCP cadres, and the endless attacks on the masses as something of aprar:tice of
dictatorship over people are all rooted in a "Ieft" economist line and theoretical confusion.

MIM can only hope to live up to the spirit of Lenin in his writings in OnYouth. In
spirit, he favored summary executions of cadres who said there were no advanced youth to
be had in ttre party. He advocated thatpeople who were too f.ormalistic and purist to get
involved in mass stnrggles, reet people and resruit them vigorously with or without ihe
proper seasonings, experiene etc. that these people be kicked out of the party. In these
times when the forces who uphold Mao are having touble keeping up with the
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spontaneous upsurges of the masses, this attitude should be applied to all snata and classes
as part of a general organizational line.

ON THE RCP'S STANCE ON SOCIAL BASE
MIM does not suffer from bourgeois liberal guilt rips. MIM will not wait for any strata

or the proletariat itself to mount the political stage.
Insttadof tailing afterone social base or another, MIM starts from the intemational

proletariat's scientific view of the intemational situation. In this time o{iryperialism and
world war, the international proletariat has already established that it's had enough and that
it will make revolution given the oppornrnity during imperialist war. If one disagrees with
this point, it would be correct to conduct an investigation of the demands of the oppressed
peoples now and in the recent past It is not that MIM abandons the mass line on this
point, but that MIM sees the mass line as qlready established on the basic questions of
imperialism and war in this time period. On organizational questions and burning issues of
the day it is still necessary to conduct relentless investigation and uphold the mass line.

Of four contradictions at this time-between the imperialist countries and the oppressed
countries, between blocs of imperialist countries, benreen the socialist counties and the
imperialist countries, and between ttre imperialist countries and their own proletariat--MlM
focusses only on the first wo. MIM has a duty to intervene first and foremost in these two
countradictions. There are no socialist countries at the moment, so the third contradiction
has little impact on MIM line. As for the fourth contradiction, it is a factor, but the analysis
of class suuggle within ttre United States for instance does not have a principal influence in
MIM'S formulation of revolutionary strategy at this time. (See upcoming issues of MIM
Theory on the labor aristocracy of the U.S" as a majority of the population.) Consequently,
MIM does not derive its social base from this fourth contradiction. Frankly, the masses of
the United States do not dictate MIM's line. Rather, MIM's line on imperialism and war
dictate MIM's social base. It is possible, however, for Maoists to disagree on this issue.

MIM's social base is that group of people who see the necessity of destroying and
transcending imperialism and its symptom of militarisrn- It is the analysis of the curent
situation as one of World War Itr and MIM's line of working to stop it and go beyond it
that separates MIM'S social base from the RCP's.

In response, the RCP has said that it is mostly the petty-bourgeoisie that it is in motion
as a result of war and imperialism at this time. However, if "petty-bourgeois intellectuals"
and studenn are receptive to MLMZT, then MIM will dare to recruit amongst those strata
and any others willing to listen. MIM will boldly organize united fronts arnong everybody
opposed to imperialism and militarism" The RCP claims that MIM is writing off the
proletariar Fine, Trotskyists can wait forpure proletarian insurrection. If Mao had not
organized the masses of "petty-bourgeois" peasants and if Irnin had not made all the
peEsants "middle peasanti" bi gi"iog in oiheir demand forprivate plots, neither the
Chinese nor the Russian Revolution would have happened- Both knin and Mao were
excellent in assessing principal contradictions and adjusting their expectations of social base
accordingly.

Concretely, the advanced today are concerned about the Md-East, Central America,
Southern Africa, the nuclear arms race and many other issues including punk rock, racism
and sexism. honically, the harder the RCP tries to project what ttre proletariat will loek
like when THE CONJUNCTURE comes, the far:theroffthe road to the proletariat the RCP
gets"

"9ilF*t1ff"'l?t*r the Rcp's disdain for the particular *d rono"te and hence the
masses and their struggles. Nor will MIM join the RCP in Trotsky's netherworld of
external causation, abstraction and deterrrinistic fallacies.
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MIM works for revolution out of what exists at hand. If the people who show an
interest in figh.ung imperialism and defeatinq thg A-grcan state hqvg many jeaps to make,
we can not wring our hands or promise revolution when the material conditions ripen.
World War Itr is already here.

It is to be stressed that there are no guarantees in the business of making revolution.
The world may be vaporized despite the best efforts to endWWItr. There may even be a
revolution ttral fa* o] goes dowi to defeat in the long mn. The class suuggle between the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat is not over until classless society is reached and even then
new and comparable contradictions may arise. People who are looking for bourgeois
discipline, comforting prophecies, cult leadership or a chance to administer such should
join the RCP. People who see that there are no guarantees but that it is nonetheless "right
to rebel" should struggle with orin MIfv{.

Cthen lfitenature re[atflng to the
R.CPe
t'On Personality Cultstt-r,r".

MIM TheOfY, "posirive Trends in the pQp?"-4 smattering of views on the recent
work of the RCP and ihe RIM that it is part of. .30.

ttThe Decline of the RCPrtt .rruy critique of thelcP by the,
Oiganization for Revolutionary Unity, a no-w defirna group ttrat upheld the Cultural Revolution
aniiviewed the USSR as state capialise $1.50.

Don't be a geographical opportunist!
Know the variousEnes oTgrcufrs to the "lefd'ofs&iat u-l-the United States,

even if you aoo't live near any of iheirgl4pt-ers!! Sgnd {9r list of names, addresses, subscription
po6cies, ideologies aod c"-"ients by a UfM comrade, all in ?sy tg read chart forrn" Comes with
ip""ia rttrn foi prisonen seeking firee literanrre. .40 or free forprisoneni or those who subscribe
to Unn Theory or MM Noies for $1 or more.
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Introduction

by Morton Esters

It is no secret that since the collapse of the left in the First World around four decades ago, 
revolutionary movements in the "west" have been largely stagnant. Today, there are promising 
trends, as the last economic crisis and its fallout have spurred some revitalization of  left-wing 
activity in the developed countries. Yet, there is a danger of falling into the same traps that our 
forebears did if  we do not unpack why the old movements failed. On this point, Mao Zedong had 
some insight:

“Who are our enemies? Who are our friends? This is a question of the first importance 
for the revolution. The basic reason why all previous revolutionary struggles in China 
achieved so little was their failure to unite with real friends in order to attack real 
enemies... To ensure that we will  definitely achieve success in our revolution and will not 
lead the masses astray, we must pay attention to uniting with our real friends in order to 
attack our real enemies. To distinguish real friends from real enemies, we must make a 
general analysis of the economic status of the various classes in Chinese society and of 
their respective attitudes towards the revolution.”

Though Mao was of course writing this in 1926, and in China, the basic problem facing 
revolutionaries in the First World today is not so different. The major organizations and 
movements of the past fell victim to opportunism and confusion. What was common between 
them is that they failed to make a concrete class analysis of their surroundings, and they failed 
to unite real friends against real enemies. We will repeat these mistakes if we do not ask and 
answer the questions: who are our enemies? who are our friends? We think Maoism (Third 
Worldism) is the remedy in this regard.

In its simplest terms, Third Worldism is a trend within Marxism which upholds that class analysis 
is as crucial as ever to the communist movement today. Third Worldists believe that without a 
clear understanding of  who our real enemies and friends are, without uncovering the concrete 
relations to the forces of production that people really hold, then the communist movement in 
the First World will continue to stagnate. Namely, we believe that the vast majority of the world’s 
people — the masses of workers in the Third World along with a minority of  people in the First 
World — are exploited and/or ground down by capitalism and imperialism to the point of being 
unable to flourish. On the other hand, we also believe that the vast majority of workers in First 
World nations have been “bought off” by imperialist super-profits. Monopoly capitalists in 
imperialist states glean most of their profits from exploitation of Third World labor, and they 
make such a killing on Third World exploitation that they can afford to pay their “own” workers in 
the First World a value well above what those workers themselves produce, while still 



maintaining average profit rates. In other words, high wages in the First World are 
supplemented with profit extracted from Third World workers. This means that class struggle 
has been largely deadened in the First World, because most workers in the imperialist core 
depend upon imperialism to sustain their current living standards. The contradiction between the 
working class in the imperialist nations and the bourgeoisie has become a non-antagonistic one.
What this means for communist praxis in the First World is still somewhat of an open question. 

However, Third Worldists stress that the main contradiction globally today is that between 
imperialism and the oppressed nations, and within the First World itself, the principal 
contradiction is that between oppressor nations — such as the euro-amerikan nation — and the 
oppressed nations within the First World, e.g. the Captive Afrikan nation, Xican@ nation, and 
the Onkwehón:we nations within Occupied Turtle Island. Thus, we whole-heartedly support 
national liberation struggles in the oppressed nations, and we believe this is key for the First 
World communist movement, as we work “behind enemy lines” within the territories occupied by 
imperialist powers. Additionally, we seek to build a broad united front against imperialism where 
we live, and to engage in struggles which merge the long-term interests of First Worlders with 
the immediate, material interests of the proletariat at large.

Necessarily, because we stress the importance of  class analysis, our arguments rest in good 
part upon political economy. That is to say, we need to make economic investigation because 
such an investigation is inherently tied to the question of class. Noting this, critics of  Third 
Worldism frequently state that we put too much stock in empiricism, and that we must move 
“beyond” it. As a general principle, it is true that we have to move “beyond empiricism.” 
Empirical demonstration is certainly not enough for an analysis to be considered “Marxist,” and 
we definitely cannot use empiricism as a replacement for dialectical and historical materialism. 
Yet typically, when people respond to Third Worldist political economy by claiming that we must 
move “beyond empiricism,” this is really an excuse to outright ignore or at least downplay the 
implications of Marxian political economy when we apply it to the world today. The conclusions 
of Third Worldism fly in the face of  much of  what passes for “Marxism” in the First World, and 
dismissing our analyses as merely “vulgar empiricism” is an easy way to put uncomfortable 
conclusions out of mind without seriously considering them.

In reality though, rather than advocating that political economy and empiricism replace Marxist 
analysis, Third Worldists simply uphold the fact that political economy is an essential element of 
Marxism that cannot be ignored. Political economy, dialectical and historical materialism, and 
scientific socialism are in fact all intimately related. If at times we have erred on the side of  over-
stressing the importance of political economy, it has been in response to those who would 
ignore it. Nevertheless, we do have to qualitatively understand our evidence and understand 
how it fits into a historical materialist analysis of the world today.



First and foremost, Third Worldists place great emphasis on the question of who is or is not 
exploited in the First World. Why does this question matter? Let us remember what Marxists 
consider to be the proletariat in a capitalist world:

"The proletariat is that class in society which lives entirely from the sale of its labor and 
does not draw profit from any kind of capital; whose weal and woe, whose life and death, 
whose sole existence depends on the demand for labor – hence, on the changing state 
of business, on the vagaries of unbridled competition." - Frederick Engels, The Principles 
of Communism

Additionally Mao Zedong has a concise way of distinguishing who “workers” are, i.e. who 
constitutes the proletariat:

"Workers make their living wholly or mainly by selling their labor power." - Mao Zedong, 
How to Differentiate the Classes in the Rural Areas

We think these are fine definitions because they encapsulate why the proletariat is the most 
revolutionary class under capitalism. Those who live wholly or mainly on the sale of their own 
labor power are exploited in a capitalist economy. That is, they produce more value than they 
receive in return. This is fundamentally what makes the proletariat revolutionary in the final 
instance. Value is created by labor-time. The extraction of  value from workers, essential for the 
operation of a capitalist economy, means the domination of  workers’ time. Because the 
proletariat is exploited, i.e. because the proletariat have value extracted from them, their time is 
also stolen, and their very flourishing as human beings is inhibited by capital. A large portion of 
the waking life of  the proletariat must be devoted to producing profit for capitalists, and this 
leaves less time for personal growth and enjoyment. There is no way around this for the 
proletariat, short of doing away with capitalism altogether. In short, exploitation and 
revolutionary consciousness are intimately tied. This is the conclusion of historical materialism.

When it comes down to it, exploitation is a phenomenon that can be measured empirically. It 
involves measurable quantities: necessary labor and surplus labor. Necessary labor is the 
quantity of labor required to produce value equal to what workers consume. Surplus labor is the 
quantity of labor which produces value beyond what workers consume — that is, it’s labor that 
goes uncompensated. Equivalently, we can also think in terms of  variable capital, which 
amounts to the payment workers receive for their work, and surplus value, which is realized as 
profit and it is the value workers produce that goes beyond their payment. When workers 
perform surplus labor, there is exploitation. Another way of saying the same thing is that when 
there is surplus value being generated by workers, those workers are exploited. All of these 
quantities can be measured empirically. So the question of  whether workers are exploited or not 
is an empirical question.



Empiricism is certainly not all there is. Yet because we know  that exploitation and revolutionary 
consciousness are intimately tied, we must not be afraid to make empirical investigation into the 
question of exploitation. Political economy is, once again, an integral part of Marxism and its 
conclusions must be incorporated into revolutionary science based on dialectical and historical 
materialism. What follows is a series of articles which attempt to address the real-world situation 
today from the perspective of Marxist political economy, but also show  how  this analysis is tied 
to broader Marxist questions of  revolutionary science. Ultimately, theory must guide practice, 
which in turn helps us make further developments on theory. We hope that this reader is a 
stepping stone which will help guide more effective practice in the First World, so that even 
further developments on revolutionary science can be made, and so that the communist 
movement in the First World might finally be able to move forward after years of stagnation.





The Weapon of Theory:
A Maoist (Third Worldist) Reader



What is Maoism (Third Worldism)

by the Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist Movement

Maoism (Third Worldism) is a theoretical culmination of historical revolutionary practice, a 
science of understanding the world so as to change it. It is the Marxism of today.

Maoism (Third Worldism) includes several historical and new  paradigmatic shifts in 
understandings regarding class struggle. These include:

1. All hitherto history is the history of class struggle! Maoism (Third Worldism) 
reaffirms historical materialism, i.e. that the struggle between groups over their 
relationship to the means of producing and distributing wealth is the chief  factor which 
shapes history.

2. Capital  is dead labor that only lives by sucking living labor! All economic wealth is 
the product of labor. Under capitalism, wealth becomes concentrated in fewer and fewer 
hands to the detriment of producers. This contradiction between the proletariat, the class 
for which the struggle against capitalism represents ‘nothing to loose but chains and a 
world to win,’ on one hand and exploiters on the other is irresolvable under capitalism.

3. Socialism or barbarianism! All things, including the social world, are in a process of 
development. The question of  what direction the world will develop depends on class 
struggle. The basic choice facing humanity today is between socialism and communism 
or widespread ruin.

4. The proletariat must organize to destroy the old structure of power and build the 
new! Substantive progressive change to the capitalist system can not come from 
political reforms. Rather, the proletariat must organize to seize the instruments of 
production and construct their own state-forms to suppress reactionaries and carry 
through the revolution.

5. Proletarian class consciousness comes from without day-to-day economic 
struggles! The struggle against capitalism and for socialism is representative of the 
immediate necessity of an entire class and exemplifies an even larger range of interests. 
Yet this is not always demonstrated in the direct struggles waged by particular groups of 
the proletariat. Proletariat political consciousness is that which recognizes and organizes 
around the long-term strategic and tactical interests of the proletariat as a class, is bore 
from wider experiences of  class struggle, and it is often brought to the proletarian 
masses by its most conscious elements or from without.

6. The doctrine of class dictatorship! Everything reflects in some manner extant social 
relations. The state, culture, art, and day-to-day interactions are field of struggle in which 
different lines of  understanding based on either proletarian class consciousness or 
reactionary ideology play out. Maoism (Third Worldism) promotes the revolutionary 
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struggle to seize power both over the means of  production and every aspect of the 
superstructure as well.

7. Socialism is the necessary prelude to communism! Socialism is transitional period 
between the formal overthrow  of capitalism under the leadership of the proletariat to the 
restructuring of  society based on the democratic and rational control over the production 
and allocation of use values, without oppression, classes, or a state.

8. Imperialism is a qualitative shift in capitalism! The growth of  the productive forces 
combined with historically-enshrined and militarily-enforced monopoly/imperialist 
advantages renders the contradiction between the proletariat and capital as one 
between exploiter and exploited nations. Hence, the principal contradiction today is 
between the masses of peripheral and semi-peripheral countries on one hand and 
exploiter classes tied to capitalist-imperialism on the other. A revolution on the part of the 
world’s Third World masses would in fact be a world revolution, as much of the value 
captured by the First World today is produced in the vast Third World.

9. Parasitism and the wages of imperialism! Imperialism renders entire local, national, 
and regional economies of  the core as primarily parasitic and dependent on the 
exploitation of  the wider peripheral and semi-peripheral zones; and this necessarily 
alters the terrain of  class struggle. Specifically, imperialism pays a qualitatively higher 
wages to a minority of workers. This has both an economic function in maintaining 
capital accumulation in the core at the expense of  the masses of the Third World and an 
ideological function by ‘bribing’ these workers into supporting imperialism. First World 
and ‘middle class’ workers who receive wages above the abstract value of labor, i.e. 
above the value of the goods and services exchanged throughout the world-economy in 
a given period divided be the quantity of  labor through which it is produced, are not part 
of the proletariat because the magnitude of their wages are dependent on imperialist 
exploitation and could not be maintained without it. Hence, Maoism (Third Worldism) 
opposes all economism on behalf of workers in imperialist countries.

10.Global people’s war and global new democracy! Protracted people’s war 
complimented by the mass line, as demonstrated in the Chinese Revolution and 
creatively applied to particular situations is the best suited means of  revolutionary 
struggle in peripheral and semi-peripheral countries. The notion of waging class struggle 
must be considered globally as well. Lin Biao noted that the imperialist First World 
represented the “cities of the world” and that the exploited Third World the “countryside 
of the world.” Given the vast underdevelopment of the Third World at the hands of the 
First World, the struggle of the world’s masses is not immediately one for socialism but 
for global new  democracy: the hemming in and wide-ranging defeat of  imperialism by an 
international proletariat-led coalition of progressive classes and the building of the 
requisite productive forces, class alliances, and consciousness to continue the struggle 
for socialism and communism.
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11.Continuing class struggle under the dictatorship of the proletariat! Socialism is not 
a straight line towards communism. Rather, due to leftover attitudes and oppressions, 
privileges which accompany positions of authority, and the existence of  capitalist blocs, 
the structural possibility remains for the generation of a ‘new  bourgeoisie’ under 
socialism which will attempt to seize power, halt class struggle, and unite to make 
accommodations with remaining reactionaries. The only solution is the continuation of 
class struggle under socialism to the end of countering and routing these efforts at the 
restoration of capitalism. This is the only means to continue towards communism.

12.Women hold up half the sky! The participation of women is paramount for the success 
of the struggles for people’s war, global new  democracy, socialism, and communism. 
Women make up over half of  the proletariat and form the backbone of our ability to reach 
and transform the day to day lives of the masses through struggle.

13.Ecological congruence! As a paradigmatic shift, the struggle for socialism and 
communism must take a totally different approach to humanity’s relationship the natural 
environment. Under socialism and communism, the preservation and enhancement of 
natural abundance for the common good will take precedence over the profit-seeking 
interest of the few. Moreover, people’s relationship with non-human life must more 
closely resemble the relationship that we strive to achieve between ourselves.

14.National liberation for oppressed nations! The struggle for proletarian revolution must 
support and find common cause with the struggle for liberation and self-determination of 
oppressed nations. Within imperialist cores, the struggle for national liberation should be 
promoted as a detachment of  the wider struggle for global new  democracy, socialism, 
and communism.

The semantic application of ‘Maoism (Third Worldism)’ and the above terminology are not so 
important. What is important is that the above lessons are internalized and put into practice by 
revolutionary movements today.

The struggle against capitalist-imperialism is a life or death matter for a large portion of  the 
world’s people.

The wider program of  proletarian revolution touches on all aspects of life and carries which it the 
long-term interest of humanity itself.

For these reasons, it is important that Marxism today, revolutionary science, draws from the 
history of class struggle the best understandings available.

Capitalist-imperialism will not fall on its own, but it can be defeated. Enlightened by the lessons 
of previous class struggle and carried out in concert with a broad united front against 
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imperialism, proletarian-led revolutionary struggles can defeat capitalist-imperialism, lay the 
foundations of socialism, and embark on the road to communism.
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Surplus in Economic Systems

by Nikolai Brown

One of the most fundamental aspects of society is its economics system, i.e. the mode of 
production. At the basic level, a mode of  production is the means (physical objects) and social 
relations with which societies produce the material necessities for their existence. All societies 
must be sustained with food, clean water, shelter, etc. Attaining these basic things is the chief 
task facing any society.

When confronted with the task of feeding, clothing, and housing itself, all societies face two 
fundamental problems. First, in order to produce the necessities of life, there must be tools and 
raw  materials suitable for the job. Second, in order to utilize tools and material for production, 
divisions of  labor must be developed and carried out. These two properties, the physical means 
of production and social division of labor, are what Marxists describe respectively as the 
economic base and structure of society.

Implied in the mode of production is another fundamental aspect of society: how  it consumes its 
surplus. All societies either produce a surplus, i.e. products over and above of the necessities 
for life, or they collapse and degenerate. Yet, as part of the mode of production, societies utilize 
surplus in only a few ways.

These three aspects, the mode of  production, the means of  production, and the use of  surplus, 
help us define all societies which have ever existed.

The first societies were communal. They utilized basic tools for hunting and cultivation. The 
division of  labor was minimal and structured around age and sex. The little surplus which was 
produced was devoted to the care of the sick and elderly, rationed away for times of  scarcity, or 
provided for periods of leisure.

The advent of permanent cultivation, i.e., agriculture, changed society considerably. A reliance 
on favorable growing patterns along with a growing level of  surplus allowed for the development 
more complex divisions of labor, including leadership and religious classes which were divorced 
from actual production. Artisan classes divorced from basic food production could also develop, 
and settlement became permanent.

In this secondary period of  human economic development, the state developed and took on its 
essential form. In this period of tributary economics, the state came to embody a class of rulers 
whose monopoly on violence enabled them to charge a rent on classes of  productive, mostly 
agricultural workers. This rent, enforced to fund protection from outside aggression, was 
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violently placed on populations whether they freely desired it or not. Not surprisingly, communal 
societies were frequently and quickly incorporated by tributary societies through aggressive 
violence.

Tributary societies produced enough surplus to sustain large non-productive ruling, 
bureaucratic, and serving classes. Because tributary societies relied on taxing productive 
workers, surplus was also invested in new  means of  incorporating and maintaining ever-growing 
numbers of productive workers into the tributary system. Under tributary systems, there is no 
division between the state and the economic ruling classes, as they were one in the same.

Part of the problem with tributary systems is they can be remarkably stable. Independent 
tributary systems could be found throughout the world for thousands of years, beginning during 
what once called the ‘bronze age’ and lasting through the end of the ‘middle ages.’ During this 
period, rule was often hereditary and cast in religious terms (i.e., ‘Divine right’ in Europe; 
‘Mandate from Heaven’ in Asia), and a single ruling family might reign for hundreds of years 
before being deposed by another similar dynasty. Individual workers (and all of those within the 
sovereign territory of the tributary state) were considered subjects of  the rulers. Most of  the 
productive workers’ surplus went toward maintenancing the ruling-state and its ‘divinely 
sanctioned’ elite.

Capitalism involves a third major economic development. Instead of  financing the ruling-state 
and its means of  rule, surplus begins being used to develop the means of  production to the aim 
of increased productive efficiency, i.e. the more efficient production of surplus. Over the previous 
system of  tributary feudalism, this was a progressive step in that it contributed to a sharp 
increase in the social product and began to unlock the potential to eradicate scarcity.

Along with capitalist development, the means of production became the central dynamic focus. 
Workers in tributary systems owned the means of production and were simply forced to part 
with the surplus portion of  their product. Under capitalism, a separate class of people who 
owned the means of  production, i.e. capitalists, paid workers a wage while claiming control over 
the product created through labor. In tributary systems, use-values were directly exchanged 
between economic actors. For the purpose of widespread market trading under capitalism, 
concrete labor congeals into commodities with exchange-values corresponding to the ‘socially 
necessary labor’ required for their creation.

Though elements of capitalism existed elsewhere during the period (notably in India and Italy), it 
first developed as a dominant mode of production in the British Isles during the 1500s.

The reason capitalism developed in England was because of  its instability as a tributary system 
and its relative disadvantage during the period. Surrounded by large, fairly developed tributary 
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systems (e.g. Spain, Holland, Ottomans, China), the English were squeezed out of much of the 
initial ‘New  World’ conquest and could not match the military strength of  its rivals. In response to 
this unfavorable situation, and unlike Spain which used returns on slavery and conquest to fund 
large ruling-state institutions (i.e., the Monarchy and the Church), the British found it easier and 
more advantageous to invest surplus from conquest into domestic industries. As part of  the 
transformation of  the mode of production from tributary to capitalist in England, the Protestant 
reformation broke up Catholic estates, the nobility was weakened through ‘absolute’ monarchy, 
Ireland was maintained as a colonized territory of agricultural production, the English 
countryside was enclosed for sheep and livestock, and a growing urban population of  ex-
peasants was increasingly corralled by vagrancy laws into primitive factories. In short order, 
England became a dominant power because, through its utilization of  a capitalist mode of 
production which devoted surplus towards raising productive efficiency, it came to produce 
much more than its rivals.

The development of capitalism also undermined the power of the state and altered its function. 
Because surplus was increasingly being devoted toward the development of the means of 
production and controlled by those who owned the same means of  production, the state 
retained its functions as an expression of class rule but it ceased to embody the ruling class in 
its entirety. Whereas the state is the ruling class within tributary societies, the capitalist state is 
merely one instrument (though a major one) of rule by the owners of capital.

As a foundational economic system, capitalism has an internal logic which supersedes any 
conscious desire. Production is carried out for the sake of accumulating capital, i.e. the means 
of production. The means of production (which were just that under previous systems) become 
transformed into capital and become the central focus for the investments of  surplus, i.e. 
increasingly embodying the portion surplus product wrestled from workers. Workers (of  Europe), 
for their part, became freed of traditional tributary economic ties but also divorced from the 
means of  production. Instead, labor-power, i.e. the ability to work during a given period, was 
transformed into a commodity which workers must sell to capitalists for a wage on which to 
survive. Just as the products of labor comes to represent exchange-values, i.e. equivalent to the 
‘socially necessary [abstract] labor’ required for their production, surplus comes to represent 
surplus-value. Surplus-value, now  controlled by the owners of capital, represents a definitive 
amount of ‘socially necessary labor’ required for its production.

Production for the sake of  an increased ability to produce, i.e. the accumulation of  capital, 
unleashed innumerable innovations over the period and a rising rate of  the production of 
surplus. The state was reinvented, so to speak. Whereas capitalism broke down the tributary 
functions of  the state, the state itself  became an instrument of  class rule by capitalists. Through 
colonialism, the capitalist states of the developing imperialist core also preserved tributary 
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features within its colonies, where necessary raw  materials and food stuffs were acquired for 
‘upstream’ capitalist production.

Nascent capitalism was fairly competitive with different firms of capital holdings struggling 
against each other to secure higher rates of surplus-value than others. Those who failed to 
effectively utilize surplus for compounding returns of  surplus inevitably got pushed down under 
the weight of  competing capitalists, resulting in units of capital in growing size and scope. These 
larger firms used leverage and structured markets for ever greater rates of return, especially 
relative to smaller capitalist producers, resulting in the growth of ever larger monopolies of 
capital. The ability of  such monopolies to both hold down competitors and funnel to themselves 
huge concentrations of surplus-value [through control over the structure of  economies] altered 
the structure and dynamics of the world’s economic system.

One change from capitalism to monopoly capitalism is the loss of the innovative dynamic. 
Through their power to structure the world economy, monopolies increasingly control, often 
indirectly, a majority proportion of  capital and hence surplus. In turn, surplus is increasingly 
devoted to maintaining control over the world-economy by monopoly capital. Rather than 
innovation of  the means of production, surplus becomes devoted to the suppression of the 
productive forces for the benefit of monopolies.

Monopolies are based in and wholly dominate a handful of countries. These few  countries 
receive the benefit of monopoly rates of surplus realization.

One means which by which monopoly capital has maintained itself as such is to pay a small 
proportion of  workers a price for labor-power above abstract labor’s exchange-value. At the 
same time, monopolies used a portion of surplus to create and maintain large unproductive 
economic sectors and social-democratic welfare states in ‘their’ base-countries. In effect, 
surplus is ‘invested’ into the wages of  ‘its’ minority of workers. By elevating and 
embourgeoisifying ‘its’ workers with surplus, monopoly capital has created both a petty-
bourgeois mass-base of support and another means to realize surplus (created in the world-
economy) as surplus-value.

Capitalist-imperialism involved some basic changes in society. The means of production have 
advanced to the point of  constructing a single world-economy. Surplus generated through high 
rates of exploitation of  productive workers in the ‘Global South’ becomes realized as surplus-
value by monopolies in the First World. This results in a great degree of material and social 
separation between the embourgeoisfied ‘masses’ of  First World and proletarianized 
populations of  the Third World. Finally, surplus is increasingly devoted to maintaining this 
structural inequality of the world-economy.
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One primary result of the development of  monopoly capitalism is increasing militarization of the  
state. Insofar as the chief problem of  monopoly capital is maintaining its position as a monopoly, 
state-power is an effective tool against other classes. The U.S., for example, spends much more 
on its military than other countries by a huge margin. Imperialism also corrupts Third World 
states into becoming militarized proxies of monopoly capital. This increasing devotion of surplus 
to maintaining the social relations of imperialism amounts to a policy of “global apartheid.”

The high rate of exploitation and capital accumulation provide imperialism with an initial 
advantage over the global proletarian movement. For example, as part of the US policy known 
as the ‘Marshall Plan,’ a large portion of surplus was used following World War 2 to build up the 
economies of Western Europe and Japan as a social buffer against the USSR and PRC.

Most formerly-colonized regions have been trapped in imperialist maldevelopment, i.e., 
productive capacities and social relations designed to export surplus to imperialist countries. 
There are a few  exceptions. In countries with large populations of productive workers, political 
and structural initiatives can be taken which result in a greater retention of  surplus, eventually 
leading to a greater development of  the means of  production, and eventually new  competing 
monopolies. This is obviously against the interests of existing monopoly capital, which often 
relies on its military apparatuses to blackmail Third World countries into adopting 
maldevelopment and economic dependency. Thus, this sort of independent development toward 
the end of establishing new  national monopolies is only an option for fairly stable, large states, 
which are politically determined to defy established monopoly capital over a long period of  time. 
This, for better or worse, is the path currently being adopted in China, Russia, and Brazil. The 
development of rival blocs of monopoly capital will assuredly awaken inter-imperialist rivalry.

The final aspect of this current imperialist mode of  production is that is has effectively laid the 
groundwork for socialist revolutions. Whereas the colonialism of the capitalist mode of 
production relied upon productive abilities of  the Third World for basic agriculture and raw 
materials, imperialism has increasingly spread out the means of production while incorporating 
Third World workers into important productive roles within a global division of labor. In most 
countries of the Third World, the means of production are more developed than in the countries 
which had successful proletarian and national liberation revolutions during the 20th century. 
Thus, Third World revolutions, occurring in the sites where the great proportion of surplus is 
generated, will be of much more significance today than they were 40 or 50 years ago. The 
more developed means of  production and high level of surplus generated in Third World 
countries will also set any next round of successful revolutionary movements on a much more 
solid material footing.

Under the present world situation, the primary task is to break the monopoly power of imperialist 
countries while struggling for socialism. This requires a global united front against imperialism, 
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ideally led by those pursuing a socialist route of development. Capitalism and capitalist-
imperialism have developed the means of production to the point where humanity could return 
to collectively producing use-values on a sustainable basis without deprivation and without 
permanent divisions of labor, unproductive classes, or states to enforce particular class 
interests. Poverty and environmental destruction could be abolished, but it will take a dedicated 
struggle of  the world’s exploited masses for a revolution against the dominant economic 
structures of capitalist-imperialism.
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The Materialist Analysis of Capital

by Klaas Velija

“Capital is dead labour, that, vampire-like, only lives by sucking living labour, and lives the more, the more labour it sucks. 
The time during which the labourer works, is the time during which the capitalist consumes the labour-power he has 
purchased of him.” – Karl Marx, “Das Kapital, Volume I”

In the vulgar economics department, the word capital is lightly thrown around as a synonymous 
of the Maoist concept of the instruments of labor; that is, every factor utilized in a productive 
process that isn’t labor. According to this tale, capital and labor, by being so simplistically 
defined, have a transhistorical character; they have always existed and they will always exist, 
the only factor that can change is the way in which they relate in production. From here 
originates the definition of capitalism as the economy characterized by a free market and private 
ownership, and socialism as the economy characterized by state ownership. Perhaps, in the 
realm of academic economics, this is the most evident manifestation of commodity fetishism.

Probing into the theory of  commodity fetishism is hence in order. The concept encapsulates the 
ways in which the social relationships between people in a society built on a social division of 
labor, national and international, take the form of relationships between things, making the 
exchangeability of  commodities in a market appear as a natural phenomenon, and not an 
historically specific one.

In the capitalist mode of production, the allocation of human labor in the various sectors of  the 
economy isn’t organized by means of direct relationships between people, but rather by the 
process of circulation of commodities, which indirectly disciplines production by forcing 
enterprises to change prices, quality, and quantity of  goods produced. The Angolan oil rig 
workers, the Burkinabé cotton pickers, the Chinese textile workers, the American retail stores; 
all these realities are coordinated by the international law  of value. When a worker buys a t-shirt, 
they can’t appraise the entire chain of  concrete labors required to bring that commodity to their 
favorite store. We don’t see the work that creates commodities, we just see that commodity 
standing in relation of  value to others. That t-shirt was worth the same as another one, or worth 
two baseball caps, or maybe a pair of  sneakers. The exchange-value of the object we look at 
appears to be a property of  the object itself, and not a result of  a particular social relationships 
between workers all over the world mediated by monetary exchanges. However, since 1971, the 
dollar is nothing more than pieces of paper. What makes these pieces of  paper so valuable, if 
not gold?

“Economic categories are only the theoretical expressions, the abstractions of the social 
relations of production, M. Proudhon, holding this upside down like a true philosopher, 
sees in actual relations nothing but the incarnation of the principles, of these categories, 
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which were slumbering – so M. Proudhon the philosopher tells us – in the bosom of the 
“impersonal reason of humanity.” M. Proudhon the economist understands very well that 
men make cloth, linen, or silk materials in definite relations of production. But what he 
has not understood is that these definite social relations are just as much produced by 
men as linen, flax, etc. Social relations are closely bound up with productive forces. In 
acquiring new productive forces men change their mode of production; and in changing 
their mode of production, in changing the way of earning their living, they change all their 
social relations. The hand-mill gives you society with the feudal lord; the steam-mill 
society with the industrial capitalist. The same men who establish their social relations in 
conformity with the material productivity, produce also principles, ideas, and categories, 
in conformity with their social relations. Thus the ideas, these categories, are as little 
eternal as the relations they express. They are historical and transitory products.” – Karl 
Marx, “The Poverty of Philosophy“

Our point of  departure must be the relationships existing between people as they produce for 
each other. Extending this analysis to the means of  production means analyzing the social 
relations that seize upon objects utilized in our workplaces. Any instrument of  labor, for example 
a book printer, can enter into various types of social relations. When we use a printer to print a 
book, the printer is part of  the process creating the book. This is where it’s important to 
remember the specific condition of  capitalist production, i.e. a social division of labor: any single 
labor process in capitalist society can only be understood as part of a greater web of relations 
between independent producers. If we gifted the book we printed to a friend of ours, it would 
involve no monetary transaction and would only be for direct consumption. Using the same 
printer, we could be printing books in a capitalist printing factory; those books would in this 
context be sold in the market and become part of the capitalist division of labor, producing a 
profit for the factory owner. In this peculiar case, the most important characteristic of the book is 
not its use-value for our friend, but the customer’s pocket, the profit that can be realized by 
selling the book as a commodity. Here the useful properties of  the book and the printer are 
reduced to their ability to realize profits for a capitalist. In two exactly identical labor processes 
we can observe two entirely different social effects resulting from the set of relationships in 
which they are inserted. For the capitalist, the purpose of  the printer, and indeed, of the factory 
itself, the paper and ink needed as inputs, the money used to buy these inputs, and the labor of 
his workers, are all means to the end of profit and become incarnations of capital. To make the 
conclusion explicit, capital as a category of political economy can’t be understood as an object, 
but has to be understood as a particular social relationship between people that seizes upon an 
object; a printer is capital only when inserted in a labor process geared towards the production 
of surplus value in a context of social division of labor mediated by commodity exchange.

Etymologically, the vulgar economic description of capitalism as a society of voluntary exchange 
falls apart; according to the Collins English Dictionary – Complete & Unabridged 10th Edition, -
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ism is a suffix forming nouns indicating a doctrine, system, or body of  principles and practices. 
Capitalism can hence only be understood as the system of  capital. If capitalism is a system of 
capital, and capital is an element of this system, we can probe into the contradiction between 
the totality and the element: capital is a social relation, capitalism is a mode of production in 
which capital becomes the dominant social relation.

Capital is concerned with profit, it is value in motion; we can capture its movement with the 
circuit of  industrial capital, the most important and foundational circuit for the reproduction of 
capitalist society: M-C…P…C’-M’.

On this model, money (M) is advanced, input commodities (which include labor power, 
machinery, and raw  materials) are purchased (C),  direct (living) and indirect (dead) labor time is 
applied in production (P), creating commodities with higher value (C’) which are then sold in 
order to realize an amount of  money higher than the sum invested (M’). This circuit, where 
money becomes a means of making more money (that is, where money becomes capital), is 
entirely different from what is termed simple commodity exchange, captured by the circuit C-M-
C, where a commodity is exchanged for money which is then used to acquire another 
commodity of an equivalent value.

“The commodity is exchanged for money; money is exchanged for the commodity. In this 
way, commodity is exchanged for commodity, except that this exchange is a mediated 
one. The purchaser becomes a seller again and the seller becomes purchaser again. In 
this way, each is posited in the double and the antithetical aspect, and hence in the living 
unity of both aspects.” – Karl Marx, “Grundrisse”

Following from the M-C…P…C’-M’ circuit, we have two other circuits:

M-M’, the circuit of bank-capital; here a loan is advanced and interest is paid on the loan;
M-C-C-M’, the circuit of arbitrage; here money is advanced to buy a commodity and that same 
commodity is resold for a higher amount of money in a market where it has a higher price.

Only the M-C…P…C’-M’ circuit produces surplus value, i.e. unpaid labor performed by the 
working class which sells its labor power to the capitalist, who appropriates its products. While 
the laborer sells hir labor power (ability to do work) to the capitalist, s/he also cedes hir effective 
labor, which can’t be disembodied from hir. M-M’ and M-C-C-M’, on the other hand, appropriate 
value in exchange. This is easily proven by the fact that any society that limited itself to buying 
cheap and selling dear and loaning wouldn’t survive for more than a week.

A society whose regulator of production is profit, i.e. unpaid labor, is bound to be a society of 
antagonism; there is no place on earth where this can’t be observed. There is an antagonism 
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between worker and capitalist, between workers looking for jobs, between capitalists for sales, 
between oppressed nationalities and oppressor nationalities, between the patriarchal structure 
of society and women, between oppressed genders and heteronormativity, between imperialist 
and imperialized countries for markets and sovereignty, between transnational ruling classes for 
hegemony. This climate of antagonism is precisely what so-called general equilibrium, a fantasy 
of vulgar economics, tries to conceal.

If the capitalists’ interest is to exploit labor as much as possible, what is the working class’ direct 
interest? Their interest is to overthrow  the bourgeois state and affirm themselves as a class by 
means of a dictatorship of  the proletariat, a transitory period between capitalism and 
communism, a classless, stateless society of freely associated producers. The proletariat has to 
declare “the permanence of the revolution, the class dictatorship of the proletariat as the 
necessary transit point to the abolition of class  distinctions generally, to the abolition of 
all the relations of production on which they rest, to the abolition of all the  social 
relations that correspond to these relations of production, to the revolutionizing of all the 
ideas that result from these social relations”.
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Historical Materialism and the Paradox of Revolution

by Nikolai Brown

According to the historical materialist methodology, the base and structure of society (i.e., the 
productive forces and the relations of production) determine the essential qualities of  the super-
structure: the state, ruling class ideologies, and the entirety of  the subjective forces. That is to 
say that the physical qualities of the elements of production (the base – including the means of 
production, available natural resources and their evident uses, and physical condition of  the 
labor force) along with the derivative the relations of  production (the structure – the relationships 
by which use-values are produced and distributed in a ‘world-economy’) are expressed in the 
ideas, ruling institutions, and popular movements in different ‘locations’ (the super-structure).

Revolution, in one sense, implies a historical moment in which the base has ‘outgrown’ the 
limitations set forth by the old structure and (by default) super-structure, thus setting in motion 
the destruction and re-composition of society’s latter two aspects upon the new  basis of the new 
limits set forth by the newly advanced productive forces. That is: the possibilities created by the 
productive forces are no longer conducive to previous productive relations and in fact 
increasingly come into conflict with them.

On the other hand, revolution implies a moment in which a portion of the super-structure, i.e., 
the subjective forces of revolutionary opposition, have matured in a manner toward the point of 
intervening and altering the fundamental nature of  the structure, super-structure, and, over time, 
the base of a given society.

This latter criterion of revolution implies a kind of paradox. How  can a portion of  the super-
structure act against the base and structure, the very aspects of society from which it springs?

Marx’s preliminary solution to this paradox was part of  his view  of capitalism’s developmental 
processes. Increasing proportions of  society would be pushed into the working class, subjected 
to exploitation, and face a common immiseration in contrast to the ballooning wealth of an ever-
shrinking bourgeoisie. This would create the preconditions of international working-class 
consciousness capable of informing victorious struggles by workers against the bourgeoisie and 
the relations of production set in motion by capitalism. Capitalism would create the element of 
its own demise: the revolutionary proletariat.

We now  know  the world is much more complex than the vision set forth in the Communist 
Manifesto (which was a popular agitational essay meant for German workers of the period) or 
the analysis contained in Das Kapital (which proceeded from the assumption that commodities 
are traded at value, which is rarely the case in the real world). Capitalism has not spawned a 
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uniform immiseration of workers. Instead, based on the growing concentration of capital in 
imperialist metropoles and the colonization and exploitation of  Africa, Asia, and Latin America, 
capitalism has developed into capitalist-imperialism. Problematizing Marx’s basic solution to the 
historical materialist paradox of  revolution, increasing parasitism and global wage-scaling under 
capitalist-imperialism have inhibited the revolutionary efficacy of  the slogan, “workers of the 
world unite”.

But this isn’t the only possible answer to this paradox. To find a resolution to the dilemma 
presented by a historical materialist interpretation of  revolution, it may be best to borrow  and 
flesh-out ideas from Lenin and Mao, two Marxist theorists behind two historical revolutions.

Revolutionary class consciousness does not arise from the economic struggle between workers 
and capitalists. Rather, the struggle for the liberation of  the proletariat from exploitation is the 
central focus of the struggle by whole people against the inevitable processes set in motion by 
capitalism. That is to say, at a certain points in history, the contradictions between the advancing 
base and lagging structure sharpen, creating a situation in which the extant productive 
relationships are no longer suitable for the developing forces of production. At this moment 
(which is better described as an era), the whole of society is thrown into increasing social 
conflict. For all classes, the old way of doing things become less tenable. The most reactionary 
and oppressive tendencies of capitalist-imperialism come to the fore, and capitalist-imperialism 
increasingly sets itself  against the interests of  the vast majority of humanity. This creates the 
ability to forge a wide coalition of  class forces whose struggles are centrally focused on the 
liberation of the proletariat from capital, i.e. the destruction of capitalist-imperialism and the 
development of socialist productive relations.

This, of  course, does not imply the creation of  ‘revolutionary’ politics which amounts to 
chauvinistic universalisms or post-modernism. Rather, the development of  revolutionary class 
consciousness necessitates the existence of  ‘occupational revolutionaries’ who not only draw 
appropriate lessons from history and understand the significance of the proletariat, but who are 
also capable of imparting these into the struggles of exploited workers and the oppressed 
masses as part of the development of revolutionary offensives.

Historical materialism offers an accurate general lens by which to analyze of the development of 
society. At the same time, it offers an interesting conceptual paradox regarding revolutions, 
during which a portion of the super-structure alters the structure and base from which it is 
founded. Nonetheless, as revolutionaries like Marx, Lenin, and Mao have understood, it is the 
inherent contradictions of capitalism which inevitably create the conditions for its own demise. 
By advancing the interests of the masses via the liberation of  the exploited proletariat, 
Communist forces can play a conscious role in building the movement for socialism amid an 
increasingly decadent capitalist-imperialism.
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Imperialism and the Concentration of Capital

by Klaas Velija

In his book, Imperialism, The Highest Stage of Capitalism, Lenin remarked: “The concentration 
of production; the monopolies arising therefrom; the merging or coalescence of the banks with 
industry – such is the history of the rise of  finance capital and such is the content of that 
concept.”

This quote encapsulates the dynamic of capitalism in the past century and is vindicated by 
modern research. Three systems theorists at the Swiss Federal Institute of  Technology in Zurich 
have used a database listing 37 million companies and investors worldwide to extract 
information about all the 43,060 multinational corporations and the share ownerships connecting 
them to construct a model of the web of interlocking shareholding networks, coupled with each 
company’s operating revenues, creating a representation of where economic power rests today. 
Of  these 43,060, 1,318 companies stood at the heart of this network. Every one of the 1,318 
had ties to two or more companies and on the average had ties with 20 companies. Although 
counting for 20% of global operating revenues, this core collectively owned through its shares 
the majority of  the world’s large blue chip and manufacturing firms, representing a furhter 60% 
of global revenues. At the center of this core they found a super-entity of  147 even more tightly 
knit companies (all of their ownership was held by other members of the super-entity) controlling 
40% of the total wealth in the network. Most of them are financial institutions.[1].

The top 20 multinational corporations are Barclays PLC, Capital Group Companies Inc, FMR 
Corporation, AXA, State Street Corporation, JP Morgan Chase & Co, Legal & General Group 
PLC, Vanguard Group Inc, UBS AG, Merrill Lynch & Co Inc, Wellington Management Co LLP, 
Deutsche Bank AG, Franklin Resources Inc, Credit Suisse Group, Walton Enterprises LLC 
(holding company for Wal-Mart heirs), Bank of New  York Mellon Corp, Natixis, Goldman Sachs 
Group Inc, T Rowe Price Group Inc, and Legg Mason Inc.

The romantic dream of the self-made, hard-working industrial capitalist is thus shattered by the 
hammer of reality. This heroic figure is exposed as no more than a shareholder in gargantuan 
corporations, the motor force of capitalist imperialism. The profits of large-scale production and 
international exploitation of the resources of  oppressed nations guarantee that capital breaks 
out from the shell of individual property.

The investments required by large (and especially multinational) companies go beyond the 
accumulated capital of  any single individual, and banks become necessary to mobilize the 
capital needed by productive enterprises. Capitalism is hence provided with a mobilization of 
credit which keeps the quantity of idle money to a minimum and mobilizes the largest amounts 
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for productive purposes. The increasing mass of credit leads to a change in its very nature, 
which goes from the provision of  short-term finance, or circulating credit, to long-term 
investment projects, or investment credit, which provides banks with higher interest in 
enterprises’ long-term prospects. This of  course ends up cutting into entrepreneurial profits, and 
increases finance capital’s share in the economy, as can be seen in the following graph:

On top of  this, banks and their role as capital mobilizers reinforce the tendency towards growing 
concentration and centralization of capital. Banks come to dominate companies, increasing their 
stake in productive enterprise through the acquisition of  share capital (it is no coincidence that 
the top companies in the global network of  capital are banks or financial services corporations, 
like Barclays, Capital Group Companies, and FMR Corporation). As capital centralizes and 
banks push up the profit rate on their investments by sponsoring larger and monopolistic 
companies, free competition is thwarted. “Not real capitalism” is indeed the purest expression of 
the laws of motion of capitalist society and the product of the logic of this mode of production.

As financial capital is transferred from competitive enterprises to multinational oligopolies, the 
rate of profit is systematically pushed up for big businesses and the three primary contradictions 
of global imperialism, outlined by Joseph Stalin in The Foundations of Imperialism, are brought 
to their highest point under the existing conditions of social polarization, where capital, 
concentrated in the hands of few  giant capitalist associations manifests itself  in direct opposition 
to the world proletariat:
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“The first contradiction is the contradiction between labour and capital. Imperialism is the 
omnipotence of the monopolist trusts and syndicates, of the banks and the financial 
oligarchy, in the industrial countries. In the fight against this omnipotence, the customary 
methods of the working class-trade unions and cooperatives, parliamentary parties and 
the parliamentary struggle-have proved to be totally inadequate. Either place yourself at 
the mercy of capital, eke out a wretched existence as of old and sink lower and lower, or 
adopt a new weapon-this is the alternative imperialism puts before the vast masses of 
the proletariat. Imperialism brings the working class to revolution.

The second contradiction is the contradiction among the various financial groups and 
imperialist Powers in their struggle for sources of raw materials, for foreign territory. 
Imperialism is the export of capital to the sources of raw materials, the frenzied struggle 
for monopolist possession of these sources, the struggle for a re-division of the already 
divided world, a struggle waged with particular fury by new financial groups and Powers 
seeking a “place in the sun” against the old groups and Powers, which cling tenaciously 
to what they have seized. This frenzied struggle among the various groups of capitalists 
is notable in that it includes as an inevitable element imperialist wars, wars for the 
annexation of foreign territory. This circumstance, in its turn, is notable in that it leads to 
the mutual weakening of the imperialists, to the weakening of the position of capitalism in 
general, to the acceleration of the advent of the proletarian revolution and to the practical 
necessity of this revolution.

The third contradiction is the contradiction between the handful of ruling, “civilised” 
nations and the hundreds of millions of the colonial and dependent peoples of the world. 
Imperialism is the most barefaced exploitation and the most inhumane oppression of 
hundreds of millions of people inhabiting vast colonies and dependent countries. The 
purpose of this exploitation and of this oppression is to squeeze out super-profits. But in 
exploiting these countries imperialism is compelled to build these railways, factories and 
mills, industrial and commercial centers. The appearance of a class of proletarians, the 
emergence of a native intelligentsia, the awakening of national consciousness, the 
growth of the liberation movement-such are the inevitable results of this “policy.” The 
growth of the revolutionary movement in all  colonies and dependent countries without 
exception clearly testifies to this fact. This circumstance is of importance for the 
proletariat inasmuch as it saps radically the position of capitalism by converting the 
colonies and dependent countries from reserves of imperialism into reserves of the 
proletarian revolution.”

Imperialism is then nothing else than the highest stage of capitalist development, where 
gargantuan concentrations of capital compete for dominance over the world, and especially over  
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the oppressed people. It is a capitalism that is forced to admit its own contradictions and its own 
desperation, as sweat-stained profits become blood-stained profits.
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Carbon in Atmosphere Hits 400ppm: Capitalism or Natural 
Environment Must Perish

By Nikolai Brown

This past week, a milestone was reached in human impact on the environment. Carbon levels in 
the atmosphere exceeded the 400 parts per million level.

According to a report from National Geographic:

“The last time the concentration of Earth’s main greenhouse gas reached this mark, 
horses and camels lived in the high Arctic. Seas were at least 30 feet higher—at a level 
that today would inundate major cities around the world.”

“The planet was about 2 to 3 degrees Celsius (3.6 to 5.4 degrees Fahrenheit) warmer. 
But the Earth then was in the final stage of a prolonged greenhouse epoch, and CO2 
concentrations were on their way down. This time, 400 ppm is a milepost on a far more 
rapid uphill climb toward an uncertain climate future.”

The sharp increase of carbon released into the atmosphere during the 20th century and our 
continued reliance on fossil fuels will have lasting compounding effects. For example, warming 
temperatures may release carbon from the ocean floor, in turn contributing to further climate 
change.

According to Scientific American magazine,

“Some scientists argue we passed the safe level for greenhouse gas concentrations long 
ago, pointing to the accelerating impacts from extreme weather to the meltdown of Arctic 
sea ice. Others argue that we have yet more room to burn fossil fuels, clear forests and 
the like—but not much—before catastrophic climate change becomes inescapable.”

Climate change is also contributing to run-away melting in the Arctic which will raise sea levels 
at an increasing pace. What once was thought to be a distant reality, the complete melting of 
Arctic sea ice, is now expected to occur in 2015.

Over the past few  years, erratic weather has led to poor crop performance and even the US 
Department of Defense warns the effects of  climate change may “act as accelerants of 
instability or conflict in parts of the world.”
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Yet besides preparing counter-insurgency strategies, capitalist-imperialism offers few solutions.

Again, according Scientific American:

“What can be done? In the short term, more potent but shorter-lasting greenhouse gas 
emissions could be curbed or a concerted effort to develop CO2 capture and storage 
technology could be undertaken.

“At present pace, the world could reach 450 ppm in a few short decades. The record 
notches up another 2 ppm per year at present pace. Human civilization developed and 
flourished in a geologic era that never saw CO2 concentrations above 300 ppm.”

Capitalism or the environment, one will perish

Beyond its addiction to burning fossil fuels, capitalism’s predication on expansion is ruinous for 
the environment. Without the ability to expand, the internal logic of capitalism breaks down and 
structural disorder ensues. Unfortunately, the Earth holds finite resources. While capitalism 
could adapt over the long-term to only utilize renewable resources, this will occur only after 
global ecological and environmental calamity absolutely necessitates it. In the short-term, either 
capitalism or the natural environment must perish.

Capitalist-imperialism is a system which fails to serve the immediate needs of  the global 
proletariat and the long-term interests of humanity. Its only motive is the accumulation of  capital 
and the maintenance of  global structural divides. Productive activity occurs not for the benefit of 
all. The destruction of Earth serves to enrich a small class of monopoly-capitalists and to 
maintain the decadent lifestyles of their hangers-on (including the vast First World petty-
bourgeoisie). Instead of  providing people with a humane minimal standard of  living and 
promoting ecological health, resources are drained away into military expenditures, 
unnecessary packaging, and incessant marketing and advertising. While pets in the First World 
‘suffer’ from obesity, children in the Third World starve, and environmental resources (such as 
oceanic fish stocks and rain forests) dwindle.

Imperialism’s false ‘solution’ is yet another gadget, another commodity, and another marketing 
scheme. Meanwhile, behind the scenes it is preparing for increased ‘instability’ and modernizing 
its military to be less dependent on fossil fuels. Its real ‘solution’ is a wave of fascistic 
aggression against the rising global tide of predictable mass unrest.
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Communist Alternative

There is one way out of the ecological destruction and mass tyranny concocted by capitalism. 
That way out is communism: the long-term conscious struggle for the abolition of social 
oppression, class divisions, and the reactionary state; along with the development of an entirely 
new  mode of production based on the democratic and egalitarian production and distribution of 
use-values.

It remains the task of  communists to unite various struggles, both immediate and long-term, into 
a movement for revolution. From the destruction of  the environment, to the ongoing 
dispossession of  Indigenous lands, to the pauperization which threatens the masses of the 
Third World, to police terrorism against and the criminalization of oppressed nations within 
imperialist countries, and patriarchy in all mundane and depraved forms, communists must unite 
the struggles against these and many more problems into a single world-wide movement 
capable of seizing power away from the imperialists and reactionary parasites. Only through 
revolution can we lay the foundations for a world without oppression or rampant destruction of 
the natural environment.

Imperialism has ‘distorted’ class structures so that value produced by workers in the Third World 
is exported to the First World. First World workers, as a class, consume more of  the social 
product than they produce. This both creates ‘social peace’ in the First World and is part of the 
structural dynamic of imperialism itself. An ‘ecological unequal exchange’ also exists whereby 
natural resources are exported from the Third to First World and pollution and waste is 
transferred back in return.

The structural realities of  the modern world places before the communist movement specific 
tasks en route toward the communist mode of production (i.e., production ‘by all, for all.’). 
Namely, we must: unite various struggles, including proletarian-led people’s wars, into a global 
united front against imperialism; embark on a period of global new  democracy in which the self 
determination and equality between nations is established; launch socialism, the vigorous 
‘epoch of  struggle’ in which communism is established and classes, oppression, and the state 
are abolished.

Communists recognize certain axiomatic truths. Among them are ‘Dare to Struggle, Dare to 
Win,’ or, ‘Who Dares Wins.’ Those who genuinely hope for a better world, one without extreme 
disparity and ecocidal prerequisites, must get active within the communist movement.

The communist call to action is this: get organized; educate yourself; learn through practice; join 
RAIM, another proletarian-oriented organization, or develop your own cell and political work. 
Together, through professional dedication, hard work, and a materialist and strategic outlook, we 
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can be part of  a movement which ensures capitalism goes extinct instead of everything that we 
know as the natural environment.
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Bangladesh Factory Collapse Shows Contrasts Between First and 
Third Worlds

by Antonio Moreno 

In Bangladesh another tragedy has befallen workers in the country’s garment industry. On the 
morning of April 24th a factory building collapsed in Savar, just outside the capital city of  Dhaka. 
The confirmed death toll as of  this writing is over 600, and may approach 1,000, making it so far 
the most deadly factory incident in this country that has suffered similar disasters in only the 
past few  years. This also shows in reality the many contrasts of the First World and the Third 
World.

The factory, like many factories in Bangladesh that have had accidents and others that continue 
to operate, was a multi-story building. While building regulations often take a back seat to the 
needs of  its corporate suppliers, this factory was in blatant violation of  the existing laws. The 
owner was licensed to build only five stories but illegally added on an additional three stories to 
make it eight. The day before there were visible cracks on the building, but the owner forced his 
workers, which numbered over 3,000, to enter the building to continue to work. Managers 
ordered workers on the upper floors to continue to work even after police ordered evacuations 
of lower floors and nearby businesses evacuated. Workers were crushed in the rubble, and 
rescuers continue to dig through the heavy concrete looking for survivors and removing bodies.

The owner of  the building, Mohammed Sohel Rana, has been arrested and detained by 
authorities. Rana is also a prominent politician of  the country’s ruling party. Others have been 
arrested with him, while he faces a maximum of seven years for his crimes. The prime minister 
of Bangladesh called for a national day of mourning. Furthermore the Bengali masses have 
taken to the streets to express their anger. Several protests have happened in the aftermath of 
the disaster. Roads have been blocked, several incidents of  vandalism have occurred, and 
buildings and vehicles have been attacked. During the May Day protests here people called for 
the death penalty for those responsible. The anger of the masses is visible and justified.

The people of  Bangladesh have suffered many incidents such as this. Only recently a factory 
fire in Dhaka in November 2012 claimed the lives of  112 people and injured hundreds more. 
Before this most recent incident it had the distinction of being the factory disaster with the 
largest death toll to date. The factory, owned by Tarzeen Fashions, was a multi-story building 
that was in the process of  being expanded via building more floors atop what was already built.  
In this and many other factories in Bangladesh basic safety rules were ignored.  Yarn and other 
flammable fabrics were placed near generators.  There were no fire escapes.  In fact when the 
fire alarms went off managers told the employees to dismiss them as false alarms.  Employees 
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ignoring the managers and rushing to safety made the death toll ever lower than it could have 
been.  Furthermore bars were put on windows and exits were locked, allegedly to prevent theft.  
The deeper part of this tragedy is that it and others before it were preventable.

Since 2005 over 600 Bengali workers have died in similar factory fires. Of the 4,500 garment 
factories in the country, one third have been cited for fire code violations.

Along with the dangers from fires, the numbers show  clear exploitation of the workers.  
Bangladesh has become the 2nd largest exporter of garments, right behind China.  The 
garment industry accounts for $20 billion of the country’s economy, 80 percent of its exports, 
and employs 40 percent of  its industrial workforce.  Yet the workers in these factories never see 
the benefits of this wealth. A worker can expect to make from the minimum wage of $37 a 
month, with the average wage being $45 a month.  3 million people work in the garment industry 
in Bangladesh, most of  them young women. An average workday is 10 hours a day, six days a 
week. With the class struggle more intense in Bangladesh, one of the poorer nations in the 
world, there is more active organizing on a labor basis.  Many more workers have been killed in 
labor struggles.

It is not just in Bangladesh.  Earlier in September 2012 a fire engulfed a factory in Karachi, 
Pakistan, killing over 300 workers.  Like the fires in Bangladesh the building was multi-story, 
windows were barred to prevent theft, and there were no usable or safe fire exits.  That same 
night another fire blazed in a shoe factory in Lahore, killing 25.  In Pakistan textiles account for 
7.4 percent of the GDP, and employs up to 38 percent of  the workforce.  In 2011 the year before 
151 Pakistani workers died in factory incidents, due to criminal neglect and regulations not 
enforced. Sweatshops supplying garments for Western consumers populate the countries of 
Bangladesh, Pakistan, China and Vietnam. Many other disasters happen frequently, even if the 
death toll is so low  as to not stay in the global consciousness as these above have.  In the poor 
countries of the Global South the state is subservient to the interests of  foreign capital.  It is 
used more to repress labor strikes than to enforce safety for the people.

The garment industry is increasing in the countries of  South Asia. Many are leaving China 
where they are located now  as the costs there are getting more expensive, as their economy 
grows and the country expands as a regional and global power.  They are going to countries like 
Bangladesh with even more lax regulations to further the super-exploitation to gain more super-
profits. And with it more deaths that are preventable will happen.

Meanwhile in the Global North

The commonality in all this is the relationship to the Global North, the First World countries that 
consume the products that workers in Bangladesh and other places in the Global South produce 
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through their labor. Most manufacturing production has shifted away from the wealthy countries 
in the First World for the lower labor costs in the Third World. It has been widely reported about 
the corporations such as Wal-Mart who utilize this system of  exploited labor to sell their goods to 
consumers in the First World. When comparisons are made to conditions in Bangladesh and 
other countries with sweatshops to that of  people in the First World, one has to go back through 
history. One specific event known to activists is the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire of 1911.

The Triangle Shirtwaist Fire was the incident that happened in New  York City on March 25th of 
that year where 146 garment workers, mostly immigrant women, were killed in a fire.  Safety 
exits were blocked on the 11 story building, preventing escape for the workers trapped inside, 
and many leaped to their deaths.  This became a symbol of the exploitation that came to be 
known as sweatshops, and became a rallying symbol for labor activists in the U.S. In one recent 
protest in New  York, an action to block a ship carrying Wal-Mart goods was invoked by the  
Remember the Triangle Fire Coalition. The ironic thing is that atrocities like the Triangle fire 
happen too often in countries like Bangladesh, precisely because this exploitation shifted to the 
Global South, and on a greater scale.

RAIM has pointed out the composition of  the majority in First World countries is that of  a labor 
aristocracy, where imperialism has developed to a point to bring its populations in line with its 
system through economic benefits, making these majorities net exploiters who bring in more 
than the value of their labor. With even the left-wing parts of the First World not aware of these 
facts, it often brings them into the area of  chauvinism. The reaction of the tragedies in 
Bangladesh further shows this.

Back in March 2011, the 100th anniversary of the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire, the news program 
Democracy Now, hosted by Amy Goodman, a favorite among the First World amerikan Left, 
devoted several shows to this event. This was also around the time another factory fire occurred 
in Bangladesh. On December 14th 2010 a fire broke out at the Hameen factory outside Dhaka, 
killing 29 workers. Also happening at the time were disputes over labor legislation in Wisconsin. 
The Democracy Now  show  was titled, “100 Years After Triangle Fire, Tragedy in Bangladesh 
and Anti-Union Bill in Wisconsin Highlight Workers’ Enduring Struggles.” So here they are trying 
to compare the situation with workers in the United States, specifically Wisconsin, with those of 
Bangladesh. Instead it revealed their own chauvinism.

One of the guests, Charles Kernaghan of the Institute for Global Labor and Human Rights, gets 
some things right when he describes the conditions of workers in Bangladesh as worse than 
they were for those at the Triangle factory:

“This is going on, still, in the global economy today. Not one change. In fact, it gets 
worse. In Triangle they made 14 cents an hour. But when you adjust that for inflation, that 
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14 cents an hour in 1911 is worth $3.18 today. The workers at the Hameem factory in 
Bangladesh on the outskirts of Dhaka, they’re making, at the top wage, 28 cents an hour. 
That means that their earning, their wages in Bangladesh today, are one-tenth of what 
wages were in the United States 100 years ago. We are racing to the bottom.”

Kernaghan and co-host Juan Gonzalez further talk about the myth of post-industrial society, 
when in fact there are more manufacturing workers than anywhere, just all moved away from 
First World countries to countries like Bangladesh. Yet Kernaghan later slides into chauvinism in 
his attempt to appeal to his audience, those in the U.S.:

“But if we don’t take some control over the global economy, we’re all going to be working 
for $3.18 an hour, without a doubt, with no benefits. I mean, we’re going downhill  so fast, 
it’s remarkable.”

Another guest on the same show, labor historian Steve Fraser, further shows the inherent 
chauvinism in the amerikan Left when he describes the potential results of anti-labor legislation 
in Wisconsin at the time:

“So it’s an extremely dangerous moment in the country’s history right now, because what 
he [Wisconsin governor Scott Walker] is proposing we do — and what has already been 
going on here in America — is a kind of auto-cannibalism, a kind of eating away at the 
welfare of working people, that’s gone on for the last generation, so that, soon enough, 
we, too, will be making exactly what those Bangladesh workers will be making. The 
safety net will  be shredded and then — and eviscerated and be gone. And the general 
level of well-being in this country will be destroyed, if we don’t now mobilize, as people in 
Madison and elsewhere have begun to do, against this assault.” 

Both of  these interviewees expressed views show  common themes among the First World. They 
realize that the Third World exists but do not push to abolish the discrepancies between the 
oppressed and oppressor nations, just want the oppressor nation peoples not to fall into the 
state of  the Third World. And these views are from the more leftist segments of amerikan 
society. The mainstream of amerika could not care less about the conditions of  people in the 
world below  them. And for the workers in Wisconsin, even those who professed some type of 
internationalism, their main concern is their own material well being. Far from producing 
revolutionary consciousness it came down to a dispute between Democrats and Republicans, a 
reformist campaign in essence. They inadvertently realize that their well-being is many times 
better than that of  the great majority of  the world. Their wages and benefits, while under attack, 
make them part of the richest 15 to 20 percent of the world. A more just economic distribution of 
the resources of the world would make them and others in the First World have to cut back.
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The tragedy in Bangladesh, and many others before it, is caused by exploitation that is at the 
heart of this global system of capitalist-imperialism. The workers in Bangladesh were toiling in 
inhumane conditions to make products for privileged consumers in the First World, and faced 
dangerous conditions so that a minority class of the bourgeoisie and net-exploiters in the 
wealthy countries could profit and benefit. A system that so recklessly disregards human life is a 
system that needs to be abolished and replaced by one that is based on the needs of humans 
and the ecosystem it supports. This will come about by the actions of  those it has used and 
abused, the revolutionary class, the proletariat. This class overwhelmingly resides in the 
masses of  the Third World, the Global South, and they will take back the products of their labor 
and resources stolen from them for consumption by the imperialist countries. The allies of  the 
international proletariat must strategize on how  best to assist this global struggle. One thing that 
is key is to see the world not from wishful thinking but how  it really is. To see global contrasts for 
what they really are.
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Fall From Grace: The Euro-Amerikan Struggle Against the Federal 
Government

by Prince Kapone 

There is a widespread distrust, if not outright hostility, towards the federal government in the 
United States today. It can be seen in the increasing popularity of the Tea Party Movement, the 
rapid growth of  armed patriot militias, and heard in the daily political discourse of  ordinary 
Americans. It should come as no surprise that the Tea Party movement has adopted Ron Paul 
as its informal spokesman, reflecting the general political climate of  anti-government hysteria 
that is flourishing throughout white America. According to a recent Gallup poll, fear of “big 
government” has reached a near-record level, with 64% of Americans viewing Big Brother as 
the largest threat to future of the nation [1]. In truth, there is nothing new  about these 
sentiments. As we shall see, they can be traced far back into American history, at least to the 
time of the Civil War, and at their core, they are fundamentally a reaction to the gradual erosion 
of white privilege and white supremacy that has taken place over the last 100 years or so.

While the Gallup poll reveals that a majority of Americans distrust and resent the federal 
government, it also obscures the fact that these sentiments are deeply racialized. As another 
poll shows, while a majority of white Americans believe that the federal government is doing too 
much in ensuring equal opportunity in employment, education, housing, and healthcare, a 
majority of Blacks believe that the government is not doing enough to secure these ends 
[2]. This discrepancy reflects the different roles assigned to the federal government by whites 
and Blacks respectively. Historically, whites have looked to Uncle Sam to promote and protect 
white privilege and supremacy, and opposed any steps taken by federal government to integrate 
non-whites into the social structure on equal terms. Thus, whites have tended to view  any 
legislation passed by the government that promotes racial equality as unjust, if not outright 
tyrannical. Blacks on the other hand, believing in the promises of opportunity and democracy 
espoused by America, have tended to look to the federal government to secure their civil rights 
and to promote equal opportunity. While Blacks have looked upon Uncle Sam as their reluctant 
protector, whites are more and more coming to see the federal government as an intrusive, 
corrupt and oppressive force, imposing its will upon a betrayed settler nation.

The promise of American democracy was never intended to extend beyond the bounds of white 
male property owners, which practically every white male could become. As John Jay wrote in 
the Federalist Papers at the dawn of independence, “those who own the country ought to 
govern it [3].” This premise was taken for granted by all of the founding fathers and built into the 
very structure of the U.S. government. The ever-exalted “separation of powers,” said to form the 
core of  democracy, was in fact designed to protect the interests of the minority, that is, as 
Alexander Hamilton put it, “the propertied classes [4].” As Blacks at the time were not 
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considered human, but chattel, and could not own property, they were never included in 
America’s democratic vision. As revolutionary historian J. Sakai wrote in his groundbreaking 
work Settlers: The Mythology of the White Proletariat, “we need to see the dialectical unity of 
democracy and oppression in developing settler Amerika [5].” From its very inception, America 
was conceived to be a settler democracy of, by, and for European settlers, with Blacks, Native 
Americans, and all other non-white people as colonial subjects. This is the key to understanding 
white America’s historical relationship to, and its present resentment towards, the federal 
government.

Up until the mid-nineteenth century, the federal government allowed a great degree of  autonomy 
and sovereignty to state governments, its role confined largely to exterminating Native 
Americans and conducting foreign affairs. However, beginning in the 1850’s, some major 
contradictions began to emerge between the industrial capitalist states of the North and the 
agrarian slave states of the South, fracturing the Union into two irreconcilable halves. The 
conflict principally revolved around land, labor, and each side’s desire to expand its mode of 
production westward across the newly conquered frontier. Renowned scholar W.E.B. Du Bois 
notes in his definitive study Black Reconstruction in America that the Civil War “was a war to 
determine how  far industry in the United States should be carried on under a system where the 
capitalist owns not only the nation’s raw  materials, not only the land, but also the laborer 
himself; or whether the laborer was going to maintain personal freedom and enforce it by 
growing political and economic independence based on widespread ownership of land [6].” The 
morality of slavery was never seriously at issue; what was at stake was the future of the 
American empire itself and who would rule it – the Northern industrial capitalists or the Southern 
slave planters?

None of  this is to say that slavery or Blacks were merely incidental to this conflict. On the 
contrary, “the heart of  the matter was the slave system,” and Blacks were at the very center of 
this system [7]. However, the Northerners were never genuinely concerned about the liberty of 
Blacks, nor were they motivated by anything other than unadulterated self-interest. Their 
intention at the beginning of the Civil War was not to abolish slavery, but merely to contain it 
within the South to prevent its expansion westward, and to preserve the Union at all costs. For 
the South, this curtailment of its liberty to expand to new  frontiers spelled certain death. Thus, 
the slave states opted to secede from the Union in the hopes of  forcing a compromise on “terms 
which would include national recognition of slavery, new  slave territory, and new  cheap slaves 
[8].” The Southern states were not going to blemish their honor or accept defeat by allowing the 
federal government, controlled by the North, to dictate the limitations to the slave system.

The issue of state sovereignty also played a major during the Civil War. Indeed, some members 
of the Confederacy argued that state sovereignty was the principal matter of  contention during 
the Civil War, with slavery having nothing to do with it at all [9]. However, the appeal to “state 
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sovereignty” during the Civil War actually served to conceal the white supremacist agenda of  the 
Confederacy. By using race-neutral political language, the Confederates were able to obscure 
the fact that what was at issue was the states’ alleged right to enslave, oppress, and exploit 
Blacks. Many Southerners felt that they should be free to practice slavery, and any measure 
adopted by the federal government to curtail or undo this practice was an act of  absolute 
tyranny. It was at this time that many Americans, not just in the South, came to view  the federal 
government as an alien and coercive instrument of tyranny.

The Civil War was extremely vicious and brutal, with casualties ranging in the hundreds of 
thousands. As the war intensified, for reasons of both expediency and necessity, the Union 
forces decided to begin enlisting runaway slaves as soldiers. Even before the Emancipation 
Proclamation, that is, before the federal government formally abolished slavery, the mere 
presence of Union troops in Southern territories elicited slaves in the area to emancipate 
themselves as they fled across Union lines in search of sanctuary [10]. The Union forces didn’t 
know  what else to do with these fugitive slaves but employ them as laborers for the military or 
enlist them as soldiers. Abolition was the next logical step from there, so on January 1, 1863, 
President Lincoln issued his Emancipation Proclamation, instantaneously liberating all of  the 
slaves in Confederate territory (but not outside of it).

To most Americans, North and South, this unilateral decree issued by the President was an act 
of treachery, an all-out assault on white supremacy. As Du Bois pointed out, “of all that most 
Americans wanted, this freeing of the slaves was the last [11].” For Southerners, this was an 
attack on property – the ultimate tyranny, the supreme act of betrayal. For Northerners, it was a 
grave injustice inflicted upon their white brothers, an unfortunate consequence of  a tragic war. At 
the same time, Northern workers felt their own white privilege threatened because they feared 
that the freed slaves would now  migrate to the North and compete with whites in the labor 
market, driving down wages [12].

With the defeat of the Confederacy, the federal government immediately set out to reconstruct 
the South upon a new  basis. Union forces occupied the Confederate states and thus helped to 
usher in the only genuine democratic phase of American history until that point: Black 
Reconstruction. It was during this period that white Americans, mainly in the South, began to 
see the federal government as an enemy of the “white race.” The federal government forced the 
Confederate states, literally at gun-point, to adopt new  state constitutions which “provided for 
equal civil rights, established universal suffrage and disenfranchised disloyal white citizens 
[13].” It is estimated that perhaps 200,000 whites were disenfranchised during Reconstruction, 
while 703,459 Africans were enfranchised following the passing of the 13th and 
14th amendments. Thus in 1867, there were more Black registered voters than white registered 
voters in the South [14].
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Even more than abolishing slavery, the radical measures passed during Reconstruction raised 
the hostility of  whites towards the federal government to epic proportions. One can hardly 
imagine the shame and humiliation of these proud Southerners, under military occupation, 
forced to watch their former “property” roaming freely among them, even governing them! None 
of it of course would have been possible without the armed forces of Uncle Sam, which imposed 
Reconstruction on the South and sustained it for many years after the war. Scalawags were just 
as hated as the freedmen, with white mobs frequently castrating them if they were found alone 
[15].

It wasn’t before long, however, that white Southerners began to mount a counter-revolution 
against Reconstruction in an attempt to restore white supremacy and reduce Blacks back down 
to their natural place. To achieve this, whites began to form secret para-military organizations 
such as the Ku Klux Klan (KKK), the White Caps, the White Cross, and the White Legion. These 
terrorist groups sought to overthrow  Reconstruction by inflicting sheer terror on the Black 
population. “During the 1868 elections in Louisiana, for example, some 2,000 Afrikans were 
thought to have been killed or wounded, with many more forced to flee. In Shreveport, a gang of 
Italian fishermen and market venders called ‘The Innocents’ roamed the streets for ten days 
before the elections, literally killing every Afrikan they could find. Some 297 Afrikans were killed 
in New  Orleans [16].” This campaign of  terror was carried on for ten years, until the last 
Reconstruction government fell in 1877 with the Hayes-Tilden deal.

The KKK is probably the most infamous white para-military group in American history. More than 
any other organization, it was responsible for terrorizing any Black person who participated in 
politics or otherwise supported Reconstruction. The Klan was very popular among the white 
masses and it was very effective at restoring white supremacy throughout the South. Back then, 
the KKK was extremely pro-American,but at the same time, it was an “extralegal 
counterrevolutionary force literally at war with the established government [17]”. It was largely 
fighting to reverse the policies imposed by the federal government on the South, which they 
believed threatened the integrity of their white, Christian nation. There is a revisionist tendency 
among historians to depict the Klan as some fringe group that did not engender popular support 
for its campaigns of terror, but nothing can be further from the truth. In reality, the Ku Klux Klan 
and their agenda of white supremacy were as American as apple pie.

As noted above, the terrorist tactics of the Klan and other vigilante organizations succeeded in 
overthrowing Reconstruction in the South. In the 1877 Hayes-Tilden deal “the South promised to 
accept the dominance of the Northern bourgeoisie over the entire Empire, and to permit the 
Republican candidate Rutherford B. Hayes to succeed Grand in the U.S. Presidency. In return, 
the Northern bourgeoisie agreed to let the planters have regional hegemony over the South, 
and to withdraw  the last of  the occupying Union troops so that the Klan could take care of 
Afrikans as they wished [18].” The defeat of Reconstruction gave birth to the era of  Jim Crow, 
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which was a way for Southern states to reestablish white supremacy without federal 
intervention. The South was reintegrated back into the U.S. and granted a degree of autonomy 
over their own racial policies.

With Jim Crow, white supremacy was safe for the time being, but it couldn’t last forever. Jim 
Crow  was essentially a form of legal apartheid, of de jure segregation, enshrined in state law 
and enforced by the local police forces, if not the Klan. In the North, racial segregation was not 
legal, but there was actually de facto segregation, with Blacks mostly confined to urban ghettos 
and projects and consigned to the lowest rungs of society. Although Blacks were U.S. citizens 
on paper, they were denied their civil rights at any time and this created an intense climate of 
resentment on the part of  Blacks. This contradiction culminated in the Civil Rights movement of 
the 1950’s and 1960’s.

As the Civil Right struggle got underway in the mid-1950’s, white America had a relatively 
harmonious relationship with the federal government, in both the North and South. The New 
Deal had done a lot to boost working-class whites into the ranks of the middle class, alleviating 
some of their apprehensions toward Big Government. Whites in the South were content with the 
arrangement that had been in place since the end of Reconstruction and everything seemed to 
be tranquil. But beneath the surface a storm was brewing of magnanimous proportions. Blacks 
were sick and tired of the second-class status they were relegated to and they began a 
campaign to attain full civil rights and equality before the law.

The Civil Rights struggle originated as a direct challenge to Jim Crow  in the South. Black 
students from Northern universities traveled into the deep South where racial prejudice was very 
intense. They staged sit-ins at segregated facilities, refusing to comply with Jim Crow  laws. In 
almost all cases, the local police were called in to beat and arrest the demonstrators. Hordes of 
white masses would also band into mobs and attack protestors, even killing some. The violence 
unleashed by white Americans on peaceful Black protestors brought Jim Crow  into the national 
spotlight, pressuring the federal government to do something about this blatant disregard for 
civil rights in the South. The government had its hands tied however because the overwhelming 
majority of white Americans did not support civil rights for Blacks. It was common to hear whites 
call for “respect of  law  and order,” as they criticized Blacks for breaking segregation laws to 
attain their civil rights. The term “law  and order” is in fact a race-neutral euphemism for “stay in 
your place” with a racial slur attached at the end. Because the injustice of Jim Crow  could not be 
rectified by any other means but civil disobedience, whites were essentially telling Blacks to just 
be quiet and accept the status quo.

It is interesting to note that while Blacks looked to the federal government to protect them during 
these protests, whites looked to Big Brother to “restore order” and arrest the demonstrators. 
This once again reflects the different roles assigned to the government by Blacks and whites 
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respectively. On the one hand, you have Blacks expecting Uncle Sam to live up to his rhetoric of 
freedom and democracy, and to provide protection to those pursuing their legitimate civil rights. 
On the other hand, you have whites expecting the government to repress any challenge to white 
supremacy and to defend the status quo at all costs. The federal government, however, had its 
own agenda, and reluctantly decided to side with the civil rights movement. Even as it urged 
caution and patience to the Black civil rights leaders, the federal government was actually 
worried that the civil rights movement could get out of  control and become radicalized. This is 
what impelled the Johnson administration to pass the Voting Rights Act and the Civil Rights Act. 
Predictably, Southern whites saw  these pieces of legislation as violations of their state 
sovereignty, reviving long slumbering anti-federal government sentiments among them. Whites 
in the South felt betrayed by Big Brother yet again because the government had sided with non-
whites against its own white American children, undermining the rule of white supremacy.

To address some of  the racial inequalities that existed in the North, which were causing riots in 
major urban cities on the East and West coast, the federal government even adopted a policy of 
Affirmative Action. This policy was designed to create equal opportunity for minorities in all 
domains of social life. For many white Americans, this was the last straw. Ignoring the fact that 
white Americans are already levels above non-white Americans in virtually every social indicator, 
many whites viewed the Affirmative Action measures as unjust acts of  tyranny intended to 
destroy the white man in his own country. It is even common to hear some whites claim today 
that “Blacks” or “Mexicans” have “taken over” in this country. Any little step taken by the 
government to reduce white privilege and redistribute wealth or resources to non-whites is 
viewed by Euro-Americans as attacks on America itself.

Our analysis has shown that the current climate of distrust and hostility by whites towards the 
federal government has deep historical roots. These sentiments originated first in the South 
during the Civil War, when the Union government conquered, occupied, and imposed its will on 
the former confederate states. A radical program of  Reconstruction was implemented by the 
federal government, which disenfranchised a large number of  white confederate loyalists and 
enfranchised the former colonial subjects, that is, the slaves at the same time. Whites 
responded to these government transgressions with a sustained campaign of terror directed 
against Blacks and whites who supported Reconstruction. These reactionary measures 
managed to bring about the collapse of  the Reconstruction governments and a restoration of 
white supremacy in the South in the form of Jim Crow segregation.

Starting in the 1950’s, Blacks embarked upon a campaign to attain their Civil Rights, calling on 
the government to apply the law  equally to all citizens and demanding that it protect their rights. 
The government reluctantly passed legislation in the 1960’s that granted Blacks full civil rights 
and undermined the rule of  white supremacy. These steps caused whites in the South to again 
view  the federal government as a tyrannical power intent on “destroying America.” Following the 
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Civil Rights struggle, the government then adopted Affirmative Action policies that further eroded 
the basis of white supremacy, triggering widespread white hostility towards Uncle Sam.

In all this we can see that when white Americans say that they are afraid of  “Big Government,” 
what they really mean is that they are opposed to the government intervening in social or 
economic life on the behalf of  non-whites. This is because whites instinctively know  that in order 
for others to get more, then whites will have to get less, that is, will have to lose the privileges of 
being white.
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Where Do High Wages In Imperialist Countries Come From?

by Morton Esters

Many Marxists make no serious attempt to answer this question. Marx himself hand-waved the 
question away by appealing to the idea that productivity in the centers of capitalism was higher. 
To be fair, this may have actually been true in Marx’s day. But today we live in the age of 
imperialism. Capital is more mobile than ever and it is global. Pre-capitalist relations have been 
incorporated into the broader capitalist system, largely due to the development of imperialism. 
Many things have changed categorically. Still, the most common explanation self-proclaimed 
Marxists make for the high wages in the imperialist core compared to the periphery is that 
productivity is higher here in imperialist countries.

We can investigate this. The U.S. GDP in 2012 was $15.7 trillion. There are about 150 million 
workers in the U.S. so if  we divide the GDP by the number of workers, we get $104,667 per 
worker. If we were to stop our analysis here, we might conclude that U.S. workers must be 
extremely productive, because they apparently produce $104,667 on average. And this is where 
most people stop. They say, “Look at how  much revenue is being generated! U.S. workers must 
be producing so much value!” But if we look a little deeper, we find there’s something wrong.

When we apply the same methodology elsewhere, we uncover some problems. It appears, for 
example, that Macau must be the most productive region in the entire world, for its GDP per 
capita is enormous! But Macau hardly produces anything (especially compared to its neighbor 
China) and its economy is based almost entirely around tourism, hospitality, and service 
industries. We don’t really have to look beyond our own borders either. It’s very common in the 
United States to be able to walk into a superstore and find that quite literally everything in the 
store is made in a third world country. If you live in the U.S., an examination of the clothing 
you’re wearing probably reveals that everything on your person was made in the peripheries. 
Where is this “domestic product” of $15.7 trillion coming from then?

GDP includes value captured

While global GDP is still a reasonable estimate of the value of  all goods bought and sold in the 
world economy, in the age of  imperialism, GDP on a national level cannot be used as a measure 
of the value a nation’s workers produce, especially in imperialist countries. In the centers of 
imperialism, GDP is value captured more than it is value added. We can see this by looking at a 
couple of examples.

Take for instance the Apple iPod. In 2006, 30GB iPods were assembled overseas and sold to 
Apple for about $150 each. They were subsequently sold by Apple on the market in the U.S. for 
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about $300. The $150 in gross profit on each iPod was accounted for as part of  U.S. GDP. But 
the problem is that virtually no productive labor was performed on the iPods between when they 
were purchased by Apple and when they were sold in the U.S. In fact, just thirty people in the 
United States —thirty U.S. workers— did productive labor in the process of making and selling 
iPods in 2006. Unless you want to explain how  thirty people produced all of  Apple’s profit on 
30GB iPods that year, the only conclusion is that profit on iPods, despite being accounted for as 
“domestic” product, was essentially all value captured from the peripheries.

Perhaps a more obvious example is the ubiquitous t-shirt. H&M, for instance, gets a large chunk 
of its clothing from factories in Bangladesh. It purchases t-shirts from the Bangladeshi 
enterprises and resells the shirts in Europe for roughly double the price. This profit is accounted 
for as GDP in the European countries, yet no European productive labor is involved in making 
these shirts. This “domestic” product is really value captured from Bangladesh (and elsewhere) 
[1].

These are only two examples, picked because they are familiar and easily appreciated. Yet 
these are hardly unique cases. There are nearly no industries in imperialist countries that do not 
take advantage of third world labor. And just judging from the sheer volume of  products we 
consume that are made in periphery nations, it’s more than reasonable to say that value capture 
is evident across almost the whole of  imperialist economies. At this level of  analysis, it is difficult 
to say precisely how  much of GDP in imperialist countries is really value captured from the 
peripheries, but it is certainly must be substantial.

Value transfer accounts for nearly all imperialist profits

Given that there is evidence that GDP in imperialist countries contains a great deal of value 
captured from the peripheries, we should broaden our investigation and inquire into the degree 
to which value is being transferred from the peripheries to the imperialist core through economic 
relations. An obvious place to look is in the realm of  trade. What follows is a water-bugging of 
empirical inquiry that has been made into this question. It is necessarily heavily summarized for 
the purpose of being concise, but references and further readings are provided at the end of  this 
article if readers wish to know more.

An anonymous author writing in 2007 for Maoist Information Web Site looked at real world data 
regarding trade between the United States and Latin American countries. Utilizing this data, 
applying the labor theory of  value, and making a few  necessary assumptions (all of  which are 
actually biased the argument against the value transfer narrative if  anything), MIWS derived an 
equation representing a conservative estimate of the ratio between the real value of  goods 
exported from a country and the actual prices of  the goods. In the case of exports from Latin 
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America to the United States, the ratio was found to be 1.56, meaning that the United States 
was effectively underpaying for goods imported from Latin America by about 35% [2].

In the book Divided World Divided Class, Zak Cope took the equation derived by MIWS and 
applied it to imperialist countries generally. Using real world data, Cope found that the ratio 
between the value of goods exported from periphery to core and their actual prices in 2009 was 
1.4. Given Cope’s accounting that imperialist countries spent about $7 trillion on imports from 
third world countries that year, this means that roughly $3 trillion of value was transferred from 
the peripheries to the imperialist countries in 2009 through the undervaluing of  goods exported 
to the imperialist core by the third world.

This isn’t the only form of unequal exchange in trade. The undervaluing of  labor power in the 
third world also plays into it (the average ratio of wages between first and third world is roughly 
11:1). By comparing the wage-share of exports from periphery to core to the wage-share of 
exports from core to periphery, we can get an idea of what the prices of exports would be under 
a hypothetical system of  equal exchange and equal wages. By comparing this to the actual 
situation today, we come to another estimate of value transfer through unequal exchange in 
trade. Using 2009 data, Zak Cope found that this methodology revealed about $5 trillion in value 
transfer between the third world and imperialist countries. We now  have a low- and high-end 
estimate of unequal exchange in trade.

Of  course, there is also good old fashioned capital export and debt peonage that contributes to 
value transfer from periphery to imperialist core. These factors have undergone a great deal of 
investigation by Marxist political economists. Lenin’s theory of  imperialism holds that in the age 
of monopoly capital, giant conglomerates in the centers of capitalism begin exporting capital to 
other countries in order to engage in super-exploitation of labor in what we today call the 
“periphery.” Additionally, we know  that imperialist countries engage in predatory lending 
practices with periphery nations from which the imperialist countries profit. Cope calculated that 
the value transferred from periphery to core in 2009 via capital export and debt peonage 
amounted to $2.6 trillion.

All told, a conservative estimate of value transferred from the third world to the imperialist core 
in 2009 from unequal exchange in trade, capital export, and debt peonage is about $6.5 trillion. 
This is enough to account for more than 95% of all profits in the imperialist countries that 
year [3]. Indeed, the precision of this figure is not incredibly high. While we should remind 
ourselves that both MIWS and Zak Cope did take great care to ensure that whenever an 
assumption had to be made it biased the argument against the value transfer thesis if  anything, 
the 95% number is still a rough estimate. Nevertheless, it corroborates well with material reality. 
Anyone can see that there is comparatively little productive labor occurring in imperialist 
countries. Should it surprise us that it seems nearly all of the profit gleaned by capitalist-
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imperialists is being generated where most of  the productive labor actually is: in the 
peripheries?

Where do high wages come from?

Let’s return to our original question. The explanation given by Marx and by many modern-day 
Marxists for the vast differential in wages between the centers of capitalism and the rest of  the 
world is that productivity in the first world must be higher. But we investigated this. We found 
that “domestic product” in imperialist countries includes a great deal of value captured from the 
peripheries. When we looked a this value transfer in more detail, we found that nearly all profits 
gleaned by capitalists in imperialist countries are accounted for by exploitation of  third world 
labor. At best, what we can say about this is that there is no evidence that first world workers are 
more productive than in the periphery. More realistically, the evidence actually points to 
the exact opposite conclusion. 

Perhaps it is not productivity then, but cost of  living that justifies higher wages in the first world, 
as many argue. High cost of  living in imperialist countries is a near-universal assumption made 
by first world “Marxists.” But when one looks at things from the perspective that labor is the 
source of  value, things don’t quite add up that way. A day’s labor in the United States earns the 
(legal) worker at minimum an equivalent of  about 40 loves of  local bread. A day’s labor in Ghana 
earns the worker just 2 loaves of local bread. The worker in Ghana has to expend much more 
labor to be able to afford bread than the U.S. worker [4]. While there is of course a lot more to 
cost of  living than bread, these facts cast serious doubt on the narrative that cost of living in the 
first world is in practice higher. Certainly, those advocating that perspective have not even come 
close to meeting their burden of proof.

There is also the (related) argument that a higher value of  labor power in the first world justifies 
higher wages. This actually does not work in favor of the idea that most first world workers are 
exploited though. Recall:

Surplus value = total value - value of labor power - fixed capital costs

If the value of labor power is higher in the first world, it is actually harder to demonstrate that first 
world workers generally produce surplus value. One might then retreat to asserting that the 
difference can be found in capital costs. But the argument there would be that it is hugely 
cheaper (at least 11 times cheaper!) to make capital investment in the imperialist centers than it 
is in the peripheries. There really isn’t any evidence for that.

In short, the clearest answer to the question of where high wages in imperialist countries come 
from is the fact that the vast majority of  profits are sourced in third world labor means capitalist-
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imperialism does not depend heavily on the exploitation of first world labor. This means that first 
world workers can share in the profits. The wages that first world workers earn simply cannot be 
accounted for by surplus value they produce (it seems they are producing very little). The typical 
objections made to this thesis, that first world workers are more productive, that the cost of  living 
is higher in the first world, that the value of  labor power or composition of capital somehow 
accounts for wage differences, are all either unsupported or outright refuted by evidence, or 
they don’t actually work in favor of the “First Worldist” narrative.
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Summary and Review: ‘Global Wage Scaling and Left Ideology: A 
Critique of Charlie Post on the Labor Aristocracy’, Zak Cope (2013)

by Nikolai Brown

Cope, Zak. Global Wage Scaling and Left Ideology: A Critique of Charlie Post on the ‘Labor Aristocracy.‘ 
Research in Political Economy, Volume 28. (89-129). 2013

Not long ago, a PDF of  Charlie Post’s 2010 essay, Exploring Working-Class Consciousness: A 
Critique of the Theory of the ‘Labor Aristocracy,‘ was circulated around the internet. Though I 
was aware of  the essay, the contorted logic of the abstract stymied my inclination to read 
further. Post introduces his work as thus:

“The notion of the labour-aristocracy is one of the oldest Marxian explanations of 
working-class conservatism and reformism. Despite its continued appeal to scholars 
and activists on the Left, there is no single, coherent theory of the labour-
aristocracy. While all versions argue working class conservatism and reformism reflects 
the politics of a privileged layer of workers who share in ‘monopoly’ super-profits, they 
differ on the sources of those super-profits: national dominance of the world-market in 
the nineteenth century (Marx and Engels), imperialist investments in the ‘colonial world’/
global South (Lenin and Zinoviev), or corporate monopoly in the twentieth century 
(Elbaum and Seltzer). The existence of a privileged layer of workers who share 
monopoly super-profits with the capitalist class cannot be empirically 
verified.” [bold mine]”

For Post, the fact that there is “no single, coherent theory of the labour-aristocracy” weakens the 
case for its existence. This is plainly absurd. “No single, coherent theory” exists regarding 
capitalism, oppression, and class struggle, yet they no doubt exist (along with all sorts of social 
phenomenon for which there is no “single, coherent” explanation). Moreover, outside of 
‘Marxist’ circles, the idea and existence of  the ‘labor aristocracy’ is evident and commonly 
known, albeit regarding an area of  social life not deeply investigated or discussed. Without 
reading past the abstract, I could only imagine the logical back-flips and national chauvinism 
Post would employ to build his case against the existence of a ‘labor-aristocracy.’

The manner in which Post frames his argument is significant as well. Post’s arguments are not 
directed against contemporary Third Worldists but against the ‘theory of the labor-aristocracy’ as 
outlined in the past.1 By touting the fact that there are many interpretations of the labor-
aristocracy throughout history, Post is able to avoid the most rigorous, far-reaching, and recent 
among them. While First Worldists (such as Post) may attempt to use such arguments against 
contemporary Third Worldists (such as Cope, myself, and others), they miss their mark, 
essentially building a straw-person argument against a bygone proto-Third Worldism which is no 
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longer sufficient at explaining global class structures. Significantly, Post ignores many 
arguments put forward by today’s Third Worldists on the fundamental role of net-exploitation in 
the capitalist world-economy.

Zak Cope, author of  Divided World, Divided Class: Global Political Economy and the 
Stratification of Labor under Capitalism, wrote a thorough and convincing critique of  Post’s 
miscalculated effort at disproving the existence of the labor aristocracy. Those who have already 
read Divided Work, Divided Class will be pleased to know  this most recent polemical essay is 
not a mere rehash of the book. Instead, Cope’s critique of Post is more theoretical and 
discusses Marxism and political economy with more depth.

Cope begins his essay by refuting Post’s premise of critiquing a pre-Third Worldist view  of  the 
‘labor-aristocracy.’ Cope argues,

“Post is certainly correct that the position of the labour aristocracy was, and is, 
precarious and in flux. Indeed, as reflected in hidebound theory, it has been a recurrent 
weakness of the Marxian position on the labour aristocracy to assume that what Marx, 
Engels and Lenin sometimes suggested in their fragmentary and century-old analyses 
were its major characteristics, in particular, its being a thin upper stratum of highly skilled 
and organised male labour in any given nation, must remain unchanged. In fact, 
application of the Marxist method demonstrates how the evolution of the labour 
aristocracy is intrinsically bound up with the historical development of the class struggle 
as waged internationally, in particular, with the increasing incorporation of super-
exploitation into the circuit of capital. (93-94)”

Drawing from a materialist perspective, Cope highlights via a quote from kanadian historian 
Leften Stavrianois the very real, historical link between the base, structure, and super-structure 
of capitalist-imperialism:

“[S]oap, margarine, chocolate, cocoa and rubber tires for bicycles. All of these 
commodities required large-scale imports from tropical regions, which in turn 
necessitated local infrastructures of harbours, railways, steamers, trucks, warehouses, 
machinery and telegraph and postal systems. Such infrastructures required order and 
security to ensure adequate dividends to shareholders. Hence the clamour for 
annexation if local conflicts disrupted the flow of trade, or if a neighbouring colonial 
power threatened to expand. (98)”

Cope’s most significant contribution in Global Wage Scaling and Left Ideology is in the realm of 
Marxist analysis of political economy, in particular by fleshing out and adding academic weight 
to Third Worldist understanding of  imperialist economics. Though Cope is specifically 
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addressing Post, his critique touches at the heart of what it means to have a revolutionary 
internationalist interpretation of modern capitalist-imperialism, including the necessity of 
analyzing political economy as a process which is global in scale:

Whilst most left theorists have for a long time fallen into the habit of gauging exploitation 
on a national(ist) basis, commonly examining wages in relation to profits in the rich 
countries (and thereby ‘proving’ that the most exploited workers in the world are those of 
the developed nations), in the context of global imperialism, value creation and 
distribution must be examined as an international process. (100)

To expand upon this idea, Cope quotes John Smith’s 2010 The GDP Illusion: Value-Added 
versus Value Captured, “GDP, which claims to be a measure of the wealth produced in a nation, 
is in reality, a measure of the wealth captured by a nation.” (100) Global Wage Scaling and Left 
Ideology also includes an interesting quote from Smith, drawn from correspondence between 
the two authors: “…workers are paid not for what they produce, but for what they 
consume.” (119)

With regards to the purchasing power of First World workers, Cope challenges Post’s 
mainstream assertion that the real wages of amerikans have been in steady decline:

Post (p. 24) observes that ‘[i]n the United States today, real wages for both union and 
non-union workers have fallen, and are about 11% below their 1973 level, despite strong 
growth beginning in the mid 1980s’. By measuring wages against GDP figures and 
reported profits, Post intends to convince his readership that the living standards of the 
US working class have been declining and that a renewed offensive against capital 
would entitle them to a greater share of the wealth they ostensibly create.

However, there are at least two problems with the idea that US wages have fallen. Firstly, 
whilst wages in the United States have indeed fallen since 1973 as a proportionate share 
of GDP, in real terms the poor in that country were better off in 1999 than they were in 
1975. For example, Cox and Alm (1999) show that whereas in 1971 31.8% of all US 
households had air-conditioners, in 1994 49.6% of households below the poverty line 
had air-conditioners. These authors also demonstrate that the United States poor in 1999 
had more refrigerators, dishwashers, clothes dryers, microwaves, televisions, college 
educations and personal computers than they did in 1971. Wages decidedly did not 
shrink, then, relative to the purchasing power necessary to consume these items. US 
economists Meyer and Sullivan (2011) have constructed a measure of consumption 
which challenges mainstream assessments of declining US living standards. They note 
that most income-based analyses of economic well-being in the United States do not 
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reflect the full range of available household consumption resources such as, for example, 
food stamps, or lessened marginal tax rates….

Nor, indeed, did US incomes decline relative to the costs of those items necessary to the 
reproduction of the worker as such (the ‘value of labour power’, in Marxist terms). Thus, 
between 1970 and 1997, the real price of a food basket containing one pound of ground 
beef, one dozen eggs, three pounds of tomatoes, one dozen oranges, one pound of 
coffee, one pound of beans, half a gallon of milk, five pounds of sugar, one pound of 
bacon, one pound of lettuce, one pound of onions and one pound of bread fell so that it 
took 26% less of the workers’ time to buy it (ibid, pp. 40–41). (100-101)

Before constructing a broader picture of the world-economy to challenge Post’s own narrow 
nationalist view, Cope illustrates the basic yet fundamental Marxist economic analyses upon 
which Third Worldism partially rests:

“According to Marx, during the time they are employed, production workers spend part of 
their day reproducing the value of the goods necessary to their own reproduction, that is, 
the cost of their own labour power (or variable capital). Marx calls this necessary labour. 
For the rest of the working day, these workers produce value exceeding that of their 
labour power, what Marx called surplus value (the combined value of gross domestic 
investment, the non-productive or service sector and profits). The rate of surplus value 
(or of exploitation) is the ratio of surplus labour to necessary labour or of surplus value to 
the value of variable capital. Fundamentally, however, capitalists are not interested in 
creating surplus value, but in generating profit. Profit, as the unpaid labour time of the 
worker appropriated by the capitalist as measured against total capital invested, must be 
properly distinguished from surplus value. In bourgeois accounting terms, profit is simply 
the excess of sales revenue over the cost of producing the goods sold.

Thus, the price of production of a commodity does not directly correspond to its value 
within a single industry or group of industries (Marx, 1977b, pp. 758–759). Rather, as 
capital is withdrawn from industries with low rates of profit and invested in those with 
higher rates, output and supply in the former declines and its prices rise above the actual 
sums of value and surplus value the industry produces, and conversely. As a result, 
competing capitals using different magnitudes of value-creating labour ultimately sell 
commodities at average prices. As a result, surplus value is distributed more or less 
uniformly across the branches of production. An average rate of profit is formed by 
competing capitals’ continuous search for higher rates of profit and the flight of capital to 
and from those industrial sectors producing commodities in high or low demand. Overall, 
where one commodity sells for less than its value, there is a corresponding sale of 
another commodity for more than its value.(105)”
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The transfer of value from the Third to First World helps explain the widespread incorporation of 
unproductive and parasitical labor into local imperialist economies and provides the basis for the 
ability of  First World firms to pay wages far above full labor value while still securing profit at 
normal rates. From the vulgar First Worldist Marxist position, this merely seems impossible.

Like many First Worldist critiques of  Third Worldist anti-imperialism, Post cites high rates of 
investment between trilateral and OECD countries relative to the Global South to somehow 
‘disprove’ imperialism. This position ignores the functionally intertwined nature of  imperialism. 
Economically speaking, there is little difference between western europe, the u.s. and kanada, 
and japan, as they are so highly invested and involved in each others local and international 
economies. However, as Cope rightly notes, “Post’s citation of  the low  level of  global fixed 
capital formation that takes place in the global South, moreover, suggests a misunderstanding 
of the purpose of imperialism, namely, to siphon and extort surplus value from foreign 
territories.” (109)

Likewise, Post’s claims about foreign direct investment ignore the quality of  such investments, 
as Cope aptly notes:

“FDI flows are purely quantitative and say nothing about the type of economic activity 
they are connected to. As such, mergers and acquisitions, merely representing a change 
in ownership, should be distinguished from ‘greenfield’ FDI in new plant and machinery. 
Whilst intra-OECD FDI is dominated by mergers and acquisitions activity, between 2000 
and 2006, 51% of all Greenfield FDI was North–South.(110)”

Of course, this is significant because,

“Post’s acceptance of capitalist accounting figures at face value, that is, without critiquing 
their real world significance in terms of average socially necessary labour and surplus 
labour (Cope, 2012), can only lead him to the absurd positions that (a) the world’s largest 
capitals have practically no interest in the Third World and (b) that the most exploited 
workers in the world (i.e. those whose higher productivity supposedly generates the 
biggest profits) are also the world’s richest. Thus, in an article for the Trotskyist Fourth 
International, Post writes that ‘global wage differentials are the result of the greater 
capital intensity (organic composition of capital) and higher productivity of labour (rate of 
surplus value) in the advanced capitalist social formations, not some sharing of ‘‘super 
profits’’ between capital and labour in the industrialized countries. Put simply, the better 
paid workers of the ‘‘north’’  are more exploited than the poorly paid workers of the 
‘‘south’’’. Post shows complete disregard for the massive infusions of capital which result 
from global surplus value transfer and the all-too obvious facts of Northern working 
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consumption goods being the product of super-exploited Third World labour. For Post, 
the North’s purportedly greater ‘capital intensity’ and its workers higher ‘productivity’ may 
as well have dropped from the sky. (111-112)”

This last sentence is important. If one were to believe the snake-oil of First Worldism, one would 
have to believe that different organic compositions of  capital between the First and Third World 
are simply incidental and have no relation to the history of imperialist exploitation. In reality, 
advanced productive forces are a form of capital derived from exploitation. That is to say, as is 
often the case, highly developed productive forces are accumulated and concentrated in the 
First World as a result of  the super-exploitation of  the Third World. Moreover, it takes a certain 
amount of  chauvinism to ignore the social role of  various forms of physical capital. As Post 
would have us believe, a cobalt mine in central Afrika, an export manufacturer in Goangzhou, an 
electronics retailer in Cleveland, and a recycling depot like Guiyu are all one in the same.

It is fairly easy to dismiss Post’s absurd denial of the effects of  global wage scaling as part and 
parcel of the chauvinist legacy of  Trotskyism. However, Post’s essay encapsulates arguments 
also put forward by a wide variety of  nominal leftists, including so-called Maoists. During its 23 
year existence, the Maoist International Movement coined the term crypto-Trotskyism to reflect 
a prototypical slavish and chauvinist regard for the labor aristocracy and First World mass petty-
bourgeoisie. Today, those who reject the sense of entitlement among globally-privileged workers 
refer to this revisionism as First Worldism. Today’s Maoist (Third Worldist) movements reject 
and oppose not just opportunism and reformism on the part of  Trotskyist groups like the ISO, 
but also the First Worldism promulgated under the banners of ‘Marxism-Leninism’ and ‘Maoism.’

Cope accurately describes how  First Worldism, despite its claims to the contrary, does not 
advance revolutionary movements in First World countries but does serve to obfuscate the 
materially-derived limitations to and potentials for their development:

“The failure on the part of the left to rigorously examine the structuration of the 
international class structure by imperialism, as evidenced by the global contradiction 
between production and consumption highlighted above, has in no small  measure added 
to the serious difficulties facing the socialist movement, both historically and today. 
Socialist movements in the metropolitan countries have tacitly accepted the global 
division between imperialist and exploited nations by obfuscating and divaricating from 
the issue of international surplus value transfer. Working class internationalism and the 
struggle against racism and colonialism within the imperialist countries are both 
sacrificed at the altar of narrow appeals to material self-interest on the part of the 
wealthiest sections of the ineluctably global workforce. Historically, such economism has 
its corollary in a deeply conservative reformism and chauvinist acceptance of the status 
quo ante, such that imperialist governments have been and are permitted to carry out 
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virtually any act of aggression and penal repression against foreign countries and 
minority communities without fear of widespread national opposition. Metropolitan 
labour’s dependence upon imperialism for its existence as such – that is as labour whose 
affluence is predicated upon the maintenance of the core-periphery divide – clearly 
precludes the possibility that its conservatism is based purely on intellectual myopia.”

One could go further in this regard. Certainly, it is the structure of  classes which inhibits the 
natural development of revolutionary working-class movements in the First World. On the other 
hand, First Worldism, i.e., ‘left-wing’ obfuscations and apologisms for structural divisions of  the 
working class, does actively set back the proletarian movement world-wide. One must only ask 
the question of why amerikan workers, whom Post believes are among the world’s most 
exploited, are so much better off than workers in Cuba, who are ostensibly liberated under a 
socialistic society. By falsely claiming that First World workers are among the world’s most 
exploited (and not simply the world’s most historically privileged), Post’s First Worldism creates 
an image where ‘First World-style’ capitalism is better than socialism, or at least offers a far 
higher material standard of  living. By seeking to understand political economy internationally, 
including an honest appraisal of  global class structures, Communists develop more realistic and 
creative strategies for global socialist struggle along with more egalitarian visions of 
Communism itself.

Taken as a whole, Cope’s critical response to Post is another nail in the coffin of First Worldism. 
Not only does Cope tackle many of Post’s ‘arguments,’ he effectively underlines the importance 
of Third Worldist critique of global political economy. Within the anti-imperialist movement, the 
struggle against First Worldism goes hand and hand with the struggle against reformism, narrow 
nationalism, social chauvinism, and dogmatism. Global Wage Scaling and Left Ideology further 
fleshes out the Third Worldist repudiation of First Worldism, offering a potent theoretical attack 
against one of today’s most prevalent forms of  revisionism. Alongside Divided World, Divided 
Class, this latest entry by Zak Cope is part of a growing chorus for rectification of  radical and 
revolutionary movements.

1 “Despite its diverse forms, all of the variants of the labour-aristocracy thesis agree on two key-
points. First, working-class conservatism is the result of  material differences – relative privileges 
– enjoyed by some workers. Workers who embrace racism, nativism, sexism, homophobia and 
pro-imperialist patriotism tend to be those who earn higher wages, experience more secure 
employment, and have access to health-care, pensions and other forms of  the social wage.8 
Second, the source of this relative privilege (‘the bribe’) is a sharing of  higher-than-average 
profits between capitalists and a privileged labour-aristocracy.” (Post 6)
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Immigration and Capitalist-Imperialism: Analysis from John Smith’s 
Dissertation

by Zak Drabczyk

**A very sincere thank you to Professor John Smith. Without his diligent research and exhaustive 
analysis none of this would be possible. The original text has been made available via download 
and all are encouraged to study Dr. Smith’s work.

In his PhD thesis, Imperialism and the Globalization of Production, Professor John Smith from 
the University of Sheffield approaches the topic of  immigration; an issue that remains as 
controversial in the political sphere as it has mystified. In the chapter Southern Labor in Chains, 
Smith seeks to explain how  the phenomena of international immigration in the epoch of 
globalization can be understood as a parallel process to imperialism and all the trappings of the 
Global Apartheid.

First, Smith highlights the different ways in which immigration developed through the separate 
periods of  ‘economic construction’. In the core regions, from the 1850s onto the 1920s there 
were few  immigration controls in place [1]. The multitude of landless laborers and farmers made 
mobile by the explosive market forces during the Industrial Revolution were able to move freely 
between core nations and unto the recently established settler-states in the ‘New  World’. In fact, 
nearly 1/6th or 17% of  the European population at the time immigrated to “the Americas” or 
other regions to what we today describe as part of the periphery [2]. This process helped 
displace much of the surplus labor which would only otherwise be poorly constituted into the 
sprawling urban centers of the time; minimizing the long-term detriments that rapid urbanization 
had.

Over the past several decades much of  the Global South has experienced a wave of market 
expansion unprecedented in human history. Nearly every corner of the Earth is being or has 
already been incorporated into the global domain of capital commonly termed the world market.
In contrast to the period of industrial development experienced in the core region, the neoliberal 
doctrine of  “freely moving commodities” has met a wall, quite literally, in the bondage of 
Southern labor manifested by the immigration policies of  the same core nations [3]. This 
contradiction between neoliberal rhetoric and reality can only be understood as a reflection of 
the imperialist desire to ‘have their cake’ and eat it too. The vast expansion of market relations 
has facilitated the super-exploitation of the periphery, building the conditions upon which the 
core sits. While endeavoring to maintain (and expand) this relationship the imperialist powers 
must necessarily limit the inflow  of displaced labor. So far they have been very effective in doing 
so with only .8% of the developing world’s population able to immigrate into the developed world 
since the late 1970s. If  the developing world displaced the same proportion of its uprooted 
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workforce onto the developed world, as had happened conversely in the previous epoch, some 
800 million would have poured into the core regions [4].

Instead of allowing labor to fluctuate and ease the ‘shock’ of  the neoliberal policies, the Global 
North has effectively tied Southern labor to its origin; preserving the Global Apartheid and 
intensifying the antagonisms found in the principal contradiction. A material expression of this 
intensification can be observed in the near exponential growth of  slums where the increasingly 
stratified workforce of  the Global South makes it home. This ‘slumification’ of  urban centers in 
the Global South has dealt untold suffering to the already impoverished masses of the periphery 
multiplying the damage done by rapid urbanization and a general lack of  vital infrastructure [5]. 
Even former World Bank economist Dani Rodrik stated that “relaxing restrictions in the 
international movement of  workers” would “bring maximum benefit to poor countries” [6]. Equally 
so we must realize the aforementioned process has little to do with poor urban planning 
(although this has definitely exacerbated the impact); such is an undialectical analysis of the 
situation. The ‘slumification’ of  hundreds upon millions within the periphery is a distinct 
phenemona from the same internal processes by which the global monopolists have 
apportioned the globe. The monopolists and their lackeys are constantly trying to shift the 
burden of this structural violence onto the poor and starved governments of  the semi-periphery 
and periphery. The clear contradiction here being between this shift and the relationship 
between these governments which can often be described as neocolonial; thus building upon 
the antagonisms found between the oppressed and oppressor nations. The fault can only be 
found with the imperialists and their subsequent processes by which they have left the Global 
South in bondage.

This assessment follows a correct understanding regarding the conditioning of  structural 
mechanisms by capitalist social relations. The qualitative advancement from competitive 
capitalism to monopoly capitalism and all the parallel developments of  imperialism have 
necessarily conditioned functions of state power including immigration policy accordingly. This 
understanding is pivotal to correct theory and correct application. Without understanding the 
dialectical nature of immigration policy and its function within the realm of capitalist-imperialism 
we have failed to correctly apply the Marxist method. The importance of effectually applying said 
method cannot be stressed in so short of words and should not be delineated in a single 
paragraph. Regardless, it is our investigation (or rather that of  Prof. John Smith) into 
contemporary developments which constantly conditions our line; it is for this reason we hold 
our line as a reassertion of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism in all spheres.

In accordance to the previously mentioned conditioning, the ideological backwardness of  the 
core ‘masses’ regarding the issue can be seen as a reflection thereof. The growth of  far-right 
anti-immigration groups in the so-called united states and europe is no doubt an expression of 
these internal processes. While these groups claim to represent ‘working class’ interests nothing 
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could be farther from the truth. Paraphrasing Comrade Mao, all thought comes stamped with a 
class character [7]. These reactionaries are actively reproducing the subjective conditions for 
the super-exploitation and systemic oppression of  the broader masses; effectively their thought 
is of a bourgeois and ultimately reactionary character. Rhetoric about ‘securing the border’ is as 
deceptive as it is ridiculous. Secure the border from what and whom? The oppressed and 
displaced laborers desperately seeking a better life? The incredible violence created by the 
stratification dividing Global Apartheid? A recent poll in the u.s. showed only 18% of likely voters 
favored granting amnesty to ‘illegal aliens’ with 80% supporting “stricter border control to reduce 
illegal immigration” [8]. Similarly in western europe, a poll showed some 65% agreed that there 
were “too many immigrants” in their respective nations [9]. This anti-immigrant sentiment 
highlights the way in which bourgeois ideology is consistently estranging the wretched of the 
Earth in accordance with the increasingly materializing Global Apartheid. All of  which makes 
perfect dialectical sense when considering the interplay between the global value transfer and 
the growth of  a ‘labor aristocracy’ which no doubt reproduces itself  ideologically among all 
privileged classes in amerika and elsewhere.

Thus, our greatest failure would be to not make this crucial criticism. The bourgeoisie will 
continually seek to bury the antagonisms within their settler-states but in doing so will intensify 
the antagonisms in the contradiction between the core and semi-periphery/periphery. We must 
use this opportunity to criticize reactionaries and their thought but more importantly to draw  the 
progressive elements within the core under the helm of  a global united front. In this way we can 
strengthen our standing against the global monopolists, their imperialist lackeys, and all 
reactionary elements.

Now  clearly, immigration as well as its controls will continue on into the epoch of  socialism. 
However, only bourgeois conceptions of metaphysics would have us describe some concrete 
and objective understanding for immigration in every context. Our duty is to investigate the 
characteristics of imperialism and its internal developments and contradictions. Therefore an 
attempt to describe that which has not even formed the subjective conditions for its existence 
would be at least partially unscientific. Instead, we will assert that immigration and borders after 
the establishment of  the people’s dictatorship, of  socialism, will serve the needs of the broader 
masses. They will not divide, stratify, and alienate the people in the way the the borders of 
capitalist-imperialism have. These borders, as stated earlier, are concrete expressions of the 
Global Apartheid, a constant reminder of  a world being shaped by the struggle between the 
Global North and South; the oppressors and the oppressed; the exploiters and the exploited.
In the words of  Comrade Fidel Castro: “The proclaimed free movement of capital and 
commodities must also be applied to that which must be above all else: human beings.  No 
more blood-stained walls like the one being constructed along the American-Mexican border, 
which costs hundreds of lives each year. The persecution of immigrants must cease!  
Xenophobia must end, not solidarity!” [10].
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The development of a distinctly alienated and exploited strata of  the global proletariat, economic 
migrants, offers a ripe opportunity for anti-imperialists and revolutionary socialists. Within 
amerika in particular, our goal should be to join these peoples in their struggle and to create the 
subjective conditions for a revolutionary movement. The migrant struggle may act as a 
lightening rod for other struggles of  oppressed and exploited peoples in the core to rally all 
potential allies against capitalist-imperialism. This may be perhaps the most approachable and 
scientific method by which to develop a model of anti-imperialist resistance especially within the 
core. Now  that we have analyzed conditions the next step is to put this analysis and our logic 
into practice. Only through successful practice can we verify this truth-value. Unlike 
philosophers of the past our goal is not to interpret the world and its material conditions, but to 
change it. Change real material relationships through real material struggle. Only real material 
struggle will ever bestow  the masses a real material victory; destroying the old and building 
anew.
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Toward a Concrete Class Analysis of the US 

By Morton Esters

As Samir Amin aptly notes in his critique of  Hardt and Negri’s Empire, in periods of unrest and 
confusion following the defeat of  revolutionary movements, there is a tendency for theories to 
emerge which lend legitimacy to that unrest and confusion, and which actually portray the 
resulting opportunism as a viable form of struggle [1]. Amin speaks of course of  the autonomist 
movement and its conception of “multitude,” which ultimately rejects class analysis and frames 
the vast majority of people in the centers of imperialism (including the petty-bourgeoisie and 
perhaps even some among the bourgeoisie outright) as being potentially capable of building 
“counter-Empire.” This view  downplays or ignores the fact that most of  the “multitude” materially 
benefits from “Empire.” Among other things, autonomist thinking underlies the vacuous “1% vs. 
99%” rhetoric of  the Occupy movement. Now  it is fair to say that most communists, even in the 
imperialist core, reject autonomism. Yet a similar opportunism underlies the analysis of most 
self-proclaimed Marxists in the first world and particularly in the United States.
 
The endless refrain of the typical communist in the u.s., either explicit or implied, is that we need 
to redefine the concept of  the proletariat. Marx’s conception was too narrow, it is said. After all, 
what Marx considered to be the proletariat — the most revolutionary class under capitalism — 
hardly makes up a majority of  the population in the u.s. (!). This is certainly true. The hard 
question we need to ask, however, is why? Why “redefine” what constitutes a proletariat? Do we 
have any concrete reason, any evidence upon which we should make this redefinition?

Certainly, we cannot in principle be opposed to expanding our conceptions of  who is 
revolutionary in a capitalist world. There were many “Marxists” in the lead-up to the Chinese 
revolution who felt that the peasantry in China could not help lead a revolution, and that the 
Communist Party should only organize among the industrial workers. Mao Zedong saw  through 
this “left” opportunism as an attitude which ultimately held back revolution. Mao correctly 
identified that in semi-feudal, semi-colonial countries such as China, the peasants were the 
greatest potential ally to the proletariat. This was not an arbitrary belief. The early 20th century 
in China was a time of  peasant revolts, and Mao observed spontaneous peasant uprisings 
where land was seized from landlords and redistributed. Clearly, the peasants had revolutionary 
energy, an energy that was eventually tapped by the Chinese Communist Party with Mao’s 
leadership, leading to a successful revolution and the establishment of socialism in China.
 
Additionally, an idea which was perhaps implied in Marx yet has only been fully elaborated more 
recently is the notion of the gender division of labor between productive and reproductive work 
in capitalism. There is a whole host of work which needs to be done to reproduce the worker, 
i.e. to keep the workers showing up to work each day. Examples include cooking meals, doing 
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laundry, taking care of children, etc. These are costs that might otherwise have to be incurred by 
capitalists, yet in the drive for greater profit they have been shifted primarily onto (poor) women. 
There are thus billions of women around the globe who, regardless of  whether or not they 
are directly involved in the production of surplus value, are nevertheless doing a great deal of 
necessary reproductive labor, and they do so generally without any pay. These women are 
potentially revolutionary. We may even note that there are members of the servant class 
worldwide, whose labor is wholly unproductive, but who nonetheless live in proletarian or 
proletarian-like conditions because of  their subjection to various forms of  oppression which are 
definitely tied to the capitalist mode of production (e.g. sex workers). These strata among the 
servant class may also be revolutionary.
 
But in every one of these cases where we might expand our conceptions of who is revolutionary 
from those of  Marx and early Marxists, we do so as a result of concrete analysis of concrete 
conditions, by using the Marxist method. We come to the conclusions we do because we make 
real investigation into people’s relationships to the means of  production, into the conditions in 
which people live and work, and into the sentiments that people generally have. This is not what 
most u.s. communists typically mean when they insist that the conception of the “proletariat” 
must be redefined. What is meant is that the “proletariat” should be defined in such a way as to 
include most or all u.s. workers regardless of  concrete relationships to the means of production. 
No justification is given for this, other than an appeal to the abstract principle that the majority of 
people in a capitalist country must be revolutionary.
 
What this reflects is an unwillingness to answer the fundamental questions. Who are our 
enemies? Who are our friends? Seeking real answers to these questions, based on materialist 
analysis of  imperialism today, may lead us to some difficult conclusions. But it is our duty to 
answer them, because the answers to these fundamental questions are what will guide effective 
practice. Ultimately we must break from the opportunism and confusion that dominates “left” 
discourse today in the u.s., which seeks in large part to legitimate the status-quo, and instead 
move toward a concrete class analysis of the united states.

Who are Our Enemies?
 
Undoubtedly one of  Mao Zedong’s most valuable contributions is Oppose Book Worship. The 
overarching theme of  this text is that the study of books, while it can be important, is no 
replacement for concrete investigation. Rather than mindlessly regurgitate words and phrases 
from our favorite authors, we must oppose book worship and instead “inquire into everything” to 
determine what is really going on in the world. What Mao reminds us when he insists, “No 
investigation, no right to speak!” is that Marxism is a method rather than a particular set of 
conclusions. If  one begins at the outset proclaiming things to be the case merely because some 
book said so, before making a real investigation, one is bound to come to wrong conclusions.
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Today, it is clear that there are some specific conclusions drawn in Marx’s texts that must be 
scrapped if  we apply the Marxist method to our contemporary world. We can all agree that the 
world bourgeoisie are still of  course our primary enemy. However, an idea contained in the 
works of Marx that no longer bears fruit in the modern era is that workers in a capitalist world 
are necessarily exploited. Certainly, the vast majority of the world’s workers must be exploited in 
order to facilitate the profits of  capitalists. But is it possible that some workers’ wages have risen 
to the point where those workers are not only not exploited, but are in fact net-exploiters 
themselves? A Marxist analysis of today’s world reveals that this is indeed the case. Moreover, 
in the centers of  capitalist-imperialism (e.g. the united states), the proportion of  workers who are 
net-exploiters is very large.
 
We live in the age of imperialism. Capital is mobile, and it is global; capital moves wherever it 
will generate the most profit. What this means is that capitalist-imperialist countries such as the 
united states export capital to the global peripheries (commonly referred to as the “Third World”) 
in order to take advantage of the cheap labor there and expand profit margins. The low  standard 
of living in the peripheries that enables these higher profit rates is continually reinforced through 
economic relations between the imperialist core and the periphery, and often through force.

As a result of this capital export, there is a global transfer of  wealth occurring between the 
peripheries and the imperialist core. This is a product both of unequal exchange in trade, and 
also of  the vast differences in wages between imperialist countries and the third world (the ratio 
is around 11 to 1). As Zak Cope demonstrates in his book Divided World Divided Class, when 
one analyzes the relations between the core and periphery using Marxist political economy, one 
finds that there is trillions of dollars worth of value being extracted from the peripheries and 
appropriated by imperialist countries each year. At the end of  the day, greater than 95% of  the 
profits gleaned by imperialist countries can be accounted for by exploitation of third world labor 
[2]. This is of course an estimate, and an estimate made at the level of all imperialist countries 
together rather than individual countries. We must also remember to oppose book worship 
ourselves and not substitute appeals to Cope’s book for real investigation. Nonetheless, the 
conclusions reached in Divided World Divided Class must certainly inform our investigation of 
class in the United States.
 
The united states is hardly an atypical imperialist country; in fact it is the dominant imperialist 
country. It is fair to say therefore that the vast majority of profits gleaned by u.s. capitalists are 
accounted for by exploitation of  labor in the peripheries. Given that this is the case, is it possible 
that the high wages in the United States are supplemented by the exorbitant profits extracted 
from third world workers? This is precisely the case. In order to believe that the high wages in 
the u.s. are sourced anywhere other than surplus value generated in the peripheries, one would 
have to believe that u.s. workers are producing many times more surplus value than third world 
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workers. There is absolutely no evidence for this; in fact, as already mentioned, the evidence 
points to the exact opposite conclusion. In reality, the high wages and standard of  living of u.s. 
workers cannot be accounted for by the value that u.s. workers produce, and thus can only be 
predicated upon value produced somewhere else, i.e. in the global peripheries.
 
To unpack this in more detail, we can invoke the concept of  “net exploitation.” Net exploitation 
occurs when the payment a worker receives for an hour of  work is greater than what an hour of 
socially average (abstract) labor produces. For instance, if I am a net-exploiter, I can go to the 
marketplace with my one hour’s worth of  wages, and purchase something that perhaps 
took three hours of abstract labor to produce. On the other hand, if  I was exploited, i.e. if surplus 
value was being extracted from me by capitalists, it might for example take me six hours of  work 
to be able to afford something that took three hours of abstract labor to produce. The specific 
numbers are not important here; what matters is that the net-exploiter is paid more in a given 
time than what socially average labor produces in that time, while exploited workers are paid 
less. Thus the net-exploiter can afford privileges that are simply not accessible to exploited 
workers.
 
The existence of  the net-exploiter fundamentally depends upon imperialism. The only way for a 
population to be paid more than the abstract value of labor is if  the wages of workers are 
supplemented by exploitation of  the peripheries. We can also see this when we approach from a 
different perspective. The conception that many first world Marxists have of “socialism” is 
basically the extension of middle-class living standards to the whole population, indeed to 
the whole world’s population. This is, however, impossible. If the whole world consumed at the 
level that the average amerikan does, we would need several Earths’ worth of  resources to 
sustain the current population. In other words, the way of life of the net-exploiters would 
be impossible without the subjugation and exploitation of laborers in the peripheries. This is not 
to say that net-exploiters cannot experience oppression. Indeed, there are many forms of 
oppression tied to the capitalist mode of production which even net-exploiters do experience. 
However, in the final instance, socialism is not in the interest of the net-exploiters, because if a 
socialist revolution happened today in the u.s., the material living standards of the net-exploiters 
would decrease.
 
What portion of the u.s. population is made up of net-exploiters? To answer this question, we 
need to know  the abstract value of  labor, i.e. how  much value socially average labor produces in 
a given amount of time. Nikolai Brown has calculated that the abstract value of  labor is roughly 
$20,000 per worker per year [3]. This gives us a first-approximation of the size of the exploiting 
population in the United States: anyone who makes more than $20,000 a year is a net-exploiter, 
accounting for the vast majority of u.s. workers. That is to say, humanity produces about 
$20,000 of value for each worker every year. The only way for a portion of  workers to make 
more than this value in wages is if workers somewhere else are making less. In other words, the 
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living standards of  those in the u.s. making more than $20,000 a year are dependent upon low 
wages in the peripheries. And this wage differential is continually reinforced through economic 
relations between the imperialist world and the peripheries, and through force. To be plain: the 
living standard of  most u.s. workers depends upon imperialism. Once again, we cannot expect 
these net-exploiters to be in favor of  socialist revolution, because no more than a relative 
handful of people will rise up, fight, and potentially die for the institution of a society which would 
defeat imperialism and thus materially decrease their living standards.
 
Thus we can begin to formulate an answer to the question: who are our enemies? In the united 
states, it is not only the bourgeoisie and what is traditionally considered the petty-bourgeoisie 
who are enemies of  the proletariat. In truth, the majority of the u.s. population fundamentally 
benefits from imperialism and thus they are on the whole enemies of the proletariat at large.

Who are Our Friends?
 
Readers may note that our conception of net exploitation still admits of the possibility that there 
are millions of people within the u.s. who are proletarian or at least are potential allies of the 
world proletariat. This is true. For example, a case study of undocumented migrant workers in 
Los Angeles published in Monthly Review found that men among undocumented workers were 
making an average of  $13,308 a year, and women were making an average of  just $6,869 a 
year. Moreover, most of  these workers were involved in productive labor (e.g. working in textile 
and fabric mills) [4]. Further still, since these workers are undocumented, they do not receive 
additional benefits from the government, so it is unlikely that they receive much in value beyond 
their wages. By the standards we have already articulated, these workers are proletarian, 
especially the women among the undocumented workers. Additionally, in 2011 the percentage 
of Black workers making below  the abstract value of labor was at least double that of white 
workers, indicating that there may still be a sizable Captive Afrikan proletariat in the united 
States [5]. 
 
We must also remember that, as Mao Zedong articulated, in oppressed nations, even those 
who are not exploited can still be allies of  the proletariat. The u.s. is a multi-national state, with a 
number of  oppressed nations existing within its borders. The Xican@ nation, the Captive Afrikan 
nation, and the Indian nations are the primary of these. Millions of people in u.s. experience 
national oppression, and by and large they count among the potential allies of the proletariat.
 
In general, we can see that the following groups in the u.s. are friends of the world proletariat:
 
A small but not insignificant stratum of workers in the u.s. who make less than the abstract value 
of labor, primarily located in the oppressed nations (e.g. the Xican@ nation, the Captive Afrikan 
nation, and the Indian nations) [6];
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Those within the u.s. who may not be exploited but experience national oppression generally.
 
Additionally, we may be able to count on a small stratum of  class traitors from the exploiting 
classes in the u.s. to ally themselves with the exploited masses of  the world. However, the 
primary base of the allies of the proletariat will be found in the above mentioned groups.

It is important to know  who and where our friends are, even if the number of  friends in the u.s. is 
not large enough to potentiate revolution in the near future. This is because, even in imperialist 
countries such as the united states, we need a mass base to be effective in carrying out 
important tasks. As Nikolai Brown has noted on [anti-imperialism.com], the primary tasks for us 
in the first world include organizing a mass movement to undermine imperialism where we live 
and thus help support revolutionary movements around the world. Additionally, we must work to 
start building subjective conditions that will be conducive to future domestic revolutionary 
struggles [7]. We should add to this that we must build a mass movement to oppose the fascist 
tendencies which are likely to emerge in the u.s.
 
As Andrew  Kliman demonstrates in his book The Failure of Capitalist Production, the overall 
rate of profit in the united states has been falling since the 1950!s and has never recovered. This 
falling rate of  profit was the ultimate source of the last economic crisis, and certainly now  in this 
economic “malaise,” profit rates show  little sign of going up. What can be expected as a result is 
widespread austerity in an attempt to salvage profit margins, some of which we are already 
seeing. This has potential to re-proletarianize segments of  the u.s. population, but it also has a 
very frightening potential. Members of  the euro-amerikan nation, with its long settler-colonial 
history, are unlikely to turn to communism as response to being removed from their position as 
net-exploiters. When a population that has essentially never known anything but prosperity at 
the expense of others faces dethronement from that position of privilege, extremely reactionary 
movements tend to emerge. It is likely that many euro-amerikans will turn to fascism in the 
coming years, just as a significant stratum of workers did in Germany and Italy after WWI, and 
just as some workers are today in parts of  Europe. To prepare for this, we will need a strong 
communist movement in the united states, and we simply will not be able to build this movement 
if we do not know who and where our friends and enemies are.

Conclusion
 
While more thorough investigation is needed to come to a truly concrete class analysis of the 
u.s., hopefully this article provides insight about where to look and what to look for. In general, 
the number of enemies within the united states is much larger than most First World Marxists 
are willing to admit. Nevertheless, there are friends of the world proletariat to be found in the 
u.s., largely in the oppressed nations such as the Xican@ nation, the Captive Afrikan nation, 
and the Indian nations. Although they are not the majority of the population, our task is to 
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organize among the oppressed in the united states to undermine amerikan imperialism and 
support proletarian struggles around the world, to build subjective conditions conducive to future 
revolutionary movements, and to counter a rising fascist movement which is likely to emerge in 
the united states in the coming years.
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6. Readers may note that I did not include white workers in this list. While I recognize that there 
are white workers who may be exploited or live in proletarian-like conditions, they are very few 
in number. Moreover, even poor white workers, given the euro-amerikan nation’s long history of 
settler-colonialism, tend to be very reactionary. The fact that some poor whites that could be 
radicalized probably exist does not mean that they are a primary base for building communist 
mass organization in the U.S.
 
7. Nikolai Brown, Dear RAIM, What to Do in the First World? http://anti-imperialism.com/
2013/07/01/dear-raim-what-to-do-in-the-first-world/
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An Open Letter Against First Worldism in the International 
Communism Movement

[The letter has been co-sign by cosigned by the Turkish group, "#tirakî, the pan-Indigenous web-
project, Onkwehón:we Rising, and the Brown Berets Prison Chapter. This statement has also been 
republished with a qualified introduction by the Maoist Internationalist Ministry of Prisons.  

A Letter to Maoist and Revolutionary Organizations:

Recently the Communist Party of Italy (Maoist) called for the convening of  an international 
meeting of Maoist organizations. This call comes some years after the RIM collapsed following 
the development of  evident revisionism within two of its leading organizations, the RCP-USA 
and the UCPN. 

Comrades! Let us carry out and celebrate the firm break with the revisionism emanating from 
the leadership of  the RCP-USA and the UCPN. In doing so, let us reaffirm our defining points of 
unity based on the experience of class struggle and distilled into Marxism-Leninism-Maoism.

These include:

 -All of  history is the result of  the development of the means of production and the 
 struggle between classes over their ownership and use.

 -Under capitalism, labor is utilized for the sake of  profit. Capital is accumulated surplus 
 labor turned against the masses of workers.

 -That capitalist-imperialism entails the indirect and direct exploitation of  the majority of 
 people by dominant monopoly capital and reveals widening contradictions inherent in 
 capitalism.

 -The only alternative to the continued barbarism of imperialism is the struggle for 
 socialism and communism. Broadly speaking, people’s wars and united fronts are the 
 most immediate, reliable means to struggle for communism.

 -Socialism entails the forceful seizure of power by the proletariat. However, socialism is 
 not the end of the struggle. Under socialism, the conditions exist for the development of 
 a ‘new  bourgeoisie’ which will seek to establish itself as a new  ruling class. In order to 
 counter this tendency, class struggle must be waged relentlessly under socialism 
 through the development of communism.
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These are points all Maoists can agree on. Yet these do not capture all significant features of 
today’s world.

Comrades! A discourse and struggle over the nature of class under imperialism is sorely 
needed.

The Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist Movement puts forward a line that includes the understanding 
that a majority section of the populations of imperialist countries are embourgeoisfied.

This embourgeoification often contours around national oppression cast in the history of 
colonialism and settler-colonialism. It is most wholly construed, however, as an ongoing global 
distinction between parasitic workers in imperialist core economies and exploited workers in the 
vast Third World periphery.

Though understandings of this split in the working class was popularized as the ‘labor-
aristocracy’ by Lenin, the phenomenon itself  was first noted by Friedrich Engels in a letter to 
Karl Marx:

“[T]he English proletariat is actually becoming more and more bourgeois, so that the 
ultimate aim of this most bourgeois of all nations would appear to be the possession, 
alongside the bourgeoisie, of a bourgeois aristocracy and a bourgeois proletariat. In the 
case of a nation which exploits the entire world this is, of course, justified to some 
extent.”

With some exceptions, Marxists have focused and debated primarily on the ideological effects 
of the controversial ‘theory of the labor aristocracy.’ Unfortunately, less attention has been paid 
to the economic dimensions of the ‘labor aristocracy.’

Within the imperialist world-economy, First World workers (a minority of workers in the world) 
receive compensation which exceeds the monetary rate of the full value of labor. In effect, First 
World workers are a section of  the petty-bourgeoisie due to the fact that they consume a greater 
portion of  social labor than they concretely expend. This difference is made up with the super-
exploitation of  Third World workers. Because prices (including those of  labor power) deviate 
from values, this allows First World firms to obtain profits at equivalent rates while still paying 
‘their’ workers a wage above the full monetary rate of labor value. The First World workers’ 
compensation above the monetary rate of the full labor value is also an investment, i.e., a 
structural means of by which surplus value is saturated and concentrated in the core at the 
expense of the periphery.
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The structural elevation of First World workers also has strong implications for the struggle for 
communism.

One of the most dangerous and devastatingly popular misconceptions is that social and political 
reforms can raise the material standard of  living for Third World workers up to the level enjoyed 
by First World workers.

The illusion that Third World peoples can ‘catch up’ with imperialist countries through various 
reforms is objectively aided by the common yet false First Worldist belief that First World 
workers are exploited as a class.

If, as the First Worldist line states, First World workers have attained high wages through 
reformist class struggle and advanced technology, then Third World workers should be able to 
follow  a similar route towards a capitalism modeled after ‘advanced capitalist countries.’ By 
claiming that a majority of First Worlders are exploited proletarians, First Worldism creates the 
illusion that all workers could create a similar deal for themselves without overturning capitalism. 
By obscuring the fundamental relationship between imperialist exploitation of Third World 
workers and embourgeoisfication of First World workers, First Worldism actually serves to 
hinder the tide of proletarian revolution internationally.

Another long-term implication of the global division of workers is the ecological consequences of 
the inflated petty-bourgeois lifestyles enjoyed by the world’s richest 15-20%. First World workers 
currently consume and generate waste at a far greater rate than is ecologically sustainable. The 
First Worldist line, which effectively states First World workers should have even greater 
capacity to consume under a future socialism (that is, First Worldists believe First Worlders are 
entitled to an even greater share of  social product than they currently receive), has obvious 
utopian qualities which can only misguide the proletariat over the long term.

It is safe to say that First Worldism is the root cause of  the problems associated with the 
Revolutionary Communist Party-USA (RCP-USA) and the Unified Communist Party of Nepal 
(UCPN).

The RCP-USA, desiring some positive significance to offset its terminal failure to organize what 
it sees as a U.S. proletariat, chose to intervene in various international issues. This typically 
occurred to the disservice of  the proletarian struggle. Now  the RCP-USA heavily promotes Bob 
Avakian and his ‘New  Synthesis.’ This ‘New  Synthesis’ is better described as an old bag of 
revisionisms. Today, the RCP-USA, Bob Avakian, and his revisionist ‘New  Synthesis’ is a 
distraction from many of the important issues facing the international proletariat.
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The UCPN has given up the path of global socialism and communism. It has instead sought to 
conciliate and collude with imperialism in hopes of  achieving conditions for class-neutral 
development. It foolishly assumes monopoly capital will allow  it to be anything but ‘red’ 
compradors or that Nepal will become anything other than a source of  super-exploited labor. 
The UCPN has abrogated the task of constructing an independent economic base and socialist 
foreign policy. It has instead embarked hand-in-hand with monopoly capital on a path they 
wrongly believe will lead to progressive capitalist development.

Through the examples set forth by both the RCP-USA and the UCPN, it is evident how  First 
Worldism corrupts even nominal Maoists into becoming promulgators of the most backwards 
revisionisms. The RCP-USA is deceptive and wrong in its claim that it is organizing a U.S. 
proletariat. In reality it wrecks the international communist movement for the sake of  the U.S. 
petty-bourgeois masses. The UCPN, whose leadership falsely believes capitalist development 
will bring positive material effects for the masses of Nepal, has abandoned the struggle for 
socialism and communism. The RCP-USA claims to represent what it wrongly describes as an 
exploited U.S. proletariat. The UCPN takes great inspiration in the level of  material wealth 
attained by what it wrongly assumes to be an exploited First World proletariat.

Comrades! Our analysis must start with the questions, “Who are our enemies? Who are our 
friends?” These questions must be answered foremost in the structural sense (i.e., how  do 
groups fundamentally relate to the process of  capital accumulation), secondly in the historical 
sense (i.e. what can history tell us about such class divisions and their implications for today), 
and lastly in a political sense, (i.e., given what we know  about the complex nature of  class 
structures of  modern imperialism, how  can we best organize class alliances so as to advance 
the revolutionary interests of the proletariat at large).

First Worldism is a fatal flaw. It is both a hegemonic narrative within the ‘left’ and a trademark of 
reformism, revisionism, and chauvinism. Unfortunately, First Worldism is all-too-common within 
international Maoism.

Comrades! The consistent struggle against First Worldism is an extension of  the communist 
struggle against both social chauvinism and the theory of the productive forces. As such, it is the 
duty of all genuine Communists to struggle against First Worldism.

Comrades! First Worldism has already done enough damage to our forces internationally. Now 
is the time to struggle against First Worldism and decisively break with the errors of the past.

The importance of knowing “who are our enemies?” and “who are our friends?” never goes 
away. Instead, those who fail in these understandings are prone to wider deviations. Gone 
unchecked, First Worldism sets back the struggle for communism.
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Comrades! We hope the topics of class under imperialism and the necessity of  the struggle 
against First Worldism come up as specific points of  future discussion within and between 
Maoist organizations. The raising of  these questions and the firm refutation of First Worldism will 
mark a qualitative advance for international communism.

Death to imperialism!

Long live the victories of people’s wars!

Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist Movement
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How Would Marx Organize First Worlders For Revolution?

by Nikolai Brown

It has been demonstrated at Anti-Imperialism.com and elsewhere how  a majority workers in the 
First World are not simply an upper stratum of  proletarians, i.e. a classically defined ‘labor 
aristocracy.’ Instead, a majority of First World workers receive wages (or other compensation) 
that include surplus value necessarily originating in the super-exploited labor of  others in the 
world-economy. Insofar as the incomes of  the First World workers include both the full monetary 
rate of  labor value plus surplus drawn from others’ labor, it is entirely appropriate to describe 
such workers as petty-bourgeois in a literal sense.

Given this understanding, the question then becomes, how  should communists in the First 
World approach organizing the First World petty-bourgeois masses in service to proletarian 
revolution?

In a rarely quoted portion of  the Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels offer some elemental 
hints:

“They [the petty bourgeois “middle class”- NB] are… not revolutionary, but conservative. 
Nay more, they are reactionary, for they try to roll back the wheel of history. If by chance, 
they are revolutionary, they are only so in view of their impending transfer into the 
proletariat; they thus defend not their present, but their future interests, they desert their 
own standpoint to place themselves at that of the proletariat.”

Marx and Engels believed the petty-bourgeoisie was gradually dissolving into the proletariat. 
Thus, in their view, members of  the petty-bourgeoisie were only revolutionary insofar as they 
developed a consciousness in line with their future proletarian class interests.

Consider this another way. 

Capitalism is a mode of production based on the exploitation of  labor by capital. Yet capitalism 
creates many other derivative contradictions.

Some contradictions are obvious and woven into the historical development of capitalism, such 
as the primary contradiction between monopoly capital and super-exploited Third World labor.
Other contradictions inherent to capitalism are broader and of longer-term consequence. 
Examples of  lesser yet real long-term contradictions of capitalism (in addition to national 
oppression and patriarchy) include rabid militarism, the anarchy of production (which becomes 
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accentuated to a qualitatively higher level under imperialism), and the inherent contradiction 
between the drive for unlimited accumulation and the Earth’s finite natural resources.

All of  these contradictions (like patriarchy and national oppression) pose problems for a wider 
scope of  people than only members of the proletariat. In this manner these contradictions are 
wedge issues with which to approach organizing and agitating the First World petty-bourgeoisie 
within a revolutionary class alliance for proletarian revolution.

For each of its contradictions, capitalist-imperialism offers false solutions (often in the form of 
sub-reformism and organizing via imperialist-sponsored NGOs). Yet, these false solutions 
represent imperialism’s attempt to assuage and divert concern over these long-term 
contradictions.

In contrast to imperialism’s false promises regarding peace, equity, and sustainability, an 
important task of revolutionaries in the First World is to develop a program of proletarian 
humanism which appeals above the class interest of  the petty-bourgeoisie. The distinguishing 
feature of proletarian humanism is that it aims to programmatically unite the long-term interests 
of a large proportion of humanity with the immediate interest of the proletariat. Proletarian 
humanism serves to unite legitimate long-term concerns with the immediate necessities of a 
broad united front against imperialism, people’s wars, global new  democratic revolution, 
socialism, and communism.

Imperialism tells ‘its’ workers that the best way to stave off  its contradictions is to, for example, 
reuse their shopping bags and plant a garden. Proletarian humanism tells First Worlders that 
their best bet against environmental disaster it to organize in support of things like people’s 
wars, a broad united front against imperialism, national liberation for oppressed nations, and 
global new democracy on route to socialism and communism.

Proletarian humanism programmatically points out the necessity of  class suicide for the First 
World petty-bourgeoisie. Such a petty-bourgeois class suicide can come about through actual 
revolutionary struggle against extant class relations.

Revolutionary struggle is not waged in the same ways in all times and places.

The organization of people’s wars against imperialist-sponsored states may be the preliminary 
task of proletarian revolution throughout much of the Third World.

If this is the case, the defining task in the First World may be one of  dividing unity and disrupting 
social peace within the First World. This should be accomplished to the effect of  impeding 
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imperialism’s ability to effectively intervene against Third World-centered revolution. These 
divisor strategies should also be implemented with a variety of tactical orientations.

Regardless of how  we choose to strategically and tactically handle the fact that a majority of 
First World workers are net-exploiters, we cannot deny the basic significance of class 
structures.

A clear and coherent understanding of class structure is not simply an academic knowledge of 
modern political economy. Rather, the questions “who are our enemies?” and “who are our 
friends?” have long-term importance in the struggle for socialism and communism.

Communism is the total eradication of contradictions inherent in capitalism. Thus, the 
eradication of  the contradiction between the imperialist First World and exploited Third World is 
a necessary condition for the development of communism.

The present system, capitalist-imperialism, is a far distance from communism. Additionally, the 
development of communism in not assured. Revolutionaries need conscious strategies, 
including the development of revolutionary class alliances, to carry out revolutions and to 
resolve various contradictions en route to communism.

The need to develop strategies based on revolutionary coalitions between exploited and non-
exploited classes does not excuse or justify obscuring the actuality of global class structures 
under the cover of ‘Marxism.’ First World revolutionaries must be clear on the basic distinctions 
between classes while nonetheless seeking to win over progressive sections of the First World 
petty-bourgeoisie.

World revolution foremost hinges on the development of  a broad united front against 
imperialism and the victory of global new  democracy. This arc of revolutionary struggle is 
focused primarily on the struggle of oppressed nations for self  determination as a prerequisite 
for the struggle of  workers for a democratic mode of  production. Within this revolutionary 
struggle lies the potential to undermine a variety of  contradictions bound into the capitalist 
system. From this perspective, it is possible and important to develop praxes to “unite all those 
who can be united” (without obscuring actual class relations!) so as to defeat imperialism and 
secure the initial victories for socialism and communism.
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The Prison-Industrial Complex and the Class Struggle

By Zak Drabczyk

The state, as we understand it, functions as a tool of class suppression: the instrument by which 
the ruling class suppresses other classes. As Marx described the state:

“The executive of the modern state is but a committee for managing the common affairs 
of the whole bourgeoisie.” – Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, “Manifesto of the 
Communist Party”

Despite liberal slogans about the ‘objective’ nature of government and the ‘rule of law’ we know 
that the bourgeois state functions as a tool for the capitalist class. This relationship between the 
capitalist class and their state functionaries helps shape all things within the realm of the state 
ideology and administration of  the law. One clear manifestation of this relationship is the 
development of  the Prison Industrial Complex (PIC) and its subsequent processes within 
amerikan society.

First, let us outline what exactly the Prison Industrial Complex is. The PIC is a term used to 
describe the socio-political interests and beneficiaries surrounding private prisons, the use of 
prison labor, and rising incarceration within the United States. So when speaking of the PIC it is 
important to understand it is not just one “thing” but an embodiment of  “things” including 
economic processes, social realities, and political interests related to the modern amerikan 
penal system.

While exploited labor and various forms of  slavery have never been alien to the amerikan 
experience, the PIC has been a rather recent development. Prior to the early 1980s most 
prisons were state-run and not leased for any for-profit nature. While oppressive mechanisms 
most obviously existed (including the leasing of convict-labor to local businesses as early as the 
Reconstruction Era) the explicitly exploitative function of  the PIC had not fully matured [1]. This 
changed during the War on Drugs when ‘fiscal conservatives’ introduced the idea of leasing 
prison administration to private institutions causing the number of prisoners in these for-profit 
prisons to jump 1600% [2]. The idea was genius. Politicians were able to collect points with the 
majority White electorate by shifting the ‘burden’ of  the majority non-White prison population 
(effected hugely by the parallel War on Drugs) on private stockholders. These private investors 
were elated to find a marginalized prison population whom they could pay far below  minimum 
wage (if  anything) with no benefits and no weekends; effectively extracting the most surplus-
value possible. The PIC thus expanded to where it is today with the United States having the 
highest incarceration rates in the entire world.
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Some ask what role does prison labor even have? Contrary to pop culture, prison labor is more 
than license plate production. In fact, scores of  US companies take advantage of this lucrative 
labor supply including Proctor and Gamble, Motorola, Johnson and Johnson, Amway 
Corporation, Wal-Mart, Keystone Automotive Industries, International Paper etc. The list goes 
on and on indicating that prison labor is far more than imprinting some steel to stick on a car 
bumper. One interesting usage of  prison labor is for the production of military supplies. Military 
contractor UNICOR leases prison labor to fulfill a multi-million dollar contract with the Pentagon 
which involves producing everything from helmets and dog tags to electrical components for 
surface-to-air missiles [3]. All at the bargain wage rate of USD 0.23/hr [4].

On top of  being able to pay workers next to nothing for their labor, many businesses actually 
receive a state reimbursement on wages paid, sometimes as much as 40% [5].

However, the industries leasing labor are not the only entities profiting off the PIC. There are 
hundreds of smaller companies who have been contracted to provide basic services to inmates, 
often making a substantial profit for themselves.

None of this includes nearly the greatest beneficiary of the PIC being the parasitic labor unions 
which represent the officials working inside the system. One example would be the California 
Correction Peace Officer’s Association, or the CCPOA. Guards working inside this union usually 
make around USD 72.400/yr (40% above national average for the same profession) presiding 
over prisoners laboring at somewhere between USD 1.00-5.00/day. Now  if  a guard were to work 
overtime he could rake in as much as USD 100.000/yr. It then becomes clear why the CCPOA 
spends USD 8mil annually lobbying against measures to reduce sentencing for non-violent 
crimes [6].

Now  clearly prisons are a subsequent institution of any class society but something must be 
said about the clear profiteering of these ‘labor’ groups off the systematic oppression and 
exploitation of prisoners. This sort of exploitation highlights the processes within the capitalist 
mode of  production which align swaths of laborers with the capitalist class; observed in the 
broader labor aristocracy.

Back onto the original point. We know  that the PIC has become extremely profitable for many 
entities. What does this mean to the class struggle as a whole?

Well, the PIC does more for the capitalist class than function as a highly profitable labor 
process. The PIC has effectively created colonies within the Empire. Meaning these prisons 
have become functioning colonies of  cheap labor, effectively isolated from the whole of the 
working class.
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This allows amerikan companies to produce many products ‘domestically’ while still maintaining 
a healthy rate of profit.

In addition, the isolated nature of prison labor ensures a degree of spatial apathy from the 
working class as a whole. This subliminal yet deeply cultural apathy is similar to what can be 
observed from ‘labor’ organizations in amerika in regard to super-exploitation in the periphery. 
The bourgeois have created an ‘out-group’ within the core ‘working class’ in the same way core-
centric ‘labor’ has posited the periphery. Parallel with ‘crime’ on one hand and ‘maldevelopment’ 
on the other, we see bourgeois ideology rationalize this super-exploitation as both deserved and 
inevitable.

In this way the bourgeois can continue on with their consumer society, physically abstracting the 
contradictions of capital accumulation from the core.
This is why I use the term ‘colony’ to describe the way in which the PIC contributes to the 
imperialist system at large. The vast majority of the core remains socially if not spatially ‘distant’ 
from the exploitative processes of  monopoly capitalism. It then becomes easier for the core 
‘working class’ to be embourgeoisfied to the point it has.

All of  this should lead us to a few  conclusions regarding the PIC and the class struggle as a 
whole.

First, the PIC has a dual nature in how  it relates to monopoly capitalism, especially within the 
core; not only to provide colonial-esque exploitation within the Empire but abstract ‘mainstream 
labor’ from concrete exploitation.

Second, prisoners within this system constitute one of  the most systematically oppressed and 
exploited groups within the core.

Third, the exploited of the PIC must be considered an ally of the global working class and a 
base for revolutionary potential within amerika alongside all other marginalized, exploited, and 
oppressed peoples.

Thus it is important to analyze the PIC not as a corrupt institution but as a functioning 
mechanism of imperialist-capitalism; understanding not only how  it moves within the mode of 
production but how  it shapes the class struggle as a whole. With this knowledge we can better 
hope to apply correct theory, organize effectively, consolidate our victories, and advance the 
global people’s struggle; ultimately to break the old and build anew.
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Settler-Colonialism in Disguise: An Indigenist Critique of québécois 
Nationalism

by Enaemaehkiw Túpac Keshena 

The Québec Sovereigntist Movement (QSM) and québécois nationalism in general have always 
stuck in my mind as odd during my years of  interactions with so-called revolutionary forces in 
kanada, though until relatively recently i was unable to put my thoughts together on the issue in 
a coherent fashion. For my readers outside of kanada, or those who are at least very unfamiliar 
with internal settler politics in kanada, the Québec Sovereigntist Movement is exactly what it 
sounds like: it is a movement that seeks to establish a separate Republic of Québec on all or 
most of the current territory of the kanadian province of québec. It is rooted in the contradictions 
between the two dominant groups of settlers in kanada, the Francophones, concentrated mostly 
in québec, and Anglophones, who are dominant in the rest of kanada.

While i have in the past attempted to put my thoughts on the QSM down on paper, two things 
have recently put it back at the forefront of my thoughts.

The first was when a representative of  a group called Réseau de Résistance du Québécois (a 
left-wing québécois nationalist organization) popped up on another site i’m involved in, asking 
for Onkwehón:we  support for the Québec Sovereigntist Movement. The second event was the 
near total obliteration of the Bloc Québécois in the 2011 federal kanadian elections.

Both of these events have lead me into recent discussions with other revolutionary minded anti-
colonialists about the nature of the québec question in kanada. Now  i find myself trying to 
coalesce my thoughts into one place. To that end i have broken my thoughts down into the three 
main areas that follow.

Québécois Nationalism & the Kanadian White “Left”

When i initially arrived on the scene in kanada, one of the first things that struck me was how 
widely accepted it is by forces claiming to be revolutionary that québécois settlers form an 
oppressed nation in the same way that nominal amerikan communists tend to think of 
the cap t i ve A f r i kan , X ikano and Bor incano co lon ies* . Fo r myse l f  as an 
Onkwehón:we revolutionary, this immediately hit as bizarre. To me it seemed obvious that 
québécois nationalism was a settler-colonial ideology. In my analysis québec was functionally – 
historically and currently – little different than Anglo-Canada, however acceptance of the idea 
of québec as an oppressed nation has the complete support of almost all of the alphabet soup 
of organizations that make up Canada’s White “left.”
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The Trotskyite organization I first (and very briefly) was a member of, the New  Democratic Party 
Socialist Caucus, is one such example, as is the next organization at the time I became a part of 
– the New  Socialist Group. Both of them take up this line without question. The rest of  the 
Trotskyite “left” follows suit; one only has to look at the programs or manifestos of the 
International Marxist Tendency’s Canadian-section (Fightback), the Socialist Project, Socialist 
Voice, the International Socialists, etc. to see this fact quite clearly. In fact, during my 
involvement in Trotskyite organization my views on québec and wider-Kanada as settler-
colonies almost saw  me as something of an internal exile. In fact, i was denounced more than 
once as a “Pabloist” for my “anti-colonial deviations”.

However, while Trotskyites are often the most bold faced White “leftists” and First Worldists, the 
situation isn’t much better among those organizations claiming some variant of Marxism-
Leninism. The ancient, long-time settleristic Communist Party of Canada promotes this idea. 
The ex-Hoxhaist-come-Castroist Communist Party of  Canada (Marxist-Leninist), better known 
by its electorally enforced name the Marxist-Leninist Party of Canada, is no better. Both 
recognize an oppressed québécois nation with the right to self-determination.

It goes without saying that most of the nominal “left” unique to québec itself (such as Réseau de 
Résistance du Québécois or the defunct Front de libération du Québec) see the 
québécois nation as oppressed and in need of a national liberation struggle.

While i certainly had kanadian settler leftist comrades who for this or that reason on an 
individual level did not buy into the whole québec-as-oppressed-nation complex, including at 
least one Trotskyite, they were few  and far between and definitely exceptions to the general 
trend. It was not until i began interacting with kanadian Maoists that i encountered a settler left-
wing movement  that took as its line that québec is not an oppressed nation.

However, it quickly became apparent that while we might come to similar conclusions about 
the Québec Sovereigntist Movement as it exists today, the Maoists and i have sharply different 
reasons for reaching them. For these kanadian Maoists, the québécois national-settler project is 
not supported because it is a dead one. The Revolutionary Communist Party, the largest settler 
Maoist organization, says on québec that “as a nation, québec is no longer subjected to any 
form of  oppression that would prevent its own development and would then justify––as some 
people still want us to believe––a national liberation struggle,” and that québec “is not on the 
side of the dominated countries, but on the side of the dominating countries.”

So for the Maoists it’s a question of québec only relatively recently becoming integrated within 
kanadian and general quadrilateral imperialism. This is a process that they would most likely 
say began with the so-called “Quiet Revolution,” which saw  the increase of québécois control 
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over the province’s economy, which had previously been dominated by anglo-kanada. Prior to 
this the Maoists are willing to accept that québec was historically an oppressed nation.

Disagreeing on this point may seem banal to some, as we reach the same conclusion about the 
place of québec today, but for myself it is a matter of  a correct materialist understanding of 
history. I disagree with their analysis of québécois history in particular because i take issue with 
the idea that québec was historically an oppressed nation. As materialists we must understand 
québec, like the rest of kanada, in relation to imperialism, White power, settler colonialism and 
development of the parasitic capitalist world economy. We must dissect the clearly parasitic, 
oppressive relations that the québécois nation has with Onkwehón:we. Only then can we come 
to a true understanding of the origin and meaning of the Québec  Sovereigntist Movement.

Québécois Nationalism is not the Revolutionary Nationalism of an Oppressed Nation, It is 
the White Nationalism of Losing Colonizers

As I’ve said many times before, the principal contradiction within north amerika is the 
contradiction between oppressor and oppressed nations. Specifically this contradiction is 
between the north amerikan settler nations (amerika, kanada and québec) and the various 
Onkwehón:we nations, as well as Aztlán, Borikén and the captive Afrikan nation.
This of  course means that the principal struggle on the continent is the revolutionary anti-
colonial struggles of colonized peoples against the colonial power. This is also a struggle that 
should be understood as a detachment of  the wider global struggle against the current parasitic 
capitalist world system which is rooted in the contradictions between the exploiter core nations 
and the exploited peripheral and semi-peripheral nations.

On the contrary though, the majority of the nominal settler “left” in kanada, as discussed above, 
would have you believe that québec is in fact part of  the colonized, if  not the prime colonized 
nation within the boundaries of so-called “Canada.” This is primarily demonstrated through 
the recognition of Onkwehón:we as nationally oppressed, but not possessing a right to self-
determination up to and including separation, a right that is then granted to the québécois settler 
nation.

As was also mentioned already, i don’t think this is the case.

This is not to say that contradictions do not exist between anglo-kanadian and québécois settler 
populations, because contradictions do in fact exist between the two of them. However, the 
contradictions between anglo-kanada and the québécois are not the same as the ones that exist 
between colonizer and colonized. The contradictions are also not antagonistic, try as the FLQ 
might have done in the ’70s to make them antagonistic. In fact, as the native québécois 
bourgeoisie has grown significantly since the 1970s, the contradictions between the two sectors 
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of the White nation in Kanada have become less and less apparent as the anglo-kanadian 
bourgeoisie has made significant concessions to québec.

These contradictions that do exist are born of  historic Anglophone chauvinism that dominated 
kanada for much of its history. This particular chauvinism is itself  rooted in the victory of the 
english settlers over their french counter-parts in the mid-1700s. However, Anglophone 
chauvinism does not make the québécois an oppressed nation in the same way that 
Onkwehón:we, Xikanos, Borincanos or Afrikans are. The québécois settler population is, and 
always was, a junior partner in the project of  building settler-colonialism in north amerika and 
the development of the parasitic capitalist world-system.

Québécois nationalism is not revolutionary nationalism then, but reactionary White nationalism. 
It is a White nationalism that attempts to mask itself in the revolutionary rhetoric of the 
oppressed nations. The particular White nationalism of  the Québéc Sovereigntist Movement can 
best be understood as the ideology of a losing colonialism. The québécois did not arrive on this 
continent kidnapped and enslaved like Afrikans, nor were their lands stolen and people 
exterminated like what Onkwehón:we, Xikanos and Borincanos experienced. The québécois, 
just like their hated rival, anglo-kanada, came to Anówarakowa Kawennote with one goal in 
mind: to settle the land in the name of france, and expropriate the resources of  the indigenous 
people in the pursuit of  the french colonialist-imperialist project. The québécois settler project 
was established on this continent as parasitic and at the expense of the indigenous people.

The contradictions that exist between anglo-kanada and the québécois are essentially same 
contradiction that exists between all competing imperialist and colonial powers, though in this 
case they are located within the border of  a single imperialist-colonialist state rather than 
between separate ones. All imperialist core nations compete amongst themselves to divide up 
the resources, both humyn and natural, and land of the oppressed among themselves. The 
struggle between anglo-kanada and the québécois is precisely a struggle for control of land and 
resources that do not belong to either, and never will, because they were stolen from 
Onkwehón:we, who, despite the best efforts of both groups of settlers, are still here.

The truth is that the real revolutionary anti-colonial struggle in kanada is the struggle waged by 
Onkwehón:we against imperialism, settler-colonialism and parasitic capitalism as well as the 
very existence of  the anglo-kanadian and québécois states. Again, québécois nationalism is 
White nationalism, the product of a losing colonial ideology. Returning to the earlier mentioned 
position of  the majority of the nominal kanadian settler “left,” the fact that the settler “left” in 
kanada cannot, or refuses, to see this point shows where they truly lay in the alignment of 
forces on this occupied continent.
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The Need to Dismantle The Myth of a Historically Oppressed Québec

Finally, i would like to briefly discuss the need to refute the historical myth of québec as an 
oppressed nation, which is something i have already alluded to above. While i think it is quite 
easy to demonstrate that modern québec is an imperialist partner, in my experience, the idea 
that québec is an oppressed nation is not only a pugnacious one, but one that is based on a 
mythological reading of  kanadian and québécois history. The struggle against it is a key 
ideological struggle between those who are genuine anti-colonial revolutionaries and those who 
would propose settler-colonialism under another guise.

An example of this actually occurred quite recently. On another site edited by myself, someone 
left a comment on the first article i had ever posted there, which was about the Oka Revolt. 
They were from the group Réseau de Résistance du Québécois, a “radical” and militant spin-off 
of the pro-québécois sovereignty magazine Le Québécois.
While i admit that my french is pretty poor i was able to understand that they were asking if 
“we” (Onkwehón:we) would support the québécois national-settler project, or at least their vision 
of it. They said they respected our “warrior spirit” and that we would make a great addition 
to their cause.

In order to try and convince “us” of  their case for an alliance between Onkwehón:we and the 
québécois national-settler project, they posted part of their program, specifically the part 
titled “Aboriginal Affairs.” To say the very least it painted a very rosy image of onkwehón:we-
québécois relations, especially vis-à-vis the anglo settlers. If you were to believe the version of 
kanadian and québécois history put forth by groups like Réseau de Résistance du Québécois, 
then you would think that the québécois settlers and Onkwehón:we lived in complete harmony – 
a french and Indian utopia broken up only by the machinations of anglo-kanada.

I told this person pretty bluntly that their version of  history of  was based on a lot of bullshit. It 
was made all the more interesting by the fact that they posted it on my 20th anniversary article 
about Oka, which spends its first portion outlining the fact that the québécois and 
Onkwehón:we did not live in peace and harmony, and that the project of the québécois was only 
to displace and replace and Onkwehón:we.

The fact is that groups like Réseau de Résistance du Québécois invent this fanciful version of 
history because it is propaganda for their cause. To recognize the real history of the québécois 
settler project with regards to Onkwehón:we would be highly inconvenient for their efforts 
to portray themselves as an oppressed nation.
To me this demonstrated that while it is important and possible to demonstrate that québec in 
the world TODAY is fully integrated into kanadian and quadrilateral imperialism, the myth of 
québec-the-oppressed-nation is rooted in a mythologized reading of history that must also be 
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drug out into the light. It becomes harder for a contemporary myth to be supported when 
the pedestal on which it is based it kicked out from underneath it.

Just as J. Sakai did for the amerikan working class in his underground classic Settlers: The 
Mythology of the White Proletariat, or Zak Cope did more recently for the general relations 
between core nation workers and imperialism in his magnificent Divided World, Divided Class, i 
believe it is necessary to expose the actual history and present trajectory of the québécois 
settler nation and the mythology-as-history that the québécois national-settler project and many 
sections of the anglo-kanadian settler “left” push. Unfortunately i am no historian and so i would 
leave it up to other comrades to take up this torch.

*It goes without saying that Onkwehón:we rarely actually the enter the minds of either nominal 
amerikan or kanadian communists, even if they may provide lip service to our struggles.
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On Global People's War and Global New Democratic Revolution

by Nikolai Brown

Under capitalist-imperialism, in which the exploitation of the proletariat by monopoly capital is 
mediated by the oppression of  nations, the path to socialism and communism is through global 
people's war and global new  democratic revolution. The struggle to sever the structural ties of 
capitalist-imperialism and build the subjective forces of  proletarian revolution are one in the 
same. The movement for international socialism and communism can only successfully emerge 
through the movement against the international rule of a few 'great' imperialist powers.

However, before proceeding further into a discussion on revolution (much less a 'global new 
democratic revolution), it is worth asking a few questions.

First and foremost, what is a revolution?

Mao Zedong described revolution as “an act of violence by which one class overthrows 
another.” For Marxists, revolutions serves to overthrow  the rule of representatives of capital, 
establishing socialism: a period in which, according to Nikolai Bukharin:

“Even after it has been 'thrown on its back on the ground,' the bourgeoisie still  uses what 
resources remain to it, to go on fighting against the workers; and that, ultimately, it relies 
on international reaction in such a way that the final victory of the workers will be 
possible only when the proletariat has freed the whole world of the capitalist rabble and 
completely suffocated the bourgeoisie.”

Making an explicit connection to the struggle of  colonized, exploited peoples against 
imperialism, Lenin also noted that socialist revolution is “not one single act, not one single battle 
on a single front; but a whole epoch of  intensified class conflicts, a long series of battles on all 
fronts, i.e., battles around all the problems of economics and politics, which can culminate only 
in the expropriation of the bourgeoisie.” Thus, for Marxists, socialist revolutions in particular 
countries are significant only insofar as they aid in the development of a global socialist epoch 
of victorious struggle against capitalism.

Beyond abstractions, revolutions typically share causal features: they take place in countries 
racked by imperialist exploitation and maldevelopment; usually follow  or accompany structural-
economic downturns; occur in periods of conflict among forces of  international reaction during 
which the effective and immediate mobilization of counter-revolutionary maneuvers is inhibited; 
and involve heterogeneous coalitions, leading organizations and institutions, and the 
development of an oppositional political culture. (Foran) While these causal features have 
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historically pertained to individual countries, it is necessary to perceive of their existence 
globally.

We can synthesize this to say: revolutions are the violent overthrow  of one class by another, 
both particularly in the case of single countries and as part of a larger global process; 
proceeding from neo-colonial and colonial areas; usually as part of  the context of  a structural-
economic downturn; during which international sections of reactionary classes are too divided 
among themselves to intervene on an immediate or effective basis; and involve the growing 
oppositional political cultures of diverse coalitions and leading, naturally ascendant, 
revolutionary forces.

The next question to arise is, what is the class character of  such a revolution? Which class or 
classes overthrow which others?

Drawing partially from authors such as Immanuel Wallerstein and Samir Amin, I would argue we 
are heading for (and are now  beginning to witness) a period of intense polarization and conflict 
along with the development of increased inter- and intra-imperialist rivalries. This period, which 
is unfolding now  due in part to the inherent contradictions of capitalism and in part to world-
historic circumstance [which I hope to outline in fuller detail in the future] could be described 'a 
coming a global civil war.' It marks a world-historic point of bifurcation. Depending on subjective 
factors, i.e., the respective mobilization of different class forces, history may lean toward 
socialism. Or, another much worse future could evolve from the conflict, perhaps Marx's notion 
of the 'common ruin of all contending classes'; or, more likely, a sort of neo-tributary system 
made possible through the advancement of the productive forces along with the 'freezing' of 
social hierarchies and classes via the increasing devotion of surplus social product toward 
ruling-class political violence and the maintenance of an ideologically conditioned technocratic 
elite and labor aristocracy. Needless to say, we are entering a period of extreme opportunities 
and dangers, during which the best bet for the proletariat is to play full-court with the best 
possible strategies available.

Despite these brief  descriptions of  possible significance of future conflicts, it is more important to 
firmly understand the past and present. The current state of  the world involves a series of 
relationships which provide avenues for the transfer of  value originating in the (super-) 
exploitation of a global formal and semi-formal workforce. As part of  the structure of imperialism 
necessarily maintained through global reactionary violence, surplus value is typically produced 
in the Third World or otherwise by a proletarianized labor force, transferred via various 
mechanisms (including the pricing of  commodities such as labor power above their value), and 
realized in the First World by monopolistic and parasitic tertiary sectors capital.
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Thus, instead of the dualistic, faux-Marxist conception of the struggle between the bourgeoisie 
and working classes, there are instead a wide array of classes conforming to various economic 
roles. Included among them are:

-Direct representatives and holders of finance capital

-The comprador bourgeoisie of the Third World

-Bourgeois-nationalist forces of the Third World

-A section of embourgeoisfied, largely non-productive and hence wholly parasitic 
workers: i.e. the working petty-bourgeoisie or 'labor aristocracy'; those who derive 
material privilege from the accumulation of  capital (from which we might subtract a 
progressive petty-bourgeoisie as a strategic social variable).

-Those nationally oppressed within the First World, including migrants, or those 
otherwise forced into especially oppressive productive relations

-Those layers of  people who form the modern proletariat, i.e., those who receive few  of 
the benefits of  modern society; their labor used to further perpetuate their own economic 
disenfranchisement and while forming the basis of the capitalist-imperialist economy.

Generally speaking, we can summarize the revolutionary struggle as one waged by the modern 
proletariat and its allies (the progressive national bourgeoisie, the progressive petty-bourgeoisie, 
those living under national oppression within the First World) against imperialists and their 
hanger-ons (compradors, the parasitic working petty-bourgeoisie). Though other contradictions 
may certainly come into play (and thus be acted upon by these opposing sides of class struggle) 
this forms the basic outline of class forces for the purpose of  conceiving of revolutionary 
strategy.

Following from such an understanding global class dynamics, we can firmly state that revolution 
in the general sense includes the movement to:

-First, develop revolutionary coalitions which overthrow  imperialism, thus resolving the 
structural and super-structural contradictions (which give rise to vast inequalities) 
between the productive, exploited Global South - the prison of the global proletariat - and 
the parasitic Global North - the house of finance capital..
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-Second, eliminate inherent contradictions which arise from the existence the capitalist 
mode of production, substituting systems of  socialism, i.e., the temporary political and 
economic rule of the proletariat.

-Lastly, destroy every vestige associated with capitalism, including alienation, along with 
the very existence classes, nations, and the state.

It should be pointed out in all clarity: these tasks flow  follow  from one another and are made 
possible by the completion of the previous.

During the supremacy of  the proletarian line during the Chinese Cultural Revolution, the line of 
global people's war and global new  democratic revolution as a first stage of  socialism and 
communism was partially articulated by Lin Biao in the essay, Long Live the Victory of  People's 
War! In the chapter on the international significance of  Mao's theory on people's war, Lin first 
informs the reader about the historical significance of the October and Chinese revolutions, the 
latter carried through by a decades-long people's war against the Japanese imperialists and 
Kuomintang 'nationalists':

“The Chinese revolution is a continuation of the great October Revolution. The road of 
the October Revolution is the common road for all people’s revolutions. The Chinese 
revolution and the October Revolution have in common the following basic 
characteristics: (1) Both were led by the working class with a Marxist-Leninist party as its 
nucleus. (2) Both were based on the worker-peasant alliance. (3) In both cases state 
power was seized through violent revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat was 
established. (4) In both cases the socialist system was built after victory in the revolution. 
(5) Both were component parts of the proletarian world revolution.”

Going on, Lin outlines the global applicability of people's war, and thus its world-historic 
significance:

“Many countries and peoples in Asia, Africa and Latin America are now being subjected 
to aggression and enslavement on a serious scale by the imperialists headed by the 
United States and their lackeys. The basic political and economic conditions in many of 
these countries have many similarities to those that prevailed in old China. As in China, 
the peasant question is extremely important in these regions. The peasants constitute 
the main force of the national-democratic revolution against the imperialists and their 
lackeys. In committing aggression against these countries, the imperialists usually begin 
by seizing the big cities and the main lines of communication, but they are unable to 
bring the vast countryside completely under their control. The countryside, and the 
countryside alone, can provide the broad areas in which the revolutionaries can 
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maneuver freely. The countryside, and the countryside alone, can provide the 
revolutionary bases from which the revolutionaries can go forward to final victory. 
Precisely for this reason, Comrade Mao Tse-tung’s theory of establishing revolutionary 
base areas in the rural districts and encircling the cities from the countryside is attracting 
more and more attention among the people in these regions.”

“Taking the entire globe, if North America and Western Europe can be called 'the cities of 
the world,' then Asia, Africa and Latin America constitute 'the rural areas of the world.' 
Since World War II, the proletarian revolutionary movement has for various reasons been 
temporarily held back in the North American and West European capitalist countries, 
while the people’s revolutionary movement in Asia, Africa and Latin America has been 
growing vigorously. In a sense, the contemporary world revolution also presents a picture 
of the encirclement of cities by the rural areas. In the final analysis, the whole cause of 
world revolution hinges on the revolutionary struggles of the Asian, African and Latin 
American peoples who make up the overwhelming majority of the world’s population. The 
socialist countries should regard it as their internationalist duty to support the people’s 
revolutionary struggles in Asia, Africa and Latin America.”

Reaffirming the Maoist line, Lin explains global people's war has both a socialist character and 
operates to develop global new democratic revolution:

“Comrade Mao Tse-tung made a correct distinction between the two revolutionary 
stages, i.e., the national-democratic and the socialist revolutions; at the same time he 
correctly and closely linked the two. The national-democratic revolution is the necessary 
preparation for the socialist revolution, and the socialist revolution is the inevitable sequel 
to the national-democratic revolution. There is no Great Wall between the two 
revolutionary stages. But the socialist revolution is only possible after the completion of 
the national-democratic revolution. The more thorough the national-democratic 
revolution, the better the conditions for the socialist revolution.”

“The experience of the Chinese revolution shows that the tasks of the national-
democratic revolution can be fulfilled only through long and tortuous struggles. In this 
stage of revolution, imperialism and its lackeys are the principal enemy. In the struggle 
against imperialism and its lackeys, it is necessary to rally all anti-imperialist patriotic 
forces, including the national bourgeoisie and all  patriotic personages. All those patriotic 
personages from among the bourgeoisie and other [Third World] exploiting classes who 
join the anti-imperialist struggle play a progressive historical role; they are not tolerated 
by imperialism but welcomed by the proletariat.”
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“It is very harmful to confuse the two stages, that is, the national-democratic and the 
socialist revolutions. Comrade Mao Tse-tung criticized the wrong idea of 'accomplishing 
both at one stroke,' and pointed out that this utopian idea could only weaken the struggle 
against imperialism and its lackeys, the most urgent task at that time.”

Of  course, this idea about the importance of  the struggles of  exploited countries is not new. In 
1869, Karl Marx remarked:

“For a long time I believed that it would be possible to overthrow the Irish regime by 
English working class ascendancy…Deeper study has now convinced me of the 
opposite. The English working class will never accomplish anything before it has got rid 
of Ireland. The lever must be applied in Ireland. That is why the Irish question is so 
important for the social movement in general.” 

Some who falsely claim the mantle of Marxism also deride the above viewpoints as 'stage-ist.' 
Ironically, this is correct: revolutionary Marxists are separated from idealists and anarchists by 
the former's fundamental understanding that history develops in stages according the dialectical 
relationship between the base and superstructure of society. In the same vein, modern Marxists 
understand it is only global people's war and global new  democratic revolution which can 
effectively lay the material and socio-historic foundations for socialism and communism.

In order to gain a better grasp on global people's war, it is necessary to make an analogy to the 
development of people's war in China. China was a large country with a 'backwards' (i.e. 
maldeveloped) economy. There was a vast division between the agrarian countryside and the 
cities, the de facto base for foreign- and domestic-reactionary power. Mao's forces were able to 
rally the forces of  the countryside, notably the peasants which suffered from deep oppression, 
into building armed and civil dual power institutions, which were eventually able to dominate and 
militarily overcome the reactionary forces of  the cities while gaining the support of a powerful 
new  democratic revolutionary coalition which included members of the national bourgeoisie and 
progressive petty-bourgeoisie.

A certain parallel exists in regards to the global prospects for revolution. In order to overcome 
international reaction centered in the Global North, it is necessary to organize the global 
countryside, notably those most exploited and oppressed under imperialism, into armed 
oppositional movements and revolutionary states, in tangent with a global new  democratic 
revolutionary coalition – a broad united front against imperialism – which includes progressive 
sections of the national bourgeoisie of  exploited countries, progressive members of the mass 
petty-bourgeoisie of the First World, and captive oppressed people in the First World.
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The global new  democratic revolution is foremost anti-imperialist yet fundamentally proletarian. 
It is a “transitional stage between the termination of  a colonial, semi colonial, and semi-feudal 
society and the establishment of a socialist society” (Mao) which is only possible “because of 
the leadership of the proletariat,” i.e., the leadership of  parties which represents the interest of 
the proletariat. (Chen)

Of  course, a global people's war and global new  democratic revolution is only the sum of its 
parts. It necessitates a number of aspects: successful people's wars and proletarian revolutions 
in individual countries; the development and partial ascendancy of  bourgeois nationalist ruling-
power in individual countries in association with the leadership of the international proletariat; 
the weakening of imperialism through the loss of the labor power of the newly liberated global 
proletariat; and the development of oppositional coalitions of  progressive sections of  the Global 
North (oppressed nations, youth, intellectuals, etc) under the leadership of  the international 
proletariat.

Finally, insofar as revolution represents the violent overthrow  of one class by another, global 
new  democratic revolution represents the establishment of the dictatorship of  the proletariat and 
oppressed nations over the former imperialists and their social and financial lackeys. As part of 
a transition to socialism, global new  democratic revolution is a period of  'settling accounts' 
between the First and Third World, of redistributing productive capacity and ownership, and 
severing the ties which enable and necessitate massive value transfers from the latter to the 
former. In some cases, unproductive sectors of the economy will be wiped away. Formerly 
parasitical workers will be retrained and conditioned for productive labor. Economic space in 
both the First and Third World will be retrofitted. Trade patterns, though centralized to some 
degree, will cease to offer undervalued imports to the First World, resulting the need to further 
reintegrate productive activities into First World economies. No longer able to import 
undervalued commodities as part of  a relationship of unequal exchange, production, though 
centralized, would also become more localized, especially for basic items like food. Moreover, 
some of the basic means of  production which serve privileged consumption will need to be re-
distributed and relocated to the Third World to serve the masses. (I.e., one could imagine 
unnecessary and superfluous restaurant equipment being sent to and serving the larger 
interests of  the Third World proletariat; or passenger vehicles being recycled into planned 
intercontinental public transportation.)

Within the First World, revolutionary coalitions (of the nationally oppressed, other progressive 
local forces, and the international proletariat) would come to political power. In conjunction with 
the international proletariat, oppressed nations in particular would gain political administration 
over the current sovereign territories of settler-imperialist powers. The political institutions which 
currently serve white power would be dissolved and replaced by those which suite the strategic 
interests of  the international proletariat. Global people's war and global new  democratic 
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revolution demands the national liberation and self-determination of captive oppressed nations, 
particular on lands drawn from what is currently the sovereign territory of settler-imperialist 
regimes.

The process of  re-proletarianizing the First World naturally comes into question. The process of 
reforming the consciousness of  a billion parasites will no doubt be a protracted, arduous 
process. Certainly the international proletariat needs a revolutionary strata to administer over 
territories currently under the sovereign control of finance capital. Along with the further 
development of revolutionary consciousness among oppressed nations, there will exist the need 
for trained political cadre guided under the leadership of the international proletariat. These 
cadres will in great part, especially at the beginning, be drawn from the progressive forces 
sympathetic and actively supportive of  the global new  democratic revolution. The training of the 
First World cadres should be conducted among the basic masses (i.e., the Third World masses) 
as part of the beginning of widespread 'to the countryside' re-education programs aimed at 
eradicating bourgeois culture under the full weight of proletarian power.

While global new  democratic revolution will break down the rule of monopoly capital along with 
the privileged position of compradors and the working petty-bourgeoisie, it will facilitate an end 
to capitalist productive relations and create the material basis for production with serves to 
effectively and rationally meeting the needs of humanity. Once the social fetters of  unequal 
exchange, wage scaling, and the market mechanisms are eradicated, along with parasitic and 
outmoded sectors of the capitalist-imperialist economy (i.e., finance, advertising, media, 
policing, security, military, bureaucratic, retail, etc), the productive energies of the masses can 
act in an uninterrupted fashion toward fully meeting the requirements for its material 
reproduction and cultural and psychological fulfillment. Without the dead weight of  parasitic 
imperialism, including its hanger-ons, the masses can push history forward in a positive manner: 
through socialism and toward communism. In this manner, global new  democratic revolution 
carried out by global people's war is the one and only path to global socialism and communism. 
Thus, the immediate aim of the global proletariat is the development of  global people's war and 
the victory of  global new  democratic revolution, setting the stage for the immediate development 
of socialism.

Though some may bemoan in infantile self-interest about the pessimistic outlook this sets for 
the First World, the denial of the significance of global class structures indicates both an 
unimaginative dogmatism based on a superficial understanding of  Marxism and a tired idealism 
which substitutes voluntarism for historical materialism. Beyond challenging and correcting First 
Worldist errors within the International Communist Movement, it is the job of revolutionary 
Marxists in the First World to work as representatives of  the global proletariat in order to develop 
the sort of heterogeneous oppositional coalitions which are both part of the global people's war 
and new  democratic revolution and which can tactically and strategically intervene to preempt 
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effective cohesion of the forces of international reaction. The main thing which Third Worldism 
changes for practice in the First World is to provide a more accurate and strategic conceptual 
framework for internationalism in localized work. It does not ask First World Communists to do 
less; it asks them to do more and with a more advanced understanding the necessity for global 
people's war and global new democratic revolution.

Drawing from Lin: 

“In the last analysis, whether one dares to wage a tit-for-tat struggle against armed 
aggression and suppression by the imperialists and their lackeys, whether one dares to 
fight a people’s war against them, means whether one dares to embark on revolution. 
This is the most effective touchstone for distinguishing genuine from fake 
revolutionaries.”

This holds true today. Whether one works to support the aims of  the proletariat, whether one 
supports the broad united front against imperialism, global people's war, and global new 
democratic revolution, indicates the character of one's politics. These are the hallmarks 
distinguishing modern revisionism from modern revolutionary Marxism.
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Glossary

The following terms are drawn from a long line of revolutionary, anti-imperialist, and communist 
thinkers and directly out of liberation movements past and present. Hardly comprehensive in 
any sense, the goal of this collection is to offer a set of working definitions through which to 
better understand current social and economic conditions from a Maoist (Third Worldist) 
perspective.
 
Revolutionary Science & Practice:

Anti-Imperialism: n: A broad radical trend rejecting the direct influence of Western and other 
imperialisms. Anti-imperialism is the basic political thrust of the popular classes of the so-called 
“Third World” (the proletariat, peasantry and petty bourgeoisie), and it is out of this struggle that 
widespread radical change can develop.

Continuing Class Struggle After the Revolutionary Seizure of Power: The idea that after 
the seizure of state power through revolution, struggle must continue against remaining and 
emergent social divisions domestically and against capital and imperialism internationally. See 
also: Dictatorship of the Proletariat; New Democracy.

Communism: n: An abstract concept or regulative ideal encompassing a society in which class 
distinctions and hence classes cease to exist, whereby the state has also ceased to exist as a 
medium of power by some classes over others and has assumed merely the features of 
administrative power for the broad interest of the whole of human society; the mode of 
production associated with classless society:
“In bourgeois society, living labour is but a means to increase accumulated labour. In communist 
society, accumulated labour is but a means to widen, to enrich, to promote the existence of the 
labourer ” (Karl Marx and Friedrich Engles, The Communist Manifesto). “To each according to 
his needs, from each according to his ability.” (Marx, Critique of the Gotha Program) See 
also: Capitalism; Mode of Production; Proletariat. 

n: The social, cultural, intellectual and practical movement which intends on being an agent in 
leading society towards a communist mode of production. See also: Marxism; Proletariat; 
Maoism, Socialism

Democratic Centralism: n: The unity between freedom and discipline. Within any organization 
or society you cannot do without democracy nor without centralism. Every member of society is 
afforded the freedom to speak his/her opinion, make suggestions and criticize any errors on all 
levels, as long as the unity and discipline of the whole is maintained. Any organized society 
must have rules, principles and guidelines which all members of society are expected to 
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observe and respect. The principles are determined and governed by the needs, health and will 
of the people themselves.

Dialectics: n: The study of contradictions within the very essence of things. The scientific 
analytical approach to studying contradictions within nature taking into account the historical 
development and interaction of related things. Dialectics holds that nothing exists independently, 
isolated or unconnected from each other, but that all phenomena are connected and part of the 
whole. They are dependent upon and determined by each other. Dialectics also holds that all 
things are in a constant state of motion and change. These changes move from a quantitative 
level with constant small changes to a qualitative level with their very essence or character and 
make a leap to a new existence. These changes follow a definite pattern determined by the 
external and internal contradictions within themselves. This being that all phenomena are made 
up of opposite forces, i.e. internal contradictions, which are the basis for change and that all 
external force, i.e. external contradictions, interact and become the conditions or impetus to 
change. See also: Historical Materialism; Materialism.

Dialectical Materialism: n: Simply stated, this is a methodology that comes about through a 
combination of Dialectics and Materialism. The materialist dialectic is the theoretical foundation 
of the modern communist movement. While the formulation of Dialectical Materialism is often 
credited to German economists, philosophers and revolutionaries Karl Marx and Fredrick 
Engels, the term itself was coined by the early 20th century European socialist Karl Kautsky. 
Since Marx and Engels, many others have made contributions to Dialectical Materialism, but the 
most important important extensions originating with Vladimir Lenin and Mao Zedong. See 
also: Dialectics; Historical Materialism, Materialism; Metaphysics.

Dictatorship of the Proletariat: n: Concept in reference to rule by the proletariat in the long 
term interest of the broad masses of people. The Dictatorship of the Proletarian is the term 
given to the power relations after the revolutionary seizure of power by the proletariat, when 
suppression of domestic counter-revolutionaries and struggle against imperialism remains 
highly necessary and under which the preconditions for further struggles for social equality are 
created. When contradictions in society are resolved and eliminated, the state naturally withers 
away and transitions from being an instrument for the governing of people to one for the 
administration of things. See also: New Democracy; Socialism.

Guerilla Warfare: n: A mode of combat focusing on smaller, mobile units able to carry out quick 
tactical strikes and retreats, often operating in familiar territory against nominally stronger 
opponents. Often (such as places like China, Cuba and Vietnam), the military aspects of 
proletarian class struggles have taken on the form of guerilla warfare. See also: People’s War.
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Historical Materialism: n: The dialectical and materialist approach to understanding the history 
and development of society, understanding the source and origins of ideas, social theories, 
political philosophies and institutions, i.e. the defining cultural aspects of society. These cultural 
aspects of society are determined by the condition of the material aspects of society. Historical 
Materialism is a method of conceiving history that views human society as being shaped 
primarily by the means of production and the social relations that control them. Society is 
primarily driven forward by class struggle. It is counterposed to bourgeoise and idealist 
conceptions of history that posit history is moved by ideas or the characteristics of “great” 
individuals. See also: Dialectics; Dialectical Materialism; Materialism.

Idealism: n: The concept that states the mind is primary and matter is secondary; and that all 
things originate from ideas and that matter is only a reflection of what exists in the mind, as one 
perceives it. The physical world can only be conceived as relative to, or dependent on the mind, 
spirit or experience. See also: Dialectics; Materialism; Metaphysics

Leninism: n: The practical and ideological ideas of Russian communist theorist and 
revolutionary leader Vladimir Lenin. Key theoretical advancements made by Lenin include the 
role of the state and the importance of the vanguard in revolutionary struggle. See also: 
Marxism; Maoism.

Maosim: n: Also called Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. The practical and ideological ideas of Mao 
Zedong. Mao made key theoretical advancements in many areas including philosophy, 
revolutionary warfare and the development of revolutionary society. Today, Maoism is upheld by 
a number of important revolutionary organizations movements, particularly the Communist Party 
of India (Maoist), Communist Party of Peru, the Communist Party of the Philippines and 
others. See also: Maoism (Third Worldism).

Maoism (Third Worldism): n: A name given to a set of politics which upholds the basic tenets 
of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism plus a further theoretical summary of historical practice and an 
integrated modern, global class analysis. See also: Imperialism; Leninism; Marxism, Maoism; 
Third World; Third Worldism.

Marxism: n: Term used to refer to the myriad of political trends which claim to uphold the 
thought of Karl Marx. See also: Leninism; Maoism; Maoism (Third Worldism), Materialism. 

Marxism-Leninism: n: The term that emphasizes the stream of thought between Marxism and 
Leninism. In general, the use of this term is taken up by those who uphold the leadership of 
Joseph Stalin in the Soviet Union and reject the ideas and leadership of Leon Trotsky.
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Mass-Line: n: A process of revolutionary leadership in which leaders in constant contact with 
the masses collect their diverse opinions and grievances, analyze outstanding problems in light 
of the long-term interests of the masses at large, concentrate their ideas into plans of radical 
social action and return with the concentrated ideas and plans for approval to the masses in the 
form of the cooperative implementation.

Materialism: n: A method of philosophic inquiry which sees material and social circumstance as 
paramount in shaping individual and social consciousness. Materialism developed in opposition 
to philosophical Idealism, which saw consciousness and ideas as the force giving order to the 
physical world. Materialist philosophy tends to look at how the social relations of production in a 
society give shape and form to the society and its members, i.e. how production and economic 
activity tend to determine laws, values, ideology, forms of government, etc. See 
also: Dialectics; Dialectical Materialism; Historical Materialism; Idealism; Metaphysics.

Metaphysics: n: Term referring to the idea that which exists outside of reality and cannot be 
perceived by the five senses. This concept states that the idea is the only true and permanent 
reality. Additionally, knowledge derived from acceptance of pre-existence ideas is the only 
genuine and valid wisdom, i.e. religion, which is based on belief in a Divine World. See 
also: Dialectics; Idealism; Materialism

Method: n: In philosophy, how information and knowledge is gained; in activity, how a process 
or action is conducted; in political activism and social struggles, how an organizations relates to 
and conducts itself internally and externally.

Proletarian Internationalism: n: Highest form of consciousness, representing the broad 
masses of proletarians, committed to the cause and struggle to abolishing the capitalist mode of 
production; revolutionary anti-imperialism.

Socialism: n: Transitional period in which the proletarian has seized control of the state to 
suppress reactionary forces, struggle against international capital and develop the productive 
forces and social relations to accomplish communism.

Third Worldism: n: The intellectual, political and social movement which stresses the primary 
importance of national liberation as part of proletarian revolution and the construction of 
socialism and communism.
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Class & Political Economy

Abstract Labor: n: Socially necessary (i.e. under specifically social-historic circumstances) 
labor embodied in a commodity. See also: Capital; Capitalism; Surplus Value.

Alienation: n: The process by or condition in which workers become divorced from the products 
of their labor, the means of production, other laborers and the natural environment. See 
also: Capitalism.

Base: n: Means of production and other physical components of production, from which 
capabilities in social organization and social conception are determined; the productive forces. 
See also: Means of Production.

Bourgeoisie: n: The class unto which the ownership and control of Capital is concentrated; 
imperialists; those whose income is solely derived through the exploitation of others. See also: 
Capital; Capitalism; Class; Exploitation

Capital: n: The physical (money, commodities, machines, land, mines, roads, buildings, all the 
products of past or ‘dead’ labour) or social embodiment (the classes which of have monopoly of 
control over such) of the means of production directed in such as way to produce surplus value 
or profit. For example, a given landowner may use start-up money to purchase tools and 
machines, hire workers and produce food, yet this relationship (the landowner towards those s/
he’s hired) and its physical aspects (the land, money, machines, buildings, food produced) does 
not represent Capital unless such is directed (usually through trade on the market) in a way to 
acquire more land, machines, workers, etc and expand the dimensions of the relationship 
embodied in Capital itself.  See also: Bourgeoisie; Capitalism.

Capitalism: n: A mode of production in which the means of production and distribution are 
increasingly concentrated into the hands of the few, Capitalists, leaving the vast majority of 
people with no means of survival beyond selling their labour power for wages. Typically under 
capitalism, workers received a wage to provide for their day to day subsistence, whereas the 
remainder of the value created through their work is appropriated by the Capitalist classes as 
surplus value, or profit, which is then utilized to expand this relationship. Modern capitalism has 
its origins in 17th century England, though features of it existed elsewhere at the same time, 
though capitalism in its modern form originated with the parasitic expansion of European (White) 
power throughout the world; a process generally referred to as colonialism or imperialism. Since 
this early period, parasitism has been the central defining feature of capitalism. Today in 
practical terms, it is contextually correct to speak of capitalism indelibly stamped with Western-
led imperialism. However, Capitalism as a fundamental description of a mode of production, that 
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which functions towards the end of producing surplus value or profit, has further reaching 
consequences as demonstrated by the history and failures of socialist lead experiments 
primarily in the Soviet Union and People’s Republic of China. See also: Bourgeoisie; Capital; 
Capitalist-Imperialism; Communism; Exploitation; Feudalism; Imperialism; Labour Power; 
Proletariat; Socialism; Surplus Value; Value.

Class: n: A particular social group defined by its economic relationship with other classes within 
a mode of production; the economic relation of a social group to others. See also: Bourgeoisie; 
Capitalism; Proletariat.

Class Consciousness: n: The understanding by members of particular classes that they 
represent a certain class, that their class interests may intersect or oppose those of others 
classes, and of their agency when collectively organized for class struggle. Typically, Class 
Consciousness is used to describe the most broad, clearest perspective of either the Proletariat, 
the Bourgeoisie or their sub-classes. See also: Bourgeois; Ideology; Labour Aristocracy; Petty-
Bourgeoisie; Proletarian; Revolutionary Anti-Imperialism.

Commodity: n: A product of labour produced to satisfy a human want and sold on the market. 
A dominant feature of Capitalism is the production of goods as commodities. Within capitalism, 
commodities represent in material form the exchange of labour.

Communism: n: An abstract concept or regulative ideal encompassing a society in which class 
distinctions and hence classes cease to exist, whereby the state has also ceased to exist as a 
medium of power by some classes over others and has assumed merely the features of 
administrative power for the broad interest of the whole of human society; the mode of 
production associated with classless society:
“In bourgeois society, living labour is but a means to increase accumulated labour In communist 
society, accumulated labour is but a means to widen, to enrich, to promote the existence of the 
labourer ” (Karl Marx and Friedrich Engles, The Communist Manifesto). “To each according to 
his needs, from each according to his ability.” (Marx, Critique of the Gotha Program)
See also: Capitalism; Mode of Production; Proletariat; Structure. Further Reading: Political 
Economy; Theory.
n: The social, cultural, intellectual and practical movement which intends on being an agent in 
leading society towards a communist mode of production. See also: Marxism; Proletariat; 
Revolution.

Division of Labour: n: In reference to society at large, the condition of specializing and 
differentiation of labour in production and distribution.
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Economics: n: The process or ideas concerning how societies organize themselves to produce 
and distribute wealth and resources.

Expansionism: n: Tendency of Capital to increase size and numbers of markets, manifested in 
political and economic domination of neighbors or those outside normal political jurisdiction.

Exploitation: n: The process, act or phenomena of rendering of surplus value from labour. See 
also, Capital; Capitalism; Labour, Surplus Value, Value.

Fascism: n: A terroristic form of the rule of the bourgeoisie and labour aristocracy in relative 
unity. 

First World: n: A term used by some to describe the social and geographical section of the 
world in which the majority of the population absorbs surplus value created through imperialist 
exploitation. In general the peoples of the First World are not part of the proletariat, however, 
particularly in north amerika and australasia, the First World does contain a number of 
significantly sized internal colonies who suffer under conditions of colonialism and national 
oppression. These nationally oppressed peoples in the First World are the natural allies of the 
exploited and oppressed people of the majority of the Earth. See also: Capitalism; Exploitation; 
First Worldism; Imperialism; Imperialist Core; Surplus Value; Third World.

First Worldism: n: A ‘leftist’ ideology marked by chauvinism or adulation of the working class of 
the imperialist nations which obscures the class nature of the imperialist countries by minimizing 
the role of imperialist exploitation for the development and maintenance of material and social 
conditions therein.

Feudalism: n: A mode of production characterized by rule by a landlord system, found in 
agrarian societies. Under feudalism, land is the primary means of production and landless or 
semi-landless peasants are the primary producers. Social relations under feudalism are usually 
based on tradition. In Europe, feudalism was the immediate precursor to capitalism. See 
also: Semi-feudalism.

Imperialism: n: The social system in which the bourgeoisie of one or a handful of nations 
oppresses and exploits the proletariat of various nations. Imperialism implies that wealth in one 
portion of the world is due to apparent poverty in others. See also: Anti-Imperialism; Capitalism; 
National Oppression.

Labour: n: Work done as part of the basis of economic process of a society.
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Labour Aristocracy: n: A term used by some revolutionaries to refer to the portion of the 
working class which, owing to their physical and social proximity to the centres of capital 
accumulation, receive benefits drawn from the labour of the proletariat of oppressed and 
exploited nations. While many hold that the labour aristocracy did not fully develop until the 
period of modern imperialism as theorized by Lenin, the labour aristocracy in fact goes all the 
way back to the parasitic origins of capitalism in the expansion of European (White) Power 
across the globe. The very socio-economic process that resulted in the transformation of 
European peasants into waged workers rested on the enslavement and genocide of millions of 
people in the colonies and the theft of their land and resources. See also: Imperialism; 
Proletariat; Settlerism

Labour Power: n: The abstract ability to work, objectified as a commodity within capitalist-
imperialism.

Means of Production: n: The physical instruments and technical capacities (tools, machines), 
infrastructure (buildings, roads) and commodities (raw materials) employed in the economic 
activity, which represent a certain level of collective scientific and technical achievement 
accrued over time and play a determinate role in shaping the relations of production, social 
relations at large, social consciousness and political institutions. The means of production are 
commodities (in that they themselves are produced and traded) and Capital (commodities used 
by capitalists to extract surplus value from labor). Land and space represent a exception to this 
in that they are said to embody a certain value based on potential for the application of future 
labor.

Mode of Production: n: The method or circumstance of production in a society, involving the 
wedding of the means of production with the social relations of production. Today, the whole 
world operates along the lines of a capitalist-imperialism, in which the geography of the world is 
increasingly interconnected economically and in which most production of value occurs in and at 
direct expense of the Third World and the realization of value and surplus occurs in the First 
World. The mode of production is the definitive and determinate feature of a given society, and 
social struggles around the mode of production in large part propel history forward.

Money: n: A special commodity, i.e. the embodiment of past labor and hence value, whose sole 
function is to act as a medium of exchange and measure for labor and value.

Parasitism: n: The process or state of exploitation.

Petty Bourgeoisie: n: Generally speaking, the class which receives part of its income through 
rents, profit and interest (i.e., the exploited labor of others) and another through their own labor.
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Political Economy: n: The study of the intersection and influence between economics and 
politics.

Primitive Accumulation: n: The process by which large swathes of people are violently 
disposed of their traditional means of production in service to capital. Though primitive 
accumulation did occur within European borders through the violent concentration of capital 
through domestic policies of dispossession and concentration of formerly feudal land, the vast 
bulk of primitive accumulation took place outside of European borders with the genocide and 
conquest of Turtle Island and the development of the African slave trade. This initial 
concentration of wealth was invested into factories and new technologies, increasing the 
productivity and hence profitability of the latter mode of production. Today, primitive 
accumulation still occurs, whereas people are physically or socially dispossessed to make way 
for the further expansion of capital. See also: Capital; Capitalism; Colonialism; Feudalism; 
Imperialism

Primitive Communism: n: An ancient mode of production characterized by rudimentary 
technology and in which the land is the direct supplier and subsistence, with no class, 
outstanding class divisions or exploitation.

Profit: n: The portion of selling price of a commodity above capital expenditures for rent, the 
means of production, raw materials and labor forwarded for its production.

Productive forces: n: The constituent parts (laborers and their inherited physical and social 
condition, the means of production such as machines and buildings, and the subject of 
production such as the raw materials) of the production process; also known as the ‘base’ (in 
relation to the ‘structure’ and ‘super-structure’ of society); the productive forces determine the 
relations of production (i.e., how groups are organized for production) and hence the cultural, 
social, political and economic institutions which regulate and reflect these relations.

“The [productive forces] of material life conditions the social, political and intellectual life process 
in general. It is not the consciousness of men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, 
their social being that determines their consciousness.” Karl Marx

Proletariat: n: The class of people who, as Marx said, have nothing to loose but their chains, 
and consequently are the primary revolutionary agent in whose interest it is to overthrow 
capitalism to establish socialism and then communism. Most conflate this term with the working 
class, the class of people who do not own the means of production and consequently sell their 
labour power, particularly the industrial working class, but this is in fact class reductionism. 
Simply being a member of the working class does not confer proletarian status as many 
workers, principally in the Imperialist core countries, benefit from imperialist exploitation and 
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make up the labour aristocracy – an embourgeoisified layer of workers with a petty 
bourgeois consciousness opposed to being inclined towards revolution and socialism/
communism. Consequently the proletariat is concentrated within the oppressed nations and 
exploited countries of the world. See also: Working Class; Labour Aristocracy; Bourgeoisie; 
Petty-bourgeoisie

Relations of Production: n: The relations formed between people, irrespective of their 
consciousness or will, as part of production and exchange in a given society. See also: 
Capitalism, Class, Communism, Socialism.

State: n: Social institution through which one class or classes legitimize and maintain their rule 
over others. See also: Dialectical Materialism; Dictatorship of the Proletariat; Historical 
Materialism.

Structure: n: The social relations of production; the fundamental relational elements of a given 
mode of production; the relations between classes in a given mode of production; class 
structure.

Super-Exploitation: n: The rate or process of exploitation over and above its normal rate due 
to imperialist or monopolistic factors.

Super Structure: n: The cultural, ideological and institutional reflections of the social relations 
and means of production (structure and base) in a given society.

Surplus Value: n: The portion of exchange value above fixed capital inputs (the means 
production, materials and labor) of a commodity; profit.

Third World: n: Term used by some to refer to the portion of the geographic-social world 
subjected to exploitation by imperialism.

Triad: n: The post-World War II imperialist bloc consisting of the United States, Japan and 
Western Europe.

Unequal Exchange: The process or condition in which dead-labor in the form of value is 
transferred from the Third World to the First through the manipulation of wages, prices and 
currency values.

Value: n: Labour materialized in commodities.
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Imperialism, Colonialism & National Liberation

Afrikan Nation: n: A globally dispersed national grouping of people in Afrika and those 
descended from the experience of the Afrikan slave trade and continuing national oppression 
within the borders of amerika, europe, Latin Amerika and the Caribbean.  See also: Afrikan 
National Liberation; Captive Afrikan Nation & New Afrikan Nation.

Afrikan National Liberation: n: Philosophy which seeks to achieve for the Afrikan Nation 
control over their lives, including a control over territory on which to sustain themselves. Radical, 
socialist variants of this movement (such as the African Socialist International) call for the 
creation of a unified, socialist Afrika under the Garveryite slogan of “Afrika for Afrikans, those at 
Home and those Abroad!”

amerika: n: Refers to the globe-spanning settler empire established by european settlers within 
the borders of Occupied Turtle Island popularly and officially referred to the United States of 
America. A sub-territory of north amerika. 

Regarding the “de-caping” of the a in amerika, comrade Sanyika Shakur of the New Afrikan 
Independence Movement says:

We, by and large, de-cap the “A” in amerika for several reasons. Principal among these, 
however, is the fact that the colonial state is an illegal settler government/empire 
fastened, by dint of genocide and colonialism (colonial violence), onto the backs of 
indigenous nations/land and other internal colonies. We understand the u.s. as a virtual 
— nay, as an actual – prison house of nations which are culturally and economically held 
in check by a complicit garrison population of citizens who believe in amerikan 
exceptionalism, manifest destiny and the inherent inferiority of everyone but themselves. 
These amerikans are fortified ideological shocktroops holding the genocidal guilt of u.s. 
imperialism together with boundless acts of blind-ass patriotism and loyalty. We reject 
that and refuse to give this (or any) empire any acknowledgment as a place of peace, 
liberty and democracy. Amerika is not so much a place, deserving a capital letter at its 
helm, as it is an experience, like a wild and horrifying ride at an amusement park — only 
this ride is more lethal, a thousand times more harmful and totally mind-warping. “The 
ride of a lifetime,” where whole nations are strapped in for the violent twists and turns of 
Empire. The more we try to get off, the faster it goes, the higher it climbs, the deeper it 
plunges — Welcome to the Terror Dome!!! We are not in the habit of giving respect to 
those who don’t respect us. Decap the “A”.

Additionally, regarding the use of the letter “K” in spelling amerika comrade Shakur again says:
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We use a “K” (or three “K”’s) in amerika — as We do in the word “kountry” when referring 
to amerika and its capitalist allies — to emphasize Our awareness that it is the prototype, 
the archetype, of the Ku Klux Klan. Its overall reactionary, racialist, and theological 
schematic is Klannish! And just because the state employs functionaries from its colonies 
means nothing. The ruling class is a seething cauldron of alabaster menace. Sitting, as it 
does, atop the planet, in a predator’s pose, ready to pounce on the next crime to make a 
profit; the pathological bourgeoisie is the brain trust of every two-bit supremacist on the 
planet. The Klan foremost among them. We think it was the Amazon Butch Lee who said 
“amerika is what nazi germany wanted to be.” We agree and would go on to add that the 
ruling class is who the Klan aspires to be like and keep in power. So, We necessarily 
associate the two in our writings because it keeps Us focused on the fundamental 
contradiction in Our way. Would you want to integrate into a Klan society?

Also spelled amerikkka. See also: ameriakan; kanada; north amerika

amerikan: adj: Term referring to the settler citizens of the empire of amerika. Also 
spelled amerikkkan. See also: amerika; kanadian; north amerikan

Assimilation: n: Members of oppressed nations adopting the culture, custom, identity and 
outlook popular amongst oppressor nations. Assimilation occurs at the expense of national 
liberation and revolutionary internationalism. See also: National Oppression.

Bourgeois Nationalism: n: Ideological expression of the upper and middle classes of 
oppressed nations, often implicitly identified with the generalities of a capitalist-imperialist 
system yet dissatisfied with the current order and their place within. Bourgeois-nationalism can 
play both a progressive role, insofar as it can be incorporated in the Broad United Front Against 
Imperialism, or a reactionary role based in its tendency to capitulate to imperialism and impose 
its own system of oppression. See also: Comprador, Broad United Front Against Imperialism; 
National Bourgeoisie.

Broad United Front Against Imperialism: n: A conceptual framework for a proletarian-led 
international coalition of oppressed nations and exploited people’s against the parasitic capitalist 
world system and its chief offenders. The BUFAI is based on the concept championed by Mao 
Zedong of uniting all those who can be united to isolate and annihilate the enemy. The Broad 
United Front Against Imperialism is part of the proletarian strategy for New Democracy, 
Socialism and Communism. It’s central uniting features are its anti-imperialism and general 
leadership of the proletariat. See also: United Front Against Imperialism.
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Chauvinism: The practice of members in a dominant portion of society exerting control or 
dominance over those in less powerful positions. e.g. male chauvinism, national chauvinism. 
See also: Nationalism.

Colonialism: n: In history, the practice of seizing additional territory to be held sovereign by an 
often-distant colonial power for the use of economic and social development. Colonialism is an 
inherently parasitic relationship. Europe during the 17th-19th centuries colonized most of the 
world. Colonialism had a profound impact on both the colonized and colonizer and is the 
relationship upon which the modern capitalist world system is built. See also: Imperialism; Neo-
Colonialism.

Comprador: n: A social, administrative and economic class which serves as a intermediary for 
the exploitation of the proletariat in exploited countries and oppressed nations by Imperialism. 
See also: Imperialism; Neo-Colonialism; Poverty Pimp.

european: adv: of or related to people in europe and/or its now separate settler-colonies who 
have a shared, significant historical experience of oppressing others through colonization, 
slavery and land theft. Commonly referred to as “white”, an incorrect term that draws on 
bourgeois racialist ideology and symbolism. See also: National Oppression; north amerikan; 
Settlerism.

euro-amerikan: adj: See: amerikan.

First Nations: n: Peoples indigenous to Turtle Island prior the the invasion by European settlers 
during colonization. See also: Indigenous; north amerika

Globalized Democracy: n: A term used by Maoist (Third Worldists) to describe the global 
extension of rights and liberties to oppressed nations and exploited people under the leadership 
of the proletariat and as part of the struggle against imperialism and capitalism. See also: Global 
New Democracy; Joint Dictatorship of the Proletariat and Exploited Nations; New Democracy

Indigenous: adj: Of or pertaining to populations descended from peoples displaced or 
oppressed by European colonialism and settlerism. See also: First Nations

Joint Dictatorship of the Proletariat and Exploited Nations: n: A post-revolutionary 
institutional power proposed by Maoism (Third Worldism) which aims at suppressing 
reactionaries and consolidating the gains of the proletariat. See also: Dictatorship of the 
Proletariat; Global New Democracy; Socialism.
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kanada: n: Refers to the confederation established by European settlers within the borders of 
Occupied Turtle Island popularly referred to as Canada. A sub-territory of north amerika. While 
predominantly English-speaking, Kanada also includes the descendants of French-speaking 
settlers who are to a greater or lesser degree fully assimilated in kanadian society, though this 
was not always the case. The most significant of these franco-settler enclaves is the province of  
québec. When referring specifically to the english-speaking portion of kanada which shares 
much in common historically, culturally, socially and economically with the united states to the 
south, the term anglo-kanada is used. Kanada is de-capped and spelled with a “k” for the same 
reasons as amerika. Also spelled kkkanada. See also: amerika; kanadian; north amerika; 
québec

kanadian: adj: Term referring to the settler citizens of the confederacy of kanada. See 
also: amerikan; québécois; north amerikan

Lackey: n: An individual or group which acts in service of a imperialism or other authority. See 
also: Comprador.

Nation: n: A large body of people bound together by a common culture and history who are 
distinct in their relation to other nations. Nations are social constructs created through the 
struggle between classes. In Europe the nation was consolidated during the rise of capitalism 
and is dialectically linked to the colonial exploitation of much of the rest of the world. Later, 
nations were constructed from the common oppression of various peoples by colonization. 
Today, nations still relate to each-other on a playing field of uneven power, with imperialist 
nations exploiting oppressed nations and singling out national minorities for oppression inside 
their own state borders. See also: Imperialism; National Liberation.

National Oppression: n: Oppression of one national group by whole or part of another.

Nationalism: n: Ideas which give preference to members of specific nations. In the case of 
oppressed nations, nationalism can be progressive insofar as it is aligned with proletarian 
internationalism against imperialism. See also: Black National Liberation; Chauvinism; 
Imperialism; National Liberation.

National Liberation: n: The intellectual, political, social and military movement of oppressed 
nations to gain autonomy from their oppressors.

Neo-colonialism: n: The continuation of colonial and imperialist rule whereby nominally 
independent national political institutions and classes facilitate the further exploitation of their 
country. See also: Comprador; Colonialism; Imperialism; Lackey; National Oppression.
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New Afrika, Republic of: n: A proposed territory comprising the modern day u.s.amerikan sates 
of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina, part of the larger “Black Belt” 
in the so-called united states, a series of contiguous counties running from the Gulf of Mexico to 
the Atlantic Coast. Claimed by the New Afrikan Independence Movement as the national 
territory of the Republic of New Afrika. See also: New Afrikan Nation, New Afrikan Independence 
Movement, Provisional Government of the Republic of New Afrika.

Provisional Government of the Republic of New Afrika: n: Government in exile of the 
Republic of New Afrika, often referred to as the PG-RNA. New Afrikan independence and the 
formation of the PG-RNA was announced at the Black Government Conference held in Detroit, 
Occupied Michigan March 31, 1968.

New Afrikan Independence Movement: n: a multi-factional national liberation movement of 
New Afrikan people, often referred as NAIM. While all factions of the NAIM support 
the Provisional Government of the Republic of New Afrika as the official government in exile of 
the Republic of New Afrika, other factions within the NAIM include the New Afrikan People’s 
Organization (NAPO) and its mass organization the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement (MXGM), 
the New Afrikan People’s Liberation Army, the New Afrikan Prisoners Organization and the New 
Afrikan Maoist Party. See also: New Afrika, New Afrikan Nation; Provisional Government of the 
Republic of New Afrika.

New Afrikan Nation: n: A national grouping descended from the experience of the Afrikan slave 
trade and continuing national oppression within the borders of the united states of amerika of 
Afrikan people. The advocates of the New Afrikan Nation thesis (also called the Black Belt 
Nation or Negro Nation in decades past) hold that the experience of being held in bondage to 
work the land of the south eastern u.s.amerikan colonies was special form of settler colonialism. 
While it has roots in earlier Afrikan self-determination positions, such as that of Harry Haywood, 
the New Afrikan national identity as such was formulated by the New Afrikan Independence 
Movement in the 1970s. The New Afrikan national identity is defined not only against the White/
settler nation, but also against racial, colonial and integrationist identities such 
as Black, Negro and African-American. The concept of the New Afrikan nation also often, but 
not always, stands in opposition to the concept of the Global Afrikan Nation, which holds that all 
Afrikan people everywhere form part of a single, developmentally stunted and dispersed nation. 
See also: Afrikan Nation, New Afrika and New Afrikan Independence Movement.

New Democracy: n: A post revolutionary government which is led by the proletariat and unites 
the popular classes of oppressed and exploited nations with the aim of achieving national unity 
and autonomy against imperialist exploitation and building the prerequisites for socialism and 
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communism. See also: Communism; Global New Democracy; Imperialism; Maoism; National 
Liberation; Proletariat; Revolution; Socialism.

Global New Democracy: n: A general anti-imperialist strategy for the proletariat proposed by 
Maoism (Third Worldism). Its goal is to lead a broad international coalition between the 
progressive national bourgeoisie, petty-bourgeoisie and working classes of exploited and 
oppressed nations to the end of resisting and defeating international imperialism and set the 
stage for international socialist revolution. See also: Joint Dictatorship of the Proletariat and 
Exploited Nations; New Democracy; Socialism.

New Democratic Revolution: n: The movement or process led by the proletariat of oppressed 
nations to unite the masses of their countries to the end of achieving liberation from imperialism 
and establish the prerequisite conditions to build socialism and communism. See also: Global 
New Democracy; National Liberation; New Democracy.

Non-White: adj: Describing people or groups born out of the historical experience of oppression 
under colonization, settlerism and slavery. See also: People of Color.

north amerika: n: Political term referring to the euopean settler-descended society that resulted 
from the colonial conquest of Northern Turtle Island; specifically speaking the united states and 
anglo-kanada. The distinction between the united states and anglo-kanada is for the most 
part rather superficial, and in fact the english-speaking oppressor nation population of the two 
territories constitutes a single White (settler) nation. Sometimes referred as the “White nation”, 
an incorrect term that draws on racialist ideology and imagery though pedagogically useful 
because of the widespread understanding of “Whiteness”. There is a question around whether 
the french-speaking territory of québec - which while politically part of the kanadian 
confederation also has long standing contradictions with anglo-kanada – constitutes of 
separate, but not oppressed, settler nation or after 250 years of political and economic unity with 
anglo-kanada it is a distinct part of north amerika. See also: amerika; kanada; north amerikan; 
québec.

n: Geographical term widely used to describe the portion of the Western Hemisphere containing 
the united states, anglo-kanada, québec and other territories on the supra-continent of Turtle 
Island under direct political rule of settler-descended imperialist states

north amerikan: adj: Term referring to the dominant social group of north amerika bound 
together by a common historical experience of oppressing others through colonization, slavery 
and land theft. Also called euro-amerikan. Sometimes referred as the “White nation” though this 
usage is incorrect. See also: amerikan; kanadian; québécois.
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Occupied Amerika: n: See North Amerika.

Occupied Mexico: n: The territory politically and socially occupied by the United States 
following its 1848 war of conquest against Mexico, representing a third of Mexico’s original 
landmass and a significant portion of its original natural wealth. Includes all areas of Northern 
Mexico seized by the United States in the Mexikan-Amerikan War and the Gadsden Purchase, 
namely the entirety of the territories of the modern US states of California, Nevada, Utah, 
Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas, and portions of Wyoming, Oklahoma, Colorado and Kansas. 
Also called: Aztlan.

Onkwehón:we: (Kanien’kéha): “the original people” (oon-gway-hoon-way). refers to First 
Nations people.

People of Color: n: A problematic term to refer to a community or communities living under 
conditions of national oppression or historically colonized.

Poverty Pimp: n: A person or institution which gains income by providing services which 
address the effects of poverty, themselves having no direct interest in eradicating poverty but 
rather perpetuating it (lest they be out of income).

québec: n: A territory within kanada. Founded by french settlers who in turn were conquered by 
english settlers. A number of contradictions exist between english-speaking settlers and french-
speaking ones, largely as a result of anglo-chauvinism in kanada. There is a question around 
whether the french-speaking territory of québec – which while politically part of the kanadian 
confederation also has long standing contradictions with anglo-kanada, including the 
emergence of a québec ”national liberation movement” in the 1960s – constitutes of separate, 
but not oppressed, settler nation or after 250 years of political and economic unity with anglo-
kanada it is a distinct part of north amerika. Regardless, it is undeniable today that québec is a 
fully integrated junior partner in kanadian imperialism and settler-colonialism. québec is “de-
capped” for the same reason as is amerika and kanada. See also: amerika; kanada; north 
amerika; québécois

québécois: adj: Term referring to the french-speaking settler citizens of the confederacy of 
kanada who primarily reside in the sub-territory of québec. See also: kanadian; québécois; north 
amerikan

Race: n: A social construction around a group’s shared, visible physical attribute (phenotypes), 
which are used to set it apart from other groups; more accurately described as Nation. The idea 
of ‘race’ was created with significance to justify the colonization of Afrika, Abya Yala and Asia by 
European powers. See also: Colonialism; Nation.
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Racialism: n: Ideologies which express innate qualities embodied in race, or otherwise 
exaggerate the significance of ‘race,’ especially in juxtaposition to nation. See also: Nation; 
Nationalism.

Racism: n: A system of privilege or oppression between ‘racial’ groups; national oppression; 
ideas, actions, words and policies which perpetuate systems of privilege or oppression between 
‘racial’ groups.

Revolutionary Anti-Imperialism: n: The intellectual, political and social movement against 
imperialism and for socialism and communism.

Revolutionary Nationalism: n: Nationalism of oppressed nations, under proletarian leadership 
or otherwise directed against capitalist-imperialism. See also: Nation; National Oppression; 
Nationalism; New Democracy.

Self-Determination: n: In reference to oppressed nations and people, the principle of or ability 
to choose course of future development free of reactionary, outside interference.

Settler: adj: societies in which conquest and settlement of another nation or ethnic group’s 
traditional land base is or historically was a major feature of social and productive life.
n: A person involved in the conquest and settlement of another nation or ethnic group’s 
traditional land base.

Settlerism: n: Acts or policies part of the conquest or settlement of another nation or ethnic 
group’s traditional land base.
n: Ideology in service to and in support of acts or policies part of the conquest or settlement of 
another nation or ethnic group’s traditional land base.

Turtle Island: n: see north amerika; occupied amerika.

United Front: The strategy of unifying and mobilizing the popular classes of exploited countries 
for the struggle against imperialism.

United Front Against Imperialism: n: This concept is best elucidated in Long Live the Victory 
of the People’s War by Lin Biao. The Broad United Front is a strategy to defeat imperialism by 
uniting with other oppressed nations. The united front is not restricted to socialist parties or 
movements, but is an alliance of anti-imperialist forces.

White: See: european.
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White Nation: n: A social group of people of European descent in Europe and the settler 
societies formed from European colonialism – australasia, north amerika, israel, south africa 
and (formerly) rhodesia. The White nation is bound together by a common historical experience 
of oppressing others through colonization, slavery and land theft. The branch of White Nation in 
Turtle Island is referred to as north amerika. See also: north amerika
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Resources

This reader was compiled from articles featured on the following websites:

Anti-Imperialism.com

Anti-Imperialism.com is a website that provides news, analysis, and culture from a 
Marxist-Leninist-Maoist perspective, featuring content that is relevant to the struggle 
against capitalism-imperialism and for a revolutionary transformation of society. Anti-
Imperialism.com functions as a popular website with news, commentary, essays, and 
other media for the growing tide of support for revolutionary global democracy.

OnkwehonweRising.wordpress.com

Onkwehón:we Rising is a revolutionary pan-Onkwehón:we (indigenous “north 
amerikan”) nationalist project. It’s primary focus is  building support for and popularizing 
the existence of pan-Onkwehón:we struggles against ongoing colonization, genocide 
and ecocide in Occupied Turtle Island (the so-called “united states” and “kanada”) with 
an eye towards the development of a genuine broad-based Onkwehón:we national 
liberation movement.

For updates regarding Maoist (Third Worldist) activity, organization, theory, and media, 
visit the Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist Movement webpage at RevolutionaryAIM.org.

Dare to Struggle! Dare to Win!
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SUMMARY 

 

 

 

 

 

This dissertation examines the global history of Maoism. It provides analyses of three 

countries: China, the birthplace as well as the exporter of Maoism; the United States, a Western, 

liberal, and democratic country where encounters with Maoism might not be influential in a political 

sphere, but nonetheless had long-lasting impact in cultural and social spheres; and Singapore, an 

example of how Maoism, as an alternative modernity, affected the newly independent Third World 

countries in their nation-building. Based on critical readings of primary, secondary sources, and 

engagement with academic debates over the understanding of Maoism in the context of the 1960s 

and 1970s, this dissertation offers a historical investigation of core actors in the three countries: the 

translators and those who worked on translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s works in 

China, the protesting students and social activists who were on strike for the establishment of 

ethnic studies in the United States, and the Barisan Sosialis, the second largest political party of 

Singapore who challenged the ruling elites’ blueprint for nation-building at the very early stage of 

the republic. This dissertation proposes the concept of “Maoist moments” to refer to the global 

phenomenon in the 1960s and 1970s that Maoism sparked radical leftism around the world. It 

argues, with these three representative countries, that these “Maoist moments” were made possible 

by the fact that Maoism incentivized an imagined Third World against imperialism and by the 

worldwide radical leftists who invoked, adopted, and applied Maoism for their cultural, social, and 

political agendas.   
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

The 1960s and 1970s was a remarkable time when rebellions were themes of the day, and 

protests constituted an important part of the postwar history. The Great Proletarian Cultural 

Revolution of China, which started in 1966 and reached a tumultuous climax in 1968, paralyzed China 

but radicalized activists in many parts of the world. In 1968, the Malayan Communist Party, whose 

soldiers adopted guerrilla warfare across the Thai-Malaysian border, posed a serious challenge to the 

government and forced the country into an insurgency, historically known as the Second Emergency. 

At the same time, the young Republic of Singapore saw drastic struggles between the radical leftists 

and the conservatives in its early stage of nation building. At the other end of the Eurasia continent, 

the students in Paris brought Gaullist France almost to a halt in a historic riot in May 1968. Young 

students in West Germany soon joined their French counterparts in their own anti-establishment 

protests against the university authorities and the government. In Italy, the Red Brigades emerged 

and would soon end as the bloodiest far-left terrorist organization in a Western liberal democratic 

country after the Second World War. Across the ocean, the convergence of the anti-war movement, 

civil rights movement, and student strikes shocked many cities across the United States.  

In these events, Maoism, an ideology born out of Marxism but with Chinese characteristics, 

played a significant part. Originally a branch and derivative of international Communism, Maoism 

distinguishes itself from Marxism and other forms of socialism in its emphasis on the central position 

of peasants, guerrilla warfare, anti-imperialism, the leadership of the vanguard communist party, and 
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its rejection of any non-violent means to socialism and communism.1  With the Soviet Union’s 

proposing of “peaceful coexistence” with the United States in the 1960s, its suppression of the Prague 

Spring in Czechoslovakia in 1968, and China’s slogan of “beating enemies with two fists”, i.e., 

attacking U.S. imperialism and Soviet Union’s revisionism at the same time, many activists, 

nationalists, and even officials regarded Mao’s China as the more revolutionary force in the 

international arena and a model for alternative modernity. Students, activists, intellectuals, and the 

ordinary masses in different parts of the world interpreted different segments of Maoism for their 

own political, social, or cultural agendas. Culminating in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, 

people across the globe in the 1960s and 1970s invoked Maoism to oppose the establishment and to 

challenge the status quo, in politics, society, culture, and education. Turbulence and chaos on a global 

scale constituted research themes not to be missed or ignored by any scholar of post-WWII history 

or Cold War studies. 

A series of international events since the late 1970s changed the course of communism in 

general, and Maoism in particular, such as Mao Tse-tung’s death2 in 1976, Deng Xiaoping’s reform 

and opening-up policy, China’s suspension of support to fraternal Communist parties, and the 

collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. Though it still existed in 

some countries, the overall influence of communism waned substantially, at least seen in the context 

of the early 1990s. With the end of the Cold War in the early 1990s, communism seemed to lose its 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 See Chapter “What is Maoism?”. 
2 Due to different romanizations of Chinese characters, both “Mao Zedong” and “Mao Tse-tung” are used in 
scholarly publications. However, since “Mao Tse-tung” was more widely used in the publications, newsletters, and 
other documents during the time examined in this dissertation, this dissertation uses “Mao Tse-tung” except for 
citations where “Mao Zedong” was used in the original texts. 
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appeal and cede indefinitely to Western liberal democracy. It was “the end of history”, as Francis 

Fukuyama boldly claimed.3 

However, in February 1996, a Maoist revolution in Nepal demonstrated that Maoism was all 

but dead. The revolution was initiated by the party titled Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist).4 At the very 

early stages of the war, the only weapons for the Maoists were the Khukris, a traditional Nepalese 

weapon. The target of the war was the monarchy of Nepal. After a decade of civil war, the Maoist 

guerrillas surprisingly yet successfully won the victory against the monarchy, resulting not only in the 

abolishment of the monarchy, but also in a new federal republic by 2006. The most astonishing and 

deviant part, however, came two years later, when the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) won the 

Nepalese Constituent Assembly election and became the ruling party in this newly born parliamentary 

democracy. Considering the resolute rejection of any parliamentary path in Maoism, this 

parliamentary election was an anomaly.5 

In Nepal’s neighbor India, news stories of Maoist guerrilla soldiers encountering governments 

have made headlines since the 1970s and well into the 1990s. Started in the early 1970s, the Maoism-

inspired Naxalite movement has an enduring influence in India. Even in 2014, the former Indian 

Prime Minister still considered the Naxalites (the Maoists in India) to be the biggest internal security 

challenge facing India.6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man (New York: Free Press; Toronto: Maxwell Macmillan 
Canada; New York: Maxwell Macmillan International, 1992). 
4 The official name of party is Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist). 
5 See Chapter “What is Maoism?”. 
6 “Naxalism biggest threat to internal security: Manmohan”, The Hindu, accessed January 2017,  
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Naxalism-biggest-threat-to-internal-security-
Manmohan/article16302952.ece 
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In China, the birthplace of Maoism, the 40 years of Deng Xiaoping’s de-Maoist reform has 

brought tremendous economic prosperity, yet Mao still casts a shadow. In the mid-1980s, barely 

60,000 undertook the journey to Mao’s hometown, Shaoshan, Hunan as political pilgrimages. 

However, in 2015, the number of such practice skyrocketed to 17 million.7 The two biggest political 

figures of China in the first decade of the 21st century, Bo Xilai and Xi Jinping, both display elements 

of Maoist influence in almost every domestic and foreign policy that they implement.  

Bo conducted two main political movements when he was the Communist Party Secretary of 

Chongqing, the largest municipality in West China: the Red Culture Movement in which songs, 

dances, operas, and poem recitals of Mao’s era were performed to promote Maoist morality and 

ideals, and the crackdown on the gang crimes in Chongqing by means of mass movements where due 

process was missing. Besides, Bo launched a campaign which encouraged university graduates to go 

down into the countryside and become village officials, a campaign that reminded people of the 

Down to the Countryside Movement of Mao’s era. Bo even invoked Mao’s quote during his talks 

with the university graduates engaged in this campaign.8 

When Xi, who was sent into rural exile in the 1960s and spent his youth during the Cultural 

Revolution, took the reign of China in 2012, he was overall believed to bring Maoist memories back 

to China.9  Under his presidency, rising anti-Western nationalist sentiments have been spreading 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7 Jamil Anderlini, “The return of Mao: a new threat to China’s politics”, September 30, 2016, accessed January 4, 
2017, Financial Times, https://www.ft.com/content/63a5a9b2-85cd-11e6-8897-2359a58ac7a5 
8 “Bo Xilai yu daxuesheng cunguan zuotan” 薄熙来与大学生村官座谈：到农村学习不亚于读研究生 [Bo Xilai 
talks with Little Village Officials: learning in the countryside is no less than doing postgraduate studies]. Zhongguo 
jiaoyu zaixian 中国教育在线转引自《重庆晚报》, July 6, 2011. 
http://cunguan.career.eol.cn/dxsjcjy_5861/20110706/t20110706_645985.shtml 
9 On Xi Jinping’s inclinations towards Mao, Suisheng Zhao provided early analysis, see Suisheng Zhao, “Xi 
Jinping’s Maoist Revival”, Journal of Democracy 27, No. 3 (July 2016): 83-97., and “The Ideological Campaign in 
Xi’s China: Rebuilding Regime Legitimacy”, Asian Survey 56, No. 6 (2016): 1168-1193. 
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rampantly. One of the many divisions China faces today is between those who are West-leaning, pro-

democratic and those who exhibit outspoken anti-Western and ultra-nationalist megalomania. The 

most notorious part among the latter is the young netizens who use modern internet technology to 

defend the regime online fearlessly and proudly, even ironically using VPNs to evade the internet 

censorship that the regime10 set up to curb the circulation of information. They got ridiculed and 

mocked as Xiaofenhong, or Little Pink, and were titled “modern-day Red Guards”.11 In March 2018, 

the Constitution was amended, giving Xi unlimited terms in President’s position, a step further 

deviating from the term limits inserted by Deng’s reforms but closer to Mao’s era when the supreme 

leader had no term limits, no checks and balances, and no collective leadership. Besides, the 

personality cult built around Xi was an easy reminiscence of that of Mao. The Governance of China, a 

heavy-volume book as a part of the personality cult building project around Xi, led one prominent 

scholar on China to name the book “Xi’s Big White Book”, in comparison to the Little Red Book of 

Mao.12 Like the very fact that Mao’s giant portray still hangs in Tiananmen Square, the influence of 

Mao in China, in some other countries, still remains powerful. An understanding of Maoism is, 

therefore, not only critical to observe any happenings in China, but also essential in deciphering 

developments elsewhere in the contemporary world. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 Rongbin Han, “Defending the Authoritarian Regime Online: China’s ‘Voluntary Fifty-Cent Army’”, The China 
Quarterly 224 (December 2015): 1006-1025. 
11“East is Pink,” The Economics, Accessed January 4, 2017, http://www.economist.com/news/china/21704853-
online-mobs-get-rowdier-they-also-get-label-east-pink, and Jude Blanchette, China's New Red Guards: The Return 
of Radicalism and the Rebirth of Mao Zedong (Oxford University Press, 2019) 
12 Jeffrey Wasserstrom, “From the Little Red Book to the Big White One”, The Times Literary Supplement, May 
15, 2018, https://www.the-tls.co.uk/articles/public/little-red-book-big-white-one/ 
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Significant as it is, the influence of Maoism has received less academic attention.  Very often, 

studies on Maoism (outside China) have followed a nation-state-centered approach and have focused 

narrowly on single states, such as India, Nepal or Peru, or have been submerged under African/Asian 

American studies (such as studies of the civil rights movement in the United States). Only recently 

have studies on Maoism adopting a global history approach started to appear in the academic field.  

Building on these studies, this dissertation examines the influence of Maoism from the 

perspectives of various core actors who engaged with Maoism: translators of Mao’s works in China; 

the radical activists who established ethnic studies in the United States; and the leftists represented 

by the largest opposition party in Singapore. Covering the period of the 1960s and 1970s, the 

dissertation looks at three countries, i.e., China, the United States and Singapore. Geographically, the 

actors were located in individual countries, but they were connected by China’s export of Mao’s 

works, their approach to Maoism, and their imagination as part of the global struggles between the 

Third World versus imperialism, thus the local actors contributed to global Maoist moments in the 

1960s and 1970s. 

This dissertation analyzes these countries and actors for the following reasons. Firstly, the 

dissertation looks at China, the birthplace of Maoism. People working in translation, publication, as 

well as circulation played a pivotal role in globalizing Mao’s works, including his speeches, statements, 

poems, and more prominently, the Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung and Quotations from Chairman Mao. 

As with Lin Biao’s famous metaphor of Mao’s thought as “a spiritual atom bomb of indefinite 

power”,13 they were global carriers of such a powerful weapon, and they directed it towards the places 

where it left its mark. According to Bobby Seale, the co-founder of the Black Panther Party, which 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13 Lin Biao, “Foreword to the Second Edition of Quotations of Chairman Mao Tse-Tung”, first published: 1966, 
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/lin-biao/1966/12/16.htm 
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was regarded as the most prominent Maoist organization in the United States in the late 1960s and 

1970s, they purchased copies of Mao’s Little Red Book from China Book Store in San Francisco and 

resold them to collect money to buy weapons against police authority.14 It is believed that the copies 

they purchased were made possible by the translators, publication staff and those working in 

circulation in China. This dissertation will fill a gap by uncovering their less-told stories.  

Secondly, as the largest target in the anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist narrative of Maoism, 

the United States occupied a special place in the approach to Maoism by all leftists around the world. 

To some degree, Maoism is an anti-American ideology. Scholars have already explored Maoism in 

America, especially, the inspiration of Maoism on radical leftist organizations such as the Black 

Panther Party,15 and other Asian American organizations like I Wor Kuen, Wei Min She, Asian 

Americans for Action,16 etc., in their studies of the civil rights movement. A more detailed account 

of such studies will be offered in the literature review. However, the impact of Maoism is not limited 

to party building, but also massively reflected in the cultural and educational spheres. In the late 1960s 

and 1970s, many activists in the multiple movements ended up in academia. The activists-turned-

academics, coming out of the two student strikes at the San Francisco State College and the University 

of California, Berkeley, bridged Maoism as an organization building principle and Maoism as a source 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14 Bobby Seale, Seize the Time: The Story of the Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1970), 82. Their story was recounted in Bill Mullen, “By the Book: Quotations from Chairman Mao and the 
Making of Afro-Asian Radicalism, 1966-1975”, in Mao’s Little Red Book: A Global History, ed. Alexander C. 
Cook (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 245-265. 
15 See Robeson Taj Frazier, The East is Black: Cold War China in the Black Radical Imagination (Durham and 
London: Duke University Press, 2015); Robin D.G. Kelly and Besty Esch, “Black Like Mao: Red China and Black 
Revolution”, Souls 1, (Issue 4 1999): 6-41; Bobby Seale, Seize the Time: The Story of the Black Panther Party and 
Huey P. Newton (New York: Vintage Books, 1970). 
16 For these organizations, see William Wei, The Asian American Movement (Temple University Press, 1993); and 
Fred Ho eds., Legacy to Liberation: Politics & Culture of Revolutionary Asian Pacific America (Edinburgh, San 
Francisco: AK Press, 2000). 
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of culture. This perspective contributes to a deeper, wider, and more nuanced understanding of 

Maoism in America than the existing studies on Maoism in America, which mostly focuses on the 

aspect of political organizations.  

Lastly, though small in size and tiny in population, Singapore, nonetheless is an important 

case when it comes to nation-building. Since Singapore, as a multilingual, multiethnic former colony, 

was among one of the very few countries rising “From Third World to First”.17 Singapore’s nation-

building, a blueprint set by the ruling elites in the People’s Action Party, was made possible by their 

victory over the Maoist-inspired radical leftism. By avoiding the “Paths Not Taken”18 in which Malay 

ethnocentrism and leftism were major components, Singapore managed to impose a nation-state 

building approach and a developmental path. Unique in the swath of newly independent third world 

countries, Singapore never provoked anti-Western hostility as the “other” in its nation-state building, 

yet staunchly rejected certain popular Western elements at the time. For example, they adopted some 

elements in socialism, but rejected social democracy in their social and economic planning.19 Such an 

economic and social policy lay the foundation of Singapore’s success, setting Singapore apart from 

many Third World countries who were in the quagmire of either anti-Western, anti-American 

nationalism, or the wholehearted embrace of welfare state and socialism. The Singapore section 

therefore argues that defeating Maoism paved the way for Singapore’s successful nation-building after 

Malay ethnocentrism was defeated. Singapore thus serves as a significant example to explore the 

complicated relationship between Maoism and nation-state building in third world countries. While 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17 The title of the founding Prime Minister of the Republic of Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew’s memoir, is often invoked 
to refer to Singapore’s success story. Lee Kuan Yew, From Third World to First: the Singapore Story: 1965-2000, 
Memoirs of Lee Kuan Yew (Singapore: Singapore Press Holdings: Times Edition, 2000). 
18 Michael Barr and Carl A. Trocki ed., Paths Not Taken: Political Pluralism in Post-War Singapore (Singapore: 
NUS Press, 2007). 
19 C.V. Devan Nair eds., Socialism that Works…the Singapore Way (Singapore: Federal Publications, 1976). 
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the United States invented hyphenated Americans under the impact of Maoism-affected ethnic 

studies and identity politics, Singapore, benefiting from its victory over Maoism, tamed 

ethnocentrism, and built and solidified a unified identity as Singapore citizens.  

 

Key Definition 

“Maoism” is the central and key term of the dissertation. Maoism as an ideology is derived 

from and associated with the ethos reflected in the speeches, writings of Mao Tse-tung (1893-1976), 

the central figure of the Chinese revolution. Besides, Maoism is closely associated with the translation, 

adaptation, appreciation and worshipping of Mao’s thoughts, Mao himself, and symbolic Maoist 

events, the most notable of which was the Cultural Revolution. This implies the two sides of a two-

way construction: on one the one hand, Maoism refers to the ideas, theories, and analysis of Mao 

Tse-tung; on the other hand, it was also constructed by the understanding, worshipping, adoption 

and adaptation of certain words and expressions uttered by Mao, even when those who interpreted 

Mao’s words had little or no knowledge of the brutalities during the Cultural Revolution. Such case 

was obvious among French Maoists.20 Mao’s thoughts regarding the Chinese revolution and the 

construction of socialism in China were gradually formulated in the 1940s. In 1945, the seventh 

Congress of the Chinese Communist Party enshrined his ideas and thoughts as the formal guiding 

principle of the Party as “Mao Zedong Thought”. According to the Constitution of the Communist 

Party of China, Mao Zedong Thought integrates “the basic tenets of Marxism-Leninism with the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20 Such phenomenon is more academically visible in French Maoists. See Richard Wolin, The Wind from the East: 
May '68, French Intellectuals, and the Chinese Cultural Revolution (Princeton University Press, 2010). 
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concrete practice of the Chinese revolution. Mao Zedong Thought is Marxism-Leninism applied and 

developed in China”.21 

 

Domestically termed as “Mao Zedong Sixiang” (“Mao Zedong Thought” in Mandarin), ideas 

of Mao as well as practices around it were alternatively called “Maoism” in the international or global 

context. It is interesting that Chinese officials and the Chinese Communist Party never use the term 

“Maoism” (Mao zhuyi), nor does this term appear in Chinese media, except in very rare situations.22 

The use of “Maoism” itself indicates an international or global dimension of ideas affiliated with Mao, 

as well as their circulation, reception and influence. That is the reason this dissertation uses Maoism, 

rather than Mao Zedong Thought, though the two terms are used interchangeably in many occasions 

and many works, remarks, and analyses that this dissertation has cited.  

Maoism saw its heyday in the 1960s and 1970s during the Great Proletarian Cultural 

Revolution of China.23 Outside China, it found its adherents, the radical leftists, who were often 

named Maoists, favorably or pejoratively, in both Third World countries and Western societies. Key 

elements in Maoism--- Mao’s emphasis on violence and the role of the peasants in the revolutionary 

process, his staunch anti-imperialist stance, and his stress on the concept of “People’s War”, guerrilla 

warfare, protracted warfare, as well as his insistence on continuous revolution--provided concrete and 

feasible guiding revolutionary or insurgent principles for Third World countries to follow. The 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

21 “The official English translation of the latest version of the Constitution of the Communist Party of China”, 
Communist Party of China, accessed December 20, 2016, 
http://english.cpc.people.com.cn/206972/206981/8188065.html 
22 For example, the state-owned China Central Television reported the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist-Centre), 
then Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) as Ni Gong Mao zhuyi when it won the parliamentary election of Nepal in 
2008. 
23 A recent book by Julia Lovell pushed the origin of global Maoism to the 1930s with the publication of Red Star 
Over China by Edgar Snow. See Julia Lovell, Maoism: A Global History (London: The Bodley Head, 2019). 
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practice of the Cultural Revolution, the reading or dissemination of the Quotations from Chairman Mao 

Tse-tung, or the Little Red Book, and the performance of the Revolutionary Model Operas triggered 

drastic changes in cultural, social, as well as educational norms in both Third World countries and 

Western societies. From translators who spread Mao’s ideas across the world, to Maoism’s 

engagement in nation-state building in Singapore, to American activists who evoked Mao’s 

association of race and capitalism in their protests, to borrow the words of Liu Kang, Maoism is both 

an ideology of revolution and an ideology of alternative modernity.24 

 

Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework of this research consists of two dimensions: 

The first dimension argues that an ideology could play a role in forming an imagined 

transnational identity and community. This dimension is most clearly represented in Bill Mullen’s 

discourse on the imagined identity shared by the African American civil rights activists and Asian and 

African countries struggling for independence and sovereignty. Adopting the class-centered approach 

emphasized in Maoism, the African American activists saw the racial discrimination that they faced 

in American society as class oppression and (U.S.) imperialist dominance. Thus, they formed an 

imagined transnational alliance with Asian and African nations who were against colonialism and 

imperialism. Therefore, in Afro-Orientalism, Mullen gave the 1955 Asian-African Conference in 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

24 Liu Kang, “Maoism: Revolutionary Globalism for the Third World Revisited,” Comparative Literature Studies 
52, (No.1, 2015): 12-28. Wang Hui also analyzes Maoism as a modernity theory, “an ideology of modernization on 
one hand, yet a critique of European and American Capitalist modernization on the other hand”. See Wang Hui汪
晖, Zhishi fenzi de lichang—Ziyou zhuyi yu zhongguo sixiangjie de fenhua 知识分子的立场—自由主义与中国思

想界的分化 [Intellectual Positions: Liberalism and the Division of the Chinese Intellectual World] (Beijing: shidai 
wenyi chubanshe, 2000), 90. 
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Bandung, Indonesia, a special place when he constructed a transnational community connected by 

Maoism.25 

The second dimension stresses that the simultaneous dissemination, localization and 

adaptation of a particular idea in different parts of the world would create an international or 

transnational network with the idea standing at the center, becoming the “moment” of the idea. Erez 

Manela termed it “the Wilsonian Moment” when the colonial world, (he used Egypt, China, India 

and Korea as four cases) utilized, adopted, and localized the idea of the rights of self-determination 

(proposed in the Fourteen Points by U.S. President Woodrow Wilson) for their anti-colonial and 

independent cause between April 1917 and June 1919.26 Similarly, this research adopts the concept 

of “Maoist moments”. Between the 1960s and 1970s, with the dissemination and reception of ideas 

of Maoism, actors across the globe absorbed, invoked, and employed Maoism for their purposes, 

such as opposing authorities and fighting against racial discrimination. Thus, local actors contributed 

to a global history of Maoism, or “Maoist moments”. 

 

These two dimensions constitute the theoretical framework of this dissertation. In the first 

place, the actors in three countries interpreted their agenda as struggles between an imagined Third 

World versus imperialism: in China, following the judgement that “the center of the world’s 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

25 See Bill V. Mullen, “Transnational Correspondence: Robert F. Williams, Detroit, and the Bandung Era”, in Bill 
V. Mullen, Afro-Orientalism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 73-112. 
26 Erez Manela, The Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International Origins of Anticolonial 
Nationalism Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 6. 
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revolution has shifted from Moscow to Beijing” and the leftist turn of its foreign policy,27 export of 

Mao’s works was taken as a serious measure to support the international anti-imperialist and anti-

revisionist struggles; in America, it was the anti-racial discrimination and striving for education 

autonomy; and in Singapore, it was the radical leftists’ rejection of the sovereignty of the Republic of 

Singapore and all related government policies for the purpose of opposing imperialism. The second 

dimension puts China, the United States, and Singapore into a connected analysis of the “Maoist 

moments”. China was the birthplace of Maoism as well as the effects of the Cultural Revolution, but 

more importantly, the translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s works in China 

materialized Maoism. Without the prerequisite of export of Mao’s works and the adoption of Maoism 

in the contexts of the United States and Singapore, the Black Panther Party would not be able to 

finance themselves, the protesters at the San Francisco State College and the University of California, 

Berkeley would not be able to read Mao as inspirations and tactics for their strike for the ethnic 

studies; the opposition party in Singapore would not be able to have a powerful spiritual weapon.  

 

The dissertation selects the three countries for the following reasons. In the first place, they 

include understudied areas because the existing literature on Maoism centers around countries such 

as India and Peru, which will be discussed in more detail in the literature review. Secondly, the three 

countries chosen for this dissertation allow us to look at understudied aspects, such as translations in 

China, Maoism in the cultural and educational spheres in America, and nation-building in Singapore. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

27 Yang Kuisong 杨奎松, “Xinzhongguo de geming waijiao sixiang yu shijian” 新中国的革命外交思想与实践 

[Revolutionary Diplomacy Thought and Practice of New China], Shixue yuekan 史学月刊, Issue 2, 2010, 
http://ww2.usc.cuhk.edu.hk/PaperCollection/webmanager/wkfiles/7564_1_paper.pdf and Niu Jun, “1962: The Eve 
of the Left Turn in China’s Foreign Policy”, Working Paper No. 48, Cold War International History Project, 
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, October 2005. 
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Also, by including the US chapter into the dissertation, this research moves beyond “Third World 

Maoism”28 and the distinction between developing and developed countries. 

 

Literature Review 

Scholars have long approached research on Mao in the form of biographies. Trailblazers and 

veterans like Benjamin Schwartz, Maurice Meisner, Philip Short, and Jung Chang29 have made great 

contributions to the biographical writings on Mao. Apart from the biographical approach to the 

writing on Mao and Maoism, there are also other efforts and publications. Based on the reading of 

the current literature, this review will map out major research areas and trends in the studies of 

Maoism in general and help to clarify some academic gaps to be filled by this dissertation.  

 

Maoism in Individual Countries: A Nation-State-Centered Approach 

Besides a biographical approach to Mao and Maoism, a set of the existing literature looks at 

Maoism in individual countries. Often, the works concentrate on the following countries: India, 

Nepal, Peru, France, and the United States. The Naxalite movement in India was the most visible 

Maoist-inspired insurgency during Mao’s lifetime. It is a major research cluster of the academic circle 

on India. Scholars such as Ranjit Bhushan have noted the impact of Maoism on the insurgencies in 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

28 Alexander C. Cook, “Third World Maoism”, in A Critical Introduction to Mao, ed. Timothy Cheek. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 288-312. 
29 See Benjamin Schwartz, Chinese Communism and the Rise of Mao (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1952); Maurice Meisner, Mao Zedong: A Political and Intellectual Portrait (Cambridge: Polity, 2006); Philip 
Short, Mao: A Life (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1999), and its new and completely revised edition, Mao: The 
Man Who Made China (London: I B Tauris & Co. Ltd, 2016; Jung Chang and Jon Haliday, Mao: The Unknown 
Story (London: Jonathan Cape, 2005). 
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India.30 Due to the ongoing struggles between these radical leftists and the Indian government, the 

research body of books and monographs keeps growing.31 These publications enrich the knowledge 

of Maoism in India by covering and analyzing the origins, evolutions and contemporary development 

of the Naxalite movement. 

Maoism, localized in India as Naxalism, provided an alternative for the under-privileged and 

the marginalized of resisting poor governance, poverty, injustice by arms struggle, seen so apparently 

in the “thousands of demonstrating the [sic] Naxalites in Calcutta waving little red books of Chairman 

Mao’s quotations”.32 Most obvious evidence of the impact of Maoism came from the claim of its 

leader Charu Mazumdar, who undisguisedly hailed Mao in his China’s Chairman is Our Chairman: China’s 

Path is Our Path.33 The circulation of Mao’s works, exemplified in Mao’s Little Red Book, led the Indian 

authorities to raid the Naxalites looking for the Little Red Books and finally banned the book in 1975.34 

The significance of the study of Maoism in India goes beyond India proper. As Alexander C. 

Cook wisely put it, the value of the Naxalite case lies in its illustrations of the three most salient 

features of Third World Maoism: (1) analysis of society as semi-feudal and semi-colonial, (2) adoption 

of the strategy and tactics of people’s war to seize state power, and (3) mirroring the domestic Chinese 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

30 “The Naxalite movement is the outcome of the Great Chinese Proletarian Cultural Revolution of 1966”, in Ranjit 
Bhushan, Maoism in India and Nepal, (New Delhi, London and New York: Routledge, 2015), 139. 
31 Recent publications on the Naxalite movement, especially the Maoist revival are: Bidyut Chakrabarty and Rajat 
Kumar Kujur, Maoism in India: Reincarnation of Ultra-Left Wing Extremism in the Twenty-First Century (New 
York and Oxon: Routledge, 2010); S Narayan, Naxalism and Maoism in India, (Gyan Publishing House, 2014); 
32 Justus M. Van Der Kroef, “India’s Maoists: Organizational Patterns and Tactics”, in Contributions to Asian 
Studies, ed. K. Ishwaran, Volume 1, January 1971, 49. 
33Charu Mazumdar, “China’s Chairman is Our Chairman: China’s Path is Our Path,” Liberation III, (No. 1, 
November 1969), http://www.bannedthought.net/India/CPI(ML)-Orig/Mazumdar/ChinaChairmanOurChairman-
CM-691106.pdf 
34Sreemati Chakrabarti, “Empty Symbol: The Little Red Book in India,” in Mao's Little Red Book: A Global 
History, ed. Alexander C. Cook (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 127-129. 
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agenda of the Cultural Revolution, namely, the continuation of the revolution to combat revisionism 

and establish socialism.35 Thus, studies of the Naxalite movement in India provided a model and 

perspective for scholars of Maoism in other Third World countries. Two of such prominent examples 

are Maoist studies in Nepal and Peru. Also, in the Singapore section of the dissertation, the three 

features can be found in the Barisan Sosialis36 analysis of the socioeconomic conditions of postwar 

Singapore, which will be analyzed in more details in the Singapore section.  

 

The civil war in Nepal and the eventual Communist victory represented a strong 

contemporary Maoist revival decades after the collapse of Communist regimes in Europe. Maoist 

insurgencies and revolutions occurred in Nepal in the 1990s and studies of Maoism in Nepal are 

closely associated with Maoism in India, and sometimes, these studies overlap with each other.37 It is 

not just because of the geographical proximity of the two countries and historical and contemporary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

35 Alexander C. Cook, “Third World Maoism”, in A Critical Introduction to Mao, ed. Timothy Cheek. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 288-312. 
36 Barisan Sosialis, or Socialist Front in Malay language, was the main Maoist political party as well as the second 
largest party in the early history of the Republic of Singapore. It is the main unit of analysis in the Singapore 
section of this dissertation. 
37 Some recent comparative studies on Maoism in India and Nepal include: Ranjit Bhushan, Maoism in India and 
Nepal, (New Delhi, London and New York: Routledge, 2015); Nishchal N. Pandey, Nepal's Maoist movement and 
implications for India and China, (RCSS Policy Studies 27, New Delhi: Manohar Publishers & Distributors, 2005); 
Alpa Shah and Judith Pettigrew, Windows into a Revolution: Ethnographies of Maoism in India and Nepal (New 
Delhi: Social Science Press, 2012). 
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close bilateral ties, but more importantly the impact of the development of Maoism in India upon 

Nepal.38 

 

The case of Peru in the studies of Maoism in an individual state exhibits special meaning. The 

Naxalite Movement in India occurred during Mao’s lifetime. The civil war in Nepal broke out long 

after Mao’s death and decades after China’s reform and opening-up policy. The Sendero Luminoso, or 

the Shining Path, rose to prominence just after Mao’s death and coincided with Deng Xiaoping’s de 

facto de-Maoist turn. As the most visible Maoist rebellious force right after Mao’s passing, the Shining 

Path serves as an example in providing insights over how the far-leftists who were inspired by Maoism 

saw China’s changed policies after Mao, and how they perceived China’s de-Maoist turn initiated by 

Deng Xiaoping.   

Like the Naxalite movement in India, and the “People’s War” in Nepal, studies on Maoism 

in Peru overwhelmingly revolve around the rise and fall of the Shining Path. With the leader of the 

Shining Path Abimael Guzman captured by the authorities of Peru in 1992, the Shining Path declined 

significantly. Relevant literature regarding the Shining Path largely came about during the 1980s and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

38 Numerous studies on Maoism in Nepal feature a causal interpretation explaining India’s role in the development 
of Maoism in Nepal. For example, Rabindra Mishra states that the influence of the Naxalites has permeated into 
Nepal ever since the killing of Charu Mazumdar, the leader of the Naxalite insurgency. See Rabindra Mishra, 
“India’s Role in Nepal’s Maoist Insurgency”, Asian Survey 44:5 (2004): 627–646. Alpa She and Judith Pettigrew 
also use “a red corridor” stretching from Nepal in the North to the state of Andhra Pradesh of India in the south to 
refer to the influence of India’s Naxalite on Nepal. See Alpa Shah and Judith Pettigrew, “Windows into a 
Revolution: Ethnographies of Maoism in South Asia”, Dialect Anthropology 33(2009): 225-251. 
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early 1990s.39 Most of the publications have adopting a nation-state-centered approach analyzing the 

Shining Path in the Peruvian context. It is not until recently that studies of revolution in Latin America 

have adopted a transnational approach when examining Maoism in Peru. In his 2013 book Transpacific 

Revolutionaries: The Chinese Revolution in Latin America, Matthew Rothwell has offered a comparative 

analysis of the impact of Maoism on three Latin American countries, namely Mexico, Peru and 

Bolivia.40 This is a meaningful attempt to examine the circulation of ideas between China and Latin 

America in the context of the Cold War, but the Peru part contains limited new insights. 

Histories of the influence and engagement of Maoism in India, Nepal, and Peru share one 

thing in common: Maoism in these countries was the force behind igniting insurgencies, revolutions, 

or riots. Social chaos and unrest were targeting the government, or the establishment. The strong 

desire and devotion to change or even subvert the establishment or the status quo is indeed a major 

characteristic of the far left and ultra-left influenced by Maoism. 

 

The approach to Maoism in America is often associated with, or in a more generalized sense, 

a history of some radical leftist organizations. Thus, it leaves the Maoist influence in the cultural 

sphere--for example, encounters with Maoism in higher education or how Maoism contributed to 

cultural transformations—largely unexplored. This is one of the academic gaps that this dissertation 

seeks to fill. This dissertation adopts a perspective of an imagined Third Worldness when examining 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

39 For example, David Scott Palmer ed., The Shining Path of Peru, (London: C. Hurst and Company, 1992); Simon 
Strong, Shining Path: The World’s Deadliest Revolutionary Force, (London: Harper Collins, 1992). Great credit 
should be given to Orin Starn who provides valuable information on the Shining Path in languages such as English 
and Spanish in his articles on the topic. See for example: “Maoism in the Andes: The Communist Party of Peru-
Shining Path and the Refusal of History”, Journal of Latin American Studies 27, No. 2 (May 1995): 399-421. 
40 Matthew Rothwell, Transpacific Revolutionaries: The Chinese Revolution in Latin America, (New York: 
Routledge, 2013). 
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the actors who interpreted and reworked Maoism in America, i.e., those of ethnic minority 

backgrounds who participated in the strikes for the establishment of ethnic studies. Although they 

were born in the United States, they considered themselves to be part of the “Third World” and they 

perceived of their activism as a struggle against western imperialism. Thus, translators in China, 

activists in the United States, and leftists in Singapore were connected in an imagined Third World 

versus imperialism struggle, as the rest of the dissertation will show.  

 

In 1993, in the first-ever single book on the Asian American movement41 in 1960s America, 

William Wei dedicated a whole chapter to Maoist organizations in the history of the Asian American 

movement. In a time-frame between the 1960s and the 1990s, Wei gave a chronology of the 

emergence, evolvement, and decline of Maoist organizations in the context of the decline of the New 

Left and the rise of the Marxist-Leninist-Maoist ideology. The organizations covered in Wei’s book 

include the Red Guard Party, Wei Min She, I Wor Kuen, the Asian Study Group, The League of 

Revolutionary Struggle (Marxist-Leninist), and so on. As the “model minority”, Asian Americans 

were often labeled as non-militant and conforming to the expectations of mainstream American 

society. However, in Wei’s chapter, these Chinese Americans showed a political activism rooted in 

Mao’s China. This adherence to Maoism was demonstrated in many ways, including party-building, 

mobilization, the naming of their organizations, and even the sectarian conflicts within these Maoist 

organizations. Wei’s book, however, was criticized in Fred Ho’s compilation Legacy to Liberation: Politics 

and Culture of Revolutionary Asian Pacific America42 for Wei’s portrayal of activists not revolutionary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

41 William Wei, “The Emergence and Eclipse of Maoist Organizations”, in The Asian American Movement, by 
William Wei. (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993), 203-240. 
42 Fred Ho ed., Legacy to Liberation: Politics and Culture of Revolutionary Asian Pacific America, Edinburgh, 
Scotland and San Francisco, California: AK Press, 2000. 
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enough and for Wei’s sceptical attitudes towards the activism. Ho’s anthology adopted a more radical 

attitude. The impact of Maoism on the Asian American Movement in particular, and the 1960s-1970s 

activism in general, was given a far more prominent place in the causes and background in Ho’s 

anthology. Ho also emphasized the “revolutionary, socialist-orientation” of the late 1960s and 

1970s.43 

Bill Mullen is a notable historian of African American radicalism and Maoism, especially so 

in his monograph Afro-Orientalism.44 Afro-Orientalism examines how African American radical activists 

in America, inspired by Mao’s Yan’an Talks, the Cultural Revolution, and other ideas of Mao, 

translated Maoist theory in their practice of local and international struggles. Mullen adopts a 

transnational approach in the book, aligning African American activists with Asians who struggled 

against imperialist forces in the world. With this approach, Mullen constructed an imagined trans-

pacific community based on the U.S. activists’ adherence to Maoism and the common revolutionary 

cause of anti-imperialism of both African American activists and Asian people.  

 

France is another Western country where the Maoist encounters caught wide social, cultural 

and academic attention with the worldwide media attention given to the youth protests on the Parisian 

streets in May 1968. Unlike Maoism in America, which was associated closely with ethnic conflicts 

and struggles, it was the engagement of prominent intellectuals and philosophers with Maoism that 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

43 Ibid, II. 
44 Bill V. Mullen, Afro-Orientalism, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004). 
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played an active role in Maoism in France.45 A recent exemplar is the widely discussed The Wind from 

the East: French Intellectuals, the Cultural Revolution, and the Legacy of the 1960s by Richard Wolin.46 

The Wind from the East contemplates how the leading intellectuals and students of France in 

the 1960s, inspired by Maoism in the height of the Cultural Revolution, engaged in social movements 

and tried to break the domestic gridlock. Wolin addresses two myths or paradoxes in the book. The 

first is that French intellectuals, though boldly claiming they were learning from China, actually lacked 

the fundamental understanding of Maoism and matters in China. The second paradox is that, in spite 

of the cruelty and explicit political struggles in the Cultural Revolution, the most distinguished French 

intellectuals were nevertheless drawn to Maoism. Wolin argues that these intellectual rebels invented 

Maoism to suit their own romantic vision. Such a romantic invention of Maoism corresponded to 

what this dissertation would call a “two-way construction”, indicating a highly selective nature of the 

use of Mao’s words and expressions by leftists for political, social, and cultural purposes, even when 

the leftists had little or no knowledge of Mao’s China or the Cultural Revolution. More details on the 

“two-way construction” are provided in the What is Maoism? chapter of the dissertation. 

 

Global Maoism and Recent Research Trends 
In recent years, scholars have paid increasing attention to the global dimension of Maoism. 

Dating back to the turn of the 21st century, Robert J. Alexander offered records of Maoism outside 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

45 Recent publications on intellectuals in postwar France influenced by Maoism include: David Drake, Intellectuals 
and Politics in Post-War France (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002); Michael Scott Christofferson, French 
Intellectuals Against the Left: The Antitotalitarian Moment of the 1970s (Berghahn Books, 2004).  Richard Wolin, 
The Wind from the East: French Intellectuals, the Cultural Revolution, and the Legacy of the 1960s (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2010). 
46 Richard Wolin, The Wind from the East: French Intellectuals, the Cultural Revolution, and the Legacy of the 
1960s (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010). 
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of China. In two tomes of International Maoism in the Developing World and Maoism in the Developed World, 

published in 1999 and 2001 respectively,47 Alexander introduced Maoist organizations and activities 

in most countries outside China. He even dedicated some space to countries like Guyana, Egypt and 

Lebanon. However, these two volumes were more descriptive than analytical, and the heavy reliance 

on the single source of Yearbook on International Communist Affairs, published by the Hoover Institution, 

as well as the narrow focus on the period of the 1960s to the 1970s severely limits the significance of 

the two books.  

Alexander C. Cook’s edited volume of global Maoism, Mao’s Little Red Book: A Global History48 

was published in 2014. It is a global history of the interactions between China-born Maoism and 

political movements elsewhere around the world. What is interesting and unique is that this global 

history is constructed around the symbolic and actual meanings of a particular object, namely, the 

Quotations from Chairman Mao, or the Little Red Book, and the transnational impact of this pocket-sized 

book. Besides Mullen’s chapter focusing on Mao’s Little Red Book and its guiding role in the party-

building and radicalization of the Black Panther Party,49 Xu Lanjun’s chapter analyses ranslations of 

Mao’s works. Xu argues that the global success of the Little Red Book was a “part of New China’s 

extended efforts to translate Chinese literature...as a common and universal currency of revolution”.50 

Julia Lovell explored the global history of Maoism in her 2019 monograph.51 Lovell centered Maoist 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

47 Robert Alexander, International Maoism in the Developing World (Westport Connecticut and London: Praeger, 
1999); Maoism in the Developed World (Westport Connecticut and London: Praeger, 2001). 
48 Alexander C. Cook, ed. Mao's Little Red Book: A Global History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2014). 
49 Bill V. Mullen, "By the Book: Quotations from Chairman Mao and the Making of Afro-Asian Radicalism, 1966-
1975." In Mao's Little Red Book: A Global History, ed. Alexander Cook, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2014), 245-265. 
50 Xu Lanjun, “Translation and Internationalism,” in Mao's Little Red Book: A Global History, ed. Alexander C. 
Cook (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 2014,76-95. 
51 Julia Lovell, Maoism: A Global History (London: Bodley Head, 2019). 
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ideas and experiences as major forces of the recent past, present, and future. One contribution of 

Lovell is her analysis of Edgar Snow’s Red Star Over China. Tracing global Maoism through Edgar 

Snow’s Red Star Over China, Lovell breaks a long-time pattern which often links global Maoism to the 

viral circulations of the Selected Works of Mao or the more iconic Little Red Book. Linking global Maoism 

to Red Star Over China also pushes the origins of global Maoism back to the 1930s, thus greatly 

expanding the ideology’s lifespan. However, Lovell did not provide a clear differentiation of Maoism 

from Leninism. The countries she touches upon were already well-covered cases in current studies 

on Maoism, and the social unrests and civil activism in the West that she discussed were hardly new 

aspects.  

Some scholars have already looked into the studies of the relationship between Maoism and 

a particular Western academic subject. For example, Sanjay Seth has analyzed how Subaltern Studies, 

and postcolonial theory in general, were enabled and shaped by the Maoist upsurge in India in the 

1960s and 1970s.52 

Fabio Lanza’s monograph The End of Concern: Maoist China, Activism, and Asian Studies looks at 

the Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars (CCAS)--an organization of young professors and 

graduate students who were vociferously critical of U.S. policies in Vietnam--and their rebellious 

activism in their engagement with the Asian studies. The young generation of scholars went to great 

lengths to avoid frameworks used by established scholars, John King Fairbank most notably, whom 

they criticized of complicity with the U.S. imperialist policies, not only in Vietnam, but also in Asian 

in general. Though the organization included scholars of Japan, Korea, South and Southeast Asia, 

Maoist China was the central focus. Seen as the positive other in the organization’s criticism of the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

52 Sanjay Seth, “From Maoism to Postcolonialism? The Indian ‘Sixties’, and Beyond”, Inter‐Asia Cultural Studies 
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established Asian studies and U.S. imperialism in Asia, Maoist China provided the young scholars an 

alternative possibility that “through their evaluation of the Maoist experiences that the Concerned 

Asian Scholars were able, for the first time in centuries, to consider ‘Asia’ and ‘Asian people’ as 

political subjects, capable of original thought and practices”.53 

Both Subaltern studies and Asian studies are concerned about subjects outside the United 

States. However, in this dissertation, the U.S. section will investigate how encounters and approaches 

to Maoism contributed to a brand-new set of studies, namely ethnic studies, which observed subjects 

inside the United States. In her latest monograph, Julia Lovell discusses encounters with Maoism 

around the globe, including the impact of Maoism on education in the United States. However, she 

only briefly touches upon the issue saying that “the Cultural Revolution-inspired dissent of the 1960s 

and 70s contributed to reforms of secondary and higher education, to make teaching methods and 

curricula more participatory, more representative, more accountable to diverse communities”.54 This 

is an elusive reference to the impact of Maoism upon ethnic studies. Other scholars, such as Daryl 

Maeda,55 and Glenn Omatsu,56 have submerged the establishment of ethnic studies under Asian 

American movement. Although they do mention Mao together with Marx, Lenin, and Che Guevara 

as the sources of inspiration that the activists drew from in their struggles, their remarks are limited 

to one sentence. Thus, it leaves an academic gap to fill in this dissertation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

53 Fabio Lanza, The End of Concern: Maoist China, Activism, and Asian Studies (Durham, Duke University Press, 
2017), 3-4. 
54 Lovell, 300. 
55 Daryl J. Maeda, Chains of Babylon: The Rise of Asian America (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2009); Rethinking the Asian American Movement (New York and London: Routledge, 2012). 
56 Glenn Omatsu. “The ‘Four Prisons’ and the Movements of Liberation: Asian American Activism from the 1960s 
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In the field of studies of translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s works, He 

Mingxing is prominent scholar. He published multiple monographs regarding the export of Chinese 

books,57 as well as foreign languages books published in China.58 His publications are rich in data. 

However, as a scholar in the studies of communications, his main approach is catalogue-compiling 

and Sino-centric, making China the only actor in this international circulation. This dissertation, on 

the contrary, by adopting the “two-way construction” approach, also looks at the active 

understanding, application, and selection of the meaning in Maoism by the so-called receiving end in 

this international circulation. Some scholars have looked at translations when they write about 

Maoism. Xu Lanjun has argued that the global success of the Little Red Book was a “part of New 

China’s extended efforts to translate Chinese literature...as a common and universal currency of 

revolution”.59 

When it comes to Maoism in Singapore, this dissertation looks at the Barisan Sosialis, the 

second largest political party radicalized by Maoism at the early stage of nation-building in Singapore. 

Lee Kuan Yew’s memoir has provided a detailed account of the history of the nation-building of 

Singapore. However, the history of the Barisan Sosialis, the main Maoist actor in the political scene 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

57 He Mingxing 何明星, Xinzhongguo shukan haiwai faxing chuanbo liushinian 新中国书刊海外发行传播 60 年 
[Sixty years of publication and dissemination of books and journals of new China] (Beijing: Zhongguo shuji 
chubanshe, 2010).  
58 He Mingxing 何明星, Zhonghua renmin gongheguo waiwen tushu chuban faxing biannianshi (1949-1979) 中华

人民共和国外文图书出版发行编年史（1949-1979）[Foreign Language Books’ Publishing Chronicle of P.R. 
China (1949-1979)] (Beijing: Xuexi chubanshe, 2013).  
59 Xu Lanjun, “Translation and Internationalism”, in Alexander C. Cook ed., Mao's Little Red Book: A Global 
History, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014, pp76-95. 
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was only briefly recounted in Chapter Eight “The Communists Self-Destruct”60 in From Third World 

to First: The Singapore Story: 1965-2000. The experience of dealing with the Barisan Sosialis was part of 

Lee Kuan Yew and the Singapore government’s efforts in combating and defeating communism. The 

switch to English in schools was one effort that dried up the supply of Chinese-educated recruits of 

communism in the context of combating Maoism.61  

Lee Kuan Yew’s account is, in some way, the official narrative and interpretation of that 

history. In recent years, a burgeoning literature of monographs, memoirs, edited volumes, and articles 

revising the official narrative of the Singapore history before the 1980s has emerged. Some former 

political participants and detainees have published their own versions of historical interpretation, such 

as Dr. Poh Soo Kai and his Living in a Time of Deception, his edited The Fajar Generation: The University 

Socialist Club and the Politics of Postwar Malaya and Singapore; and works written and compiled by historians 

with a clear revisionist and critical inclination, such as Hong Lysa in The Scripting of A National History: 

Singapore and Its Pasts, and other edited works such as The University Socialist Club and the Contest for 

Malaya: Tangled Strands of Modernity, and Paths not Taken: Political Pluralism in Post-War Singapore.62 The 

shared theme in this recent literature is its revisionist63 departure from Lee Kuan Yew’s official 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

60 Lee Kuan Yew, “Chapter Eight: The Communists Self-Destruct”, in From Third World to First: The Singapore 
Story: 1965-2000, Singapore and the Asian Economic Boom, New York: Harper Collins Publishers, 2000, pp109-
119. 
61 Ibid, 114. 
62 See Poh Soo Kai, Living in a Time of Deception, Function 8 Ltd & Pusat Sejarah Rakyat, 2016; Poh Soo Kai, Tan 
Jing Quee, Koh Kay Yew eds., The Fajar Generation: the University Socialist Club and the Politics of Postwar 
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narrative of the early postwar history of Singapore. For example, Lee Kuan Yew’s other memoir The 

Singapore Story: Memoirs of Lee Kuan Yew became the common target in these works. Lee’s People’s 

Action Party (PAP) was depicted as a party comprised of English-educated political elites and the 

anti-colonial leftists/socialists, and the former needed the leftists to win the elections to form a 

government but betrayed them after the election victory. Referring to Lee and the PAP as 

collaborators with the colonialists and the merger with Malaya, Sabah, Sarawak, and Brunei into 

Malaysia as neo-imperialist design, the new literature, coming to light due to a loosening of publication 

restrictions, exhibited a strong and obvious revisionist approach to official narrative of history.  

Cheng Yinghong’s two articles “The Chinese Cultural Revolution and the Decline of the Left 

in Singapore”,64 and its Chinese version,65 came out as an analysis in opposition to the revisionist 

works above. In praising Singapore as “one of the very few countries that realized economic 

development and political stability after decolonization”. 66  and a country with “less corruption, 

effective governance, rule of law, full employment, high standard of living, good social order, personal 

safety, and a clean and beautiful environment”.67 Cheng argued that the leftists in Singapore followed 

China’s Cultural Revolution in a blind manner and adopted a path both ideologically and practically 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NUS College student is all praise for renowned Singapore historian Dr Hong Lysa for her years of ‘invaluable 
contributions’ in Singapore’s past,” The Online Citizen, September 11, 2019. 
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64 Cheng Yinghong, “The Chinese Cultural Revolution and the Decline of the Left in Singapore,” Journal of 
Chinese Overseas 7 (2011): 211-246. 
65 Cheng Yinghong 程映虹, Maozhuyi geming: ershi shiji de zhongguo yu shijie 毛主义革命：二十世纪的中国与

世界 [Maoist Revolution: China and the World in the 20th Century] (Hong Kong: Tianyuan Book House, 2008), 
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detached from the post-merger reality of Singapore which led to the demise of the mass base.68 “It is 

not too much of an exaggeration to say that the Cultural Revolution was duplicated by Singapore’s 

leftist movement from 1966 to 1971. But it is this internationalism that diverted the movement from 

its nationalist trajectory thereby isolating itself from the political reality of the day. In the end, 

however, the movement itself fell victim to the schismatic tendency of the CR.”69 Therefore, in 

contrast to those who adopted a revisionist approach to Singapore’s official narrative, Cheng argued 

that Lee’s Singapore Story was not far from historical reality in that it was not exaggerating the influence 

of the Cultural Revolution on Singapore, on the contrary, it did not expose the true impact of the 

Cultural Revolution.70 Cheng’s two articles were the only two articles that associated Maoism with 

Singapore. What he mainly meant was that the Cultural Revolution led to the decline of the Barisan 

Sosialis and leftism in Singapore as a whole. Cheng’s argument was contested by the surviving 

participants of the leftist movements and former Barisan Sosialis members, who maintained that 

Cheng exaggerated the role of the Cultural Revolution and the crackdown by the government was 

the key factor.71 This dissertation does not center around to what degree the Cultural Revolution 

contributed to the decline of the Barisan Sosialis. Instead, it focuses on Maoism in the nation-building 

of the Republic of Singapore and the Singapore section in the dissertation argues that following the 
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defeat of Malay ethnocentrism, the defeat of the Maoist-inspired radical leftism marked the final stage 

of the struggle over nation-building in Singapore. 

 

 

 

Research Questions 

A thorough review of the existing literature helps map out some key academic gaps in the 

studies of Maoism, such as the translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s works in China, 

the establishment of ethnic studies in universities in the United States, as well as combating Maoism 

at the beginning of nation-building in Singapore. The overarching questions to be answered in this 

dissertation are: 

How should we understand Maoism in the context of the 1960s and 1970s? How did 

the local actors approach Maoism and contribute to Maoist moments in the 1960s and 1970s?  

In order to answer the questions, this research will try to fill the academic gaps above by 

answering the following questions:  

 

1. How did the translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s works, encouraged 

and pushed by the Cultural Revolution and China’s left turn in foreign policy, facilitate the spread of 

Maoism around the world and contribute to the phenomenon of global Maoist moments?  

2. How did the leftist activists approach Maoism by way of establishing ethnic studies in 

U.S. universities, and what were the implications of such actions on the educational, cultural, and 

social norms in the United States?  

3. What role did Maoism play at the early stage of nation building in Singapore? To what 

degree were the Barisan Sosialis radicalized by Maoism and how did this radicalization determine their 

visions and actions for nation-building in Singapore?  

Dissertation Design 

This dissertation proposes the concept of “Maoist moments” to refer to the global 

phenomenon in the 1960s and 1970s that Maoism sparked radical leftism around the world. It argues 
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that these “Maoist moments” were made possible by the fact that Maoism incentivized an imagined 

Third World against imperialism and by the worldwide radical leftists who invoked, adopted, and 

applied Maoism for their cultural, social, and political agendas. For the purpose of proving this 

argument and to answer these questions above, this first section of the dissertation will go into the 

understanding of Maoism in the context of the 1960s and 1970s. By situating Maoism in the historical 

trajectory of communism and leftism, the dissertation will explain what distinctive elements Maoism 

contains and why in the context of the 1960s and 1970s, Maoism, or Mao’s China, with a radicalization 

in the foreign policy of the People’s Republic of China, could be more popular among radical leftists 

than the appeals of the Soviet Union. This will lay a theoretical foundation for the understanding of 

the Maoist moments in the places under investigation. 

The second section will be devoted to the Maoist moment in China, which, in this dissertation, 

refers to the translations, publications, as well as circulations of Mao’s works in China, which 

facilitated the spread of Mao’s ideas to foreign audiences. The reason lies in the fact that in the 1960s 

and 1970s, it was no doubt Mao’s Little Red Book, or the Quotations from Chairman Mao and the Selected 

Works of Mao that symbolized and mediated the global popularity of Maoism. Some scholars outside 

China have attempted to compile or translate works of Mao. For example, Arthur Doak Barnett has 

added his own preface to Mao’s Quotations, and Hualing Nieh has translated Mao’s poems. However, 

China’s official propaganda apparatus, the Foreign Languages Press, had always downplayed or 

condemned unauthorized publications. Since the beginning of the 1960s, as the China section in this 

dissertation shows, with the project of translating the fourth volume of the Selected Works of Mao, the 

translations gradually became China’s homegrown project and China engaged in the translations and 

dissemination of Mao’s works in its entirety. The section therefore argues that the prerequisite of the 

embrace, adaptation, or localization of Maoism in the 1960s and 1970s was the translations, 

publications, and circulations of Mao’s writings, in which translators in China played a critical role. It 

further argues that China’s translations and export of Mao’s works facilitated the radical leftists in the 

United States and in Singapore. In the United States, Henry Halsey Noyes set up China Book Store 

in San Francisco with the collaboration with Chinese publishers, whereas in Singapore, Mao’s works 

became used in battles between the governments and the Maoist opposition. The translations, 
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publications, and circulations in China played the key role in connecting the Maoist-inspired radicals 

elsewhere into a global network and the formation of “Maoist moments”. 

The next section thus looks at the Maoist moment in America. This section argues that Mao’s 

anti-imperialist rhetoric, his association of race with the system of capitalism, the perceived role of 

Maoism in China’s successful revolution as a “Third World” country, as well as China’s radical 

revolutionary turn in the 1960s provided activists in America with more powerful alternative 

imaginations than the Soviet Union, Cuba, or Vietnam. Maoism incentivized an imagined Third 

World unity. One result of this was the student strike at San Francisco State College and the Third 

World Liberation Front strike at the University of California, Berkeley for the establishment of ethnic 

studies. The former radical activists largely occupied faculty positions of such studies in universities 

and they introduced Maoism into the course contents. The successful establishment of such studies 

was one of the most enduring legacies of the civil rights movement of the 1960s.72 The consequences 

are seen in the founding of other similar academic subjects and identity politics and overall, they 

contributed to the radicalization of the higher educational institutions of America. 

The last section will focus on the Maoist moment in Singapore, a tiny republic with a 

significant academic value when it comes to postwar nation-state building in a Third World country. 

This section argues that after Malay ethnocentrism, Maoism constituted the major obstacle in the 

nation-state building of Singapore. The second largest political party next to the ruling People’s 

Action Party, the Barisan Sosialis, turned radical leftist when they decided to apply Maoism in their 

organization in the 1960s, roughly at the same time when Singapore became independent from 

Malaysia. The Barisan Sosialis engaged in opposing every social, economic, and diplomatic policy of 
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the ruling party, indoctrinated children in their kindergartens with Maoism, and rejected the legitimate 

parliamentary system. Defeating Maoism paved the way for the conservative elites’ blueprint for 

nation building and a solid Singapore identity took root. The Singapore section in this dissertation 

contains two chapters for the following reasons: by the late 1970s, the convergence of China’s de-

Maoist reforms and the marginalization of the Barisan Sosialis rendered Maoism and China irrelevant 

for Singapore’s the nation-building. Instead, Deng Xiaoping’s reform took Singapore as its model. 

This reversed relationship, as the Singapore section would suggest, marked the end of the Maoist 

moment in Singapore. Thus, two chapters are devoted to Singapore in order to do justice to the full 

complexity of this historical episode.  

 

Methodology and Sources 

This dissertation adopts a transnational approach based on multi-archival research for the 

purpose of examining Maoism in China, America, and Singapore. These three countries represent the 

birthplace of Maoism, a liberal Western democratic country, and a Third World country going 

through nation-building process, respectively. The dissertation relies on a large number of primary 

sources, the main types of which are organizational publications, newspapers, magazines, memoirs, 

party newsletters, administrative correspondence materials, as well as personal papers. Besides, the 

China and United States sections make use of interviews conducted in the two countries in 2017 and 

2018 with translators who translated Mao’s works and the former activists who took part in the 

student strikes. The dissertation has also consulted secondary sources, such as monographs, articles, 

online publications, and so on. Below is a detailed account of how this dissertation will engage the 

sources with the methods. 

 

The primary source analysis makes use of multiple primary sources collected in Singapore as 

well as from field trips in China and America. An historical collection of the publications of former 

leftists and defunct radical organization propaganda materials was made possible by the Historical 

Reference Room for Singapore and Malaysia People. This online collection is very likely collected, compiled 

and made available by left-leaning scholars or the leftist activists themselves, and it contains a large 

amount of Chinese-language materials essential for the research on radical activism and leftism in 
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1960s and 1970s Singapore and Malaysia. However, this collection remains largely unexplored by 

English-medium educated scholars, possibly because it is printed in traditional Chinese and because 

some characters are intelligible. This dissertation benefits from this collection, and especially from 

the party publications of the Barisan Sosialis and Partai Rakyat, such as the Barisan Sosialis Front, 

Party Information, Branch Information, Partai Rakyat Negeri Singapura, and others. Laws, acts, and 

regulations that the Barisan Sosialis opposed and challenged were checked and verified using the 

official websites of Singapore Statutes Online. Official narratives of nation building, development 

blueprints, and policymaking were collected from National Archives of Singapore, the memoirs of 

Lee Kuan Yew, and other government-compiled documents, such as Socialism That Works…the 

Singapore Way.  

The Foreign Languages Press (now China International Publishing Group) was at the center 

of the translations, publications, as well as circulations of Mao’s writings. The Collection of Memorial 

Articles on the Fifty Years of China International Publishing Group was used to reveal the personal memories 

of the participants at the Foreign Languages Press, which shed light upon the regulations, policies, 

and details behind the cultural and political project. Some regulations regarding the proliferation of 

Mao’s works among foreigners were recorded in government files, such as some circulars of the 

Foreign Affairs Office of the State Council. The Hoover Institution housed some valuable yet 

unexplored materials on the subjects of Mao himself, on China during the Cultural Revolution, and 

on the spread and influence of Maoism in the United States. For example, the Fook Hing Wong Papers 

give readers insights on the activities of Chinese communists in the pre-PRC era and their overseas 

operating of CCP’s propaganda efforts. Some of the veterans in this effort continued to play 

significant roles in the 1960s translating and spreading Mao’s works overseas. Stanley Karnow, a long-

time American journalist and author on Asian affairs in the 1960s, whose papers at the Hoover 

Institution included notes, news clippings, transcripts, and reports gave plenty information on Mao’s 

China. Papers of Arne Swabeck, a prominent Maoist and one of the leaders of American communism, 

provide information on how the communists in America interpreted Mao, Maoism, and China’s 

Cultural Revolution. Also, publications of Pathfinder Press at the Hoover Institution, a prominent 

press associated with the Socialist Workers Party famous for its leftist publishing, contain many 
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Maoist items. These collections were consulted and cross-checked during the writing of the 

dissertation. 

As mentioned earlier, research on the history of ethnic studies has been submerged under the 

studies of other grander fields of academic attention, such as the Asian American movement and the 

civil rights movement. Indeed, some of the primary sources are found in archives and collections of 

such fields. For example, some of the primary sources came from the Steve Louie Asian American 

Movement Archives and Uno Edison Papers at the University of California, Los Angeles. Given the close 

relations between the establishment of ethnic studies and the student protests at the San Francisco 

State College (now San Francisco State university) and the University of California Berkeley, the 

archives at the two universities regarding the strikes, such as SF State College Strike Collection and 

collections at the Ethnic Studies Library at UC Berkeley were also consulted. Some of the archives at 

San Francisco State University are already digitized to facilitate research, including protests and 

conference video footages and strike documents. Also, the Digital Collections at J. Paul Leonard 

Library has a separate section dedicated to The 1968-1969 San Francisco State College Strike Collection. At 

the University of California, Berkeley, there is a separate library dedicated to ethnic studies. The 

Ethnic Studies Library houses multiple sources regarding the Third World Liberation Front strike at 

Berkeley in 1969, and papers and personal collections of veterans in student activism who later 

became trailblazers in academia in these studies, such as L. Ling-Chi Wang and Him Mark Lai. This 

dissertation utilizes the collections in these libraries which contain statements, documents, 

publications of the Black Student Union and the Third World Liberation Front, as well as 

administrative records of the universities and course content of ethnic studies at its nascent stage. 

Some of the sources are digitized and made available on the website dedicated to the history of 
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radicalism at UC Berkeley in the late 1960s, The Berkeley Revolution.73 The US chapter made use of the 

primary sources both at the physical Ethnic Studies Library, as well as The Berkeley Revolution website, 

and the very valuable compilation of strike files, administrative correspondence, syllabi, and other 

first-hand strike and ethnic studies related documents by L. Ling-chi Wang, participant in the Berkeley 

strike himself and later chair of ethnic studies at Berkeley, History of Ethnic Studies at UC Berkeley: Ethnic 

Studies 98/198.74 Besides, some memoir-like compilations by former participants complement the 

bigger picture of the protests and the movement, such as Fred Ho’s Legacy to Liberation: Politics and 

Culture of Revolutionary Asian Pacific America and Steve Louie and Glenn Omatsu’s edited volume Asian 

Americans: The Movement and the Moment.  

Apart from obtaining access to the primary sources mentioned above, field trips to America 

and China also facilitated the interviews and communications with many previous activists who later 

became faculty members or who remained active in academia, politics, and other public affairs today. 

During the field trip to California, I had the honor of attending three significant commemorative 

anniversary gatherings of participants in the struggle to establish ethnic studies in the two universities: 

UC Berkeley Third World Liberation Front 50th Anniversary Gathering, the 50th Anniversary of the 

San Francisco State Strike, and the 50th Anniversary of the Founding of Asian American Studies at 

UC Berkeley. Communications with the still active participants was both inspiring and knowledge-

enriching. Besides, I had the privilege of interviewing Mr. Yin Chengdong, who contributed to the 

Spanish translation of the Selected Works of Mao, the Little Red Book, as well as Mao’s poems. He 

provided the most valuable firsthand information on the translations. However, due to his official 
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status as the former Deputy Director of the Central Translation and Compilation Bureau of China 

and his long-time engagement with the communist propaganda project, the information provided in 

the interviews was cross-checked against other sources where necessary.   
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CHAPTER TWO WHAT IS MAOISM? 
 

 

 

Introduction 

Maoism is the central and key term in this dissertation. This chapter will focus on the 

understanding of Maoism in the context of the 1960s and 1970s. To begin with, this chapter will 

trace the development of Maoism in the historical trajectory of Marxism and communism. Then it 

outlines the main academic debates over Maoism, such as whether Maoism was more Marxist or 

more Chinese-rooted, and the distinctiveness of Maoism as compared with Marxism and Leninism. 

Lastly, the chapter discusses the different uses of Maoism in the 1960s and 1970s through the use 

of the concept “two-way construction”. This “two-way construction” is crucial in the understanding 

of Maoism, as it includes and recognizes the agency of actors in the engagement of Maoism, thus 

transcending both the official narrative of the Chinese Communist Party and the mere words, 

expressions, and writings of Mao himself.  

This chapter sides with Nick Knight’s analysis which emphasizes the Marxist and socialist 

dimensions of Maoism, but also pays attention to the Chinese characteristics. On this basis, the 

chapter argues not for a lengthy academic debate over the theory of Maoism as some conceptual 

historians would do. Instead, the chapter argues that the blending of the Marxist dimensions in 

Maoism and the Chinese characteristics granted Maoism a particular appeal among leftists, 

especially in countries with similar social conditions as China. At the same time, the global contexts 

of the 1960s and 1970s, such as the U.S.’s imperialism in the Vietnam War and the Soviet Union’s 

“peaceful coexistence” with Western countries, contributed to the emerging image of Mao’s China 

as the most revolutionary major force. The chapter then looks at the phenomenon of the “two-way 

construction” of Maoism and argues that such a highly selective use of Mao’s texts in the approach 

of Maoism added flexibility as well as complexity of the understanding of Maoism. 

 

Maoism in the Historical Trajectory of Marxism 
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Although Maoism is an ideology inextricably associated with one of the most famous 

Chinese in world history and was born in the solid Chinese context, it has its place in the historical 

trajectory of ideas belonging to the left on the political spectrum. Debates over what is political left 

and right are heated and controversial in both academia and the political domain, and discussions 

around radicalism and conservatism only make things even more complicated. However, one thing 

is certain: that the leftist ideologies including Marxism, communism, and socialism originated as the 

response to the industrial revolution, development of capitalism, the French Revolution, and the 

Revolutions of 1848. Maoism too stood as a response to Western civilization, urbanization, 

capitalism and the Soviet model of socialism and communism.  

Marx and Engels proposed and advocated scientific socialism in response to the practice of 

the utopian socialism by Henri St. Simon, Robert Owen, and Charles Fourier, such as their attempts 

of setting up communes in the United States. The utopian socialists argued that humans could set 

up and organize their organizations or entities according to their own will, and inside these man-

created organizations, people were thus engaged in egalitarian, cooperative social enterprises. 

However, Marx and Engels criticized such practices when they made a distinction between 

scientific socialism anchored in historical materialism and utopian socialism. Compared with these 

utopian socialist practices, scientific socialism emphasized the control of the means of production 

and the initiatives of the industrial working class, or the proletariat.75  

The scientific socialism of Marx and Engels developed and became the foundation of 

communism. However, by the turn of the 20th century, Marxism faced a strong challenge from 

Eduard Bernstein. Initially a disciple of Marx and Engels, Bernstein gradually broke away from the 
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emphasis on force and violence in the Marxist approach to achieving socialism, and instead argued 

for the possibility of capitalist countries to be reformed into socialism by peaceful and 

parliamentary means.76 Thus, Marxism witnessed its bifurcations into what later theoreticians and 

historians would term as orthodox Marxism, which emphasized the irreplaceability of violence in 

the path to socialism and communism, and revisionism, which opposed radical revolution but 

advocated for “evolutionary socialism”. Revisionism kicked off the popularity of social democracy 

in Western and Northern European countries which remains prevalent today. Orthodox Marxism 

passed on to Vladimir Lenin, Joseph Stalin, and Mao Tse-tung. The above is the theoretical lineage 

of Maoism in the history of international socialism, communism, and leftism in general. Maoism 

inherited from orthodox Marxism the total rejection of the parliamentary path to socialism. This 

constituted part of the reason that Maoist-inspired political parties, notably, as this dissertation will 

demonstrate, the Barisan Sosialis of Singapore (1961-1988), rejected the parliamentary system. This 

will be discussed in more detail in the Singapore section. 

 

Maoism versus Marxism 

The above-mentioned theoretical lineage put Maoism as an inheritor of Marxism, thus 

revealing one of the dimensions in the complicated relationship between Maoism and Marxism. 

Scholars have already debated in length whether Maoism was more Marxist or more of a Chinese-

rooted ideology. In this regard, it is worth mentioning the contribution of Nick Knight. Based on 

his reading of some newly available documents of Mao and his review of previous scholars on Mao, 
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In Rethinking Mao: Explorations in Mao Zedong’s Thought, Knight emphasized the Marxist and socialist 

dimensions in Mao’s thought from the perspective of the place of the peasantry in Mao’s thought, 

his beliefs and efforts at the “Sinification of Marxism”, and the “Chinese road to socialism”.77  

When it comes to the place of the peasantry in Mao’s thought, there are two schools of 

thought. Some scholars, such as Maurice Meisner78 and Isaac Deutscher, argue that Mao’s emphasis 

on peasants made him a “peasant revolutionary”, and he “turned his back upon the urban working 

class”79, thus Maoism deviated from the working class-centered orthodox Marxism. Benjamin I. 

Schwartz, one of the trailblazers on studies of Mao, termed Mao’s emphasis on peasants and his 

disregard for the proletariat-focused Marxist analysis as “heresy”.80 Other scholars such as Philip 

Huang, Tony Saich, and Trevor Sudama maintained that the emphasis on the peasantry based on 

the concrete conditions and historical circumstances kept Mao within the Marxist-Leninist 

paradigm.81  

Knight sided with the second school of thought. By dividing the development of Mao’s 

revolutionary strategy into four phases, i.e., Reunion with the peasants, 1923-1927; Revolution in 

the countryside, 1927-1930; Working class power and state formation, 1931-1934, and Resistance 

and reform, 1937-1945, Knight argued that Mao was convinced that the working class was the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

77 Nick Knight, Rethinking Mao: Explorations in Mao Zedong’s Thought (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 
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leading class of the Chinese Revolution and Mao did not abandon the central plank of Marxist 

orthodoxy.  

In addition to Knight’s analysis, I would like to provide other evidence in support of 

Knight’s argument. In an unabridged version of Mao’s own writing The Chinese Revolution and the 

Chinese Communist Party, Mao thought that “peasants are generally petite bourgeoisie”, an expression 

which was deleted when the whole article was included in the second volume of the Selected Works of 

Mao and the English translation by the Foreign Languages Press.82 Apart from the rich peasants and 

middle peasants, according to Mao, the poor peasants with “no land or insufficient land”, were “the 

semi-proletariat of the countryside, the biggest motive force of the Chinese revolution, the natural 

and most reliable ally of the proletariat and the main contingent of China's revolutionary forces”. It 

could infer that for Mao, the proletariat would still be the leading force of the Chinese revolution; 

instead, the reliance on peasantry was more a revolutionary strategy. Mao’s emphasis on peasantry 

did not fall outside of the Marxist analytical framework.  

In terms of the “Sinification of Marxism” of Maoism, Knight disagreed with the two main 

interpretations which suggested that the “Sinification of Marxism” was either Mao’s Sinocentrism at 

the expense of the universal truths of Marxism or Mao’s ideological strategy in his power struggle 

with Moscow-oriented factions within the CCP. Knight argued that Mao’s “Sinification of 

Marxism” was an attempt to discover a formula by which the universal theory of Marxism could be 

applied in Chinese context without abandoning Marxism’s universality.83 
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And on the issue of Mao’s Chinese road to socialism, Knight defied the simple evaluation of 

the results or consequences of the Chinese road to socialism. He explored the ideas and concepts 

that inspired Mao’s developmental strategy for China’s socialist transition alternative to the Soviet 

model which did not fit into Chinese characteristics and national context. These ideas and concepts 

included the ubiquity of contradictions, Mao’s view of the future, and the theory of “permanent 

revolution”. Knight denied the simplistic assessment that Mao’s vision for socialist construction in 

the 1950s and 1960s was mistaken, for Mao’s visions were vindicated by excesses of the reform and 

open-up policies. The massive inequality, corruption, and the acceptance of the capitalist 

entrepreneurs into the CCP were all consequences that Mao feared in his socialist construction 

visions.84 Knight disagreed with some mainstream Western scholars who labelled Mao’s road to 

socialism as overall negative. And he was also in dispute with the authoritative post-Mao CCP’s 

1981 Resolution which provided the famous 70 percent versus 30 percent verdict. Throughout 

Knight’s analysis, he emphasized that Mao’s road deviated from the Soviet model. Knight’s analysis 

thus added credibility to some scholars who argued that Mao’s road to socialism, or Maoism as 

some scholars would call it,85 posed as an alternative modernity to both the communism of the 

Soviet Union and the capitalism represented by Western countries. As the following US section and 

Singapore section will show, this analysis is of particular insight to the understanding of Maoism in 

the 1960s and 1970s.  

Nick Knight’s Rethinking Mao is one representative in writings on Mao that places Mao’s 

thought within orthodox Marxism. He elaborated this by arguing that some core dimensions of 

Mao’s thought, such as the place of the peasantry according to Mao, the “Sinification of Marxism”, 
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and Mao’s road to socialism, though facing contested arguments of deviating from Marxist 

orthodoxy, were indeed within the framework of Marxism. On the contrary, Woei Lien Chong, a 

Dutch sinologist, in her analysis of the writings of Li Zehou, the renowned Chinese philosopher, 

argued that Li asserted Maoism had nothing to do with Marx’s own doctrines, and in spite of 

Maoism’s iconoclastic self-image, most of its roots were even traditionally Chinese.86 Mao’s 

voluntarism, according to Li in Chong’s analysis, was especially harmful as it was “the most extreme 

culmination of the fundamental fallacies of traditional Chinese thought”, which encouraged Mao to 

“launch ill-conceived and destructive political mass campaigns such as the Cultural Revolution”.87  

 

I would suggest that for the purpose of serving this dissertation, the point here is not to 

what degree Maoism was a Marxist ideology or to what degree it was not.  Instead, the point is that 

Maoism blended Marxism--an ideology born out of the European and industrial context—with the 

Chinese characteristics. Bestowed by a rural, non-white, and war-struggling, and importantly, by 

later political standard, a Third World society, this gave Maoism a particular appeal, especially in the 

context of the 1960s and 1970s. It is this distinct appeal that led the actors in this dissertation to 

choose Maoism over other revolutionary ideologies. I would further point out that although Nick 

Knight invoked the famous quote of Mao’s “Sinification of Marxism”, while Li Zehou, argued by 

Chong, asserted that Maoism was rooted deeply in the traditionally Chinese culture, the two schools 

of thought actually pointed to one thing, that the Chinese characteristics in Maoism were significant 

and they contributed to the distinctiveness of Maoism, as well as to its appeal.   
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Chinese Characteristics in Maoism 

The following paragraphs serve as a demonstration of the significance of the characteristics 

of Maoism which were associated with Chinese elements. These Chinese characteristics in Maoism 

conferred Maoism with special appeal among the radical leftists in the 1960s and 1970s.  

Unlike Marxism and Leninism, which originated in industrialized, European, and colonialist 

countries, Maoism was the first major component within orthodox Marxism born in an agrarian, 

Asian, Eastern, pre-industrial, (semi-) colonial/feudal society, if we adopt Nick Knight’s argument 

on the Marxist and socialist dimensions of Maoism. This historical fact provided Maoism an even 

stronger appeal for radicals from similar social backgrounds in a similar way that Japan did for the 

nationalists in colonies after its victory as a non-European nation in the 1904-1906 Russo-Japanese 

war.88 China’s status as the largest non-European, non-American, non-industrial country, as well as 

the most populous country in the world endowed Maoism with credibility and an outstanding place 

in the leftist political spectrum, especially among those fighting European-American imperialism in 

agricultural or non-industrial societies and those who attributed social problems to imperialism.  

From the bloody experience of the 1927 Shanghai massacre which saw an onslaught on the 

communists by the armed KMT (Kuomintang, the Nationalist Party of China) forces, Mao came up 

with perhaps his most famous slogan: “political power grows out of the barrel of a gun”.89 The 

means of violence was given the supremacy and exclusivity in obtaining political power. The slogan, 
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together with another Mao quote “to rebel is justified”, and Mao’s emphasis on “protracted war” 

and “guerrilla war”, provided guidance on the means and strategy for any form of revolution 

claimed by radical leftists, from soldiers in the jungles at the Thai-Malaysian border to guerrilla 

movements in Colombia.  

Compared with Marxism and Leninism, Maoism stood the test of real wars. Marx spent 

decades in London when he developed his thought on social classes, capitalism, and production. 

Marx and Friedrich Engels passed away before the onslaught of the First World War, and Marxism 

did not serve as a guidance to wars in any country. Lenin was outside of Russia most of the time 

when Leninism came into shape. Throughout the first World War, the European socialist parties all 

supported their own government, nationalism seemed to overwhelm the international unity among 

the socialists and an international revolution which Leninism had avidly championed. Zurich, 

Switzerland, was the place where Lenin completed his most classic work Imperialism: The Highest Stage 

of Capitalism, yet during the six-and-half years of his stay in Switzerland, he could not even generate 

a revolutionary ideal among Swiss socialists.90 In one word, before Russia accepted Lenin’s radical 

revolutionary imaginations, Leninism was rejected in Switzerland.  

Maoism was different in this regard. In some way, Maoism was a collection of Mao’s 

experiences summarized during the Chinese revolution. In Liu Shaoqi’s On the Party, a document 

regarded as formally establishing Mao Zedong Thought as the guiding ideology of the Chinese 

Communist Party, it stated explicitly that Mao Zedong Thought “has taken shape and has 

developed in the course of the long revolutionary struggles of the Chinese nation and people which 

include the three great revolutionary wars, the Northern Expedition, the Agrarian Revolutionary 
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War and the present War of Resistance Against Japan”, and it was “integration of the Marxist-

Leninist theories with the practice of the Chinese revolution” that had given rise to Mao Zedong 

Thought.91  

As a result of the war time experience in the formation of Maoism, it contains large amount 

of analysis, guidance, and teachings on military and party-building. Besides the above-mentioned 

“political power grows out of the barrel of a gun”, there were other military teachings in Maoism. 

Concrete tenets such as “encircling the cities from the villages and winning political regimes by 

armed struggles” (drawn from the first collapse of CCP-KMT alliance in 1927), and “protracted 

war” and “guerrilla war” (both drawn from the anti-Japanese war) were not only unseen in Marxism 

and Leninism, but also conferring the special appeal of Maoism on those seeking national liberation 

and opposing imperialism.  

Another distinctive trait of Maoism is that Maoism is a highly iconized and idolized 

ideology. Icons of Maoism, such as the red-vinyl, pocket-sized Little Red Books and the iconic 

gestures of adherents reading or waving the Quotations, singing and dancing to Quotation songs 

found no counterparts in either Marxism or Leninism. Activities, events, and practices centering 

around Maoism contributed to a culture of rituals not seen in Marxism and Leninism. Besides these 

Maoist icons, Maoism had a symbolic moment that pushed it to a global height. The climax of 

Maoism, the Cultural Revolution, in the 1960s and 1970s, helped to popularize its revolutionary zeal 

among the radicals around the world.  

The last reason that Maoism rose beyond the status of being a mere term in the camp of 

Marxist ideologies, to borrow the words of historian and archivist Song Yongyi,92 was the self-
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rebellion spirit of Mao. Mao Tse-tung rebelled against the very own political apparatus he built, the 

Chinese Communist Party and the People’s Republic of China, during the heyday of Maoism, the 

Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. In the eyes of leftists around the world (except for the 

Communist states in Eastern Europe and Russia), this made Maoism seem even more genuinely 

rebellious and more outright revolutionary. The subversiveness and rebelliousness did not wane 

with the founding of Mao’s regime; even the regime was not immune from Mao’s “continuous 

revolution”. Mao’s China in this way was on the opposite to Lenin’s Russia, Ho Chi Minh’s 

Vietnam, the Kim’s North Korea, and Castro’s Cuba.  

 

International Circumstances Contributing to Maoism’s Revolutionary Image 

The above is a plethora of the Chinese characteristics in Maoism that made the ideology 

particularly acceptable and popular among the radical leftists in the 1960s and 1970s. Besides, there 

were other circumstances in the 1960s and 1970s that contributed to the revolutionary image of 

Maoism. The first was the Vietnam War and the domestic chaos in the United States. The war in 

Vietnam triggered anti-imperialism protests in 1960s and 1970s America. Maoism, with its high-

pitched anti-imperialist tone, gradually became an ideological alternative. Qian Liqun, a famous 

Chinese literary scholar and historian, stated that when intellectuals were dissatisfied with Western 

civilization, Maoism then exuded its special appeal.93 As early as 1956, during a talk with two Latin 
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American public figures, Mao already came up with the quote “U.S. imperialism is a paper tiger”.94 

Mao not only reiterated that imperialism was the main enemy in the international communist 

revolution, but he located the United States as the primary representative of imperialism. The 

unabashed take on the almighty United States pushed Maoism gradually into an anti-American 

ideology. In this regard, Maoism provided a strong source of reference serving the anti-America 

sentiment developed during the anti-war movement and became popular especially among the 

young radicals. As the famous historian Chen Jian stated, “Mao’s anti-American imperialist stance 

served the fundamental mission of his revolution”.95 The anti-American inclination led radicals in 

America to adopt Maoism as their organizing principle in 1960s and 1970s America. The Federal 

Bureau of Investigation, the domestic intelligence and security service of the United States, 

conducted surveillance upon and infiltrated into the Maoists circles.96 

The second circumstance came from the Soviet Union after Nikita Khrushchev became the 

supreme leader. The slogan of “U.S. imperialism is a paper tiger” developed into “Beating Enemies 

with Two Fists” when the U.S.-targeted anti-imperialism joined China’s anti-Soviet Union 

revisionism in the 1960s. With the Soviet Union’s adoption of the “peaceful coexistence” with the 

capitalist countries as well as the Soviet’s de-Stalinisation under Khrushchev, Mao’s China emerged 

as the most “revolutionary” force in the world, posing a weighty ideological challenge to the USSR. 

The polemic war and the split of Mao’s China and Soviet Union forced the smaller communist 
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countries to choose side and thus caused a split in the international communist movement, while in 

communist organizations in the West, the Sino-Soviet split precipitated the organizational splits, 

typically into more orthodox factions and Maoist factions. The Maoist factions were often the more 

radical ones. Fred Ho, a prominent veteran in the Asian American movement in the 1960s and 

1970s, recalled that revolutionaries in America rejected the Communist Party of the United States 

of America for it adhered to the Soviet Union’s revisionism.97  

The emerging image of Mao’s China as the most radical revolutionary country in the 

context of a revisionist Soviet Union preluded Mao’s China’s ambition to promote revolution 

worldwide. The theoretical origin of the worldwide revolution was still Marxist-Leninist. Marx had 

already declared “Proletarier aller Länder vereinigt Euch!” and Lenin furthered and proposed the 

proletarian internationalism when he criticized Kautsky. According to Lenin, the internationalism in 

the proletarian revolution “means breaking with one’s social chauvinists (i.e., defence advocates) 

and with one’s own imperialist government; it means waging a revolutionary struggle against that 

government and overthrowing it and being ready to make the greatest national sacrifices (even 

down to a Brest-Litovsk Peace Treaty), if it should benefit the development of the world workers’ 

revolution”.98 
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In the 1960s, with the judgment that “China has become the center of the world 

revolution”,99 Mao attacked the diplomatic thinking of Wang Jiaxiang and replaced it with his own. 

Wang was the first Director of the International Liaison Department of the Communist Party of 

China, who proposed to “provide foreign aid according to China’s capability” when a serious 

economic downturn hit China in the early 1960s. However, Mao chastised Wang’s moderate 

thinking as the revisionist path of “three peaceful acts and one reduction (Sanhe Yishao, 三和一

少)”,100  meaning “offering peace to imperialism, to modern revisionism, and to reactionary factions 

of foreign countries…and reducing support and assistance to the liberation struggle of other 

peoples”,101 and replaced it with a reversed “three struggles and one increase”. From the latter half 

of 1962, Wang ceased to be the Director and was soon denounced and purged. While in 1966, at 

the 11th Plenary Session of the Eighth Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, the 

Communique held that “proletarian internationalism is the supreme principle guiding China’s 

foreign policy”.102 The export of revolution, in which the translations, publications, and circulations 
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of Mao’s works (see China section of this dissertation) was a prominent component, had thus 

affected other parts of the world. The following sections on the U.S. and Singapore provide insights 

regarding this impact.  

 

Two-Way Construction: The Highly Selective Nature of Maoism 

For a better and more nuanced understanding of Maoism in the 1960s and 1970s, this 

chapter will use the concept of “two-way construction”. It means that in the process of the 

construction of Maoism, there were efforts from two interconnected perspectives: on the one hand, 

it concentrated on the texts of Mao, be they from the Selected Works of Mao, or the Quotations from 

Chairman Mao, or Mao’s other writings and speeches; on the other hand, both communists in China 

and radical leftists around the world cautiously, intentionally, and consciously selected, cited, and 

used texts of Mao to fit their respective agendas. Whether a Mao text was to be chosen, highlighted, 

or ignored and concealed was highly dependent upon the situation for the radical leftists. Thus, it 

affirmed the flexibility of the understanding of Maoism but also added to its complexity.  

The communists in China were not an exception in this two-way construction. Mao’s 

remarks, praising the democracy and freedom of the United States for the purpose of winning its 

support during the Chinese revolution, were censored from the later officially approved texts in 

which an anti-America ethos was Maoism’s trademark. History of the First Sound, a compilation by 

Xiao Shu of articles published on Xinhua Daily and Jiefang Daily, two party organs of the CCP 

published in CCP-controlled areas in the 1940s,103 revealed a different image of Mao, and a 
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contrasting attitude towards America that was almost absent from the CCP’s official narrative, as 

well as from the perception of the radical leftists worldwide. The compilation contained several of 

Mao’s talks and articles, as well as articles not written by Mao but certainly approved for publication 

by him. They admired and praised America and expressed a strong desire to win the U.S. support 

over the KMT during the concluding stage of the Chinese revolution in the late 1940s. Readers 

might find Mao’s appreciation of America almost reaching the degree of adulation. The author 

would have been politically denounced were his name not Mao during the various political 

campaigns Mao launched after 1949.  

Claiming that “even the most conservative entrepreneurs of America could not find 

anything in our platform they would oppose…. the United States will find we [CCP] more easily 

cooperative than the KMT. We are not afraid of the influence of democratic America, we embrace 

it”,104 the CCP under Mao eagerly sought the help of the United States. Besides, the CCP highly 

praised the founding fathers of America. It stated that from their faiths and practices, the CCP 

“could see the real spirit of democracy and the real fighters for democracy”.105 A Xinhua Daily poem 

lifted the history of America to the height of benefiting the entire human race.106 In these articles, 

the United States was lauded for its idealism and democracy. The CCP hailed so many things that 

were either non-existent in Mao’s China, or denounced in the official narrative: the American 

people’s understanding of government, their rights to criticize the government, the freedom of 
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speech and publication, even America’s burgeoning youth.107 An article published on July 4th 

celebrated America’s Independence Day in all praising and cheering words.108  

The sentences above were either from Mao’s talks or from others’ articles but approved by 

Mao beforehand, yet the ideas within were never included in any kind of understanding of Maoism 

or the official narrative of the CCP. The articles from Xinhua Daily, Jiefang Daily, as well as many 

other CCP organs before 1949, remained inaccessible for the public and researchers. The Chinese 

authorities immediately banned Xiao Shu’s compilation containing the original pieces of such 

publications.109 The key reason for the ban was the sharp contrast between the criticism of the 

KMT’s one-party rule, the CCP’s pursuit of democracy and its adulation of America and the exact 

opposite to such a stance after the CCP seized power in 1949. This incident reveals a crucial feature 

in how people approach Mao and Maoism: it is highly selective.  

The Mao in the speeches, talks, and articles in Xiao Shu’s compilation was undoubtedly not 

the Mao hailed by the CCP and international leftists who always cast Mao in a staunch anti-America 

light. Maoism, constructed by the CCP and international leftists, became the combination of the 

selective texts of Mao serving as inspirations and the practices around it.  

Another example concerns the two influential statements of Mao among the African 

Americans in America: Statement Supporting the American Negroes in Their Just Struggle Against Racial 

Discrimination by U.S. Imperialism,110 and Statement by Comrade Mao Tse-tung, Chairman of the Central 

Committee of the Communist Party of China, in Support of the Afro-American Struggle Against Violent 
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Repression.111 Compared to other tenets of Maoism, such as the emphasis on violence based on 

Chinese revolutionary experiences, the concept of contradictions, and others, Mao’s analysis of race 

in America was not a major component. However, the inspiration of the two statements and 

frequent citation and adoption by radical black activists had constructed this analysis as a far more 

visible tenet in Maoism in the context of the United States, especially in the 1960s and 1970s. This 

visibility of Mao’s analysis of the root cause of racial oppression and discrimination also led to 

analyses of racial capitalism.112 

Also, the radical leftists in Singapore flexibly selected Mao’s texts to accommodate their 

contradictory political decisions. As the Singapore section will show, the Barisan Sosialis had a U-

turn in their decisions regarding the Singapore parliament and the parliamentary elections. In 1968, 

they refused to accept the legitimacy of the Singapore parliament, they opposed acts passed by the 

parliament, and they boycotted the parliamentary elections of the same year. It was understandable 

that Maoist-inspired political parties rejected the parliamentary road as the result of both Maoism’s 

theoretical lineage to the Marxist orthodoxy which distinguished itself in their opposition to the 

parliamentary path in revisionism, and Mao’s emphasis of violence in achieving socialism, 

represented by his quote “political power grows out of the barrel of a gun”. However, by 1972, 

when the situation turned against them and they decided to change their tactics, they used another 

quote of Mao, namely, “concrete analysis of concrete conditions” to validate such a drastic turn. 
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These highly selective uses of Mao’s texts in the approach of Maoism added flexibility as well as 

complexity in the understanding of Maoism. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on an engagement with the academic debates over Maoism, this chapter puts Maoism 

in the theoretical lineage of orthodox Marxism while taking the Chinese characteristics of Maoism 

into serious consideration. This chapter thus argues that the blending of the Marxist dimensions in 

Maoism and the Chinese characteristics granted Maoism a particular appeal among leftists, 

especially in countries with similar social conditions as China; at the same time, the global contexts 

of the 1960s and 1970s, such as the Cultural Revolution of China, the U.S.’s imperialism in the 

Vietnam War and the Soviet Union’s “peaceful coexistence” with Western countries, contributed to 

the emerging image of Mao’s China as the most revolutionary major force, thus giving Maoism an 

extra credibility as a revolutionary ideology. The phenomenon of the “two-way construction” of 

Maoism revealed a highly selective use of Mao’s texts in the approach of Maoism and it added 

flexibility as well as complexity in the understanding of Maoism. 
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SECTION ONE 
CHAPTER THREE  

MAOIST MOMENT IN CHINA: Translations, Publications, and Circulations of Mao’s Works  
 

 

Introduction 

As discussed in the previous chapter, Maoism, compared with Marxism, Leninism, as well as 

other leftist ideologies, is a highly iconized ideology. The symbols of Maoism, such as the Selected 

Works of Mao, the Quotations from Chairman Mao, or the Little Red Book, Mao’s badges and pictures, 

even the images of waving the Little Red Books were essential elements in the construction of global 

Maoism as a powerful spiritual weapon. In the process of constructing, spreading, and exporting 

Maoism from China to the world, translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s works were 

essential but often unnoticed components.  

The translations, publications, and circulations of the works of Mao facilitated the spread of 

Maoism to places such as the United States and Singapore and constituted the necessary condition 

for Maoists in these places to approach, invoke, and adopt Maoism. For example, Bobby Seale, the 

leader of the Black Panther Party, a militant far-left African American organization often considered 

inspired by Maoism, recounted the experience of purchasing Quotations from Chairman Mao from the 

China Book Store in San Francisco, California and resold them to buy guns to carry out Mao’s 

saying “political power grows out of the barrel of a gun”.113 The China Book Store where Seale 
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purchased the Little Red Book was another instance of global Maoism in its own right. Henry Halsey 

Noyes, a China-born American, with the cooperation with publishers in China, opened and ran 

China Books and Periodicals, Inc., America’s largest distributor of printed materials from the 

People’s Republic of China.114 Similar events took place in Singapore. At the early stage of the 

independence of the Republic of Singapore, a time when Maoism posed a severe threat to the 

nation-building blueprint envisioned by the ruling conservatives, it was reported that 8000 copies of 

the Little Red Book were sold at one time on the tiny island.115 As early as April 1967, the Malayan 

Communist Party-led army at the Thai-Malaysian border had received their copies of the Quotations 

from Chairman Mao which were printed and translated in China.116 Because Mao’s works played an 

encouraging or instigating role in the activities of the Malayan Communist Party and the Barisan 

Sosialis members, the Singapore government paid serious and vigilant attention to the circulation of 

Mao’s works.  

Official sources from the People’s Republic of China remain highly classified. However, 

there have been efforts to collect, digitize, and publicize documents from the Cultural Revolution 

era. Historian and archivist Song Yongyi has made a contribution to this effort. His Chinese Cultural 

Revolution Database (third edition, as of 2010) contains massive valuable documents and files, some 

of which are about the publications and propaganda of Mao’s works. China’s Foreign Languages 

Press, a central press unit responsible for the publications of Mao’s works as well as works by other 

prominent revolutionary figures, had a collection of memoir articles by their previous leaders and 
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editors. Besides Chinese sources, the Hoover Institution at Stanford University keeps a great 

amount of sources related to China, including files, newspaper clippings, drafts, magazines on 

Maoism, and other Mao’s works maintained by long-time China observers who kept collecting 

sources concurrent with the efforts of the publicity projects of the Chinese Communist Party of 

China. In addition to textual sources, this chapter also relies on interviews with Professor Yin 

Chengdong. Yin, now a professor in Spanish language and literature at Dalian University of Foreign 

Languages in China, was the Spanish translator of Mao’s works in the 1960s and 1970s, such as the 

fourth and fifth volumes of the Selected Works of Mao, the Little Red Book, and Mao’s poems.  

This chapter argues that global Maoism was brought to its peak in the 1960s and 1970s not 

just because of the launch of the Cultural Revolution in a commonly recognized political sense, but 

also by the translations, publications, and circulation of Mao’s works, of which the Selected Works of 

Mao and the Little Red Book was an essential part. Also, by bringing the translations, publications, 

and circulations into the historical analysis, China, was not just the birthplace of Maoism, but also 

materialized and exported global Maoism. Unlike some current literature within media studies, such 

a perspective includes the people, i.e., the translators, the publishers, as well as those who worked in 

official or unofficial capacities, to circulate Mao’s works into the same orbit with the radical leftists 

in the United States who established ethnic studies and those in Singapore who challenged the 

government’s developmental path. That the 1960s and 1970s in China was a Maoist moment does 

not need questioning. However, this chapter constructs a Maoist moment from a different and 

unnoticed cultural perspective, namely, it looks at the translations, publications, and circulations of 

Mao’s works.  

 

Translations of Mao’s Works before the 1960s 

The outbreak of the Cultural Revolution and the pervasiveness of the works that Maoism 

relied upon as media for dissemination, such as Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung and Quotations from 

Chairman Mao Tse-Tung, or the Little Red Book, reinforced each other. Images of group readings of 

these works or holding the Little Red Book in hand during strikes and protests have become iconic 

scenes associated with the heyday of the Cultural Revolution and global Maoism. However, the 

translation and publicity of Mao's works was initiated long before the 1960s.  
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Translations of Mao’s writings were not novel projects; but it was only after the founding of 

the People’s Republic of China in 1949 that they took off. The very first translation of Mao's 

writing into a foreign language occurred as early as 1927, just three months after Mao’s classic Report 

on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan was published.117 Throughout the 1930s, Mao's 

works were periodically translated in newly established Communists-controlled areas. From 1945 to 

1949, there were also attempts by Chinese Communist Party members who lived or studied in 

America to translate Mao's writings. Among these overseas CCP members who took active part in 

the translations were Tang Mingzhao (唐明照), Chen Hansheng (陈翰笙), Ji Chaoding (季朝鼎), 

Xu Yonghuan (徐永焕), and others. Many of the early Chinese scholars who were instrumental in 

the communist propaganda were US-educated, or with working experience in America. The 

information about Wang Fushi (王福时) below reveals that even before the founding of the 

People’s Republic of China, the propaganda of the CCP was already showing its international 

dimensions in pre-PRC overseas Communists and the overseas operation of the CCP’s propaganda 

efforts.118 

Mr Wang was a correspondent for the Hong Kong-based The Impartial Daily in India. In 

1947, the Wangs moved to San Francisco where Wang Fushi worked for the leftist newspaper Far 

Eastern Bulletin (远东通讯) propagating Chinese Communist activities on Mainland China, reporting 

progress of the Chinese Civil War and offering commentaries. From the memoir of Wang Fushi’s 

son, Fook Hing Wong, Wang printed the Far Eastern Bulletin at home. The Far Eastern Bulletin was 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

117 “‘lundunban’ yingyi Mao Zedong xuanji de dansheng ‘伦敦版’英译《毛泽东选集》的诞生” [“The Birth of 
the ‘London version’ of the English Translations of the Selected Works of Mao], https://cul.sina.cn/sh/2015-03-
09/detail-iavxeafs1620204.d.html. (accessed March 22, 2019)  
118 Fook Hing Wong Papers, Hoover Institution, Stanford University. 
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entrusted and supported by Guo Xin She, a news agency led by the underground organization of 

the Chinese Communist Party in Hong Kong. Qiao Guanhua (乔冠华), Liu Zunqi (刘尊棋), Liu 

Simu（刘思幕）, Jin Zhonghua (金仲华), among others, were the leaders of Guo Xin She. 

Among them, Liu Zunqi later became the Deputy-Director of the International News agency of 

China, editor-in-chief of People’s China magazine, as well as the Deputy-Director and Editor-in-Chief 

of the Foreign Languages Press, which will be covered later in the chapter.  

In 1950, the whole family moved back to China after being threatened by KMT forces in 

San Francisco. “Leftist” was the word Wong’s mother used to refer to his father multiple times 

when he grew up. In 1957, during the Anti-Rightist Movement, in answering the call of the 

Communist Party in the Hundred Flower Movement to let intellectuals express their opinion freely, 

Wang Fushi published an article criticizing the International Bookstore. In calling the International 

Bookstore a “wall” rather than a “bridge”, he commented the International Bookstore had 

imported Soviet newspapers and books on a massive scale while importing only a few from 

Western countries, and including less on Western science and technology. Bombarded by the front 

page article on the People’s Daily, Wang was instantly labeled as a Rightist.  

From Wang Fushi’s memoir, as early as 1940, Liu Simu, whom Mr Wang called a good 

friend, introduced him to join the meet-ups of leftist intellectuals in Kowloon, Hong Kong. Besides 

Liu and Wang, regular participants included Liao Chengzhi (廖承志), Jin Zhonghua, Zheng Senyu 

(郑森禹), Wang Jiyuan (王纪元), Xia Yan (夏衍), Pan Hannian (潘汉年), and others, all of which 

were prominent leftist intellectuals who played an instrumental role in propagating Communist 

Party activities in China and across the world. During Wang’s stay in Hong Kong, he established 

the only institution in the course of the anti-Japanese war which focused on the imported and 

exported publications. Its name “Sino-Foreign Cultural Exchange Service” was given by Israel 
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Epstein.119  Hong Kong exuded its uniqueness in communications, exchanges, as well as 

information flow which benefited the Chinese communists. Wang transferred the photocopied 

books from abroad to Chongqing via Hong Kong, and in the meantime, he clipped newspapers and 

provided the newspapers and magazines clippings to various news agencies, including Central News 

Agency, Xinhua Daily, and Russian News Agency TASS. Even some Japanese military materials 

were obtained and transmitted this way via Hong Kong. The two-way exchange model taking 

advantage of Hong Kong helped Chongqing to obtain publications and news from other parts of 

the world and helped to publicize the anti-Japan war progress to the people of Hong Kong and 

elsewhere.120 

After 4 years in India in exile to escape the potential capture of the Bureau of Investigation 

and Statistics of the KMT, Wang Fushi went to the United States. It was Tang Mingzhao who 

persuaded him to work for Communist propaganda in San Francisco instead of pursuing education 

at Missouri. On October 1, 1949, Wang established Zhong Xi Ri Bao (中西日报, China-West 

Daily) which was the first newspaper in the West Coast that supported the People’s Republic of 

China. The Wang family moved back to China in 1950.121 Tang Mingzhao, apart from being a 

Chinese Communist Party member based in America, was also a member of the US Communist 

Party,122 which constituted another example of the international cooperation among the world leftist 

movement, and preluded the cooperation of the CCP and other overseas leftist organizations in the 

1960s and 1970s.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

119 Israel Epstein (1915-2005) was a Polish-born leftist journalist who later became not only a Chinese citizen but 
also a member of CCP, and editor-in-of China Today, a famous magazine in the network of China’s foreign 
propaganda. 
120 Fook Hing Wong Papers, Hoover Institution, Stanford University. 
121 Ibid. 
122 Ibid. 
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Apart from Chinese activists, left leaning activists of other nationalities also offered their 

effort and help in the translation of Mao’s works. Douglas Frank Springhall, one of the prominent 

foreign experts on the publications of Mao’s works, even earned a tomb place at Babaoshan 

Revolutionary Cemetery in Beijing, where only the officially recognized revolutionaries with 

significant contributions were admitted. Springhall was one of the members of the politburo of the 

Communist Party of Great Britain, and his wife Janet Springhall used to be the editor of China 

Pictorial.123 The case of Douglas Springhall pointedly suggests that the translation of Mao's works 

was already an international effort and phenomenon even before the founding of the People’s 

Republic of China.124 

 

But it was only after the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949 that 

translations of Mao's works on a large scale could be possible and the translation and publicity be 

initiated as a national project. Those who played pivotal roles in the translations of Mao’s works 

prior to 1949 had again been important participants in this national project when the majority of 

them answered the call to return from overseas and build the new China.  

The 1950s also saw the emergence of the large-scale foreign export of the translations of 

Mao's works. In this process, communists in Great Britain collaborated with the CCP with the help 

of Lawrence and Wishart Press, the official publication institution of the Communist Party of Great 

Britain. The Lawrence and Wishart Press thus became the earliest publisher to cooperate with the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

123 “Nanwang yu waiwenju wushinian de qingyuan 难忘与外文局 50 年的情缘” [Fifty years of unforgettable 
emotional bindings with Foreign Languages Publishing], last modified September 1, 2009, 
http://www.china.com.cn/culture/zhuanti/wwj60n/2009-09/01/content_18445208.htm. (accessed April 4, 2019) 
124 Douglas Frank Springhall, in “Soviet Intelligence Agents and Suspected Agents Files,” UK National Archives, 
KV 2/1594. 
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Chinese state on the project. Famous for being the main publishing company for big-names in the 

leftists' world, such as Karl Marx, Antonio Gramsci, W. H. Auden, Christopher Isherwood, and 

many others, till this very day, the Lawrence and Wishart Press claims itself as an “independent 

radical publishing”.125 According to the personal memory of Yin Chengdong,126 the translator of the 

Spanish version of Mao's works, the Lawrence and Wishart Press was given the authorization to 

publish The Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung (translated collectively by Qian Zhongshu钱钟书, Xu 

Yonghuan徐永焕, Ye Junjian叶君健, and others).  

However, the cooperation between the Lawrence and Wishart Press of Great Britain and 

the publicity department of China came to an end in the early 1960s. The Lawrence and Wishart 

Press deleted some of the paragraphs in their final publications of the second volume of The Selected 

Works of Mao. The CPGB provided two explanations for this: firstly, the advocacy of armed 

revolution was inconsistent with the claims of the CPGB, while the British law forbade remarks of 

subverting the government in open publications; and secondly, the circulations of the Works in 

America might be affected if such remarks were not deleted.127 Mao personally rejected the CCP’s 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

125 It was used as a subtitle or a proud self-claim appearing together with the official logo, seen in the official 
website of Lawrence and Wishart Press which still operates today. https://www.lwbooks.co.uk/tags/freedom-of-the-
press 
126 Yin Chengdong, interview with author, June 2017.  
127 “Mao Zedong zhuzuo de haiwai chuanbo 毛泽东著作的海外传播” [Overseas dissemination of Mao Zedong’s 
works], last modified June 27, 2014, http://www.hswh.org.cn/wzzx/llyd/wh/2014-06-27/26446.html (accessed 
January 1, 2019), “Yinggong shangai Mao Zedong xuanji fengbo shimo 英共删改《毛泽东选集》风波始末” 
[Controversy over Communist Party of Great Britain’s deletion of the Selected Works of Mao Zedong], last 
modified August 15, 2009, http://dangshi.people.com.cn/GB/85039/9791579.html (accessed January 17, 2019) 
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initial agreement for such a deletion.128 As a result, the Chinese publicity department ceased to 

cooperate with the Lawrence and Wishart Press after the contract was over in 1961.129  

The case of Lawrence and Wishart Press indicates two characteristics in Mao’s works going 

overseas. The first was the pattern of the translations of Mao’s works. Mao’s books were translated 

into foreign languages for overseas circulations. They may be generally grouped under two 

headings: those translated and published in China and sent abroad for circulation, and others 

translated and published in communist countries or by communist and pro-communist publishing 

organs in non-communist countries.130 Besides the Lawrence and Wishart Press of the CPGB, The 

Japanese Communist Party (JCP) also organized a “Committee for Translating Selected Works of Mao 

Tse-tung (CTSWMTT)”.131 Assisted by the “Committee for the Publication of the Selected Works of 

Mao Tse-tung” under the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, the JCP published a 

Japanese edition of the fourth volume of the Selected Works of Mao. A Hong Kong-based report 

already noticed this by saying that “abroad, Mao’s books were translated and published mostly by 

Communist countries in the early period; however, in recent years, some non-Communist countries 

and Communist parties with pro-Peking leaning have also published them”.132 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

128 “Guanyu butongyi yingyiban Mao Zedong xuanji dierjuan suozuoshanjie de piyu 关于不同意英译版《毛泽东

选集》第二卷所做删节的批语” [On disagreement of the abridgement of the English version of the second 
volume of the Selected Works of Mao Zedong], last modified April 10, 2013,  
http://www.hprc.org.cn/gsgl/gsys/201304/t20130410_4048492.html (accessed May 20, 2018) 
129 “Yinggong shangai Mao Zedong xuanji fengbo shimo 英共删改《毛泽东选集》风波始末” [Controversy over 
Communist Party of Great Britain’s deletion of the Selected Works of Mao Zedong], last modified August 15, 2009, 
http://dangshi.people.com.cn/GB/85039/9791579.html (accessed January 17, 2019)   
130 “Circulation of Mao Tse-tung’s Books Abroad”, Union Research Institute, Limited, Vol. 42, Non. 19, March 8, 
1966. Hoover Institution, Stanford University. 
131 Ibid. 
132 Ibid. 
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The second characteristic was that while Mao changed his tones, expressions, and 

discourses over time, unauthorized editing of Mao was strictly forbidden. For example, Mao had a 

strong disapproval of his writings and quotations being published and misquoted in unauthorized 

editions. Above, I discussed how the organizational publisher of the Communist Party of Great 

Britain had ceased to continue with the publications of the Selected Works of Mao because they 

deleted words and sentences from Mao’s writings. Apart from the British example, China’s Foreign 

Languages Press also condemned other cases of pirated versions of Mao’s publications. In a 

statement cited by Stanley Karnow, a long-time American journalist reporting on China and the 

Vietnam War, the Foreign Languages Press condemned A. Doak Barnett,133 a China expert based at 

Columbia University for his preface to the Quotation. According to the statement, Barnett 

“slandered and vilified” Mao.134  

 

The Fourth Volume of the Selected Works of Mao 

As discussed previously, since the beginning of the 1960s, the project of translating the 

fourth volume of the Selected Works of Mao, the translations gradually became China’s homegrown 

project. Translators grown and educated in the home soil became pivotal in China’s engagement 

with the translations and dissemination of Mao’s works. Some of them are in their 80s and their 

recollections are of utmost importance in the studies. Yin Chengdong (尹承东), now a professor of 

Spanish at Dalian University of Foreign Languages, was the former Deputy Director of the Central 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

133 Arthur Doak Barnett was an American journalist-turned China scholar who was born in China in 1921 and 
traveled widely in China before CCP takeover. He was regarded as one of the earliest “China watchers” in postwar 
America. 
134 “Stanley Karnow’s own writing script,” July 7, 1967, Stanley Karnow Papers, Hoover Institution, Stanford 
University. 
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Compilation and Translation Bureau (CCTB). He orchestrated the Spanish translations of Mao’s 

writings in the 1960s and 1970s. Interviews with Yin help reveal the highly politicized nature of the 

translations: the translations were intertwined with the Cultural Revolution and the international 

ambitions were behind this project.  

The publication of the fourth volume of the Selected Works of Mao in the year of 1960 was a 

turning point in the translation history of Mao’s works, according to Yin. As introduced previously, 

with the translations by Chinese Communist scholars who had overseas backgrounds, the Lawrence 

and Wishart Press under the Communist Party of Great Britain published the first three volumes of 

the Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung in the 1950s. At roughly the same time, a Russian-language 

version was published in Moscow. Following the publication of the fourth volume in Chinese 

language in China, the translations and publications of the new volume as well as the revisions of 

the previous London and Moscow editions were immediately under way.  

Wu Xiuquan (伍修权), former deputy director of the International Liaison Department of 

the Communist Party of China, was behind the organization of the translations. Jiang Chunfang (姜

椿芳), then deputy director of the CCTB, the very first President of the Shanghai Russian Language 

School (now Shanghai International Studies University), and a veteran in Russian translation, was in 

charge of the Russian translation group. Another Deputy Director of the CCTB, Cao Ruoming (曹

若明), who studied in France in the 1930s, supervised the French translation group.135  

The working unit for the translations of the fourth volume of the Selected Works of Mao Tse-

Tung started with an English group and a French group in the first instance, and a Spanish group 

and a Russian group were added later on. For the English and Russian group, their job was mainly 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

135 Interview with Yin. 
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to revise the London edition and Moscow edition. It took the working unit four years to complete 

the fourth volume.136 

Following the Cultural Revolution in 1966, translations of Mao’s works were escalated and 

enlarged. Previous accounts indicate that before the Cultural Revolution, translations of Mao’s 

works were concentrating on the Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. Volumes one to three were mostly 

translated by scholars with overseas educations, published and circulated by Lawrence and Wishart 

Press for the English edition and in Moscow for the Russian edition. Volume four was in a sense a 

more homegrown project of the People’s Republic of China, for the previous English and Russian 

editions, the project of translating the fourth volume of the Selected Works was more of a revision. 

The project independently conducted the French and Spanish editions.137 Thus, the translations of 

the fourth volume of the Selected Works of Mao became a turning point because since then, the 

translations of Mao’s works became a homegrown project,138 and China became the center of the 

translations and publications of Mao’s works.  

 

Translations of the Little Red Book 

With the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution, the paramount task was the translation of the 

Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung, or the Little Red Book. Reasons behind the move were 

obvious. The first was that after 1964, with the completion of the translations of the fourth volume 

of the Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung, translations on existing Selected Works of Mao came to a 

temporary end as no volume of the Selected Works was left un-translated139 (There were altogether 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

136 Interview with Yin. 
137 Ibid. 
138 Ibid. 
139 Ibid.  
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five volumes of the Selected Works of Mao, and the last volume was compiled in 1975). Another 

reason, maybe more significant, was the emergence of the Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung in 

the context of the radical leftist, and revolutionary turn140 of China in the 1960s.  

Before moving to translations of the Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung, it is important to 

provide a short introduction of this Little Red Book. The Little Red Book deserves academic attention 

here, as the conceptualization, compilation, and circulation of the Quotations from Chairman Mao itself 

was an approach to Maoism by Lin Biao, as well as those in the military. Scholars have often 

regarded Lin Biao as the central figure141 behind the Quotations from Chairman Mao though Mao was 

orchestrating the Cultural Revolution, writing the texts where quotations were drawn, and 

approving the publication. In 1960, at an enlarged military committee meeting, Lin Biao made a 

statement that went: “there are many cautionary sentences from Chairman Mao that need to be 

recited and remembered…I propose to recite something…to recite the most insightful and 

significant words from Chairman Mao’s writings in the first place…we have to remember those 

sentences…”142 People’s Liberation Army Daily became the first newspaper in China to have Mao’s 

quotations on the front pages to facilitate the study of Mao’s thought, which eventually led to the 

Quotations from Chairman Mao. The practice of putting Mao’s quotations next to all newspaper titles 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

140 On the left turn, or revolutionary turn of China, see Niu Jun, “1962: The Eve of the Left Turn in China’s Foreign 
Policy”, Working Paper No. 48, Cold War International History Project, Woodrow Wilson International Center for 
Scholars Washington, D.C. October 2005. 
141 For a recent analysis, see Alexander C. Cook, “Introduction: The Spiritual Atom Bomb and its Global Fallout”, 
in Mao’s Little Red Book: A Global History, ed. Alexander C. Cook (Cambridge University Press, 2014), 1-22. 
142 The enlarged military committee meeting which was closely related with the Quotations was mentioned by 
many scholars, including an interview with Tian Xiaoguang, one of the editors of the Little Red Book, see “Mao 
zhuxi yulu shi zenyang fengxingyushi de 毛主席语录是怎样风行于世的” [How the Quotations from Chairman 
Mao became popular around the world], last modified September 30, 2013, 
http://history.eastday.com/h/20130930/u1a7690599.html (accessed April 10, 2018) 
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in the front pages were modelled after Maoist-leaning organizational publications all over the world. 

This global cultural phenomenon was seen in both newspapers in the United States and the party 

organs of the Barisan Sosialis in Singapore.  

A recently published monograph on Tang Pingzhu (唐平铸) by his children Tang Yanming 

and Tang Yaming put Tang into a more visible place in the history of the Little Red Book. Tang 

Pingzhu presided over the collections, selections, and compilation of Mao’s quotations at People’s 

Liberation Army Daily. Quotations from Chairman Mao, as Tang recalled, was completed as a vital 

mission by People’s Liberation Army Daily collectively, pursuant to instructions by the Central Military 

Committee and the PLA General Political Department. Initially as The One-Hundred Quotations from 

Chairman Mao in 1964, the Little Red Book, as what people know it, came into being after Lin Biao 

provided a preface in his own name in 1966.143 

The translators for the Little Red Book were almost the same group of translators as those of 

the fourth volume of the Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung.144 Compared with translations for the fourth 

volume of the Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung, this time, more work units and departments were taking 

part. Among the various and wide networks of participating groups were the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, the International Liaison Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 

China, the China International Publishing Group, Xinhua News Agency, the State Administration 

of Radio, Film and Television of The People's Republic of China, and tertiary institutions such as 

Peking University and Nanjing University. By the end of December 1966, the scope of the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

143 Tang Yanming and Tang Yaming 唐炎明、唐亚明, Mao Zhuxi yulu de dansheng ji qita: Tang Pingzhu wenge 

shilu 《毛主席语录》的诞生及其他：唐平铸文革实录 [Birth of the Quotations from Chairman Mao and Others: 
Veritable Records of Tang Pingzhu during the Cultural Revolution] (Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 
2019), 2. 
144 Interview with Yin. 
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translations had been expanded into more than thirty languages. Translations into widely used 

languages such as English, French, Russian, Spanish, Japanese, German, and Arabic were underway; 

translations for less widely used ones, such as Hausa, Swahili, Urdu, and Hindi were also included. 

From the interview with Yin, two apparatuses were in charge of these translations: for more 

popular languages translations, the Central Translation & Compilation Bureau was in charge. It 

oversaw translations to major languages except for Japanese; translations to other languages were 

within the purview of the CIPG, as the CIPG was capable of translations into languages which were 

not so widely used.145  

The translations of the Little Red Book took three years from the end of 1966 to the end of 

1969. Publications and circulations were initiated almost immediately upon the completion of 

translations. Yin made it quite clear that the copies were not sold, but fundamentally given out, and 

all Chinese embassies abroad were taking part in this.146 Mitsu Tanaka, a Tokyo Shimbun’s former 

Special Correspondent wrote a report, in which Tanaka said that some foreign correspondents were 

putting into their trunks some copies of the Quotations translated into various foreign languages, 

displayed in a line at the hotel, as their souvenirs, and all these copies were free of charge.147  

Yin’s recollection and Tanaka’s report in Tokyo Shimbun corresponded to the accounts of 

Cheng Yinghong’s works: that the nature of the translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s 

works were of a highly politicized nature, and in the context of the Cultural Revolution, it was 

directed at exporting Maoism overseas. Circulations of Mao’s works were the major political task in 

the external relations, and various forms were taken. Besides the oral propaganda towards foreign 

visitors during external relations events, staffs at the Chinese embassies, journalists, students, and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

145 The CIPG was also responsible for the translations of the Japanese edition. 
146 Yin interview. 
147 “Returning Home from Peking: Mitsuo Tanaka (Part 7)”, Tokyo Shimbun, October 1, 1967. Stanford University. 
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experts living overseas, conductors working on international trains, and seamen were all actively 

disseminating Mao’s works, Quotations, pictures, and badges. They even put up slogans of the 

Cultural Revolution and Mao’s image boards and showed propaganda movies in embassies, 

residential areas and working fields of aiding constructions. Mao’s quotes and images were also 

printed on exported goods and foreign aid items.148  

 

Lives of Translators during High Maoism: Yin as an Example 

The translations of the Little Red Book took place at a time when the Cultural Revolution 

was launched, and rituals of the Cultural Revolution gradually became the social norms in people’s 

lives. Public denouncements, detentions, factional battles were widespread, and the higher echelon 

of the Communist Party was not immune.149 However, fortunate for the participating translators, at 

least during the period when they served in the translations, they were somehow escaping the 

unrests, riots, and turmoil which went viral. The translations were organized and concentrated in 

today’s Beijing Friendship Hotel. Translators ate, slept, and worked in the Hotel, without having to 

commute, and also, possibly, by virtue of political control and confidentiality.150 As a result, those 

participating translators were exempted from “taking part in” the Cultural Revolution as they were 

already contributing to a revolutionary cause officiated by the Party. Mr. Yin recalled this memory 

more than fifty years later: “these people [the translators] did not participate in the Cultural 

Revolution, and this now seems quite a blessing. The Cultural Revolution was fiery and fierce. You 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

148 Cheng Yinghong, pp64-65 
149 For more detailed accounts of higher ranks of Communist cadres in the Cultural Revolutions, see existing 
memoirs on this topic, such as for example, Ma Jisen, The Cultural Revolution in the Foreign Ministry of China 
(Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 2004). 
150 Yin interview. 
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were forced to join this faction against that one or join that faction against this one. It was so cruel, 

we’d better not discuss this……when we were locked [in the Friendship Hotel], we were only 

allowed to come back home every weekend. However, we didn’t want to go back home because of 

the riots and tumults. When we were out on Sundays on the way back home, we were so afraid to 

see denouncements against people and battles, and Friendship Hotel was a safe place for us”.151 

However, this relative peace and tranquility did not last long. Following the completion of 

the translations of the Little Red Book, their euphoria came to an end.  

With the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution, intellectuals in China, generally categorized as 

“cadres” in the Chinese political sphere, were removed into May Seventh Cadre Schools (Wuqi 

Ganxiao) and were forced to undertake heavy and intense labor work.152 Translators in the Central 

Compilation & Translation Bureau, where Yin was a member, were not immediately moved to the 

May Seventh Cadre School, as they were waiting for the finish of the fifth volume of the Selected 

Works of Mao Tse-tung. As translators, besides making preparations and collecting necessary materials 

for the upcoming fifth volume, all they could do was to wait anxiously yet passively. It is natural to 

assume that the reason behind the translators’ anxiety might be very likely the fear they might be 

removed to the May Seventh Cadre School had the fifth volume not arrived in time. They waited 

year after year only to be informed by October 1975 that they too had to be removed and relocated 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

151 Yin interview. 
152 May Seventh Cadre Schools, or Wuqi Ganxiao, “五七干校”in Chinese, were labor camps established following 
Mao’s May Seventh Instruction, 1966. For the purpose of eradicating the “capitalist remnants” and moving closer 
to the ideal Communist society, Mao instructed in his 1966 May 7th letter to Lin Biao that a nationwide military-
style schools be established so that all the cadres (including intellectuals) could be re-educated and produce 
agricultural and industrial products themselves. In this way, differences between mental and physical labor, 
between industry and agriculture, and between urban and rural areas could be eliminated. 
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to the School and undertake labor burden. By that time, most of their colleagues and friends had 

already been in the School for years.  

Yin followed the order and he was sent to a May Seventh Cadre School in a remote 

countryside in Jiangxi Province. Yet he was lucky that after just five months of his stay in the Cadre 

School, he was released. Several decades later, Yin would still recall the moment when he was 

released in vivid details in both his interviews and his own articles: 

“It was August 16, 1975. I was swimming in the clean Qinglan Lake after a day’s field work. 

Suddenly I heard someone calling my name from ashore, ‘Yin Chengdong, go to the office quickly!’ 

I was astonished by the urgency in the voice. While walking, I couldn’t help wondering if I had 

made any political mistakes. Waiting for me were three faces serious yet sincere; they were Song 

Shusheng, and Gu Jinping, who were from the CCTB, and Gong Jiasheng, who was from the 

General Office of the CCP. They spoke to me in one voice, ‘A call from Beijing, [there is a] political 

task, you are to arrive in Beijing in two days,’ ‘No need to bring anything, we will send your luggage 

later,’ ‘we have ordered our people to buy your train ticket and prepared you an introductory letter, 

you go to Shanghai first and transit to Beijing by airplane, you have to arrive in time, this is a 

political discipline.’ I was taken to Nanchang [the capital city of Jiangxi Province] overnight by a 

jeep and arrived in Shanghai the next afternoon. 

……by the time I arrived in Beijing, it was Hou, Director of the Personnel Department of 

CCTB, who was waiting for me at the airport. However, he kept silent over what political task 

drove me to Beijing that urgently. My family did not go the airport to welcome me as they thought I 

was escorted to Beijing for denouncement because of political mistakes. Next, I went to 

Zhongnanhai for a meeting. It did not surprise me that it was all about the task of translating the 

fifth volume of the Selected Works of Mao, but it did surprise me that it was Hu Qiaomu who 
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convened the meeting and Xiong Fu was our direct person-in-charge. They informed us that it was 

Deng Xiaoping who would oversee the project himself.” 153 

 

Translation of the Fifth Volume of the Selected Works of Mao  

The fact that Deng would oversee the project indicated that the CCP and the central 

government placed high importance on the project.  More evidence to this statement included the 

appointment of Wang Dongxing as the person in charge of logistics, administration, and finance for 

the translation project. A newly elected member of the Politburo of CCP, Wang served as the 

bodyguard of Mao, and he was the Director of the General Office of the CCP and also one of the 

most prominent and powerful political figures in late 1970s China.  

This translation project was supervised by a five-person leadership group, formed by Ke 

Bainian, sent from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and a former Chinese ambassador to Denmark, 

and fellow supervisors including: Jia Bubin from the General Office of the CCP; Pu Shouchang, the 

then Director of Foreign Affairs of the State Planning Committee; Feng Xiliang of CIPG; Yin 

Chengdong from the CCTB, and Lin Liyun, a Taiwan-born, long time veteran as a Japanese 

interpreter, later joined in for assistance sent by the International Liaison Department of the CCP.154  

The Office of Translations of Mao’s Works of the CCTB played the role of the driving 

force behind the project. It orchestrated the project while inviting scholars and translators from 

other departments such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Xinhua News Agency, the Liaison, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

153 Yin Chengdong 尹承东, “Momo fengxian sishinian: wo suozhidao de zhongyang wenxian fanyibu”  默默奉献

四十年——我所知道的中央文献翻译部 [Forty years of silent dedication: what I know about the Central 

Translation Bureau], Zongheng  纵横 6 (2000): 18.  
154 Ibid.  
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universities, and so on. These nationally renowned translators were organized into five linguistic 

groups: English, French, Russian, Spanish, and Japanese. Altogether, more than 120 translators 

were participating in the five-group translation project. Each group was also equipped with two to 

three foreign experts.155  

At the beginning, this translation project was overseen by Deng Xiaoping. Deng, famous as 

the “General Architect of China’s Reform and Opening-Up”, was no less known for his ups and 

downs in his political trajectory from the beginning of the Cultural Revolution to the end. By early 

1975, it was already Deng’s second return to the political scene after two knockouts.156  

However, Deng’s denouncement and departure after the April 5 Tiananmen incident157 

almost brought the translation project to a halt. And it was not until the Gang of Four was cracked 

down and Hua Guofeng came to power that the whole project was continued. Again, it was driven 

by politics just as it was halted by politics. Hua Guofeng, a low-profile but a die-hard loyalist to 

Mao, was designated as the successor of Mao after Deng’s fall. He continued the compilation and 

translations of the fifth volume of Mao’s selected works as one integral part on the part of his own 

legitimacy building using Mao.158  

However, after Hua was sidelined and Deng became the paramount leader of China 

following the third Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China 

in 1978, the circulation of the fifth volume of the Selected Works of Mao gradually came to 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

155 Interview with Yin. 
156 In the 1930s and the 1960s, Deng was purged twice in the internal conflicts of the CCP. The second was better 
known that he was in exile in Jiangxi after denounced as the “No. 2 capitalist roader within the Party”. 
157 The April 5 Tiananmen Incident took place on April 5, 1976 at Tiananmen, Beijing, China. The mourning by the crowds of 
the death of Zhou Enlai turned into massive protests against the Gang of Four. Deng Xiaoping was accused of being the 
mastermind behind the protests by the Gang of Four, and the incident led to the third downfall in his political career. 
158 There are other components of his legitimacy-building project, including the establishment of Mao’s memorial, 
even his hair-style. 
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suspension. The termination was on one hand due to the fact that it was used for the building of 

the legitimacy of Hua. On the other hand, a more likely reason was the conflicting stances between 

the main ideas in the fifth volume and political needs to reverse the excesses of the Cultural 

Revolution and to rectify the mistakes of Mao during the era. The fifth volume was a collection of 

Mao’s writings between 1949, shortly before the CCP became the ruling party, and 1957, when the 

Anti-Rightist Movement unfolded. The insistence on class struggle, the open denouncements of 

dissidents, the emphasis on agricultural collectivization, and the high-pitched voice announcing 

“counterattacks” on the bourgeois reactionaries constituted the main contents of the fifth volume, 

which made it irreconcilable with correcting and rectifying the Cultural Revolution in the coming 

open-up and reform era, given that the Party consistently regarded Mao’s doctrine as the guiding 

principle. Also, the translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s works were indicative of 

China’s gradual suspension of export of revolution overseas. By 1986, translations of Mao’s works 

came to its final end.  

 

Publications of Mao’s Works 

The work around the publications of Mao’s writings itself, as the following paragraphs will 

show, constituted a complicated network of administrative direction, collaboration, and 

compromise. Meanwhile, the work behind the translations, printings, and publications, i.e., the 

Maoist moment in China, constituted a very important chapter in China’s ideological building, 

industrial production, foreign policy, as well as cultural enterprise.  

The major institution for the publications of the People’s Republic of China in its 

propaganda towards the foreign people was the China International Publishing Group (CIPG), 

comprised of the Foreign Languages Press as well as other prominent foreign-language 

publications. Since its existence in 1949, it had been reorganized several times. The organizational 

re-arrangements often reflected its altering ranks within the government system.    

During the Maoist moment in China, the CIPG’s status within the official rank was 

substantially lifted compared to its relative ranks before 1963 and after 1982. Prior to September 

1963, the CIPG was a mere branch of the now defunct General Administration of Press and 

Publication. After February 1982, the CIPG was transferred to become one of the components of 
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the Ministry of Culture. Administered directly by the State Council of People’s Republic of China 

since September 1963, the rank of the CIPG was lifted and the institution was granted independent 

functionality before its management was handed over to Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1970 and 

subsequently to the International Department, Committee Central of Communist Party of China in 

1972159.   

In 1961, when the publications of the fourth volume of the Selected Works of Mao came into 

being, the subsequent translations and circulations of the volume in its various language versions 

became the dominant task for related departments, such as CTCB, Foreign Languages Press, and 

Beijing Waiwen Printing Factory (BWPF). Beijing Waiwen Printing Factory was operating under the 

CIPG. It was an important ring in the circulation networks of Mao’s works. In the 1960s, the 

printing of Mao’s works in various languages overrode all the other tasks with the top importance in 

the working list of the BWPF.  

The CCP Central Committee instructed the publishing department to publish, print, and 

distribute 80 million sets of the Selected Works in the year of 1967, a figure more than twice the 1966 

goal of 35 million in two years. Besides, as the emergence of the Little Red Book, Quotations from 

Chairman Mao posed new publishing demand to the Party and the state.160 

The prioritization on the circulation of Mao’s works affected the printing planning 

considerably, which saw a struggle for the paper sources. The dire economic conditions during the 

Cultural Revolution caused a serious shortage of materials, including paper supplied for the printing 

of Mao’s works. Faced with a severely damaged economy, the BWPF amassed via Party and State 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

159 For a more detailed overview of the changes in the administrative system of the CIPG, see Zhongguo waiwenju 
wushinian huiyilu 中国外文局五十年回忆录 [Collection of Memorial Articles on the Fifty Years of China 
International Publishing Group] (Beijing: Xinxing chubanshe, 1999). 
160 People’s Daily, December 26, 1967. 
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Council channels the raw materials which were originally intended for other purposes. All the other 

raw materials and tasks had to be sidelined and given away for the printing, publications and 

circulations of Mao’s works. To secure the supplement of the printing paper, the Central Cultural 

Revolution Group not only restricted the circulation of many college newspapers, but also brought 

the key printing factories such as Hanyang, Yibin, and Jiangxi factories under direct military 

control.161 Besides the economic downturn, another reason accounting for the rations on printing 

paper might be to meet the target of 80 million publications of Selected Works of Mao set up as the 

beginning of 1967.162 In January 1967, when Zhou Enlai publicly declared the goal of 80 million 

copies of the Selected Works of Mao to be completed, he ordered the saving for the printing paper of 

other purposes for the concentrated task of printing Mao’s works.163 By October that year, 

according to the Central Cultural Revolution Group, 56 million copies, 70 percent of the annual 

plan were completed. With two months left for the year, the CCRG even urged those who lagged 

behind in progress to speed up.164  

From 1967, provinces started their own competition in publishing and printing Mao’s 

works, including the Selected Works of Mao, the Selected Readings from Mao Tse-tung’s Works, Quotations 

from Chairman Mao, and Sixty Quotations from Chairman Mao. For instance, Henan Province proudly 

announced that between August 1966 and January 1967, the province had published more than 1.06 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

161 国务院、中央军委、中央文化革命小组转发中央文化革命小组宣传组“关于出版用纸生产和供应情况”的

通知。1967.07.24；中发［67］225 号。 
162 People’s Daily, December 26, 1967. 
163 “Xinzhongguo chengli hou Mao Zedong xuanji chuban gaikuang 新中国成立后《毛泽东选集》出版概况” 
[Summary of the publication of the Selected Works of Mao Zedong after the founding of new China], last modified 
November 2008, http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/85037/8474358.html (accessed May 20, 2018) 
164 中共中央中央文革小组关于完成今年《毛泽东选集》出版任务的通知。1967.10.27；中发［67］327 号。 
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million copies of the Selected Works of Mao, equivalent to 168% of the total amount of publications 

of the book from 1952 to July 1966.165  

The printing workers in Henan Province exemplified show people carried out the ethos in 

Mao Tse-tung thought in their daily work. When they say that “[they] overcome many difficulties 

concerning printing equipment and technique and overfulfilled their tasks of printing with plentiful, 

fast, good and economical results so that the whole province has surpassed the original plan of 

printing by more than double”,166 they exuded a voluntarism167 in Maoism, an ethos which lay 

emphasis on human will instead of concrete situations. Workers and staff in the paper-making 

industry turned out 61 percent more letterpress paper in the first eight months of 1967 than in the 

same period a year before. The output of letterpress paper in the eight months of 1967 was 

equivalent to 1966’s total, and it was 61 percent higher than the 1965 level and nearly doubled the 

1964 output.168 Previously, the letterpress paper for publishing Chairman Mao’s works was 

produced in only four big mills. In order to expand the publication of Mao’s works, by the year 

1967, more than 20 medium and small sized paper mills were turning out suitable paper for the 

task. In no case was Henan the only competing province in striving for the increased task. Workers 

in a paper mill in Shandong Province increased their output by 26%.169 Printers in Shanghai also 

claimed that they had put out more copies of Mao’s writings in the months from October 1966 to 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

165 “Honan Province Overfulfilled Tasks of Printing and Publishing Chairman Mao’s Works”, Union Research 
Service, Vol 46, p333. 
166 Ibid. 
167 On Mao’s voluntarism, see Woei Lien Chong, “Mankind and Nature in Chinese Thought: Li Zehou on the 
Traditional Roots of Maoist Voluntarism”, China Information (July 1, 1996): 138-175 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0920203X9601100209 
168 “More paper produced for printing Chairman Mao’s Works”, October 14, 1967, Stanley Karnow Papers, Hoover 
Institution, Stanford University. 
169 Press Collect by Stanley Karnow, draft to Washington Post, April 28, 1967, Stanley Karnow Papers, Hoover 
Institution, Stanford University. 
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April 1967 than they had in the whole period since 1949.170 When it comes to translations of Mao’s 

works, a statistical survey from Beijing was reported to assert that Mao’s works had been translated 

into more than sixty languages in over fifty countries, and orders from abroad for more copies were 

a hundred times higher than they were in 1952.171 The numbers might be less accurate as recorded, 

but they show that people were inspired by voluntarism as if they were in a competition.  

Besides the Selected Works of Mao and the Little Red Book, other writings of Mao had been 

translated and published as well. Works of Mao, such as his military writings, were translated and 

served as a guidance and inspiration especially for revolutionaries in Asia, Africa, and Latin 

America, countries and regions categorized as the Third World both by previous scholars, 

sociologists, and by Mao himself. Newly independent countries or countries fighting for national 

victory against foreign powers were especially attracted by Mao’s military sense, or by its guiding 

and instructing power in military struggles.  

The increase in production and export of Mao’s works corresponded to reports of how 

Mao’s works were well received overseas by revolutionaries across the world. It even led the Soviet 

Union to fight back against the claims that the application of Maoism was the reason for the 

victories in some places, such as Vietnam.172 However, the claim that Mao’s works were well 

received overseas required caution, since the Chinese media did not provide sources of adulation to 

Mao. For example, a report from the Soviet Union noticed that the sources were missing.173 Indeed, 

fabricating “foreign consensus” was not a rare practice. For example, it was recounted that Richard 
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172 “Foreign Adulation of Mao Tse-Tung”, China Topics, YB 474 (Mao-2), April 17, 1968. Hoover Institution, 
Stanford University. 
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Baum, one of the China observers in the late 1960s, sung revolutionary songs out of courtesy when 

he was surrounded by Hong Kong red guards. Someone took a photo of him singing the 

revolutionary songs, and the photo was published on the page of Wen Wei Pao (Hong Kong) with 

the caption “Foreign friend warmly loves Chairman Mao…and sends blessings to Chairman Mao 

for a long life without end”.174 Many reports from the Xinhua News Agency were featured with 

unidentified subjects, like two “African students”, “several Dominican progressives”, “a Nepalese 

friend”, “a Yugoslav couple”, etc.175 The reports of Xinhua News Agency or other Chinese official 

propaganda institutions lacked the sources of foreign admiration of Maoism; however, the 

appreciation of Mao and Maoism was still a prominent phenomenon among the revolutionary 

leftists outside China in the 1960s and 1970s.  

Materials were diverted to the production of Mao’s works and badges, leaving a negative 

shortage of materials for other productions and daily life. It was reported by Izvestia on November 

12, 1967, that Chinese housewives could no longer buy ordinary utensils because the raw materials 

were allotted for the production of Mao badges.176  

While the mass production of Mao badges resulted in the shortage of materials supposed to 

be used in the consumers market, it did facilitate the spread of Mao’s thought overseas. From 

Zambia to Burma, protests regarding the wearing and ban of Mao badges were seen and reported 

widely by the international press. In one extreme case, the Chinese Embassy in Dar as Salaam, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

174 Richard Baum, China Watcher: Confessions of a Peking Tom (Seattle & London: University of Washington 
Press, 2010), 30. 
175 “Foreign Adulation of Mao Tse-Tung”, China Topics, YB 474 (Mao-2), April 17, 1968. Hoover Institution, 
Stanford University. 
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Tanzania, distributed thousands of Mao badges to the local schoolchildren, which was forbidden by 

the Tanzanian authorities.177 

 

Circulation of Mao’s Works 

Circulations of Mao’s works constituted another major component in the broader project of 

exporting Mao Zedong Thought worldwide. Contrary to the general perception of an overt and 

heavy political direction of Chinese propaganda, the CIPG was constantly reminded of a careful 

handling of hiding the essential political intentions behind less political tones and expressions. Luo 

Jun, the former Director of the CIPG, in a compilation of memoir-like articles written by the 

institution's former officers, concluded that Mao Tse-Tung himself had set three guidelines for 

foreign propaganda: Speak with truth, Do not to force ideas upon others, and Focus on targets.  

The advent of the Cultural Revolution witnessed the new phase of promoting the 

circulation of Mao’s work as the political task with the highest priority. On February 18th, 1967, the 

Foreign Affairs Office of the State Council issued a circular, which, not only revered the Quotations 

from Chairman as the “treasure book”, (very possibly the origin of the nickname “red treasure book” 

for the Quotations) but criticized and retracted the three previously-issued circulars for not actively 

publicizing the spirit of Mao’s Thought. It stated that the “Thought of Mao is the highest and most 

lively Marxism-Leninism of the time, it is the most powerful weapon of thought for the 

revolutionary people around the world. With the rapid development of the world revolution, all the 
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revolutionaries of the world are eager to get this treasure book…all foreign-related units must take 

[giving out the Quotations to foreigners] as the top prioritized political task”.178  

Promoting Maoism overseas via the circulation of Mao’s works was quite aggressive. In 

1966, the Third Algiers International Fair had a Chinese Pavilion in which Chairman Mao’s works 

were on display, and according to a Xinhua News it drew the biggest crowds. The news report went 

on saying that as many as 3000 visitors bought copies of Mao’s works and spoke highly of not only 

Chairman Mao’s works but also China’s achievements “under the guidance of Mao Tse-tung’s 

Thought”.179 Given the propaganda nature of Xinhua news, this report should be taken with a grain 

of salt.  

Institutions within China responded to the circular in a very positive and active way. For 

example, Peking Library received many letters from other countries asking for the works of 

Chairman Mao. In 1965 alone, the Peking Library posted copies of Selected Works of Mao and 

pamphlets of Mao’s writings in 13 languages, totaling 123 editions, a number that had increased by 

more than four times as compared with the previous year.180 In 1966, after purging Zhou Yang, the 

old head of propaganda for slowing down the printing progress,181 the reorganized propaganda 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

178 国务院外事办公室关于对外国人赠送《毛主席语录》的通知 (Circular of the Foreign Affairs Office of the 
State Council on Giving Out Quotations from Chairman to Foreign Friends, Feb 18 1967.) 
179 “Algerian Visitors to Chinese Pavilion Sing Praises of Chairman Mao,” newspaper clippings, Stanley Karnow 
Papers, Hoover Institution, Stanford University. 
180 “Letters from Five Continents Asking for Chairman Mao’s Works; Many More Copies Sent out This Year by 
the Peking Library”, Peking, Ta-kung Pao, Dec 29, 1965, p3. 
181 Slowing down the pace of publications of Mao’s works was one of the accusations Zhou received when he was 
purged. A report titled “The Large-Scale Publication of Mao’s Books” mentioned that “In 1962, for instance, only 
about 50,000 sets of the Selected Works of Mao were printed and distributed, while 140,000 sets of The Dream of 
the Red Chamber were published. In the same year, only 72 tons of paper had been used for printing Mao’s books 
while more than 7,500 tons had been used for printing other books.” Union Research Service, Vol 44, No 17, 
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department of the CCP made the decision to print 35 million sets of Selected Works of Mao in two 

years, not including the smaller edition called Selected Readings from Mao Tse-tung’s Works, the 

publication and printing of which was left within the purview of provincial, municipal, and regional 

authorities. For that purpose, the department called on all publication, printing and distribution 

departments in the country to give top priority to this task to meet the pressing demands.182  

In two years’ time since the Cultural Revolution, according to the Xinhua News Agency, 

China had distributed to more than 130 countries and regions large numbers of Selected Military 

writings of Mao Tse-tung, Chairman Mao Tse-tung on People’s War, and Mao’s various military writings 

compiled in a collection or in pamphlet form. In another news clipping of Karnow, the total 

number of the distribution of Chairman Mao’s military writings in the two years was much larger 

than the grand total distributed in the 17 years before the Cultural Revolution. The distribution of 

Chairman Mao Tse-tung on People’s War alone amounted to more than 350,000.183 Besides, editions in 

foreign languages other than English, French and Russian were published in the two years since the 

Cultural Revolution had started.184 

Other similar figures help prove the efforts of such propaganda. In 1967 alone, 350 million 

copies of Quotations from Chairman were printed; in 1967, China’s publishing houses turned out 47.5 

million copies of Selected Readings from the Works of Mao. More than 57 million copies of poems by 

Chairman Mao were printed. While only 11.5 million sets of the four-volume Selected Works of Mao 

had been printed in the 15 years before the Cultural Revolution, an aim was set for the year 1967 to 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

182 Baltimore Sun, Aug 8, 1966, from Stanley Karnow Papers, Hoover Institution, Stanford University. 
183 “Chairman Mao’s Theory on People’s War Widely Disseminated throughout the World—Oppressed Peoples 
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print 80 million, and by the end of December that year, 86.4 million sets had been published. 

Before the Cultural Revolution, Mao’s works were being produced by only 13 printing houses in 

seven provinces and cities. In defying this situation that “the handful of top party people in 

authority taking the capitalist road headed by China’s Khrushchev were opposed to the mass 

studying of Chairman Mao’s thoughts and were suppressing their publication by resorting to all 

sorts of tricks”, in 1967, 181 printing houses in 28 provinces and cities were in full swing for 

printing Mao’s works.185  

By the beginning of 1969, China printed and distributed more than 150 million sets of 

Selected Works of Mao, which was already 13 times more than the total amount printed in the 15 years 

before the Cultural Revolution. During this three-year period, China printed and distributed more 

than 140 million copies of Selected Readings from Chairman Ma’s Works. Over 740 million copies of the 

Quotations from Chairman Mao were printed and distributed, alongside nearly 2000 million copies of 

Mao’s Lao San Pian (Three Old Readings: Serve the People, In Memory of Norman Bethune, and The Old 

Foolish man). And more than 96 million copies of Chairman Mao’s Poems were printed.186 

 

Conclusion 

As discussed in the previous chapter, Maoism, compared with Marxism, Leninism, as well as 

other leftist ideologies, is a highly iconized ideology. The text media of Maoism, such as the Selected 

Works of Mao, the Quotations from Chairman Mao, or the Little Red Book, required translations, 

publications, and circulations to construct, spread, and export Maoism from China to the world.  
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As the following chapters on the United States and Singapore will demonstrate, the 

translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s works constituted the necessary condition for 

the Maoists in these places to approach, invoke, and adopt Maoism. However, such an essential part 

in the history of the globalizing of Maoism has hitherto been submerged in media studies and 

overlooked in historical writings. This chapter has therefore analysed the translations, publications, 

and circulations of Mao’s works, most notably, the Selected Works of Mao, and the Quotations from 

Chairman Mao, in the context of the 1960s and 1970s when the Cultural Revolution brought Maoism 

to its heyday. Translations of Mao’s works were state-sponsored international projects even before 

the founding of the People’s Republic of China, when American-educated scholars played an 

instrumental role in the translations and foreign communist party-affiliated publishers offered their 

help. By the fourth volume of the Selected Works of Mao in 1960, the Chinese apparatus, such as the 

Foreign Languages Press, the Central Compilation and Translation Bureau, and others played a 

critical role in making China the center of the translation of Maoism, which corresponded to a 

gradual leftist turn in China’s domestic and foreign policies. Translations of the Quotations from 

Chairman Mao and the fifth volume of the Selected Works of Mao took place under a similar 

circumstance.  

I would use a metaphor to describe the publications and circulations of Mao’s works 

overseas: before China initiated its reform and opening-up policy and immersed itself in the world 

trade, Mao’s works were the most produced and exported China product. The goal set for the 

numbers of copies of Mao’s works to be printed affected the allocation of printing materials such as 

printing paper. The workers at the printing factories in different provinces engaged in competitions 

in printing and publishing Mao’s works. They provided overseas Maoists, as well as Chinese 

communists, concrete material support in their approach to Maoism, and also, they practiced 

Maoism in their own work when they carried out Maoist voluntarism which emphasized the human 

will over external conditions. Circulations made up another key link in the broader project of 

propaganda and the export of Maoism. The chapter has consulted multiple sources, and many of 

them have recorded the millions of copies of Mao’s works printed and the comparison in the surges 

in its production and distribution before and after the Cultural Revolution.  
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By unearthing these histories of the translations, publications, and circulations of Mao’s 

works, this chapter argues that global Maoism was brought to its peak in the 1960s and 1970s not 

just because of the launch of the Cultural Revolution in a commonly recognized political sense, but 

also by the translations, publications, and circulation of Mao’s works. For the establishment of 

ethnic studies in America and the embrace of Maoism by the Barisan Sosialis in Singapore, the 

export of Maoism served as a key prerequisite. However, the translations, publications, and 

circulations of Mao’s works did not only contribute to Maoist moments in America and Singapore, 

they also constituted a Maoist moment in China.  
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SECTION TWO 
CHAPTER FOUR  

MAOIST MOMENT IN THE UNITED STATES: The Establishment of Ethnic Studies in American Universities 
 

 
 

From November 1968 to March 1969, the San Francisco State College witnessed the 

longest student strike in the history of America,187 and from January 1969 to March the same year, 

another student protest took place at the University of California. The two student strikes led by 

Maoist-inspired radical activists gave birth to the first college and the first department of ethnic 

studies in higher educational institutions in the United States, with long-lasting consequences felt to 

this day. Since its inception, ethnic studies, with more specialized divisions including African 

American/black studies, Asian American studies, Latino/a studies, Native American studies, has 

become a burgeoning academic field, incorporating university majors, journals, publications, and 

scholars.  

This chapter turns to Maoism in America from the perspective of the relationship between 

Maoism and the establishment of ethnic studies. It argues that Maoism was directly connected to 

the foundation of ethnic studies programs in the United States because it served as a source of 

inspiration. It inspired protest tactics during the two student strikes at San Francisco State College 

and the University of California, Berkeley. After the strikes, the Maoist activists-turned-scholar 

occupied the faculty in the first college and department of ethnic studies program of the country 

and they inserted Maoist ideas into the curriculum of the newly founded ethnic studies programs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

187 “America” and “the United States” are used interchangeably in this chapter. 
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The Maoist link to the founding of ethnic studies formed a Maoist moment in America, and like the 

famous metaphor in Mao’s writings: a single spark can start a prairie fire,188 this Maoist moment had a 

long-lasting impact upon the American educational, social, and cultural spheres. This dissertation 

introduces the idea of an imagined Third World. In the case of the United States, the main 

participants in the strikes for the foundation of ethnic studies departments at major universities in 

San Francisco, born and raised in the United States, regarded themselves the “Third World”, and 

their struggles the fight against US imperialism just as those in Asia, Africa, and Latin America 

battling against western imperialism for national independence. This imagined Third World 

connected the participants in the United States in a global history of Maoism alongside with the 

translators in China and the leftists in Singapore.  

In order to present this argument, this chapter will firstly look at the two student strikes 

which led to the establishment of ethnic studies departments in the United States, namely student 

strike at San Francisco State College and the Third World Liberation Strike at UC Berkeley. Next, 

the chapter provides a concrete analysis of the influence of Maoism in the process of the 

establishment in the context of the 1960s and 1970s, and finally concludes with thoughts on the 

ongoing consequences of this Maoist moment in America.  

 

 

Significance of Research  

In the words of L. Ling-chi Wang, one of the founding scholars of ethnic studies, “the 

establishment of ethnic studies is one of the most enduring legacies of the civil rights movement of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

188 Mao Tse-tung, A Single Spark can Start a Prairie Fire, written in January 1930, accessed May 23, 2019, 
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-1/mswv1_6.htm 
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the 1960s”.189 The history of this establishment per se, and its relations with Maoism, a central 

credo of the time, complements studies of Maoism outside China in general, and in America in 

particular. The link between Maoism and higher education in America expands the existing research 

in which scholars have approached Maoism in America by means of looking at a few radical leftist 

political organizations, such as the Progressive Labor Party, the Black Panther Party, the 

Revolutionary Union, or I Wor Kuen.190 If political organizations were the central perspective in the 

studies of Maoism in America, then readers, including researchers, would come to the conclusion 

that Maoism in America has waned drastically or even disappeared evidenced by the dissolution of 

these organizations. However, if the observation angle shifts to the establishment of ethnic studies, 

then a different conclusion will tell that the legacies of Maoism linger on to this day, as the final part 

of this chapter will demonstrate. 

This chapter focuses on Maoism in the United States. It looks at the history of the 

establishment of ethnic studies in America, such as Black (African American) studies, Asian 

American studies, Chicana/Chicano studies, or Latin American studies and La Raza studies,191 

Native American studies, and others. The chapter focuses on young radical leftist activists, 

oftentimes the racial minorities, who read, were inspired by, and adopted Maoism in their 

imaginations. They redefined themselves as Third World people and in their protests (especially the 

students protests at the San Francisco State College and the University of California, Berkeley), 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

189 L. Ling-chi Wang, History of Ethnic Studies at UC Berkeley: Ethnic Studies 98/198 (Berkeley, CA: University 
of California, Berkeley, Department of Ethnic Studies, 2011), 9. 
190 See William Wei, “The Emergency and Eclipse of Maoist Organization,” in The Asian American Movement 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993), 203-240. Max Elbaum, “Maoism in the United States, seen at 
Encyclopedia of Anti-Revisionism On-line,” accessed June 1, 2019,  https://www.marxists.org/history/erol/ncm-
7/maoism-us.htm 
191 “La Raza” means “the people or the community” in Spanish, and it refers to Hispanophone people. La Raza 
Studies includes Chicano Studies, or Latin American Studies. 
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which led to the establishment of the first college and department of ethnic studies in the United 

States higher education institutions.   

The central events in the struggle for the establishment of ethnic studies in America were 

the student protests at the San Francisco State College (now SF State University), and the Third 

World Liberation Front-led student protests at the UC Berkeley. The strikes were not only essential 

components of the history of the two universities respectively, especially for the San Francisco State 

University, but they were also significant milestones in U.S. education history. The chapter relies on 

the archives kept in the libraries of the two universities, the documents on Asian American 

movements at other universities, as well as communications with those who participated in the 

protests.  

 

San Francisco Bay Area and Youth Bulge in the 1960s 

Student protests spread across the entire United States in the tumultuous 1960s and 1970s, 

and they encouraged and inspired each other, from the student’s occupation at Columbia University 

to the Orangeburg Massacre in South Carolina, from the Kent State shootings in Ohio to the 

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee in Georgia. However, the unique social characteristics 

at San Francisco Bay Area in particular, and the State of California in general, bred the two student 

protests at Berkeley and San Francisco, two cities across the San Francisco Bay Area. 

Today, the state of California is the home base of liberals/leftists of America, with 

Democrat candidates winning every presidential election in the state since 1992. Compared with 

more conservative counties in the state such as Orange, San Francisco Bay Area is even more 

liberal, or left-leaning than the rest of this already liberal-inclined state. Historically, the Bay Area is 

notable for its diversified population, and the racially mixed demography attracted newly arrived 

immigrants, especially immigrants from Third World countries after the immigration reform in 

1965. The kaleidoscopic racial components often led to separate racial communities, such as 

African American ghettos, Chinatown, Manilatown, Koreatown, and others. These racial enclaves 

were more impoverished, more crowded, with hygiene conditions worse than in other communities. 

Taking Chinatown as an example, a 1969 course reader for Asian American studies at the University 

of California, Davis stated that 40% out of the San Francisco Chinatown population with families 
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lived below the poverty lines, 60% of the housing units shared one bath, and only 3% of the 

housing units were owner occupied.192 

The sharp contrast between the harsh conditions of these racial minorities and their 

locations within the strongest, and the wealthiest country in the world made it easy for the radical 

activists, often with racial minority background, to link their situations in America as internal 

colonies, comparable to those Third World countries exploited by imperialists. Such an imagination 

was theoretically supported by the activists’ reading and application of Maoism, the “Third World 

Marxism”,193 which attributed the internal race problems of America to American capitalism, the 

same attribution of colonial issues to global imperialism.  

Another reason facilitating the access of Maoism in the San Francisco Bay Area was the 

long history of the entanglement of China’s domestic affairs in the region. In the China chapter of 

the dissertation, the story of Wang Fushi revealed that even before the founding of the People’s 

Republic of China, San Francisco had already become a center for overseas Chinese communists 

and their propaganda activities. Even after the founding of the PRC, during the period when China 

and America were in hostility, Henry Halsey Noyes, with the cooperation of publishers in China, 

opened and ran China Books and Periodicals, Inc., America’s largest distributor of printed materials 

from the People’s Republic of China.194 Although trade between China and America was prohibited 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

192 “Course Reader: The Asian American Experience in America by Asian American Concern, UC Davis”, Box 6, 
Folder 1, Steve Louie Asian American Movement Collection. University of California, Los Angeles. 
193 “Third World Marxism” was a term used by Max Elbaum in Revolution in the Air: Sixties Radicals Turn to 
Lenin, Mao and Che (London and New York: Verso, 2006). Elbaum argues that New Communist Movement in 
America was the activists’ attempt for Third World Marxism, Maoism captured the initiative within the early New 
Communist Movement. See page 4. 
194 For the story of Henry Halsey Noyes, see see Henry Halsey Noyes, China Born: Adventures of a Maverick 
Bookman (San Francisco: China Books & Periodicals, 1989), and Aaron J. Leonard and Conor A. Gallagher, Heavy 
Radicals: The FBI’s Secret War on America’s Maoists (Winchester, UK and Washington, USA: Zero Books, 
2014): 118-121. 
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because of America’s Trading with the Enemy Act,195 the act did not prohibit the importing of books. 

Taking advantage of this, books published in China, certainly including those translated, produced, 

and published by the Foreign Languages Press, could still be exported to the United States. Most 

notably of all was the Quotations from Chairman Mao. Both Bobby Seale’s memoir and in Bill Mullen’s 

research chapter refer to the fact that  the Black Panther Party purchased the Little Red Book and 

resold them to finance their armed struggles against the police in Oakland, another important city in 

the Bay Area.196 From this perspective, the import of the Little Red Books from China by a bookstore 

run by a collaborator of Chinese publishers was a necessary condition for the birth of the Black 

Panther Party, whose influence spread into the Black Student Union and the Third World 

Liberation Front, the two organizations instrumental in the two student strikes.  

Besides the increasing population of the youth (the coming of age of Baby Boomers) and 

the influence of the civil rights movement, for participants of Chinese origin in the Asian American 

movement and the two strikes, there was another special circumstance in the background. The 

Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which had banned the immigration of Chinese laborers, was repealed 

in the 1940s, and the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 increased the immigrants from Asian 

countries. The burgeoning of Chinese American youth, together with the rising youth population 

over which leftism had an overall influence, boosted the student activism of the 1960s America. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

195 The Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917 is a United States federal law that gives the President the power to 
restrict trade between the United States and countries it deems as its enemies. The People’s Republic of China was 
sanctioned following the Korean War and sanctions were lifted in 1975. 
196 Bill Mullen, “By the book: Quotations from Chairman Mao and the making of Afro-Asian radicalism, 1966–
1975”, in Alexander C. Cook ed., Mao’s Little Red Book: A Global History (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2014), 245-265. His recounts are based on Bobby Seale’s memoir: Bobby Seale, Seize the Time: The Story of 
the Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton (New York: Vintage Books, 1970), 82. 
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Many student activists in the two strikes with Chinese heritage were among the first generation of 

American-born Chinese in postwar America.  

 

Student protests were not an isolated American phenomenon but need to be situated in a 

global youth rebellion against the establishment in the 1960s, be it in politics, education, and race 

and gender roles. The main participating force in the two strikes were the students, and the students 

belonged to a worldwide baby boomer generation, a generation of young people coming of age in 

postwar stability and prosperity. The subsequent expansion of higher education, especially of 

humanities majors, led to a growing, often easily jobless student community around the world. The 

California State College system, of which the San Francisco State College was a component, was 

established in the year 1960 to accommodate the booming young people. The enlarged population 

of youths intensified the rebellious spirit as a social trend. In America, many young people joined 

the universities to evade conscription for the war in Vietnam.  

Putting the two strikes in both the 1960s American context and the global unrest at the 

same time, therefore, helps with a better understanding of the historical implications of the strikes. 

The strikes at the San Francisco State College and the University of California, Berkeley were parts 

of a tumultuous America that witnessed anti-war movement, civil rights movement, immigration 

reform of 1965, the New Left, as well as student protests. Seen from a global perspective, the young 

protestors were among the worldwide protestors against the established order. They were joined by 

the students protesting in the streets of Paris in May 1968, the Red Guards in China who were 

instigated by Mao to assault on the cadres within the Communist party, students protesting the 

German Emergency Acts at the Berlin Institute of Technology, as well as their counterparts elsewhere 

in the world. When the protesting students at the strikes stated their strong opposition to 
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“paternalism”,197 the strikers exuded an obvious youth rebel mentality, linking their protests with 

other youths’ rebels in other parts of the world.  

 

 

The Longest Student Strike in U.S. History: the 1968 Protest at the San Francisco State College  

From November 6, 1968, to March 21, 1969, the San Francisco State College (renamed to 

San Francisco State University in 1974), witnessed the longest student strike in the history of 

America. That strike aimed at the self-determination and the control of African American students 

over admissions and administrations of Black studies and eventually ended up establishing the first 

College of Ethnic Studies in America. This achievement became a shining mark in the history of the 

university, and the university celebrates the anniversary of the strike every decade. Its library 

maintains the collections on the strike as its most notable feature.  

Today, the San Francisco State University Library keeps the SF State College Strike 

Collection both in the virtual archive and in digital forms, including a collection of local news video 

footage covering the strike, a collection of strike documents, and a scrapbook collection of 

newspaper clippings on the strike.198 These collections, together with other primary sources, such as 

Crisis at San Francisco State, and Shut it Down! A College in Crisis, San Francisco State College, October 1968 

to April 1969 (A Staff Report to the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of 

Violence, San Francisco State College, in 1969), the digitized archive collection of the College of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

197 “The Politics of the Strike” in A Pamphlet of the Third World Liberation Front, 1969. Ethnic Studies 
Collections, Ethnic Studies Library, University of California, Berkeley. 
198 “SF State College Strike Collection”, J. Paul Leonard Library, San Francisco State University, for digital 
collections, visit http://library.sfsu.edu/sf-state-strike-collection 
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Ethnic Studies at the SF State University,199 as well as contributions by other scholars, help draw the 

picture of the strike, such as the leading groups of the strike, the strike demands, and the sources of 

inspiration of the protestors. 

In the San Francisco State College, it was the Black Student Union (BSU), the nation’s first 

BSU organization, that called the first shot in the struggle for a Black Studies Department and 

started the strike.  

Before the establishment of the College, according to Joseph White, who was dean of 

undergraduate studies and faculty sponsor for the Black Student Union at the time, the university 

occasionally offered black music or black sociology classes taught by part-time faculty.200 In the 

spearhead of the later African American Studies, the Black Student Union had developed a Black 

Studies curriculum. By the time when the strike was initiated, the BSU already pressed campus 

administrators for a more liberal admissions policy, according to James (Jimmy) Garrett, one of the 

leaders of the BSU, “[a] year after its launch, the black population at San Francisco State had 

doubled…and a year after that, it doubled again”.201 

George Murray, an English instructor at the San Francisco State College,202 whose dismissal 

ignited the strike, was a perfect example in showing at least two crucial characteristics of the strike: 

the enormous influence of the Black Panther Party over the Black Student Union who called for the 

establishment of a Black Studies Department, and the Third Worldism of the radical leftists. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

199 College of Ethnic Studies, San Francisco State University Historical Archive, 
https://diva.sfsu.edu/collections/coes/#browse-collections 
200 Tanya Schevitz, “S.F. State to Mark 40th Anniversary of Strike,” SF Gate, October 26, 2008, 
https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/S-F-State-to-mark-40th-anniversary-of-strike-3264418.php 
201 Sam Whiting, “The Black Student Union at SFSU Started it All,” February 1, 2010, 
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/The-Black-Student-Union-at-SFSU-started-it-all-3274175.php 
202 See Black Studies Curriculum Spring 1968, Digital Collections @ J. Paul Leonard Library, http://digital-
collections.library.sfsu.edu/digital/collection/p16737coll2/id/986 
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The first characteristic of the protest was that the leading organization, the BSU, was 

strongly influenced and inspired by the Black Panther Party, a radical, militant Black organization 

resorting to Maoism, especially in terms of violence.203 Many of the members of the Black Student 

Union were early members of the Black Panther Party.204 Besides, during an interview, James P. 

Garrett, expressed that before the BSU and the strike, he had already been reading and studying 

Mao for years.205 George Murray was himself one of the Central Committee members of the Black 

Student Union, and also Minister of Education for the Black Panther Party.  

According to Jason Ferreira, historian and Chair of the Department of Race & Resistance 

Studies within the College of Ethnic Studies at San Francisco State University today, Murray 

travelled to Cuba in the summer of 1968 and gave a speech linking the Black Liberation struggle 

with the struggle of the Vietnamese people. “[E]very U.S. soldier that dies in Vietnam is one less 

soldier we have to deal with in the streets of Detroit,” paraphrased by Jason Ferreira, and such 

words caught the attention of the Board of Trustees and then-California Governor Ronald 

Reagan.206 Besides, Murray’s call for black students to bring guns on campus207 also played a role in 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

203 On the Black Panther Party’s turn to violence under the influence of Maoism, see Robin D. G. Kelly and Betsy 
Esch, “Black Like Mao: Red China and Black Revolution,” in Afro-Asia: Revolutionary Political and Cultural 
Connections Between African Americans and Asian Americans, eds., Fred Ho and Bill Mullen (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2008), 97–154. 
204 Jason Ferreira, “1968: The Strike at San Francisco State, Socialist Worker’s series on the history of 1968,” 
December 13, 2018, http://socialistworker.org/2018/12/13/1968-the-strike-at-san-francisco-state 
205 Ibram Rogers, “Remembering the Black Campus Movement: An Oral History Interview with James P. Garrett,” 
The Journal of Pan African Studies 2, No.10 (June 2009): 30-41. 
206 Jason Ferreira, “1968: The Strike at San Francisco State, Socialist Worker’s series on the history of 1968,” 
December 13, 2018, http://socialistworker.org/2018/12/13/1968-the-strike-at-san-francisco-state 
207 William H. Orrick, Jr., Shut it Down! A College in Crisis, San Francisco State College, October, 1968 to April, 
1969. A Staff Report to the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. (San Francisco State 
College, California, June 1969), 44; and Tanya Schevitz, “S.F. State to Mark 40th Anniversary of Strike”, SF Gate, 
October 26, 2008, https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/S-F-State-to-mark-40th-anniversary-of-strike-
3264418.php 
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his suspension. They tried to fire Murray, and Murray’s suspension from the San Francisco State by 

Chancellor Glenn Dumke and President Robert Smith on November 1,1968 ignited the Black 

Student Union to announce its strike demands. Stokely Carmichael, then Honorary Prime Minister 

of the Black Panther Party, gave the first speech of the strike in the evening of November 6, 1968. 

During the strike, the BSU members were regaled in black berets, Huey Newton208 buttons and 

leather jackets. Whenever BSU Chairman Benny Stewart or fellow BSU leader Jerry Varnado raised 

a clenched fist, an iconic symbol of the Black Panther Party, the following student protestors would 

shout “Right On!”209 These were all signature references to the Black Panther Party. This influence 

from the Maoist-inspired Black Panther Party linked Maoism and the BSU from the inception of 

the protests.  

The second characteristic of the strike was the introduction of the concept of the Third 

World. November 6, 1968 was the first day of student strikes after the college administration failed 

to meet the demand the Black Student Union’s demand of establishing a Black Studies Department. 

On the second day of the strike, the Third World Liberation Front (TWLF, San Francisco State 

College) issued a five-point demand which would complement the proposed Black Studies.210 

Compared with BSU demands emphasizing on Black studies, the most noticeable demand by the 

TWLF was the establishment of a School of Ethnic Studies for the ethnic groups involved in the 

Third World.211 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

208 Huey Newton was one of the most prominent members of the Black Panther Party. He co-founded the Party and 
became its Minister of Defense. 
209 Howard Finberg, Crisis at SF State, (San Francisco: Insight Publications, 1969), 6. 
210 Steve Toomajian, “An Overview: The Strike at SF State”, in Crisis at San Francisco State (San Francisco: 
Insight Publications, 1969), 6. 
211 List of 15 Demands, SF State College Strike Collection, https://diva.sfsu.edu/collections/strike/bundles/187915 
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The most obvious example of the concept of the Third World in the protests were the 

participation of the Third World Liberation Front (TWLF). The Third World Liberation Front (San 

Francisco State College) was a political coalition comprised of racial minority organizations: 

Philippine-American Collegiate Endeavor (PACE), Latin-American Students Organization (LASO), 

Mexican-American Students Coalition (MASC), Intercollegiate Chinese for a Social Action (ICSA), 

and Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA).212 Members of the TWLF were natural-born 

citizens of America, but their racial minority background led them to self-identify as “Third World” 

people. According to historian Judy Wu, Third World countries challenged Western colonialism by 

demanding national liberation, and racialized peoples in the U.S. also identified themselves as 

“Third World” peoples to highlight internal colonialism within the nation and the need to fight 

“within the belly of the beast,” a call commonly evoked by the Black Panthers.213 The idea of the 

“Third-World” in the context of the 1960s and 1970s America had a strong Maoist mark, as Colleen 

Lye pointed out, the idea of the “Third World” triggered the revolutionary energies among the new 

leftists in 1960s America, and Maoism became a binding element between Third Worldism and the 

New Communist Movement.214  

The five-month student strike was featured with disruptions, the shutdown of the campus, 

cancellations, and discontinuations of regular classes, as well as conflicts between protesting 

students and college authorities and the police. The images of the “San Francisco State College 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

212 There was another TWLF at Berkeley comprised of Afro-American Student Union, Mexican-American Students 
Coalition, and Asian American Political Alliance. 
213 Judy Tzu-chun Wu, “The U.S. 1968: Third-Worldism, Feminisms, and Liberalism,” The American Historical 
Review 123, no.3 (2018): 710-716. 
214 Colleen Lye, “Maoism and the Air We Breathe,”review of Revolution in the Air: Sixties Radicals Turn to Lenin, 
Mao and Che, by Max Elbaum, London and New York, November 29, 2018, https://communemag.com/maoism-
and-the-air-we-breathe/ 
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Fists” and Acting President S. I. Hayakawa standing atop the truck and disconnecting the wire of 

the amplifying system have become iconic images of the strikes. George Murray was never 

reinstated at San Francisco State College, yet the consequence of the strike lasted for decades. By 

March 1969, the strike came to a conclusion that gave birth to the nation’s first college of ethnic 

studies. 

 

 
 

“San Francisco State College Fists,” by Nacio Jan Brown, http://libguides.sfsu.edu/ld.php?content_id=43409418  
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 “S.I. Hayakawa Disconnecting System”, Getty Images, https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/acting-president-s-i-hayakawa-

tangled-with-militant-news-photo/515553948  

 

 

Third World Liberation Front Strike at the UC Berkeley  

In the middle of the student strike at the San Francisco State College, across the Bay, 

students at the University of California, Berkeley launched their strike for the establishment of a 

department of ethnic studies. At the University of California, Berkeley, it was the Third World 

Liberation Front (Berkeley) that organized the strike. And that gave the student strike its name. 

Given that the two branches of the Third World Liberation Front were instrumental in both strikes, 

some scholars would also refer to the two strikes together as Third World Liberation strikes. 

Although the socioeconomic background of the students at the two institutions might differ 

in that students at the SF State came from working-class background while Berkeley was a research-
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oriented university providing courses for middle-class students,215 the mentality and social context 

which led the Third World Liberation Front (San Francisco and Berkeley) to strike for the more 

inclusive and attentive ethnic studies courses were similar. While the SF State College strike started 

with the request for a Black Studies program and the requests for ethnic studies were added by the 

Third World Liberation Front (SF State College). In Berkeley, perhaps because the protest was led 

by the Third World Liberation Front (Berkeley), the requests of the implementations of the 

Department of Asian Studies, Department of Black Studies, Department of Chicano Studies, and 

other ethnic studies were announced at the same time.216 Such inclusivity was the result of the 

composition of the TWLF (Berkeley).  

The Asian American Political Alliance (AAPA) within the TWLF was an example of its 

inclusivity as well as the Third World dimension within it. The AAPA itself was strongly influenced 

by Maoism. Anti-Vietnam war activists and the Black Panther Party merged and formed the Peace 

and Freedom Party. Some of the Asian members of the Peace and Freedom Party came up with the 

AAPA in May 1968.217 Yuji Ichioka, a participant student at the strike who later became a renowned 

sociologist in Asian American studies, not only helped found the AAPA, but also coined the term 

“Asian American”. Both Yuji Ichioka and the AAPA he founded were philosophically influenced 

by Maoism.218 Similar to the San Francisco State College strike, the name of the AAPA and the 

TWLF indicated the self-imagination of the ethnic minorities in the United States as peoples of the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

215 Jeff Gerth, “Berkeley: son of SF State,” New Left Notes, Feb. 28, 1969, pp10-11, 
http://revolution.berkeley.edu/assets/BerkeleySonOfSFState.png 
216 “Strike Demands,” Third World Liberation Front, University of California at Berkeley, Ethnic Studies Library, 
UC Berkeley. 
217 Madeline Y. Hsu, Asian American History: A Very Short Introduction (New York City: Oxford University, 
2017), 111. 
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“Third World” country in the exploitative, colonial, imperialist, and capitalist world system. For 

example, according to the Asian American activists in AAPA, “the Asian in America is only an 

extension of Asians in the ‘mother countries’”, and as citizens of America, they felt “an intense 

camaraderie with the poor and underdeveloped peoples of the world”.219 

The principle of self-determination was the central issue of the strike. The organizing 

committee of the strike spoke of the rationale of the principle: “Third World people have been 

allowed to play only an advisory role in the decision-making process. Thus, if the Administration 

disagrees with the type of program that is proposed (e.g., ‘if it is too radical’, original words from 

the committee), it will reject that program”.220 The self-determination was also reflected in the 

radical leftists’ insistence on determining the admission policy, the Dean and Chairman of the 

proposed Third World College. They made it explicit that the admission criteria would be the Third 

World students who are willing to learn; and “[t]he Dean and chairman should be appointed 

immediately on the advice of an implementing committee nominated by the Third World faculty 

and students who prepared this proposal”.221 The “students who prepared this proposal”, of course, 

referred to the protestors in the Third World Liberation Front. By self-determination, the TWLF 

demanded the autonomy of the Third World College, its admissions policies, faculties, and courses 

would be controlled by the Third World people. In their own words, “if they feel that Eldridge 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

219 Asian American Political Alliance, Berkeley, Box 6, Folder 6, Steve Louie Collection, UCLA. 
220 “The Politics of the Strike” in A Pamphlet of the Third World Liberation Front, 1969. Ethnic Studies 
Collections, Ethnic Studies Library, University of California, Berkeley. 
221 “Proposal for a Third World College”, in L. Ling-chi Wang, History of Ethnic Studies at UC Berkeley: Ethnic 
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Cleaver222 should teach, then they, and not the administration, not the Regents, not Reagan or the 

interests they represent should make the decision”.223 

The students strike at the UC Berkeley in 1969 resulted in the resolution passed by the 

Academic Senate, which stated: 

 

It is the sense of the Berkeley Division of the Academic Senate that it favors the establishment of an 

Ethnic Studies Department reporting directly to the Chancellor and recommends the early appointment of its 

chairman. Its structure should be of sufficient flexibility to permit evolution into a College. 224 

 

Another reason behind the insistence on the principle of self-determination by the activists 

could be drawn from the interview with Ronald Takaki. The radicals wanted an independent ethnic 

studies department instead of teaching ethnic studies in traditional disciplines such as history, 

sociology, and economy, etc. The reason was that the radicals considered the traditional disciplines 

as intolerant of their radical political stances: 

 

Previously, ethnic studies, if they existed at all, were taught through the traditional disciplines. In the late 

1960s, it was not viable to teach ethnic studies through the traditional disciplines, especially if one had a radical 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

222 Eldridge Cleaver was one of the early leaders of the Black Panther Party whose radicalism led him on an exile in 
Cuba, Algeria, Vietnam, China and France. An avid supporter of Mao, he was disillusioned after Mao welcomed 
President Nixon in 1972, and he became a religious, conservative Republican afterwards. For a more detailed story 
of Cleaver and his exile, see Judy Tzu-Chun Wu, Radicals on the Road: Internationalism, Orientalism, and 
Feminism during the Vietnam Era (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2013). 
223 “Support the Strike!”, Third World Liberation Front, UC Berkeley, in Information and Update Sheets of Third 
World Liberation Front, Ethnic Studies Collection, Ethnic Studies Library, UC Berkeley. 
224 The March 4, 1969 Resolution of the Berkeley Division of the Academic Senate. 
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perspective. I had been at UCLA, where a number of professors, including Angela Davis,225 were fired for political 

reasons. There seemed to be not much future for radicals in the traditional structure of the university. Berkeley, 

however, had a unique situation: it could appoint faculty in Ethnic Studies, even recommend them for tenure, and 

develop a degree of autonomy which did not exist elsewhere in the UC system.226 

 

This resolution was a compromise of an establishment of a Department of Ethnic Studies 

which housed four undergraduate ethnic studies programs: African American Studies, Asian 

American Studies, Chicano Studies, and Native American Studies. The strike formally ended on 

March 20, 1969, and one of the most far-reaching educational innovations ever undertaken at 

Berkeley227 thus began. 

 

Why Maoism, not Marxism? 

The history of the founding of ethnic studies in United States universities, which was 

submerged in 1960s activism but catalyzed by the two student strikes at the San Francisco State 

College and the UC Berkeley, shows the guidance and inspiration from Maoism. From protestors of 

the Students for a Democratic Society reading Mao’s works on campus during protests, to members 

of the AAPA who recalled “every one of us read Mao at that time”,228 Maoism was visible 
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throughout the protests and the birth of ethnic studies. One might ask why the anti-capitalism and 

anti-imperialism exuded by the activists were not only considered Marxist but more specifically 

Maoist. The answer to the question Why Maoism, not Marxism is in the imagined Third World that 

Maoism incentivized.  

The activists were natural-born citizens of the United States, yet they allied themselves with 

the Third World countries who were fighting for national liberation in a world system dominated by 

imperialism (with the U.S. the biggest perpetrator). The Third World countries, mainly Vietnam, 

Algeria, Cuba,229 North Korea and China,230 challenged Western colonialism by demanding national 

liberation. The activists imagined that they were fighting the established capitalism within the 

United States in the same manner. This chapter suggests that Mao’s China had a particular appeal 

among the activists as it stood out as the successful Third World country with the most notable 

victory in an anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist revolution. It served as a primary example in the 

struggle, and Maoism thus became a powerful spiritual weapon among the activists.  

The “Third World” imagination and identification led to a breakaway from the Eurocentric 

model of social change; Marxism-Leninism was not adequate, and Mao’s China and the Chinese 

Communist Party became the symbol and pioneer for a “Third World” version of Marxism. In the 

words of Max Elbaum, former activist and author of the renowned book Revolution in the Air: Sixties 

Radicals Turn to Lenin, Mao and Che, “Maoism captured the initiative within the early New 

Communist Movement, and Maoist tendencies were at first much better organized than the 

currents that looked as much or more to the Cuban or Vietnamese Revolutions or to other variants 
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of Third World Leninism”.231 Christopher Connery subsumes the term “Third-Worldism” under 

“thirdness”, a term he argues as one of the fundamental contents of Maoism. He argues that the 

appeal of Maoism in the United States was as an alternative to Soviet-oriented communist parties.232 

This “thirdness” corresponds to the Third World that Mao conceived: it was neither part of the 

developed capitalist world nor part of the Soviet bloc.  

 

Concrete Analysis of Maoist Influence  

For a better understanding of the impact of Maoism on the establishment of ethnic studies 

in U.S. universities, we will now turn to the concrete analysis of the Maoist influence. This 

discussion will focus on examples that demonstrate how Maoism was a source of inspiration for 

those who demanded the foundation of ethnic studies. It will also look at how it influenced tactics 

for protest and combating the establishment. Finally, the discussion will cover that of the influence 

of Maoism on course content and the role of activists-turned scholars in this. 

 

Maoism as a Source of Inspiration 
Maoism had left a strong influence on the African American activists in their struggles in 

the civil rights movement or racial equality. Even before the civil rights movement and Martin 

Luther King Jr., Maoism had already impacted the African-American community, and especially the 

leading intellectuals. For example, W. E. B. Du Bois, the prestigious sociologist and civil rights 

activist, visited China in 1936, 1959, and 1963. Maoist China became a model in Du Bois’s search 
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for democracy,233 and his wife, Shirley Graham Du Bois was buried in Babaoshan Cemetery for 

Revolutionary Heroes in Beijing.234 

The Maoist impact on the Black Panther Party needs no further explanation, with many 

scholars already touching upon the link between the Panthers and Maoism. Bill Mullen recounts the 

role of the Quotations from Chairman Mao in building the organization and ideology of the Black 

Panther Party. The Panthers not only applied principles from the Little Red Book to the American 

context, but also resold the physical copies of the Quotations they bought from the China Book Store 

in San Francisco to purchase weapons to arm the Panthers against the police in Oakland across the 

bay.235 Participant in the 1969 Berkeley strike and later historian Harvey Dong mentions that in 

1960s Oakland the Black Panther Party was talking Mao, the Little Red Book, and “Serve the People” 

as a working part of their “Ten-Point Program” for “land, justice, bread and peace”.236 That 

Maoism had left a strong impact upon the Black Panthers in terms of their organizational building 

and their “programs” has already been recognized in academia. 

In March 1968, Bobby Seale, a well-known Maoist, Minister of Defense of the Black 

Panther Party, spoke in the main auditorium at the San Francisco State and told the audience that 
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the only power blacks had was with a gun.237 Considering the Panthers relied on Maoism for 

political indoctrination and guidance, this remark was very likely a reference to Mao’s “Political 

power grows out of the barrel of a gun”.  

The Black Panther Party was also instrumental in popularizing the slogan “Serve the 

people”, and the Red Book for the first time,238 both items considered as the central theme and 

elements of global Maoism. “Serve the people”, a political outlook first advanced by Mao in 

revolutionary China, was adopted by the Black Panther Party, and later embraced and elaborated 

upon by activists in the Asian American Movement.239 Just in 2016, a book on the history of Asian 

American studies and Asian America used “Serve the People” as its title.240 

Terry Collins, a member of the Black Student Union central committee, and a participating 

student at the San Francisco State College strike, recalled that “there was no such thing as not 

having [Mao’s] Red Book”, and indicated that TWLF members relied on Mao’s theories as a 

foundation of their philosophy. Besides, Collins also said that Mao wrote a letter to the TWLF 

expressing his support for the strike.241 

The constituting components of the Third World Liberation Front were credited for leading 

and organizing the strike for the establishment of ethnic studies at both San Francisco State College 

and the UC Berkeley. Other radical leftist organizations joined in attacking the university 
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administration by the flank. Among them was the Progressive Labor Party, which, similar to the 

Students for a Democratic Society, adhered to Maoism in a more militant and open manner. For 

example, the Progressive Labor Party, a Maoist communist party, attributed “racism” to capitalism, 

and argued that only by destroying the capitalist system by revolution could “racism” be ended.242 

The Radical Student Union, too, demanded the release of Bobby Seale,243 leader of the Black 

Panther Party, while supporting the establishment of a Third World college.244 

The most significant textual sources from Mao dedicated explicitly to the Black people’s 

struggle in America were his two famous statements. In 1963, Mao Tse-tung released Statement 

Supporting the American Negroes in Their Just Struggle Against Racial Discrimination by U.S. Imperialism. 

Besides condemning the “fascist atrocities of the U.S. imperialists against the Negro people”, Mao 

associated the domestic racial conflicts in the U.S. with a global dimension, calling “on the workers, 

peasants, revolutionary intellectuals, enlightened elements of the bourgeoisie and other enlightened 

persons of all colours in the world, whether white, black, yellow or brown, to unite to oppose the 

racial discrimination practised by U.S. imperialism and support the American Negroes in their 

struggle against racial discrimination”.245 In this statement, Mao made an influential point that “in 

the final analysis, national struggle is a matter of class struggle”,246 a point so influential which to 

some degree determined the mode of thinking among almost all activists in the 1960s. In the 
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Statement by Comrade Mao Tse-tung, Chairman of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, in 

Support of the Afro-American Struggle Against Violent Repression released five years later, Mao re-

emphasized that “the Afro-American struggle is not only a struggle waged by the exploited and 

oppressed Black people for freedom and emancipation, it is also a new clarion call to all the 

exploited and oppressed people of the United States to fight against the barbarous rule of the 

monopoly capitalist class”.247  

Mao’s two statements were cited and used extensively in the struggles by the African-

American activists as well as other radical groups. Hari Dillon, a student leader of the strike, who 

was also a member of the MASU as well as a member of the Progressive Labor Party, reflected the 

ethos that “racism cannot be eradicated in the present system. Only when this capitalist-imperialist 

system is overthrown can racism be eradicated”.248 Thus, theoretically, Mao offered the most widely 

cited inspiration to the 1960s radicals who attributed all the social problems to capitalism and 

complemented the critics and attacks on Western capitalist modernization. Mao wrote and released 

the first statement under the request of Robert F. Williams, an African American civil rights leader 

who visited and lived in China after a period of exile in Cuba. As Mao’s guest, Robert Williams 

made a public speech condemning discrimination in the U.S. against its Afro-American citizens and 

supporting their right to use revolutionary violence to counter violence at a demonstration in 

Beijing to commemorate the third anniversary of Mao’s first statement.249 Ending the speech by 

shouting Long Live Chairman Mao!, the connection between racial minority activists in the United 
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States and Mao’s China seemed not a self-imagination by the American activists but a real global 

phenomenon as well as a reciprocal one.250 

Activists in the Asian American movement which contributed to the foundation of ethnic 

studies also took Maoism as their inspiration and guidance. Harvey Dong, an activist himself at the 

Berkeley strike, recalled that for the activists in the 1960s and 1970s, Mao’s China was seen as a 

positive example in the anti-colonial movements across the world: “…looking towards what we 

thought was the Chinese socialist ideal.251 I’m not too sure we knew exactly what that meant in 

practice at the time. But I’d say, in a very rough way, we saw it [as] a participatory democracy, where 

everyone has the freedom to be involved in decision-making, and people on the bottom decide how 

society’s going to be run.”252 The “participatory democracy” in the “Chinese socialist ideal” was 

obviously referring to the Red Guards rebellion, rebellions against the Communist Party 

establishment during the Cultural Revolution, the most iconic historical event which marked the 

climax of Mao’s China and of Maoism. Such an understanding of the so-called “participatory 

democracy” resonated with activists in the Third World Liberation Front in particular, and activists 

who allied themselves with the Third World in general, in their insistence of keeping self-

determination as the central goal when they struggled for establishing ethnic studies.  

Harvey Dong admitted that the activists did not know much about the practice in the 

Cultural Revolution, yet this unfamiliarity and little understanding did not stand in the way of 
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studying Mao. Like French Maoism, such unfamiliarity or lack of understanding ironically facilitated 

the romantic imagination of Maoism, as well as the two-way construction of Maoism. Charlotte 

Brooks also noted that although these American activists had little knowledge of the Cultural 

Revolution, they still praised the practice and considered the Cultural Revolution an egalitarian 

transformation. And the activists, especially the Chinese American activists, saw Mao as an anti-

colonial, anti-imperialist revolutionary theoretician and role model.253 

Among “the Chinese American activists who saw Mao as an anti-colonial, anti-imperialist 

revolutionary theoretician and role model” Warren Mar was such an example. Mar was among the 

first generation of American-born Chinese in postwar America. As a member of I Wor Kuen254 

himself, Mar was elected Chair of the Chinatown North Beach Youth Council in 1969. Mar 

witnessed the youth activities on the streets of San Francisco Chinatown, mostly street gangs, which 

shifted from centering on traditional organizations run by adults to the newly emerging youth 

organizations, with the influence of 1960s politics and the lumpenproletariat.255 As a student taking 

some of the earliest Asian American Studies courses at the San Francisco State College, Mar read 

from Eldridge Cleaver to Julius Lester,256 and finally to Mao. The instructors were “Black Panthers 
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or veterans of the strike at San Francisco State and the founders of Asian Studies only two years 

earlier”:257  

We were looking for a society that respected and valued people, did not value greed, and did not promote 

oppression and power for a small group of wealthy mainly white people. We began to study Marx and Lenin but in 

a particular Mao Tse-Tung Thought. Mao could espouse the theory and practice in such a way that we ordinary 

people could understand.258 

 

Him Mark Lai, another Chinese American activist, and the veteran in the Asian American 

Student Movement and Asian American Studies at UC Berkeley, recalled that a growing 

consciousness among the activists was that the study of Marxist-Leninist-Mao Tse-tung “principles” 

was a necessity, and class struggle was the “fundamental, underlying contradiction of the problem 

and conditions of all Third World and working class people”.259 By his analysis, the influence of the 

Black Panther Party, a well-known Maoist militant organization, was one of the immediate factors 

preceding and setting the stage for the 1968 Asian American Student Movement.260 
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In Chinatown, San Francisco, especially for the young Chinese Americans, Mao proved a 

particularly alluring figure, a widely admired Chinese radical leader whom many conservatives in 

Chinese American communities hated and feared.261 

The sway that Maoism held over on Asian American activists led to the use of Maoist 

elements by the Asian American activists. For example, the name of the Asian American activist 

group at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, “East Wind”, was from Chairman Mao’s famous, 

buoyant claim that “The East Wind Prevails over the West Wind”.262 The Yellow Seed, one of the 

first Asian American community groups set up in the late 1960s, had a poster of Mao Tse-tung 

hung in the window at their center at Stockton, California.263 “Dare to Struggle, Dare to Win”, 

became the slogan of the Asian Americans for Action on their newsletter.264  

Like their leftist comrades in Singapore whose stories will be told in the next section, the 

radical leftists in America, too, celebrated China’s successful testing of the atomic bomb and H-

bomb as a ritual to show their admiration of Mao’s China and to prove the validity and vast power 

ignited by Maoism. “When the Chinese exploded their first H-bomb I wrote a poem saying, in 

effect, that time for the colored peoples had rebegun”,265 wrote Amiri Baraka, an African-American 

Maoist poet in his The Autobiography of LeRoi Jones. 
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Maoism as tactics for protest and combating with establishment 

Besides serving as a source of inspiration for the radical activists, some elements in Maoism, 

such as his most famous saying “political power grows out of the barrel of a gun”, the centrality of 

violence, and his guerrilla warfare strategy, gave the activists guidance on their protesting tactics. It 

is notable here that the guerrilla warfare in Mao’s analysis of China’s resistance against the Japanese 

invasion took place in the countryside and mountainous areas, but the protesters localized the 

guerrilla warfare and emphasized the manipulation of strong-weak powerful relations and flexibility 

to fit in their campus settings.  

The radical leftists at the San Francisco State College carried out faithfully Mao’s doctrine of 

“There is no construction without destruction”266 in their protests. Many white radical students 

were supporting the strike. John Levin and Alex Forman were two prominent participants in the 

demonstrations. Both of them were affiliated with Maoist-inspired organizations. Levin was a 

member of the Progressive Labor Party and both were members of the Students for a Democratic 

Society. Levin was also president of the campus SDS.267 

Levin put it straightforward in an interview that “We are bent on destroying a university 

which serves the ruling classes and building a university which serves the people”.268 Again, Mao’s 

slogan “Serve the People” found its followers. When the interviewer went on asking what could be 

included as “the people”, Levin responded he meant “students and community working people, not 
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Trustees and corporate interests”.269 Denouncing him and other participants as “anarchists”, Levin 

added that they “do want to destroy the political racist values of the university and construct new 

values”.270 Forman made similar remarks, saying “it is an attack at the foundation of the university 

system. This strike is destroying the ivory-tower myth about the university. All the problems of 

society exist right here on this campus, and we are forcing people to recognize these problems and 

confront them”.271  

Guerrilla warfare was one of the key terms in Maoist military doctrines. Mao came up with 

the guerrilla warfare doctrine in the context of the Sino-Japanese War that the decentralized army 

made up of ordinary masses could have quickness and flexibility that regular troops might lack in 

expelling more armed, more powerful armies.272 The student activists adapted this principle to fit 

the campus setting in capitalist America. The students on strike created disruptions all over campus, 

such as stinking bombs clogging up toilets, going to classes and saying, “Don’t you know we’re on 

strike?”, and doing some political education. The logic was that they were going to disrupt this 

classroom, but when the police come — boom, the activists disappeared.273 Jason Ferreira explained 

the guerrilla warfare by the BSU: “we advance when the enemy retreats, and when the enemy 

advances, we retreat”.274 This is precisely how Mao summarized the basic principles of guerrilla 

warfare in his 1936 article Problems of Strategy in China’s Revolutionary War. In the latter, Mao famously 
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stated “[t]he enemy advances, we retreat; the enemy camps, we harass; the enemy tires, we attack; 

the enemy retreats, we pursue”.275 

Besides the BSU, the AAPA also adopted the doctrine of guerrilla warfare, one that 

developed in a war context, in their conflicts with the police whom they condemned as racists. The 

Asian American Political Alliance invoked Mao’s famous quotes as tactics for guerrilla warfare in 

their self-defense teaching. From a 1969 file by the AAPA that documented Bryant Fong’s 

teachings on how to do physical self-defense, tactics included punch & kick, block, gripping, and 

grabbing holds.276 The teachings by Bryant Fong were the content of series one of Guerrilla Warfare 

where the AAPA quoted Mao in a separate sheet at the beginning of their teaching: 

 

WHEN ENGAGING A STRONGER ENEMY: 

 

WITHDRAW WHEN HE ADVANCES; 

HARASS HIM WHEN HE STOPS; 

STRIKE HIM WHEN HE IS WEARY; 

PURSUE HIM WHEN HE WITHDRAWS. 

 

THE ENEMY MUST BE HARASSED, ATTACKED, DISPERSED, EXHAUSTED, AND 

ANNIHILATED. 
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Mao’s Little Red Book, one of the icons of Maoism, was the guidance for the activists on the 

one hand; on the other hand, it gave the protesting students at the San Francisco State College the 

inspiration of satirizing Samuel Ichiye Hayakawa, the Canadian-born Japanese American 

semanticist. He was instituted as President of the San Francisco State College in order to combat 

the radical student activists and bring the campus back to normal. The protesting students targeted 

Hayakawa as the establishment. During the strike, the students imitated the Quotations from Chairman 

Mao, and compiled a satirical The Sayings of Chairman Hayakawa. The strikers satirized Hayakawa as 

“the Sage” and portrayed him and the police as “pigs”, a pejorative term that protestors used 

against the police.277  

 

Maoism as Course Content, and Activists-turned-Academics 

By the fall 1969 semester, the San Francisco State College had established the College of 

Ethnic Studies, which comprised of a Black Studies Department, La Raza Studies Department, 

Asian American Studies Department, and an American Indian Studies Department. Given the 

freshness of such departments, hiring faculty was not easy at the very beginning, and people from 

the perspective communities were selected for teaching positions. What was more significant, 

members of the Black Student Union, with strong inclinations for the doctrines of the Black 

Panther Party and Maoism, were hired to fill academic positions. Such an act, on the one hand, was 

the result of the close relationship between ethnic studies and ethnic communities; on the other 

hand, as the chapter will argue, it was a reflection of the infiltration of radical leftism into academia.  
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Perhaps no example is more clearly demonstrative of the Maoist link to the studies than the 

proposal for a department of Asian Studies (in the context of post-strike Berkeley, Asian Studies 

was synonymous with Asian American studies but different from the Asian Studies in Fabio Lanza’s 

book). For Asian American Studies at UC Berkeley, a B.A. degree-granting program was not 

offered until five years after its founding in 1969. In the curriculum design of Asian American 

Studies, the Chinese revolution was the only domestic history of the Asian countries involved in 

Asian American Studies (China, Japan, Korea, and the Philippines). For the Asian Studies of the 

Third World College at UC Berkeley, the Asian American Political Alliance designed and submitted 

the proposal. This Maoist-inspired organization did not conceal their inclination towards Mao when 

they designed the studies proposal. In their submitted proposal, China and the Thought of Mao 

were singled out for a course on Communism as a part of the Asian Revolutionary Ideology, which the 

AAPA designed it as a core course in the category of The Asian Experience.278 In the very first 

course syllabus of the revised Asian studies at UC Berkeley, H. G. Creel’s Chinese Thought: From 

Confucius to Mao, and Chow Tse-tung’s The May Fourth Movement were listed as the required 

readings279. Thought of Mao was even offered as a 6-week course by AAPA. 

There could be seen a close relationship between the Asian American Studies at Berkeley 

and the Asian American Concern (another Asian American organization influenced by Maoism). 

The Asian American Studies Division made it clear that the Asian American Studies Division “is an 

outgrowth of AAC”.280  The Asian American Political Alliance not only worked on the Asian 

American Studies at the UC Davis but also sponsored other related activities in other universities. 
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The two strikes that gave birth to ethnic studies took place at San Francisco and Berkeley, 

but the establishments of ethnic studies soon bloomed in other universities, especially in other 

campuses of the UC system. 

Like the efforts of AAPA at the UC Berkeley, at the University of California, Davis, it was 

the Asian American Concern that was proposing the Asian American Studies program, with the 

course titled “The Asian-American Experience in America”. One interesting character of the Asian 

American/Ethnic Studies programs was the frequent invitation of outside speakers for different 

themed classes during the duration of the course. This might have resulted from the lack of full-

time professional scholars in a newly born subject field; also, it served as another evidence of these 

studies’ deep-rooted connections with the Maoist-inspired social activism.  Many faculty members 

were activists themselves, to name just a few: in UC Davis alone, activists-turned faculty included 

George Woo, L. Ling-Chi Wang, Richard Aoki, and Isao Fujimoto.  

The Asian American Political Alliance designed and submitted the Asian Studies Proposal 

for such academic program at the California State College at Hayward.281 In fall 1969, the very first 

Asian American Studies course was implemented at the Cal State Hayward. A screening committee 

was set up, which would screen any person to be filled in any position. 

At the University of California, Santa Cruz, it was the Asian Americans of the Third World 

Political Alliance that advocated and demanded the inception of courses of Asian American studies. 

Like their peers in San Francisco State College, UC Berkeley, and UC Davis, the Asian-Americans 

of the Third World Political Alliance placed no less emphasis on their control over the new course. 

They demanded that members of the Third World shall review all applications by prospective Third 

World students to the Santa Cruz campus.   
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Again, like their comrades, in their publications, they used quotes of Mao as their 

inspirations, guidance, or encouragement. For example, in the middle of a document in which they 

demanded Asian American studies courses and resolutely announced their principles, they inserted 

the same Mao quote that had been adopted by the protesting students of the BSU and the AAPA: 

“When engaging a stronger enemy, withdraw when he advances, harass him when he stops; strike 

him when he is weary; pursue him when he withdraws. The enemy must be harassed, attacked, 

dispersed, exhausted and annihilated”.282 Once again, it is of particular interest to see the mentality 

of the activists to transplant the tactics of guerrilla warfare (the theme of the article from which this 

quote was taken) to social activism in the U.S. context. 

At the University of California, Los Angeles, Gidra, the prominent newspaper run by 

revolutionary students at UCLA, was used as the reading material for the course CSES 103: Orientals 

in America. Publishing the articles by revolutionaries, as well as articles by some high-profile Maoist 

racial organizations, such as the Red Guard Party, the I Wor Kuen, Gidra had been a base for 

popularizing the political stances of these organizations and arousing the Third World 

consciousness in the Asian American movement. In explanations of “Suggested Community Project 

Areas”, the newspaper team was also expected to work in conjunction with the CED 138 course in 

working on an article or series of articles or any other projects related to the role of the newspaper 

in relation to the Asian Community.283    

Many of the earliest faculty of ethnic studies, some of whom are still active in academia and 

social affairs today, were key student activists in the 1960s who had been inspired by Maoism. 
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Lauren Chew, a student who participated in the 1968 strike and spent 21 days in jail as a 

consequence and who was also a member of the Intercollegiate Chinese for Social Action, one of 

the components of the Third World Liberation Front (San Francisco State College), later became an 

Asian American Studies professor at the San Francisco State. Daniel Gonzalez, who was a 

protesting student in 1968, also became a professor in Asian American Studies at the San Francisco 

State.284 

Among these young Chinese American activists, George Woo and Mason Wong played 

essential roles in the San Francisco State College strike. Wong served as chair of the Intercollegiate 

Chinese for Social Action and member of the central committee of the Third World Liberation 

Front. He was then a Chinatown community youth leader when the strike broke out, and later he 

went on to teach in Asian American Studies and served as its chair, the academic subject he helped 

created out of activism. The cases of Chew, Gonzalez, Woo, and Wong illustrate the characteristics 

of the student activists: they bridged between ethnic communities and ethnic studies, and between 

student activism and academic subject. 

Like their counterparts at the San Francisco State College, activists at UC Berkeley 

demonstrated similar characteristics. L. Ling-chi Wang was instrumental in the Third World 

Liberation Front strike at the University of California Berkeley. Wang, a veteran in the studies of 

Chinese in America, was one of the students who took part in the founding of the Department of 

Ethnic Studies at the UC Berkeley in 1969, taught its first course in 1969, and became a faculty 

involved in each step of the development of the Department ever since. He chaired the Department 

several times from the early 1990s up to his retirement in 2006.  
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Him Mark Lai was also a participant in these movements that gave birth to the 

establishment of ethnic studies in America. His writing (together with Thomas Chinn and Philip 

Choy) History of the Chinese in California series became the outline for a course Lai and Choy co-

taught at San Francisco State College in 1969, the first college-level course in the United States on 

Chinese American history,285 and the University of California, Berkeley. 

Jeanne Quan, a student member of the Asian American Political Alliance who participated 

in the strikes at the UC Berkeley, later became the first female mayor of the city of Oakland, the 

birthplace of Berkeley protests and the Asian American Studies. Her husband, Dr. Floyd Huen, was 

also a prominent member of the Asian American Political Alliance, who represented the 

organization to release the introduction of AAPA.286 Besides, Huen was one of the most active 

radical protestors of the Red Guard Party,287 a pro-Mao communist group.288 During the strike 

which led to the establishment of Asian American Studies, Huen wrote the original proposal, while 

Quan was sponsored by a professor to teach the first Asian American women’s history course at 

Berkeley.289  
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Alex Hing, one of the most prominent members of the militarist, Maoist Red Guard Party, 

was once invited as the guest speaker for a sociology course at UCLA themed “Impact of Radical 

Organizations on Community Organizational Structure”. While for the same course, another 

prominent radical Pat Sumi served as the guest speaker for another class with the theme 

“Organizing Youth in the Community”.290  

Yuji Ichioka, then a graduate in UC Berkeley who coined the term “Asian American”, co-

founded the AAPA. Ichioka later became an influential scholar in Asian American Studies 

established by the organization he founded. He was another example of an activist-turned scholar in 

such studies. 

Richard Aoki, the famous Japanese American activist, who was the most prominent Asian 

American member of the Black Panther Party, served as the coordinator of the Third World Core 

Course with the course code Ethnic Studies 100. According to the course design, the central 

purpose of the course “will be to provide advanced students with an interdisciplinary approach to 

racial and ethnic relations… [T]he course will attempt to actively involve the student in the planning 

and implementation of future Third World core courses in conjunction and coordination with the 

Ethnic Studies Department’s staff”.291 The staff, of course, consisted mostly of Maoist activists. 

This course design seemed aimed at nurturing successors of this revolutionary course.  

The cases of these prominent student activists served as an evidence that a revolutionary 

action with a particular ideology has been turning into higher education. Some of the participants 

took the positions of full-time faculty at the educational institutions, such as Lauren Chew, L. Ling-

chi Wang, and Him Mark Lai. Others like Jean Quan and her husband Dr Huen became politicians 
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and continued their political activism. While some others, like Alex Hing and Richard Aoki, who 

were more often remembered for their political radicalism, served as part-time faculty in ethnic 

studies at U.S. universities. This group of people was instrumental in founding ethnic studies and 

giving Maoism a prominent yet easily unnoticed place in the subject.  

The establishment of ethnic studies in the San Francisco State College and the University of 

California Berkeley was not just one of the many results of Maoist inspirations over the activists, 

but also paved the way for Maoism to be spread over to new incoming young students. Steve Yip, a 

participant in the 1960s activism and a founding member of the radical Maoist group Wei Min She, 

who entered the University of California at Berkeley in the fall of 1969 right after the establishment 

of ethnic studies, stated that “the newly founded Asian Studies introduced us to many revolutionary 

writers of the day, especially the works of Mao”.292 Moreover, they answered Mao’s call to “Serve 

the People”, some of them even dropped out of colleges and universities. As the first generation in 

their families of immigrant backgrounds to enter colleges or universities, they were the most 

determined ones to abandon colleges compared with activists/revolutionaries after them.  

 

 

Other Social Organizations 

The Black Student Union and the two chapters of the Third World Liberation Front played 

the leading role in the two student strikes which contributed to the development of ethnic studies in 

American universities. Apart from these two organizations, there were other groups, many of which 
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were Maoist-inclined, supporting, and supplementing the strikes. In the words of Fred Ho, “[t]he 

radical and revolutionary activists were in the leadership of creating Asian American studies in 

college campuses”.293 Some of the students who participated in the San Francisco State College 

strikes and the strike at the University of California, Berkeley were members of the Red Guard 

Party.294 

The Red Guard Party derived its name from the rebellious youths in China in the early years 

of the Cultural Revolution. Apart from its name, the political stances, its analysis of international 

relations, and its party building principles all showed an apparent Maoist mark. The discipline of the 

Red Guard Party contained Eight Points of Attention and Three Main Rules of Discipline, which the Party 

took from the military doctrine of the Red Army and People’s Liberation Army set by Mao Tse-

tung in 1928. The rules were born out of a militant, agricultural context, as especially manifest in “If 

we ever have to take captives do not ill-treat them” , “Do not take a single needle or a piece of 

thread from the poor and oppressed masses”, and  “Turn in everything captured from the attacking 

enemy”. However, the Red Guard Party transplanted these principles onto the American soil 

without even a modification. 

Besides the Chinese-dominated Red Guard Party, the white-student-majority organization 

the Students for a Democratic Society also played a supportive role in the student protest in San 

Francisco State College. Compared with the BSU and the TWLF, the SDS was even more radical, 

especially in their attitudes towards the demands being met at the close of the strike. The SDS, 
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unlike the BSU and the TWLF, had a far less genuine desire for such studies. Not only did the SDS 

ridicule the black students willing to accept an agreement as “admirable dupes”, they even went far 

as to intend to “use explosives, and make the place too unsafe for students to attend classes”. The 

SDS carried out Maoism in a more explicit manner. They were proud that they “have succeeded in 

getting one of them (black student protestors) to read from the Chinese communist handbook over 

a microphone, on campus”.295 

 

 

Conclusion and Ongoing Consequences 

Throughout the history of the establishment of ethnic studies at American higher 

educational institutions, Maoism served as the inspiration for the activists, affected their protest 

strategies, became important parts of the syllabi, and the Maoist-influenced activists occupied the 

key faculty positions at universities. The establishment of the Department of Ethnic Studies, 

according to L. Ling-chi Wang, was the beginning of one of the most far-reaching educational 

innovations ever undertaken at Berkeley.296 In a 1998 open letter, Wang stated the educational 

impact of ethnic studies. Ethnic studies emphasized interdisciplinary approaches, which reversely 

led other more established and traditional departments to adopt “joint faculty appointment, 

transferring of faculty from one department to another, and offering of courses in both social 

science and humanities departments parallel to courses already offered in Ethnic Studies”.297 

However, the consequences of the founding of ethnic studies, with Maoism throughout its 
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founding, were by no means limited within higher education in America but spreading into other 

social spheres.  

The establishment of ethnic studies, was, first of all, an assault on the liberals and liberalism 

in America. In the words of Jason Ferreira: “liberals just want stability; they don’t want to change 

the power dynamics”.298 In the 1960s and 1970s, the liberals were in the middle between the right 

and left. With fifty years of practice of radical leftism in America, now in the contemporary context 

of America, the liberals were almost equal to, and replaced by the leftists. The establishment of 

ethnic studies thus preluded the leftists’ infiltration and occupation and replacement of the liberals 

after the 1960s, though Barry Rubin claimed such a process took place from the 1930s onwards.299  

Another consequence of the founding of ethnic studies was that it posed a challenge to the 

nation-building of the United States and facilitated identity politics in the following decades. Yuji 

Ichioka, then a graduate at the UC Berkeley who coined the term “Asian American”, co-founded 

the AAPA. Ichioka later became an influential scholar in Asian American Studies established by the 

organization he founded, and he was another example of an activist-turned scholar in such studies. 

Following his coined term, more derivatives, such as Chinese American, Japanese American, 

together with African/Afro-American, Latin American, Mexican American came to the fore. As an 

academic program set up by the radical leftists, ethnic studies inculcated a political sense of radical 

leftism. Students in ethnic studies were inspired to view themselves not only as American citizens, 

but more as Asian/African/Mexican, and other hyphenated Americans. Merle Woo, the radical 
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activist and instructor of literature at both UC Berkeley and San Francisco State College, was said to 

find “her identities as an Asian American through the Ethnic Studies struggle in the 60s”.300 

In his open letter of 1998, Wang’s call for replacing the Ethnic Studies with a “more 

inclusive” American Studies reflected a potential divisive nature of such subjects. “Ethnic studies 

came into being as a separate academic entity in late 1960s precisely because of the failure of 

American studies to be inclusive. However, over the past thirty years, American studies itself has 

undergone significant changes and has, in fact, become more inclusive”.301 Wang did not make it 

explicit that Ethnic Studies exuded a less inclusive or even divisive nature, though, yet such 

concerns were felt throughout Wang’s open letter.  

Lastly, the practice of the ethnic studies did not help to achieve or maintain the quality of 

higher education. In a letter to the Chairmen of the Social Science and Humanities Departments 

opposing the creation of Ethnic Studies Department at the UC San Diego, Melford E. Spiro, a 

professor from the Department of Anthropology, expressed explicitly that the available candidates 

for faculty positions were either second-rate, or black militants who viewed such department as 

vehicles for political indoctrination and political action; and the creation of such a second-rate 

department would be a disservice to the black students and all, and a threat to academic 

standards.302 
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During the strike, one of the demands proposed by the BSU and TWLF was the 

unconditional admissions of black and other non-white students. The BSU demanded that “all 

Black students wishing so, be admitted in Fall 1969”,303 while the TWLF demanded that “in the fall 

of 1969, all applications of non-white students be accepted”.304 This emphasis on race but not the 

students’ qualifications was the American version of the practice in Mao’s China that the class 

background determined the social mobility of the masses. In Mao’s China, roughly between 1949 

and 1978 when “taking the class struggle as the key link305” was abolished, the class of one’s father 

was the decisive factor in determining one’s admission to schools, promotion in careers, and even 

personal fates. Students with family backgrounds such as landlords, rich peasants, rightists, or with 

relatives overseas or in Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan, were often inadmissible, while students 

who came from poor peasants’ families were admitted, even with far lower scores.306  

When the protesters at the two strikes demanded the unconditional admissions for non-

white students rather than their actual qualifications, it is foreseen that it had consequences, even in 

50 years’ time. In 2019, the admission of Kyle Kashuv, an 18-year-old conservative, pro-gun rights, 

pro-Trump, activist, was rescinded by Harvard University due to a “racist” comment he had made 

two years before. However, back in 2017, Ziad Ahmed was admitted into Stanford University when 

he just wrote the same words “BlackLivesMatter” 100 times in his application essay. Anyone 

familiar with the Cultural Revolution of China would immediately think of Zhang Tiesheng (张铁
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生), “hero of the blank answer sheet”. Zhang sat for the 1973 college entrance exam of Liaoning, 

China. Unable to answer questions of the physics and chemistry exams, he wrote a letter on the 

back of the examination paper expressing how hard he had worked on the countryside, the disgust 

with the bookworms who had never done a day of physical work, and his frustration that the few 

hours of written exams could determine the qualification of candidates. Zhang’s letter fit into the 

political agenda of denigrating the value of education. Not only was he admitted into the Academy 

of Agriculture of Liaoning, but also became a national hero and later elected as a member of the 

fourth plenum of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress of China. It is hard 

not to associate Ziad Ahmed with Zhang Tiesheng and come to the conclusion that after 50 years 

of radical leftist practice in America, in which the Ethnic Studies and Maoism were significant 

participants, that the United States now has its own “hero of the blank answer sheet”.  

 

The US section in the dissertation has traced the history of the founding of ethnic studies in 

the United States higher educational institutions. It argues that during the student protests for 

ethnic studies and the program’s initial stages, Maoism served as the theoretical source of 

inspiration, it provided protesters with tactics in their battles against establishments and authorities, 

and after the strikes, those Maoist-influenced activists-turned-scholars occupied teaching positions 

in ethnic studies programs and injected Maoist ideas into the course contents. The founding of 

ethnic studies marked the highlight of the Maoist moment in America in the 1960s and 1970s in 

which activists, most of which were of ethnic minority, engaged in the struggle between an 

imagined Third World and imperialist forces, linking themselves with actors elsewhere in a global 

history of Maoism. 

The above observation and analysis thus move beyond the current studies on Maoism in 

America which put political organizations, especially some Asian American or other ethnic 

organizations in the 1960s and 1970s at the center of analysis. If political organizations were the 

central perspective in the studies of Maoism in America, then readers, including researchers would 

come to the conclusion that Maoism in America drastically waned evidenced by the dissolution of 

these organizations. However, if the observation angle shifts to the establishment of ethnic studies, 

then a different conclusion could be that the legacies of Maoism linger on to this day.   
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SECTION THREE  
MAOIST MOMENT IN SINGAPORE 

 

 
The 1960s was a tumultuous yet a critical period in the history of Singapore. The tiny island 

nation faced with challenges both inside and outside the country. Its merger with Malaysia in 1963 

and Singapore’s sudden independence in 1965 accelerated the already deepened internal political 

fissures between the conservative, ruling elites, represented by the People’s Action Party, and the 

radical leftists, oftentimes pro-Malaya and pro-China, represented by the Barisan Sosialis (the 

Socialist Front in Malay language). The Malaysian authority came to grips with the Maoist-instigated 

guerilla warfare at the Thai-Malaysian border by the Malayan Communist Party (MCP) in the 1968, 

which was historically known as the second Malayan Emergency.307 Likewise, the internal political 

struggles of Singapore coincided and intersected with the peak of global Maoism. The Barisan 

Sosialis, embracing and employing Maoism, rejected both the Republic of Singapore and the 

Federation of Malaysia and openly supported and acclaimed the Malayan Communist Party. All 

these factors resulted in the 1960s and 1970s being not only significant in the stability of Singapore, 

but also crucial in the nation-building in the young republic.  
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This section on Maoist moment in Singapore takes the Barisan Sosialis, whose embrace and 

application of Maoism would have led Singapore to a different developmental path, as the central 

unit of analysis. In 1959, Singapore held its first ever general election after the British granted full 

internal self-governance. This election saw the People’s Action Party (hereafter PAP), then 

comprised of both conservative, right-wing, English-educated elites and radical, left-wing, Chinese-

language, socialist-leaning activists, achieve a landslide victory, winning 43 seats out of 51. In 1961, 

the two sides within the PAP came into a conflict over the issue of merger with Malaysia. The pro-

communist, left-wing faction, who were strongly against the merger with Malaysia, including 13 

members of the legislative assembly, split from the PAP and reconstructed as the Barisan Sosialis.308 

Dr. Lee Siew Choh (李绍祖) was the party chairman, whereas notable members included Lim Chin 

Siong (林清祥), Chia Thye Poh (谢太宝), and S. Woodhull. 70% of the PAP members left the 

party to join the Barisan Sosialis.309 The Barisan Sosialis members also included some participants in 

the University of Malaya Socialist Club, such as Poh Soo Kai (傅树介) and James J. Puthucheary.310 

On February 3, 1963, the Singapore government carried out a large-scale security operation which 

was known as Operation Coldstore. During the operation, more than 100 political activists were 

detained, including many prominent members of the Barisan Sosialis. The operation severely 

weakened the Barisan Sosialis and paved the way for Singapore’s merger to form Malaysia. 

However, in the aftermath of Operation Coldstore, the political struggles between the Barisan 

Sosialis and Singapore government were also intensified.  
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Singapore’s independence from Malaysia on August 9, 1965 did not mitigate the political 

confrontations between the two sides. The Barisan Sosialis strongly rejected the independence of 

the Republic of Singapore as neo-imperialist plots. They attacked Singapore’s Prime Minister Lee 

Kuan Yew and Tunku Abdul Rahman as lackeys of imperialism. Besides, they openly acclaimed the 

insurgencies by the Malayan Communist Party-led National Liberation Army at the Thai-Malaysian 

border area.  

As the second largest political party in Singapore from the early 1960s to the mid-1970s, the 

Barisan Sosialis once achieved the most successful election results for any non-ruling party in the 

history of the Republic of Singapore. Yet the Barisan Sosialis remains an understudied research 

topic in the research on Singapore, especially with regard to activism after the independence of 

Singapore. Scholars such as Bilveer Singh and Lee Ting Hui provide lengthy accounts of the 

communist struggles in Singapore, but do not detail too much for developments after 1965 and the 

Barisan Sosialis.311 Cheng Yinghong has perhaps the only research article regarding the rise and fall 

of the Barisan Sosialis in which Cheng argues that the Cultural Revolution led to the radicalization 

and demise of the party.312  

This section promotes a nuanced understanding of the Barisan Sosialis in particular, and the 

leftism in the history of Singapore in general by taking the embrace and realization of Maoism by 

the Barisan Sosialis as a unit of analysis. By providing two chapters, the section constructs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

311 See Bilveer Singh, Quest for Political Power: Communist Subversion and Militancy in Singapore (Singapore: Marshall 
Cavendish Editions,2015); Lee Ting Hui, The Open United Front: The Communist Struggle in Singapore, 1954-1966 
(Singapore: South Seas Society, 1996). 
312 Cheng Yinghong, “The Chinese Cultural Revolution and the Decline of the Left in Singapore,” in Journal of Chinese 
Overseas 7 (2011): 211-246. 
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Singapore’s “Maoist moment” by examining the impact of Maoism upon the nation-state building 

of Singapore.  

The reason that this section considers the Barisan Sosialis influenced by Maoism, but not 

Marxism or Communism is twofold. The first dimension is that Communism and Maoism were 

highly intertwined and overlapped in the Singapore context, as they were elsewhere in the context 

of the 1960s and 1970s. Lee Kuan Yew, the founding Prime Minister of the Republic of Singapore 

who fought against the Communists at the very beginning of the nation-building of Singapore, 

equated Communists in Singapore with Maoists.313 He might lump them together not for academic 

classification purposes. However, throughout this Singapore section, readers could find the overt 

reference to and appreciation of Mao by the Barisan Sosialis. That brings us to the second 

dimension: the Barisan Sosialis embraced Maoism in a highly overt, visible, and discernible manner. 

A closer look at the overt embrace of Maoism by the Barisan Sosialis constitutes an integral part of 

this section. 

Chapter 5 looks at the Barisan Sosialis’s embrace and adoption of Maoism as its spiritual 

weapon in their heated political confrontations with the ruling party. The Barisan Sosialis 

worshipped and practiced the Maoist rituals, methods, arts performances, and semi-religious 

personality cult. As the second largest political party in Singapore between 1961 and the mid-1970s, 

the Barisan Sosialis, throughout their party publications, openly and devoutly embraced Maoism as 

its theoretical guidance. Their rituals to Maoism included the arts performances and their 

worshipping of Mao. The arts performances were manifesting the ethos of Mao’s Yenan Talk. Their 

worshipping of Mao, many times inconsistent with historical realities, fell into a personality cult. 
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The devotion to Maoism rendered the Barisan Sosialis stuck in fierce political confrontations with 

their own comrades. For example, many high-ranked Barisan Sosialis members arguing the 

independence of Singapore was an “established fact” were denounced and penalized, such as S. 

Thendayatha Bani, Kow Kee Sing and Chio Cheng Thun. Such a devotion also led the Barisan 

Sosialis to engage in polemic war with other Maoist-inspired political parties, such as the Partai 

Rakyat, in an ideological competition for who was more “revolutionary”. One of the contentions 

within the Barisan Sosialis and between the Barisan Sosialis and other leftist groups was the fusion 

between the two struggle paths: extra-parliamentary path and struggles within the parliamentary 

system. In the Singapore context, the former referred to a rejection of the legitimacy of the 

Parliament of Singapore and a resort to street politics, while the latter accepted the existence of the 

parliament and restricted political struggles within the parliament.  

Chapter 6 recounts the actions of the Barisan Sosialis as the result of their adoption of 

Maoism. The theoretical embrace of Maoism by the Barisan Sosialis included: 1) rejecting the reality 

of the existence of the Republic of Singapore and the Federation of Malaysia; denying the border 

between the two countries;  refuting the new national identity, and regarding the existence of the 

two sovereign countries as the plot of neo-imperialism; 2) inculcating children with Mao’s teachings 

in their kindergartens; 3) boycotting the parliament and the parliamentary elections, and resorting to 

extra-parliamentary street struggles; and 4) opposing any policy of the PAP, even the Garden City 

initiative.  

What the Barisan Sosialis so avidly rejected, in essence, was the nation-state of the Republic 

of Singapore and the awareness of the national identity associated with it. Marked by the 

underperformances in the 1972, 1976, and 1980 Singapore parliamentary elections, the Barisan 

Sosialis was gradually marginalized in the political arena of Singapore, wrecking the entire leftist 

movement in Singapore but paving the way for the realization of the ruling elites’ blueprint of 

Singapore’s nation-state building. The Singapore “as we know it” was only possible when the 

Maoist-influenced Barisan Sosialis was defeated. 

The introduction chapter of the dissertation has presented literature published in Singapore 

and Malaysia in recent years with revisionist approaches to the history of the postwar years. As 

opposed to the literature, this section looks at the early post-independence era of Singapore. 
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Different from Cheng Yinghong’s article which revolves around the leftwing movement, this 

section, by introducing the concept of a Singapore’s “Maoist moment”, analyzes the adoption of, 

the adherence to, and the efforts by the Barisan Sosialis in bringing Maoist ideals to reality in 

Singapore. Unlike many other revisionist literatures published in Singapore which focuses on pre-

independent era, this section looks at the early and crucial stage of the nation-building of Singapore.  

Historian Cheah Boon-Kheng proposed that the 1960s witnessed the rise of communal 

politics,314 which referred to politics along racial lines. Cheah argued that defeating racial politics, or 

Malay ethnocentrism, was the first phase of the nation-building of Singapore. Based on reading and 

analyzing the organizational publications of the Barisan Sosialis, as well as other leftist 

publications,315 this section moves further and goes beyond Cheah’s focused stage of the nation-

building in Singapore. It uncovers that the Barisan Sosialis, impacted by Maoism, had self-

conscripted itself into an imagination of Third World in a struggle against the U.S. imperialism, thus 

linking them with the translators in China and the protestors and activists in America. They called 

both Singapore’s merger with Malaysia and later separation from it as neo-imperialist plots. The 

governments of Singapore and Malaysia, headed by Lee Kuan Yew and Tunku Abdul Rahman, 

became their targeted enemies. The section argues that defeating the Maoist-inspired radical leftism 

by the ruling conservative elites in the 1960s and 1970s was the second phase of Singapore’s nation-

building which ultimately made possible a national identity of Singapore citizens, a national 

Singaporean identity distinct from either ethnic Chinese or Malaysian identity. When addressing the 

significance of struggling for a “unified Malaya”, the first emphasis by Chairman Lee Siew Choh 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

314 Cheah Boon-Kheng, “The Left-wing Movement in Malaya, Singapore and Borneo in the 1960s: ‘an era of hope 
or devil’s decade?’,” Inter-Asia Cultural Studies 7, No. 4 (2006): 634-649. 
315 The references from the Barisan Sosialis Front (阵线报) and other leftist publications are basically in traditional 
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was “to build the correct awareness of a Malayan nation and to defeat the plot of the British and 

American imperialism and the regimes of Tunku Rahman and Lee Kuan Yew in creating the 

hypocrite and reactionary concepts of ‘Malaysians’ and ‘Singaporeans’”.316 Denying the existence of 

both the Republic of Singapore and the Federation of Malaysia, the Barisan Sosialis’ insistence of a 

unified Malaya constituted an alternative and challenge to the elites’ blueprint for the nation-

building of the Republic of Singapore. 

Unlike other case country analyses in this dissertation, the Singapore section has two 

chapters. The reason is that the Maoist moment in Singapore came to an end in the 1980s, thus 

completing the Maoist encounter in Singapore. Mao’s portrait still hangs in Tiananmen Square in 

Beijing. The identity politics and the left (in the disguise of liberalism)-conservative clashes still 

haunt the United States to this very day. However, in the case of Singapore, when the Barisan 

Sosialis was marginalized in the politics of Singapore, China under Deng Xiaoping’s de-Maoist 

reform ceased to be the source of inspiration for the Singapore leftists, and a reversed bilateral 

relationship emerged. Singapore started to influence China with its developmental pattern and the 

Maoist moment in Singapore ended. With it, a solid Singapore identity took root.   
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CHAPTER FIVE THE THEORETICAL ADHERENCE TO MAOISM BY THE BARISAN SOSIALIS 

 

 
When the Barisan Sosialis was founded in 1961, it was far from a radical leftist political 

party with Maoist imprint, at least not seen from its Party Constitution and Regulations. The core of 

the Party Constitution was the first clause of the second section: that the aim of the Party was to 

eliminate colonialism and build an independent and unified Malayan nation comprised of the 

federated states of Malaya (today’s Peninsular Malaysia) and the island of Singapore (today’s 

Republic of Singapore).317  

In the wake of the 1963 Operation Coldstore, the intensified domestic political 

confrontations between the Barisan Sosialis and the ruling party coincided with the burgeoning 

global Maoism. The intensity of the political struggles between the left-wing Barisan Sosialis and the 

conservative right-wing ruling elites only became fiercer after Singapore’s independence in 1965. In 

the contexts of both the independence of Singapore and the rise of global Maoism, the Barisan 

Sosialis turned rapidly to Maoism as their theoretical weapon against the government. Maoist rituals, 

methods, arts performances, semi-religious personality cults, etc., were practiced and worshipped by 

the Barisan Sosialis.  

This chapter traces the Barisan Sosialis’ theoretical adherence to Maoism. They embraced 

Maoism as a spiritual weapon, carried out the ethos of Mao’s Yenan Talk in their revolutionary arts 

performances, and built a personality cult of Mao. Their loyal adherence to Maoism led to a polemic 

war with other Maoist political organizations in Singapore, such as the Partai Rakyat, which also 
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strived to represent the true revolutionary spirit of Maoism. This theoretical embrace of Maoism 

laid the foundation for their concrete actions that challenged the nation-building blueprint by the 

ruling elites, which will be elaborated in the next chapter.  

 

Embrace of Maoism as a Spiritual Weapon 

The second half of the 1960s in Singapore was marked by political confrontations. The 

independence of the Republic of Singapore in 1965, the outbreak of China’s Cultural Revolution in 

1966, and the global rise of Maoism in the 1960s and 1970s coincided and converged. In this 

context, Maoism provided the Barisan Sosialis members a spiritual weapon in their political 

struggles against the Singapore government, which often resulted in the Barisan Sosialis members 

being arrested for their political radicalism. For one example, on December 4, 1967, one of the 

detainees of the June 13 arrests invoked Mao’s quotes when defending himself at court.318 When 

leaving the court, some of the detainees shouted Maoist slogans, such as “To rebel is justified”, 

“Long Live Chairman Mao”, and sung revolutionary songs like “Sailing the Seas Depends on the 

Helmsman”, “Making Revolution Depends on Mao Zedong Thought”, and “Resolute and unafraid 

of sacrifice, surmount every difficulty to win victory”. According to the description on the Barisan 

Sosialis Front, the acts of the defiant detainees struck a chord with the bystanders who shouted 

“Long Live Chairman Mao” alongside.319  

Like many organizational publications of leftist groups of the time, the Barisan Sosialis 

Front cast Mao’s China in a very positive and inspiring light while it castigated the American and 

British imperialism in a ruthless and fierce manner. The United States, in particular, was portrayed 
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not only as the biggest imperialist country which threatened the peace and stability across the world 

but also as a country whose citizens live miserably domestically.320 Issue 123 of the Barisan Sosialis 

Front, for instance, compared the lives of laborers in Mao’s China, the United States, and Malaya. 

Besides attributing the misery of Malayan laborers to foreign capitalist exploitation, it also 

contended that the high wages of American workers were offset by the high cost of living, harsh 

working conditions, and a lack of social security. At the same time, the article gave prominent space 

to the lives of Chinese laborers before and after 1949, a depiction too positive to be objectively 

true.321 Mao’s China was the only country in the Barisan Sosialis Front to receive positive 

coverage.322  

The Barisan Sosialis employed Maoist principles in their internal party building. The study 

brochure titled Six Don’t Forgets published by the Barisan Sosialis323 was a clear indication, “Don’t 

forget to enhance the unity of the world’s anti-imperialist peoples” was a response to Mao’s hailed 

proletarian internationalism; “Don’t forget Class Struggle” was the famous Mao’s slogan at the 

Tenth Plenum of the Eighth Central Committee; and “Don’t forget to trust the masses and count 

on the masses” was clearly an inspiration of one of the key elements in Maoism, the mass line.324 

Mao launched several campaigns and movements aimed at thought reform for the purpose 

of party building, such as the Rectification Movement, the Anti-Rightist Movement. For their own 

party building, the Barisan Sosialis also invoked thought reform in their own campaign. In 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

320 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 102, November 28, 1964. 
321 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 123, May 1, 1965. 
322 See Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 80, August 15, 1964, and Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 90, September 26, 
1964. 
323 “Six Don’t Forgets,” published by the Barisan Sosialis, October 21, 1967. 
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September 1966, the Barisan Sosialis-affiliated Branch Information bulletin covered the news of the 

“Two-Anti movement”, i.e., “anti-rightist opportunism to establish the correct struggle path, and 

anti-looseness and sloppiness to establish the fine study attitude”.325 The campaign aimed at 

removing rightist opportunism, individualism, liberalism and reactionary elements among the leftists 

to ensure the leftist movement “never loses color”.326 Similar movements used similar methods that 

were adopted by the various Mao-launched thought reform movements: establish study units, 

organize studies around the blackboards, write big-character posters, stickers, criticisms and big 

debates, etc.327 Who would be labelled as rightist opportunists? According to the official definitions 

set by the Barisan Sosialis, politically, the rightist opportunists included those who opposed the 

boycott of the parliament, recognized the independence of Singapore, argued for the importance 

and necessity of parliamentary struggle, put economy first and politics second, etc.328  

In the New Year resolution released by the editorial department of the BSF, the Barisan 

Sosialis openly declared that they would place propagating Mao Zedong Thought their central job 

of the coming 1968:  

 

The year 1967 was the year the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution achieved its decisive victory. The 

victory symbolized that the entire world had entered an era with Mao Zedong Thought as its flag and that the center 

of the world revolution had shifted to Beijing… 

In this great era, in this glorious year, the people of Malaya had been following the direction of the Great 

Proletarian Cultural Revolution of China, taking Mao Zedong Thought as the weapon, and undertaking struggles 

across the country against American and British imperialism and Rahman/Lee Kuan Yew puppet group. The 
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revolutionary masses of Malaya did their very best to learn, apply, and propagate Mao Zedong Thought, and carry 

out the right policy with Mao Zedong Thought as its guiding principle… 

Our party organ, the Barisan Sosialis Front, propagated Mao Zedong Thought, publicized the correct 

extra-parliamentary road for struggle, reported the struggles by the masses, and expressed people’s voices…329 

 

For leftists in Singapore and Malaya, Maoism, represented by both Mao’s quotations and his 

instructions, as well as the Chinese revolutionary experiences, became the guidance and spiritual 

weapon against the conservative ruling forces.  

 

In their embrace of Maoism, The Barisan Sosialis sometimes adopted a ritualistic approach 

to the ideology. The Barisan Sosialis answered Mao’s call of Serving the People by doing some welfare 

work, such as cleaning drainages, building bridges and roads. Some of the work units within the 

Barisan Sosialis were titled “Anti-imperialism and anti-revisionism unit”, “Serve the people unit”, 

and “Liberate Malaya unit”. On their way to “serve the people”, these work units “held high the 

billboards of Mao’s quotations, sang revolutionary songs and quotations songs”.330 Even the 

principles during China’s Great Leap Forward, i.e., “quantity, quickness, quality, economic”, 

became the guidance for the welfare work by the Barisan Sosialis.331  

Unlike most social activists in the United States, the Barisan Sosialis approached Maoism by 

way of referring to Mao in ceremonies, quotation songs, and arts performances. One such example 

was the one-year anniversary of commemorating the death of Cai Nan Bao, a Barisan Sosialis 

member who passed away under detainment. Mao’s quotations, taken from his well-known article 
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Serve the People, that “Wherever there is struggle there is sacrifice, and death is a common occurrence. 

But we have the interests of the people and the sufferings of the great majority at heart, and when 

we die for the people it is a worthy death”, was scripted into a quotation song and was performed 

by the Barisan Sosialis members at the Jurong Branch at the ceremony commemorating the one-

year anniversary of Cai’s death.332  

Mao’s Serve the People was delivered as a eulogy for Zhang Side, a soldier who sacrificed his 

life in a collapse accident and who became world-known by Mao’s article. Here, the Barisan Sosialis 

made an elusive metaphor of Zhang to Cai Nan Bao, which was an act of self-conscription into the 

army of Mao, in the context of Southeast Asia. And indeed, after reciting Mao’s “resolute and 

unafraid of sacrifice, surmount every difficulty to win victory” in the classic The Foolish Old Man Who 

Moved the Mountains, comrades at the Bukit Panjang plugged red flags and “glittering boards of Mao’s 

quotations”, and recited aloud Mao’s Serve the People in the rain.333 

The Barisan Sosialis made it clear that they took Maoism as their guidance in their 

publications. There were several evidences to support this. In commemorating the seventh 

anniversary of the Party, the BSF’s front page announced that “we [the Barisan Sosialis] will 

continue to widely and deeply implement Mao Zedong Thought. We will associate Mao Zedong 

Thought with the revolutionary practices of Malaya and use Mao Zedong Thought to direct the 

revolutionary practices of Malaya, to ensure the eventual victory of the revolution”. 

In an October 1971 news report about the celebration ceremony of the 22nd anniversary of 

the founding of the People’s Republic of China organized by Bank of China at Singapore, the 

Barisan Sosialis described the wide popularity that the PRC and Chairman Mao enjoyed among the 
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local people. The calendar books of the year 1972 were distributed to participants, and when it was 

announced that the number of recipients had reached 35,000, rambunctious clappings and 

chantings “Long Live Chairman Mao!” “Long Live the People’s Republic of China!” reportedly 

filled the air.334 According to the news report, an old man from Canton, bowing to Mao’s picture on 

the board, spoke to people around him, tears in eyes: “Without the leadership of the great leader 

Chairman Mao, there is no happy socialist China today”.335 The news report also documented a 

group of laborers gathered in front of Mao’s picture, who sang the revolutionary song “A Long, 

Long Life to Chairman Mao”, and chanted “Long Live Chairman Mao” slogans. Family members 

of political detainees in Singapore also attended the Bank of China celebration and donated a silver 

banner, a typical Chinese manner of expressing appreciation, which inscribed Mao’s famous words 

on his Chungking negotiations: “How to give ‘tit for tat’ depends on the situation. Sometimes, not 

going to negotiations is tit-for-tat; and sometimes, going to negotiations is also tit-for-tat”.336 

 

Joining Mao’s Cultural Army 

In the 1942 Talks at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Art, Mao famously stated that “a 

cultural army... is absolutely indispensable for uniting our own ranks and defeating the enemy”.337 

To embrace Maoism as the theoretical weapon, the Barisan Sosialis spontaneously absorbed the 

ethos. The importance of arts and the association with revolutionary cause were emphasized in the 

Barisan Sosialis’ learning of Maoism.  
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The New Year Issue of the Barisan Sosialis Front of 1968 was featured with references to 

Maoism by the Barisan Sosialis, leftist trade unions, nine alumni associations, arts groups, and the 

editorial department of the Barisan Sosialis. The Barisan Sosialis-related or affiliated arts groups 

stated that “we, genuine progressive and revolutionary arts workers at Malaya, were deeply 

encouraged and boosted by the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. Alongside with 

revolutionaries, we carried out learning, using and mastering Mao Zedong Thought, and we have 

learnt that the art must serve the industrial and agricultural masses…”338 Such a claim might be of 

propaganda nature, but the leftist groups and Barisan Sosialis put it into practice in their 

performances and poems. 

Besides these verbal appreciations, the Barisan Sosialis carried out the spirit of the talk in 

their performances at new year celebrations and party anniversary celebrations. The 1968 Chinese 

New Year celebration by the Pineapple Industry Union of Johor Bahru paid homage to Maoism 

with the programs, including recitals “Red Hearts always to the Sun”, “To Rebel is Justified”, and 

one with the theme of the 1967 Hong Kong riot under the influence of Maoism.339 The 1968 

Chinese New Year celebration of the Barisan Sosialis was featured by the Mao’s Quotation Dance, 

a very popular cultural practice during the Cultural Revolution in China, and a cross-talk show 

named “To rebel is justified”.340 

In the context of joining Mao’s cultural army, besides putting the Yenan talk ethos into 

Singapore practice, the Barisan Sosialis’ emulation of the Cultural Revolutionary arts in China 

became frequent in Singapore. When The Legend of the Red Lantern, the most famous piano-

accompanied Peking opera was made public, it instantly became not only the “model” opera in 
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China, but for the radical leftists in Singapore. “Our revolutionary arts workers in Malaya, listened 

carefully to The Legend of the Red Lantern from Beijing’s Central People’s Broadcasting Station for 

one, two, three times…we firmly believe that the Chinese revolutionary arts workers armed with 

Mao Zedong Thought will have greater achievements! We revolutionary arts workers in Malaya 

should follow the example of Chinese revolutionary arts workers, hold high of the great red flag of 

Mao Zedong Thought, and struggle to develop revolutionary arts of Malaya”.341 

The art performances by the Chidao Wenyi in October 1968 served as prominent examples 

of the Barisan Sosialis’ efforts in carrying out the mass line of Maoism. For the purpose of evading 

the regulations set by the government related to the art performance by leftist groups, the Chidao 

Wenyi (hereafter CW, literally Equator Arts Society) abandoned the so-called “Victorian Theatre 

style” performance and embraced the mass line approach of Maoism.342 Maoism was the central 

theme of the entire performance. “All the dark forces harming the masses of the people must be 

exposed and all the revolutionary struggles of the masses of the people must be extolled”.343 Mao’s 

guidance in his famous Talks at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Art became crystalized in the CW 

performances on their depiction of the local government, the parliament, as well as all the legislative 

acts. Titles of programs during the performances with a clear reference to Mao were also numerous. 

“Thought of Mao sheds light” and “Sailing the seas depends on the great helmsman” were 

highlights of the performance. Others such as On the Golden Mountain in Beijing, I’m a soldier, and 

Heroes cross the Dadu River were all indicating an homage to the revolutionary history of the 

Communist Party of China. On the Golden Mountain in Beijing had been originally a folk song in Tibet 
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which was then re-produced to express the joy on the liberation of Tibet by the CCP. I’m a Soldier 

was a famous military song produced at the early period of the People’s Republic of China. Heroes 

cross the Dadu River was based on one military battle during the Long March.344  

 

By the beginning of 1969, the Barisan Sosialis Front announced that as the party organ, the 

Barisan Sosialis Front would firmly carry out what Mao had instructed in A Talk to the Editorial Staff 

of the Shansi-Suiyan Daily: “You comrades are newspapermen. Your job is to educate the masses, to 

enable the masses to know their own interests, their own tasks and the Party’s general and specific 

policies”,345 making the propagation of Maoism the central task of the BSF. In a poem 

commemorating the death of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr, the author referred to MLK’s behavior as 

“begging for freedom with tears”, while castigating the death of “non-violence” and strongly 

rejected  the “non-violent” principle. Furthermore, the author declared “For the rebirth of America, 

Chairman Mao must be followed”.346 

The arts editorial department of the Barisan Sosialis Front expressed their hopes for the 

younger generation of the arts writers. “If [the younger generation of arts writers] have difficulty in 

absorbing the traditions of our literature and literature of foreign countries, especially China’s, then 

try learning the excellent revolutionary models of the contemporary China and all their advantages. 

Whether fiction, plays, poems, musicals, dances, paintings, folklores, or new forms of arts 

performances, such as Duikouci,347 the Chinese artists offered us many, many good examples”.348 
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Thus, they made an open calling to model after China’s revolutionary arts following the outbreak of 

the Cultural Revolution. Besides, some of the names of contributors were clear reminders of Maoist 

adulation: Xiang Dong (Face the east), Wen Gong (Verbal intimidation, part of a popular Cultural 

Revolution slogan, Wengong Wuwei), Wen Hongbing (literary red guard), Zhong Hong (loyal to the 

Red).  

From the 435th issue (May 23, 1971) onwards, the Barisan Sosialis featured revolutionary 

songs in the Flag section of the Barisan Sosialis Front, a section dedicated to revolutionary arts. The 

songs featured were composed of melodies and Mao’s famous quotes. One or two sentences of 

Mao’s quotes made up the entire lyrics, with a single quotation being sung in the loop from the 

beginning to the end. In a more revealing example, the revolutionary song featured in the 440th issue 

was titled “Our Party is a Great Party, Glorious Party, Correct Party”, and the lyrics of the song was 

“Our Party is a Great Party, Glorious Party, Correct Party” repeated twice, and “Great Party, 

Glorious Party, Correct Party” repeated three times.349 The above evidences demonstrated that the 

Barisan Sosialis actively and sincerely adhered to Mao’s Yenan Talk as an important component in 

their ritualistic approach to Maoism. There were almost no associations between the events and 

stories behind such programs and the social realities of the Republic of Singapore. This 

corresponded to Cheng Yinghong’s argument that the imitation of China’s Cultural Revolution led 

to the self-demise of the Barisan Sosialis. Cheng offered his analysis from the perspective of the 

leftist movement in the Singapore context. This section will reveal from the angle of the nation-

building in Singapore. The determined marginalization of the Barisan Sosialis paved the way for the 

developmental path to take root.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

349 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 440, June 27, 1971. 
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Building a Mao Cult of Personality 

Throughout the pages of the Barisan Sosialis Front, the admiration and appreciation of Mao 

himself often went to the extreme of adulation and personality cult. Apart from the textual 

statements of using Maoism as the guidance of the party, the Barisan Sosialis worshipped Mao to 

the degree of deification. The frequency of mentioning Chairman Mao was far more than their own 

party chairman Dr. Lee Siew Choh. 

Depictions of Mao, as a way of worshipping the “greatest revolutionary mentor of the 

time”,350 often went to an extreme that was either surrealistic or anachronistic. The 318th issue of the 

BSF, February 2, 1969 featured a 12-piece graphic news report of the story of a female laborer 

named Zhang Guizhi. Titled Paralysis Patient was Able to Stand up because of Mao Zedong Thought, the 

article told that Zhang Guizhi, from a poor peasant family, who was unable to move or talk due to 

quadriplegia. Yet, the doctors at the 208th Hospital of the China’s People’s Liberation Army, 

through learning Mao Zedong Thought and criticizing the “revisionist” medical treatment, were 

determined to cure this class sister. The very first step taken by the doctors was to study Mao’s 

works. They announced to “throw away foreign experiences and rules and to diagnose disease by 

Mao’s Thought”, after which the party branch of the hospital stated that in order to cure the disease 

of the patient, Maoism must be applied to cure the disease in the minds of the doctors when some 

of the doctors and nurses demonstrated hesitation and suspicion. In the process of treatment, 

doctors studied Mao’s works in the middle of the night; nurses “armed the patient with Mao’s 

Three Old Articles while giving her medicines and injections”; one of the nurses sung Maoist songs 

and danced Maoist pieces for her. On the day of the actual operation, before Zhang was sent into 

the operation room, the doctors and nurses read to her one of Mao’s quotations, that “this army 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

350 This title the Barisan Sosialis gave to Mao appeared many times in their newsletter. 
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has an indomitable spirit and is determined to vanquish all enemies and never to yield”. And during 

the operation, Mao’s portrait hung in the wall gave her an indefinite power. “By the stimulation of 

the electric current, her fingers moved, she slowly grabbed the Red Treasured Book and lifted it up! 

Then she shouted ‘Long live Chairman Mao! Long live Chairman Mao!’ Zhang Guizhi stood up, 

and that’s the great victory of the thought of Mao Zedong!”351 

Another similar case centered around a self-learned acupuncturist named Zhao Puyu who 

claimed to apply Mao Zedong Thought onto medical practices and made deaf people able to hear 

and speak. When the deaf people could hear and speak, they shouted, “Long Live Chairman Mao!” 

and sang “East is Red”, and they participated in propagating Mao Zedong Thought. Zhao’s story 

was given two full pages at the 348th Issue of the Barisan Sosialis Front on September 7th, 1969.352  

The practice of granting Mao, or Maoism, a semi-religious, omnipotent quality that even 

had a therapeutic ability was not rare in China during the Cultural Revolution. However, the Barisan 

Sosialis reprinted and publicized such news reports in their official party organ without any 

suspicion and reservation. They published such reports to show they followed and approached 

Maoism as their guiding ideology in a serious manner. In this sense, the Barisan Sosialis was no 

different from the followers of Maoism in China and those who glorified Mao in the United States. 

This section would term it as an imagined self-conscription into Mao’s army. There were other 

examples in such an embrace of the cult of personality of Mao.  

There was also an anachronistic portrait of Mao in the pages of the Barisan Sosialis Front 

for the purpose of the construction of Mao’s glorious images. In the newly added Story Section of 

the BSF, stories about Mao in his youth were published. In one instance, the 319th Issue of the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

351 The entire story was published on the 318th Issue of the Barisan Sosialis Front, February 2, 1969, page 10. 
352 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 348, September 7, 1969. 
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Barisan Sosialis Front published an article on Mao sending off students of the Diligent-Work 

Frugal-Study Movement353 on voyage to study in France. Some of the sentences regarding this send-

off ceremony were as follows: 

 

On May 21, 1920, Chairman [sic] Mao came to the shore of the Huangpu River to send off another batch 

of students on voyage to work and study in France; 

The students were in the fourth class with not-so-good conditions; however, they did not care. They firmly 

believed in Mao’s instructions “Transform China and the World” … 

How can they (the students) forget that since 1918, with the ambition to “Transform China and the 

World”, Chairman Mao had actively promoted and organized the Diligent Work and Study in France Movement. 

For the students to go overseas to seek revolutionary truth, Chairman Mao organized…in Beijing…and made the 

most painstaking efforts on this… 

When they (the students) thought of this (Mao’s instructions), they were deeply emotional and inspired. 

Looking at the great leader Chairman Mao, everyone felt splendid respect in the heart. Chairman Mao, we will 

never let your expectations be in vain… 

In an hour of saying goodbye, everyone was around Chairman Mao and unwilling to move even one step 

apart, all wanted to see Chairman Mao’s face one more time and hear Chairman Mao’s instruction one more 

time…354 

 

Sentences hailing Mao’s sending off the students to France were all through the entire two-

page article. The whole passage left an impression that Chairman Mao took the students into 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

353 It was a 1920s arrangement of work-study programs sending Chinese students to Europe, mainly France, to 
study Western technology and culture with expenses supported by Chinese institutions and partly by the French 
Government. Some of the participants, such as Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaoping, became not only key members of 
the Chinese Communist Party but played prominent roles in the history of 20th century China. 
354 The original text is in Chinese, I provide the English translation. 
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sincere consideration and the students were benefiting so much from Chairman Mao’s teachings, 

and they were so reluctant to leave Chairman Mao.  

As is said in earlier paragraphs, the adulation of Mao by the Barisan Sosialis often went to 

the extreme of personality cult at the expense of historical accuracy. It required little historical 

common sense to see the anachronism in this image construction. Mao was respected as Chairman 

thanks to his prominent position within the Chinese Communist Party. However, his top position 

was not established within the Party until the 1935 Zunyi Conference where he took over the 

military command of the party. In the year 1920, Mao, still a newcomer to Marxism, Communism, 

and the Chinese Communist Party (Mao helped establish a Communist organization in his home 

Hunan Province, but the CCP was officially founded one year after in Shanghai), was in no way 

hailed as “Chairman” and worshipped the way he was as the article depicted. Although Mao did 

offer help in securing funds for the students and participate in sending off the students before they 

headed to France,355 it was widely acknowledged that the major promoters and architects behind 

this Work-Study project to France were Cai Yuanpei, Wu Zhihui, and Li Shizeng.356 Although the 

slogan “Transform China and the World” might possibly have appeared in 1920, it was until 1921 

that it was taken as the cause of the Xinmin Institute. Its popularity and appeal as depicted in the 

article remains questionable.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

355 Zhu Yuhe and Cai Lesu eds., 朱育和, 蔡乐苏主编, Mao Zedong yu ershi shiji Zhongguo 毛泽东与 20 世纪中

国 [Mao Zedong and 20th Century China] (Beijing: Qinghua Daxue Chubanshe, 2000), 44. 
356 See Marilyn A. Levine, The Found Generation: Chinese Communists in Europe during the Twenties (Seattle & 
London: University of Washington Press, 1993). Paul J. Bailey, “Cultural Connections in a New Global Space: Li 
Shizeng and the Chinese Francophile Project in the Early Twentieth Century,” in Print, Profit, and Perception: 
Ideas, Information and Knowledge in Chinese Societies, 1895-1949, eds., Pei-yin Lin and Weipin Tsai (Leiden & 
Boston: Brill, 2014), 17-39. 
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Another case involving historical inaccuracy was the depiction of Mao in the Anyuan coal 

mine strike. In the article on the 329th Issue of the Barisan Sosialis Front, Mao was given the 

exclusively central place in the leadership of the strike. However, the historical records as well as 

scholars’ research work have confirmed that Mao was not the only one who led the strike, as 

Elizabeth J. Perry argued in Anyuan: Mining China’s Revolutionary Tradition, Li Lisan and Liu Shaoqi 

were no less significant leading roles.357 The practice taken by the Barisan Sosialis was exactly what 

Elizabeth J. Perry analyzed in her book of the systematized tradition of the CCP from the Anyuan 

strike. The early Anyuan strike was associated with the personality cult of Liu Shaoqi, not Mao 

Zedong. The Party denied the central role of Li Lisan and instead focused on one charismatic 

leader: Liu Shaoqi. This charisma building around Liu reached its peak in the early 1960s with 

monuments, a new museum, paintings, books, and films. In the mid-1960s, in the context of the 

Cultural Revolution and Liu Shaoqi’s denouncement, there was a reversal that readers might expect: 

Liu was deposed, and the history was rewritten to put Mao at the centre of the Anyuan strike.358 

Accepting such a narrative without any reservation, it once again showed that the Barisan Sosialis, a 

political party in Singapore, followed the tradition of Communist Party of China in personality cult 

building around Mao.  

 

Even in the event of the celebration of international women’s day in 1969, the leftist groups 

in Singapore would call on the women to study hard Mao Zedong Thought and raise political 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

357 See Elizabeth J. Perry, Anyuan: Mining China’s Revolutionary Tradition (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2012). 
358 See Chapters 5-7 of Perry, Anyuan. 
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awareness359. At the ceremony, every speaker would either shout “Long live Chairman Mao!” to end 

the speech or invoke Mao’s famous quotations during the speech as spiritual power.360  

The May 1st Celebration of 1969 was featured with Maoist slogans and references. All the 

speakers present advocated learning from Mao. Representative from the Partai Rakyat361 shouted 

“Long Live Chairman Mao” three times. Chairman of the Barisan Sosialis, Dr. Lee Siew Choh, 

spoke candidly that the future work of the leftists should be “guided by Mao Zedong Thought and 

the mass line”.362  

The ninth National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party held at the climax of the 

Cultural Revolution in September 1969 was certainly watched closely by the Barisan Sosialis and 

other leftists in Singapore. Lin Biao’s speech was reprinted verbatim on the Barisan Sosialis Fronts 

from Issue 330-333. In following issues, sections were given to explanations of the terms used in 

the report of the ninth congress as a way of educating the masses.  

In commemorating the 15th anniversary of the May 13 National Service riots,363 the 

revolutionary students referred to Mao all through their commemorative article. They required 

“first of all, to learn and apply Mao Zedong Thought strictly, solemnly, and flexibly to initiate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

359 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 322, March 9, 1969. 
360 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 323, March 16, 1969. 
361 Partai Rakyat, or the People’s Party in Malay language, was another leftist political party in Singapore. It was also 
influenced by Maoism. In 1968, Partai Rakyat supported the Barisan Sosialis over the boycott of the Singapore Parliament, 
and it maintained its stance in 1972 despite the Barisan Sosialis changed its position. The polemic conflict between the 
Barisan Sosialis and the Partai Rakyat is documented and analyzed in the Singapore section. 
362 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 330, May 4, 1969. 
363 When the British colonial government passed the National Service Ordinance in December 1953, many students from the 
Chinese middle schools in Singapore refused to register for National Service. On May 13, 1954, the student demonstration for 
petition to Chief Secretary William Goode turned into a violent clash between the police and students. The May 13 National 
Service riots triggered more left-wing, anti-colonial activities in colonial Singapore and contributed to the PAP victory in the 
1959 general elections. 
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struggles against any faulty thoughts of non-proletariat classes…third, actively propagate, 

implement, and defend Mao Zedong Thought and the correct mass line for struggle…”364 In 

another commemorative event, around two hundred young students paraded the streets with a huge 

portrait of Chairman Mao in the front. “Long Live Chairman Mao” was loudly chanted by the 

fellow participants.365 

Building the personality cult of Mao formed another segment of the Barisan Sosialis’ 

approach to Maoism. In line with the Communist Party of China, the Barisan Sosialis followed the 

tradition of the CCP in charisma building around Mao and they totally accepted the narrative in the 

deification of Mao regardless of historical inaccuracy and anachronism. Besides, the mechanical use 

of Mao’s slogans and shouting of “Long Live Chairman Mao” at events was also part of the Barisan 

Sosialis’ rituals in showing their dedication to Mao. Such an embrace preluded the disconnection of 

the Barisan Sosialis with the social realities of Singapore and the Barisan Sosialis’ gradual 

marginalization and Maoism’s decline in Singapore, as the next chapter shows in more details. 

 

Conflicts with Other Leftists: Inside and Outside the Party 

By adopting the Maoist analytical framework of anti-imperialism, the Barisan Sosialis 

refused to admit the separation of Singapore and Malaysia, the independence of the Republic of 

Singapore, and strongly rejected the Singapore parliament and parliamentary path in their struggles 

against the ruling party. Such an approach to Maoism often led the Barisan Sosialis into the internal 

rifts against their own comrades and other political organizations within the left-wing camp.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

364 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 331, May 11, 1969. 
365 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 333, May 25, 1969. 
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Many high-ranked members of the Barisan Sosialis, such as S. Thendayatha Bani, Kow Kee 

Sing and Chio Cheng Thun, who argued that the independence of Singapore was an “established 

fact”, were denounced and penalized. A growing number of pieces of reports were seen on Barisan 

Sosialis Front on the expulsion of members off the Party-demarcated political line. The Hong Kah 

office in the Jurong Branch of the Barisan Sosialis was demolished and closed due to the office 

staff’s reluctance to release and distribute the anti-parliamentary elections leaflets.366 

The languages used in retaliation of those who diverted from the Barisan Sosialis-designated 

path, such as “black gang”, “carry the red flag to oppose the red flag”, were all common languages 

used during Cultural Revolution in particular, and Mao’s China in general. Denouncements of the 

“traitors” started to fill the pages of the Barisan Sosialis Front. The increase in numbers of pieces of 

reports related to the expulsion of members who were anti-left also indicated an intensified internal 

conflict as well as political divergence within the leftists. Ye Demin, a historian who was a student at 

Nantah in the 1960s but was expelled after protesting the Wang Gungwu Report367 and joined the 

Barisan Sosialis in the Moulmein and Farrer branch, wrote that “Lee Siew Choh’s crackdown on the 

leftists was no different from Lee Kuan Yew”.368 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

366 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 277, April 21, 1968. 
367 Report of the Nanyang University Curriculum Review Committee of 1965, also known as Wang Gungwu Report, 
refers to the review and recommendations regarding the courses at Nantah, then Nanyang University. The report 
recommended streamlining various courses, opening up the university to students of all streams, not just Chinese-
stream students, and ensuring the bilingual ability of all students. The Report sparked controversies and protests 
among Nantah students and staff. Protests and boycott of classes led to the expulsion of many students. Falling 
enrolment of students in the 1970s of Nantah resulted in the merger of Nantah merged in 1980 with the University 
of Singapore in 1980, and the National University of Singapore was formed. 
368 “Qianxi Xinjiapo zuoyi yundong de xingshuai浅析新加坡左翼运动的兴衰” [Brief Analysis of the Rise and 
Fall of the Leftist Movement of Singapore], http://www.nandazhan.com/lishi/sgzuoyun.htm (accessed May 19, 
2018) 
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The disputes over the extra-parliamentary struggles became another area where the Barisan 

Sosialis clashed with other leftists. Here, a few words are required for readers to understand the 

importance of the issue of parliament for political organizations which took Maoism as the guiding 

ideology. As discussed in the chapter on Maoism, Maoism was both inheriting and developing 

orthodox Marxism, and orthodox Marxism was born out of its total rejection of revisionism which 

argued that socialism could be achieved via a parliamentary road. Besides this theoretical lineage, 

violence was a key element in Maoism, evidenced by the most famous Mao quote “political power 

grows out of the barrel of a gun”. Therefore, when the Barisan Sosialis openly embraced Maoism, 

they held a firm opposition against the Singapore parliament, its elections, and the possibility of a 

parliamentary road to socialism. A further and more detailed account of the Barisan Sosialis’ 

rejection of the parliamentary path will be provided in the next chapter. 

The internal conflicts within the Barisan Sosialis became intensified following the 

confession letter of Lim Chin Siong, one of the most notable leftist activists of the postwar era, the 

co-founder of the People’s Action Party, the secretary-general of the Barisan Sosialis, and one of 

the most well-known detainees during Operation Cold Store. In July 1969, Lim Ching Siong 

announced his departure from politics with two public letters to Lee Kuan Yew and Lee Siew 

Choh. The letter to Dr Lee Siew Choh explicitly stated Lim’s disapproval of the strategies and paths 

taken by the Barisan Sosialis: “I sincerely believe the genuineness of the independence of Singapore, 

it has a complete sovereignty…The current extra-parliamentary mass struggle that the party [Barisan 

Sosialis] took is not correct, in my opinion, I fully support the path of struggling within 

parliament”.369 In fact, the promise not to participate in politics, to focus on the pre-detainment 

career, and to fully support the parliamentary system was the key element that the Singapore 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

369 Nanyang Siang Pau, July 24, 1969. 
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government required when they proposed the detainees to make such a confession in exchange of 

release.370 Lim’s letter, by nature a political confession, was to be taken with a grain of salt in the 

context of a six-year detainment in exchange of freedom, but it did reveal the internal fusion 

between the two paths: extra-parliamentary and struggles within the parliament.  

The Barisan Sosialis not only came into conflicts with their comrades within the party, but 

they were also engaged in verbal attacks upon other leftists, often in the form of criticizing others 

for being fake leftists, or opportunists. One notable example was the Barisan Sosialis’s attack of 

Kuo Pao Kun, the most famous playwright and intellectual of Singapore.371 Kuo’s plays before 

1976, such as Hey Wake Up!, The Struggle, Growing Up, had demonstrated a clear inclination towards 

the leftist agenda of opposing capitalism, re-thinking the national developmental path, and a 

Chinese orientation that the Barisan Sosialis had explicitly advocated in their publications and daily 

practices. However, the Barisan Sosialis still called Kuo “the director of the reactionary TV station 

(author’s note: Kuo was appointed TV Producer, Radio and TV Singapore, RTS in 1968) and the 

chieftain of the Singapore Performing Arts School”. Editors of the Barisan Sosialis Front accused 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

370 Not just Lim Chin Siong, but Lim Hock Siew was also required to make such promises in his confessions if he 
wanted to be released. Besides, a detainee is also required to explain activities in the past, see Low Tai Thong’s 
memoir: “Dashidai zhongde Xiaozu 大时代中的小卒” [An unimportant person in an era of significance] 

http://xingmarenmin.com/projects/01《大时代中的小卒》(卢大通，2007-03-06).pdf (accessed May 4, 2018).  
371 Quah Sy Ren柯思仁, “Guo Baokun de juchang yu 1980 niandai Xinjiapo renting de pipanxing goujian” 郭宝崑

的剧场与 1980 年代新加坡认同的批判性构建 [Kuo Pao-Kun’s Theatre and Critical Construction of Singapore 

Identity in the 1980s],  Zhongguo Xiandai Wenxue 中国现代文学, 20 (December 2011): 71-96. Kuo Pao Kun 
(1939-2002) was a playwright, theatre director, and writer in Singapore. Kuo wrote plays in Chinese as well as 
other languages spoken in Singapore. He founded the Practice Performing Arts School, the first of its kind in 
Singapore. Between 1976 and 1980, Kuo was detained under the Internal Security Act for the pro-leftist stance in 
his plays. He continued arts creation after release. Kuo was considered by many critics and scholars as the most 
important artist and public intellectual in post-independent Singapore. 
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Kuo of a “fake progressive”, and his school “fake red”. Kuo’s Performing Arts School was mocked 

for its “semi-public study” of Quotations from Chairman Mao and its fancying itself as proletarian. In 

the article titled “Hypocrite Progressiveness”, the author Gao Wu (likely named after the place 

where Malayan Communist Party gained military victory against government army of Malaysia) 

chastised Kuo for charging students 12 Singapore dollars per person each month for the tuition fee 

without covering the transport fees for those trainees. In the attempt of “tearing down Kuo’s 

masks”, the author pointed the finger at Kuo’s background as working for the reactionary 

institution with an overseas education experience when Gao challenged Kuo’s genuine 

progressiveness.372 

On March 8, 1970, in an article for the Afro-Asian Writers’ Bureau373 which was titled 

“Hold High of the Great Flag of Mao Zedong Thought, Sweeping All the Lackey Literati”, the 

editor at the Barisan Sosialis once again attacked Kuo for his experience at the RTS: “Kuo was 

originally a producer at the reactionary, obscene TV station, a professional accomplice. However, 

he held the banner of ‘Performing Arts School’, and took part in his fake progressive arts activities, 

such as holding the ‘Lu Xun Memorial Gala’. And he proposed some radical programs during 

rehearsals for the public performance but changed course before the official debut, claiming being 

banned by the authority. His propaganda back and forth, only ended up in some botched programs 

with fake realism”.374  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

372 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 358, November 16, 1969. 
373 Inspired by a Marxist worldliness, the Bureau was founded by China as a counter-narrative to Eurocentric 
conceptions of world literature and universal culture. See Pieter Vanhove, “’A World to Win’: China, the Afro-
Asian Writers’ Bureau, and the Reinvention of World Literature,” Critical Asian Studies 51 (9): 1-22, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/14672715.2018.1544499 
374 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 373, March 8, 1970. 
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As mentioned previously, Kuo’s plays exuded a strong left-wing ethos of opposing 

capitalism, criticism of inequality, suspicion of the government blueprint of national development, 

and so on. These leftist agendas were in alignment with those of the Barisan Sosialis. Yet, Kuo was 

criticized and attacked by the Barisan Sosialis because he once worked for a national TV station. It 

was another indication of how far extreme the Barisan Sosialis had gone when they pursued the 

purity of ideology under the impact of Maoism. 

 

The Barisan Sosialis also engaged in clashes and conflicts with other leftist parties, even 

those with Maoist inclinations but different emphases, such as the Partai Rakyat. The skirmish 

between the Barisan Sosialis and the Partai Rakyat was a revealing example of how the Maoist-

inspired leftist organizations collided with each other, how their confrontation weakened both 

parties and the leftist movement, and how this contributed to the waning of Maoism in Singapore.  

Like the Barisan Sosialis, the publications of the Partai Rakyat Singapura, another leftist 

political party influenced by Maoism, adopted the same approach in their regular reporting. The 

organizational newsletter of the Partai Rakyat Singapura, Partai Rakyat Negeri Singapura, (meaning 

People’s Forum in English), proudly announced it held high the great red flag of Mao Zedong 

Thought and featured Mao’s quotations in their newsletters. The similar accusations against the 

ruling party, such as criticism against the Keep Singapore Clean Movement,375 and the analyses of the 

situations of Singapore and the world affairs reflecting Mao’s analyses were almost identical to the 

Barisan Sosialis. Following the Malayan Communist Party’s launch of the second emergency with 

the backing of the CCP, like the Barisan Sosialis, the Partai Rakyat also directly reprinted the articles 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

375 Partai Rakyat Negeri Singapura, Issue 71, April 1, 1969. 
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from the Voice of Malayan Revolution radio.376 In one case, the story of the exaggerated role of Mao 

Tse-tung in the Anyuan mine protests was printed by both organizational newspapers.377  

The Barisan Sosialis and the Partai Rakyat were not passive actors with no agency of their 

own in their adoption of Maoism: they actively approached Maoism in the conflicts over paths for 

struggle and the issue of “re-unification” of Malaya and Singapore. The Partai Rakyat even adopted 

a more overtly adulatory attitude in invoking Maoism to enhance their theoretical validity. Calling 

Maoism “almighty”, and “omnipotent”,378 the Partai Rakyat pushed the personality cult of Maoism 

to a new height. Compared with the Barisan Sosialis, the Partai Rakyat was even more radical on the 

issue of the re-unification of Malaya and Singapore and the problem of political regime. 

The Barisan Sosialis argued that the re-unification was both an important and an urgent 

task, and it should be dealt with as soon as possible. In the 26th issue of Party Information,379 the 

internal circulation within the Barisan Sosialis, the Barisan Sosialis published an article which in 

their view expressed the fundamental principles of the party.380 The Barisan Sosialis maintained that 

the re-unification of Malaya was the most basic issue, but it did not mention the issue of struggling 

for political power, and at the same time, it clarified that the Barisan Sosialis was not a political 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

376 The Voice of Malayan Revolution was part of the propaganda projects by the Malayan Communist Party. The clandestine 
radio network was operated in Hunan, China under the codename Project 691, transmitting as “Suara Revolusi Malaya” or 
VMR from November 1969 to 1981. For the history of the radio and transcripts of its radio broadcasting, see Wang Gungwu 
and Ong Weichong eds., Voice of Malayan Revolution: The CPM Radio War against Singapore and Malaysia, 1969-1981 
(Singapore: S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University, 2009). 
377 The story of Mao in Anyuan was published on the 329th Issue of Barisan Sosialis Front on April 27, 1969, and 
on the 69th Issue of Partai Rakyat Negeri Singapura on February 1, 1969. 
378 Partai Rakyat Negeri Singapura, Issue 87, January 1, 1970. 
379 Party Information of the Barisan Sosialis was established on April 1, 1964, and its main aims included: publish 
the important declarations and announcements of the Party, publish important theoretical articles, reprint important 
but long articles which are unable to get reprinted on the Barisan Sosialis Front, and report the working experience 
of the Party. See Party Information, Issue 31, December 31, 1969. 
380 Party Information, Issue 26, September 20, 1969. 
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party for armed struggle. Such an attitude towards armed struggle and the issue of political power 

soon attracted criticism from the Partai Rakyat. And the back-and-forth verbal jabs traded between 

the two sides soon escalated into a debate, mimicking the Sino-Soviet polemics over who grasped 

the true meaning of Communist ideology.  

The Partai Rakyat accused the Barisan Sosialis’ omission of armed struggle and political 

power and of straying from theories on class and class struggle in Marxism-Leninism and Mao 

Zedong Thought.381 Arguing for “opposing anti-revolutionary violence by revolutionary violence”, 

the Partai Rakyat labelled those forces who did not follow the path of armed struggle as opportunist 

and anti-revolutionary,382 which was a clear hint at the Barisan Sosialis. The armed struggle was the 

central term used in the argument by the side of the Partai Rakyat. They argued that the “re-

unification” proposed by the Barisan Sosialis, without the introduction of armed struggle and 

leaving out the issue of political power, was a fake re-unification, not a genuine one.383 The 

“national awareness of Malaya” put forward by the Barisan Sosialis was also deprecated by the 

Partai Rakyat as lacking the content of class and ignoring the class essence of state.384 

The responses from the Barisan Sosialis to the criticism went from euphemism to 

intensification. At first, the Barisan Sosialis only used “some comrades”, “some comrades outside 

the Party” to refer to the disputing Partai Rakyat members while defending themselves over re-

unification and reiterating the legal status of the Barisan Sosialis to reject the option of armed 

struggles.385 However, soon afterwards, the Barisan Sosialis intensified their attacks by calling the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

381 Partai Rakyat Negeri Singapura, Issue 81, October 1, 1969. 
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Partai Rakyat “poisonous weeds”,386 which was a popular, derisive term during China’s Cultural 

Revolution originating from Mao’s 1957 speech On the Correct Handling of Contradictions among the 

People, used to refer to art pieces, or articles from the reactionary side. The “poisonous weeds” 

immediately fought back by accusing the Barisan Sosialis of reformism and opportunism, and of 

forgetting the fundamental issue of political power, which was a wrong path.387 Such accusations 

attracted instant refutations from the Barisan Sosialis. The Barisan Sosialis bombarded such 

wording as the “most vicious, principle-less accusation, distortion, and defamation”.388 

Corresponding to the “two-way construction” in the What is Maoism? chapter, the polemic 

war between the Barisan Sosialis and the Partai Rakyat demonstrated that both parties had their 

agencies in selecting and using Maoism. While both parties overtly expressed their whole-hearted 

embrace of Maoism, their firm rejection of the creation of both the Federation of Malaysia and the 

Republic of Singapore, and their dedication to the re-unification of Malaya in which the island of 

Singapore was an inseparable part, their approaches differed considerably. The Barisan Sosialis 

constantly reaffirmed “concrete analysis of concrete issues”,389 the core concept in Mao’s On 

Contradiction, in their rejection of armed struggle in the context of Singapore. However, the Partai 

Rakyat adopted a more radical, exclusive, non-compromising Maoist stance in their verbal emphasis 

on the class nature of political power, their loyal adherence to Mao’s teaching that “political power 

grows out of the barrel of a gun”, and “encircling the cities from the villages and winning political 
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regimes by armed struggles”.390 From the organizational newspaper, the Partai Rakyat Negeri 

Singapura usually had fewer pages per issue yet devoted more space to a pure worshipping of 

Maoism and the Cultural Revolution. For example, the 72nd issue of the Partai Rakyat Negeri 

Singapura had eight pages, yet six of them were given to the timeline of the Cultural Revolution.391 

All above showed that the leftists in Singapore, represented by the Barisan Sosialis and the Partai 

Rakyat, invoked Mao’s teachings and quotations to increase their ideological credibility. 

 

This chapter has traced the Barisan Sosialis’ theoretical adherence to Maoism. Such an 

embrace of Maoism could be seen in the Barisan Sosialis’ use of Maoism as a spiritual weapon, their 

adherence to Mao’s Yenan Talk, and their adulation and appreciation of Mao to the degree of 

building a personality cult of Mao. Given the anti-parliamentary stance in Maoism, they were often 

engaged in conflicts inside and outside the Barisan Sosialis over the struggle path: extra-

parliamentary or within the parliament. The theoretical adherence to Maoism resulted in some 

concrete actions taken by the Barisan Sosialis in the 1960s and 1970s challenging the conservative 

ruling elites. These actions constituted the Maoist moment in Singapore, but they also preluded the 

gradual marginalization and decline of the Barisan Sosialis. The next chapter in Singapore section of 

the dissertation provides a more detailed account of these actions.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

390 The original words of Mao were “gathering strength in the villages, using the villages in order to surround the cities and 
then taking the cities”. The words were from Report to the Second Plenary Session of the Seventh Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of China, delivered on March 5, 1949. See Mao Tse-tung, The Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung, Vol. 4 
(Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1961), 363. 
391 Partai Rakyat Negeri Singapura, April 15, 1969. 
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CHAPTER SIX PUTTING MAOIST THEORIES INTO SINGAPORE PRACTICE 

 

 
As the last chapter has shown, the Barisan Sosialis embraced Maoism as the guiding 

ideology of the party in their political struggles against the ruling party. Out of such a theoretical 

inclination, the Barisan Sosialis adopted a Maoist analytical model of class, economic base, 

exploitation, and the use of the term “contradiction” in their political analyses of societies in 

Singapore and Malaysia, just as Mao did for Chinese society before 1949. This resulted in their 

regarding Singapore as one part of the “enemy-occupied area”.392 This was a particular term that the 

Chinese communists used to refer to areas within the sphere of influence of KMT during the 

Chinese revolution. This contrasted sharply with the Thai-Malaysian border area, which was 

positioned ideologically as a liberated area because it was a region where the Malayan Communist 

Party-led National Liberation Army were active in their guerrilla warfare.  

In such a self-imagined “enemy-occupied area”, the Barisan Sosialis, under the guidance of 

Maoism, failed to respond to the realities of the Republic of Singapore. This chapter focuses on the 

concrete actions by the Barisan Sosialis as the subsequent results of their theoretical adherence to 

Maoism. These actions included: their opposition to all social policies initiated by the PAP 

(including those on citizenship, national border, male conscription, their support of the Malayan 

Communist Party), their inculcation of Maoism upon the children in their kindergartens, and their 

reversal decisions over the parliament and the parliamentary elections. Their concrete Maoist-

inspired actions, put in the context of the early stage of the Republic of Singapore, were alternative 
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initiatives at construction of an alternative national identity and state policy. The final 

marginalization of the Barisan Sosialis thus paved the way for the nation-building of Singapore after 

the ruling elites’ defeat of Malay ethnocentrism, and ended the Maoist moment in Singapore. 

 

Opposition to All PAP Policies: In the Name of Anti-Imperialism 

The theoretical underpinnings of Maoism led to the failure of the Barisan Sosialis in 

recognizing the social realities of the Republic of Singapore. They rejected the independence as the 

neo-imperialist plot, and they actively and staunchly opposed every policy undertaken by the ruling 

People’s Action Party, in the following aspects.  

Citizenship and Employment. Citizenship, though its meaning remains highly contested, is a 

key central concept in nation-state building as it determines in legal terms who is and who is not a 

member of a national entity. The issue over the citizenship of the Republic of Singapore became the 

point of contention between the ruling party, the People’s Action Party, and the leftist parties who 

refused to recognize the independence of Singapore immediately after Singapore’s independence. 

Given that the Barisan Sosialis considered Singapore and Malaya as a whole and rejected both the 

Federation of Malaysia and the Republic of Singapore, their notion of sovereignty was bound to be 

in conflict with the citizenship defined by laws in the two countries.  

In addition to rejecting the Republic of Singapore as an independent, sovereign state, the 

Barisan Sosialis also categorized citizenship as “Rahman-Lee Kuan Yew regime’s dividing and 

persecuting”393 people. This stance was somehow easy to understand as, from the logic of the 

Barisan Sosialis, who were still seeing the entire peninsular Malaya and Singapore as a whole 
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motherland of Malaya, Dr. Lee Siew Choh even used the metaphor that Singapore was to Malaya 

what Taiwan was to Mainland China. The Barisan Sosialis also defined citizenship as the “rule of 

darkness”, and “an official declaration of ‘separate and rule’”.394 The dual rejection of the existence 

of the Federation of Malaysia and the Republic of Singapore went as far as an attack on the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea) when it recognized Singapore as a sovereign 

republic.395  

All through the newsletters of the Barisan Sosialis Front, each time the radical leftists 

mentioned the word “motherland”, or “our country”, they always meant “Malaya (including 

Singapore)”,396 their vision of the nation-state conflicted with both the newly independent Republic 

of Singapore and the Federation of Malaysia. The “national identity” that the Barisan Sosialis 

defined and advocated, was not an exclusive “Chinese nation”, or a “Singapore nation”, but a more 

inclusive “Malayan nation”, i.e., a nation formed by Chinese, Malays, Indians and other ethnicities 

living in Malaya.397 Since the middle of 1970, the Barisan Sosialis started to use the term “People’s 

Republic of Malaya” in their party organs, the same goal for the Malayan Communist Party-led 

Malayan National Liberation Army. It was exactly for the purpose of building this national identity 

that the Barisan Sosialis self-claimed that they were undertaking a “national liberation”.  

In the wake of Singapore’s independence and the finalization of the national mappings of 

the Federation of Malaysia, both states initiated the nation-state building within their borders. 

Citizens’ rights and obligations, as well as the drawing of clear-cut national borders, became their 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

394 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 301, October 6, 1968. 
395 Ibid. 
396 For example, see page 4 of Barisan Sosialis Front Issue 283, June 2, 1968, “people across the causeway belong 
to a united family, all people living in Malaya, are not Malaysians nor Singaporeans, but Malayans!” 
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strategies and vehicles for their nation-state building. In Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew initiated the 

defining of citizens and non-citizens through job opportunities, and “replacing non-Singaporeans 

with Singaporeans” was undertaken in the name of “taking care of Singaporeans”.398 Job 

opportunities were restricted for the non-citizens, including those from the Peninsula Malaysia. 

Across the causeway, Malaysian Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman, took similar measures that 

prohibited Singapore citizens from working in Johor Bahru, Malaysia.399 In the 274th Issue of the 

Barisan Sosialis Front, the Barisan Sosialis condemned such actions as persecution: “it was 

estimated that people persecuted by Lee Kuan Yew amounted to roughly 20 thousand, and those 

persecuted by Rahman were about 30 thousand, and the reactionary measure had impacted some 

150 thousand to 200 thousand people”.400 Given the nature of the Barisan Sosialis Front as a party 

organ, the numbers listed by the Barisan Sosialis were possibly to be exaggerated, but it was indeed 

a reference of the measures taken by both governments to draw a clear demarcation along the 

citizenship issue. This also led the Barisan Sosialis to strongly oppose the introduction of a “work 

permit” system in both Malaysia and Singapore as a plot of “divide and rule”401 and creating the 

“reactionary concepts of ‘Malaysian’ and ‘Singaporean’ within the Malayan people”.402  

Military conscription. For male Singapore citizens, military conscription was an issue closely 

related to citizenship. Also for the young Republic of Singapore, the national service served as one 

of the powerful means in national integration and the forging of the national identity. One 

statement by the Ministry of Defence of Singapore explained the contribution of compulsory 
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401 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 348, September 7, 1969, and Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 349, September 14, 
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military training to nation-building in that “National Service will provide an opportunity for all races 

to come to know one another better in an environment in which they will start to love their nation, 

to understand social obligations and develop civic mindedness and strength of character”.403 

Thus, the male conscription became a constant and frequent topic in the Barisan Sosialis 

newsletter, which attacked it as service to British and American imperialism404. Since 1964, the party 

defined the National Service Registration of that year as an ideological struggle of two roads: one, 

the “correct” mass line espoused by the Party, and second, the one which the Barisan Sosialis called 

the “anti-revolutionary right-wing opportunist” path, that followed methods used during the 

Cultural Revolution. Revoking the citizenship of those who were involved in radical leftist politics 

was used both by authorities in Malaysia and Singapore to combat radical leftism. Cases of activists 

who were stripped of their Malaysian or Singaporean citizenship became quite common among the 

leftist groups. 

National border. Another area in which the Barisan Sosialis conflicted with the authorities 

in Singapore and Malaysia in nation-state building was the clear-cut national boundary and border. 

When Chia Thye Poh405 and Lee Siew Choh were banned by the Malaysian authority from entering 

Malaysia for life for their political activism, a protesting article in the Barisan Sosialis Front stated: 

 

We consider Malaya as our motherland and the country we hold loyalty to, regardless of whether we live 

in Singapore or continental Malaya, we are all Malayans, not Singaporeans or Malaysians. As Malayans, we are 

entitled to move in our land. The Singapore-Johor Causeway is just a bridge, not a political fence.406  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

403 An excerpt of the statement is seen in Jon S. T. Quah, “Singapore: Towards a National Identity,” Southeast Asian Affairs 
(1977): 207-219. 
404 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 283, June 2, 1968. 
405 Chia was a member of parliament representing the Barisan Sosialis from 1963 who was detained in 1966. 
406 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 203, November 5, 1966. 
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In 1967, Dr. Lee further explained what Malaya meant for the Barisan Sosialis. He defined 

“Malaya” as the peninsula in the south of Thailand, which comprised of Penang and Singapore.407 

In fact, after the separation of Singapore from Malaysia, the Barisan Sosialis, with their long-time 

opposition to the creation of Malaysia, did not celebrate it but continued to bash Lee Kuan Yew 

and the PAP for fake independence which did not grant true independence, freedom, and 

democracy to the people of Singapore. The Barisan Sosialis even mocked the famous scene of Lee 

Kuan Yew’s emotional breakdown in front of the press in their newsletter.408  

Civil and Urban Planning. In a Singapore context, civil and urban planning is another area 

where efforts were aimed at forging the national identity of Singapore.409 Out of the same anti-

imperialist logic when they embraced Maoism, the Barisan Sosialis challenged the PAP government 

in the area of Singapore’s civil and urban construction after independence. The party condemned 

the efforts of the Singapore government to fine people who broke the regulations over city cleaning 

as an exploitation of the people by the government on behalf of British and US imperialism.410  

In 1968, the Singapore government took several initiatives on sanitation and urban cleaning, 

such as the Keep Singapore Clean Campaign launched in October, and the passage of the Destruction of 

Disease-Bearing Insects Bill411 three months earlier. For the first time in the state’s history, fines were 

used to control social behaviour. Under the program, police, special constabulary and public health 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

407 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 211, January 1, 1967. 
408 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 136, August 14, 1965. 
409 Joan C. Henderson, “Planning for Success: Singapore, the Model City-State?,” Journal of International Affairs 65, no. 2 
(2012): 69-83; and Lily Kong, “Cultural Icons and Urban Development in Asia: Economic Imperative, National Identity, and 
Global City Status,” Political Geography 26, Issue 4 (May 2017): 383-404. 
410 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 299, September 22, 1968. 
411 “Destruction of Disease-Bearing Insects Bill,” accessed November 27, 2019, https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Bills-
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inspectorate sent officers patrolled and advised members of the public against littering and water-

stagnation hazards. Those who were caught littering were warned of the penalties during the 

campaign; and once the campaign ended, first-time litter-bugs were fined up to S$500, while repeat 

offenders were fined up to S$2,000.412 The Barisan Sosialis interpreted the Act as an exploitation of 

the poor when 20 rag pickers were called before the court and faced with fines.413 Similarly, the 

Barisan Sosialis condemned the passage of the Destruction of Disease-Bearing Insects Bill as putting a 

new burden on the poor.414  

Labeling the Keep Singapore Clean Campaign a sinister political deception and a vicious 

conspiracy, the Barisan Sosialis further analyzed these campaigns as a means of shifting people’s 

attention from the deteriorating economic and political crisis. They asserted that besides distracting 

people from the “cruel control, exploitation, and oppression of the imperialism and its lackeys”, 

these campaigns had an additional economic aim. These were to use such fines to generate state 

income and to shift the cost of developing tourism onto the ordinary people.415  

The Barisan Sosialis also criticized a new campaign Keep Singapore Clean and Mosquito Free as 

looting the people to make up the huge expenditure of the bureaucratic apparatus.416 In another 

article, the editor of the party’s newsletter, Xiang Donghong (literally, meaning facing the east which 

is red, a Maoist adulation) commented that the primary purpose of the mosquito destruction 

campaign was to collect taxes from the people and impose severe exploitation:417 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

412 “New Approach to Keep S’ Pore Litter-Free”, The Straits Times, 9 July 1995, Page 3. 
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413 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 300, September 29, 1968. 
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From the newspaper reporting, this Mosquito campaign will be island wide. They said they 

[government authority] would go to public places, and even every area to eliminate mosquitoes.  

Meanwhile they would set up trash cans and ask people not to litter about trash and fruits 

waste. In the circumstance that people in the rural area fail to comply with this Mosquito campaign, 

they would be fined or brought to court. The reactionary regime of Lee Kuan Yew spared no 

efforts in ruthlessly exploiting the people, their sinister means, at the end of the day, would only 

‘shoot in their foot’”. Even fine penalties upon those who spat around were criticized as another 

way for the PAP government to “loot money”.418  

 

From a historical hindsight, the efforts by the PAP government in civil planning and 

cleaning movement contributed to Singapore’s reputation as a modern “Garden City”, which 

constituted a significant component of Singapore’s national identity,419 and that vision could be 

traced to Lee Kuan Yew’s proposal in the early 1960s. The history of the opposition by the Barisan 

Sosialis, as well as other leftist parties, such as the Partai Rakyat revealed that building the “Garden 

City” was once part of the struggles between the leftists and ruling elites.  

Laborers’ working conditions. Going over the pages of the Barisan Sosialis Front 

newsletter, one issue appeared often and frequently as a subject for coverage, analyses, and 

discussions. This was the laborers’ working conditions vis-à-vis the passage of several industry-
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translation. 
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related acts in the early days of the Republic of Singapore, such as Industrial Relations (Amendment) 

Act (1968),420 and the Employment Act421 of 1968. The Barisan Sosialis asserted that these acts 

sabotaged the rights of laborers, enabled foreign capitalists’ exploitation, and downgraded the 

working conditions for local workers.422  

The resolutions passed at the Third Barisan Sosialis Congress in 1969 made it clear that the 

Barisan Sosialis embraced “exposing the political fraud”423 as their central mission. As part of this 

resolution, the Barisan Sosialis encouraged laborers, students, and the masses to challenge the 

critical acts passed by the Singapore parliament, such as the National Service (Amendment) Bill424 

(March 14, 1967), Trade Unions (Amendment) Bill425(1965), Societies Act426(1966), etc.427 Under Lee Siew 

Choh’s leadership, it encouraged the masses and its leftist comrades to boycott the Trade Unions 

(Amendment) Bill and Societies Act by refusing to report to the authorities the names and data of 

committee members. Such deliberate defiance only resulted in the deregistration of the various 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

420 “Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act is Enacted,” August 15, 1968, accessed April 14, 2019, 
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/history/events/d7778e3e-1d07-457d-8cb4-6b27c0b8eb6d 
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leftist alumni clubs, cultural groups, trade unions, which, as it turned out, brought leftist movements 

in Singapore only closer to the total decline, and to the desire of the authorities.428 

Supportive relations with the MCP.  Records did not show the nature of the relationship 

between the Barisan Sosialis and the MCP, for example, if they had ever collaborated, or if the 

Barisan Sosialis served as front organization for the MCP. However, one thing was clear: the 

Barisan Sosialis agreed with and approved the armed struggle approach by the MCP. One evidence 

of this relationship was a new year celebratory letter from those who were forced into exile from 

Malaysia. The letter said:  

 

Under the leadership of the Malayan Communist Party, accompanied by the coordination429 of the Barisan 

Sosialis, all races of our country earnestly mastered the Marxism, Leninism, and Mao Zedong Thought, winning 

glorious records in the national liberation struggles and dealing heavy blows to Rahman, Razak, and Lee Kuan Yew 

puppet regimes…430 

 

The letter was openly published in the pages of the Barisan Sosialis Front, indicating that 

the ideas expressed were approved by the Barisan Sosialis. As Chairman Lee Siew Choh 

summarized, the purpose of the Barisan Sosialis was to expose the enemy and educate the masses.431 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

428 “Nian shiji liushi niandai Xinjiapo zuopai gongyun zaoyu wenti tansuo xupian: jinian wuyi guoji laodongjie廿
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Singapore: In Commemoration of the May 1st International Labor Day], last modified April 14, 2013 
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429 My emphasis. 
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In a September 1970 article in the Barisan Sosialis Front, even in the field of arts, the editor 

explicitly claimed: 

 

 Our revolutionary arts worker should undertake the task of battling. The first [arts workers should do] is 

to approve and accept the leadership of the Malayan Communist Party, resolutely carry out the policy of the MCP, 

and undertake the struggle in the ideological area by the direction of MCP...432 

 

The MCP is our only proletarian party armed with Marxism-Leninism, and Mao Zedong Thought, and the 

core leader in our all races’ struggle against imperialism and feudalism; without the MCP, without the armed 

struggles the MCP initiated and led, our people could not gain the genuine victory.433  

 

 

The Barisan Sosialis-run Kindergartens: Nurturing Socialist Successors in Identity Building 

Kindergartens have been a hotbed for the nurturing of national identity. The famous slogan 

that “We are successors of Communism” placed high value upon inculcating children with 

communist ideals. The conscription of children in the Communist Party-affiliated organizations, 

such as the Communist Youth League, was regarded by some scholars as a way to forge a self, as 

well as a national identity.434 In the 1960s and 1970s Singapore, both the Barisan Sosialis and the 

People’s Action Party run party-sponsored kindergartens. Kindergartens, together with the sales of 

the Barisan Sosialis Front newsletters, consisted of another major source of income, especially for 
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translation. 
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the branches of the party.435 Barisan Sosialis’ statistics revealed that by May 1964, there were already 

3000 students in the culture and literacy classes, more than 5000 children in their kindergartens, and 

over 400 teaching staff in 33 of the 35 party branches.436 By the end of 1968, there were nearly 7000 

children enrolled in Barisan Sosialis-run kindergartens.437  

The efforts that the Barisan Sosialis made in teaching the kindergarten children with 

Maoism were no less significant than their efforts in opposing the PAP social policies and 

boycotting the parliament under Maoist strategies and ideologies. While the party continually denied 

the government’s accusation of preaching Communism through the Barisan Sosialis-run schools, 

their publications continued to validate such a connection. For example, an article in the 310th Issue 

on December 8, 1968 went:  

 

Education is part of the party organization. It serves to realize the eventual goal and current task of the 

party. Therefore, the mission of education is to educate the youth with socialist ideas through education and 

entertainment so that they can be imbued with socialist moral ethics and the correct thoughts and to train new 

cadres for the party who are astute and capable and who dare to struggle and dare to sacrifice.438 

 

A vivid illustration of the party’s policy of inculcating kindergarten children with Maoism439 

would be the ceremony staged for the sixth anniversary of the founding of the Barisan Sosialis. 

Signaling elements of Maoism were all through the ceremony. Banners carrying Maoist slogans, 
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such as “resolute and unafraid of sacrifice, surmount every difficulty to win victory”,440 and “We 

should support whatever the enemy opposes and oppose whatever the enemy supports”441 were 

hung around the venue. Children at the Barisan Sosialis-run kindergartens performed the trademark 

revolutionary songs like “Chairman Mao Is Dearer to Us Than Our Parents” as well as other 

revolutionary-style songs and dances. An ironic twist to this whole event would be found in China, 

where the songwriter Li Jiefu was denounced and purged politically after his link with Lin Biao was 

discovered and politicized.  

Inculcating the children with Maoism by way of arts performance was also a further 

indication of the Barisan Sosialis’ efforts to carry out Mao’s Yenan talk ethos. Besides the children’s 

performances at the sixth anniversary ceremony of the Barisan Sosialis, their performances at 

November 1967 Reunion Gala were also highly reflective of the party’s pro-Mao politics. Praised by 

the Barisan Sosialis Front for reflecting teachings of Chairman Mao,442 the 1968 Barisan Sosialis 

reunion party also featured the children performing Mao’s Quotation dances and Quotation songs, 

both were common items during China’s Cultural Revolution.443 Propagating Maoism was hailed as 

one of the three characteristics of the annual reunion party.444 The art performances and graphics 

exhibition witnessed an intense effort by the Barisan Sosialis in spreading Mao Zedong Thought 

among its kindergartens with Mao’s Quotations, Quotation pictures, Quotation songs and 

Quotation dances being seen everywhere.445  
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The Barisan Sosialis-run kindergartens were therefore the focal points where the Barisan 

Sosialis’ Yenan style rituals and their efforts of nurturing “successors of Communism” were 

conjoined and combined. The reunion party held by Barisan Sosialis-run kindergartens in 1970 were 

featured with arts performances by the six or seven-year-old. The editors at the Barisan Sosialis 

Front proudly said that “of all the performances, the Chairman Mao’s quotation songs and Red 

Guard-style drama dance were most common and most outstanding”.446 “In today’s world when the 

radiance of Mao Zedong Thought shines over the globe, it is indispensable and correct that our arts 

activities focus on honoring the great mentor Chairman Mao and spreading Mao Zedong 

Thought”.447 When conducting welfare work, the teaching staff at Barisan Sosialis-run 

kindergartens, altogether over 130 people, distributed Mao’s quotations cards, played revolutionary 

songs, delivered articles from the Voices of Malayan Revolution to the masses when they cleared 

the drainage for people in Geylang, Singapore.448 

The Barisan Sosialis never denied the apparent imitation of China’s Cultural Revolution in 

the art performances by the children in their kindergartens, in fact, they admitted it with pride: “the 

performances done by the children were almost all copied from China’s programs with virtually no 

original creations”.449 Such practices were not unnoticed by the Singapore government. The 

publication of the government-supported NTUC criticized that such practice: “at the weakest 

period of their lifetime, the children were taught to kill Americans, to resent Prime Minister Lee, 

and to worship Chairman Mao”,450 a stand against which it would be difficult to argue. 
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  As discussed, the conscription of children in the Communist Party-affiliated organizations, 

such as the Communist Youth League, was a way to forge a self, as well as a national identity.451 

Combining this analysis with the above-mentioned claims of the Barisan Sosialis that “the mission 

of education is to educate the youth with socialist ideas through education and entertainment so 

that they can be imbued with socialist moral ethics and the correct thought”, it could be inferred 

that the Barisan Sosialis-run kindergartens, serving as hotbeds of Maoism, were instruments for 

instilling leftist ideas into the Singapore children at the very early stage of the nation-building of 

Singapore. Thus, the kindergartens became another area in which the Barisan Sosialis posed a 

challenge to the PAP blueprint of nation-building. The eventual demise of the Barisan Sosialis, 

therefore, helped the PAP win over the children and paved the way for instilling a Singapore 

national identity into their hearts and minds.  

 

Boycotting the Parliament and Elections: Handling Constitutional Stage to Opponents 

As discussed in Chapter one and five, the attitude towards parliament and parliamentary 

elections occupied a prominent place in the Maoist approach to socialism. Maoism rejected 

parliament and its election for Maoism was a stage further developed from orthodox Marxism 

which was based on its total denunciation of the peaceful parliamentary path in revisionism. Also, 

the emphasis on violence in achieving revolutionary victory precluded any peaceful means. This 

theoretical underpinning led the Barisan Sosialis to boycott the Singapore parliament and its 

elections resolutely in the 1960s. Of all the political moves that the Barisan Sosialis made to oppose 

the People’s Action Party government under their radicalization by Maoism, their boycott of the 
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Singapore parliament and parliamentary elections in 1968 was the one most often cited as the 

decisive factor in their decline.452  

Historically, the party achieved an election result that has not been matched by any other 

opposition party in Singapore’s history until today. The general election held in September 1963 

witnessed the biggest victory for any opposition party in Singapore history. Despite the fact that 

most Barisan Sosialis leaders were absent—detained during the previous year’s Operation Cold 

Store—the Barisan Sosialis won 13 seats of the 51-member Legislative Assembly, becoming the 

second largest political party in Singapore. No opposition party has ever managed to match the 

Barisan Sosialis both in the seats obtained or the percentage of seats in the Singapore Parliament. 

Regardless of the genuineness of the democracy and constitutionality of Singapore at the time, the 

Barisan Sosialis, with the best election results for any opposition party in Singapore’s history at 

hand, indeed had an opportunity to use the parliament as an alternative battlefield. However, by 

boycotting the parliament and the parliamentary elections in the 1968, they had given up this 

platform and handed it over to their political opponents. 

The decision to boycott the parliament and parliamentary elections by the Barisan Sosialis 

had a profound theoretical root in Maoism. The chapter of What is Maoism? in this dissertation has 

shown that Maoism was an inheritance and development of orthodox Marxism, which strongly 

rejected the revisionism that argued for a peaceful and parliamentary road to socialism. Besides, one 

of the core approaches in Maoism was that it placed high value on violence and popular masses. 

Maoism emphasized armed struggles and despised any peaceful attempts as opportunist and 

revisionist. Partly for this reason, Mao’s China attacked the Soviet Union when Nikita Khrushchev 

offered his famous theory of “peaceful coexistence” with the West. As loyal and ardent worshippers 
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of Mao, the Barisan Sosialis members not only rejected any parliamentary approach and the 

elections in both Singapore and Malaysia, but also applauded the Malayan Communist Party’s 

imitation and copy of the experience of the Chinese revolution and their adoption of the guidelines 

of “encircling the cities from the villages and winning political regimes by armed struggles”.453 

The Barisan Sosialis strongly castigated the “parliamentary democracy”, and they rejected 

the parliamentary process outright to the degree that they even criticized the leftist Workers’ Party 

as “anti-revolutionary right-wing opportunist” and “denying the fact that Malaya was a semi-

colonial and semi-feudal society”.454  

As the second largest political party in Singapore parliament as well as Singapore in general, 

by October 1966, the nine Barisan Sosialis members of the Singapore Parliament, headed by Chia 

Thye Poh, resigned from the Parliament,455 an act that would be later described as “another fatal 

mistake after the rejection of independence”.456 By resigning from the “hypocrite” Parliament of 

Singapore, the Barisan Sosialis announced that they would undertake the mass struggle massively 

outside the Parliament, calling it “Job’s news for the imperialists and their lackey, the Lee Kuan 

Yew fascists control” and “a big good thing for people struggling for national liberation and 

democracy”.457  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

453 The original words of Mao were “gathering strength in the villages, using the villages in order to surround the cities and 
then taking the cities”. The words were from Report to the Second Plenary Session of the Seventh Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of China, delivered on March 5, 1949. See Mao Tse-tung, The Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung, Vol. 4 
(Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1961), 363. 
454 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 274, March 31, 1968. 
455 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 199 October 8, 1966. The nine resigned members were: Chia Thye Poh, Koo 
Young, Ong Lian Teng, Poh Ber Liak, Tan Cheng Tong, Loh Miaw Gong, Lee Tee Tong, Chan Sun Wing, and 
Wong Soon Fong. 
456 Cheng Yinghong, The Chinese Cultural Revolution and the Decline of the Left in Singapore, Journal of Chinese 
Overseas 7 (2011): 211-246. 
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The boycott of the parliament and parliamentary elections in Singapore also incentivized the 

radical leftists in Malaysia. After the Barisan Sosialis boycotted the 1968 General Elections of 

Singapore, they again advocated for the boycott against the 1969 Malaysia Elections. Radical leftists 

in Johor Bahru and Selangor, Malaysia, imitated their comrades in Singapore and boycotted the 

1969 Malaysian Elections. Using the same argument as the Barisan Sosialis, the action committee 

formed by the leftists to boycott the parliamentary elections stated that they would prove that 

“parliamentary democracy” was non-existent by boycotting the voting and elections themselves.458 

They called on the people that “people are never to follow their rules but to rely on powerful and 

wide mass struggles and military struggles to fight back firmly. Only in this way could the US and 

British imperialism and their Rahman-Lee puppet clan be crushed, a country with the people’s 

democratic dictatorship be established, and a socialist Malaya be realized”.459  

The Barisan Sosialis Front’s defiant claim that the “people did not care for the elections, 

neither were they interested in” was refuted by the election turnouts. Except for the voters in 

walkover constituencies, the turnout in other seven contested constituencies was as high as 

91.8%.460 It seemed the people, at least in the contested constituencies, did care about the elections. 

Barisan Sosialis’ continuing rejection of the PAP victory in the elections, their labelling of those 

opposition party candidates who chose to contest, and their bullheaded claim of the correctness to 

boycott the elections proved only to have side-lined the Barisan Sosialis, evidenced by the results of 

elections when they chose to participate four years later.  
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Later in 1968, during an interview with the international press before a two-month overseas 

trip, when asked how he was able to get away from it (the domestic problems), Lee Kuan Yew also 

remarked that “fortunately the Communist made catastrophic mistakes from 1961 onwards. They 

are out for the time being and they have decided to opt out completely from the constitutional 

arena”.461 As the later paragraphs will show, the Barisan Sosialis’ withdrawal constituted a major 

factor in their decline and marginalization in the Singapore political arena. 

 

 

U-Turn for Parliamentary Elections 

On March 26, 1972, the Barisan Sosialis made a sudden and unanticipated U-turn on the 

issue of parliamentary elections on the first page of Issue 478. They announced that they would 

stand in contests for the upcoming General Election in late 1972.462 Ironically, the reasons that the 

Barisan Sosialis gave for the reversal of their previous obdurate stance were exactly the same as the 

one they gave for their stubborn boycott: to expose the plots of the reactionaries and defend the 

interests of people.463  

This reversal also revealed that the Barisan Sosialis was not just a passive recipient of 

Maoism but demonstrated their own agency in choosing different Mao teachings for changing 

decisions. When they boycotted the parliament and the elections, they invoked the militancy and 

mass line in Maoism, and as is shown in the last chapter in their polemic with the Partai Rakyat, 
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when they decided to participate in the elections, they used the principle of “concrete analysis of 

concrete issues” for validation.  

The context of the reversed decision to participate in the parliamentary elections also 

required further investigation. When the decision was announced by March 1972, Mao had invited 

and hosted U.S. President Richard Nixon to China to the global political surprise in February 1972. 

“The week that changed the world”464 certainly had an impact on the radical leftists on the tiny 

island of Singapore. The names of Mao himself and direct references to him since Mao had invited 

Nixon in July 1971 were far less numerous than the years before. The articles reprinted from the 

Voice of Malayan Revolution and reports attacking the domestic affairs of Malaysia under the new 

Prime Minister Razak made up the majority of the pages. 

The U-turn of boycotting the parliament and its elections in 1968 but deciding to stand in 

contest four years later certainly attracted the criticism from the ruling party of Singapore. When Jek 

Yeun Thong, Singapore’s Minister for Culture, criticized the vacillating policies and decisions 

concerning the participation of the election, the Barisan Sosialis responded by accusing Jek of 

“fomenting disunity and dissension”,465 and like its Chinese Big Brother, the Barisan Sosialis 

proudly claimed that “the policies of the Barisan Sosialis are correct in both past and present!”:466 

 

It is not necessary here to refute all the PAP’s twisted logic and distorted theories. As a reactionary, Jek 

would and could never fathom the logic of anti-imperialism…whether [to boycott the parliament], mainly depends 

on the different circumstances and timings.467 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

464 A term often used to refer to Nixon’s visit to China in 1972. 
465 Barisan Sosialis Front, Issue 486, May 21, 1972. 
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The defense was quite powerless and even contradictory. By stating that “in deciding 

whether to boycott the parliament, whether there is ‘parliamentary democracy’ is a crucial factor”,468 

the Barisan Sosialis explained their boycott of the 1968 Singapore parliament and the elections as 

there was no parliamentary democracy. However, they also stated that their decision to stand in the 

contest for the upcoming election in 1972 did not necessarily mean that the parliamentary 

democracy came to exist in Singapore. The Barisan Sosialis had to make a further explanation that 

“parliamentary democracy is not the decisive factor”469 as a remedy.  

The slogan “to expose the political deception and vicious plot of the reactionaries” was 

used again in the situation that the Barisan Sosialis reversed their previous stance and chose to stand 

in the upcoming election, yet it is hardly the convincing reason behind the U-turn decision. 

However, the Barisan Sosialis’ own words explained the fundamental mentality behind the reversal: 

“the situation has changed. We find that currently, it is completely unnecessary to continue the 

boycott”.470  

What did it mean when the Barisan Sosialis said that “the situation has changed”? For the 

Barisan Sosialis who followed Maoism and watched the Cultural Revolution and China affairs so 

closely, the changes in Mao’s China may provide some insights. Late 1971 through the early months 

of 1972 was a crucial moment for China during the Cultural Revolution. The Lin Biao incident dealt 

a blow to the fanaticism of the Cultural Revolution, and in today’s history textbooks in China, 

which are heavily censored by the Chinese Communist Party, the incident is regarded as the turning 

point of the Cultural Revolution. Besides the Lin Biao incident, another major event was China’s 
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official announcement that Chairman Mao, the idol of the global anti-imperialist fighters and anti-

establishment rebels, would invite President Nixon, the head of the biggest imperialist empire to 

officially visit China in 1972. The impact of the Lin Biao incident on the Barisan Sosialis was 

unclear, as it was not seen from the currently available Barisan Sosialis Front and Party Information, 

but Mao’s welcome of Nixon to China instantly triggered the reactions of the Barisan Sosialis.  

As early as September 1971, two months after the world was stunned by the news that 

Nixon would visit the People’s Republic of China following the invitation of Mao, a sense of 

confusion, disillusion, or crisis had already been prevalent among the Barisan Sosialis. The 36th Issue 

of Party Information of Barisan Sosialis, which was a bulletin dedicated to the internal discussion and 

analysis within the Barisan Sosialis, printed a first-page article titled “The Crisis the Party is facing”, 

in which Chairman of the Barisan Sosialis, Dr. Lee offered analysis of the situations of Singapore 

and a crisis facing the party. That article turned out to be pivotal in understanding the decline of the 

Barisan Sosialis and the entire leftist forces in Singapore.471 

Lee made it explicit that the people across the world were very much concerned about the 

negotiations between China and the United States. By posing questions such as “What results could 

the negotiations between China and Washington bring?” and “What does it mean by Nixon’s visit 

to Beijing?”, the Barisan Sosialis could not hide their uncertainty over the possible changing 

attitudes of Beijing. Besides the nerve over the coming contact between Beijing and Washington, 

the changing attitudes of China toward Malaysia under the leadership of Razak (such as the 

suspension of attacks on Malaysia, Razak, and Lee Kuan Yew by the Peking radio, donation from 

the Red Cross Society of China to its counterpart in Malaysia, as well as the mutual visits of trade 

representatives of both countries) also caused concerns among the Barisan Sosialis. Contrary to 
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exuding defiant confidence on the Barisan Sosialis Front, what Lee expressed via the Party 

Information, its internal circulation publication, was pessimistic:  

 

Some of the comrades in our Party who saw China’s foreign policy today, have turned low in spirit, even 

to the point of completely giving up struggling. 

Meanwhile, our Party has dealt with issues according to the leftist theories and principles and has been 

supporting China’s general path of socialism. If China compromises with the U.S. imperialism, then it would deal 

an inevitable blow to us.472 

 

It was a rare move that the Barisan Sosialis openly admitted the vast difficulties they were 

facing. Dr. Lee even used the term “half-alive-half-dead” to describe the situations of the Barisan 

Sosialis. From Dr. Lee’s description, the Barisan Sosialis was faced with less active members and 

low spirits among the comrades. Except running kindergartens and selling party newsletters, the 

Barisan Sosialis had suspended its activities in all other fields, even incapable of supporting the 

political detainees except holding press conferences and hanging banners, leaving that to the 

families of the detainees, and organizing demonstrations and protests were out of the question.473 In 

analyzing the factors contributing to the decline of the Barisan Sosialis, Chairman Lee cited 

sectarianism within the party, the suppression from the government, the withdrawals of party 

members, and specifically, the influence of China, to which Lee made a particular reference, “was a 

huge factor”:474 
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China’s Cultural Revolution has a massive impact on the thoughts of our comrades. During the Cultural 

Revolution, all sorts of ideas came out of it and spread out, leading many of our comrades to make radical “leftist” 

mistakes. Some of the remarks, in the particular circumstances of China, might be correct. However, when they 

were transplanted onto the island of Singapore and the Barisan Sosialis, things were completely different. Yet Some 

of our comrades mechanically invoked and applied some remarks and quotations, without associating them with the 

actual situations in Singapore…some of the statements on the Cultural Revolution of China had harmful and 

detrimental influence over our party. This phenomenon was because many comrades of our party lacked 

experience; they didn’t have a concrete analysis of concrete issues.475 

 

Given such a difficult situation for the Barisan Sosialis, Chairman Lee proposed three 

options for the struggling Barisan Sosialis: 1) to maintain the status quo, 2) to be dissolved, and 3) 

to eliminate the leftist ideology, attract new human resources, and to adapt to the current situations 

as an anti-imperialist organization for the masses.476  

The proposal of the three options was solely an introduction and transition for the 

affirmation of the third option, in which eliminating the leftist ideology was the central task. From a 

historical hindsight, to eliminate the leftist ideology was to review and reappraise the Barisan 

Sosialis’ history of its embrace of Maoism.  

These strong leftist thoughts, Dr. Lee analyzed, started around 1965, and got stronger and 

stronger following the party’s boycott of the Singapore parliament. It was an apparent reference to 

the embrace of Maoism by the Barisan Sosialis. “In 1966, our party launched an anti-rightist 

struggle and an extra-parliamentary struggle. The Cultural Revolution of China had both positive 

and negative impacts on the Barisan Sosialis. The negative impact caused an extreme strong 
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tendency of factionalism, sectarianism, and anarchism within the party. Many comrades 

mechanically used remarks popular in China without considering the particular situations in Malaya, 

especially the island of Singapore. Some comrades’ remarks were extremely leftist, so red that they 

saw themselves as communists and saw our party, the Barisan Sosialis as a communist party!”477 

Here Chairman Lee set a definite boundary between a communist party and the Barisan Sosialis.478 

His constant emphasis that the Barisan Sosialis was a legitimate party in Singapore implied his 

recognition that the MCP was illegitimate. However, the record of the Barisan Sosialis’ support of 

the MCP contradicted such a reflection.  

For the highly likely reason of Mao’s changing posture toward U.S. imperialism, represented 

by his invitation of President Nixon to visit China, the name of and the references to Chairman 

Mao significantly decreased on the Barisan Sosialis Front pages after the end of 1971. From April 

30, 1972, Mao’s writings, which were the routine of the Barisan Sosialis newsletter, were given way 

to the writings of Lenin. The title of the selected Lenin writing indicated the potential exploration 

and reflection of the leftists’ embrace of radical leftist ideologies: “Left-Wing” Communism: An 

Infantile Disorder. And from the 485th Issue (May 14, 1972), Mao’s quotations, which were put side by 

side with the big-character title of the Barisan Sosialis on the head of the first page of the 

newspaper, were also given way to quotations of Marx, Engels, and Lenin. Articles worshipping 

Mao in a clear and candid manner, such as the ones that Mao led the Anyuan mine workers protests 

introduced in the previous chapter, were no longer seen in the Barisan Sosialis newspapers. Even 

cartoons and pictures showing an open adulation to Chairman Mao were replaced by the ones on 

the Vietnam War and the protests in other countries of the world.  
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Campaign Platform: Challenging the Nation-State of Singapore in Elections 

Although the Barisan Sosialis critiqued their influence under Maoism in their internal 

circulations, the openly stated campaign platform of the Barisan Sosialis in the 1972 parliamentary 

election did not go differently from the open claims of the party in all those years. It was a clear 

evidence of the sharp, and even toe-to-toe contrasting stances between the Barisan Sosialis and the 

ruling People’s Action Party over the issue of the status of Singapore and its nation-building: 

 

1. A genuine independent, democratic, unified Malaya (including Singapore island) 

2. Freedom of thought and speech. Immediate and unconditional release of all political 

detainees 

3. Loosen the regulations on citizenship 

4. Abolish the Johor-Singapore Causeway restrictions 

5. Abolish Fascist acts, especially the Employment Act, Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act 

6. Abolish draft and “National Service” 

7. Stop immediately forced relocation and “urban planning” 

8. Lower the HDB rent 

9. Stop oppressing hawkers and taxi drivers 

10. Freedom of education, abolish the “study permit” 

11. Free medical care for the poor 

12. Gender equality and equal pay 

13. Improve the lives of peasants and fishermen 

14. Promote national industry and commerce 

15. Lower taxes 

16. Abolish unemployment and poverty 
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17. An equal, justified, democratic, and progressive socialist society479 

 

The central proposition of the pursuit of a united Malaya in this campaign platform, of 

which Singapore was a part, denied the legitimacy of both the Republic of Singapore and the 

Federation of Malaysia. Apart from that, some claims, such as abolishing national service, were to 

abolish the institutions and arrangements aimed at forging a distinct Singapore identity. The 

proposal to eliminate the Johor-Singapore Causeway restrictions was an effort to remove the 

national border between Singapore and Malaysia to pave the way for a unified territory. Such a 

platform was a direct challenge to the nation-state building blueprint set by the ruling party of 

Singapore. 

 

Elections Results and Marginalization: Failure of the Maoist Alternative to Nation-building 

The 1972 general election of Singapore witnessed another sweeping victory for the ruling 

People’s Action Party in that they won all the 65 seats. The result was not surprising. Even the 

Barisan Sosialis had considered their participation in the election as “symbolic contests”.480 

Chairman of the Barisan Sosialis, Dr. Lee Siew Choh, lost the race in Rochore constituency to PAP 

veteran Toh Chin Chye. The Barisan Sosialis attacked the parliamentary election as cheating, fake, 

undemocratic, and unfair immediately after the results were announced.481 Ironically, the Barisan 

Sosialis could claim that they made unexpected strides in “exposing the political deception and 
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improving people’s political awareness one step further” when they claimed that the parliamentary 

democracy was fake yet they still chose to stand in contests.482 However, very rarely for the Barisan 

Sosialis who defiantly stated that “the policies of the Barisan Sosialis are correct in both past and 

present!”483 made a subtle and easily unnoticed reflection: “…but one thing is clear, if our party 

[Barisan Sosialis] wants to be an organization for the masses, she must correct the ‘left’ and right 

opportunistic mistakes made in the past, [she] must play the role of an organization for the masses 

with feet on the ground, and conduct some work which accommodates the concrete situations and 

needs of Singapore and the entire Malaya”.484 The reflection was a small paragraph in a long first 

page article condemning the “giant fraud of the 1972 election”. Nonetheless the sentences revealed 

that the Barisan Sosialis elusively admitted they made mistakes in the past and the mistakes were 

due to the fact that they once failed to capture the realities of post-independent Singapore and 

Malaysia. Such mistakes, though the Barisan Sosialis labeled them as “left” and right opportunistic 

mistakes, were very closely associated with their embrace of Maoism and application of Maoism 

onto the context of Singapore and Malaysia. Evidence supporting this argument was that the 

Barisan Sosialis toned down the appreciation of Maoism as their guiding principle, a move not just 

limited within the internal circulation of the Party Information, but made public in their party organ 

the Barisan Sosialis Front.  

Such attitudes were reflected in the congratulatory message celebrating the 11th anniversary 

of the founding of the Barisan Sosialis. For the first time since the mid-1960s, Mao’s name was not 

mentioned in speeches, articles, or messages during significant events. Also for the first time, the 
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Barisan Sosialis, the party taking an adulatory attitude towards itself, at least in public publications 

for a long time, admitted that they too, made mistakes: 

 

Today, some of the comrades within the party had the incorrect left-wing thought, estimated the 

development of the situation in an excessively positive light, and treated the work with subjectivism. They did not 

adhere at all to the concrete circumstances in Singapore and the level of people’s political awareness, but indulged 

in shouting empty slogans and acting as empty revolutionaries. 

Today, no one could deny that our party is an organization for the masses. If our party is an organization 

for the masses, our party must adhere to the current concrete situations in Malaya (uniquely Singapore) and the 

needs of the masses, conduct work down to earth combining the role and tasks of our party, only then could we 

claim that we are indeed an organization for the masses; … 

[A]ll comrades of our party must eliminate all the wrong left-wing thoughts, keep [their] feet firmly on the 

ground, adhere honestly to the particular situations in Singapore, promote our work, not to become revolutionaries 

in words who shout empty slogans. If we do not correct these wrong ideas, still act recklessly, then it would lead 

consistently to an alienation from the reality and the masses, and the crisis of self-disintegration.485 

 

Openly stating that the primary purpose of the participation in the 1972 parliamentary 

election was to expose the plots of the reactionaries and defend the interests of the people, the 

Barisan Sosialis defiantly claimed that they made achievements in this regard. However, from the 

frequent discussions and reflections of the party on their newspapers, a strong sense of crisis was 

prevalent, in contrast to the past defiance and endless confidence drawn from the “good 

revolutionary situation”.  
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The failure at the 1972 general election of the Singapore parliament was undoubtedly a 

trigger point. As the second largest political party in Singapore only after the ruling People’s Action 

Party, the results of the election were humiliating. The Barisan Sosialis contested for ten 

constituencies, yet no candidate successfully won a seat. In terms of the votes, with a combined 

collected votes of 34, 483, the Barisan Sosialis, the second largest political party and the biggest 

opposition party in the political life of Singapore, ranked only in the fourth, after not only the ruling 

People’s Action Party, but also far behind parties in the leftist camp, the Workers’ Party and United 

National Front.486 In one word, though the Barisan Sosialis claimed the election was unfair and 

undemocratic, yet it was clear that after years of embrace of Maoism and their radical leftist practice 

in the Singapore context, it was side-lined and marginalized in the parliamentary system where the 

acceptance and popularity of the political party was best represented in the votes received. Even 

years before the 1972 election, the Barisan Sosialis already sensed their actions yielding no results. 

Dr. Lee admitted that after years of struggle and inculcation of the concept of a Malayan nation by 

way of articles, declarations, newspapers and other media, the fact of the separation of Malaya and 

Singapore had only become more and more robust.487  

 

Conclusion 

Following the defeat of the 1972 Parliamentary Elections, the Barisan Sosialis participated in 

the next two elections in 1976 and 1980. In 1976, they collected 25,411 votes, making up 3.1% of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

486 “Parliamentary General Election 1972,” accessed May 20, 2019, http://www.singapore-elections.com/general-
election/1972/votes.html 
487 Party Information, Issue 26, September 20, 1969. 
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the total amount, which was even more atrocious than their 1972 elections results.488 While the 1980 

elections witnessed an even worse result for the Barisan Sosialis, the second largest political party in 

Singapore which once achieved the best election results in Singapore that no other opposition party 

had achieved to today, received only 16,488 votes, a 0.5% drop compared with the 1976 elections.489 

In the parliamentary democratic system of Singapore, the shrinking percentage of the votes they 

received indicated one thing for the Barisan Sosialis: that after their embrace of Maoism 

theoretically, and their active application of Maoism in the Singapore context in the 1960s and 

1970s, the Barisan Sosialis was marginalized and side-lined in the political arena of Singapore. Their 

vision of an alternative building of Singapore failed to generate Singaporeans’ enthusiasm and 

identification.  

The shrinkage of their acceptance from the early 1960s to 1980s was in correspondence to 

their adherence to Maoism and their application of it. Even before the Cultural Revolution, Mao’s 

China had already become a socialist model for the Barisan Sosialis, and when the Cultural 

Revolution started, the Barisan Sosialis openly established Maoism as their guiding ideology. They 

embraced Maoism as a spiritual weapon in their battle against the PAP, their rejection of both the 

Republic of Singapore and the Federation of Malaysia, and their conflicts with other leftists inside 

and outside their party. Besides, they accepted the Maoist guidance on arts, and like China during 

the Cultural Revolution, they appreciated and worshipped Mao to the degree of adulation and 

personality cult.  Under such a theoretical guidance, they actively applied Maoism in their political 

moves. They opposed all social policies initiated by the PAP, from citizenship to national borders, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

488 “Parliamentary General Election 1976,” Singapore Elections, http://www.singapore-elections.com/general-
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from male conscription to plans to keep Singapore clean. They inculcated children at their 

kindergartens with Maoism and turned the kindergartens into hotbeds for Maoism. They strongly 

rejected the Singapore parliament and the parliamentary elections in 1968, and they validated their 

reversed decision to contest in the 1972 elections with Mao’s quote “concrete analysis of concrete 

conditions”.  

 

Based on a thorough reading of the organizational publications of the Barisan Sosialis, the 

Barisan Sosialis Front, as well as other leftist parties, the Singapore section has provided a detailed 

account of the theoretical adherence to Maoism by the Barisan Sosialis and their concrete actions as 

a result. The Barisan Sosialis’ engagement with Maoism took place in the context of the 1960s and 

1970s when the Republic of Singapore underwent its initial stage of nation-building. The Singapore 

section argues that defeating and marginalizing the Maoist-inspired leftism represented by the 

Barisan Sosialis helped pave the way for the realization of the nation-building blueprint by the 

conservative ruling elites. The Barisan Sosialis’ theoretical embrace of Maoism and their subsequent 

actions constituted Singapore’s Maoist moment in the 1960s and 1970s.  

This Maoist moment in Singapore came to an end in the 1980s. During a rally for the 1980 

General Elections for the Parliament, Lee Kuan Yew, the Prime Minister, the biggest target in the 

narrative of the Maoist-inspired Barisan Sosialis, spoke to the masses: 

 
The Chinese tried the Communist model, with their own modifications, and it failed! And they have 

admitted that it failed, and they’re trying to pick up the same competitive spirit between workers, between different 

enterprises... 

Dr. Lee Siew-Choh and Mr. Jeyaratnam talk as if these things have never happened. They haven’t learned! 
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Deng Xiaoping is a great man… He fought a great revolution. He saw the product of that revolution turn 

sour. He was fortunate to live long enough and he had the courage to say “No! We change course! Let’s learn!...”490 

 

Lee’s remarks which praised the reform initiated by Deng Xiaoping and criticized Dr. Lee 

Siew Choh at the same time were significant considering the context of the late 1970s. Previous 

paragraphs have shown that the Barisan Sosialis declined in the late 1970s Singapore politics 

evidenced by the shrinking votes they received. At the same time, the inspirational source of the 

Barisan Sosialis, the People’s Republic of China, had undergone fundamental changes. Deng had 

initiated de-Maoist reform and the opening up policy just two years before Lee’s 1980 rally speech. 

Before Deng’s reform, he had visited Singapore. Histories after Deng’s visit are known to many: 

Deng accepted Lee Kuan Yew’s advice to terminate support to communists in other countries, and 

the Singapore model occupied a prominent place in Deng’s blueprint for China’s reforms. Linking 

this historical turn, the decline of the Barisan Sosialis with the nation-state building of Singapore, it 

could be inferred that China since the late 1970s ceased to be the exporter of the ideology which 

triggered any possible challenge to the nation-building of Singapore. Instead, China took the 

developmental path of Singapore as its model for modernization. Such a reversed relationship 

marked the end of the Maoist moment in Singapore.  
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CONCLUSION 

Summary  

This research centers around these questions: How should we understand Maoism in the 

context of the 1960s and 1970s? How did the local actors approach Maoism and contribute to Maoist 

moments in the 1960s and 1970s? The main content of this dissertation shows the efforts to address 

these questions. The countries under analysis, namely China, the United States, and Singapore, were 

positioned differently in the Cold War system. This dissertation, which focuses on Maoism, a key 

force in the Cold War, sits between the cultural history and Cold War studies.  

This dissertation is solidly based on archival sources. It has made use of multiple types of 

primary sources, such as papers at university library collections, memoirs, and organizational 

publications during research trips in more than one country and in both English and Chinese. It also 

includes interviews with actual participants in the various social movements in the 1960s and 1970s 

under analysis. In addition, the dissertation incorporates various secondary sources. This dissertation 

proposes the concept of “Maoist moments” to refer to the global phenomenon in the 1960s and 

1970s that Maoism sparked radical leftism around the world. It argues that these “Maoist moments” 

were made possible by the fact that Maoism incentivized an imagined Third World against 

imperialism and by the worldwide radical leftists who invoked, adopted, and applied Maoism for their 

cultural, social, and political agendas. To support this argument, this dissertation provides an 

understanding of Maoism in the context of the 1960s and 1970s and makes sub-arguments by 

examining core actors in three countries, namely China, the United States, and Singapore during this 

period.  

By situating Maoism in a historical trajectory of communism and leftism, and by engaging in 

academic debates over the understanding of Maoism, the first sub-argument this dissertation makes 

is that the blending of the Marxist dimensions in Maoism and the Chinese characteristics granted 

Maoism a particular appeal among leftists, especially in countries with similar social conditions as 

China; at the same time, the global contexts of the 1960s and 1970s, such as the Cultural Revolution 

of China, US imperialism in the Vietnam War and the Soviet Union’s “peaceful coexistence” with 

Western countries, contributed to the emerging image of Mao’s China as the most revolutionary 

major force, thus giving Maoism an extra credibility as a revolutionary ideology. The dissertation 
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introduces the concept of “two-way construction”, meaning that the construction of the 

understanding of Maoism is twofold: construction based on understanding of textual meaning of Mao 

Tse-tung’s works, and construction based on a highly selective use of Mao’s words and expressions 

by radical leftists around the world to serve their agendas. The phenomenon of the “two-way 

construction” adds flexibility as well as complexity to the understanding of Maoism and enlarges the 

connotation of Maoism. This sub-argument lays the theoretical foundation for explaining the Maoist 

moments in the places under investigation, especially the United States and Singapore.  

The second sub-argument the dissertation makes after unearthing histories behind Mao’s 

works is that global Maoism reached its height during the 1960s and 1970s not only due to the Cultural 

Revolution in a commonly recognized political sense, but also due to the translations, publications, 

and circulation of Mao’s works. The export of Maoism by way of translations, publications, and 

circulations served as a key prerequisite for the radical leftists in other countries, such as the United 

States and Singapore, to adopt, invoke, and practice Maoism. By bringing the translations, 

publications, and circulations into the historical analysis, China, was not just the birthplace of Maoism, 

but also materialized global Maoism. This perspective brings both the people, i.e., the translators, the 

publishers, and those who worked to circulate Mao’s works into the analytical orbit that also includes 

the radical leftists in the United States and Singapore.  

The third sub-argument relates to Maoism and the establishment of ethnic studies programs 

in higher educational institutions of America. It argues that Maoism was closely and inherently 

associated with ethnic studies in America as it served as the source of inspiration and protest tactics 

during the two student strikes at San Francisco State College and the University of California, 

Berkeley; after the strikes, the Maoist activists-turned-scholars occupied the faculty in the first 

department and college of ethnic studies in America and they put ideas of Mao into the course 

contents of ethnic studies. The Maoist link to the founding of ethnic studies programs formed a 

Maoist moment in America apart from much of the current literature on Maoism in America which 

gave Maoist organizations the central place. This Maoist moment in America has a long-lasting impact 

upon the American educational, social, and cultural spheres.  

The last sub-argument is on the Maoist moment in Singapore, a tiny republic but with a 

significant academic value when it comes to postwar nation-building in a Third World country. It 
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provides the historical account of the engagement of Maoism in Singapore in the context of the 1960s 

and 1970s: the theoretical embrace of Maoism by the Barisan Sosialis and their subsequent actions. 

The Barisan Sosialis’ adherence to Maoism led to their radicalization and their final marginalization. 

The section thus argues that the embrace of Maoism by the Barisan Sosialis posed an alternative 

modernity plan as well as a blueprint for nation-state building, which directly challenged those of the 

ruling conservative elites. As the second largest political party next to the People’s Action Party, the 

Barisan Sosialis engaged in opposing every social, economic, and diplomatic policy of the ruling party, 

indoctrinated children in their kindergartens with Maoism, and rejected the legitimate parliamentary 

system. By the late 1970s, China’s de-Maoist reforms dealt a heavy blow to the theoretical foundations 

of the Barisan Sosialis, Maoism thus discontinued to be a major force disrupting the developmental 

path set by the Singapore government. Instead, Deng Xiaoping’s reform took Singapore as its model. 

Compared with China’s insistence on Mao Zedong Thought and the lingering ramifications of ethnic 

studies programs in the United States, this reversed relationship, as the Singapore section suggests, 

marked the end of the Maoist moment in Singapore.  

 

Contemporary Implications 

The appeal of Maoism in particular, and leftism in general seemed to be countered in the 

1980s, symbolized by Deng Xiaoping’s de-Maoist reform in China, the rise of Margaret Thatcher and 

Ronald Reagan across the Atlantic, and the end of the Cold War worldwide. In the economic field, 

neoliberalism became the dominant ideology. Economic liberalization, industrial privatization, free 

market economy, globalization, etc., were emphasized, and they occupied the center of economic, 
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political, and academic discussions. Steve Bannon claimed during an interview that “we [the West] 

won the economic argument against communism”.491 

This dissertation is not intended to argue against the decline of the left. However, it would 

point out that the triumph of neoliberalism has overshadowed the due attention paid to the studies 

of the left. In the contemporary context, the issues of immigration, environmentalism, LGBT rights, 

identity politics, all share some theoretical roots in the leftism of the 1960s.  

The dissertation centers on Maoism, the latest major derivative of Marxism, communism, and 

leftism and a prominent component of the 1960s leftism. It has explained that among some radicals, 

Maoism’s popularity and appeal was even stronger than that of Stalinism and Leninism. By doing so, 

the dissertation sheds new light on two aspects of the significance of Maoism after the 1980s and in 

the contemporary era: 

In the first place, Maoism was critical in the understanding of the meanings of leftism, 

liberalism, and conservatism. They are in the process of being reshaped and redefined in the following 

decades after the 1960s, and the left-right, liberalism-conservatism conflicts often make news 

headlines day.  

In many Western countries, Maoism triggered splits among leftists. Leftists involved in Sino-

Soviet polemic wars cracked based on their pro-Soviet, or pro-Mao inclinations, with the latter often 

being more radicalized and left-wing. In America for example, the leftists’ radicalization pushed the 

liberal camp to a more left stance in the political spectrum, thus leaving the classical liberals being 

considered conservative since the 1980s. Jeane Kirkpatrick, the diplomat who served as United States 

Ambassador to the United Nations under the Reagan Administration, became conservative and 
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criticized the Democrats as the “blame America first” party.492 The incumbent President of the United 

States, Donald J. Trump, was a long time New York Democrat, but he gradually evolved and became 

a Republican President.493  

Secondly, the dissertation inspires a new thinking of the cultural, educational transformation, 

as well as the nation-building in the West. Richard Wolin mentioned that Michel Foucault staffed the 

Department of philosophy of the University of Vincennes in Paris with Maoist militants.494 This 

dissertation looks at mainly the context of the United States.  

The case of Ziad Ahmed, the American version of “hero of the blank answer sheet” which 

echoed Zhang Tiesheng of Mao’s China, as it is discussed in the U.S. section, is only one example of 

the leftists’ influence over the American campuses. That the strong-willed Ronald Reagan shut down 

the students protests during strikes at the San Francisco State College and the UC Berkeley for ethnic 

studies and gained credibility when running for Presidency in the 1980 election has been in the past.495  

Today, the conservative writers could only lament “where is Ronald Reagan when we need him?” 

when UC Berkeley caved to radical leftists’ demands to silence conservative voices on campus.496 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

492 Tim Weiner, “Jeane Kirkpatrick, Reagan’s Forceful Envoy, Dies,” New York Times, December 9, 2016, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2006/12/09/washington/09kirkpatrick.html 
493 During Face the Nation interview, Trump stated “I was from an area that was all Democrat. And, frankly, over 
the years, I have -- and especially as I have gotten more and more involved, I have evolved. And I have taken 
positions that are different than the past. And I feel strongly about them.” See “Face the Nation Transcript August 
23, 2015: Trump, Christie & Cruz,” CBS News, August 23, 2015, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/face-the-nation-
transcripts-august-23-2015-trump-christie-cruz/ 
494 Wolin, 17.  
495 Jeffrey Kahn, “Ronald Reagan Launched Political Career Using the Berkeley Campus as a Target,” NewsCenter, 
June 8, 2004, https://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2004/06/08_reagan.shtml 
496 Donna Carol Voss, “Here’s What Ronald Reagan Did When College Kids Went Ape at UC-Berkeley,” The 
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After 50 years of leftist practice, where the Maoist link to ethnic studies was an important 

part, Americans’, especially the youth people’s perceptions of socialism have changed. A March 2019 

poll showed that the majority of American youths between the age 18 and 24 were increasingly 

supportive of socialism497. Faced with such a social trend as well as the increasing pro-socialist 

Democrats, President Trump emphasized, quite unusual for his predecessors, in his State of the 

Union address 2019, that “America will never be a socialist country”.498 

Besides, the two strikes for the establishment of ethnic studies programs in the two 

universities and ethnic studies programs where Maoist ideas were inherently incorporated were 

manifestations of the emergence of the identity politics in America. The U.S. section of the 

dissertation has analyzed Yuji Ichioka, who was active in the Asian American Political Alliance and 

the founding of Asian American Studies Department at the UC Berkeley, and who coined the term 

“Asian American”. Following his coined term, terms such as Latin American, Mexican American, 

Japanese American, and all the other hyphenated Americans have come to the fore. This dissertation 

discovered a contrasting phenomenon that while by defeating Maoist-inspired Barisan Sosialis, 

Singapore managed to develop a solid identity of Singapore citizenship above one’s ethnicity, while 

in the United States, the incorporation of Maoism into the ethnic studies was instrumental in cracking 

citizens of America into fragmented hyphenated Americans. Hence, any analysis of new 

developments in nation-building in America cannot be done without taking Maoist inspirations into 

consideration.  
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Limitations of the Research 

This dissertation has filled the following academic lacunae: it centers Maoism as a major force 

shaping national, cultural, and international affairs in the postwar period, expands studies of Maoism 

in Western countries beyond the concentration on organizations, and it sheds new light upon the 

interactions between Maoism and Third World countries.  

However, meaningful efforts for further explorations do not stop at the dissertation. There is 

still work to be done to expand the studies and understanding of Maoism. The following lists a few 

areas that could be examined and explored: 

First of all, limited by language proficiency, the translations of Mao’s works under analysis of 

the dissertation are restricted to the Chinese and English versions. In the chapter “What is Maoism?”, 

the case of Maurice Meisner has shown that the differences in versions read and analyzed by scholars 

might affect understandings of Mao’s thought. Several questions thus arise:  

1. Besides the official translations of Mao’s works done by the Chinese authorities, did 

radical leftists in other non-English speaking countries translate their own versions of 

Mao’s works, from the Selected Works of Mao to the Little Red Book, from Mao’s poems to 

his separate speeches and articles? 

2. If so, did they change, delete, or even fabricate certain words or expressions of Mao to fit 

their agendas in their respective social and political context? As the section on China has 

shown, the Communist Party of Great Britain-affiliated Lawrence and Wishart Publishers 

had tried to delete some sentences to adapt Mao’s thought to British and American social 

contexts. In this regard, comparative translation studies would be an avenue.  

 

It is the sincere hope of this dissertation that these questions are addressed, explored, and answered, 

to enlarge, and complement the broader Maoist moments.  
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A Note on Transliteration and Translation

I use the common transliteration of Arabic names when used by authors in 
their non- Arabic works, most of which rely on a simplified French translitera-
tion system. For example, I use Waddah Charara and Fawwaz Traboulsi instead 
of Waḍḍāḥ Sharāra and Fawwāz Ṭrābulsī. I adopt the same convention for 
cities—for example, Beirut instead of Bayrūt. I otherwise follow a simplified 
transliteration system based on the International Journal of Middle East Studies 
(IJMES). All diacritical marks, except for the ‘ayn (‘) and hamza (’), are omitted. 
All translations are mine  unless noted other wise.
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Prologue

Je voudrais sans la nommer vous parler d’elle.
— georges moustaki

At a fundamental level, I am preoccupied in Revolution and Disenchantment 
with the question of theory and practice. More precisely, I explore the seduc-
tions, authority, and pragmatics of theory in revolutionary po liti cal organ-
izations and academic settings. My modes of investigation are therefore his-
torical and ethnographic, in contrast to a philosophical one that offers, say, 
an a priori account of how theory  ought to relate, or not, to practice. I pursue 
 these questions by tacking back and forth between the long overlooked archive 
of the 1960s Lebanese New Left and the critical theories produced in the Euro- 
American acad emy.1 In par tic u lar I examine the beginnings, high tides, and 
vicissitudes of Lubnan Ishtiraki (Socialist Lebanon, 1964–70), a small Marx-
ist organ ization, composed for the most part of militant intellectuals. In this 
work, I do not reconstruct a comprehensive history of the Lebanese Left, its 
po liti cal fortunes, and the multiple theoretical streams that nourished it, and 
the ones it produced. Rather, I revisit a minority Marxist tradition, which pro-
duced conceptually sophisticated diagnostic works, and a revolutionary move-
ment that splintered. In taking the Marxist tradition as my major site of inves-
tigation, the question of theory and practice is thought concomitantly with the 
dialectic of revolutionary hope and po liti cal disenchantment.

I do not revisit the theoretical works and po liti cal trajectories of an older 
generation of militants  because I think they provide answers to a pre sent 
characterized by both a heightened state of communal and nationalist frag-
mentation and an increased interconnectedness fostered by the accelerated 
circulation of capital,  people, and technologies. Having said that, more than 
a handful of the questions this generation of militant intellectuals confronted 
have regained intellectual and po liti cal relevance in the wake of the Arab revo-
lutions and the global anticapitalist mobilizations: Who is the revolutionary 
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subject? What are the diff er ent forms a po liti cal organ ization can take, and 
when does an agency of emancipation turn into one of power that stifles the 
 people’s initiatives in their own name? What are the privileged sites of po liti cal 
practice, and its multiple scales? Do militant intellectuals translate texts to edu-
cate the masses? Or translate themselves to working- class neighborhoods and 
jobs to learn from the masses (établissement)? How does one mobilize across 
difference?2 If power is primarily conceptualized as exploitation, how are other 
forms of power conceptually apprehended and po liti cally articulated with a 
class- based politics? More specifically, what is the po liti cal status of forms of 
communal solidarity in a revolutionary proj ect? What forms of class- based 
national politics are pos si ble when the po liti cal is not autonomous from the 
social— sectarian, regional, and kinship divisions— and when  these multiple 
communal constituencies share the state’s sovereignty?  These questions about 
theory and practice that seek to elucidate the subject and agent of revolution, 
as well as the modalities, scales, forms, and telos of po liti cal practice, are con-
fronted by militants in their daily practice. In the Marxist tradition, which 
holds theoretical analy sis in the highest regard,  these questions are tethered 
to the generative  labors of translation and interpretation that produce its uni-
versality in practice, through the global circulation of texts— think Karl Marx, 
Vladimir Lenin, Rosa Luxemburg, Antonio Gramsci, Mao Tse- Tung, Che 
Guevara. In Revolution and Disenchantment, I weave the story of revolutionary 
hope and disenchantment with the answers the Lebanese New Left articulated 
in practice to three fundamental issues that generations of Marxists world-
wide confronted and  were divided by: the question of intellectuals, as the 
 vectors (or not) of revolutionary theory; the debate around the organ ization, 
as the mediator (or not) between theory and practice; and last but not least 
the anxiety generated by nonemancipatory— non- class- based solidarities— 
attachments, such as national and communal ones, as impediments (or not) to 
revolutionary practice.

The problem- space of beginnings is radically diff er ent from the one of comple-
tion. Much has happened in the world since I began feeling my way around 
some of the material that ended up in this book. This proj ect initially took 
shape in the US in the wake of the September 11, 2001, attacks, characterized 
by the imperial wars in Af ghan i stan and Iraq and the polarization it effected 
among Arab intellectuals. This period witnessed the increasing public vis-
ibility of intellectuals critical of Arab culture and society grouped  under the 
catch- all banner of “Arab liberals,” a substantial number of whom previously 
belonged to leftist po liti cal parties. At the time, it did not seem that  there was 
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any possibility to break  free from the po liti cal deadlock that presented itself 
as the impossible choice between “national sovereignty”  under tyrants hiding 
 behind a thin veneer of anti- imperialist rhe toric and a potential “democracy” 
to come brought about by foreign sanctions and occupations epitomized by 
the invasion of Iraq. In this conjuncture theoretical anti- imperialism, as prac-
ticed in the US acad emy, resonated loudly, and affectively, as an ersatz po liti-
cal anti- imperialism. As the tanks rolled in, the least one could do is put on a 
postcolonial armor to debunk the claims of intellectuals deriding Arab culture 
for its atavisms or calling for the “liberation” of Muslims, particularly Muslim 
 women, from the yoke of religious fundamentalists as rigged faulty knowledges 
in cahoots with imperial ideologies.

The proj ect was first articulated as an attempt to understand the shifts in 
po liti cal ideologies from Marxism to liberalism in the Arab world. At the time, 
the opposition to the Iraq War and the US plans in and for the region in its 
aftermath came hand in hand with a critical attitude  toward universals, such 
as liberal democracy and  human rights, as vectors of imperial vio lence cloaked 
in ideologies of liberation. In brief, the polarized pre sent justified the inter-
est in, and the  will to critique of, liberalism. The first part of the question— 
Marxism— however, was a diff er ent story altogether. It was nourished by older 
subterranean political- affective veins, which  were carved out in the early 1990s, 
as I was coming of age, in the aftermath of the Lebanese civil and regional civil 
wars (1975–90), the cradle of my generation’s po liti cal consciousness. The 
1960s and 1970s Left, with its militants, thinkers, novelists, playwrights, poets, 
and musicians, became then a site of deep political- affective investment. For 
one, that tradition was generative of theoretical- aesthetic- political explora-
tions far more seductive and engrossing than the intellectually tenuous, po-
liti cally provincial, and aesthetically kitschy productions of the nationalist and 
sectarian (Christian/Muslim) forces. For  those of us escaping the provinces 
of families, regions, and sectarian communities and meeting in Beirut, for the 
most part in university halls, a few years  after the fighting  stopped, the Left was 
also a name for a proj ect that held the promise of a po liti cal community much 
wider, and more inclusive, than the stifling compounds of, predominantly but 
not exclusively, sectarian communities. The Left, it is  needless to assert, also 
held the promise of a more socially just world. The conceptual resources of the 
tradition also enabled the beginnings of a critical apprehension of the post-
war economic policies and privatized reconstruction proj ects in the mid-1990s 
that  were opposed by a number of former leftist militants. Last but not least, 
the 1960s Left was on the right side of history. It supported, and allied itself, 
with the Palestinian revolution, against the predominantly Christian Lebanese 
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nationalist forces, who during the wars (1975–90)  were backed by Israel. For all 
 these reasons and more, it seemed like the 1960s generation was the last  great 
revolutionary, and intellectual, generation. The fact that this generation failed 
to achieve its revolutionary goals did not dampen the melancholic tones of this 
attachment. Melancholy, though, should not to be confused with assent. The 
attachment did not preclude an intergenerational, critical at times, dialogue. 
This was a melancholy for a time that precedes my birth in the first years of 
the civil wars and my generation’s formative experiences. At least then  there 
was a possibility of emancipatory po liti cal practice that escapes the times of 
repetition of inter-  and intracommunal fighting. History, at that point in time, 
could have been made. It was a youth that was traversed, in part, in the  future 
anterior tense, sustained by endless streams of revolutionary song, some texts, 
and a dearth of po liti cal experience.

So when I began the proj ect theoretical anti- imperialism and po liti cal 
anti- imperialism came hand in hand. The first, particularly in the form of the 
theoretical epistemology critique of the universalist or essentializing discur-
sive assumptions of Arab intellectuals and militants, or both, was in tension 
with the political- affective attachment to the Left tradition as a proj ect of total 
emancipation. I did not release the tension in one direction or another. Bit by 
bit, and  after meeting some of  these disenchanted Marxists and talking with 
them at length about their po liti cal lives and conceptual works, I grew increas-
ingly skeptical about the suitability of epistemology critique to capture the 
stakes that animated their proj ects, and the multiple articulations of theory and 
practice I was unearthing as I lingered over and reconstructed aspects of this 
generation’s spaces of experience and horizons of expectation.3 In part this was 
a well- known story of ethnographic humility, which consisted of testing the 
limits in practice of certified theoretical contraptions to immediately capture 
an entire world upon landing  there. That said, the narrative of ethnographic 
humility was entangled in a more personal (dare I say postcolonial?) two- step 
move. The first step consists of confusing the latest metropolitan theoretical 
moves with the most sophisticated ones that are assumed to have a universal 
validity. In practice, this reproduction of the colonial divide takes the form of 
assuming that “abstract theory” is produced in the metropoles and “concrete 
facts” are found in the Global South. It also takes the form of pinpointing the 
lack of conceptual sophistication, or the old- fashioned nature, of theorists in 
the peripheries. To say this is to underscore both that the West was taken to be 
the land of theoretical opportunities and that a certain idea of what constitutes 
“theory” was assumed to be the most prized form of thinking. The seductions 
of academic metropolitan theory are also compounded by a spotty knowledge 
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of the works of previous generations and a dearth of critical engagement with it 
in the pre sent (step two). This is too large an issue to be broached  here, but suf-
fice it to say that generational transmission, which is in part related to postco-
lonial state and educational institutions, is a very difficult and fraught question 
that leaves its marks on works and lives: Where do you begin from and how?

While I grew increasingly skeptical of theoretical anti- imperialism as the pri-
mary conceptual lens to approach the archive of modernist and con temporary 
Arab thought, I was still attached to po liti cal anti- imperialism as the prime 
contradiction that  ought to dictate po liti cal alignments. Then the Arab revolu-
tions happened (2011–). The event broke the po liti cal paralysis resulting from 
the deadlock of having to choose between authoritarian nationalists and im-
perial demo crats. The long eclipsed subject and agent of emancipation— the 
 people— occupied center stage again. The revolutions  were a seismic pan- Arab 
event. They displaced the West from the heart of modern Arab mass politics in 
rearticulating popu lar sovereignty outside the orbit of imperial decolonization. 
Unlike the twentieth- century mass movements, the revolutions that mobilized 
millions of citizens against their own regimes  were not propelled by anti- 
imperialist engines. This does not mean that anti- imperialist concerns  were 
completely absent but that they  were not the main drive of the revolutions. 
 Earlier mass po liti cal movements in the region carried successively the banner 
of decolonization from po liti cal domination (in de pen dence movements), po-
liti cal and economic dependence (radical national liberation movements and 
the Left), and Western cultural alienation (Islamists). The Arab Left thought 
the questions of external economic in de pen dence and internal class contradic-
tions together, but for the most part  these twentieth- century movements ar-
ticulated multiple visions of po liti cal, economic, and cultural sovereignty from 
imperial orbits. The first wave of revolutions (2011–) ushered in a new structure 
of feeling, which, in my case at least, put to rest the melancholic attachment 
to the 1960s generation as the marker of the last  great leap into emancipation.

Looked at from the perspective of the aftermath of the Arab revolutions, we 
seem to be entering into “post- postcolonial” times that are beginning the pro-
cess of decentering the West in practice  after it has been subjected to multiple 
iterations of theoretical decenterings in the past.4 This is not only  because of 
the practice of the revolutionaries but also  because of the recent geopo liti cal 
conjuncture, which dislodged the post– Cold War arrangement during which 
the West, and particularly the US, was the supreme intervening military 
power. Arab, regional, and non- Western international powers are increasingly 
and unabashedly involved in the region. Two caveats. First, unlike its decenter-
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ing in theory, which is staged as a liberatory act of decolonization, its decentering 
in practice certainly did not usher in an era of progressive politics. A quick 
glance at the Rus sian, Ira nian, Turkish, and Israeli involvements in Syria, in 
addition to Western ones, and the destruction they brought on are enough to 
put an end to the automatic association of the decentering of the West with 
a horizon of justice. Having said that, this is certainly not a cause for impe-
rial nostalgia and to begin lamenting “the decline of Western civilization.” The 
legacies of the wars in Af ghan i stan and Iraq and the never- ending “War on 
Terror” are still unfolding in our po liti cal pre sent, not to mention the continu-
ing US support of the Israeli colonization of Palestinian lands. Moreover, the 
multipolar interventions  today are in part the consequences of the recent US 
interventions in the region. This decentering is a crucial fact to be reckoned 
with, without cele bration or lamentation, and it’s not an easy  thing to do since 
clear- cut binary antagonisms and the logic of the “main contradiction” are hard 
to dislodge from po liti cal alignments.

The limits on anti- imperialism, as the main contradiction, animating both the-
ory and politics is clearly revealed in the growing chasm separating oppositional, 
diasporic or not, intellectuals in the metropoles and critical thinkers, artists, and 
revolutionaries at home and  those of them who recently found sanctuary in the 
metropoles. The po liti cal alliance between metropolitan oppositional culture and 
revolutionary forces at home that Edward Said wrote so eloquently about, and 
that he embodied in his own practice,  today seems like a relic from a bygone 
age.5 Critical strategies that rely exclusively on speaking back to the West through 
marshaling a set of binaries— West/non- West; homogenization/difference; uni-
versal/par tic u lar; secular/nonsecular; westernized elite/nonwesternized masses; 
liberal Muslim/nonliberal Muslim— that retain the West at the heart of their 
deepest attachments have become increasingly problematic in the wake of the 
Arab revolutions. They cannot account for po liti cal practice outside of its rela-
tion, and opposition, to imperial orbits, obliterating the revolutionaries’ attempts 
to make their own history, and reinscribing in the pro cess the West as the main 
subject and agent of history.6  These critical theories also fail to critically account 
for the multiple societal divisions that result from the entanglement of the po-
liti cal in the webs of the social fabric and for the interventions of non- Western 
powers. In other words, forms of revolutionary practice, the logics of communal 
solidarities (sectarian, ethnic, regional, kin), and interventions by non- Western 
powers whose coordinates cannot be plotted on the axis of the West remain in-
visible in theory. At most,  these critical strategies point out, and rightly so, that 
communal solidarities are the offspring of modernity— imperialism, capitalism, 
the nation- state. Non- Western interventions in the region can be condemned 
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po liti cally and morally, but  these critical theories do not have the resources to 
apprehend them conceptually.

Lest you think that  there is an “Arab exceptionalism” lurking in the situation 
I am describing, I  will bring this preface to a close by undertaking a historical 
and regional translation. More than a de cade ago, Rey Chow interrogated the 
self- referentiality of the knowledge produced by area studies that, by focusing 
on “targeting or getting the other,” ends up consolidating “the omnipotence 
and omnipresence of the sovereign ‘self ’/‘eye’— the ‘I’— that is the United 
States.”7 Chow, who herself grew up among survivors of Japan’s invasion 
of China between 1937 and 1945, remembers how, as a child, she was used to 
hearing more about the war time atrocities committed by the Japa nese against 
the Chinese than she did about the US vio lence against Japan. The arrival of 
the Americans, she recalls, was considered “a moment of ‘liberation’ ” (Chow, 
Age of the World Target, hereafter AWT, 25–26). These childhood oral narratives 
 will persist in her mind as a “kind of emotional dissonance, a sense of some-
thing out- of- joint” (AWT, 26). “It is as if the sheer magnitude of destruction 
unleashed by the bombs,” Chow writes, “demolished not only entire popula-
tions but also the memories and histories of tragedies that had led up to the 
apocalyptic moment, the memories and histories of  those who had been bru-
talized, kidnapped, raped, and slaughtered in the same war by other forces” 
(AWT, 26). The erasure and silencing of  these multiple, non- US-centric ex-
periences results, she notes by drawing on Harry Harootunian’s work, in the 
haunting of area studies by the “prob lem of the vanis hing object.” In brief, the 
events, “whose historicity does not fall into the epistemically closed orbit of 
the atomic bomber— such as the Chinese reactions to the war from a primar-
ily anti- Japanese point of view,” Chow asserts, “ will never receive the attention 
that is due to them” (AWT, 41). Chow’s reminiscences, particularly the out- of- 
jointness between one’s violent experiences, and emotions, and what metropol-
itan disciplines and critical theories take as their object of study and critique, 
resonates deeply with the generation of disenchanted revolutionaries whose 
story this book recounts. Self- referentiality may render  these metropolitan 
works provincial, but that does not subtract from their authority, which is not 
necessarily an epistemological effect— say, of their theoretical superiority— but 
a consequence of their institutional location. Metropolitan scholars, diasporic 
or not, have the luxury to, and selectively do, ignore works by Arab thinkers 
and militants at home in a way that the latter cannot afford to do.

You may, at this point, detect a tension in my argument between the case I am 
making for the necessity of taking stock of the decentering West in practice—by 
revolutionaries and non- Western interventions— and my reinscription of the 
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hegemony of its knowledges and educational institutions. I  don’t think  there 
is a tension  here. Again, we are living in times when En glish is still the stron-
gest global language, in a time when the educational institutions of the West, 
particularly  those of the US, are still hegemonic and opening offshore outlets 
in diff er ent parts of the world; and yet the multiple po liti cal, economic, and 
military developments, particularly in the Arab world  today, steer us  toward 
not collapsing critique exclusively with opposition to the West. In this con-
juncture, what are the analytical, po liti cal, and ethical costs of insisting that 
critical theory equals a critique of the West and its discourses? If “Eu rope is 
no longer the center of gravity of the world,” then how does this “fundamental 
experience of our era” impact the modalities of operation of critical practices 
and the po liti cal compass that guides metropolitan oppositional alignments?8



Introduction

Yet the shadows that cling to Marxism  
cannot be dispelled solely by desk lamps.

— russell jacoby

We know, of course, that anthropologists, like other academics,  
learn not merely to use a scholarly language, but to fear it,  

to admire it, to be captivated by it.
— talal asad

Revolution and Disenchantment is preoccupied with an  earlier episode of Arab 
po liti cal hope and despair. It takes a step back to the 1960s to excavate for our 
pre sent the lost archive of the Lebanese New Left. It is at once a history of the 
rise of the New Left and its subsequent ebbing away, as well as an anthropologi-
cal inquiry into the production, circulation, and uses of revolutionary and criti-
cal theory. In  doing so, I am less motivated by an encyclopedic drive of inquiry 
that seeks to fill a gap in the lit er a ture by examining an archive that has not yet 
been explored— although that is also impor tant in itself. Rather, I ask, how 
does the reconstruction of revolutionary lives and the excavation of an over-
looked theoretical tradition shed light on the metropolitan unconscious of our 
critical— anthropology, critical theory, and  Middle East studies— traditions?

Unlike the much older Arab communist parties— the Lebanese cp was 
founded in 1924— that revolved in the Soviet orbit, the New Left emerged out 
of the ideological and militant constellations of Arab nationalisms. The New 
Left militants  were the generation of the Palestinian revolution that came to 
embody revolutionary hopes in a  future of sovereignty and social justice  after 
the swift military defeat of the Arab regimes against Israel in June  1967. I 
focus primarily on the trajectory and theoretical writings of Waddah Charara 
(1942–), a prominent Lebanese transdisciplinary thinker whose major works 
bridge the social sciences and history, in addition to multiple forays into the 
Arab- Islamic turath (traditions) and translations of theory and poetry. Charara 
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cofounded Socialist Lebanon (1964–70) with a handful of comrades.1 I also 
close in on segments of the po liti cal and critical paths of Fawwaz Traboulsi 
(1941–) and Ahmad Beydoun (1942–). Traboulsi was cofounder of the organ-
ization and alongside Charara was one of its main dynamos before becoming 
a prolific historian, sociologist, and translator, and a major public face of the 
po liti cal and intellectual Left in Lebanon. Beydoun, who joined the group 
about a year and half  later, would go on to become a distinguished historiog-
rapher and cultural critic, who also wrote poetry and the script of Beirut, the 
Encounter (1981), one of the cult movies of the Lebanese civil and regional wars 
(1975–90). In brief, the under ground Marxist organ ization was a hub of mili-
tant intellectuals who much  later, in the wake of successive waves of po liti cal 
disenchantment, became prominent intellectuals.

In 1970 Socialist Lebanon merged with the Organ ization of Lebanese So-
cialists, the radicalized Lebanese branch of the Arab Nationalist Movement, 
which severed its ties with President Gamal Abdel Nasser  after the 1967 
 defeat, to found the Organ ization of Communist Action in Lebanon (OCAL). 
Charara, who was instrumental in the fusion between both organ izations, 
subsequently led a substantial internal opposition movement along Maoist 
lines that was expelled from ocal in 1973. At the beginning of the Lebanese 
civil and regional wars Charara’s shock in the face of the sectarian— Christian/
Muslim— forms that war time practices of fighting, killing, pillaging, and 
destroying took led him very early on to put an end to nearly two de cades of 
po liti cal militancy and exit from the  Marxist tradition of thought. The sectarian 
divisions of the masses during the war revealed the difficulty of practicing a 
class- based politics of emancipation. Po liti cal practice could not be extricated 
from the webs of the social fabric. Communal solidarity eclipsed class inter-
est. In the wake of disenchantment, Charara turned to a minute so cio log i cal 
investigation of the modalities of operation of communal— sectarian, regional, 
kin— power. Charara was prob ably the first of his cohort of militant intellec-
tuals to take his distance from, and become critical of, leftist politics and ide-
ologies, which, even if they did not themselves arise on sectarian grounds, did 
not manage to break  free from the dominant communal polarizations dividing 
Lebanese society.

In excavating first Socialist Lebanon’s forgotten archive from the 1960s and 
then focusing on Charara’s theoretical texts in the wake of disenchantment, I 
unearth a minoritarian tradition of immanent critical Arab thought that di-
agnosed the logics and practices of power and examine the vicissitudes of a 
revolutionary proj ect that sought to articulate an autonomous leftist practice. 
This diagnostic tradition, as I  will develop throughout the book, steers away 
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from the dominant topoi of con temporary Arab thought. Its diagnostic imma-
nent edge, which focused first on the practices of anticolonial regimes and Left 
po liti cal parties before examining communal logics of subjugation, did not get 
caught up on the ideological battleground of authenticity. It moved away from 
the comparison of “Arab” and “Islamic” values with “Western” ones, ushering 
a critique of the latter from the standpoint of the former, or translating one set 
into the other. When the promise of revolutionary emancipation was eclipsed, 
the critique of communal solidarities did not revert  either to a Marxist histori-
cism or a liberal critique of the social fabric and culture from the standpoint of 
a detached, context- less abstract reason.  These po liti cal communal solidarities 
 were not “traditional,” “pre- capitalist remainders,” Charara argued very early 
on in the mid-1970s, but modern products. They are partially the result of the 
logics of formal subsumption at work in Lebanese capitalism and the divisions 
of the Lebanese nation- state. Charara and Beydoun retained from their Marx-
ist past a reflexive stance, which thinks the conditions of possibility of a critical 
work’s own conceptual building blocks, and the critic’s positionality, as it is 
thinking its object. It is this attachment to reflexive critique, in the wake of 
their realization that class is no longer the universal engine propelling po liti cal 
practice, that led them to formulate an immanent so cio log i cal and historical 
critique of community that is not grounded in universal reason. This critique 
worked by detecting the cracks in the communities’ own mythologizing dis-
courses about themselves, highlighting in the pro cess contingencies, hetero-
geneities, and divisions and the gaps separating discourses from practices. This 
patient diagnostic tracking of the layers of sedimented narratives and the vaga-
ries of  actual po liti cal practices  can’t be more diff er ent than blanket culturalist 
statements that critique Arab socie ties from “the mythical space” of Western 
normative liberal theory.2 But why reopen  today the archive of a generation 
that was formed during the high tides of Arab nationalism, founded the New 
Left, and adhered to the Palestinian revolution before ending up as detached, 
disenchanted critics of communal logics dwelling in the ruins of  futures past? 
What is the purchase in and for the pre sent of revisiting this story of a genera-
tion that moved from nation to class to community?

History, First. This generation, born for the most part on the eve of in-
de pen dence in Lebanon (1943) and Syria (1945), lived through, acted in, and 
thought about major po liti cal turning points. It was marked very early on 
by  the Palestinian Nakba, or Catastrophe (1948), before being swept by the 
high tides of the Ba‘th and Nasser’s anticolonial nationalism in the 1950s. By 
the 1960s, they became Marxist critics of both anticolonial Arab nationalisms 
and pro- Western Arab governments. This generation of New Left militants 
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revolving outside the Soviet communist orbit and within a wider Third World-
ist network of internationalist solidarity— the Chinese, Algerian, Cuban, and 
Viet nam ese Revolutions— produced very early prescient Marxist critiques of 
imperialism, the national liberation regimes, and the Arab bourgeoisie. The 
Marxist ground that dialectically held  these external (imperialism) and inter-
nal (regimes in power and the bourgeoisie) critiques together was premised 
on the presence of “the  people,” the revolutionary subject capable of embodying 
this program in its revolutionary practice. The ground began to crumble with 
the beginning of the Lebanese civil and regional wars (1975–90). A few years 
 later, the Ira nian Revolution (1979) constituted a seismic event, whose after-
math began to radically alter the Lebanese po liti cal landscape by adding a mili-
tant Islamist component to the sectarian divisions already at work. Meanwhile, 
the 1980s witnessed the ebbing away of the Lebanese Left and the Palestinian 
re sis tance a few years  after the Israeli invasion (1982); increased vio lence of the 
neighboring authoritarian regimes, such as the Syrian Ba‘th’s Massacre in Hama 
(1982); devastating regional conflicts, such as the Iran- Iraq War (1980–88); and 
increased Islamist militancy (Hizbullah, 1985 to the pre sent, and Hamas, 1987 
to the pre sent).  After 1982, Israel, the postcolonial regimes, Islamist militancy, 
and sectarian confrontations all contributed to dashing the revolutionary 
hopes of  those militants and thinkers who would come to be known as the 
1960s Left generation.

This string of events resulted in the fragmentation of the members of this 
generation who  were bound by their anti- imperialism, support of the Pales-
tinian revolution, and a commitment to a horizon of social justice, in diff er-
ent po liti cal and ideological directions. Charara and Beydoun retreated from 
 militancy into a life of writing, and some of the comrades converted into, or 
 became fellow travelers of, Islamist anti- imperialism.3  Others retreated to the 
fold of their own sectarian communities— Christian, Sunni, Shi‘i, Druze— that 
they had initially broken away from when they joined Marxist po liti cal parties 
in the 1960s. Looked at from the perspective of their “Palestinian years”— from 
their early childhood memories of the Nakba (1948) to the invasion of Beirut 
(1982)— this generation lived through successive seismic transformations. Their 
story, one of a generation captivated by the dialectic of revolutionary exhilaration 
and po liti cal despair in an ideologically saturated world and in compressed po-
liti cal times, deserves to be told.

Theory, Second.  These militant intellectuals inaugurated a sophisticated 
minoritarian tradition of revolutionary and critical Arab theory, characterized 
by “a transversality of knowledges,” which defied the logics of professionaliza-
tion, expertise, and disciplinarity.4 They weaved their works by engaging authors 
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such as Karl Marx, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, Rosa Luxemburg, Mao Tse- Tung, 
Leon Trotsky, Antonio Gramsci, Louis Althusser, Vo Nguyen Giap, Ibn Khal-
dun, Che Guevara, Maurice Merleau- Ponty, Pierre Bourdieu, Cornelius Casto-
riadis, Michel Foucault, and Abdal- Rahman al- Jabarti, among  others. Excavating 
this archive provides multiple “ex- centric” vantage points, located outside of 
hegemonic centers, their institutions, disciplines, and languages, which bypass 
the colonial divide assigning the Global South as locus of “concrete facts” and 
the North the manufacturer of “abstract theory.”5 In  doing so,  there is a gain 
in reflexivity generated by highlighting how the questions, stakes, modes of 
criticism, and practices of engagement of disenchanted Marxist intellectuals 
speak back to the ones practiced in critical anthropology, area studies, and 
postcolonial studies— what I  earlier called the critical disciplines’ metropoli-
tan unconscious.

In fact, it is this metropolitan unconscious that is in part responsible for the 
neglect of the archive of Arab Marxism and the examination of the produc-
tion and circulation of critical theory from what is now referred to in short-
hand as the Global South. Except for the brief Third Worldist interlude of the 
1960s, when militant intellectuals like Mao, Giap, and Guevara  were read and 
commented on, Western Marxists did not, for the most part, seek out, trans-
late, and converse with the tradition’s non- Western theorists.6 Moreover, Arab 
Marxists  were  either criticized or neglected by critics whose reading practices 
condemned them for what they dubbed their Orientalist, historicist, and mod-
ernist discursive assumptions. Their “epistemological complicity” with Empire 
turned them from revolutionaries to discursive compradors.7 You know  you’re 
 really out of luck when both Eurocentric Marxists and their postcolonial critics 
agree to ignore you. Moreover, the imbrication of scholarship on the  Middle 
East in Western po liti cal agendas sidelined militants who  were neither bound 
by the frontiers of the nation- state nor the bound aries of religious tradition 
and  were therefore on the margins of nationalism and Islamism.8 Last but not 
least,  these militant intellectuals, who shared many of the same texts that  later 
came to constitute the body of academic theory that social scientists drew on, 
appeared, at first sight, to be much closer to  these disciplines’ theoretical skin 
than, say, Salafi Muslims. Their low coefficient of “Otherness” pushes to the 
limit the question of who occupies the slot of anthropological understanding 
and is a subject of charitable interpretation and who is the object of critical 
condemnation.

This is why, in recovering this history, my aim is to bypass the treatment of 
modern and con temporary Arab intellectuals as falling into one of two camps: 
 either imitators of the West, call them self- Orientalizing and westernized natives 
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if you want, or autochthonous— religious thinkers engaging in an immanent 
critique of their socie ties.9 I hope I have managed to convey that what I am 
engaged in is far from a study of the unilinear reception by Arab thinkers of 
Western revolutionary and critical theorists, which at times announces itself 
with sensationalist titles à la Reading Althusser in Ras Beirut, anticipating the 
metropolitan dazzlement at the wonderful conjunction of reading a “univer-
sal” text in a “par tic u lar” location. Reception presumes a priori an origin and a 
destination, an au then tic and a copy, while I am making a case for the primacy 
of multidirectional streams of translation.10

Having said that, Arab thought and lit er a ture have, in the past hundred 
years, also been produced from the Global North, a fact exacerbated by the 
massive displacements of  people in the wake of the Arab revolutions. Succes-
sive waves of migration resulting from economic hardship, colonialism, relent-
less imperial interventions, authoritarian regimes, and civil wars resulted in 
the dispersion of Arab thinkers; just think of the Palestinians, who became a 
stateless diaspora  after the first wave of eviction from their homeland that took 
place with the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948. Arab thinkers and 
militants could be at home, in the diaspora, in exile, refugees, or shuttling back 
forth between their homes and a more secure location depending on po liti cal 
circumstances.

This dispersion is also linguistic: in addition to Arabic, they mostly also 
write in En glish or French or in more than one of  these languages. While 
Revolution and Disenchantment focuses primarily on the travels, trajectories, 
and works of militant intellectuals who founded Socialist Lebanon, it does so 
by engaging their  labors in the same analytic frameworks as Arab thinkers in 
the metropoles. It aims to incorporate into the spaces of con temporary Arab 
thought  those distinguished exilic contributors, such as Edward Said, who 
rubbed shoulders with  these thinkers in the same pro- Palestinian po liti cal 
and intellectual spaces, but are not included in the pantheon of con temporary 
Arab thinkers.11 Without folding  these intellectuals into the same tradition, 
scholarship  will fail to address the shifting conditions of production of Arab 
thought, and it  will reproduce the colonial divide. Arab thinkers at home  will 
continue to be objects of study, while  those in the diaspora  will be addressed as 
colleagues to be engaged or as theorists whose work is used to frame the works 
and lives of  others. This act of folding acquires an added significance in the 
wake of the Arab revolutions (2011–), which led to an increase in the global 
dispersion of Arabs from São Paolo to Istanbul. Former revolutionaries and 
militant intellectuals are  today visiting researchers, professors, scholars at risk, 
and gradu ate students around the world.
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To put it briefly, the book makes an argument for considering Edward Said 
not only as a cosmopolitan and postcolonial theorist but also as an Arab intel-
lectual among  others intimately impacted by, and engaged with, the unfold-
ing of po liti cal events in the region— and for understanding the disenchanted 
Marxists at home, not as “local, autochthonous” intellectuals but as theorists at 
the crossroads of transnational streams of discourses. Of course, the mere fact 
that Edward Said is absent from compendia of con temporary Arab thought, or 
that his work is marshaled as the theoretical paradigm that frames the work of 
 others, is symptomatic of the metropolitan unconscious of area studies disci-
plines. Other wise, I  wouldn’t have to make a case to include Edward Said in the 
same analytical frame as Fawwaz Traboulsi, Waddah Charara, Sadik al- Azm, 
Ahmad Beydoun, and Mahdi ‘Amil. In other words, I seek in this work to hold 
the tension between the interconnectedness of our world and the structural im-
balance of power that makes some intellectual theorists to be engaged and  others 
autochthonous intellectuals to be studied, or native in for mants to be used. I seek 
to avoid both highlighting an interconnectedness, which does not take power 
into account, and an erasure of interconnectedness, which is itself a symptom of 
power.

Po liti cal Pre sent, Third. Last but not least, unearthing this archive in, and 
for, our po liti cal pre sent is a timely affair. I certainly do not intend to collapse 
the distance separating the past of the New Left militants from our pre sent. 
The po liti cal conjuncture they inhabited and acted in, and the answers they 
articulated exclusively in a Marxian idiom before abandoning it, is not exactly 
ours  today. I am also not attracted to retrospectively judging  whether they  were 
right or wrong in their analy sis and po liti cal wagers. To recover the theoretical 
 labors and visions of emancipation of a previous generation of militants and 
thinkers is not only an antidote to public amnesia but an exercise that clarifies 
the distinct contours of our pre sent and an invitation to an intergenerational 
conversation around the possibilities and binds of emancipation.

In addition to revisiting the theoretical- political questions they  were preoc-
cupied with, and which have become salient  today in the wake of the Arab 
popu lar uprisings (2011) and the recent global anticapitalist mobilizations that 
I mentioned in the prologue, I am also driven to revisit their dual legacy: revo-
lutionary exhilaration and po liti cal despair. Hope and disenchantment; revolu-
tions and murderous regimes, foreign interventions and civil wars; and citizens 
and communal subjects are all constitutive of our very recent past and our pre-
sent. It is in this sense that we are inheritors of the dual legacy of hope and 
despair of the 1960s Left. To do so, I carve a path between a corrosive Left mel-
ancholy that disparages an uncertain and increasingly precarious pre sent while 
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drinking to stories of the 1960s, the golden age of internationalist solidarity, on 
the one hand, and a liberal and Islamist triumphalism that banishes this past’s 
relevance to our pre sent by dismissing this Marxist generation’s critical  labors 
and practice  because of the collapse and disintegration of socialist regimes or 
their cultural alienation from their society, on the other.12

Fieldwork in Theory

In examining the transnational travels and translations of critical theory in dif-
fer ent spaces such as po liti cal party cells and academic settings, as well as its 
uses and appropriations in po liti cal proj ects, the book engages in what I call 
“fieldwork in theory.” It looks into the diff er ent social lives of theory. I ask not 
only how theory helps us understand the world but also what kind of work it 
does in it: how it seduces intellectuals, contributes to the cultivation of their 
ethos and sensibilities, and authorizes po liti cal practices for militants. Anthro-
pology has produced a rich reflexive tradition that, by turning the discipline’s 
critical gaze inward, has interrogated the epistemological assumptions under-
girding its concepts and its practices of repre sen ta tion.13 The book shifts the 
focus away from the critique of the discursive assumptions of theoretical dis-
courses to the ethnography of their production, circulation, and po liti cal ef-
fects in nonacademic settings.14 As the frames of inquiry become the objects of 
ethnographic investigation, the anthropological frontiers between the worlds 
of slick, context- less, abstract, and frequent flying theories and the concrete 
stickiness of ethnographic empirical worlds become increasingly muddied.15

Fluency in theory was, and remains, a prized good in anthropology despite 
recent observations that the discipline has taken an empiricist turn.16 For one, 
dabbling in abstractness makes for a more fluid circulation and a wider reader-
ship, as any editor would tell you. In anthropology, it also provides a common 
lingua franca that rises above the particularities of the discipline’s geographic 
subdivisions, joining its prac ti tion ers together in a more encompassing disci-
plinary space of arguments. For instance, in the mid-1970s,  Middle East an-
thropology was considered a marginal subfield that had by and large failed to 
both attract an audience beyond area specialists and contribute to disciplinary 
theoretical debates.17 By the late 1980s  Middle East anthropology managed 
to escape its parochialism. It was home to two influential theorists— Clifford 
Geertz and Pierre Bourdieu—as well as some key figures of “reflexive anthro-
pology” (Vincent Crapanzano, Paul Rabinow, and Kevin Dwyer).18

At least since Geertz recast  doing fieldwork as an act of interpretation, strict 
separation between observation and “data collection,” on the one hand, and 
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interpretation and theoretical reflection, on the other, became harder to main-
tain.19 This separation was roughly mapped on a temporal and spatial struc-
ture. First, the anthropologist travels somewhere to do fieldwork. This is the 
moment of participant observation, the ethnographer’s gaze, and experiences, 
supposedly to be recorded in field notes and diaries— a moment of discovery 
and self- discovery. And then  there is the second moment, a consequence of 
the anthropologist’s privilege of departure, for metropolitan anthropologists, 
who for the most part do not permanently reside in the socie ties they study.20 
This is the time when the anthropologist comes back from the field and sifts 
through her notes, audio recordings, pictures, and archives to compose a text 
presenting the collected material.21 This is when the “raw material” gets pro-
cessed and made to speak back to theoretical concerns, when it gets fashioned 
into a recognizable text complying with the styles and academic conventions of 
the field.  After years of mentorship, writing manuals and boot camps, procras-
tination and drafts of drafts, the initial ethnographic gaze is, at last, translated 
into a disciplinary trace.

Having said that, anthropological practice is still by and large structured 
around a distinction between the anthropologist’s theory and the  people’s lives 
and intellectual traditions, which she studies during her fieldwork. This leads 
anthropologists to strug gle with a few  things, mainly the epistemological status 
of their accounts of  people’s lives, practices, and discourses, which are mediated 
by their own theoretical tools. Anthropologists are no longer authoritatively 
affirming, like Ernest Gellner did in his study of Muslim Moroccan Berbers, that 
“what appears to be vox dei is in real ity vox populi.”22 The epistemic authority of 
the anthropologists’ theoretical discourses remains, nonetheless, a vexed ques-
tion. As Michael Jackson recently asked, “But why not place Sophocles’ drama 
of Oedipus, Freud’s model of the psyche, and Kalabari [Nigeria] and Tallensi 
[Ghana] myths on a par?,” undoing therefore the distinction between art, the-
ory, and myth.23  Because thought, Jackson says, requires some distance from 
the empirical field while underscoring that distancing is not a “sign of superior 
intellectual skill,” nor are the accounts produced as a result endowed “with a 
superior epistemological truth- value.”24 Philosophy, he adds, is a strategy to 
take our distance from the sensory and social worlds of experience, in contrast 
to ethnography, which is one for close and “intersubjective encounters.”25 In 
brief, we encounter again the distinction between the sticky materiality and in-
tersubjectivity of the lived empirical world, and the slick, abstract, conceptual 
universe that hovers above it.

This distinction is also upheld by authors who do not argue for what is gained 
by the use of philosophy and theory but what is potentially lost. “ People,” João 
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Biehl and Peter Locke write, “are plural and ambiguous, irreducible to history 
and populations, norms and social forces.”26 In this case, theory, which is put 
to use to provide an account of a par tic u lar ethnographic encounter, risks, 
through its powers of subsumption, ironing out the complexities of the world. 
It also stifles “conceptual innovation” from the ethnographic ground up. Calls 
 were also issued to return to ethnographic theory, as a response to a diagnosis 
of the discipline as descending into a parochialism as a result of its conceptual 
subservience to Continental philosophy coupled with a neglect of its own his-
tory, debates, and concepts, such as mana, taboo, and totemism.27 In contrast 
to the discipline’s past, when phi los o phers, social theorists, and psychoanalysts 
could not avoid wrestling with its ethnographic concepts,  today anthropolo-
gists churn out studies that apply “the concept- of- the- month” in a game that 
no one outside the discipline cares about.28

 These current debates about theory in anthropology are symptomatic of 
the discipline’s anxiety regarding the po liti cal and epistemic authority of its 
discourses vis- à- vis the forms of life it inquires about (are its concepts superior 
to other traditions of intellectual inquiry?) and their intellectual authority 
vis- à- vis the big ideas produced by philosophy (are they subservient to Con-
tinental philosophy?). Anthropologists, and sociologists, have held philoso-
phy in such awe that it has led them to oscillate between getting as close as 
pos si ble to it and trying to dethrone it.29 The French genealogy of the social 
sciences, which provides US academia with much of what it considers to be 
its theory, reveals— from Émile Durkheim to Pierre Bourdieu— diff er ent at-
tempts to displace the authority of philosophy by arguing that the social sci-
ences provide better, and more reflexive, answers to philosophical questions 
than the  mother discipline herself.30  These debates also bring out the question 
of anthropology’s status  today as a discipline that tries to be accountable to 
multiple constituencies, both internal and external to it, that are driven by 
diff er ent questions and attachments. It has to be wary of accusations of colo-
nial vio lence, which can take the form of reifying difference, or of culturally 
appropriating a concept from its everyday uses in its form of life and “elevating 
it” to the status of theory, while si mul ta neously striving to be theoretically 
innovative and autonomous from the hegemony of ideas produced by phi los-
o phers. Can it manage to carve out a space for itself that does not fall back on 
the epistemological vio lence it was accused of in the past, when it generated 
its ethnographic concepts from below, without being epistemologically sub-
servient to Continental theory?

The distinctions between the concreteness and messiness of the field and the 
abstractness and slickness of theory, as well as the one between the bottom-up 
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ethnographic theorizing and the top- down application of Continental theory, 
do not hold when one’s “raw material” and “fieldwork experiences” include 
translations of, glosses on, and engagements with works and authors that form 
the canons of po liti cal and social theory. When one observes strands of one’s 
own “theory” in the field— but not exclusively so, let me add— the presumed 
“innocence” of the supposed first moment of immersion, observation, and ex-
perience evaporates, since the frames through which one sees, classifies, and 
rec ords are themselves, in this par tic u lar case, the objects of inquiry. The back 
and forth between the stickiness, concreteness, and senses- drenched material-
ity of the field and the slick world of abstract theory comes to a halt. In this case, 
the conceptual distance separating the tradition  doing the inquiring and the 
one inquired about diminishes. For this is an internal traffic in theory. Yet the 
initial conservative plea sure of recognition, which overcomes the anthropolo-
gist as a result of her acquaintance with  these theorists in the classroom (say, 
Marx, Gramsci, Bourdieu, Althusser), quickly recedes from view. It vanishes 
as the researcher encounters the multiple social and po liti cal lives of concepts, 
which are translated, transfigured, and embedded in emancipatory proj ects by 
members belonging to a diff er ent generation whose spaces of experiences and 
horizons of expectation  were fashioned by diff er ent times and places. This is 
why  doing fieldwork in theory, and tackling the question of theory from the 
South, cannot restrict itself to picking a few concepts, or authors away from 
their spaces of argument, to call into question some aspect of, or highlight an 
absence in, metropolitan critical theory.31

Fieldwork in theory moves away from the reification of discursive assump-
tions  toward the  labors of excavation of traditions of intellectual inquiry and 
the reconstitution of the theoretical, ideological, and po liti cal stakes at play 
in order to understand the numerous translations and modulations of critical 
theory.32 Moreover, far too often revisiting the works of  earlier critical thinkers 
focuses on assessing the purchase of their theories,  either by making a case for 
the usefulness of their concepts for understanding the con temporary moment 
or by  going in the opposite direction by seeking to denaturalize our pre sent 
by underlining the difference separating their  labors of conceptualization from 
ours. In both cases, their theories are what are mainly at stake in the excavation 
operation. In this work, I am also driven by a desire to recover something more 
than their concepts. I  will pay attention to their critical ethos, their intellectual 
sensibilities, their sense of positionality, their ways of navigating the terrains of 
social accountability and intellectual autonomy and of theoretical production 
and po liti cal practice. In paying attention to  these extra- epistemological 
 issues, I avoid collapsing the inquiry into the social lives of theory, into a reified 
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conceptual analy sis of Marxist, Islamic, or secular discourses. In  doing so, we 
get a better sense of the po liti cal strug gles and the stakes animating the spaces 
in which  these theoretical works  were produced, circulated, and appropriated. 
I am driven to do so by a desire not only to provide a more complex pic-
ture of the intellectual life and po liti cal strug gles in the Arab world but also 
to curtail an instrumental appropriation of “Arab theory” and to forestall the 
reproduction in critical scholarly discourses— and disciplinary institutions—
of ideological distinctions, such as between the secular and the religious.33 In 
Revolution and Disenchantment, I intentionally hold the tension between nar-
rative (historical and ethnographic) and theory without seeking to release it in 
one of the two directions.34

Time of History: Traveling Militants and Theories

This generation of intellectuals came into a world that had already been radi-
cally altered by cap i tal ist modernity and forces of Eu ro pean hegemony.35 They 
 were the products of a modern schooling system in Lebanon, which at the time 
taught French, and En glish to a lesser extent, alongside Arabic.36 Both Wad-
dah Charara and Ahmad Beydoun moved between private and public Franco-
phone schools in their youth. Fawwaz Traboulsi, on the other hand, attended 
a private Anglophone boarding high school. The choice of where to go for 
higher education was, as would be expected, determined by the second lan-
guage one possessed. Beydoun and Charara received grants to study in France, 
while Traboulsi traveled to  England and studied at the American University 
of Beirut.37 Sadik Jalal al-Azm (1934–2016), the Syrian phi los o pher and fiery 
public intellectual, did his gradu ate work at Yale University  after studying at 
the American University of Beirut. The Lebanese University, the only institu-
tion of public higher learning in Lebanon, was founded in 1951, a bit less than a 
de cade  after Lebanon’s in de pen dence.  After exiting from revolutionary po liti-
cal practice, Charara, Beydoun, and a handful of other comrades from Socialist 
Lebanon would teach at the public university, while Traboulsi would join the 
private Anglophone universities.38

This generation’s travels to the metropoles to study their own socie ties, com-
ing back to lead revolutionary lives before finding sanctuary in the university 
in the wake of po liti cal disenchantment, is a familiar postcolonial story. Yet 
Socialist Lebanon’s militant intellectuals traveled in the opposite direction of 
some of the best known public intellectuals of their generation.39 Sadik Jalal 
al-Azm and Edward Said  were detached ivory tower academics who did their 
gradu ate work on Immanuel Kant and Joseph Conrad, respectively. Struck 
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by the 1967 blitzkrieg, they converted. They moved out of the university and 
into the world, inaugurating a life of public engagement that came to define 
their legacy. Socialist Lebanon’s militants, on the other hand, had always found 
themselves swimming in po liti cal streams before an event— the Lebanese 
civil war, in the case of Charara and Beydoun— left them high and dry. They 
moved from the world and into the acad emy. The crisscrossing lives of  these 
revolutionaries turned academics and academics turned public intellectuals 
intersected at the Palestinian juncture. The high tides of the Palestinian revolu-
tion during the late 1960s and early 1970s brought them together. They  either 
joined the revolution or became its allies before  going their separate po liti cal 
and theoretical ways at diff er ent points in the next de cade.

It is difficult to conceive of the lives of this generation of leftist militant 
intellectuals without dwelling on their intimate relation to the practice of 
translation. During the days of militancy, one translated for purposes of po liti-
cal education, as a strategy to give Marxist po liti cal arguments a diff er ent gloss 
on a doctrinal point and to anchor a po liti cal line in a theoretical ground.  Later 
on, one translated a text to make it available for students in a seminar, and, of 
course, translation is always one way to earn some income.40 These translations, 
especially  those associated with the Marxist tradition,  were not translated 
from their original languages (Marx: German; Lenin and Trotsky: Rus sian; 
Gramsci: Italian; Guevara: Spanish), but mostly from their French or En glish 
translations. At times an Arabic text was produced by si mul ta neously translat-
ing from En glish and French translations. In the par tic u lar case of a translation 
from a translation, which I  will explore further in chapter 2, the metropole’s 
languages, publishing  houses, and publications, such as Éditions Maspero, Le 
Monde Diplomatique, Les Temps Modernes, Historical Materialism, and New 
Left Review,  were pivotal institutional bridges that made, via metropolitan lan-
guages, the ideas and experiences of diff er ent militants and theorists from the 
South and the North accessible to each other.41 I say one,  because this globally 
interconnected world, which was fashioned by the practice and travels of mili-
tants as well as the intense circulation and translation of texts, did not always 
transit through metropolitan universities, periodicals, and publishers. It was 
also fostered by the art festivals, publications, and intellectual, po liti cal, and 
military institutions of the nonaligned and socialist worlds.

Besides their  labors of linguistic translation,  these militant intellectuals ef-
fected an additional act of translation. The knowledges  these militants produced, 
relying on the transnational discourses of Marxism, Leninism, and Third World-
ist radical thought,  were not merely repre sen ta tions of their socie ties but rather 
interventions in them that  were part and parcel of their revolutionary po liti cal 
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practice. They underscored the centrality of adapting Marxist concepts for the 
formulation of a communist politics attentive to the particularities of their 
po liti cal pre sent, which went  under the heading of the “Arabization of Marx-
ism.”  These  were acts of transfiguration that “refunction a text . . .  for diff er ent 
demanding- sites,” moving away from translation’s problematic of meaning and 
its attendant questions.42  These acts of linguistic translations from translations 
and conceptual transfigurations  were fueled more by the impediment of revolu-
tionary practice than by a fidelity to an original text. They  were not mediations 
between a self and an other, an attempt to bridge supposed incommensura-
bilities between cultures, or an initiation of a dialogue between diff er ent in-
tellectual traditions. Theirs was not an attempt that sought, as many critical 
and anthropological works do, to render what seems unfamiliar at first glance 
familiar or,  going in the opposite direction, to denaturalize what we take for 
granted. They did not aim  toward a rediscovery of one’s own commitments 
in a diff er ent theoretical language or to reveal the contingency of one’s own 
norms when refracted through a diff er ent prism. Rather, the practice of theo-
rizing, which includes translation and transfiguration, was part and parcel of 
the  arsenal of revolutionary politics, which was rendered pos si ble by a deeply 
held belief in a shared horizon of an emancipation to come.

 These practices, discourses, and institutions assumed and produced a 
global interconnectedness, a po liti cal universality of sorts premised on in-
ternationalist solidarity, the urgency of po liti cal practice, and multidirec-
tional translation— North- South; South- South— that dodged the usual trap 
of recognition and consecration of authors from the colonies by the strong 
institutions of the metropole. “The structures of power the colonized writer 
confronts,” Talal Asad wrote a while ago, “are institutional, not textual.” 
“When someone pleads with the colonizer to make a judgment in a par tic-
u lar writer’s  favor, to have him or her translated and read ‘seriously,’ what is 
sought,” Asad added, is “the modern world culture’s transcendent power to 
redefine that writer’s value as ‘universal.’”43 In the case Asad is describing, 
the metropole’s institutions are the gatekeepers that grant an author access 
to “the universal,” enabling the global circulation and multiple translations 
of the work— even though it is often a universal that always falls short of at-
taining true universality. Literary criticism in the Anglo- American acad emy, 
Rosalind Morris notes, “tends to attribute to the third world literary text an 
irreducible particularity.” “The re sis tance  here,” she writes, “is not of or by 
the third world writer and/or her writings, let alone by the subaltern; it is the 
re sis tance of dominance to its pos si ble displacement from the exclusive claim 
to universality.”44
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 These militant intellectuals  were fashioned by and contributed to fashion-
ing a globally interconnected world that cannot be captured adequately by 
an ahistorical deployment of East/West or North/South binaries. Nor was 
its commonality synonymous with a homogeneity and an  epistemological 
 naïveté. Their theories cannot be reduced to a  wholesale operation of the 
 importation of Left va ri e ties of modernization theory, even if some of them 
dabbled in them, and to self- Orientalizing discourses. To do so is to  mistake 
multipolar acts of translation and transfiguration for a one- way colonial imports 
business. The figure of the internationalist militant intellectual/translator, not 
that of the westernized discursive comprador, is at the heart of the first part of 
this book— chapters 1 to 3.

In highlighting  these points, I aim to underscore three diff er ent pathways to 
attain universality. The first is the a posteriori outcome of po liti cal articulation. 
It is sustained by an ethos of internationalist solidarity that, through traveling 
theories and militants, and multiple acts of translation/transfiguration, fash-
ions a common world. True, this pathway was premised on positing class as 
the universal grammar of in equality, but its universality is socially mediated 
and needed to be activated through the practices of transfiguration and mili-
tancy.45 The second pathway privileges context- less, supposedly a priori uni-
versal concepts, say, rights, reason, and freedom, which subsume, and are in no 
need of, the double movement of transfiguration and militancy.46 The third— 
metropolitan institutional consecration—is an outcome of power.

Times of the Sociocultural: Civil Wars, Communal Solidarities, 
and Metropolitan Epistemology Critique

Difference at the time of Marxist militancy was not yet articulated on the 
ground of communal— sectarian, regional, familial— solidarities. It was a func-
tion of the particularity of the po liti cal pre sent that through a diagnosis of 
the po liti cal forces, and attention to possibilities for practice, also steered the 
militants of Socialist Lebanon away from grounding difference in historicist 
evolutionary terms, which in communist politics took the form of stagism.47 
Militant Arab Marxism and anthropology articulated mirror images of differ-
ence. The first articulated difference in historical terms (historicist stagism, or 
the anticipation of a revolutionary  future), while the second articulated differ-
ence in sociocultural terms.

The compressed years of the 1970s revealed clearly the differences between 
the slow temporalities of academic disciplines and the fast pace of po liti cal 
events. Around the time when metropolitan disciplines  were taking stock 
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of events such as decolonization, the Vietnam War, and the increased racial-
ization of Arabs in the wake of 1967, by interrogating the entanglements of 
their knowledges with colonial power, particularly by diasporic scholars (e.g., 
Talal Asad and Edward Said),  there was a swift unraveling of a po liti cal world, 
through the sectarian vio lence of a civil war, that dislodged Marxist concepts— 
“revolutionary masses,” “organic intellectuals,” “revolutionary theory”— from 
the world they  were supposed to capture and transform. To put it briefly, by the 
time  these disciplines  were slowly beginning the pro cess of their own decoloni-
zation from ahistorical assumptions in the mid-1970s, Marxist militant intel-
lectuals were beginning to cast away their revolutionary conceptual arsenal to 
examine the war time communal logics. As diasporic intellectuals began their 
critical forays into the politics of theory, the shocked revolutionaries called 
into question their own previously cherished theory of politics. At a time when 
metropolitan disciplines dealing with the non- Western world  were emerging 
from their prehistory, breaking away from the authoritative repetitions of Ori-
entalist structures, the disenchanted Marxists, betrayed by history’s promise of 
emancipation,  were entering into a posthistorical world that was characterized 
by the repetitions of communal wars.

 Those years not only witnessed disenchanted Marxists at home and met-
ropolitan critical scholarship  going in opposite critical directions (History 
→←Society/Culture).48 What  these divergent critical directions shared was, as 
I  will develop in chapters 4, 5, and 6, a sidelining of ideological distinctions— 
Left and Right, progressives and reactionaries—as fundamental criteria of 
theoretical and po liti cal discernment. The autonomy of the ideological was 
called into question from two radically diff er ent corners: the discursive and 
the so cio log i cal. Thinkers in the metropoles, such as Edward Said, who  were 
influenced by Michel Foucault’s work, sidelined theoretically the ideological 
distinctions between right- wing authors and Marxists by showing how both 
groups, despite their ideological differences, partake in the same Orientalist 
discursive assumptions (chapter 6). While Charara, who was closely observing 
the unfolding of the fighting during the Lebanese civil and regional wars, noted 
that despite the ideological divisions separating the fighters on opposite sides 
of the trenches (Left and Right), the more fundamental divide, which dictated 
common modalities of practice for both sides, was communal— primarily sec-
tarian, but regional and kin solidarities also played a role (chapter 5).

The Euro- American epistemological critique of Western knowledges of 
the non- West, which took off in the late 1970s and 1980s, inaugurated what 
would come to be known as postcolonial studies; it was also contemporane-
ous with a crisis of Marxism in Eu rope.  Those same years witnessed the ebbing 
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of the vigorous debates that sought in diff er ent ways to think the question of 
the political— Mao, Gramsci, Althusser— away from economic reduction-
ism. Critical works, sometimes undertaken by former Marxist militants such 
as Jean- François Lyotard, subjected master narratives, universals, and notions 
of totality to a corrosive theoretical skepticism.49 While poststructuralist and 
postcolonial thinkers  were theoretically calling into question the discursive as-
sumptions shared by liberals and leftists for their vio lence and their exclusions, 
the disenchanted Lebanese Marxists  were experiencing the po liti cal  breakdown 
of the Lebanese state and of a common world of ideological distinctions. Theirs 
was a world fragmented into blocs governed by subfactions of fighting militias 
in Beirut or by the regimes that increasingly colonized  every sphere of social 
life— political, educational, judicial— and subjugated them to the  will of the 
sovereign. They did not necessarily have a theoretical longing for universals or 
the application of Western liberal models. Rather, they longed for a dignified 
life in common that escapes oscillating between a world fragmented by sectar-
ian warlords and identitarian communal discourses, on the one hand, and one 
that is colonized by tyrants who subjugate their citizens for de cades on end 
in the name of the coming  battle against imperialism, on the other. The final 
chapter of the book traces the fork in critical and po liti cal agendas in the wake 
of the communal fragmentation of the militants’ common world and the Ira-
nian Revolution between  those intellectuals who not so long ago worked side 
by side in support of the Palestinian revolution.

On Method

Edward Said critically addressed the intelligent sia in the postcolonies, noting 
that one of the indications of cultural domination resided in its auxiliary sta-
tus to Western trends.50 “Impressive evidence for this,” he wrote, “is found in 
the social sciences and, surprisingly enough, among radical intellectuals whose 
Marxism is taken  wholesale from Marx’s own homogenizing view of the Third 
World.”51  Whether gravitating in the Soviet or US orbits, the rigged concepts, 
which  were at the heart of Arab intellectuals’ thought and guiding their po-
liti cal practice, risked turning them from emancipators into unknowing dupes 
partaking in their own domination. Over time this mode of epistemological 
criticism has gained more and more traction in the scholarship on the  Middle 
East and keeps on adding new objects to its critical mill. The critique of dis-
cursive assumptions, whose focal point was the interrogation of modernist, 
liberal, feminist, and Marxist assumptions about nation, gender, religion, 
and culture, has more recently extended its terrain to focus on new objects of 
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investigation: secular and lgbtq discursive assumptions. The insurrectional 
acts  these modes of reading enabled at first withered away as they became in-
creasingly doxic procedures of a researcher’s domain.52

Despite the fact that it has become normalized, and hegemonic in anthro-
pology and  Middle East studies, this reading practice never ran out of steam. 
In geopo liti cal conjunctures, characterized by US imperial interventions and 
invasions that  were buttressed by ideologies of liberation, this defensive and op-
positional practice of criticism constituted a much- needed corrective to the 
enlisting of discourses— such as feminism and liberalism—in military impe-
rial ventures.53 This critique of the entanglement of discourses, say, Orientalist 
or universalist, with imperial power did not lose its impetus, precisely  because 
of the sense of po liti cal urgency generated by the geopo liti cal conjuncture that 
propelled it and bestowed upon this theoretical critique its anti- imperialist 
lettres de noblesse.54 Moreover, for  those of us who teach in the US, and who 
witness in our everyday lives institutional and personal racist acts of vio lence 
against Arabs and Muslims,  these critical reading practices, which seek to dis-
rupt the reproduction of racist tropes, at the very least in the classroom, acquire 
an added importance. “The web of racism, cultural ste reo types, po liti cal im-
perialism, dehumanizing ideology, holding in the Arab or the Muslim is very 
strong indeed,” Said wrote regarding life in the West, and particularly in the 
US, “and it is this web which  every Palestinian has come to feel as his uniquely 
punishing destiny.”55

 These critical reading practices are still much needed as pedagogical tools 
and strategic modalities of public intervention in the Euro- American domes-
tic  battles of repre sen ta tion. Having said that, they have become increasingly 
problematic as a hegemonic theoretical apparatus in the academic fields of 
knowledge production and in public interventions about the Arab world. In 
the wake of the initial insurrectionary works by Talal Asad and Edward Said, this 
mode of criticism morphed from a practice that teases out the diff er ent layers 
of mediation between knowledge and power into one of ideological adjudica-
tion. The nonintended effect of the Saidian rewiring of the Foucauldian gene-
alogies that marked the power/knowledge couplet (colonial power/imperial 
knowledge) and imbricated it within a po liti cal anticolonial antagonism with 
a dominant subject (the West) and a dominated one (the Orient) is that it pro-
duced a form of discursive- ideology critique that unmasks the rigged discursive 
assumptions undergirding thinkers’ thought to reveal a class of “westernized 
natives” who are discursively, and at times eco nom ically, allied with Empire. 
The “Oriental” subjects who are fashioned by “Orientalist” knowledges (on-
tology) put them to use (epistemology), like the colonialists and imperialists, 
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to undermine from the inside their own socie ties (politics). Perhaps the most 
memorable sentence that encapsulates the workings of this modality of criti-
cism that collapsed ontology and politics into epistemology is contained in 
Leila Ahmed’s power ful revisionist critique of the nineteenth- century Egyp-
tian thinker Qasim Amin, who was often hailed as a feminist pioneer in the 
Arab world.  After noting that Amin’s work is the rearticulation “of the colonial 
thesis of the inferiority of the native and Muslim and the superiority of the Eu-
ro pean” in a “native upper- middle class voice, the voice of a class eco nom ically 
allied with colonizers,” Ahmed quips that “far from being the  father of Arab 
feminism, then, Amin might more aptly be described as the son of Cromer 
[the British proconsul general in Egypt from 1877 to 1907] and colonialism.”56

Three de cades  after the insurrectionary critical contraption came into being 
to criticize the authority, and claims to neutrality and objectivity, of Western 
knowledges of the non- West, it was repurposed as an ersatz anti- imperialist im-
plement wielded to condemn Arab thinkers and militants from the nineteenth 
 century to our pre sent for internalizing “colonial taxonomies” and being dis-
cursive compradors of sorts.57 What dis appeared with this repurposing is the 
crucial initial concern with the question of the authority of discourses, which 
Talal Asad was particularly preoccupied with. The question of authority can-
not be separated from the loci of enunciation of  these discourses’ authors, their 
institutional sites of production, and their spheres of circulation, in addition 
to their discursive backbone.58 Evacuating the question of authority risks col-
lapsing the two meanings of representation— re- presentation as portrait (art, 
philosophy) and repre sen ta tion as proxy (speaking for, politics)— into each 
other.59 The irony of the  matter lies in the fact that the epistemology critique 
of Arab thinkers took off at the point of their po liti cal and military defeat, and 
at times imprisonment and assassination, by Israel, the authoritarian regimes, 
and the rising sectarian and religious po liti cal forces. Their words came to be 
criticized as their worlds began falling apart.

This modality of criticism remains “parasitic” on a par tic u lar idea of the 
West.60 In an older Maoist jargon the West constitutes the main contradiction 
for  these critics, which is why  these critiques cannot account for the com-
plexities and internal divisions of Arab and Muslim socie ties. Its main move, 
vis- à- vis  those Arab thinkers whose discursive assumptions are dubbed to be 
in alliance with Empire, is a strategy of inversion that never surrenders its at-
tachment to the West. By only taking up an oppositional stance  toward the 
attempts of the West and “westernized natives” to refashion  these forms of life, 
without dialectically relating  these attempts to the internal historical dynam-
ics and contradictions of  these socie ties, this modality of criticism falls very 
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close to reinscribing the argument that the engine of historical transformation 
is external to  these socie ties, but instead of welcoming it like twentieth- century 
modernization theory did, it now has to be resisted.

In fact, the archive of con temporary Arab thought is primarily examined, 
like the older generation of scholars did, through the anxiety of influence of 
the West. In the introduction to his magisterial Arabic Thought in the Liberal 
Age, Albert Hourani wrote about the pitfalls of focusing on individual think-
ers in contrast to schools of thought.61 In  doing so,  there is a risk, Hourani 
wrote, “of giving the impression that they  were more impor tant and original 
than they  really  were; most of them (although not quite all)  were derivative 
thinkers of the second or third rank of importance.”62 Highlighting this tradi-
tion’s reproduction of Orientalist and colonial taxonomies, and doubting the 
originality of secular Muslim thought, underscores, like Hourani, the deriva-
tive nature of this tradition. Again, the difference lies in inverting the norma-
tive charges associated with this common diagnosis. While Hourani focuses 
on  these thinkers  because they are vectors of modernization, the oppositional 
metropolitan critics underscore the epistemological and ontological vio lence 
at the heart of  these intellectuals’ visions that seeks to bring about Western hege-
mony. What gets foreclosed in the pro cess is an engagement with modern and 
con temporary Arab and Muslim thought that does not reinscribe the West as 
its sovereign subject. Moreover, critiques of Arab and Muslim intellectuals as 
self- Orientalizing, unoriginal, and plagued by colonial taxonomies reproduce 
the historicism and theories of lack that are criticized in  these thinkers’ works 
by unwittingly reinscribing once more the Arab world as lagging  behind, this 
time around in the production of original thought.

Therefore, if one is interested, like I am in this proj ect, in understanding the 
travails of this generation of thinkers, the questions they posed, the answers 
they proposed, and the diff er ent positions they  were arguing against or align-
ing themselves with, a practice of criticism premised on unmasking “faulty,” 
or not, epistemological assumptions  will not be of any help. What it  will do 
is erase the historicity of  these fields of argument and obscure the character of 
 these specific interventions. It also forecloses the investigation of how theories, 
which are embedded in language games and po liti cal proj ects, help fashion 
the ethos of militant intellectuals and  later of disenchanted solitary critics. For 
instance, in just focusing on universal— say, secular or liberal— discursive as-
sumptions, and aligning them a priori with the US empire and  human rights 
imperialism and epistemological vio lence,  these critical strategies risk reifying 
 these universals by erasing the logics of po liti cal practice, the powers of institu-
tions, and the transfiguring acts of translation that repurpose  these discourses 
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and embed them in diff er ent proj ects. It does so through eliding central histori-
cal and ethnographic questions. How are they put to use? By whom? In what 
conjuncture and to what end? How do their international travels change them 
and their adherents? What proj ects do they enable and foreclose as they are put 
to practice? While the unmasking of Eurocentric knowledges parading as uni-
versals proved to be salutary against the effortlessly thrown historicist charges 
of the “backwardness” of non- Western cultures, it also risks naturalizing the 
conceptual universal/par tic u lar distinction on a geo graph i cal West/East one.63 
This  will again participate in  either hailing difference as a form of re sis tance 
to the homogenizing power of the West or claiming it to be a traditional, or 
“pre- capitalist,” remainder that needs to be overcome to safely reach the much 
awaited and always deferred shores of modernity.64

In investigating  these questions, I  will mainly draw sustenance from the 
methodology developed by the Ludwig Wittgenstein and John  L. Austin– 
inspired work of Quentin Skinner and David Scott’s notion of a problem- 
space. The central tenet of Skinner’s method is captured in “Wittgenstein’s 
remark ‘that words are also deeds.’ ”65 Skinner posited that in order to under-
stand the historical meaning of the text, one has to view it as an intervention 
in argument and ask about the character of the intervention66 through asking 
questions such as “What is this text  doing? What is the author  doing in this 
text?”67 “How is it positioned in relation to existing arguments? What kind 
of an intervention does it constitute? What does it accept, reject, repudiate, 
satirize, ignore in existing discussions?”68 The import of R. G. Collingwood’s 
“logic of question and answer,” put to use in Skinner’s work, was its insight 
that it is helpful to approach any intentional object of the  human mind (a 
building, a piece of  music, a philosophical work) as a solution to certain prob-
lems, and hence the historian’s task is “to find out the questions to which the 
text was the answer.”69

David Scott elaborates the concept of a problem- space, mainly out of his 
reading of Collingwood and Skinner, “though in the background of it,” he tells 
the late Stuart Hall, one can “discern the trace of Wittgenstein, J. L. Austin and 
Foucault.”70 In Conscripts of Modernity: The Tragedy of Colonial Enlightenment 
(2004), Scott notes that

a “problem- space,” in my usage, is meant first of all to demarcate a dis-
cursive context, a context of language, but it is more than a cognitively 
intelligible arrangement of concepts, ideas, images, meanings, and so 
on— though it is certainly this. It is a context of argument, and therefore 
one of intervention. A problem- space, in other words, is an ensemble 
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of questions and answers around which a horizon of identifiable stakes 
(conceptual as well as ideological- political stakes) hangs.71

Moreover, what this concept allows Scott to do is to gauge the temporality of 
diff er ent spaces of arguments, how in a new conjuncture “old questions may 
lose their salience, their bite, and so lead the range of old answers that once 
attached to them to appear lifeless, quaint, not so much wrong as irrelevant.”72 
In emphasizing the temporality of problem- spaces, Scott is  after a rethink-
ing of the relation of past to pre sent, to avoid understanding the past in the 
terms of the pre sent, to sidestep the “presentism that reads the past as a naive or 
mistaken version of the pre sent”73 by reconstructing the character of an inter-
vention in its own space of arguments. Scott, however, is also interested in an 
additional question following the historical act of reconstruction, that of inter-
rogating the saliency of the reconstructed move for the critic’s pre sent. Is the 
question still worth answering?, he asks. In that sense, Scott adds a normative 
edge, an engaged posture, to the  labors of historical reconstruction, noting the 
insufficiency of the detached reconstructing of the past practiced by Skinner, 
“who bows and exits just at the point at which the question arises of determin-
ing and judging the stakes in the pre sent of the rehistoricizing intervention.”74 
The  labors and responsibility of the historian are not to stop at the pre sent’s 
doorstep, by denaturalizing and revealing the constructedness of what we now 
take for granted.75 It is not enough to show how  things  were diff er ent in the 
past, and therefore infer that our pre sent could possibly have diff er ent con-
tours; rather, Scott urges the critic to knock on this door and seek “to make the 
pre sent yield more attractive possibilities for alternative  futures.”76

In this proj ect I  will build on Scott’s insights, drawing attention to the 
problem- spaces, not only of diff er ent generations of critics but of differently 
located con temporary critics. While Scott’s interest lies mostly in the tempo-
rality of problem- spaces, I  will put this notion to work to also help us under-
stand the dynamics of synchronous fields of argument in the Levant and in 
the North American acad emy.77 Moreover, in times when oppositional culture 
in the metropoles is growing farther and farther away from the thinkers and 
movements of emancipation on the ground in the Arab world— unlike the 
 earlier generation’s solidarity and alliance with the Palestinian national libera-
tion movements— these critics are answerable to a variant of Scott’s critique of 
Skinner’s detachment. So  you’ve shown from afar how the discursive assump-
tions that Marxist and feminist militants and thinkers are using are all deeply 
entangled with power. This reveals that you have mastered the application of 
critical tool, but is that enough?  Can’t theory go beyond oppositional critique 
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 toward “positing a new imaginary figure/model of intelligibility,” as Cornelius 
Castoriadis suggested— one that can be tethered to a reimagining of po liti cal 
 futures.78

Coda

This book is best approached like a musical fugue. Its major voice is the Leba-
nese New Left. Diasporic critical theorists, like Edward Said and Talal Asad, 
and the impact that their critical work had on metropolitan disciplines, are 
its minor voice. It has two more minor voices, which appear  every now and 
then. The first is the work of scholars associated with the South Asian Subal-
tern Studies collective, who shared in their beginnings a common Maoist and 
Gramscian lineage with the theorists of Socialist Lebanon but put it to use dif-
ferently. The second is the 1960s French Left. Socialist Lebanon’s militant intel-
lectuals  were in touch with some of its factions and kept track of its theoretical 
productions and militant strategies. As the fugue unfolds, its main subject— 
emancipation, particularly from colonialism and imperialism— goes through 
a succession of inversions and counterpoints that are still unfolding in time.

The form of the book reflexively reenacts this generation’s dialectic of revo-
lutionary hope and po liti cal disenchantment. In part I— Time of History— I 
reconstruct the coming into being and high tides of the New Left by examining 
Socialist Lebanon’s archive. In  doing so, I underscore how the members of this 
generation  were bound together by a collective proj ect of emancipation, which 
inscribed itself within an internationalist constellation of revolutionary move-
ments. In examining the multiple binds confronting the revolutionary proj ect 
in part II— Times of the Sociocultural— I move from the reconstruction of 
a collective proj ect of emancipation to an in- depth examination of Waddah 
Charara’s own militant trajectory and critical work. The scale and focus of the 
chapters mirrors the transubstantiation of a collective of under ground militant 
intellectuals writing anonymous clandestine texts in the ser vice of the revolu-
tion into disenchanted, isolated critics in a wartorn polis.
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PART I. 
TIME OF 
HISTORY

One was dealing with oneself as if  under a constant  
demand, as an employee of History, or an employee  

of some other power, with many tasks to achieve.
— abbas beydoun
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1. o youth, o arabs, o nationalists
Recalling the High Tides of Anticolonial Pan- Arabism

Pick a pen and take note: the Muslims make the pilgrimage to Mecca, the Christians to 
the Vatican and the national liberation movements to Algiers!

— amilcar cabral

We  will never repeat the past. . . .  We  will get rid of the past by regaining our rights in the 
Suez Canal. . . .  O citizens— when we build the high dam we also build the dam of honor, 

freedom, and dignity, and we get rid of the dams of degradation and humiliation and 
declare all of Egypt one front. . . .  All of Egypt  will fight  until its last drop of blood.

— Gamal abdel nasser, speech on the fourth anniversary  
of the revolution in alexandria

Prelude

Revisiting Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age, a  little bit more than two de cades  after 
its publication, Albert Hourani made a series of observations on the problem- space 
the book inhabited, as well as on the alternative directions the proj ect could take, 
or maybe should have taken.  These retrospective historiographical comments, 
included in the preface to the 1983 edition, fall into two overlapping sets of 
concerns. First, Hourani draws his readers’ attentions to the insufficiency of a 
“pure” history of ideas and to the need to supplement it “by asking how and 
why the ideas of my writers had an influence on the minds of  others.”1 The 
histories of ideas and arguments, Hourani suggested, would benefit from an 
anchoring in social history, an attentiveness to a finer scale of analy sis that 
pays attention to intra- Arab distinctions, and an examination of the pro cesses 
of mediation of thought via such vectors as poetry, which disseminate it to 
wider publics.2

In the second series of comments, Hourani recalled a guiding assumption 
of the proj ect: focusing on breaks and discontinuities with the past. “To some 
extent,” he wrote twenty years  later, “I may have distorted the thought of the 
writers I studied, at least  those of the first and second generations: the ‘modern’ 
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ele ment in their thought may have been smaller than I implied, and it would 
have been pos si ble to write about them in a way which emphasized continuity 
rather than a break with the past.”3 Hourani’s late interest in the question of 
historical continuity went beyond his retrospective worry regarding the em-
phasis placed on reading more “echoes of Eu ro pean thought” (discontinuity) 
than “echoes of Islamic po liti cal thought” (continuity) in the works of Arab 
thinkers he dealt with, as he put it a few years  later in a rich autobiographical 
interview.4 It took the form of a call to write about other kinds of writers.  Those 
 were the ones not given their due in the book. In the pro cess Hourani alerted 
his readers to how the historian’s pre sent is refracted through the formation of 
historical objects, and how they are interpreted by making explicit the deci-
sions he made in the early 1960s regarding who to include in his pantheon of 
Arab thought. “ Those,” as he put it, “who still lived in their inherited world 
of thought, whose main aim was to preserve the continuity of its tradition, and 
who did so in accustomed ways, writing and teaching within the framework 
of the  great schools, the Azhar in Cairo or the Zaytuna in Tunis, or of the Sufi 
brotherhoods,”  were the authors who had remained dominant throughout the 
nineteenth  century.5 “In the pre sent  century they have lost much of their domi-
nation,” noted the veteran historian, “or so it seemed at the point in time when 
I was writing my book.” Hourani’s “or so it seemed” gives his readers a clue to 
how his emerging interest in the question of continuity registers the transfor-
mations altering the po liti cal landscape in the Arab world in the two de cades 
since he first published his book. “It is clearer now than it was then, at least to 
me,” Hourani wrote, “that the extension of the area of po liti cal consciousness 
and activity, the coming of ‘mass politics,’ would bring into the po liti cal pro-
cesses men and  women who  were still liable to be swayed by what the Azhar 
said or wrote, and what the shaykhs of a brotherhood might teach.”6

Revisiting  futures past in 1983, with an emphasis on continuity rather than 
its opposite, Hourani subtly revised some of the conclusions of his book’s epi-
logue, “Between Past and  Future,” which addressed the post– World War II era 
from the vantage point of the early 1960s.  There, the picture drawn was of the 
passing of a world divided into East and West, and the birth of a new mod-
ern world. The West had managed to carry out “its historic mission of creating 
a new and unified world.”7 “The world was one,” Hourani concluded, during 
the age of in de pen dence and national liberation. Not only was it unified on the 
levels of material techniques and science but, more importantly for our pur-
poses, “po liti cally too the world had become one:  there was a single universe 
of po liti cal discourse.  There  were of course diff er ent po liti cal systems, but the 
differences could not be explained simply in terms of regional or national 
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character or tradition.”8 Differences, during the age of ideologies,  were no lon-
ger predicated on the particularities of region, nation, or tradition. Rather, the 
differences  were themselves contained within a single universal terrain of po-
liti cal discourse. “The most impor tant of all changes which came to the surface 
in  these twenty years,” Hourani added in his depiction of the postwar era, “was 
this: the past was abolished  whether it  were the past of ‘westernization’ or the 
more distant past of the traditional socie ties.”9 The pasts of tradition, and west-
ernization, seemed then to have passed for good to usher in a universal moder-
nity at the pinnacle of anticolonial passions a de cade  after the coming to power 
of the  Free Officers in Egypt (1952) and in the last hours of the Algerian strug-
gle for national liberation. This was the time that preceded the Islamic revival 
and the Ira nian Revolution. The promise of anticolonial nationalism had not 
yet been “followed by the crisis of the third- world- state, and the culture wars 
became identified with chauvinism, ethnic hatred, and cynically manipulative 
and corrupt regimes.”10

The militant intellectuals that  will take part in founding the Lebanese New 
Left in the mid-1960s  were swept off their feet at a very young age by the tidal 
waves of Arab nationalisms and their promise of a united popu lar sovereignty 
on Arab lands  after defeating colonialism, which had divided the Arab  people 
into diff er ent state cantons. They grew up in that post– World War II age when 
the world, as Hourani observed in the early 1960s, had become one. The po liti cal, 
articulated ideologically, mainly between diff er ent nationalisms (say, Lebanese, 
Syrian, and Arab), appeared to have gained a greater autonomy from the social 
fabrics and cultural lifeworlds that previously articulated differences— what 
Hourani refers to as region, national character, and tradition. The postwar 
world that Hourani is describing is a time of modernity that, by abolishing 
the past of “westernization” and seemingly separating the po liti cal from the 
social and the cultural, especially in the form of Arab nationalism, acquires 
a higher degree of universality and renders po liti cal differences abstract and 
commensurable. 

In what follows, I stitch together the biographical, po liti cal, and intellec-
tual in a coming of age narrative that underscores the early pivotal events, par-
ticularly the high tides of Arab nationalism that marked  these young soon to 
be militant intellectuals, and their own reconstructions of their distant pasts, 
before they founded the Lebanese New Left and became known as the 1960s 
generation.11 “Recalling,” in the chapter’s title, is both an act of remembrance 
and a retrospective critical practice, as in requesting the return of a product 
already in use  after the discovery of a manufacturing defect.12 The products 
they are recalling are Arab nationalism and its promises of sovereignty and the 
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modern, single ideological universe of po liti cal discourse they inhabited and 
that contributed so much to fashioning them into po liti cal subjects operating 
outside the bound aries of their own sectarian, regional, and kin communities.

This first chapter is also a “prehistory” of the New Left militant intellectu-
als who  will for the most part found or join Socialist Lebanon (1964–70). I 
am using “prehistory” in four overlapping ways. First, it stands for the period 
that predates the time of their Marxist po liti cal engagement in under ground 
po liti cal cells associated with practices of secrecy and anonymous publishing. 
Second, it also refers to the time before their deep immersion in Marxist the-
ory: reading it, translating it, and producing it. I therefore mostly rely on their 
own reconstructions of their pasts in the interviews I conducted with them and 
in their memoirs to get a sense of the questions, hopes, and desires animat-
ing them  there and then. Third, I use “prehistory” to refer to the times before 
the comrades’ imaginations  were captured by the movement of history whose 
milestones included such events as the Chinese, Cuban, and Viet nam ese Revo-
lutions. Fi nally, having been born in the first years of the Lebanese civil war 
(1975–90), a time when the Ba‘th had already been in power in Syria and Iraq 
for more than a de cade, I was not fully aware before I began conducting  these 
interviews of the importance of Arab nationalism, and especially Ba‘thist ide-
ology and politics, to  those militant intellectuals (such as Mahmoud Soueid, 
Abbas Beydoun, Azza Charara Beydoun, Fawwaz Traboulsi, Ahmad Beydoun, 
Waddah Charara, and Muhsin Ibrahim, among  others) who would  later form 
the backbone of the Lebanese New Left. The  matter is not merely an empiri-
cal historical “lacuna” on my part. It is more than that. Having been born into 
times of “ Really Existing Ba‘thism,” particularly in its Assadist incarnation, 
Arab nationalist politics and ideology was synonymous, from my own genera-
tional perspective, with authoritarian regimes and apparatuses of power mas-
querading as visions of national sovereignty against colonialism. For instance, 
revisiting the writings of Michel Aflaq, one of the found ers and the ideologue 
of the Ba‘th in and for our pre sent, was never a question for me. The virulent 
debates between diff er ent strains of Arab nationalists— say, Nasserists and 
Ba‘thists— were, as far as I was concerned, arcane historical materials. Despite 
their temporal proximity, they seemed light- years away from my own existen-
tial generational standpoint. They  were a past past. On the other hand, com-
ing of po liti cal age in the 1990s,  after the interruption of the Lebanese civil 
war (1975–90) and in the wake of the hopes, proj ects, and mostly defeats of 
this generation of leftists, their past experiences, past proj ects, past hopes, and 
multiple po liti cal and intellectual transformations seemed alive and worthy of 
revisiting— enough at least to propel me to undertake this proj ect.
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Two caveats before I start narrating: writing about a generation of Leba-
nese leftist militant intellectuals coming of age in the aftermath of the 1948 
Nakba and the rise of Abdel Nasser as the icon of Arab national liberation in 
the late 1950s requires taking stock of the particularities of Lebanese society’s 
history and politics, namely, the shifting articulations of infranational  familial, 
regional, and sectarian grounds with specific modern ideologies (Arab nation-
alism, communism, Lebanese nationalism) and supranational imaginaries and 
ties (Shi‘i ties to Najaf, Maronites to Rome and France, for example). A word of 
caution is due  here. In alluding to the articulation of infranational attachments, 
and supranational ones with modern ideologies such as Marxism, I could be 
misunderstood as  going back to an older Orientalist lit er a ture on the area, 
which marginalized the importance of modern ideologies at work to explain 
all phenomena through the lens of an immutable Islamic civilizational  whole. 
In an essay published in Commentary in January 1976, the British American 
historian Bernard Lewis wrote:

For to admit that an entire civilization can have religion as its primary 
loyalty is too much. Even to suggest such a  thing is regarded as offensive 
by liberal opinion, always ready to take protective umbrage on behalf of 
 those whom it regards as its wards. This is reflected in the pre sent inabil-
ity, po liti cal, journalistic and scholarly alike, to recognize the importance 
of the  factor of religion in the current affairs of the Muslim world and 
in the consequent recourse to the language of left- wing and right- wing, 
progressive and conservative, and the rest of the Western terminology, 
the use of which in explaining Muslim po liti cal phenomena is about as 
accurate and as enlightening as an account of a cricket match by a base-
ball correspondent.13

Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978), in which this paragraph was cited, and 
the ensuing moment of postcolonial critique, has debunked the essentialist, 
ahistorical claims, on which such pronouncements on the Arab and Muslim 
world claiming its “exceptional” status are founded. In pointing to the pe-
culiar so cio log i cal profile of  these intellectuals and militants, such as the pre-
dominance  of  Shi‘is among the ranks of the Lebanese Communist Party in 
the 1970s, or of Shi‘i Beirut residents who hail from Lebanon’s peripheries 
among the militant intellectuals of Socialist Lebanon in the mid-1960s, I do 
not highlight an ahistorical notion of religion, seeing in it the ultimate grid 
of explanation of an “exceptional” Arab politics. 14 Having said that, I also do 
not seek to erase the par tic u lar so cio log i cal profiles of  these militants, which 
includes more than just an upbringing in a par tic u lar sectarian community, to 
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engage in an “abstract” examination of theories and ideologies that does not ac-
count for the milieus in which  these ideas found anchorage in par tic u lar times 
and places. Rather than isolating supposedly opposed first princi ples, “tradi-
tional” religious loyalty for the “Orientals” versus “modern” po liti cal ideologies 
for the “West,” and  either assert the distinction to prove the backwardness of 
the “Oriental” or negate it to assert the modernity of the non- Westerners and 
undo the “exception,” it is more analytically fruitful, I think, to investigate how 
at diff er ent times and places, both in the West and in the non- West, diff er ent 
so cio log i cal distinctions and attachments based on, say, religion, region,  family, 
gender, class, and race resonate and articulate with diff er ent po liti cal ideologies.

Second,  after they disengaged from or ga nized po liti cal activity, the intel-
lectual militants who form the backbone of this proj ect became distinguished 
social scientists, historians, and artists.  There is no escape from engaging with 
their work, not only as the main body of material for this proj ect but also 
to gain a thorough understanding of Lebanese history and its con temporary 
politics. As a result, in this chapter, and the rest of the work, I  will follow Brink-
ley Messick’s lead in using their texts both as “sources for analy sis and objects 
of analy sis.”15  There is no external detached body of texts that acts as a ground 
and is relied on to build a context in which  these texts  were intervening. I 
use  these authors’ oeuvre both to delineate the contours of a problem- space 
and to examine the interventions their texts  were performing in a specific 
conjuncture.

Lebanon’s Nations and Its One State

On September 1, 1920, French general Henri Gouraud proclaimed the state of 
Greater Lebanon, with Elias al-Huwayyik, the Maronite patriarch, standing 
to his right.16 The new state was carved out by the French general, assuming 
the Mandate for Syria and Lebanon  after defeating King Faysal’s Arab forces 
and occupying Damascus, from territories formerly belonging to the Ottoman 
provinces of Syria and Beirut, which  were annexed to the semiautonomous 
Mount Lebanon Mutasarrifiyya (provincial government). The new state, en-
compassing Sunni, Shi‘i, and Druze religious communities, eleven Christian 
ones, and a Jewish minority, was put together by the French around its long- 
term allies, the Maronite Christians, and for them.17 The new arrangement was 
imposed on the land’s Muslim communities, who had been torn away from the 
Syrian Arab hinterland, turning them “overnight from a millennium- old rul-
ing majority into a ‘minority.’ They had become subject not only to the French 
themselves but to France’s client, the Maronites.”18
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A weakened France, in the aftermath of its defeat during World War II, cou-
pled with the Muslim elites’ increasing adherence to the new state, produced a 
majority calling in 1943 for Lebanon’s in de pen dence from the ailing imperial 
power. The fruit of this convergence was the National Pact, an unwritten agree-
ment that founded in de pen dent Lebanon on a double negative: neither inte-
gration into Syria (the Muslims’ Arab  unionist demand) nor French protection 
(the Christians’ demand). The double negation founding the nation defined 
Lebanon as a country “with an Arab face.”19 The new country would become 
part of the Arab world, taking part in the founding of the Arab League. It 
would also relinquish the West’s protection, but not sever its ties with it, while 
pledging to become neither a sanctuary nor a passageway for colonialism, in 
the famous expression of Riad al- Sulh, Lebanon’s preeminent Sunni leader and 
prime minister at the time. Lebanon, founded on a compromise between dif-
fer ent infranational sectarian communities and their supranational (Arab and 
Western) imaginaries and loyalties, would continually fail to produce a hege-
monic unifying narrative for what it means to be a Lebanese national.

Lebanon was, since its inception, and still is, a  house of many mansions.20 
Not all of  these mansions, though, would have equal stature in steering the Leb-
anese state, gaining access to resources, and articulating their vision of the 
nation. The division of po liti cal power since the country’s first constitution, 
which was drafted in 1926  under French Mandate rule, would be allocated ac-
cording to a system of provisional confessional repre sen ta tion. This system of 
inscribing religious identities as po liti cal ones was not entirely new. Mount 
Lebanon had witnessed diff er ent power- sharing agreements between the 
Maronite and Druze communities in 1845 and 1861, which  were imposed by 
the Eu ro pean powers, “protectors” of Ottoman minorities, to quell sectarian 
tensions between the two groups. In a po liti cal game that was structured by 
quotas for the diff er ent constitutive religious communities of the nation, de-
mographics are key.21 The 1932 census was the last official census conducted in 
Lebanon. The 1990 amendments to the constitution, in the wake of the fifteen- 
year- long civil and regional wars, rectified the previous power imbalance by 
transferring some of the previous quasi- monarchic executive prerogatives of 
the Maronite president to the council of ministers and dividing parliamentary 
seats equally between Christians and Muslims. The country’s open secret for a 
while now has been the retreat in the demographics of Christian inhabitants 
and the increase of its Muslim population, which forestalls conducting a new 
official census. The dangerous politics of sectarian population demographics is 
at the heart of Lebanese internal politics and its imbrications with regional and 
international ones.22
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From the particularities of the infranational religious communities and the 
system of po liti cal repre sen ta tion that tied participation in the institutional 
po liti cal game to confessional denominations sprang the precarious Lebanese 
Republic. The division of the state institutions and resources between com-
peting confessional blocs spared the Lebanese polity from the military coups 
and the grip of authoritarian rule that shook the neighboring countries in the 
wake of the 1948 Arab catastrophe. The Lebanese state, torn as it was, and still 
is, between the diff er ent constituencies that compose it and fight over it, did 
not manage to “rise above”  these loyalties, or to articulate itself fully with one 
of the groups to subdue the  others. The Maronite elite, in control of most key 
positions in the Lebanese state on the eve of in de pen dence, put forth a po liti-
cally and eco nom ically (laissez- faire) pro- Western Lebanese nationalism that 
saw itself as part of the “ free world.”23 Po liti cal movements and ideological cur-
rents would, when passing through the Lebanese prism, be predominantly re-
fracted along the lines of the multiple components of the Lebanese polity, and 
be translated into the po liti cal game of sectarian balance. Anticolonial Arab 
nationalism, in its heyday, was therefore “perceived by some as a threat to the 
communitarian equilibrium, and by  others as an instrument of mobilization 
against Maronite preeminence. Following from that, Arab nationalism’s pro-
gress or its retreat became an internal stake, with civil war at its horizon.”24 As 
the late Samir Kassir, a sharp analyst of Lebanese history and politics, put it, 
“while in Syria, Jordan, or Iraq, the regional polarization had for effect to op-
pose the governments against society’s vibrant forces, rather against the entire 
society, in Lebanon, it [regional polarization] came to be inscribed at the heart 
of society.”25  These modern ideological movements, such as Arab nationalism, 
Syrian nationalism, and communism,  were also a means to oppose a politics 
centered around urban notables and rural feudal lords. Lebanon’s French birth 
out of Ottoman ruins catering for an Eastern Christian community against the 
 unionist wishes of its Muslim “national partners,” the founding of a po liti cal 
system that divided the state along unequal confessional lines, and the failure 
to formulate a hegemonic vision of the nation resulted in the country’s extreme 
susceptibility to regional and international developments.

The Palestinian Nakba and the Lebanese South

“If you go to ‘Aitarun, you see Palestine . . .  Israel, if you go to Marun al- Ras, 
you see the Hula Plains; and if you go to Rmaysh, you see Palestine,” says 
Waddah Charara a  little bit less than sixty years  after the Palestinian Nakba 
of 1948, as he painstakingly describes to me the topography of the villages 
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surrounding Bint Jbayl— the southern Lebanese town his  father’s  family 
is originally from— and what they overlook on the other side of the border. 
“From Bint Jbayl,” he adds, “you see Sa‘sa‘. . .  a colony, a settlement, which is 
mythic in my  family’s stories. . . .  I saw it before actually seeing it . . .  both my 
paternal aunts used to talk to me about 1948. Theirs was not a po liti cal narra-
tion, and most prob ably their reports  were fabricated.”26 

Palestine was not only geo graph i cally contiguous to southern Lebanese 
towns and villages from which one could spot the construction of settlements. 
The Lebanese bordering villages  were integrated in more than one way into the 
economic, religious, medical, and administrative networks of pre-1948 Pales-
tine. Traders would cross the borders from Yafa to sell their oranges and take 
wheat, barely, lentils, or corn in exchange, recalls Mahmoud Soueid, who as 
a child saw Palestinian currency before seeing the Lebanese one. Soueid was 
born in 1936 in Kfar Hamam, which is located at the southeastern tip of Leba-
non, approximately at the intersection of the Syrian Golan Heights and north-
ern Galilee. The village is part of the ‘Urqub region, which became known 
as “Fatah Land” in the late 1960s  after the Palestinian re sis tance established 
its bases  there and used it as a launching pad for its guerrilla operations. His 
 father, a Sunni cleric who studied in Damascus, established a school and a li-
brary at the beginning of the twentieth  century and became the imam of the 
poor village, which survived mainly on agriculture. Its residents held Syrian 
papers before the establishment of Lebanon in 1920, papers they kept even  after 
that date. If someone fell sick in the village they  were taken to the Jewish doc-
tor in Hula. No one used to go to Saida. Palestine was closer.27 The commerce 
with Palestine was integral to the everyday lives of  these southerners, who ex-
perienced the Nakba as a severely disruptive event. In his first work of social 
science, Charara registered how, in the wake of 1948, Bint Jbayl became in-
creasingly incorporated into the commercial and administrative spheres of the 
recently in de pen dent Lebanese state (1943). Around the same time, modern 
po liti cal organ izations— the Ba‘th— also started attracting some of the town’s 
inhabitants, particularly  those who exited “the traditional life cycle such as: 
teachers, students and a small cohort of citizens.”28

Born a few years before 1948, the soon to become militants  were marked 
in their early years by the plight of the Palestinians in more than one way. 
As a result of the geo graph i cal contiguity of Palestine and Lebanon, around 
100,000 Palestinians who  were forcibly expelled by or fled Zionist and Israeli 
forces took refuge in Lebanon in the aftermath of 1948. The influx of refu-
gees snatched some of  these  children from their private worlds and provided 
the impetus for some of their first public acts. Soueid, who was around twelve 
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years old then, wrote a poem in his school bulletin. Fifty years  later he can 
only remember its first verse: “Honor your guests O Lebanon generously.”29 
Accompanied by other volunteers, he carried empty bags and knocked on 
 people’s doors in the coastal city of Saida. Residents gave them cans of food, 
batteries, and clothes that they stocked in one place for some organ izations 
to pick up and distribute to the refugees. Soueid  wasn’t alone in taking part in 
gathering aid for the incoming refugees. Wajih Kawtharani (1941–), a mem-
ber of Socialist Lebanon in the late 1960s and now a retired history professor 
at the Lebanese University, originally from the southern village of Ansar, was 
born and raised mostly in Beirut. Kawtharani was very young when the 1948 
Palestinian Nakba took place:

I remember Palestinian refugees coming and living in our neighbor-
hood. I remember we used to gather aid for them at the time. I saw them 
in the neighborhood. I was six or seven years old. [I thought at the time] 
 there is a prob lem,  these  people have been wronged, they have been 
evicted from their lands and they need help.30

Palestine was not a placeholder in their lives for a rightful anti- imperialist, na-
tionalist cause mediated solely through passionate ideological rhe toric. Their 
geographic and generational position enabled them to see its plains, deal in 
its currency, visit Jewish doctors, and  later on listen to the stories of exodus, 
write poems, and gather aid for the incoming refugees. During their teenage 
years, they  were swept off their feet by the tidal waves of Arab nationalism that 
put the Palestine question at the heart of anticolonial strug gles in the region. 
Two de cades  after the Nakba, they became main Lebanese allies of the Palestin-
ian armed strug gle for national liberation before some of them, like Waddah 
Charara— who theorized the alliance between the Palestinian revolution and 
the Lebanese Left— became staunch critics of it. That said, we are not  there 
yet, and the militant intellectuals who founded Socialist Lebanon (1964) do 
not all originally come from southern Lebanon, which mediated an intimate 
relationship with Palestine.

Our Arab  Brothers in Algeria,  
Egyptian Periodicals, and Iraqi Poets

Certain constitutive events of this generation’s po liti cal coming of age and their 
repercussions no longer resonate in our pre sent. Their echoes barely reached 
the shores of succeeding generations. Algeria’s anticolonial star, which ignited 
passionate anticolonial sentiments, sunk with time.  Today only scars remain. 
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As he unfolds the cardinal nodes of his po liti cal awakening that followed the 
Palestinian Nakba, Wajih Kawtharani highlights the Nasserite tides and the Al-
gerian strug gle for national liberation. He goes back in time to a demonstration 
he joined in support of the Algerian militant Djamila Bouhired, who was ar-
rested, tortured, and sentenced to death on terrorism charges by French colonial 
authorities in 1957. It is very likely that it was the same demonstration during 
which Fawwaz Traboulsi (1941–) tried to climb up the wall of the French em-
bassy, to be pulled down by a policeman and hit by a  rifle butt on his forehead. 

Traboulsi was heir to a diff er ent legacy than the southern and Shi‘i one. The 
son of a Greek Catholic Christian  hotel owner from Mashghara— a village in 
the Bekka Valley—he hails from a diff er ent sectarian, regional, and class back-
ground.31 The  family’s famous  hotel was a cosmopolitan microcosm that at-
tracted prominent politicians— including Michel Aflaq, the founder and ideo-
logue of the Ba‘th Party that Traboulsi joined while studying in Manchester 
around 1959— illustrious artists, and members of the haute bourgeoisie from 
around the world. The  hotel did more than that, though. It played a crucial role 
in developing Traboulsi’s consciousness of social differences, through mixing 
with its workers, particularly an older communist cousin, who worked  there 
during high season. What he shares though with some of his  future comrades 
is descent from a lineage of intellectuals. Traboulsi is the grand son of ‘Issa Is-
kandar al- Ma‘luf (1886–1956), an eminent multifaceted scholar: historian, lin-
guist, editor, and collector of original manuscripts. The scar, from the  rifle butt 
blow, is still vis i ble on Traboulsi’s forehead. It acts as a reminder of a young man 
once captivated by Djamila’s “pale, innocent face” and the country of a million 
martyrs. “I was madly in love with Djamila Bouhired,” writes Traboulsi in his 
memoir. “I even drew a pencil portrait of her that remained on my bedroom’s 
wall for a long time.”32 “And for truth’s sake,” he recalls, “Beirutis  were never as 
giving  toward an Arab cause as they  were with the Algerian Revolution: in 
support, solidarity, and contributions. I remember scenes of Beirut’s  women 
taking off jewelry and bracelets to give them as donations.”33 Traboulsi’s Al-
gerian passion would lead many around him to  mistake him for an Algerian 
national. Some years  later, in 1961, when the “Evian negotiations” between 
the French colonizers and the FLN began, a del e ga tion of Iraqi communists 
visited Traboulsi to congratulate him on his country’s in de pen dence: “They 
wished me, in high militant seriousness, a quick and blessed return to the 
homeland.”34

In one of our numerous interviews, Waddah Charara reacted to my proposi-
tion that a number of intellectuals, such as Edward Said (1935–2003), consid-
ered the 1967 defeat of Arab armies against Israel to be a watershed moment 
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in their po liti cal consciousness by recounting the story of his first “po liti cal 
baptism.”

The Algerian events had already begun when I was eleven years old.  There 
 were already some clashes before the first of November 1954.35 The 1967 
of  others was in my case joining a demonstration  under the rain prob ably 
in January  1953 . . .  a demonstration I remember in  great detail. . . .  My 
parents had nothing to do with it at all.

We walked out of school and a young man, who was three or four 
years older than us, stood on a small mound of sand in Burj al- Barajneh— 
under what is now called the Rasul al- A‘zam Mosque that back then con-
sisted of wide stretches of sand populated by goldfinch hunters where we 
used to go whenever we had a lira and quarter to buy a bird— anyways he 
stood  there and said: “O Youth, O Arabs, O Nationalists, French colo-
nialism is slaughtering our  brothers in Algeria.”

I understood [then] in the bodily sense of understanding, not merely 
in the discursive sense. Even though in 1952, when my dad used to come 
back from work . . .  he used to bring home Egyptian newspapers. I re-
member I was ten years old when I started reading al- Ithnayn [Mon-
day], which is similar to Akhir Sa‘a [The Last Hour], al- Musawwir [The 
Photographer], but it had much more pictures in it. I remember very 
clearly Muhammad Naguib before Abdel Nasser . . .  Abdel Nasser, of 
course, the smell of paper, ink, the hazy pictures of the [Suez] Canal 
 battle [1956].

So even though  there is a partial rupture between, on the one hand, 
home and its world, essentially my dad’s world and the  people you talk 
to  there, and what they talk about and the magazines and school, on the 
other hand, which is a bunch of small kids learning dictation, grammar, 
“conjugaison” [conjugation of words in French], and a bit of math. . . .  
A certain translation, a certain investment of the atmosphere at home 
in this  thing [the demonstration] took place that was surprising to me.

I remember this demonstration not only in its rain, the smell of wet 
clothes, my hair, and the thought that now my aunt is  going to shout at 
me  because I left myself  under the rain and might catch a cold, and  things 
of that sort, but also  because  there was some kind of implicit transmu-
tation between  these images, ideas, words, and emotions to something 
I  was  doing myself. I de cided to walk out of school with the protest; 
some  people did not go out. I was overwhelmed by  great emotions. This 
was the baptism.36
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Abdel Latif Charara, Waddah’s  father, an Arab nationalist, was a prolific author, 
linguist, and translator. His many works include volumes on classical and con-
temporary Arabic poetry, a book on George Bernard Shaw, another on Arab 
nationalism— Ruh al- ‘Uruba (The Spirit of Arabism) (1947) and republished 
 later on— and translations (e.g., Herbert Marcuse). It was this Arab national-
ist and anticolonial sensibility, cultivated through encounters with his  father’s 
Arab friends— such as the Syrian poet and statesman Badawi al- Jabal and the 
Iraqi poet Ahmad Safi al- Najafi— the reading of Egyptian periodicals, and the 
general atmosphere around the  house, that was transmuted into Charara’s par-
ticipation in the demonstration of support to the Algerian national liberation 
strug gle, generating tremendous emotions in the body of the eleven- year-old 
boy that transpire through the voice of the sixty- five- year-old man as he re-
counts with meticulous detail what he thought and how he felt on that rainy 
school day fifty- four years ago.37 The intellectual hub that Waddah Charara 
grew up in transcended the frail borders of the Lebanese Republic and took 
part very early on in the fashioning of his Arab nationalist imaginary and sen-
sibilities. Imagining the Arab nation, from Beirut, was made pos si ble through 
the shared Arabic language, which tied  these intellectuals together and circu-
lated through mass media, such as Egyptian periodicals and, in the age of the 
transistor radio, through the fiery speeches of Gamal Abdel Nasser broadcast 
on Sawt al- ‘Arab (Voice of the Arabs).

Pan- Arab Passions: Politics, Sensibilities, and Institutions

The “Arab Cause,” recalls Azza Charara Beydoun, “was more dominant [in 
our lives] than Lebanese concerns.”38 Charara Beydoun, a retired professor 
of social psy chol ogy at the Lebanese University and feminist thinker, joined 
Socialist Lebanon shortly  after it was founded in the mid-1960s. Although 
they are siblings, Azza Charara Beydoun and Waddah Charara did not grow 
up together as a result of their parents’ divorce. They also belong to diff er-
ent linguistic- intellectual universes. While he left for undergraduate studies 
in Lyon (1959) and then went back to France in the early 1970s to finish 
his doctorate, she enrolled in the American University of Beirut for an un-
dergraduate degree in mathe matics and shifted to social psy chol ogy  after a 
number of years as a math teacher in Lebanese public high schools. Foreign 
languages, in the case of  these siblings—as in the case of all  these intellectual 
militants—is a crucial  matter that provides insight into the readings, influ-
ences, and literary sensibilities and imaginaries out of which an intellectual’s 
habitus is fashioned.
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One of the instrumental mediums carry ing “The Arab Cause” was Sawt 
al-‘Arab (Voice of the Arabs), the Cairo- based radio station that broadcast a 
highly charged Arab nationalist rhe toric, the most effective of which  were the 
speeches of Gamal Abdel Nasser.  These speeches  were a source of po liti cal edu-
cation and induced a generalized popu lar mobilization in the Arab region.39 
Sawt al- ‘Arab was designed, according to Ahmad al- Sa‘id, the radio station’s 
best- known presenter and general man ag er,

to explain to them [the Arab  people] the ideals of the July Revolution, 
making them aware of the many plots they faced. The main aims of The 
Voice of the Arabs, therefore,  were to liberate the Arab  people; to unite 
the Arab countries; to liberate Arab resources from imperialism’s grasp; 
and to encourage the use of  those resources for the development of Arab 
civilization, science and culture.40

 These  were times, remembers Abbas Beydoun, when borders between Arab 
countries  were thought to have been erased by the engulfing tidal wave of 
Arab nationalism:

 There was no sense of the borders at the time. This tide seemed as if it is 
one homogenous force, and it seemed as if  there is a unified Arab history 
that was being made.  There was no meaning to the [existing] borders. We 
 were all part of this tide. . . .  When communists in Iraq or in Syria talked 
about some borders, or the Ba‘thists,  after the failure of the  union [ after 
1961], this talk seemed unintelligible.41

The re sis tance to recognize the borders and specific national affiliations of the 
diff er ent Arab countries during this time  were evident in the discourses of Arab 
nationalist movements that “refused to say, for example, the Syrian  people, the 
Lebanese  people, the Egyptian  people; they used to say the Arab  people in 
Syria, the Arab  people in Lebanon, the Arab  people in Egypt.”42

Arab nationalism is mostly remembered as a world saturated with strong 
po liti cal emotions. Its anticolonial sentiments and nationalist pride  were 
perfectly conveyed by Nasser’s demotic speeches; nationalist poems, nov-
els, and songs; po liti cal pamphlets; and iconic photo graphs and portraits, 
such as  those of Djamila Bouhired that Traboulsi hung on his wall. Charara 
recalled being overwhelmed by  great emotions during the Algerian dem-
onstration.43 Azza Charara Beydoun recalls how as a twelve-year-old she 
strongly lived through Nasser’s speech as he declared the nationalization of 
the Suez Canal on July 23, 1956. A few years  later, the end of the short- lived 
 union between the Egyptian and Syrian republics (1958–61) made her fall 
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sick: “I had a fever,” she recalls. “I  took it somatically . . .  just so that you 
know how emotional it was, and I was reading about how  people  were  going 
to Damascus and talking about how handsome Abdel Nasser was. This is the 
emotional  thing.”44

The Arab nationalist fervor was not only diffused through the circulation 
of vari ous media that young men and  women read, listened to, and looked 
at. It also inhabited educational institutions. At some point in the 1950s al- 
Kulliyya al- ‘Amiliyya (‘Amili College) in Beirut, which was dominated by 
Nasserists and members of the Arab Nationalist Movement, received a visit 
from Anwar al-Sadat to conclude an agreement between the Arab Republic 
of Egypt and the school whereby the Egyptian government would staff the 
college with Egyptian public school teachers.45 Wajih Kawtharani was taught 
by  these Egyptian school teachers who mainly taught Beiruti school  children 
history, geography, and the Arabic language.  These  were subjects that, it need 
not be emphasized, easily lend themselves to being infused with the Arab na-
tionalist zeitgeist.

Other schools  were turned into quasi- political party centers where meetings 
and ideological education took place si mul ta neously with the school curricu-
lum, especially during turbulent times, such as the short civil war that Leba-
non witnessed in 1958. Recalling the atmosphere at al- Thanawyya al-Ja‘fariyya, 
a Shi‘i high school located in the southern city of Sur (Tyre), Abbas Beydoun 
tells the story of his first po liti cal engagements:

When I was thirteen, I was one of  those who  were po liti cally active, 
 because in al- Thanawiyya al-  Ja‘fariyya . . .  one of the strange  things about 
this era was that the school itself was a quasi center for the Ba‘th Party, 
not only its teachers, but its administration— Ja‘far Sharaf al- Din [the 
school’s headmaster], who was an ally of the Ba‘th at the time— and its 
students. We used to attend party meetings in the classroom, the unit of 
party meetings was the class/grade, and they  were the centers of party 
talk. The teachers who  were party members used to go in, and in the 
 middle of class you could ask about the constitution of the Ba‘th and the 
difference between Arab socialism and communist socialism. . . .   There 
was no distinction between the school and the party center, and it was 
not thought to be strange— the swamping of all aspects of life with poli-
tics during that time used to make it seem normal.

During this period I was a Ba‘thist. Since I was a precocious kid, they 
overlooked my age, and they promoted me especially that my young age 
was not correlated with how much I knew. Every one in school was a 
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Ba‘thist, but they had  little interest in the theoretical side of the party, 
which consisted of a  couple of pages, the constitution, and the [Michel] 
Aflaq readings. It did not take much time to read them, yet only a few 
had read them. So, at thirteen, fourteen, I was a reference about  these 
 things, a hujja [authority].46

Around 1961, when the  union between Egypt and Syria came to an end, the 
Ba‘th was one of the strongest parties in Lebanon, especially in Beirut, accord-
ing to Mahmoud Soueid. As he was telling me the story  behind his leaving the 
party when a significant group of Lebanese Ba‘thists de cided to split, protest-
ing the leadership’s position in Damascus that backed the dissolution of the 
Syrian  union with Egypt in 1961, Soueid answered my interjection about why 
he thought the Ba‘th was stronger than Nasserism:

Yes, of course, it was stronger  because the party was  there before Nas-
serism came into being . . .  and, second, it had an ideology. Nasserism 
was feeling its ideological way through Nasser’s experience; he did not 
start from a pan- Arabist position. And, third, Nasserism may have be-
come stronger  later on the level of the masses but the Ba‘th attracted 
intellectuals. It was  either the Ba‘th or the Arab Nationalist Movement. 
 There was nothing  else, or the Syrian Nationalists [if one de cided to go] 
in another direction. . . .  And, of course, we and the Syrian Nationalists 
 were fighting. We had ideological fights, and discussions that spanned 
 whole nights, [discussing]  whether [we should aim for] Syrian unity or 
Arab unity . . .  a Syrian nation or an Arab nation.47

Muhsin Ibrahim (1936–), who would much  later in the 1970s occupy the post 
of secretary general of the Organ ization of Communist Action in Lebanon 
(ocal)— among the many roles he played in Lebanese and Arab politics— was 
one of the leaders of the Arab Nationalist Movement at the age of twenty  after 
its first conference in 1956. Ibrahim recalls his early years of engagement:

MI: In 1952–53, when I was around seventeen or eigh teen [years] of age, I met 
the “Arab Nationalist Youth” that would become the kernel of the Arab Na-
tionalist Movement. The first generation: George Habash, Hani el Hindi, 
and Ahmad al- Khatib. . . .  I was considered, on the level of Lebanon, to be 
the symbol of the second generation. And despite what usually happens 
with students as part of growing up— you go into a party and then you get 
out of it— I did not. . . .  The Palestinian question was very impor tant for 
the Arab Nationalist Movement. We  were just three years away from the 
Nakba; all of this generation grew up in this mood.
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FB: And Abdel Nasser, what was your position vis- à- vis him?
MI: Abdel Nasser, he came  later on. He was still on a trial period.48

Muhsin Ibrahim’s early leadership experience with the Arab Nationalist 
Movement is indicative of how a difference of a few years between himself 
(born in 1936) and  those born in the early 1940s— such as Traboulsi, Bey-
doun, and Charara— plays itself out vis- à- vis po liti cal engagement and the 
relation to Abdel Nasser. Ibrahim was already po liti cally active when the  Free 
Officers took hold of power in Egypt in 1952, and had already assumed lead-
ership positions by the age of twenty when Nasser became the president of 
Egypt. His Arab nationalist sensibility was not fashioned by what was being 
broadcast, produced, and achieved in Cairo but, rather, what was taking 
place in Cairo was being closely monitored in order to formulate a position 
regarding  these developments. The Arab Nationalist Movement  later aligned 
itself with Nasserist politics and for a period of eight years Ibrahim devel-
oped, despite his young age, a close relationship with Abdel Nasser, traveling 
from Beirut to Cairo to meet him once a month on average. The relation-
ship with Abdel Nasser deteriorated and eventually come to an end in the 
aftermath of the June 1967 defeat against Israel. The Lebanese branch of the 
Arab Nationalist Movement, with Ibrahim at its head, would undergo an 
auto- critique around 1968, reshape the organ ization internally, and adopt 
the name of Munazzamat al- Ishtirakiyyin al- Lubnaniyyin (Organ ization of 
Lebanese Socialists).49

The tidal waves of Arab nationalist sentiment did not engulf every thing in 
their way. A majority of Lebanon’s Christian population supported the pro- 
Western politics of President Camille Chamoun (1952–58). “Strengthened by 
foreign backing, the complicity of the bourgeoisie, and Maronites mobilization,” 
Chamoun, Traboulsi notes, “exacerbated sectarian tensions as no other political 
leader had done before him. With the majority of the Muslim leaders outside 
parliament, the Muslim ‘street’ was massively attracted to the Nasserite and anti- 
colonialist discourse.”50 While growing up, some of  these intellectuals straddled 
heterogeneous social worlds. At times, the po liti cal sensibilities developed at 
home—in the extended sense of  family, neighborhood, and friends— clashed 
with the predominant atmosphere at school. Some of  these intellectuals spent 
a part of their teenage years in schools where the mood was largely opposed to 
Arab nationalism. Waddah Charara spent three years in the mid-1950s as an 
intern in al- Ma‘had al- Lubnani—Lebanese College— located in Bayt- Shabab, a 
Christian village in Mount Lebanon. His Shi‘i southern origins from Bint Jbayl, 
the Arabism of his  father, and the Egyptian periodicals lying around the  house 
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 were very diff er ent from the new setting. When he moved  there, Charara was 
already “armored with Arabism”; it was  there

that what we call Arabism . . .  this world of ideas, feelings, opinions, reso-
nances . . .  found its formulation. The school’s students  were practically 
all  children of Maronite immigrants and two or three Syrian National-
ists. . . .  And I was, along with two Shi‘i sons of immigrants from Tyre, . . .  
in a certain sense, facing  these  people. . . .  This year I started wearing the 
Watani al- ‘Arabi [My Arab Homeland] pin that Arab nationalists had 
made popu lar and was  later  adopted by the Ba‘th. I also began contacting 
some relatives who  were members of the Ba‘th.51

Ahmad Beydoun also spent some years in schools with radically opposed poli-
tics. Between 1956 and 1958 he was enrolled in a school in Mashmusha— not 
far from the coastal town of Saida— that is affiliated with a Christian convent. 
The majority, he recalls,  were pro- Chamoun and pro- Phalangists: “ There was 
a hatred of Nasserism . . .  this was the atmosphere [at the time]. . . .  I used to 
write Arab nationalist poems on Algeria and Abdel Nasser.”52 Lebanese schools 
played a central role in fostering and sharpening the sense of belonging to the 
Arab nation.  Whether  these schools  were receiving direct Egyptian aid, teach-
ers, and visits by Anwar al- Sadat and becoming hubs of po liti cal party activity, 
in case they  were pro- Arab nationalist, or  whether they  were Lebanese nation-
alist “haters” of Nasserism, they provided ave nues to foster Arab nationalist 
rhe toric and emotions. Arab nationalist belonging gathered in the  family and 
neighborhood surroundings could also be sharpened in the confrontations 
with Lebanese nationalists in school.

The 1958 “Revolution” and Operation Blue Bat

Camille Chamoun’s alignment with Western powers during his presidency— 
indexed by the Lebanese government getting six million dollars’ worth of US 
arms and economic aid in 1953 and allowing the US Air Force to use Lebanon’s 
air space for reconnaissance missions in 1954— was exacerbated by his support 
of the Baghdad Pact signed in February 1955.53 Although Lebanon did not join 
the pact signed by the pro- Western governments of Iraq, Pakistan, Turkey, and 
Iran, it nonetheless refused to take part in the Arab Defense Pact put together 
in response by Egypt, Syria, and Saudi Arabia. Chamoun’s positions on Arab 
affairs had internal and regional repercussions. It soured the Lebanese govern-
ment’s relationship with Nasser’s Egypt and Syria, and led to the resignation 
of Hamid Frangieh, Lebanon’s minister of foreign affairs, in September 1955 
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 after he “had assured ‘Abd al- Nasir [Abdel Nasser] in the name of his govern-
ment that Lebanon would oppose Western military pacts.”54 More importantly 
for our purposes was the mood of popu lar mobilization— mostly Muslim— 
against the president’s foreign policy. The signing of the Baghdad Pact led to 
violent demonstrations across the country. In Beirut, a student was shot and 
killed and  others  were wounded when the police opened fire outside the Amer-
ican University of Beirut.

Chamoun’s decisions not to sever diplomatic ties with France and  England 
 after the Suez crisis in 1956 resulted in the resignation of the Sunni prime min-
ister, Abdallah al- Yafi, and minister Saeb Salam, both of them major Sunni 
po liti cal figures. Chamoun formed a new cabinet, handing the foreign af-
fairs portfolio to Charles Malik, who was aligned with US foreign policy.55 In 
April 1957, the Lebanese Parliament approved the country’s adherence to the 
Eisenhower Doctrine. A  couple of months  later, the US- backed president or-
ga nized national elections in which the major Sunni opposition leaders lost 
their seats.56 By 1958, the president’s politics managed not only to alienate 
Lebanese Muslims but also to divide the Christians who developed a “third 
force” to call for neutrality in Arab affairs. Moreover, Chamoun did not deny 
the circulating rumors about his intention to renew his presidential mandate—
an unconstitutional act. The clashes began in the wake of the assassination of 
Nassib al- Matni, a journalist and editor strongly critical of the regime’s foreign 
policy and corruption. The opposition controlled three quarters of Lebanon 
 after two months of fighting. On July 14, 1958, while the fighting was still  going 
on in Lebanon, the Iraqi monarchy was ousted.57 On that same day, Chamoun 
“reiterated his request for a US military intervention within 48 hours, ‘or  else 
a second pro- western Arab regime  will fall in its turn.’”58 In less than twenty- 
four hours the US-initiated Operation “Blue Bat,” which “included the land-
ing of 15,000 American soldiers, backed by another 40,000 on the 70 warships 
of the US Navy’s Sixth Fleet, in the first operation of its kind since the War.”59 
The Americans ended up not defending Chamoun but choosing his succes-
sor, the Lebanese army general Fuad Chehab, elected on July 31, 1958, less than 
two weeks  after the Marines had landed on Lebanese shores. Chehab’s name 
was mentioned in the American- Egyptian negotiations that year and he “ful-
filled the condition of Eisenhower, who wanted a military man.”60 By Novem-
ber 1958, the Blue Bat had decamped.

The summer of 1958 is an essential episode in modern Lebanese history and 
in the coming of “po liti cal” age of a generation growing up in the wake of the 
Palestinian Nakba and through the high tides of Arab nationalism. It witnessed 
the interlocking of local (sectarian tensions), regional (inter- Arab relations), 
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and international (Cold War) po liti cal strands. Sixteen- year- old Charara was 
already the Ba‘thist official of his high school in Beirut. His older relatives 
forged his papers to get him into the party. Mahmoud Soueid was posted at the 
party’s radio station, also located in Charara’s high school. Soueid was in charge 
of drafting the radio news bulletin and distributing pamphlets in the capital at 
night. Soueid and Charara missed each other during that summer. They met 
 later on and took part in founding Socialist Lebanon in 1964.

When the vio lence erupted, Charara’s parents sent him south to Saida, 
away from the bombings in Beirut. He did not fight in 1958, though he re-
ceived some rudimentary military training in a public school at the hands 
of a Palestinian “commando, [this is] before the fida’yi label came about.”61 
Charara would pass by the Makassed School in Saida, where Ma‘ruf Sa‘d, a 
local Arab nationalist po liti cal leader, surrounded by members of the Arab 
Nationalist Movement, established his headquarters. Among  those around 
was Muhsin Ibrahim, “although I did not know him at the time,” recalls 
Charara.62 Ibrahim, who is approximately six years older than Charara, was 
already a high- ranking member of the Arab Nationalist Movement. Twelve 
years  later, Waddah Charara and Muhsin Ibrahim would lead negotiations 
and decide to unify Socialist Lebanon and the Organ ization of Lebanese So-
cialists, giving birth to the Organ ization of Communist Action in  Lebanon 
(1970).

Meanwhile, Fawwaz Traboulsi was an intern at Brummana High School. 
During his time at the boarding school, located in a Christian village of Mount 
Lebanon, he had, together with a bunch of his mates, formed a secret Arab 
nationalist leftist group in 1956 to face the Syrian Nationalists at school. “We 
went to Beirut in 1958,” Traboulsi told me,

and insulted the US Marines [in their own language]  after they landed. 
We  were in a high school that was mostly composed of Arabs and Mus-
lims in Brummana. The atmosphere tensed up, we  were accused by the 
village folk of having arms, and the Syrian Nationalists denounced us 
and began to conduct quasi- armed rounds around the schools with 
hunting  rifles.63

Traboulsi spent the rest of the summer hiding in a northern Christian vil-
lage. An arrest warrant was issued by a judge  after one of the members of the 
Brummana High School pan- Arabist group was caught with a notebook con-
taining the names of  those who contributed money to support the “popu lar 
re sis tance,” that is, the opposition forces. In the wake of the short civil war of 
1958, the soon to be comrades continued their militancy  under the banner of 
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Arab nationalism, mostly the Ba‘th, before exiting and diving into a Marxist 
po liti cal and theoretical universe.

Autochtones and Fugitives: Generations of Southern Intellectuals

Arab nationalist thought and sentiments interpellated  these young men and 
 women in the first de cade  after Lebanon’s in de pen dence from the French 
Mandate (1943). That said, they  were also the products of Lebanese state 
institutions— public high schools, teachers’ colleges, the Lebanese University— 
and their pedagogical practices, such as learning French and En glish. In varying 
degrees they shared the institutional spaces and the cultural and linguistic tools 
of the Lebanese nationalists they  were opposing. This was not always the case 
for the generation of intellectuals preceding them.

“My  father,” recalls Waddah Charara, “was one of the first ‘Amili writers 
who began writing in Lebanese newspapers, con temporary, modern newspa-
pers such as al- Adib [The Writer] and al- Adab [Lit er a tures].”64 Abdel Latif 
Charara belonged to a generation of southern Shi‘i writers who witnessed the 
withering away of a world, one where “the road to Najaf despite its length and 
its roughness was more congenial than the road to Beirut or Damascus.”65 The 
first, as Abbas Beydoun maintains, is

a trip to a safe haven; where the sons follow in the footsteps of the 
 fathers. . . .  It is an internal immigration, while the second, despite its 
proximity, is a displacement and a journey that is not guided by the 
knowledge of forefathers and their memories.66

The story of transition from Najaf to Beirut is not only one of shifting di-
rections from the centuries- old path to the site of religious learning  toward 
the capital of an all too recent republic in contact with metropolitan fields 
of cultural production. It is also, for Beydoun, a narrative about the divergent 
cultural imaginaries of the constitutive communities of Lebanon. The Leba-
nese nationalist lit er a ture articulated by Western- facing— when not residing 
 there— authors such as Khalil Gibran and his cohort, portraying and satirizing 
life in the mountains of Lebanon where they grew up, was a far cry from the 
world of the Najaf- trained clerics and their lit er a tures. “My dad,” says Abbas 
Beydoun,

talked about Arab nationalism, but if you take the titles of his books, 
they  don’t mean anything. [He wrote a book on] Umm Salama, which 
is the name of one of the prophet’s wives, who was close to Ali, and 
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another one on the biography of the prophet, most prob ably from a Shi‘i 
perspective.67

“They  don’t mean anything” means that  there was no uptake for this type of lit er-
a ture in a national field whose hegemonic references, metropoles, and imaginar-
ies  were elsewhere. Their metropole, recalls Abbas Beydoun, was Egypt. “They 
 were,” he continues,

Modernist, but from the other side, not à la Gibran [Khalil Gibran], 
Mikhail Naimy, and Maroun Abboud. This world was not familiar to 
them. The modernity of Egyptians . . .  they could deal with it more. First, 
this modernity was an Islamic modernity, while  here [in Lebanon] it was 
a Christian modernity in one sense or another . . .  in all senses.68

Not only  were their upbringings, intellectual references, cultural and literary 
imaginaries, and practices diff er ent from the budding nationalist field, but 
some of them did not possess any other languages than Arabic, which led to 
their increasing marginalization as they could not be à jour with what is hap-
pening in the world, that is, the metropoles.  These ‘Amili authors also became 
separated, as Abbas Beydoun recalls, from their own progeny:

When I began opening my eyes [to the world] and becoming a mature 
person, it seemed to me that my dad the writer and intellectual did not 
suit me. Very quickly I found myself in a diff er ent world, maybe one of 
Lebanese culture, and as a result we had a prob lem of language. In a novel 
I wrote and published called Tahlil Damm [Blood Test] . . .  I talked 
about my dad. His voice used to sound strange to me. It is something 
that needs a psychoanalyst in order to make sense of. It was as if he was 
a person that is not  there, “inexistant” strange and rare, or that he is not 
 going to be repeated. . . .  [He was] a person that used to write and read to 
me, and I never felt any sympathy with what he used to read to me. . . .  I 
never had much connection with his writing, and it is difficult for me to 
consider myself a continuity to this writing.69

Abdel Latif Charara taught himself En glish and French, which he used to 
read but not speak, according to Beydoun, and “if you look at the titles of his 
books,  there is one on Bernard Shaw, another one on al- Hajjaj— but then al- 
Hajjaj,  there is something new in this, it is not a Shi‘i subject, it is wider— and 
a book on Arab nationalism.  These three  things put him in a diff er ent context, 
a Lebanese, regional, and international context.”70 Through contributing to new 
intellectual discussions that appeal to audiences beyond the Shi‘i community, 
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Abdel Latif Charara managed in  these times of historical transition to escape 
the marginalization  those intellectuals, like Beydoun’s  father, suffered. They 
became, Beydoun recalls, “ ‘autochtone,’ local.” “They wrote,” he adds, “with-
out publishing and consumed what they produced in their own milieu. Their 
relationship with Lebanese culture was mainly weak.”71

Communism also provided an alternative community of thought and prac-
tice for this generation of ‘Amili intellectuals. Husayn Muruwwa (1910–87) is 
another impor tant figure of that generation in the Lebanese po liti cal and in-
tellectual field.72 While he was studying and living in Najaf in preparation to 
assume clerical responsibilities in the footsteps of his  father, Muruwwa became 
attracted to Marxist writings and the politics of the Iraqi Communist Party. 
Subsequently, Muruwwa, like the Iraqi poet Muhammad Mahdi al- Jawihiri, 
put an end to his religious  career. He  later became a member of the Lebanese 
Communist Party’s Central Committee and a respected Marxist thinker who 
taught Islamic philosophy at Lebanese University. Muhammad Charara, Abdel 
Latif ’s  brother, also got radicalized during the 1940s in Iraq and dropped his 
religious aspirations in order to become a communist militant and author.73

On February 17, 1987, during one of the bleak episodes of the Lebanese civil 
war, Husayn Muruwwa was shot dead, at the age of seventy- seven, in his home 
in Beirut. It is widely believed that a radical Shi‘i Islamist faction carried out 
the assassination  either by the  orders, or  under the auspices, of the Syrian Assa-
dist regime. Four years before the collapse of the Soviet Union and eight years 
 after the success of the Islamic Revolution in Iran, a long time had passed since 
Jawahiri’s fiery poems on the  Battle of Sta lin grad and the Marxist radicaliza-
tion of young clerics in Iraq. A long intergenerational journey: from Najaf to 
the central committees of communist parties in the anticolonial de cades of the 
mid- twentieth  century, and into the militant Shi‘ism inspired by the Ira nian 
Revolution in the last two de cades of that  century.

Coda: Then and Now

In his first work, Transformation d’une Manifestation Religieuse dans un Village 
du Liban- Sud (Ashura) (1968), Waddah Charara examined the changes in the 
ritual of ‘Ashura in light of the structural transformations occurring in Bint 
Jbayl in the wake of the Palestinian Nakba. He notes the shifting of the location 
of the “religious manifestation” from the private sphere of the  family to the 
public Husayni clubs, and the new participation of Ba‘thist students, teachers, 
and traders in the festivities alongside the religious lector.  These party members 
mapped the Palestinian Nakba on the religious story: the image of al- Imam 
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Husayn corresponded to that of Palestine, his murderers to “the enemies,” his 
 battle to that of survival and pro gress, and fi nally the justice of his cause to 
the po liti cal and social content carried by the modern po liti cal organ ization.74 
Charara, in the Arabic abstract to the French text, related its main problematic 
as follows:

The confluence between a religious content and a po liti cal one in a his-
torical period of transition from one mode of social organ ization to an-
other is an issue that poses the question of the distinction between the 
layers of the social structure in “backwards” countries, their degrees of 
in de pen dence, and their evolution.75

It is the specific form modernization takes in “backwards”— placed between 
brackets in the original text— countries via the articulation between the reli-
gious and po liti cal levels that Charara was investigating.76 In the mid-1950s the 
Ba‘th, he observed, shifted the mythical understanding of the Nakba, which 
made sense of the event by attributing it to an “evil conspiracy against Arabs,” 
in the direction of a “relative rationalization.”77

Three years  after the end of the long civil and regional Lebanese wars, Char-
ara wrote a brief autobiographical piece “The Faltering Belonging: Segments 
from a (Pre-) Lebanese Autobiography.”78 In the twenty- five years that sepa-
rate the two pieces, the beginning of the Lebanese wars in 1975 was a crucial 
turning point for Charara, witnessing his exit from radical politics and Marxist 
thought. The author begins by noting how his awakening to belonging to the 
Lebanese “homeland” took place at the beginning of the war in 1975. He wrote, 
“As much as I try to, I  don’t remember that a sense of belonging to Lebanon 
was a common or desirable  thing among the  people I grew up with. And  these 
 were Lebanese Shi‘a, and of their two types: the Shi‘a of the southern rural 
town, and  those of the religiously mixed coastal town.”79 It is in this post– civil 
war context, which saw the fragmentation of the Lebanese polity mostly along 
sectarian lines, that Charara returned to his memories relating the absence of 
the Lebanese national referent and the predominance of infranational, famil-
ial, and regional solidarities in his childhood. The 1948 Nakba is recalled in 
order to reveal how the loss of the Palestinian homeland was narrated through 
provincial, self- sufficient (fabricated?) stories by the inhabitants of Bint Jbayl 
that put the town at the center of the action:

And what is true of families, and kin, is also true of towns. Stories circu-
late, as well as storytellers, from one community to the other, without 
any alteration affecting the stories’ structure. The meaning of the event 
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[ whether related by  family, kin, or townsfolk] does not need any action 
that was undertaken by  others to be fully grasped. The town is deemed a 
unit, in case its inhabitants . . .  manage to narrate a story through which 
they recognize their town and themselves.80

From the story of a tentative modernization of a southern town in 1968, we 
move in 1994 to a story of the strength and parochialism of infranational com-
munal loyalties and the absence of the national referent.

The war, and its aftermaths, triggered a revisionist history of the place of the 
national referent in the first years of the in de pen dent Lebanese Republic. The 
discovery, or rather the recovery, of Lebanon, and the rethinking of the “Leba-
nese question” in the wake of the country’s implosion and  after years of Arab 
nationalist and radical leftist militancy in support of the Palestinian re sis tance, 
is a common trope of this generation of disenchanted leftist militants— both 
Wajih Kawtharani and Azza Charara Beydoun, by way of example, mentioned 
it during our meetings. Charara found it, that is, Lebanon, absent among the 
more entrenched sectarian, familial, and regional solidarities of his own south-
ern Shi‘i background, which he refers to as ahli loyalties.81 The awakening to 
his belonging to the Lebanese homeland would not only be contrasted with 
the country’s infranational communal solidarities but also with their suprana-
tional connections, namely, Arab nationalism. Charara, the former Ba‘thist, 
who, in 1968, during the height of his Marxist militancy, interpreted the 
impact of the Ba‘th as one of relative rationalization, inverted his analy sis 
a quarter of a  century  later. Arab nationalism became the “religion [creed] of 
the Ahl [kin].”82 Pan- Arab ideological politics  were no longer part of a mod-
ernization story; they became in 1994 the supranational “religion” of the infra-
national loyalties whose articulation undermined the intermediary chain: the 
Lebanese nation. What Charara’s post– civil war autobiographical piece elided 
was the specific articulation of the idea of Lebanese nationalism on the then 
dominant Christian Maronite pro- Western imaginary of Lebanon, and the pe-
ripheral position the Shi‘i community and southern Lebanon occupied in the 
new republic.

Charara’s recollections do not only touch on the question of Palestine and 
Arab nationalist ideology. He also revisits the aftermaths of national liberation 
and the violent practices of the anticolonial movements he supported in his 
youth. The aftermaths of Algeria’s liberation  were marshaled to call into ques-
tion the reified usage of Frantz Fanon’s work in academic fields such as postcolo-
nial and cultural studies. “Worlds, and hypotheses, are erected, while forgetting 
that Fanon wrote between 1957 and 1962–63  in the fold of the FLN [Front 
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de Libération National],” he mentions during one of our meetings, “without 
giving any importance to the social and historical becoming of Algeria.”83 
This comment about Fanon’s con temporary usage in disciplinary settings was 
thrown in as an aside in the  middle of a conversation where he expressed his 
reservation about a style of intellectual practice he dubbed “studding” (tarsi‘ ). 
This style, a superficial theoretical rhe toric of sorts is premised on the appro-
priation of par tic u lar concepts and their use without paying attention to both 
their genealogy and how they articulate with, and relate to,  unfolding socio-
historical pro cesses. More importantly, Charara, nearly fifty years  later, revis-
its the violent modalities of practice of the FLN and the internecine fights 
between Algerian nationalists at the time.  After relocating to Lyon (1959), 
Charara got involved in  the Algerian strug gle for in de pen dence. The young 
Lebanese student joined the Réseau Francis Jeanson. The Réseau helped the 
Algerians via a network of couriers that used to transport weapons (though 
very few), money, and fake papers and direct militants to safe hideouts. “I got 
to know at the time from a French Algerian  woman,” he recalls, “that pros-
titution rings in France  were in the hands of the Front de Libération.”84 It 
was also during that time that he became aware of the “FLN’s assassinations 
of MNA [Algerian National Movement] militants, their forceful extraction of 
money, and liquidation of thieves.”85  These practices gave rise to intense feel-
ings of “horror and real disgust” that  were quenched by espousing a vision of 
“po liti cal practice as always containing a fundamental share of vio lence and 
dirt.” This ideological justification, recalls the veteran militant intellectual, was 
inspired by Maurice Merleau- Ponty’s Humanisme et terreur (Humanism and 
terror) (1947), which he read around that time. Charara recites from memory 
in French a line from the book: “It goes something like this,” he says, “we  don’t 
have to choose between purity and impurity but between diff er ent kinds of im-
purities.”86 Around the same time, he began reading Karl Marx and Friedrich 
Engels, which shifted the terrain of questions he was preoccupied with. The 
question of vio lence in politics became sidelined. By immersing himself in the 
Marxist tradition, Charara began to be captivated by the movement of History.



2. dreams of a dual birth
Socialist Lebanon’s Theoretical Imaginary

 There is no royal road to science, and only  those who do not dread the fatiguing  
climb of its steep paths have a chance of gaining its luminous summits.

— karl marx

Théorie: ce mot fit emblème. Non seulement pour une collection sévère  
d’ouvrages difficiles et exigeants, mais pour une génération. “La Théorie de Marx 

est toute- puissante parce qu’elle est vraie,” répétions- nous avec Lénine.
— christian jambet

In the wake of the September 11, 2001, attacks, Susan Buck- Morss published a 
small book of essays, Thinking Past Terror: Islamism and Critical Theory on the 
Left (2003), in which she thinks through the possibility of a global leftist poli-
tics in the pre sent. The book’s main argument, Buck- Morss writes,

is that Islamism as a po liti cal discourse can be considered together with 
Critical Theory as critiques of modernity in its western- developed form. 
It asks readers to suspend existing po liti cal identities and reconfigure 
the par ameters of their discourse to recognize overlapping concerns. It 
does this performatively, analyzing the pre sent through the work of con-
temporary Islamic rather than western theorists. Its touchstones are not 
Agamben, Žižek, Derrida, or Habermas, but rather, Taha, Gannouchi, 
Shariati, and Qutb.1

The essays call into question the supposed dominance of Western philosoph-
ical traditions, whose self- sufficiency is continually reinforced in the pre sent 
by  those thinkers who deem their conceptual resources enough to interpret 
the world. For instance, Buck- Morss draws attention to the renewed theo-
retical interest in Pauline Chris tian ity: “By returning to the Western tradi-
tion, yet again ‘putting on the mask of St Paul’ (Marx!) in order to speak 
po liti cally of the rupturing power of the event,” she writes in a  later piece, 
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“the pragmatics of his [Alain Badiou’s] action reinforces that tradition and 
obliterates change, weakening the messianic, po liti cal power of the pre sent 
that he intends to affirm.”2

In engaging Islamist po liti cal discourse, Buck-Morss’s challenge is not 
only a theoretical one, which seeks to move beyond the consecrated canon 
of critical theory and Western philosophical traditions. It is also a po liti-
cally courageous and generous intervention by a committed public intel-
lectual who, amid the hostile po liti cal climate  toward Muslims in the West, 
embarks on an engagement with Islamist po liti cal discourse to rethink 
“the  entire proj ect of politics within the changed conditions of a global 
public sphere” (TPT, 5). It’s a task she undertakes through calling for trans-
lation between po liti cal languages, disrupting in the pro cess the discourses 
of watertight distinctions between “us” and “them” predicated upon time-
less cultural essences separating a Western civilization from an Islamic one. 
In  doing so, Buck- Morss goes against the doxas associating Islamism with 
“dogmatic fundamentalism and terrorist vio lence that dominate in the 
Western press” (TPT, 49). She puts the accent on the multiplicity of po-
sitions taken in, and the vibrant character of, debates animating Islamist 
spaces of argument while also proposing that Islamism, like critical theory, 
“inaugurated an autonomous tradition of immanent critique in the  Middle 
East” (TPT, 98). Without seeking to defend all positions or movements 
 under the Islamist banner she underscores that Islamism “enables po liti-
cal discourses that are modern in their own terms, rather than as a failed 
mimicry of the West” (TPT, 51–52). Buck- Morss envisages her proj ect as a 
challenge “to rediscover one’s own commitments in a foreign po liti cal lan-
guage, and to ask not only what is lost in translation but also what might 
be gained” (TPT, ix).

Buck- Morss’s proj ect of translation and rescue of the critical kernels of think-
ers such as the Egyptian Sayyid Qutb (1906–66) and the Ira nian Ali Shariati 
(1933–77) contrasts the new global Left, which she hopes  will come about, with 
an older Marxist one. The picture she paints of Marxist thinkers and militants 
who  were contemporaries of Qutb and Shariati is executed with broad brush-
strokes. “A comparison informs us as to how the discourse of the new global 
Left  will be diff er ent from the Marxist international one,” Buck- Morss writes, 
“where translation occurred, but heavi ly in one direction” (TPT, 7). “Any Left-
ist,” she continues, “who lived in or visited the ‘undeveloped’ world at that time 
 will be aware of the degree to which the Marxist Left understood itself as an 
avant- garde in elite terms, rather than popu lar and demo cratic. Despite their 
radically critical stance Marxists embraced a vision of modernization that had 
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in common with capitalism and imperialism a conception of the third world as 
inexorably backward and  behind” (TPT, 7).

In “Can  There Be a Global Left?,” the book’s final essay, Buck- Morss reiter-
ates her critique of the Arab Marxist tradition as caught in the webs of mod-
ernization theory. “When Western critical discourse was  adopted by Arabs 
in the Marxist mode, this absence of a double critique,” Buck- Morss writes, 
“tended to be just as prevalent, as Arab Marxists  were similarly adamant that 
their own societal and religious forms  were vestiges of the feudal past” (TPT, 
97–98). Why does Buck- Morss’s admirable enterprise of translating Qutb 
and Shariati to Western audiences in the wake of the “War on Terror” has 
to be coupled by a schematic ahistorical critique of Arab Marxist thinkers 
and militants? Does her sketch of Sayyid Qutb as the immanent critic of 
Egyptian society necessitate painting his Arab Marxist contemporaries as 
adamant modernizers ensnared by Western concepts?  Doesn’t her sketch of 
Arab Marxists risk paralleling, and giving conceptual fodder to, nativist ar-
guments attacking them for being vectors of a foreign, imported thought— 
failed mimics of the West?

I  will now revisit the history of Socialist Lebanon (sl) with a focus on 
its  labors of, and thoughts on, translation, as well as the uses and authority of its 
discourses. In  doing so, I  will touch on how the  labors of theory as a media-
tor of po liti cal practice sheds light on the disciplinary uses of theoretical texts. 
Moreover, unearthing the long- neglected histories of the Arab Left— both as a 
discursive tradition and or ga nized po liti cal practice— through reconstructing 
the international travels of militants, the global traffic in concepts, and the al-
liances of po liti cal parties, to pick just a few examples, brings to light a complex 
transnational story whose horizons transcend the frontiers of nation- states and 
the bound aries of religious traditions. It is also an argument against the easy 
dismissal of an entire tradition, which in the wake of postcolonial epistemology 
critique and the Islamic revival came to be characterized as plagued by crude 
modernizing Western assumptions or accused of foreignness. In recovering this 
history, my aim is not only to complicate Buck- Morss’s sketch of Arab Marxism 
but more importantly to bypass looking at Arab thinkers as falling into one of 
two camps:  either failed imitators of the West (call them self- Orientalizing if 
you want) or autochthonous— religious in this par tic u lar case— thinkers en-
gaging in an immanent critique of their socie ties. I  will return to Buck- Morss’s 
work at the end of the chapter to think further with her about what she calls 
historical pragmatics, that is, “the practical implications of theory expressed 
within specific historical configurations” (STF, 72).
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Traveling Student Militants: Beirut, Lyon,  
Manchester

Fuad Chehab launched his presidential mandate in 1958 by meeting Gamal 
Abdel Nasser, the president of the United Arab Republic, on the Lebanese- 
Syrian border. The election of Chehab, the previous commander of the 
Lebanese Army (1946–58), to the presidency in the wake of the local, re-
gional, and international 1958 crisis put a halt to the previous president’s pro- 
Western  and  anti- Nasser policies. Chehab  adopted a policy of neutrality in 
Arab affairs and collaboration with Nasser, and he worked in his first years on 
establishing a politics of national reconciliation. In a speech on November 21, 
1960, the eve of In de pen dence Day, Chehab laid out his modernization and 
welfare program: “He called for ‘comprehensive social reform’ and the ‘build-
ing of a new society.’ The message was clear: ‘ those who benefited from prosper-
ity should take care of the deprived Lebanese . . .  some should sacrifice and the 
 others should be patient.’”3 Chehabism came to denote policies of moderniza-
tion and welfare. The president surrounded himself with a young generation of 
technocrats and “relied on new institutions: the Bureau of Planning, Bureau 
of Statistics, Office of Social Development,  Water Ser vices of Beirut, and even 
a Center for Scientific Research, which formed a sort of shadow ministry, all 
devoted to the president.”4 His statist and egalitarian social agenda, refracted 
through the Lebanese sectarian prism, would benefit the peripheral regions, 
as well as seek to redress Christian overrepre sen ta tion in state institutions.5 It 
constituted a “partial response to the demands of sharing and participation by 
the insurgents of 1958.”6 The reverse of the developmentalist statist coin was the 
infiltration of state security agencies into the capillaries and major arteries of 
Lebanese po liti cal life. Chehab’s proj ect, Fawwaz Traboulsi writes, “sought to 
provide the country with an alternative po liti cal body by co- opting the armed 
protagonists of the events of 1958, using the army, the intelligence and the 
technocrats.”7 The president’s mandate ended in 1964, but his personal clout 
persisted, and Chehabism “spread, continued and eventually ran out of steam 
 under his disciple and successor as president, Charles Helou (1964–1970).”8 It 
was in this post-1958 Chehabist national conjuncture that Socialist Lebanon 
was founded (1964). The two dynamos of the group, Waddah Charara and 
Fawwaz Traboulsi, already had some years of reading and po liti cal experience 
 behind them as well as bouts of study in the West, the first in Lyon and the 
second in Manchester.

Charara’s last two years of high school (1958–59)  were reading intensive. 
His French had become solid enough to plow through theoretical texts and he 
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had the chance to be taught by gifted teachers. Among  those who taught him 
philosophy, discussed with him, and lent him his books was Hassan Ibrahim— 
Muhsin Ibrahim’s  brother— who had just come back from France. Ibrahim had 
studied with figures such as Jean Piaget, Maurice Merleau- Ponty, and Daniel 
Lagache, while working on a dissertation  under the supervision of Vladémir 
Jankélévitch. Around this time, Charara read works by Albert Camus, Jean- 
Paul Sartre, Ferdinand Alquié, Henri Lefebvre, Merleau- Ponty, and Arthur 
Koestler’s Le Zéro et l’Infini (Darkness at Noon). The readings  were put to use 
by the seventeen-year-old in po liti cal discussions. He left the Ba‘th in 1959, in 
his last year of high school, having spent a year and some months in the party, 
 after engaging in intellectual discussions during which “my weapons  were Sartre, 
Merleau- Ponty . . .  and Lefebvre.”9  These “weapons”  were wielded in numerous 
internal discussions about party structure, the relationship of the party to its 
base, taking state power, and the forms of socialism.  These discussions  were 
taking place against the backdrop of the formation of the United Arab Repub-
lic in February 1958, and the July 14, 1958, revolution in Iraq that ousted the 
Hashemite monarchy, bringing to power the Arab nationalist “ free officers” six 
years  after the Egyptian  Free Officers assumed power in Cairo. On a scholar-
ship in Lyon (1959), Charara collaborated with the Réseau Françis Jeanson and 
began reading Marx and Engels.10 Charara ended up working with the Left’s 
student syndicate and joining a workers’ cell in the French Communist Party, 
while studying for a degree in philosophy and a diploma in la psycho- pédagogie 
de l’enfance arriérée— “psycho- pedagogy of retarded  children”—on the basis 
of which he was granted a scholarship; a topic he had no par tic u lar interest in 
pursuing.

Unlike Charara, who quit the Ba‘th before his travels, Traboulsi, who 
was very close to the Arab Nationalist Movement (ANM) in his school years, 
joined the Ba‘th in 1958 while studying in Manchester. He had refused to of-
ficially join the ANM, whose right- wing agenda in the late 1950s centered on 
the primacy of Arab unity without making room for the social question.11 
“The Arab nation,” in the ANM’s ideological perspective, “had first to achieve 
a certain mea sure of po liti cal integration and freedom from Zionism and 
imperialism before it could turn its full attention to the pro cess of building 
a demo cratic and socialist Arab society.”12 The ANM’s stagism— union first, 
then socialism— was criticized by the Ba‘th for its betrayal of the Arab masses 
in the interest of the bourgeoisie. It also did not convince the young man who, 
“obsessed with dialectics” at the time, engaged in long discussions with ANM 
cadres, such as King Hussein of Jordan’s cousin, who  later became prime min-
ister of his country. “Of the questions I asked the latter [the king’s cousin]: 
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Did the Algerian Revolution take place only for freedom, or for both freedom 
and bread? And he used to insist that bread was not related to Revolution, 
while I held on to my views about bread and freedom.”13 Traboulsi joined a 
Marxist wing of the Ba‘th Party in Manchester, attracted by the leftist critiques 
of the ANM and of Nasser that centered on the necessity of tying socialism 
to the question of Arab unity.14 Heading  there to complete his GCEs (Gen-
eral Certificate of Education) and study painting at night, Traboulsi was wel-
comed with a workers’ demonstration, marching  under the slogan “Bosses like 
tea, so do we!” that demanded a fifteen-minute daily tea break.15 The young 
bourgeois man moving from the courtyards of his  father’s cosmopolitan  hotel 
was shocked by Manchester’s industrial misery: “Sugar was still rationed 
since war time, and only va ri e ties of brown sugar  were available. Most  houses 
lacked indoor rest rooms. While workers on morning buses would smoke half 
a cigarette, keeping the second half for the  ride back home.”16 Traboulsi soon 
dropped his artistic aspirations, studying a  little, reading a lot, and militating 
even more: “I read a lot about plastic arts and economics, as well as socialist 
writings, from British Fabians to Marxists of all nationalities. In addition to 
what ever fell  under my hands pertaining to the Arab world’s politics, history 
and sociology. I was also especially captivated by the school of British realists 
in cinema and theater, bustling as it was with the anger and rebellion of the 
post- Suez war generation.”17 In addition to his Ba‘thist duties and solidarity 
activities with the Algerian Revolution, Traboulsi inaugurated what would 
become a lifelong relation with, and attachment to, Yemen. He founded, 
alongside an Iraqi comrade, the kernel of what would become the Union of 
Yemeni Workers in the United Kingdom. “In the cold, humid  houses, inside 
of which the sons of ‘Happy Yemen’  were packed by the dozen, I listened to 
many stories narrating the double tragedy of its sons’ migrations: they flee 
the imamate’s oppression through Aden to fall prey to industrial exploitation 
and En glish gangs’ racist provocations.”18 Back in Beirut,  after managing to 
stretch his A levels for two and a half years in  England, Traboulsi enrolled as 
a student of po liti cal science at the American University of Beirut. He had his 
membership in the Ba‘th frozen  because he maintained contact with a group 
of Lebanese Ba‘th cadres, which included Mahmoud Soueid, his  future Social-
ist Lebanon comrade, who had left the party  after Syria’s secession from the 
United Arab Republic (1961).

Examining the travels, interests, and practices of Charara and Traboulsi re-
veals how the intellectual and po liti cal activities they took part in transgressed 
national, class, linguistic, ethnic, generational, and disciplinary bound aries: 
joining the French Communist Party; working with Yemeni immigrants in 
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Manchester; studying painting, philosophy, and psy chol ogy; engaging in 
student syndicate militancy; collaborating with the Réseau Jeanson; meeting 
Syrian, Iraqi, and Egyptian militants, party officials, and intellectuals. In engag-
ing in  these practices,  these young militant intellectuals traversed a variety of 
social, po liti cal, and intellectual worlds that they  were not necessarily groomed 
to inhabit.  These travels and displacements helped fashion a po liti cal subjec-
tivity that defied the logic of expertise and professionalization, one that was 
imbued with an internationalist sensibility and intently focused on its pre sent 
(Arab unity, the Algerian anticolonial strug gle, Yemeni immigrant workers, 
student syndicates). Modernization, backwardness, religion— the themes that 
 will form the conceptual backbone of a retrospective epistemological critique 
of Arab Marxists— were not part of the constellations of questions that ani-
mated their pursuits. They  were driven by po liti cal questions to which they 
sought answers in their numerous engagements, ideological conversions, and 
theoretical elaborations.

Early on, the readings of  these  future intellectuals  were extensive and 
not circumscribed by disciplinary bound aries.  These transdisciplinary 
readings— psy chol ogy, philosophy, psychoanalysis, Marxist theory, aes-
thetics, economics— were mobilized to both understand their pre sent and 
to intervene po liti cally  either in internal party debates or on its fringes. 
Theory, particularly Marxist theory, in the late 1950s was the new “weapon” 
of choice they deployed against their own very recent past and against their 
Arab nationalist comrades. In a  couple of years, by 1961, the theoretical 
weapon was no longer wielded individually and internally (the Ba‘th’s Marx-
ist wing). Marxist theory occupied center stage of Arab nationalist debates 
in the wake of the first pan- Arab significant setback, nearly a de cade  after the 
 Free Officers reached power in Egypt.

A Fateful Disunion

1961 constituted a critical year for the Arab  unionist proj ect. On September 28, 
1961, a coup d’état in Syria dissolved the  union with Egypt, which had been 
promulgated in 1958. The three- year  union was a difficult time for the Ba‘th. 
President Nasser insisted on “having parties in Syria agree to dissolve themselves 
as a condition for the unification of Egypt with Syria. The only organ ization 
Nasser would allow was the ‘National Union,’ to be copied from the Egyptian 
experience.”19 Nasser’s high- handedness in controlling the National Union, 
and growing opposition inside the Ba‘th Party to its agreement to dissolve 
 itself, led to criticism of the United Arab Republic, which “intensified following 
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the dismissal of party representatives and supporters from their government 
positions.”20 Prominent leaders of the Ba‘th signed the manifesto in support 
of the dissolution of the  union between Syria and Egypt in 1961.  These  were 
tense times for the Ba‘th. Mahmoud Soueid was one of the Lebanese cadres 
who left in the wake of 1961.21 “We left,” says Soueid, “ because the party in 
Damascus applauded the secession and we  were  unionists. How can an Arab 
nationalist party support the secession?  There was a lot of shouting, screaming, 
and clashes. It was very harsh. We kept on meeting for some time while claim-
ing that we are the party but they had every thing, including the press, in their 
hands. Bit by bit, we dissolved and nothing remained.”22

Military coups brought the Ba‘th to power on February 8, 1963, in Iraq and 
a month  later, March 8, 1963, in Syria. By that time Traboulsi’s membership 
in the party had been renewed and he had established links with the emerg-
ing leftist trend, whose main ideologue at the time was the distinguished 
Syrian Marxist thinker Yasin al-Hafiz (1930–78), editor in chief of al- Ba‘th 
newspaper. This trend  adopted Marxist theoretical tools to call into question 
Aflaq’s version of Arab socialism. Its manifesto, Some Theoretical Princi ples, 
was  adopted in the party’s Sixth Conference (1963). It denounced “the party’s 
previous belief in the utility of private property and condemned it as a petty 
bourgeois socialism.”23 Arab socialism, according to the Sixth Conference’s 
proceedings,

was a negative and incomplete response to the challenge of local Com-
munism. It warned that such an attempt might lead to a nationalist 
chauvinism, which rejects the universal intellectual heritage of socialist 
thought. Arab Socialism, the conference added, has remained, on the 
 whole, partial and without any scientific content. Assessing the impact 
of the party’s distorted image of socialism, the conference pointed to 
the dominance in the party organ ization of bourgeois ele ments and the 
prevalence of a petty bourgeois mentality in party ranks.24

Fawwaz Traboulsi was appointed to a committee to formulate the proceed-
ings of the Sixth Conference, headed by the party founder, Michel Aflaq 
(1910–89), who “refused to sit on the same committee as the AUB student, 
who was supported by his leftist opponents in the Syrian and Iraqi regional 
leaderships.”25 Traboulsi was expelled from the party on the eve of the Sev-
enth Conference (1964)  after writing a “ ‘Letter to the Comrades’ protesting 
the party’s relinquishing of the socialist option, and severely criticizing the 
Ba‘thist coup in Iraq, especially the persecution of communists and the war 
against the Kurds.”26
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Founding Socialist Lebanon: The Time of Theory

Socialist Lebanon was founded in 1964 by seven intellectuals in the folds of 
the Chehabist modernization experiment, which provided a time of internal 
stability, and out of a leftist opposition to it. The mid-1960s for members of 
Socialist Lebanon  were times of intellectual ferment, of intense reading, dis-
cussions, and translations and writings. In the de cade before the Lebanese civil 
war (1975), and prior to the radicalization of the ANM, which decried the post-
colonial regimes as petty bourgeois  after the 1967 defeat, and the beginnings 
of Palestinian armed strug gle from the country’s southern borders, Socialist 
Lebanon was an intellectual hub, which had no visibility on the national po-
liti cal radar. In its first years, the small group of militant engaged in intraleftist 
skirmishes whose favorite target was the Lebanese Communist Party (lcp). 
 These skirmishes took place on the pages of the bulletin they began putting out 
in the fall of 1966  under their own name, Lubnan Ishtiraki (Socialist Lebanon). 
The bulletin was produced under ground, without obtaining a license from the 
Lebanese state, and was reproduced using a Roneo machine.27 The portable 
Roneo machine the group bought could be closed “like a suitcase” and was 
mostly kept in Traboulsi’s apartment. Keeping the Roneo in a safe place and 
away from the Lebanese authorities was essential since the bulletins and tracts 
produced by the machine  were the main “public face” of the emerging under-
ground organ ization.28 The bulletin was not produced in large numbers. At 
first prob ably a few dozens  were produced and, according to Traboulsi, “ later 
on a few hundred copies in its heydays and it was delivered by hand by members 
or partisans who made sure the ‘contact’ was ‘secure’ before they revealed them-
selves to him/her and started handing them the nashra [bulletin] which played 
the role of pretext for lengthy discussions supposed to prepare their joining a 
‘circle’ of partisans.”29 The mimeographed bulletin was the medium through 
which Socialist Lebanon circulated its analyses and theories, as well as the main 
tool used in the recruitment of partisans.

Before I examine what  those texts  were about, and how they sought to in-
terpellate their readers, in this chapter and the next, I  will now look into the 
pro cesses through which their militant intellectual habitus— reading, writing, 
translating— was fashioned. Fawwaz Traboulsi recalls the group’s joy when 
Ahmad Beydoun and the late Hassan Kobeissi joined in the fall of 1966, a year 
and half  after the beginning of the proj ect:

FT: Work had started on Socialist Lebanon. The first newcomers  were Wad-
dah’s colleagues Ahmad [Beydoun] and Hassan [Kobeissi]. . . .  They  were 
a  great catch, “une grande revelation,” and they  were friends. . . .   There was 
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a “frenzy” of reading, and some competition.  There was one that read more 
than the  others. Waddah’s distinction, which one has to acknowledge, re-
sides in an exceptional, discipline that we had nothing to do with. . . .  Read-
ing Le Monde was a duty and taking notes from it.

FB: That’s only him, or all of you?
FT: The  whole atmosphere became like this. I was a bit of a deviant  because of 

my Anglo- Saxon side, which is a bit more empirical.
FB: So they all used to buy Le Monde?
FT: Yes, yes, and  there is always a book, always Maspero’s publications, which 

 were read in diff er ent degrees by diff er ent  people.30

In conjunction with the reading of dailies, periodicals, gauchiste publications, 
and Third Worldist texts, Socialist Lebanon emphasized the reading of the 
primary texts of the Marxist tradition. “We did not  really discuss a lot of sec-
ondary readings,” Traboulsi recalls; “ there was an idea: how should the  mother 
texts— ummahat—of Marxism be read?”31 The emphasis on establishing a 
direct affiliation with the main sources of the tradition, a retour aux sources 
of sorts, was a theoretical and po liti cal move to be understood in the context of 
the practices of Soviet- dependent communist parties, such as the Arab cps in-
cluding the Lebanese Communist Party and their “theoretical poverty” in the 
eyes of sl’s intellectual militants. During our first meeting, Ahmad Beydoun 
fleshed out, in his poised manner and slow articulate speech, one aspect of the 
idea of the retour aux sources while providing a synopsis of the relationship of 
sl’s relation to the Marxist corpus, emphasizing the cohabitation of diff er ent 
trends in the organ ization:

AB: In real ity, Socialist Lebanon had many  things. First  there was a  great sense 
of theoretical self- importance and a theoretical contempt of communists 
[lcp]. When I look at it now, I realize it was not built on such a solid base, 
we  were not so advanced . . .  but we used to consider ourselves light- 
years away from the lcp theoretically. So  there was this  thing, this sense 
of self- importance, with a lot of eclecticism. We did not force ourselves 
to choose, and this lasted for a while with an accent, an emphasis on 
a par tic u lar movement— each year or two maybe or  every six months. 
I  can’t now delimit  these periods for the five to six years spent in this 
experience.

We had a general Leninist heading, but we  didn’t say that we  were a po-
liti cal party. We had read What Is to Be Done? well and discussed it, but we 
had certain issues, or prob lems, that  were implicit with demo cratic central-
ism. We did not acknowledge its prob lems. Our way out was through saying 
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that we are an organ ization and not a party and therefore it’s not a prob lem 
if we did not apply all the criteria of demo cratic centralism in the Leninist 
formulation.

 There was another heading, that we  didn’t name as such then, but you 
could call a Marxisme Marxien, a fundamental Marxism that used to be 
nourished through a direct relationship with the texts of Marx, and not 
fourth-degree  people.

FB: [Such as] Soviet scientists?
AB: Not [Andrei] Zhdanov, or [ Joseph] Stalin, or anyone of that sort. A di-

rect affiliation to Capital and the Manifesto, this is the second point. We 
 didn’t hate Trotsky, we had a real sympathy  towards him, especially  because 
of his prob lems with Stalin, and of course a total enmity  towards Stalin. 
From  there onwards,  there is something Cuban, Castro, Che,  etc., some-
thing Maoist and something Italian . . .

FB: Was  there a division of  labor, say, between the “theoretician” and the 
“politician”?

AB: No,  things  didn’t work this way.  There was one [Waddah] who worked 
more than the  others, and had an older relationship to this line of work than 
the  others,  because he had a tight relationship to the unef and the French 
Communist Party.32 He was a Ba‘thist beforehand too. . . .  Fawwaz we used 
to consider the Leninist of the group, the class analy sis guy, and the one with 
orga nizational conceptions. That’s how  things  were.

The gist of what I want to tell you is that we did not feel the urgency, 
or the need of settling [on a trend]. We  didn’t even know how much 
we  were with the Italians or the Cubans and how much we  were against 
them;  these  were not clearly determined, and for Maoism it’s the same. 
In real ity, what we used to call theoretical superiority was a diversity of 
sources with a knowledge, as I was telling you, of  these sources that is 
relative and with the se lection determined by our subjects, the Lebanese 
and Arab ones.33

Socialist Lebanon was a loose space in both the orga nizational sense of not 
adhering to the strictures of demo cratic centralism and in the ideological sense 
of allowing multiple intellectual influences inside the group without declaring 
a full allegiance to any of the directions. This is how Beydoun put it during our 
second meeting, when I brought up again the issue of sl’s intellectual inter-
locutors and ideological horizons:

AB: No one said I am Trotskyist, for example, or I am Maoist, or I am Guevarist.
FB: But how did Guevara, Castoriadis, and Lenin blend together?
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AB: This is the issue.  There was a presumption that we concentrate on our situa-
tion. Where are we? Where can we work? And at the same time understand 
what is happening beyond us, particularly in the Arab world with an empha-
sis on movements of po liti cal change, or insurrectionist movements; and, of 
course, with a concentration on what would necessarily make you gravitate 
 towards it,  because it constituted an event, such as the defeat of 1967. How-
ever, at the end of the day, how each one used to read the  things he was 
working on was partially left to his own discretion.  There was no real control 
of  these  things. . . .  For example, Marx, OK Marx; Lenin, OK Lenin, but 
also Trotsky, Althusser, Foucault’s early work, even [ Jacques] Lacan. . . .

FB: I was told that you used [Pierre] Bourdieu in writings against the [foreign 
language] failing grade?

AB: Even Bourdieu, of course . . .  Les Héritiers, for example. This book I dis-
covered as soon as I arrived in France in 1963, it was published in 1964. . . .  It 
shook me tremendously, and I felt as if something lit up.34

In “The Coming  Battle of Secondary School Students,” published in the fifth 
issue (April 1967), the anonymous sl writer argues that Lebanese schools are 
necessary institutions for the reproduction of social in equality in the country. 
The student protests, sl wrote, are the result of the internal rural- urban mi-
gration, and the clash between the new generation of students from destitute 
backgrounds, on the one hand, and the curriculum, which was put in place for 
diff er ent kinds of students, on the other. Eliminating students as a result of 
their low grades in foreign language examinations, continued the editorialist, 
was the sieve of the ruling classes “to bar the barbarian invasions of the sons of 
the pe tite bourgeoisie, some of the workers and the peasant classes,” limiting 
them from reaching the echelons of the administration.35

The plethora of theoretical texts that sl members  were reading found its 
way into their analy sis of the situation, but  were not all cited in the bulle-
tin. Browsing through the issues, one  will not stumble on citations of Fanon, 
Lacan, Foucault, Bourdieu, and Althusser, but on authors from the revolution-
ary tradition solely: mostly Lenin, as evidenced in the texts chosen and glossed 
over in the “theoretical education corner” of the bulletin, some Cuban refer-
ences, and more Mao in the last years of the bulletin (1969–70)  after the inau-
guration of Palestinian re sis tance operations from southern Lebanon (Fig. 2.1). 
Bourdieu was not mentioned in the text, nor was the essay signed. Our pre sent 
academic culture would put the under ground revolutionary organ ization on a 
plagiarism trial, since its members subscribed to a collectivist ethos. Bourdieu’s 
critical sociology of the French educational establishment was translated into 



Figure 2.1.  Socialist Lebanon, Issue 5, April 1967.
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Arabic three years  after its publication, and put to work by militants to provide 
an analy sis of how the Lebanese bourgeoisie uses foreign language grades to 
perpetuate its rule and to underscore the importance of supporting the student 
movement. Theory in practice in 1967 Beirut was put to use, unlike how we use 
it  today in our academic worlds, without any reference to its creators.36

This double erasure of authorship was related to  legal, po liti cal, and theo-
retical issues. Some of the members  were public school teachers at the time, 
which made it legally difficult to write  under their own names while calling for 
a revolution against the state, their employer. It also served them well po liti cally 
 because the veteran, and much larger, Lebanese Communist Party— founded 
in 1924— and the other parties they  were subjecting to a ruthless critique on 
the pages of their bulletin could not assess the size of the new organ ization. The 
erasure of Bourdieu and com pany’s names, on the other hand, was an integral 
part of the means of production of revolutionary authority. Charara men-
tioned during one of our conversations that his militant voice was partially a 
consequence of not wanting to be taken for a farfelu (eccentric, wacky) intellec-
tual tinkering with culture, in contrast to a revolutionary grounding po liti cal 
practice in a Marxian theoretical analy sis.37 Their collectivist ethos permeated 
leftist po liti cal and artistic practices at the time.38 At the heart of  these collec-
tive endeavors was an attempt to transform the relations of production and to 
rearticulate intellectual and po liti cal practice away from the bourgeois notion 
of the individual author, the tortured romantic genius, and the fetish of the 
name of the master. In addition to reworking relations of production,  these col-
lectives strove to circulate their works outside of the market, by bringing them 
to the  people in noncommercial venues such as factories, public spaces, and 
universities in order to circumscribe turning them into a commodity with an 
exchange value that would eventually overcome its use value. While Socialist 
Lebanon initially included prices on their under ground bulletins, the organ-
ization ended up distributing it for  free.

Winds from the South and Back

In May ’68 and Its Afterlives, Kristin Ross notes that in the years directly before 
May 1968,  those coinciding with events such as the bombing of Hanoi by the 
Americans in December 1966, “it was the North Viet nam ese peasant, and not 
the auto- worker at Billancourt, who had become for many French militants, 
the figure of the working class. . . .  [he] provided the transitional figure, the 
relay between the ‘intimate’ colonial other, the Algerian of the early 1960s, and 
the French worker during ’68.”39 Ross then proceeds to investigate “the sites 
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and discourses that allowed the geography of a vast international and distant 
strug gle— the ‘North/South axis’—to become transposed onto the lived ge-
ography, the daily itineraries of students and intellectuals in Paris in the early 
1960s” (May ’68, 82). François Maspero’s bookstore La Joie de Lire in Paris and 
his publishing  house  were two such impor tant relay sites. Maspero’s bookstore, 
which opened its doors in 1956 and closed down in 1975, “coincides almost 
exactly with the rough twenty- year span— from Dien Bien Phu in 1954 and 
the Bandung conference in the following year to some time [sic] in 1975— the 
period during which the periphery became the center of interest to Eu ro pean, 
and particularly French, intellectuals” (May ’68, 82). Maspero’s publishing 
 house began its activity in 1959 and  stopped in 1982.40 During the high tide 
of anticolonial strug gle, François Maspero’s publishing  house was known, in 
Ross’s words, as

a “wind from the South”: The press that tracked the ruin and collapse 
of Empire, that regularly gave voice to South American, African, and 
Asian po liti cal theorists and testimonies, the press that first published 
Fanon’s Les damnés de la terre, with its preface by Sartre, as well as works 
by Ben Barka, Giap, Cabral, Che Guevara, Malcolm X and  others. . . .  It 
was largely  because of the Editions Maspero, and  because of the editorial 
direction followed by Le Monde Diplomatique and Les Temps  Modernes 
during  those years— these three publications shared many of the same 
authors— that one of the  great gauchiste particularities of the time 
 became palpably evident: theory itself was being generated not from 
 Eu rope but from the third world. Not only was the figure of action, the 
militant peasant and freedom- fighter, a third world phenomenon— this, 
 after all, was to be expected according to a standard international divi-
sion of  labor in which Eu rope and the West are the thinkers and the rest 
of the world doers, the men of action. But “the wretched of the earth”— 
Mao, Guevara, Fanon, Cabral and  others— had become in this era of 
gauchiste reversal the thinkers as well. (May ’68, 83–84)

Éditions Maspero also published continental theory works, notably Althusser’s 
Pour Marx (For Marx) and Lire Le Capital (Reading Capital), which he coau-
thored with his students Étienne Balibar, Roger Establet, Pierre Macherey, and 
Jacques Rancière. Both volumes, which  were published in 1965,  were read, dis-
cussed, and put to use by Socialist Lebanon.  These three gauchiste publications— 
books by Maspero, Le Monde Diplomatique, and Les Temps Modernes—  were 
pivotal in the readings discussed in Beirut at that time.41 Ahmad Beydoun com-
plements the account provided by Traboulsi above, noting, “Fawwaz guided 
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us to New Left Review and Monthly Review and  until now I still have tens of 
 these issues. . . .  We  were continuously following Les Temps Modernes, some-
times Esprit and Critique. Le Monde Diplomatique [we used to follow] with 
full diligence; we used to keep all the old issues.”42 The group’s dominant Fran-
cophone imaginary, which followed the world’s events through a close reading 
of Le Monde and Le Monde Diplomatique and sharpened its theoretical skills 
and po liti cal analy sis via devouring Maspero and Le Seuil books and following 
Les Temps Modernes, was also enriched by Anglophone radical publications.

The peculiarity of the trilingual horizon (Arabic, French, and En glish) of 
Socialist Lebanon is predicated on the Lebanese educational system, which 
alongside Arabic teaches a second foreign language, or two, the most com-
mon during the 1950s being French, which was  adopted as the main foreign 
language by Lebanese public schools at that time.43 This trilingual imaginary 
would also prove to be crucial in expanding the range of available works for 
translation: Fawwaz Traboulsi on the Anglophone side, and Hassan Qobeissi 
and Waddah Charara on the Francophone,  were among the most prolific trans-
lators of the group. The Pa ri sian ”wind from the South” traveled back to the 
South, to nourish sl’s intellectual- political proj ect.  These Third Worldist met-
ropolitan publishing  houses  were not only bringing the peripheries into the 
metropoles but also worked as a bridge, one that made the ideas and experi-
ences of diff er ent militants from the South accessible to each other. French and 
En glish mediated between  these diff er ent Third Worldist militants, who most 
prob ably would only have access to each other’s writings through the former 
colonizer’s language.

The Pa ri sian publishing houses— Le Seuil, Maspero, and Minuit— also 
played an additional role when it came to the particularity of Arab politics. 
Socialist Lebanon, which emerged out of Arab nationalism’s orbit, read and 
translated into Arabic the writings of Egyptian Marxist thinkers who put out 
systematic critiques of Nasser’s regime from its Left. Anouar Abdel Malak 
(1924–2012), Hassan Riad (the pseudonym of Samir Amin, 1931–2018), and 
Mahmoud Hussein, the nom de plume of the duo Adel Rif ‘at (1938–) and 
 Bahgat al- Nadi (1936–), wrote in French, published in Paris, and resorted to 
pseudonyms to escape retribution from Nasser’s regime in the wake of the crack-
down on the Egyptian Communist Party, which began on January 1, 1959.44 
 These insurrectionary works highlighted how the caste of nationalist officers 
gave rise to a state bourgeoisie that exploits and dominates Egyptians while 
appropriating the social surplus for its own benefit, failing therefore to fulfill 
the necessary task of primitive accumulation needed for development. Abdel 
Malak’s Egypte, Société Militaire (1962) was the first book Waddah Charara 
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translated shortly  after it came out,  after he had returned from France (1963). 
It appeared in Arabic without the name of the translator and with a modified 
title coined by the publisher of the Beirut press Dar al- Tali‘a— Egypt, a New 
Society Built by the Military— instead of Egypt, Military Society, to dampen the 
critical bite of Abdel Malek’s title. French publishing  houses in this par tic u lar 
case  were a haven for Egyptian Marxist critics, enabling their work to escape 
Nasser’s censorship and creating a bridge connecting them to their comrades in 
Beirut. What  couldn’t be published in Cairo in Arabic was published in France 
and translated back into Arabic in Beirut with the hope that it would circulate 
in the Arab world.

Diagnosing the Pre sent, Acting Now

In its May 1969 issue, the journal Dirasat ‘Arabiyya (Arab Studies), a vibrant 
forum for discussing con temporary Arab culture and politics published in 
Beirut, featured a forty- one- page essay titled “Madkhal li-Qira’at al- Bayan 
al- Shuyu‘ī” (An Introduction to Reading The Communist Manifesto, hereafter 
ircm).45  Under the author’s slot in the journal’s  table of contents, the editor 
wrote, “Prepared by ‘Socialist Lebanon’s’ study circle.” The “Introduction” 
 counters eco nom ically determinist readings, authorizes antievolutionary posi-
tions, and develops sl’s perspective on the centrality of translation for po liti cal 
practice. “The point of view  adopted by the Manifesto regarding the succession 
of po liti cal stages,” Socialist Lebanon writes, “is of crucial importance”:

It rids Marxism of the charge of evolutionism, which dominated Marxist 
writings for a long time, and is still prevalent in a number of works by 
communist parties. And perhaps the most significant position premised 
on evolutionism is the one that calls for the support of the national bour-
geoisie  because the history of the society in which the communist party 
is militating  hasn’t passed through all the required stages: . . .  feudalism, 
capitalism, socialism. . . .  And since this society  hasn’t passed through the 
cap i tal ist phase, and its bourgeois po liti cal leadership, this means that 
the ambition of any group that belongs to the working class or the pe-
tite bourgeoisie to constitute the leadership of the period is illegitimate 
 because its aim is not consistent with the [logic of ] succession of stages. 
(ircm, 47–48)

In an essay revisiting the history of Arab communist parties  after the fall 
of the Soviet Union, the Iraqi social scientist Faleh A. Jabar writes that the 
five- stage Stalinist schema— “primitive communism, slavery, capitalism, and 
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lastly communism, socialism being the first stage (or transitory phase of the 
latter)”— established the theoretical ground from which questions arose.46 
“What role could be found for the anti- colonialist nationalists?” communists 
 were asking, and “what road should the ‘revolution’ follow: a cap i tal ist path, 
a move  toward socialism, or a third way that involved gradual change?”47 The 
ideological  battle lines of the 1960s, he continues, focused on  whether communists 
 ought to “burn stages” or adopt an “evolutionary” view of history in answering 
the following kinds of questions: “Was the national bourgeoisie, as a social class, 
capable of carry ing out the required tasks? And, if so, to what extent should it 
be supported? Or if this class was impotent, should the working class step in as 
it had done in the October 1917 revolution to undertake both demo cratic (i.e., 
cap i tal ist) and socialist tasks at one and the same time?”48 It is as a response to 
this conjuncture that the militant intellectuals of Socialist Lebanon anchored 
their antievolutionary positions, which called for the autonomy of the working 
class and its capacity to “burn stages,” in a retour aux sources to the Manifesto. 
In  doing so they short- circuited Stalinist interpretations and undercut the official 
Soviet doxas of the time to announce that the positions calling for a historicist 
logic of stages, predicated on an economic reductionism, are not authorized by 
Marx’s text. “If the forces of production, as well as their continuous develop-
ment, lead to the shattering of the relations of production and to toppling the 
po liti cal regime that maintains them, then the fall of the regime also results in 
pushing the forces of production forward by removing all obstacles that  were 
hindering their development,” Socialist Lebanon observe, warning against a 
reductionism that does not pay attention to the fact that the “po liti cal struc-
ture plays an impor tant role in the development of the forces of production” 
(ircm, 48).

At the heart of sl’s interpretation of the Manifesto is an argument against 
the historicist “not yet” that relinquishes the working class and the revolu-
tionary act to the “waiting room” of history since the objective conditions 
of the moment are not ripe for its autonomous action.49 In their refusal to 
wait for the revolution, they  were insisting on the “now” as “the tempo-
ral horizon of po liti cal action,” which the anticolonial nationalists had also 
done before them against the “not yet” of the colonizer. The difference was 
that in the late 1960s, more than a de cade and a half  after the  Free  Officers 
came to power in Egypt, and more than five years  after the Ba‘th Party es-
tablished its rule in Syria, Socialist Lebanon’s “now” was a postcolonial one 
par excellence. They refused to subordinate revolutionary politics to an al-
liance with, and support of, the national bourgeoisie, “traditional leaders” 
such as Kamal Jumblatt, the leader of the Druze community, who founded the 
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Lebanese Socialist Party, and to Arab nationalist regimes that also brandished 
the flag of socialism. In fact, the Lebanese organ ization made sure to draw 
their readers’ attention to the “inaccuracy” of some of the widely circulated 
slogans of  these actors. Socialism, they assert, is not “the society of suffi-
ciency and justice. If dignified living and sufficiency and justice are some of 
the consequences of a socialist society, it is first and foremost the collective 
control of the producers over the means of production” (ircm, 74–75). The 
unnamed author of this par tic u lar definition of socialism they are counter-
ing is no other than President Abdel Nasser.50 This generation of militant 
intellectuals, who came of po liti cal age as Nasser’s anticolonial star was ris-
ing in the 1950s and experienced the secession between Syria and Egypt in 
1961 as a  bitter personal blow, became by the late 1960s Marxist critics of the 
anticolonial nationalist regimes in power, the national bourgeoisie, and last 
but not least the pro- Soviet communist parties.

Socialist Lebanon’s emphasis on the pre sent moment also came across 
through inscribing their strug gle in a globally shared con temporary horizon 
of the  people’s strug gles from China to Cuba and by calling for a thorough di-
agnosis of the pre sent’s particularity. “What is the characteristic of our pre sent 
era?” is a question that  every communist has to ask, Socialist Lebanon assert, as 
they supply the direction of their answer: “[Starting] from  here, a point which 
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Mao have recurrently come back to is clarified, and 
that is that the answer to this question cannot be general, and cannot be re-
peated, even if the circumstances preserved their general outline.  Every Marx-
ist work has to come back to this question with regards to its country and its 
circumstances, and to do so again with  every transformation in its conditions 
and  those of the rest of the world” (IRcM, 43). Communist politics in Socialist 
Lebanon’s interpretation is given its coherence, overall general direction, and 
par tic u lar shape by an analy sis that is attentive to the particularities of its pre-
sent. The absence of this capacity for analy sis, whose aims are si mul ta neously 
to rise above the particularities of disparate prob lems— say, in the syndicalist 
militancy of the student, worker, and peasant sectors— and unify them in a 
general po liti cal proj ect that is grounded in the specificity of the situation, re-
sults in the disintegration of revolutionary practice. “The practice that pulls 
together all the isolated issues, and highlights the condition of their po liti cal 
realization,” they affirm, “is theoretical practice or po liti cal analy sis (we are mo-
mentarily using the two expressions interchangeably)” (ircm, 71). If the analy-
sis of the par tic u lar characteristics of the pre sent are forgone, the party  will 
be transformed into “splintered sectors, each working on its own without any 
relation to the  others but attending central committee meetings and discussing 
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the general ‘line’ that does not generalize anything but a bunch of slogans that 
should work in Bolivia and Sudan as well as in Lebanon, which means that they 
are not valid in any country” (ircm, 71).

Transfiguration, Translation, Pragmatics

The emphasis on the diagnosis of the particularity of the pre sent forecloses for 
Socialist Lebanon the possibility of a general and repeatable answer that cuts 
across times and spaces. In  doing so, the Lebanese militant group was clearly 
arguing against viewing Marxism as a direct translation of a body of theory to 
disparate par tic u lar situations that are themselves not generative of theoretical 
elaborations, but passive recipients of a “revealed” universal discourse. Tackling 
head-on the question of translation in the Marxist tradition, Socialist Lebanon’s 
critical posture is not one that emphasizes the unmasking of a par tic u lar parad-
ing in the guise of a universal, say, some of Marx’s nineteenth- century Euro-
centric formulations, even though they are not oblivious to them. As a  matter 
of fact, they begin their “Introduction” with a reflexive move that stresses the 
spatiotemporal axis of difference separating their context of reading and inter-
pretation from the time and place of the Manifesto’s writing:

What is taken for granted is that The Communist Manifesto did not treat 
the prob lems we are suffering from nor did it “predict,” as it is said, the 
enormity of the prob lems that colonized countries ( those colonized by 
the West) would face. Rather  those countries are only mentioned in the 
Manifesto in rare places, and with a name, which is not considerate at 
all: “The barbarian countries”! And it was not written on the eve of a 
national liberation revolution, but a month before the outbreak of the 
1848 revolution in France, i.e., on the eve of the first workers’ revolution 
that destroyed the bourgeois monarchy and laid the foundations for the 
Second Republic . . .  Moreover, the Manifesto was written in the mid- 
nineteenth  century, i.e., in a period when Eu ro pean industry had not 
yet witnessed the biggest share of transformations, which would change 
the face of Eu rope and the globe in the second half of the nineteenth 
 century. Besides, the workers’ movement had not yet traversed the  great 
number of experiences that it would endure during the next fifty years. 
(ircm, 38)

In this opening paragraph, placed  under the heading of “Why Do We Read The 
Communist Manifesto?,” Socialist Lebanon firmly assert the difference separat-
ing the contours of their pre sent from the Manifesto’s time and place of writ-
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ing, deny any supposedly predictive quality to the Marx- Engels text, while 
ironically referencing and translating Marx’s “barbarian countries” into the col-
onized ones. While they  were certainly far from epistemologically naïve, sub-
scribing to  every letter of Marx’s text, Socialist Lebanon’s critical posture did 
not circumscribe itself to debunking the politics of theory. They did not throw 
the baby out with what they perceived as the Eurocentric bathwater  because 
Marxist thought for them was more than a body of knowledge to be scruti-
nized for Eurocentric and Orientalist assumptions. For one it was a power-
ful analytical tool that helped them understand their colonial modernity and 
the class contradictions internal to their socie ties against other po liti cal forces 
such as Arab nationalists who  were dealing with the meanderings of The Arab 
Spirit, and its resurrection— Ba‘th means “Resurrection” in Arabic. More im-
portantly, Marxism held a key to understand  these socie ties, on the one hand, 
and a tool to effect their revolutionary transformation  toward the horizon of 
social justice, on the other. It was a theory of po liti cal practice; Socialist Leba-
non was fond of quoting Lenin’s maxim, “Without revolutionary theory,  there 
is no revolutionary practice.” This is why the gist of their intervention does not 
lie in unmasking the par tic u lar hiding  behind the universal, but in arguing that 
by not taking into consideration the spatiotemporal characteristics of Bolivia, 
Sudan, and Lebanon— the particular— one traffics in hollow universals that 
have no traction and are too general to be of any use.

Failure to translate is to transform Marx’s oeuvre to a lettre morte.  There 
is no way then of being a proper communist without engaging in a transla-
tion of Marx and Engels’s works, one that does not constitute an inauthentic 
copy of the original, a par tic u lar distortion of the universal text, or a failed 
mimicry of the West. On the contrary, translations are generative and constitu-
tive not only of Lebanese Marxism but of the communist tradition of thought 
and practice. “Innovative socialist revolutions,” write Socialist Lebanon, “have 
been tied to novel theoretical thought: the Bolshevik revolution and Lenin, 
the Chinese revolution and Mao Tse- Tung, the Viet nam ese revolution and Vo 
Nguyen Giap, the Cuban Revolution and Che Guevara” (ircm, 71). In sl’s 
interpretation, Marx’s oeuvre constitutes the foundational text of the tradition, 
which authorizes socialist po liti cal practice and thought. It does not, however, 
stand as the untroubled transhistorical universal to the par tic u lar glosses that 
come in its wake. Rather, Marxism cannot be separated from the circulation 
and translations across time and space of Marxist works, including the numer-
ous returns to Marx’s oeuvre itself. The universality of Marxism is constituted 
through, and is a product of, the multiple acts of translations and does not 
precede them. Just think for a moment of Socialist Lebanon in late 1960s 
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Beirut  going back to Marx  after having just read Giap, Fanon, and Althusser, 
who himself was rereading Marx in the wake of such figures as Sigmund Freud, 
Jacques Lacan, Lenin, Gaston Bachelard, Mao, and Gramsci to get a sense of 
the distance we have traveled away from a view of Arab Marxists as ensnared 
by modernization theory and engaging in unidirectional acts of translation of 
Marxism characterized as a Western critical discourse.

At the heart of Socialist Lebanon’s acts of translation lies the question of 
po liti cal practice, of providing new knowledges that authorize forms of revo-
lutionary politics and participate in the formation of novel po liti cal con-
sciousness and subjectivities. The “Introduction” was written for and used 
in theoretical education circles  after the newly founded Demo cratic Front for 
the Liberation of Palestine (dflp, 1969) approached Socialist Lebanon with a 
request for such a text. Marx, Lenin, Mao, Trotsky, Guevara, and  others  were 
read in French or En glish and translated into Arabic from  these translations 
 under the temporal pressure of po liti cal practice, sometimes comparing the 
translations in two diff er ent languages, or diff er ent translations in one of  these 
languages while working on the Arabic text.51 Their  labors of translation from 
translations driven by the impediment of practice,  whether working with Mao 
or Marx, bypassed the distinctions between original and copy, universal and 
par tic u lar. The question of linguistic difference, of fidelity to the original lan-
guage, mattered less than the capacity of accessing, interpreting, and putting to 
practical use authoritative discourses about the analy sis of class, imperialism, 
and guerrilla warfare.

 These acts of translations and transfigurations, which  were fueled by the im-
pediment of revolutionary practice,  were not mediations between a self and an 
other. Theirs was not an attempt that sought, as many anthropological works 
do, to render what seems unfamiliar at first glance familiar, or,  going in the op-
posite direction, to denaturalize what we take for granted. Susan Buck- Morss’s 
reading of Qutb and Shariati, which works  toward a rediscovery of one’s own 
commitments in a diff er ent theoretical language as well as revealing the contin-
gency of Western norms when refracted through the prism of Muslim think-
ers, is in line with this approach. That is  because their world of the late 1960s 
and 1970s was neatly divided into the two camps of Left and Right, progres-
sives and reactionaries, national liberation movements and colonialism. This 
was a time when young, militant intellectuals in Lebanon would debate na-
tional liberation movements in Latin Amer i ca, as well as the minutiae of strikes 
and syndicates in some Eu ro pean factory, when the students of the American 
University of Beirut would demonstrate in protest against the war in Viet-
nam. This world, wrapped in one overarching canvas on which clear fault lines 
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 were drawn between Left and Right, has vanished. Theirs was a world that was 
eclipsed by the rise of the questions of community, by which I mean the resur-
gence of infranational sectarian, regional, ethnic, and familial solidarities, and 
the emergence of an array of militant po liti cal forces grouped  under the banner 
of po liti cal Islam. Some of them, like Charara,  were among the first to take note 
of the entanglement of po liti cal practice in the cobwebs of communal solidari-
ties that relegated the march of the working classes  toward brighter tomorrows 
into  futures past (Fig. 2.2).

In the opening pages of Thinking Past Terror: Islamism and Critical Theory 
on the Left (2003), Susan Buck- Morss revisits her own trajectory as she pithily 
identifies the ebbing away of that old po liti cal world:

In the 1970s when I was a student, Marxism in its multiple variants— 
Western Marxism, Marxist humanism, Trotskyism, Leninism, Maoism, 
Fanonism— provided the common discursive terrain in which critics of 
exploitation and domination could agree (often vehemently, even vio-
lently) to disagree. The secular Left throughout the  Middle East was a vi-
brant part of that conversation. . . .  Part of the postcolonial real ity since 
the end of the Cold War has been the disintegration of the discursive 
unity provided by Marxism, for which some of us must confess feeling 
not a small bit of nostalgia. (TPT, 7)

Buck- Morss’s translations take place in the wake of the disintegration of this 
common ground. Her proj ect of translation takes place on a diff er ent plane 
than the one Socialist Lebanon undertook, whose unified world linked Hanoi 
to Cuba by way of Paris. Her translations are not actions that are undertaken 
 under the urgent pressure of po liti cal practice, which seeks a revolutionary 
theory to ground and guide it. Translating Qutb and Shariati into En glish in 
New York produces very diff er ent kinds of analytical and po liti cal effects than 
translating Marx and Giap into Arabic in Beirut. I would like to think more 
with Buck- Morss about her crucial insight that “our forms of critique are ac-
tions that themselves affect history,” which is central to her more recent essay, 
in which she returns to Qutb and Shariati (STF, 67). Buck- Morss writes:

If we do not rescue the progressive moments in present- day religious 
writers— Qutb, Shariati, and so many  others— whose po liti cal actions 
we have neglected even to see, but who belong objectively to our time 
and who are, in the uncomfortable sense our contemporaries, if we con-
tinue to ignore their highly influential work, abandoning them on the 
field of po liti cal imagination, then we allow their legacy to be taken 



Figure 2.2.  Socialist Lebanon, Issue 11, May 1968.
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over by  those all too  eager to appropriate it for their own hegemonic 
proj ects. A relevant anecdote: Nathan Coombs writes, ‘When Culture 
Wars approached me to review a release from Verso’s Radical Thinkers 
series, I responded “ great give me Ali Shariati.” But Shariati was not in 
the collection. (STF, 79)

Buck- Morss’s call for engaging  these intellectuals qua po liti cal theorists, and not 
merely as native, local intellectuals whose lives and works are framed through 
concepts and methods developed by the “theorists” of the Euro- American pan-
theon, is a necessary one. Her juxtaposition of the theoretical  labors of Qutb and 
Shariati with  those of Theodor Adorno and Walter Benjamin on the same page, 
in a montage of fragments from diff er ent intellectual traditions, produces salu-
tary effects. Buck- Morrs’s textual montages jolt some readers out of complacent 
intellectual habits; despite the diff er ent theorists from the South that the Marxist 
tradition produced, some readers still expect “abstract,” “universal” theory to be 
produced up North and “concrete,” “par tic u lar” thinking to take place in what 
is now called the Global South. What concerns me is rather how Buck- Morss 
envisages the pragmatic effects of her rescue of  those progressive moments in the 
corpus of religious thinkers. How would reading Shariati  today by an American 
critical theorist, such as Buck- Morss, or his incorporation into Verso’s Radical 
Thinkers series alongside Louis Althusser and Gillian Rose, help disarm  those 
other readers who would like to appropriate his work for hegemonic, or other, 
ends? Shariati’s oeuvre has been read, commented on, argued with, and mobilized 
in Iran and the Arab world for more than four de cades now. Moreover, forms of 
critique, and their transnational travels, may produce multiple theoretical and 
po liti cal effects depending on the questions asked by  those reading publics and 
the stakes animating their communities of argument. In saying “our rescue saves 
Shariati from appropriation by Ira nian reactionaries as a tool of the ruling class,” 
Buck- Morss is si mul ta neously attributing too much power to one reading of the 
work, which is isolated from the space of arguments in which this work has been 
discussed for a few de cades now, and holding on to a too  limited view regarding 
the potential pragmatic effects of traveling theories (STF, 80).

Coda:  Here and Elsewhere

To raise the question, for example, of  whether having a refrigerator, for 
American society, necessarily implies the destruction of another country 
and,  after that, one’s own destruction. “We start with Vietnam,” he says, 
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“in order to get to  things that would be almost entirely French . . .  to 
show, in the end, that it is clearly capitalism itself which is at stake.”

 These are the comments of a filmmaker from a discussion between a collective of 
filmmakers and the audience composed of workers at Rhodiaceta— a chemical 
factory— after the screening of Loin du Vietnam (Far from Vietnam) (1967). The 
director in question is Alain Resnais, the talented director who produced land-
marks such as Hiroshima Mon Amour (1959) and L’Année Dernière à Marienbad 
(1961). The collective Société pour le Lancement des Oeuvres Nouvelles (slon) 
included some of French cinema’s well- known directors, such as Jean- Luc Godard, 
Agnès Varda, Claude Lelouch, Joris Ivens, and William Klein, in addition to 
Resnais and Chris Marker (May ’68, 88–89). Kristin Ross notes that Vietnam 
and the Third World generally  were viewed mostly in terms of class relations 
in France: “Global solutions to the prob lems of the third world could only be 
found in the radical transformation of the Cap i tal ist world system and its re-
placement by a new economic order” (May ’68, 89). “The third- worldist perspec-
tive Maspero had helped make available to French readers,” she writes, “became 
the means, in his view, for reconceptualizing the French national situation” (May 
’68, 85). Maspero’s views, like the comments uttered by Resnais of the film collec-
tive, take as their starting point that “ ‘every thing is linked’ and that one cannot 
analyze Gaullism, capitalism, or syndicalism in the France of 1966 as though it 
 were a phenomenon isolated from the rest of the world” (May ’68, 86).

The idea that “every thing is linked” undid the East/West distinction and 
nationalist imaginaries by providing one language to articulate the strug gle 
of workers in French factories and Viet nam ese fighters against American im-
perialism. In France, Maoism provided the “theoretical justification” for the 
merging of anticapitalist and anti- imperialist themes that Vietnam allowed 
by “loosening [the French Communist Party’s] emphasis on the French pro-
letariat by acknowledging the possibility of other po liti cal agents— peasants 
or farmers” and by emphasizing “the Third Worldist geopo liti cal organ ization 
of the World along a North/South axis— the one  etched by the international 
division of  labor” (80).

In Beirut, the “Chinification of Marxism” and the reading of Fanon as Waddah 
Charara recalled  were spurring him and the group to think through a theoretical 
and po liti cal proj ect that would “adapt” Marxism to Lebanese specificity: the 
Arabization of Marxism was on the  table. Charara was asked if the intention 
 behind the “Introduction to Reading The Communist Manifesto,” which he had 
written, was to produce a Lebanese Communist Manifesto. “ There was a dream 
that a number of  people, including myself, had,” he answered:
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And it was a dream of a dual birth. The birth of a con temporary history 
from the womb of a local subjective history: Arabic Islamic [history] 
whose meaning was very diff er ent from the one it took  later on and that 
this same history be born and at the same time from a general, common, 
universal  human womb. . . .   These two simultaneous births, and most 
likely we did not give ourselves the necessary tools to understand them, 
remained closer to a meta phor than to a concept. And even the meta-
phor remained foggy.52

Maoism and Vietnam enabled French students, intellectuals, and workers to 
realize that they  were in the same fight against a common  enemy and that they 
could not delink their domestic prob lems from the rest of the globe. Maoism 
and Vietnam in Beirut, especially  after the June 1967 defeat of the Arab armies 
and regimes, provided a spur for the translation of Marxism to other southern 
contexts and for a popu lar guerrilla strug gle against colonialism (Israel) and im-
perialist interests.

Looking at it retrospectively, the frenzy that captivated the members of So-
cialist Lebanon during their early revolutionary years of selfless immersion in 
reading, discussing, writing, and translating would prove pivotal for the fash-
ioning of their intellectual habitus. The work ethic and discipline required to 
plow through dense theoretical texts and to follow the minutiae of global po-
liti cal developments from Prague, to Algeria, and Vietnam, as well as the  labors 
of tying theoretical analy sis to practical po liti cal situations,  will help not only 
in the formation of a po liti cal subjectivity and a cultural capital but also a fos-
tering of intellectual dispositions, which  will remain long  after the revolution’s 
passing. Moreover, their intense focus on their po liti cal pre sent, on reading 
what ever was useful in understanding it and revolutionizing it, widened their 
intellectual horizons  toward transdisciplinary readings that escaped the logic 
of specialization and disciplinary bound aries. 

The po liti cal defeat of a generation of revolutionaries produced a dis-
tinguished generation of intellectuals. The under ground militants of the 
1960s  later became the distinguished professors, public commentators, and 
writers of the 1980s onward. The exit from or ga nized po liti cal practice retained 
from the past the generalist’s approach to reading and writing, dodging the 
logic of specialization. Ahmad Beydoun wrote poetry, a film script, and essays 
on linguistics and the sociology of culture in addition to his historiographical 
works. Waddah Charara wrote on themes ranging from popu lar culture, to cin-
ema, Arab heritage, and Islamic studies, to translating French poetry, on top of 
his so cio log i cal and historical works. Abbas Beydoun became a distinguished 
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poet, a novelist, and cultural critic. I asked the latter if it was clear to him that 
he would become a poet during the days of militancy:

It was not clear to me what I would become. I was writing poetry. I wrote 
a collection, a lot. I started very early, but it  wasn’t clear to me what I was 
 going to write. So at the same time, I would write poetry, stories, even 
theater, and it was all dependent on what I was reading at the time. . . .

 There  were  these varied options for someone who fundamentally 
needed a very long time before acknowledging that one has something 
that is private, before we even talk about specialization.53

 After they quit or ga nized po liti cal activity and found or developed their own 
individual interests, their period of militancy  will be mostly recast as one of 
selfless po liti cal immersion, and the exit from it  will be into a discovery or re-
covery of private passions.

But why  today should we revisit sl’s founding moment in the mid-1960s? 
Is it to argue for the saliency of their answers for our pre sent? It is  needless 
to point out that the national, regional, and global conjuncture they  were 
working in half a  century ago is not ours  today. Their heated debates about 
 whether the working class  ought to “burn stages” or ally itself with the national 
bourgeoisie reach our shores as faint echoes from a lost world. So much has 
changed since then. So why return to Socialist Lebanon? Is it to denaturalize 
a pre sent, permeated by communal discourses and attachments by excavating 
a past when politics was  imagined and practiced differently? Sure, but my his-
torical reconstruction is not fueled by a Left melancholy to a time when class- 
based politics had a thicker ontological density and when the lines  were clearly 
drawn between the forces of pro gress and  those of reaction.54 I am trying to 
carve a path between a corrosive Left melancholy that disparages an uncertain 
pre sent, on the one hand, and banishing this past’s relevance to our pre sent by 
dismissing this Marxist generation’s critical  labors and practice on the basis of 
their vanguardism or modernizing politics, on the other hand. What I am also 
 after is a rescue of Socialist Lebanon’s ethos, which shone through their indefat-
igable tracking of their global pre sent, dodging the logics of professionalization 
and expertise, what Jacques Rancière calls the logic of the police. By following 
the minutiae of the secondary school student strikes in Lebanon while reading 
Bourdieu, analyzing at length the reasons for the defeat of the Arab armies in 
1967, translating Fidel Castro’s speeches on the defeatist line of the Venezuelan 
Communist Party, and publishing communiqués from a revolutionary Iraqi 
workers’ organ ization, Socialist Lebanon’s po liti cal imaginary was not locked 
on the tired East/West or South/North path. This ethos also shone through 
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their sustained attention to the specificity of the conditions they  were diagnos-
ing and working in. For all their attention to the global unfolding of events, 
they  were not frequent- flying international experts, or parachuted humanitar-
ians on a mission, but committed translators and militants enmeshed in the 
fabric of their own socie ties, and accountable to them, whose theoretical acu-
men was part and parcel of their po liti cal proj ect. The path Socialist Lebanon 
cleared half a de cade ago is no longer recognizable to us  today. Their dream of a 
dual birth, on the other hand, has certainly lost nothing of its luster.



3. june 1967 and its historiographical 
afterlives

When the June war broke out I was still in Paris. . . .  I felt something like a quake 
mixed with shame, which pushed me to quickly escape to Beirut. . . .  And for months, 

in an atmosphere of depression and despair, I thought,  every now and then,  
of committing suicide. But it was forestalled first by a sense of responsibility  towards 

a wife and three  children and some remainder of a metaphysical trust  
in the revolutionary potential of the Arab  people.

— yasin al- hafiz

At the time the Vietnam peace movement was gaining momentum but  
for me the  Palestine issue seemed more crucial.

— masao adachi

 There is no doubt that 1967, which marks the swift military defeat of Arab 
armies against Israel, has a ubiquitous historiographical presence. It is the turning 
point par excellence. You  will find it referenced in Arabic newspaper articles, 
in Arab  Human Development Reports from the United Nations Develop-
ment Programme, and in the critical lit er a ture discussing artistic, intellectual, 
and po liti cal trends.1 The use of the date of a military defeat as a marker for 
diff er ent genres, and not, for instance, the date of events that are internal to 
 these fields of practice, is symptomatic of the saturation of Arab cultural scenes 
with politics,  whether it is conceived as a national strug gle against colonial-
ism or a critique of discrimination based on sexuality, gender, and race. Art-
ists and intellectuals often comment on the overbearing presence of po liti cal 
concerns. A few years ago, Hamed Sinno, the front man of the Lebanese pop 
band Mashrou‘ Leila, mentioned in an interview that it is very difficult to es-
cape politics where he comes from.2 Sinno echoed Jalal Khoury (1934–2017), 
the committed Lebanese theater director and playwright who more than four 
de cades ago noted that “our world is asphyxiated by politics.”3 More than fifty 
years of age separate the two. Sinno was born in 1988, in the last years of the 
Lebanese civil war, a few years before the collapse of the Soviet Union, while 
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Khoury was at the vanguard of Lebanese po liti cal theater in the late 1960s. 
That said, both agree on the difficulty of artists escaping politics in our part of 
the world. Pierre Bourdieu’s theories on the increasing autonomy of cultural 
fields away from sociopo liti cal contexts, and external constraints, find their 
limit in the neo co lo nial and postcolonial Arab world.4

Works on Arab intellectual history in En glish adopt post-1967 thought as a 
marker for con temporary Arab thought.5 In Ibrahim Abu Rabi‘ ’s Con temporary 
Arab Thought, the post-1967 era is characterized by a variety of transformations 
that are hard to square with the historical event of the military defeat as their 
turning point.6 In addition to mentioning the impact of 1967 on intellectual 
production, Abu Rabi‘ writes about “the Arab proj ect of modernity [coming] 
to a standstill” (18); “most Arab states have experienced more not less authori-
tarianism since 1967”(22); “the social and economic transformations since 
1967” (23); the “rise of the Gulf States to religious and economic prominence 
 after 1967 mainly in the 1980’s and 1990’s”; the Islamic revival post-1967 (28); 
the “mode of production dominant in 1967  in the Gulf ” (24); and capital-
ism  after 1967. In this narrative post-1967 becomes the master key to unlock 
intellectual, po liti cal, social, and economic transformations in the Arab world. 
It’s a master key that is without much heuristic value, one that plots structural 
transformations in socie ties and modes of production on the same plane as the 
event of a swift military defeat, without any distinction between diff er ent reg-
isters of analy sis.

Suzanne Kassab’s deployment of 1967 is much more focused. The intellec-
tual and po liti cal crisis experienced in the wake of the military defeat, she ar-
gues, brought on two, increasingly bifurcated, responses:

One the one hand, the search for totalizing doctrines, especially religious 
 after the demise of the Left and of secular nationalism, and, on the other 
hand, the radicalization of critique. The first trend was the result of a 
deep yearning for a holistic vision that could offer an indigenous, non- 
alienating worldview and mobilize the necessary forces  toward a way out 
of the humiliation and the oppression. The second was the outcome of a 
painful confrontation with the limitations and dangers of holistic views 
as well as of the growing realization of the vital need for critique in the 
face of multiple forms of oppression.7

Kassab has done an admirable excavation of critical strands in con temporary 
Arab thought. Her work reveals the multiplicity of critical positions— for ex-
ample, Marxist, liberal, feminist, Islamist—in con temporary Arab thought, stand-
ing as a much- needed corrective to the reduction of this tradition’s complexity to a 
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stark ideological binary between secular nationalism and religious politics. Her 
comparative perspective, which ties in the motifs of Arab debates with global 
postcolonial conversations, undoes their exceptionalist treatment, which is so 
often their lot. It is also an invitation to carve new South- South intellectual 
paths that steer off the much trodden peripheries- metropole highway.

In the remainder of this chapter, I  will revisit once more Socialist Lebanon’s 
theoretical and po liti cal practice. In  doing so, I have four aims. The first is to 
unearth a very early tradition of critique of the authoritarian regimes that pre-
dates the 1967 defeat. Second, to complicate the historiography that crowns 
1967 as the turning point, which generated a bifurcation between holistic 
doctrines and critique. I do so by underlining the radical hopes that accom-
panied the po liti cal rise of the New Left in the direct aftermath of 1967, which 
combined an adherence to thick ideological traditions, such as Marxism, an 
engagement alongside the Palestinian revolution, and a commitment to cri-
tique.8 The dominant framing of 1967 as the double marker of transition 
and bifurcation, I argue, is less the result of the direct post-1967 conjunc-
ture and more of the 1980s, when most of  these militant intellectuals lost their 
po liti cal orga nizational moorings and their hope in the revolutionary masses 
to become detached, isolated critics squeezed between the Scylla of authori-
tarian regimes and the Charybdis of communal solidarities and Islamic mili-
tant movements. As the political- social questions of the 1960s focusing on the 
transfiguration of Marxism— its Arabization—to guide po liti cal practice gave 
way to the political- cultural questions of asala (authenticity) and turath (Arab- 
Islamic tradition), quite a few of the 1960s leftists rediscovered the heritage of 
the  earlier generation of Nahda (Re nais sance) liberal thinkers, such as Taha 
Husayn and ‘Ali ‘Abd al-Raziq.9 The Arab liberal tradition, which they thought 
had been superseded by Marxism in the 1960s, proved to  those former revo-
lutionaries to be much more prescient in addressing the challenges they  were 
facing from both state and society.

Third, unlike the most famous post-1967 self- criticisms, and  here I have in 
mind the works of Sadik al- Azm and Adonis, which coupled the courageous 
ethical injunction of taking stock of one’s own defeat with a culturalist critique 
that laid the blame on the “traditional” nature of Arabs, Socialist Lebanon fo-
cused on examining the social composition of  these regimes, their ideologies, 
and more importantly the logics undergirding their technologies of rule and 
governing their po liti cal and military practices.10 Critical diagnosis of  actual 
practices of power is what they did.

Fourth, and to go back to our pre sent,  these very early Marxist critiques raise 
crucial questions regarding the question of minorities in the Arab world and 
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the mobilization of the Palestinian question by the regimes to legitimize in-
ternal power strug gles and repress po liti cal dissidents.  These two questions— 
minorities and the strug gle with Israel as necessitating a permanent state of 
emergency— will  later be taken up by the Arab liberal critique against the left-
ist and Arab nationalist anti- imperialists. Socialist Lebanon’s work does not 
only reveal how early and prescient their diagnosis of the regimes was but also 
how it was embedded in a Marxist proj ect that combined it with a critique 
of imperialism.  After the defeat of the Left,  these external (imperialism) and 
internal (regimes) critiques bifurcated. Liberals, mostly democracy advocates 
and culturalist critics of their socie ties, opposed anti- imperialist nationalists 
and Islamists who focused only on the geopo liti cal game of nations and the 
regimes’ place in it. The Arab revolutions (2011–), by reintroducing grassroots 
mass po liti cal mobilization, ignited, for a moment at least, the hope of tran-
scending the impossible choice between national sovereignty  under a tyrant 
and a hope for democracy brought about by foreign occupation. Collective 
po liti cal practice brought back the possibility of articulating an antiauthori-
tarian and anti- imperialist politics from one position, before the regimes, 
communal internal divisions, and the never ending interventions thwarted 
the possibility of emancipation. Even if the first wave of revolutions have now 
ebbed, post-1967 as a dominant historiographic trope can no longer stand as 
the undisputed marker of con temporary Arab thought. It is now a category of 
the past. Post-2011 also urges us to cast a fresh look on how the analytic and 
historiographical categories of historians reproduce the categories of practice 
of key intellectuals of the  earlier generation who  were marked by the 1967 
military defeat.11

In excavating this alternative genealogy of con temporary Arab thought and 
politics, which does not assume 1967 as the cardinal and only historiographi-
cal turning point, I, of course, do not seek to deny the centrality of the defeat. 
In fact, I  will discuss how it constituted a watershed moment for academics 
both at home and in the diaspora, such as Sadik al- Azm, Edward Said, and 
Talal Asad, jolting the first two out of their ivory towers and into an engage-
ment alongside the Palestinian revolution. In  doing so, I reclaim a diff er ent 
genealogy for 1967, one that argues that the po liti cal moment of 1967 was cen-
tral, and constitutive, for diasporic strategies of criticism— Asad’s and Said’s— 
that ushered in the critiques of the entanglement of Western knowledges with 
power. What I am  after is a double move that seeks to displace the mono poly 
of 1967 as the marker of con temporary Arab thought at home and to reinscribe 
it as a cardinal moment for the intellectual and po liti cal proj ects of diasporic 
intellectuals.
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Birth Pangs of the New Left

The end of the  union between Egypt and Syria in 1961 is now largely forgot-
ten. This event, which exists outside of the contradiction with colonialism and 
imperialism, was crucial for this generation of militants. It constitutes the first 
major setback of the anticolonial nationalist regimes, less than a de cade  after 
the 1952 Egyptian Revolution. This intra- Arab event ushered in the first im-
manent critiques of the regimes that pointed out the gap that separates their 
pan-Arab ideologies from their practices that could not sustain a  union for 
more than three years. It inaugurated an early critical reflexive turn that found 
in Marxism a critical theory and a weapon of po liti cal transformation, which 
by conjugating together the internal class contradictions of  these socie ties with 
an anti- imperialist agenda was more conceptually sophisticated than Arab na-
tionalist ideologies.

Some of the comrades who founded Socialist Lebanon in the mid-1960s 
came from this cohort of disenchanted Arab nationalists. Ahmad Beydoun 
(1942–), who had lost the links he had with the Arab Nationalist Movement 
and was immersed in a Ba‘thist atmosphere through his friends at Lebanese 
University, remembers the dissolution of the  union as being a terrible and de-
cisive event. Nearly fifty years  after the establishment of the  union in 1958, he 
draws my attention during one of our conversations to “something which the 
generation younger than us cannot imagine,” most prob ably alluding to my 
generation’s world, born during the Lebanese civil and regional wars (1975–
90), a time of heightened Christian/Muslim sectarian tensions, Syrian military 
interventions, and Israeli invasions (1978 and 1982).12 It seems light years away 
from the hopes of Arab unity that Abdel Nasser ignited in their hearts. “And 
that is,” he adds, “how terrible the dissolution of the  union was for us. It was a 
blow that changed the meaning of the world for us. The po liti cal history of the 
last three or four generations does not  really stop sufficiently at that date. They 
stop more at 1967. For us, 1961 was decisive.” It is this disenchantment “which 
gave rise to the desire and the need to know  these socie ties that are called an 
umma [Arab nation].” 

Turning their gazes inward from nation to class,  these young intellectuals 
saw in Marxist theory and practice the answer to their desire to know and the 
appropriate tool to effect the revolutionary transformations of their socie ties. 
“The question of society,” Beydoun presses on, “was the true and effective me-
diator of [Marxist revolutionary] theory.” The year 1961 ushered in an early 
reflexive moment that turned away from nationalist rhe toric against external 
enemies  toward criticizing the “progressive” regimes in power and diagnosing 
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the internal po liti cal contestations lodged at the heart of  these socie ties. It laid 
the first bricks of what would come to be known  after 1967 as the New Left.

Muhsin Ibrahim’s presence, demeanor, and speech are as close as pos si ble to 
 those of a godfather of the Lebanese New Left. He began our conversation by 
asserting:

I am  going to give it to you from the beginning.  There is no New Left 
in Lebanon without a previous po liti cal foundation. Nothing fell on 
us called the New Left. The issue  wasn’t that the Lebanese students ob-
served the French students’s revolution [May 1968] and de cided to do 
something similar. Its is that of the [Arab] nationalist movements . . .  
and some of the intellectuals of the Syrian Nationalist Socialist Party . . .  
the Ba‘th Party and some of  those who split from the Lebanese Commu-
nist Party.  These are the birth pangs of the 1960s.13

By the time the comrades came together to found Socialist Lebanon they had 
radicalized their critique of the Arab nationalist movements and regimes. Early 
on, sl unmasked the Arab chauvinism of the Syrian Ba‘th, which they knew 
from the inside, that was used against non- Arab minorities but cloaked itself 
in a progressive po liti cal rhe toric. The first issue of their bulletin— dated mid- 
September 1966— ends with an article entitled “Notes on the Last Agreement 
between the Kurdish Revolution and the Iraqi Government.”14  After enumer-
ating some of the points of the agreement— recognizing the Kurdish national-
ity in the “temporary constitution,” recognizing the language as an official 
one alongside Arabic in majority Kurdish areas, parity between Arabs and 
Kurds in educational del e ga tions and scholarships, and so forth— sl assesses 
reactions to it, including the Ba‘th’s:

 Behind a leftist rhe toric that claims to take the unity of Arab toilers as 
its starting point, and considers all actions against it a ser vice rendered to 
imperialist interests, lies the clear chauvinist position of the declaration: 
the Kurdish movement is a separatist one that distracts the Arab and 
Kurdish masses from their main enemies: imperialism, the forces of reac-
tion, and the oil monopolies. It is therefore at their ser vice. Moreover, 
the Kurdish movement is headed by “tribal and feudal and reactionary 
sectors” that are backed by international colonialism, the British petro-
leum companies, and the reactionary rule in Iran. All  these accusations 
are put forth without a single piece of evidence to back them up.15

Socialist Lebanon, which supported Kurdish self- rule within Iraqi territory, de-
nounced very early on the Syrian Ba‘th’s use of takhwin—to accuse someone or 
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an entire group of treason or collaboration with imperialist or foreign powers, 
or both— one of the most commonly deployed tropes of po liti cal excommuni-
cation that was used mostly but not exclusively by Arab nationalist regimes and 
their acolytes. This po liti cal charge has had a long shelf life and even wider range 
of applications encompassing individuals, po liti cal parties, and entire commu-
nities. Arab communists  were often the targets of Nasser’s accusations of trea-
son.16 Ethnic or religious groups, such as the Kurdish movement in this case, 
 were often accused of being the internal agents, or  doing the work, of imperial-
ism, seeking to divide and weaken the nation’s body from within. For instance, 
Bashar al- Assad draws on this long tradition when he characterizes the Syrian 
revolutionaries as foreign- backed rebels, noting in the first months of the Syr-
ian uprisings (2011–) that in the face of conspiracies that are multiplying like 
germs, the body’s immune system has to be strengthened to resist them. The 
predominance of the national question then, during the global age of decolo-
nization, and its per sis tence throughout the con temporary Arab world via the 
Arab- Israeli strug gle and the direct foreign economic and military interventions 
in the post– Cold War era, provided fertile terrain for the regimes in power to 
appropriate the critical language of anticolonial emancipation in order to en-
hance their power, crack down on dissidents, undercut all forms of institutional 
po liti cal and civic life, and, of course, legitimize their own rule. In the case of 
minorities, as Socialist Lebanon argued vis- à- vis the Kurdish movement, antico-
lonial nationalism was a veil for an Arab nationalist chauvinism that sought to 
tie its own internal other with foreign imperialist agendas.

In addition to criticizing the politics of treason, Socialist Lebanon took 
issue with the obverse form that the predominance of the national question 
took, which is the mobilization for the liberation of Palestine and the fight 
against anti- imperialism to legitimize their own action, achieve or expand 
power, and interrupt revolutionary politics. “Concerning the slogan of ‘liberat-
ing Palestine,’ ” they write,

this is not a new one [slogan] for  these movements [nationalists]. It was, 
and still is, the demagogic call that is brandished by all  these movements 
to interpellate the masses to get to power or to keep it. The result has 
always been the suppression of the masses’ consciousness and their move-
ment as well as forbidding them from forming their revolutionary parties 
that truly represent their interests (this is what happened in Egypt, in 
Iraq, and what some fear might happen in Jordan).17

Socialist Lebanon engaged in acts of immanent critique that diagnosed the gap 
separating the regimes’ progressive professions of faith regarding the two legs 
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they stood on— the national question and the socioeconomic one— from their 
practices of rule. When it came to the latter, sl contrasted the promise of so-
cialism with the privileges accrued to  those in power. “The rule of the Ba‘th in 
Syria is the rule of the rural segment of the pe tite bourgeoisie that appropriates 
surplus production through the army and the state apparatus.”18  These appro-
priations take the form of diff er ent kinds of income and privileges such as high 
salaries; army cooperatives that “provide them with every thing they need— 
from the pin to the car—at cost value”; rent control and interest- free loans to 
buy apartments; automatic promotion of officers by one grade upon demobi-
lization and receiving thereafter a monthly salary corresponding to their new 
rank while keeping all their previous privileges. To all of this should be added 
the additional incomes and privileges that come from being part of power, such 
as  favors rendered to one’s  family and bribes received for facilitating transac-
tions with the state.19 The “military administrative bureaucracies” ruling Syria 
and Egypt foreclosed the possibility of po liti cal practice for the masses in their 
respective countries. Not only did they presume to speak for the entire nation, 
they also depoliticized the Palestinian cause by rendering it a military issue: an 
injustice that was caused by a military defeat and  will be resolved by a military 
victory. This perspective provided the adequate ideological justification for 
“consolidating the army’s role, which was considered the only force capable of 
resolving the Palestinian prob lem.”20 It was also used as the main excuse for the 
army’s failure to resolve the predicaments of the national demo cratic revolu-
tion and for its taking the biggest share out of the national bud get.

Socialist Lebanon also condemned the foreclosure of the masses from po liti-
cal practice by the top- down technological and economic development strate-
gies. The development question, sl affirmed, cannot be resolved through  these 
means and with foreign aid since it is a social prob lem. “Solving the question 
of backwardness— the Chinese model is clear on this front— cannot take place 
 unless the wretched masses accept to make big sacrifices,” they write, “which are 
accompanied by a consciousness of knowing that  these  will result in building 
factories and irrigating lands that  will produce  later on work, food, clothing, 
education, and health. It is obvious that  these sacrifices and this consciousness 
cannot take place without the masses’ popu lar organ izations whose power is in 
contradiction with that of the military.”21 The regimes, whose raison d’être is 
the national question and to a lesser extent the development of their socie ties, 
banish the masses from the center of po liti cal practice by rendering the first a 
purely military affair to be undertaken by the army and the second a techno-
cratic one to be solved by experts. Moreover, the regimes are characterized by 
an “enmity to popu lar organ izations”22 and strive to cancel their role in  these 
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two domains “while representing themselves as expressing the interests of the 
wretched masses by bringing into being organ izations that are loyal to them.”23 
The regimes’ practice vis- à- vis “the new colonialism,” on the other hand, is one 
characterized by wavering and an incapacity to exit from the cap i tal ist market. 
“They are not able to break  free from its hold and they are not able to ally 
themselves with it . . .  [new colonialism] has more loyal allies represented by 
feudalism and the bourgeoisie and even the pe tite bourgeoisie that still retains 
right- wing organ izations (the Muslim Brotherhood . . . ).”24

Socialist Lebanon’s verdict on  these regimes is prescient and damning. They 
are a failure on the national, regional, and international fronts. The reason why 
they  didn’t fall  after the swift and devastating defeat in June 1967 is  because “the 
confrontation with colonialism still provides the advanced [al- mutaqaddima] 
(and even the backward) regimes an effective popu lar defense that refuses to let 
go of what nationalist forces have achieved in terms of in de pen dence. . . .  This 
is exactly what  these regimes understood and they began to call for restricting 
the  battle to this aspect only.”25 A few years  later, Anwar al- Sadat relinquished 
Nasser’s statist economic policies and followed that with a visit to Jerusalem 
that buried the national question. The Assadist dynasty began its policies of 
economic liberalization in the 1990s, “followed by ambitious privatization 
initiatives in the mid-2000s.”26 It still seeks to draw its legitimacy from the 
national question.

1967: Personal Watersheds, Fellow Traveling, and Diasporic 
Institution Building

We owe the birth of two of the best known Arab public intellectuals of the 
1960s generation to the 1967 defeat: Sadik Jalal al-Azm (1934–2016) and Ed-
ward Said (1935–2003). Unlike sl’s militant intellectuals, who had nearly a 
de cade of militant experience  behind their backs in 1967, al-Azm and Said 
 were detached academics for whom the defeat constituted a personal water-
shed moment. Said wrote:

And 1967 brought more dislocations, whereas for me it seemed to em-
body the dislocation that subsumed all other losses, the dis appeared 
worlds of my youth and upbringing, the unpo liti cal years of my educa-
tion, the assumption of disengaged teaching and scholarship at Colum-
bia, and so on. I was no longer the same person  after 1967; the shock 
of that war drove me back to where it had all started, the strug gle over 
Palestine. I subsequently entered the newly transformed  Middle Eastern 
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landscape as a part of the Palestinian movement that emerged in Amman 
and then in Beirut in the late sixties through the seventies.27

Said, whose first and only attempt at po liti cal writing had been on the Suez 
crisis of 1956 submitted to the Prince ton newspaper during his undergraduate 
years, wrote “The Arab Portrayed.”28 This piece was printed in a special issue of 
Arab World, “the Arab League monthly published in New York,” guest edited 
by Said’s close friend Ibrahim Abu- Lughod, the Palestinian academic and future 
member of the Palestine National Council (1977–91).29 This special issue, Said 
noted, was “intended to look at the war from an Arab perspective. I used the 
occasion to look at the image of the Arabs in the media, popu lar lit er a ture, and 
cultural repre sen ta tions  going back to the  Middle Ages. This was the origin of 
my book Orientalism, which I dedicated to Janet and Ibrahim.”30

The productivity of defeat did not only take the form of making public in-
tellectuals out of detached diasporic academics. The defeat also produced new 
institutions, periodicals, and publications. In 1967–68, Arab American scholars 
wary of the founding in 1966 of the  Middle East Studies Association “soon  after 
the closure of the American Association for  Middle Eastern Studies, and the 
overlap in the leadership of the two bodies” and fearing that “mesa was sim-
ply a continuation of the  earlier pro- Washington and pro- Israel organ ization,” 
established the Association of Arab- American University Gradu ates, “which 
or ga nized a series of annual conferences and publications  under the leadership 
of Ibrahim Abu- Lughod. For several years  these  were scheduled to conflict with 
the mesa meetings.”31 “The 1967 war had shocked”  these diasporic intellectuals 
“into realizing that the scholars speaking about the  Middle East in the United 
States, even the minority who seemed sympathetic to the Arab World,  were 
not from the region, and did not speak for the region.”32 In the wake of the war 
they “began to challenge the style of academic detachment with which estab-
lishment scholars maintained both their status as experts and a silence about 
controversial issues, especially the Palestine question” as well as the construction 
of the  Middle East as an area of study.33  These diasporic intellectuals not only 
contested the styles of academic writing, and their flagrant elisions, but, more 
importantly, also turned their critical gaze  toward a more fundamental level, to 
the politics inherent in the metropole’s construction of its objects of knowledge, 
noting that the  Middle East “was a colonial conception, which, by including 
Turkey and Iran with the Arab countries, minimized the much stronger common 
culture of the Arabic- speaking world.”34 Following up on “The Arab Portrayed,” 
Said articulated a critique of Orientalist scholarship in 1974 at the Association 
of Arab- American University Gradu ates conference.
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Sadik al- Azm, the Yale- trained phi los o pher, born to an upper- class Dama-
scene  family, was, like Said, a detached academic teaching at the American Uni-
versity of Beirut.35 “If someone had predicted before the defeat of June 1967 
that one day I would be producing the type of writing which I  later did pro-
duce,” al- Azm mentioned thirty years  later, “I would have thought him mad.”36 
al- Azm highlighted the gap between the “revolutionary” economic and po liti cal 
agendas of the Arab liberation movement and its “conservative” superstructural 
side, which did not tackle Islamic thought, characterizing it as reproducing 
“values of ignorance, myth- making, backwardness, de pen dency, and fatalism” 
and impeding “the propagation of scientific values, secularism, enlighten-
ment, democracy, and humanism.”37 He went on to publish two of the most 
controversial and widely circulated works, even though officially banned by 
many countries in the aftermath of the 1967 defeat— Al- Naqd al- Dhathi ba‘d 
al- Hazima [Self- Criticism  after the Defeat] (1968) and Naqd al- Fikr al- Dini 
[Critique of Religious Reason] (1969).38  These two books, now considered 
classics of post-1967 modern Arab po liti cal thought, are much indebted to the 
works of the Syrian Marxist thinker Yasin al- Hafiz, who early on focused on 
the analy sis of culture and values in an effort to move criticism beyond the 
mono poly of the geopo liti cal grid. The year 1968 also witnessed al- Azm’s ex-
pulsion from the American University of Beirut on the grounds of his writ-
ings and for signing a petition calling for the withdrawal of the American army 
from Vietnam.39

In the wake of 1967 Socialist Lebanon continued their critiques of the re-
gimes in power while Said and al- Azm moved away from their disciplinary 
areas of expertise  toward forging new modalities of public criticism. Intellec-
tuals in the metropole, such as Said, intervened by calling into question the 
assumptions on which the West’s knowledges of the non- Western world are 
built. This was a critical  labor that, as Talal Asad put it, subjected  these Orien-
talist works to the same scrutiny they used to subject “Oriental”  peoples and 
languages to.40 They turned the West’s critical gaze on itself. The questions of 
colonialism that  these diasporic thinkers tackled  were tied to their experiences 
of everyday racism and the refusal of wide swathes of Western socie ties to un-
derstand the justness of Arab po liti cal  causes, particularly when it came to the 
denial of solidarity to the Palestinians’ strug gle for national self- determination.

 Things  were inflected differently in the Arab world. The questions spurred 
by the defeat,  there and then,  were of course of a more direct po liti cal and mili-
tary nature. Why  were we defeated? How do we move forward from this point? 
What are the most suitable ideologies and orga nizational forms that should be 
adapted in reor ga niz ing the strug gle in the wake of the defeat?  These  were all 
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hotly debated issues. The ideological and po liti cal problem- space was crowded 
with religious, Arab nationalist, and communist answers to  these questions.41 It 
was in this emotionally saturated, po liti cally charged atmosphere that, Sadik Jalal 
al-Azm, influenced by al- Hafiz’s work, steered away from widespread interpreta-
tions and prognoses that explained the defeat by external  factors, blaming it on 
US imperialist conspiracies and the shortcomings of the Soviet Union, when not 
interpreting it as a divine punishment for having lost the proper Islamic way.

What is impor tant to stress is how in both  these problem- spaces— the met-
ropolitan and the Arab— what was at stake was to isolate an internal cultural 
layer for critique. Diasporic thinkers called into question Western culture for 
its racialized portrayal of Arabs, while critical intellectuals at home isolated 
“traditional” Arab culture as the root of the defeat. It was a critique of cul-
ture that took the form of the prob lem of race and cultural imperialism in the 
supposedly enlightened metropoles of this world and the prob lem of religion 
and social conservatism in the supposedly socialist progressive Arab countries. 
What was also shared by both critical agendas was their oppositional charac-
ter to hegemonic positions  whether in Orientalist repre sen ta tions of the Arab 
world or in the widely circulated arguments in po liti cal lit er a ture  after the de-
feat that blamed it on external  factors. In both cases,  these intellectuals saw 
their critical public interventions and staged them against prevalent cultural 
and po liti cal doxas of the time.

This is where their similarities end. al- Azm’s critique was a jeremiad of sorts, 
a prophet lambasting his  people for their traditional ways that brought this 
ignominious defeat upon them. Said’s critique speaks back to the West that 
dehumanized Arabs through the cultural products of Western consciousness. 
For al- Azm— a vanguardist modernist critic— the Arab, a culprit of his own 
defeat, must change his own ways, while for Said, the diasporic oppositional 
intellectual speaking back to the white majority, the Arab is a victim of cultural 
imperialism that must resist and tear down the webs of Western racism.42

The critique of Arab cultures for their “lacks”— democracy, individual 
rights,  women’s rights— and the critique of “Western consciousness” for its 
webs of cultural imperialism that dehumanize the “Oriental” became increas-
ingly widespread from the 1980s onward. While  these two critiques where theo-
retically at odds with each other, the critics that produced them  were po liti cally 
in solidarity. Both Said and al- Azm became fellow travelers of the Palestinian 
revolution in the wake of 1967. The militant hopes initially generated by the 
Palestinian re sis tance in the late 1960s and the po liti cal solidarity with it would 
receive their first blow just a few years  later when it clashed with the Jorda-
nian army (September 1970). In the wake of the Ira nian Revolution (1979) and 
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the defeat of the Palestinian revolution in Lebanon (1982), which ushered in a 
wave of militant religious politics, the secular po liti cal space of anti- imperialist 
solidarity, premised on the presence of the fedaʼyi as the revolutionary subject, 
crumbled. The concept of anti- imperialism was stretched by Islamist militant 
movements to include cultural decolonization, while cultural critics in the 
metropoles increasingly called into question the colonial epistemological as-
sumptions of modernist intellectuals. The defeat of the revolutionary subject, 
whose presence and institutions enabled po liti cal solidarity amid theoretical 
divergence,  will result in an increased narrowing of the space separating theo-
retical critiques from po liti cal positions. Diasporic intellectuals and critical 
thinkers at home  will increasingly part ways, but we are not  there yet.

A Failed Arab Modernity or a Military Defeat  
of Postcolonial Regimes?

To get a sense of the distinct contours of sl’s minoritarian critical  labors, 
against the best sellers of con temporary Arabic thought, I  will take a small de-
tour via al- Azm’s Self- Criticism  after the Defeat. al- Azm dedicated a  little bit 
more than a third of the volume to analyze samples of “the tendency of evad-
ing responsibility [for one’s actions] and blaming it on  others, which clearly 
manifested itself  after the June 5th defeat.”43 The logics of justification, he un-
derscored, are not only deficient analytical grids but also symptoms of deeper 
under lying traits permeating Arab culture. The revolutionary youth, he wrote, 
“are po liti cally revolutionary, however, deep down, they are conservative so-
cially, religiously, culturally, ethically and eco nom ically, except in rare cases.”44 
The gap between the theory and practice of the Arab revolutionary reveals an 
incomplete, if not aborted, revolutionary transformation. al- Azm’s strategy 
is wedded to a staunchly modernizing historical progressive agenda. Revolu-
tion means overcoming the “dark image of the past” and initiating a rebellion 
against past generations.45

When tackling the Arab progressive regimes, he emphasized their “ideo-
logical confusion” and their “centrism,” as well as their ambiguity concerning 
the question of secularism and the scientific nature of their socialism. “ There 
is no doubt,” wrote al- Azm, “that the excuse for the existence of progressive 
and socialist regimes in the Arab world is the revolution against this weight 
of backwardness carried by the Arab  human being . . .  and not refraining from 
revolutionary socialist mea sures against it out of ‘consideration for the  people’s 
religious feelings’ . . .  and the preservation of traditions.”46 In contrast to sl’s 
diagnosis, which centers on power by analyzing the technologies of rule that 
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substitute the  people’s po liti cal practice with top- down military and techno-
cratic solutions, al- Azm’s lament is precisely that the advanced regimes are fail-
ing to adequately fulfill the promise of getting rid of their citizens’ backward-
ness. They are failing not  because they are negating the po liti cal practice of the 
 people (sl) but  because they are conceding too much to their religious feelings 
and traditions.

al- Azm’s culturalist diagnosis deploys all the binaries of modernization 
theory that are absent from Socialist Lebanon’s po liti cal analy sis: tradition/
modernity, religion/science, superstition/reason, backwardness/progress. The 
two accounts differ not only in isolating diff er ent grounds for explanation— 
power and culture— and how this entails a divergent understanding of what con-
stitutes progressive po liti cal practice and who is supposed to carry it out. It is 
also a difference between the deployment of rough and ready reifications, such as 
“the traditional characteristics of the Arab personality,” and an empirically in-
formed analy sis of the many privileges of army officers, the mechanics of their 
co- optation of the po liti cal pro cess, and their instrumentalist use of anticolo-
nial sloganeering to consolidate their own internal powers.

Socialist Lebanon’s analy sis not only dodges the binaries of modernization 
theory, it also escapes another prevalent binary trap, which usually comes hand 
in hand with the former: internal versus external  factors in the analy sis of the 
1967 defeat. al- Azm’s inward turn  toward culture (internal  factors) is an ethical 
injunction to take responsibility for one’s actions. His call, though, remains 
caught within the same nationalist matrix of the regimes— us/them— whose 
valences he inverts. Instead of blaming “imperialism” for the Arabs’ defeat, he 
lays the blame on the “Arabs” themselves. The nationalist form of the ques-
tion “why  were we defeated?” takes its unified subject for granted— the Arab 
“we”— whatever the answer one gives. Socialist Lebanon’s diagnosis of the re-
gimes and the class composition of Arab socie ties displaces the nationalist sub-
ject that delimits the pos si ble answers in a binary matrix of us/them, internal 
causes/external ones to the po liti cal plane.

Socialist Lebanon was not preoccupied with questions of modernization, 
but with the coupling of the national and social questions on which an autono-
mous left could be built— one that not only faced national issues but also the 
more covert economic domination of foreign capital and the local bourgeoisie. 
From their perspective, 1967 was not a failure of Arab modernity. It was a mili-
tary defeat of the regimes that would come to constitute their own historical 
chance.
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Theory and Autonomy

In the absence of masses, sl’s theoretical virtuosity, which positioned itself to 
the left of Arab nationalist regimes and the Lebanese Left, managed to draw at-
tention to them within  these wider po liti cal circles. It  will result in their merger 
with the radicalized Lebanese branch of the Arab Nationalist Movement led 
by Muhsin Ibrahim in the wake of the 1967 defeat. Before I address the  union, 
I  will now sketch the contours of sl’s critique of the Lebanese Communist 
Party, which brings out early on the question of the autonomy of leftist po liti-
cal practice. This question  will become increasingly significant as we move on 
into the 1970s and  will go through diff er ent theoretical and po liti cal iterations, 
 until Charara’s final disenchantment in the first months of the civil war; but 
let’s linger for a while in the hinge years of the late 1960s.

In June 1959, one of the historic leaders of the Lebanese Communist Party, 
Farajallah al-Helou, was arrested and tortured to death in Syria by the anticom-
munism department of the United Arab Republic; “the Lebanese communists 
considered Nasser to be merely a dictator and essentially a representative of the 
greedy Egyptian bourgeoisie.”47 The Syrian- Lebanese Communist Party had 
opposed the  union between Egypt and Syria in 1958 and refused to disband 
 after its establishment.48 A  couple of months before the killing of al-Helou, in 
March 1959, Nasser—in a similar vein to Aflaq’s Ba‘thist positions— declared 
Arab communists to be “[foreign] agents who neither believe in the liberty of 
their land or their nation, but only do the bidding of outsiders.”49 The antico-
lonial and anti- imperialist agenda of pan- Arab movements marginalized the 
communists by advocating socialist politics plus a nationalist agenda, in con-
trast to the communist parties, which could not escape the Soviet orbit. Even 
before the emergence of Third World and national liberation movements, Arab 
communist parties received what could possibly be their hardest hit when they 
followed Moscow in accepting the UN partition of Palestine in 1947. Their 
 earlier anti- Zionist stances had to be forgotten  after their acquiescence to Mos-
cow’s decision, which “not only pulled the figurative rug from  under the Arab 
communists, but also reinforced their isolation in the Arab world and essen-
tially forced them into the role of apologist for their prime support, the Soviet 
Union.”50

The Palestine question, the relations with Arab nationalist liberation 
movements and the new national military regimes of the 1950s and 1960s, 
and the allegiance to the Soviet line  were major issues plaguing the Lebanese 
Communist Party by the mid-1960s. Moreover, both the Syrian and Leba-
nese parties had been  under the Stalinist command and the personality cult 
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of the Syrian secretary general, Khalid Bikdash, who had ruled the party since 
the early 1930s.51 By 1964,

discontent was formalized with an explicit request that a party congress 
be convened to question the party’s leadership. While the malcontents 
 were purged from the party, dissension within party ranks continued, 
culminating in the party’s fragmentation and the formation of a number 
of splinter groups.52

Not long  after the founding of Socialist Lebanon in 1964, Waddah Charara 
and Christian Ghazi joined “the Leninist Movement,” an opposition current 
inside the lcp.53 This movement, Traboulsi recalls, “combined in a strange mix 
its renovating Italian communist influences critical of Stalinism and a loyalty to 
Khalid Bikdash’s leadership and his continuing tutelage over the lcp. . . .   These 
comrades [Charara and Ghazi] stayed  there for a few months and came back 
disappointed.”54  After their attempt to work from the inside of the lcp, the 
comrades re united again and began producing their bulletin.55

Socialist Lebanon, as we saw  earlier, subjected the nationalist military re-
gimes to a leftist critique, showing how their nationalizations failed to bring 
about a socialist revolution, producing rather a new state bourgeoisie of mili-
tary officers and bureaucrats. The lcp, whose overall crisis became more acute 
in the wake of 1967, exacerbating the conflict between a se nior pro- Bikdash old 
guard and a rising new generation of cadres, was subjected to a diff er ent strat-
egy. The militant intellectuals’ strategy focused on the old pro- Soviet party’s 
theoretical poverty and its lack of autonomy.56 In the first sl editorial, titled 
“Socialist Lebanon and the Left,” they wrote:

The theoretical aspect has to be given an impor tant position that is being 
avoided by the current Left. Why is it avoiding it?  Because it sheds light 
on its laziness and rashness, and on how it throws itself into the facile. 
And  because it reveals its subscription to predominant ideological pre-
cepts which are  those of the pe tite bourgeoisie, such as: reforms are a 
positive step and one  ought to ally oneself with the nationalist wing in 
power.57

This editorial was a reply to early criticisms of the group that accused it of break-
ing the ranks of the Left and stigmatizing their intellectualism. The theoretically 
lazy Left dabbled in reformist petit bourgeois precepts, according to sl, which 
would keep it in a state of de pen dency. The only solution to rescue the Left from 
tailing  behind nationalists, and to build an autonomous Left, was to give theoret-
ical formulation its due, for it is supposed to guide po liti cal action. A  little more 
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than a year  later, sl criticized the per for mance of the Front of National and Pro-
gressive Po liti cal Parties, Forces and Personalities two years  after its inception.58 
The two feet on which leftist action stood, for sl,  were the national question 
(anticolonialism and anti- imperialism) and the social question. While the front 
had succeeded in the first, it failed in the second. The front’s national politics

represented a wide current comprised of diff er ent sectors that refuse the 
direct domination of American Imperialism, or the humiliating, overt 
de pen dency to a force [the US] protecting Israel. . . .  Within  these limits 
the Front’s actions  were clear, positive and effective. This aspect, however, 
despite its importance, and while assuring that one  ought to hold a solid 
position vis- à- vis its issues, is nothing but a nationalist position that rests 
on the refusal of direct domination or its manifestations. Moreover, the 
social groups that can adhere to such a position are relatively large; and 
their adherence does not at all lead to a specific social, or po liti cal, po-
sition regarding the confrontation of imperialist domination hiding in 
the economic sphere. Some of the groups that refuse to insure American 
capitals see no fault in drowning the Lebanese market in Eu ro pean com-
modities and having it suck up a wide share of Lebanese investments. . . .

As soon as social prob lems emerge that are the result of the organ-
ization of Lebanese society and its deep prob lems, and therefore require 
a precise analy sis and relatively isolated positions, the Front reveals 
another face, which is characterized by hesitancy, disintegration, and 
 running away, unmasking the true character of this group. And it is clear 
that the greatest number of prob lems, and  those that touch the most the 
establishment of a solid leftist action, are related to the second aspect, 
the social aspect.59

In both its critiques of the regimes and of the communists, Socialist Lebanon 
emphasized the proj ect of auto- emancipation of the  people, and of the auton-
omy of the Left, against the regimes’ foreclosure of po liti cal practice and the 
Left parties’ de pen dency on “nationalist forces” such as the Progressive Socialist 
Party, led by Kamal Jumblatt, the Druze leader and descendant of a po liti cal 
 family of landowners. The anxiety the social question produced in the depen-
dent and reformist Lebanese Left, which highlighted the national question 
and an antisectarian secular politics,  will be revealed once more in its excision 
from the transitional program for reforms the Lebanese National Movement 
presented at the beginning of the Lebanese civil wars (1975). But for now, sl 
was fond of repeating that theoretical elaboration was an essential feature for 
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building an autonomous leftist po liti cal practice. “The Theoretical Educa-
tion Corner,” an irregular rubric in their bulletin, was the ideal place to weave 
theoretical discussions into the analy sis of a pre sent po liti cal situation. “The 
corner” constituted a double intervention: didactic and po liti cal. It elucidated 
theoretical texts through shedding light on a specific po liti cal situation and in 
the pro cess inserted a critical wedge between what it claimed the Marxist cor-
pus truly said and how the lcp understood it— discrediting it.60 Their theo-
retical critiques of the Nasserite regime, and the Left, which  were inaugurated 
before the defeat, had a much greater po liti cal impact in an altered problem- 
space characterized by questions revolving around a theoretical renewal in the 
direction of more “solid” and “scientific” theories than Arab nationalist foggy 
rhe toric, a rethinking of the modalities of po liti cal strug gle and the agents that 
 will carry out the task of emancipation— popu lar war of liberation/Palestin-
ian commando operations or conventional warfare conducted by  the armies 
of Arab regimes. Socialist Lebanon’s leftist critiques resonated with the disaf-
fected Arab nationalists  after the “fall of the regimes” who  were in the pro-
cess of severing their ties with Nasser, substituting Marxism- Leninism for their 
Arab nationalist socialism.61

State and Revolution

The second half of President Charles Helou’s mandate (1964–70) witnessed a 
wave of Lebanese polarization around Arab regional issues. Lebanon, which 
did not fight in the 1967 war, dived straight into the conflict with the establish-
ment of the Palestinian guerrilla re sis tance in its southern towns and the inau-
guration of military operations from its borders.62 The Palestinian re sis tance 
post-1967 became a local player in Lebanese politics, putting on the  table again 
the question of the content of Lebanon’s national identity. In 1958, the ques-
tion was posed as an alternative between the anticolonial national liberation 
pan- Arabism of Nasser and the pro- Western (Eisenhower Doctrine) Leba-
nese nationalism of the state and the majority of Lebanon’s Christian popula-
tion.  After 1967, it revolved around Lebanon’s involvement in the Arab- Israeli 
conflict and specifically  whether the country  ought to allow the Palestinian 
re sis tance to launch operations from its borders.

The masses rallying around the re sis tance, as witnessed in the tens of thou-
sands marching in the funeral cortège of Khalil al- Jamal, its first Lebanese mar-
tyr who fell in Jordan (1968), constituted a moment of hope for the Left. The 
rallying was read as a sign of the Lebanese masses’ radicalization around national 
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ideological lines. Their embrace of the Palestinian re sis tance was an omen of 
transcending the politics of urban notables, ruling families, and rural landown-
ers that dominated the Lebanese Parliament.  There  were other signs as well, such 
as the Lebanese southerners’ welcome of the guerrillas’ implantation in their vil-
lages, which challenged the authority of the landowning po liti cal families and 
the Lebanese army on its southern borders.63 The ‘Arqub area in the south was 
baptized the “Arafat trail,” in comparison with Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh Trail.64 
It also became known as Fatah land.

State and revolution, and their ideological and sectarian constituencies, 
faced each other and clashed on a number of occasions from 1968 onward. Is-
rael  adopted a strategy of destabilization and disproportionate “retaliation” 
in the wake of Palestinian guerrilla action, exacerbating the country’s inter-
nal polarization, in what would  later be considered as the years leading to the 
1975 war.65 On December 28, 1968, an Israeli military unit destroyed on the 
ground thirteen Lebanese civilian aircrafts belonging to  Middle East Airlines 
 after Palestinian commandos hijacked an Israeli plane to Athens. In the sum-
mer preceding the airport raid, “Lebanese villages in the south came  under 
heavy shelling. This led to the widespread destruction not only of homes but 
of crops and orchards which had served as the principal means of livelihood” 
for southerners who moved to safer areas in the suburbs of Beirut.66 The reper-
cussions of the attack on the air fleet exacerbated the polarizations, inaugu-
rating a po liti cal crisis and the resignation of the government ( January  16, 
1969). Rashid Karami, the newly appointed prime minister, called on the 
Lebanese Parliament to recognize the right of the Palestinians to fight for 
the liberation of their homeland— a not uncontroversial statement amid the 
internal polarization.67 The situation deteriorated on April  23, 1969, when 
“the army opened fire at a massive demonstration in solidarity with the Pales-
tinian re sis tance in Saida and Beirut, leaving a number of dead and wounded. 
The violent reactions to the army’s be hav ior— especially in his home town, 
Tripoli,— prompted Karami to resign.”68 Syria also became a player in the 
1969 crisis. By the end of September, the army attempted to control the situa-
tion  after a series of confrontations with the Palestinian re sis tance, as a result 
of which Syria closed its borders and imposed severe economic sanctions on 
Lebanon.69

On November 8, 1969, the Cairo Agreement was signed between the plo 
and the Lebanese army  under the auspices of President Nasser, temporarily re-
lieving the tension, with Syria opening its borders, and the formation of a new 
cabinet on November 26. The agreement, ratified shortly afterward in the Leb-
anese Parliament, legitimized the re sis tance’s actions on Lebanese territory.70 
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The Cairo Agreement would come to signify the national division on the Pal-
estinian question even though most Lebanese parties accepted it. A solution 
of last resort, it generated po liti cal resentment, which led to clashes between 
Christian Phalangist militants and the re sis tance.71  After 1971, Lebanon be-
came the only vital space for the re sis tance, in the aftermath of its clashes with 
the Jordanian army (1970–71), resulting in its defeat and the relocation of the 
plo’s command to Beirut. Around the same time, the Syrian regime also shut 
its borders to Palestinian guerrilla activity.

Around forty years  later, Waddah Charara recalled  these times:

[The years] 1968–69 constituted the peak of mythification and religi-
osity in Socialist Lebanon. We began working [in 1964] with Fawwaz 
[Traboulsi] and  others on the issue of renewal of [Lebanese president] 
Chehab’s mandate. For four or five years we  were fishing for syndicates, 
workers, and student demonstrations as well as tackling prob lems of the 
National Front and the lcp.  These  were our prob lems.

In 1969, we entered a diff er ent epoch. It is impor tant that this dif-
fer ent epoch be looked at from its internal side, i.e., how we  were seeing 
it and experiencing it. At this time one was twenty- six or twenty- seven 
years old, not an old man, but with already ten to twelve years of “mili-
tantisme,” part of them in the French Communist Party, in contact with 
Eu ro pean Marxism. . . .  And then  there was this tremendous internal 
shock, where it was revealed to us,  after what was called “the defeat of the 
regimes,” i.e., Nasserism, that this was our historical chance.72

Two Re sis tances: The Palestinian and the Lebanese

“The ruling Lebanese interests cannot acknowledge the links that tie its farm-
house, Lebanon, to the region’s  causes,” wrote the anonymous author— Waddah 
Charara—of “The Two Re sis tances: The Palestinian and the Lebanese,” a cen-
tral piece from 1969 that captures the height of Socialist Lebanon’s activist 
fervor (Fig. 3.1).73 The long and scathing article against the Lebanese authori-
ties located the Palestinian re sis tance as the external revolutionary agent that 
 will detonate the contradictions of the system. “The Lebanese position,” wrote 
Charara, “i.e., the authorities’ position, is clear, Lebanon is of the Arab region: 
its economy and the prosperity of its financiers and merchants rise on the role 
they play in that region. Lebanon, however, is on the margin of the Arab region 
when it comes to po liti cal prob lems threatening to destabilize  those who rule 
it” (1). “The Lebanese entity,” continued sl’s major theorist contemptuously, “is 



Figure 3.1.  Socialist Lebanon, Issue 16, September 1969.
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the fortified haven for the domination of a banking- commercial bourgeoisie 
that would not have existed if not for the role it plays in the imperialist  pillage 
operation of the Arab region. This is Lebanese in de pen dence. And this is the 
unique position that God  under his sun did not create anything like” (2).74

The main diagnosis constituted a strong indictment of the Lebanese state’s 
politics of neutrality in the Arab- Israeli conflict and of the country’s laissez- 
faire cap i tal ist system. It was into this situation— characterized by Lebanese 
economic integration into, and po liti cal isolation from, the Arab world— that 
the Palestinian re sis tance made its entrance. It unmasked the real face of the 
Lebanese regime, for “how can a regime that plays the role of the watchdog of 
imperialist dependence agitate an entire  people for a national  battle? And how 
can the Lebanese system, which survives on the remains of imperial interests, 
go through this  battle that  will put its banks, agents, and summer resorts in 
danger?” (5).

At the heart of this theorization is a view of the Lebanese sectarian po liti-
cal system as devised by French imperialism. This system is what preempts the 
elaboration of a class- interest driven po liti cal practice. Charara writes:

The sectarian formation, which was made the geographic and po liti cal 
basis of Lebanon, is able to stifle  every form of po liti cal maturity that car-
ries the masses to fuse with the Arab region’s  battle against imperialism. 
This is not only  because it puts  every po liti cal discord to the test of civil 
war, but  because it stifles  every disagreement by annulling its true po-
liti cal aspect— a conflict of interests within the framework of power—by 
making it subservient to the sectarian conflict that conceals and fragments 
the issues pertaining to power. This makes po liti cal opposition,  whether 
it wants to or not, acquire a sectarian dimension. In this situation,  there is 
no “national” party that “covers” the Lebanese territory and no Lebanese 
ideology and no Lebanese history. (2)

The homogenizing force of cap i tal ist expansion, which is supposed to drown 
the ecstasies of religious fervor and of chivalrous enthusiasm in the icy  water 
of egotistical calculation,  stopped at the gate of Lebanon’s sectarian po liti cal 
fort.75 “Sectarian and regional distinctions,” sl writes, “bring to the attribute 
of the ‘citizen’ . . .  other attributes that dominate it: the Sunni from Beirut, the 
Maronite from the Mountain, the Shi‘i from the South or Baalbeck”(2–3). 
The coming into being of the abstract Lebanese citizen that would follow an 
interest- based politics was prevented by the po liti cal system that produced a 
“hybrid citizen; or ga nized po liti cal practice stops at his door without being 
able to pass its threshold” (3). In brief, the commensurability and po liti cal 
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equality between abstract citizens that is supposed to come into being with the 
generalization of exchange in a cap i tal ist mode of production is thwarted by a 
po liti cal system assembled by imperial interests.

The effect of the presence of the Palestinian re sis tance in Lebanon was not 
merely quantitative, that is, not just another item on the agenda of the Leba-
nese Left. Rather, it is the anti- imperialist detonator that is working  toward 
overcoming the imperial legacy of disjunction between cap i tal ist economic in-
tegration and sectarian po liti cal isolation. “The public that fought the  battle in 
1958,” wrote Socialist Lebanon in the second article of the same issue,

fought it with loyalty to the feudal lords, [and] a sectarian, familial, local 
loyalty that was enhanced by their representing a Nasserite, Arabist ten-
dency. While the [current] rallying around the Palestinian Re sis tance 
rises on the remains of that loyalty.

The event in itself carries a potential that allows, and this has been 
proven, the breaking of traditional sectarian loyalties, transforming them 
into national loyalties, that  will fragment the base of the sectarian right 
what ever the sect it belongs to. Does the fact that the main transforma-
tion is happening among Muslims lessen its value? Not at all. The sectar-
ian knot is not solved in one go, and if the entry point to its dissolution 
is revealing the conflict [i.e., its po liti cal nature] on the Muslim level the 
next level would certainly reveal its true nature when the Muslim Right 
finds its natu ral ally in the Christian Right.76

In the large demonstrations in support of the Palestinians on April 23, 1969, 
during which the Lebanese army opened fire, killing and wounding a number 
of protestors, it became clear that Muslim public opinion had turned, embrac-
ing the re sis tance and insulting traditional po liti cal leaders (Abdallah el- Yafi 
and Adnan al- Hakim) and the  grand mufti of Lebanon, Hassan Khaled. The 
Palestinian agent, which acted as a solvent of sectarian loyalties, contributing 
to rearticulating politics along national lines, was enhanced by a second  factor:

The conflict does not take place on the closed internal level. The  factor 
that is detonating it is not “Lebanese.” . . .  It is far more reaching, and it 
 shall extract the conflict from its “Lebaneseness”— i.e., from its specificity, 
and hence its sectarian nature—to posit it on the level of the  whole re-
gion. And therefore the poles of the ruling alliances can no longer contain 
it within the sectarian frame  because it reveals their common positions 
despite their diff er ent sects. And this position is not only in contradiction 
with the continuity of Palestinian Re sis tance in Lebanon but also with 
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the rest of the Arab  people (qua  people) on which the Lebanese bourgeoi-
sie relies to assure its continuity by living off them and cashing commis-
sions on their  account.77 (16)

The revolution would neutralize the bourgeoisie’s sectarian tricks and defenses, 
revealing that the heart of its politics is “interest based and po liti cal and can 
no longer veil itself with sectarianism (7).” Revolutionizing the Lebanese pol-
ity and the solidarity with the Palestinian re sis tance  were not envisaged as a 
bloodless undertaking. Yet the impact of the revolution, sl predicted, would 
transform the clashes “from a sectarian conflict into a civil war” (17). “If demo-
cratic national rule cannot be reached without a civil war,” they wrote, “the ‘real 
coordination’ with fidaʼyi action cannot [also] take place without exposing the 
southern region to an Israeli invasion” (17). Socialist Lebanon’s, and Charara’s, 
1969 prognosis was right in predicting the coming conflict and wrong in pre-
dicting its nature. Six years  later, a civil war erupted, splitting the country along 
sectarian lines. Israel invaded in 1978 and pushed the plo and leftist militants 
away from the borders.

The fall of 1969 was a long way from the theoretical and ideological skir-
mishes of the mid-1960s between Socialist Lebanon and the Lebanese Com-
munist Party on the proper understanding of the Marxist canon and its diverse 
po liti cal translations. In the years leading to the civil war, the revolution altered 
the Lebanese po liti cal landscape and the Left’s role in it. A year  later, in 1970, 
Socialist Lebanon would fuse with the much larger Organ ization of Leba-
nese Socialists, establishing a unified organ ization that became known as the 
Marxist- Leninist Organ ization of Communist Action in Lebanon (ocal).78 
The years leading to the civil war witnessed a number of splits from the young 
ocal, which played a pivotal role in the Lebanese National Movement when 
the fighting broke out in the spring of 1975.

Sitting in his office in al- Safir daily in July 2008, Abbas Beydoun reminisces 
about the beginnings of the collaboration in 1969 between the Organ ization 
of Lebanese Socialists (ols), which he belonged to, and Socialist Lebanon, 
before their  union. Around this time, “I founded a Lebanese [rubric] in al- 
Hurriyya, which did not exist  earlier. I wrote it through an understanding and 
alliance with Socialist Lebanon, and predominantly with Waddah, with whom 
we had a developed relationship.”79 And around the same time, he adds,

I wrote a theoretical text that is similar, parallel, to a Socialist Lebanon 
text called “The Two Re sis tances,” mine was called a look at the Palestin-
ian re sis tance and the Lebanese real ity, something of that sort. The theo-
rization was the same. They  were both based on a frightening idea: it was 
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the theorization of the civil war. [It ran along the lines] that this was a 
prosperous country, which  can’t generate a revolution for a number of 
reasons . . .   because it has benefited from Arab defeats and it has a certain 
level of economic leisure,  etc. . . .  No true revolution was pos si ble  here 
 unless it comes from the outside.80

In a similar vein, Muhsin Ibrahim, who was at the head of the ols, dubbed 
the Palestinian re sis tance the lever that  will lift the Arab national libera-
tion movement.81 On the fortieth day commemorating the assassination of 
George Hawi, the former secretary general of the lcp, which took place in 
Beirut on June 21, 2005, Muhsin Ibrahim issued an auto- critique of the Leba-
nese National Movement’s involvement in the 1975 war, which centered on 
two major points, or faults as he called them. The first consisted in Ibrahim’s 
acknowl edgment that in supporting the Palestinian strug gle, the Left went 
too far in burdening Lebanon with the military weight of the Palestinian 
cause. And the second was that the Left “deemed it easy to board the civil war’s 
ship,  under the illusion of cutting short the road to demo cratic change.”82 A 
major figure of Socialist Lebanon commented on Ibrahim’s auto- critique. 
Ibrahim, he said, uses the same idea found in “Two Re sis tances,” but flips 
its valence. In the late 1960s the re sis tance was the detonator, the lever, the 
catalyst that in alliance with the Left would explode the system. In 2005, 
Ibrahim, the major po liti cal leader of the Lebanese New Left, observed that 
the Left went over the top by overburdening the country with its support of 
Palestinian militancy.

1967’s Historiography Redux

To get a sense of how sl’s revolutionary high hopes, carried by the tidal waves 
of the Palestinian revolution,  were framed in the scholarship of the time be-
fore 1967, which came to be read as symptomatic of the bifurcation of critique 
from ideology, let’s revisit Anouar Abdel Malak’s introduction to his edited 
volume Con temporary Arab Po liti cal Thought, originally published in French 
in 1970.

Every thing accentuated despair. . . .  And then, from the heart of the night, 
 there came a gleam of hope. The  people of the tents, the anonymous men 
and  women,  children and old  people of Palestine embarked upon the only 
valid course open to a nation stripped of its homeland and faced with 
that ethnic, cultural and po liti cal racism which lies at the core of all im-
perialism. The  people of Palestine endowed themselves with re sis tance 
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organ izations charged with the co- ordination, definition, and pursuit of a 
campaign of armed national liberation.83

The coming into being of the New Left and the Palestinian re sis tance, and the 
revolutionary hope they generated in the wake of 1967, gets excised from the 
smooth narratives that associate 1967 with the end of Arab modernity, or the 
hinge moment between nationalism and Islamism, when ideology bifurcated 
from critique. Even if one discounts the covert critical work of revolutionary 
organ izations like Socialist Lebanon, a number of the critical public intellec-
tuals at the time  were  either militants, like Yasin al-Hafiz, or fellow travelers 
of Marxist and Palestinian po liti cal parties. In the wake of the defeat, al- Azm 
joined the Demo cratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine and had a brief po-
liti cal experience. The vital need for critique was not detached from a po liti cal 
engagement for Palestinian emancipation and a subscription to thick ideologi-
cal traditions such as Marxism, but in a lot of cases was wedded to them. In fact, 
Samir Kassir compared the defeat of 1967, which acted as a catalyst to leftist 
thought and practice, to the cultural desolation in the aftermath of the 1982 
Israeli invasion. He rereads the same history through the hegemonic religious/
secular binary of his pre sent. Post-1967 is split into two: 1967–1982 corre-
sponds to the efflorescence of socialist and secular thought generally, while the 
rise of religious politics takes over  after 1982, which Kassir dubs the endpoint 
of the Arab Nahda.84

The historiography around the 1967 defeat is a magnet for the deploy-
ment of the mythological language of Nahda (Re nais sance) and Nakba 
(Catastrophe)— Arab impotence, stagnation, and defeat, which bestows 
meaning and provides a certain frame of reference to understand the event but 
not necessarily to diagnose it. Diff er ent authors dubbed the military defeat a 
second Nakba and the endpoint of the second Nahda.85 “The June 1967 war 
was the most serious event in modern Arab history,” wrote Faysal Darraj, the 
Palestinian literary critic, in 1989:86 “Israel’s establishment was an expression 
of the defeat of the Palestinian  people and the impotence of the Arab regimes 
in a certain historical period when they  were dependent on colonial forces. 
But the June defeat was an expression of the defeat of the Arab revolution 
as a  whole.”87 Other thinkers posited 1967 as the second event, in the wake 
of colonization, that led to a collective Arab neurosis. “It is impor tant to un-
derstand well the two historical stages of what I call the neurosis of the Arab 
world,” Georges Tarabishi writes:

First,  there was colonization, the shock with the West constituted by the 
arrival and victory of Napoleonic troops that shook the Arab street for 
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the first time.  Later, the encounter with Israel, and the totally unexpected 
defeat of 1967, led to a second collective neurosis. The Arab world, the 
Arab street,  were completely undone and the culture became entirely 
Salafi.88

In a more recent text, Darraj underscores that 1967 “resumed in diff er ent cir-
cumstances the defeat of Muhammad Ali Pasha in the nineteenth  century.”89 
The year 1967 is taken as a singular event, a turning point on all levels, but also a 
con temporary expression of a deeper structure of defeat that has been plaguing 
the Arab world since the Napoleonic invasions. Structure and event are both 
pre sent in the historiography of 1967, which is si mul ta neously the most serious 
event in modern Arab history and a resumption of Muhammad Ali’s defeat. 
What this mythological language forecloses is alternative historical and social 
scientific inquiries that diagnose and attempt to articulate the past’s relation-
ship to the pre sent.

A similar evacuation of history takes place in the work of postcolonial 
scholars who criticize Arab modernist thought from the Nahda to the pre sent 
for being trapped in a colonial epistemology of pro gress. The secular modernist 
intellectual and the postcolonial academic are both trapped within the prog-
ress/backwardness (defeat) binary. If the former laments the backwardness of 
the Arab social structure and its production of a successive string of defeats, 
the  later laments the attachment of the former to ideologies of pro gress and 
civilization and their critique of backwardness:

Sadik al-Azm criticized, in his book Self- Criticism  after the Defeat, the Arab 
social structure, which is invariable in its defeats: for it was defeated in the 
Ottoman period, and it was defeated in the period preceding in de pen dence, 
and it was defeated even more in the period of “in de pen dence states.”90

. . . 
The proper question is the following: What makes Arab intellectu-

als, from Najib Azuri to Taha Hussein, and from Constantine Zurayk 
to Yasin al- Hafiz and from Mahdi Amil to Fawzi Mansour and Saa-
dallah Wannous, confront a society that firmly combines defeat and 
backwardness?91

The critic of epistemology, on the other hand, puts some of the same names to-
gether to show how  these intellectuals share colonial epistemological assump-
tions with US discourses about the backwardness of their own socie ties:

In real ity, post-1967 Arab intellectuals quite visibly have strug gled with 
the “failure,” of their own socie ties and states, often implicitly agreeing 
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with the developmental discourse found in the assessments of Bootstrap 
[a 1953 United Nations Jordan valley development proj ect pamphlet]. 
The editorial in English- language dailies such as the Daily Star, Kuwait 
Times, Arab News, or, al- Ahram Weekly, written by mainstream indig-
enous intellectuals, analysts, journalists, and activists, confirm such an 
observation. In fact, the discomforting verisimilitude between Arab and 
American criticism reveals the double colonizing move performed by 
the very epistemology that  will be  under examination in this book. Like 
in Bootstrap, intellectuals from Constantine Zurayk, Sadiq Jalal al- Azm, 
and Nadim Bitar to Hisham Sharabi and Hazim Saghiyah might agree 
that the disempowerment of the Arabs cannot be separated from their 
cultural and po liti cal illiteracy.92

To recapitulate, I excavated in this chapter a minoritarian tradition of critical 
diagnostic Arab thought that focused on actually existing relations of power. So-
cialist Lebanon’s heterodox Marxism, revolving outside the Soviet orbit, exam-
ined the ideologies, logics, and practices of rule of the progressive regimes. The 
history of this minoritarian tradition calls into question the historiographical 
molds that take June  1967 as their sole anchor. The diagnostic thought that 
Socialist Lebanon produced provides us with an alternative conceptual uni-
verse from the prevalent ideological jargon of “remedies” and “deficits,” and the 
mythological one of collective neurosis, a multiplicity of catastrophes (Nakba) 
and endpoints of successive Re nais sances (Nahda). Having said that, Socialist 
Lebanon did not only produce a critical diagnosis of the regimes in power. In 
the aftermath of the 1967 defeat, the critical and theoretical work they  were 
producing gained in ideological power. It interpellated the Arab nationalists 
who  were increasingly steering  toward Marxism as Palestinian armed strug gle 
took over the mantle of anti- imperialist confrontation from the discredited 
“progressive regimes.” With the formation of the Organ ization for Commu-
nist Action in Lebanon (1970), sl’s militant intellectuals  were catapulted into 
a diff er ent modality of po liti cal practice at a time when the re sis tance was in-
creasingly becoming a key player in the tense years leading to the outbreak of 
the civil and regional wars.

Historiographical accounts, which anchor the bifurcation of Arab thought 
into holistic doctrines and reflexive critiques in 1967, skip the revolutionary high 
tides that directly followed the defeat.  These high tides conjugated— not always 
easily, as we  will soon see— the thick Marxist ideologies that hailed the Palestin-
ian fidaʼyi as the new revolutionary subject with a commitment to critique. The 
bifurcation, I suggested, is better read as a product of the conjuncture produced 
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in the wake of the Lebanese wars (1975–90), the Islamic revival and the Ira nian 
Revolution (1979), and the defeat of the Palestinian revolution (1982). That is 
when the mediation between revolutionary theory and po liti cal practice was 
fi nally severed. The much- coveted revolutionary subject was  either mired in 
the webs of communal solidarities, converted into a militant Islamist universe, 
or defeated. No one was left to carry out the proj ect of emancipation. Critique 
was all that was left on the  table. History, it seemed, had exited its own stage.



PART II. 
TIMES OF 
THE SOCIO-
CULTURAL

The war was a total social fact as much as it was 
a political one, and may be more so.

—Waddah Charara

The passage to Islam was a putting 
into practice of Maoist principles. 

I went into Islam, like some go to the factory. 
But here in Lebanon, no one goes to the factory. 

There are no factories, or so few of them.
—Roger Assaf
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4. paradoxes of emancipation
Revolution and Power in Light of Mao

Organ ization is the form of mediation between theory and practice.
— georg lukács

 There are two ways of making investigations, 
one is to look at flowers on  horse back 

and the other is to get off your  horse and look at them.
— mao tse- tung

The turn to Marxist theory and practice came in the wake of a po liti cal 
failure— the scission of Syria from the United Arab Republic (1961)— and a 
military defeat (1967). Marxism constituted a power ful critique of both Arab 
nationalist ideology and the practice of the “progressive” regimes. It was the 
tool that enabled disenchanted Arab nationalist militants to turn their critical 
gaze inward to dissect both their society’s class composition and the modus 
operandi of the regimes. Moreover, Marxism worked. The successes of the Chi-
nese, Cuban, and Viet nam ese Revolutions fueled the hopes of the militants 
who joined the Palestinian Re sis tance or oscillated in its orbit. Socialist Leba-
non was critical in theory of communist stages of development, modernization 
theories, and the top- down development proj ects of the national liberation re-
gimes. Having said that, their theoretical virtuosity, which led to their po liti cal 
visibility and merger with the Organ ization of Lebanese Socialists, reinscribed 
in practice a vanguardist pedagogical mode of politics.1 They brought the gift 
of theory to the much more numerous and veteran militant Lebanese branch 
of the Arab Nationalist Movement. The Organ ization of Communist Action 
in Lebanon (1970–) would be plagued by splits and expulsions from the be-
ginning. The party members could not agree on internal orga nizational ques-
tions and on external ones concerning the modalities of po liti cal practice they 
 ought to engage in. Questions of autonomy and discipline as well as what con-
stitutes po liti cal practice, where it should take place, with whom, to what end, 
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and in whose name shook the young organ ization from the start. The  union 
brought together militants with diff er ent orga nizational legacies, theoretical 
genealogies, styles of po liti cal practice, and sensibilities  toward party discipline 
and hierarchy who clashed along  these lines. The early splits from the ocal 
(1971–73) turned the critical gaze inward for a second time, this time to subject 
Marxist theory and politics to an auto- critique. In this chapter, and the next, I 
move from the reconstruction of a collective proj ect of emancipation (sl and 
ocal), in which Charara played a significant part, to the in- depth examination 
of his own militant trajectory and critical work.

A  couple of years  after the foundation of the ocal, at the height of the so-
cial, po liti cal, and military polarization that preceded the outbreak of the fight-
ing, Charara subjected the three main components— organ ization, theory, and 
po liti cal practice—of the revolutionary machine to critique. The  people  were 
still, for the time being, the revolutionary subject of History, but they too 
showed increasing complications. This critique was formulated in a translated 
and transfigured Maoist idiom when Mao Tse- Tung’s thought was, in the wake 
of the Chinese Cultural Revolution, at the apex of its global influence. The 
Maoist critique of the party, theory, and practice rearticulated the meanings of 
power and emancipation as it addressed the po liti cal and epistemic dimensions 
of the question of repre sen ta tion. The vicissitudes of po liti cal practice opened 
up questions that bear a  family resemblance to  those that would  later be taken 
theoretically in the acad emy by the  labors of critique grouped  under the um-
brella of postcolonial studies. For now, questions of power, emancipation, and 
repre sen ta tion  were articulated from militant grounds as an auto- critique and 
a po liti cal critique of the ocal. Charara’s Maoist episode put forth a “post-
colonial” Marxism that attempted to conjugate the salience of communal 
solidarities— sectarian, regional, and kin— with class strug gle and the possibil-
ity of revolutionary militant po liti cal practice.

The reflexive, auto- critical dimension and its prescient postcolonial tenor 
reveal once more a minor tradition of con temporary Arab thought that was 
forged by militant theorists whose distinctive interventions stand outside the 
canonized figures and thematics of con temporary Arab thought. The charac-
ter of the Maoist auto- critique, while highlighting the resilience of communal 
solidarities, escapes the culturalism of figures like Sadik al-Azm. Moreover, this 
minor Marxist tradition, which sought to incorporate communal relations into 
class strug gle, was not interested in restricting its intervention to criticizing 
Marxism for its Eurocentric discourses. It did that, but it was more invested in 
attempting to forge a theoretical idiom that enables the pursuit of militancy 
in the wake of realizing the saliency of communal contradictions internal to 
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the masses that complicate revolutionary practice. Retrospectively, Charara’s 
Maoist interlude constitutes the first episode of a very early unraveling of leftist 
po liti cal practice as it stumbles upon both the top- down modalities of practice 
of leftist parties and the recalcitrance and reproduction of communal relations. 
Charara’s militant experiences, particularly his observation of the failure of the 
worker and teacher- student movements at the time, as well as his dissertation 
research on modern Arab intellectual thought, revealed to him the complex-
ity of Arab histories and the multiple solidarities at work in Arab socie ties in 
comparison to the poverty of theoretical languages that attempt to subsume 
them by a few concepts. Maoism was the theoretical idiom through which he 
articulated his early disenchantment with the belief in the po liti cal powers of 
theory and accounted for the multiple logics, temporalities, and solidarities at 
work in Lebanese society that foreclose the possibility of a revolutionary teleol-
ogy while retaining the militant’s hope in emancipatory po liti cal practice.

The Workers’ Sector and the Blue Pamphlet Splits

Soon  after the unification between the Organ ization of Lebanese Socialists 
and Socialist Lebanon, and  after adopting a loose orga nizational structure for a 
short while, the nascent organ ization shifted to a Marxist- Leninist form: demo-
cratic centralism.2 In 1971 a major scission— that of the workers’ sector— shook 
the ocal. The split took with it a substantial number of militant intellectu-
als who came from Socialist Lebanon who  were ill at ease with the strictures 
of orga nizational forms associated with official pro- Soviet communist parties. 
“What was left was an organ ization whose true effective body was constituted 
by the Organ ization of Lebanese Socialists,” recalls Abbas Beydoun, a mem-
ber of the Politburo at the time. Moreover,  those who left, Beydoun adds, 
 were “of the same weight as Waddah [Charara], Ahmad [Beydoun], Fawwaz 
[Traboulsi], and Muhsin [Ibrahim]; you are not talking about us, who  were 
the ‘ little ones’ of the Politburo.”3 The adoption of demo cratic centralism soon 
erupted in disputes over decision- making and prerogatives. “The first dispute,” 
wrote Traboulsi, who was a proponent of demo cratic centralism,

took place between the rapporteur of the “Workers Sector,” a member 
of the Politburo, and the committee responsible for the sector mostly 
composed of the intellectual cadres of Socialist Lebanon. It revolved 
around their mutual prerogatives: Is the committee’s power superior to 
that of the rapporteur or vice- versa? The Politburo settled the  matter by 
supporting the rapporteur as a representative of the higher committee 
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[the Politburo] over the lower one. And  after  going back and forth it was 
de cided that  either the Workers Sector committee abides by the Polit-
buro’s decision or be subject to an orga nizational sentence. The commit-
tee unanimously refused to follow the Politburo’s decision, which then 
issued a resolution to freeze the membership of its constituents.4

What exacerbated  matters was the fact that the Politburo member, an ols 
member initially and more of an “on the ground militant,” did not come from 
the same theoretically imbued context as sl’s militant intellectuals. Enmeshed 
in the orga nizational dispute, and highlighted through it,  were the heterogene-
ity of the two recently unified groups: the demo cratic heritage and very loose 
orga nizational structure of militant intellectuals and the “disciplined tradi-
tions” of the Organ ization of Lebanese Socialists, “which  were inherited from 
the Arab Nationalist Movement.”5 The split brought out the question of the 
place theoretical abilities  ought to play in assuming leadership positions. In a 
thick ideological po liti cal practice such as Marxism— where theoretical virtu-
osity endows its  bearer with po liti cal authority—it was difficult for intellectual 
cadres to bow down to the decisions not only of a politburo member but also 
of one who  wasn’t perceived to be of the same theoretical caliber. This was espe-
cially the case since it seemed “as if  there was a promise to hand over the unified 
organ ization to the cadres of Socialist Lebanon to educate it since they  were 
accomplished and superior in this domain.”6 This first split was followed up 
with a  great amount of  labor around the four corners of Lebanon to recuperate 
the ocal’s energy in its wake.7

The split of the majority of Socialist Lebanon’s constituency a short time 
 after the fusion left its marks on Charara: “They went out in the spring- summer 
of 1971 and I traveled right  after. My travels  were partially motivated by this.”8 
A fellow member of the Politburo recalls the surprise provoked by Charara’s 
decision to leave directly  after the split to pursue a PhD in France, despite the 
fact that he was at the forefront of upholding the Politburo directives against 
the worker’s sector: “I  don’t know what was the reason  behind it. No one told 
him no. Although this  thing was very ‘frappant’ [striking], not only surpris-
ing. . . .  Waddah was not one of  those  people you say to, what are you  going to 
do. So he went.”9 “He came back a very diff er ent person,” the comrade adds, 
“adopting  things similar [to the positions of the] Gauche Prolétarienne against 
demo cratic centralism, and with a position exactly opposed to the one that 
led to the orga nizational crisis.”10 Charara finished his dissertation, entitled 
“Le Discours Arabe sur L’Histoire” (The Arab discourse on history), in 1972, 
came back, and headed an opposition movement inside the organ ization that 
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would split in 1973, two years before the beginning of the Lebanese civil war. 
 After a number of meetings with the dissenting comrades, Charara formulated 
the opposition’s po liti cal, orga nizational, and theoretical positions in a lengthy 
document (ninety- six pages), which came to be known as al-Kirras al-Azraq 
[The Blue Pamphlet,] that declared the group’s in de pen dence from the ocal. 
Al- Hurriyya, the weekly po liti cal magazine and mouthpiece of the ocal at 
the time, published a four- page article on July 16, 1973, entitled “A Communi-
qué from the Politburo of the ocal Announcing the Expulsion of the Boyish 
Leftist Band of Apostates [al- Murtadda] of Marxism- Leninism.”11 The dissent-
ing group, which called for direct action among the masses and not through 
institutions, such as syndicates or Marxist- Leninist parties, and for “fusion 
 [iltiham] with the Palestinian Re sis tance,”12 did not survive long  after the split 
and its members went in diff er ent directions. Some comrades adhered to the 
Lebanese Communist Party, some joined Fatah, while  others went home.13 
The scattering of a substantive number of ocal dissenters between diff er ent 
factions of the Palestinian re sis tance and the Lebanese Communist Party can 
be understood in light of Traboulsi’s retrospective assessment: “While the first 
split [of the Workers Sector] brought up issues pertaining to orga nizational 
structure, and the second [The Blue Pamphlet] focused on the modes of mili-
tancy, they  were also, and especially, bringing out the question of the raison of 
d’être of the organ ization in comparison to two references: pan- Arab [qawmi] 
and leftist, i.e., in reference to the Palestinian re sis tance and to the Lebanese 
Communist Party.”14

Some of the dissenters, he added, “deemed that the Lebanese situation does 
not warrant an additional new communist organ ization to the left of the Com-
munist Party, so they directly adhered to the Palestinian re sis tance.”15  Others 
“realized the weight and popularity of the Communist Party and its impor-
tance in the life of the working class,”16 therefore canceling the justification for 
the ocal’s existence. The two stronger forces eroded the national and socio-
economic feet on which the ocal stood.

The prewar years  were not exclusively marked by the polarization around 
the Palestinian re sis tance. They  were also years of mobilizations around so-
cioeconomic questions in the privileged sectors of leftist militancy: peasants, 
workers, and students.17 November  1972 witnessed the strike of Ghandour’s 
biscuits and choco late factory workers. The twelve- hundred- strong workforce 
at Ghandour’s, the largest nonunionized force in Lebanese industry, Traboulsi 
relates, demanded “a wage increase, equal pay for men and  women workers, 
the recognition of the shop floor committee, and their right to trade  union 
organ ization” (167). Police opened fire at the workers’ demonstration, killing 
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“Yusuf al- ‘Attar, a militant of the OCA’s Workers’ Committees, and Fatima al- 
Khawaja, a member of the lcp, and wounding 14  others” (168).18 Approxi-
mately a month  after the demonstration, Ghandour fired all his workers. He 
 later opened shop again, reemploying all of them except for a hundred whom 
he considered to be at the head of the protest. “The outcome of the Ghandour 
 battle,” Traboulsi, the historian, writes, “left only frustration and resentment. 
The trade  union attaché at the US embassy noted that the demonstration and 
the general strike had been a ‘moderate success’ for the Left, which had man-
aged to go on the offensive and win the ‘propaganda war.’ However, he con-
cluded that neither the Left nor the trade  unions had secured any gains for the 
workers” (168). The Ghandour strike was followed by the strikes of tobacco 
farmers in the south and a number of strikes in the educational sector, notably 
by public school teachers, which included vio lence between the state apparatus 
and the protesters, in what would prove to be the last months of a strug gle 
conceived along the lines of an opposition to the state before the outbreak of 
the fifteen- year- long civil and regional wars. The year 1972 saw the strike of 
sixteen thousand public school teachers, “demanding a wage increase, the right 
of trade  union organ ization and retirement  after twenty- five years of ser vice” 
(170). The strike lasted two months, and ended when the government  stopped 
paying their salaries. It picked up again from January to July 1973. While 324 
teachers lost their jobs, the network of solidarity with the teachers covered all 
of Lebanon, as “their sit- ins and hunger strikes became a rallying point for all 
social movements” (170). In January  1973, “a pro cession of thousands of to-
bacco planters occupied the offices of the Régie in Nabatiyeh, demanding a 
20  percent increase in the purchase price of their products. The following day, 
the army shot at the demonstrators and killed two peasants” (166).19

Waddah Charara wrote The Blue Pamphlet in the spring of 1973, in the wake 
of all of  these events, weaving a reexamination of what was called for on the 
theoretical, po liti cal, and orga nizational levels, the  causes for failure as well as 
the direction for  future po liti cal action (Fig. 4.1). Charara observed  these mo-
bilizations closely. At times, he took a more active part in them, such as attend-
ing the public meetings held by the striking Ghandour workers,  until he was 
forbidden by the ocal to do so.20 “Why  weren’t the largest demands- based 
mass movements,” he wrote, that represent “the interests of the main popu-
lar classes able to snatch one partial benefit from the authorities? Why could 
the authorities resort to violent oppression without falling apart, or at least 
leading to a change in the government?”21 Two years before his exit from 
Marxism, Charara engaged in an auto- critique from within the bound aries of 



Figure 4.1.  Front cover of The Blue Pamphlet.
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the tradition, repositioning himself in an ultraleftist, fervently pro- Palestinian 
Maoist position.22

The Twilight of the Orga nizational Idol

In the wake of the 1967 Arab defeat against Israel, and the ensuing reexamina-
tion of the  causes leading to the defeat of the Arab armies by po liti cal parties 
and intellectuals, the Arab Nationalist Movement previously gravitating in 
Nasser’s orbit proposed resorting to popu lar armed strug gle to fight imperi-
alism in Arab lands. Socialist Lebanon participated in the argument regard-
ing the direction of the Arab liberation movement.  After emphasizing that for 
Marxists the question  ought not to rest on the princi ple of violent confronta-
tion but rather on the suitability of this form of strug gle for the pre sent, Social-
ist Lebanon reached the following conclusion:

We asked a question about the meaning of proposing the slogan of armed 
strug gle in the current period. Now is the time to answer that what is 
meant by it is the deferral of the primary task of Arab strug gle: the build-
ing of Marxist- Leninist parties, which history has not devised any alter-
native to, for leading the liberation of oppressed masses to victory!23

Socialist Lebanon, which was still loosely or ga nized, distinguished itself from 
the calls for “armed popu lar strug gle” positing the Marxist- Leninist party as 
the sole agent of emancipation of the masses. Three years  after the small group 
of intellectuals merged with the Organ ization of Lebanese Socialists, the 
opposition inside ocal came to perceive orga nizational practices as a 
means of oppression. The organ ization’s leadership, Charara wrote, “sees in 
 every act of po liti cal accountability a risk with uncertain consequences. And 
this has been consolidated  after the 1971 split: since the leadership has seen it a 
result of some comrades’ desire to discuss with no limits!” (The Blue Pamphlet, 
hereafter cited as tbp, 4). In this veiled auto- critique Charara accused the lead-
ership of evading the discussion of impor tant po liti cal events such as Anwar  
al-Sadat’s decision to expel all Soviet experts from Egypt, the issues of conten-
tion in the Syrian Communist Party, and the Ghandour workers’ strike.24 Ad-
ditionally, the splinter group accused the Politburo of “suspending the internal 
regulations, interfering in the details of orga nizational issues, establishing spe-
cial relations with specific members, in addition to using arguments of safety, 
security, and secrecy for no valid reasons.” “In one word,” Charara summarizes, 
“the orga nizational relationships have become a means of authoritarianism, 
abuse, and isolation” (tbp, 6).
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Charara and his comrades reproached the ocal’s leadership not only for 
their internal authoritarianism but also for adopting a certain form of po liti cal 
action that went hand in hand with the orga nizational dimensions of the crisis. 
The organ ization, whose primary objective was to lay the foundations of the 
working class’s leadership for emancipation, had reduced its strug gle, according 
to the splinter group, to a politics “from above.” The ocal’s contribution in 
the “Rally of National Parties and Forces” had begun to monopolize all of the 
organ ization’s po liti cal activity.25 The leadership began to increasingly think 
that “the only ‘strug gle’ is the one that takes place in meetings of leaders and 
‘generals’ while the main work which takes place in the midst of the masses di-
minishes” (tbp, 15). “The disdain for mass strug gle” produced internal reper-
cussions as well, since the leadership started to think that it is the organ ization 
and “what it sees is correct,” forgoing discussion, po liti cal confrontation, and 
“the rules of orga nizational relations that permit the comrades to pre sent their 
views and differ from  those of the leadership” (tbp, 15). In the summer of 
2008, Charara remembered the state of the ocal when he returned from 
France:

When I came back I  didn’t have any idea of what had happened to our 
work, to the organ ization. I came back and found out that Muhsin Ibra-
him had made a “bande à part” [separated himself ] in a complete way, 
with a personal link to Arafat and Kamal Jumblatt. And what is called the 
organ ization is practically living off this relationship, to which it had no 
link, and over which it had no control. No one knew what was said, what 
was happening, and all the attempts to move the ocal from its student 
base to popu lar, workers, rural bases  were  either  stopped, or no longer 
had any po liti cal echo.26

Charara’s substitionist critique underscored that the organ ization had been re-
duced to its leadership, while mass strug gle and militancy had been reduced to 
private meetings with the “generals” of progressive po liti cal parties.27

The telos of the organ ization’s practices had long forsaken emancipation. 
This form of politics from above was driven by the increase in the organ ization’s 
institutional share of power. “When the organ ization reaches syndicate posi-
tions,” Charara wrote, “its pretense of democracy ends, and it begins fearing the 
students’ interference in issues that concern them” (tbp, 34). Moreover,  these 
po liti cal strategies of reaching power, which begin by alienating and fearing 
 those the party seeks to represent, are refracted internally by an increasing 
stratification of relationships. “Members of cells are not supposed to distribute 
communiqués,” Charara writes, “a task that is delegated to the ‘lightweights,’ as 
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someone describes the members of assemblies and circles” (tbp, 33). This po-
liti cal practice, which was predicated

on reaching power— externally— and on an increasing importance of 
ranks and relations of power internally, renders the talk about the point 
of view of the working class, the popu lar masses, and the national  battle 
empty. And it enables,  behind the mask of Marxist jargon, a pe tite bour-
geoisie whose horizon of ambition is constituted by the state apparatus 
to move forward; a bourgeoisie that glorifies in talk workers and peasants 
while it does its best [in practice] to retain the differences between itself 
and them. (tbp, 35)

Charara’s harsh critique underscored how particular— petit bourgeois— 
interests had occupied the party, turning Marxism into an ideology that is 
deployed to serve its own interests. In  doing so, it reproduced in practice the 
relations of power it claims to eradicate in theory. It is not hard to see a conti-
nuity between Charara’s critique of the ocal and Socialist Lebanon’s  earlier 
critique of the “military- administrative- bureaucratic” regimes during the mid-
1960s as apparatuses of power that foreclose the masses’ po liti cal practice while 
speaking in their name.

The question of autonomy, of taking part in putting together a movement 
of auto- emancipation, that is neither dependent on nor subjugated to parties 
outside of it,  whether they are state bureaucracies, nationalist parties, or sec-
tarian formations, has been at the heart of Charara’s thought since the 1960s. 
De cades  later, he drew a retrospective distinction between Socialist Lebanon’s 
critical theoretical  labor and its po liti cal practice: “We  didn’t have a prob lem 
with the critical aspect of  things. . . .  Tracking inconsistencies, contradictions, 
ignorance, and deviations from Marxism and Leninism. This was work we had 
fun  doing.” Having said that, the po liti cal task of building “an autonomous 
sociopo liti cal force,” Charara continued, “proved to be an astronomical task, 
particularly that the work was being done by thirty to forty  people maximum 
including about ten of them in cells, and the rest  were students, and some  were 
teachers.”28 The expansion of the small and loose group of militant intellectu-
als into a wider organ ization in the turbulent years leading to war witnessed 
the fall of the “orga nizational” idol, once theoretically assumed to constitute the 
transparent vector of  people’s emancipation. It became the vector of a “pe tite 
bourgeoisie” in its bid for power with the other constituents of Lebanese soci-
ety rendering Marxist ideological positions its Trojan  horse.

 Today, in the wake of the defeat and sclerosis of Arab leftist parties, it is not 
difficult to be swayed by The Blue Pamphlet’s prescient critique of instrumental 
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and top- down politics and leadership unaccountability, which turned pro-
gressive parties into the means of production of new elites. Muhsin Ibrahim 
remains till  today the secretary- general of the practically non ex is tent ocal, 
nearly fifty years  after it came into being. Having said that, if one brackets the 
seductive reading of the 1970s from the pre sent perspective of a Left in ruins, 
we get a more nuanced picture of the conditions of possibility of po liti cal ac-
tion in a par tic u lar conjuncture.  These very tense pre– civil war years,  whether 
on the Palestinian front or on the socioeconomic one, and the mobilizations 
that ensued polarized the Lebanese polity. Fawwaz Traboulsi, one of the very 
few sl militants who did not leave the ocal in the early years  after the  union, 
and stayed on as the number two in command  after Muhsin Ibrahim till the 
mid-1980s, recalled the beginnings of their emergence on the “official” national 
po liti cal field. “The  battle of Ghandour [fall 1972] opened up a new period 
in the life of the organ ization,” wrote Traboulsi, “during which we had to co- 
operate with the other leftist parties in a mobilization that took larger dimen-
sions than the [usual] factory ones and which surpassed our capacities to carry 
it by ourselves.”29 “As a result,” he continued, “our relationship to Kamal Jumb-
latt and the lcp improved  after a period of boycott, estrangement and mutual 
accusations that reached the extent of student fights between us and the latter, 
which  were not devoid of vio lence” (PYMR, 134). It was in this context that 
the ocal emerged on the national po liti cal scene when it was invited to the 
meeting held by the Rally of National and Progressive Parties— the precursor 
of the Lebanese National Movement—to protest the severe draft law limiting 
the freedoms of po liti cal parties.

Traboulsi gestured in his memoir to his ambivalence during this hinge mo-
ment (1973): “We entered the Left’s front [the Rally of National and Progres-
sive Parties] from the door of our militancy at the level of the base. But, is 
 there a possibility of reconciling base- militancy and participation in action 
‘from above’ and public po liti cal life?” “This was the question,” Traboulsi re-
called, “that would trou ble us, or rather trou ble me personally, and characterize 
my positions and be hav ior with much wobbling and hesitancy” (PYMR, 135). 
Muhsin Ibrahim, the veteran of official Nasserite politics, on the other hand, 
called for the “po liti cal fructification” of theoretical analy sis.30 Ibrahim is less 
concerned with questions regarding the modalities of po liti cal practice and its 
autonomy that troubled Charara and Traboulsi, Socialist Lebanon’s founding 
dynamos, and divided them on the cusp of the war. Rather, Ibrahim’s position 
is articulated as double avoidance: of the endless discussions of intellectuals 
(theory without a practice), on the one hand, and po liti cal opportunism (prac-
tice without theory), on the other hand. With the beginning of the Lebanese 
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civil war, Muhsin Ibrahim became, alongside Kamal Jumblatt and George 
Hawi (the assistant to the secretary general of the lcp), one of the main lead-
ers of the Lebanese National Movement, the co ali tion of leftist and pan- Arab 
parties that  were allied with the Palestinian Re sis tance.

Power and Emancipation along Maoist Lines

As Marxist po liti cal parties became— alongside the bourgeoisie and 
imperialism— the targets of critique from within the tradition, the meaning of 
emancipation and power  were also rethought. The nodal shift in the rethinking 
of emancipation and power according to Maoist lines was related to the crisis 
in po liti cal and epistemic repre sen ta tion. If the Marxist- Leninist po liti cal party 
was no longer the representative of the working classes, its reaching power no 
longer constituted a revolution; it was merely a substitution of one ruling class 
by another, retaining the “differences” between itself and the masses. Maoism, 
wrote Charara, meant that

conflict between the masses and their enemies, takes place in inter-
penetrating, camouflaged, or overt forms in all of society’s cells and its 
institutions. The masses taking the reins of power is not therefore an 
unforeseen rupture that puts the leadership of the masses’ movement 
in charge of state power, giving it suddenly the task of eradicating from 
above the relations of oppression and exploitation. Rather, the mass 
line is pre sent in the conflict in all positions of social power from the 
narrowest to the widest. (tbp, 91)

Power was no longer a  thing that was solely concentrated in institutions of 
rule and at the nodes of cap i tal ist production. Charara’s Maoist critique, by 
extending the domain of conflict between the masses and their enemies into 
all corners of society and making it internal to all institutions, rearticulated 
the horizon of emancipation away from the mere fact of seizing power. The 
po liti cal question was clearly no longer monopolized by who was in power. 
The extension of power and strug gle to all cells of society and the stress on 
the insufficiency of increasing one’s share of power in institutions to consti-
tute emancipation was translated in The Blue Pamphlet by an emphasis on new 
forms of strug gle that put the masses’ practice as the mainspring of po liti cal 
action. Maoism meant “the foregrounding of the masses’ own strug gle on any 
pretense of leadership that builds itself outside of its own movement” (tbp, 
89). The organ ization that put its own interest before that of the masses and 
outside of their movement was to be overcome by the masses’ formulation of 
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their own po liti cal proj ect in light of their own practice. For this practice, 
wrote Charara, in a direct echo of Mao, “always contains a true kernel,  behind 
all phenomena, that  ought to be deduced and returned to the masses,” (tbp, 
90).31 Foregrounding the masses’ own practice also entailed a rethinking of 
the role of intellectual vanguards. “An illusion that has always flirted with 
professional ‘intellectuals,’ ” Charara wrote, “is to try and spare the masses any 
experience, or to take their place in digesting their own experience” (tbp, 74). 
The intellectuals  were to become the editors/formulators that take in the 
word of the masses, reformulate it, and give it back to them— and not to be 
the originators of thought.32

Estranged Intellectuals

Maoism’s emphasis on the logics of po liti cal practice and the relations of 
production cleared the path for questioning the powers of po liti cal and epis-
temic repre sen ta tion. Charara’s critique of the ocal’s internal orga nizational 
structure and its relationship with the masses brought out Maoism’s critique 
of the politics of del e ga tion, and of expertise, premised on the distinction be-
tween  those who have knowledge and  those who lack it.33 I now turn to his 
auto- critique of how leftist militancy articulated the relationship of theory to 
practice and his reflexive account of why it did so, which is driven by two fun-
damental ideas. The first is Charara’s critique of the imputed power of theory, 
that is, its performative po liti cal powers. If Lenin said “without revolutionary 
theory  there can be no revolutionary movement,” Charara, who spent about 
a de cade immersed in militancy and in practices of reading, translating, and 
writing, particularly during the intellectually fervent years of Socialist Leba-
non, came to the realization that revolutionary theory does not necessarily 
guarantee the coming into being of a revolutionary movement. What may 
seem to some  today like an obvious realization is not exactly so. The theoretical 
and po liti cal conjuncture of the times placed a lot of weight on the po liti cal 
value of theory. Louis Althusser for one, whom Charara had read carefully and 
put to use, wanted “to guarantee an autonomy for theory that would make it 
capable of investing Marxism with the theoretical edge to generate po liti cal 
renewal.”34 The radical post-1967 conjuncture in the Arab world was character-
ized by a turn away from Arab nationalism to Marxism that was fueled partly 
by the latter’s theoretical sophistication. Even  today, critical scholars who warn 
of the ontological and epistemological vio lence of discourses still subscribe to 
a strong belief in the powers of theory that supposedly, and without much fric-
tion,  will produce predictable effects in the world.
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The second is Charara’s observation regarding the ruggedness of the social 
terrain and the complexity of practices and po liti cal events in comparison to the 
poverty of theoretical languages that attempt to subsume them. He came to 
this deduction via several routes. It was the result of his close observation of 
mass movements, the consequence of leftist militant practice, and his Maoist 
turn, which highlighted the focus on practices and the empirical idea of in-
vestigation.35 It was also the result of his close reading of Abd al- Rahman al- 
Jabarti, the Egyptian historian who chronicled Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt, 
for his dissertation work (1972). What al- Jabarti revealed to him was the gap 
between the richness, complications, and contradictory aspects of historical 
events and the poverty of the ideological discourses that came to dominate 
Arab discourses on history and politics.36 The gap between theory and prac-
tices was now wide open in both directions: by severing the direct highway 
that tied theoretical virtuosity to revolutionary practice, and by highlighting 
the complexity of practices that cannot be adequately captured by mastering 
a few big concepts. Charara’s po liti cal experiences, his theoretical persuasion, 
and his historical excavations led him away from theoretical abstractions and 
into much more empirically inclined so cio log i cal and ethnographic modes of 
analy sis that he  will develop fully in the wake of the Lebanese civil and regional 
wars. Having said that, he noticed very early on the gap separating the revolu-
tionary ideological po liti cal line— its anti- imperial content— and its practices, 
modes of operation, and communal forms of mobilization. Just a few months 
before the founding of the ocal, in a sequel to “The Two Re sis tances,” he had 
a moment of doubt regarding the revolutionary potential of the Palestinian 
re sis tance, which he had theorized a few months  earlier. Charara underscored 
“the rupture” between the re sis tance’s supposed role as a detonator of Lebanese 
contradictions and its material fostering of “traditional po liti cal actors,” whose 
base rises on personal, familial, and regional loyalties.37

He put  these two ideas to work in his auto- critique of the po liti cal practice 
of militant intellectuals, starting from the founding of Socialist Lebanon. The 
cornerstone of the account given for the “disease that has infiltrated all parts 
of the organ ization” was the origins of its constitutive members, who  were for 
the most part “marginal intellectuals” (tbp, 17). In this first reexamination of 
Socialist Lebanon— and the Organ ization of Lebanese Socialists— Charara 
remarked that the former’s practice “did not coincide with work to extend 
militant roots in the ranks of the popu lar movement” (tbp, 17). Socialist 
Lebanon’s work mostly grew “in the cracks of [other] po liti cal parties’ posi-
tions, that is their contradictions. . . .  What ‘Socialist Lebanon’ did not real-
ize, and it is also the case for the ‘Organ ization of Lebanese Socialists,’ is that 
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the correctness of po liti cal critique does not constitute a foundation to build a 
militant organ ization and to form militants” (tbp, 17). In other words, draw-
ing attention to the lcp’s theoretical poverty via the intertextual theoretical 
practice that Socialist Lebanon engaged in, as we saw all along, was no longer 
a guarantee for building an autonomous popu lar movement. To get an idea of 
the strength of the idea tying theoretical prowess (or the po liti cal line) to po-
liti cal efficacy, it is worth revisiting the interview Fawwaz Traboulsi gave to the 
 Middle East Research and Information Proj ect (merip) in October 1977, in 
which he affirmed that “the correctness of our [ocal] po liti cal line accounts 
for our influence on the masses and within the front [the lnm], dispropor-
tional to our numerical situation.”38 In Traboulsi’s vanguardist reasoning, good 
theory accounts for po liti cal influence on both the masses and other leftist par-
ties despite the organ ization’s small size.

Charara extended his auto- critique of militant intellectuals beyond the 
reduction of po liti cal practice to po liti cal critique, noting that their relative 
privileges compared to peasants resulted in an increased distance between 
them— inhabiting the “language and culture of professional party member 
politicians”— and the effective everyday issues and strug gles of the masses 
(tbp, 18). “The organ ization’s ranks and before it  those of Socialist Lebanon 
and the Organ ization of Lebanese Socialists,” wrote the fresh PhD gradu ate 
from France in an accusatory tone, “are swarming with  those pursuing a uni-
versity education in order to improve their social and economic conditions of 
living. And this [situation] results in distancing them from the masses’ ranks 
where they aspire to militate” (tbp, 17). This distance between the intellectuals 
and the masses resulted in the former’s engagement in a “cultural” critique of 
the dominant po liti cal practice that “veiled itself with Leninism.” “And  there is 
no doubt,” added Charara, “that our cultural critique is a result of the weak re-
lation that linked us to the real strug gles taking place in our society” (tbp, 18). 

Charara argued that they  were held captive by an “imaginary image” of 
workers that in fact carries “the features that are  really  those of intellectuals, 
but transposed into the factory” (tbp, 23). Workers  were seen only as workers, 
that is, as a homogenous group produced by factory relations, not only  because 
of the bookish character of  these intellectuals’ knowledge of workers but more 
importantly  because of their so cio log i cal profile.  These militant intellectuals 
broke their relations with their villages, their families, and the parliamentarians 
of their areas. Moreover, they accessed their jobs by passing an exam or holding 
a degree “in de pen dent of traditional relations,” and joined a “homogenous mi-
lieu composed of employees who like them have left the countryside and their 
relationships with their families” (tbp, 23). The estranged militant intellectual 
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who speaks in the name of the masses is a product of an internal migration 
to the city whose means of livelihood  were mediated by abstract, institutional 
means that broke away from the regional, kinship, and sectarian forms of soli-
darity that mediate the Lebanese citizens’ relationship with the state and the 
market. Yet “when  these traditional relationships still play a role in the intel-
lectuals’ conditions,” Charara wrote, “they [the intellectuals] make efforts to 
hide it so that it does not devalue them and their merits” (tbp, 23). Briefly put, 
the image of the “abstract worker” is a consequence of the intellectual’s abstrac-
tion from multiple attachments and mediations, whose haunting presence is 
capable of generating streams of anxiety.

Charara also put his critique of the estrangement of militants from the 
masses into practice. He followed Mao Tse- Tung’s recommendation that 
“since [intellectuals] are to serve the masses of workers and peasants, intel-
lectuals must, first and foremost, know them and be familiar with their life, 
work and ideas.”39 He relocated in the spring of 1973 to Burj Hammud— a 
multiethnic, multinational, working- class suburb northeast of Beirut— and 
lived  there  until the outbreak of the fighting in 1975 made it impossible for 
him to stay  there. Charara’s établissement in Burj Hammud took the form 
of making connections and working with groups of rural mi grant workers 
from ‘Irsal, a northeastern Lebanese town on the border with Syria, as well 
as with a number of factory workers in the surrounding area during this 
time. Charara’s Maoist period, and his établissement, was premised on his 
own physical displacement into a working- class neighborhood where he 
engaged in everyday investigations and po liti cal practices with the  people 
living and working  there. It was an effort to learn from them and to over-
come the gap between intellectual and manual  labor. In contrast to Socialist 
Lebanon’s textualist phase, when the emphasis was on the translation and 
transfiguration of texts to produce an adequate theory of one’s po liti cal pre-
sent, the militant intellectual during this last period of militancy, not the texts, 
traveled with the hope of both reconfiguring himself and the masses. “ After all,” 
Kristin Ross writes in her discussion of the établissement of French Maoists, 
“as Mao was fond of asking, how can you catch a tiger cub without entering 
the tiger’s lair?”40

Revisiting Sectarianism

In the spirit of Maoist self- criticism, The Blue Pamphlet revisits in a postco-
lonial mode Socialist Lebanon’s theoretical premises on which their po liti cal 
analy sis and practice  were built:
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The po liti cal axis of analy sis was, and still is, the presupposition of a 
European- like capitalism that eradicates all inherited relations from the 
precapitalist formations, such as  family ones and relations of po liti cal 
“feudalism” . . .  and this main presupposition is bolstered by another one 
in conjunction with it, [revolving] around a working class which as soon 
as it enters the factory gains a class homogeneity [and] gets rid of its clan 
solidarities [al- ‘asha’iriyya]. (tbp, 19)

In the moment of auto- critique Charara irons out Socialist Lebanon’s intricate 
theoretical work, as well as his own emphasis on the necessity of translation 
and transfiguration of Marxism. Nonetheless, he draws our attention to the in-
creasing salience of the question of sectarian- regional- kinship solidarities and 
the Marxist metanarrative that tried to take stock of the prob lem of communal 
ties that divided the masses and hindered their practice according to their own 
economic interests. Charara’s target at the height of his populist glorification 
of the masses is to show how the Marxist metanarrative, which predicated revo-
lutionary practice on overcoming the diff er ent forms of social solidarities, was 
the product of estranged intellectuals. He continues:

And the per sis tence of this imaginary image has transformed it into a 
fixed po liti cal mode that we try to transpose to all phenomena, squeez-
ing into it all impor tant events. So we understood the national move-
ment, and its kernel the Palestinian Re sis tance, as the realization of what 
capitalism could not achieve in the sphere of social relations. We  were 
 under the illusion that the Re sis tance’s main role was to eradicate the 
fragmentation of the popu lar masses by the sectarian, regional, and kin-
ship relations, i.e., we practically put the re sis tance in the place of the 
Lebanese capitalism we dream of ! (tbp, 19)

Charara is referring to “The Two Re sis tances” (1969), his key text, which was 
built on a series of dualities that sought to account for the blockage of revolu-
tionary practice by noting the disjunction between the economic infrastruc-
ture and the po liti cal superstructure. Lebanon, he had argued, is characterized 
both by the propagation of the universal laws of cap i tal ist expansion in the 
economic sphere (commensurability) and the sectarian po liti cal brakes of 
the po liti cal system that  were devised by French imperialism, which impede 
the birth of the interest- based politics of citizens (incommensurability). This 
duality is also inscribed at the heart of Lebanon’s exploitative relationship with 
its Arab neighbors. Lebanon is eco nom ically integrated into the Arab world, 
thriving on the investment of Palestinian capital  after the 1948 Nakba and 
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 exports to the Gulf countries while being po liti cally isolated from Palestine, 
via its politics of neutrality in the Arab- Israeli conflict. The ruling alliance itself 
reproduces this duality since it is conceived as the partnership between the 
banking and commercial bourgeoisie of the coast and the landowning families 
of the mountains. The hybrid Lebanese citizen— for example, Sunni from Bei-
rut, Maronite from the mountains—is also the outcome of this dual structure, 
which combines the universality of the bourgeois notion of citizenship and the 
particularity of sectarian and regional affiliations.

Sectarianism, in “The Two Re sis tances,” plays a very diff er ent role  whether 
we are talking about the Lebanese ruling alliance or the  people. Sectarianism, 
by splitting the Lebanese citizen, is responsible for stifling class- based politics. 
The split needs to be overcome for a “mature,” interest- based po liti cal practice 
to take place. If we shift our analytical gaze to the composition of the Leba-
nese regime, we get a diff er ent picture. The split between universality and 
particularity is not internalized in its “hybrid” subjects. Rather, it becomes a 
so cio log i cal feature of the two groups— the bourgeoisie of the coast and the 
landowning lords of the mountains— that constitute it. Socialist Lebanon does 
not attach a sectarian attribute— Christian or Muslim—to the Lebanese bour-
geoisie. Sectarianism is not treated as an essential component of the Lebanese 
bourgeois identity but as a veil that masks its defense of its privileges. During 
his militant days, Charara’s analy sis had to provide an account of the particular-
ity of Lebanese sectarian politics and loyalties on a Marxian ground that takes 
class politics and exploitation as the universal under lying realities that explain 
the Lebanese social formation. He was faced with a puzzle of how to square the 
proliferation and multiplicity of apparent infranational loyalties and po liti cal 
divisions with a notion of politics that is predicated on the contradiction be-
tween  Labor and Capital. The differential distribution of his universal/par tic-
u lar binaries (economic integration, commensurability, banking- commercial 
bourgeoisie; and po liti cal isolation, incommensurability, po liti cal feudalism, 
hybrid citizens) and the diff er ent meanings sectarianism acquires are his an-
swers to the conundrum of explaining along class lines the multiple sectarian 
allegiances and divisions within the frame of one exploitative system.

Sectarianism has diff er ent ontological weights and plays a variety of roles in 
“The Two Re sis tances.” It is at the same time the backbone of the Lebanese po-
liti cal structure, one of the main sources of identification of Lebanese citizens, 
and a mask covering class exploitation. Sectarianism is both a form of po liti cal 
power that fashions hybrid citizens and paralyzes their po liti cal practice and a 
veil that covers up the interest- driven politics of the banking- commercial bour-
geoisie. The Palestinian re sis tance, the anti- imperial Arab agent par excellence 
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 after it made its entrance into Lebanese politics,  will contribute to the over-
coming of the system’s duality. Its intrusion into Lebanese politics unmasked 
the bourgeoisie’s exploitation, which can no longer veil itself with sectarianism, 
and refashioned the sectarian subject into a revolutionary one.41

Two years before the war, Charara,  under Mao’s sign, recodes his previous 
theoretical and po liti cal quests to be on the lookout for the external agent that 
 will overcome the fragmentation of the masses along nonclass lines, as an act of 
estranged intellectuals. Charara inverted his previous analy sis, noting:

We have neglected a key issue, which is that clan,  family, neighborhood, 
and sectarian relations are relations of class strug gle that are no less 
acute than exploitation relations in the factory, even if their forms veil 
themselves and differ. Since  those who play the role of middlemen do 
not only receive a concrete material price for their roles, they often join 
the ranks of the commercial and financial bourgeoisie: since it allocates 
to them positions, jobs and supports their notability and their power. 
So that the fusion becomes complete between the “upper” middlemen 
(members of Parliament, impor tant electoral keys, and high- ranking 
employees) and the bourgeoisie itself. . . .  Working to reveal the forms 
of this strug gle and investigate the issues it revolves around is a hard task 
that is awaiting our initiation,  because it has long remained, and still is, 
on the margin of intellectuals’ interests, especially  those who are party- 
members. (tbp, 81–82)

Charara’s widening of the definition of strug gle to engulf social, institutional, 
and po liti cal dimensions beyond the exploitation of  labor enabled what was 
previously seen as an obstacle to class strug gle to be repositioned as part of it. 
Expanding the notion of class strug gle to encompass the multiple communal 
forms of solidarity, though, is not merely a numerical addition of clan,  family, 
neighborhood, and sectarian components to class. The forms of communal sol-
idarity are po liti cally polyvalent. They can constitute a “vital agent in curbing 
re sis tance against exploitation and oppression” (tbp, 81) without being

fully geared to the advantage of the agents [between the bourgeoisie and 
the working class] and through them to the bourgeoisie and its power. 
For the masses, with their “class instinct” as Lenin says, use this weapon 
to their advantage. In a number of factories, the familial and local soli-
darity is overturned against the factory owner and the agent, and workers 
use it as a strong pressuring mea sure on the factory owner to retract a dis-
missal decision, a wage deduction penalty, or to consolidate a strike. . . .
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To rely on  these relations of solidarity, and to work such as the masses 
 will benefit from them against the agents, against the commercial and 
financial bourgeoisie and against the authorities, is a line we should not 
deviate from in expanding the  people’s strug gle. (tbp, 82)

Two years before the war, Charara the militant, noting the growing opacity of 
the masses, and the growing complications lodged at the heart of the revolu-
tionary subject, recast the scope and modality of po liti cal militancy away from 
its restriction to workers qua workers, seeing in the “traditional relations of 
solidarity” a potential to be exploited and mobilized in the strug gle of the masses 
against both the bourgeoisie and the po liti cal authorities. “This is the revolution-
ary content of ‘dealing with real ity as it is,’ ” Charara wrote, “and of dealing with 
the exploited and the toilers first, and not from the perspective of the pe tite 
bourgeoisie only” (tbp, 82). This expansion of the domain of class strug gle 
underlined the equivocal and po liti cal polyvalence of  these communal forms. 
They are at the same time an integral part of class strug gle, a form of its mani-
festation outside of  labor exploitation, and a weapon that can be mobilized 
 either by or against those who hold economic and po liti cal power. The po liti-
cal polyvalence of the masses- as- they- are, so to speak, complicates revolution-
ary teleology.

In the wake of realizing the false prophecies of his previous theoretical 
analyses and po liti cal lines regarding the historical forces that would deliver 
the Lebanese working class of its fragmentation, Charara revised his analyses 
of Lebanese capitalism, subjected the ocal and the Lebanese Left to a scath-
ing critique, and radicalized his po liti cal position, calling for a “ people’s war.”42 
Before the outbreak of “real” vio lence, resulting in his crisis and disenchant-
ment, Charara wallowed in the glorification of the masses’ vio lence:

The  people’s war is not an armed strug gle launched by an isolated or ad-
venturous “vanguard.” It is the eruption of the vio lence carried by the 
masses who throw it in the face of its enemies, in vari ous forms inside all 
the spaces of the social order. It finds its unity and reaches its prime form 
in the direct confrontation with the imperial- classist domination and the 
po liti cal power that embodies it on a general level. (tbp, 90)

The Blue Pamphlet, a  couple of years before the official beginning of the war, 
bears the marks of the tension between the critic’s scalpel, which dissects 
the internal contradictions of the masses, and the remainder of the revolu-
tionary’s hope in them as the subjects of emancipation, which glorifies their 
vio lence.
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Coda: The Origins of Sectarian Lebanon— 
 The Right- Wing’s Mass Line

During his établissement in Burj Hammud, Charara pursued his investigations 
of the disjunction between theory and practice, the politics of repre sen ta tion, 
and the paradoxes of emancipation. In March 1975, a month before the official 
date of the beginning of the Lebanese civil and regional wars (April 13, 1975), 
he published Origins of Sectarian Lebanon: The Right- Wing’s Mass Line.43 This 
brilliant, polemical, and long- neglected book is an intervention against the 
theorization of sectarianism by liberal, technocratic, secular, and Marxist poli-
ticians and intellectuals. Charara develops his  earlier auto- critique and con-
fronts head on the diff er ent theories that deploy secularism as an ideological 
mask and an instrument that  will soon be vanquished by an external agent. He 
writes, “Employment, science, technology . . .  sectarianism dies in the same way 
old empires did  under the hooves of barbarian invaders . . .  and sectarianism’s 
barbarians come from Eu rope, a new ‘land between two rivers’ that exports 
the epidemic that decimates the ancient man, making him into a colorless em-
ployee, an intellectual that has dusted off the mountain’s residues, and a techni-
cian with the passions of a calculator” (Origins of Sectarian Lebanon, hereafter 
OSL, 7). All  these accounts of sectarianism are premised on a historicism— 
the Eu ro pean barbarians— that Marxist accounts partake in: “This “outside,” 
Charara writes, “shares with the modes that preceded it and follow it, the fact 
that it forms the necessary direction of History’s movement. It also shares with 
them history’s apparition fully armed and in full gear from Jupiter’s head, the 
god of gods in selected quotes from Hegel and Engels” (OSL, 8). The Left it-
erations of  these theories make sectarianism an ideological mask that falsifies 
the under lying “real” social conflict. Sectarianism is then conceptualized as an 
instrument of sedition and division by you name it— landowners, Ottoman 
interests, the fighting imperial powers, and the local bourgeoisie. “In the be-
ginning was unity and innocence,” Charara writes ironically about the theo-
retical tropes organ izing the accounts of sectarianism as the weapon of choice 
exploited by outsiders to divide the nation’s citizens, and wielded by both out-
siders and insiders to weaken working-class solidarity.44

Charara’s book does not only criticize  these dominant accounts of sectarian-
ism that see it as a top- down phenomenon that was “created” by foreigners and 
elites to delude and divide the masses and that  will soon vanish. It revisits the 
nineteenth- century Maronite peasant movements in Mount Lebanon against 
the sheikhs and lords— muqata‘ji— mediated through his own reading of Mao 
and Gramsci to propose that sectarianism was constituted from below through 
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the po liti cal practice of the peasants. Charara’s compressed history charts the 
movement of Lebanon’s Maronites from the position of subalternity to domi-
nance (OSL, 40) through the formation of a Maronite social and po liti cal 
force, a historical bloc, composed of peasants and led by traders, artisans, and 
clergymen (OSL, 74).

Amid the re sis tance to the lords, Charara writes,

new relations  were forged.  Those relations made Eu rope, Capitalism, the 
Church, and the commoner’s po liti cal and military orga nizational forms 
intertwined threads which are tied together at the juncture of the peas-
ant’s movement. This is how a deep- rooted mass line, which was tightly 
connected to popu lar strug gle then, was constituted. This mass line 
carried the Lebanese po liti cal formation with its fixed features, namely 
sectarianism. This means that sectarianism is historically concomitant to 
the Mass Line that founded present- day Lebanon and not an incidental 
that can be cast off. This highlights the contradiction that can be desig-
nated as “The Right- Wing’s Mass Line,” which is at the heart of continuing 
po liti cal contradictions whose network form the superstructure of the 
Lebanese formation. (OSL, 97)

Charara’s narrative charts how, in a very complex historical conjuncture char-
acterized by cap i tal ist penetration, Eu ro pean imperial interventions, Ottoman 
reforms, and Egyptian campaigns, the Maronite peasants’ revolutionary prac-
tice against their lords fashioned Maronite po liti cal sectarian solidarities.

Charara’s book is a very early constructionist argument that underscores 
the modernity of the phenomenon of po liti cal sectarianism against the widely 
circulated culturalist arguments that repeat ad nauseam the trope about essen-
tialist, primordial loyalties that supposedly overdetermine Arab politics. The 
US- based historian of the  Middle East Ussama Makdisi  will make a similar 
argument about the modernity of sectarianism twenty- five years  later.45 De-
spite the similar conclusions Makdisi reaches about the modernity of sectar-
ian relations of po liti cal solidarity, the character of the two interventions 
are very diff er ent. The post- Orientalism antiessentialism of Makdisi’s work 
deploys a constructionist approach against Orientalist culturalist tropes that 
de- rationalize, look down on, and make an exception of Arab politics by high-
lighting the fatalism of “tribes” fueled by their atavistic passions. His is a cul-
turally progressive move that marshals historical transformations and breaks 
to undo the imputed timelessness of a “traditional culture” that produces 
repetitive bloody episodes that are out of sync with an imputed civilized 
“modernity.” In brief, Makdisi’s postcolonial antiessentialist move marshals 
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historical discontinuities against timeless culture— modernity against tradi-
tion—to undo a par tic u lar colonial logic that singles out Arabs to classify them 
according to what makes them diff er ent, in this case sectarianism.

The character of Charara’s much older intervention is very diff er ent. Origins 
of Sectarian Lebanon was written on the eve of the Lebanese civil war,  after a 
de cade and a half long parenthesis of po liti cal militancy that would soon be 
closed off for good. “The theoretical and po liti cal urgency of  these questions,” 
he writes in the last sentence of the book, “are fostered by the harshness of de-
feat and the determination of strug gle” (125). It is a rethinking, born out of 
militancy, that underscores that sectarianism is neither a mask nor a tool that 
is contingent on a “pure social strug gle” that is imposed on it from above by 
power ful players. Sectarianism, Charara argues, in a remarkably counterintui-
tive move, is not external to revolutionary practice, nor is it an impediment to 
it; rather, it is the result of it. The modernity of the phenomenon in Charara’s 
account is not all that  there is to the story. Rather, what is impor tant is the 
fact that sectarian solidarities are not the result of false consciousness and top- 
down ideological imposition. Charara’s and Makdisi’s work on the same histor-
ical period, which underscores the modernity of sectarianism, constitute very 
diff er ent interventions. Makdisi marshals history to make a theoretical point 
against Orientalists and Western pundits that underlines that sectarianism is 
not a fatality. Charara, in contrast, is not concerned with the dichotomies of 
essence/construction and culture/history. The deep popu lar roots of sectarian-
ism are highlighted to show not only the thinness of leftist accounts but also, 
in the wake of po liti cal losses, the recalcitrance of sectarianism in practice in 
contrast to its critique in theory.

Charara’s account of practice and theory in nineteenth- century Mount Leb-
anon is written as a mirror image of his own auto- critique of militant experience a 
 century  later in The Blue Pamphlet. In contrast to the top- down modalities of leftist 
militancy, which seek to represent the masses— epistemically and politically— 
and end up hijacking their initiatives and reproducing the modalities of power 
they sought to overcome, we are presented with an account of grassroots prac-
tice that breaks  free from the old relations of subjugation to fashion new modes 
of practice, organ ization, and relationships. For instance, instead of leftist par-
ties’ practice, which is premised on gaining power through increasing its in-
stitutional share of power, we are presented with an account of the Maronite 
Church as reworking existing relations. The Maronite Church’s historical trans-
formation made it into an institution with deep organic roots with its peasant 
base, which made it the only party that fulfilled “orga nizational, military, ideo-
logical and economic functions” (OSL, 107). “The Church  didn’t undertake its 
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po liti cal role,” Charara writes in a direct echo of his critique of the Lebanese 
Left, “by taking over a centralized power that has fully formed and autono-
mous apparatuses. Rather, it worked on creating  these apparatuses, or worked 
on readjusting the existing ones to the demands of the current tasks” (OSL, 
108). The nineteenth- century Maronite Church, which was the major source 
for intellectuals then, looked at through the Mao-Gramsci prism is the mirror 
image of the twentieth- century Leninist vanguardist party. Last but not least, 
Charara underlines the feeble character of Lebanese nationalist ideology—in 
contrast, say, to Marxist theory— that was the offspring of the constitution of 
Maronite sectarian identity, despite the fact that the Christian bourgeoisie had 
long separated itself from its nineteenth- century peasant base. The theoreti-
cal thinness of this ideology, which wavers between an economic integration 
with the Arab world and a po liti cal isolation from it, with its de pen dency on 
Western powers, does not impede its practical effects. “To refute Lebanese ide-
ology based on its ‘incoherence,’ its ‘crudeness,’ its ‘feebleness,’ ” Charara writes, 
“does not rob it of its effective and practical source that nourishes it, even if its 
tongues are Michel Chiha, Sa‘id Akl, Charles Malik, and Kamal al- Haj” (OSL, 
121). Lebanese nationalist ideology is the mirror image of Marxist theory. A 
theoretically thin and incoherent ideology is much more practically effective 
than a thick Marxist theory and po liti cal analy sis that he once thought held 
the key to a successful emancipatory practice. The evolution of the Lebanese 
formation, argued Charara, reproduces the sectarian line:

Each time intellectuals of a certain sect (in the wide Gramscian sense), 
regardless of their inclinations, meet with its toilers— peasants and 
workers— the sectarian form plays the role of the unifying reference. 
This is practically always true regarding the Druze, whose peasants’ con-
ditions have not  stopped deteriorating. It is also the case with the Shi‘a 
during their last “demands movements” in 1974. The “progressive con-
tent” [of the demands] is neither an exception nor a new feature. We 
have seen that the Maronite movement had a content, and was based 
on practices, that both carried an effective revolutionary potential that 
surpassed, in its po liti cal practices and its orga nizational forms, what the 
other movements have achieved till  today. (OSL, 114)

Charara’s Maoist episode stretched his Marxist analy sis to its limits by re-
vealing the paradoxes of emancipation, the impossibility of teleology, as well 
as the disjuncture between theory and practice. Origins of Sectarian Leba-
non showed how peasant emancipatory po liti cal practice in the nineteenth 
 century that contested the dominant order managed to rework the relations 
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of production, the po liti cal and military modalities of organ ization and ide-
ologies, and paradoxically give rise to a right- wing sectarian po liti cal formation. 
Nineteenth- century Maronite peasants’ practice was revolutionary, but it ended 
up producing a sectarian formation and a right- wing ideology and po liti cs. The 
mid-1970s Left, as we  will soon see, reversed the equation— revolutionary and 
anti- imperial ideological demands  were articulated on, or did not manage to 
break  free from, sectarian constituencies.



5. exit marx/enter ibn khaldun
War time Disenchantment and Critique

When the community no longer raises objections,  there is an end, too, to the suppression 
of evil passions, and men perpetrate deeds of cruelty, fraud, treachery and barbarity so in-
compatible with their level of civilization that one could have thought them impossible.

— sigmund freud

Le désespoir est une forme supérieure de la critique.
— léo ferré

In Left- Wing Melancholia: Marxism, History, and Memory, Enzo Traverso ob-
serves that the significant defeats the Left has suffered in the past did not break 
the tradition’s spine. The hope in a revolutionary utopia, which provided both 
a historical perspective and a shared horizon of expectation, sustained the tra-
dition through its many defeats. Traverso dates the exhaustion of the tradition’s 
stock of revolutionary hope and the exit of History from the stage with the 
downfall of the communism:

When communism fell apart, the utopia that for almost two centuries 
had supported it as a Promethean impetus or consolatory justification 
was no longer available; it had become an exhausted spiritual resource. 
The “structure of feelings” of the left dis appeared and the melancholy 
born from defeat could not find anything to transcend it; it remained 
alone in front of a vacuum. The coming neoliberal wave—as individual-
istic as it was cynical— fulfilled it.1

Traverso’s canvassing of global po liti cal transformations, from Left interna-
tionalism to the neoliberal wave, reinscribes the disaggregation of the Left’s 
“structure of feelings” with the end of the Cold War. Similar historiographical 
markers are also put to use by keen observers of ideological transformations 
in the Arab world. “The fall of the Soviet Union,” Michaelle Browers writes, 
“was a decisive event for socialist forces throughout the world and certainly 
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Arab socialism is no exception. Much of the po liti cal discourse of ‘popu lar’ 
democracy, the revolutionary party and Frontal politics, has given way to a 
more ‘liberal’ discourse of pluralism,  human rights and civil society.”2 Browers, 
who is writing more than a de cade before Traverso and is focusing on the trans-
formations of po liti cal languages in the Arab world, highlights how the prob-
lematic of liberal democracy displaced the exhausted  family of progressive 
languages that  were preoccupied with revolution. This state of exhaustion not 
only affected the Marxist tradition as a grid of analy sis and a set of conceptual 
tools but also had a detrimental effect on Marxist- grounded politics. Marxist- 
Leninist organ izations such as Arab communist parties, but not exclusively so, 
 were by the early 1990s shaken by debates revolving around questions ranging 
from  whether they  ought to change their names to the relevance of “the dicta-
torship of the proletariat” in the party’s po liti cal agenda as well as mea sures of 
democ ratization internal to the organ izations.3

Waddah Charara’s trajectory is doubly contrapuntal vis- à- vis Traverso’s and 
Browers’s accounts. It pre sents a very early unraveling, with the beginning of 
the Lebanese civil and regional wars (1975–90), of the hope generated by the 
historical perspective of revolutionary utopias. It is also an exit from Marxist 
militancy and ideology that displaced the question of the po liti cal away from 
the centrality of class politics  toward the investigation of the socio- logics and 
modalities of power of infranational solidarities as he observed the division of 
the Lebanese masses into their diff er ent Christian and Muslim sectarian con-
stituencies. Charara did not substitute one ideology (Marxism) for another (lib-
eralism). Rather, as we  will soon see, he examined how the po liti cal could not 
extricate itself from, and carve out, an autonomous sphere outside of communal 
relations of solidarity. It is not the collapse of communism that eclipsed the faith 
in History, but the fragmentation of the revolutionary subject along communal 
lines that foreclosed the possibility of autonomous po liti cal practice.

The critical distance Charara took from the warring camps was a very rare 
move at the time. He was prob ably the first of his cohort of leftist militants to 
pay attention to, and theorize, the communal logics— predominantly sectar-
ian, but also regional and kinship based— and the modalities of power at work 
in the Lebanese civil war and their impact on thick ideological politics. Rein-
serting his intervention into the problem- space of the 1970s Left before the 
ebbing away of revolutionary tides reveals to us how divergent his solitary and 
farsighted diagnosis of the war was from the positions of leftist po liti cal parties 
and former comrades. Charara was a bellwether of sorts for the waves of dis-
enchantment to come of leftist intellectuals around a de cade and a half before 
the fall of the Soviet Union. With the waning power of the Left in the following 
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years of the war— the Syrian military intervention in 1976, the assassination of 
Kamal Jumblatt in 1977, the withdrawal of the plo  after the Israeli invasion of 
1982, the increasingly inter-  and intrasectarian nature of the war, as well as the 
rise of Islamist po liti cal forces— a number of leftist militants would experience 
successive waves of disenchantment. During his Maoist interlude (1972–75), 
which witnessed mobilizations and military clashes between the Palestinian 
re sis tance and the Lebanese authorities (May 1973), omens of the devastations 
to come, Charara took stock of a de cade of Marxist militancy. His corrosive 
auto- critique targeted the building blocks on which he, alongside his com-
rades, sought to inaugurate a revolutionary po liti cal proj ect. In brief, the po liti-
cal party he cofounded was no longer the collective agent of emancipation; his 
militant intellectual comrades no longer constituted a revolutionary vanguard; 
and revolutionary theory was no longer the royal road to effective practice. 
Disenchanted with the party, militant intellectuals, and revolutionary theory, 
Charara turned to Maoism, placing his ultimate militant wager on the masses. 
Despite the acknowl edgment of the difficulty of holding on to a teleology of 
emancipation, his militant catechesis took the form of a romantic mythologi-
zation of the masses, whose revolutionary vio lence makes History unmediated 
by the authoritarian apparatuses of the party. Retrospectively, one could map 
the salient objects of Charara’s revolutionary trajectory before disenchantment 
and their accompanying practices along the following lines: revolutionary the-
ory (Socialist Lebanon, 1964–68, translation/transfiguration); revolutionary 
organ ization (Socialist Lebanon/ocal, 1969–71, po liti cal  union); revolution-
ary masses (Blue Pamphlet movement/solo militancy, 1972–75, établissement). 
Waddah Charara, who is of Shi‘i descent, was in the first months of the fighting 
still living on and off in Burj Hammud where he had relocated in 1973 for his 
établissement.

In a country where national consensus is a rare currency, April  13, 1975, 
stands in for the beginning of the civil and regional wars that lasted  until the 
end of 1990. On that day a car fired shots at a congregation of Phalange parti-
sans in front of a church in ‘Ayn al- Rummana, a Christian suburb east of Beirut. 
The shootings wounded a number of  people, “to which the Phalangist militia-
men reacted a few hours  later by machine- gunning a bus heading for the Tall 
al- Za‘tar refugee camp, killing 21 Palestinians. Fighting broke out throughout 
the southeastern suburb of Beirut between the Phalange and the Palestinian 
re sis tance and their Lebanese allies.”4 Charara continued to commute between 
Beirut and Burj Hammud  until September 1975. Around the end of the month, 
on  either September 24 or 25, Charara took a cab to Beirut with Fares, his flatmate 
at the time, leaving every thing as is in their apartment.5 This proved to be 
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his last day in Burj Hammud. “ Things exploded a bit  after that,” he recalls, 
and “Black Saturday happened . . .  and I never saw the apartment again and the 
books of course. Every thing was gone. This [établissement in Burj Hammud] 
was the last attempt to contact  people and to call for something.”6 The “Black 
Saturday” massacre took place on December 6, 1975, when,  after discovering 
the bodies of four young men associated with the right- wing nationalist Pha-
lange Party, Christian militiamen established checkpoints in Beirut, stopping 
cars, lining up and murdering “some 200 innocent Muslims, mostly port work-
ers.”7 On January 18, 1976, the Christian forces attacked Karantina, a northeast-
ern multiethnic (Kurds, Armenians), multinational (Palestinians, Syrians, and 
Lebanese), predominantly Muslim working- class suburb  under the control of 
the Palestine Liberation Organ ization, which is contiguous to Burj Hammud. 
 After conquering Karantina, the militias massacred hundreds of civilians. Two 
days  later, the Lebanese National Movement and Palestinian forces attacked 
the Christian coastal town of Damur south of Beirut, and committed a massacre 
against its inhabitants. The outbreak of the civil war in the spring of 1975 closed 
off for good Charara’s nearly two decades of militant life (1958–75): seventeen 
years of militancy inaugurated on the eve of the 1958 clashes, a stint of radical 
activism bracketed by two civil wars.

Charara, who was stunned by the sectarian forms of the killing, destruction, 
and pillaging, began to take stock of the logics governing the war time practice. 
In the opening paragraphs of “Hurub al-Istitba‘ ” (Wars of Subjugation) the 
opening chapter of a book of essays carrying the same title, (February  1976, 
hereafter cited as WS), he wrote,

Numerous phenomena have come to dominate the surface of our 
lives in the past ten months, phenomena where blood mixed with cut 
limbs, and hot ashes with spilled viscera from pierced bellies. . . .  Spec-
tators used to close their eyes in horror at the movie theaters when-
ever [Luis] Buñuel and [Salvador] Dalí’s blade would cut through a 
cinematic eye in “An Andalusian Dog.” We now began tallying sliced 
eyes. And between one round and another, laughter filled the theaters 
showing “action movies” with pity: Bloody Mama is evil  because she 
killed three or four policemen!8

Charara compared the vio lence, pillaging, and  battles in Lebanon from 
April 1975 to February 1976 with the differential responses of moviegoers to 
violent scenes in Luis Buñuel’s An Andalusian Dog (1929) before the war and 
Roger Corman’s Bloody Mama (1970), shown during the war. They had an 
audience whose everyday lives had become so exposed to bloodshed that the 
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meaning of violent scenes in movies was experienced as comic relief. Inasmuch 
as the radical change in the everyday life of moviegoers had led to their recod-
ing of the movies’ original messages, the war would also have a  great effect on 
Charara’s theoretical and po liti cal positions, his authorial voice, and the loca-
tion from which he wrote. The sectarian form the vio lence took in the first 
few months of the war brought a very early and final disenchantment with the 
masses as the subjects of History and with emancipation as a horizon of po liti-
cal practice. Charara also radicalized and extended his  earlier critique of the 
ocal to encompass the Lebanese National Movement (lnm), the front of 
leftist and Arab nationalist parties, led by Kamal Jumblatt, who fought along-
side the Palestinian re sis tance against the Lebanese nationalist, overwhelm-
ingly Christian, parties.

The Lebanese National Movement: Parties of Rule  
or Parties of Revolution?

In the fall of 1977, a merip writer asked Traboulsi, “Could you give an over-
view of the Lebanese National Movement?” The LNM, he answered,

seems unique in the Arab world, in that it’s the first time any Arab  people 
has come to the defense of the Palestinian re sis tance. We believe we are 
unique in that sense, but the defense of the Palestinian revolution is a 
Lebanese patriotic duty. We have been struggling for years to have Leba-
non play its role, and pay its share in the Arab liberation movement and 
its anti- Zionist strug gle. One characteristic of the Lebanese regime prior 
to the war was a very flagrant contradiction between its economic inte-
gration in the Arab world and its po liti cal and cultural isolation from the 
Arab world. We have strug gled to put an end to this. The term “isolation-
ist” is scientific, denoting  those currents, groups and po liti cal forces that 
believe they can live for the rest of their lives depending eco nom ically on 
the Arab world while isolating themselves po liti cally and culturally.9 This 
isolation has always meant a policy not of in de pen dence but of subjuga-
tion to Western imperialists.10

Traboulsi leaned on Socialist Lebanon/Charara’s theoretical heritage in reformu-
lating the critique of the Lebanese system put forward in “The Two Re sis tances” 
(1969), which now became a centerpiece of the Left’s war time ideological arse-
nal. He also touched upon the transitional program for reforms proposed by 
the lnm, which “gives priority to the setting up a secular state and abolishing 
confessionalism in po liti cal repre sen ta tion. This is the most essential demo-
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cratic achievement to be strug gled for  because it affects the interests of the wide 
Lebanese masses.”11 The transitional program put forward by the Left did not 
address the socioeconomic question.

Much  later Traboulsi provides an explanation in his memoir: “Jumblatt did 
not want to scare the bourgeoisie, and especially its Muslim wing, since he was 
predicting to win it over to his program of po liti cal change; he ended up being 
disappointed.”12 Socialist Lebanon’s early analy sis of the anxiety generated by 
the social question in a Lebanese Left dependent on an alliance with power ful 
po liti cal leaders with a sectarian constituency, like Kamal Jumblatt, was, and 
still is, prescient.

Waddah Charara lambasted the lnm’s proposal for reforming the Lebanese 
system. In “Reform from the Center” (November 1975), he wrote:

If the masses are supposed to be the  water that the militants  ought to 
circulate in with the happiness of the swimming fish, in this case the 
“masses” in the text are the  water that drowns the fish, i.e., the prob-
lem. Of what masses is the text talking about? If the question was posed 
before the last civil war, and notably the last two months (since mid- 
September), it would have seemed an exaggeration that need not be in-
vestigated. But the program seeks to mobilize masses that are sundered 
by a sectarian civil war as wide as the masses themselves. (ws, 117)

Charara in this passage borrowed Mao’s exhortation to militants to relate to 
the  people like a “fish to  water” to highlight the gap separating the Left’s ideo-
logical languages of repre sen ta tion of a unified revolutionary subject— the 
masses— and their sectarian divisions. “When the program talks about the 
‘Lebanese’ masses’ that are looking forward to a ‘national progressive regime,’ ” 
he wrote, “it is in general talking about one group, or one direction within 
this Muslim group” (ws, 119). Charara reiterated in this essay his long- standing 
critique of top- down reform programs, instrumental modes of militancy, and 
external ones that kept the po liti cal outside of, and separate from, the social for-
mation.  These external modes of po liti cal party militancy, he noted, focused on 
seizing a share of power “without tackling its foundations, forms, and functions 
or concentrated on widening power in sectors that the state could not domi-
nate” (ws, 132).  These po liti cal parties, concluded the disenchanted Marxist, 
are “ ‘po liti cal’ parties, in the narrow sense of the word, i.e., parties of rule and 
not parties of social revolution” (ws, 132).13

Charara’s harsh and minoritarian critique not only separated him po liti cally 
from Fawwaz Traboulsi and Muhsin Ibrahim, who held leadership positions 
during the war, it also distanced him intellectually from former comrades like 
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Aziz al- Azmeh, the Syrian historiographer and Islamic studies scholar, who of-
fered a contrasting interpretation of the events.14 al- Azmeh offers an account 
that recapitulates again Charara’s “The Two Re sis tances,” the theoretical text 
with multiple po liti cal and academic afterlives in both Arabic and En glish, 
while arguing against the prominence of sectarian solidarities. “Through 
the Palestinians,” he writes, “the Lebanese entity was reinserted into its Arab 
context and deprived of that artificial isolation which had hitherto served 
to maintain the po liti cal safeguards necessary for its international economic 
role.”15 “Attempts to set up sectarian Shi‘i organ izations  were very short lived,”  
al- Azmeh notes:

The “Movement of the Disinherited” of the Imam Musa as- Sadr, as well 
as his military organ ization, Fityan Ali, had hardly got beyond a few 
mass rallies when the Shi‘is de cided they did not want to star in a bad 
melodrama and opted for the leadership of men like George Hawi of 
the cp, a Greek Orthodox from the Matn, or Fawwaz Trab[o]ulsi, of the 
ocal, a Catholic from the Southern Biqaa (PF, 62).

Po liti cal radicalization did not only occur among the Shi‘a but was also at the 
heart of the transformation of the Sunni community. “Yet it should be noted,” 
al- Azmeh asserts, “that not all of the largely Sunni organ izations took this 
leftward secular and radical trend” (PF, 66). That said, he continues, “such 
residues of traditional confessionalism are unimportant in any effective sense 
 today yet such movements have participated emotionally and, in some cases, 
militarily, with the left- wing forces which are grouped around what has been 
termed the cause of the Palestinians” (PF, 66–7). al- Azmeh’s analy sis, like 
Charara’s, takes the Lebanese sectarian communities as the units of analy sis but 
draws the opposite conclusion by giving prominence to the ideological  factor 
over the sectarian and to the presence of Christians at the head of communist 
parties whose body is considerably Shi‘i.

The Breakdown of a Common World

In the introduction to Wars of Subjugation (1979), Charara writes, echoing 
Émile Durkheim, that “the war [Lebanese civil war] was a total social fact as 
much as it was a po liti cal one, and maybe more so” (ws, 10). The essays that 
are assembled in the book abstracted themselves from the course of events and 
the po liti cal divisions in order to examine “the social dimension (or the socio- 
historical as Castoriadis says) [which] reveals the unity of the implicit rules that 
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govern the warring parties and tear Lebanese society apart. . . .  for it was not a 
civil- communal [ahliyya]  battle in vain, and it did not lead to a relative fusion 
of the diff er ent forces into two sectarian groups randomly” (ws, 11). The out-
break of the fighting revealed to Charara the close intertwining of the domain 
of the po liti cal with the logics of communal— sectarian, regional, familial— 
solidarities, which makes the  labors of conceptual subsumption and ideologi-
cal generalization difficult. 

The “war,” he observes, was in fact a multiplicity of small, local wars that 
cannot be subsumed  under one general category. In a small country, where the 
citizens’ sect and place of birth are inscribed on their state ids, the act of kill-
ing, the former militant observes, is a direct unmediated act that targets for 
the most part “ faces, names and belongings” that are well known (ws, 231). 
The fighting that erupted in the diff er ent parts of the country did not constitute 
“one, common war, rather  there  were as many wars as  there  were fronts: the war 
of ‘Ayn al- Rummana- al- Shiyah, the war of Dikwana- Tall al- Za‘tar, the war of 
Miryata- Irdi, the war of Tripoli- al- Qibba” (ws, 231). “If  there is no doubt,” 
Charara affirmed, “that  these local wars are nurtured by common po liti cal 
ele ments, what is sure is that  these common  factors did not replace the local 
enmities and did not eliminate the harshness of revenge” (ws, 231). “Wars of 
Subjugation,”  will proceed to diagnose the multiple modalities of operation of 
the communal relations of solidarity, which undermine the possibilities of a 
politics that rests on a common, unified ideological criteria.

Charara’s diagnosis of the entanglement of the po liti cal in the multiple webs 
of the social fabric leads him to rethink the operations of power in dialogue with 
Gramsci, whose work he translated, and by reactivating concepts from Ibn Khal-
dun’s work. The Lebanese civil wars, he registers, reveal that the politics of sects, 
families, regions, professions, po liti cal parties, and Arab regional politics carry 
heterogeneous, and in de pen dent, “codes of internal relations and rules of inter-
nal hierarchy” (ws, 233). “The difference of criteria and their variety (despite the 
intertwinement of some of them),” he notes, “raises difficult obstacles in the face 
of power as hegemony and not as dominance” (ws, 233). Power qua hegemony 
presupposes a po liti cal leadership that generalizes an encompassing set of criteria 
that covers multiple professional and administrative spheres, concealing in the 
pro cess the basis of its power, while dominance is content with an “an external 
possession of instruments of power: armed forces, administrative apparatuses, a 
share of production” (ws, 233). In his deployment of Gramsci to make sense of 
war time practices, Charara is far from positing a stark either-or scenario, where 
in a par tic u lar social formation power  either solely operates as hegemony or as 
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dominance. Power operates differently depending on the diff er ent articulations 
of hegemony/dominance. At the deep end of the spectrum, when hegemony’s 
capacity to generate a “common sense” is at its weakest, and the necessity of direct 
domination is at its apex, “power takes a form that Ibn Khaldun knew perfectly 
that of iltiham [fusion] and istitba‘ [subjugation]” (ws, 233).16

Gramsci’s elaboration of his conceptual arsenal— such as hegemony, histori-
cal bloc, war of position, war of maneuver— that Charara drew on during his 
militant phase took place in the wake of the failure of socialist revolutions in 
Western Eu rope in the 1920s. His critique of “economism,” by turning his ana-
lytical gaze to the po liti cal and ideological terrains and investigating the rela-
tionship between hegemony (consent) and domination (force), was an attempt 
to understand cap i tal ist socie ties’ sources of resilience.17 Gramsci and Charara 
 were both forging new concepts in the wake of po liti cal events that challenged 
an older theoretical understanding. That said, the Lebanese civil wars, which 
resulted in the fragmentation of Lebanese society into its infranational— 
sectarian, regional, kin— components and the breakdown of the Lebanese 
state, was the obverse of cap i tal ist society’s resilience against revolutionary 
transformation as a result of the moral and intellectual leadership of its domi-
nant class. The external modality of power at work in Lebanese society, a for-
mal dominance, as Charara dubbed it, does not target the internal social bonds 
of dominated groups. The subjugating power does not seek to fashion new sub-
jectivities. It is content with subjugating a group or a community while leaving 
their internal relations, hierarchies, and codes intact.

The Lebanese civil wars  were attempts at mutual subjugation while none 
of the warring sides engaged in attempts at interpellating actors from the op-
posite side of the trenches. Charara proceeds to diagnose the fighters’ practices 
as they relate to land, bodies, and commodities with the foundational trinity 
of po liti cal economy in mind. It is the “deep nature” of the conflict, Charara 
writes, in reference to its social dimension, that accounts for its “barbarism” 
(ws, 235). In the  battle for subjugation, the destruction of the adversary’s ma-
terial and moral forces— primarily its bodies and properties— tops the list of 
missions to accomplish. “The po liti cal body, when dominance [in distinction 
to hegemony] is in effect,” Charara notes, “is not a general abstract  labor power 
that has been emptied of its individuality, its desires, its attachments and had its 
power to symbolize excised, before turning it into a disciplined tool of produc-
tion and consumption” (ws, 235). Rather, it is “a body in ‘solidarity,’ ” a carrier 
of both attachments to and detachments from family, sect, and neighborhood 
(ws, 235–36). The personal body, the point of intersections of multiple attach-
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ments and detachments, then becomes the site of a semiotic interrogation with 
the aim of revealing the side it belongs to. In becoming a symbol, it also be-
comes a body for defacement and mutilation, since what the killers are  after 
in liquidating an individual is his belonging to his sect. Defacement “is a sum-
moning of the sect’s large body” (ws, 236).

Concrete communal belongings that mark bodies and property mediate 
all relationships in a wartorn cap i tal ist society where liquidated individu-
als are stabbed multiple times and property destroyed. When the body is a 
stand-in for communal belongings, commodities become part of “the own er’s 
body (the owner = the sectarian group). The owner is therefore not addressed 
from the perspective of his position vis- à- vis power and production, and 
their relations” (ws, 236). As for land, it acquired in the conflict a “mytho-
logical ‘place’ ” that took the form, more predominant on the Christian side, 
of cleansing it from “the ‘foreign’ patches that contaminate the pure metal” 
(ws, 237).  Here, too, Charara emphasizes, that what was at work in the sec-
tarianization of geography was not solely interest driven, functional, and 
pragmatic practices that are part and parcel of winning a  battle. “Expulsion,” 
he writes, “comes hand in hand with all forms of abuse, and humiliation, and 
the symbol regains its power and efficacy: bulldozers are used so that  there 
is not a single wall— not even a tin wall— left standing, and empty, fissured 
 houses are burned down by a purifying fire so that no trace of impurity is left” 
(ws, 237).

Charara’s interpretations of war time vio lence, which combined ideology, 
politics, and economics with magical and ritualistic be hav iors— killing and de-
facing; looting and destroying; evicting and burning down to purify— led him 
to call into question the distinctions of social theory that are built on separat-
ing  these spheres from each other. Charara noted that  these distinctions— say, 
between magic/ritual and cap i tal ist economies/ideological politics— are not 
suitable to analyzing the situation. “We  were summoning up cap i tal ist distinc-
tions,” he added, “without any critique or differentiation (even if they reached 
us through Marxism)” (ws, 238). Note that in this passage he did not refer 
to  these distinctions as Western, modern, or Enlightenment, but as cap i tal ist, 
ones. The form of Charara’s critiques of Eurocentrism, like his  earlier one in 
Origins, is less to show how the “universal” categories of history, social theory, 
and po liti cal economy cannot escape their Eu ro pean origins.18 Rather, faced 
with the urgent question of how to interpret war time vio lence, he begins by 
criticizing social theory’s binary distinctions before turning to forging a new 
conceptual universe.
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Departure from Marxist Grounds

Charara reactivated Ibn Khaldun’s concepts to account for how power oper-
ates during the Lebanese civil wars, but it was Marx that predominantly sup-
plied the theoretical ground for why it did so. His account of the multiple and 
heterogeneous foci of power at work in Lebanon that foreclose the possibility 
of articulating a po liti cal proj ect that abstracts itself from  these sites, general-
izing in the pro cess a set of common criteria, was not a return of sorts to a 
theory of the essentialist culturalist attributes of Arab socie ties, or a historicist 
move emphasizing the per sis tence of precapitalist remainders in the pre sent. 
“Is capitalism’s metal (and its parliamentary democracy) diff er ent from the one 
the  people of the backwards country, their relationships, and their world, are 
made [of ]?” “The  matter is not sure,” he answers (ws, 239). The entanglement 
of the po liti cal in the social was not an account of a failed, or backward, moder-
nity but the form modernity took in Lebanon:

Sectarianism, familialism, and regionalism  were not the “remainders” of 
precapitalist social relations. And while all of them  were based on ele-
ments that predate capitalism, they only  rose to prominence in organ-
izing social and po liti cal life inside the movement of cap i tal ist expansion 
on the one hand, and inside the formation of the Lebanese state with its 
frontiers, administration and hierarchies on the other hand. (ws, 250)

The former Marxist militant elaborated an account of the working of Lebanese 
capitalism that underlined the relative autonomy of small- time producers and 
the pro cesses of formal subsumption of  labor that boosted communal relations 
of solidarity by incorporating them into the relations of production. Cap i tal-
ist production in Lebanon was wary of “uprooting the artisan or the peasant 
from their relations [of production] and from ‘liberating’  these producers from 
them” (ws, 239). The reason why capitalism did not eliminate the world of 
artisan  labor and small and family- owned farming by transforming them into 
wage laborers “was not, of course, [ because of ] the sentiments of capital and 
its compassion.” Rather, it was  because the artisan and the peasant “own an 
effective tool of pressure on the landowner and through him on the appara-
tuses of rule and its politics” (ws, 239). If the landlord’s  family wishes to play 
any po liti cal role, it has to “grant, even if partially, peasants’ demands,  whether 
related to leasing the land or taking charge of its crops” (ws, 240). “More-
over, the bourgeoisie,” wrote Charara, moving from the peasant- landlord rela-
tion into analyzing the constitutive features of Lebanese capitalism, “resorts 
to expand its sphere of exchange and to break the link that ties production 
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to local consumption (through developing commercial capital) without re-
sorting to stripping the peasant and the artisan of their means of production, 
and without paying an exorbitant po liti cal and ideological price for it, which 
is the formulation of a sharp class consciousness” (ws, 240).19 The Lebanese 
commercial bourgeoisie therefore did not extract its surplus at the point of 
production, which was done by “autonomous” producers, but in the sphere of 
circulation and marketing  under its control, such as by exporting to neighbor-
ing Arab countries. In the case of both the landlord- peasant relation and the 
bourgeois- worker relation, capital’s Lebanese path did not “ free” the laborers 
from every thing but selling their  labor power. Lebanese peasants and artisans 
retained some degree of control over their means of production, which there-
fore preempted the development of class consciousness.

Moreover, production units are characterized by “a weak division of  labor,” 
which means that the “ labor of abstraction that capitalism performs on social 
relations and on  labor power specifically is still preliminary” (ws, 243).  Labor 
still relied on an artisanal unit of production and “the worker, in this case,” 
added Charara, “is not transformed into an ‘appendage’ to the machine or pro-
duction” (ws, 243). Therefore, inherited skill still plays its role and “the village 
(and kinship generally) has retained its function in professional preparation” 
(ws, 243). The dominant social relations, Charara wrote, have moved from so-
ciety into the units of production, as in the cases when Lebanese cap i tal ists 
make use of  family hierarchies by “appointing a small- time notable in his  family 
or village as a foreman in the factory supervising one of its divisions. And the 
small notable  will participate in choosing some of his divisions’ workers from 
his  family or clan” (ws, 245). This resulted in controlling worker absenteeism 
and confrontations with factory  owners through  family relations. Moreover, 
the Lebanese bourgeoisie makes use of sectarianism to pit workers against each 
other, as when “using certain workers [from a diff er ent sect] as supervisors over 
 others . . .  and distributing wage benefits along sectarian lines; increasing wages 
along sectarian belonging . . .  and this way, part of the workers is controlled and 
the other subjugated” (ws, 245). Therefore, “the (Lebanese) bourgeois organ-
ization of  labor” concluded Charara, “consolidates at the end of the day the 
relations of solidarity that it seeks to subjugate” (ws, 245). And “if this subju-
gation is an essential ele ment in its [bourgeois organ ization of  labor] strategy, 
it is also si mul ta neously,” Charara wrote, “an essential ele ment in the workers’ 
re sis tance to cap i tal ist relations of production. And this is  because subjugation 
preserves the familial and sectarian relations of solidarity” (ws, 245). While 
Charara noted how  these relations of solidarity, which are used to control and 
divide workers by the bourgeoisie, work also in the opposite direction to re-
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sist the latter, recapitulating his analy sis in The Blue Pamphlet (1973), he did so 
in the wake of the civil war as a detached social scientist in a constative manner. 
The days of militancy are over. 

In the following section, entitled “Solidarity Relations against Capitalism 
and the State,” the author wrote as if he had just realized that his analy sis— 
springing from a Marxist ground and addressing privileged po liti cal economy 
themes— was entangled in what he was in the pro cess of leaving  behind. He 
wrote: “ These phenomena [relations of solidarity] are not restricted to the do-
main of production (and if we emphasized their effectiveness in this par tic u lar 
domain, it is  because this domain is privileged in the official leftist analy sis, 
fostering deep- seated po liti cal illusions). Rather, they surpass it [the domain 
of production] to [affect] the diff er ent aspects of social life” (ws, 246).20 That 
done, Charara proceeded to explore the other manifestation of  these strengths 
and transformations of the relations of solidarity, such as in Lebanese modern 
cities that rearticulated the function of iltiham (fusion) that keeps  family, and 
group units, cohesive, by inscribing it within a market, “which is not only dif-
fer ent by its extension from the past one, but also in the tendency of economic 
values to dominate, and in its internal hierarchization depending on the relation 
with imperial centers, and by its inscription within state relations” (ws, 247).

Charara’s diagnosis of the Lebanese state paralleled the one he put forward 
about cap i tal ist production. The loyalty to the state remained a “formal” one 
that does “not touch the internal relations of  these groupings, and does not 
work on changing their forms and logics, despite the transformations it effects 
on their general function” (ws, 251). This “formal adherence” had serious con-
sequences for the state, which had to share its citizens’ loyalty and its sover-
eignty on its own territory with

the leaders of family- regional- sectarian groups and their blocs, with 
the millet blocs and their councils and institutions (hospitals, property 
and schools), with the armed wings of  these blocs (armed clans, armed 
strongmen, militias), in addition to the rule’s retinue, and the agents 
or friends of civilian and military apparatuses that are concerned with 
“general” security, i.e., the sharing of allegiances leads to the sharing of 
or ga nized and legitimate vio lence with the state— which is the one that 
“should” monopolize this vio lence, in a  legal framework that generalizes 
the Eu ro pean experience. (ws, 251–52)

It was in opposition to this common modality of power that governs and di-
vides Lebanese society and reaches its maximal limits in times of civil war that 
Charara proposed, fleetingly, without much elaboration, the logic of the state: 
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“and one cannot transition from the logic of subjugation to the logic of the 
state but through a diff er ent socio- historical foundation” (ws, 12). The former 
Maoist militant retains his apprehension of top- down politics, however. Tran-
sitioning to the logic of the state cannot be the result of a po liti cal imposition 
from above. The prob lem is that this sentence does not designate a subject that 
could potentially lay this new foundation.

Charara’s formulation of the question of the social fabric primarily in the 
guise of sectarianism in the beginning of the civil war not only entailed 
the acknowl edgment of the primacy of  these communal solidarities in the face 
of ideological programs. More importantly, it attempted to underscore how 
 these forms of solidarity  were transformed historically and produced and re-
produced in the pre sent. “Killing, pillaging, defacing, and destroying,” Charara 
underscored, “are at the heart of our con temporary ‘traditions and habits’ . . .  
and are not remainders from the past but are constitutive of the pre sent we 
build  every day” (ws, 230). Wars of Subjugation was a hard- hitting intervention 
against the attempts of the Right and the Left to evade responsibility for sectar-
ian vio lence that drew on nationalist/culturalist and historicist registers, such 
as  these acts are not part of “our traditions”;  these are “ mistakes” on the way to 
building bright  futures;  these are a consequence of “precapitalist remainders” 
that  will soon melt into thin air.

In Origins (1975), the Lebanese sectarian structure was the paradoxical out-
come of the masses’ po liti cal practice, while in Wars of Subjugation the po liti cal 
could not escape the communal— sectarian, regional, and  family— structure.21 
In order to avoid falling back on a metaphysical cultural essentialism that reifies 
sectarianism, Charara, as we just saw, emphasizes the modernity of  these rela-
tions and grounds his account in a Marxian account of Lebanese capitalism’s 
trajectory— formal subsumption— and the formation of Lebanon’s sectarian 
state, as well as the rearticulation of  these forms of solidarity in the wake 
of rural- urban migrations and their insertion in a cap i tal ist economy. The 
arguments of the two books can be schematically represented in the follow-
ing way. Origins: masses/hegemony/diachrony/ history, and Wars of Subjugation: 
social fabric/dominance- subjugation/synchrony/structure.

Charara’s works right before and right  after the war articulate two notions 
of the po liti cal that are in tension with each other. The first is a cele bration of 
the masses’ autonomous po liti cal practice that remakes their world as it refash-
ions their own subjectivities. It is a romantic, populist notion that highlights 
the primacy, autonomy, and creativity of po liti cal practice from below. It is 
anchored in a critique of the division between manual and intellectual  labor 
and of top- down and instrumental politics,  whether carried out by states, left-
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ist parties, organ izations, or experts. The second notion, which is implicitly 
articulated in Wars of Subjugation, pits the logic of the state against the civil 
war’s logic of subjugation. It reasserts the need for a politics that is grounded in 
common criteria that rise above the particularities of infranational communal 
solidarities. Ahmad Beydoun captured Charara’s oscillation between a militant 
cele bration of the autonomy of the po liti cal against the instrumental top- down 
practice of organ izations and a disenchanted observation of its entanglement 
in the social fabric in the title of his review of Wars of Subjugation: “Waddah 
Charara: ‘The Democracy’ of the State or ‘The Depth’ of Freedom?”22 Bey-
doun returned to, and rearticulated, Charara’s oscillation as one between “la 
politique- expression” (a politics- as- expression) of the revolutionary subjects’ 
practice and “la politique- maîtrise” (politics- as- mastery) of the murderous in-
franational divisions of the social fabric by a transcendent state.23

From Zahi Cherfan to Waddah Charara: Death of an Organic 
Intellectual, Birth of a Ṣu‘lūk

The opening passage of Wars of Subjugation, in its literary tone, its references 
to Buñuel, Dalí, and Bloody Mama, bears witness to a departure in form, 
content— the artistic references— and the locus of enunciation in the writings 
of one of the most influential New Left Marxist militant intellectuals of his 
generation. In October  1974, seven months before the outbreak of the civil 
wars, Zahi Cherfan— Waddah Charara’s pseudonym— wrote the following:

Just from enumerating some of the new phenomena [one can realize] 
the extent of  actual victories that the student movement achieved in fac-
ing the authorities. Some of its ele ments, in Beirut, Baalbek, Saida, Tyre, 
Nabatieh and Tripoli no longer bother with the demo cratic legality and 
its interior minister.  These ele ments no longer stand vulnerable in the 
face of oppression forces trained by the authorities to exert direct bodily 
vio lence, and no longer believe that vio lence is a mono poly of the reac-
tionary authorities in the ser vice of stability, the  hotels, and the factory 
 owners. (ws, 147)24

In this passage, Charara evaluated a certain line of action undertaken by the 
student movement, while taking it “upon himself to rectify ‘deviations’ ” in 
its path.25 Less than a year before the outbreak of the war, his coordinates on 
the po liti cal plane are precise. Charara/Cherfan is writing from a militant left-
ist position, critically assessing the movement so that its actions may yield more 
fruitful results in the  future. The militant  imagined his community of readers 
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and the role his written interventions  were predicated to play. Ahmad Beydoun 
outlined the contours of the militant position Cherfan/Charara occupied: 
“ There is a good  thing that is starting and we have to make sure to put it on the 
right track. . . .  Obstacles on the way are numerous, and the errors we commit-
ted and  those we may commit are likely not the product of chance. . . .  But it 
is unacceptable that our efforts come to an end . . .  or to put it briefly ‘ there is 
always something that can be done’ (Sartre).”26 Beydoun, who also withdrew 
from leftist practice at the beginning of the war, alluded to how Charara’s mil-
itant position “exacts from the text a heavy theoretical price,” noting that it 
“seems forced to ‘pave’ the ground  under the feet of the student movement to 
the extent of surprising whoever reads ‘Wars of Subjugation.’ ”27

Charara’s  earlier prewar essays,  either unsigned or written  under his pseud-
onym,  were activist interventions. They  were analyses of specific situations 
geared  toward  either evaluating a certain line of action or formulating po liti cal 
positions, and at times they  were used as theoretical education texts. When 
writing was in the direct ser vice of the  people’s cause, it de facto excluded cer-
tain subjects and forms that might detract from the pressing and primordial 
po liti cal task. It left no room for the militant writer to dabble in analogies, 
artistic references, and a prose that might eat away at its po liti cal yield by dis-
tracting the reader. Linguistic “flourish” may detract from the seriousness of 
the  matter, relegating the militant to the status of an intellectual who tinkers 
with culture in distinction to a revolutionary who formulates po liti cal positions. 
Moreover, Charara adds, “Why use  these meta phors when you  were convinced 
that analy sis that takes for its base economics and  grand transformations is self- 
sufficient? Its intelligibility is within it. So why borrow and use analogies from 
other fields like cinema, theater, poetry?”28 

One of the first pieces Charara wrote  after he put an end to militancy was 
a text in two parts relating his experience as a public school teacher. It weaves 
together autobiographical threads, an analy sis of the Lebanese educational sys-
tem, and a close observation of the minutiae of power relations inside schools 
as well as insightful comparisons between schools and po liti cal parties.29 We 
have come a long way from the unsigned articles of Socialist Lebanon. Not 
only did Charara’s prose become denser with analogies, casting a much wider 
net of references, but he also moved from not signing texts at all and using a 
pseudonym to writing autobiographical pieces. Engaging in this genre of writ-
ing would have been unimaginable, or, if that is too strong, unlikely only a few 
months  earlier, when he was still one foot soldier of History, albeit a distin-
guished one, among  others.30 War time disenchantment established the condi-
tions of possibility of thinking and writing about his personal and collective 
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pasts, distilling experiences into texts as well as venturing into new registers of 
po liti cal analy sis, subjects, and styles of writing.31

In “Marxism and Form,” a review essay mostly addressing Spectrum, a col-
lection of texts by Perry Anderson, Stefan Collini observes how in the 1960s 
and 1970s, when “it was pos si ble for Anderson and his collaborators to believe 
that history was on their side, that the proper  union of intellectual  labor and 
working class militancy would help bring about the socialist supersession of 
capitalism,” Anderson’s writing “did not feel the need to make any concessions 
to  those who  were uninitiated theoretically or unsympathetic po liti cally.”32 
“The task was too urgent,” he adds, “the stakes too high, and in any case the 
‘bourgeois’ media  were too complicit with capitalism and its po liti cal outrid-
ers.”33 While  these essays retain their brilliance  today, Collini continues, “one 
cannot help noticing how the whiff of sectarianism, of laying down the ‘cor-
rect’ line now hangs about some of  these articles like stale cigarette smoke.”34 In 
 going over Anderson’s trajectory, Collini, the intellectual historian, notes that 
with the changes in the po liti cal landscape taking place in the 1980s and 1990s, 
a time when it became much less convincing to think that history was on one’s 
side, Anderson “appears to have under gone something of a po liti cal or intel-
lectual crisis . . .  leading not just to reassess the prospects of the left in a world 
dominated by neo- liberalism but also, one may infer, to reconsider the func-
tion of his own writing.”35 He then asks, “Yet to what readership, so much of 
the world having changed, does Anderson now address himself, and from what 
vantage point, so many of the old doctrinal certainties having shriveled, does he 
now write?” Collini answers, “Olympian universalism,” a designation that he sees 
fitting Anderson’s commitment to Enlightenment reason and the scope of his 
work. Anderson is a “universalist in the geo graph i cal as well as philosophical 
sense, attending impartially to developments in all parts of the world.”36

Collini’s review reminds us that transformations in intellectual  labor accom-
panying the ebbing away of the 1960s revolutionary tides are not an exclusively 
Arab affair. Having said that, if Anderson reinvented himself as an Olympian 
universalist, for whom and from where was Charara writing  after his disen-
chantment? The first person plural Charara uses throughout Wars of Subjuga-
tion is, to say the least, problematic. Who does this fictitious “we” refer to? It 
cannot refer to the Lebanese Left since he is overtly critical of it. Moreover, his 
exit from the Left was not accompanied by a right- wing conversion. To put this 
loss of identification in the words of Ahmad Beydoun, whose ties to Charara 
 were strong at the time, “we  were forced,” he recalls, “as a result of the diagnosis 
to take a  great distance from the National and Palestinian camp, and of course 
[regarding] the other camp [the right- wing and Christian parties] it was taken 
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for granted. So, we found ourselves . . .  against all sides. Very early on,  there was 
an impossibility of identification with any of the sides in the war,  because of the 
war itself.”37

The shift from class- based investigations into the conceptualization of 
communal relations of solidarity led to a reconfiguration of Charara’s style of 
critical analy sis, his theoretical universe, his horizon of expectation, and his 
redefinition of the function of intellectuals. It dislocated power from its previ-
ous possessors, the dominant classes and the state, to lodge it in the logic of the 
social fabric. The Lebanese civil war ended the militants’ wagers on designating a 
revolutionary subject that  will carry out the task of emancipation. The acknowl-
edgment of the incapacity to a carry out an autonomous,  common po liti cal 
proj ect that is not enmeshed in the logics of communal solidarity signaled the 
unraveling of a utopian  future of emancipation as the horizon of expectation 
of po liti cal practice.38 Consequently, Charara developed a form of immanent 
critique and rearticulated the role of the intellectual in congruence with the 
substitution of class by community. The critic is the one who took up the role 
of “unmasking subjugation whenever it is cloaked with ‘modern’ ideologies or 
asala [authenticity]” (ws, 12). This rearticulation of the role of intellectuals 
as unmaskers of the logics of practice that lie beneath the surface of po liti cal 
discourse, regardless of its ideological colors, led to a stance of “permanent 
critique.” This is not, he asserts,  because of an incapacity “to be ‘positive,’ but 
 because it is hard to articulate division and contradiction in the language of 
belonging that shortly  after  will turn into multiple oratory arts: laudation, 
eulogy and satire” (ws, 12). “The war,” recalls Ahmad Beydoun, “very early 
on revealed itself to be a new situation, a new story, a new logic. It was over 
[for us]. We could not work in this situation, so we started to become ‘in-
dividuals’ (afrad), we disbanded, and each of us, approximately, became by 
himself.”39

In the opening paragraph of his review of Wars of Subjugation, Beydoun 
highlighted the minoritarian position occupied by Charara who “stands alone 
in a desolate tight spot,” who does not abide by the rules of production of Leba-
nese po liti cal discourses. “For amongst the protocols of competition in this 
field— cluttered with dullness,” adds Beydoun sarcastically, “is that the valiant 
knight does not stand aside, but always in a known group, never reaching the 
battleground having forgotten his  father’s name,  because he has to declare his 
linage before attacks and retreats: ‘I am Ali son of Hussein son of Ali. . . .’ And 
Waddah Charara has no lineage . . .  or at least he declares that what he is say-
ing cannot be spoken in the ‘language of affiliation.’ ”40 Beydoun’s text brought 
out the solitary and impossible position Charara occupied by writing from a 
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nonaffiliated position in the first years of the war, noting the refusal of engage-
ment with his work. Lebanese po liti cal languages, he wrote “are fences, and no 
one is interested in getting closer to another— through dialogue—or bring-
ing him closer. . . .  And Zayd’s son and ‘Amr’s son may fight and  later become 
like  brothers again. However, neither fighting nor fraternizing owes anything 
to the rhymes [ahajiz] they exchange between them.”41 Beydoun reactivated 
the vocabulary of Arab patrilineal lineages to describe the fragmentation of 
shared spaces and idioms of public discourse, when in times of war texts like a 
coat of arms bear the insignia of the “tribe.” The passing of the “masses” went 
hand in hand with  those who seek to represent them, the  family of organic 
and vanguardist intellectuals. The organic intellectual was dead and replaced 
by the tribe’s poet singing his kin’s glories. Charara and Ahmad Beydoun  were 
among the first of this cohort of militant intellectuals to become “individual-
ized” in reference to their double dissent from their leftist po liti cal parties and 
their communities. They refused,  after their disenchantment with the Left, to 
retreat into the fold of sectarian identities, which would have entailed for both 
of them to start writing as Shi‘i intellectuals, not necessarily from within the 
religious Shi‘i tradition but from within the sectarian perspective of the com-
munity’s interests.

In his historiographical magnum opus, Beydoun associated the standpoint 
of the critical historian who does not seek to write Lebanese history from the 
standpoint of his own community with that of the sa‘alik in the pre- Islamic and 
early Islamic era. If Charara’s so cio log i cal immanent critique took the form of 
unmasking the logics of subjugation that are cloaked in a multiplicity of ideo-
logical languages,  whether secular or religious, Beydoun’s develops a histori-
cal form. The critical historian in his reading is the one who steers away from 
writing a history whose matrix is the “ego- ideal” of the community. Immanent 
historical critique is another name for the disjunction between the communi-
ty’s own narrative of itself and the historian’s account. This disjunction, writes 
Beydoun, “transforms the historian into an individual; that is, into a su‘luk, 
in the old tribal terminology. We prefer the term su‘luk to ‘citizen,’ which was 
in ven ted by the French Revolution.” This is  because in Beydoun’s account the 
 labor of abstraction that produces the “citizen” through abstracting him from 
his attachments, and inserting him in a world of interchangeable citizens, did 
not take place. This individual qua historian is the exception and not the norm, 
which makes him a su‘luk. That said, continues Beydoun, “he did not fall from 
a cloud. He finds his place of birth in a relatively recent social sphere; this 
lumpen- State (the  actual State) that is at the crossroads of the communitarian 
lines of strug gle, and that tends, in real ity or ideally, to separate itself from  these 
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lines. The communitarian historian weaves a totally smooth, total myth. The 
individual- historian is led by his methodology to put his fin ger on the fault 
lines of communitarian myths.”42

Beydoun provides an alternative genealogy of the critical, dissenting 
“individual- historian” away from an account of modernity that emphasizes the 
coming into being of a society characterized by abstraction, commensurability, 
and interchangeability whose po liti cal form entails equality between citizens. The 
shape of Lebanon’s postcolonial modernity renders the “individual- historian,” 
who is the product of the modern “Lumpen State,” closer to the pre- Islamic 
sa‘alik, outcasts who,  either by choice or expulsion,  were no longer members of 
their tribes. Beydoun’s association of the critic with the individual qua su‘luk, 
in the wake of Marxist disenchantment, is the Lebanese answer to Anderson’s 
“Olympian universalism.” It urges us to inquire into the po liti cal, social, and 
economic conditions of possibility of adopting an “Olympian universalism.” 
Another way of putting this is to ask, from where can you adopt an Olympian 
position? And to whom? The critic as su‘luk is another acknowl edgment of 
the difficulty of articulating a critical discourse that could assume a hegemonic 
function in a wartorn, communally divided country, where  there are no “citi-
zens” and no common po liti cal community.

In Charara’s case as well, the acknowl edgment of the multiplicity of crite-
ria of power, which work according to the logic of subjugation and preempt 
the formation of a hegemonic po liti cal Left, steered his critical proj ect in new 
directions and into new forms of articulating critique. In the wake of his ob-
servation of the failure of po liti cal abstraction and commensurability, and the 
incongruity of war time practices with the categories of social and po liti cal the-
ory, Charara relinquished the  labors of theoretical abstraction that seek to con-
ceptually subsume the discourses and practices it studies. This new modality 
of critique builds on Charara’s Maoist phase, during which he also discovered 
the empirical richness of al- Jabarti’s historical works, which clearly revealed to 
him the poverty of the theoretical discourses of towering con temporary Arab 
thinkers— such as Abdallah Laroui— and scholars of the Arab world who 
sought to subsume a very rich, contingent, and contradictory history  under a 
few concepts.43 In the wake of the war and his exit from militantism, he leaned 
on his Jabartian- Maoist heritage to fashion a form of immanent critique that 
confronted the coherence of the self- proclaimed discourses of po liti cal parties 
and communities with the contingency and multiplicity of historical events, 
discourses, logics, and practices that fashioned them. This form of immanent cri-
tique, as it is put to use, for instance, in Charara’s detailed work of historical soci-
ology on the formation and rise of Hizbullah, the Lebanese Shi‘i militant party, 
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and its ensuing clout over its community bears a number of traits in common 
with Nietz schean/Foucauldian genealogies.44 It seeks to disrupt the coherence 
of the account the group, in this case the Shi‘i Islamist military party, gives of 
itself, emphasizing contingent events that led to its formation, destabilizing the 
certainties of the group’s own version of its rise and subsequent achievements. 
In brief, it seeks to emphasize the contingent, historical, prosaic ele ments in 
contrast to the heroic and epic dimensions in the Islamist po liti cal party’s own 
self- image.

Charara’s texts are notoriously difficult partly  because of the author’s meth-
odological dictate to stay as close as pos si ble to the thickness and dispersion 
of the materials he is working with. It is a reflexive method that strives  toward 
finding the most adequate form to represent the modern transformations and 
fragmentations of socie ties divided by communal solidarities. If po liti cal uni-
versals, in the form of hegemonic proj ects, are preempted by proliferating log-
ics of subjugation that tear states, socie ties, and institutions apart, preventing 
the formation of a totality, then it would be difficult to apprehend the state 
of division through a set of abstract universal concepts that pretend to sub-
sume  these incommensurable multiplicities. The end product is a chameleonic 
language that is differently colored by the language and internal references of 
the materials it is working through. Ibn ‘Arabi’s precept “Know your God, the 
Knowledge of a Chameleon” became one of Charara’s methodological guiding 
lights.45

Orphans of the revolution, Charara and Beydoun became Lebanese cit-
izens in a wartorn polis and “public intellectuals,” without a public at the 
beginning of the war. Their early disenchantment and articulation of the cen-
trality of communal solidarities during the civil war raises historiographical, 
theoretical, and po liti cal questions. First, it calls into question the predomi-
nant historiographical signposts that are deployed in writing histories of the 
international and Arab Left that seek to ground their narratives in landmarks 
that supposedly parallel the internationalism of the tradition and  those events 
that are elevated to the rank of global events— the implosion of the Soviet 
Union.  These sweeping narratives associated their global historiographical 
markers with  grand ideological shifts as well: Marxism to liberal democracy 
or to neoliberalism.

Second, it raises the theoretical question of where do you fashion a critical 
proj ect from, and how you do it, once you acknowledge that community is the 
prob lem, so to speak, without becoming a liberal, like some of their former 
comrades. The so cio log i cal and historical immanent critiques they formulated 
retained at their core Marx’s commitment to the formulation of a reflexive 
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critique. Unlike liberalism’s grounds of persuasion, which rest on a belief in 
the context- less universalism of reason, the Marxian tradition emphasized that 
the persuasiveness of ideas “depended on historical and situational  factors like 
class.”46 It is the Marxian tradition’s “emphasis on the social mediation of ratio-
nal plausibility” that generates its deep theoretical engagement with the ques-
tion of translation, which, through its theoretical mapping of a society’s mode 
of production, social structure, and so on,  ought to guide emancipatory po liti-
cal practice.47 In noting that community displaced class as the main category of 
social mediation, they inhabited the difficult position where they  couldn’t fall 
back on a liberal cele bration of context- less reason, while their own theoriza-
tion also foreclosed the possibility of Marxist emancipatory po liti cal practice. 
It is this attachment to reflexivity  after the passing of revolutionary hopes that 
makes them, to me at least, more sophisticated and in ter est ing than Arab and 
non- Arab Marxists who, like Perry Anderson, retreated to an Olympian uni-
versalism and a defense of abstract, context- less reason against authoritarianism 
and religious politics.

In becoming critics of communal relations of subjugation and the mytho- 
histories Lebanese communities spin about themselves, their reflexive critical 
practices, which took stock of their diagnosis of the difficulty of economic and 
po liti cal abstraction, moved away from critical theory’s powers of conceptual 
subsumption. Their critiques became increasingly distant from the critical the-
ory that they spent the past two de cades of their lives reading, translating, and 
writing. Paradoxically, it is their commitment to reflexivity and to diagnosing 
the contours of their pre sent, which they developed during Socialist Lebanon’s 
days, that contributed to marginalizing them from the cosmopolitan world of 
traveling theory, as they increasingly articulated critique in a sociological and 
historical mode. This is why I focused on Wars of Subjugation and Beydoun’s 
sharp reading of it. This volume marks Charara’s initial movement away from 
Marxist concepts and into his Khaldunian- inspired analy sis of the logics of op-
eration of communal solidarities. In it one detects the movement of thought at 
critical hinge- moments, when the  labor of beginnings, of clearing the concep-
tual ground, and making the case for a new interpretive idiom is performed 
on the ground of, and by engaging, the  earlier— Marxian— one. The traces 
of  these  labors would soon vanish from view, erasing the historicity of the 
problem- space from what would become a normalized paradigm had initially 
emerged.

Last but not least, their diagnosis raises questions that still plague Lebanese 
po liti cal practice. If community is the main category of social mediation, and 
the logics of subjugation are still at work to varying degrees depending on the 
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local, regional, and international conjunctures between the diff er ent commu-
nities, then engaging in politics always entails deciding  whether practice  ought 
to be articulated from within  these communities’ bound aries while relying on 
their solidarities, or outside of them, like the 1960s Left half attempted to do. I 
say half  because its autonomy was compromised with its alliance with the more 
power ful Kamal Jumblatt, who had a double life, one inside and the other out-
side the Lebanese sectarian system. Jumblatt’s duality was nicely captured by a 
distinguished representative of the prewar establishment’s po liti cal club. In the 
aftermath of the last parliamentary elections before the war (1972), Saeb Salam, 
four- time prime minister of Lebanon, said of Jumblatt, who was awarded the 
Lenin Peace Prize by the Soviet Union (1972): “We welcome Kamal Jumblatt, 
the son of the noble Lebanese  house and the leader of the esteemed sect [the 
Druze]. We, however, utterly refuse to deal with him as a promoter of strikes 
and sabotage and the protector of the Left and communism, and the exploiter 
of popu lar  causes.”48

Coda— Marxism in Crisis: Antitotalitarianism, Nationalism, 
and Post- Marxism

The first years of the Lebanese civil war in 1975 coincided with the antitotalitar-
ian moment in the French intellectual field that cut short the leftist and Third 
Worldist militancy of the 1960s’ shifting intellectual and po liti cal preoccupa-
tions to the support of dissenters from the Soviet Union and issues of  human 
rights. In Wars of Subjugation Charara digressed a  little from the diagnosis of 
war time vio lence to ironically note that if the cap i tal ist metropoles practiced 
their “barbarism in ‘Sun My’ or ‘My Lai’, that’s imperialism. . . .  The Archi-
pelagoes of po liti cal concentration on the other hand do not concern us, for 
we are in the national demo cratic phase, and we befriend  those who befriend 
us, like Vietnam” (ws, 227).49 I was intrigued by the use of “Archipelagoes” in 
this fleeting critique of the Left’s silence on the vio lence perpetrated by its own 
camp, and  whether it was a reference to Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag 
Archipelago. Charara, it turned out, had read the book on his rooftop in Burj 
Hammud as soon as it came out in French, during his years of Maoist militancy 
( June 1974).50 The publication of The Gulag Archipelago had a tremendous ef-
fect on France’s intellectual field:

Unable to ignore so unimpeachable a source, Dreyfus and Dostoevsky 
in one, non- Communist intellectuals underwent a Damascene conver-
sion. The scales fell from their eyes, exposing them not only to the true 
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enormity of “real socialism,” but to the realization that the worm was 
in the bud. Not Stalin or Lenin, but Marx— and, in a flight backwards, 
Hegel and Rousseau (possibly Plato)— was the progenitor of the univers 
concentrationnaire. Contra Sartre, [Raymond] Aron, Camus and Casto-
riadis had been right all along.51

The “gulag effect” was spearheaded by former militant intellectuals of diff er ent 
generations. Both Claude Lefort (1924–2010), a student of Merleau- Ponty’s 
and cofounder with the Greek polymath and revolutionary Cornelius Cas-
toriadis of Socialisme ou Barbarie (1949–65), and the younger André Glucks-
mann (1937–2015), member of La Gauche Prolétarienne (1968–73), produced 
book- long essays on Solzhenitsyn.52 The two commentaries “reprimanding 
other intellectuals for not listening to Solzhenitsyn, and developing po liti-
cal philosophies proclaimed in his name . . .   were highly influential in the 
developing critique of totalitarianism.”53 The Solzhenitsyn years, from the 
mid- to late 1970s, left their mark on newspapers (Le Nouvel Observateur), 
journals (Esprit), and scholarly works such as that of the anthropologist 
Pierre Clastres and on François Furet’s influential Penser La Révolution 
Française (1978).54 Michel Foucault’s oeuvre also stands witness to the 
mood of the age. The first edition of Foucault’s Discipline and Punish 
(1975) “compares the Gulag and the West’s disciplinary institutions, which 
he describes as an ‘archipel carcéral.’ ”55 The new media “stars,” a number 
of whom  were former ’68ers, of this anti- Marxist intellectual movement 
who became known as “les nouveaux philosophes” made the cover story 
of Time Magazine in the autumn of 1977 with the title “Marx Is Dead,” 
the international press “betraying evident plea sure at the discovery (at long 
last!) of a group of young, handsome and militantly anti- Marxist French 
intellectuals.”56

Back in Beirut, the cir cuits of traveling revolutionary theory and militants 
 were also interrupted, although it was less as a result of theoretico- political 
waves. The fragmentation of the subject and agent of revolution along com-
munal lines and the resurgence of identitarian binaries in the wake of the Ira-
nian Revolution foreclosed both the politics of internationalist solidarity and 
the mediation between theory and practice that the  earlier practices of transla-
tion and transfiguration had enabled. A de cade had passed since the Marxist 
and anticolonial publications published by Maspero  were read, discussed, and 
translated by  eager twenty- something men and  women in Socialist Lebanon 
circles. In the early 1980s, François Maspero ended up selling his publishing 
 house, which became Éditions la Découverte,  after he stipulated that the name 
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be changed. The internationalist cir cuit of Left traveling militants also came 
to a halt. The Dziga Vertov Group, which included the Swiss- French direc-
tor Jean- Luc Godard, spent three months in 1970 shooting in Palestinian refu-
gee camps in Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon in preparation for a film in support 
of the revolution that was to be titled “Til Victory: Thinking and Working 
Methods of the Palestinian Revolution.” It was commissioned, and partially 
funded, by the Information Ser vice Bureau of Fatah. In mid-1980s Beirut,  after 
the Ira nian Revolution in 1979, the defeat of the Palestinian re sis tance (1982), 
and the increasing inter-  and intracommunal divisions, circulating was fraught 
with many more dangers for westerners, including potential kidnappings by 
the newly formed Islamist groups.

 These po liti cal transformations, which had started to bring the  earlier de-
cades of Marxist internationalist militancy to an end,  were not confined to 
the Arab or Muslim worlds. In the first lines of  Imagined Communities (1983), 
Benedict Anderson, working from another part of the world, revealed how na-
tionalism, one of the perennial thorns in Marxism’s side, had made another cut 
in the leftist internationalist fabric:

Perhaps without being much noticed yet, a fundamental transformation 
in the history of Marxism and Marxist movements is upon us. Its most 
vis i ble signs are the recent wars between Vietnam, Cambodia and China. 
 These wars are of world- historical importance  because they are the first 
to occur between regimes whose in de pen dence and revolutionary cre-
dentials are undeniable, and  because none of the belligerents has made 
more than the most perfunctory attempts to justify the bloodshed in 
terms of a recognizable Marxist theoretical perspective.57

The globally interconnected world, united by the ideological coordinates of 
emancipation from capitalism and imperialism and fashioned by the interna-
tionalist solidarity networks of militants and the  labors of conceptual trans-
figuration, had begun its disintegration from diff er ent corners.

Charara’s war time theory of the difficulty of achieving hegemony in socie ties 
that are deeply divided along communal lines, where it is difficult to sepa-
rate po liti cal practice from the social foundations on which it rises, reveals 
the limits of post- Marxist theories that, in the mid-1980s, supplemented 
the last  great Marxist debates of the 1970s.  These theories, and  here I have 
in mind Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe’s distinguished contributions, 
sought to move beyond a class essentialism by deconstructing and reactivat-
ing Marxist categories and dissociating the notion of antagonism from its 
class referent.58 As a result, the po liti cal actors and social movements that 
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can potentially carry out emancipatory strug gles have been multiplied, be-
yond the contradiction between  Labor and Capital and the proletariat as the 
presupposed universal subject of revolution. Laclau and Mouffe’s theoretical 
proj ect rested on asserting the autonomy of po liti cal activity and a hegemony 
that constituted a po liti cally specific universality as a result of a contingent 
articulating practice:

As we argue, only one particularity whose body is split, for without 
ceasing to be its own particularity, it transforms its body in the repre sen-
ta tion of a universality transcending it (that of the equivalential chain). 
This relation, by which a certain particularity assumes the repre sen ta tion 
of a universality entirely incommensurable with it, is what we call a he-
gemonic relation. As a result, its universality is a contaminated univer-
sality: (1) it lives in this unresolvable tension between universality and 
particularity; (2) its function of hegemonic universality is not acquired 
for good but is, on the contrary, always reversible. Although we are no 
doubt radicalizing the Gramscian intuition in several re spects, we think 
that something of the sort is implicit in Gramsci’s distinction between 
corporative and hegemonic class.59

Charara’s analy sis signaled the difficulty of a hegemonic articulation in a 
po liti cal terrain saturated by communal solidarities that form an integral part 
of cap i tal ist relations of production and of the modus operandi of the work-
ings of the Lebanese state. Origins of Sectarianism signaled the difficulty of 
the Maronites in the twentieth  century both to represent their own interests 
and to craft a hegemonic pro- Western Lebanese nationalism that is eco nom-
ically integrated into, and po liti cally separated from, its Arab surroundings. 
The clashes of 1958 and the wars that began in the mid-1970s bear witness to 
that. More recently, Hizbullah, the militant Shi‘i Islamist po liti cal party and 
militia, attempted to articulate a hegemonic vision of Lebanon along the lines 
of its own agenda of a “Culture of Re sis tance,” in alignment with the Syrian and 
Ira nian regimes, against the Israeli breaches of Lebanese sovereignty and the 
dictates of US foreign policy. In all of  these cases, the condition that Laclau and 
Mouffe describe, in which a “par tic u lar social force assumes the repre sen ta tion 
of a totality that is radically incommensurable with it” to form a “hegemonic 
universality,” failed. The divisions of the Lebanese state along its confessional 
lines, by enmeshing po liti cal practice in the multiple webs of the social fabric, 
ensured the prevalence of multiple countervailing powers that has till now 
foreclosed the emergence of dictatorial or authoritarian regimes, such as the 
ones ruling neighboring Arab countries. The obverse of that coin is that  those 
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same countervailing powers,  whether they are represented in the state appa-
ratus or not, have, through their mutual attempts at subjugating each other, 
produced a constant oscillation between civil wars and “cold civil- communal 
peace”— and thus have so far preempted the formation of a totality that could 
be represented by a par tic u lar po liti cal force.60



6. traveling theory and po liti cal practice
Orientalism in the Age of the Islamic Revolution

I speak of “occidentosis” as of tuberculosis. But perhaps it more closely resembles an 
infestation of weevils. Have you seen how they attack wheat? From the inside. The bran 

remains intact, but it is just a shell, like a cocoon left  behind on a tree.
— jalal al- e ahmad

Our culture was felt to be of a lower grade.
— edward said

My dear friends, you should know that the danger from the communist powers is not 
less than Amer i ca. . . .  Both superpowers have risen for the obliteration of the oppressed 

nations and we should support the oppressed  people of the world.
— ayatollah ruhollah khomeini

In the span of a few years (1972–76), as he confronted orga nizational crises at 
the heart of the ocal he helped found (1970–), militant setbacks (1972–73), 
and the eruption of fighting (1975–), Waddah Charara attempted to take stock 
of the fast- paced unfolding of events he took part in, and observed, in a po-
liti cally saturated, polarized society. Leaning on theoretical resources from 
the Marxist tradition Charara’s works from that period called into ques-
tion the Left’s theories of the workings of capitalism and sectarianism in Leba-
non. In his late militant years (1973–75) Charara’s populist Maoism first turned 
“backwardness into an advantage” by celebrating the revolutionary potential of 
the masses as they are, enmeshed in their communal forms of solidarity in their 
neighborhoods, outside of an imaginary idea of the “factory worker” devoid of 
attachments.1 He attempted to resolve the militant’s conundrum by stretching 
the notion of class strug gle so that it encompasses communal solidarities while 
acknowledging how including  these forms redefines the notion, foreclosing the 
possibility of emancipatory teleology. Second, it showed the founding paradox 
at the heart of modern Lebanon, by underscoring how sectarianism is a modern 
outcome of nineteenth- century Maronite peasants’ strug gle against their lords. 
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Both  these accounts celebrate and highlight the primacy of po liti cal practice 
from below and, in Origins of Sectarian Lebanon, its capacity to fashion subjec-
tivities and new military, economic, and po liti cal forms of organ ization. The 
autonomy of the po liti cal, and of the masses’ own initiatives,  were advanced 
as an internal, minoritarian, oppositional argument against top- down orga-
nizational forms, and against vanguardist and instrumental po liti cal practices. 
It also targeted a common Marxist theoretical trope that takes the form of des-
ignating the agent, for example, capitalism or the Palestinian revolution, that 
 will get rid of difference— sectarianism as a brake on revolutionary politics— 
and pave the way for a “difference- free” emancipatory po liti cal practice.  After 
the outbreak of the fighting, he underlined again the poverty of social and po-
liti cal theory in accounting for the logics of power, and the forms of vio lence, 
at work during civil wars.2 Ibn Khaldun’s accounts of fusion and subjugation 
supplemented Mao’s and Gramsci’s emphasis on the po liti cal and the opera-
tions of hegemony. Charara moved from a cele bration of the autonomy of the 
po liti cal  will of the masses against a vanguardist Marxism to the practical real-
ization of the structural primacy of the social fabric over the po liti cal and the 
ideological. This last move foreclosed the hope of an emancipation- to- come. 
Po liti cal practice no longer made History. It became hostage of the social fab-
ric’s structural times of repetition.

Charara inhabited an impossible position that did not easily align itself with 
the axes of theoretical and po liti cal positioning  either in Arab cultural spheres 
or in the Western acad emy. It was an anti- anti- imperialist po liti cal position that 
articulated an immanent critique of communal politics— and  adopted a genea-
logical approach to the history of Arab socie ties and discourses while leaning on 
their own theoretical resources— coupled with a muted attachment to a horizon 
of emancipation from the communal logics of subjugation. It was, at one and 
the same time, po liti cally critical of the Left and subsequent Islamist militant 
anti- imperialist forces, theoretically Arab- Islamic, and normatively attached to 
an overcoming of the permanent civil wars produced by the logics of subjuga-
tion. Charara’s impossible position  will be at odds with the anti- imperialism of 
diasporic thinkers, like Edward Said, who subjected the West’s knowledges of 
the non- West to critical scrutiny, revealing their entanglement with power, and 
of the majority of his former comrades at home who splintered in diff er ent po-
liti cal directions in the wake of the fragmentation of the revolutionary subject 
into its infranational communal solidarities and the high tides of militant Is-
lamist po liti cal practices  after the Ira nian Revolution in 1979.

This chapter takes the critical reception of Said’s Orientalism as its focal 
point, to chart the theoretical and po liti cal divergences that separated Left 
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militant intellectuals at home from diasporic critics who  were initially brought 
together by their support of, and engagement with, the Palestinian revolution 
in the wake of the 1967 defeat. In  doing so, I also highlight Charara’s solitary 
position along  these cardinal axes that came to delimit the diff er ent positions 
of thinkers and intellectuals. Charara’s critiques of Eurocentrism, and the mod-
ernizing distinctions of social theory that separate myth and ritual from politics 
and economics in the face of the salience of communal forms of solidarity, have 
much in common with Arab diasporic modalities of criticism and with the 
South Asian ones that  will inaugurate the field of postcolonial studies in the 
Anglophone academies. Having said that,  these agendas of criticism, operat-
ing in diff er ent problem- spaces and arising from diff er ent personal and po liti-
cal experiences and sensibilities,  will become increasingly at odds with each 
other. For instance, both Charara and Ranajit Guha, the inspiration  behind 
the Subaltern Studies collective, who  were also influenced by Gramsci’s and 
Mao’s thought, used the same expression, “dominance without hegemony,” to 
diagnose their respective postcolonial modernities. Having said that, this term 
does diff er ent  labors for  these two thinkers. For Guha, “dominance without 
hegemony” is imbricated within a historical proj ect critical of the postcolonial 
state that reveals the continuities between the rule of colonial and national 
elites. Charara’s argument in Wars of Subjugation about the imbrication of the 
po liti cal in the social was formulated in the aftermath of the state’s breakdown 
and the acknowl edgment of the impossibility of revolutionary practice during 
a sectarian civil war. As the subaltern historians posited the subaltern as the 
new revolutionary subject, Charara was affirming the impossibility of identifi-
cation with any of the warring parties.3

Charara’s critique of the Lebanese and Palestinian anti- imperialist Left, and 
his focus on the logics of subjugation and the mutating resilience of forms of 
social solidarity,  will come to clash with the anti- imperialist critique of Euro-
centrism that singled out the epistemological layer for criticism, catching like 
wildfire in the wake of Said’s Orientalism (1978). This critique unmasked how 
Western concepts, artworks, traditions, and disciplines reified non- Western 
difference and marked it as inferior and backward. It revealed the entangle-
ment of repre sen ta tions of non- Europeans in the colonial enterprise.  These 
critical strategies also showed how modern “universal” categories could never 
escape their own Eu ro pean par tic u lar origins. Therefore, their deployment 
across the globe by Westerners and non- Westerners was not part and parcel of 
a universal pro cess of modernization but an imperial act of epistemological and 
ontological vio lence. To put it briefly, they injected history into the cultural-
ist reifications of Orientalists to undo the exceptionalism of the “Orient” and 
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foregrounded the culturalism of unmarked universal categories. Both  these 
strategies are acts of theoretical anti- imperialism— they are defensive vis- à- vis 
non- Western socie ties and extend the critique of Western imperialism beyond 
the economic and the po liti cal to the discursive.

The critical works of Said and Charara, who  were both writing in the mid- 
to late 1970s, shared an impor tant feature. They both sidelined the ideological 
dimension of the po liti cal by uncovering deeper and more fundamental planes 
than the ideological one that organizes the difference between Left and Right, 
progressives and reactionaries. They did it from diff er ent  angles, though. The first 
showed how, in practice, the po liti cal could not extricate itself from the social 
fabric, while the second argued in theory how it could not extricate itself from 
discourse. The primacy of the social fabric, and of the discursive, sidelined the 
po liti cal and rendered the ideological more or less epiphenomenal to what came 
to be posited as a deeper structural ground. Moreover, both authors posited that 
modalities of operation of the social fabric, and of Orientalist discourses, man-
aged to both transform themselves historically while reproducing themselves. The 
communal forms of solidarities are modernity’s offspring, whose articulation is 
transformed with the modern state, cap i tal ist penetration, and urbanization, 
while retaining their function. Orientalism, in Said’s text, can digest and incorpo-
rate works by diff er ent traditions and authors— for example, Oswald Spengler, 
Darwinism, the Freudian tradition— and transform itself from textual herme-
neutics to area studies modernization theories while retaining its structural 
knowledge- power features.

This is where similarities end. At a time when diasporic intellectuals  were 
theoretically criticizing their disciplines for their culturalist reifications, 
militants and intellectuals at home  were discovering, and confronting po liti-
cally, the prob lem of the social fabric. To put it somewhat crudely, when the 
Manchester anthropologist Emrys Peters was dealing with genealogies of Shi‘i 
families, equilibrium models, and trying to account for historical change and 
reproduction, Socialist Lebanon’s militant intellectuals, many of whom came 
from southern Shi‘i villages— the same area Peters was  doing fieldwork in— 
were reading Marx, Althusser, Gramsci, and Foucault to formulate a revolu-
tionary proj ect.4 Anglophone metropolitan academic fields, as I have noted 
 earlier,  were theoretically “belated” vis- à- vis the readings of Lebanese New Left 
militant intellectuals. That said, belatedness is not only an “abstract” tempo-
ral marker that connotes a before and an  after. It is a function of power that 
inscribes itself temporally. When anthropologists and literary critics drew on 
 these same theoretical resources in the mid- to late 1970s to subject their dis-
ciplines to critique,  these by now disenchanted militants had already left  these 
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theories  behind to home in on understanding the communal vio lence that was 
tearing the country apart.

In the wake of the Ira nian Revolution, the politics of culture  will come to 
occupy center stage, adding further complications to the multiple communal 
politics at work. Diasporic oppositional intellectuals had to increasingly face 
the prob lem of the politics of repre sen ta tion of Islam. This took the form of 
opposing increased racialization and discrimination where they lived, and an 
anti- imperialist, anti- interventionist stance against multiple strands of impe-
rial liberalism, feminism, and so on.  Whether on the internal front or the ex-
ternal one, the diasporic oppositional position could be articulated within a 
theoretico- political jargon of binary opposition: colonizer/colonized; empire/
re sis tance, self/other; majority/minority; secular liberalism/Islam.  Things 
 were not nearly as clear- cut and easy in the Arab world. For instance, the after-
maths of the Ira nian Revolution witnessed the formation of militant Islamist 
parties that confronted the anti- imperialist Left. By the late 1980s the Lebanese 
Left had lost its ideological, po liti cal, and military confrontations with the na-
scent Islamist groups. Militants and thinkers had to confront a host of po liti cal 
and military powers— foreign interventions, Arab regimes, militant Islamist 
po liti cal parties, and infranational communal forces— that could not fit neatly 
into the anti- imperialist binary matrix.

With  every intra- Arab major event that  will take place, starting with Leba-
nese civil war or even the Jordanian Black September  until the Arab  revolutions, 
without forgetting the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the pan- Arab po liti cal consen-
sus around “Empire” as the main contradiction, which reached its zenith dur-
ing Nasser’s reign,  will slowly erode. The Syrian revolution  will reveal the moral 
and po liti cal bankruptcy of the Arab and international anti- imperialist dis-
course that denied its solidarity to Syrian revolutionaries from the beginning 
on the basis of a geopo liti cal support of a “progressive,” “anti- imperialist,” “sec-
ular” regime. All of  these events, forces, and powers could hardly be squeezed 
within the binary matrix of diasporic intellectuals who have developed the 
theoretical critique of Empire at the time when leftist and secular nationalist 
po liti cal anti- imperialist forces  were being sidelined by Israeli invasions, author-
itarian regimes, communal forces, and militant Islamists who took from them 
the anti- imperialist mantle. 

Even when oppositional diasporic intellectuals such as Said  were critical 
of the authoritarianism of regimes and of communal infranational politics, 
 these practices did not constitute for them an event in theory that steered them 
 toward a conceptual investigation of the modalities of power at work. Their 
criticisms remained ideological ones that condemned the abuses of power and 
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corruption of authoritarian rule, or called for upholding values such as free-
dom of speech and  human rights, but did not displace Empire as the main ob-
ject of their po liti cal and theoretical cathexis.

In other words, this is a story of the dispersion and fragmentation of a gen-
eration of intellectuals, both at home and in the diaspora, who  were brought 
together by, and became po liti cal allies and fellow travelers, of the Palestinian 
revolution in the late 1960s. The military defeat of 1967 snatched academics at 
home and in the diaspora, like Edward Said and Sadik al- Azm, from their pro-
fessional lives and threw them into the po liti cal fray.5 The meteoric rise of the 
Palestinian revolution, as the alternative revolutionary force in the wake of the de-
feat of the “progressive regimes,” brought together the new po liti cal converts, 
as well as the militant intellectuals of Socialist Lebanon. It  won’t take much 
time before the two academics and the militant intellectual (Said, al- Azm, 
and Charara), who  were united in the wake of 1967 by their solidarity with the 
Palestinian revolution,  will go their separate po liti cal and theoretical ways. The 
relationship of al- Azm, a fellow traveler of the Palestinian New Left, with the revo-
lution deteriorated  after the events of Black September in 1970, during which it 
clashed with the Jordanian army. al- Azm wrote a book lambasting the failure of 
the Palestinian experience in Jordan.6 It caused him several prob lems. He lost his 
job with the plo’s Research Center (Markaz al- Abhath al- Filastini) in Beirut, 
which he took part in founding,  after Arafat considered him persona non grata, 
and he was forced to use a pseudonym whenever he published pieces in Shu’un 
Filastiniyya (Palestinian Affairs).7 Very early on, Charara theorized the revolu-
tionary potential of the Palestinian re sis tance, dubbing it the detonator of Leba-
nese contradictions in 1969, calling a few years  later on the masses to fuse with 
it at the height of his Maoist phase of militancy (1973). In the wake of the civil 
and regional wars, he would grow increasingly distant from and severely critical 
of the military and po liti cal practices of the Palestinian re sis tance in Lebanon. 
Unlike al- Azm and Charara, whose critique of  the Palestinian revolution per-
tained to its intra- Arab practices in Jordan and Lebanon, Said will resign from 
the Palestinian National Council much later (1991) in protest over the terms the 
PLO agreed to for going to the Madrid conference, before becoming a vocal 
critic of the Oslo accords (1993) and their legacies.

Fragmentation and Conversion of the Revolutionary Subject

In the wake of the Lebanese civil and regional wars, the posited Arab revolu-
tionary subject began its division into its infranational, regional, familial, and 
sectarian components. A  couple of years  later, the Ira nian Revolution of 1979 
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and its regional aftershocks brought to a close the anticolonial age of national 
liberation inaugurated by the Egyptian  Free Officers in 1952, nearly thirty years 
 earlier. What took place in Iran proved that Islam, to the chagrin of a  couple 
of generations of modernization theorists, could be an endogenous revolution-
ary force. Why go to Marx, a nineteenth- century Eu ro pean thinker, when you 
could po liti cally mobilize the masses through their own autochthonous tradi-
tion? Moreover, a de cade and a half  after its rise, the Palestinian revolution was 
defeated in the wake of the brutal Israeli invasion of Lebanon (1982). 

These thirty years, from the Egyptian Revolution of July 1952 to the June 1982 
invasion, would constitute the thick ideological interlude during which po liti-
cal questions, namely, anticolonial ones,  were negotiated for the most part on 
a common discursive ground, which began its splintering by the late 1970s. It 
was this age of thick ideological politics that produced the demand for intel-
lectual  labor and theories to guide po liti cal practice  toward achieving socialism, 
Arab unity, and national liberation, as well as arguments about the appropriate 
orga nizational forms this practice  ought to take: Would it be a loose collec-
tive leadership? A Marxist- Leninist demo cratic centralism? Or a more a Mao-
ist inspired mass line? The most appropriate modes of militant strug gle  were 
also debated: Should it be conventional warfare by the regular armies of the 
nation- states? Or should one adopt a national popu lar liberation war, and fol-
low the foco theory of revolution?  Whether they understood themselves as a 
Leninist vanguard, Gramscian organic intellectuals, or swimming like a fish in 
the masses’  waters following Mao Tse- Tung’s aphorism, the  labors of militant 
intellectuals  were predicated on the presence of the  people, a universal subject 
and agent of emancipation. This fragmentation not only destroyed the soci-
etal and discursive ground from which their theories  rose but also dispensed 
with the role of the progressive committed intellectual and the revolutionary 
militant intellectual: Where does he speak from? And to whom does he ad-
dress himself  after the fissuring of the masses— the revolutionary subject— into 
a multiplicity of regional, familial, sectarian, and religious loyalties?

From the 1980s onward, the stark secular/religious and modernity/authen-
ticity binaries would come to replace the  earlier multiplicity of ideological 
shades. The vigorous arguments in the 1960s and early 1970s on the most ap-
propriate forms of socialism would soon be perceived as faint echoes of a van-
ished world. One can get a glimpse of  these larger historical transformations in 
following the successive theoretical and po liti cal turns of Georges Tarabishi, 
the prolific Syrian thinker (1939–2016). Tarabishi, who started out as an Arab 
nationalist and a member of the Ba‘th Party,  later steered  toward Sartre and 
Marxism, the title of his first book (1964).8 Sartre’s positions in the wake of the 
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June 1967 war, which did not express solidarity with the Arabs’ cause, shocked 
the Sartrean Arab intelligent sia. “In a few days,” Tarabishi recalls, “his [Sartre] 
aura crumbled.”9 With the beginning of the Lebanese civil and regional wars 
in 1975, Tarabishi took refuge in Freudian psychoanalysis: “He [Freud] helped 
me to stay alive intellectually and psychically, he was a protecting  father against 
all this barbarian auto- destruction.”10 In the 1980s Tarabishi began reading and 
commenting on the Islamic tradition (turath), engaging in a “strug gle against 
Islamism,” and founding, in 2007, a de cade before his death, the League of 
Arab Rationalists.11 Dwelling in the ruins of the Left and having lost their 
revolutionary orga nizational moorings, some of  these former revolutionaries 
would retreat to guard the Enlightenment’s  temple.

If militant intellectuals of the late 1960s attacked the Arab regimes and 
revolutionaries for not being radical enough, three de cades  later some would 
withdraw to a defense of liberal and demo cratic ideals. “ Don’t you agree with 
me that some old Marxists have taken off their cloaks and put on secular-
ist and sometimes fundamentalist ones?” al- Azm was asked in 2007. “This 
is true,” he replied, affirming that with the failure of socialist experiences, 
a majority of Marxists have “retreated to the second line of defense.”12 In 
a retrospective gesture, al- Azm tells his interviewer that his generation of 
Marxists thought they  were defending “a more advanced set of values” than 
“ human rights, social justice, democracy and the rotation of power,” which 
 were brought forth by the French Revolution and the “liberal revolution.”13 
al- Azm then points out that a substantial number of Marxist intellectuals 
staged a defense of  these values “in the face of a ‘Medieval Talibani’ march . . .  
we are now faced  either by the emergency and martial laws [of the postco-
lonial regimes] or the Taliban model.”14 Unlike Charara’s immanent so cio-
log i cal diagnostic critique, al- Azm’s description of the po liti cal situation is 
an ideological lament mapped on a secular/religious Enlightenment grid. 
al- Azm sees in the retreat to liberalism— a historicism in reverse—an insur-
rectionary ideological language that calls for the defense of the “values” that 
are threatened by state authoritarianism and the forces of “medieval” religious 
forces. His diagnosis was not uncommon in the years preceding the Arab 
uprisings. Samir Kassir, who defined himself as a secular, westernized, Levan-
tine Arab, wrote the following:

If it is primarily a consequence of the demo cratic deficit, the rise of po-
liti cal Islam could not constitute an answer to the impasse of Arab states 
and socie ties. While it is a re sis tance to oppression, it [the rise] is also 
born from the failure of the modern state and the ideologies of pro gress 
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and in this sense it has a resemblance to the rise of fascisms in Eu rope. 
Actually, the social conduct of Islamist movements reveals a number 
of analogies with fascist dictatorships once the religious veil that envel-
ops them is uncovered.15

While al- Azm (1934–2016) and Kassir (1960–2005) belonged to two diff er ent 
generations, separated by a quarter of a  century,  these two intellectuals  were 
bound by a common affiliation to a defeated leftist tradition and the vision of 
total emancipation it sustained.

Shifting the analytical gaze inward  toward the culture of  these socie ties, in-
augurated as a minoritarian position in the wake of 1967 and propelled then 
by the ethical impulse to take responsibility for one’s defeat, became more and 
more normalized, and at times acrimonious, among some disenchanted left-
ists. Some, such as the Tunisian ex- Marxist al- Afif al- Akhdar (1934–2013), wel-
comed foreign military operations during the US invasion of Iraq (2003) as 
the solution to the deadlock of “unenlightened religious culture” and authori-
tarian rule.16 In 1965, three years  after Algeria’s in de pen dence, al- Akhdar took 
part in the meeting between Che Guevara and Abu Jihad at the  Hotel Elité 
in Algiers.17 Forty years separate the victory of the Algerians against French 
colonialism (1962) and the American occupation of Iraq (2003). Forty years 
also separate the meeting of Al- Akhdar with Guevara in Algiers from his cele-
bration of the US missiles on, and the invasion of, Iraq. The harsh prose of this 
veteran of national liberation strug gles, Marxist ideologue, and militant along-
side the Palestinian re sis tance from 1962  until he left Beirut for Paris in the first 
years of the Lebanese civil war (1975–90) is not his alone.

Facing  those disenchanted leftists who had elected the question of culture 
and modernity as “the main contradiction”  were their ex- comrades who re-
mained attached to the question of politics and empire as the central contra-
diction, critically aligning themselves at points, as fellow travelers, with nascent 
militant Islamist parties, such as Hiz bullah and Hamas, who took on board 
the national question. The fracturing of the Marxist ground of total emanci-
pation from colonialism and imperialism, economic exploitation, and tra-
dition split the inheritors into  those coalescing around the first leg of the 
tripod, focusing on geopo liti cal analy sis (game of nations), the balance of 
powers, and imperial intervention (external  causes), and  those emphasizing 
culture, sectarianism, and religion as the internal impediments to pro gress 
(internal  causes). In the splitting of the Marxist inheritance between culture 
and geopolitics, the socioeconomic question found no heirs. The calls of 
the very few who claimed it  were muffled in a setting saturated by questions 
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of authenticity/modernity, authoritarian rule and civil wars, and relentless 
imperial interventions.

Reading Orientalism in the Wake of the Ira nian Revolution

If Said published “The Arab Portrayed” in the wake of the 1967 defeat with a 
focus on the Arabs, by 1981 he would put out Covering Islam, which tackled the 
image of Islam in the West, particularly in the US, and the diff er ent uses it is put 
to.18 From 1979 onward, a string of events, including the Ira nian Revolution, 
the assassination of Egyptian president Anwar al- Sadat (1981) in the wake of 
the Camp David Accords between Israel and Egypt (1978), and the aftermaths 
of the Soviet invasion of Af ghan i stan (1979),  will increasingly put “Islam” at 
the center of media, policy, and scholarly attention. Said noted in Covering 
Islam the “critical absence of expert opinion on Islam” (18), highlighting in 
the pro cess the experts’ failure to understand that “much of what truly mat-
tered about postcolonial states could not be easily herded  under the rubric of 
‘stability’ ” (22) and how the area programs that  house modern scholars of Islam 
are “affiliated to the mechanism by which national policy is set” (19). Around 
the same time, “Islam,” long the preserve of Orientalists, emerged as an object 
of anthropological inquiry. Talal Asad opens “The Idea of an Anthropology of 
Islam,” an essay that realigned the coordinates of the field, by saying that “in 
recent years,  there has been increasing interest in something called the anthro-
pology of Islam. Publications by Western anthropologists containing the word 
‘Islam’ or ‘Muslim’ in the title multiply at a remarkable rate. The po liti cal reasons 
for this  great industry are perhaps too evident to deserve much comment.”19

The 1980s inaugurated the  battle for the repre sen ta tion of Islam that took 
place on several fronts: the acad emy, the media, and policy centers. Ayatollah 
Khomeini is the icon par excellence of this de cade, which heralded the post– 
Cold War politics of culture. A few months before his death in 1989, Khomeini 
addressed both the Eastern and Western camps. On January 1, he sent a long 
letter to Mikhail Gorbachev, the general secretary of the Soviet Communist 
Party, which he concluded by noting that “the Islamic Republic of Iran as the 
greatest and most power ful base of the Islamic world can easily fill the vacuum 
religious faith in your society.”20 A few weeks  later, on February 14, 1989, he 
issued his famous death sentence against Salman Rushdie, which alongside the 
burning of The Satanic Verses in Bradford,  England, a month  earlier, increased 
the hostility  toward Muslim immigrants and saw the proliferation of discourses 
about Muslim “fundamentalism,” “vio lence,” and “integration” into the “host” 
society.21 By the end of the 1980s, the  battle for the repre sen ta tion of Islam was 
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a no longer a  matter of “how we see the rest of the world,” as Said’s subtitle to 
Covering Islam had it. It gradually became an integral part of internal politics 
in Eu rope and increasingly in the US  after the September 11, 2001, attacks.

“Maybe the biggest catastrophe that befell Arabs is Marxism as a set of for-
eign templates,” said Maroun Baghdadi (1950–93), the young and talented 
Lebanese movie director in February 1979, to his interviewer Hazem Saghieh 
(1951– ), a journalist at the Beirut- based al- Safir daily. “ Until now, Marxism did 
not manage to find a place for itself in the Arab world.”22 The Lebanese Com-
munist Party (lcp), which was founded in 1924, had been around for more 
than half a  century when Baghdadi underscored Marxism’s exogenous status. 
Having said that, this statement was not  really an affront to the longevity of the 
lcp. Its shock effect, so to speak, comes from the fact that it was asserted only 
a de cade  after the birth of the New Left by one of its members. Both intellectu-
als, Baghdadi the movie director, and Saghieh the journalist,  were previously 
associated with the ocal.

As a result of a historical contingency, Said’s US- based critique of Marx and 
con temporary Third World radicals was contemporaneous with the rise of the 
question of culture, one symptom of which was a wave of conversion of Marxist 
militants into supporters of po liti cal Islam in the wake of the Ira nian Revolu-
tion. This conversion was particularly prominent among Lebanese and Palestin-
ian Maoist militants and intellectuals, for whom swimming in the  waters of the 
masses entailed this time around an exit from Marxism into the authenticity of 
the masses’ creed. Roger Assaf, the prominent Lebanese theater director, who 
did his Maoist établissement in the Palestinian camps in the 1970s, was one of 
the converts. Assaf told his interviewer: “The passage to Islam was a putting 
into practice of Maoist princi ples. I went into Islam, like  others go to the fac-
tory. But  here in Lebanon, no one goes to the factory.  There are no factories, or 
so few of them.”23 Nicolas Dot- Pouillard draws our attention to the fact that 
“the intellectuals of Fatah’s Student Brigade began integrating a non- Marxist 
intellectual corpus: Ali Shariati, and particularly Ibn Khaldoun” before the Ira-
nian Revolution.24 I quote at length from Dot- Pouillard’s interview with Nazir 
Jahel, a member of the brigades, who taught at the Lebanese University:

For us, what did Maoism and the passage to Islamism entail: it was read-
ing our history, in order to transform it; reading our culture, our his-
tory, through apparatuses and conceptual tools that we could fashion 
ourselves through a return to traditions (turath), to history, to Islamic 
thought. We read Mao, Lenin, Gramsci, all the Marxists, but we also 
began reading Ibn Khaldun. . . .  We reinvented a vocabulary with Ghalaba 
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[predominance], ‘Assabiyya, Mumana’a (re sis tance, refusal), Hadara (civi-
lization). . . .  All of this led us bit by bit to Khomeini, to Islam.  Because 
Khomeini constituted an effective mass discourse, a popu lar discourse that 
articulated the intellectual dimension with the popu lar aspect.25

The conversion from Marxism into a Khomeinist militant Islam via Mao-
ism’s vector retained its Third Worldist anti- imperialism, but rearticulated it 
through Arab- Islamic conceptual tools. The conversion was both a personal 
and theoretical act of cultural decolonization as well as a po liti cal alignment 
with the Islamic masses,  under the leadership of Khomeini, as the new revolu-
tionary subject. 

Souheil al- Kache, another member of the brigades who was swept by the tidal 
waves of the Ira nian Revolution, criticized modernist Arab thinkers for repro-
ducing the classifications of Orientalists, while underlining how for Islamists 
 these two groups share the same theoretical framework and are associated 
with foreign po liti cal, ideological, and cultural interests.26 In opposition to 
the sapping of Islam by colonialism and its internal agents, the Islamist dis-
course asserts, according to al- Kache, the continuity of the Arab and Islamic 
Self throughout history, refusing the narrative of its defeat by the West. This 
emphasis on the historical continuity of the self enables a politics of cohesion 
in the face of the central issue: “that of foreign domination, particularly on 
the cultural level.”27 The discourse of the Islamic Awakening, al- Kache argues, 
constitutes the resolution of the West’s cultural domination since it affirms 
the Muslim Self, as a discourse of the master that escapes the resentment of 
the dominated. This discourse, he writes, stands for the end of the contradic-
tion with “Orientalism and its shadow, the modernist Arab intellectual.” Its 
fundamental concern in its hostility to Orientalism, he adds, is a po liti cal one, 
but it also leaves its marks on the methods and hermeneutics of Arab po liti cal 
thought. In advocating an affirmation of Muslim identity as a voluntary ac-
tion, the “Muslim Self ” is resuscitated “while ignoring the Other (the West). 
This Other then sees the universalism of its culture contested. Al- Khomeini 
is the  best illustration of this discourse.”28 The revolutionary fervor of some 
of the converts to and fellow travelers of militant Khomeinist po liti cal Islam 
 will subside in the wake of the Iran- Iraq War, and Khomeini’s “quasi- total elim-
ination of the Marxist Left and the Islamo- Marxist one in Iran.”29

Marxists like al- Azm, who did not exit the tradition like Charara and Bey-
doun, or  were not swayed by the Ira nian Revolution,  will increasingly become 
on the defensive. “Former radicals, ex- communists, unorthodox Marxists, 
and disillusioned nationalists” have come to form, in the wake of the Ira nian 
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Revolution, “a revisionist Arab line of po liti cal thought,” wrote al- Azm in his 
review of Orientalism.30 “Their central thesis may be summarized as follows: 
‘The national salvation so eagerly sought by the Arabs since the Napoleonic 
occupation of Egypt is to be found neither in secular nationalism (be it radical, 
conservative, or liberal) nor in revolutionary communism, socialism or what 
have you, but in a return to the authenticity of what they call ‘popu lar po liti cal 
Islam’ ” (234). The set of conditions that confronted Orientalism’s eastern trav-
els  couldn’t have been more fraught. At a time when Marxists  were being po-
liti cally and ideologically attacked from their eastern flank, so to speak, came 
an additional theoretical blow, this time, though, from New York. In his after-
word to Orientalism, written in 1994, Said wrote the following on the recep-
tion of his book in the Arab world:

Moreover, the actuality I described in the book’s last pages, of one power-
ful discursive system maintaining hegemony over another, was intended 
as the opening salvo in a debate that might stir Arab readers and critics to 
engage more determinedly with the system of Orientalism. I was  either 
upbraided for not having paid closer attention to Marx— the passages on 
Marx’s own Orientalism in my book  were the most singled out by dog-
matic critics in the Arab world and India, for instance— whose system 
of thought was claimed to have risen above his obvious prejudices, or I 
was criticized for not appreciating the  great achievements of Oriental-
ism, the West,  etc. As with the defenses of Islam, recourse to Marxism or 
the “West” as a coherent total system seems to me to have been a case of 
using one orthodoxy to shoot down another.31

Indeed, al- Azm and Mahdi ‘Amil spent a lot of intellectual energy on  these few 
pages of Said’s book, strenuously attempting to extricate the moor (Marx) from 
the charge of Orientalism. Marx’s views on British rule in India in Said’s work 
 were put to work to reveal how a non- Orientalist’s writings on Asia first reveal 
his “humanity” and “fellow feeling” for the suffering inflicted by colonialism 
to be shortly hijacked thereafter by Orientalist discourses when Marx posits 
that the British destroyer is also the creator of a new modern society. “The idea 
of regenerating a fundamentally lifeless Asia,” wrote Said, “is a piece of pure 
Romantic Orientalism.” Marx’s humanity has succumbed in Said’s reading to 
the “unshakable definitions built up by Orientalist science.”32 al- Azm’s tone in 
his defense of Marx is harsh:

I think that this account of Marx’s views and analyses of highly complex 
historical pro cesses and situations is a travesty. . . .  Marx’s manner of 
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analyzing British rule in India in terms of an unconscious tool of history— 
which is making pos si ble a real social revolution by destroying the old India 
and laying the foundations of a new order— cannot be ascribed  under any 
circumstances to the usurpation of Marx’s mind by conventional Orien-
talistic verbiage. Marx’s explanation (regardless of  whether one agrees or 
disagrees with it) testifies to his theoretical consistency in general. . . .  Like 
the Eu ro pean cap i tal ist class, British rule in India was its own grave dig-
ger.  There is nothing particularly “Orientalistic” about this explanation. 
Furthermore, Marx’s call for revolution in Asia is more historically realistic 
and promising than any noble sentiments that he could have lavished on 
necessarily vanis hing socioeconomic formations. (226–27)

al- Azm’s strategy of defense lay in reinscribing Marx’s views on Asia within his 
overall progressive historicist framework, undoing in the pro cess any essential-
ization of East and West as a product of Orientalism’s “ahistorical bourgeois 
bent of mind” (228). Marx, wrote al- Azm, “like anyone  else, knew of the supe-
riority of modern Eu rope over the Orient. But to accuse a radically historicist 
thinker such as Marx of turning this contingent fact into a necessary real ity for 
all time is simply absurd” (228).

Said was most prob ably referring to al- Azm and Aijaz Ahmad, and maybe 
 others, regarding the defense of Marx.33 He may have not been mistaken in 
pointing out the dogmatic character of some of their defenses. Nevertheless, 
their harsh responses, al- Azm’s at least, are not adequately and fully captured 
by just dubbing them dogmatic critics defending their guru and guarding the 
orthodoxy. They may be  doing so, but what Said’s reading overlooks is the char-
acter of the intervention Marx performed for  these militant intellectuals in 
their respective fields, and how an epistemological critique of Marx’s Oriental-
ist discourses came hand in hand with, and could possibly be mobilized in, the 
intellectual and po liti cal  battles they  were fighting in the difficult conjuncture 
of the late 1970s and early 1980s. At a point when Marxism was attacked by 
the purveyors of authenticity for its foreignness, Said’s critique, which repo-
sitioned Marx from the thinker of emancipation to one who is discursively 
complicit with Orientalists, could, to say the least, not be warmly received 
by cornered Arab Marxists. The discursive ground, on which ideological dif-
ferences  were or ga nized, was being called into question si mul ta neously by the 
po liti cal heralds of authenticity calling for nativist solutions and the theoretical 
critics of Eurocentric epistemology.

Said, who never tired of calling for secular criticism and of drawing atten-
tion to the domestication of radical theories, and whose hypersensitivity to 
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closed systems and dogmas needs no further exploration, was as far as pos-
si ble from nativists of all ilk in the East as well as poststructuralist pieties in 
the North American acad emy.34 He, in fact, had much more in common with 
Marxists, such as al- Azm and ‘Amil, than the fraught reception of Orientalism 
reveals. To say the least, they  were in agreement on the question of secularism 
and religious politics.  Here, however, I am less concerned with pointing to con-
vergences and divergences than in fleshing out how po liti cal and theoretical 
developments led to the emergence of a fork in critical agendas between think-
ers at home, who  were attached to an emancipatory theory of politics  under 
attack, and diasporic oppositional intellectuals in the metropole, who inverted 
 those terms to focus on the politics of revolutionary theory and its entangle-
ment with power. What I am  after is an examination of the diff er ent analytical 
and po liti cal effects produced by traveling theories hopping from Paris to New 
York to eventually land in Beirut.

In the years following the Israeli invasion (1982), Mahdi ‘Amil (1936–87) 
wrote a hundred- page- plus polemic against Said’s book entitled Does the Heart 
Belong to the Orient and the Mind to the West? Marx in Edward Said’s Orien-
talism (1985).35 Hassan Hamdan, who was academically trained as a phi los o-
pher in France and wrote  under the pseudonym of Mahdi ‘Amil (the Laboring 
Mahdi), was, and still is, regarded as the most prominent theoretician of the 
Lebanese Communist Party. ‘Amil, who had joined the party in 1960, was  later 
elected to its central committee in 1987, the year of his tragic assassination. 
‘Amil’s ambitious theoretical proj ect ran  counter to al- Azm’s Marxist histori-
cism. He had “meshed Althusserian influences with conceptualizations of the 
periphery inspired from de pen dency theory” in an effort to break away from 
historicist readings of Marx through his theoretical development of the char-
acteristics of a colonial mode of production.36 ‘Amil’s conceptual  labors  were 
as far as pos si ble from epistemological naïveté. He sums up the overall argu-
ment of his Theoretical Prolegomena in the introduction to the third edition 
of the two volumes (1980) as an attempt to produce a “scientific knowledge of 
the mechanism of capitalism’s colonial development in Arab socie ties” and 
of the national liberation movement, which is the peculiar form class strug gle 
takes in this case, as well as “the tools of production of this knowledge.”37 Re-
flexivity was at the heart of ‘Amil’s proj ect, which sought to produce a theory 
that thinks the conditions of possibility of its own conceptual building blocks 
as it is thinking its object. ‘Amil’s lengthy and at points repetitive Marxist cri-
tique of Orientalism begins by pointing to Said’s idealist move, which affiliates 
Orientalism to Western thought in general rather than rooting it in the partic-
ularity of its historical class character. The title of the first chapter says it all: “The 
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Nation’s Thought or That of the Dominant Class?” ‘Amil’s defense of Marx, in a 
similar vein to al- Azm’s, is keen on shifting the terms of the debate from Said’s cat-
egories of Orientalist Western thought to  those of bourgeois thought. The exclu-
sion of the historical class character of this body of knowledge, in ‘Amil’s reading, 
“banishes the possibility of existence of its opposite, which gives it a totalitarian 
aspect by which it occupies the  whole cultural space.”38 In  doing so, he seeks to 
steer back the conversation from one that rests on common discursive formation 
of Eu ro pean knowledges to one grounded in opposed ideologies.

More importantly for our purposes, ‘Amil points to how Orientalism’s cri-
tique of Marx and con temporary Marxists is in line with the positions of his 
nativist po liti cal opponents in the Arab world. “The main ideological weapon 
used by counterrevolutionary forces in their counterattack on the advanced 
positions they began to occupy in the strategic historical horizon,” wrote ‘Amil 
in his characteristic tortuous theoretical prose, “is to portray this thought 
[Marxism] on the basis of the Self/Other binary, or that of East and West. As if 
it [Marxism] is bourgeois imperialist thought, since it is, like its class antithesis, 
Western thought.”39 Again, Said, of course, would have protested, as he did 
 later on, that he  didn’t hold nativist views, of the Western thought is only valid 
for the West and Eastern thought for the East, but what I am  after is less Said’s 
retrospective views and more the po liti cal and theoretical stakes animating the 
problem- space into which Orientalism landed at a par tic u lar time and place. 
Not any time and place, for that  matter, but the place to which its author is 
intimately related, and a time when he was becoming more and more immersed 
in public po liti cal and intellectual interventions.

Nearly five years  after al- Azm’s observation on the resurgence of a politics of 
authenticity, ‘Amil criticizes Said in the wake of the pro gress of what he dubbed 
the “counterrevolutionary forces.” On May 18, 1987, during one of the bleak 
episodes of the Lebanese civil wars, ‘Amil was shot dead on the street. Like 
 Husayn Muruwwa, who was assassinated on February 17, 1987, it is widely be-
lieved that ‘Amil too was shot by Shi‘i Islamist militants.  Under the biographi-
cal details corner of the book’s third edition (2006), published by the lcp’s 
printing  house, the publisher wrote that ‘Amil was assassinated for “his com-
mitment to the strug gle for a unified, secular and demo cratic Lebanon.” “He 
was called,” the blurb continues, “the Arabs’ Gramsci, since he was the only one 
in the Arab world who tried to construct a comprehensive scientific theory of 
the Arab revolution, and perhaps, of the revolution of underdeveloped countries, 
more generally.” 

In the wake of Orientalism, Marxists and liberals in the Arab world continue to 
be critically targeted by the rise of postcolonial studies in the North American 
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metropoles, which would collapse the question of the po liti cal into its episte-
mology critique. What  these quarreling critics shared, and what constituted 
the condition of possibility of a postcolonial critique, was an attachment to, 
and an interpretation of, a body of theory drawn primarily from the corpus of 
Eu ro pean thinkers. Their difference was located in how they both conjugated 
the relationship of theory to politics. If the age of national liberation (1952–82) 
was characterized by a high demand on theory as a guide for po liti cal practice, 
as the biographical blurb on the back of ‘Amil’s book tells us, the eclipse of the 
revolutionary subject and the rise of postcolonial studies would inaugurate the 
age of the politics of theory. It is not  because they are dogmatic critics, although 
some may well be, that  these thinkers singled out the passages on Marx in Ori-
entalism; it is rather  because, as Said would surely agree, traveling theories dis-
able certain critical paths and open up new ones, stifling po liti cal proj ects while 
potentially boosting  others, despite the best intentions of the secular critic.

Ending the story of Orientalism’s Marxist reception at this point  will only 
reveal a set of re sis tances to the text.  There is more to its travels than that. In 
the second section of his review of Orientalism, al- Azm productively and stra-
tegically puts Said’s insights to use to debunk the claims of Arab nationalists 
and of, mostly ex- Marxist, “Islamanic” intellectuals who had fallen  under the 
spell of the Ira nian Revolution. In this section, which is expanded from the 
five pages of the text’s initial En glish version to twenty- six pages in the  later 
Arabic iteration, al- Azm mobilized Said as an ally to  counter antihistorical 
and nativist anti- Western pronouncements of Arab intellectuals.40 “One of the 
most prominent and in ter est ing accomplishments of Said’s book,” he wrote, is 
its critique of

Orientalism’s per sis tent belief that  there exists a radical ontological dif-
ference between the natures of the Orient and the Occident. . . .  This 
ontological difference entails immediately an epistemological one which 
holds that the sort of conceptual instruments, scientific categories, so-
cio log i cal concepts, po liti cal descriptions and ideological distinctions 
employed to understand and deal with Western socie ties remain, in 
princi ple, irrelevant and inapplicable to Eastern ones. . . .  This ahistori-
cal, antihuman, and even antihistorical “Orientalist” doctrine I  shall call 
Ontological Orientalism. . . .  This image has left its profound imprint on 
the Orient’s modern and con temporary consciousness of itself. Hence 
Said’s impor tant warning against the dangers and temptations of apply-
ing the readily available structures, styles, and ontological biases of Ori-
entalism upon themselves and upon  others.41
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al- Azm’s Ontological Orientalism shares with Said the analytical and po liti cal 
worry of always pointing to the “Oriental” exception, eliding history, politics, 
and economics altogether to reproduce tautologies such as “Islam is Islam, 
the Orient is the Orient.”42 Said and al- Azm worried about the elision of his-
torical transformations, which mask the contemporaneity of social dynamics, 
of the vast social, po liti cal, and economic shifts that did and still work on 
and in the area. Said’s concern to get rid of Arab exceptionalism and to put 
Arabs back in history was applauded in Ontological Orientalism by al- Azm, 
who sought to uncover the claims of  those who have fallen “in the temptations 
against which Said has warned,” engendering “what may be called Orientalism 
in Reverse” (231).

al- Azm’s reading of Said’s work as fundamentally an antiessentialist critique 
enabled him to use it to  counter Arab nationalist Ba‘thist thinkers who “pro-
posed to study ‘basic’ words in the Arabic language as a means to attaining 
‘genuine knowledge’ of some of the essential characteristics of the primordial 
‘Arab mentality’ under lying  those very words” (231). It also enabled him to take 
a stab at the post– Iranian Revolution revisionists, such as the famous Syrian 
poet Adonis who, in the wake of 1967, like al- Azm, professed culturalist cri-
tiques of Arab backwardness. Adonis wrote  after the Ira nian Revolution that 
the “Western essence is ‘technologism and not orginality’ ” and that “ ‘the pecu-
liarity of the Orient’ ‘lies in originality’ and this is why its nature cannot be cap-
tured except through ‘the prophetic, the visionary, the magical, the miraculous, 
the infinite, the inner, the beyond, the fanciful, the ecstatic’,  etc.” (236). al-Azm 
concluded his review by alluding to recent debates on  whether the “Islamic 
Republic” can be qualified as demo cratic, citing “the conservative ‘Oriental-
istic’ logic” of the prevailing argument that “Islam cannot accept any addi-
tional qualifiers since it cannot be but Islam” (236). As Ayatollah Khomeini, 
quoted by al- Azm in the last sentences of his review, put it, “the term Islam 
is perfect, and having to put another word right next to it is, indeed, a source 
of sorrow” (237). 

Orientalism in reverse put the accent on the unmasking of essentialist as-
sumptions in Arab thought and Islamic thought that point  toward its self- 
sufficiency and its implicit and sometimes explicit superiority to its Western 
counterpart. al- Azm mobilized Said to shift the lens of critique from impe-
rial discourses on the “Orientals” to the latter’s own knowledge of themselves. 
 These Arab thinkers share the same essentializing traits and methods of Ori-
entalist scholars while reversing the normative value judgment to the benefit 
of the Orient, which comes out triumphant in its face- off with its material-
ist, de cadent Western counterpart. Orientalism in Reverse is then not the self- 
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Orientalizing that Said warns against, and that al- Azm, with his critique of the 
backwardness of Arab society, can easily fall into, and is not merely Occidental-
ism, which is the reification of the West.

al- Azm’s re sis tance to Orientalism’s treatment of Marxism, as well as 
his productive use of some its insights, are, of course, part and parcel of 
the same response to the newly emerging po liti cal conjuncture. On the 
one hand he was attempting to leave a breathing space for his historicist 
Marxist critique (of “backwardness,” “religious obscurantist thought,” and 
“tradition”) by disentangling Marx from Orientalism, and implicitly him-
self from the charge of self- Orientalization— one that could too easily be 
used against him by the postrevolutionary currents. On the other hand, he 
uncoupled Said’s epistemological and ontological critique from the West’s 
 will to dominate and reversed the terms to undo the antihistorical and self- 
congratulatory currents in Arabic thought of both the  earlier nationalist 
and more recent Iranophile strands. Orientalism in Reverse, by inverting the 
terms of Said’s work, from a criticism of the West’s knowledge of the non- 
West to the internal criticism of the then current politics of authenticity in 
the Arab world, reveals clearly the emerging fork in critical agendas— that 
 will solidify subsequently— between al- Azm and Said, whose births as pub-
lic committed intellectuals we owe to the 1967 defeat and who  were brought 
together personally and po liti cally by their engagement alongside the Pales-
tinian revolution in the late 1960s.

Coda: Culture and Imperialism

 There are more in ter est ing critical readings of Said’s work that are not theo-
retical attempts to salvage Marx or Enlightenment thought from the charge of 
Orientalism, or to show how his binary divisions between East and West rein-
scribe in practice a certain nationalist logic.  These readings underscored how 
Said’s binaries, which focus on imperialism and the re sis tances to it, do not take 
into account the diff er ent modalities of power at work in colonized and post-
colonial socie ties.43 In the last pages of Orientalism’s introduction,  under the 
subheading “The Personal Dimension,” Said borrows Gramsci’s words about 
the importance of “knowing oneself ” through compiling an inventory of the 
historical pro cesses that have deposited an infinity of traces on the self as a starting 
point for a critical elaboration. Orientalism, Said then notes, is an attempt to “in-
ventory the traces upon me, the Oriental subject, of the culture whose domination 
has been so power ful a  factor in the life of all Orientals.”44 This practice of self- 
knowledge, like Freudian psychoanalysis, has an emancipatory aspect. The critical 
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awareness of colonialism’s constitutive traces is a first step  toward neutralizing 
their grip on the self. 

Said’s pathbreaking work, and this is not unrelated to its appeal, is a theo-
retical work with a therapeutic edge. By diving into the multiple sedimented 
layers of the inexhaustible Orientalist archive, while making a strong case for 
its repetition in the pre sent, and rendering vis i ble the patterns of its entangle-
ments with power, Said’s text contributes to undoing their hold not only over 
disciplines but also on colonial and postcolonial subjects. Postcolonial theory 
has a therapeutic dimension, particularly for diasporic subjects who experience 
everyday and institutional racism in their metropolitan homes. Said’s theoreti-
cal practice, like psychoanalysis again, is not a normative one. The Lebanese 
and Palestinian Maoists who converted to Islamist politics in the wake of the 
Ira nian Revolution— and for some, such as Roger Assaf and Munir Shafiq, who 
 were born into Christian families, this entailed a religious conversion— were 
also critical of the cultural domination of the West. Their critique of the multi-
faceted dimensions of imperialism entailed a personal and po liti cal conversion 
that inscribed them in a nativist ideological universe.

Both Said and the Maoist converts to Islamism retain Western imperial-
ism at the heart of their attachments. Said fought it through acts of theoretical 
deconstruction of its hegemony and a po liti cal alignment with the Palestinian 
national liberation movement. He held the tension alive between his critical 
theoretical practices and his national liberation politics. The Maoists, on the 
other hand, underwent a pro cess of conversion to militant Islam that came to 
form the unified ideological and po liti cal, and at times personal, ground of 
their anti- imperialism. 

al- Azm and ‘Amil retained Marxism at the heart of their attachments. They 
attempted to salvage it from Said’s critique and its association by Islamists with 
Western Orientalism and forms of cultural domination. They tried hard, in 
desperate po liti cal times, via diff er ent theoretical strategies to defend Marx-
ism’s promise of universal emancipation. They clashed with Said theoretically 
and Islamists po liti cally. ‘Amil was assassinated by Islamist militants. al- Azm 
retreated in subsequent years to a defense of Enlightenment values, holding 
very critical views of Islamist politics. In the last years of his life, he supported 
the Syrian revolution against the brutal Assad regime, steering away from his 
 earlier hardline critiques of religious politics.

In the wake of his very early disenchantment with revolutionary politics, 
Charara turned into a harsh critic of leftist and anti- imperialist politics. This 
was compounded by his observation of how  these emancipatory discourses 
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 were put to use by po liti cal parties, national liberation movements, and re-
gimes to strengthen their hold on power and silence their opponents. His 
early observation on the difficulty of establishing hegemony in a country di-
vided by multiple communal solidarities put him at odds with Said’s views on 
two main points. The first was Said’s emphasis on the strength and effectivity 
of the webs of imperial power- knowledge discourses. The second was Said’s 
theoretical silence on the multiple modalities of power and rule at work in 
 these socie ties that are not part of the matrix of Empire. Charara called into 
question very early on the poverty of the categories of Western social theory 
to account for non- Western forms of power. Unlike the Maoists, whose nativ-
ist ideological concerns led them to fashion a po liti cal vocabulary from the 
resources of the Arab- Islamic tradition, Charara turned to some of the same 
resources, but for heuristic and theoretical reasons. His turn to Ibn Khaldun 
was coupled with an implicit normative horizon that saw in the logic of the 
state— which he  didn’t articulate— and more broadly in the logic of the au-
tonomous functioning of institutions an antidote to the pervasive logic of 
subjugation. Unlike al- Azm, his immanent critique of the socie ties was never 
articulated in the reified stock phrases of modernist intellectuals that posit 
“religion” and “culture” as a prob lem and the Enlightenment or “democracy” 
as the panacea.

I illustrate some of  these points, and bring this chapter to a close, with Ahmad 
Beydoun’s generous review of Said’s Culture and Imperialism.45  After lauding 
the comprehensiveness of the work, and some of its brilliant readings, Bey-
doun notes that Said’s defensive position, especially that he lives in the West, is 
very precise in its diagnosis of the diff er ent manifestations of Western racism.46 
Having said that, Said’s work, Beydoun continues, is less precise when it comes 
to looking into, and analyzing, the suffering the dominated underwent at the 
hands of their rulers and fellows. Not taking the modalities of power at work 
in  these socie ties and their cultures, alongside imperial ones, Beydoun writes, 
leads to “theoretical disasters in understanding historical catastrophes. This is 
the case in [Said’s] dubbing Saddam Hussein no more than an ‘appalling figure.’”47 
 Beydoun’s critique shows the limits of Said’s binary matrix— colonizer/colo-
nized, oppressor/oppressed, imperialism/resistance—to diagnostically appre-
hend the complexities and catastrophes of postcolonial Arab history. Beydoun 
notes how the theoretical emphasis on showing how Orientalists invent their 
Other, to assert the superiority of their own self- image, is an easy inversion of 
the racist position that locks the colonized in ahistorical essences. Difference in 
a larger scale is neither an ahistorical essence nor an invention of colonizers. He 
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finds theoretically wanting the confinement of the critique of power to imperi-
alism.  Toward the end of his review, Beydoun remarks that the vital question is 
 whether  there is a possibility for a critique of the practices of the colonized and 
the oppressed that finds its sources in their own culture— and not in the acts of 
imperialists—that both escapes essentialization and would not be dubbed an 
act of racism or self- racism.
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 There is no theory of subversion that cannot also serve the cause of oppression.
— jacques ranière

What gets from the territory onto the map?
— gregory bateson

Authority of Theory

Attempts to think the relationship of theory to the world have suffered from a 
priori fetishization of its po liti cal performative powers. This hegemonic image 
of theory’s a priori powers in, and on, the world is shared by critics who oc-
cupy divergent ideological positions: anxious reactionaries who fret about the 
decline of the West, epistemology critics who think that the discourses of Arab 
intellectuals make them complicit with, or vectors of, imperial epistemological 
and ontological vio lence, and  those calling for abandoning critical theory  after 
it became a weapon in the hands of conspiracy theorists and climate- change 
deniers. Bruno Latour, for instance, paints a picture of a world, a West to be 
more accurate, turned upside down, a world where danger no longer comes 
from ideology posturing as fact, but “from an excessive distrust of good  matters 
of fact disguised as bad ideological biases!”1 The conspiracy theorists may be 
deforming the critics’ arguments, but Latour, drawing on a military analogy, 
notes that they are appropriating “our weapons.”2 The weapons have moved 
into the hands of the wrong party and are now aimed at wrong targets. It is time 
to stop manufacturing them.

Constructionist skepticism,  after all, was not initially devised by critical so-
cial scientists to undo reifications and essentialized and naturalized accounts, 
and  later on moved into the world. Syrian Ba‘thist ideologues and officials 
refused to recognize Lebanon’s sovereignty by marshaling constructionist 
arguments. Lebanon’s borders, they claimed,  were artificially designed by im-
perial powers, which carved it out of greater Syria. The Ba‘th condensed its 
constructionism into two mantras repeated ad nauseam: “One  people in two 
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countries” and “Unity of path and destiny.” The Iraqi Ba‘th marshaled similar 
constructionist arguments to prepare and legitimize its invasion of Kuwait. 
Constructionist skepticism is one of the oldest tricks in the book of Arab na-
tionalists, which, rest assured, they did not appropriate from Bourdieu’s critical 
sociology.  Needless to assert,  there was nothing emancipatory in the Ba‘thist 
breed of skepticism. It was not, in essence, an antiessentialist move against 
the fabulations and in ven ted traditions of Lebanese and Kuwaiti nationalist 
ideologues. It was an ideological tool of po liti cal power that was marshaled by 
much larger and power ful countries (Syria and Iraq) to call into question the 
right to sovereignty of their much smaller neighbors (Lebanon and Kuwait).

Latour’s calls, and  those of the epistemological critics of Arab intellectu-
als, are not entirely new. They share similar structural features, and anx i eties, 
with  earlier debates about relativism, which an older generation of critics like 
Allan Bloom dubbed a disease carried by philosophy that has infected politics.3 
“The practical efficacy attributed to academic philosophy and social science— 
both to destroy and save its object of analy sis— quite belies its  actual power and 
role,” John Gunnell writes.4 Holding critical theory’s corrosive skepticism re-
sponsible for the increasingly precarious and friable world we inhabit,  whether 
it is done from the Left or the Right, partakes of the same short- circuiting of 
thinking the relationship of theoretical discourses with the world that for-
goes an investigation of the former’s authority in its zones of deployment and 
intervention.

 Doing fieldwork in theory calls into question the assumptions of scholars, 
who si mul ta neously give too much and too  little practical efficacy to theory. 
They give it too much by attributing radical transformations in the world— 
whether it is the breakdown of a common world or the ontological vio lence 
that threatens life forms—to its own internal workings and discursive as-
sumptions. And they give it too  little,  because they do not investigate how, 
in par tic u lar conjunctures, theory may be appropriated, transfigured, and 
embedded in vari ous po liti cal proj ects, endowing it with ideological force 
and authorizing practices. Granting critical theory both too much and too 
 little are the result of adhering to a metaphysical image of theory that as-
sumes that the practical effects it  will produce in the world are contained 
a priori in its epistemology. Theory, then, is cast in  either the heroic role of 
saving the world or the bad one of destroying it. I hope I am not understood 
as calling for abandoning the reading practices of epistemological critics al-
together and for reverting back to a cele bration of universals such as  human 
rights as the harbingers of emancipation. This would be to revert to the same 
metaphysical thinking that  mistakes theoretical questions that are contested 
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po liti cally for philosophical ones that can be settled a priori once and for all 
by a “better theory.”5

Difference in Theory

 Earlier generations of Orientalists and anthropologists, who mapped Chris-
tian ity and Judaism onto the West and Islam onto the  Middle East, elided, as 
a consequence, the discussion of Judaism and Chris tian ity in the region.6 They 
saw Sephardic Judaism and Eastern Chris tian ity as being in the area but not of 
it, their histories being tied to Eu ro pean history.  Today, the plurality of intra- 
Arab and intra- Islamic religious, ethnic, and communal differences remain in-
visible and cannot constitute the  matter of theoretical reflection for a binary 
grid that sifts  people through a mesh that separates the westernized native from 
the nonwesternized one and the secular- liberal Muslim from the pious one. 
What counts as difference and what does not? Whose lives, discourses, and 
practices are in ter est ing and subject to the minutiae of anthropological under-
standing and translation? And who is incorporated into (by Orientalists), or 
criticized for being an agent of (by epistemological critics), the West?

The overdetermination of critical scholarly works on the  Middle East by 
the injunction of speaking back to hegemonic Western discourses is clearly 
revealed in the diff er ent theoretical engagements with the question of differ-
ence. Roughly speaking,  there is a form of difference— Islam— that one seeks 
to understand, via ethnographic close- ups and a deep engagement with the 
complexities of that tradition, and understandably so, in Islamophobic times, 
when Muslims are increasingly targeted and racialized.7 And then  there is that 
other form of difference— community, mostly sectarian, but also ethnic, re-
gional, or kinship based— that one seeks to deconstruct and explain away by 
zooming out to shed light on the structural forces (imperialism, capitalism, 
modern states) that construct it. In the first case, the discourse of the critical 
scholar is close to the discourse of the subjects of study. In the second, it takes 
its distances.8

Both of  these contrasting theoretical treatments of difference highlight the 
modernity of the phenomena they are investigating. One form that imperial 
discourses of power take is asserting that one cannot be a practicing Muslim 
and a modern subject, that the pro cess of reaching the much coveted shores 
of modernity necessitates jumping ship and converting out of Islam into 
 secularism.9 Critical scholarly works  counter  these discourses of power by con-
tending that one can be both a Muslim and modern. Alternatively, they show 
how the Islamic tradition is inside- outside modernity, by making a case for how 
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Muslims have been conscripted by the powers of Western civilization, to draw 
on Talal Asad’s felicitous phrase, without eradicating difference.10 Another form 
that discourses of power take is asserting that conflicts in the Arab and Muslim 
worlds are fueled by atavistic religious, ethnic, and sectarian hatred that are as 
far as pos si ble from a modern world that overcame its wars of religion centuries 
ago. Against  these discourses, oppositional scholarship highlights the moder-
nity of communal solidarities, but this time around not to highlight that a sub-
ject can be both attached to his community and modern since this lit er a ture 
rarely bestows its ethnographic, charitable understanding on those subjects. It 
is worth quoting at length Lara Deeb’s courageous reflexive consideration of 
how writing in, and for, a US audience on the  Middle East impacts the objects 
of study, the scale of analy sis, and the methods and theories at work. “For the 
most part,” Deeb writes,

this critical scholarship addresses sectarianism in its po liti cal, insti-
tutional, or  legal registers rather than in the social or interpersonal 
realms. Why is  there so  little attention to the latter? Perhaps, as schol-
ars of the region, we hope that we can move beyond the category by 
demonstrating that sectarianism is socially and historically constructed 
and maintained through institutional and political- economic pro-
cesses. Perhaps acknowledging that  people care about sect feels a bit 
like airing a  family secret, or venturing into the messiness of discrimi-
nation and prejudice that we wish  didn’t exist, or a betrayal of activist 
efforts that we support. Perhaps we fear that writing about how sect 
 matters at an interpersonal or affective level  will contribute to  those 
seemingly intransigent assumptions that sectarianism is unchanging or 
primordial. But much as we want to escape or deny it, the fact remains 
that sect  matters to a lot of  people in their daily lives, not only in rela-
tion to politics, networks,  legal status, or the material realm but in their 
interpersonal interactions.11

Deeb’s rich panoply of pos si ble explanations for the neglect of work on sectar-
ian subjects are instances of psychic disavowal, which operates according to 
the formula: “I know very well, but still . . .”12 I know very well that sectarian-
ism  matters, but still I  can’t write about it  because it is a thorny issue and I 
want to wish it away, or I am afraid that in  doing so I  will be betraying my 
own politics. More importantly, the disavowal of sectarian  matters is related 
to the fear of consolidating an already impressive archive of Orientalist dis-
courses, and the anxiety generated by the potential of having one’s critical 
work appropriated by imperial policies that lean on such discourses in setting 
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out their agendas.  These anx i eties about consolidation and appropriation of 
scholarly discourses produced and circulated in imperial centers about a major 
area of Western military intervention result in what Deeb called “repre sen ta-
tional paralysis.”13 The critical metropolitan scholar of the  Middle East is split 
and endowed with a form of double consciousness, which can be mapped onto 
the binary spatial- temporal structure of fieldwork and writing. He knows, for 
instance, from his own everyday encounters during fieldwork that sectarianism 
 matters. And he also knows very well that writing about  these issues in En glish 
for a Euro- American audience is a potential minefield. Double consciousness 
results in a disavowal that itself results in repre sen ta tional paralysis or theoreti-
cal diversion.

This same double consciousness, conjured by the justifiable anx i eties of con-
solidation and appropriation, and which results in disavowal when it comes 
to one’s work, is also responsible for the drive to censor, which takes the form 
of critique, the discourses of  those intellectuals, militants, and artists in the 
Arab world who steer away from the critique of empire to address  those same 
issues of authoritarianism, sectarianism, and gender in equality.14 If the Mus-
lim subjects and discourses are understood, sectarian ones are disavowed, 
and the liberal/leftist/feminist/queer/secular va ri e ties are subject to criticism 
or critique. In this theoretical economy of  handling difference,  those who are 
seen to bear the least coefficient of difference do not get understood or re-
deemed as modern, or deconstructed as modern, but get hailed as accomplices 
of Empire. In splitting  these subjects into two— “westernized natives,” “liberal 
Muslims”— they conjure back into being specters of “culture” that are used to 
adjudicate on the representative nature, and therefore the validity and po liti cal 
import, of  these discourses.15

If we shift our attention for a minute from geopo liti cal notions of Empire 
and the idealist predication of the subject as consciousness to the materialist 
predication of the subject as  labor power, we get a very diff er ent picture of how 
what is constituted as difference relates to power.16 Julia Elyachar’s brilliant 
ethnography Markets of Dispossession shows how, by the late twentieth  century, 
international organ izations, the Egyptian state, and nongovernmental organ-
izations attempted to produce new economic value by transforming the so-
cial networks and culture of Cairo craftsmen into value.17 Nineteenth- century 
British colonial rulers such as Lord Cromer, twentieth- century modernizers, 
and historians of  labor, Elyachar argues, put the indigenous cultural practices 
on the side of tradition, backwardness, and impediments to pro gress and devel-
opment. Culture, which was thought to be an obstacle to modernity, was  later 
incorporated into the market as a new source of economic value.18
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Coda

For as long as I can remember, I have witnessed intellectuals and critical theo-
rists slide from critique to loss and melancholia  after having witnessed a po liti-
cal defeat or experienced a regression in the state of affairs of the world. Some 
Arab Marxists criticized liberalism, or thought that they had transcended it, 
as the revolution was just an arm’s length away, before they suffered a string of 
defeats. In their wake, they rediscovered the works of nineteenth- century Arab 
liberals and mourned the margins of freedom that the prenationalist regimes 
enabled. Pierre Bourdieu spent a good deal of time as he was chiseling out his 
theoretical cathedral from the body of classical social theory, critically analyz-
ing how the institutions of the welfare state reproduce social inequalities, be-
fore emerging from his theoretical workshop into the world of politics and 
strikes to staunchly defend  those same institutions. Wendy Brown eloquently 
issued an appeal to resist left melancholy in the late 1990s before ringing the 
alarm about neoliberalism’s hollowing out of liberal democracy a  couple of 
years ago.19 I can go on and on about critics of liberal multiculturalism mourn-
ing its loss, or potential loss, as chauvinist nationalism cast its ominous shadow 
over large parts of cap i tal ist liberal democracies. What is common to  these 
theoretical moves is a retreat to a second line of defense, in the wake of po liti-
cal setbacks, not theoretical critiques. This retreat seeks to defend what one 
took for granted and criticized  earlier for its enmeshment in grids of power— 
domination, exploitation, exclusion, you name it. They index a regression in 
practice from the promises of a dignified life and equality, as well as a radical 
tightening, and fencing off, of the bound aries of po liti cal communities.

This retreat is in tension with the positions of some of  these same thinkers— 
Bourdieu and Brown— against the collapse of the space of intellectual inquiry 
to that of po liti cal engagement and for preserving the autonomy of thought 
and the unexpected paths it may lead one  toward.20 This call is a generous and 
sensible one. I am also mindful that this call to separate thought from politics 
has certain po liti cal, economic, and institutional conditions, mainly that it is 
much more amenable to be achieved in liberal cap i tal ist socie ties— for now 
at least— that have more stable po liti cal governance (not as prone to coups, 
civil wars, occupations), relatively autonomous educational institutions, more 
 legal guarantees for freedom of expression, and economic conditions, such 
as salaries, grants, prizes, that allow some intellectuals to lead a more or less 
comfortable middle- class life. As Bourdieu reminded us in Pascalian Medita-
tions, his last major work, skholè (leisure in Greek and the etymological root 
of school and scholastic) is the condition of existence of all scholarly fields.21 
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Thinking in po liti cally saturated and precarious conditions, in a police state, 
during civil wars, in underfunded, failing educational institutions  under the 
weight of bureaucratic inflation and po liti cal interferences— when speak-
ing your mind, and parrhesiastic speech, can cost you anything from a mild 
phone call by a security officer to your life—is a diff er ent game altogether. 
The uncharitable readings, condemning tone, and accusations of unoriginal-
ity that con temporary Arab intellectuals are subjected to by epistemic critics 
could be partly understood as a result of the latter’s embarrassment  because of 
their “theoretical unsophistication”— read, they still believe in pro gress or that 
liberal democracy is a good  thing— and “old fashioned” Enlightenment posi-
tions.22 This, as I mentioned  earlier, reproduces a historicist progressive logic 
in practice as it criticizes it in theory, contributing to reinforcing the trope of a 
“belated” Arab world. More importantly, though, its conflates the  labors of the 
situated and accountable critic with what it takes to be the most updated ver-
sion of critical theory, whose cognitive superiority enables it to be parachuted 
into Buenos Aires, Seoul, and Beirut to become operational in capturing  these 
socie ties as soon it hits the ground.
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sie.” He wrote, “I am using this designation from the  angle of a function  limited by the 
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confines of a specific role” (ws, 240). It’s a convoluted formulation reminding the reader 
of the “technical” usage of the “bourgeoisie” in this context, one that the author sought 
to distance from the ideological normative charge this concept carries in Marxist po liti cal 
lit er a ture.

20. Charara attached a footnote to the above- cited sentence in parenthesis, noting in 
a gesture of auto- critique: “. . .  in which [i.e., the illusions of the Left] the author of this 
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self that Fanon, Bhabha and Giddens speak of and from.” “ There seemed rather to be a 
tripleness, a qua dru pleness, to consciousness and an endless play,” she adds, “and it went 
something like this: ‘I am me, I am what you think I am and I am who this person to the 
right of me thinks I am and you are all full of shit and then maybe I  will tell you to your 
face.’ ” Audra Simpson, “On Ethnographic Refusal: Indigeneity, ‘Voice’ and Colonial 
Citizenship,” Junctures 9 (2007): 74.

16. For a discussion of the idealist and materialist predication of the subject, see Gayatri 
Chakravorty Spivak, “Practical Politics of the Open End,” in The Post- Colonial Critic: 
Interview, Strategies, Dialogues, ed. Sarah Harasym (New York: Routledge, 1990).

17. Elyachar, Markets of Dispossession, 9.
18. The modern proj ect of fashioning peasants into citizens,  whether you call it a social 

reform or a disciplinary proj ect, is also suffering from an additional set of complications. 
International organ izations, since the Bretton Woods Agreement, have the authority 
“to oversee not only relations between states but the conditions of life of their citizens 
as well.” This aspect of  these organ izations’ work was reinforced when, in addition to 
their humanitarian effort to alleviate poverty, a concern for  human rights was added 
to their mandate. “With this switch,” Elyachar writes, “the person being counted became 
no longer a citizen of a nation- state but an individual in a universal humanity.” Elyachar, 
Markets of Dispossession, 76.

19. Brown, “Resisting Left Melancholy,” and Wendy Brown, Undoing the Demos: Neo-
liberalism’s Stealth Revolution (New York: Zone Books, 2015).

20. See Wendy Brown, Politics Out of History (Prince ton, NJ: Prince ton University 
Press, 2001), cited in Saba Mahmood, Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the 
Feminist Subject (Prince ton, NJ: Prince ton University Press, 2004), and David Scott, 
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kind (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2006), 243–304.

21. Pierre Bourdieu, Pascalian Meditations, trans. Richard Nice (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, [1997] 2000).

22. This of course is not exclusive to the Arab world. “South Africans,” James Ferguson 
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try it!’ ” James Ferguson, “Theory from the Comaroffs, or How to Know the World Up, 
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Behind the production of the new international periodical Revolution printed in 

Montreux, a traditional resort town on Lake Geneva, were two internationally-

known Communists. Nils Andersson, head of the “La Cite” publishing House in 

Lausanne, an authorised distributor of Chinese publications and the magazine’s 

director Jacques Verges (1925-2013). 

Verges, a Reunion-born, half Vietnamese activist, a former French resistance 

fighter, communist party member, had worked in Prague for the International 

Union of Students before returning to Paris acting as a lawyer for the Algerian 

Fronte Liberation Nationale militants. He parted company with the PCF French 

Communist Party  for its failure to support the FLN struggle. After a short time 

with the Moroccan and Algerian Foreign Ministries, after the liberation moved to 

Alger setting up the glitzy magazine Révolution, Afrique, Amérique latine, Asie in 

January 1963. The Chinese, who were much interested in Algeria as a way into 

revolution and influence in Africa, contacted Jacques Vergès, invites him to 

China where Mao Zedong briefs him on African Maoist organizations.   

 

Inspired by a two week visit to China in March 1963, by July, Vergas produced 

an English version of “Revolution” with the emphasis on the ‘Chinese model’ 

leading to his departure from Algers, ordered to relinquish the editor’s chair by 

the Algerian government. He eventually moved to Switzerland after initially 

returning to Paris. 

The French language monthly covered a wide scope of material; economic 

interpretations and poetry and political propaganda articles and comments on art, 



ideological documents and jazz. Attractive with a modern layout and a wealth of 

pictures and drawings. 

Writing in the weekly paper of the Norwegian Socialist People’s Party Torid 

Skarad, noted observed  

“A fiery red cover with a black fist clutching a rifle and an editorial that indicates 

knowledge of the political and economic liberation struggle, insight into Africa’s 

history and sidelights on other parts of the world, above all the “Third World” i 

Here was ,described by the Christian Science Monitor ii a “slick voice”, anti-

imperialist in orientation as it reels off all those associated with it (such as 

Mohammed Babu of Zanibar) and under Verges a supportive voice for the 

Chinese arguments in “Marxist disputes”.  The local Swiss media warning against 

Verges’ activities and presence in Switzerland, wrote: 

“Jacques Verges is Peking’s man in France…..responsible for the most important 

publication in French supporting the Communist doctrines and concepts of 

China.”iii 

Francois Fejto the Hungarian political scientist, judged Révolution,  

“the best-produced and most effective publication of the pro-Chinese movement 

in France. Thanks to its English edition and forthcoming Spanish edition, the 

review's field of action stretches from France to Africa and even to the American 

continent. Révolution, with its articles contributed from all parts of the world, is 

looking more and more like a liaison journal for the groups and movements of the 

Maoist International now coming into existence.” iv 

While only the first French issue was printed in Switzerland, and then bound in 

France, all issues of the English editions were printed, bound and mailed from 

Switzerland. 

The appearance of Revolution occurred in the context of moves during 1963 

toward the creation of separate, international (often rival Afro-Asian bodies) that 

were not under revisionist control.  

 

At a conference held in Djakarta in April to set up a new Afro-Asian 

journalists' association, the Soviet delegates—on the insistence of the 

Chinese—were restricted to observer status and were refused membership 

in the new body (five months later the Chinese boycotted a Mediterranean 

conference cruise organized by the Prague-based International 

Organization of Journalists). In September a Peking branch of the World 

Federation of Scientific Workers was established, and it was announced 

that the new "Peking Center" was planning a symposium of Asian, African 



and Latin American scientists for August 1964. On October 3 a Peking 

communique on the occasion of a visit by African students announced that 

a conference would be convened (no date was given) to consider the 

creation of a "three-continents" student organization, an obvious rival to 

the Prague-based International Union of Students. Another Djakarta 

meeting at the end of October prepared for an "Asian-African workers' 

conference," to be held in the Indonesian capital by "the early part of the 

middle of 1964"v 

 

There was no infrastructure to support an international 

journal, like the Prague-based “World Marxist Review: 

problems of peace and socialism” which publicised 

statements from the supporters of the CPSU perspective. 

The appearance of a substantial 80-120 paged lavishly 

produced with colour cover monthly, aroused considerable 

interest in September 1963. The first French language 

edition was distributed from Lausanne underlined the 

transnational political appeal – eventually published in 

three language (English, French and Spanish) editions. 

International coordination for the European parties was ad 

hoc and the by-product of shared involvement in solidarity 

work or pro-Albanian or Chinses activities. The appearance 

of the non-party magazine Revolution, however short-lived 

a publishing venture, could act as important conduit of 

information, both an organizers’ and discussion forum for 

the young anti-revisionist movement.  

 
Advertised in Vanguard, newspaper of the Committee to Defeat 

Revisionism For Communist Unity Vol.1 #5 June 1964 

 

Vergas told Newsweek, 

“Revolution has two aims: One aim is to ensure contact on 

a political level – and a perfectly legal one – between all 

revolutionary movements in the world. Two - to fight, within the socialist 

movement, modern revisionist tendencies which sacrifice revolution to 

collaboration with imperialism.” vi 

One cover feature an uncomplimentary photograph of a straw-hatted Khrushchev, 

adorned, “We, the Whites….”  Issue #5 reflected its ‘Third Worldism’ political 

coverage containing an exclusive interview with Malcolm X on the colonial war 

in the USA, the revolutionary reminiscences  of Cuba’s then Minister of Industry 



Che Guevara and the text of China’s head of state, Liu Shaoqi (old style, Liu 

Shao-Chi)’s “How To Be A Good Communist”. 

 

Production of Revolution was transferred to Paris after the intervention of the 

Swiss government. In March 1964, issue seven was banned in France because of 

the publication of an article calling for the independence of the French overseas 

territories. In April 1964 (with issue No. 8) Revolution reflected a greater 

engagement with the developing French anti-revisionists, with a called for French 

militants to co-ordinate their activities and for a national conference of “Friends 

of Revolution” to be organised at the end of 1965. 

 

With speculation of circulation around 30,000 and claims that the publication was 

“subsidised by a $70,000 grant from the Red Chinese Embassy in Bern” viithe 

CIA’s man within Revolution, Richard Gibson, claimed that the “top sale of any 

issue only came to 7,500 copies”viii 

Nil Andersson remarked upon the subsidiaries received: 

“Regarding the publication of CCP texts at the Cité-Éditeur (the editions I 

directed), China bought 300 or 500 copies, the Chinese Embassy telling me who 

to send them to. In other cases, there was more funding. For example, the Beijing 

publishing house had subscribed 10,000 subscriptions to the English edition 

of Africa-Asia-Latin America Revolution (AAA Revolution) edited by Jacques 

Vergès, which I initially printed. The Albanian party naturally did not have the 

same means as Beijing and the support it was able to grant could only have been 

very marginal”ix 

 

Richard Gibson, responsible for the English-language edition was the Black 

American journalist, formerly secretary of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee in 

the United States. (The one that had Oswald Harvey as a member in New 

Orleans)  



In 1957, Gibson work for 

CBS Radio News. With a 

colleague, he covered the 

Cuban revolution that 

brought Fidel Castro to 

power. In 1960, Gibson, 

who then sympathized 

with leftist movements, 

co-founded the Fair Play 

for Cuba Committee 

(FPCC), which defended 

Castro's government from 

negative coverage in the 

North American press. 

When he left CBS, Gibson took over running the Fair Play for Cuba Committee, 

and it grew rapidly on college campuses. He resisted subpoenas from Senate 

investigators seeking to discredit the group and urged civil rights leaders to 

support the Cuban cause. Gibson appeared before the US Senate Internal security 

Sub-committee on April 25 and May 16 1961 and consistently refused to answer 

all questions and allegations about communist affiliations which was that he was 

carrying on “activities against the United States through a Chinese Communist 

network which reaches to various parts of the world.”  

Not all was has it seemed. Suspicions of Gibson have been around a long time. 

Denials came whenever the accusations were raised, successfully suing Gordon 

Winter, a self-confessed South African security agent and having his book, Inside 

Boss withdrawn for insinuations that Gibson was a CIA agent provocateur and 

traitor to the causes he championed. x 

 Anthony Summers and Robbyn Swan found some evidence in 1994 and asked 

Gibson about it. He denied all. “While Gibson has staunchly denied any 

disloyalty, recently released C.I.A. documents include a letter in which – more 

than a decade later – the Agency formally asked a commercial company “to assist 

C.I.A. by placing on retainer Mr. Richard T. Gibson.” “How would that have 

come out? …,” said Gibson, when we told him about the document, 

“I’m amazed. It sounds a little bit like disinformation to me.” He suggested that 

the letter might be about a different man with the same name and middle 

initial.”xi 

 

In reality since July 1962, the FBI used him as an informant supplying 

information on the ‘Fair Play for Cuba Committee’ and, as detailed in a 

http://droberdeau.blogspot.com/2013/10/the-ghosts-of-november-by-anthony.html


Newsweek report published in 2018, Gibson continued the story, going 

international in his reach.xii 

In July 1962, Gibson in a piqué of dissatisfaction quit the Fair Play for Cuba 

Committee and approached the CIA: he could be of assistance. The CIA made 

contact. Gibson had moved on to Switzerland to become the English-language 

editor of a new magazine called La Révolution Africaine. In a January 1963 

memo, CIA Deputy Director Richard Helms informed the FBI that Gibson had 

told an agency source about the ideological direction of the magazine—further 

left—and how it planned to relocate 15 staff members from Paris to Algiers. 

 

In the summer of 1964, Gibson had a falling-out with the publisher of La 

Révolution, who accused him of attempting to “try and penetrate the ranks of the 

revolutionary international movement.” As such, Revolution informed its readers, 

Gibson “may no longer be counted among the contributors of this review” xiii 

 Whenever the charge was repeated years later, Gibson shrugged it off. "If I'm 

CIA, where's my pension?" he told  James Campbell of The Guardian 

newspaper in 2006. xiv 

Indeed, he worked for the CIA .His mission: to report on "his extensive contacts 

among leftist, radical, and communist movements in Europe and Africa." 

Newsweek commented, Gibson seems to have been a prolific spy. One CIA 

memo asserts that in 1977 his file contained more than 400 documents. 

 

The return of Jacques Vergès to Algeria in 1965, following the fall of President 

Ben Bella, ended the publication of the magazine. In the late 1960s Vergès began 

http://www.maryferrell.org/showDoc.html?docId=108731#relPageId=2&tab=page
http://www.maryferrell.org/showDoc.html?docId=108731#relPageId=2&tab=page
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2006/jan/07/featuresreviews.guardianreview25
https://www.theguardian.com/profile/james-campbell


to represent Palestinian militants but from 1970 to 1978 he disappeared:  Vergès 

subsequent notoriety raises questions about ( not his constant anti-Americanism 

but) supposed “leftist” anti-establishment credentials as he acted as defence 

lawyer, notably in a string of high profile cases (which were lost) that included 

the Nazi war criminal Klaus Barbie. He died in August 2013.xv 
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Introduction
Christian SORACE, Ivan FRANCESCHINI, and Nicholas LOUBERE

Here we are in the twenty-first century, among the shipwrecks of utopian 
voyages, with faded maps to places that no longer exist. Maoist China seems 
like one such place, with its dreams, aspirations, and terrors, erased under 

the shimmering miracle of capitalist development. But contemporary China is also 
a place of state-backed exploitation of labour that produces cheap commodities for 
global markets, including the electronic goods that have become the prostheses of 
modern life. The language of communism and class struggle has long been relegated 
to the past. When discussions of the staggering inequalities of wealth, corruption, 
and other adverse consequences of post-Maoist capitalism gain momentum, they are 
censored. Moreover, to read Marx and debate the legacy of Maoism in China is not 
permitted outside of highly circumscribed official channels—recently, it has even led 
to the repression and harassment of idealistic students who took Maoism at its word. 
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) carefully guards its legacy and vocabulary of 
legitimation. Against what it labels as ‘historical nihilism’ (lishi xuwuzhuyi)—that is to 
say, the rogue circulation of concepts with the potential to inspire and incite new ways 
of being in the world—it presents a story of China’s triumph under CCP rule. 
This edited volume argues that there is much we can learn by revisiting the complicated 

and contested legacies of Chinese communism. The dogmatic reification of Chinese 
communism in China, and its Cold War vilification in liberal democracies, makes 
this critical excavation all the more necessary. We refer to Chinese communism in the 
volume’s title, and not to Maoism, because we want to acknowledge that emancipatory 
ideas in Chinese thought have always been collectively produced. These ideas are the 
result of countless energetic debates that have taken place in different times and places 
in China, across the twentieth century and since. It is precisely because of the massive 
influence Mao has exerted over political thought and discourse in modern China 
that we must remind ourselves all the more not to confine the ideas, aspirations, and 
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promises of Chinese communism to an individual or a time. In this volume, Maoism 
transcends Mao and refers to new ways of thinking, speaking, and practicing politics 
that involved the participation of hundreds of millions of people. And as is well known, 
Mao did not author all of the texts signed in his name. Maoism was the shape Chinese 
communism took for a time, without the two ever fully coinciding. 
This book engages with the idea of communism as it was imagined, promoted, 

preached, and practiced during China’s ‘revolutionary century’—encompassing the 
decades from the 1910s (which culminated in the May Fourth Movement of 1919 and 
led to the establishment of the CCP in 1921) to the onset of the Reform and Opening 
Up era announced in December 1978. The period from 1949 to 1976, during which 
Mao Zedong led the People’s Republic, is a central focus of this book. 

When the CCP obtained control of the state in 1949, China had a predominantly 
agrarian society lacking in developed industry. The political violence of the Republican 
period was exacerbated by Japan’s occupation of the country from 1937 to 1945, and 
by the ensuing Civil War, which ended with the defeat of the Nationalist Party in 1949. 
In the 1950s, China was reliant on Soviet bureaucratic communism, as the fledgling 
People’s Republic struggled to develop economically in the hostile environment of the 
Cold War. What came to be known as Maoism can be understood as a conceptual 
vocabulary and way of thinking about, and putting into practice, the idea of communism 
in the conditions inherited and navigated by the Communist Party during this stretch 
of time. Responding to its context, Maoism was not an abstract doctrine, but a living 
body of ‘thought’ (sixiang) requiring the deployment of theory in practice, and the 
reformulation of theory based on the lessons generated by practice. In its attempt to 
translate and adapt Marxist doctrine to rapidly changing Chinese contexts, Maoism 
invented new ways of thinking and practising politics—of being political—which 
circulated far beyond China’s borders. 

People have not stopped trying to enlist Mao’s discourse for their own cause—to 
selectively cite, interpret, and invoke Mao. Perhaps the most obvious example of 
a selective reading of Maoism is Deng Xiaoping’s historical conclusion that Mao was 
70 percent correct and 30 percent wrong (a verdict that mirrors Mao’s assessment of 
Stalin). In the new era ushered in by Deng after 1978, the Party was unable to reconcile 
the bifurcated image of Mao implied by this 70 to 30 split. On the one hand, Mao was 
to be revered as the founding father of the People’s Republic. That his embalmed corpse 
has been carefully maintained and displayed in a mausoleum on Tiananmen Square 
is indicative of his ancestral significance for the post-Maoist Party. Indeed, people are 
daily reminded of Mao as his visage now appears on Chinese banknotes (and has done 
so since 1999). On the other hand, post-Maoist Party leaders in the late 1970s and 
throughout the 1980s also allowed some public space for critical discussions of the 
Cultural Revolution. Thus, Mao found representation as the provocateur/saboteur who 
during the Cultural Revolution nearly destroyed the CCP through his injunction to 
the people to ‘bombard the headquarters.’ To date, however, the Communist Party has 
proven unable to monopolise how Mao is remembered, as he continues to lead countless 
afterlives in China and abroad.1 As an iconic image, Mao has become a contradictory 
symbol. For his admirers, he stands for mass emancipation, while for his detractors 
he is a cause of mass deaths. Mao has also become a pop culture icon rendered in 
bright colours on Warhol’s silkscreens and even tattooed on the boxer Mike Tyson’s 
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right bicep. Others celebrate Mao as a signifier of youthful rebellion. In the lyrics of 
American Indie band The Mountain Goats: ‘Put on your Chairman Mao coat, and let 
me clear my throat, let’s turn this whole town upside down, and shake it ‘til the coins 
come falling out of its pocket.’ A Mao for all seasons. 

New Interpretive Possibilities

This book seeks to open up interpretive possibilities regarding the Chinese Revolution 
as it was envisaged by the Chinese communists. Put simply, they sought to create a new 
world by destroying an old one. Under Mao’s leadership, the CCP set about establishing 
new modes of organising political, economic, social, and cultural life down to the 
minute details of people’s habits of perception and manners of speaking. How China’s 
revolutionary century is viewed depends to a large degree on one’s mode of relation 
to it: does one look back on it with nostalgia, horror, or ambivalence? Does one turn 
to it out of political fidelity, historical curiosity, or morbid fascination? To approach the 
Chinese Revolution is to stand in relation to it, and to feel something toward it. 

As an edited volume, each author in the book takes up the question of Chinese 
communism from their own perspective and in their own idiom. Even the editors of the 
volume constantly argue with each other about the legacy of the Mao era. We suggest 
that this is one of the book’s strengths. But like every other book, whether edited or 
single-authored, this volume is constructed on the basis of parameters of inclusion and 
exclusion. As editors, we are interested in critical perspectives on the Maoist legacy 
that take it seriously as a revolutionary project. This criterion still leaves a wide room for 
disagreement, but rules out perspectives on Maoism that are presumptively dismissive 
and ideologically entrenched in Cold War mentalities that pass themselves off as 
objective social science. 

Inspiration for the volume comes from a range of positions along the political 
spectrum with regard to Mao’s legacy: from Simon Leys at one end to Alain Badiou at 
the other. Simon Leys—the literary alias of the late Pierre Ryckmans—was one of the 
earliest and most stringent critics of the Cultural Revolution, an attitude that exposed 
him to vicious attacks by other scholars throughout the 1970s. To cite only a brief 
passage from his much-discussed 1974 book Chinese Shadows:

If the destruction of the entire legacy of China’s traditional culture was the 
price to pay to insure the success of the revolution, I would forgive all the 
iconoclasm, I would support them with enthusiasm! What makes the Maoist 
vandalism so odious and so pathetic is not that it is irreparably mutilating an 
ancient civilisation, but rather that by doing so it gives itself an alibi for not 
grappling with the true revolutionary tasks. The extent of their depredations 
gives Maoists the cheap illusion that they have done a great deal; they 
persuade themselves that they can rid themselves of the past by attacking its 
material manifestations; but in fact they remain its slaves, bound the more 
tightly because they refuse to realise the effect of the old traditions within 
their revolution.2 
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Leys’ unsparing condemnation of Maoist communism can be understood as a mode 
of taking the revolution at its own word. In Leys’ despair at the methods used by the 
Maoists we can nonetheless discern a disappointment in which a trace of the communist 
promise still lingers. 

Despair and disappointment do not exhaust the range of reactions that the Cultural 
Revolution has elicited. Many authors have also tried to see fragile revolutionary gains 
that were made and that were then undone by countertendencies within the dynamic 
process of the Revolution’s unfolding. For Alain Badiou, the Cultural Revolution marks 
the end of a sequence of the revolutionary process: a Leninist Party organisation, 
formed as a vehicle of emancipation, descends into extreme violence and chaos in 
a  failed transition of power from the hands of the Party bureaucracy into the hands 
of the people. The impasse that has resulted opens up a space of critical questioning. 
As Badiou puts it: ‘What problems do we and Mao still have in common? In what sense 
is a reading of his texts anything more than an exercise in nostalgia or critique? To what 
extent can Mao’s texts still be a point of reference in our search for a new direction 
for emancipatory politics … ?’3 Badiou’s questions presuppose that we are inescapably 
inheritors of emancipatory traditions with uncertain futures. 
There is no reason why one cannot feel both inspired and disgusted by different 

aspects of Maoism. The legacies of the Chinese Revolution are far-reaching and 
entwined, impossible to unknot into a verdict of ‘for’ or ‘against,’ no matter how 
tempting it is to simplify the world into reassuring positions. Rather than discuss Mao 
from a given position, or even enlist Mao to support a given argument, this volume 
seeks to generate an open-ended project of Chinese communism that allows Mao’s 
legacy to be questioned from different interpretive possibilities. 
The book contains chapters by more than 50 China scholars from different disciplines 

and continents. Each chapter discusses a concept or practice from the Mao era, what 
it signified in its historical context, and what has become of it since. The authors each 
respond to the legacy of Maoism in their own way, to consider what lessons Chinese 
communism can offer today and whether there is a future for the egalitarian politics 
that communism once promised. The book is structured to encourage a diversity of 
views. Instead of grouping the essays according to loosely framed thematic sections, 
we opted for a lexicon-style approach, listing the contributions in alphabetical order. 
We hope that this mode of organisation will invite readers to find their own theoretical 
paths among the various chapters and make sense of it according to their own needs.

Reinvention

There is an unspoken pressure that any hint of a positive regard for Maoism must 
be qualified by an acknowledgment of its violence and the untimely deaths of millions 
of people. This obligatory self-criticism dooms communism to appear as a discredited 
ideology rather than as an arc of possibilities yet to be more fully imagined, let alone 
realised. As Jodi Dean argues: ‘Only by supposing such an impossible, invariant, 
constant, unchanging communism can the appeal to history turn a single instance into 
a damning example of the failed and dangerous communist experience.’4 We typically 
do not hear people say that Christianity is solely reducible to the crusades, and 
American liberalism to the lynching of black people in the South. But the insistence 
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that communism is the violent excesses of its first attempts at realisation, which 
emerged under improbable and embattled conditions, is often asserted by detractors of 
communist thought as an article of blind faith. 

So how do we move out of the present impasse of living amidst a dysfunctional 
capitalism that will sooner or later destroy the planet, insofar as we frequently find 
ourselves being ideologically discouraged from imagining a way out of capitalism? 
Several of today’s prominent philosophers have addressed how our political imaginaries 
are being held hostage to discursive blackmail in which the threat of totalitarianism 
always has the final word.5 But the act of registering this fact also means that we 
must no longer submit to it: that we recognise the urgent need to reinvent egalitarian 
organisations of political and economic life. The present volume is interested in fostering 
this endeavour and is guided by numerous authors who have sought to imagine and 
theorise life beyond capitalism. 
Thus, we refuse to be confined to discussing communism under Mao as a case of 

being either for or against it. This way of structuring things is a setup. You are either 
for Mao and are blamed for ignoring the atrocities that occurred under his name, or 
you are against Mao and already on the side of the capitalists and reactionaries. Kristen 
Ghodsee and Scott Sehon have shown that anti-communist arguments generally 
rest on the hidden premise that if any ideology ‘did many horrible things, then that 
ideology should be rejected.’6 Their response is not to deny the atrocities committed 
in the name of communism but to extend the same logic to all ideologies, including 
capitalism. Nothing in Ghodsee and Sehon’s argument requires countenancing the 
wanton violence of twentieth-century communist regimes. In fact, they suggest quite 
the opposite: that leftists should be the most critical of these betrayals. Their argument 
helps to level the playing field by allowing us to more clearly see the grip that anti-
communism continues to have on our political imaginations and discourses. If one can 
talk glowingly and reverently of the principles of the Constitution of the United States 
with the latter’s history of slavery and genocide, one should also be able to approach 
Mao’s writing as a dynamic blueprint for political organisation. 

Communist afterlives are potentialities as much as they are historical realities. On this 
point, the philosopher Alfred North Whitehead is illuminating: ‘A feeling bears on 
itself the scars of its birth; it recollects as a subjective emotion its struggle for existence; 
it retains the impress of what it might have been, but is not … . The actual cannot be 
reduced to mere matter of fact in divorce from the potential.’7 In a communist sense, 
these potentialities are a free inheritance of thought to anyone who wants to seize and 
use them.

Difference and Repetition 

We hope that this edited volume will become a reference for people seeking to 
understand contemporary Chinese politics and society. In discussing concepts and 
practices of the Mao period, each chapter also traces how they have evolved into present 
governance mentalities and techniques. In the spirit of Maoism as a practice-oriented 
theory, its components have been reassembled and updated to fit present circumstances 
and needs. Several Maoist ideas and turns of phrase lacking a place in the present world 
of capitalist development and social harmony have disappeared from the map (but not 
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without leaving behind traces and virtualities in the present). Just as it was impossible 
to reify Maoism in the Mao era, it is even harder to draw a direct line of causality from 
the Mao era to the present—that is, unless you are the Communist Party and in charge 
of writing and policing official history and orthodoxy. 

Increasingly, scholars in Chinese Studies have argued that it is wrongheaded to 
see Communist Party governance as having changed entirely in the early 1980s with 
the advent of Reform and Opening Up. The ostensible break from Maoist political 
campaigns, ideology, and class struggle was widely celebrated in the international 
media then, at the expense of heeding the ways in which CCP rule continued to rely on 
institutional practices established under Mao. To see Xi Jinping today as dragging China 
back to the dark ages of politics and ideology is to reduce China’s economic transition to 
a caricature and to assume, egregiously, that capitalism is ideology-free. We do not need 
critical theory to unmask the hypocrisy here—even the Chinese government publicly 
describes market transition as a process of ‘engineering’ (gongcheng) and ‘construction’ 
(jianshe) in a way that would have made Karl Polanyi blush.8 The CCP views the world 
and everything in it as an artefact of the political. Its guiding documents unabashedly 
refer to political, economic, cultural, and ecological ‘construction’ as its main tasks, 
positing a world of malleable processes rather than fixed categories.

More often than not, anti-communist argumentation presupposes a state-phobic 
framework—one not shared by most people in China—in which state intervention is 
perceived as undesirable rather than unavoidable, a violation of individual life, rather 
than its infrastructure of support. Critics of communism often cherry-pick which 
instances of state intervention to denounce, and which to dress with pleasant-sounding 
phrases and justifications. The question of intervention on behalf of whom and in 
pursuit of what vision is generally given short shrift. 

A new vocabulary for the analysis and discussion of Chinese politics is necessary. 
Since 2017, China’s state media and CCP propagandists have been talking up the 
‘New Era’ (xin shidai) of Xi Jinping. In Xi’s attempt to reestablish Party legitimacy in 
a postrevolutionary form of ideology that combines Confucian traditions, civilisational 
pride, and socialist core values, the CCP’s language has undergone significant change. 
Nonetheless, there are distinctive ways in which one-party rule under Xi today 
remains guided by modes of communicating and governing that developed under 
Mao. To the extent that the institutional and discursive resources available to Xi and 
his administration are a direct legacy of the Maoist period, we need a basic ‘literacy’ 
in Communist Party discourse to appreciate how the Party-state governs and Chinese 
citizens experience and negotiate the political realities of China’s one-party system. 
Each chapter in this edited volume contributes to this literacy by offering an interpretive 
key to how China has become what it is today. That said, the chapters do not add up to 
a determinable totality. Instead, they trace a fluid set of relations and evolving practices 
over time.

  
Message in a Bottle 

This volume began as a special issue of the open-access quarterly Made in China 
Journal, of which we are the editors. However, as it took shape, and as more people 
became involved, the project grew into a full-length book exploring the origins, lives, 
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and afterlives of the main concepts underpinning Chinese communist thought. It was 
at this point that we were helped by a generous joint publishing arrangement between 
ANU Press and Verso Books, which has enabled the book to appear in two formats. 
It can be downloaded for free and is also available for purchase as a paperback. 
The ethos of the Made in China project is rooted in accessibility. We are committed to 

open-access publication for the simple reason that not everyone can afford to purchase 
books from commercial academic publishers. The business model of academic 
publishing, which involves the repackaging and sale of publicly funded research, has 
reached a critical juncture in an increasingly competitive market. The publishing model 
we have chosen indicates that we are both in and outside this market. Moreover, we felt 
compelled to think outside the confines of traditional academic publishing as we want 
our readers to imagine new political possibilities beyond the capitalism we know. 

Our modest hope is that the volume will help to revive the reading public’s interest 
in what was one of the twentieth century’s most radical, and fraught, undertakings 
to transform and emancipate humanity. We do this in the belief that, as the twenty-
first century portends climate catastrophe, a resurgence in authoritarianism, and 
obscene disparities of wealth, a revival of the communist perspective, freed from any 
dogmatism, is necessary to fight for what remains of the world we hold in common.
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Xing Danwen, Born With the Cultural Revolution (1995)
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The world is yours, as well as ours, but in the last analysis, it is yours. 
You young people, full of vigour and vitality, are in the bloom of life, like the 

sun at eight or nine in the morning. Our hope is placed on you. The world 
belongs to you. China’s future belongs to you.

Mao Zedong, ‘Talk at a Meeting with Chinese Students  
and Trainees in Moscow,’ 17 November 1957 
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1
美学
Aesthetics
Christian SORACE

Great plans are afoot:
A bridge will fly to span the north and south, 

Turning a deep chasm into a thoroughfare;
Walls of stone will stand upstream to the west

To hold back Wushan’s clouds and rains
Till a smooth lake rises in the narrow gorges.

The mountain goddess if she is still there
Will marvel at a world so changed. 

Excerpt from Mao’s poem ‘Swimming,’ June 1956 

Mao’s poem ‘Swimming’ is a poetic evocation of the glorious changes that 
were intended to transform the Chinese nation through the collectivisation 
of agriculture and accelerated industrial production. Written before the 

suppression of the Hundred Flowers Campaign (1957) and the launch of the Great 
Leap Forward (1958–62), the poem signals the way ahead with a sublime utopian 
vision. ‘Great plans are afoot’—natural chasms will be transformed into human 
thoroughfares. These scenes of industrious beauty obscure all traces of the destruction, 
rubble, displacement, and violence of transformation.

In Chinese, the word for ‘aesthetics’ (meixue) is, literally, the ‘study of beauty.’ Still, 
as Haun Saussy points out, this term is misleading for many reasons.1 First, it was 
imported into China only in the nineteenth century by way of Japanese readings of 
German aesthetic philosophy. Further, in the vast skein of traditional Chinese thought, 
there was scant consideration of an aesthetic realm outside of the sovereign jurisdiction 
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of the state. In this sense, Mao Zedong’s famous 1942 ‘Talks at the Yan’an Forum on 
Literature and Art,’ in which he subordinates the aesthetic to the political, represents 
another faithful iteration of this tradition, with a Marxist gloss. 

In this speech, Mao outlines the relationship between politics and art in the context 
of revolution, arguing that there are no absolute criteria for judging the value of art, 
only contextual and pragmatic ones. For Mao, art transforms reality in the process of 
reflecting it: 

Although man’s social life is the only source of literature and art and is 
incomparably livelier and richer in content, the people are not satisfied with 
life alone and demand literature and art as well. Why? Because, while both 
are beautiful, life as reflected in works of literature and art can and ought to 
be on a higher plane, more intense, more concentrated, more typical, nearer 
the ideal, and therefore more universal than actual everyday life. 

Although everyday life is ‘incomparably livelier’ than art, it is also more chaotic and 
complex. Art, so conceived, projects a better version of the everyday present, by which 
the masses can see a likeness of their future. The cultural sphere consists of models 
of behaviour, narratives, colours, sounds, and scenes which awaken revolutionary 
feelings. For Mao, the masses do not need art to remind them of their daily experience of 
‘hunger, cold, and oppression.’ They need art to visualise the possibility of transcending 
their suffering. 

On these grounds, Mao advocates combining political and aesthetic criteria when 
judging a work of art. Revolutionary content with lacklustre form does not stir 
the heart; conversely, an enchanting work of art can be a siren song of reactionary 
politics. For Mao, exemplary art fuses revolutionary content with high artistic quality. 
In addition to touching their souls, revolutionary works of art provide the people with 
representations of their own collective power and future. In this configuration, the fate 
of art and politics are inextricably bound together. 

What falls out of the picture is what Fredric Jameson describes as the ‘implacable and 
sometimes even intolerable negativity’ of modern art, which is a necessary antidote 
to the pragmatism, empiricism, and common sense of daily life, not to mention the 
aesthetic rituals of state legitimation.2 This logic is absent from Mao’s Yan’an Talks. 
In  1942, revolutionary energies were too new and vulnerable to dissipation. They 
needed to be safeguarded by the correct ‘standpoint’ (lichang) and ‘attitude’ (taidu) 
of the artist: 

From one’s standpoint there follow specific attitudes towards specific matters. 
For instance, is one to extol or expose? This is a question of attitude … . Many 
petty-bourgeois writers have never discovered the bright side. Their works 
only expose the dark and are known as the ‘literature of exposure.’ Some of 
their works simply specialise in preaching pessimism and world-weariness.

It is a slippery slope from aesthetic ‘exposure’ to nihilism to counterrevolution. 
To prevent this slippage, Mao limits art to a positive incarnation of political categories. 
Exposure is permissible, and encouraged, only when it is directed at enemies: ‘With 
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regard to the [enemies] … the task of revolutionary writers and artists is to expose 
their duplicity and their cruelty and at the same time to point out the inevitability of 
their defeat.’ Toward allies, ‘our attitude should be one of both alliance and criticism,’ 
encouraging their achievements and chastising their apathy. ‘As for the masses … 
we should certainly praise them’ and patiently educate them to overcome their 
shortcomings. 

After the victory of the revolution, art will continue to be a source of political intensity 
and inspiration for the masses, but similar to the  victims of Pompeii, will also fossilise 
them in the representational forms of state power.

Antonioni’s China 

In 1972, Italian filmmaker Michelangelo Antonioni was invited to China to film 
the sublime achievements of the Cultural Revolution. When it was released in 1974, 
Antonioni’s three-hour-and-forty-minute documentary film Chung Kuo triggered 
a virulent campaign of denunciation in China. Party leaders viewed the documentary 
as a ‘reactionary’ (fandong), ‘anti-Chinese’ (fanhua) attempt to humiliate China and 
denigrate the Chinese Revolution. People were encouraged to pen letters denouncing 
the film, even though it was banned from public circulation and only a handful of 
leaders had actually seen it. Discussion of this anti-Antonioni campaign has since been 
seldom raised. When it is mentioned, it is typically dismissed as a time-capsule of Mao-
era fanaticism. However, I suggest that the discursive rationality and affective energies 
of this campaign offer an interpretive key to official attitudes toward representations of 
China today. 

CCP leaders at the time accused Antonioni of ‘making China ugly’ (chouhua) by 
filming what they regarded to be the embarrassing blemishes of everyday life. For 
them, Antonioni’s film was anything but a beautiful contemplation of the ordinary—it 
was a form of national humiliation. In an editorial published in the People’s Daily on 
30 January 1974, the authors argue that Antonioni’s purpose was ‘not to understand 
China’ but to ‘humiliate it.’3 In response to Antonioni’s defence that he only intended 
to provide an ‘objective recording’ without judgement, the People’s Daily retorted that 
‘each scene itself is a judgment.’ 
The main indictment against Antonioni’s documentary was not what it filmed, but 

what it did not film. Despite China’s revolutionary victory and massive transformations, 
in Antonioni’s film, China seemed to have changed very little, if at all. The lives of 
workers and peasants appeared to have barely improved since the prerevolutionary era; 
they toiled in similar conditions under different masters. According to the People’s Daily 
editorial, in Antonioni’s portrayal, ‘it seems as if China’s revolution has not changed the 
status of Chinese people and has not liberated them spiritually’—a direct challenge to 
the CCP’s legitimating narrative that it freed China from its feudal past. During the 
Mao era, campaigns were organised in which people would ‘speak bitterly’ (suku) about 
the past, and ‘recall past bitterness in order to savour the sweetness of the present’ (yi ku 
si tian) (see Javed’s essay in the present volume). People were enjoined to remember 
and be thankful for their new lives provided to them by the Party. Antonioni’s scenes of 
China’s past haunting its present challenged this logic of legitimation. 
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According to an editorial that appeared in the Guangming Daily on 13 February 1974: 
‘In this way, in the movie, the Chinese Revolution is missing (bu jian), the extraordinary 
changes brought about by the Revolution are missing, the radiant glory of new China 
is missing; instead, all that people can see is only the old China of last century.’4 I have 
rendered bu jian in English as missing to make the translation smooth; however, in 
Chinese bu jian literally means to disappear from sight, implying that Antonioni’s 
camera intentionally did not record the positive aspects of China that were directly in 
front of his camera. The author accused Antonioni of shi’erbujian, which means to not 
see what is plainly there. 

Framed in the unflattering light of Antonioni’s camera, rural China appeared full 
of people for whom the passage of revolutionary teleological time had stopped. In 
the words of the People’s Daily editorial, instead of filming revolutionary advances, 
Antonioni ‘spares no effort to find a withered farmland, lonely old man, weary beast 
of burden, and shabby building.’ What in reality is a ‘poor village,’ in the voice-over 
narration is labelled ‘a desolate and abandoned place.’ In the Guangming Daily editorial, 
the writer is baffled over Antonioni’s scene selections: ‘Instead of displaying industrial 
prosperity, [Antonioni’s camera] is transfixed on the backdrop of an elderly women 
sitting on the ground eating a popsicle.’ Why would he want to film a scene that is 
entirely foreign to Mao’s injunction that art must distil idealised forms of life? 

From the CCP’s perspective, the only possible answer was that Antonioni’s aesthetic 
decisions were politically motivated technical manipulations to humiliate China. 
What could not be imagined was an aesthetic appreciation of the beauty of ordinary 
life. As Mao put it in his 1942 Yan’an Talks: ‘There is in fact no such thing as art for 
art’s sake, art that stands above classes, art that is detached from or independent of 
politics.’ It was impossible for the CCP to consider Antonioni as engaged in anything 
other than aesthetic sabotage. From the CCP’s perspective, Antonioni’s aesthetics were 
an ‘imperialist way of seeing’ (diguozhuyi de yanguang). Ironically enough, after the 
ban on publicly screening Antonioni’s film in China was lifted in 2004, the movie has 
received praise by Chinese audiences, especially of that generation, for its depictions of 
a simpler and more beautiful life.5

Reactionary Formalism 

What is perhaps most interesting about these denunciations is their political critique 
of Antonioni’s formal techniques. ‘Anything good, new, or progressive, he did not film, 
filmed very little, or at the time pretended to film and then later edited out; any inferior, 
old, or backward scenes, he would film without turning the camera away.’ Even when 
Antonioni filmed what the CCP would have regarded as positive aspects of China, the 
editorial accused him of doing so from an unflattering angle. For instance, the footage 
he filmed of the bridge over the Yangtze River in Nanjing was said to have undermined 
this ‘magnificent’ and ‘modern’ structure. This was because the camera was ‘unsteady 
and swayed back and forth’ and even strayed to film someone’s ‘pants drying underneath 
the bridge.’ These intrusions of everyday life disrupted the monumental, revolutionary, 
and romantic longings of the Maoist aesthetic.6 
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The CCP was enraged by more than just the ‘erratic’ style of camera-work. In their eyes, 
Antonioni meticulously edited scenes in a way that obliterated China’s revolutionary 
transformation. In the Imperial Palace’s Exhibition Hall, after filming sculptures of 
‘oppressed workers rebelling’ during the Ming era (1368–1644) and describing their 
‘miserable’ living conditions, the ‘camera shot cuts to a scene of young students sent 
down to the countryside to participate in labour’ insinuating that not much has changed 
between then and now. The voice-over narration concluded that there was no ‘paradise’ 
in the Chinese countryside. This statement probably struck a nerve, as it was quoted in 
several of the essays denouncing Antonioni. However, it is also worth considering the 
European context in which Antonioni’s film was made and received. Across Europe at 
the time groups of young self-styled Maoists fetishised the Cultural Revolution as an 
answer to their political desires (see Lanza’s essay in the present volume). As Jacques 
Rancière reflected: ‘There can be no doubt that we were bending the manifestations of 
the Maoist revolution a bit too quickly to our own desires for a communism radically 
different from the Stalinist one.’7 For the Chinese Communists, however, Antonioni’s 
statement could only be understood as a negation of revolution.

For the CCP, each aspect of Antonioni’s documentary was reactionary. The People’s 
Daily editorial complained about the ‘drab lighting and gloomy and cold tone.’ The film 
lacked the bright colours of revolutionary passion, and instead gave off a ‘gloomy, 
depressing, and unfeeling impression.’ On top of that, the musical score was also 
found to be offensive. Rather than highlighting China’s revolutionary model operas, 
Antonioni used Chinese music to ‘wantonly mock’ the revolution. In one a scene, a pig 
shakes its head in sync with lines from a revolutionary opera that said ‘lift up one’s 
head and stick out one’s chest’ (tai qi tou, ting koutang). Scenes such as this one are 
marshalled as evidence of Antonioni’s malicious political intentions.

Antonioni’s camera recorded China in a way that challenged the official discursive 
and aesthetic frame of representation. The CCP’s response was to denounce the film as 
evidence of Antonioni’s imperialist gaze: you can’t see China because you only see what 
you want to see. He had failed the People’s Republic.

Ridiculing the Sublime 

On 15 October 2014, in an unmistakable emulation of Mao’s 1942 Yan’an Talks, China’s 
leader Xi Jinping gave a ‘Speech at the Forum on Literature and Art.’8 Despite China’s 
rapid transformations over the last several decades, the CCP continues to vigilantly 
guard over—and censor—representations of China that challenge its idealised version 
of itself. Without the larger-than-life figures of revolution and communism as their 
horizon, Xi’s guidelines reduce art to the celebration of Party-sanctioned morality, 
cultural heritage, and nationalist sentiment. 

In Xi’s version, the main purpose of art is to infuse reality with optimism for the 
future:

If literary and artistic creations merely write an account of the current 
situation, reveal an unmediated display of the repulsive side of things, and 
do not extol their bright side, if they do not express ideals and guide morality, 
then they cannot inspire the people to advance. 
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For Xi, art must marry ‘a spirit of realism’ and a ‘mood of romanticism,’ ‘use light to 
disperse darkness,’ ‘use the beautiful and good to defeat the repulsive,’ with the ultimate 
aim of ‘allowing people to glimpse the beauty, hope, and dreams that are in front of 
them.’ 
This definition of art prefigured Xi Jinping’s speech at the Party’s Nineteenth Congress, 

held in October 2017, during which he announced the arrival of a ‘New Era’ (xin shidai) 
shaped by a new ‘principal contradiction’ (zhuyao maodun) facing Chinese society. 
This contradiction results from the nation’s ‘unbalanced and inadequate development 
and the people’s ever-growing needs for a better life.’9 Xi used the term meihao when 
referring to a ‘better life,’ thus evoking the idea of an aesthetically pleasing and morally 
ordered life. For Xi, the duty of the artist is to produce visions of the good life, and the 
responsibility of the CCP is to create the socioeconomic conditions for its realisation. 
What his account cannot accommodate are representations that might diminish 
people’s optimism or call into question the CCP’s ability to engineer the future. 

Xi’s speech continues the Party tradition of using political criteria to judge the value 
of works of art, and criticises alternative modes of valuing artistic creation. Like Mao, 
Xi argues against formal aesthetic criteria and the mentality of ‘art for art’s sake’ (see 
also Chan’s essay in the present volume). In his words, ‘the ultimate goal of all creative 
techniques and methods is to serve content … . To depart from this principle, technique 
and method are utterly lacking in value, to the extent of producing negative effects.’ 
Unlike Mao, however, Xi must also contend with the art market as a source of value for 
art as a cultural commodity. Unsurprisingly, Xi saves his harshest remarks for market-
driven sensationalist works of art that ‘ridicule the sublime’ and ‘exaggerate society’s 
dark side’ in the pursuit of profit. He described these works as ‘cultural garbage.’ Without 
formal aesthetic and market criteria to judge the value of a work of art, Xi submits that 
an artwork’s significance must derive from its ability to contribute to the ‘rejuvenation 
of the great Chinese nation’ (zhonghua minzu de weida fuxing). Here, the negative—or 
critical function of art—is conflated with the anti-social, and often interpreted as being 
anti-Chinese.

Politics of Sight 

The politics and contradictions surrounding Antonioni’s documentary film are 
still relevant today. Where is the truth in this melee of representations and mutual 
recriminations of misrecognition? Does one see the material successes of China’s 
economic miracle, its skyscrapers and high-speed rails, or its concentration camps in 
Xinjiang and environmental devastation? In an age of globalisation, the CCP asserts its 
‘discursive rights’ (huayu quan) to ‘tell China’s story well’ (jianghao zhongguo gushi).10 
It  dismisses negative representations of China as the invidious attempts of China’s 
enemies to ‘damage the nation’s image’ and the ‘Party’s image.’ To be sure, there are 
negative representations of China that arguably harbour lingering colonialist desires 
and cold war animosities. However, what the Chinese Party-state is increasingly 
demanding is that the world defer to its control over how China is represented, thought 
about, and discussed as the price of doing business with it. What the CCP offers is 
a future in which the spark of Maoism, which has always been the power of the masses, 
is reduced to the cinders of history.
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2
血统
Blood Lineage
YI Xiaocuo

Bloodline, or lineage, has been a political ideology of many monarchical regimes 
and aristocratic societies throughout history. The rise of nationalism in Europe 
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries paralleled the discourse of purity 

and authenticity of one’s blood/race. In the context of national formation, blood is 
a metaphor for race, ethnicity, and sexuality that enacts loyalty, belonging, and national 
consciousness. Blood lineage can be a malleable narrative explaining Self and Other, 
a  rigid disciplining tool reinforcing hierarchy, or a fluid signifier for social groups 
seeking belonging and protection. 

In imperial China, rulers adopted blood-based ties to clarify the hereditary rights 
of power and property, and as a tool for social management in order to distinguish 
between royalty, civilians, and slaves. For example, the imperial Chinese punishment 
of collective responsibility—zhulian jiuzu, literally ‘guilt by association of nine of 
a  group/clan’—and the politics of lineage, or blood relation, played an important 
role in moulding, disciplining, and confining people to the social roles prescribed for 
them. People were expected to stay in their place in society, and transgression of the 
boundaries of their socially or politically ordained bloodlines could be met with severe 
punishment. In Chinese, shizu or zongzu represents a group tied by blood relationships 
as a family or a clan, led by lineage heads (zuzhang), with its family history and 
genealogy recorded as zupu. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, zu 
took on a nationalistic turn when the founding father of the Nationalist Party, Sun Yat-
sen, indicated that Chinese people of the Han or Chinese race (zhongzu) had ‘common 
blood,’ and they should stand together as zhonghua minzu (Chinese nationality) as they 
were facing the threat of national extinction under Western imperialism.1 Following the 
turn of the century and the May Fourth Movement in 1919, the Republic of China was 
founded under the famous slogan—‘Five Races under One Union’ (wu zu gonghe)—to 
unify Han Chinese people and Manchus, Mongols, Tibetans, and Muslims, the major 
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non-Han groups of China as perceived by the Nationalists. Following the Communist 
victory in 1949, the state ethnologists classified 55 non-Han peoples and stressed the 
importance of a unified nationality comprised of the Han as the majority ethnicity and 
non-Han as minorities (shaoshu minzu) (see also Bulag’s essay in the present volume). 
Official discourse aside, popular memories and heroic narratives centred on blood 
lineage also thrived. For example, the Han nationalist imagination proposes a linear 
history of ancient China in which an immutable Han racial identity continually existed 
by virtue of descent from the mythological Yan and Huang emperors (yan huang zisun).

The 1950s: A New Nation-building

After the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) took control of mainland China in the 
1950s, the discourse of blood lineage temporarily shifted away from national or racial 
concerns to struggles over class identity, but the notion of heritability remained. Under 
Mao’s guideline of class struggle, each individual was labelled with a class identity by 
birth or by family relationships. Despite contradicting the socialist goal of eradicating 
imperial practices, reckoning by blood was effectively institutionalised by those in 
power through the practice of class struggle (see Russo’s essay in the present volume), 
as it inverted and brought into being new categories of people who would benefit from 
the revolutionary order, and those who would be its victims.

During the early 1950s, Mao’s land reform and class-motivated purge of landlords 
virtually removed the authority of reproductive ties between powerful lineage groups 
within rural communities. Throughout China, previous ruling classes saw massive 
socialist transformations: land was confiscated from landlords and distributed to 
landless and poor peasants, and private merchants and capitalist industries gradually 
became state-owned. Blood became a form to assess one’s revolutionary subjectivity 
through family background (chushen) or class labels (jieji chengfen). The ‘good ones’ 
were reproduced and circulated as revolutionary agents within the national body, and 
the ‘bad ones’ were identified as reactionary or bad blooded and outcast. A person’s class 
or family background not only haunted his or her own life, but the lives of their spouse, 
children, and relatives. In Michael Dutton’s words, class-related political problems 
on personal dossiers spread ‘like a virus’ and were inescapable like a ‘blood-borne 
disease.’2 These unfavorable classes were labeled ‘Four Black Categories’ (hei si lei), 
which included landlords, rich farmers, counterrevolutionaries, and bad-influencers. 
After the Anti-rightist Campaign in 1957, ‘rightist’ was also added to the list, making 
‘Five Black Categories.’

In non-Han peripheral regions such as Inner Mongolia, Tibet, and Muslim-populated 
Xinjiang, local political groupings, religious authorities, and hereditary leaderships were 
also dismantled during the socialist reform. Following Western intellectual traditions 
of social evolutionism, Party cadres and ethnologists depicted Inner Asian pastoral 
aristocratic houses of power as primitive kinship tribal society (in Chinese buluo, or 
shizu), but also denounced them as ‘capitalist’ since the rich herders were accused of 
accumulating capital in the form of livestock, thereby reproducing oppressive class 
relations in pastoral production. State power materialised in omnipresent institutions 
in these native communities, such as the ‘pastoral office’ and the ‘pastoral production 
cooperative,’ with Han administrators promoting the Party’s work and policies in non-
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Han regions. The discourse of blood lineage operated on the basis of two contradictory 
and yet compatible claims: that pastoral people were backward and in need of 
developmental assistance, and that pastoral political economy was advanced enough to 
create its own capitalist class that could be subject to persecution.

When necessary, the Party-state was tactical and flexible in instrumentalising lineage 
as a political tool among the pastoralists; at other times, the state obliterated those 
lineages when they threatened perceived national interests. As the denunciation 
of local non-Party authorities continued, Party cadres also reflected on their lack 
of understanding of pastoral social structure, especially the great social power and 
influence endowed to lineage heads. They realised pastoral lineage heads were crucial 
targets for cooptation after careful indoctrination. This method effectively assured the 
mobilisation of powerful local leaders to assist in the dissemination of Party policy, 
propaganda, and new modes of socialist animal husbandry. For example, in northern 
Xinjiang, Han ethnologists surveyed the Chinggisid lineage of the Kazakh noble Tore 
clans in detail and evaluated their productivity, eventually restructuring them into 
major production brigades as a form of state ‘socialist primitive accumulation’ (see also 
Hayward’s essay in the present volume).3 On the eve of Mao’s Great Leap Forward, inter-
ethnic relations became tense as increasing areas of pastoral lands irreversibly became 
agricultural with a huge influx of Han settlers into traditionally non-Han regions. As 
the overwhelming scale of socialist transformation in ethnic minority borderlands led 
to resistance in these regions at the end of the 1950s, the Party simply denounced the 
resistance as ‘local nationalism’ (difang minzu zhuyi), a ‘counterrevolutionary’ crime to 
be purged. The ever-shifting target of blood lineage in pastoral regions exemplifies the 
fluid nature of blood in twentieth-century Chinese politics.  

The Politics of Communist Lineage in the Cultural Revolution

During the Cultural Revolution, the idea of blood lineage (xuetong) was revamped 
and gained a sinister level of national popularity. At the same time, Mao’s notion of 
the class line (jieji luxian) opened a path out of one’s background on the basis of one’s 
revolutionary devotedness and political behavior. Those from good family backgrounds, 
called the ‘Five Red Categories’ (hong wu lei) including poor and lower-middle 
peasants, workers, revolutionary soldiers, revolutionary cadres, and revolutionary 
martyrs, declared that they were the legitimate successors of the socialist revolution 
and ‘red by birth’ (zi lai hong). The ‘Five Black Categories’ were expanded to ‘Nine 
Black Categories’ (hei jiu lei) with new additions being capitalists, capitalist roaders, 
traitors, and spies. In 1966, a couplet began to circulate after appearing in the Beijing 
Aeronautical Engineering Institute. It read: ‘A hero’s son is a real man; a reactionary’s 
son is a rotten egg’ (laozi yingxiong er haohan, laozi fandong er hundan).

At first, high officials in the CCP criticised this blood lineage idea and stressed 
that one’s political behaviour or expression (zhengzhi biaoxian) was also important. 
However, in practice, the hierarchal categorisation and political naming prompted 
discriminatory policies aimed at innocent individuals with bad family backgrounds 
or class labels. It stamped indelible institutional marks on the countless bodies of the 
‘Nine Black Categories,’ whose children were euphemistically referred to as ‘teachable 
offspring’ (ke jiaoyu hao de zinü). In fact, they were deprived of any political and social 
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participation rights. Under this regime, they had to earn leniency or better treatment 
through good ‘political behaviour’ such as making a clean break with their reactionary 
parents and family backgrounds. Some cases resembled the imperial penal style of 
‘implicating associates’ in scrutinising the class labels of up to three generations. The 
‘teachable offspring’ were often excluded from opportunities, such as joining the army 
or acceptance to schools. They were subjected to unequal pay and reform through 
labour, and their unbearable humiliation and torture led to numerous unnatural deaths.

Yu Luoke, a young worker from Beijing, made a powerful counterargument to the 
Red Guards’ principle of blood lineage. Having suffered enough from the negative 
impact of his father’s ‘rightist’ background, in 1967 he published the essay ‘On Family 
Background.’4 Quoting Marxist and Maoist theories, Yu pointed out that one’s 
family background should not be equated with political identity and revolutionary 
consciousness. Moreover, the principle of blood lineage could not justify violence 
against people without a good family background—in this sense the so-called ‘Five Red 
Categories’ were actually the oppressors. Yu’s argument shook the foundation of the 
Party’s revolutionary legitimacy by rendering illegible the categories of class struggle. 
Without a clearly identified set of heroes and villains, the machinery of class struggle 
would break down. The Party became desperate for a consolidation of self-identity, 
ideological control, and epistemological certainty. The principle of blood lineage 
came in handy because it isolated people into different categories and stratifications 
and screened the political disloyalties of those who could challenge the Party’s status 
quo. As a result, top officials chose not to follow through with their criticism of blood 
lineage but instead exploited it as a social governing mechanism. Yu’s call for equal 
human rights as intrinsic to socialism eventually touched the sensitive nerves of Party 
authority. In 1970, he was executed for the crime of ‘organising counterrevolutionary 
groups.’

For non-Han pastoral societies in the Cultural Revolution, the system of class 
labelling established new hierarchical political categories that replaced previous ones 
and significantly frayed the fabric of society and family. Mongol landlords who leased 
land to Han peasants were denounced and disenfranchised in the name of class struggle. 
In Tibet, class struggle heightened internal divisions and led to tens of thousands killed 
in struggle sessions and sent to reform through labour. In northern Xinjiang, pastoral 
nomadic nobility formerly protected their lineages by disallowing their women from 
marrying men of lower statuses, at least in principle. This was reversed after Party 
cadres conducted struggle sessions denouncing landlords and aristocrats, and they 
went as far as forcing marriage across class differences. 

Ghosts of Blood Lineage Today

After the Cultural Revolution, the CCP abandoned the principle of blood lineage, but 
the generation who benefitted from it had already attained high positions in powerful 
national-level political and economic organs. Many of them have gone on to earn 
profits for their entire family from corrupt practices and abuses of power capturing 
the prosperity produced through the privatisation of public goods during the reform 
era. Numerous cases have been exposed illustrating the ways in which these second-
generation elites and bureaucrats enjoy above-the-law lifestyles and hold billions of 
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dollars in offshore accounts. It has been an unspoken rule in China that the offspring 
of elite groups inherited their fathers’ privilege, as people have given them nicknames 
such as ‘officialings’ (guan er dai), ‘red second generation’ (hong er dai), or ‘princelings’ 
(tai zi dang). 
The ghost of blood lineage continues to haunt the non-Han regions in the twenty-

first century as a new era of state racism dawns. While pseudotraditional symbols of 
‘Chinese culture’ such as the Han costume movement, Confucian rituals, and virtue 
training schools for women mushroomed in mainland China, Tibet and Xinjiang 
have been increasingly subjected to state-led exploitative development projects at the 
expense of native peoples and lands. A temporary pluralism and multiculturalism in 
the reform era has given way to Han-centred empire-building aiming to root out ethnic, 
religious, and cultural differences as social deviancy and disease. This is simultaneously 
shaped by Western discourses fostered by the US ‘War on Terror’ and global 
Islamophobia. China’s use of this discourse has fostered its own industrial complex 
of ‘terror capitalism’—high-tech Orwellian social control targeted mainly at Turkic 
Muslim and Tibetan populations.5 Up until now, over one million Uyghurs, Kazakhs, 
Kyrgyz, and other ethnic minorities have been detained indefinitely in ‘concentrated 
reeducation and transformation centres’ (jizhong jiaoyu zhuanhua zhongxin), without 
indictment or fair trial. On Chinese social media, they are portrayed as ‘terrorists’ 
or ‘religious extremists’ to justify their detention, and their religion as an ailment in 
need of a cure. An official was quoted saying: ‘You can’t uproot all the weeds hidden 
among the crops in the field one by one—you need to spray chemicals to kill them 
all. Reeducating these people is like spraying chemicals on the crops. That is why it is 
a general reeducation, not limited to a few people.’6 The CCP initially shifted away from 
the racial/nationalist discourse of mid-twentieth-century political movements, but it 
has rekindled those flames by explicitly combining the discourse of blood lineage with 
ethnicity in places like Xinjiang. 
This hypercriminalisation process is unprecedentedly aided by cutting-edge 

technologies of biodata collection and surveillance networks. Since the end of 2016, 
a military technology used in national defence was applied in Xinjiang under the name 
‘Integrated Joint Operation Platform’ (yitihua lianhe zuozhan pingtai). Its security 
system instantly gathers data on an individual from multiple sources such as banking, 
medical, and travel histories to analyse, make predictions, and generate lists of suspects. 
Human Rights Watch reports that on this system Uyghurs who have been arrested 
before or deemed ‘unsafe’ are differentiated and their personal dossiers are tagged in 
a different colour.7 Xinjiang residents also have been required to fill out a ‘Population 
Data Collection Form’ and report whether they are Uyghurs, whether they are ‘persons 
of interest’ (beyond a scale of one to five, there exists an extra te, or special security 
level), whether they are relatives of a detainee, relatives of someone being subjected 
to crackdown and punishment, whether they are tagged by the yitihua platform, 
and whether they have contacts abroad and how they are related.8 They also must 
submit detailed information including religious habits, whether they have passports, 
have travelled abroad, and so on. The Party-state’s population control measures have 
metamorphised into a highly organised blood lineage classification system with layers 
of class, political, racial, and geographical inputs. Based on the collected data, officials 
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then categorise people in terms of reliability into three groups: safe, average, and unsafe. 
The collected family information enables the authorities to track down and terrorise 
people even when they are out of China. 

While Uyghur and Kazakh masculinity is ostensibly tamed through carceral 
governance in Xinjiang, women’s bodies are turned into the next frontier for the 
state to deploy its settler politics in sexuality and reproduction. In its initial nation-
making process in the early 1950s, in order to solve the gender ratio imbalance, the 
paramilitary settlers of the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps recruited 
thousands of female students, soldiers, and prostitutes from Hunan and Shandong 
provinces to populate the settlements. Following Mao’s dictate of ‘anti-Han chauvinism’ 
and maintaining border stability, inter-ethnic marriage between Han settlers and 
local Muslims was strictly prohibited. Though the Han population kept rising in the 
past decades, low rates of Han-minority marriage are seen as an indication of ethnic 
tension in Xinjiang, while Uyghurs view the avoidance of such interethnic marriages as 
a type of resistance.9 The state turned a hard line in 2014 and started to offer incentives 
to encourage interethnic marriage.10 From 2015 onward, propaganda depicting 
secularised, mass weddings as ‘new fashion weddings’ to illegitimise Islamic nikah 
ceremonies and other native marriage customs as a form of ‘counterterrorism’ work 
has become prevalent. 

From the debate on blood lineage and class labelling, to today’s detention of Muslim 
minorities in Xinjiang, blood is a powerful symbol used by the Party-state to envision 
and sometimes cleanse its political and national body. As the CCP no longer needs 
to mobilise ethnic minorities as a united front (see De Giorgi’s essay in the present 
volume), it has embarked on a mission to establish itself as an ever-expanding Chinese 
nation focussed on Han interests. From imperial China to revolutionary movements 
to the war on terror, the discourse of blood lineages remains a flexible political tool for 
the state. As the marriage of biotechnological surveillance techniques with Mao-era 
political ideas about blood lineage in Xinjiang suggests, the principle of blood lineage 
is still an important concept for understanding Chinese politics and society, and will 
remain so for the foreseeable future.
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3
阶级感情
Class Feeling
Haiyan LEE

It is a truism that the Communist Revolution that convulsed Chinese society in the 
twentieth century effected radical transformations not only in the realm of political 
economy, but also in the realm of consciousness, beginning with the Chinese 

language itself. The revolution invented a lexicon that midwifed a new worldview and 
a new way of organising social relationships. As the century drew to a close and the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) retreated from radical politics, this lexicon—also 
known as Mao-speak—quietly exited public discourse. Among the vanished lingo of 
the Mao era is ‘class feeling’ (jieji ganqing). To a millennial in China today, it may well 
be Martian-speak. What is class feeling?

Like all things Maoist, class feeling needs to be grasped dialectically. On the one hand, 
it is comradely love for brothers and sisters from one’s class. It is a horizontal, fraternal 
feeling that extends equally to all members of the proletariat, but finds its most intense 
and sublime expression in the love for the supreme leader, Mao Zedong. On the other 
hand, it is hatred and resentment for the class enemy, usually belonging to the former 
propertied classes. The Party was well aware that neither feeling came naturally to the 
broad masses. Specifically, it had to contend with three rivals: kin loyalty, romantic love, 
and pity for the down and out. Much of the socialist-era cultural production was geared 
toward combatting the powerful hold of these competing sentiments and engineering a 
new structure of feeling that elsewhere I have called the ‘socialist grammar of emotion.’1 
Underlying this new grammar of emotion was a utilitarian ethics that forthrightly 
rejected bourgeois humanism. Good and evil were defined entirely with reference to 
whatever served to further class struggle and the dictatorship of the proletariat (see 
Russo’s essay in the present volume). Ends always justified the means and substantive 
goals always outweighed procedural niceties. In what follows, I invoke three examples 
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from the socialist ‘red classics’ repertoire, as well as a documentary account of land 
reforms to illustrate how class feeling was alternatively pitted against or grafted onto 
moral sentiments that the Party deemed passé, philistine, or reactionary.

Beyond Biological Ties

‘The Red Lantern’ (hongdeng ji) is one of the eight ‘revolutionary model operas’ 
(geming yangbanxi) personally shepherded and curated by Mao’s wife, Jiang Qing. 
The plot centres on a communist cell’s effort to deliver an encrypted message to 
anti-Japanese guerrilla fighters while evading enemy detection and pursuit. The core 
member of the cell is Li Yuhe who poses as a railway worker. He lives with his mother 
Granny Li and daughter Li Tiemei. When he is betrayed by a turncoat and arrested, 
Granny Li consoles the grieving Tiemei with an account of their family history. It turns 
out that the three of them are not blood relations at all and were instead brought under 
one roof by Yuhe after each was left behind by their martyred kin. Having adopted 
Granny’s surname, they form a fictive family-cum-underground cell united by 
unswerving devotion to the communist cause. Between them there are recognisably 
familial feelings, such as Tiemei’s filial love for her father and Granny’s tender affection 
for Tiemei. But these feelings spring from shared political zeal and commitment, not 
elemental instincts. They are voluntary, reciprocal, and egalitarian, thereby belonging to 
the realm of freedom, not the realm of necessity. They rest on respect, not submission; 
they recognise authority, but abjure tyranny; they inspire sacrifice, not subjection. 
These are the basic ingredients of class feeling. As such, it is imperceptibly injected into 
the domestic sphere, in effect displacing kin-based sentiments from their centrality in 
Chinese moral life. Biological ties were rendered optional, and comradely fealty was 
the only prerequisite for family life under socialism. The corollary is that when a family 
member erred politically or was exposed as a hidden enemy, there should be nothing 
that stood in the way of casting him or her out of the bosom of the family, via the 
scripted act of ‘making a clean break’ (huaqing jiexian).

If the family as the quintessential realm of necessity can be made a voluntary political 
unit, then love and marriage, a hybrid of freedom and necessity, are considerably more 
susceptible to the conquest of class feeling. Romantic love, especially when motivated 
by sexual attraction, is a horizontal feeling that rivals class feeling in intensity and yet 
runs a nearly opposite course. Instead of being diffuse and infinitely expandable, it is 
concentrated and exclusive; instead of honouring shared and publicly celebrated ideals, 
it is driven by inchoate yearnings and private urges; instead of being amenable to top-
down direction, it is obdurate and can be utterly deaf to reason and material principles; 
instead of looking outward (toward comrades) and upward (toward the supreme 
leader), it is oriented inward (toward each other) and downward (toward the progeny). 
At the same time, insofar as it is capable of inspiring the ultimate sacrifice—the giving 
of life itself—it threatens to displace class feeling from supremacy; and insofar as it 
seeks fulfilment in sexual union, ideally sanctioned by marriage, it threatens to dislodge 
the lovers from the fraternal collective, engross them in the business of reproduction, 
and return them to the traditional realm of necessity. The offspring born of their union 
would have to be indoctrinated from scratch and inducted into the fraternal order 
amid all the uncertainties attendant to such an undertaking. 
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The Party responded to this challenge by coopting a narrative formula popular in the 
Republican era called ‘revolution-plus-romance’ (geming jia lian’ai) that typically sends 
a disappointed lover to the battleground as a mechanism for healing and redemption. 
The socialist version demands a more synchronous melding of the twin pursuits, in that 
the lovers must be brought together by political passion rather than erotic attraction 
in the first place. One of them, at the very least, must clearly embody the communist 
spirit, so that the other falls in love as much with a person with idiosyncratic traits as 
with an abstract, lofty ideal.2 Such is the premise of Yang Mo’s celebrated novel Song of 
Youth (qingchun zhi ge, 1958). When the heroine Lin Daojing chooses the communist 
fighter Lu Jiachuan over the bourgeois intellectual Yu Yongze, she is also choosing 
communism over capitalism and aligning herself with the historically inevitable. 
Freedom and necessity are reconfigured to render romantic love almost perfectly 
compatible with class feeling. 

Turning Over

Note that in these stories revolutionary couples rarely settle down to domestic life, to 
preoccupy themselves with rice porridge and diapers. This is because, as an insurance 
against the danger of love nests breaking up the fraternal collective, communist love 
stories are wont to kill off the object of love once the heroine is sufficiently proselytised 
and can stand on her own as a bona fide communist acolyte. Thus Lu Jiachuan is 
martyred mid-plot, so is Hong Changqing, the love interest of Wu Qionghua in The Red 
Detachment of Women (hongse niangzi jun), another revolutionary model opera.3 
The  latter work is equally memorable for its archvillain Nan Batian, an evil landlord 
and local tyrant who is the target of Qionghua’s raging hatred and revenge attempts. 
The plotline of a former slave girl who ‘turns over’ (fanshen) by joining the Communist 
Revolution and learns to sublimate her private vengeance into the collective enterprise 
of class struggle is the tried-and-true antidote to the third obstacle to fostering class 
feeling: sympathy or pity for the weak and helpless. Once the former exploiting classes 
are dispossessed, disenfranchised, and subjected to the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
they have the potential to elicit pity in their pathetic state, especially if they happen to 
be one’s neighbours, relatives, colleagues, or teachers. The liturgical drama of fanshen 
ensures that one does not feel sorry for them by keeping alive memories of their 
ruthlessness in the bad old days. 

Fanshen is a communal ritual, street theatre, and people’s tribunal all rolled into 
one.4 It is fundamentally a participatory melodrama that cleaves the world into good 
and evil, virtue and vice, victim and victimiser. No one is a mere spectator: everyone 
has to play a part, on either side. Fanshen dramaturgy consists of narrating past 
pain and suffering (‘speaking bitterness’ or suku; see also Javed’s essay in the present 
volume), pinpointing and confronting the human author of that suffering, accusing 
and denouncing in unison, and sentencing and sometimes executing the villain at the 
finale. The denouement of all fanshen drama is an ecstatic state of purity, liberation, 
and rebirth. It sutures individual peasants into the collective by inscribing contingent, 
heterogeneous grievances and miseries with overarching ideological significance and 
absorbing them into a grand narrative of injustice and redemption. The ideal socialist 
subject is thus not an individual with a private vendetta, but a crusader with a mission, 
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burning with rage and hatred against all enemies of the people. This wrathful class 
subject will not be in danger of wavering or relenting, having completely jettisoned 
the bourgeois notion of universal humanity. In his/her eyes, across the friend/enemy 
(diwo) line there can only be a demon, vermin, or malignant tumour, not a vulnerable 
human being (see Dutton’s essay in the present volume). Lei Feng, the paragon soldier 
canonised for his selfless service ethic and uncompromising love and hate (aizeng 
fenming), gives the most poetic gloss to what it means to have class feeling in his diary: 
‘One ought to treat comrades with spring warmth … and to treat enemies with wintry 
severity.’

 Class Feeling and Worldliness

Red classics like those mentioned above are still beloved by a broad spectrum of 
audiences in contemporary China, and are periodically revived on stage and screen. 
How is it then that class feeling seems to have become thoroughly illegible? For this we 
need to seek not just psychological, but also institutional explanations. In the Mao era, 
by way of a class-based public goods provision regime, the ‘mass line’ and all-pervasive 
propaganda apparatuses (see Lin Chun’s essay in the present volume), the CCP was able 
to build powerful institutional scaffolds to support and sustain class feeling and class 
solidarity against all odds.5 But once these scaffolds fell away as the Party shifted its 
priority from class struggle to economic development, class feeling lost its armature and 
yielded to structures of feeling that meshed better with both traditional family-centred 
values and the resurrected market economy and consumer society. But the reason that 
the Party even succeeded at all in fostering a transcendent structure of feeling that 
held its ground against the countervailing forces of kin attachment, romantic love, and 
humanist compassion is because it managed to subtend it with tribal forms of feeling, 
particularly cryptonationalist ones, while also repudiating and supplanting them. 
Observers have been taken aback by the ferocious eruption of nationalist fervour in the 
post-Mao decades, but they should not be.

Preternaturally cognisant of the difficulty of forging strong emotional bonds on the 
basis  of objective economic interests, the Party grounded class identity in a quasi-
racialised typology of friend/enemy through the system of ‘class designations’ (chengfen) 
that were patrilineally heritable (see Yi Xiaocuo’s essay in the present volume). 
An iconography (posters, sculptures, exhibits, picture books, films) and a dramaturgy 
(model operas, fanshen rituals, mass rallies) were then mobilised to exaggerate and 
intensify the us/them difference at a visceral level (see Ho’s essay in the present 
volume).6 In particular, the Party made abundant use of the political drama of fanshen 
to fuse private sentiments and experiences into abiding hatred for the class enemy and 
boundless gratitude for the saviour, so that no one loved or hated without a reason, as 
Mao intoned.7 Instead of relying exclusively on the rational and the calculating faculties, 
the Party tapped into the spontaneous and primordial depths of mass psychology and 
succeeded in rallying the broad masses to its millenarian vision. Without this brilliant 
emotion work and the groundswell of popular support it produced, Mao’s rag-tag 
army could not have defeated the far better financed and equipped Nationalist forces, 
nor could his regime have hurtled the newly minted People’s Republic through one 
tumultuous campaign after another without fundamentally vitiating its own legitimacy.8 
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William Hinton, the American chronicler of the land reform movement in which 
communist cadres led landless peasants to overturn landlord domination and 
exploitation, posed the puzzle of what motivated the activists to fight on when there 
was little material gain for them: 

My own reaction to the Party Day meeting was one of wonder—wonder at 
the perseverance of these people, especially the stubborn perseverance of 
the local men. What kept them working under such conditions? Why didn’t 
they give up and go home? Certainly it had nothing to do with money. Right 
there in the middle of the meeting the county clerk had come around to ask 
them to sign their monthly vouchers. I knew exactly what each received for 
his work … . At home on the land they could easily earn more. No, they had 
no material incentive to be cadres. Nor was their chosen road a path of glory. 
Only a stubborn devotion to the cause of fanshen made sense as a motive. 
I had never known men who consistently put principle above self-interest as 
these men appeared to do.9 

A few pages later, the remarks of Secretary Ch’en of Lucheng county at another 
meeting suggested a fuller answer:

He swept the room with a long glance and looked straight into the eyes 
of one man after another. ‘I want to ask you a question,’ he said, warming 
up for battle. ‘Why do we live in this world? Is it just to eat and sleep and 
lead a worthless life? That is the landlord and rich peasant point of view. 
They want to enjoy life, waste food and clothes, and beget children. But a 
Communist works not only for his own life. He has offered everything to the 
service of his class. If he finds one poor brother still suffering from hunger and 
cold, he has not done his duty. Anyone who is concerned only with himself 
lacks the fundamental standards necessary for a Party member. Right now 
several comrades are thinking, “Life is easier at home. Why not leave this 
work and go home?” But think it over. Who led your fanshen? From where 
did the “fruits” come? Such thinking is typical of those who have forgotten their 
class. A good Communist, whenever he meets personal difficulties, thinks 
of others’ difficulties. If you haven’t understood that during the purification 
meetings, you should understand it now. If you want to go home, you can go 
home. But give some thought to your future. Where is the man so benighted 
he no longer has any political needs? Anyone who has no political demands 
cannot be said to be fully alive. Even the most abject villager is upset when he 
cannot join the Poor Peasants’ League. But you Communist Party members, 
have you no political demands?’ [Emphasis added].

As the Party secretary puts it plainly, man does not live by bread alone, and there 
is such a thing as ‘political needs,’ or what Hannah Arendt calls ‘worldliness’—that 
is, the ability to act in the world among one’s peers as a free agent, a political being, 
beyond one’s private existence in the realm of necessity.10 This is fundamental to the 
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meaning of being human (‘fully alive’). However, the Party’s campaign-style politics 
ultimately warped the realm of freedom and action by clothing it in the language of 
devotion and selfless service, failing to recognise that the opposite of selfishness was 
not altruism, but worldliness. The upshot is that that no one was above the suspicion 
of self-interest, hence the repeated crackdowns on corruption, graft, embezzlement, 
and treason during the most heady and idealistic period of communist rule. If initially 
class feeling thrived on the longing to distinguish oneself and make a difference in the 
world, in grafting itself onto tribal feelings and resorting to a racialist logic, it ultimately 
smothered worldliness, thus feeding into post-Mao disillusionment and weariness of 
politics. 
There is a great deal we can learn from the CCP’s experiment in class feeling and class 

politics. At best it provides a historical lesson on how to mount a social movement: 
appeals to the pocket can only go so far if the heart is not stirred. Liberal democracy is 
rightly distrustful of mass mobilisation built on tribal feelings, and strains to balance 
identity politics with the Habermasian model of rational communicative action. 
But it risks losing the masses to demagoguery that promises something far more 
visceral and seductive and galvanising—something akin to the religious experience of 
transcendence (see Davies’s essay in the present volume). Relying solely on material 
interests leaves ample room for populist agitators who know how to stoke righteous 
resentment against all manner of outsiders. We are now daily rattled by the aftershocks 
of a right-wing triumph of mobilisation in the wake of decades of liberal disengagement 
from substantive questions of sentiments and values. It is what Wang Hui has forcefully 
critiqued as the ‘depoliticisation of politics.’11 The question that haunts the progressive 
among us is this: is politics possible without passion? Can we have class solidarity 
without class feeling?
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4
阶级斗争
Class Struggle
Alessandro RUSSO
(Translated by David VERZONI)

The concept of ‘class struggle’ (jieji douzheng) was one of the principal paradoxes 
of the Cultural Revolution (see also Thornton’s essay in the present volume). 
As  a slogan, it was unfailingly spoken and printed at every turn of that 

tumultuous decade in China; yet, any attempt to examine those events in the light 
of ‘classes in conflict’ encounters insurmountable aporia. No less complicated is the 
problem of how to assess the role of ‘classist’ categories in the Chinese government’s 
official discourse today. In its recently amended Constitution, the Chinese Communist 
Party (CCP) reiterates its hallowed role as ‘the vanguard of the working class’ (gongren 
jieji de xianfengdui). Both issues—a critical reappraisal of the Cultural Revolution, as 
well as an analysis of the role and relevance class plays in CCP ideology—are cut from 
the same cloth. The thread that stitches them together is the notion of the ‘dictatorship 
of the proletariat’ (wuchanjieji zhuanzheng), which I will elaborate in this essay. 

Smashing the State

The conceptual origins of class struggle certainly predate Marx. Indeed, not only did 
Marx candidly admit that he had borrowed the phrase from ‘bourgeois historians and 
economists,’ but even Lenin later pointed out that ‘not a single educated liberal’ would 
have trouble admitting the existence of class struggle.1 What was new in the Marxist 
view was how to do away with ‘society divided in classes’ through a specific process 
called the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat.’ This conception of dictatorship was not a new 
form of permanent rule, but a transition to an altogether different political horizon that 
would end class conflict and lead to the extinction of the state itself.
The question of how to assess the discourse of class struggle during the Cultural 

Revolution requires a close examination of the concept of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. In particular, in this essay I will consider the Cultural Revolution as 
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a  laboratory of mass politics that attempted to test this key concept of revolutionary 
culture. It was definitely not a coincidence that the revolutionary decade that had 
started in 1966 drew to a close in 1975 with a political campaign that focussed on 
the theoretical study of this concept, in a reckoning pursued with tenacity but never 
completed.

What was the dictatorship of the proletariat? Drawing a line of thought from Marx 
to Lenin and then Mao, this phrase designated a space of invention within which 
organised communists attempted to implement the goal of downsizing the state’s 
bureaucratic-military machinery. Far from being a particular ‘form of government’—
Marx was notably critical regarding the idea of a ‘future state’—the dictatorship of 
the proletariat indicated the set of political experiments aimed at dismantling—or 
‘smashing’ (zerbrechen), as Marx put it—the state apparatus as an entity separated from 
society, and dispersing its functions among the people.2

When, in the early months of the Cultural Revolution, Mao told the Red Guards 
that all of them had ‘to be concerned about the affairs of the state’ (guanxin guojia 
dashi), he expressed the spirit of the dictatorship of the proletariat perfectly. One of the 
fundamental components of the original agenda of the Cultural Revolution was initiating 
a series of political inventions that would entrust the carrying out of state functions to 
the ‘concern’ (guanxin) of the masses. Yet, putting the dictatorship of the proletariat into 
practice as a form of mass politics required a critical rethinking of what the socialist states, 
starting with the Soviet Union, had become. More specifically, the Cultural Revolution 
called into question the fact that in all the dictatorships of the proletariat of the twentieth 
century, state functions had become the prerogative of a special echelon of Party officials 
instead of being dispersed among the common people.

Although the Cultural Revolution never managed to complete this exhaustive 
account and reinvention of the dictatorship of the proletariat as a historical enterprise, 
it articulated a set of questions that recasted older problems in a new light, requiring 
further conceptual investigation and practical experimentation. A core issue among 
these was that of the relationship between the abolition of private ownership of the 
means of production and the prospect of the extinction of the state.

Principles of Authority

I define ‘authority’ in the elementary sociological sense of the ability to command 
obedience. Viewing the state as a set of ‘apparatuses’ obscures its essential role as the 
crystallisation of the general principle of authority in a given socio-historical world.3 
While Marx was surely right in describing different modes of production—slavery, 
feudalism, and capitalism—all modes of production are held together by a bond of 
authority by which subordinates obey their superiors. The state is better conceptualised 
as the form of authority that is dominant within a society, rather than a set of discrete 
‘places’ and bounded institutions. Although the form and phenomenology of authority 
vary depending on the society, authority installs the general principle of obedience.

Authority has assumed a variety of dominant forms in human societies—personal, 
transcendent, charismatic, and so forth. Yet the relations of authority dominant in the 
modern world differ from all previous others because they are based on a singular 
tenet of capitalism—the buying and selling of labour power as commodity. Labour 
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power as a commodity—and the subsequent freedom of the capitalist to buy it or 
not depending on the self-valorising demands of capital—is the foundation of the 
relationship between command and obedience in the modern world. In this sense, 
private ownership of the means of production is first and foremost the exercise of an 
unconditional authority over the masses of wage earners. In other words, it is the ability 
to have decision-making power over the lives of those who are valued only as sellers 
of labour power. In the historical bourgeois society the buying and selling of labour 
power is the atom of authority’s elementary structure. The current trend towards an 
increasingly precarious workforce aims at restoring the unconditional authority of 
the wage relation by eliminating the vestiges of constraint a century of working class 
politics imposed on the domination of capital.

Given this modern form of authority, what did Marx mean when he argued that 
abolishing private ownership of the means of production would not only signal a break 
with capitalist society but also play a preliminary role in the process of dissolving 
the state? Abolishing private ownership of the means of production entails not only 
an end to the commodification of labour power, but also the disappearance of the 
general principle of authority in bourgeois society. Thus, if the state constitutes the 
set of powers needed to command obedience in given socio-historical conditions, 
abolishing the commodification of labour power deprives the state of an essential 
function by suppressing capital’s unconditional authority. Marx, Lenin, and Mao saw 
that abolishing private ownership of the means of production was a prerequisite for 
every communist political strategy. In fact, the abolition of capitalist private property 
inherent in every proclamation of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the twentieth 
century bore the seeds of the process that, according to Marx, was supposed to ‘smash’ 
the state and eviscerate a crucial pillar of authority of bourgeois society. Once deprived 
of the freedom to purchase labour power in the marketplace, that entire system of 
governance would be irreparably altered. 

Filling the Void

What are we supposed to think of the socialist ‘exception’ to capitalism that lasted 
approximately two-thirds of the twentieth century, especially now that the ‘rule’ 
of labour power commodification has been fully reinstated globally? The current 
discourses of totalitarianism and despotism that dominate most historiography of 
socialism provide little help in understanding what socialism was in its aspirations, 
victories, and failures. The crux of the matter is how to assess, without a blueprint, 
the actual consequences produced by the dictatorships of the proletariat that appeared 
in the twentieth century—the abolition of private ownership and the ensuing end to 
the commodification of labour power. Given that the very conceptual coordinates that 
supported this abolition have been undone, such a reassessment is no easy task.

Yet, it is surely inadequate to dismiss the entire enterprise as unrealistic, as a mere 
utopian impulse, and violent imposition on reality destined to deliver only disastrous 
results. True, the results were more than equivocal. However, the abolition of private 
ownership was underpinned by a detailed analysis of the real conditions of capitalism 
and informed by an open-ended logic that would lay the groundwork for political 
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experimentation on a grand scale. The decision to do away with labour power as 
a  commodity was, in fact, a risky and challenging endeavour, the results of which 
should be assessed vis-à-vis the aims of the political project to which it belonged.

Abolishing the commodification of labour power was not an end in itself—it was only 
the first step of a project aimed at drastically reducing the functions of the state. Indeed, 
without pursuing or extending experimentation that would limit the state’s machinery, 
the results produced by that first step could not but turn into the opposite of what it 
aimed to accomplish. Yet, this is a conclusion that can be drawn only ex post facto, and 
only if we take into account the experimental nature of these processes. In this context, 
our categories are still provisional. The assumption that we can make, however, given 
the historical record of the dictatorships of the proletariat in the twentieth century, is 
that the evisceration of the state due to the abolition of private property released a kind 
of ‘reactive’ energy that filled the very void left by this process. The ‘halved’ state was in 
turn ‘duplicated’ by the Communist Party, with the latter replacing the former principle 
of authority based on the commodification of labour power with a new authority to 
command obedience as the party that represented the ‘vanguard of the working class.’

Working Class and Vanguard

This new principle of authority, however, was as much ‘ideological’ as it was 
‘organisational,’ in the meaning that Franz Schurmann gave to both concepts.4 It was 
grounded in a thorough restructuring of industrial organisation whereby the factory 
became a fundamental element of state administration and the worker a kind of entry-
level functionary. The role of the institutional paradigm of the industrial work unit 
(danwei)—based on the model of the Soviet kombinat—is well known (see also Kevin 
Lin’s essay in the present volume). A Chinese hospital, university, even a department 
store, shared the same administrative structure as a factory, because they all were 
modelled on it.
The interrelationship between working class and vanguard played a key role in the 

reorganisation of industrial production. It was also a notably ambivalent relationship. 
Installing industrial labour in the sphere of state administration was envisaged as a way 
to dissolve capitalist authority over wage slavery. Yet, labour’s very inclusion in that 
sphere, and the substitution of capitalist authority with that of the vanguard of the 
working class, ended up reconstituting the entire apparatus of the state that the abolition 
of private property was supposed to have smashed. Indeed, the new organism was even 
more inflexible than the previous one, since it had to fill the void that the abolition 
of commodified labour power had left in the general principle of authority. Once we 
account for these peculiar circumstances, it is possible to reassess the references to 
‘class’ (jieji) during the Cultural Revolution, as well as their reiteration in the current 
discourse of the Chinese authorities.
The persistent references to class during the Cultural Revolution can be taken as 

a symptom of the insurmountable impasse that had arisen between the working class 
and its vanguard in the socialist state. The obsession with the concept symptomatically 
masked the questioning of its real political value by the people who were supposedly 
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its subject. The proletariat—which, along with its dictatorship, was supposed to be the 
political subject leading to the dissolution of the state—had become an integral part of 
a process of reconstructing the state’s bureaucratic machine. 

It is remarkable that during this revolutionary decade the issue of the working class 
was approached from the perspective of critical reappraisal of the very organisation 
of industrial labour. One of the most significant political questions posed during the 
Cultural Revolution was what made the socialist factory different from a capitalist 
one. True, authority was no longer invested in the commodification of the workforce. 
Yet, the question that Mao and the Maoists raised ever since the late 1950s—the 1960 
‘Constitution of Anshan Iron and Steel Company’ being one example—was that the 
workers themselves should be able to devise new forms of political experimentation, 
otherwise the industrial danwei would simply end up reiterating subordinate workplace 
relations just like those of the capitalist factory. 

At stake was precisely what Marx had argued at length in his anatomy of the 
organisation of the modern workplace in chapters 14 and 15 of Capital: how to 
subvert the ‘technical division of labour’ whereby the factory command subsumes 
the ‘intellectual powers of production’ expropriated from the workers, who are then 
relegated to mere ‘socio-functional detail’ as simple accessories to the array of machine 
tools. That fundamental structure of factory despotism in the industrial danwei relied 
on the ambiguities in the relations between the working class and its vanguard, instead 
of converging in the unconditional authority of the capitalist. 

As a result of these unresolved tensions, the political import of the issue came 
explosively to the fore with the 1967 January Storm in Shanghai. All the ambiguities in 
the relationship between the CCP and the working class emerged when the Headquarters 
of Revolutionary Rebel Workers (geming zaofan gongren silingbu) announced that they 
had organised themselves independently of the Party-state apparatus. For this reason, 
the Shanghai Party Committee fiercely opposed their very existence. No real analysis of 
that crucial episode can be formulated in the terms of class conflict. There was no deep-
seated division of social condition between Rebels and Scarlet Guards, the loyalists 
that supported the Party authorities. The real divide was to be found in the concept 
of the working class itself. While the January Storm still calls for much research, it 
was undoubtedly the episode that smashed the preceding principle of authority under 
which the CCP was the only political organisation possible, as the self-proclaimed 
vanguard of the working class. At that point the industrial danwei could not continue 
to operate as before—it had lost its ability to command obedience.

How to deal with the decline of authority from that moment on became a crucial 
issue that marked the entire revolutionary decade. For the Maoists, the way forward 
was to organise a series of experiments aimed at a political rethinking of the socialist 
factory, an agenda that included the need for a thorough transformation of its technical 
organisation. Wherever they were strong and well-organised—as in Shanghai and in 
the Northeast—they promoted remarkable experiments like the ‘worker universities’ 
(gongren daxue) and the ‘theoretical contingents of workers’ (gongren lilun duiwu).5 
One such model was the University of the Machine Tool Factory in Shanghai. Set up 
in 1968 to close the gap between executive responsibilities and shop-floor duties, it 
trained worker engineers to design components as well as work on the production 
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lines. By 1973, theoretical contingents appeared in factories where the Maoists were 
most active. They argued that theoretical work, including the study of philosophy, 
history, and economics, should be an integral part of shop-floor duties.
The Party apparatus responded to these experiments with lukewarm detachment 

that soon turned into passive resistance. The executive cadres of the industrial danwei 
no longer possessed the stature needed to assert their unconditional authority and 
were at a loss about what to do. Any pretence of reestablishing the former order was 
impracticable and a new order had yet to be invented. Lacking a clear principle of 
authority in the factories, the political system wobbled on unstable foundations. 

Putting Things Back in Order

The coup d’état of 1976 imposed a solution. ‘Put things back in order’ (zhengdun)—
the keyword of Deng Xiaoping’s programme from 1975 on—was code for the 
suppression of political experimentation of any kind in the factories, labelling it as 
‘disorder,’ ‘anarchy,’ and ‘factionalism.’ Yet, this first preliminary step towards the ‘new 
order in China’ in no way restored the former principle of authority that the Cultural 
Revolution had smashed. Deng’s strategic acuity was to grasp immediately that such 
a restoration was impossible and that new approaches had to be found in order to 
command obedience. In truth, the means employed were anything but new. In the end, 
capitalism’s main principle of authority was revived: the exploitation of commodified 
labour power. The lives of millions of migrant workers in the ‘world’s factory’ is now 
regulated by the principle of buying and selling labour power as a commodity in one of 
the world’s most flexible labour markets. 

What is new about the ‘Chinese miracle’ of the past four decades is the fact that 
the CCP has maintained its claim to be ‘the vanguard of the working class’ alongside 
the often brutal exercise of capitalist authority. Obviously no one really believes this 
claim, let alone the ones who proclaim it loudest. Yet, it is not just a litany. It is an 
assertion with a precise organisational thrust—an injunction that the CCP remains 
the only legitimate political organisation in China, and that no independent political 
organisation of wage-earning slaves can be tolerated. The category ‘working class’ is an 
essential component of the government’s discourse, albeit shorn of its political value. 
It is clearly retained as cautionary principle of interdiction, a warning prohibiting any 
incipient form of worker political existence.

We can even predict that the stability of the Chinese government is assured as long 
as the dualism holds: on one side, the capitalist principle of authority regulates the 
lives of wage earners; on the other, the self-styled ‘vanguard of the working class’ 
acts as a preemptive censor to prevent the emergence of any political organisation 
independent of the Party. The former is, to a certain extent, a given in that it reiterates 
the basic rule governing the modern global social condition; the latter, however, is 
a fiction that can retain its grip only with subsequent developments of more or less 
esoteric formulas that amplify its hold—such as the Three Represents (san ge daibiao), 
Scientific Development (kexue fazhan), Harmonious Society’ (hexie shehui), and the 
latest, China Dream (zhongguo meng). It is hard to imagine how China’s political elite 
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can craft a governing discourse without resorting to enlarging, and emptying, the range 
of slogans. To pretend that the dreams of a billion and a half people can coincide with 
any unifying dream is a perversion that would make the Marquis De Sade blush. 

For a new politics for workers to emerge in China, workers themselves will have to 
invent original forms of independent organisation and critically reappraise the political 
value of the entire history of modern labour politics. If the main barrier against the 
political existence of workers is the reference to a mummified working class enshrined 
in official discourse, nothing that is politically novel will be able to come into being 
unless there is an explicit, conscious effort to keep this fiction at bay.
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5
集体主义
Collectivism
GAO Mobo

Despite collectivism’s maligned and misunderstood status today, at the time 
of its implementation in the Mao era, it was seen as a necessary solution to 
achieve a scale of food production that could feed China’s massive population. 

Collectivism was a revolutionary idea and a potential solution to underdevelopment. 
To understand this, it is important to grasp the background conditions of China’s 
complicated land-tenure system inherited by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 
when it came to power in 1949. First, China has been forced to rely on just 7 percent 
of the world’s arable land to feed between one fourth and one fifth of the world’s 
population. Second, in most of southern China, mountains and hills were cultivated 
to grow food in terraced plots not suitable for large-scale mechanised farming. Third, 
in large areas of rural China, communities had been (and continue to be) based on 
lineage or clan villages.1 Finally, although land reform in the early 1950s allocated 
land equally on a per capita basis, it was feared that without collective reinforcement, 
this equality might revert to well-trodden historical disparities between landowners 
and the landless—a prospect that was anathema to communist ideology. Collectivism 
was viewed as an attractive option with which to overcome these constraints, develop 
agricultural production at a scale that could feed China’s masses, and evengenerate 
a surplus for industrial development. 

Land Reform in the Mao Era 

Land reform involved confiscating land from larger landowners—identified as the 
class categories of landlords and rich peasants—and redistributing it to households 
on a per capita basis. Land reform was central to the CCP’s ideology, and the violence 
of the land seizures and struggle sessions was justified by the need to emancipate the 
peasantry from their oppressive landlords (see Javed’s essay in the present volume).2 
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Due to the existence of lineage villages, the implementation of these ideals was not 
homogeneous. As a result of historical heritage, villagers in one village could end up 
controlling more, or less, land than their neighbours.

In spite of widespread mass support, this form of household ownership of land did 
not last long. Immediately after 1949, China faced two grave structural challenges: how 
to look after the poor and the disadvantaged in rural areas and how to obtain enough 
food to feed the increasing urban population while at the same time accumulating 
capital for industrialisation. Based on their understanding of the current conditions, 
and their conceptualisation of how development should unfold, the Chinese leadership 
in the mid-1950s came to the conclusion that collective farming was the most rational 
approach to address macroeconomic development and serve the needs of the people—
the majority of which were poor, illiterate peasants struggling for survival. A collective 
could look after the poor and disadvantaged, and provide essential services such as 
health care. It was hoped that collective land ownership would guard against the 
recreation of unequal class dynamics in the countryside by making it impossible to 
transfer land from the poor to the better off. It was also seen as a way to mobilise labour 
power in order to achieve large-scale infrastructural projects—such as irrigation—
despite the limited technology available at that time, while also increasing the state’s 
capability to extract food to feed the urban sector, as well as capital surplus from 
farmers to develop industry at a faster rate. 

It could be argued that collective farming succeeded in fulfilling all of these tasks. 
By the end of the Mao era, the Chinese people were reasonably healthy and educated. 
Life expectancy increased from a mere 39 to 68 years. Though life remained spartan, 
inequality had been reduced dramatically. Irrigation infrastructure had been improved 
beyond the CCP’s wildest expectations. By the end of the 1970s, China had become the 
sixth largest industrial power in the world, whereas in 1949 the country’s industrial 
capacity was on par with that of a small nation like Belgium. But these successes were 
not achieved without costs. There was a constant shortage of daily necessities and living 
standards remained low. The most disastrous cost was the famine that followed the 
Great Leap Forward (1958–62), when the Chinese authorities rapidly organised the 
‘people’s commune system’ (renming gongshe zhidu) across the country and encouraged 
people to put into practice many fanatical ideas, such as setting up backyard furnaces 
to make iron and steel.3 Although the famine resulting from the Great Leap Forward 
is used by many to discredit collectivism tout court, this is an unfair reduction of the 
possibilities of collective organisation to one of its most extreme manifestations. 

Life in the Commune

When the commune system was initiated in 1958, it was organised according to the 
logic of ‘the bigger, the better,’ based on the assumption that larger communes were 
better equipped to mobilise resources to achieve large-scale projects, and that disputes 
among villages would disappear in the vastness of collective life (see Tomba’s essay in 
the present volume). A commune was set up by combining several villages into one 
administrative unit. These assumptions were flawed. In a large commune of several 
thousand households or more, it was difficult to manage and supervise production 
activities. This administrative failure was largely responsible for the decrease in food 
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production during the crucial planting season of 1959. In the early 1960s, having 
learned a costly lesson, the commune system was downsized, a change that led to 
certain improvements in management and supervision. The system in this new form 
lasted until the early 1980s. Within one ‘commune’ (gongshe) there were ten or so 
‘production brigades’ (shengchan dadui), each one of which was comprised of ten 
or so production teams (shengchan xiaodui). A team would normally consist of ten to 
twenty households, depending on the size of a village. A village of more than thirty 
households would most likely be divided into two teams. Each team would have a five-
person leadership group, usually composed of a team leader, an accountant, at least one 
woman member, a person responsible for the granary, and a work point record keeper. 

In this structure, the production team would be in charge of managing the land 
under its control. Everything produced on this land was shared by team members 
after deduction of taxes and levies paid to the state, and all the production activities 
were arranged by the team leadership. With this system, supervision and monitoring 
were easier and more transparent. Within one team, the contributions of each member 
to the collective were recorded and rewarded according to a so-called ‘work point 
system’ (gongfenzhi). All villagers received an equal amount of staple food on a per 
capita basis, with the only difference being between adults and children. To those 
households that contributed more than the worth of what they had received, the 
leadership applied the principle of ‘to each according to one’s work’ (anlao fenpei) by 
either giving cash converted from the value of the earned work points at the end of the 
year, or by distributing non-staple food like oil, sugar cane, or fish from public ponds. 
The households that had contributed less would not be able to receive these products. 
Every year, all team members would assemble to evaluate each other’s contribution 
to the collective, taking into account age, strength, work attitude, and gender. This 
evaluation would then be quantified through a ten-point system. Those villagers who 
received the highest score would usually be assigned the hardest work, but women were 
usually assigned less arduous manual labour, like pulling a wheel barrel or ploughing 
the paddy fields. 
The commune leadership would not intervene in day-to-day production activities. 

Usually, they enforced policies and disseminated political messages from the centre. 
They were also responsible for the promotion of specific programmes—such as those 
on health and hygiene, and on how to use new technologies. As a result of reforms of 
collective structure and management, by the end of the 1970s, there were already signs 
of improvement in the life of Chinese farmers. By the middle of the 1970s, another 
development also contributed to improving the rural situation: the establishment of 
‘commune and brigade enterprises’ (shedui qiye). Contrary to mainstream historical 
narratives of a lost decade of economic stagnation, companies of this kind actually 
originated during the Great Leap Forward and increased during the Cultural 
Revolution (1966–76). These Mao-era experiments in rural production were precursors 
to the creation of township and village enterprises (TVEs) developed in the 1980s 
after decollectivisation. Although TVEs are praised by scholars for contributing to 
lifting China’s rural areas out of poverty, their origin in Mao-era collectivism is often 
conveniently erased from the historical narrative. 
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The Afterlife of the Collective

As a rural development model, collective agriculture was a mixture of success and 
failure. According to William Hinton, one third of the communes of the Mao era 
performed well, one third did very badly, and the rest fell in between.4 Nowadays, 
however, communes are painted with the brush of failure, erasing the differences 
between them and their underlying potentials. It is almost entirely forgotten that the 
practice of combining collective life with private initiatives, such as the ‘household 
contract responsibility system’ (jiating lianchan chengbao zeren zhi), originated in 
different parts of the country in the Mao era.5 Praised for bringing about the end of the 
collectives and initiating rural economic reform, the contract responsibility system did 
not necessitate the undoing of the collective system. The outcome was not historically 
inevitable and, in hindsight, was perhaps lamentable. In fact, there are still a few 
hundred villages that have resisted the pressure to dismantle the sources of their power, 
and remain collective until this very day.6 While the end result of the economic reforms 
initiated by Deng Xiaoping was in fact the restoration of household farming and land 
redistribution, it has to be pointed out that the dismantling of the commune system has 
not entailed the total abandonment of collective agriculture. Land is still collectively 
owned, and households only maintain the land use rights distributed to them. 
Those who pushed for dismantling the commune system argue that production 

output during the Mao era remained low because the system of collective farming 
tolerated ‘free riders.’7 Arguments and evidence against such an economic rationalist 
position are too complex to be presented here, so I will only mention two facts that in 
my opinion undermine such an approach. First, due to Cold War era sanctions imposed 
by Western powers, China was forced to ‘transform itself through its own efforts’ (zili 
gengsheng) (see Yang’s essay in the present volume), and pursue the price scissors 
strategy of keeping the price of agricultural produce low while setting the price of 
industrial goods high in order to accumulate capital to invest in industrial development 
and modernisation efforts. Second, technology, such as hybrid rice crops and chemical 
fertilisers, was not available at that point in China. Without the technology of industrial 
agriculture, collectivisation attempted to increase food production on limited arable 
land for a massive population. 

The Collective Roots of Today’s Economic Miracle

It is easy to dismiss collectivism without understanding its political economic goals 
and the circumstances under which it was developed. The economic development and 
wellbeing of China’s rural population today were built on a foundation of collectivism. 
Ironically, China’s economic ‘miracle’ of the reform era can also be explained as a result 
of its collective past. The collective ownership of land has provided a large well-educated 
but cheap labour force that has allowed China to become the ‘factory of the world’ over 
the past three decades. And it is this very same collective land ownership that to this 
day supports the families of hundreds of millions of migrant workers. In China, there 
are hardly any urban slums because collectively owned land acts as a social security net. 
If there is no work to be found in the cities, migrant workers can always return to their 
hometowns. They can also leave their families, children, and elderly relatives on the 
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familial plot of land. If farmers were dispossessed from their land and without jobs in 
the city, today’s China would face the spectre of proletarianisation on a scale of which 
Marx and Mao could only dream. 
There are two major issues today that are used as rationale for the wholesale 

privatisation of land. One is the prevalence of predatory rural land grabbing, 
a  situation in which state agents and developers work together to seize land from 
farmers for commercial development. While this phenomenon has seen some signs 
of easing recently and is mainly limited to areas next to urban centres, it is often used 
as an argument for privatisation in the belief that once the land is privatised, the title-
holder will be properly compensated. The second issue is related to efficiency and 
scale economy, and is based on the assumption that only privatisation can allow the 
market to play its full role in increasing competition, and thus boosting agricultural 
productivity. These two issues remain extremely controversial in China today. And it 
could not be otherwise, since a decision on whether land remains collective may well 
decide the future direction of the entire country.8
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6
矛盾
Contradiction
Carlos ROJAS

In contradistinction to Marx, who often appeared to use the concepts of 
‘contradiction’ and ‘antagonism’ interchangeably, Lenin instead at times attempted to 
systematically distinguish between the two, suggesting that under a socialist society 

it would be possible to maintain non-antagonistic contradictions.1 This notion of non-
antagonistic contradictions was subsequently theorised not only by Stalin but also by Mao 
Zedong, beginning as early as the 1930s and continuing after the founding of the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC). First, in August 1937, a month after his seminal speech ‘On 
Practice’ (shijian lun), Mao Zedong delivered a second lecture titled ‘On Contradiction’ 
(maodun lun), which marked his first extended engagement with the topic that Slavoj 
Žižek suggests is ‘arguably Mao’s central contribution to Marxist Philosophy.’2 Both 
speeches were initially prepared for the Anti-Japanese Military and Political College in 
Yan’an for the purpose of promoting correct Marxist thinking and opposing ‘dogmatism.’ 
Although transcripts of the speeches themselves do not exist, a formal version of each 
work was subsequently published in the early 1950s and the two texts have come to 
be regarded as paradigmatic illustrations of Mao’s status as a Marxist theoretician. 
In particular, ‘On Contradiction’ grapples with a question that would subsequently prove 
to be one of the biggest challenges for the Chinese communist regime itself—namely, how 
to handle internal dissent within a socialist society. 

Universal vs Particular

The published version of ‘On Contradiction’ opens by citing Lenin’s distinction 
between a metaphysical and a dialectical worldview. Mao explains that whereas 
a metaphysical worldview treats things as unitary, isolated, and static, a dialectical one 
instead views things as being in dynamic interaction with each other while also being 
characterised by internal contradictions. Under a dialectical perspective, moreover, 
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progress is achieved through a reconciliation of external and internal contradictions 
(through a Hegelian dialectic), which generates new ‘things’ and a new set of external 
and internal contradictions. 

In ‘On Contradiction,’ Mao is specifically interested in the differences between what 
he calls the ‘universality’ and ‘particularity’ of contradiction, noting that while the 
former is widely recognised and has been extensively studied, the latter ‘is still not 
clearly understood by many comrades.’ He first outlines the notion of the universality 
of contradiction, and particularly the contention that all development is predicated on 
‘a movement of opposites,’ but emphasises that ‘each form of matter’ is shaped by its 
own specific contradictions. It is precisely in Mao’s focus on these latter particularities 
that we find his attempts to apply the generalised logic of dialectical materialism—as 
developed by Hegel, Marx, Lenin, and others (see Pang’s essay in the present volume)—
to the specificities of twentieth-century China’s sociopolitical situation. In particular, 
Mao notes that what he calls China’s ‘bourgeois-democratic revolution’ has passed 
through several distinct stages over the two or three decades preceding his speech—
including the 1911 Revolution, the regime of the Beiyang Warlords, the First United 
Front, the Revolution of 1924–27, the Second United Front, and the War against 
Japanese Aggression—and argues that each of these stages was marked by its own 
specific internal contradictions that need to be analysed on their own terms. 

Although Mao initially delivered the original oral version of ‘On Contradiction’ at 
a time when he and his fellow communists were surrounded by enemy forces ranging 
from the Nationalists (with whom they had been engaged in a civil conflict) to the 
Japanese (who were attempting to invade China), by the time the piece was finally 
published in the first volume of his Selected Works in April 1952, the Japanese and the 
Nationalists had already been defeated and the PRC had just been founded. In  this 
context, the essay’s focus on internal contradictions rather than external enemies 
reflected the need to shift from carrying out the revolution itself, to maintaining 
a sense of revolutionary purpose under a socialist system. The underlying question, 
in other words, involves how to negotiate the transition from ‘revolution’ (geming) 
to ‘continuous revolution’ (jixu geming)—or, what would later come to be known as 
‘continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat.’ Although it was 
not until the beginning of the Cultural Revolution in 1966 that Mao first called for 
a continuous revolution—a concept closely related to, yet distinct from, the notion of 
a permanent revolution, as initially developed by Marx and popularised by Trotsky 
(see Galway’s essay in the present volume)—this sentiment of wanting to maintain 
a  revolutionary energy even after the Communist Party had seized power could be 
traced back to the early years of the PRC.3 

Two Sets of Contradictions

On 27 February 1957—five years after the publication of ‘On Contradiction’ and 
almost 20 years after the initial oral version of that work—Mao delivered another 
speech titled ‘On the Correct Handling of Contradictions among the People,’ which 
noted that:
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Never before has our country been as united as it is today. The victories of 
the bourgeois-democratic revolution and of the socialist revolution and our 
achievements in socialist construction have rapidly changed the face of the 
old China. A still brighter future lies ahead for our motherland. 

For Mao, however, the fact that China was now unified did not mean that contradiction 
was no longer relevant. Instead, he distinguished between what he characterised as 
‘contradictions between ourselves and the enemy’ (diwo maodun), on one hand, and 
‘contradictions among the people’ (renmin neibu maodun), on the other (emphases 
added), specifying that in this instance he was primarily concerned with the latter. 
He further explained that, in contrast to contradictions between the self and the enemy, 
which must be resolved by drawing a distinction between the two, contradictions 
among the people may be resolved by drawing a distinction ‘between right and wrong.’

Even as it attempted to explain how to handle the contradictions that might exist 
within a socialist society, ‘On the Correct Handling of Contradictions among the People’ 
simultaneously pivoted around a crucial conceptual contradiction of its own. On the 
one hand, Mao listed various types of contradictory relationships that he claimed one 
might find ‘among the people’—including contradictions between individuals whose 
thinking is characterised by right and left ‘deviations,’ between those who are active 
supporters of the new cooperatives and those who are dissatisfied with them, between 
the working class and the former bourgeoisie, between the interests of intellectuals from 
the old society and the current needs of the new society, and so forth—and he suggested 
that in every instance one should strive to ‘resolve’ (jiejue) these internal contradictions, 
which is to say to eradicate them. On the other hand, however, near the end of the piece 
he offered his now-famous discussion of the need to ‘let a hundred flowers blossom, 
[and] let a hundred schools of thought contend,’ stressing the importance of creating 
an environment in which different perspectives could productively coexist. In contrast 
to the preceding advocacy of the need to eliminate contradictions, this latter section 
instead recommended that ‘contradictions’ taking the form of critiques of government 
policies and limited strikes be permitted, and even encouraged. 

In fact, in this piece Mao asked whether Marxism itself could be criticised, given that 
it was already ‘accepted as the guiding ideology by the majority of the people in our 
country.’ He answered his own question in the affirmative: 

Certainly it can. Marxism is scientific truth and fears no criticism. If it did, 
and if it could be overthrown by criticism, it would be worthless. In fact, aren’t 
the idealists criticising Marxism every day and in every way? And those who 
harbour bourgeois and petty-bourgeois ideas and do not wish to change—
aren’t they also criticising Marxism in every way? Marxists should not be 
afraid of criticism from any quarter. Quite the contrary, they need to temper 
and develop themselves and win new positions in the teeth of criticism and 
in the storm and stress of struggle. Fighting against wrong ideas is like being 
vaccinated—a man develops greater immunity from disease as a result of 
vaccination. Plants raised in hothouses are unlikely to be hardy. Carrying 
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out the policy of letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools 
of thought contend will not weaken, but strengthen, the leading position of 
Marxism in the ideological field.

Mao then noted that when ‘unmistakable counterrevolutionaries and saboteurs of 
the socialist cause’ expressed ‘non-Marxist’ ideas, the solution was often ‘simply [to] 
deprive them of their freedom of speech.’ However, when he asked whether it would be 
productive or beneficial to attempt to similarly ban ‘incorrect ideas among the people,’ 
he answered his own question in the negative: 

Certainly not. It is not only futile but very harmful to use crude methods in 
dealing with ideological questions among the people, with questions about 
man’s mental world. You may ban the expression of wrong ideas, but the 
ideas will still be there. On the other hand, if correct ideas are pampered 
in hothouses and never exposed to the elements and immunised against 
disease, they will not win out against erroneous ones. Therefore, it is only by 
employing the method of discussion, criticism, and reasoning that we can 
really foster correct ideas and overcome wrong ones, and that we can really 
settle issues.

This emphasis on the value of discussion and of the energetic exchange of ‘correct’ 
and ‘incorrect’ ideas, in turn, articulated the central premise of the Hundred Flowers 
Campaign, in which the Chinese people were encouraged—and often were even 
explicitly required—to publicly voice critiques of government policies. 

Deriving out of some recommendations that had been made by Zhou Enlai in 
early 1956, the Hundred Flowers Campaign was a bold gesture for China’s nascent 
communist regime. Although Mao had obviously hoped that the campaign would 
reinforce perceptions of the strength and stability of the government and Party 
leadership (on the logic that only a firmly established leadership would encourage 
critiques of its own policies), there was nevertheless considerable internal concern 
about the Campaign’s destructive potential. In fact, in March 1957, the Minister of 
Culture—author Shen Dehong/Shen Yanbing, who is better known by his aptly chosen 
penname, Mao Dun, which deliberately puns on the Chinese word for ‘contradiction’—
turned the Campaign’s call for critiques of government policies on its head, with an 
article critiquing the Hundred Flowers Campaign itself (a critique for which he was 
subsequently dismissed from office). 

Although Mao’s ‘On the Correct Handling of Contradictions among the People’ 
speech was first delivered on 27 February 1957, shortly after the launch of the Hundred 
Flowers Campaign in late 1956, by the time a revised version of his speech was published 
in the People’s Daily in June 1957, Mao had already become concerned by the disruptive 
potential of these criticisms. He officially suspended the Campaign a month later in July. 
Indeed, not only was the call for dissident voices and points of view officially called off, 
but the Hundred Flowers Campaign was also quickly followed by its own antithesis, in 
the form of the Anti-rightist Campaign that actively targeted and persecuted those who 
had critiqued government policies when it was permitted. In this way, Mao’s attempt to 
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encourage an environment of ‘non-antagonistic contradiction’ became, instead, deeply 
antagonistic, and laid the groundwork for many of the regime’s repressive campaigns 
that would follow.   

Moreover, it should be noted that Mao’s delivery of the original version of 
‘On Contradiction’ in 1937 coincided not only with the CCP’s establishment of the 
Second United Front with the Nationalists, but also with China’s signing of a non-
aggression pact with the Soviet Union. Although the non-aggression pact was negotiated 
by China’s Nationalist government—which had hoped to use the pact to strengthen the 
nation’s strategic position in response to the threat of Japanese invasion—it also ended 
up having important ramifications for the PRC’s relationship to the Soviet Union in the 
early 1950s, when the Soviet Union was an important ally of the PRC. However, Mao’s 
advocacy—not only in ‘On the Correct Handling of Contradictions among the People’ 
but also in some earlier articles dating back to late 1956—of direct criticism of the Party 
and the government was in direct contradiction with current Soviet policy, and was one 
of the factors that contributed to the subsequent Sino-Soviet split that unfolded during 
the late 1950s and 1960s. The Sino-Soviet split, in turn, was emblematic of a central 
contradiction within Maoism itself, in that even though Maoism explicitly drew on 
a line of theorisation that extended from Marx and Engels to Lenin and Stalin, the 
Chinese state nevertheless increasingly diverged, in political terms, from the model of 
the Soviet Union. 

New Contradictions

Even after Mao Zedong’s death in 1976, and the subsequent shift to a partially 
capitalist economic model with the launch of economic reforms in the late 1970s, 
the issue of contradictions has remained as relevant to contemporary China as ever. 
One author who has been particularly interested in examining and interrogating 
these contradictions is Yan Lianke. His 2004 novel Lenin’s Kisses, for instance, revolves 
around a harebrained plot by a local Chinese official to purchase Lenin’s preserved 
corpse from Russia, and install it in a newly built Lenin mausoleum in the official’s 
home county in central China.4 The work’s premise is that the Chinese bureaucrat has 
read that the Russian government is in dire financial straits and can no longer afford 
to maintain the corpse in its current position in Moscow’s Red Square. He therefore 
comes up with the idea of bringing it to China and using it as a tourist attraction to 
raise money for the residents of his county. Through this fictional plotline revolving 
around an attempt to install a Lenin mausoleum in central China modelled on the Mao 
Mausoleum in Beijing, Yan’s novel comments on the apparent contradictions not only 
between contemporary Maoism and a Marxist lineage leading back through Lenin to 
Marx himself, but also between the original Maoist regime and the trajectory that the 
PRC has taken in the post-Maoist era. 

In addition to the fictional purchase of Lenin’s remains in Lenin’s Kisses (for which 
Yan Lianke lost his position, which he had held for years, as a professional author 
under the employment of the Chinese army), Yan’s novels have explored topics ranging 
from China’s rural AIDS epidemic to the Anti-rightist Campaign, the Great Leap 
Forward, and subsequent Great Famine in the late 1950s. The work that engages most 
explicitly with Mao Zedong’s notion of contradiction, however, is his 2001 novel Hard 
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like Water.5 Set during the Cultural Revolution and revolving around an adulterous 
affair between a soldier in the People’s Liberation Army, Gao Aijun, and the daughter 
of a local bureaucrat, Xia Hongmei, Hard like Water explores the intersections 
between revolutionary and libidinal passion. The novel incorporates an abundant 
amount of Marxist and Maoist discourse, ironically redeploying it to comment on the 
hyperrevolutionary affair of the protagonists. One work from which the novel quotes 
extensively is Mao Zedong’s ‘On Contradiction,’ and at a critical moment in the plot, 
just as Xia Hongmei’s husband catches her and Gao Aijun in flagrante delicto, the 
narrator remarks: 

Just as this extraordinary event was unfolding, a subtle contradiction 
developed out of this special condition. While the old contradiction had 
been resolved, a new contradiction emerged, as the earlier secondary 
contradiction was transformed into a primary contradiction. 

Although this dialectical process of generating new contradictions through the 
resolution of earlier ones has a very specific meaning in the novel, it nevertheless aptly 
describes the general trajectory of modern China. 
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7
文化
Culture
DAI Jinhua
(Translated by Rebecca E. KARL)

In the course of China’s socialist history, during that period we are accustomed to 
calling the ‘Mao era’—or the 1950s to the 1970s—‘culture’ (wenhua) was without 
a doubt an extraordinarily important social category of practice. It is a crucial 

keyword that provides an entry into or an explanation for the history of that period. 
Even when we take the twentieth-century history of the international communist 
movement as a baseline, or when we consider the various countries of the socialist 
camp in the postwar period, the high level of self-consciousness and the variety of 
practice in the creation or construction of a new culture of socialism in China’s socialist 
history is particularly prominent and striking.
This is, of course, a result of Mao Zedong’s designs for and conceptualisation of 

‘new China’ and a ‘new society.’ At the same time, it follows from the fact that the 
Mao-era phase of Chinese socialist history coincided exactly with a crucial phase in 
the advancement of China’s modernisation. Hence, if we see 1949 as the moment at 
which the establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) achieved a completely 
sovereign, modern, nation-state and also a national state committed to socialism, then 
we can appreciate that what this polity faced from then on was the final unravelling of 
a millennium of dynastic governance as well as, at the same time, the ongoing two-sided 
and dual task of determining a modern and a socialist culture under the leadership 
of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The enormous social transformations of 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to a great extent underpinned Chinese 
society’s subsequent radical turn in politics and culture. This not only is demonstrated 
by the fact that it was indeed the 1919 May Fourth New Culture Movement and not 
the 1911 Republican Xinhai Revolution that genuinely inaugurated modern Chinese 
history, but it is further expressed in the ways in which the practice of new culture 
exhibited modern China’s complete rejection of and rupture with premodern culture. 
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For this reason, ‘new culture’ (including new language) was transformed into a political 
practice and social rhetoric adopted by ‘young China.’ The practice and rhetoric were 
two sides of the same coin. 

Culture as Modern Problematique

Indeed, the problematique of culture in the Mao era cannot be seen as a mere 
extension or elaboration of the democratic revolution or the processes of modernisation 
already in progress long before 1949. The relation of culture to the course of socialist 
transformation and the construction of socialism must be seen separately. That is, in 
the radical culture of socialism, sensuous cultural thematics were entirely rewritten 
through the new idioms of Mao-era Marxist emphases on class revolution and the right 
[of the oppressed] to rebel; class equality through the overturning of class hierarchy 
(represented by Mao’s saying: ‘the most humble are now the most noble’); and historical 
materialism featuring the centrality of the subjectivity of the [revolutionary] people 
(renmin).

To be sure, the need to promote and popularise Marxism among the people and 
throughout society created the ongoing importance of new rounds of state institutional 
involvements in translation, publication, and distribution networks. These operated 
at an unprecedented scope compared to the previous efforts at westernisation and 
modernisation. Raising the literacy of the whole populace; opening adult educational 
courses for peasants and workers; efforts to simplify Chinese characters: all of these were 
on the table and implemented to one degree or another. They all offered a foundation 
for the modernisation of society and culture. And yet, in the midst of all this, not only 
was the historical materialism of Marxism propagated, but even more importantly, 
the complete rewriting of Chinese history through the historical materialist method 
was included in school textbooks, thus producing a profound and broad impact on 
society. In addition, there was wave after wave of folk songs and dances popularised by 
the spread of education; and, meanwhile, transformed folk art and folk performances 
were pressed into service to help animate and mobilise political movements and social 
change (see also the essays by Barlow, Javed, and Lee in the present volume). At the 
same time as this popular culture incorporated certain aspects of the modernisation of 
cultural resources drawn from traditional China, a path also was opened to the creation 
of class culture and the new culture of socialism. Perhaps it is unnecessary to add that 
during the Mao era, almost every important political incident or social turning point 
had some single or group of cultural overtures or harbingers: from the discussions over 
the traditional classic Dream of the Red Chamber or the critique of the movie Life of Wu 
Xun and whether these texts could become important and prominent components of 
socialist transformation all the way to the debate over the new historical drama Hai Rui 
Dismissed from Office, whose critique was the opening act of the Cultural Revolution, 
or the discussions about the old classic The Water Margin and the criticisms of the 
novel The Builders. These latter discussions were part of the roll out of the Cultural 
Revolution and the last chapter of the Mao era.
Throughout the establishment in the 1950s to 1970s of the culture of socialism 

and the institutional mechanisms through which this new culture would operate, 
China directly borrowed the systemic structures of the Soviet Union. Among the 
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more important of these were literary journals, writers’ associations, and the system 
of movie production studios, all of which manifested the deep influence of Lenin’s 
cultural thinking and the theory of the ‘socialist new person.’1 And yet, the difference 
between China and the Soviet Union resides in the fact that China’s new culture 
was also, to a certain degree, an extension of the Republican era cultural thematic 
of ‘transforming the national character.’ Even if the cultural thematic of socialism 
extended that of the Republican period, there was also a very important difference: 
under socialism, new culture was not to be based upon the theme of the ‘individual’ 
derived from Euro-American logics of human nature. That was a cultural imagination 
that had been proposed by the modernising Republican nation-state as the alternative 
to the long-persistent premodern Chinese family-clan ethics. By contrast to both the 
premodern and the individual cultural logics, Mao Zedong and the CCP promoted 
socialist education, thought reform, and mass culture and art in part, of course, to 
disseminate socialist ideology, but also as levers intended to dislodge the hugely 
dominant premodern Chinese cultural disposition towards hierarchical order, or that 
logic that formed the class and social status basis for the production of the ideology of 
obedient people or slavishness. In this regard, the most exemplary Maoist expression of 
class consciousness was: ‘Where there is oppression, there is opposition.’ The simplest 
expression of the Maoist theory of class struggle can be encapsulated in the saying: 
‘The teachings of Marxism … in the end can be summed up in one phrase: it is right 
to rebel!’ 

Culture of Socialism

The culture of socialism of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s was simultaneously a culture 
of revolution and rebellion; it was a culture aimed at undermining the value judgements 
on superiority and inferiority, high and low, good and bad of traditional China. It was to 
become a class culture; in other words, it presented an opening to an equality of practice. 
The focus and dynamic plotting of socialist or historical materialist historiography took 
the centrality of peasant revolts against dynastic rule as its narrative centre, not the rise 
and fall of dynasties. It was within this historical contextual gambit that new Chinese 
culture attempted to instantiate the social, historical, and cultural subject of ‘the people,’ 
which was concretely anchored in the just-emerging social categories named by the 
trinity ‘worker/peasant/soldier’ (see also Guan’s essay in the present volume). 

Perhaps we could say that in the Mao era, one of the most prominent characteristics 
of the CCP’s state-cultural practice was its leading promotion of the art and culture of 
workers, peasants, and soldiers. In this regard, many highly politicised sites functioned 
as mechanisms to nurture producers of ‘mass culture.’ These included various state 
institutions, factories and mines, villages and people’s communes, military installations 
and others. All of these helped introduce new writers and artists to the cultural scene, 
thus fundamentally altering the class composition of culture producers as well as the 
class nature of the audiences for art and culture. At the same time, the relationship 
between audiences for and producers of art and culture also changed. This can 
be considered as a totalising attempt to create new culture as part of the project to 
simultaneously create the ‘new person’ and vice versa.
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And yet, we could also say that, within the context of a global political perspective that 
takes 1989 as the historical moment at which the socialist camp disintegrated and the 
international communist movement was completely defeated, the reforms initiated by 
the Party-state in the 1980s represent not only a political failure but, perhaps primarily 
and at the very least simultaneously, a cultural failure. The implosion of socialism—or 
maybe it was just defeated without a battle—is one piece of evidence for this proposition. 
If we for the moment bracket a discussion of the role of political economics in this 
‘grand failure;’ if we bracket the fact that, internal to many socialist countries (including 
China), the task of building socialism was at the same time and foremost the task of 
realising modernisation within the context of the global capitalist system; if we bracket, 
as well, critical reflections on Leninist theories and practices of ‘state and revolution;’ 
then I believe a precipitator of the internal combustion of socialism and the socialist 
camp was a dynamic within socialism which cannot be encapsulated by its lack of actual 
economic development or its paucity in material life, but rather, more precisely, it can be 
understood through the gradually accumulated tension between a revolutionary party 
and the realities of governing, between revolutionary culture and the requirements 
of ruling. China in the Mao era, with its systemic social-cultural logic of revolution/
rebellion, oppression/resistance is particularly indicative of these tensions. On one side 
were the uniquely broad, continuously promoted social mobilisations—‘the violent 
and tempestuous mass movements’2—whose logic of revolution/rebellion inserted 
itself deeply into the hearts of the people; and on another side was the anxious global 
situation of the Cold War, for which the process of modernisation and industrialisation 
was most urgent and because of which socialist countries implemented internal order, 
coerced obedience, direct political pressure, and all-around surveillance policies. 

In the midst of all this, the paradoxical aspect of the articulation of the culture of 
socialism was in its preservation of revolutionary or communist ideals, which were 
then ‘translated’ or ‘transplanted’ into expressions of loyalty towards the Party (the 
revolutionary party? the ruling party?) and the state (the national state? the socialist 
state?). Revolution/rebellion/overthrowing of the old society and vanquishing the 
oppressor were all parts of a mainstream expressive value system as well as part 
of a personal or social promise about the future. This promise was soon closed off 
by a past that receded into history even as the promise was projected into a future 
imaginary and vision, which then was rendered into a unique kind of suspension of 
reality. Continuous calls for mass movements and the uninterrupted summons to 
social mobilisation facilitated the accumulation of the cataclysmic capacities of society 
(see also Li’s essay in the present volume). In these processes, both intimate social 
organisation and harsh social supervision coexisted as a condition of social life itself. 
Such social capacities, on the one hand, could be turned to serve for the requirements 
of modernisation, industrialisation, and other experiments in economic construction. 
And yet, those processes also could not completely deplete or free up the amassing 
of social energy, thus inevitably leading to the extremity of social (cultural) tension. 
This situation perhaps helps explain how the Cultural Revolution could be ‘launched’ 
from ‘top-to-bottom’ and then, instantaneously, burst forth from ‘bottom to top,’ thus 
making it very difficult to summarise the movement exclusively as a ‘top to bottom’ 
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event. This can also perhaps help explain how in the first year of the Cultural Revolution 
the young student/red guard movement exploded onto the scene with two absurdly 
mismatched slogans: ‘the right to rebel’ and ‘boundless loyalty.’

Culture and Future Scholarship

In short, in the 1950s and 1960s, there was a self-contradictory and paradoxical 
condition to political culture and political economics that, in the end, created a huge 
tension within socialist countries, tugging at them and finally causing them to implode. 
For this reason, to encapsulate the Cultural Revolution is, in reality, to encapsulate 
the terminus of the Mao era. Yet, ironically, the 1976 Tiananmen Square mass protest 
movement deployed the classic forms of socialist mass culture and art: a movement on 
the Square for popular poetry and singing. Meanwhile, the cultural form of clearing 
accounts for the Cultural Revolution was through ‘scar literature,’ along with a wave of 
publishing whose major constituents had themselves emerged from the mass art and 
literature movements animated by and through the advent of worker/peasant/soldier 
writers. 

Of course, any further discussion of these topics would need to be more complex. 
It would, at minimum, require a consideration of the fierce debates among cultural 
producers about how capitalist-bourgeois culture functions as a potential force 
undermining the establishment of socialist culture, not to mention an exploration 
into the narrative form that requires collectivist action to be undertaken by individual 
heroes. Ultimately, such complexity would have to deal with an investigation into the 
contradictory relationship between the universals of historical materialism and 
the particularities of China.

Chinese socialist cultural experiments of the Mao era profoundly rewrote Chinese 
society and culture, as well as the psychological structures of the Chinese people and 
their social life. These revisions have created a unique inheritance for a still-evolving 
modern Chinese culture. Perhaps these legacies could yet open another path towards, 
or another entry into, an alternative society or an alternative cultural practice.
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8
文化大革命
Cultural Revolution
Patricia M. THORNTON

Few episodes in the history of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) remain as 
politically sensitive as the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (wuchanjieji 
wenhua da geming, hereafter referred to as ‘Cultural Revolution’). Its significance 

is so bitterly contested that only days before the Party’s sixtieth anniversary in 1981, 
the Sixth Plenary Session of the Party’s Eleventh Central Committee saw fit to adopt 
a lengthy and carefully worded resolution in hopes of sealing the book on the Cultural 
Revolution and Mao’s role in it. To that end, the 1981 ‘Resolution on Certain Questions 
in the History of the Party since the Founding of the PRC’ unequivocally declared the 
entire decade from 1966 to 1976 to be ‘an extraordinary leftist error’ initiated and led 
by Mao Zedong. As to his motives, the Resolution asserted that the Party Chairman 
had been ‘labouring under a misapprehension’ in his later years that propelled him into 
action that ‘led to domestic turmoil and brought catastrophe to the Party, the state, and 
the whole people.’ 
This vehement denunciation was quickly followed by a thoroughgoing three-year 

campaign to not merely repudiate, but to ‘totally negate’ (chedi fouding) the Cultural 
Revolution as an aberration standing apart from, and outside of, the ‘normal’ course 
of PRC history. Individuals and collectives at every level of Chinese society were called 
upon to study the Resolution and related official documents, to engage in criticism and 
self-criticism, and, finally, to root out the ‘three kinds of persons’ (san zhong ren) in their 
workplaces and communities—those ‘followers of Lin Biao and the Gang of Four, those 
seriously affected by factional ideas, and the “smashers and grabbers” of the Cultural 
Revolution.’1 The chief result of these strenuous collective efforts to obliterate the late 
Maoist past, as Alessandro Russo observed, produced ‘an almost total intellectual block’ 
that made it utterly impossible to comprehend the Cultural Revolution both inside and 
outside of China ‘beyond the familiar “horrors of totalitarianism.”’2
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But cultural revolution (wenhua geming) as a form of political practice has a history 
in the PRC that extends beyond the final decade of Mao’s life. The term appeared 
frequently in Party documents and Party-run newspapers well before 1949 to denote 
the Party’s core pedagogical mission, when the term was used interchangeably with 
‘cultural construction’ (wenhua jianshe) to refer to the regime’s efforts to eliminate 
illiteracy with the goal of widening political participation through reading, writing, 
and debating about matters of civic interest. Such references continued throughout the 
1950s and mid-1960s, with the vast majority drawing parallels either between Party 
activists and the literati standard-bearers of the May Fourth Movement of 1919, or with 
the Soviet cultural revolution that had been carried out from 1928–31 under Stalin’s 
leadership. 

It was during the Great Leap Forward (1958–62) that cultural revolution emerged as 
a set of practices in the realm of mass politics. The previous decade of education work 
was roundly criticised for having neglected politics and the needs of ordinary workers, 
and a vast effort to eliminate illiteracy within five years was undertaken nationwide. 
Overtaken by the extreme deprivations of the Great Leap period, these efforts were 
largely abandoned and many reversed, along with the raft of equally ambitious plans 
for which the Great Leap is known. Yet it was this earlier project of mass empowerment 
through educational reform to which activists initially returned in May 1966, with 
Mao’s support. Despite the tumultuous political upheavals of the late 1960s and 1970s, 
a series of grassroots experiments were nonetheless carried out in a strenuous attempt 
to recentre education work around the mass line (see Lin Chun’s essay in the present 
volume), at every level of Chinese society. 

Although cultural revolution has not disappeared entirely from contemporary Chinese 
discourse, it has been largely superseded and supplanted by ‘cultural development’ 
(wenhua fazhan), ‘cultural creation’ (wenhua chuangzao), and ‘cultural construction’ 
(wenhua jianshe). At the same time, the broader normative context within which the 
practice was undertaken has altered dramatically. Whereas cultural revolution during 
the Mao era aimed to transform illiterate workers and peasants into revolutionary 
political subjects capable of exercising the ‘four great freedoms’ (sida ziyou)—speaking 
out freely, airing views fully, holding great debates, and writing big character posters—
the post-Mao project of cultural construction seems designed chiefly to refashion 
ordinary Chinese citizens into the compliant subjects and refined citizen-consumers 
of a consolidated and stable CCP-led regime. The abandonment of the term in post-
Tiananmen Chinese political discourse represents another manifestation of how the 
post–Mao Party-state has successfully appropriated and transformed Mao-era methods 
of mobilisation in order to generate a new politics that disarticulates the Leninist 
power of the Party-state from a positive vision of the future based on revolutionary 
transformation.

Culture Revolution before the Cultural Revolution

In April 1933, following the collapse of the First United Front with the Nationalist 
Party, the CCP’s provisional central government promulgated a set of guidelines on 
education policy. Party committees at all levels were enjoined to focus on cultural 
education, and on raising the class consciousness of workers and peasants so as to 
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enable mass mobilisation and the deepening of class struggle throughout Chinese 
society. Cultural revolution, as it was envisaged by the early CCP leadership, entailed 
the dismantling of traditional Han Chinese cultural norms informed by Confucian 
paternalism that instilled obedience to authority. In a cultural context in which literacy 
had always been inextricably intertwined with political power, the project of mass 
education was inherently revolutionary, reversing long established patterns of authority 
in Han Chinese society. Grassroots Party committees at the district and township levels 
were tasked with designing and implementing anti-illiteracy campaigns to not only 
educate, but also to empower, ordinary Chinese workers and peasants by challenging 
traditional beliefs and assumptions. In January 1934, Mao reported that cultural 
revolution was successfully being carried out throughout the Communist-controlled 
revolutionary base areas as a key means of increasing the levels of popular mobilisation 
in revolutionary struggle.3 
The initial appearance of the term in the People’s Daily came in a 1947 editorial 

celebrating the May Fourth Movement of 1919 for having launched China’s first cultural 
revolution.4 Within the span of a few months, this was followed by an article translated 
from Russian in which the author invoked the term cultural revolution to describe 
the transformation of education and leisure activities that attended collectivisation. 
Soviet peasants in the 1920s, the author asserted, ‘began to live rich and cultured lives.’5 
For the next several years, the People’s Daily published several dozen articles each year 
either detailing the ongoing cultural revolution in China that was said to have begun 
with the May Fourth Movement, or extolling the Soviet socialist civilisational project 
as a model. In some cases the two themes were conjoined, as in a November 1957 
editorial by Kang Sheng proposing that, following from the success of the May Fourth 
Movement, China’s success in emulating the Soviet experience of cultural revolution 
depended in the first instance on the elimination of illiteracy as quickly as possible, and 
the cultivation of intellectuals from within the ranks of the proletariat.6 The concept, if 
not the actualised practice, of cultural revolution would therefore have been abundantly 
familiar to the readers of the People’s Daily during the period of the first Five-year Plan 
(1952–57). 

Yet, as the decade of the 1950s came to a close, the concept of cultural revolution 
underwent a significant shift. In his 27 February 1957 speech ‘On the Correct 
Handling of Contradictions among the People,’ Mao made two assertions important 
to the practice of cultural revolution moving forward. The first was that although the 
ideological struggle between the forces supporting socialism and those supporting 
capitalism would persist in China for some time, the use of ‘crude coercion’ to 
resolve such struggles would be counterproductive: it was only through ‘the method 
of discussion, criticism, and reasoning that we can really foster correct ideas and 
overcome wrong ones’ (see also Rojas’s essay in the present volume). The second was 
that, in the handling of contradictions among the people, ideological and political 
work must be strengthened sufficiently to support the CCP’s policy of educating the 
labouring classes within the context of both socialist consciousness and culture, so that 
they would be empowered to participate in that struggle in the ideological field. Both 
dictums quickly came to inform the Party’s work of carrying out cultural revolution, 
which began to diverge from both past practice and the Soviet model. At a national 
conference convened by the Education Ministry in March and April 1958, specific 
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guidelines for carrying out cultural revolution were drawn up, which included five 
‘great tasks:’ a sweeping nationwide literacy campaign, an expansion of elementary 
education, the establishment of agricultural middle schools, improvement of teacher 
training, and a complete overhaul of the educational system to meet the needs of 
socialist construction. The outline determined that, moving forward, a fundamental 
aim of all schools would be to demolish capitalism and establish socialism while relying 
on the Party’s leadership and following the mass line.7 

One month later, at the Second Plenum of the Eighth Party Congress in May 1958, 
Liu Shaoqi asserted that in carrying out the simultaneous development of political, 
economic, and thought ‘lines’ in accordance with implementing socialist revolution, it 
was also essential to further advance a technological revolution alongside a revolution 
in culture. Several days later, on 9 June, the People’s Daily announced ‘the cultural 
revolution has begun,’ and proclaimed that ‘cultural revolution is a movement to totally 
transform the culture of all labouring people.’8 The movement immediately shifted into 
high gear.
The familiar rallying cries of the Great Leap Forward included ambitious plans to 

not only boost both agricultural and industrial production to the extent that China 
would be able to catch up with Great Britain in five years, but also make equally 
impressive gains in the areas of education, cultural production, and the technological 
and scientific enskilment, particularly for workers and peasants (see Callahan’s essay 
in the present volume). In preparation for the nationwide literacy drive, in February 
1958, the National People’s Congress promulgated the ‘Scheme for the Chinese 
Phonetic Alphabetic System,’ thereby reorienting the national curriculum around 
the use of pinyin to facilitate basic literacy. A few months later, with the Great Leap’s 
production drive underway, groups of university students and teachers, as well as 
literate cadres and employees of state bureaucracies, were organised into anti-illiteracy 
teams and dispatched to the countryside. The teams organised intensive adult literacy 
and cultural enrichment classes, often directly in the fields, in order to take maximum 
advantage of the brief rest and meal periods taken by commune members. Communes 
in Guangdong’s Yangjiang county pioneered a ‘four cultures goes to the fields’ effort 
that involved leading peasants in singing and acting, playing musical instruments, 
singing folk tunes and mountain ballads, and taking books and newspapers into the 
fields where they were tending crops.9 Guangdong’s model Lechang county organised 
an all-out effort to saturate the lives of county residents with printed texts. Transcripts 
of morning radio broadcasts were affixed to bulletin boards alongside newspapers, and 
in two of the market towns in the county, anti-illiteracy activists patrolled the markets 
to make certain that signs were affixed to all items of produce for sale, and that all 
sellers produced written bills of goods, so that consumers could familiarise themselves 
with the characters for items of produce that they normally consumed.10 

Beyond remaking ordinary workers and peasants into literate subjects, the movement 
further aimed to transform them into politically active and engaged agents capable of 
sustaining democratic and participatory politics at the social grassroots. In August 1958, 
the Guangzhou Municipal Party Committee insisted that, once workers and peasants 
had attained basic literacy skills, they apply them in the exercise of their ‘four great 
freedoms’ in order to inspire mass enthusiasm, as well as to help ‘everyone understand 
the responsibility of each individual during cultural revolution, so that all are happy to 
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teach and ready to learn.’11 In July 1958, the Southern Daily reported that Guangdong’s 
Xifu commune had become known as a ‘big character poster village’ because the 
community had taken to resolving its social conflicts through the composing and 
public posting of literally thousands of handwritten texts.12 In addition, the formation 
of civic associations and social organisations that would enliven exchange and debate 
was encouraged. For example, in 1959, the Guangzhou municipal Culture Department 
called for an associational revolution to enrich worker’s lives beyond the confines of 
the factory floor. The Culture Department subsequently reported a five-fold increase 
in the number of clubs established over the previous year—a total of 2,885 opera clubs, 
singing groups, dance troupes, and intellectual salons had formed in Guangzhou in 
1958, and the Department anticipated that the number might increase five-fold again 
before the end of 1959.13

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution 

This burst of grassroots activity was relatively short-lived: as the disastrous economic 
consequences of the Great Leap programme set in, cadres at all levels refocussed 
their attention and resources on the more pressing goal of economic recovery. 
At China’s elite universities, the Great Leap educational reforms had involved efforts 
to increase student and staff participation in administrative decision-making, to favor 
students from worker-peasant-soldier backgrounds in the admissions process, and to 
strengthen the role of the Party and politics in schools (see also Schmalzer’s essay in 
the present volume). However, beginning in 1961, universities began rolling back these 
efforts. Political viewpoint and class background were downplayed, both in university 
admissions and in faculty hiring and promotion, and the Great Leap’s egalitarian aims 
were replaced with meritocratic policies. Beneficiaries and supporters of the Great Leap 
reforms were sidelined; despite their bitter disappointment, many of them continued 
to agitate for the reinstatement of the Great Leap’s educational reforms on university 
campuses across the country.14

These left-leaning students and young lecturers, many of whom had participated in 
and benefited from the ‘education revolution’ (jiaoyu geming) of the Great Leap Forward, 
welcomed the first salvos of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. The 16 May 
Notification issued by the Party Central Committee called once again to ‘open wide’ 
(fang) a process of radical educational reform that would allow ‘all people [to] express 
their opinions freely, so that they dare to speak, dare to criticise, and dare to debate.’15 
Familiar themes and slogans raised during the Great Leap returned: there were calls to 
revolutionise both the content and delivery of education, allow the formation of new 
groups at the social grassroots, and the waging of great debates and public discussions, 
often through the vehicle of the big character poster. Yet, the locus of power quickly 
shifted away from the orderly mobilisation of social forces by the Party in 1958 to 
a complete usurpation of that leading role and agenda by self-proclaimed rebel activists 
only eight years later. The driver behind this change was Mao himself. In 1961–62, 
in his reading notes on the Soviet text Political Economy, Mao noted the stubborn 
persistence of ‘conservative strata’ and ‘something like vested interest groups’ in socialist 
society—groups that had benefitted from certain institutions and would therefore 
resist alterations to existing arrangements.16 By 1966, Mao had determined that these 
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forces formed ‘a bunch of counterrevolutionary revisionists’ that had ‘sneaked into the 
Party, the government, the army, and various cultural circles,’ and called for them to be 
criticised, repudiated, and expelled; the Party’s Central Committee acquiesced, and the 
call went out to the grassroots to allow ‘all people express their opinions freely,’ and for 
all to dare to speak, criticise, and debate, and hopefully to expose the revisionists from 
within their midst.17

Unsurprisingly, many of the initial targets in May and June 1966 were the so-called 
‘bourgeois academic’ and cultural authorities that were seen to have reversed the 
ambitious initiatives introduced during the Great Leap. The forms in which those 
criticisms were delivered followed the patterns of the earlier cultural revolution, 
including the rapid formation of grassroots associations, the staging of vast public 
debates in public squares and auditoriums, and the reappearance of big character 
posters to criticise ideological opponents. The critical difference, of course, was that in 
1966 the Party had moved from the instigator of cultural revolution to one of its chief 
targets, firmly in the crosshairs of the revolutionary masses. 

One brief but illustrative measure of how thoroughly the practice of making cultural 
revolution shifted out of the hands of the Party-state in 1966 is the number of official 
and unofficial publications during this period. In the mid-1960s, the  number of 
official newspapers in publication fell from 343 in 1966 to 43 in 1967; the number 
of official journals likewise declined from 191 to a mere 27. At the same time, 
however, there was an explosion of new mass media produced by independent mass 
organisations: between 1966 and 1969, at least 5,000 new self-published broadsheets 
sprang into existence to disseminate news and the political views of various grassroots 
groups not managed by the normal channels of Party-state control.18 Mass associations 
likewise flourished: although many Party-state offices and organisations had suspended 
their operations by early 1967, independent mass organisations of every shade and 
stripe flourished at the grassroots, including not only the grassroots Red Guard and 
rebel student groups, but also spontaneously formed poor peasant associations, 
workers’ pickets, and Mao Zedong Thought study societies, to name a few. Enjoined 
by Party leaders to ‘join up,’ over time these myriad groups pledged their allegiance to 
various coalitions, dispatched delegates to meetings and assemblies, and participated in 
congresses organised at superordinate levels in a fevered flurry of associational activity. 

Despite the tumultuous political struggles that subsequently came to define the Great 
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, elements of the earlier pedagogical project endured 
not only in the form of the ‘worker-peasant-soldier universities’ (gongnongbin daxue) 
and the ‘workers propaganda teams’ (gongxuandui) of the 1970s (see also Russo’s essay 
in the present volume), but also perhaps most significantly in the vast rustication 
campaign that dispatched 17 million urban Chinese youths into the countryside to 
be reeducated (zai jiaoyu) by the poor and lower-middle peasants beginning in 1968. 
Reversing the pattern of the 1958 cultural revolution in which teams of students and 
teachers brought literacy and cultural enrichment to workers and the peasantry, the 
purpose of the rustication campaign was instead to teach urban youths ‘proletarian 
virtues,’ instilling in them a love of hard labour and a Spartan way of life, and an interest 
in politics and class struggle—in short, to transform them into ‘peasants with a socialist 
consciousness and culture.’ Most would stay in the countryside for more than a decade.19
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From Cultural Revolution to Cultural Construction
 
How are we to understand the transition from the sweeping upsurge from the social 

grassroots in 1966 to the Party-controlled modes of cultural governance that we see 
today? Interestingly, references to the practice of cultural revolution in official media did 
not cease with Mao’s death, nor even with the consolidation of Deng Xiaoping’s control 
over the Party-state in 1978. Instead, references to the practice of cultural revolution 
appear in official media throughout the 1980s, albeit with far less frequency than 
during previous decades. This trend is even more salient after the suppression of the 
1989 protests, when the term ‘cultural revolution’ in the sense of an ongoing process or 
practice all but disappears from official discourse in favor of more robustly managerial 
terms like ‘cultural development,’ ‘cultural creation,’ and ‘cultural construction.’ As Wang 
Hui has suggested, the suppression of the mass protest in 1989 can perhaps best be 
understood as the end of the political sequence that began with the ‘Asian Sixties’ in the 
PRC—a period during which people’s movements across Asia challenged the Cold War 
and the Western-dominated capitalist world order.20 The closing off of the sequence and 
its more radical possibilities with the brutal suppression of the 1989 demonstrations in 
Beijing’s Tiananmen Square and across China announced the inauguration of a new 
cycle characterised by a ‘depoliticised or anti-political political ideology’ that enervates 
popular political participation and forms of mass activism. The transition from mass 
practices and discourses of cultural revolution to the Party-managed processes of 
‘cultural construction’ mirrors the Party’s own transformation from a revolutionary to 
an administrative party that is absorbed into the state apparatus.
The intent of the post–Mao Party-state’s project of cultural construction is detailed 

in the China Youth Daily Ideology and Theory Department’s pivotal 1992 manifesto, 
‘Realistic Responses and Strategic Options for China after the Soviet Upheaval,’ which 
laid the responsibility of creating ‘a brand new, sufficiently ecumenical culture resting on 
Chinese traditional culture’ in the hands of the Party.21 This signal document, composed 
by high-ranking and influential Party technocrats in the wake of the Tiananmen crisis, 
urged central Party strategists to regard ‘creative transformation of traditional Chinese 
culture [as] a rich spiritual resource for safeguarding the socialist system, protecting 
the interests of the state and nation, and promoting the cause of modernisation.’ 

Historically, one chief resource of the Mao-era Party-state was its considerable power 
to mobilise mass participation and enlist the resources and energies of social forces 
to achieve ideological and practical ends. Yet in its transition from a revolutionary to 
a ruling party, the CCP has replaced Mao-era practices of cultural transformation with 
a broader depoliticising project of cultural governance driven by the legitimation and 
perpetuation of the existing state system.22 Whereas the mass mobilisations that took 
place under the banner of revolutionising culture during the Mao era aimed to enlist 
the power and creativity of the masses in the building of a revolutionary new socialist 
order, post-Mao efforts at cultural construction aim to maintain and consolidate the 
power of the contemporary Party-state, rather than to develop direct democratic and 
mass participatory politics. 
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9
大同，小康
Datong and Xiaokang
Craig A. SMITH

In his epic three-hour-long speech to open the Nineteenth Party Congress on 
18 October 2017, Xi Jinping emphasised the establishment of a comprehensive 
xiaokang shehui—which official translators rendered as ‘moderately prosperous 

society’—as the first of four strategies for the ‘new era of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics.’1 He repeated the term xiaokang shehui 18 times during this exceptionally 
long speech, making it a goal for his tenure and almost synonymous with the rise of 
China. Still, the concept has been in use throughout China’s reform period and much 
earlier, as intellectuals have repeatedly raised it as a future step on the country’s path 
to utopia. 

Xiaokang and its close relative datong are distinctly Chinese terms that successive 
generations of intellectuals have adapted from classical Confucian discourse to fit 
Marxist and, subsequently, Maoist and post-Maoist teleologies. This adoption plays 
a role in Party-state legitimacy by forging a continuity between past Chinese traditions 
and a future Chinese utopia. Emphasis on the establishment of a xiaokang society 
highlights the success of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in leading China 
along a path that is distinctively Chinese. Although the terms have a long history in 
Confucian texts, intellectuals returned to and developed the concepts in the twentieth 
century, opening them up for adaption to define today’s China. Ubiquitous in current 
Party rhetoric, due to their long-standing role in Chinese intellectual thought, xiaokang 
and datong convey messages about the role and authority of the CCP that go far beyond 
their classical meanings.

Classical Usages

Xiaokang and datong most famously appear in the ‘Li Yun’ chapter of the Book of 
Rites, one of the Confucian classics compiled in the Han Dynasty. As one of the most 
admired sections of one of the most popular books in history, the ‘Li Yun’ has received 
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regular attention for close to 2,000 years. The concepts have managed to maintain 
much of their original meaning as stages on the path to utopia, yet their adoption into 
the contexts of modern ideologies has created new implications.
The second and third paragraphs of the ‘Li Yun’ describe the periods of datong and 

xiaokang, and are the key to their modern influence. The opening line of the section on 
datong indicates its importance: ‘When the great way was followed, all under heaven 
was for the common good’ (dadao zhi xing ye, tianxia weigong). The spirit of the clause 
is unmistakably egalitarian, as is the entire passage, but the ambiguous nature of the 
text allows for considerable variation in interpretation. The ‘Li Yun’ described the 
utopia of datong as a past world which had no borders, no crime, no waste, no need 
to adhere to the classical relationships, and no unnecessary suffering. It was a world in 
which all felt safe, secure, and provided for. Modern Chinese intellectuals interpreted 
tianxia weigong, or ‘the world is for all,’ as an indication that the age of datong was 
a world without private possessions.2 This was an effort to draw upon the authority of 
a classical text to legitimise a political programme, but it was not removed from the 
context of the terminology.

Xiaokang was more complicated to appropriate into modern usage. It was a world 
in which ‘all under heaven is for [private] families’ (tianxia weijia). The text also 
explained that, unlike in the age of datong—a meritocracy in which those most worthy 
were appointed as officials—in a xiaokang society families maintained monopolies over 
government posts and, thereby, over wealth. The age of xiaokang was, however, only 
inferior when compared to the age of datong. Ritual and principle, walls and moats, 
as well as the five relationships, were necessary to maintain order and harmony in 
such a time, but nevertheless it was a period of relative peace. It is the comparison 
between datong and xiaokang that is important for our reading of the ‘Li Yun’ and for 
understanding the usage of the two concepts in modern China.

In translation, the terms have a number of iterations, indicating their complexity, but 
also revealing the assumptions and politics of the translators in their understandings 
of Confucian thought. James Legge’s 1885 translation of the Confucian classics as part 
of The Sacred Books of China has had the greatest influence as a reference for later 
generations of translators. However, his rendering of datong and xiaokang respectively 
as ‘the grand union’ and the ‘small tranquillity’ has not been passed down.3 ‘Grand 
unity’ has come closer to being a standardised translation for datong, and remains 
in use. 

In French, Séraphin Couvreur (1835–1919) offered a more comprehensive translation 
of datong as ‘the grand union of universal brotherhood’ (la grande union ou la fraternité 
universelle), but chose a judgement-laden translation of xiaokang as ‘the imperfect 
tranquillity’ (tranquillité imparfaite).4 This is not very different from the translation as 
‘lesser prosperity’ favoured by Theodore de Bary in his recent renditions.5 Translating 
these passages in the twentieth century, it was difficult to avoid connecting the classical 
concepts to modern political theories of capitalism and communism. The passages lent 
themselves well to the politics of the time, and were crucial conceptual resources for 
Chinese intellectuals during that time.
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The Return to Datong in Modern China

The term datong gained new significance in the twentieth century, largely through 
the efforts of the extremely influential reformer and intellectual Kang Youwei. Kang 
reconceptualised Confucianism from a religious perspective, emphasising ren—
‘benevolence’ or ‘love’—as the basis upon which to build civilisation. He saw datong as 
the ultimate realisation of ren.6 

In The Great Unity (datong shu), Kang discussed the future datong as a utopia in 
which states will no longer exist; families will be completely different, as men and 
women will be equal and same sex marriage will be accepted; robotic birds will take the 
place of servants; and animals will be treated well by a world of vegetarians. Although 
often full of radical compassion in a way unlike other literature of his contemporaries, 
Kang and his book were products of their time, and included terrifying prescriptions 
for the elimination of the black race through a centuries-long programme of eugenics. 
Kang’s utopia was both highly imaginative and deeply troubling.

However, although Kang was responsible for the reemergence of the terms datong 
and, to some extent, xiaokang in modern Chinese intellectual discourse, the concepts 
were larger than Kang and exceeded his own definitions of them. With the rise of 
communism and materialist understandings of social evolution, intellectuals preferred 
to see class consciousness and social change as dictated by selfishness, rather than 
benevolence (ren). 

Although disagreeing with many of his core assumptions and conclusions, Mao 
appreciated Kang Youwei’s vision and referenced it in his speeches and writings. In his 
1949 essay ‘On the People’s Democratic Dictatorship,’ Mao explained: ‘Kang Youwei 
wrote The Great Unity, but he did not, nor would he be able to, find a way of achieving 
datong. The republican states of the capitalist classes are found in foreign countries, but 
China could not have such a state because the country was oppressed by imperialism. 
The only way [to datong] is through the People’s Republic led by the working class.’ 
The appropriation of Kang’s Confucian views to a modern Chinese teleology did 

not happen quickly. Despite Mao’s occasional use of the terms, datong and xiaokang 
were not key elements in early Maoism, and only became ubiquitous during the reform 
period that began with the rise of Deng Xiaoping after the Cultural Revolution. 

Since then, Party elites have regularly invoked the terms to frame China’s progress 
through the lens of a specific historical and economic period. The prosperity 
associated with xiaokang was identified as a goal through the Four Modernisations 
(si ge xiandaihua), the defining thought of the Deng Xiaoping period, beginning in 
the late 1970s. Discussing China’s modernisation with Japanese Prime Minister 
Masayoshi Ōhira in 1979, Deng utilised the concept of xiaokang to differentiate the 
Chinese path of development: ‘The Four Modernisations that we hope to realise are 
a Chinese Four Modernisations. Our conceptualisation of the Four Modernisations is 
not like your conceptualisation of modernisation, but is a xiaokang family (xiaokang 
zhi jia).’7 Although vague, this rhetoric was important as it allowed Deng to discuss 
capitalist modernisation while avoiding capitalist discourse, a defining moment in 
neoliberalism. From this moment, xiaokang became an essential part of ‘socialism with 
Chinese characteristics.’ 
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At the Sixteenth Party Congress, held in 2002, Jiang Zemin announced that 
‘comprehensive xiaokang’ (quanmian xiaokang) would be achieved by 2020—a promise 
strongly reasserted by Hu Jintao in his speeches at the Seventeenth and Eighteenth 
Party Congresses in 2007 and 2012.8 This goal later became a key part of Xi Jinping 
Thought, definitively established at the Nineteenth Party Congress in 2017, as he has 
repeatedly declared a ‘decisive victory in attaining comprehensive xiaokang society’ as 
the objective for his next five years in power. Looking back through these speeches, 
the rise of xiaokang is striking, but its role in rhetoric outweighs the importance of 
its content. Alongside terms such as modernisation, marketisation, and development, 
Wang Hui points to the popular usage of quanmian xiaokang as an example of the 
depoliticisation of politics in contemporary China due to the careful avoidance of 
discourse related to the modern political ideologies of capitalism or communism.9 

An Epitome of Chineseness

The rise of xiaokang and datong as key concepts for the CCP embodies discursive, 
practical, and theoretical messaging that the CCP is communicating to its domestic 
audience. Respectively, these messages indicate that the Party is the epitome of 
Chineseness; that the current priority of the Party is to address inequality; and that 
the Party still aspires to communist ideals, polished and sundered from the turbulent 
politics of the Mao era. 

Discursively, the use of classical concepts indicates that China’s modernisation and 
path through history is unique to China. The nature of this uniqueness is left unclear, 
but the use of a China-specific terminology is crucially supportive of the nationalist 
discourse and of the idea of a ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics,’ notions from 
which the Party derives much of its authority. This discourse signals that Western 
institutions, definitions, and practices cannot be imported into China because they will 
fail to take root in Chinese conditions.

Secondly, China’s current affluence is a notable achievement, but it must spread to 
all people in all walks of life, eliminating poverty by 2020. This is what is indicated 
by quanmian xiaokang, and denotes the Party’s resolve to significantly reduce the 
inequality that has increasingly plagued the country in recent decades.

Finally, xiaokang reveals the position of China on the route to the utopia of datong. 
Xiaokang is an imperfect society, troubled by inequality, selfishness, and a lack of public 
spirit, but defined by a moderate prosperity in which all are adequately provided for. 
The theoretically identifying feature of xiaokang, however, is its penultimate nature and 
subordination to datong, revealing the communist utopia as the ideal still animating 
Party leadership.

English-language readers of Xi Jinping’s speech at the Nineteenth Party Congress 
may have been confused by his repeated emphasis on a ‘moderately prosperous society,’ 
but for Chinese speakers the concept conveyed fundamental messages about the Party’s 
role and authority in the twenty-first century.
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10
辩证唯物主义
Dialectical Materialism
PANG Laikwan

While the teaching of ‘dialectical materialism’ (bianzheng weiwuzhuyi) is part 
of secondary and university curricula in the People’s Republic of China 
(PRC), young Chinese citizens probably consider it a hackneyed, dogmatic, 

and fussy logic. After all, their job is simply to mechanically recite official definitions 
and methods instead of engaging intellectually with them. From this point of view, the 
ossification of the term indirectly demonstrates how Chinese communism is deprived 
of an afterlife in China. In this essay, I will put dialectical materialism into a historical 
context and explore how this once very powerful concept has degenerated into such 
a cliché. More importantly, I will investigate how this concept might still be productive 
for our current political understanding. 

 
A Brief Genealogy of Dialectics

Dialectics as a Western philosophical concept can be traced back to ancient Greece, 
where good citizenship and social relations were grounded in dialogue, from which 
agreements and disagreements arose. The idea of dialectics gained a new life in the 
nineteenth century thanks to Hegel, whose dialectics of Aufhebung (sublation) describes 
how oppositional elements, in the forms of thesis and antithesis, engage in struggle 
with each other and then synthesise into a whole that in turn becomes a new thesis 
from which another Hegelian triad forms. Hegel believed that continual dialectical 
development leads ultimately to the fulfilment of absolute spirit. In his opinion, it was 
this ‘becoming’ that allows us to transform ourselves in order to reach the ultimate 
ideal. 

Hegelian theory was then borrowed and challenged by Marx, who developed his 
own theory of dialectical materialism. In Marx’s theorisation, until we reach a classless 
society, each intermediate historical stage entails the exploitation of the lower classes 
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by the dominant one, a situation that motivates the former to struggle against the latter. 
Bourgeois capitalism is exemplary of this kind of dynamic: while the bourgeoisie needs 
to exploit the proletariat for its own capital accumulation, at the same time it also 
supplies proletarians with some education, such as general working and organisational 
skills, to facilitate their participation and integration in the production process. In the 
end, however, education enhances the political consciousness and skills of the workers, 
making them more likely to ultimately overthrow the dominating class. To quote the 
famous words of the Manifesto of the Communist Party: ‘What the bourgeoisie, therefore, 
produces, above all, is its own gravediggers. Its fall and the victory of the proletariat are 
equally inevitable.’1 This famous statement implies that history progresses according to 
its own laws, which cannot be altered by anyone, no matter how powerful. 

Engels further elaborated this Marxist historical view by referring to the natural 
sciences.2 He came up with three laws of dialectics. The first is the law of the unity 
and struggle of opposites, according to which opposites condition each other. The 
second is the law of the passage from quantitative to qualitative change, referring 
to the qualitative change of physical phenomena triggered by enough intensity of 
quantitative changes. The third is the law of the negation of the negation, which poses 
the controversial question of whether a negation, which still retains traces of what it 
negated, itself requires negation for the radically new to emerge.3 Together these laws, 
supposedly supported by physical and biological sciences, not only define class struggle 
as the engine of history, but also illustrate the universal manifestation and development 
of all matters.   

One detrimental effect of Engel’s overemphasis on the scientific dimension of Marxism 
is that it turns the original theory of history, which featured an important role for humanity, 
into one deprived of human inputs. It was when Marxism took on the halo of science that 
it came to claim a totalising understanding of human history. Via the combined efforts 
of many intermediate thinkers and the various Leninist parties of the 1920s and 1930s, 
Engel’s laws of dialectics gradually evolved into the orthodox doctrine of dialectical 
materialism in the Soviet Union.4 Through Soviet-trained revolutionaries, this doctrine 
of linear evolutionary historical progress was then exported all over the world, including 
China, as a theoretical resource for legitimising the allegedly inevitable communist 
revolutions in other countries. The mechanical understanding of dialectical materialism 
being taught in the PRC over the last half century was also a result. 
The notion of ‘historical materialism’—which has largely been seen as interchangeable 

with dialectical materialism—came into being in this same historical context. It is clear 
that Marx developed a materialist conception of history, but he never separated society 
from nature. Engels deliberately provided Marxism with the additional non-humanistic 
dimension of natural sciences, implicitly arguing for the superiority of the studies of 
sciences to the studies of history. Stalin integrated this reading into official discourse. 
In 1938, in Dialectical and Historical Materialism, he wrote that the studies of nature 
and society should be clearly differentiated to become two Marxist doctrines:

Dialectical materialism is the world outlook of the Marxist-Leninist party. 
It is called dialectical materialism because its approach to the phenomena 
of nature, its method of studying and apprehending them, is  dialectical, 
while its interpretation of the phenomena of nature, its conception of 
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these phenomena, its theory, is materialistic. Historical materialism is the 
extension of the principles of dialectical materialism to the study of social life, 
an application of the principles of dialectical materialism to the phenomena 
of the life of society, to the study of society and of its history.5

According to this authoritative definition, dialectical materialism is the basic Marxist 
doctrine that should be used to understand nature—i.e., everything—while historical 
materialism is a branch of dialectical materialism devoted specifically to the study 
of human society and its history. This genealogy of the term is important for us to 
understand the specificity of Maoist dialectics. 

Maoist Dialectics

Based on the state-commissioned work of the Chinese Marxist thinker Ai Siqi, since 
the 1960s most Chinese Marxist theorists have adopted the Stalinist differentiation, 
considering dialectical materialism as a term that encompasses all kinds of science, 
and historical materialism (lishi weiwuzhuyi) as specifically designated for the studies 
of human history.6 However, Mao Zedong, although being much more interested in 
history and the humanities than natural science, mostly used the term dialectical 
materialism. What I would like to emphasise here is that Mao’s fascination with human 
history made his dialectical materialism a doctrine much less rigid and contained than 
Stalinism. If there is a legacy of Maoism which might still be useful for our current 
political actions, I believe it is his sensibility regarding the unpredictable nature of 
history.  

Mao’s historicism is heavily marked by a deep conviction that the wilful human subject 
can change history. The major structure of Mao’s dialectical materialism is precisely the 
struggle between humans and history. The Maoist subject is ‘poor and blank’ (yiqiong 
erbai), and history is the stage on which he or she struggles. Mao announced: 

Apart from their other characteristics, the outstanding thing about China’s 
600 million people is that they are ‘poor and blank.’ This may seem a bad 
thing, but in reality it is a good thing. Poverty gives rise to the desire for 
changes, the desire for action, and the desire for revolution. On a blank sheet 
of paper free from any mark, the freshest and most beautiful characters can 
be written; the freshest and most beautiful pictures can be painted.7 

To Mao, it is the poverty and blankness of the Chinese people that allows them 
to engage in the most spectacular historical upheavals.8 Being ‘poor and blank’ and 
deprived of all identity tags, the Maoist subject becomes an empty vehicle ready to be 
invested with revolutionary will, so that he or she can engage in the most ferocious 
struggles and bring seemingly impossible historical transformation to fruition. We can 
understand this rhetoric as one particularly constructed for the Great Leap Forward, 
which therefore is highly historically confined. But we can also approach this Maoist 
subject theoretically as the one who performs the negation, instead of allowing 
negations to be performed on him- or herself. This Maoist hero is not invincible, and 
under Mao’s dialectical materialism there is a subtle fatalism. People do not act on 
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history unidirectionally, but rather engage in a dialectical struggle with it. Dialectical 
materialism did not provide Mao with a clear historical direction. Instead, it enlightened 
him to the exact opposite, so that it was the courage and the will of the people against 
an uncertain future that made them so heroic. 

In the 1930s, when Mao’s basic philosophical worldview was already formed, he 
clearly identified himself as a student of the orthodox Marxism developed in the Soviet 
Union. As he admitted to Edgar Snow, his famous 1937 lectures on ‘On Contradiction’ 
and ‘On Practice’ were written in response to a request from the Anti-Japanese Military 
and Political College in Yan’an for philosophy lectures for its students. Still, while 
written on commission, these lectures show that besides being interested in orthodox 
Soviet theories, Mao was also most invested in two notions: contradiction (maodun) 
and practice (shijian) (see the essays by Rojas and Aminda Smith in the present volume). 
In both lectures, Mao works out the core dialectical mechanism of his understanding 
of dialectical materialism: ‘dialectical’ as historical laws and ‘materialism’ as human 
practices. He made clear that it is the constant arising and resolution of contradictions 
that make up historical forces, and that there is undoubtedly a universal law, which 
is the continuous confrontation of opposing forces. However, according to him, it is 
impossible to predict what these antagonistic clashes will lead to, because historical 
reality is built up through a myriad of human practices, and is therefore unstable. What 
we can do is to learn from history how contradictions have formed, developed, and 
transformed. While we cannot predict the future, these historical patterns can still 
guide our future action. 

Reading history was one of Mao’s most devoted pastimes. He studied not only all the 
major historical Chinese texts, but also a variety of alternative histories, historical novels, 
family histories, and local gazettes. Mao was particularly interested in understanding 
the circumstances and fates of historical figures, and he frequently referred to historical 
details in his political speeches, poetic expressions, and everyday conversations. It could 
be argued that Mao was drawn to the dialectic because he already believed in constant 
transformation. The mechanical teleological view of the progression from feudal to 
bourgeois capitalism and then socialism is seldom mentioned in Mao’s writing. Instead, 
he displayed more interest in the struggles of the people, whether these might or might 
not lead to a better future. 

A Distaste for Grand Narratives

Being so captivated by history, Mao disliked any grand narrative. He frequently 
asserted that no ‘theory’ (lilun) can really explain history. The universal law, in other 
words, is only a form within which practice and knowledge interact, but it does not tell 
us where history goes. In his lecture on dialectical materialism, which is considered to 
be the blueprint for his two lectures on contradiction and practice, Mao emphasises 
that the universe is open, so that there is no end to history.9 Similarly, he never 
conceptualises an end to the revolution, and instead insists that revolution must be 
continually carried out in order to keep the power structure open.10 With so much 
emphasis on ‘practices,’ Mao’s history can only be an unfinished one. Mao’s unyielding 
confidence in the human spirit rests on an awareness of the ruthlessness of historical 
forces. In his ‘Reading Notes on the Soviet Union’s “Political Economics,”’ Mao openly 
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criticises Soviet Marxist orthodoxy for focussing too much on historical laws, and 
Soviet textbooks for always ‘[starting] from laws, tenets and definitions, an approach 
which has all along been opposed by Marxism.’11 Instead, he argues that one must 
perform empirical analysis before principles and tenets can be discovered and verified. 

In Western liberal societies and postsocialist countries alike, the rigidity of the concept 
of dialectical materialism describing historical progression as governed by universal 
laws has attracted many criticisms. A new generation of leftist critics, particularly 
those from the Frankfurt School, has challenged the teleological dimension of Marxist 
dialectics, claiming that such universalisation prevents us from seeing history as open 
and contingent. For example, Adorno has argued that the ideal formulated by Hegel 
can only be conceptualised retrospectively, when changes have already happened. Any 
attempt to theorise a universal without acknowledging particulars as unpredictable is 
naïve.12 At the same time, dialectical materialism as a philosophical concept continues 
to be discussed and explored among sympathetic critics, allowing the idea to gain new 
lives.13 In contrast, this has not happened in China yet, because the ruling Communist 
Party continues to see this doctrine as a part of its founding myth, and therefore 
considers any serious questioning and revamping of it to be a challenge to its ruling 
authority.

For this reason, one of the few available ways to reconsider the heritage of Marxism 
and socialism in China is to revisit Mao’s understanding of history. This is not, once 
again, to turn Mao into a cult, but rather to critically—and strategically—engage with 
his struggles with, on the one hand, the imported Soviet orthodox, and on the other, the 
petrification of a Party corrupted by power.14 This might help us face the more insecure 
and authoritative Chinese Communist Party of our time. By deliberately adding 
physical and biological sciences to Marxism to reinforce its universal application, and by 
further separating dialectical materialism and historical materialism, Engels and Stalin 
transformed Marxism into an orthodoxy in which the current Chinese government 
is still deeply entrenched. Mao, instead, rescued the political dimensions of Marxism, 
encouraging us to be ready to face, build, and eventually be defeated by an open future. 
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11
主人翁
Dignity of Labour
WANG Ban

In socialist China, working people did not view their jobs as merely a means of 
making a living. A job meant an honourable vocation, and workers were endowed 
with dignity. In the 1920s, socialist thinkers Li Dazhao and Cai Yuanpei proclaimed 

that labour was sacred, because the working class would take control of their destiny 
in forging a society free from exploitation and oppression. But a look at the working 
conditions in China today will convince anyone that labour has fallen from grace 
to become a curse and a nightmare. Jia Zhangke’s film A Touch of Sin (2013) offers 
a vignette of labour in the hellhole of a Foxconn factory. Rows and rows of workers 
bend over the task of assembling iPhones and submit to repetitious movement for long 
hours. The employees hardly have any breaks, communication, or social life. Living 
in a dormitory like a labour camp, roommates do not get to see each other as they 
work different shifts. Vibrating with jarring electronic sounds, the whole factory seems 
to be a huge device swallowing up workers—body and soul. This dystopia explains 
the despair of young workers, who jump, one after another, from the building to their 
death (see Pozzana’s essay in the present volume). By contrast, in the socialist past, films 
often depicted factory workers taking pride in their work and being committed to their 
community. But in Zhang Meng’s postsocialist film The Piano in a Factory (2010), the 
proud workers of a socialist steel plant disperse after the factory is shut down, scraping 
out a miserable living by performing in a gig band, or by trafficking or peddling. 

The Dream of Non-alienated Labour

Although literary and film works depict the new wretched of China’s contemporary 
industrial wasteland, it is difficult to find outrage or outcry. Critics and workers seem 
to be resigned to dehumanising labour as the norm of capitalist production. I think this 
resignation stems from the lack of an alternative vision, and from the forgetfulness about 
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the veneration of labour in socialist China. In her fieldwork on the industrial rustbelt 
of northeast China, Ching Kwan Lee compares today’s labourers with the working 
class in the past.1 The workers interviewed recall, in protest and anger against today’s 
precarious conditions, their fond memories of socialist labour. Regarded as the leading 
class, factory workers enjoyed job security, relatively equal income, medical care, and 
a pension. Working together to solve concrete technical problems in collective projects, 
they developed comradeship and solidarity. The workers were equal with technicians 
and managers, and participated enthusiastically in work processes. Everybody was 
eager to contribute wisdom, experience, and energy. Equality and participation meant 
the sharing of power and fostered pride in being masters of the new society. Most 
importantly, the workers were able to see the purpose and meaning of their work. They 
were passionate in the belief that they were creating a new economic and social order 
in which individuals would thrive with all others. It is this type of meaningfulness that 
has the potential to give labour beauty and dignity.

Working with a purpose is distinct from alienated labour. It is not just work to feed 
oneself, and the fruits of this labour do not result in profits for capitalists. We can take 
a page from Edgar Snow’s Red Star Over China to see the glimmers of what labour 
could be under revolutionary conditions.2 In a chapter entitled ‘They Sing Too Much,’ 
Snow depicted the workers as full of pride and joy working in factories in the township 
of Wuqi in Yan’an. Mostly young women from impoverished villages, the workers 
had little to warrant any joyful smiles: their pay was very low and living conditions 
primitive, their meals consisted of millet and vegetables, and their dormitory was 
a cave house with earthen floors. But working under the principle of ‘equal pay for 
equal labour,’ they appeared to be the happiest and proudest people the journalist had 
encountered. Lacking in cultural resources, they treasured the rare opportunity of 
learning and education. They valued their ‘two hours of daily reading and writing, their 
political lectures, their dramatic groups.’ Everybody competed vigorously for the small 
prizes in sports, literacy, writing, and productivity. 

Puzzled by the incongruity between material squalor and mental happiness, Snow 
found answers by recalling child workers in foreign factories in the China ruled by the 
Nationalist Party: ‘You have to contrast their life with the system elsewhere in China’ 
to understand the joy of labour in Yan’an. In hundreds of factories elsewhere, ‘little 
boy and girl slave workers sit or stand at their tasks twelve or thirteen hours a day, and 
then drop, in exhausted sleep, to the dirty cotton quilt, their bed, directly beneath their 
machine.’ A Western-educated engineer, who quit his foreign firm in Shanghai to come 
to Yan’an, expressed similar bewilderment. Dedicated to productivity and efficiency, the 
engineer complained about so much ‘horseplay going on’ while everybody was happy, 
and wondered why the young women workers spent so much time singing. Constant 
singing, Snow writes, sums up ‘a great deal about the youthful bravado of these young 
women workers.’ The workers felt they were working for themselves and nobody was 
exploiting them. Compared with their past lives, the new working life was one ‘of good 
health, exercise, clean mountain air, freedom, dignity, and hope.’ It is no wonder that 
singing, joy, and laughter are the natural and spontaneous expression of this work ethic. 
Revolutionary culture aimed ‘to shake, to arouse, the millions of rural China to their 
responsibilities in society; to awaken them to a belief in human rights, to combat the 
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timidity, passiveness and static faiths of Taoism and Confucianism.’ The revolutionary 
labour ethos encouraged the workers to work for the ‘reign of the people,’ a life of 
justice, equality, freedom, and human dignity. 

The Joys of Collective Labour

Fast forward to today. Zhang Meng’s The Piano in a Factory recalls similar joy and 
beauty in collective labour. Like thousands of his coworkers, the protagonist Chen 
Guilin has been laid off from the state-owned steel plant. During his divorce, he seeks 
to build a piano with scraps of steel, so that his daughter will stay with him. The piano is 
more than a musical instrument. Chen’s wife has ample means to purchase a piano for 
her daughter, who will go with whoever offers her this possession. Although the laid-off 
coworkers have each gone their disparate ways, they answer Chen’s call and look forward 
to working together again. They come in order to exercise their own ingenuity and 
creativity, and to reconnect emotionally. An ambiance of jouissance and warm feeling 
suffuses the process of building the piano. In creating something new and deploying 
their talent and skill, the workers are rediscovering a collaborative ethos that had been 
previously fostered in the socialist steel plant but has since lain dormant—wasted. They 
experience camaraderie and solidarity. In socialist labour, workers are masters of the 
production process and free from alienation, a condition of estrangement from one’s 
body and mind. They are able to exercise the essential powers, capacity, and creativity 
worthy of a productive human being. 

In Marx’s analysis, private property makes people one-sided because it exists as 
capital and commodity. In commodity exchange, the structure of feeling is very much 
truncated, confined to a one-dimensional sphere of existence. A life based on private 
property is about seeking possession and enjoyment of private property. Such a life 
has little social and emotional resonance with fellow human beings. In Grundrisse, 
Marx mocks Adam Smith’s claim that the producer of the piano has nothing to do with 
the piano player: ‘The piano would be absurd without the piano player.’3 If the piano 
as a commodity ‘reproduces capital’ and if ‘the pianist only exchanges his labour for 
revenue,’ where are the piano’s aesthetic functions that ‘produce music and satisfy our 
musical ear?’ Marx is invoking the essential link between piano maker and pianist, 
worker and artist, alienated labour and the labour that fulfils the spiritual and bodily 
potentials of a human being. The Piano in a Factory picks up Marx’s hints. The piano 
being built by the workers escapes the fate of being a mere commodity and a  sign 
of capital. In its creation, the labour is unalienated, self-directed, and voluntary. 
In labouring, the workers rediscover their essential creative powers—their intelligence, 
knowledge, passion, and skills previously acquired as steel workers. Their minds and 
bodies are activated and emancipated from their entrapment in private possession and 
in labouring for capitalists. The building of the steel piano becomes a process by which 
the workers come together to form a new working community and to realise their 
human and artistic potentials. The piano is no longer a thing, but an aesthetic, affective 
focal point into which the workers pour their emotion and camaraderie. 

Working together unites piano maker and piano player in The Piano in the Factory, 
which echoes Snow’s episode of female workers singing at work in Red Star Over China. 
The film presents extended episodes of singing, dancing, and performance, intimately 
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associated with the technical as well as emotional tenor of piano building. The socialist 
labour involved in this endeavour envisions workers with well-rounded personalities 
transcending the one-dimensional individual confined to a narrow sphere of activity 
through the capitalist division of labour, efficiency, and productivity. The socialist 
worker has the potential to become accomplished in any branch of the technical and 
cultural spheres. While the same Chinese word gang (steel) is present in both gangqin 
(piano) and gang de qin (a piano made of steel, as the original title of the movie 
reads), making steel and making music are after all very different activities. But this 
combination is what the workers ought to be. They are not only producers of material 
goods but also creators of culture: the piano maker should be a piano player. 

Workers as Artists

The unity of worker and artist, of mind and body, of mental and manual work in the 
mix of steel and music entails a socialist motif: art is to serve working people—workers, 
peasants, and soldiers. It is to enrich their cultural life, foster a collective ethos, and raise 
their consciousness. The workers, instead of being passive consumers, should have the 
opportunity to actively participate in cultural activity and creation. It is by no accident 
that Chen Guilin, his girlfriend, and other workers are excellent amateur artists. They 
might have been on the steel plant’s art troupe or propaganda team engaged in mass 
cultural activities on a regular basis. 

By highlighting the workers’ artistic performance, the film suggests that the socialist 
workplace is a site for manufacturing material as well as cultural goods. Cultural 
activity provides for and nurtures an ambiance that meets the emotional, aesthetic, 
and intellectual needs of workers. By extension, socialist culture is to serve and educate 
the working people by forging and spreading new ethoses, new knowledge, and new 
artistic forms. The film gives testament that factory workers in the past had access to 
musical education and actively participated in music events. In the film, the workers 
team up with a Soviet-educated engineer, and apply book knowledge and foreign 
language proficiency to piano research and building—proof of power sharing on the 
factory floor and cultural accomplishment. In light of this, it is worth pausing to think 
about factories in the present. One wonders how many of these factories have a library 
like the one in the film, how many talented workers have a chance to perform and sing 
in the workplace, and how many can tackle high-tech engineering problems and read 
foreign languages? Culture and education in today’s China are becoming a prerogative 
of the privileged few, not an equal right open to all citizens, much less to labourers. The 
film’s director Zhang Meng complained that while he made this film for unemployed 
and laid-off workers, they could not afford to go to the cinema to watch it.
The Piano in a Factory conjures up images and scenarios of the socialist workplace 

and the dignity of the workers. Swept under the rug by the neoliberal market imperative, 
these images stage a magical comeback in the midst of the industrial wasteland and 
against the ruinous effect of capitalist labour. They are a source of critique, and a gesture 
of protest. This invocation of the imagination alerts us to what labour could be like in 
a world where workers enjoy equality and dignity, possess a well-rounded personality, 
and are producers of material products as well as creators of artworks. 
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12
形式主义
Formalism
Roy CHAN

In his 1942 speech ‘Oppose Stereotyped Party Writing,’ delivered at Yan’an, Mao 
Zedong critiqued Party discourse that was full of cliché but lacked concrete 
substance. He argued that such discourse constituted yet another kind of ‘eight-

legged essay’ (baguwen), the formulaic standard for imperial examinations, and 
identified the ‘formalism’ (xingshizhuyi) of this discourse as being out of touch with 
the masses that comprised both its ostensible audience and object. Formalism in short 
order crystallised an objection to all manner of impertinent convention, feudalistic 
ritual behaviour, aesthetic ornamentalism, and empty rhetorical abstraction. In the 
Soviet Union, the aesthetic currents of the Russian Formalists that flourished in the early 
years of the Bolshevik Revolution had already been proscribed by Stalinist orthodoxy.1 
Crucially, the epithet ‘formalist’ expressed how elitist forms of expression and behaviour 
often indexed social and political privilege. Mao’s hostility to calcified institutional 
practices, and his suspicion that such attitudes only cemented elitist privilege, lent the 
term a strong affect of political resentment; he identified elitism not just in the old 
feudal ruling classes and urbanised intellectuals, but also as forming in the privileged 
attitude among many within his own revolutionary movement. Just a short time earlier, 
in another speech entitled ‘Rectify the Party’s Style of Work,’ he had criticised the 
Party’s ‘style of work’ (zuofeng) for promoting selfishness and dogmatism. Formalism 
prevented Party members from thinking of their own endeavours as integrated with 
the Party’s work and the people as a whole. Mao’s reference to the imperial eight-legged 
essay to figure both stereotyped Party writing, but more essentially, forms of self-
centred conduct, implied that Party behaviour and discourse were essentially ‘textual’ 
in nature. As such, they corresponded to forms and styles whose relationship to mass 
politics could be assessed.
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Form and Content

Anti-formalist sentiment derives from the culture of Chinese modernity as a whole; 
in the late 1910s, the New Culture Movement’s iconoclastic attitude toward all varieties 
of premodern, ‘feudalistic’ (fengjian) norms of ritual behaviour was in keeping with 
the egalitarian aspirations of thinkers and reformers of that period. Liberal Hu Shi and 
radical Chen Duxiu alike proclaimed the need for Chinese literature and art to abandon 
outdated classical forms and adopt styles and genres in keeping with the modern age. 
While drawing on this tradition, Mao nevertheless charged urban intellectuals with 
saying one thing and doing another—while they upheld an image as agents of change, 
they remained hopelessly tied to their social privileges. 

However, Maoist formalism encompasses more than a critique of elitist snobbery 
and empty rhetoric. The question of the proper relation between ‘form’ (xingshi) 
and ‘content’ (neirong) constituted an epistemological problem that Mao, who was 
intensely studying Marxist philosophy during the Yan’an period, sought to resolve. The 
relationship between ‘form and content’ was but one of many dialectical antinomies 
that appears throughout Marxist parlance. Its roots stretch as far back as German 
idealism, in particular the philosophy of Hegel. Indeed, the spirit of Mao’s critique of 
formalism did not consist of a disavowal of all forms, but rather an exhortation to 
bring form back into a productive relationship with real social content. Formalism as 
a philosophical problem thus brought into its orbit such categories as literature, politics, 
and education—to wit, all forms of knowledge and cultural production.
The philosophy of Hegel iterates time and again the dynamic unity of form and 

content; they are not separate entities but two aspects of a dialectical whole. Content 
denotes undifferentiated, immediate existence in all its potentiality, while form 
expresses its internal structure as an organised self-reflection. The distinction between 
form and content is not absolute; rather, it can be grasped as how we perceive a thing 
in an immediate and total manner, as an essence, but also mediated through intelligible 
representations, so it emerges as appearance. As knowledge of reality proceeds in 
a dialectical perpetuum mobile, the distinction between form and content never remains 
static—they always appear relative to one another in a process of endless progression. 
Whereas ‘idealist’ philosophers such as Hegel identified real ‘content’ with notions of 
universal ‘Spirit,’ later materialists, including Marx, dispensed with such idealism as 
the basis of knowledge. Ultimate reality was not to be located in universal concepts 
and abstractions, but within the material world. Marxist philosophy locates the roots 
of knowledge within the processes of human labour. Real content, then, was not to be 
found in abstract concepts, but within the material forms of social life. 

Overcoming the Domination of Form

That form and content are but two aspects of an integrated whole strikes at the crux 
of the problem of formalism—what happens when forms (of knowledge, of art, of 
philosophy, of behaviour, etc.) become alienated from their social content? As social 
life constantly progresses through struggle, the forms through which we mediate 
knowledge of social life should also change. But what happens when abstract form, 
through repetition, replication, and imitation, takes on the appearance of concrete 
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materiality, thus occulting the real content from which form ostensibly derives? What 
happens when form takes on a life of its own and forgets its very origins in the content 
that has been elided? To endlessly replicate forms, conventions, and institutions that 
have long outlived their social shelf-life can thus only serve one possible purpose: the 
maintenance of social privilege. 

Under Mao’s Chinese Communist Party (CCP), then, formalism as a term of 
denunciation was meant to correct the dominance of mere form over social content. 
Content was seen as the primary criterion against which all forms were to be judged, and 
all had to conform to the CCP’s vision of what social content ought to be. In practice, 
what the campaign against formalism ensured was the prohibition against the formal 
autonomy of academic disciplines and cultural production. The constant need to justify 
all intellectual and aesthetic activity on the basis of its ostensible relation to concrete 
social reality constituted a political imperative that brought serious consequences to 
those who committed the sin of formalism.
The rise of a ‘model’ (mofan) culture in the aesthetics of the People’s Republic, however, 

demonstrates how the Communists sought to align innovative aesthetic forms that not 
only reflected real social content, but could also shape utopian forms of social life to 
emerge in the future.2 In his 1942 ‘Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art,’ 
Mao himself argued that such art ‘ought to be on a higher plane, more intense, more 
concentrated, more typical, nearer the ideal, and therefore more universal than actual 
everyday life.’ Model types were distinct from formalism in that there was a putative 
organic link between these forms and real social transformation. If model forms did 
not reflect a current social reality, then they could potentially instigate a process by 
which they would eventually materialise. 
The imperative that all aesthetic forms reflect an undeniable social content tended 

to result, ironically, in the formalisation of social life into shopworn conventions. 
How is it possible to encapsulate the complexities and vicissitudes of social life into 
a few sanctioned forms? As Jason McGrath has noted, the more rigid the ideology 
and aesthetics of the Cultural Revolution became, the more model operas became 
untethered from social life and started to ‘drift’ into formulaic convention.3 In the guise 
of resisting formalism, Maoist culture often ended up imposing its own readymade 
representational formulas on the social world (see also Sorace’s essay in the present 
volume).

A New War against Formalism

The end of the Mao era undoubtedly brought fresh air into domains of knowledge and 
cultural production that had become moribund as a result of anti-formalist attitudes. 
To a certain extent, starting in the 1980s, academics and artists were granted a formal 
autonomy they had rarely experienced. Western modernism, with its emphasis on 
formal sophistication, flourished in Chinese literary and visual arts. The achievements 
of Chinese writers, artists, and intellectuals of the postreform period confirm that 
a degree of formal autonomy in their respective disciplinary domains was not only 
healthy for their intellectual and cultural development, but could also provide new 
perspectives on ever-changing social realities.
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But the reintroduction of the market economy has created class differences that exist 
not simply on a material level, but on a formal one as well. Urbanites and migrants, rich 
and poor, elite and common, have grown increasingly alienated from each other, not 
simply in terms of wealth, but also in terms of dress, language, and styles. Since Mao’s 
death, education has reverted to extremely competitive modes of standardised testing 
which seem only to replicate the domination of elites, approximating the eight-legged 
essays of the imperial examination system that Mao hated so much. State bureaucrats, 
while nominally professing the communist creed, behave more like genteel aristocrats 
than committed cadres. Postmodern Chinese art garners top dollar on the market, 
seemingly more tied to the accumulation of cultural capital than the reflection of social 
conditions. Popular resentment against the emergence of a new social hierarchy has 
continued to spill over into outbreaks of discontent. 

It is no wonder, then, that under Xi Jinping formalism has reemerged as a target. 
Critiquing the Party’s increasing alienation from the people it serves, in 2013 Xi 
declared formalism as one of the ‘four forms of decadence’ (si feng) to be opposed, along 
with ‘bureaucratism’ (guanliaozhuyi), ‘hedonism’ (xianglezhuyi), and ‘extravagance’ 
(shemi).4 His critique of formalism echoes Mao’s own criticisms of selfishness within 
the Party’s style of work. Xi has sought to channel popular discontent with a Party 
perceived as hopelessly out of touch; by bringing back rhetoric against formalism, he 
seems to suggest that the Party should return to its populist roots, and that its formal 
gestures correspond to a sincere commitment to social life. 

But what is missing from Xi’s critique of formalism is the dynamic interplay between 
ideological form and social content—one fuelled by the ever-churning internal roiling 
within social life. Mao’s critique of formalism was connected to the necessity of 
recognising continuously changing social conditions and contradictions, and how they 
foster new forms of knowledge that aid in analysing them. Mao thrived upon, if not 
relished, the kind of social upheaval that made visible new roads of political possibility. 
Xi has abandoned class struggle in favour of consolidating national unity. However, 
railing against the sins of formalism while trying to tamp down any kind of grassroots 
social struggle ensures that this critique will remain stuck in the logic of formalism—
an ironic cliché. 
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13
敌我关系
Friend and Enemy
Michael DUTTON

‘Who are our enemies? Who are our friends? This is a question germane 
to the revolution.’1 Found at the very beginning of Mao’s Selected Works, 
these words would remain as key pillars of the thought of the Chinese 

Communist Party (CCP) throughout the years of Maoism. They appeared a few years 
before the rustication process that transformed the CCP into a distinctly telluric Maoist 
revolutionary force.2 They were also words written some time before Western theory 
discovered the centrality of the friend/enemy dyad to the concept of the political 
through the work of Carl Schmitt. While friend and enemy were never used by Schmitt 
as an exhaustive definition, he, nevertheless, came to regard it as being at the ‘essence 
of the political.’3 In terms of understanding not only modern Chinese history but also, 
at a more general theoretical level, the very concept of the political, this friend/enemy 
dyad is, then, central.4 

Schmitt may have theorised the friend/enemy binary, but Mao lived it. The Maoist 
years were built on this knife edge and it was not until the death of Mao and the arrest of 
the radical Maoists that the question of friend and enemy would give way to the binary 
of profit and loss. Along with this shift, attitudes toward Mao and his revolutionary 
ideas also changed. His fall from grace, both in China and in the West, was spectacular. 

In China, Mao was brought down from his ‘sacred pedestal’ by a combination of official 
criticism of his (later) radical years and, as economic reform kicked in, by a gradual 
commodification and trinketisation of his image.5 If the Chinese critiques brought the 
Chairman back to earth, Western reassessments sent him straight to hell. ‘Marx, Mao, 
and Marcuse’ had once been a slogan chanted by Western leftist students in the 1960s 
and 1970s. Not anymore. By the turn of the century, that slogan was but a distant and 
embarrassing memory.6 Revelations of tens of millions of deaths in the Great Leap 
Forward, coupled with tales of fear, horror, and cruelty during the Cultural Revolution, 
had turned the image of Mao, even among Western radicals, on its head. As a result, 
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‘Marx, Mao, and Marcuse’ became ‘Hitler, Stalin, and Mao.’7 As the moral opprobrium 
that had once been reserved for Hitler and Stalin crept into Western understandings 
of Mao, in the antimony of good and evil, Mao became almost universally vilified and 
disdained—and depicted as evil manifest. 

Translated into a political form, good and evil became freedom and tyranny, and it 
was in this form that it became a key dyadic pressure point of Western politics. It was 
this politicised moral grid that came to define who ‘we’ in the West were by showing 
us what we stood against. Faced with such an overwhelmingly powerful and morally 
defining binary distinction, it became almost impossible to think of Mao and Maoism 
outside the shadows of this unholy good/evil binary and immoral triumvirate of 
twentieth-century dictators. 

At the Heart of the Political

Paradoxically, in Maoist China it was a similarly structured intense binary antagonism 
that would reduce the space to think outside the category of class struggle. In terms of 
political theory, however, the key difference between the Maoist binary of friend and 
enemy and the Western binary of good and evil is that Mao takes us directly to the heart 
of the political. As Carl Schmitt explains:

A definition of the political can be obtained only by discovering and defining 
the specifically political categories … . Let us assume that in the realm of 
morality the final distinctions are between good and evil, in aesthetics 
beautiful and ugly, in economics profitable and unprofitable. The question 
then is whether there is also a special distinction which can serve as a simple 
criterion of the political and of what it consists. The nature of such a political 
distinction is surely different from that of those others. It is independent of 
them and as such can speak clearly for itself.                                    
The specific political distinction to which political actions and motives can 
be reduced is that of friend and enemy.8

From 1927 onwards, Schmitt’s theoretical work turned on this question, which 
he claimed, ‘denotes the utmost degree of intensity of a union or separation, of an 
association or disassociation.’9 For Schmitt, this friend/enemy dyad was not only the 
specific political distinction to which all political actions and motives could be reduced, 
but it was also a particular form that would manifest as the political in ‘the most 
extreme antagonism.’10 Indeed, according to Jan-Werner Müller, Schmitt came to think 
of the political as ‘purely a matter of intensity,’ and it was at its most intense, Schmitt 
would later write, in the ‘telluric partisanship’ of Mao Zedong.11 It was Mao’s telluric 
partisanship, derived from years of rustication, that came closer—‘closer than Lenin,’ 
Schmitt tells us—to what he called ‘the core of the matter,’ and the core of the matter for 
Schmitt was always the political.12 
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In circling around Schmitt’s concept of the political and a Maoist political practice 
predicated upon an intensification of the friend/enemy dyad, this encounter becomes 
not just a history of a nation-state or Party, and far more than a simple record of tyranny. 
Read together, Mao and Schmitt lead to broader conceptual questions as to the nature 
of the Schmittian political as it congeals into a form of Maoist governmentality.13 

Registered in this fashion, the Maoist historical moment opens onto a radically 
different understanding of both Chinese political history and how to approach the 
concept of the political. Put simply, while this is a concrete, culturally, and temporally 
specific moment, creating a unique and irreproducible political form (Maoism), it 
nevertheless opens onto a broader conceptual question but only after (Western) political 
philosophy articulates it. These questions gain form in  material practices rather than 
purely text-based conceptualisations, and focus on the affective, and not simply the 
rational dimensions of human life. Engendering these sorts of practices, technologies, 
and machinery, Maoism attempted—sometimes murderously—to develop a system 
based on tapping into affective energy flows and transforming these flows into political 
energy through a process of intensification. This is where the grid of class struggle 
would provide Maoism with a mechanism to intensify (see Russo’s essay in the present 
volume).

Manufacturing Emotions

While class struggle was ever present, the state machinery operated to intermittently 
press forth with rhythmically pulsating political campaigns that intensified as the 
category of enemy was deepened and extended. Such campaigns were an attempt to 
harness and channel political intensity. To work with intensity is to work off affect. 
Hence, Maoism was attempting to design machinery to channel ‘affective,’ as well as 
cognitive knowledge forms in order to produce a revolutionary intensity which would 
manifest not just with words, but with the evocation of feelings registered by lumps in 
the throat, goosebumps on the skin, or the pounding of a revolutionary heart (see Lee’s 
essay in the present volume). In other words, it attempted to develop technologies to 
focus the revolution on a process of ‘touching people to their very soul’ by instituting 
an economy of sacrifice.14

To produce this sacrifice, a form of governmentality emerged around the production, 
channelling, and harnessing of political intensity, which would be produced by framing 
the abstract question of friend and enemy in the language of class struggle. Through 
struggle, the abstraction of the dyadic form became an existentially felt knowledge and 
the machinery of the Party-state was redesigned to channel that knowledge and energy 
into the struggle and into personal sacrifice.
That these Maoist experiments failed—and sometimes failed spectacularly with the 

loss of millions of lives—is without question. Moral opprobrium is in order, but it needs 
to be put into context. Here was a new, revolutionary political practice (Maoism) that 
attempted to manage the social through the channelling of affectivity. These very early, 
sometimes very rudimentary, devices and technologies were attempting to harness 
and direct an affective flow and turn it into an intensity that would build toward an 
economy of sacrifice. This stands in sharp contrast to the government of flows within 
liberal market economy-based democracies and it took many struggles to arrive at this 
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point. In its earlier manifestations, capitalist market expansion saw a litany of abuses, 
famines, and deaths—colonialism, imperialism, and slavery. While we seldom affix the 
word ‘murderous’ to this form of government, it must be remembered that the new 
technologies of capitalism spread, not just through scientific advances, but by forcibly 
creating new markets through imperialism and colonialism, and by producing and 
trading in any commodity on a mass scale, be that opium or slaves.15

Viewed in this light, the Maoist experiment needs to be recognised as a complex 
and fragmentary set of lessons that, despite all the problems, threw up technologies, 
machines, and questions about the political that are currently difficult to ignore. 

Faux Friends

It would, no doubt, be tempting to try to address the complexity of Maoism by 
adopting the binary of tyranny and freedom. Indeed, in drawing attention to the link 
between Mao and Schmitt, I have possibly supplied critics with new ammunition. 
After all, someone could point out that Schmitt, a Nazi Party member, praised Mao, 
the left-wing tyrant. To suggest, however, that the two extremes are comparable is 
a misunderstanding based on the fact that while these ‘extremes’ may theoretically 
and practically direct our attention to the affectively based elements in the production 
of the political, they certainly do not share a political viewpoint. In other words, the 
operations of such regimes rely on the capture of political intensity, whereas liberal 
democracies try to extinguish these intensities or dissipate their effects through market 
forces. Whereas Maoism attempted a Cultural Revolution as a means to develop 
machines of intensification, neoliberal democracies used the Culture Industry as 
a means to limit or dissipate those same energy flows. 
The singular intensity of Maoist class struggle was replaced by a dispersion of this 

energy as it was transformed into a million desires that actually took the form of one 
single desire for the commodity. These two distinct modes of being political still revolve 
around the friend/enemy distinction, but do so in different ways, taking us well beyond 
both Schmitt and Mao. Whereas Maoism agglutinates energy, channelling it toward 
an intensity, liberal democracy attempts to stave off such intensities by dissipating and 
transforming them into material desires.16 As this liberal agenda now gives way to 
a right wing populist surge worldwide, it would indeed be ironic if the use of Schmitt 
to explain Mao now led to an understanding of Maoist technologies that, theoretically, 
help us understand the emergence of the Alt-Right. 
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14
Global Maoism
Fabio LANZA

In recent years, we have witnessed renewed scholarly attention to the phenomenon 
that usually goes by the name of ‘global Maoism’—that is, worldwide interest and 
admiration for the radical politics China embraced in the 1960s and 1970s. With 

few notable exceptions, depictions of Maoism outside China—and especially in ‘the 
West’—almost universally highlight the infantile fascination for a poorly understood 
reality, the quasi-religious pilgrimages to the land of ascetic communism, and the 
immediate reversal of judgments when the ‘truth’ was revealed and communes were 
shown to be, at best, Potemkin villages. Even when the study’s declared intent is to 
take ‘Western Maoism’ seriously, Western Maoists still tend to be depicted as unwitting 
orientalists, whose fascination with China was a youthful phase in a process of 
development towards better, more respectable politics—human rights, feminism, gay 
rights, etc.1 As one former French Maoist famously quipped, that China existed only ‘in 
our heads.’2 As a figment of the Euro-American imagination, ‘that China’ could point 
the way to more mature discoveries, but it had only a dreamlike existence.

While we should not ignore the naïveté, the ignorance, and the orientalism that 
characterised the reconfiguring of China in the long 1960s, there is a certain amount of 
smug certainty in the presumption of having now a more objective, finally uncorrupted 
view of Maoism. It is certainly not the case that the ideological lenses of triumphant 
capitalism are less thick than those which framed the rosy views of the 1960s. More 
importantly, I believe that the denial of any political and intellectual value in the 
experience of global Maoism obscures, rather than frees, our own understanding of 
that historical moment, in China and abroad. We should continue asking why Maoist 
China operated as a significant point of reference for activists in completely different 
situations—from Africa to South America, from Paris to Oakland—and why it was 
precisely Maoism that provided a vocabulary and a syntax for many of the political 
struggles of the long 1960s. In this essay, I will highlight what was valuable in the 
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sympathetic perspective towards Maoism, and what we can learn by taking seriously 
people who engaged the Maoist experience on its own terms. Does it do any good to 
have (Maoist) China in our heads today?

Pathological Alterities 

In my book The End of Concern, I trace the history of a group of young US professors 
and graduate students—the Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars (CCAS)—who 
came together in the late 1960s, united in their criticism of US policies in Asia and of 
the complicity of the field of Asian Studies in those policies.3 While not Maoists, most 
CCAS members were nevertheless sympathetic to Maoist China, in particular to the 
experiments of the Cultural Revolution and the Great Leap Forward, which they saw 
as pursuing an alternative path to both American capitalism and Soviet dirigisme—‘an 
egalitarian development, an industrial development without dehumanisation, one that 
involves everyone and affects everyone.’4 To that extent, they stood in radical opposition 
to the general academic consensus in the US. 

In the late 1960s, the social sciences (as well as public opinion and, one could argue, 
the US government itself) were dominated by Modernisation Theory, an approach 
that evaluated societies according to their position along a supposedly ‘typical’ path 
of development—with contemporary US society at the pinnacle, and socialist states 
depicted as having embarked on a deviant, ‘pathological’ trajectory. Modernisation 
theorists like Walt Rostow joined the Kennedy and Johnson administrations and 
directed a foreign policy actively fostering—and often imposing—the ‘correct’ model 
onto other nations.

In this academic and political context, Asian Studies occupied a peculiar place: the 
field was constituted, like all area studies, in the immediate postwar period, primarily 
through direct government intervention, and it remained largely defined by the Cold 
War imperative to ‘know thy enemy.’ Then, immediately after its establishment, Asian 
Studies became one of the main targets of McCarthyism, as a first round of attacks, 
focussed on the ‘loss of China,’ was directed against the scholar Owen Lattimore and 
the Institute of Pacific Relations, which, since 1925, had been the most important 
international NGO promoting research about and relations between the countries of 
the Pacific Rim.5 The McCarthy purges defined the early history of Asian Studies in 
the US, not only through overt persecution, but more subtly, through the self-imposed 
silence of an entire generation of scholars, who learned to constrain their questions. 
Imperialism and colonialism were never mentioned as factors in the historical trajectory 
of Asian nations; at best, as in the work of leading China historian John K. Fairbank, 
‘the West’ appeared as a naturally emerging challenge, to which ‘the East,’ because of 
its cultural obduracy and traditional mentality, could not respond. Modern Chinese 
history was, according to Fairbank, the often tragic process of a civilisation divesting 
itself of difference to fit the needs of modernity.6 China, from the perspectives of Area 
Studies and Modernisation Theory, could either persist in its obstinate (and ultimately 
pathological) alterity, or accept reality and become ‘like us.’
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An Alternative Vision 

This was the regime of academic thought to which CCAS reacted, spurred not only 
by their opposition to the Vietnam War—which they argued was abetted by the silence 
of their teachers—but also by their sympathy for the Maoist experiments of the Cultural 
Revolution—experiments not only dismissed by, but de facto invisible to, the then-
current academic consensus. Coherently, members of CCAS directed their criticism 
and, at times, their mocking derision first and foremost at the ideological assumptions 
behind the dominant US attitudes towards Asia. For example, they pointed out how 
the field was incapable of producing an analysis of Maoist socioeconomic change 
that exceeded the narrow focus on economic growth, thus making experiments that 
conceived of economic change as only ancillary to radical political transformation 
completely unintelligible. More damningly, CCASers showed how their opponents 
had actually made invisible the economic growth that was happening under socialism: 
because Modernisation Theory deemed socialist human relations to be fundamentally 
incompatible with economic growth, any economic growth taking place under 
Maoism had to be explained away. Similarly, they chided the field’s inability to give 
any consideration either to the revolutionary agency of the masses or to the contents of 
their revolutionary effort, arguing that the dominant analyses rested on studies of elite 
politics and bureaucratic forms, with change coming only from the top down with the 
Chinese people being reduced to ‘objects to be administered.’7 
The political biases that the CCAS uncovered were hidden under a thick ideological 

discourse, one that continuously asserted the neutral location of the (American) 
academics who studied China and the objective character of their knowledge. Thus, 
completely unwarranted assumptions about capitalism, modernisation, development, 
and the production of knowledge were peddled as objective, rational principles with 
which to judge Asia and Asian people. The blindness of the profession towards Maoism 
revealed a much more profound one towards the profession’s own constitution and 
ideological framework. The CCAS’s critique then predated—albeit in a much less 
theoretical fashion—that of Said’s orientalism and of postcolonialism.8 

CCASers did not limit themselves to a critique of the dominant ideology but also 
offered an alternative vision, one based on the recognition of the political reality of the 
Chinese experiments. This meant evaluating Maoist China in terms of its own goals 
and its own methods for attaining them, thus recognising their validity. Contrary to 
any academic pretension of political neutrality, a true understanding of Maoism could 
come only from a certain degree of political sympathy (in the sense of ‘feeling together’), 
and from the acknowledgement that Chinese people were subjects with whom political 
and theoretical experiences could be shared. Politics, or the ‘commitment to the need 
for revolutionary change’ in Asia, was the prerequisite for a concomitant ‘re-orientation 
of the scholarship and teaching in the field.’9 If Maoism could potentially represent the 
search for a more humane, more egalitarian alternative to existing forms of development, 
then those alternative practices could only be understood through a different scholarly 
approach, one that rejected the technocratic/culturalistic framework of the existing 
social sciences. Accepting the value of these revolutions required first and foremost 
a drastic shift in the very structure of intellectual thought. In that, CCAS was part of 
a larger movement of dissent within the academy, often framed around the same terms.
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Rediscovering Maoist China Today

That larger movement left a profound mark on academic, intellectual, and pedagogical 
practices, as it was connected to the emergence of postcolonial studies, gender studies, 
and critical theory in general. But the contemporary relevance of the approach to 
Maoist China in the long 1960s is much more in question. Yet, I would argue that there 
is plenty in that perspective—as mesmerised, fanciful, and naïve as it certainly was at 
times—that is still significant, or rather newly relevant, to how we study Maoist China 
today. 

First, if, as in the case of the CCAS, we understand political sympathy not as silly 
nostalgia for a revolutionary era, but rather as the need to engage Maoist politics as 
politics, then that should in turn lead us to accept that the history of Maoist China is 
a history of political subjects at all levels. Despite certain recent efforts, the history of 
Maoism largely remains split into two parallel lines: the old, Cold War focus on the 
intrigues and sophistry of Party leaders at the top, and, at the bottom, the voices of 
‘the people,’ who, it is alleged, either lived ordinary lives or were dragged into frenzied 
mass movements and divided into opposing camps, as either victims or perpetrators.10 
One way to avoid this dichotomy might be to engage with the actors in our sources—
whether that is Mao or a lowly cadre—by taking their pronouncements, their beliefs, 
and their language seriously. Seriously, but not uncritically. Which means not assuming 
that those who professed Maoism were either duped or lying.11 

Secondly, unlike the CCAS generation, historians of the Maoist period have been 
temporarily enjoying a relative abundance of new materials, in either archival or 
‘garbological’ collections. This has unfortunately coincided with a resurgence of an 
often uncritical empiricism, where sources are mined for nuggets of facticity, allegedly 
capable of revealing the ‘truth’ of life under Maoism.12 In this context, the CCAS’s 
attempted evisceration of our presupposed neutrality and ‘objectivity,’ their incessant 
self-examination of the scholars’ own projections, might be a useful reminder for 
a younger generation to avoid reproducing old blinders or inventing new ones. 

Finally, while we have largely moved away from the Cold War discourse on China, 
in recent years, orientalist tropes of ‘Asian values’ or ‘Chinese characteristics’ have been 
deployed—in China and elsewhere—to articulate differences within a triumphant 
global capitalism. The CCAS’s critique of Western perspectives should alert us to how 
China is still, in many ways, trapped between its unredeemable difference or its drive to 
‘become like us.’ And the CCAS’s recognition of political subjectivities across borders 
might suggest to us a more productive way of engaging with China, as well as our own 
relationship to that location.
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15
不朽
Immortality
Gloria DAVIES

When I graduated from university in 1966, I sincerely believed what I was taught, 
that I was a brand-new bolt to be used in the construction of the great mansion 

of communism. I was willing to be put wherever my country needed me,  
and I was prepared to stay in place my whole life.

To me, Mao was like God. I believed that he was not only the great leader  
of the Chinese people, but also the great leader of people throughout the world.  
I feared the day when he would no longer be with us. I really hoped there’d be a 
scientific breakthrough that’d enable young people like us to give up voluntarily  

a year of our own lives, to add a minute to his. That way the world would be saved.

Dai Qing, 19951

I have sometimes used these remarks in a course I teach on modern Chinese history 
to illustrate the extent to which young people were in thrall to Mao Zedong 
during the Cultural Revolution. They also appear as the first of three epigraphs 

in Frederick Teiwes’s essay, ‘Mao and His Followers,’ which I regularly set as required 
course reading. Echoing Teiwes, I tell my students that the epigraphs exemplify Mao’s 
stature in a totalitarian Party-state system, in which ‘virtually all members of the body 
politic became the Chairman’s followers, willingly or not, with varying degrees of 
enthusiasm.’2 

Reading Dai Qing’s remarks this way translates her enthusiasm for Mao’s revolutionary 
vision into a delusion. Dai Qing herself wanted to be read this way. She discussed her 
youthful wish to extend Mao’s life to highlight by contrast how, upon regaining her 
senses, she ‘didn’t shed a single tear when Mao died. I felt I’d been cheated. I’ve never 
visited the Mao mausoleum. It is so disgusting.’ Comparing Mao with Deng Xiaoping, 
she said: 
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Mao had the personality of a romantic poet. Deng’s is that of a pragmatist. 
He is not a puritanical theoretician or an idealist. He is different from Mao 
in that he knows that when people are hungry they need to eat. They can’t 
live on poetry.3 

While Dai wanted to convey the necessity of the reforms launched by Deng, her 
characterisation of Mao as ‘romantic,’ ‘puritanical,’ and ‘idealistic’ was not entirely 
negative. Moreover, there is something wistful about her comment—‘They can’t live 
on poetry’—as if she were wondering what might have happened if people could live 
on poetry. 

At any rate, it is generally through poetry, including song lyrics and religious uses 
of poetic language in chants, mantras, and prayers, that senses of the sacred are given 
expression. Geoffrey Hartman provides the helpful observation that: 

The sacred has so inscribed itself in [poetic] language that while it must be 
interpreted, it cannot be removed. One might speculate that what we call 
the sacred is simply what must be interpreted or reinterpreted, ‘A Presence 
which is not to be put by.’4 

What does it mean to write about ‘immortality’ in relation to communism, Mao 
Zedong Thought, and people’s experiences of life under Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP) rule in Mao’s time and since? A pat answer would be that immortality is 
a figment of the imagination. One could always trot out the Cultural Revolution chant, 
‘May Chairman Mao live ten thousand years, a hundred million years!’ (mao zhuxi 
wansui wanwansui), as an example of how dangerous it is to believe in immortality. 
Yet, to dismiss the Cultural Revolution as totalitarian brainwashing prevents us from 
engaging with people’s reverence for Mao productively, as a certain experience of the 
sacred, however disfigured. 

As Dai Qing’s remarks make plain, she wanted Mao to live longer because ‘that way 
the world would be saved.’ The ‘immortal,’ as longevity, is bound to the ‘sacred’ as that 
which endures and grants meaning and purpose to otherwise mortal lives. A prosaic 
reading of Dai’s remarks confines us to see how Mao was exalted and worshipped. 
A poetic reading allows us to dwell on how people were genuinely inspired by Mao 
to defend communism as a sacred cause: how communism—as interpreted by Mao 
through Mao Zedong Thought—became a certain ‘Presence which is not to be put 
by.’ The frequent posthumous references to Mao and his legacy in mainland public 
discourse as ‘undecaying’ (buxiu) gestures to something incorruptible that remains 
worthy of commemoration, despite the violence and extreme suffering of the Maoist 
years. 

Undecaying 

Hartman took his figuration of the sacred from William Wordsworth’s ‘Ode on 
Intimations of Immortality.’ Wordsworth’s poetic formulation of ‘a Presence which is 
not to be put by’ alludes to the sacred as a truth that commands our attention: one 
we cannot escape except through childlike oblivion or wilful denial. Immortality for 
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Wordsworth was the spiritual dimension of human existence: ‘We respect the corporeal 
frame of man, not merely because it is the habitation of a rational, but of an immortal 
soul.’5 This description is akin to the Chinese idea of immortality as the ‘undecaying’ 
hence ageless truth that the sagely embody, in life and after their death. The difference 
is that whereas the Christian tradition led Wordsworth to intimate a godly presence 
in human nature, the Chinese idea of buxiu is directly focussed on human continuity. 
Both, however, point to immortality as an idea borne of existential reflection on death 
as intrinsic to life. The immortal, whether as ‘a Presence which is not to be put by’ or as 
buxiu, articulates a human preoccupation with all that precedes and succeeds us; with 
what is, or has turned out to be, indestructible despite mortal brevity. 
The earliest extant appearance of buxiu is in the classic Confucian text Zuo 

Commentary (circa fourth century BCE), where the term was used to describe the 
sagely who are remembered for generations to come because they have ‘established 
their virtue, their deeds, and their words’ (li de, li gong, li yan). Simon Leys has observed 
that this ancient Chinese understanding of immortality meant that ‘life-after-life was 
not to be found in a supernature, nor could it rely upon artefacts: man only survives 
in man—which means, in practical terms, in the memory of posterity, through the 
medium of the written word.’6 Immortality, in the sense of an undecaying reputation, is 
a matter of human judgement. The Zhuangzi, a classic Daoist text, offers the following 
criteria for judging who among the dead ought to be remembered: 

Those who come before us but who have not explored the depths of 
knowledge to be worthy of their years are not our predecessors. Those who 
do not distinguish themselves as humans do not provide a path for [other] 
humans to follow. Those who do not produce a human path are thus called 
worthless people.7 

These Daoist criteria accord with the Confucian understanding of history as the 
ongoing textual transmission of life’s lessons and moral truths. To read Mao’s legacy 
against this longue durée context of instructive Confucian and Daoist stories (told and 
retold) of sagely and skilled humans is to be led to ask if there are things about Mao that 
have not ‘decayed.’ To understand immortality in these Sinophone terms requires us to 
consider the extent to which Mao’s textual remainders remain in some way constitutive 
of how mainland Chinese experience their lives and articulate their feelings and goals.8 

But let me first recall an influential 1919 essay by China’s leading liberal thinker Hu 
Shi titled ‘Immortality: My Religion’ to highlight the significance of buxiu in modern 
Chinese thought.9 To transpose premodern buxiu into a modern democratic idiom, 
Hu employed two concept-metaphors, ‘lesser self ’ (xiao wo) and ‘greater self ’ (da wo). 
He described China as an ‘immortal society,’ the permanence of an evolving ‘greater 
self ’ to which mortal humans are bound and to which they must contribute as ‘lesser 
selves’ over their lifetimes: 

This ‘lesser self ’ that is me [wo zhege ‘xiaowo’] has no independent existence. 
It has direct or indirect relations of mutual influence with an infinite number 
of other ‘lesser selves,’ the whole of society and the world as a totality … . 
All kinds of causalities past and present, created by an infinite number of 
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‘lesser selves’ and an infinite number of other forces, have become a part 
of the ‘lesser self ’ that is me. This ‘lesser self ’ that is me, combined with 
various causalities past and present will be passed on to future generations 
to constitute an infinite number of future ‘lesser selves.’ From one generation 
to the next, an unbroken chain is formed, drop by drop, an incessant 
torrent results to become the ‘greater self ’ … . Although the ‘lesser self ’ 
will die, the conduct of every ‘lesser self,’ the sum of its merits and flaws, 
its every word and deed, no matter great or small, true or false, good or 
evil, is preserved in that ‘greater self.’ That ‘greater self ’ is thus the stele and 
the ancestral hall commemorating virtues past, the book of judgement and 
posthumous titles indicting crimes committed that generations of filial sons 
and loving descendants cannot alter. Because this ‘greater self ’ is immortal, 
the endeavours of all ‘lesser selves’—every word and deed, gesture and idea, 
merit and flaw—become equally immortal. This is none other than the 
immortality of society, the immortality of the ‘greater self.’

Accordingly: 

The ‘lesser self ’ that I am at present must shoulder an immense responsibility 
not only for that eternal ‘greater self ’ that has always preceded me but also 
for that ‘greater self ’ that is eternally in the future. Thus, I must always 
contemplate: in what ways can I best apply myself to ensure that the present 
‘lesser self ’ is worthy of the ‘greater self ’s’ eternal past and does not bring 
calamity to the eternal future of the ‘greater self?’ 10

These passages from Hu indicate the ease in modern Chinese intellectual discourse 
of reading buxiu as an ever-changing—hence never-decaying—world to which one 
belongs and helps to renew. A similar idea is implicit in Dai Qing’s self-reference as 
‘a brand-new bolt to be used in the construction of the great mansion of communism’ 
albeit far more narrowly and rigidly articulated. Whereas Hu conceived of an ever-
evolving ‘greater self,’ constituted as much by the flaws as merits of countless ‘lesser 
selves,’ communism for Dai Qing was synonymous with Mao, the ‘greater self ’ with 
which all ‘lesser selves’ must form a perfect union. The popular Cultural Revolution 
slogan—attributed to the soldier-martyr Lei Feng—that one must desire to be 
‘a revolutionary screw that never rusts,’ illustrates a similarly drastic reduction of the 
greater to mean the eternal machine of communist revolution that one must serve 
as a perfect cog. The more deterministic da wo becomes, the less room there is for 
variations in individual xiao wo agency. During the Cultural Revolution, we could say 
that the idea of buxiu shifted from a sense of ‘never-decaying’ historical change to an 
Orwellian ‘endless present’ in which Chairman Mao was always right.11 

Decaying 

The feverish chanting of Cultural Revolution slogans lasted for as long as the Party-
state was able to devote energy and resources to sustaining Mao’s vision of continuous 
revolution. A decade after Mao’s death in 1976, with post-Maoist economic reforms 
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underway, the Beijing novelist Wang Shuo became a bestselling success with his parodies 
of Maoist discourse in works such as The Operators (Wanzhu, 1987), ‘An Attitude’ 
(Yidian zhengjing meiyou, 1989), and Don’t Treat Me as a Human Being (Qianwan bie 
ba wo dang ren, 1989). The farcical treatment of Maoist discourse in mainland China 
from the 1980s is analogous to the parodic uses of official language known as stiob 
which flourished in the Soviet Union from the late 1970s. Wang’s characters speak 
in ways that echo Alexei Yurchak’s description of stiob as requiring ‘such a degree of 
overidentification with the object, person, or idea at which this stiob was directed that it 
was often impossible to tell whether it was a form of sincere support, subtle ridicule, or 
a peculiar mixture of the two.’12 

Yurchak’s highlighting of the ambivalence in stiob is important. In China as in the 
Soviet Union, playful, sardonic overidentification with the language of the Party gave 
people a sense of social communion and solidarity in post-Maoist times, based on their 
prior experience of Maoist sociality. What Wang and others parodied was the discourse 
taught and approved by the Party that became linguistically ordered around Mao 
Zedong Thought in the Cultural Revolution years. This was a discourse shaped, among 
others, by Lin Biao (Mao’s one-time successor before Lin’s purge and death in 1971), 
Jiang Qing (Mao’s wife), and her fellow-members in the Central Cultural Revolution 
Small Group formed under Mao’s orders in 1966. Mao’s own words, conversely, have 
largely been spared this profane treatment.13 This distinction between the Party’s Maoist 
formulations and actual ‘quotations from Chairman Mao’ (Mao zhuxi yulu) is crucial. 
Because the Party’s formulations derived their authority from Mao, they were never 
and could never have been equal to the Chairman’s, as it were, unique authorial voice. 
The Party’s foundational motto, ‘Serve the People’ (wei renmin fuwu) is an interesting 

case in point (see Karl’s essay in the present volume). Its authority derives from the 
title of a short speech that Mao delivered on 8 September 1944 to eulogise Zhang Side, 
a communist soldier who had died in an accident three days earlier while making 
charcoal.14 Much of Mao’s speech highlighted the CCP’s commitment to always ‘have 
the interests of the people and the sufferings of the great majority at heart’ such that 
‘when we die for the people, it is a worthy death.’ Today, when protestors seek to hold 
the government accountable on any number of issues, they invoke this motto both 
seriously and as a jibe. The Beijing-based writer Yan Lianke’s darkly humorous 2005 
novel Serve the People depicts a love affair during the Cultural Revolution in which 
the characters aroused each other by using ‘Serve the People!’ as their private code 
word. In doing so, Yan does not so much diminish as dramatise the affective force of 
the slogan as part of people’s everyday communication and interaction.15 Even when 
parodied, the motto, as Mao’s word, retains an inexorably normative rightness.

Earthly Immortality

In saying all this, I am not sacralising Mao. Rather, I want to highlight the ways in 
which his words have continued to enjoy a commanding presence in mainland public 
discourse. They are often what people reach for when they want to express their desire 
for a transformative politics. When student protestors at Tiananmen Square staged 
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a hunger strike in May 1989, they issued a manifesto that began with lines from a 1919 
essay by Mao: ‘This country is our country, this people our people: if we don’t speak out, 
who will? If we don’t take action, who will?’16 

When the highly regarded artist and social commentator Chen Danqing addressed 
a packed audience at Guangxi Normal University in 2011, he mused with stiob-like 
ambivalence that he ‘missed Mao very much.’ This was because people no longer 
knew how to be idealistic to the point where ‘because of your foolish ideal you’re even 
prepared to give up your life without regret and you might even laugh as you’re about 
to die.’ He continued:

Be truly fearless for there’s nothing to fear. That’s what Chairman Mao 
taught me. Don’t be afraid of heaven, earth, or capitalism … . He taught us 
to fear nothing. The culture today tells us to be ever fearful, to be good and 
obedient.17

Using Mao’s language to evoke an ideal attitude is clearly different from quoting Mao 
Zedong Thought. In these post-Maoist evocations that render Mao’s words serviceable 
for a variety of purposes, he has been restored, as it were, to ‘lesser self ’ status. For 
this to happen, Mao had to first be adjudged as fallibly human. The Politburo’s 1981 
Resolution did just that by determining Mao’s leadership as having been 70 percent 
correct and 30 percent wrong. Stories about Mao’s private life and habits have also 
become part of this ‘humanising’ process. There have been stories too of his irritation 
with being worshipped. For instance, at the million-strong rally of 18 August 1966, 
Mao reportedly replied to a Red Guard’s declared wish that ‘Chairman Mao live forever’ 
(zhu Mao zhuxi wanshou wujiang!) with the quip: ‘Even long life comes to an end!’18 

Mao, as an object of endless discussion, of stories publicly told and shared, has 
become demonstrably buxiu in Hu’s modern sense of a ‘lesser self ’ whose words and 
deeds, gestures and ideas, merits and flaws contribute to the ‘greater self ’s’ ongoing 
metamorphosis. Hannah Arendt’s defence of ‘earthly immortality’ as a necessary 
transcendence of ‘the life-span of mortal men’ resonates with Hu’s understanding of 
buxiu. In Arendt’s words: 

The common world is what we enter when we are born and what we leave 
behind when we die. It transcends our life-span into past and future alike … . 
It is what we have in common not only with those who live with us, but also 
with those who were here before and with those who will come after us. But 
such a common world can survive the coming and going of the generations 
only to the extent that it appears in public. It is the publicity of the public 
realm, which can absorb and make shine through the centuries whatever men 
may want to save from the natural ruin of time.19 

As literature, Mao’s evocations of immortality are not discordant with Arendt’s 
or Hu’s. He saw unceasing change as a fundamental law of human existence. Mao 
expressed this idea lyrically in 1949 in his heptasyllabic classical-style poem, ‘The 
People’s Liberation Army Has Taken Nanjing.’ The poem’s last two lines, which draw on 
Daoist images of cosmic mutability, read: 
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If Heaven had feelings, it too would grow old,     
 Seas thrice turned into mulberry fields: that’s the way of the human world.20 

In 1958, he stated more prosaically: ‘Disequilibrium is normal and absolute, whereas 
equilibrium is temporary and relative.’21 Among the stories that have surfaced about 
Mao in recent years there is one concerning his 5 April 1954 visit to the Ming Tombs 
north-west of Beijing in the company of several ‘democratic personages’ (minzhu 
renshi).22 As his companions lamented the tombs’ state of disrepair and recommended 
to Mao that the tombs be restored to their former glory, Mao reportedly replied: 

The desire of these emperors to be immortal [buxiu] is both laughable and 
tragic. They built monuments to themselves using the blood and sweat of 
the labouring people, which is simply despicable. A true monument is built 
in the accounts of history. When established in the hearts of the people, it 
becomes a great monument; only then can it be called immortal. We should 
not be wasting our efforts on restoring ruins. That they are ‘ruins’ is their 
historical reality. People should come here to think about history and to see 
historical change.23 

These remarks do not appear in either the collected works of Mao or the six-
volume Chronological Biography of Mao Zedong: 1949–76 published in 2013.24 Official 
verification, however, is not the issue here. Rather, it is that citations of Mao are not the 
monopoly of the Party. 
Though few would wish to return to the totalitarian conditions that enabled the 

cult of the Chairman, in mainland public discourse, Mao’s passion for revolutionary 
change is often fondly remembered. For a large majority of people who experienced 
the Cultural Revolution as children, adolescents, and young adults, their erstwhile 
intense identification with Mao’s communist vision was, and remains, a powerful 
formative experience.25 Among them are senior Party officials born in the 1940s and 
1950s, including the incumbent CCP General Secretary Xi Jinping, whose time in 
Liangjiahe village as a rusticated youth from 1968 to 1975 is presented by the Chinese 
state media as both character-building and shaping his leadership style. Yet like other 
post-Mao leaders since Deng Xiaoping, Xi has used Mao’s sayings to defend CCP rule 
as necessary and enduring. Discipline and stability are what he favours when speaking 
in his own voice. For instance, when Xi addressed students at Peking University on the 
95th anniversary of the May Fourth Movement in 2014, he said: 

Living one’s life is like buttoning up one’s jacket. If the first button is not 
fastened correctly, the rest will never find their rightful place. The buttons of 
life should be fastened well from the very beginning.26 

These words bear no trace of Mao. 
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16
司法
Justice
William J. HURST

Since 1978, it has been fashionable, both inside China and around the world, 
to speak of the Maoist era as a period of near lawlessness, during which basic 
institutions of justice and adjudication essentially ceased to function in the 

People’s Republic of China (PRC), whether for purposes of criminal punishment or civil 
dispute resolution. In this telling, China had some form of traditional or capitalist legal 
system prior to 1949, and later recovered from the Maoist dark ages to reestablish a new 
rational developmentalist legal order that could underpin a new form of socialism with 
Chinese characteristics, and eventually help give rise to a socialist market economy, 
while preserving the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in power. The (re)construction 
of the legal system is thus central to the CCP’s ideological narrative of the reform era, 
even as critics abroad continue to decry China’s alleged rule of law shortcomings and 
pine for greater change (see Trevaskes’s essay in the present volume). Both the Party 
and its critics base their perspectives on an assumption that whatever legal order 
existed prior to the Revolution was destroyed or suspended, but not replaced, during 
the subsequent three decades. Both narratives make this explicit in claiming that no law 
functioned at all during the ‘long Cultural Revolution’ (1966–76). Unfortunately, such 
breathless teleological accounts misjudge and misconstrue the Maoist legal system that 
actually existed and functioned between 1949 and 1978.

Maoist Justice 

Maoist justice did not operate in a manner most legal scholars are trained to spot. Law 
was not essentially conservative,1 but rather functioned as a vehicle for mobilisation 
and an arena for political contestation.2 Critical to this was the fact that the polity—the 
set of politically empowered actors—was constantly contested and in flux, with dire or 
deadly consequences for any that might lose out in the high-stakes battles of Maoist 
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politics.3 Indeed, we can characterise Chinese law in the Maoist era as a ‘mobilisational 
legal regime,’ in which unsteady members of a divided polity regularly intervened in 
legal processes and adjudication in order to advance their own transformative political 
agendas. This stands in contrast to the ‘rational pluralism’ most rule of law perspectives 
assume ought to exist in what they define as well-functioning legal orders, where the 
polity is open and contested but adjudication remains free from political influence. 
It also differs from what I call ‘rule by law’ and ‘neotraditional regimes’ that we can 
observe in contexts where unified hierarchical polities either permit the formally 
rational adjudication of cases or intervene heavily into the legal process to protect their 
own interests.4 
The one force that prevented any devolution into outright and open conflict over the 

first 30 years of the PRC’s existence was Mao’s periodic charismatic intervention.5 Such 
interventions did not render the law or the operation of courts and legal institutions 
predictable or formally rational in Weberian terms. Maoist law thus retained 
a  thoroughly mobilisational character, with its unsettled polity taking an active role 
rather than promoting the ‘rational pluralism’ many legal scholars use as a touchstone 
(though this rarely exists, even at the times or in the places they tend to look to as 
rule of law paragons).6 If we recognise the law’s mobilisational nature in Maoist China, 
with its fractious and contested polity and heavy intervention by non-legal actors into 
the process of adjudication, we can analyse its legal order in a more dispassionate and 
objective manner, without endorsing it on normative grounds or condemning it as 
tyrannical lawlessness.

Law and politics did not manifest the same way in all courts or institutions across all 
of China at all times. Instead, we see differentiated patterns in rural versus urban areas 
and across time.7 Further, civil dispute resolution in areas other than family law was 
largely neglected, though not entirely absent.8 Family law was among the first priorities 
for the new regime after seizing power in 1949 and the implementation of the CCP’s 
Marriage Law has received a great deal of attention.9 Still, criminal law was the main 
focus of the CCP regime in its early days and throughout the Maoist period and is my 
main focus in this essay.10 Of course, criminal law in a revolutionary context carries 
some special connotations and enjoys an expansive scope. Criminals are defined as 
hostes to the new order, not simply ‘bad elements’ or ‘deviants.’11 Maoist mobilisational 
criminal law, therefore, served a critical function of rooting out and suppressing 
‘antagonistic’ contradictions through the application of legitimate state violence or 
coercive force (see Rojas’s essay in the present volume). Any other conception of law 
was at best secondary, if not reactionary or simply irrelevant.
The overall construction and reconstruction of legal institutions after 1949 was rapid. 

In cities, the CCP took over existing Republican courts where they existed and ensured 
that at least all prefecture-level cities (dijishi) had a functioning basic legal apparatus. 
In the countryside, there were fewer existing legal institutions to work with. The CCP 
often had to make new ones, more or less from scratch. In many places, only crude 
institutions of criminal justice could be established quickly. Chief among these were 
the so-called ‘justice sections’ (sifake) that many local governments set up for handling 
routine cases and ‘people’s tribunals’ (renmin fating) that operated under the direction 
of land reform teams for the ‘mass adjudication’ (gongshen) of alleged land reform-
related crimes.12 Overall, the preferred political method for implementing the new 
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system was the mass campaign (see Li’s essay in the present volume).13 This proved 
highly destabilising to more or less intact urban institutions, but provided resources 
and political impetus for the construction of previously absent or moribund rural 
ones.14

Eventually, all courts were regularised and brought into a nationally unified system 
under the 1954 Constitution and the Organic Law of People’s Courts enacted the 
same year. This created what has become China’s familiar four-level judicial system, 
with basic-level courts (jiceng fayuan) in every county or urban district, intermediate 
courts (zhongji fayuan) in every prefecture or equivalent city, a high court (gaoji 
fayuan) for each province or directly administered municipality, and the Supreme 
People’s Court (zuigao renmin fayuan) in Beijing as a court of final appeal. In each 
court, civil and criminal sections hear each type of case and every trial is presided 
over by either a single judge (for petty crimes or minor disputes) or more properly 
a three-judge panel (heyiting), comprised of a ‘presiding judge’ (shenpanzhang) and 
two associate judges—one of whom usually acts as the ‘principal adjudicating judge’ 
(zhushen faguan) with primary responsibility for determining the verdict and legal 
reasoning.15 Court personnel are appointed and overseen by the CCP’s political and 
legal affairs committee (zhengfawei) at the equivalent level, while court budgets are 
allocated by state fiscal organs (caizhengju/ting/bu) at the equivalent level.16 Also at 
each level, a procuratorate (jianchayuan) and public security bureau (gonganju/ting/
bu) were established to oversee investigations and prosecutions as well as police work 
and stability maintenance, respectively—resulting in the now-common acronym of 
gongjianfa to stand for the whole legal apparatus.
Though these institutions indeed grew into something resembling their modern 

forms between 1954 and 1978, their operation throughout the Mao era continued to 
be subjected to pervasive intervention by powerful and contending political actors—as 
well as by Mao and his underlings themselves, asserting his charismatic authority—
throughout the period. The manner and degree of intervention was different across 
specific moments over those several decades, however. Indeed, we can see a clear 
periodisation, in which land reform and the CCP takeover characterised legal politics 
between 1949 and roughly 1957, with a distinctly different pattern arising during the 
Great Leap Forward. This was followed by a period of relative calm and consistently 
harsh rectification during the early 1960s, before a decidedly new and novel framework 
emerged during the Cultural Revolution that remained (through various twists and 
turns) in place until Mao’s death.

Specific Manifestations

Immediately after the establishment of the PRC, the CCP set to work building and 
rebuilding legal institutions in the countryside. This took place in tandem with land 
reform (1950–52) and the upheavals it caused. Indeed, for the next 30 years, the roots 
of a great many criminal cases could be traced directly to the land reform period and 
to issues dating back to before 1949. Many counties established justice sections by 
1952 and most had seen widespread mass adjudication of land reform claims against 
‘counterrevolutionaries’(fangeming), ‘land bandits’ (tufei), and ‘illegal landlords’ (bufa 
dizhu), as well as alleged agents of the old regime. In addition to such cases, a high 
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proportion of otherwise routine crimes were imbued with political content to facilitate 
their prosecution—for example, by calling a rapist or burglar a counterrevolutionary 
or bandit.

Also during this period, basic institutions of criminal adjudication and punishment 
grew up in the rural areas. ‘Reform through labour’ (laodong gaizao) camps and factories, 
prisons, and institutions capable of dispensing capital punishment and other penalties 
were all established, alongside at least proto-courts. The content of prosecutions 
remained overwhelmingly political and politicised. But the institutions and workings 
of justice began to come into being. Thus, on the eve of the enactment of the Organic 
Law and 1954 Constitution, most of rural China already had the makings of a legal and 
criminal justice system, albeit one that had grown up under the mobilisational politics 
of land reform and its immediate aftermath.
The situation in cities was markedly different. There, already existing courts were 

turned upside down through purges of judges and other officials during the many 
campaigns, such as those to Suppress Counterrevolutionaries, the Three Antis, and Five 
Antis. Without the highly skilled and experienced, if politically suspect, old regime 
officials, urban courts and other institutions had difficulty continuing to function. 
Many cities resorted to mass rallies in the early 1950s to prosecute hundreds or even 
thousands of criminals en masse (sometimes punishing them—occasionally even by 
execution—immediately afterward). Once the campaigns subsided somewhat and the 
new institutional framework was enshrined in foundational laws, the urban courts 
returned to more or less routine functioning by the mid-1950s.17

The relative calm of the First Five-year Plan period (1953–57) was disrupted, 
however, in both cities and rural areas, by the Anti-rightist Campaign of 1957 and 
especially the Great Leap Forward (1958–62). Courts in the countryside became more 
heavily politicised during this period than any other, prosecuting multitudes of alleged 
counterrevolutionaries and punishing them very harshly, quite often for crimes related 
to their pre-1949 conduct or alleged misdeeds during land reform.18 Also during this 
period, ‘reeducation through labour’ (laodong jiaoyang), a form of administrative 
detention that allowed police to detain people without judicial recourse for up to 
three years for minor offences, became a favoured tool of public security bureaus, and 
appears (particularly in the early 1960s) to have been used to deprive many newly-
urban workers of their urban residency and relocate them back to their ‘home’ villages.19 
In the cities, the Great Leap Forward years were also a time of intense politicisation 
and political competition in the legal system, though most of this played out in the 
prosecution of workers for economic crimes related to cheating or undermining the 
aims of the new planned economy.20 Those alleged to have stolen supplies, sold ration 
tickets, or shirked official duties came in for especially harsh punishments. But so did 
those who were accused of undermining the Great Leap’s radical mobilisation through 
‘reactionary speech’ (fandong biaoyu)—for example, in questioning unrealistic plan 
targets or criticising excesses—or other misdeeds or omissions of thought or ideology.

During the 1962–66 period, both city and countryside saw reduced political 
intervention into most cases and an increased use of reeducation through labour to 
handle petty crimes and send would be migrants into cities back to rural hinterlands. 
The lack of much political intervention during this time actually reflects a decreased 
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use of formal legal processes and institutions as much as anything else. The Socialist 
Education Movement played out very strongly through the Chinese political system 
and legal apparatus, just not as clearly through direct and overt prosecution.
The Cultural Revolution years are often erroneously assumed to be a period during 

which law and the legal system ceased to operate or function.21 This is completely false. 
In both cities and rural areas, courts and other legal institutions continued to operate. 
Overall, the Cultural Revolution certainly led to many urban judges and officials being 
displaced and a much less predictable implementation of justice in cities,22 but in some 
rural settings it actually produced a far more professionalised legal order than might 
otherwise have been present, precisely because of the involvement of military cadres 
and ‘revolutionary committees,’ as well as the entry of rusticated youth and other urban 
intellectuals into many rural settings.23

Ultimately, by the end of the Maoist era the Chinese legal system was much more 
institutionalised in its form and regularised in its functioning than it had been in 1949. 
This was due primarily to the consistent assertion by Mao and his allies of his charismatic 
authority and claims to absolute leadership of the general revolutionary direction. 
The persistently mobilisational character of Maoist justice, however, resulted as much 
from the contestation of other rival political currents fighting for power as any ‘Mao in 
Command’ ideal. In fact, had Mao’s authority been more ironclad and the polity been 
more stable, it seems likely that we would have seen the emergence of a more settled 
legal order in China well before 1978. Yet, on the eve of reform, Chinese politics was as 
fractious as ever and the mobilisational character of Chinese law remained unchanged, 
despite all of the great upheavals in Chinese society more broadly.

The Rise of the Reform-era Hybrid 

Importantly, the advent of the reform era in 1978 did not mean a sudden break from 
the Maoist order or a comprehensive embrace of Anglo-American or Western models 
of a rule of law. Instead, the major changes that did occur were the fixing of polity 
membership and a conscientious decision on the part of Deng and other leaders to foster 
the development of a market economy. This led to a distinctive hybrid legal regime that 
persists to this day, in which criminal law is characterised by neotraditionalism—in 
which entrenched powerholders intervene pervasively into legal processes to protect 
their interests—while civil law, especially in the commercial sphere, was marked by 
what I term ‘rule by law’—in which a stable polity refrains from intervening into 
adjudication of specific cases.24

Once the struggle against the Gang of Four was complete and Hua Guofeng had been 
effectively outmanoeuvred, the new order led by Deng Xiaoping faced two essential 
tasks: keeping itself firmly in power, preventing any challengers, and promoting the 
market economic development they promised as China’s salvation and pathway to 
modernity. The first required pervasive intervention into the adjudication of criminal 
cases to ensure that any potential challengers to the new market order or, more bluntly, to 
the power of Deng and his faction, lost and were effectively sidelined or eliminated. The 
second necessitated the rollout of more predictable and formally rational adjudication 
processes and venues for civil dispute resolution to underpin a new system of contracts 
and market relations. We can see this pattern from at least the early 1980s forward, with 
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the imposition of campaigns like ‘strike hard’ (yanda) in criminal law alongside new 
systems of arbitration and legal clarification in areas like torts, contracts, and property 
law.

Indeed, without continued extralegal authority for the coercive apparatus,25 China’s 
leaders could not be confident in their ability to maintain power in the form of a polity 
stabilised since 1978. At the same time, without ‘tying the regimes hands,’26 China could 
never facilitate the development of markets on the scale or of the nature envisioned by 
Deng and his successors. Neotraditionalism and rule by law thus went hand in glove in 
the reform era’s particular developmentalist authoritarian order.

Reassessing China’s Legal Regime

In sum, Mao’s charisma helped prevent a breakdown of law or degeneration into a true 
bellum omnium contra omnes during the first three decades of the PRC. At the same 
time, his lack of total authority and the continuing high-stakes conflicts and struggles 
that characterised politics in the Mao era prevented any hardening of the polity’s 
boundaries or full routinisation of formally rational legal processes or adjudication. 
What prevailed was a highly idiosyncratic and astoundingly long-lived mobilisational 
legal regime, in which law definitely existed and legal institutions absolutely functioned, 
but in which law was always both a tool and a venue for political mobilisation and 
contestation. Understanding Maoist China’s mobilisational legal politics on their own 
terms is thus critical to avoiding mischaracterisations or assertions of lawlessness or 
obfuscations caused by trying to evaluate its legal order against some explicit or implied 
rule of law standard or template.
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17
劳动
Labour
Covell MEYSKENS

Images of work were a key genre in Maoist visual culture. There were images of 
people smiling as they worked to build an industrial base for socialist China, 
but also of people whose countenance expressed total absorption in work by 

either focussing completely on the object they were producing or staring intently at 
their colleagues during meetings or training sessions. In these photos, the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) was often not immediately visible—Party members did not 
wear clothing that distinguished them from ordinary people—but its ‘spirit’ (dangxing) 
was present in the gaze of the workers and energy transmitted through their gestures. 
The accompanying texts further emphasised that the CCP was always beside them, 
guiding workers forward into a radiant future. 

Since that promised socialist future had not yet come, people expectantly laboured 
away at laying railroads, forging factories, and bringing new lands under the plough. 
In  visual representations of workers engaged in these practices, there are no traces 
of tensions between workers of different socioeconomic positions, backgrounds, or 
competences.1 The developmental process of transforming China from an agrarian 
country into an industrial powerhouse appears to involve absolutely no coercion. 
In the imagined world of Mao era labour, no government official ever forces recalcitrant 
workers to perform their job against their will. No administrator ever reprimands 
or punishes workers for being lazy, dragging their feet, or disobeying orders.2 
In  photographs, the CCP and Chinese workers seem to be seamlessly connected. 
China’s socialist revolution looks to be a complete success, and as Vladimir Lenin 
dreamed would happen, the division between state and society had withered away.3 

According to official propaganda, the will of the Chinese people and the CCP had 
become one and existed together in perfect harmony, as they enthusiastically walked 
together on an ever-triumphant developmental road towards socialism (see also 
Franceschini’s essay in the present volume).4 Workers broke production records, 
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national economic output ascended higher and higher, and Chinese socialism grew 
stronger and more prosperous by the day. The Party-state allocated fairly the fruits 
of labour, and everyone was content with what they gave and received from socialist 
China. The mass media, thus, contained no images highlighting the administratively 
managed urban-rural divide or the preferential treatment given to state-owned 
enterprises, such as more welfare guarantees.5 In my study of Maoist visual culture, 
I have rarely encountered mass media photos of Party administrators paying workers 
for their labour-time even though the reception of wages by urban workers and work-
points by rural labourers was a managerial ritual that punctuated everyday life.6 

Dam, ‘Long Live Chairman Mao!’ (early 1970s)
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Compensation, Community, and Socialist Reciprocity

Despite attempts to erase the difference between the Party and the workers, Mao-era 
images still contained traces of their differentiation. This political divide is perceptible 
in photos of local Party representatives giving work units (danwei, see Kevin Lin’s 
essay in the present volume) material objects, such as an apartment block, a hospital, 
a cultural centre, or a radio.7 More than a wage, these objects, and how they were 
given, resembled a gift granted to the collective group rather than to one individual 
or family. The Party did not bestow a work unit with a new apartment block because 
of a contractual obligation but on the basis of a generalised reciprocity.8 There was 
an expectation that the Chinese people were part of the same shared endeavour, and 
individual contributions would even out over time like drops accumulated in a vast 
ocean. The Party presented a group of workers with a new material object, not because 
of their economic performance but as a symbol of the Party’s unconditional concern 
for their wellbeing and gratitude for their ardent commitment to China’s socialist cause. 

In line with Maoist China’s productivist ethos, most images did not depict consumer 
goods limited to the consumption of an individual, family, or particular work unit. 
The Party’s gifts were electrical lines bringing power to large undifferentiated areas, 
stockyards full of machinery laying in wait to raise national productivity, or railroads 
shuttling around passengers and freight for the good of the entire Chinese people.

In return for its generosity, the Party demanded altruism. People were not supposed 
to act like bourgeois subjects who worked only on the basis of material incentives 
or in pursuit of personal fame. Images in the mass media made it look as if China 
had already realised the communist ideal of workers motivated by their commitment 
to the collective good. Within the phantasmagorical realm of Maoist imagery, the 
disappearance of any contradictions between the Party and labour render the term 
‘command economy’ misleading, since the Party no longer needed to give ‘orders’ to the 
Chinese people who already knew in their hearts what needed to be done. 

Dead Labour and the Socialist Pastoral

But workers’ power is also augmented by the prosthesis of machinery and technology. 
What Karl Marx called ‘dead labour’ are the material objects of production that are 
used to achieve even higher levels of economic output.9 Monumental dead labour, such 
as factory complexes and hydroelectric dams, was a recurrent motif in Mao-era visual 
culture as a testament to China’s rise as an industrial power (see the image on page 
104). Thanks to labour’s collective efforts, new railroads were traversing mountains 
and linking the totality of the nation into a cohesive whole. Dams were looming high 
above riverbeds and pumping electricity into power grids. Factories were sprouting up 
all over, and assembly lines were churning out ever-larger quantities of standardised 
industrial goods.10 

Some images of monumental dead labour just showcased the machinery. Others 
depicted different relationships between labour and machinery. One kind of image 
staged the moment when workers began to use a machine for the first time, such as 
a tractor, and locals gathered around and gazed with joyous wonder at the new industrial 
world emerging before their very eyes. Other human-machine images depicted workers 
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at home in their new machine-bodies and technologies. There were no intimations 
that the industrialisation of work was an alienating process that subjected labour to 
a disciplinary regime in which administrative personnel regularly monitored workers, 
evaluated both their political and economic performance, and compiled dossiers on 
their activities that often determined their future career trajectory.11 Visual language 
rendered the socialist machine-human nexus as a source of empowerment, efficiency, 
and productivity. 

Zhang Wenjun, The Xin’an River Power Station (1964)
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But there are also more ambivalent images in which labour was dwarfed by a large 
piece of machinery that took up most of the visual field. The diminutive size of the 
workers might seem to suggest their insignificance compared to industrial machines, 
which tower over them and have productive powers far beyond their bodies. Yet, these 
images could also imply the potency and ingenuity of human labour to invent such 
mammoth industrial creations. Though the latter was probably the meaning the Party 
intended at the time, the images also registered the feeling of being crushed beneath 
immense industrial embodiments of dead labour. 

In classic mountain-water paintings, massive mountains and rushing rivers soar 
above  small homes and puny people, suggesting the relative triviality of human 
endeavours compared to the spatial awesomeness and temporal durability of the 
natural world.12 In  contrast, many Mao period photographs were of construction 
sites in which the natural environment did not soar over labour. Instead, workers 
were in the foreground, as they ‘worked hard to move forward’ (lizheng shangyou) 
Chinese development. Photos of this sort were saturated with the Maoist view of 
industrialisation as a heroic militarised process in which workers were fearless 
soldiers whose industriousness and spirit of ‘self-reliance’ (zili gengsheng) enabled 
the Chinese people to dominate the natural environment (see the essays by Yang and 
Lora-Wainwright in the present volume). Even in the images of nature conquered and 
industrial modernity achieved, there was no tinge of the industrial gothic aesthetic, 
so pronounced in Western art, which revels in portraying humanity’s technoscientific 
inventions as prying open Pandora’s box and unleashing uncontrollable monsters.13 

In the painting of the Xin’an River Hydropower Station (see the image on page 106), 
hydroelectricity is not a jarring alien force whose introduction does violence to the natural 
order and strikes fear into the viewer. Instead, the painting is an example of the Mao 
era’s industrial pastoral aesthetic in which industry was not a destructive imposition on 
nature but a beautiful improvement, undertaken by what Zygmunt Bauman has called 
a ‘gardening state’ which removes unwanted impediments to progress from society and 
the natural world and cultivates what state agents see as best for the whole national 
community (see Sorace’s essay in the present volume).14 Maoism’s industrial pastoral 
aesthetic permeated paintings of factories too. For instance, in Xu Xingzhi’s Steel Forests 
(see the image on page 109), smokestacks emit exhaust without causing concern. Not 
only was there no indication that air pollution was harmful, but factory exhaust was even 
seen as a visually pleasing mist that added colour to the skyline. 

Tightly connected to this positive view of industrialisation was imagery of CCP 
leaders. Photographs in mass media figured leaders as a special kind of worker: they 
were the diligent political shepherds of Chinese socialism.15 Normally, central-level 
officials fulfilled their role as guardians of the Chinese nation from a distance and 
interacted with work units through the medium of documents, newspaper columns, 
radio addresses, and news clips. The mass media, however, made the public aware that 
though CCP leaders might be far away, the Chinese people were always on their minds, 
and they were at every moment tirelessly working to advance socialism. Newspapers 
and magazines were awash with photos of CCP leaders serving the socialist project. 
They held meetings to discuss issues of national import and hammer out policies 
that would improve the lives of every citizen. Another common picture of the Party-
leader-as-worker was a top official going on an inspection tour of different parts of the 
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country. On inspection tours, high-ranking officials incarnated the ideal of the mass 
line (see Lin Chun’s essay in the present volume). Visiting the grassroots showed that 
the centre still strived to be close to the people and held the masses’ interests in their 
hearts, despite their busy meeting schedules. 

The Afterlives of Maoist Labour

With the passing of the Mao era, new ways of depicting labour emerged. 
One  emblematic example is the photograph of a tile-making factory distributing 
televisions to individual workers in 1984 (see the image on page 108). Like images 
from the Mao period, nearly everyone in the photo is smiling and content with how 
Party officials are compensating the Chinese people for their labour. Mao-era slogans 
also still line factory walls and exhort workers to ‘work hard on moving forward’ the 
Chinese economy. But like the letters that compose this slogan the meaning it held in 
the Mao period was beginning to fade as China entered the reform era.
The other contents of the photo foreshadow what hard work would come to mean 

in postsocialist China. The viewer’s eye is not drawn to the collective, as the faces in 
the background are blurred. The spectator’s attention is instead pulled toward the 
individual man at the centre of the scene confidently walking forward. Local Party 
representatives are also not distributing goods that will be available for use by all the 
members of the work unit. Only the individual man is receiving a television as material 
compensation for his hard work. If the man wants to allow his coworkers to enjoy 
together the pleasures of the silver screen, it is up to him and his family because the 
television is theirs—it does not belong to the collective. 

Here, we can see the decomposition of the public life of Mao’s China, as work units 
transformed into capitalist companies concerned about not just maintaining their 
bottom line but outperforming their competitors and turning a profit in emerging 
markets. With this transition, work units expended fewer funds on group cultural 
events to fill the non-working hours of Chinese labourers. With such collective 
activities gradually becoming passé in the post-Mao era, the social life of labour became 
more privatised and centred on the family and individual.16 The man at the core of 
the photograph walking off with his own personal television also signals the advent 
of a new capitalist regime of social stratification in which it is viewed as normal that 
some Chinese workers earn higher wages which enable them to accumulate more 
material goods and attain a higher socioeconomic position than their compatriots. 
The television at the heart of the photograph, however, is not only a sign of the new 

capitalist times coming into view in China. As a Chinese-made television, it is also 
a marker of what the CCP had accomplished under Mao. It had acquired the ability to 
mass produce televisions, and that feat depended on a variety of industries. Mines were 
required to extract metals needed for electrical circuits and wires. A petrochemical 
industry was necessary to generate plastic coverings to encase wires and enclose 
the television. A body of technicians and engineers was also vital to the design and 
manufacture of the television. This photo of a man carrying off a television to his home 
can thus be read as both visually representing the fruits of the Maoist developmental 
state, while pointing towards a future in which Chinese labour would produce the 
miracle of economic reform and further erase itself from the picture. 
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(1) Xu Xingzhi, Steel Forests (1962)       
(2) A worker receives a televison at a tile-making factory in 1984
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18
一大二公
Large and Communitarian
Luigi TOMBA

What should we call them? We can call them people’s communes or not call them 
people’s communes. My opinion is that we should call them people’s communes … . 
People’s communes are both large and communitarian. Many people, large territory, 

large-scale production, large-scale services.

Mao Zedong, 19581

Mao Zedong’s coining of the slogan ‘large and communitarian’ (yida ergong) 
accompanied the launch of the people’s communes (renmin gongshe) in 1958.2 
In the language of Maoism, collectivism had come to include a territorial 

aspiration, and the success of the communes depended on their size (see Gao’s essay 
in the present volume). More than one hundred years earlier, in 1845, Friedrich Engels 
had instead emphasised how collectivism aimed at creating new, efficient spaces for the 
working class: 

And then the preparation of meals—what a waste of space, ingredients, 
labour, is involved in the present, separate households, where every family 
cooks its little bit of food on its own, has its own supply of crockery, employs 
its own cook, must fetch its own supplies separately from the market, from 
the garden, from the butcher and the baker!3 

In the same Elberfeld lecture, Engels was keen to call attention to Robert Owen’s 
1,650 square-foot residential block used to concentrate and enhance working-class 
labour power. 
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Besides the mundanity and technicality of Engel’s vision and the grandiosity and 
focus on the wider territory that Mao expressed from the beginning of the Great Leap 
Forward, this different way of thinking about how to build collectivism also signals one 
of the less researched ways in which Maoism diverged from Bolshevism. Mao wanted 
communes to be big, something that could inspire awe in the imagination of the masses. 
It was about conquering the territory, extending the reach of the state. Only then would 
it be communitarian. Efficiency was a very distant priority for the Great Helmsman. 
The large territorial units were to replace the artificial division between cities and 
countryside (yida), while a large group of people were to collectively own the means of 
production (ergong): this was the double engine of communist transformation. The very 
size of the communes, sometimes as large as a county, and where means of production 
where in the hands of a local government at times hundreds of kilometres from 
agricultural sites, became one of the reasons why they failed. Already in August 1959, 
after the Lushan Conference revealed the first cracks in the leadership regarding the 
Great Leap Forward, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) exposed the exaggerations 
of the communes and suggested a prudent return to a more ‘natural’ collectivism—one 
that relied on cooperatives and production teams.

Just a Leftist Mistake?

The ideology of ‘large and communitarian’ went down in history as a ‘leftist mistake’ 
(zuopai cuowu). Nonetheless, it continues to signify one fundamental difference 
between the two main forms of socialist organisation: the efficiency-seeking Soviet 
version, and the territorial concerns of the Chinese version that aimed at seizing 
control of the collective strengths of a largely rural society. Notwithstanding the many 
contradictions, when pointing our gaze at a longue durée history of socialist China’s 
developmental ideology, it seems clear that maintaining control and shaping physical 
territory is still a high-priority strategy. The two most significant attempts to reshape 
China—the communes and the current urbanisation drive—while undoubtedly 
different in ideology and form, are ultimately territorial projects of a state constantly 
obsessed with the patrolling of the shifting geographical and human borders between 
cities and the countryside. Through them, the state—admittedly different states with 
different priorities at different historical moments—is attempting to control increasing 
chunks of the country’s vast territory and impose a nationwide rationality. 

In the 1950s and 1960s, the rationale underpinning the communes was the need to 
control the prices of agricultural products to facilitate industrialisation and the transfer 
of resources from agriculture, of which China had plenty, to industry, of which China 
had little. Today, it is about imposing the rationality of the planning state as a means 
of resolving the messy territorial, environmental, and property rights uncertainties of 
the still existing collectives. In both cases, it was a state-directed project that implied 
the advantages of control—state-owned communes were the plan then, rationalisation 
through state-owned land in the cities is the goal now. Both imply that, once the state 
becomes involved, size is increased and the larger scale allows for rational decisions 
taken by a higher planning authority. The traditional reliance on large ventures that 
project the power of the state onto the territory, and limit the wasteful private use of 
land, survives the otherwise obvious differences between the two campaigns. No doubt 
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one was aimed at gaining control of the countryside, the other of cities; one had the 
goal of gathering productive forces, the other of assembling the consuming masses; 
one was aimed at rationalising consumption in a low-resource environment, the other 
to allow a growth in the value of land and the real estate built on it to support the 
expansion of cities. Yet, in both cases there was a reliance on ‘large,’ where size and scale 
allowed for the implementation of common priorities. 
The other implication of ‘large’ is integration. When the CCP launched the ultimately 

unsuccessful extension of communes to the cities in 1959—the so-called ‘urban people’s 
communes’ (chengshi renmin gongshe)—they were supposed to ‘become the unifying 
organisation to integrate production, trade, distribution, and public services and to 
unify the politics of gong nong shang xue bing (workers, peasants, traders, intellectuals, 
and soldiers).’4 When Shanghai communised in the same year, planners hailed a new 
era of integration with three emphatically stated goals: a) turn the isolated areas of the 
municipality into ‘planned industrial and agricultural areas’ where the two activities 
support each other; b) change the former separation between industrial and cultural life; 
and c) eliminate the existing separation of urban and rural in planning the territory.5 

Talks of an integrated development of cities and their hinterland have been one of 
the main goals of current urbanising trends: among many urban slogans about the 
sustainable city, chengxiang yitihua, or the integration of the industrial periurban with 
the hypermodernity of the inner cities, remains one of the main—and most elusive—
goals of today’s planners. 

A Spiritual Connection

The second objective of the original slogan was never abandoned and contributes to 
the CCP’s grip on power today by establishing the connection between the territorial 
and the spiritual objectives of a policy campaign. In 1958, ergong was meant to 
signify a movement towards a more communitarian society, where the cohesiveness 
of communities would overcome their lack of resources, where nature would be the 
ultimate enemy, and growth a utopian benchmark that could only be achieved through 
struggle. Today the CCP has hardly abandoned the goal of controlling the motivation 
of individual citizens, and mounts campaigns in which the good citizen is a righteous, 
law-abiding, and high-consuming human being. The reward is no longer a utopian 
communist society for all, but a more ordinary place among the social elites. Faith in 
the Party’s authority is an element of that righteousness and a condition to be part of 
this new elite. While gong, the public community of collective memories, may not be 
the ultimate goal anymore (despite attempts to revive it), controlling the definition of 
public good remains central to any ideological efforts of the Party. 

In this process of transformation the officially promoted and reward-based 
conception of morality has changed radically. In 1960, the goal of the communes was 
described as ‘reforming radically the lifestyles of the masses, ultimately eliminating 
the distinction between cities and countryside, between industry and agriculture, and 
between manual and intellectual labour.’6 When planning communes in the city, for 
example, it was imperative that the new communist way of life be inscribed in the new 
spaces: 
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In the old cities, the design of services and residential areas was influenced 
by a certain idea of ‘family’ that still reflected capitalist privilege and 
focussed on individualistic lifestyle. For example, houses were planned with 
an apartment for each family, with each apartment featuring its own kitchen 
and stove. Once the door was closed, the home became a sacred, undisturbed 
space, where women were bound to cooking, raising children, and other 
home chores. Two doors faced each other or neighbours lived one above 
the other but they would never visit even if their chickens and dogs could 
hear each other’s calling (jiquan xiang wen, er laosi bu xiang wanglai). These 
buildings of one-family-one-house where households cook meals on their 
own are incompatible with the collectivisation of life and the socialisation 
of service labour.7 

The gong that this description suggested was a utopian approach to the atomisation 
and the alienation (see Ou’s essay in the present volume). The critique often heard by 
voices nostalgic for a more collective life usually emerges in the context of lifestyles that 
can be characterised by today’s gated communities and privatisation of governance in 
new real estate residential communities.8 It remains, however, a fact that lifestyles even 
today are not the expressions of individual choice but rather of individuals willingly 
buying into a certain aesthetic, packaged by the developer of a large community with 
the approval of the local state that is keen to use new residential settings to attract 
‘high-quality’ citizens. It is not uncommon for developers to sell a specific lifestyle and 
even to register its trademark, and for local developers to reproduce the same language 
associated with campaigns of the state.

Yida ergong is a lost slogan, one that reminds us of a different age of China’s 
modernisation. Yet, da, intended as the need to shape the territory and to project the 
power of the state on it, and gong, a public good around which the building of a social 
coalition is possible that justifies the ideology of the ruling Party, are both still pervasive 
in today’s China. 
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19
路线斗争
Line Struggle
Yoshihiro ISHIKAWA and Craig A. SMITH

Up to a certain point in time, the histories of communist parties in any country 
can be seen as sequences of ‘line struggles’ (luxian douzheng). ‘Line’ is 
a specialised term that indicates a specific direction or guiding principle for 

political activities and is directly linked to whether or not a path is deemed revolutionary. 
However, it must be noted that the expression’s use in politics and political movements 
was nowhere to be found during the time of Marx and Engels. It was not until the 
twentieth century that this expression became of common usage, specifically during 
the revolutionary activities of organisations such as the Lenin-led Communist Party 
and the Comintern. Moving from theory to practice, Marxist theorists saw that the 
success or failure of a given activity was inextricably related to its guiding principle, 
therefore particular political directions came to be referred to as ‘lines.’

Walking the correct line was no easy task. Taking up a radical guiding principle 
that had drifted too far from reality would inevitably lead to tremendous sacrifices, 
oppression, and conflict. Conversely, accepting the status quo and following more 
moderate principles would be to completely lose any possibility of revolution. Generally 
speaking, the official histories of communist parties would record these as leftist or 
rightist ‘deviations’ resulting in an incorrect line.

China is no exception to this. The 1945 ‘Resolution on Certain Questions in the 
History of Our Party’ not only established perspectives on the correct line according 
to Mao Zedong’s revolutionary policy, but also identified left and right deviating 
lines. This understanding of history as line struggle continued to restrain the Chinese 
official representation of history until the death of Mao. Since then, the term has all but 
disappeared as changes to Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leadership have gradually 
come to be called ‘power struggles’ (quanli douzheng), in which lust for power, rather 
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than ideological principles, appears to exert influence on the direction of the CCP. This 
essay outlines the appearance of the term ‘line struggle,’ its usage, and its disappearance 
into the shadows of history.1 

A Genealogy of Line Struggle

In China, the understanding of history as line struggle appeared in the 1930s, when 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union exerted considerable influence on the CCP. 
Still, it was only after the establishment of the People’s Republic that this view of history 
became dominant, achieving a prominence that would remain until the death of 
Mao Zedong. With the onset of the reform era, former proponents of this discourse 
acknowledged the terrible force that it had exerted, and the Party deliberately and 
expeditiously stopped all use of line in official documents. 
The Chinese term luxian is a translated equivalent of the English term ‘line,’ the Russian 

‘линия’ (linija), and the German ‘linie.’ This modern Western intellectual concept 
is rendered into the same Sinitic characters in Japanese, in which it is pronounced 
rosen. It is well known that in many cases modern conceptual terminology—which 
was imported into China and Japan from the West—was first translated into Japanese 
and then flowed into China during the late Qing Dynasty. Key ideas from Marxist 
theory, as well as early Chinese socialism, also entered Chinese lexicons and conceptual 
frameworks through translation from Japanese. However, in the case of line, it was not 
a simple matter of the Chinese term luxian being acquired from the Japanese term 
rosen. First, we must outline the process of how line came to be a Sinitic concept.
The formulation of line into the two Sinitic characters of luxian did not occur in 

Japan, but was an effort of China’s left-wing activists. Logically, before the term line 
could be discussed in the context of a revolutionary movement, a large movement had 
to exist. Although research into Marxist theory was advancing in Japan in the 1920s, 
the concept remained meagre and limited in practice. Japan’s socialist movement was 
restricted and obscured by severe repression by government officials, and the idea of 
line failed to develop to any degree under this climate. However, for the CCP, it did have 
an impact upon, and power over, the degree to which leadership could be criticised 
during pivotal events. It exhibited considerable influence in determining the course 
of the revolutionary movement under Chen Duxiu’s leadership and the First United 
Front with the Nationalist Party (guomindang, hereafter GMD). It was also prominent 
shortly after this, during the period in which the Party fell under Li Lisan’s leadership, 
demonstrating power over the extent of the military occupation of Changsha in the 
summer of 1930. Due to these controversies, the Comintern then used line to discuss 
the appropriateness of developments in the CCP. 
The translation of line as luxian appeared early on. One of the first instances of the 

usage of this term can be found in the documents from the CCP meeting that took 
place on 7 August 1927, which formally dissolved the First United Front with the 
GMD. The meeting severely criticised the leadership of Chen Duxiu for the haphazard 
compromise with the GMD, labelling it as an ‘unprecedented, compromising, and 
opportunistic line.’ After this use of line as rebuke, the term came to be employed as 
a suffix after the name of the Party leader who was pushing for that specific kind of 
political strategy. An early example of this can be seen in the ‘Li Lisan Line’—a temporary 
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push for urban uprisings and attacks on cities by the Red Army in 1930. In November 
of that same year, the Comintern sent a letter to the Central Committee of the CCP. 
It said that the error of ‘Comrade Li Lisan’s political line’ was in opposition with the 
Comintern’s line for being ‘non-Bolshevik, non-Leninist,’ with the Russian term linija 
translated as luxian. Incidentally, at that time in Japan the term rosen was only being 
used to indicate routes of railways or other transportation methods. In due course, the 
political usage of the term line would appear even in Japan, but for a long time the Li 
Lisan Line was referred to as the ‘Li Lisan Course’ (Ri Rissan kōsu).2

Therefore, it could be said that luxian was a political concept that directly entered 
the Chinese lexicon from Soviet Russia. As the CCP kept up its fight through shake-
ups and redesigns at every twist and turn of the revolutionary movement, whenever 
a new leadership group came into power, they would criticise the decisions of their 
predecessors as ‘so-and-so’s line.’ This became a normal occurrence at every transfer 
of power and thus the line struggle historical perspective came to be, constructing 
a historical narrative based upon the validity of the line of successive leadership groups.

 
From Stalin to Mao

The formation of this unique historical perspective had a tremendous impact 
on communist movements worldwide, as can be seen in the so-called ‘Stalinist 
encyclopedia,’ the History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks), 
commonly known as the Short Course. This book’s most outstanding feature was 
its treatment of the successive internal line struggles throughout the history of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Those occasional struggles served to validate 
the righteousness of Lenin and Stalin. Although this book is now seldom discussed, it 
influenced not only the Soviet Union, but also the global leftist socialist movement that 
included China. From an intellectual perspective, it was not only the guiding principle 
of the communist movement, but it has also exerted influence on history, political 
science, and other related fields. The degree of the book’s extensive influence should be 
revisited and reappraised.

In China, Mao Zedong’s admiration for the spirit of the Short Course led to the 
publication of successive texts that varied markedly, starting with the adoption of the 
‘Resolution on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party’ in the Seventh Plenary 
Session of the Sixth Central Committee of April 1945. No other communist party 
anywhere in the world adopted its historical narrative into such a resolution. The four 
periods of line struggle between an incorrect line represented by the Party leadership 
of the time and a correct line centred upon Mao Zedong have since then become well 
known. The four incorrect lines that were formalised through this Resolution were: 
a) the right-opportunist line of Chen Duxiu; b) the left-deviationist line of Qu Qiubai; 
c) the left-adventurist line of Li Lisan, and d) the left-opportunist line of Wang Ming. 
Accepted to this day, this Resolution stipulates a Chinese historical narrative that posits 
these four as mistakes in Party history, in contrast to the persistent advance of Mao 
Zedong along the correct line. Among these, Wang Ming himself was a regular user 
of the term line, and he even once released a pamphlet titled: ‘Two Lines: The Struggle 
for the Further Bolshevisation of the Chinese Communist Party.’ Wang Ming and his 
followers, known as the ‘28 Bolsheviks’ or the ‘Returned Students’ due to their studies 
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in the Soviet Union, were ardent followers of the dogmatism of the Soviet school. 
Concerning the Stalinist historical perspective on line struggle, Mao and Wang were 
disciples of Stalin in equal measure.
There are reports that Mao Zedong, who was effectively the author of the Resolution 

on History, also raised the alarm over the casual use of the term line struggle. The 
Resolution was being drafted at the Politburo meeting that took place in November 
1943. It was the very meeting that was held to criticise the Wang Ming Line, when, 
according to the Chronicle of Mao Zedong Thought, the official chronology of Mao 
Zedong’s thought and discourse, Mao was recorded as stating that: ‘The History of 
the All-Union Communist Party seldom mentions the term “line,” yet our Chinese 
comrades enjoy chewing over the word. It would be best if we used it sparingly.’3 It is 
not possible to verify either the authenticity of these words or Mao’s true intentions at 
the time, which appear paradoxical in several ways. First, the use of line as a suffix was 
widely popular at that time, largely because of Mao himself, and his request for people 
to refrain from using the term in the future was in tremendous contradiction with his 
own behaviour. Secondly, the Short Course that Mao referred to above, was none other 
than the canonical text from which the term line proliferated. Finally, in the 27,000 
characters of the 1945 Resolution on History, the term line appeared no fewer than 186 
times.

After this, the identification of incorrect lines in the Party history of line struggle did 
not decrease. On the contrary, the usage of the term only increased after 1949, with Gao 
Gang, Rao Shushi, Peng Dehuai, Liu Shaoqi, and Lin Biao all falling from power due to 
their ‘incorrect lines.’ By the early 1970s, there were ten such incorrect lines.  

Known as the ‘ten great line struggles,’ these incidents provided a summarised 
historical narrative of the development of the CCP.4 Needless to say, Mao Zedong himself 
was the main proponent of this discourse. During his Southern Tour in August of 1971, 
he explained: ‘The correct or incorrect nature of the line determines everything … . The 
line is the guiding principle … . Problems with the line are problems of principle, and 
I will not allow anyone to transgress my line.’ On various occasions, he declared that 
the line was everything.5

In his political report at the Tenth National Congress, held in August 1973, Zhou 
Enlai publicly detailed the discourse of the ten great line struggles. Identifying and 
criticising each of the embattled leaders—all former comrades of his—he avoided 
becoming the target of the eleventh line struggle. The ten great line struggles held such 
prominence after that Congress, but they would no longer be raised shortly following 
Mao’s death three years later.

Into Oblivion

In order to summarise the disorder of the Cultural Revolution and to recompose 
Party history, at the Sixth Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central Committee in 1981 
members adopted a second resolution on Party history, entitled ‘Resolution on Certain 
Questions in the History of Our Party since the Founding of the People’s Republic of 
China.’ In this document, the Party recognised the mistakes that Mao Zedong had made 
in the final years of his life, offering evaluations of both his successes and his failures. 
The final text totalled 33,000 characters. Although it is considerably longer than the 
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original 1945 Resolution, it employed the term line only 22 times. Using the previous 
conception of line that had long been overly stressed, the new Resolution asserted that: 
‘Normal disputes between Party comrades have been recognised as errors of line.’

Concerning this remarkable change, Hu Qiaomu—who was involved in the drafting 
of both resolutions—explained: 

That [1945] Resolution had its faults … . We can say that the perspective of 
historical change as the history of line struggles began with that Resolution. 
The history of the Party retreated behind the curtain, leaving only the history 
of line struggles on the stage. This was a tremendous mistake.6

Before the Comintern raised criticism of the Li Lisan Line, the CCP rarely 
used the term line. It did not appear in any of the documents from the 
Second Congress to the Sixth Congress. Beginning in the period of Wang 
Ming’s leadership, Party members used the term abundantly, and its usage 
became ever sacralised and mysterious. The [1945] Party’s Resolution on 
History cannot be reduced to the history of line struggles. It is difficult to 
estimate how many comrades have been harmed by the terms line error and 
line struggle.7

In this text by Hu Qiaomu, we can see that he made a mistake in his attribution 
of the first usage of the term, which, as noted above, can be found as early as 1927. 
Also, by asserting that Wang Ming was behind the initial popularity of line, he made 
no reference to Mao’s responsibility. In spite of these misrepresentations, the 1981 
Resolution recognised that the concept and label of line had come to play a negative 
function in Party’s history. Moreover, this text is of particular significance as it was the 
first to frankly state that this was due to the 1945 Resolution. Thus, in accordance with 
the 1981 Resolution, the Party resolutely set forth policy that no longer succumbed to 
the discourse of line struggle or line errors, and as a consequence, although Chinese 
leaders continue to mention the importance of following the correct line, now the term 
line struggle has all but faded from vocabulary.

However, one should not forget that in order to discount this discourse and unite 
the entire Party’s understanding of history, the Party had to alter its historical narrative 
and resort to the use of yet another resolution in the post-Mao era. Once again, history 
was caged through a resolution of the Party. One resolution followed another, and now 
this history too must be locked away. To this day, what should be written about Party 
history, and what must not be written about Party history, remains the sole prerogative 
of the Party itself.
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20
群众路线
Mass Line
LIN Chun

In post-Mao China, the concept of the ‘mass line’ (qunzhong luxian)—consulting 
the masses, interpreting their will, and implementing policies in their interests—
has been widely reviled in public and academic discourse. As the transformative 

objectives of the Mao era fade into obscurity, all that is remembered is the violence 
of oppression and persecution, which is condemned in retrospective judgment. Still, 
whereas in English, with an air of elitist condescension, the term ‘masses’ conjures up 
the loss of individuality in an indistinct crowd of people, during the Mao era, to be 
part of the ‘revolutionary masses’ was to belong to a collective political subject, which 
amplified one’s sense of individual worth and glory. Today, China’s ordinary people 
could only dream of such substantial and symbolic respect. In addition to its association 
with Mao-era chaos, the mass line rings anachronistic in an age of conservative 
governance which, regardless of the political system, attempts to contain ‘excessive’ 
democratic desires. How do we approach the mass line in times of mass dispossession, 
degradation of the public, and waning belief in popular power? If by returning to the 
lessons from history, the true nature of the present can be accessed and transformed, 
then the relevance of the mass line lies in its noble conviction as an unfinished project: 
ordinary people can be proud of themselves as direct producers of both material and 
cultural wealth in the collective mastery of their own destiny. 

China’s Lost Mass Line 

The mass line was an innovative concept and a powerful tool of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) as it struggled to seize and consolidate power. As is typical for 
political ideals, it is an ideological commitment as well as a working method. By design, 
it entails a dynamically interactive bottom-up and top-down process of ‘from the masses, 
to the masses,’ in which the leadership collects scattered views from below and turns 
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them into systematic positions and experimental policies, the effects of which are then 
investigated, debated, and fed once again back into the system. This process of ‘pooling 
the wisdom of the masses’ (jizhong qunzhong zhihui) through solicitation, aggregation, 
articulation, and adjustment repeats itself in an endless cycle. Instead of the competing 
‘interest groups’ of liberal democracies, this form of politics and governance seeks to 
integrate public preferences for sound policymaking while minimising cleavages and 
mistakes. Meanwhile, in the communist tradition of rural mobilisation, the Party must 
attend to every detail of the basic needs and interests of the population, as the core of 
its social contract with the people, described in the popular analogy of a fish-in-water 
or seed-in-soil relationship. Institutionally, the mass line is also a novel adaptation of 
the Leninist principle of democratic centralism which aims at balancing deliberation 
and discipline, and avoiding bureaucratic dogmatism and blind commandism. When 
not confined to inner-Party operations, the mass line emphasises popular input based 
on the premise of the sovereignty of the people.1 

I have been using the present tense not because mass line politics exists today, but 
because it is a normative model. For the same reason, an analytical distinction between 
the rhetoric and utility of mass line is necessary. Historically, Party building, the united 
front, and armed struggle were taken as the three ‘great magic weapons’ of the Chinese 
Communist Revolution (see De Giorgi’s essay in the present volume). The mass line 
was imperative for achieving them all—as the benchmark for Party programmes and 
groundwork, as the baseline and pathway to the alliance between workers and peasants 
at the core of a wider rallying front, and as the epitome of the people’s war (see Guan’s 
essay in the present volume). Class- and state-building in the red base areas prior to the 
founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) depended on the mass line, so did 
the war effort in Korea in the early 1950s and the subsequent socioeconomic transitions 
throughout the Mao era. The effective mass movements to alleviate illiteracy, improve 
sanitation, eliminate endemic diseases, and so on, were good examples. Mass line-style 
accumulation of both capital and labour also featured in China’s socialist build-up of 
infrastructure and industrialisation. 
The CCP, claiming to have no special interest of its own, took the motto ‘to serve the 

people’ as another catchphrase to indicate the mass line (see Karl’s essay in the present 
volume). ‘We the people,’ however, were not a given but had to be forged through 
revolutionary socialisation. It involved painstaking tasks at the grassroots fulfilled by 
the Party’s foot soldiers, work teams, and activists mobilised by the ‘mass organisations’ 
(qunzhong tuanti), i.e. various wartime local associations and later branches of the 
official trade union, women’s federation, and youth league as arms of state corporation 
(see Perry’s essay in the present volume). The famous Yan’an way of raising consciousness 
favoured peasant art forms and networks in indigenous dialects to popularise a Sinified 
Marxism. The ‘continuous revolution’ that followed 1949 went farther ideologically: 
school classes should include productive and scientific labour; regular folks could 
become philosophers through mass learning (qunzhong xue zhexue); and ‘emperors, 
ministers, and generals’ (diwang jiangxiang) should be replaced by commoners who 
would then ‘occupy stages of the superstructure’ (see Schmalzer’s essay in the present 
volume). Mao concurred with Marx that theory can be a material force for winning 
over the masses. In this sense of self-confidence and self-reliance of a liberated nation, 
the Chinese people had stood up in 1949 and placed their country on equal footing 
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with the nations of the world, long before the so-called rise of China credited to its 
market economic ‘miracle.’ Not only did their revolutionary victory have an immense 
impact on the third world, but it also inspired a whole generation of intellectual rebels 
in the global 1968 (see the essays by Lanza and Teng in the present volume). 

Still, actual tensions between centralism and decentralisation, mobilisation and 
participation, and guidance and spontaneity or vanguardism and populism posed 
a serious challenge, both conceptually and operationally. Mass line politics was often 
overshadowed by either increased Party control or willful voluntarism. What was 
designed to provide a two-way flow of information and exchange became a conduit 
for the imposition of the Party line or the lawless anarchism of mass movements. 
Such contradictions could only be partially made up for by the Maoist assertion that 
educators must be educated by the masses, as well as the call for constant criticisms 
and self-criticisms within the Party. Mao’s decision to mobilise the masses to attack 
the Party-state itself was also doomed from the beginning. However, the belief in the 
entitlement and creativity of ordinary men and women in constructing socialism while 
remaking themselves, in the intrinsic good of their public and political participation, 
and in their right and ability to expel the old and new ruling classes, transcends 
traditional liberal hostility towards popular power, denounced as ‘mobocracy’ or 
a hotbed of totalitarianism. That is, according to the mass line, power is not handed 
down from above but attainable only by the masses through their own daring struggles. 
The mass line is the creation and lodestar of the Chinese Revolution. The masses, like 

the revolutionary classes and the people, are made through revolutionary practices. 
If we stick to its original vision, waves of arbitrary victimisation and policy blunders 
would appear not as the by-products of the mass line but its very betrayal. It would thus 
be fair to draw the lesson, dearly paid for by countless sacrifices, that only when the 
Party is ideologically and practically faithful to its traditional mass line, can it triumph 
against all odds; otherwise it fails, regardless of how the failure might be self-deceptively 
packaged or perceived. 

From the Paris Commune to the Angang Constitution and Beyond

Marx’s visionary assumptions about the Paris Commune loom large in the 
background. The ‘utopia’ of removing distinctions between governors and governed, 
and the regular selection of administrators by lot with a constant leeway of their being 
recalled, was glimpsed in the Paris Commune as within the realms of possibility. In the 
legislative bodies of the PRC, for example, the people’s deputies (renmin daibiao) are not 
professional politicians. They come from all walks of life and go back to their individual 
professions when the Congresses are not in session. If only the National People’s 
Congress was truly ‘the highest organ of state power’ as proclaimed in the Constitution! 
If only the deputies who sit on it and its local bodies were truly representatives of the 
people and empowered as lawmakers! The relatively recent phenomenon of the super-
rich and bureaucrats dominating the institution violates the original design but does 
not nullify its promise. 

What connects the Paris Commune to the mass line is self-governing or participatory 
governance in workplaces and residential communities, which is qualitatively superior 
to money-fuelled electoral politics. An active citizenry and high-intensity politics 
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were indeed hallmarks of Chinese socialism. If certain ‘bourgeois rights’ were deemed 
unavoidable in a transitional period to communism, Mao nevertheless insisted on the 
role of labour in managing government, enterprises, cultural institutions, and public 
affairs.2 In his critique of Stalin’s political economy textbook, Mao remarked that the right 
to state management was missing from the 1936 Soviet constitutional rights of workers 
to employment, paid leave, education, and security in old age and sickness (adopted 
in the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948).3 In his words, 
this absent right should be labour’s ‘biggest and most fundamental right in a socialist 
system.’ Without it and its institutionalisation, other rights cannot be guaranteed. This 
point has been abundantly vindicated by the postsocialist ruins. Familiar axioms such 
as ‘labour’s dignity’ and the working population as ‘masters of society’ have vanished 
under a bureaucratic-market dictatorship (see the essays by Wang Ban, Meyskens, and 
Franceschini in the present volume). The catastrophic consequences of losing even an 
imperfect workers’ state are laid bare in front of our eyes.

Convinced that human agency and socialist potential had been stifled in the Soviet 
Union, Mao’s attempted remedy focussed on curbing bureaucratisation, material 
incentives, and rigid divisions of labour. His alternative was social empowerment by 
‘walking on two legs’ (liangtiaotui zoulu), which meant liberating popular energy in all 
sectors, at all levels. In what came to be known as Mao’s ‘7 May Directive,’ he envisioned 
communal socialism, in which labour would have a collective purpose, enabling each 
individual to perform several roles, thereby fulfilling Marx’s promise of emancipated 
human creativity. The commune would engage in industry, agriculture, commerce, 
education, healthcare, and defence simultaneously. Its members would practice united 
labour together, freely debate politics, as well as enjoy leisure, while creating new 
people and society. Mao however did not elaborate on how to arrange intercommunal 
relationships (as a global problem), which created a major hurdle to fostering equality 
between local groups and workers from outside of the community. 

Mao was also firmly for industrialisation and a strong advocate for economic 
democracy. The eminent Angang Constitution, proposed in 1960 for the Anshan 
Steelworks and other large state firms, introduced egalitarian approaches that required 
managers to join workers on the shopfloor, workers to partake in executive decisions, 
and technicians to contribute to both undertakings. The scheme promoted multiskilled 
practitioners and smooth horizontal and vertical communications. Fluid hierarchies 
and shared responsibilities would, in turn, boost morale and efficiency. However 
short-lived, the experiment pioneered a mass line managerial revolution against 
both statist and capitalist ‘sole-head systems’ (yizhang zhi) and Taylorism. Economic 
democracy involved democratic planning and budgeting, equal pay for equal work, and 
mechanisms of public control over the surpluses in a model of production for needs 
rather than profits. This ambition of countering capitalist primitive accumulation as 
‘nothing else than the historical process of divorcing the producer from the means of 
production’ is what ultimately underscored the mass line in the sense of labour gaining 
freedom and power (see also Hayward’s essay in the present volume).4 
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Politics in Command

In China’s market transition, the conditions in which the mass line had flourished 
are gone. Its brief return in the official vocabulary under Xi Jinping’s direction a few 
years ago sounded hollow and ended abruptly. A first explanation is obvious: the 
relationship between the Party and masses has radically changed. After all, we are 
talking about a different Party whose remaining communist identity contradicts its 
non- or anti-communist direction and conduct. The alienation of officials from the 
masses is now an everyday experience in Chinese society. Despite his own failures to 
institutionalise worker power, Mao repeatedly predicted the scenario of ‘a nation-wide 
counterrevolutionary restoration, when the Marxist party becomes a revisionist or 
fascist one, and the whole of China changes its colour.’5 With the masses out of the 
picture after the Cultural Revolution, families of the ‘red aristocracy’ and the new elites 
have enriched themselves at an unprecedented speed and scale by devouring state 
resources, and colluding public offices with private (domestic and foreign) capital. The 
early, popular enthusiasm and mandate for reform collapsed when a new ‘comprador-
bureaucratic capitalism’ (one of the main enemies of the Communist Revolution) 
emerged. Anti-graft campaigns have been plainly selective and left the root cause of 
corruption and degeneration intact. Above all, the loss of the mass line implies that 
the Party and government are no longer supposed to be publicly supervised (see also 
Andreas’ essay in the present volume). Chinese rulers refuse the popular demand to 
transparently declare their personal assets, for example, which is routine in capitalist 
democracies. Deprived of their ‘right to rebel’ (zaofan youli), the masses cannot 
question or resist Party decisions in any form. 

Second, by the same logic, the transformation of social and class relations renders 
any organised class politics a sheer impossibility. Without a ‘leading working class’ 
(constitutionally designated) in the first place, the majority of Chinese workers, who are 
rural migrants often on subcontracted or precarious jobs, are hardly a conscious class 
force. The ‘labouring people’ no longer signal a powerful political category. Instead, 
they are viewed through the lens of negative signifiers, such as ‘vulnerable groups’ 
(ruoshi qunti) prone to ‘mass incidents’ (qunti shijian) that threaten social stability. 
In Beijing’s ruthless campaign to expel migrants from the outskirts of the capital in 
the freezing cold in the winter of 2017, the abusive reference to them as a ‘low end 
population’ (diduan renkou), and the violent treatment of many of them as nothing but 
cheap, disposable commodities sparked a national outcry.

Yet, the blurred nature of the Party-state continues to prevent class consciousness 
from forming by occupying the symbolic space through which it could be articulated. 
The Party also cracks down on any sign of collective organisation and action. Labour’s 
dilemmas lie in whether to accept or reject the nominally communist regime and its 
arbitration, and whether to rely on ever distant state protection or attempt to collectively 
organise itself while running the high risk of being repressed. As such, labour vacillates 
between a waning hope of empowerment and the harsh reality of powerlessness, as 
shown in 2018 in the police pursuit of students supporting workers’ unionisation at 
the Shenzhen Jasic Technology factory. The state-capital coalition severely limits the 
Party-sanctioned legal channels. These channels are utilised only because workers are 
robbed of a socialist state that functions as an institutionalised class power committed 
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to their wellbeing and recognition. At best, depoliticised litigations and lawsuits seek 
isolated legal redress while thwarting the political representation of class interests or 
ferment of insurgency. The notions of judicial independence and formal procedures 
presume a ‘normal’ polity that protects capitalist private property and order, in contrast 
to the mass line presuppositions that subject legality to the fundamental morality 
of social justice (see Hurst’s essay in the present volume). Given China’s profound 
revolutionary inheritance, neither the rule of law prioritised in the state agenda nor 
political democratisation as a liberal yearning can be legitimately accomplished without 
reinstating this moral substance. 

A third explanation is that the Party’s current ideological position is incompatible 
with the mass line, as reflected in the lack of persuasiveness and cultural capital of the 
Party’s people-centred rhetoric. Under Deng Xiaoping’s interdiction against ‘arguing’ 
(bu zhenglun), decades of a state-sponsored commodification and single-minded 
growth have nurtured a monoculture of money fetishism, consumerism, and political 
cynicism. Xi Jinping’s ‘New Era’ has so far produced no reorientation while at the same 
time endorsing a superficial and even deformed Marxism. Exemplary is his depiction 
of the contradiction facing Chinese society as ‘between unbalanced and inadequate 
development and the people’s ever-growing needs for a better life,’ rolled out at the 
Nineteenth Party Congress.6 Evaded outright is a basic class analysis of China’s actual 
contradictions: its exploitative productive relations, structural inequalities, as well as 
class, gender, ethnic, and regional disparities and conflicts. The fact that 60 million 
children are left behind in dilapidated villages by struggling parents working 
faraway as urban subalterns alone taints any socialist decoration. This deliberately 
apolitical formulation will not revive the pride of labour but only further encourage 
developmentalist greed, waste, rifts, and resource depletion—both at home and abroad.

One may argue that due to the Party’s suicidal departure from its founding creeds, 
we have witnessed a historical defeat of the CCP by capitalist global integration. But 
things are not all fixed. The regime is still capable of responding to popular pressure 
on certain issues, such as improving general welfare and government services, as 
shown in a few celebrated policies of ‘accurately’ identifying and eradicating poverty or 
‘greening’ the environment. Such policies may have nothing to do with socialism, and 
their implementation is far from free of biases or mismanagement. Neither poverty nor 
pollution is yet treated at its root cause and hence inevitably keeps being reproduced. 
However, the message of ‘politics in command’ resonates in its absence and urgency, 
in the midst of China’s ongoing neoliberalisation (as others are phasing it out) as seen 
in its virtual privatisation of land, opening the commanding height industries and 
the financial and security sectors to private tycoons and foreign investors, relentless 
overaccumulation and overseas adventure, as well as the recentralisation of personalised 
and repressive power. The possibility of a transformative politics in an age of illusion 
as well as despair depends on the most imaginative and fruitful legacies of the Chinese 
Revolution and experimental socialism being critically relearned. Confusions, retreats, 
and setbacks notwithstanding, the future is open. A new popular and historical subject 
could be remade in a countertransformation of society and its structure of feelings and 
values. The mass line is dead, but its lessons and aspirations live on. 
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21
群众监督
Mass Supervision
Joel ANDREAS

‘Mass supervision’ (qunzhong jiandu) was a central pillar of the Chinese 
Communist Party’s (CCP) mode of governance during the Mao Zedong 
era. The term referred to practices designed to make individuals in 

positions of power accountable to those below them. Although it was used in connection 
with old elites from pre-1949 society, the main target was always the CCP’s own cadres. 
The Party maintained elaborate systems of internal discipline and top-down control, 
but it found these to be insufficient, and so from its earliest days Party leaders mobilised 
rank-and-file Party members and ‘non-Party masses’ to monitor communist cadres, 
denounce violations of Party policies, and criticise malfeasance and abuses of power.

After taking power, the new regime organised an array of systems to lodge grievances 
and report official abuses as well as other methods to facilitate continuous monitoring 
of cadres from below. For the most part, however, mass supervision took place 
through periodic political campaigns rather than these routine channels. The Mao era 
was punctuated by a series of mass movements carried out under the rubric of mass 
supervision, culminating in the Cultural Revolution (see also Thornton’s essay in the 
present volume). It should be emphasised that although these campaigns required the 
active participation of workers, peasants, and other citizens, the latter did not initiate 
the campaigns or determine their objectives. Mass supervision was a CCP project 
designed to meet Party goals.

In this essay, I will first briefly discuss the aims, targets, and forms of mass supervision. 
I will then provide an overview of the major mass supervision campaigns during the 
Mao era, before noting enduring practices today. A key focus will be on a fundamental 
problem entailed in mass supervision efforts—the lack of autonomy of those expected 
to monitor and criticise the cadres who exercised authority over them—and methods 
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employed to address this problem. My understanding of how these methods were 
implemented and my assessment of the results are informed by a ten-year investigation 
into the evolution of governance practices in Chinese factories.1 

Aims, Targets, and Forms

Mass supervision was the quintessential element of the CCP’s conception of 
democratic participation. Mao succinctly expressed this in his famous conversation 
in 1945 with Huang Yanpei, a prominent education reformer. At a meeting with 
communist leaders at their insurgent headquarters in Yan’an, Huang presented his 
hosts with a pointed question about the fate of victorious revolutions in China’s past:

What I’ve seen conforms to the saying, ‘Things flourish suddenly, but they 
also degenerate quickly.’ At first people pay close attention to everything, they 
work extremely hard and are willing to go through all kinds of hardships. But 
later, as the situation improves, this spirit gradually degenerates and over 
time people develop inertia … . Throughout history, either the government 
falls into the hands of eunuchs, or reforms fail after a reformer is dismissed, 
or officials becomes corrupt, but so far no state has been able to escape this 
cyclical law. Gentlemen of the Communist Party … . I hope you can find 
a way to escape this law.

Mao replied: ‘We have already found a new road to escape this cycle. That new road 
is democracy. Only when the people are allowed to supervise the government, will the 
government not dare to become complacent.’2

Mao’s conception of democracy, shared by other Party leaders, was quite restricted. 
The CCP insisted on an absolute political monopoly; it did not allow competing 
political parties and it exercised tight control over all economic and social institutions. 
Moreover, popular participation was limited largely to the basic levels of society, far 
from the realm of central policymaking, which took place at higher echelons of the CCP. 
Within this constricted framework, however, mass supervision was expected to play 
a critical role, keeping communist cadres on the straight and narrow and compelling 
them to listen to the concerns of the population they were to govern.
The mechanisms of mass supervision were designed to elicit exposure of a wide variety 

of proscribed behaviours by communist cadres, including corruption, favouritism and 
nepotism, inefficiency and waste, privilege-seeking and selfishness, a variety of political 
offences, and official misconduct prompting citizen grievances. The most important 
target of mass supervision, however, was bureaucratic work styles (guanliaozhuyi 
zuofeng), which in the CCP’s lexicon referred to cadres being isolated from the masses, 
imposing harsh rules and regulations, managing in an arrogant and autocratic fashion, 
stifling criticism, complaints, and suggestions from below, and refusing to attend to the 
concerns of masses or involve them in local governance. Party leaders recognised that 
the problem of bureaucratism could not be effectively remedied through the Party’s 
systems of top-down control.3 Such bureaucratic controls were not only ineffective in 
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curbing bureaucratism, but were counterproductive because they exacerbated cadres’ 
proclivity to turn their gaze up, rather than down; to prevent cadres from becoming 
aloof from the masses, supervision from below was indispensable.
The CCP made workplaces—rural production brigades and urban work units 

(see Kevin Lin’s essay in the present volume)—the main sites through which it governed 
the populace and fostered popular participation. These workplaces, therefore, became 
the principal locations for mass supervision. This was true both of the periodic mass 
supervision campaigns as well as the everyday mechanisms, which included reporting 
systems (such as anonymous letter boxes), petition and grievance systems, the election 
of basic-level leaders, the practice of leaders reporting to mass meetings, the creation of 
teams of rank-and-file representatives to monitor leadership bodies, and the election of 
representative congresses to supervise workplace leadership.

Efforts to make mass supervision effective confronted a fundamental problem: 
urban workers and villagers had little autonomy from the cadres they were expected 
to supervise. Local cadres enjoyed great power, which was reinforced by the Party’s 
determination to maintain a political monopoly. Party organisations in villages and 
work units left little room for autonomous activity and, despite official prohibitions, 
raising criticisms of local cadres often brought retribution. Mao and other Party leaders 
were acutely aware of this problem and the purpose of organising mass campaigns 
was to overcome popular reticence by providing official support for raising criticisms. 
Mao was responsible for initiating all mass supervision campaigns, including major 
movements in which Party authorities dispatched outside work teams to mobilise 
villagers or workers to criticise local cadres (see Perry’s essay in the present volume). 
Although outside work teams introduced a degree of autonomy from local Party 
officials, the Party organisation remained in charge. On two occasions, however, Mao 
went around the Party organisation to inspire more freewheeling criticism. In the 
following sections, I will review the various methods of mobilisation employed in mass 
supervision campaigns and assess the results.

Origins and Early Campaigns

The CCP’s practice of mass supervision had both domestic and foreign roots. It was 
informed by the traditional Chinese system of lodging complaints (gaozhuang), in which 
people were encouraged to report malfeasance by ‘corrupt officials’ and ‘evil gentry’ to 
higher authorities through petitions that ultimately might reach the emperor.4 It was 
also informed by Soviet traditions, many of which were borrowed by the CCP, along 
with the term mass supervision itself.5 The Party’s own practices were developed while 
it was an insurgent organisation, ensconced for decades in remote rural base areas. 
In order to maintain support in the villages it governed, Party leaders sought to prevent 
local cadres from abusing their power by conducting periodic Party rectification 
campaigns (see Mertha’s essay in the present volume). In 1947, they experimented with 
‘open door’ rectification, dispatching Party work teams to organise villagers to criticise 
shortcomings and transgressions of local Party cadres. In his classic first-hand account, 
William Hinton described how this campaign was carried out, with each village cadre 
compelled to face village-wide meetings and ‘pass the gate’ in order to keep his or her 
position.6 Li Fangchun subsequently documented the vast impact of this campaign and 
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the severe psychological and physical violence to which rural cadres were subjected.7 
Commenting on the campaign, a senior communist leader wrote in his diary that the 
Party seemed to be ‘waging revolution against itself.’8

After the CCP took national power in 1949, the practice of mass supervision was 
given prominent sanction in the new regime’s first Constitution, adopted in 1954, which 
declared: ‘All state organs must rely on the masses of the people, keep close contact 
with the masses, listen to the opinions of the masses, and accept the supervision of the 
masses.’9 Starting in the early 1950s, Party leaders launched a series of mass supervision 
campaigns, the most important of which was the Three Antis Campaign (sanfan 
yundong), directed against leaders of state-owned enterprises and state agencies. Many 
communist cadres became targets of this campaign, but during these early years their 
offences were generally construed to be the product of corruption by old elites and the 
influence of traditional ideas and practices. As these campaigns were an integral part of 
the effort to consolidate communist power at the expense of old elites, it was also not 
difficult for central authorities to trust local Party organisations to manage them. For 
instance, concerns that Party cadres in charge of a particular factory had developed 
close ties with incumbent factory leaders or had become entrenched in local networks 
of corruption could readily be dealt with by sending in outside work teams to mobilise 
workers in the factory to investigate.10

This was no longer the case after the socialist transformation was completed in 
1956. The Party Rectification Campaign carried out in the spring of the following year 
exclusively targeted Party cadres, who were by then fully in charge of all institutions. 
Under these conditions, Mao decided to unleash a more autonomous type of mass 
supervision that did not entail the tutelage of Party-dispatched work teams. In the 1957 
Party Rectification Campaign, the culmination of the Hundred Flowers Campaign 
launched in 1956, he invited professionals, intellectuals, and students to organise their 
own meetings and activities to criticise the communist cadres in charge of schools, 
government agencies, and enterprises. This was a risky move that ended in disaster, as 
many of those who spoke up did not limit their criticisms to Mao’s intended agenda, but 
raised more fundamental critiques of the new regime. Communist cadres responded 
with alarm and indignation, and Mao was compelled to support a harsh backlash, the 
Anti-rightist Campaign, which condemned hundreds of thousands of those who had 
spoken up to years of punishment and discrimination.11

In the years that followed the debacle of 1957, Mao continued to mobilise criticism 
of communist cadres, but he retreated to the more conventional work team method. 
Moreover, in order to avoid the dynamic that emerged in 1957, which pitted old elites 
against new elites, he never again mobilised popular criticism of communist cadres 
without at the same time targeting old elites. In subsequent campaigns, although Party 
cadres were always the main target, old elites were also subjected to attack.

The Four Cleans

In 1962, Mao launched the Four Cleans Campaign—formally known as the Socialist 
Education Movement—the broadest, deepest, and most protracted effort since the 
founding of the People’s Republic of China to reign in malfeasance and bureaucratic 
practices among Party cadres. The Campaign lasted for more than four years and 
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mobilised huge numbers of workers and peasants. The purpose, Mao declared in the 
initial guidelines for the mobilisation, was to criticise cadres who had been ‘acting like 
bureaucrats and overlords divorced from the masses,’ compelling them ‘to directly face 
the masses and resolve the abnormal relations that have existed between cadres and the 
masses for many years.’12

During the course of the Campaign, Mao’s evaluation of the maladies that afflicted 
the CCP officialdom became more jaundiced, and in early 1965 he supervised the 
drafting of a new set of guidelines that identified the main target as ‘those in positions 
of authority inside the Party who are taking the capitalist road.’13 Later that year, 
responding to a report by the leader of a work team assigned to direct the movement in 
an agricultural machinery factory, Mao elaborated on the ‘capitalist roader’ (zouzipai) 
theme with startling words. ‘The bureaucratic class,’ he wrote, referring to officials of his 
own Party, ‘is a class sharply opposed to the working class and poor and lower-middle 
peasants. These leaders who take the capitalist road have become, or are becoming, 
the capitalists who suck the workers’ blood. How can they sufficiently understand the 
necessity of socialist revolution? They are the targets of our struggle and the targets of 
the revolution.’14

For Mao, the Four Cleans Campaign became a critical test of the work team method. 
The revised 1965 guidelines emphasised that ‘cadres must have supervision from above 
and below, particularly mass supervision’ adding that ‘in the Four Cleans Campaign 
we must work together with the masses to find effective means of supervision.’15 As is 
evident from retrospective ethnographic accounts of the Campaign in factories as 
well as villages, the Four Cleans work teams were, in fact, very effective in curbing 
cadre corruption.16 Because the teams were not under the leadership of local Party 
committees, they were in a position to organise villagers and factory workers to 
criticise their superiors, and to undertake harsh, systematic, mass-based investigations 
of unscrupulous behaviour by local cadres. On the other hand, the top-down nature 
of the work team method only reinforced the hierarchy of authority and culture of 
tutelage that underpinned the maladies associated with bureaucratism. As Mao became 
increasingly preoccupied with the latter, which he saw as fostering the development 
of a new bureaucratic class of Party officials, he decided to abandon the work team 
method.

Already in January 1965, Mao issued a sharp critique of the methods employed by the 
Four Cleans work teams, using language that presaged the radical approach he would 
take during the Cultural Revolution. ‘When you go to develop a mass movement, when 
you go to lead a mass struggle, in the midst of the struggle the masses are going to do 
what they want to do, and then in the course of the struggle they’ll create their own 
leaders,’ he insisted. ‘In short, you have to rely on the masses; you can’t rely on the work 
teams. The work teams don’t understand the situation, or in ignorance they become 
bureaucrats and obstruct the movement.’17 In a postmortem delivered two years later, 
he declared that the movement had ‘failed to solve the problem because we did not find 
a form, a method, to arouse the broad masses to expose our dark aspect openly, in an 
all-round way and from below.’18
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Rebel-led Mass Supervision

The Cultural Revolution was in many ways a direct continuation of the Four Cleans 
Campaign, but it featured a much more radical effort to introduce autonomy into mass 
supervision. Although Mao allowed Party leaders to once again send in work teams 
when he launched the movement in the spring of 1966, he immediately commissioned 
newspaper articles and radio broadcasts that called on the masses to ‘educate 
themselves and liberate themselves.’ A few weeks later, he demanded the removal of 
work teams, accusing them of having ‘encircled and suppressed revolutionaries, stifled 
opinions differing from their own, imposed a white terror, and felt very pleased with 
themselves.’19

Mao subsequently called on students, workers, and peasants to form their own 
‘fighting groups’ (zhandoudui) to criticise Party officials in their schools, factories, and 
communes. In factories, this turn of events had a polarising effect, spurring the rise of 
both ‘rebel’ (zaofan) organisations, which directed their fire at the Party organisation 
and pledged loyalty to no one but Mao, and conservative organisations, which defended 
the factory Party organisation. This led to fierce factional struggles in workplaces across 
China.20

The stakes of the conflict increased dramatically in January 1967 after Mao called 
on rebels to ‘seize power’ (duoquan). He first endorsed rebel efforts to take control of 
Shanghai’s newspapers, declaring: ‘The seizure of power at two newspapers is a national 
question and we should support their rebellion.’ He cautioned, however, that the 
old leaders of the newspapers should not be discharged: ‘I am not in favour of their 
dismissal; let them remain at their posts and be supervised by the masses.’21 He relayed 
the same message a few days later after rebels, backed by his emissaries, overthrew the 
Shanghai Municipal Party Committee. ‘Taking over is great, but those who take over 
should only be in charge of politics (zhengwu), not regular administrative functions 
(yewu),’ he instructed. ‘Regular administrative functions should still be taken care of 
by the original staff. We should only be responsible for supervising them.’22 The new 
‘revolutionary committee’ (geming weiyuanhui) structure that Mao eventually endorsed 
followed this logic: ‘mass representatives’ (qunzhong daibiao), who were to be drawn 
from the ranks of rebel groups and remain at their original posts, were to supervise 
veteran cadres, who would occupy managerial positions. Despite Mao’s insistence 
that seizing power should only be a means of reinforcing supervision from below, the 
ensuing violent factional struggles for power greatly complicated and in many ways 
eclipsed the original project.

His inflammatory rhetoric notwithstanding, Mao’s goals during the Cultural 
Revolution were not as radical as many observers (and participants) imagined. He had 
no intention of fundamentally changing the state structure or overthrowing the CCP; 
his aim was to shake up the Party organisation and challenge the officious, bureaucratic 
airs of Party cadres. The methods he introduced, however, were quite radical considering 
that until then the CCP had insisted on exercising a complete monopoly on political 
activity. Because the rebels were self-organised and largely independent from the Party 
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organisation, they were especially capable of breaking down the authority of the local 
Party hierarchy, and opening up Party cadres to a torrent of criticism from below. 
The impact was lasting; the authority of Party officials never fully recovered.
The Cultural Revolution, however, ultimately failed to establish an effective long-

term model for incorporating autonomy into mass supervision. The autonomy of the 
rebel groups was compromised in two critical ways. First, they were compelled to 
operate within very narrow political and ideological constraints and the scope of the 
issues they were permitted to raise was limited. While they were encouraged to attack 
cadres’ privileges, corruption, and authoritarian and bureaucratic ways, economic 
demands were off limits. Organisations so constrained could never truly represent the 
masses of workers and peasants. Second, the rebel organisations were only allowed 
a momentary existence. Once Mao’s blessing was withdrawn, they were compelled to 
disband and subsequently faced a backlash far harsher than the Anti-rightist Campaign. 
Mao recognised that effective mass supervision required organisations that were not 
under Party control, but he was not willing to permit the permanent establishment of 
autonomous organisations.

Remnants of Mass Supervision

Today, mass supervision continues to be part of the principles formally underpinning 
the CCP’s model of governance, but the practices associated with the slogan have 
changed in fundamental ways.23 This has been evident in the ongoing anti-corruption 
drive launched by Xi Jinping in 2012. The masses have been called upon to participate, 
but there has been little semblance of the mass movements of the past, when cadres 
were hauled before mass meetings in every village and factory. Instead, the Campaign 
has largely been carried out by the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, and 
supervision from below has mainly taken the form of individuals reporting abuses. 
Moreover, as in all recent campaigns that have targeted cadres, the focus has been on 
corruption. The main preoccupation of the Mao era—the abuses of power identified as 
bureaucratism—are of little concern.
The dynamics of mass supervision, however, extend beyond official channels. 

A wide variety of other avenues for grassroots complaints about cadre behaviour have 
emerged, including unofficial websites on which citizens vent frustration and anger 
about cadre corruption and abuse of power. The resulting scandals have become 
a highlight of Chinese political life. One indication of the extent to which the concept 
of the mass supervision continues to inspire popular political thinking in China can be 
found in a manifesto issued by organisers of ‘Jasmine’ pro-democracy rallies in 2011, 
which featured as its central demand that the government ‘genuinely fight corruption 
and accept the supervision of the people.’24 Thus, although the tumultuous mass 
movements of the Mao era are fading into the past, the idea of mass supervision, rooted 
in longstanding Chinese traditions and forged into a mainstay of popular participation 
during the first decades of the communist era, has become an enduring feature of 
China’s political culture. 
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22
动员
Mobilisation
LI Zhiyu
(Translated by William SIMA)

‘Mobilisation’ (dongyuan) is a fundamental concept in contemporary 
Chinese politics. It denotes the use of an ideological system by a political 
party or regime to encourage, or coerce, members of society to participate 

in certain political, economic, or social objectives, in order to achieve large-scale 
centralisation and deployment of resources and manpower. In China, the modern 
understanding of politics by mass mobilisation originated in the First United Front 
between the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the Nationalist Party (guomindang, 
hereafter GMD) in 1923. Believing that the success of the Chinese Revolution 
depended on close unity between the government and all social organisations, Sun 
Yat-sen, the founder of the GMD, stressed the importance of awakening the masses, 
advocating a policy of ‘alliance with the Soviet Union, alliance with the Communist 
Party, assistance for the peasants and workers.’ With this policy, Sun sought to fashion 
the GMD into a modern political party rooted in mass mobilisation. Yet, it would be 
the CCP that eventually came to exemplify and refine mobilisation politics in modern 
China. During the War of Resistance against Japan, the Civil War of the late 1940s, and 
in successive social movements after 1949, mass mobilisation was a critical ideological 
mechanism through which the CCP achieved its political ambitions. 

In their classic study Politics in China, James Townsend and Brantly Womack describe 
the advent of a ‘Chinese model’ or ‘Maoist model’ in Western political science since the 
1970s, which emerged in response to a recognised need to view China’s political system 
as sui generis rather than with reference to ‘developing country’ models, the Soviet 
Union, and other imperfect comparative paradigms.1 They identify four key elements 
in the Chinese/Maoist political model. First, it aims to achieve national independence 
and self-reliance, avoiding economic or political dependence on other states (see Yang’s 
essay in the present volume). Second, it seeks comprehensive development of all sectors 
of society and the economy, with emphasis on agriculture, through centralised planning. 
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Third, it emphasises mass mobilisation and participation as techniques for achieving 
social, economic, and political goals. In such a context, the destabilising effects of mass 
campaigns on bureaucratic institutions are regarded as healthy, or at least acceptable, as 
is any damage to intellectual and technical skills that accompanies the glorification of 
mass movements. Finally, the Chinese political model insists on continuous revolution 
for the purpose of avoiding the restoration of capitalism, including in cases where 
capitalist tendencies are evident within the Party itself (see Galway’s essay in the present 
volume). However, rather than conceiving of mobilisation as a distinct element within 
the Chinese model, as Townsend and Womack do, in this essay I will argue that it 
would be more fitting to see mobilisation as essential to all the elements of the model.

Governance by Mobilisation

The 1937–45 War of Resistance against Japan was the critical period for the 
ascendency of the CCP, for Mao Zedong’s ideas on the people’s war, and the maturation 
of a political system rooted in mobilisation (see Guan’s essay in the present volume). 
Mao understood war to encompass driving away imperialism and building a new 
nation out of the old. For this to be realised would require nothing less than the full 
mobilisation of the Chinese population. In his classic treatise ‘On Protracted War,’ 
first delivered as a series of speeches at Yan’an in May and June 1938, Mao described 
mobilisation in the following terms: 

A national revolutionary war as great as ours cannot be won without 
extensive and thoroughgoing political mobilisation … . [Mobilisation] 
is indeed of primary importance, while our inferiority in weapons and 
other things is only secondary. The mobilisation of the common people 
throughout the country will create a vast sea in which to drown the enemy, 
create the conditions that will make up for our inferiority in arms and other 
things, and create the prerequisites for overcoming every difficulty in the 
war. To win victory, we must persevere in the War of Resistance, in the 
united front, and in the protracted war. But all these are inseparable from 
the mobilisation of the common people … . To mobilise once is not enough; 
political mobilisation for the War of Resistance must be continuous. Our job 
is not to recite our political programme to the people, for nobody will listen 
to such recitations; we must link the political mobilisation for the war with 
developments in the war and with the life of the soldiers and the people, and 
make it a continuous movement. This is a matter of immense importance on 
which our victory in the war primarily depends. 

Thus, for Mao war was a phenomenon encompassing not only armed conflict, but 
also national independence, political renewal, and the reconstruction of society and 
culture. Throughout the War of Resistance and the ensuing resumption of the Civil War 
with the GMD after 1946, the CCP successfully mobilised large numbers of peasants 
to enlist in its regular army, or to join people’s militias, guerilla detachments, and 
local-level self-defense groups acting in concert with the regular army. From the early 
1940s, the CCP launched a Production Campaign for self-sufficiency in agriculture and 
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the production of common items, with rectification (zhengfeng) and thought reform 
(sixiang gaizao) serving as crucial political mechanisms for achieving consensus among 
Party members, and unity with the masses (see the essays by Cheek, Mertha, and Yang 
in the present volume). Self-sufficiency and ideological rectitude safeguarded the CCP’s 
growth during wartime. 

After the establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, the communist 
regime adapted the ideology and methods of mass mobilisation it had developed during 
wartime to political administration, the economy, and society. From 1950 to 1953, 
the Land Reform Movement, the Campaign to Suppress Counterrevolutionaries, the 
Campaign to Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea, the Three Antis Campaign (against 
corruption, waste, and bureaucratism), and the Five Antis Campaign (against bribery, 
tax evasion, theft of state assets, cheating on government contracts, and stealing state 
economic intelligence) were all deeply rooted in mass mobilisation. So too were the 
campaigns of the late 1950s and 1960s, including the Four Pests Campaign (aimed at 
eradiating mice, sparrows, flies, and mosquitoes), the Great Leap Forward, and the 
Down to the Countryside Movement at the start of the Cultural Revolution. Indeed, 
it may be said that from 1949 until the beginning of the reforms in the late 1970s, the 
communist regime embodied a politics of governance by mobilisation. Below, I outline 
three key features of this model of governance.

The Mechanisms behind Mobilisation

The Party serves as the core and propellant of mobilisation politics. The late University 
of Chicago-based political scientist Tang Tsou famously described a ‘concentric circle 
structure’ in China’s CCP-led political system, with 

the Party secretary standing at the center, the Party committee forming the 
inner circle, and the general membership forming the next one outward. 
The Party as a whole … sought to influence, guide, penetrate, and control the 
social groups and institutions around them, mobilising and organising the 
social strata, groups, and individuals which had never been actively involved 
in the political process or had formerly remained passive and inert.2 

This concentric circle structure, Tsou writes, ‘proved to be an efficacious instrument 
for carrying through a social revolution and reshaping the social system.’ 

In the early years of the PRC, the function of mobilisation in carrying out mass 
movements can be seen in just such terms of a concentric fanning out, from the 
Central Committee to cadres in provincial- and regional-level Party committees, 
thence downwards to activists engaging directly with the masses at the grassroots. This 
is illustrated in a December 1951 report from the CCP North China Bureau to the 
Central Committee, recommending the Three Antis Campaign to be carried out ‘on 
a grand scale, with tenacity of lightening and the swiftness of wind.’3 Mao circulated 
this Report as an exemplary text on how the Three Antis Campaign should be 
enacted nationwide. It stipulated that policies and directives be issued in a top-down 
fashion throughout all Party representative committees, cadre committees, people’s 
representative committees and in Party and non-Party political, economic, and military 
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organisations. It recommended that inspection committees made up of Party and non-
Party cadres and activists be established at all levels, overseen by a senior Party official; 
these committees should be responsible for rectifying the sort of ‘erroneous thinking’ 
that hindered the project of opposing corruption, waste, and bureaucratisation. The 
Report insisted that mobilisation spread ubiquitously at all levels, ‘leaving out not 
a single small organisation or individual.’ 

If we survey movements and campaigns from 1949 up to the Cultural Revolution, it 
is evident that centre-led mobilisation generally progressed through a number of steps: 
a) propaganda was formulated and inculcated among the people; b) high-level cadres 
shaped propaganda and facilitated its spread, mobilising from the centre downwards; 
c) exemplars of effective political action were fostered and encouraged through inter-
group competition and education sessions; d) ‘psychological warfare’ (gongxinzhan) 
was used to enforce mass education movements; e) short and longer duration political 
campaigns intersected and overlapped, driven by a process of continual mobilisation. 

Mass Mobilisation and the Mass Line

As a mechanism of political action, mobilisation requires efficacious propaganda 
techniques and a constructive relationship between the Party and masses. Mass 
mobilisation involves working with the masses to develop the ‘mass line’ (qunzhong 
luxian), an important concept for the CCP during and after its coming to power (see 
Lin Chun’s essay in the present volume). Mao’s thinking on the ‘people’s war’ advocates 
having faith in the masses, relying on the masses, mobilising and organising the masses 
to create the ‘vast ocean’ in which to drown the enemy, as he outlined in his treatise ‘On 
Protracted War’ noted above. This attitude of relying on the masses is perhaps what 
most strongly distinguished the CCP from the GMD in their approaches to war; the 
GMD, by contrast, emphasised reliance on the standing army, the government, and 
conventional forms of warfare. Indeed, willingness—or lack thereof—to stir up popular 
sentiment and mobilise the masses was perhaps the most fundamental difference in the 
approach to governance between the two parties.

However, having faith in and relying on the masses, learning from and returning 
to the masses is merely the ideal situation of the mass line. The mass line only works 
effectively when those in power take account of the best interests and aspirations of 
the masses, when the masses recognise that the Party is sincerely representing them, 
and respond by embracing and upholding the Party’s policies. While it is the Party 
that stages mobilisation, the subjective position of the masses—their feeling that they 
really are ‘masters of their own affairs’—is the essential basis for successful mobilisation 
politics. At numerous points in the history of the PRC, the mass line has failed to 
achieve this ideal. 

Administrative Mobilisation in the Era of Reform 

China’s transformation after 1979 is often expressed in terms of a shift from ‘revolution’ 
to ‘modernisation.’ With the new leadership under Deng Xiaoping pursuing economic 
reform and bureaucratic professionalisation of the government administration, and as 
citizens embraced private ownership and individual self-consciousness, politics by large-
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scale mass mobilisation gradually became a phenomenon of the past. In contemporary 
China, the government, at such times when it requires organised popular participation 
on a large scale, typically issues administrative orders and offers material incentives to 
participants. Such ‘administrative decree-style mobilisation’ is especially visible in two 
main areas.
The first is crisis mobilisation. The state regularly mobilises the Party, government 

administration, and military to coordinate closely with social forces in emergency 
rescue and crisis alleviation. The successful response to the 2003 SARS epidemic and 
the May 2008 Wenchuan earthquake are notable recent examples of administration-
driven mobilisation.4 In a recent study of the Wenchuan earthquake, Christian Sorace 
demonstrates how the CCP claims to have engineered a secular ‘miracle’ (qiji) on the 
basis of mobilising the entire Party-state apparatus and ‘Party spirit’ (dangxing) of its 
cadres to complete the reconstruction in under two years.5 Thus, mobilisation is praised 
as key to the success of the reconstruction effort, while remaining a carefully controlled 
and orchestrated affair. 
The second is education campaigns. The Party communicates developments in 

ideology and policy implementation to wider society through what may be termed 
‘mobilised education drives.’ Recent examples include the 2015 Three Stricts and Three 
Genuines Campaign (san yan san shi yundong), which exhorted strictness in ‘moral 
cultivation, the use of power, and in the exercise of self-discipline,’ while ‘planning and 
working in genuine ways and genuinely striving to be a decent person.’6 In 2016, the 
Two Studies and One Action Campaign (liang xue yi zuo yundong) pressured CCP 
members to study the Party constitution and regulations, study the serialised speeches 
of Party leaders, and strive to be good Party members. Designed and directed by the 
Central Committee and implemented downwards, these education campaigns aim to 
defuse pressure away from the centre; committees at all levels are required to ‘maintain 
discipline among Party members and effectively lead the rank-and-file.’ Whereas 
during the Maoist period mobilisation was based in mass participation, contemporary 
campaigns such as those outlined above rely on the media to communicate policy 
from the centre. While often regarded as a tiresome formality of public life, they are 
nonetheless an effective means for the Party to shape the behaviour of its members, 
and of wider society.
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23
博物馆
Museum
Denise Y. HO

What was a museum (bowuguan) in Mao’s China? In 1952, a Shanghai 
Museum guidebook explained that New China’s heightened political 
consciousness required attendant opportunities to study culture.1 According 

to its directors, there was also a demand for museum visits from an increasing number 
of mass organisations, such as workers’ groups and schools. Citing Mao Zedong’s 
writings on the historic greatness of the nation, the role of antiquity in building New 
Democracy, and the place of China in world civilisation, officials announced the 
Shanghai Museum’s guiding principles: to teach China’s cultural traditions, to utilise 
ancient culture to develop the new, and to cultivate patriotism in service of socialist 
construction. ‘The museum is part of society’s superstructure,’ declared director Shen 
Zhiyu in 1960, ‘the goal for establishing museums is to carry out mass education in 
patriotism, socialism, and communism.’2 A museum in China—from the Mao era to 
the present—has been a political classroom.

Writing on the rise of museums in nineteenth-century Europe, sociologist Tony 
Bennett described ‘exhibitionary culture’ as a complex: a system in which knowledge 
projected power and in which viewers were part of the display, both subject and object 
of the exhibition.3 In the Mao years, the Shanghai Museum participated in all forms of 
exhibitionary culture—not just the fine art for which it is famous for today. While its 
permanent display showcased art by dynastic era, it also mounted special exhibitions 
to accompany political campaigns, including exhibits on revolutionary artefacts, on 
the history of Shanghai, and on the transformation of class from old to new China. 
During the Cultural Revolution, its workers collected contemporary objects like the 
placard of the Shanghai People’s Commune, anticipating that such artefacts would be 
the displays of the future. In these ways, the museum encompassed many functions. 
It was also a memorial hall (jinianguan), a display hall (chenlieguan), and an exhibition 
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hall (zhanlanguan). Its objects were mostly artefacts (shiwu), but also cultural relics 
(wenwu), which included a special subcategory of revolutionary cultural relics (geming 
wenwu). 

Museums were not new to Mao’s China. In the nineteenth century, foreign museums 
were founded in Shanghai’s international settlements, and in 1905 reformer Zhang 
Jian established the first Chinese museum in the city of Nantong. The Nationalist 
Government had its own museums, including memorial halls that displayed the 
possessions of revolutionary martyrs. While some May Fourth intellectuals criticised 
museums as warehouses for old things, their Republican-era boosters explained that—
as in the Soviet Union—museums could be used to spread ideology and transform 
the people’s consciousness.4 The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) began planning for 
a Museum of the Revolution as early as 1930 and used small-scale exhibits in its rural 
base areas for mass education.5 After coming to power in 1949, the state established 
museums to reflect and project its political legitimacy. Beyond this, exhibitions became 
part of the Party’s propaganda repertoire, deployed to mobilise the masses. As tools 
in China’s Communist Revolution, museums have served politics, displays have been 
curated at the grassroots, and objects have served as evidence. 

  
Museums as Politics

Museums in Mao’s China were first and foremost the expression of a political 
narrative. In the 1950s, Chinese cultural officials followed the Soviet model of 
museums as ‘living textbooks.’ The Lenin Museum, for instance, arranged its rooms 
according to the chapters in Stalin’s History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(Bolsheviks). Inspired by visits and by handbooks of Soviet museology, Chinese curators 
followed suit, presenting Chinese history according to Mao’s 1940 essay, ‘On New 
Democracy’ (see Blecher’s essay in the present volume). Further, as a ‘living textbook’ 
the revolutionary history museum would always be incomplete, a work in progress; 
as Wang Yeqiu of the State Bureau of Cultural Relics wrote in 1950, chapters would 
continually be added until the arrival of communism.6 Hence the Shanghai Museum’s 
collection of Cultural Revolution artefacts: this was the age of permanent revolution.

In addition to the narrative of the past, museums provided a script for the current 
moment. Archival materials from the 1960s show that at the First Party Congress Site—
the memorial established to commemorate the CCP founding in 1921—the official 
imperative was to serve the present (wei dangqian zhengzhi fuwu) (see the image on 
page 143). Exhibits were constantly updated to accord with contemporary politics, 
leading to a dizzying number of exhibition texts at the height of the Cultural Revolution, 
when scripts were continuously revised to include the latest political enemies. Docents 
themselves memorised scripts according to their audience—domestic visitors vs. 
foreign dignitaries—and also prepared lists of typical questions and appropriate 
answers. Even local and ad hoc exhibits had political scripts; in campaigns such as the 
Socialist Education Movement and the Cultural Revolution, display boards and docent 
texts presented visitors with the words, slogans, and quotations to attack alleged class 
enemies.7 
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In these ways, exhibitionary culture functioned as a kind of political signalling: in an 
era of tumultuous politics, when words could both accuse and incriminate, museum 
scripts were the latest Party-approved text. No wonder that even if exhibition attendance 
was required, people paid attention: a visit included copying text to teach others in turn; 
individuals requested visits to exhibits to try to understand the Cultural Revolution as 
it was breaking out; and out-of-town Red Guards went first to the local Red Guard 
Exhibition to understand the movement at the grassroots. In Elizabeth Perry’s study 
of the mining town of Anyuan, the Party secretary of its Chairman Mao Memorial 
Hall noticed Lin Biao’s absence from Beijing’s Great Hall of the People before news of 
Lin’s death came out, and revised Anyuan’s exhibits to his own political advantage.8 
An exhibit’s narrative text was a barometer for political winds: a docent script could be 
revised, a display backboard could be rewritten, and a cassette tape could be recorded 
over. As a political technology, the museum was at once an authoritative master 
narrative and an eminently adaptable form. 

Since the end of the Mao era, the museum in China continues to be a site for political 
narratives. It was in 1990—one year after the 1989 Tiananmen student movement—
that President Jiang Zemin chose Beijing’s Museum of the Chinese Revolution as the 
setting to speak on the importance of patriotic and socialist education, calling on 
Chinese museums to take responsibility in cultivating youth. From 2004, the state has 
promoted ‘patriotic education’ by supporting red tourism (hongse lüyou), entailing 
visits to historic sites associated with the revolutionary tradition.9 In 2012, President 
Xi Jinping introduced his slogan ‘China Dream’ (zhongguo meng) at what is now called 
the National Museum of China. As Timothy Cheek writes in this volume, the project of 
‘telling China’s story well’ (jianghao zhongguo gushi) is a central priority for the current 
regime, and museums no doubt play a role. As part of local development, municipalities 
have been building museums, and there is an increasing trend for companies and work 

The Site of the First National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, Shanghai (2010)
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units to each have their own museum. A tour of the museum is sometimes a stand-in 
for an inspection of the factory floor or an actual site visit—in other words, museums 
remain a way to control the script. And, in a time when China’s influence increasingly 
reaches abroad, museums will play an important role in ‘telling China’s story well’ for 
global audiences. For instance, the World War II Pacific War Memorial Hall (haiwai 
kangri zhanzheng jinianguan), a private museum in San Francisco, looks remarkably 
like a Chinese museum, featuring a sculpture ‘Great Wall of Blood and Flesh’ that 
evokes the Chinese national anthem. 

Museums as Grassroots

Exhibitions in Mao’s China departed from Republican and Soviet precedents in that 
they were a grassroots phenomenon. Neighbourhood cadres were instructed in the 
early 1950s to mount small-scale exhibits in alleyways that would complement the 
latest political campaign and the most recent propaganda. Officials were encouraged to 
enliven exhibits with objects and cartoons, to employ students to narrate them to those 
who could not read, and to even set up games; one anti-spy exhibition in Shanghai’s 
Huangpu district presented a ‘study city’ in which visitors could work their way 
through a maze by answering questions correctly. Similarly, handbooks for rural art 
workers gave detailed instructions on how to put on ‘class education exhibitions’ (jieji 
jiaoyu zhanlanhui), down to how to set up display halls for the best visitor circulation 
and how to construct backdrops to maximise visual space. In these ways, exhibitionary 
culture served a historiographical trend that began in 1958: to write and display history 
at the grassroots. Indeed, museums also had their own Great Leap Forward, in which 
the Ministry of Culture called for a museum in every county. 

In the era of permanent revolution, local exhibits served to mobilise the masses. 
They provided visitors with a narrative, but they also taught participation. At the 
grassroots, individuals were encouraged to provide artefacts to display: schoolchildren 
offered the uniforms and identity cards of their proletarian parents, workers presented 
the protective gloves and safety equipment of the factory in New China. During the 
Socialist Education Movement, which preceded the Cultural Revolution, teachers 
encouraged students to curate their own ‘class education exhibitions’ at school. The 
prototype for such a display was Sichuan’s Rent Collection Courtyard, which showcased 
the threat of class enemies past and present. It also provided a stage for individuals to 
tell stories of class suffering, for viewers to remember their own pasts, and for visitors 
to shout political slogans (see Javed’s essay in the present volume). Though the Rent 
Collection Courtyard was the most elaborate and well known, each locality had a ‘class 
education exhibition,’ some complete with a landlord manor and sculptural tableaux 
(see the image on page 145). 

In today’s China a different kind of grassroots exhibition is taking place. There 
has been a craze for personal collecting, ranging from retirees collecting Mao-era 
memorabilia to multimillionaires competing for artwork at international auctions. 
The  former may do so for personal pleasure, with the occasional participation in 
a collective exhibition encouraged by the ‘friends’ of a local museum. The latter may 
see collecting as connoisseurship and investment, and build private museums on par 
with the most modern and professional of state museums. Grassroots exhibitions can 
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Lei Feng Memorial Hall of Hunan, Changsha (2010)

even be digital, as in the case of virtual Cultural Revolution museums.10 Unable  to 
have a bricks-and-mortar Cultural Revolution museum in China, activists wishing 
to  memorialise the period do so online. In Hong Kong, there is somewhat more 
space to mount a grassroots exhibit; the territory has hosted pop-up displays on the 
1989 Tiananmen student movement, and between 2014 and 2016 a privately run June 
Fourth Museum existed across the street from the official Hong Kong Museum of 
History. Yet, the long arm of the Chinese state extends far and deep; with the rise of the 
Xi Jinping regime’s ‘sharp power,’ even displays outside of China—like Harvard’s 2017 
exhibit of Cultural Revolution ‘big-character posters’ (dazibao) from an anonymous 
private collector—can be seen as politically sensitive (see the image on page 148). 

Museums as Evidence

In the Mao era, museums and exhibitions differed from other propaganda forms 
in their focus on the material. Officials stressed that objects—more so than pictures 
or text—were most attractive for the ordinary viewer. ‘Every exhibition object,’ they 
exhorted, ‘has in and of itself a life and the ability to persuade.’11 Both accessible and 
arresting, material objects also fit within the ideological framework of a revolution 
based on Marxism: if a material object was a reflection of the historical circumstances—
and class relations—that produced it, then an object was the ideal lesson. Yet curators 
in Mao’s China departed from the Soviet model. In Soviet museums, exhibits explained 
class by showcasing the means of production and their ownership. In China during 
the Mao era—with the persistence of class struggle in the context of a ‘continuous 
revolution’ (see Galway’s essay in the present volume)—curators displayed class 
through personal possessions: workers and peasants through patched clothing and 
humble quilts, landlords and capitalists through silks and furs. Like temple depictions 
of otherworldly justice, greed and corruption were represented by material excess.12 
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Jianchuan Museum Cluster, Anren, Sichuan (2013)

Yet ‘class education exhibitions,’ ubiquitous during the Socialist Education Movement 
of the early 1960s, were more than mere morality tales. These were used to make the 
argument that class enemies existed in New China, threatening the socialist revolution, 
and that it was necessary to struggle against them; hence such exhibits used material 
possessions to display what were literally called ‘evidence’ and ‘proof.’ Land deeds and 
rent registers were called ‘change-of-sky documents’ (biantianzhang), supposedly saved 
by former owners so that after a capitalist restoration they could stage a comeback. 
Similarly, gold bars and foreign currency were used to identify landlords and capitalists 
who had ‘failed to reform,’ concealing their wealth for a future ‘change-of-sky.’ Finally, 
weapons and Nationalist flags were proof of counterrevolutionary intent, revealing 
enemies in New China’s midst. So powerful at suggestion was the ‘class education 
exhibition’ that it gave the Red Guards concrete examples, things to look for when 
they ransacked the homes of alleged class enemies during the Cultural Revolution’s 
notorious ‘house searches’ (chaojia). The discovery of such material evidence became 
grounds for class struggle, and the Red Guards proudly displayed the spoils of their 
revolutionary rebellion.13 

Four decades after the conclusion of the Cultural Revolution and the Mao era, where 
is the material evidence of this period? Outside of China, there have been exhibitions 
of its material culture, but most have been limited to displaying cultural artefacts and 
manufactured products: folk paintings and propaganda posters, ceramics and objects 
of everyday use, Mao badges and other consumer goods. Within China, a few collectors 
have established and built private institutions that exhibit what is sometimes called 
the ‘Red Age’ (hongse niandai)—for instance, Shanghai’s Propaganda Poster Art Centre 
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Jianchuan Museum Cluster, Anren, Sichuan (2016)

has become a niche tourist attraction, and the Jianchuan Museum Cluster, adjacent 
to Sichuan’s Rent Collection Courtyard, boasts the largest private museum in China 
today. But in the main these private museums do not offer an alternate narrative to 
that of the state. Events like the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution 
are acknowledged, but their violence and tragedy are only obliquely referred to, if 
mentioned at all. A propaganda poster or an enamelware basin present a past that is as 
‘red, bright, and shining’ as it was once imagined. 

Ironically, the rare examples of individuals who collect negative evidence borrow 
a page from Mao-era exhibitionary culture. For example, the display of blood-stained 
shirts is a constant trope from the Nationalists’ martyrs memorials to the Communists’ 
land reform rallies to New China’s ‘class education exhibitions.’ In Hu Jie’s 2006 
documentary film, Though I Am Gone, the husband of Bian Zhongyun—the first 
teacher beaten to death in the Cultural Revolution—saved her bloody clothing to be 
displayed one day in a Cultural Revolution Museum. In a similar way, some of the 
Tiananmen Mothers saved mementoes of their children: a death notice or a photograph 
of a bloodied corpse.14 Another central element of Maoist exhibitionary culture was 
the use of written and verbal testimony: letters and confessions, in-person recounting 
of suffering, and post-viewing reflection and self-criticism. Unconsciously mirroring 
this repertoire, the grandson of the notorious Liu Wencai—the landlord of the Rent 
Collection Courtyard—has spent his retirement years collecting testimonials of his 
grandfather’s good deeds from former family servants and tenant farmers, a present-
day attempt to rectify names.15 
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The Power of Material Objects

Material objects—in the Mao period and since—are powerful forms of evidence. 
To control their collection and exhibition is a priority for the state. Thus, museums in 
China, past and present, are repositories of official history, contemporary politics, and 
guides to the future. In the Mao era, a visitor could go to an exhibit and learn the script 
for a mass campaign as it was happening; likewise, an official could read a display’s 
backdrop for clues on political reshuffling. Today, one can still read Chinese museums 
and note revisions to the displays. In 2016, subtle changes to the private Jianchuan 
Museum Cluster’s ‘Red Age’ Exhibition Halls were observed. What was once to be 
a separate building devoted to the Cultural Revolution now exhibits the Red Army in 
Sichuan. A previous ambition to have a hall simulating the terror of the ‘house search’ 
was replaced with a digital collection of documents relating a house search account, 
erasable with the flick of a switch. In a series of glass cases, archival materials about 
property confiscation disappeared in favour of collectible cards featuring Mao Zedong 
quotations and revolutionary songs. Finally, a provocative side gallery consisting of 
the ‘wanted circulars’ of political enemies has been remade into a room for Mao-era 
textbooks (see the images on page 146–47). From official exhibition to private museum, 
the state continues to control the political narrative, the grassroots collection, and the 
material evidence of the past.

Red and Black Revolution: Dazibao and Woodcuts from 1960s China, Cambridge, MA (2017)
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24
民族
Nationality
Uradyn E. BULAG

Modern China has inherited not only a large territory but also many ethnic 
groups from the Manchu Qing Empire it overthrew in 1912. How to ‘stretch 
the short, tight, skin of the nation over the gigantic body of the empire’ has 

been a question confronting the successive governments of the Republic of China 
and the People’s Republic of China (PRC).1 In 1912, Chinese revolutionaries came to 
power with an anti-Manchu rage vowing to ‘drive out barbarians to restore China to the 
Chinese’ (quchu dalu, huifu zhonghua), but settled with the last emperor, who issued an 
abdication edict handing over the non-Chinese dominions of the Manchus, Mongols, 
Tibetans, and Muslims to the new Chinese state, thereby inaugurating it as a ‘union 
of five races’ (wuzu gonghe).2 This multinational settlement was only a temporary 
compromise by Chinese nationalists whose foremost goal was to build a ‘Chinese’ 
nation-state in which the nation and the state were congruent. The imagined nation was 
zhonghua minzu (Chinese nation) to match the state name zhonghua minguo (Republic 
of China). Thus, the Chinese Nationalists who established a National government 
(guomin zhengfu) in Nanjing in 1928 scrapped the Five-colour Flag of the Republican 
government (minguo zhengfu or beiyang zhengfu) based in Beijing, which symbolised 
the five races, and replaced it with a Blue Sky with a White Sun Flag (qingtian bairi qi) 
signalling a desire for a national unity. 
The PRC founded by the Communists in 1949 had a different vision for the new state. 

Since the Communists’ legitimacy lies in ‘the people’ (renmin), the PRC Constitution 
defines China not as a nation, but a ‘unitary multinational state created jointly by the 
people of all its nationalities’ (quanguo gezu renmin gongtong dizao de tongyi de duo 
minzu guojia). And yet, with the waning of communist ideology, in the recent decade 
the discourse of the nation—zhonghua minzu—has come to the fore, thereby raising 
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the question not only of how to refer to its diverse constituent nationalities, but also 
whether they should have any place in the newly imagined Chinese nation now openly 
embraced by the Communists.

Pre-communist Ethnopolitics

At the turn of the twentieth century, as the empire was transformed into a nation-
state, China’s ethnopolitics centred around how to name the diverse ethnic groups 
and the nation itself. The Chinese borrowed the concept of minzu from the Japanese 
minzoku (written with the same characters), which translated the English terms 
nation and nationality in the original Western sense of a civilian class opposed to 
aristocracy. In China, though, minzu came to denote a genealogical group with a racial 
connotation. In his oath of office as the provisional President of the Republic, and his 
reply to Sun Yat-sen’s congratulations on 10 March 1912, Yuan Shikai referred to the 
‘five great nationalities’ (wuda minzu), thanking them for elevating him to the supreme 
position and swearing to work for their happiness.3 The nationalist vision espoused by 
Sun Yat-sen and his successors was, however, to blend these five groups into a single 
minzu, which was called zhonghua minzu—the Chinese nation. The adoption of the 
term minzu to refer to two different categories faithfully reflected the built-in structural 
tension of the Republic. Not surprisingly, as the Nationalists overthrew the Beijing-
based Republican government in 1928 to build a national state centring on the Han, they 
attempted to resolve the tension by changing the designation of the five national groups 
from minzu to zongzu (lineages). In this schema, minzu was reserved for the Chinese 
nation, while zongzu was used to designate the five groups as lineages descending from 
the same ancestors as the Han—the Yan and Huang emperors—with a hope to bind them 
into a single large Chinese nation-cum-family.4 Such a genealogical gerrymandering 
to assimilate non-Han peoples into the Han was prompted by a national crisis in the 
1930s, when the Japanese invaded China and supported non-Han nationalist ‘dissent’ 
by restoring their own sense of ‘descent.’ 
The conflict between the Chinese Nationalists and the four non-Han groups was 

masterfully exploited by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), which was in need of 
any support it could muster to fight the Nationalists who were bent on annihilating 
them in the 1930s. The CCP adopted a different concept for the non-Han peoples, 
calling them ‘shaoshu minzu’—in its original Western sense of ‘national minorities’ 
whose anti-imperialist national self-determination was deemed legitimate. Initially, 
the CCP couched the ‘nationality question’ in class terms, seeing national minorities 
as exploited and oppressed by the Chinese Nationalist regime, and their struggle for 
liberation a just cause. Pursued by the Nationalist Army on their Long March (1934–35) 
to safe haven, the Red Army passed through the Yi, Tibetan, and Muslim territories, and 
found in the non-Han peoples natural allies. Presenting themselves as ‘good Han’ (hao 
hanren), the Communists forged alliances with political leaders of the non-Han groups, 
pledging to help fight against their ‘bad Han’ (huai hanren) common enemies, and 
support their demand for autonomy.5 This ‘united front’ strategy proved to be effective 
in winning them over to the CCP and the new state it later built—the PRC. The Chinese 
Nationalists, in their zealotry to assimilate non-Han peoples, inadvertently pushed 
minorities into the embrace of their enemies, resulting in their own demise in 1949.
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Conceptual Contradictions

However, the communist class-nation principle had a built-in contradiction. 
The communist support for national minorities and their nationalist aspirations was 
predicated on the existence of exploitation and oppression by ‘the enemy.’ It operated 
not in binary opposition, but in a triadic relation, with the Communists and the 
minorities forging an alliance against their common enemy—the Nationalists. But 
the victory in defeating the enemy and the termination of exploitation and oppression 
rendered any continued nationalist demand on the part of minorities illegitimate, for 
not only had they lost their basis for grievance, but any nationalist demand was perforce 
an indictment against their former ally, the CCP, casting it among the ranks of the ‘bad 
Han.’ Thus, the recognition of shaoshu minzu after the founding of the PRC was not so 
much a concession to minority nationalism as it was the adoption of a different logic 
pertaining to state-building. 
The Qing Empire, ruled by the Manchu from 1644 to 1912, and the two Chinese 

republics built by the Chinese after 1912, were all composite states divided into two 
large components: China proper and Inner Asia. They were also conquest states, the 
Manchu conquering Inner Asians and the Chinese, and in turn the Chinese conquering 
the Inner Asians who had their separate territories and whose loyalty to the Chinese 
regime had little historical precedent. Ruling Inner Asians and their territories required 
conquests, which were euphemistically referred to as ‘liberations’ (jiefang). The 
friendship and alliances forged earlier during the Long March certainly helped make 
the liberation a relatively easy process, but the new government faced the task of both 
knowing the peoples it had incorporated into the new state and ruling them through 
appropriate representations. 
The PRC thus launched a nationality identification (minzu shibie) project in the 1950s, 

which resulted in the recognition of 55 shaoshu minzu groups. The project followed both 
the Chinese genealogical principle and the Stalinist definition of nationality, which is 
based on four criteria: common territory, common economy, common language, and 
common culture. Each identified and approved group was granted territorial autonomy 
at various administrative levels depending on the size of their population and that of 
the territory they occupied. Shaoshu minzu now acquired a different connotation than 
the previous understanding as ‘national minorities;’ they were instead understood as 
‘minority nationalities,’ whose identity was to be set against the ‘majority nationality,’ 
the Han, and were to enjoy rights only to territorial autonomy but not to secession. 
As a communist state, the PRC represented itself as a radical rupture from the previous 
regimes, thus it did not define itself as a nation-state, but as a unitary multinationality 
state, comprising ‘the Chinese people of all nationalities’ (zhongguo gezu renmin). 
The autonomy granted to minority nationalities was, thus, not national autonomy 

as originally demanded by minorities. Nor were minorities recognised purely for 
their own sake. Rather, the classification was an act of statecraft to recast minorities 
in a way that was legible for the state to solve the ‘nationality question,’ i.e. to achieve 
the twin purposes of both winning their loyalty to the regime and integrating them 
into ‘the Chinese people.’ The territorial autonomy granted to each minority nationality 
was defined as ‘regional national autonomy’ (minzu quyu zizhi) rather than ‘national 
autonomy’ (minzu zizhi). The term quyu has two sets of connotations: first, as ‘local,’ 
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i.e. a lower administrative level, and second as a region, whose raison d’etre was to 
accommodate other nationalities, especially the Han, in the autonomous area which 
is named after a specific minority nationality. The combination of the regional and 
nationality principles then effectively rendered an autonomous quyu a local-level 
multinationality administrative area. Moreover, a minority nationality would not be 
granted autonomy until there was a significant Han Chinese presence in the designated 
autonomous area, and autonomous leadership was firmly in the hands of the CCP. 

Governance Innovations

One key area of innovation by the CCP in governing autonomy was the creation 
and training of minority cadres; they were to replace the traditional leaders who 
were removed after they had delivered their people to the PRC through the war-time 
Second United Front (see also De Giorgi’s essay in the present volume). They were 
deemed politically suspect because they were elites, hence belonging to the category of 
‘enemy,’ whose rule must be overthrown. Minority cadres, recruited from lower classes 
and owing their political life to the CCP, were to serve the twin roles of both Party-
state agents ruling their own respective nationality, and members of their nationality 
providing representation to the Party-state. To the extent that the degree of autonomy 
is measured by the number of minority cadres proportionate to the percentage of 
their nationality vis-à-vis other groups in their designated autonomous quyu, these 
cadres embody a conflict of interest. However, although the CCP is supposed to be 
transcendental and above ethnicity, the communist ideological authenticity is to be 
more faithfully maintained by Han cadres in an autonomous quyu, because the CCP 
subscribes to social evolutionism, which treats the Han as more ‘advanced’ than the 
minorities. Thus, with the exception of Ulanhu, a Mongol who served as the Party 
secretary of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region from 1947 to 1966, all Party 
secretaries in all the five provincial-level autonomous regions have been Han. In most 
cases, the Party secretaries also served as chairmen of the local People’s Congresses, 
which represent the ‘state,’ leaving only the chairmanship of the people’s government 
to a member of the nationality exercising autonomy. In the Chinese political hierarchy, 
the government chairmanship is the third position, and it has the duty to implement 
Party policy and state laws—both the prerogative of the Han. 
The Party and state control of minority autonomy is supplemented by the presence 

of the Han population in an autonomous area. In addition to the principle of what may 
be called ‘joint autonomy’ (gongzhi), i.e. the combination of regional and nationality 
principles, the Han are also assigned the task of ‘uplifting’ minorities to the level of the 
Han. Culturally, this means assimilation as minority languages are deemed an obstacle 
to progress. Economically, it means Han ‘replacing’ minorities in the development 
of the autonomous area’s economy. The Chinese development model of ‘partner 
assistance’ (duikou zhiyuan) since the launch of the Great Western Development (xibu 
dakaifa) policy starting in 2000, whereby numerous coastal provinces and municipal 
cities are to provide ‘aid’ to corresponding counties and departments in Tibet and 
Xinjiang only exacerbates the economic conflict in the frontiers. In the face of massive 
and rapid economic development initiated and carried out by forces from outside of the 
autonomous regions, minorities have begun to shy away from the public domain, and 
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have moved into their private domain—that is, seeking refuge in religions or traditions. 
There they hope to run their ‘internal affairs’ (neibu shiwu), rights actually prescribed by 
the Law on Regional National Autonomy passed in 1984, but never fully implemented. 

Fears of Disintegration

The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, and the partial Chinese attribution of its 
cause to nationality conflict, have led to open calls from both within the CCP and 
Chinese academia not only to abolish the regional national autonomy system, but also 
to change the minzu category.6 In their diagnosis, the system of autonomy has not led 
to minority integration in China; instead, minorities are alleged to have treated the 
autonomy under their ethnonym as their patrimony, and regarded the Han as alien 
invaders. Minority separatism is said to have been undergirded by the very category 
of minzu. From this perspective, the sin of the concept of minzu for minorities is that 
it competes with zhonghua minzu, the Chinese nation. The proposed solution to this 
apparent contradiction is to change minority as a minzu to minority as a ‘zuqun,’ the 
latter being a direct translation of the English term ‘ethnic group.’ In their prognosis, 
minzu, with its allegedly misleading overtone of territorial autonomy, has led minorities 
to distance themselves from the Han and China, while the concept of zuqun is both 
relational and cultural, but not territorial, and the adoption of such a conceptual 
category would be conducive to interethnic intimacy, and eventually a consolidation 
of the Chinese nation. 

What this amounts to is an attempt not only to ‘depoliticise’ minzu by replacing it 
with zuqun, but also to ‘securitise’ it in order to mitigate the minority tendency for 
splittism, terrorism, and extremism—the three crimes allegedly prevalent in minority 
regions.7 Such calls, as proposed in the so-called Second Generation Nationality Policy 
to replace the current nationality policy, effectively rendered the current system as 
‘abnormal.’8 However, such a desire to make China a ‘normal’ country would mean 
scrapping the Regional National Autonomy System, which the CCP has defined as 
one of the three basic political systems of China, along with the system of multiparty 
cooperation and political consultation under the leadership of the CCP, and the system 
of community-level self-governance. 

Although the CCP seems to have rejected such calls and stayed the course, 
fundamental changes have already taken place at multiple levels. For one thing, 
Xinjiang and Tibet are already ‘states of exception.’ Not that minorities there have 
more rights to enjoy, but quite the opposite, as the two autonomous regions are now 
under tight security control (see also Yi Xiaocuo’s essay in the present volume). Some 
of the measures adopted, such as the outright banning of minority languages in schools 
in Xinjiang, not only as a medium of education, but as a language in its own right, 
clearly violate the Chinese Constitution, which stipulates that ‘all nationalities have the 
freedom to use and develop their own spoken and written languages and to preserve or 
reform their own folkways and customs’ (Article 5). For another, zuqun is now deemed 
a scientific concept in Chinese ethnology or anthropology, which has shunned the term 
minzu as too political. And the English phrase ‘ethnic group’ has long been used to 
translate minzu in official documents, even though the official English translations of 
the Constitution and the Law on Regional National Autonomy still keep ‘nationality.’ 
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The academic and popular ‘rectification of names’ (zhengming) by using zuqun 
and ‘ethnic group’ instead of minzu or ‘nationality’ is a déjà vu that reminds us of the 
Chinese Nationalist rendition of minzu to zongzu or lineages of the Chinese nation in 
the 1930s and 1940s. Although zuqun or ethnic group does not entail geneaologism 
as in zongzu, it is made subordinate to minzu, which is now reserved for the larger 
Chinese nation—zhonghua minzu. However, both zuqun and zhonghua minzu are 
unconstitutional concepts.

 
On the Steppes of the Mongol Empire

This does not mean that these challenges should be dismissed. For they have been 
framed as a warning to the CCP that unless it gives up on the current nationality policy 
and the term minzu for minorities, there is a risk of demise for both the Chinese state 
and the Party. The argument is seductive as it is conceptualised academically: minority 
nationalities are said to have been invented out of nothing, a result of blindly following 
the Soviet model. Invented or socially constructed ‘nationalities’ are deemed as being 
creatures akin to Frankenstein’s monster, who have developed desires for independence 
and, when denied, begin to attack their very inventor: the CCP and the Chinese state. 

Such a discourse mirrors the postcolonial criticism that often denounces Europe’s 
arbitrary demarcation of ethnic boundaries in its colonies for having caused interethnic 
violence and even genocide. The opponents of this view have argued, however, that it is 
not the implementation of the current nationality policy or the state’s Law on Regional 
National Autonomy that has led to minority splittism, but rather the lack of a good faith 
to put it into practice.9 They warn the CCP not to forget the solemn oaths it made to 
minority leaders when the Party was in dire need and urge the Party to keep its promise 
not to discriminate against minorities. Reversing the policy would be tantamount 
to returning to the position of the Nationalists, against which the Communists and 
minorities fought in alliance. 
The notion of zhonghua minzu has come to centre stage in China’s imagination of its 

identity in recent years. The current Party leadership has set the goal of achieving the 
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation as one element of the China Dream. This version 
of zhonghua minzu is different from the Chinese Nationalist rendition, the purpose 
of which was to assimilate non-Han into the Han, giving no place to their culture and 
history in the Chinese nation. Instead, in this iteration the impetus comes from the new 
ambition of Chinese leadership for global recognition of China’s big power status. This 
dream has compelled China to present itself not as an inward-looking Han nationalist 
state, but as a big power in the image of the Mongol empire, as evidenced by China’s 
Belt and Road Initiative. This has meant broadening the scope of China to embrace 
its former conquerors, such as Chinggis Khan and Kublai Khan, as Chinese, and even 
as national heroes. The new notion of zhonghua minzu actually challenges the Han 
historical and cultural sensibility and pride, for the Chinese tradition of resistance 
to Inner Asian conquests is now redefined as petty isolationism. The question now is 
whether the Chinese celebration of the Inner Asian ‘minority’ contribution to China’s 
greatness and glory as embodied in the new zhonghua minzu will do justice to and 
improve the fate of its Inner Asian minority citizens. The situation in the frontiers does 
not, however, give any room for optimism, at least for the foreseeable future. 
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25
新民主主义
New Democracy
Marc BLECHER*

‘New Democracy’ (xin minzhuzhuyi) was a theory, an overarching 
revolutionary strategy, and a period of the Chinese Revolution that lasted 
from the 1930s until the first half of the 1950s. Mao Zedong explained it in 

his classic 1940 essay ‘On New Democracy.’ He argued most centrally that:

The Chinese revolution must go through two stages, first, the democratic 
revolution, and second, the socialist revolution, and by their very nature they 
are two different revolutionary processes. Here democracy does not belong 
to the old category—it is not the old democracy, but belongs to the new 
category—it is New Democracy. 

Shaped by the material forces of the class struggle at the time, New Democracy 
involved specific economic, political, and cultural forms to be elaborated by the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP). It stood as a ‘necessary’ bridge between ‘the old 
European-American form of capitalist republic under bourgeois dictatorship, which 
is the old democratic form and already out of date’ and ‘the socialist republic of the 
Soviet type under the dictatorship of the proletariat which is already flourishing in 
the Soviet Union.’

Politically, ‘a system of really universal and equal suffrage, irrespective of sex, creed, 
property or education, must be introduced,’ though Mao was careful to add immediately 
that it would be part of the Party’s ‘system of democratic centralism.’ In economic 
terms, large industrial, financial, and commercial enterprises would come under state 
ownership, but under New Democracy ‘the republic will neither confiscate capitalist 
private property in general nor forbid the development of such capitalist production 
as does not “dominate the livelihood of the people,” for China’s economy is still very 
backward.’ Landlords’ holdings would be distributed to farmers as private property. 
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‘In general, socialist agriculture will not be established at this stage, though various 
types of cooperative enterprises developed on the basis of “land to the tiller” will contain 
elements of socialism.’ Culturally, Mao identified it with the breakthroughs of the May 
Fourth Movement of 1919 and with ‘native legacies, especially popular culture’ and in 
contrast to the immediately preceding ‘imperialist’-inflected ideas of the bourgeoisie. 
Under New Democracy, the Party’s ideology and propaganda would place communist 
ideas decidedly on the back burner, ‘prepar[ing] the ground’ by emphasising instead 
attacks on feudalism and imperialism.1

Hidden Controversies 

Between 1949 and 1953, a controversy among the top leadership began to bubble 
below the surface about whether to shift to what Mao had always said was going to be 
the subsequent phase of socialist revolution. According to Arlen Meliksetov, a Moscow 
State University scholar who has analysed Soviet archives, Mao began to abandon New 
Democracy, while Liu Shaoqi, Zhou Enlai, Chen Yun, Bo Yibo, Deng Xiaoping, and 
others continued to support it. At a June 1953 meeting of the Party’s Politburo,

Mao came down heavily on those [Party] members who sought ‘to establish 
firmly the new democratic social order … .’ ‘There are some,’ Mao Zedong 
said, referring to Liu Shaoqi and his supporters, ‘who, after the victory of the 
democratic revolution, are still marking time. They do not realise that the 
nature of the revolution has changed, and instead of socialist reforms they 
continue to dabble at their precious “new democracy.”’2

Between 1953 and 1956, as the socialist transition got underway, Mao continued to 
relegate New Democracy to the past. In 1957, the Communist Youth League, which in 
1949 had been renamed ‘New Democracy Youth League,’ reverted to its original name. 
With the onset of the Anti-rightist Campaign, also in 1957, and the following Great 
Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution, New Democracy would not play a significant 
role in the Party’s policy for the next two decades.

Legacies 

Yet it left some legacies. Saloth Sar—who changed his name to Pol Pot—was first 
attracted to Mao’s thought by the theory of New Democracy, though by the time 
the Khmer Rouge finally came to power, any trace of it had vanished to say the least 
(see Mertha’s essay in the present volume).3 New Democracy did leave a more lasting 
impact on China’s own nationality policy (see Bulag’s essay in the present volume). 
On the one hand, it kept Han chauvinism in check; on the other, it presupposed that the 
Party would lead the country’s minority nationalities (as it did all classes and groups), 
thus precluding any movement toward national self-determination.4

New Democracy began to stir from its coma with China’s turn to structural reform 
starting in 1978. Arif Dirlik has observed that:
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there was much in common initially between reform policies after 1978 and 
policies of New Democracy that had brought the Communist Party to power 
[including] a mixed economy blending private national capital and state 
management and direction (bureaucratic capital) … and a culture policy 
that sought to integrate a new Communist culture with native legacies, 
especially popular culture.

The Mao Zedong Thought the Party restored in 1978 returned it to its ‘true’ 
spirit, that of New Democracy, premised upon class alliance (united front) 
and development of the forces of production as the primary goals.5

The landmark 1981 ‘Resolution on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party 
since the Founding of the People’s Republic of China,’ which comprised the Party’s 
decidedly mixed verdict on the Maoist period, did not finish its second sentence 
before it mentioned New Democracy, going on to argue that it was one of Mao’s major 
achievements. But leading Party ideologues Feng Wenpin and Hu Qiaomu were quick 
to contend that China was certainly not returning to New Democracy, partly because 
it had been so closely associated with the Chairman, and partly to assert that structural 
reform was forward- rather than backward-looking.6

But structural reform was, of course, politically contentious. In 1999, no less a figure 
than Hu Sheng—a long-standing revolutionary, Chair of the Seventh and Eighth 
National Committees of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, 
member of the Twelfth Party Central Committee, and President of the Academy of 
Social Sciences—weighed in:

A reexamination of Mao Zedong’s theory of New Democracy and his 
integrated theory of correctly handling the relationship between capitalism 
and socialism under Chinese historical conditions and with Marxist 
principles will be of great help to us in correctly understanding Deng 
Xiaoping Theory, the theories of reform and opening up, and the primary 
stage of socialism and relevant policies.7

He backed up his argument with Mao’s own words: ‘There will be a need, for a fairly 
long period after the victory of the revolution, to make use of the positive qualities of 
urban and rural capitalism as far as possible, in the interest of developing the national 
economy.’8

New Democracy and the Chongqing Model

The most politically intriguing effort to resuscitate New Democracy came in 2011, 
as the Hu/Wen government was winding down and China was in the run-up to the 
accession of the new leadership. Zhang Musheng is a prominent Party intellectual whose 
father, Li Yingji, was a secretary to Zhou Enlai and Dong Biwu during the Maoist era. 
The publication of his book Transforming Our Cultural Perspective on History attracted 
the attention of no less a figure than General Liu Yuan, the son of Liu Shaoqi, who 
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wrote a foreword to it and brought five senior military officers to the April 2011 book 
launch.9 Zhang was a supporter of Bo Xilai and his so-called ‘Chongqing Model,’ both 
eventually crushed by Xi Jinping.

What Liu Yuan and Zhang Musheng considered to be the Chongqing Model is 
similar to the Socialist New Democracy Movement of the early 1950s in three main 
ways: rural land reforms that aim to please peasants; an urban socialist welfare economy 
with a strong presence of state-owned enterprises that claim to protect the interests of 
workers; and a moral and authoritarian government that takes a strong stance against 
corruption.10

Zhang’s stunning position is worth quoting at length:

Only the CCP can save China; only New Democracy can save the CCP.

If China hopes to roll with the globalisation trend of ‘democracy,’ I’m afraid 
it will be like drawing a tiger and ending up with the likeness of a dog, not 
getting at all what we expected. Rather than bringing in a stone that might 
shatter the jade [i.e., result in chaos], why don’t we just have confidence and 
just use our native-born New Democracy, which CCP member Mao Zedong 
raised and Liu Shaoqi put into practice?

There will be constitutionalism, there will be different parties within the 
Party, and opening up and freedom of public opinion, including freedom 
and independence of thought, can all ultimately be resolved within a single 
party.

If we had trade unions and farmer’s associations, even under the leadership 
of  the CCP, and their anti-corruption and balancing mechanisms went 
further in using the law to check the ruling Party itself, unlike today 
where everything is bound up together—could [the Party] not develop in 
this direction [toward greater democracy]? I believe it is entirely possible. 
We could surely proceed slowly, step by step. What Hong Kong and Singapore 
have accomplished, the CCP can surely accomplish.

If the CCP does not recover its leadership and control as principally 
a representative of workers and farmers, then there is no way out for you 
[the Party] whatsoever, and no legitimacy. So you cannot regard them 
(the  workers and farmers) as [weak and] disadvantaged groups. Today, 
what kind of farmers are our farmers? On average they have 13.5 years of 
schooling, and for workers it goes without saying [that this is even higher]. 
Go back to the past, go back to the era of Mao, and they all belong to what 
you would call the intellectuals. So these masses aren’t such fools [as you 
might imagine]. We are talking about 800 million mobile phones sending 
out short messages, and 460 million notebook computers exchanging ideas. 
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There’s no way of comparing this to your so-called staging demonstrations, 
airing views and writing big-character posters, or to the great networking—
it is so much freer than it was at that time.11

Zhang offers an extraordinary vision in which the Party maintains its monopoly 
but opens itself up to vigorous, public debate and greater press freedom. It locates 
itself squarely within the educational and communicative advances of the twenty-first 
century, mindful, unusually and most significantly, that these belong not just to middle-
class urbanites but also to farmers and workers. It would, indeed, comprise a new kind 
of democracy never seen in history, but inspired by Mao’s theory and practice of New 
Democracy. With the fall of Bo Xilai a year later, and the rise of the increasingly hard-
line Xi Jinping, Zhang’s ideas went nowhere. Yet with such powerful supporters as Liu 
Yuan, his trial balloon, and New Democracy, may yet float again. Chinese politicians 
play the long game, and such a development would not be the first profound political 
innovation by the CCP.
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26
纸老虎
Paper Tiger
Judith BALSO

Like many other statements of Mao Zedong, the description of imperialists—
or even all reactionaries—as ‘paper tigers’ (zhi laohu) became famous beyond 
China through the Little Red Book, where it features as the title of its sixth 

chapter. In fact, if one closely reads the chapter, only the first quotations deal with this 
term.1 Elsewhere we find a different imaginary, such as ‘lifting a rock only to drop it on 
one’s own feet’ referring to the persecutions of revolutionary people by reactionaries; 
‘nooses round the neck of US imperialism’ to describe American invasions and 
aggressions all over the world; or ‘the East Wind is prevailing over the West Wind,’ as 
a characterisation of the international conjuncture at that time. Amidst these passages, 
the paper tiger, far from being a trompe l’oeil in which the fragility of the enemy would 
be masked by a belief in its appearance of ferocity, reveals the double nature of any class 
enemy. 

Classical Roots

Paper tigers made their first appearance in Maoist discourse during the Civil War. 
When Chiang Kai-shek’s offensive began against the small communist bases scattered 
throughout China, Mao had to invent a way of framing their difficult situation so that 
communist soldiers could imagine their own possible victory. After its initial usage, the 
term came back into fashion in 1950 and 1951—years marked by the threat of a new 
world war linked to the atom bomb and precipitated by the US operation in Korea—
and appeared once again at the outset of the so-called ‘Sino-Soviet Controversy’ in 
1957. What these different situations had in common was the perceived danger that the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the international communist movement would 
lose courage in the face of disproportionate enemy military forces, and fall prey to the 
temptation to capitulate or accept futile compromises.
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The origins of the metaphors that appear in Mao’s writings are often ancient and 
literary. In this specific case, the image probably comes from a classic of Chinese fiction 
that is known for having greatly inspired Mao: Water Margin by Shi Nai’an. This is the 
story of 108 rebels guided by Song Jiang, who fight against powerful and corrupted 
people and defy imperial troops through inventive stratagems. In the 23rd chapter, one 
of these outlaws, Wu Song, proves able to kill a terrifying tiger with his bare hands. 
Tigers, animals that represent both courage and cruelty, are omnipresent in the novel. 
The names of at least ten rebels contain the character for ‘tiger’ (hu), and throughout 
the book, the rebels’ courage is continuously challenged in these terms: ‘When the 
time comes for action, what good are you? Seeing a paper tiger, you cry out in fright!’ 
In Mao’s writing, it seems that the exploits of the incredible tiger-killer Wu Song and 
the fear of the cowards in front of simulacra of tigers combined to give birth to a new 
image that represented both the refusal to overestimate powerful enemies and the 
ability of overcoming the most terrifying threats.

From Paper Tigers to Contradictions among the People

Some people mock or despise statements of this kind—metaphors like paper tigers 
concentrating a political vision—taking them as an expression of a purely idealistic 
or even cynical position. But in Mao’s thought, such formulas are never hazardous 
inventions. They are rather meant to condense experience, or enhance experimentation. 

In 1946, Mao’s rhetoric about paper tigers was clearly aimed at giving courage to the 
revolutionary army facing Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist Party (guomindang, hereafter 
GMD) forces. The GMD was allied to the greater power of the time, the United States, 
then inflated by its victorious involvement in World War II. In 1950 and 1951, the 
injunction to not fear the enemy was still confidently rooted in the Marxist concept of 
History—who needs to be afraid when History is on their side? At the end of the 1950s, 
another conception emerges, introducing a displacement from history to politics: the 
crucial distinction between ‘contradictions among people’ (renmin neibu maodun) 
and ‘contradictions with the enemy’ (diwo maodun) (see Rojas’s essay in the present 
volume).
This formula laid the foundation for a historical experiment that was confirmed by 

the final and complete victory against the GMD. A few years later, in a new threatening 
conjuncture, confronting the risk of a third world war, the victorious experiment was 
enlarged to a global philosophy of history. But the true power of the concept cannot 
be thought in separation from new political categories. It became clear to Mao that the 
solution of contradictions among people had been all along the key to the previous 
military victories and required being thought of in its own terms. What we can do 
today with paper tigers cannot be decided without a full examination of the conditions 
prevailing when it was invented. 

A New David against Goliath?

Returning to the Civil War period and the origin of the Maoist usage of the term, in 
1946 Chiang Kai-shek had a professional army with more than four million soldiers. 
As Mao described in ‘Farewell, Leighton Stuart!’ (18 August 1949), immediately after 
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the barbaric atom bombing of Nagasaki and Hiroshima, and the following Japanese 
surrender, the armed forces of the United States were deployed to help the GMD fight 
the Civil War in China. In Mao’s words, the US government ‘[supplied] the money 
and guns and Chiang Kai-shek the men to fight for the United States and slaughter 
the Chinese people.’ By the end of June 1946, the United States had equipped 45 GMD 
divisions, trained 150,000 GMD military personnel, and landed 90,000 Marines. 
According to Mao: ‘There were US naval bases in Qingdao, Shanghai, and Taiwan. 
US troops were stationed in Beiping, Tianjin, Tangshan, Qinhuangdao, Qingdao, 
Shanghai, and Nanjing. The US air force controlled all of China’s air space and took 
aerial photographs of all China’s strategic areas for military maps.’ In different places, 
US troops and other military personnel clashed with the People’s Liberation Army 
(PLA) and the American air fleet took part in the war on Chiang Kai-shek’s side. 

Mao’s immediate conclusions were that the American policy against the revolutionary 
bases in China was a major component of ‘the US imperialist policy of worldwide 
aggression since World War II.’ From his perspective, in 1946 not only did the war 
continue, but a new world war seemed possible—maybe unavoidable—based on the 
military superiority of the US and their expansionist tendencies. It was the beginning 
of what would later be called the ‘Cold War,’ a period marked by the obsession over the 
possibility of conflicts between the US and the Soviet Union with global repercussions. 

To face the GMD and American forces, the PLA had 900,000 guerrillas isolated 
and scattered throughout China. By the end of June 1946, Chiang Kai-shek and his 
allies launched an all-out offensive against the liberated areas, opening six major 
theatres of war. The PLA was outnumbered by its enemy. It is no surprise, therefore, 
that a pessimistic appraisal of the situation gained traction within the CCP, with some 
people showing weakness in the face of enemy assaults and superior military strength.

Mao tried to counter pessimism, first through the diffusion of inner-Party documents 
that excluded the possibility of any new short-term compromise between the Soviet 
Union on one side, and the United States, Britain, and France on the other. The 
point was to reassure CCP members that there was no possibility of an American-
Soviet agreement, which would leave the Chinese revolutionaries isolated and alone. 
It was a hard task, considering that in August 1945 Stalin had already recognised 
Chiang Kai-shek’s government as the central government of China and negotiated 
a partial occupation of Manchuria, choosing the Nationalists over the Communists as 
interlocutors.

Courage or Recklessness?

In the face of Stalin’s desertion, Mao’s statement on paper tigers was deliberately 
addressed to Anna Louise Strong, who was a freelance American journalist, already 
linked to revolutionary Russia. This meant that Mao’s words were aimed at a global 
audience, including the American government and the American people. It was August 
1946, only one year after the terrifying destruction of Nagasaki and Hiroshima, and 
two months after the beginning of the GMD offensive in China. In this context, Strong 
asked a question that was far from rhetorical: ‘Suppose the United States uses the atom 
bomb? Suppose the United States bombs the Soviet Union from its bases in Iceland, 
Okinawa, and China?’ To which Mao responded: ‘The atom bomb is a paper tiger which 
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the US reactionaries use to scare people. It looks terrible, but in fact it isn’t. Of course 
the atom bomb is a weapon of mass slaughter, but the outcome of a war is decided by 
the people, not by one or two new types of weapon.’ And he went on: ‘All reactionaries 
are paper tigers. In appearance, the reactionaries are terrifying, but in reality they are 
not so powerful. From a long term point of view, it is not the reactionaries but the 
people who are really powerful.’

In other words, Mao subordinated the power of weapons to the conduct of the war. 
But how long would it take for the CCP to defeat the GMD armies? Strong asked this 
exact question: ‘Suppose the United States gives Chiang Kai-shek no help, besides 
that already given, how long can Chiang Kai-shek keep on fighting? Mao: More than 
a year. A.S: Can Chiang Kai-shek keep on that long, economically? Mao: He can.’ Here 
Mao firmly opposed the long-term reality to the immediate perception of powers. 
On one side the GMD could keep going for a long time, more than one year, at least 
‘economically,’ and even without US help. On the other side, Mao was confident that 
recent historical facts were going to vindicate his apparently adventurous statement 
about Chiang’s fragility. He quoted the fall of the tsar in Russia, the smashing of Axis 
allies (Hitler, Mussolini, and Japanese imperialism) as elements supporting his faith 
in a communist victory, in spite of the initial disproportion between forces. And he 
did not hesitate to announce the impending defeat of Chiang Kai-shek before its time: 
‘We have only millet plus rifles to rely on, but history will finally prove that our millet 
plus rifles is more powerful than Chiang Kai-shek’s aeroplanes plus tanks.’ This last 
sentence sums up Mao’s belief in the power of the masses, and people’s war, to defeat 
those on the wrong side of the people and therefore on the wrong side of history 
(see Guan’s essay in the present volume). For him as for Marx, although articulated 
in different conceptions, progress remains a driving force of history: reaction has no 
future in the face of progress, and people are on the side of progress.

Victory over Paper Tigers

Six months after Mao’s talk with Anna Louise Strong, the GMD’s offensive was 
halted, and a counteroffensive began. This eventually would lead to the victory of the 
communist forces in 1949, less than three years after Chiang’s violation of the truce 
agreement and in spite of all his American support. Mao’s statement had been submitted 
to experiment and proved right, at least in the context of the Chinese Civil War. 

In fact, in that case, the conditions—‘progress’ and mass support—that made victory 
possible were anything but abstract or metaphysical. They consisted in the minute 
care with which the war of self-defence was organised and guided, including decisions 
and strategies such as accepting mobile warfare and the temporary abandonment of 
specific places and cities; developing close cooperation with the masses of the people; 
moderating policy towards middle peasants and landlords; and working to increase 
production in protected areas in order to become self-sufficient.

In an inner-Party directive entitled ‘On some Important Problems of the Party’s 
Present Policy’ (18 January 1948) produced a few months before the CCP’s final victory, 
it is possible to find some honest reflections stemming from the paper tigers notion: 
‘We have reason to despise them and we are confident and certain that we shall defeat 
all the domestic and foreign enemies of the Chinese people. But with regard to each 
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part, each specific struggle (military, political, economic or ideological), we must 
never take the enemy lightly; on the contrary we should take the enemy seriously and 
concentrate all our strength for battle in order to win victory.’ Here a new distinction 
appears, between strategy and tactic, between the whole and the part: there must be no 
strategic overestimation, but also no local imprudence or tactical eagerness. Everything 
depends on specific circumstances. In other words, non-adventurist policies always 
require a clear identification of the real process. 

From Circumstantial Statement to Political Concept

Ten years later, Mao brought up paper tigers again in three different contexts: a talk 
with two Latin-American public figures (‘US Imperialism is a Paper Tiger,’ 14 July 1956); 
a speech at the Moscow Meeting of Representatives of the Communist and Workers’ 
Parties (‘All Reactionaries Are Paper Tigers,’ 18 November 1957); and a publication in 
his Selected Works (‘On the Question of Whether Imperialism and All Reactionaries are 
Real Tigers,’ 1 December 1958). In each text, Mao went back to the period of the Civil 
War, emphasising its victorious outcome. In his mind, victory remained tightly linked 
to the correctness of a strategy that minimised the power of the enemy. He henceforth 
elevated what originally was only a circumstantial statement to a proper political 
concept. ‘We have developed a concept over a long period for the struggle against the 
enemy,’ he wrote in 1957, ‘namely, strategically we should despise all our enemies, but 
tactically we should take them all seriously.’

To broaden and find potential value for this concept in other situations and countries, 
Mao produced new arguments belonging to what we might call ‘historical dialectics,’ 
insofar as these arguments take the form of historical laws. In his 1956 Talk, first he 
presented an extension of the Marxist vision of History: ‘History as a whole, the history 
of class society for thousands of years, has proved this point: the strong must give way 
to the weak.’ In so writing, Mao introduced a dialectics of the strong and the weak, still 
related to the Marxist vision of the transformation of ruling classes—first vigorous, 
revolutionary, and progressive, like the bourgeoisie itself—into backward, decaying 
classes. He then added his own optimistic theory of universal change and becoming: 
‘Everything is subject to change. The big decadent forces will give way to the small new-
born forces.’ Or again: ‘Bigness is nothing to be afraid of. The big will be overthrown by 
the small. The small will become big.’
The philosophical ground for these affirmations is what Mao calls ‘the law of the unity 

of the opposites,’ which he expounded in his 1958 Essay: ‘Just as there is not a single 
thing in the world without a dual nature (this is the law of the unity of the opposites), 
so imperialism and all reactionaries have a dual nature—they are at the same time 
real tigers and paper tigers.’ This law is defined in these terms: ‘This basic concept of 
Marxism, the concept of the unity of opposites … is the concept of the dual nature of the 
development of the universe, the concept of the dual nature of the development of 
things, the concept that a thing invariably manifests itself in a process and that every 
process without exception has a dual nature.’ 
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The Return of Real Tigers

Nevertheless, in 1956, Mao warned his interlocutors that, if it was true that ‘all 
oppressed nations want independence … the day will come when the paper tigers 
will be wiped out. But they won’t become extinct of their own accord, they need to be 
battered by the wind and the rain.’ And in 1958, again: 

They are at once real tigers and paper tigers, they are in the process of being 
changed from real into paper tigers. Change means transformation. Real 
tigers are transformed into paper tigers, into their opposite … . Hence, 
imperialism and all reactionaries, looked at in essence, from a long-term 
point of view, from a strategic point of view, must be seen for what they 
are—paper tigers. On this we should build our strategic thinking. But they 
are also living tigers, iron tigers, real tigers, they can devour people. On this 
we should build our tactical thinking.

Mao’s dialectics is the subject of another essay by Pang Laikwan included in this 
volume. What I would like to underline here is this: first, reactionaries have to become 
what they are in essence, but they do not reveal what they truly are without a political 
catalysation of the process. The historical process of change never works alone, this is 
what no one should miss, or forget. No great progressive transformation may happen 
without the invention of a new fair and real policy. Yes, Mao in 1956 claimed: ‘Small 
forces linked with the people become strong.’ And again in 1957: ‘All allegedly powerful 
reactionaries are merely paper tigers. The reason is that they are divorced from the 
people.’ But the true question, the crucial question, is: what kind of processes may 
create such progressive links with the people? Or rather, which processes nowadays, 
can give birth to ‘the people’?

Of course, popular movements advancing claims such as ‘We are the 99 percent’ or 
even to represent entire countries—such as the use of the slogan ‘We are Egypt’ in 
Tahrir Square—were far from being able to answer this question. The problem is: were 
they even aware of these underlying issues: what does it mean today to organise the 
existence of something durably solid, which we may name ‘the people,’ or rather a piece 
of ‘generic humanity’? 

A New Starting Point

Mao in 1958 reminded us that ‘the destruction of the rule of imperialism, feudalism, 
and bureaucrat-capitalism took the Chinese people more than one hundred years and 
cost them tens of millions of lives before victory in 1949.’ In other words, to be victorious 
takes time. Because this kind of war ‘can only be fought one by one’ (1957). But Mao 
himself did not entirely elucidate how the victory becomes possible, at least not until 
he wrote one of his most influential and significant essays: ‘On the Correct Handling of 
Contradictions among the People’ (27 February 1957). My own hypothesis is that this 
text represents the true political development of the paper tigers concept. It contains 
not only the theoretical aftermath of the vast former sequence—the Long March, the 
War of Resistance against Japan, and the War of Liberation—but also decisive elements 
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for a break with Stalin’s policies. It begins by departing from a traditional notion of 
class struggle and opening to a non-classist definition of the category of ‘people:’ one 
belongs to the ‘people’ not strictly by virtue of one’s objective class; more important is 
the subjective position towards revolution. To cite Mao’s own words: ‘The concept of 
“people” varies in content in different countries and in different periods of history in 
a given country.’ 

Even more important is the distinction between two kinds of contradictions—
you will notice the name itself, which is not equivalent to ‘struggle’ or ‘conflict’—
those ‘between ourselves and the enemy’ and those ‘among the people.’ No need to 
be Chinese to understand these categories: they take the opposite course of Stalin’s 
conceptions—anyone likely to be an enemy who could then be eliminated—and try to 
place the contradiction with the enemy under the rule of the contradictions among the 
people. The weight of emphasis is shifted entirely. For the first time, such distinction 
and the correlative assertion that ‘the two are totally different in nature’ allow the 
development of multiple policies, multiple treatments, depending on the antagonistic 
or non-antagonistic character of a contradiction. It was a turning point in the history 
of revolutionary politics, because it put an end to the exclusive bilateral face to face 
between the people and the enemy. It allowed a political work enlarging the existence 
of the people and diminishing the existence of the enemy. Henceforth, the departing 
point of any progressive politics had to be the ability to give existence to the people 
itself. When Mao claimed that real tigers—living tigers, iron tigers, tigers that devoured 
people—could be changed into paper tigers, he rested his claim on repeated political 
experiences of how the CCP had been able to constitute a Chinese people in the face of 
haunting odds and seemingly inevitable defeats and disasters. 
The dialectics between real tigers and paper tigers may still be true, but remains of 

no use for us, as long as we do not connect the question of the enemy to the question 
of how a piece of ‘generic humanity’ today can exist, under which political conditions, 
through which local processes. Do real tigers and paper tigers still roam the world 
and haunt social space? This may very well be the case, but we wander among them 
blindly as long as we do not connect the question of the enemy to the circumstances in 
which people today live. Especially when we believe we understand the world around 
us, we are at our most ignorant. The production of knowledge no longer fully takes 
place within the university but depends on people’s political capacity to speak about 
their lives as sites in which the present is contested and new futures are promised. One 
of the most enduring promises of communism is the egalitarian capacity of speech for 
all, regardless of national identity or traditional markers of belonging. In the words 
of a Malian worker in France and member in an organisation called Workers of the 
World/Architects of Peace, these conditions begin to be realised when ‘those who have 
read all the books and those who have passed a hundred countries meet and work 
together.’2  
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27
农民
Peasant
Alexander F. DAY

‘Peasant’ (nongmin) is a modern historical and political category in China, 
and Mao Zedong had more to do with its construction than any other 
individual. At the turn of last century, nongmin emerged as a translation of 

the English term peasant. While the category usually had negative connotations—such 
as backwardness, superstition, and ignorance—some took nongmin to be a positive 
category. For instance, in the first decade of the twentieth century, a moment in which 
the capitalist transformation of China was leading to a more pronounced rural-urban 
divide and worsening conditions for peasants, early Chinese anarchist Liu Shipei saw 
rural rebellion as having revolutionary potential and the peasant as a revolutionary 
subject.1 Liu took a populist position on the peasantry, in the belief that rural revolution 
implied a resistance to capitalist transformation by a unified peasantry in a way that 
would significantly transform rural social relations.

While Liu mapped a potential historical transformation, in his narrative the peasant 
was largely an essentialised figure. Others followed a similar, though less anarchist-
inflected, populist view of the peasant. Li Dazhao, one of the founders of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP), believed that the peasantry was a singular, if disorganised, 
class.2 A less revolutionary populist vision of the peasantry emerged with the Rural 
Reconstruction Movement of Liang Shuming, Y. C. James Yen (Yan Yangchu), and 
others, who believed that rural education and governance reforms could lead to 
a unified rural sphere immune to class differentiation, and to a stronger China safe 
from capitalist and imperialist intervention (see also Ou’s essay in the present volume).3 
Nonetheless, the dominant image of the peasant in early twentieth-century China was 
negative, portraying the peasantry as holding China back from progress and in need of 
modernisation. For example, Chen Duxiu, an intellectual of the New Culture Movement 
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and another founder of the CCP, viewed peasants as petty-bourgeois reactionaries who 
at best stood on the sidelines of revolution, if not in its way. In his opinion, they would 
never play a progressive role in history. 
These dichotomous images of the Chinese peasant, however, were brought together 

into a new dynamic unity within the Maoist theory and practice of rural revolution, 
a result that was achieved by paying particular attention to the question of class 
differentiation. During the revolution, Mao came to understand the political inclinations 
of peasants as two-fold, depending on the local material and political conditions: 
as potentially tending towards rebellious activity, on the one hand, or towards the 
protection of their individual petty-bourgeois land holdings, on the other. The task of 
revolutionaries then became to investigate why certain peasants—especially ‘middle 
peasants’ (zhongnong)—would become revolutionaries instead of conservative 
defenders of the status quo. This ‘revolutionary peasant dialectic’ formed one of the 
most important and influential political inventions of China’s short twentieth century 
(from 1900 to the 1970s), and has been referred to by historian Philip C. C. Huang 
as the ‘dialectic of rural revolution.’4 Yet this dialectic began to disintegrate soon after 
the CCP victory in 1949, devolving into the earlier incongruous and static images of the 
peasantry. With China now undergoing rapid capitalist agrarian change, the question 
of class is returning in a new form.

The Peasant Dialectic of the Chinese Revolution

The methodology of the revolutionary peasant dialectic that emerged in China 
in the first half of the twentieth century did not seek a true comprehension of the 
essential nature of the peasantry. Rather, it sought a historical grasp of rural class 
differentiation aimed at understanding which classes of peasants would most likely 
become revolutionaries, and under what material and political conditions this kind 
of change could occur. In 1926, Mao argued that rural China at that time had eight 
classes, ‘each having different economic positions and living conditions. This in turn 
influences their psychology, so that their attitudes towards the revolution also differ.’5 
The ‘attitude’ (taidu) of the petty-bourgeois landholder class, the middle peasant of 
later analysis, was decisive for revolutionary strategy, and the turning of the richer and 
middling landholders towards revolution was a crucial moment in the unfolding of 
revolution. The petty-bourgeoisie was, thus, a wavering class.6 

Mao came closest to a populist vision of the peasantry in his famous 1927 ‘Report 
on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan,’ in which he went so far as to 
claim that the Hunan uprising was a fulfilment of the ‘historic mission’ (lishi shiming) 
of the peasantry to ‘overthrow the forces of rural feudalism.’7 Yet Mao quickly returned 
to focus on rural class analysis, and in the sober 1930 ‘Report from Xunwu’ gone was 
the spontaneity of the revolutionary peasants of the previous ‘Hunan Report,’ replaced 
by more in-depth investigations and interviews that contained a far greater amount of 
sociological detail.8 In this later writing there was no abstract peasantry. Rather, the 
peasantry was riven with class divisions, and it was acknowledged that only detailed 
social investigations would lead to proper revolutionary practice. For Mao and the 
CCP, who, following Stalin, viewed China as a semifeudal and semicolonial society 
(see Barlow’s essay in the present volume), the primary axis of class in rural areas was 
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landownership. Chinese Trotskyists such as Ren Shu, Yan Lingfeng, and the Chinese 
Economy group, on the other hand, believed that society was already capitalist, and that 
the main rural class contradiction was between capital and labour.9 Organisationally, 
the CCP dominated, even if the debate on the nature of rural Chinese society was 
inconclusive.

By the late 1930s, the revolutionary peasant dialectic had become the CCP’s orthodox 
position. There was a consensus around the idea that the peasant had a ‘dual nature’ 
(liangchongxing).10 As Mao stated in 1939, ‘the positive or negative attitude of the 
middle peasants is one of the factors determining victory or defeat in the revolution, 
and this is especially true after the agrarian revolution [land reform] when they become 
the majority of the rural population.’11 But as the Party began to contemplate victory in 
the Civil War, the increasing fear that the conservative side of ‘peasant consciousness’ 
(nongmin yishi)—which derived from a petty-bourgeois class of small property 
owners—might prevail led to worries that, after liberation, the defensive attitude of 
the peasants towards their property would eventually block socialist development. 
In such a context, in 1948 Mao argued that the Party had to be vigilant against ‘agrarian 
socialism’ (nongye shehuizhuyi), a ‘reactionary, backward, and retrogressive’ form of 
rural socialism based on the principle of an absolute egalitarianism of landholdings.12 

With the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, the CCP turned 
to socialist modernisation, within which agriculture was to play an important but 
subordinate role. Party leaders saw a high level of accumulation from agriculture as 
the only way to underwrite the industrialisation process, which focussed on heavy 
industry.13 To feed industrialisation, the agricultural economy had to be developed, 
but under the conditions of a high and growing level of surplus extraction. Within this 
situation, the more conservative view of the peasant as a potential block to socialism 
and industrialisation, and as an object in need of modernisation, took precedence.14 
The revolutionary peasant dialectic, which had brought the dual images of the peasant 
into dynamic unity, thus began to break down.

Dialectical Breakdowns and Theoretical Reversals

This process of dialectical breakdown accelerated in the early 1960s, following the 
demise of the Great Leap Forward, and is especially visible in historical debates on 
peasant revolution from that time.15 As political stances became increasingly rigid, 
the image of the peasant bifurcated into a revolutionary actor that carried the seeds 
of socialism, on the one hand, or a conservative and reactive class of small property 
owners that could never escape their own conditions without outside help, on the 
other. For example, the historian Bai Shouyi, interpreting peasants from a class 
viewpoint, argued that peasants could create their own ‘peasant dictatorship’ (nongmin 
zhuanzheng) to represent their interests just as a proletarian dictatorship represented 
the interests of the proletariat.16 Cai Meibiao, representing the orthodox Marxist stance 
of more senior Party historians such as Guo Moruo, Fan Wenlan, and Jian Bozan, 
argued to the contrary, that peasant rebels could not be revolutionary because they 
did not have the political consciousness necessary for the revolutionary overthrow of 
feudalism, and that their rebellions were simply spontaneous outbursts, largely without 
historical significance.17 In his view, peasant wars were neither real social revolutions 
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nor the prime motor of history under feudalism, and it was only with the appearance 
of the bourgeoisie or proletariat that the conscious overthrow of feudalism could be 
accomplished. 

During the Cultural Revolution, the more orthodox stance was attacked as 
conservative, and many of its proponents lost their academic positions. Nonetheless, 
from the early 1960s on, the peasant revolutionary dialectic that had guided the 
revolution was at a standstill. Diagnoses of the peasant inclined either to one side or to 
the other, depending largely on political engagements rather than concrete analysis of 
class, interests, and material conditions. 
These debates reemerged and were reframed in the post-1978 reform period. As rural 

policy shifted to support the Household Responsibility System (jiating lianchan chengbao 
zerenzhi), effecting a return to household farming, the conservative side of the peasant’s 
dual nature was initially emphasised, and peasants were portrayed as a conservative 
block to modernisation. As the 1980s proceeded, however, the valence of the dichotomy 
reversed. From then on, in the dominant discourse peasants could become a subject of 
modernisation only if they became more entrepreneurial. In a remarkable reversal, it 
was exactly their petty-bourgeois nature—which, within Maoist discourse had been 
the cause of their conservatism—that now made them progressive. Under this new 
formulation, class and class differentiation disappeared as problematic elements. It was 
rather the risk-taking individual farmer who became the motor for rural economic 
development. In an influential text, reformist intellectuals Wang Xiaoqiang and Bai 
Nansheng argued that the transformation of the rural economy—rather than simply 
its quantitative growth—depended on the ‘quality’ (suzhi) of individual peasants, with 
suzhi denoting ‘the quality of engaging in commodity production and management’ 
highlighted by an individual entrepreneurial attitude.18 
This discourse on the low quality of peasants was central to the controversial 

television documentary River Elegy, which aired in China in the months preceding 
the 1989 protest movement. The series blamed China’s lack of development on the 
peasantry, which with its low quality stood as a block to modernisation. 

In the vast, backward rural areas, there are common problems in peasant 
[quality] (suzhi) such as a weak spirit of enterprise, a very low ability to accept 
risk, a deep psychology of dependency (yilai sixiang) and a strong sense of 
passive acceptance of fate … . It’s not the lack of resources, nor the level of 
GNP, nor the speed [of development], but rather this deficiency in the human 
[quality] that is the essence of this so-called notion of ‘backwardness.’19

In other words, the rebellious side of the nature of the peasants was chaotic and 
disruptive to social progress, and only petty-bourgeois self-interest could lead to 
entrepreneurial progress.20 

From Peasant to Low-end Population

This reformulation of the peasant comprised the basis for both the liberalism of 
the reform-period and the state’s view of rural modernisation.21 But it was not long 
before this formulation was challenged by the reemergence of a populist politics of the 
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peasant around the turn of the millennium. Growing out of the New Left critique of 
market utopianism in the early 1990s, pro-peasant scholars such as Wen Tiejun and 
He Xuefeng took a Polanyian stance, arguing that free market policies and the invasion 
of the countryside by the forces of capital would destroy peasants and rural society, 
destabilising China as a whole.22 In their writings, only a unified peasantry built through 
cooperative villages and protective state policies could prevent this dire outcome. These 
ideas developed in relation to rural activist and cooperative practices that came together 
under the name of ‘New Rural Reconstruction’ (xin xiangcun jianshe), a label that drew 
from the populist movement of the 1930s mentioned above.23 While the Movement 
generated considerable innovative practices, it had less influence on state policy. From 
the pro-peasant perspective, the policies of the Hu-Wen administration were a mixed 
bag for rural society: on the one hand there was the abolition of the agricultural tax in 
2005, but on the other, those years saw an acceleration of the entrance of capital into the 
countryside, a facilitation of land transfers, and a limitation of cooperative relations.24 

With the rapid growth of agribusiness and the formalisation of land transfers allowing 
for the accumulation (and dispossession) of rural land, it is more and more difficult to 
talk of a unified peasantry. In response, newer scholars are paying more attention to 
class differentiation and capitalist agrarian transition in China, although it is less clear 
what political stances much of this new academic work presents.25 At the very least, 
however, peasants today are being treated less as an essentialised, general abstraction, 
and more as a historical formation or process that requires explanation (i.e.  de/
repeasantisation, class differentiation, new spatial formations, etc.). One might even 
question whether the category nongmin does the analytical and political work it used 
to do. The rural-urban divide, so central to the Mao years, now plays a much different 
role in structuring social relations, everyday life, and political economy, with so many 
rural residents no longer living in the countryside or, in many cases, not even knowing 
how to farm. Responses to the evictions of ‘low-end population’ (diduan renkou) at 
the edges of Beijing at the end of 2017 point to some possibilities, with the extent of 
public outcry against and debate concerning the evictions seeming to surprise the 
Chinese state. While many see the term ‘low-end population’ from a liberal viewpoint 
as a form of discursive discrimination, the analyses of others suggest its importance 
in reviving discussions of class in the Chinese context.26 With the acceleration of 
capitalist transformation in China, especially in the agricultural sector, class analysis 
and historical inquiry are as necessary as ever. 
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28
人民战争
People’s War
GUAN Kai
(Translated by Christian SORACE)

The richest source of power to wage war lies in the masses of the people.  
It is mainly because of the unorganised state of the Chinese masses that Japan dares 

to bully us. When this defect is remedied, then the Japanese aggressor, like a mad bull 
crashing into a ring of flames, will be surrounded by hundred of millions of our people 

standing upright, the mere sound of their voices will strike terror into him,  
and he will be burned to death. 

Mao Zedong, ‘On Protracted War,’ 1938

In 1938, as Japan’s war machine and total invasion of China clearly advanced, and 
the Chinese army suffered defeat in every battle, the entire country was pervaded 
by the anxiety and premonition of defeat. Given the conspicuous lack of national 

and military strength at the time, China seemed to have no other road than surrender. 
In May 1938, Mao published ‘On Protracted War,’ rich with a vision of the future 

that firmly predicted China’s ultimate victory in the War of Resistance against Japan 
(1937–45). According to him, the ‘magic weapon’ (fabao) that would deliver victory 
to China was guerrilla warfare. But the ability to engage in guerrilla warfare for an 
unknown duration of time depended on the support of the people in the countryside. 
In Mao’s words, ‘the [people] may be likened to water, the [guerrilla soldiers] to the fish 
who inhabit it’—later aphorised as ‘the people are the sea that the revolutionary swims 
in.’ The metaphor of a fish in water describes an intimate political relationship and 
ecology in which the Communist Party (CCP) lives among the people. Thus, ‘guerrilla 
war’ (youji zhan) and ‘protracted war’ (chijiu zhan) were more than mere military 
strategies, as they constituted a broad outlook that Mao referred to as ‘people’s war’ 
(renmin zhanzheng). For Mao, people’s war was not only a blueprint for victory against 
the Japanese but a source of political legitimacy. In August 1946, after the victory 
against Japan, Mao said to the American reporter Anna Louise Strong: ‘The outcome 
of a war is decided by the people.’1 One does not have to strain too hard to hear echoes 
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of Mencius’s political philosophy: ‘The time is not as important as the terrain, and the 
terrain is not as important as having unity with the people . . . [A]n unjust cause finds 
little support.’

Who Are the People?

To understand people’s war, it is imperative to raise the conceptually thorny question: 
who are ‘the people’ (renmin)?

In China’s history, there has never been a concept of the people—only the binary 
structure of government officials and ordinary people. In traditional Chinese thought, 
the minority of rulers—‘officials’ (guan)—and the majority who are ruled—‘people’ 
(min)—are both separated and connected by a material force, which confirms the truth 
that people are the material foundation of rule. This idea is articulated in the well-
known Chinese expression that the ‘water can carry the boat or overturn it.’ 
The concept of the people originated from the French Revolution (1789–99) and 

the  transformation of monarchical subjects into the subject of popular sovereignty 
of the nation-state.2 After the emergence of the modern nation-state—alongside 
other basic factors, such as territory, sovereignty, population, and government—the 
vague concept of the people was elevated to the ruler of the nation. Marxist theory 
was suspicious of such a slippery concept. From a Marxist perspective the state is an 
instrument of the ruling class; in this light, the people function as a vague concept that 
conceals class antagonism. The Marxist worldview of class antagonism between the 
proletariat and the bourgeoisie does not include the category of the people. So how did 
the people arrive on the stage in China? 
The people is a fundamentally abstract concept—what Ernesto Laclau referred to 

as an ‘empty signifier,’ the meaning of which is determined by how it is inserted into 
a particular context.3 Under the ideological control of the Leninist political party, the 
people can be transformed into a flexible and pliable object of political manipulation. 
On the one hand, the people is the faintly discernible trace of revolutionary practice, 
a slogan that can be found everywhere, but the meaning of which is constantly changing. 
On the other hand, the people takes on particular meanings in different contexts in 
order to satisfy the needs of political reality. For example, in the War of Resistance 
against Japan, the revolutionary objective was the country’s independence and national 
liberation: the Chinese people (zhonghua minzu) as a national category were equivalent 
to the people of China as a political category. After the CCP obtained political power, 
the category of the people was reformulated. Anyone who endorsed the socialist path 
belonged to the people, and anyone who opposed it became an ‘enemy of the people.’ 
The fulcrum of internal political struggle was the distinction between ‘contradictions 
among the people’ (remin neibu maodun) and ‘contradictions between ourselves and 
the enemy’ (diwo maodun) (see the essays by Rojas and Dutton in the present volume). 
The differentiation of political community is the foundation and prerogative of the 
CCP’s leadership. 
The abstract concept of the people always requires a supplement to make it concrete. 

For this reason, it is necessary to examine in fine-grained detail the different historical 
moments and discourses in which the name of the people was invoked. 
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People’s War or Peasant’s War? 

Under the conditions in which military strength was insufficient for victory, the 
CCP’s army did not solely rely on military strategy, but simultaneously applied a political 
strategy. A slogan of this strategy was ‘to win the war, rely on the people for support.’ 
Due to its dependence on the people for victory, the army of the CCP referred to itself 
as ‘the people’s army’ (renmin zidi bing)—a term that semantically implies that the army 
is the child of the people—and proclaimed its mission to fight on behalf of the interests 
of the ‘the broad masses of the people’ (guangda renmin qunzhong). 

But in China at the time, the peasantry was the country’s largest demographic. The CCP 
won the peasantry’s support by identifying, addressing, and resolving their needs and 
aspirations, at the same time as it set up military encampments in the countryside. 
If communism is said to be a utopia, the CCP’s revolutionary policy of land reform 
was far from an ideologically misty affair. Rather, it was a practical political endeavour, 
which severed the roots of the existing social system. The CCP’s Marxist message and 
promise of the communist future was enthusiastically received by the peasantry who 
understood it through a Confucian framework of social equality in which ‘the elite 
and the lowly, the rich and the poor are [treated] the same.’ Confucian morality was 
draped in the attire of modernity and Marxist social equality. The majority of Chinese 
people fully supported the CCP’s War of Resistance against Japan because they saw 
the land reform being carried out in communist-controlled areas as containing the 
seeds of their emancipation—a potential future when they could become the masters 
of their own lives. To defend the land parcels allocated to them by the CCP, the masses 
were willing to risk and sacrifice everything, and ‘give their last grain of rice for army 
provisions, last piece of cloth for military uniforms, last bed frame as a coffin lid, and 
send their last son to the troops.’4 Under the historical magnifying glass, the people 
were revealed to be none other than the peasantry. 

Mao realised that the Chinese revolutionary war depended on the correct handling 
of the peasantry and the ability to resolve their problems (see Day’s essay in the present 
volume), and could not rely on the classical definition of the proletariat. From  the 
earliest periods of his thinking, Mao’s call to ‘strike local tyrants and redistribute 
the land’ (da tuhao, fen tiandi) became the basis of revolutionary policy. Whereas this 
practice was successful in the early years in the base of operations in the Jinggang 
Mountains and Jiangxi Soviet (1931–34), it later had to be modified to fit the changing 
political situation. 

After arrival in Yan’an in 1935, the CCP adjusted its land policy to call upon the 
peasantry to ‘pay rent and interest’ (jiao zu jiao xi) and for landlords to ‘decrease rent 
and interest’ (jian zu jian xi) in order to ameliorate the impact of class contradiction. 
This was because Mao regarded the War of Resistance against Japan as a historical 
mission of national liberation, and wanted to mobilise the political capabilities of the 
entire nation. In other words, class warfare had to take a backseat to national liberation. 
The results of this decision were fruitful. To synthesise the precarious balance between 
class and national objectives, the CCP invented different political forms, such as: 
the democratic regime of the ‘three-thirds system;’ the absorption of ‘enlightened 
gentlemen’ (kaiming shenshi) into the struggle for national liberation; the invention 
of a ballot mechanism based on the ‘selection of representatives by the casting of bean 
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shoots;’ and the establishment of a democratic system of government that was a bright 
lantern in the darkness.5 In all of China at that time, the mountain pagoda of Yan’an was 
the most politically attractive place.

Mao’s people’s war was conducted by the peasantry—but this fact is often obscured 
by the common definition of the peasantry as narrow-minded and incapable of class 
consciousness and class affection. But the CCP’s concept and practice of people’s war 
and the united front (see De Giorgi’s essay in the present volume) supplemented the 
limited scope and class exclusivity of the original principles of Marxist-Leninist theory, 
while maintaining the organisational structure and mobilisational character of the 
Leninist political party. The inclusion of the peasantry expanded the CCP’s social base 
of mobilisation, and formed unique political traditions, such as the centralisation of 
power to achieve major goals and the ability to launch political movements to solve 
political and social problems, which deeply influenced modern China. 

People’s War or National War? 

The war of national liberation was considered a stepping stone on the road to class 
emancipation. But could these logics be so neatly disentangled? 
The interests of the oppressed classes and oppressed nations are the motor of the 

development of human history. People’s war came into being as part of the resistance 
against oppression. Mao traced the concept of people’s war along a lineage of resistance, 
including examples from Chinese history, the slave revolt led by Spartacus against the 
Romans, and the early nineteenth-century wars of national resistance across Europe 
against Napoleon. In communist ideology, for the true nature of people’s war to be 
revealed, it needed to first separate itself from the category of national war and transcend 
the principle of national self-determination—only then could the people obtain a class 
basis, and gain the long-term support of the oppressed classes of the world—the dream 
of international communist solidarity. 

But for the CCP to achieve victory over the Japanese, it needed to mobilise the 
support of the entire nation, and not just the industrial working class (who barely 
existed as a class at that time). The category of the people was expanded to ventilate the 
contradictions of Chinese society. Mao invoked the name of the people to transform 
the CCP into the core leadership of the Chinese Revolution, construct the political 
party itself through the ‘mass line’ (see Lin Chun’s essay in the present volume), and 
establish itself as the founder and leader of the emancipation of the Chinese people—
and not only serve as a local branch of the Comintern. Although the CCP called itself 
a class party, people’s war transcended the narrow boundaries of class and popularised 
the revolution as a project of national liberation. 

People’s war was grounded in two fundamental premises. First, all of the material and 
spiritual wealth of human society is created by the large majority of the labouring people 
who are the natural masters of society (‘the people, and the people alone, are the motive 
force in the making of world history’); second, all social phenomena and processes, 
including war, must conform to the fundamental interests and aspirations of the masses 
in order to be just and reasonable. On these grounds, all wars can be divided into two 
categories: ‘righteous wars’ (zhengyi zhanzheng) that serve the people’s interests and 
‘unjust wars’ that harm them. Righteous wars will obtain the endorsement and support 
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of the people. Not only will people throw themselves into non-military struggle, but 
also energetically participate in military struggle. In this way, people’s war possesses 
a mass quality and totalising quality. Conversely, people often resist and oppose unjust 
wars. For example, in both Korea in 1950 and Vietnam in 1973, the United States finally 
had to withdraw from these unfinished wars as a result of the popular belief at home 
that they were unjust. 

In its own revolutionary struggle, the CCP and the People’s Army attempted to 
preserve maximal distance and independence from the command of the Republican 
government. They did this by engaging in people’s war, i.e. investing in the people’s lives, 
infrastructure, and productive capabilities in its base areas. Under army leadership, the 
large production campaign at South Muddy Bend (nanniwan) significantly improved 
the living conditions, and reduced the burdens of people living there.6 The contrast 
with the Nationalist Party could not be clearer: the People’s Army was more than just 
a fighting unit, but also a propaganda team, a production team, and a tractor planting 
the seeds of the future rolled into one. By establishing a relationship of flesh and blood 
with the local people, the People’s Army was full of vital force. The Japanese invaders 
found themselves trapped in a people’s military struggle behind enemy lines. As Mao 
said in ‘On Protracted War:’ ‘The mobilisation of the common people throughout the 
country will create a vast sea in which to drown the enemy, create the conditions that 
will make up for our inferiority in arms and other things, and create the prerequisites 
for overcoming every difficulty in the war.’
This discourse of people’s war supplied the CCP with an explanation for its victory 

over both the Japanese and the Nationalist Party, and a source of legitimacy. It was able 
to defeat armies with superior military and technological support on the basis of its 
magic weapon—the support of the people (see Balso’s essay in the present volume). 
In political propaganda, the CCP accused the Nationalist Party of ‘representing the 
reactionary classes’ and ‘opposing the people,’ and labelled Chiang Kai-shek an ‘enemy 
of the people.’ Mao’s theory of people’s war contrasted the Nationalist Party’s corruption 
and alienation from the people with the political superiority and mass-based support 
of the CCP. 

Political Legacy

People’s war was not only a military strategy, but also a theory of political party 
organisation and ideology. Ultimately, the theory of people’s war determined the nature 
of the CCP. 

From the Communist Manifesto onwards, socialist revolutionaries have explored 
how  to establish a revolutionary party organisation. In What is to be Done?, Lenin 
expounded the idea that the Communist Party must control the machinery of public 
opinion to impart proletarian consciousness to the proletariat, and transform disparate 
workers into an organised force aware of their own power. Mao’s theory of people’s war 
was developed on the basis of his insight into the conditions faced by the CCP. As early as 
Mao’s 1927 ‘Report on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan,’ he realised 
that the crucible of the Chinese Revolution was the education of the peasantry and 
that the revolutionary process depended on an alliance between peasants and workers. 
From Mao’s first mention of his famous phrase ‘political power grows out of the barrel of 
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a gun’ at the emergency meeting of the CCP Central Committee to address the question 
of agrarian revolution and armed struggle on 7 August 1927 in Hankou, the theory of 
people’s war began to ferment until it achieved final form. 

During the revolutionary process, Mao gradually realised that the CCP could not 
separate itself from the practical conditions of Chinese reality. Although the CCP came 
into being as part of the international communist movement, it became a distinct party 
by absorbing into itself the cultural traditions of Chinese civilisation. In retrospect, 
it is clear that the CCP did not mechanically replicate the definitions of Marxism, 
Leninism, and Stalinism, but supplemented and refashioned them through Confucian 
moral norms and China’s dynastic historical experiences. Mencius’s phrase ‘whoever 
wins the people’s hearts, wins the world’ (de minxin zhe de tianxia) was proven in the 
victory of people’s war. For Mencius and Mao, the people’s heart is the most formidable 
weapon. 

To this day, people’s war is one of the historical foundations of the legitimacy of the 
CCP government. In the revolutionary years, the Communists who engaged in people’s 
war cultivated an exceptional work style, disciplined themselves through arduous 
struggle, and behaved with integrity and honesty. But without the motivational horizon 
of people’s war, this moral resource has been gradually lost. Armed with the concept of 
the people, Mao Zedong transformed the CCP, achieved Revolutionary victory, blazed 
a new path for China, and created history. But the world has changed since Mao’s death. 
In China today, who is still capable of mobilising the people in their exalted name? 
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29
不断革命
Permanent Revolution
Matthew GALWAY

Our revolutions come one after another. Starting from the seizure of power in the 
whole country in 1949, there followed in quick succession the anti-feudal land reform, 

the agricultural cooperativisation, and the socialist reconstruction of private industries, 
commerce, and handicrafts … . Our revolutions are like battles. After a victory, we must 

at once put forward a new task. In this way, cadres and the masses will forever be filled 
with revolutionary fervour instead of conceit.

Mao Zedong, 19581

The Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) victory and proclamation of the People’s 
Republic of China in 1949 was a watershed moment in communist history. 
The Party had defied all odds and defeated a numerically and technologically 

superior foe in the Nationalist Party (guomindang, hereafter GMD). The victory, 
however, was not the end of the Chinese Revolution, but its beginning. As CCP 
Chairman Mao Zedong intimated in 1948:

The question now facing the Chinese people … is whether to carry the 
revolution through to the end or to abandon it half-way. If the revolution is to 
be carried through to the end, we must use the revolutionary method to wipe 
out all the forces of reaction resolutely, thoroughly, wholly, and completely; 
we must unswervingly persist in overthrowing imperialism, feudalism, and 
bureaucrat-capitalism; and we must overthrow the reactionary rule of the 
[GMD] on a country-wide scale and set up a republic that is a people’s 
democratic dictatorship under the leadership of the proletariat and with the 
worker-peasant alliance as its main body.2
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Mao’s call for China’s revolution to persist—what became his theory of ‘permanent 
revolution’ (buduan geming lun)—was a reminder that new contradictions would 
inevitably emerge along China’s path to socialist development, and even old 
contradictions could reemerge, thus necessitating a persistent revolutionary fervour. 
Permanent revolution also meant that revolution had to pass through stages and achieve 
specific goals at each stage before progressing to the next. As a concept, permanent 
revolution raises important questions: when does a revolution end, if ever? How does 
one know that enemies have been defeated? Are enemies of class struggle ever truly 
defeated? Is there a threshold of exhaustion when permanent mobilisation becomes 
unsustainable? Mao believed that social change still necessitated and demanded 
revolution even after the defeat of imperialism and the reactionary classes. Permanent 
revolution thus represented a response to the fact that revolution can never truly be 
complete because of the persistence of contradictions in socialist society (see Rojas’s 
essay in the present volume). The incessant emergence, development, and resolution of 
contradictions are ultimately integral to socialist and communist development.3

Permanent revolution may consist of charismatic leadership, mass mobilisation, and 
an oppositional force against which revolutionary classes can struggle.4 It also contains 
spatial and temporal dimensions: spatially, the revolution must extend globally, as 
we see in the case of global Maoism (see Lanza’s essay in the present volume); and 
temporally, it must become a duration of the present, as a way of making and sustaining 
revolution after seizing state power. To extend revolution in space and time, thereby 
making it permanent, became a central theoretical dispute of twentieth-century 
communism. The temporality of permanent revolution in China also led to a form 
of post–Cultural Revolution exhaustion and dissipation of revolutionary energies. But 
outside China, for instance in the case of Peru’s Partido Comunista del Perú-Sendero 
Luminoso (Communist Party of Peru-Shining Path, hereafter CPP-SP), permanent 
revolution found new life. 

In what follows, I trace this conceptual lineage from Mao’s initial formulation to its 
invocation and experimentation in the highland territories of central and southern 
Peru, where the CPP-SP recruited students and peasants to fight incessantly across 
‘a river of blood’ to punish exploiters and establish communism.5

Genealogy of Permanent Revolution

First coined by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in the mid-nineteenth century, 
and developed later by Leon Trotsky, the term permanent revolution has evolved 
significantly. Marx and Engels initially discussed a ‘revolution in permanence’ in 
The Holy Family in anticipation of social upheaval and a proletarian uprising after the 
national bourgeoisie’s failure. Permanent revolution came to mean the proletariat’s 
continued pursuit of its interests despite its political domination by another class; in 
the face of class hostility from above, this idea gave rise to an independent militant 
approach whereby the proletariat organises autonomously.6 Trotsky drew from this 
conception, emphasising the proletariat’s role in leading an ‘uninterrupted’ revolution, 
surpassing the bourgeois democratic revolution to implement socialism.7 The ‘socialist 
revolution,’ he elaborated, ‘begins on the national arena, it unfolds on the international 
arena, and is completed on the world arena,’ thus transforming domestic political 
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change into an international affair. In 1927, the CCP made permanent revolution 
its political line, which at this stage was ‘an uninterrupted series of armed uprisings 
[in the countryside] until final victory was achieved.’8 This earlier approach was hardly 
the final formulation; indeed, on the eve of the Great Leap Forward in January 1958, 
Mao announced his theory of permanent revolution, which offered a new strategy to 
guide the Chinese Revolution’s transition to socialism. The ubiquity of contradictions 
in any society, even a socialist one, required permanent proletarian struggle, passing 
through necessary stages, to prevent a lapse in revolutionary progress.

From Permanent to Continuous Revolution

Rhetorically indebted to Trotsky’s formulation, and to Sun Yat-sen’s view that the 
Chinese Revolution ‘has not yet been completed’ and ‘comrades must still bend every 
effort to achieve it,’ Mao’s theory of permanent revolution grew out of the CCP’s 
struggle against the GMD.9 Pre-revolutionary China, Mao diagnosed, was semifeudal 
and semicolonial (see Barlow’s essay in the present volume). The bourgeois democratic 
revolution’s failure meant that only proletarian revolutionary action in an unbreakable 
alliance with the peasantry ‘as its main body’ could bestow the revolution with 
a permanent character on the path towards socialist development. New contradictions, 
however, required ‘revolutionary zeal’ to realise China’s modernisation, economic 
development, and socialist unity.10 Mao’s theorisation thus regarded the entire 
revolutionary process predating and anticipating communism as ‘an endless series of 
social contradictions and struggles [that] can be resolved only by radical revolutionary 
breaks with existing reality.’11 Progress to higher stages, he urged, ‘must necessarily 
be in a relationship between quantitative and qualitative changes. All mutations, all 
leaps forward are revolutions [that] must pass through struggles. The theory of [the] 
cessation of struggles [in a socialist society] is sheer metaphysics.’12 The persistence of 
contradictions would remain given the permanent possibility of a reactionary class 
attempting to restore its power, and undermine the revolution. The Chinese Revolution 
would therefore pass through ‘many stages and many revolutions’ to safeguard the 
revolutionary gains and protect against the reemergence of bureaucratic, reactionary 
tendencies.13

Mao’s theory of permanent revolution departed from Trotsky’s conclusion that the 
bourgeois democratic revolution (the Republican government) had succeeded in China 
on the grounds that the latter had failed to eradicate feudalism, enact land reform, 
develop and augment productive forces, resolve national questions, and safeguard 
national sovereignty. The CCP, by contrast, sought to accomplish such tasks, stage-by-
stage, on the path towards socialist construction and proletarian dictatorship. As Mao 
noted, the Communists were ‘exponents of the theory of the transition of the revolution, 
and not of the Trotskyite theory of “permanent revolution” … for the attainment 
of socialism by going through all the necessary stages of the democratic republic.’14 
He elaborated on this break from the Trotskyite approach in 1958:

I stand for the theory of permanent revolution. Do not mistake this for 
Trotsky’s theory of permanent revolution. In making revolution one must 
strike while the iron is hot—one revolution must follow another, the 
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revolution must continually advance … . After Liberation in 1949 came the 
Land Reform; as soon as this was completed there followed the mutual-aid 
teams, then the low-level cooperatives, then the high-level cooperatives. 
After seven years the cooperativisation was completed and productive 
relations were transformed; then came the Rectification. After Rectification 
was finished, before things had cooled down, then came the Technical 
Revolution.15

In Mao’s version, permanent revolution rationalised the CCP’s economic and political 
rectification campaigns (see Mertha’s essay in the present volume). ‘Our revolution,’ he 
urged, ‘is like fighting battles. After winning a battle, a new task is at once put forward. 
In this way, the cadres and the masses can be made to uphold their revolutionary 
enthusiasm to the full extent.’16 Contradictions would indeed be present even beyond 
the 1949 victory, and new contradictions would emerge as the CCP developed China 
into a socialist society with a modern socialist economy. Such ‘continually emerging 
contradictions’ required accomplishing objectives that corresponded to each stage 
and revolutionary enthusiasm to stamp out bourgeois tendencies seeking to reverse 
revolutionary gains.17 Hence the CCP moved from Land Reform and the First Five-
year Plan to the mutual-aid teams, cooperatives, the 1956 Hundred Flowers Movement, 
the 1957–59 Anti-rightist Campaign, the Great Leap Forward, and lastly, the Cultural 
Revolution.

During the Cultural Revolution, permanent revolution metamorphosised into 
the concept of ‘continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat’ 
(wuchanjieji zhuanzheng xia jixu geming). Continuous revolution was an innovation 
introduced by the Gang of Four to theoretically justify the most radical features of 
the Cultural Revolution.18 ‘Continuing the revolution’ first emerged in People’s Daily 
in 1967 and eventually constituted a theory of sorts.19 Consisting of quotes from Mao’s 
earlier writings, continuing the revolution was a necessary ingredient of proletarian 
political power and the establishment of socialism. The enduring nature of class 
conflict in socialist society required continued infusions of revolutionary energy and 
enthusiastic action to ensure its perpetuity (see Dutton’s essay in the present volume).
The debate over the difference between the earlier buduan geming and jixu geming was 

never definitively resolved. On one hand, the shift from the predicate adjective buduan 
to the transitive verb jixu stresses that positive action was essential to the revolution’s 
continuation; on the other, jixu also implies continuity with the CCP’s bureaucratic 
establishment, whereas buduan contains the possibility of rupture.20 The first reading 
is supported by Zhang Chunqiao’s warning of a resurgence of the ‘bourgeois right’ 
unless the revolution was fortified under the dictatorship of the proletariat.21 The fear 
was that the bourgeoisie would reverse the positive gains of the revolution and reroute 
the Chinese path towards capitalism. Enthusiastic action ultimately took the form of 
a revolutionary culture that upheld the path towards socialism in all fields and stood 
steadfast against ‘capitalist roaders.’ Intrinsic to the revolutionary promise at the core 
of the Cultural Revolution was the formation of a new culture for a socialist mode of 
production, which necessitated continuous reinvention, i.e. revolution, to prevent it 
from deviating along a capitalist or Soviet bureaucratic path. To achieve the type of 
socialist society that Mao envisioned, the Cultural Revolution aimed at transforming 
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high culture and everyday culture into a new type of revolutionary culture, and 
removing rightist tendencies that presented potential obstacles (see the essays by 
Thornton and Dai in the present volume).22

There were, ultimately, consequences to making revolution permanent in China. 
As Mao once said, ‘the straw sandal has no pattern, its shape evolves as it is woven.’23 

This phrase evokes the need for a constant reassessment and recalibration of the 
shape revolution takes as it unfolds. Yet the result of this approach had disastrous 
consequences, ranging from the Great Leap’s unrealistic production quotas and pace to 
the Cultural Revolution’s iconoclastic fanaticism, both of which disfigured the ‘pattern’ 
of revolutionary politics. Such misshapen sandals were not suitable for China’s post-
Mao leadership, in its attempt to ‘cross the river’ of economic modernisation and leave 
revolution on the shores of history. The lessons and inspiration from China’s permanent 
revolution, however, spread beyond its own borders and found new life elsewhere.24

Exporting the Revolution to Peru

The Cultural Revolution struck a chord with foreign visitors to China, notably 
a Peruvian Marxist named Abimael Guzmán. His visits to Beijing between 1965 and 
1967 led him to adopt Mao Zedong Thought as the CPP-SP’s guiding ideology and 
regard the Chinese Revolution as pregnant with lessons for Peru. He studied Mao’s 
works closely, trained in the CCP’s military techniques, and received small arms 
training at a Chinese cadre school. Upon his return to Peru, he founded the CPP-SP 
as a Maoist party, avowing Maoism in his claim that the Shining Path’s armed struggle 
required peasant mobilisation ‘under the infallible banners of Marxist-Leninist-Mao 
Zedong Thought.’25 Now convinced to launch a people’s war from Ayacucho, Guzmán 
adopted the nom de guerre ‘Presidente Gonzalo’ and followed Mao’s example in waging 
a permanent revolution in Peru.26 The CPP-SP’s ideological foundation contained four 
central pillars on which its revolution rested: a) the universality of people’s war (see 
Guan’s essay in the present volume); b) the Party’s militarisation of the worker-peasant 
alliance; 3) the personality cult; and d) a permanent cultural revolution. 

In addition to Mao, Guzmán drew inspiration from Peruvian Marxist José Carlos 
Mariátegui’s (1894–1930) anti-imperialism and diagnosis of Peru as a semicolonial, 
semifeudal society. The name ‘Sendero Luminoso’ derives from Mariátegui’s axiom 
that ‘Marxism-Leninism will open the shining path to the future.’ After Guzmán’s 
trips to China between 1965 and 1967, he discovered ideas in Mao that resonated 
with Mariátegui, and also went beyond them. Mao’s strategies of protracted war and 
revolutionary violence provided tactical elements that were absent in Mariátegui’s 
thought.27 Together, Mariátegui and Mao’s respective writings from the 1920s are 
reflected in CPP-SP assessments of the nature of Peruvian society in the 1970s. Mao’s 
call to apply Marxism-Leninism creatively, Guzmán admits, allowed him to appreciate 
the contributions of Mariátegui as a ‘first rate Marxist-Leninist who had thoroughly 
analysed our society.’ 

Mariátegui had applied Marxism as an interpretive paradigm to Latin American 
realities with Indigenismo, which called for socialism to end the racial marginalisation 
of indigenous peoples. Since his death, however, every leftist Peruvian political party 
failed to address the ‘ethnic question’ and the state’s pauperisation of its indigenous 
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population.28 Frustrated over issues of political line, strategy, and revisionism of leftist 
currents in Peru, Guzmán broke from the Mariátegui-founded Partido Comunista 
Peruano (Communist Party of Peru) and, later, the pro-Chinese Partido Comunista 
Peruano-Bandera Roja (Communist Party of Peru-Red Flag). These schisms were 
justified as an unfolding of the principle of permanent revolution, which was venerated 
as a fundamental pillar of the CPP-SPP. Under these auspices, the newly formed Party 
declared its intention to surround the cities from the countryside in an unrelenting, 
continuous peasant revolution.29 Guzmán’s CPP-SP sought to conquer ‘three mountains’ 
before it could succeed where others had failed: a) US imperialism; b) semifeudalism; 
and c) bureaucratic capitalism. The ‘three mountains’ metaphor shows the centrality of 
Mao’s permanent revolution in Guzmán’s thinking: Mao’s April 1945 invocation of the 
fourth-century story of the ‘Foolish Old Man Who Moved the Mountains,’ a tale about 
persistence and human will in removing a mountain, had become one of the seminal 
essays of the Cultural Revolution (see also Lora-Wainwright’s essay in the present 
volume).30 As Mao intimated:

Today, two big mountains weigh down on the Chinese people. One is 
imperialism, while the other is feudalism. The CCP has long made up its 
mind to dig them up. We must persevere and work unceasingly [buduan de 
gongzuo], and we, too, will touch God [hui gandong shangdi de]. Our God is 
none other than the broad masses of the Chinese nation. If they stand up and 
dig together with us, why can’t we dig these two mountains away?31

The only way to conquer these mountains, Guzmán urged, was through protracted 
struggle, an alliance between urban and rural proletarians (notably the Andean 
peoples), and a perpetual struggle against reactionary forces, both local and global.32

A philosophy professor at a university in Peru, Guzmán declared himself the ‘greatest 
living Marxist-Leninist’ and intellectual successor to Marx, Lenin, and Mao. His 
‘mastery of Maoist text’ granted him total authority over the CPP-SP as its supreme 
theorist, with ‘pensamiento Gonzalo’ (‘Gonzalo Thought’) constituting a ‘Fourth Sword 
of Marxism.’33 A Mao-like personality cult developed around him that employed 
Cultural Revolution agitprop methods of wall posters and fervid acolytes singing Mao 
songs ‘memorised in Mandarin.’34 

Peru’s need for a ‘permanent’ or ‘continuous’ revolution is most explicitly stated in 
a 1988 interview by El Diario with Guzmán:

This democratic revolution [of ours] must be followed uninterruptedly by 
a socialist revolution, on this we would like to specify, taking what President 
Mao taught us with a lot of foresight thinking about what could arise; he tells 
us that the democratic revolution ends on the same day that power is taken 
in the whole country and the People’s Republic is founded, and on that same 
day and hour the socialist revolution begins, and in it, we have to develop 
a dictatorship of the proletariat and, thus, initiate the basic transformations 
to develop socialism.35
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Guzmán’s perspective on permanent revolution was clearly informed by his close 
reading of Mao’s texts during his time in China, as he echoes the Chinese leader’s 
emphases on world revolution, the peasantry’s potential under Party leadership, and 
waging a people’s war. By studying Mao and the CCP, Guzmán came to regard the 
Cultural Revolution as ‘a continuation of the revolution under the dictatorship of the 
proletariat and its indispensable character; without it the revolution cannot continue 
its march to communism.’ But in no way was the Cultural Revolution—its Chinese 
or Peruvian version—to be a single-step towards socialism; rather, as Guzmán makes 
clear, there were to be ‘successive culture revolutions’ responsive to ‘our own reality.’ 
The Peruvian revolution, he concludes, ‘is linked inextricably to the world revolution; 
that is our final goal, the others are stages, steps, moments and we believe that the road 
to reach communism is long.’36

CPP-SP’s brand of Maoism took the form of broad recruitment among rural 
workers, organising peasant patrols (rondas campesinas), military encroachment, and 
continuous mass violence. Recruits were either students from Ayacucho’s countryside, 
or from the margins of urban society. Despite its self-proclaimed vanguard status, 
however, the Party organisation reproduced rather than eradicated Peru’s top-down 
‘colonial stratification,’ as a Central Committee of white Peruvians oversaw a largely 
poor youth of indigenous or mixed ancestry. The CPP-SP nonetheless won over many 
students and peasants, as millenarian promises of radical upheaval in a continuous 
armed struggle struck a sympathetic chord with a disaffected base. By 1977, young 
militants were hosting Maoist-style ‘education sessions’ and ‘recruiting fighters in 
mountain villages.’37 The ouster of corrupt authorities and punishment of criminals 
and counterrevolutionaries by rondas were also positive changes. 

But when military forces moved in to eliminate Party influence in the 1980s, the 
CPP-SP response was mass violence, often at the expense of the impoverished villagers 
and respected local leaders that it purported to help. This was all part of Guzmán’s 
grand scheme and represented, ultimately, an extension of his adaptation of permanent 
or continuous revolution in fervour and scope. Mao’s tactic of a people’s war also 
guided the CPP-SP. Between 1980 and 1988, the Party nearly completed all stages of 
its revolution, expanding its peasant revolution by 1989 in preparation of seizing Lima. 
As the movement progressed, however, the Party initiated brutal internal purges to 
ensure longevity and loyalty. The personality cult around Presidente Gonzalo and the 
view that the Russians, Cubans, North Koreans, and even Chinese were ‘weak and not 
true communists’ led it to change its official ideology to ‘Marxism-Leninism-Maoism-
Gonzalo Thought.’38 Government forces captured Guzmán in 1992, and although 
the people’s war persisted, Guzmán’s imprisonment effectively ended the CPP-SP 
revolution.

Abimael Guzmán’s thinking on permanent revolution was responsible for some of the 
CPP-SP’s strategic blunders. A faithful adherent to the Gang of Four’s dogmatic Maoism 
of the Cultural Revolution, his emphasis on ideological purity ultimately pigeonholed 
his movement and squandered its emergent momentum. The Party’s fixation on its own 
revolutionary purity sacrificed another vital aspect of Maoism and reason for the CCP’s 
longevity—its pragmatism and adaptability. As a result of the Party’s betrayal of its base, 
it ended up decapitated from its body politic.39
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Permanent Revolution Today

Today, both in China and Peru, permanent revolution is all but dead. The planted 
seeds of global capitalism in both nations have grown into deeply rooted trees. The 
afterlife of permanent revolution, or versions thereof, outside China is a different 
tale. Maoist parties—some of which have ruled, others somewhat marginal—have 
emerged in several far-flung polities in Europe (Italy and Turkey), South Asia (India, 
Nepal, Afghanistan, and Bhutan), and Peru’s South American neighbours (Bolivia 
and Colombia). Although the Peruvian Maoists failed, both the theory and concept 
of permanent revolution remain relevant to those still seeking redress in a world 
increasingly dominated by global capitalist imperialism. Even in Peru, where most 
believe that the Maoist movement is over, the insurgents who continue the fight do 
not see it this way. CPP-SP acolytes revere Presidente Gonzalo, and hold firmly that 
permanent revolution against imperialism and contradictions will never die. ‘This will 
demonstrate to the world that what we have in Peru is a people’s war, not a central 
committee’s war,’ stated director of the pro-CPP-SP London-based Sol Peru Committee 
Adolfo Olaechea. ‘The war has more to do with a class struggle than with personalities.’40 
So long as class struggle remains, then, revolution will permanently be necessary.
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30
诗
Poetry
Claudia POZZANA

To situate contemporary Chinese poetry among the afterlives of Maoist China 
is problematic, above all due to the very nature of the poetry, which is like 
a karst river surfacing erratically at unpredictable points and moments, making 

it difficult to locate its springs and tributaries. Added to this is the complication that the 
main novelty in the field of Chinese poetry is the wave of excellent poems written by 
migrant workers. Such a sociological phenomenon reopens a crucial political problem 
of modern China: what has been, and what could be, the role of the workers in a project 
of collective emancipation beyond capitalism? The permanence of a simulacrum of the 
‘working class,’ mummified in the insignia of power (see Russo’s essay in the present 
volume), clashes with the lyrical realism of these new worker poets, who are fully 
aware of the radical political inexistence of workers in China today. A close source 
of inspiration is certainly the Misty poetry that emerged at the end of the 1970s, 
which brought to light the deadly ambiguities of the role played by poetry and art in 
revolutionary culture (see Dai’s essay in the present volume). Another hidden source, 
and perhaps the most paradoxical, is that Mao himself was one of the great poets of the 
twentieth century, although he wrote in classical regulated verses.

Finally, one could say that the richest source of the contemporary appearance of this 
karst river is still the immense Chinese poetic tradition, whose most authentic voices 
were driven by a sense of profound introspection about the place of poetry in China’s 
cultural space. In fact, the best Chinese poets and writers have always illuminated 
key dilemmas of ‘China’s identity.’ In the last 40 years, poetry has shed a peculiar 
light—a  ‘glitter among the interstices,’1 as Xiao Kaiyu, one of the most important 
Chinese contemporary poets, put it—on the very meaning, past, present, and future 
of ‘China.’ For Chinese writers and poets, ‘China is a big question mark’ and a vast 
unexplored territory accessible to poetic exploration.2
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In the words of Meng Lang, a poet who recently passed away: ‘The poet stays in 
the blind places of history.’3 These places are perfectly inhabited by the new migrant 
poets. Despite the rhetoric of twentieth-century state communism, which praised the 
worker as the brightest historical figure, today the worker toils away in the dark shadow 
of history. The intersection of artistic creation and wage slavery in the new wave of 
migrant worker poets must resist its own obscurity and bring to light the conditions 
of life at the bottom of the global capitalist production chain.
This path of poetic investigation was opened by an artistic group labelled the 

‘Misty Poets’ (menglong shiren), which was first formed in 1978–80 by the editors 
of the underground journal Today (jintian).4 This generation of young poets had 
grown up during the Cultural Revolution, which had given them a chance to taste 
a sense of equality (see Thornton’s essay in the present volume). In the aftermath of 
the Cultural Revolution, however, the political language of Maoism had become 
anaemic and impoverished, emptied of its revolutionary intensity and emancipatory 
promise. Following Mao’s death, the poets began to sense the risk of their own creative 
experimental enthusiasm being annihilated. In response, they dedicated themselves 
to a bold exploration of hidden possibilities within the Chinese language, creating 
new openings for thought, which reverberated across the entire Chinese intellectual 
horizon, not only in poetry and novels, but also in cinema, visual arts, architecture, 
music, and much more. 

Misty Poets and the migrant worker poets are two distinct poetic configurations that, 
although born three decades apart, are engaging in a significant dialogue. The main 
ground of convergence is the concept of poetry as an independent intellectual space 
distant from the dominant culture and governmental discourse. Moreover, both 
groups share a peculiar sensitivity towards labour. Most of the early Misty Poets had 
experiences as ordinary labourers, as ‘educated youth’ (zhishi qingnian) sent to work 
in the countryside, or as workers in factories during the Cultural Revolution. Famous 
poets such as Bei Dao and Shu Ting were factory workers, Mang Ke worked in a fishing 
village, and Yang Lian was in the countryside—experiences through which they find 
resonance with migrant poets. 

Living the Changing Chinese Workplace

Through these biographical experiences of contemporary Chinese poets one 
can glimpse the epoch-making changes of factory life in China after 1949. Chinese 
industrial workplaces have witnessed at least three eras: the early period of socialist 
construction in the 1950s; the intermediate, experimental period of the 1960s and 
1970s; and the post-Maoist period with its neoliberal factories. 
The poems written by workers during the era of socialist construction expressed 

a positive attitude and optimistic participation in the socialist project, as in ‘Factory 
Morning,’ a poem written by Li Xue’ao in 1957:

The valiant chimney is like the mast of a ship, 
it rises high at the centre of the factory. 
The towering plant is the ship cabin, 
the Party secretary here is our red pilot, 
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when all around all still sleeps quietly, 
we sound the siren and set sail 
bringing millions of heroic hearts we enter one wider day.5

These were poems that glorified labour (see also Ban Wang’s essay in the present 
volume). However, the meaning, practice, and organisation of labour all radically 
changed during the Cultural Revolution. The Misty Poets who lived during this 
intermediate period witnessed and participated in a variety of experiments, such as 
attempts to mitigate the division of labour; remould the relationships between workers, 
technicians, and managers; and produce ‘theory’ through the existence of ‘worker 
theoretical groups’ active in the factories, as well as ‘worker universities.’ 
These experiments in emancipation from factory despotism and the unprecedented 

space for intellectual pursuits among the workers contributed to the overall atmosphere 
in Chinese factories during the Cultural Revolution. Yu Jian captures this multifaceted 
situation in a recent reflection on his decennial experience as a worker before becoming 
a professor of literature and one of the greatest contemporary poets:

In my factory there were figures of the past who had been labelled rightists, 
ex-movie actors, painters, dancers, a variety of owners of the old society, 
descendants of capitalists, and intellectuals. These were highly educated 
people, a sort of living textbook, and they became my teachers. I remember 
well the time in the plant, the funniest thing was the storytelling—many 
people told stories and putting them together seemed like novels in which 
they all spoke. In that factory there were frequent power outages, so we had 
plenty of time to tell stories. Now when I think about it, the factory was like 
a secret art school … . I remember that in the factory I had time to write 
poetry, sing, play the flute, there was painting, writing of ancient poetry, 
studying philosophy of science, we listened to the Voice of America … even 
Western literary works from the eighteenth and nineteenth century circulated 
in private. I even read Shi Zhi’s poems, the brochures by Robespierre, and 
also Herzen and Chekhov.6

From this point of view, certain factory spaces in the Cultural Revolution functioned 
as ‘communist heterotopias’ in which traditional factory logic and temporality were 
suspended, and new capacities, relations, and senses of the world could take place. 

For today’s migrant poets, the subjective condition of life in the factory is radically 
different from both the classic socialist era and the experimental interval of the Cultural 
Revolution. The collective ‘us’ has blotted into ‘a massively single number’ (pangda de 
danshu), to borrow a line from the poet Guo Jinniu.7 It is a poetic description of the 
radical absence of sociality, the boundless eradication of identity and belonging in 
which the only relationship with the ‘motherland’ is ‘my payment for the temporary 
residence permit.’ As Guo writes with bitter sarcasm:

A person crosses a province, another province, another province
A person takes a train, then a truck, and then a black bus again
Next stop
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The motherland has given me a temporary residence permit.
The motherland accepted my payment for the temporary residence permit.
…

Sister Li of the north, stands alone facing south in untidy pajamas
Sister Li of the north, embraces a broken chrysanthemum
Sister Li of the north, hangs from a banyan tree
Lightly. As if her flesh and bones did not weigh. 
Alas, I could not arrive to help her.8

Strangers to Themselves
 
‘Sister Li of the North, hangs from a banyan tree’ and the author is devastated for 

arriving too late to help her. Strange destiny for a poet to arrive in the place where 
someone has just killed oneself! In another poem, ‘Going Home on Paper’ (zhishang 
huanxiang), Guo portrays himself as a worker charged with putting up the nets on the 
top floor of the factory (this was a well-known measure taken by Foxconn managers 
to prevent the reoccurrence of suicides among young workers). For the poet it is an 
excruciating job that cannot but remind him of those who have jumped. The poem is 
like a funeral that brings the young boy back home, though only ‘on paper.’

1.

The boy, at dawn, counts from the first to the thirteenth floor 
ends up counting and arrived on the top floor 
he 
flies, oh, flies 
he cannot imitate the birds’ movements  
…

3.

Thirteenth floor, I’m putting the anti-jump nets, this is my job 
to earn a payday 
with force turn clockwise, tighten the screws bit by bit,  
fight and resist in the darkness 
the more I use force, the more dangerous it is … .9

The poet searches in verse for a way to survive and resist the self-destructiveness 
of wage slavery. 

Another migrant poet, Xing Huangtian, points out that ‘we do not know anything’ 
about workers today and their depressing labour in the deadly repetition of the factory 
life.10 How far from the Chinese Dream is the verse ‘Dreams decreasing, slowness 
increasing?’11 In a poem simply titled ‘He,’ the worker is unidentifiable, not only 
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outside the factory, where ‘he’ is virtually invisible, but even inside the factory. ‘He’ is 
the stranger—even to himself—who works at the next machine. Everyone is locked in 
their own obsessions: 

It is always like this, day after day, month after month 
year after year, time going by,
machinery wearing out, physical strength running out
dreams decreasing, slowness increasing.
It is always like this, always
feeling blue, except for labour, 
except for love. It is like innate that
we do not know anything about him
we do not know what 
this person is grounded on, neither
his obsession, but is this the obsession 
that we do not have.12

Fatalism

What it means to be a worker in the modern world constitutes an intellectual enigma, 
which requires renewed conceptual inquiry. Previous theoretical-political attempts—
Marxism above all—to explain the worker as a political subjectivity and not merely an 
economic reality have fallen into a period of confusion and disorientation. It is unclear 
what a worker’s existence can be grounded in beyond mere survival. 

In this era, when political visions of labour have become rarefied, the poetry of 
migrant workers can be read as a symptom of unmoored subjective existence. Surely, 
they are a ‘massively single number,’ but can this number become a collective entity? 
My tentative answer is to consider the ‘us’ of the ‘worker’ in these poems as animated, 
at least temporarily, by a ‘rational fatalism,’13 condensed in the following lines by Xu 
Lizhi: ‘I cannot accuse, I cannot complain/I can only suffer my exhaustion.’14 Though 
this statement is written in the first person, I suggest that it should be read as an ‘us’ 
representing any worker. 

As young Marx wrote: ‘To call on them to give up their illusions about their 
condition is to call on them to give up a condition that requires illusions.’15 This lucid 
understanding of the conditions of wage labour generates an intense realistic lyricism. 
This lyrical power of unflinching insight can be felt in the portrayal of the radical social 
inexistence of migrant workers in the following two poems by Ji Zhishui—a remarkable 
woman poet.16 While migrants generally come from rural areas to work in the cities, 
they neither reflect peasant characteristics nor fit into the urban ‘Chinese dream.’ They 
are merely ‘rocks piling up by the side of the road;’ leaves of grass that, on encountering 
a gust of wind, are ‘stripped of a rippling smile/stripped of the most basic respect;’ and 
finally, ‘leaves falling down into the dust.’
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Rocks by the Road

A gust of wind  
blows us up from the land 
and down onto machines in a strange place, down onto the assembly line 
plunged into noise, machine oil, red and black gum, white lead, rust 
beaten, screwed tight, nailed up 
our quick spinning  
flings off our accents and shouts and warm tears  
until we can’t squeeze out another droplet of sweat 
and we harden into rocks 
left by the side of the road 
even if we go home we don’t know how to farm 
these rocks piling up by the side of the road 
lean against one another, cold against cold

Migrant Workers

These grasses often 
encounter a kind of wind 
like a basin of cold water being sprinkled out 
stripped of a vibrating heartbeat, stripped of a rippling smile
stripped of the most basic respect
we head down
like leaves falling down into the dust
looking for food in the dirt, in garbage piles
these people still want to run, still want to escape
but that only brings them into the trap
others rush onto the knife’s point
these grasses are often
thin and weak

The last five verses expose the internal weakness of ‘rational fatalism.’ While insight 
is a necessary prerequisite for the emergence of subjective existence, it is not enough to 
prevent self-destruction. The same movement ‘to run’ and ‘to escape’ ultimately leads 
to a trap, and even pushes some of the ‘grass leaves’ to ‘rush onto the knife’s point.’ 

To consistently maintain the ‘line’ of not hoping for anything and not complaining 
about anything is extremely difficult—a titanic endeavour requiring an ascetic-heroic 
attitude, which constantly risks transforming into its opposite. Under these constraints, 
as soon as one gives in to the poetic urge to lament one’s own sufferings, one risks 
succumbing to the ‘hope’ of recognition from the society which they ostensibly reject. 
Since every desire for recognition involves the frustration of misrecognition, this 
ambivalence ends up annihilating the starting point of not hoping and not complaining. 
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The Tragedy of Xu Lizhi
 
In 2014, Xu Lizhi, a 24-year-old migrant worker at one of the Foxconn factories 

in Shenzhen, committed suicide, leaving behind a vast poetic body posthumously 
published by his worker friends. Any suicide is always an enigma that cannot be 
reduced to a single cause, even less, I would argue, to an act of resistance. Even his 
biographic details cannot explain his tragic decision, as they are no sadder than those 
of the other migrants. Regardless of the reasons for his suicide, we should consider his 
verses independently from his tragic fate. An example is ‘I Swallowed an Iron Moon’, 
which has become the emblem of Chinese migrant workers poetry.

I swallowed an iron moon
they called it a screw

I swallowed industrial wastewater and unemployment forms
bent over the machines, our youth died young 

I swallowed the hurry and the displacement
I swallowed bridges for pedestrians and this rusty life

I cannot swallow any more
everything that I swallowed flows back to my mouth
 
I spread across my motherland
a poem of shame17

Other verses by Xu Lizhi offer chilling descriptions of the condition of workers in the 
despotic atmosphere of the factory:

I Fell Asleep Standing like That

The sheet of paper in front of the eyes yellows slightly 
I use the pen to mark over with various shades of black 
it is full of a worker’s vocabulary 
workshop, assembly line, platform machine, work sheet, overtime, wage … 
by these words I was trained to be submissive 

I cannot scream, I cannot resist 
I cannot accuse, I cannot complain 
I can only suffer my exhaustion in silence 
when I first arrived here

I was only hoping for the grey pay check of the tenth of the month  
that gives me a late consolation 
for this I have to grind off the edges and corners, grinding the language 
never skipped work, never a day of illness, never a day of personal break 
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never arrived late, never left early 
I’m standing like iron next to the assembly line, my hands as if they were 
flying 
how many days and how many nights 
I fell asleep standing like that.18

Such intense verses leave us with much to meditate on. The existence of poems written 
by migrant workers affirms the infinity of poetry against the oppression of any finitude. 
Clearly the way out of the hell in which these poems were written is still to be invented, 
but it will depend on the possible affirmation of creative subjectivities. How can this 
migrant proletariat of the contemporary world unite to abolish wage slavery? We can 
glimpse at least one sign of trespassing towards a new political capacity. Mi Jiuping, 
a worker from Shenzhen Jasic Technology, a factory in the southern metropolis, 
was arrested in July 2018 for spearheading a protest in which he and his colleagues 
demanded, among other things, the establishment of an independent workplace union. 
At the time of writing, he still remains under detention, but this poem, which he wrote 
while in jail, has been shared across several blogs and websites, becoming famous 
among the workers and generating its own collective force: 

I am with us

I stand atop a hill,
Seeing beyond the highest heavens,
The mountains crisp green,
The red sun rising.
I stand on the banks of a great river,
taking in the sight of the water,
the rolling waves
surging on endlessly.
I am a crane in a crowd of people,
I am silent beyond the outskirts,
I have lost family, love, and friendship,
I have lost all,
I have lost everything.

I will have family, love, friendship,
I will have all,
I will have everything.
Not today,
But in the not-distant future,
I am not me,
I am with us.19

Xiao Kaiyu observed, with a touch of skeptical irony, that for Mao poetry would be 
resurrected only when everyone in China became poets. Is not the new wave of migrant 
workers poets a ‘Maoist’ signal?20 
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31
实践
Practice
Aminda SMITH

In Yan’an, the wartime base area of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), there 
were a number of dogmatists in the Party. They tried to impress people with their 
knowledge of Marxist texts and saw Marxism as an unquestionable and timeless 

truth, rather than a guide to action. Conversely, there were also a number of Party 
members who were empiricists. Those people based their thinking on their fragmentary, 
individual experiences. They failed to understand the bigger revolutionary picture and 
did not see the importance of theory at all. To correct these comrades’ divergent but 
equally erroneous, subjectivist ideas—especially those of the dogmatists, who had 
already caused the Chinese Communist Revolution to suffer several losses—Mao 
Zedong wrote ‘On Practice’ in 1937. Or so says the introduction to the essay in the 
official collection, Selected Works of Mao Zedong.

‘On Practice’—subtitled in the Selected Works as ‘On the Relation between Knowledge 
and Practice, between Knowing, and Doing’—was not the first time Mao had written on 
the importance of practice. In his 1930 essay ‘Oppose Book Worship,’ he excoriated the 
‘disgraceful’ comrades who ‘always keep their eyes shut and talk nonsense,’ insisting that 
‘unless you have investigated a problem, you will be deprived of the right to speak on it’ 
because ‘when you have not probed into a problem, into the present facts and its past 
history, and know nothing of its essentials, whatever you say about it will undoubtedly 
be nonsense’ and ‘talking nonsense solves no problems, as everyone knows.’ The 
claim that a core feature of Maoism is anti-intellectualism is often evidenced by Mao’s 
insistence that all knowledge comes from engaging in actual practices, especially those 
of labour. In fact, Mao was only anti-intellectual in the specific sense that he distrusted 
bourgeois intellectuals and their exploitation-abetting methods and pursuits. Mao was 
deeply devoted to some of the defining tasks of intellectual work: producing knowledge 
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and verifying it, which also required critiquing and evaluating methods of knowledge 
production (see Schmalzer’s essay in the present volume). He did not want to halt the 
pursuit of knowledge; he wanted to pursue revolutionary knowledge.1 

A Technology for Revolutionary Knowledge

Mao offered a technology for revolutionary knowledge production and truth 
verification: the ‘mass line’ (qunzhong luxian, see Lin Chun’s essay in the present 
volume). Encapsulated in the shorthand phrase ‘from the masses, to the masses’ (cong 
qunzhong zhong lai, dao qunzhong zhong qu), the mass line was premised on the Marxist 
claim that ordinary working people were best positioned in terms of class perspective 
to most clearly see objective realities, produce the best analyses of problems, and point 
the way to the best solutions. Why were the masses so ideally positioned to know? For 
Mao and other Marxists, it was because the masses engaged in labour:

Man’s knowledge depends mainly on his activity in material production, 
through which he comes gradually to understand the phenomena, the 
properties, and the laws of nature, and the relations between himself and 
nature; and through his activity in production he also gradually comes to 
understand, in varying degrees, certain relations that exist between people. 
None of this knowledge can be acquired apart from activity in production.2 

The most successful revolutionary praxis would produce knowledge by beginning 
with that practice of participating in the concrete daily experiences of production 
and paying attention, observing, and investigating the concrete conditions created by 
those practices, while listening very closely when other labourers describe their own 
practices and conditions. According to Mao, when you come to see through that mass 
perspective, through the viewpoint of the people who labour, you will know some of 
the truest truths about the concrete conditions of the world.

Crucially, however, Mao’s insistence on practice was not a dismissal of theory. For him, 
the dogmatists were worse than the empiricists, but both were guilty of subjectivism. All 
truth came from the concrete conditions of the masses, but not every interpretation of 
those conditions was true. Members of the masses, and the Communists who observed 
and worked with them, could hold incorrect views, or correct views that were ‘scattered 
and unsystematic.’ It is rarely possible for any individual to see fully the broader 
implications or imperatives contained in their own experiences. Mao famously likened 
the role of the Party to that of a processing plant for the ideas of the masses: the Party’s 
responsibility was to ‘listen attentively’ to the masses; to engage in the practices they 
engage in; to use Marxist-Leninist theory to help identify the correct ideas that emerge 
from concrete work; to show the masses how to apply Marxist/Leninist/Maoist theory 
to understand the full scope of their ideas in a ‘concentrated and systematic’ form; and 
then to propagate the systematised ideas until ‘the people’ came to understand and 
accept them as their own.3 The mass line knowledge production and truth verification 
technology operates through an open-ended and recursive process of new truths 
becoming lived realities and new sets of practices, the results of which are observed, 
discussed, and recalibrated. 
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Anti-intellectualism?

Mao was not anti-intellectual. He did not deny that we must produce knowledge 
about the world. But he also argued that we ought not simply seek to interpret the 
world when the point, of course, is to change it. He envisioned the dialectical method as 
ideally being able to produce new, verified knowledge, which could be used to change 
practice in revolutionary ways, to reshape the very conditions of the world (see Pang’s 
essay in the present volume). Nevertheless, from Mao’s perspective no revolutionary 
should become too invested or too certain about new practices, or the knowledge that 
informed them, or they would be vulnerable to those subjectivist ideas of empiricism 
or dogmatism. Revolutionaries must think in an ‘infinite way’—from practice, to 
theory, to practice, to theory, to practice—in an endless ‘ascending spiral’ of mass line 
knowledge production.4 

Some worry that the Party’s recent attempt to revive the mass line means a return 
to the disasters of the Mao era, but the mass line also offers the possibility for Maoism 
to transcend Mao.5 In the official Party view, Mao Zedong Thought is alive. It did not 
die with him, nor must it be killed to prevent repeating his mistakes, as its method 
can improve and disprove its founder’s preliminary conclusions. A recent article in 
a Party theory journal claimed that the CCP’s continuous use of the endless ‘ascending 
spiral’ of mass line knowledge production ‘is precisely why socialism is still flourishing, 
vibrant and alive in China, and why the Chinese nation is still walking along the road 
of socialism with Chinese characteristics toward its great rejuvenation.’6 

Many observers find ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ or ‘market socialism’ to 
be little more than cynical attempts to preserve the legitimacy of a Communist Party 
working with practices and theories that are seemingly far removed from the ideas Marx 
advocated and the practices he observed. Yet those phrases could be entirely logical 
within a mass line epistemology, if the progression from Marxist thought to Maoist 
praxis to Deng Xiaoping’s economic reforms to Xi Jinping’s efforts to tie it all back 
together is the path lit by practice. Infinite practice-theory-practice processing could 
certainly take a party and a society in unexpected directions; if Marx could have set the 
course for revolution from his armchair, there would have been no need for a praxis 
of ongoing investigation and evolution. Of course, practice is not the sole criterion 
of truth, and the appearance of having been borne from experience does not, alone, 
make knowledge Marxist or emancipatory. It is only through the dialectical method of 
considering practice in light of theory and vice versa that one can approach truth and 
the possibility of revolutionary change.

Marxist Futures

What might Mao say on the debate over the nature of China’s economic and political 
system in the twenty-first century? He would probably be unsurprised that dogmatists 
still want to impress others with their knowledge of Marxist texts and thus attempt to 
falsify the ‘socialism’ in ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ by pointing to the way 
the practices of Chinese communism have failed to correspond with Marx’s nineteenth-
century theory. Yet Mao might also instruct empiricists to remember that their 
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fragmentary, individual experiences and practices must always be contextualised with 
theory. And that theory cannot be one that takes us farther away from the promises of 
equality, liberation, and communism. The present progress toward those revolutionary 
goals can only be judged by engaging in the practices of material production, observing 
the relations between people, and investigating the concrete realities of the people’s 
daily lives.
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32
原始积累
Primitive Accumulation
Jane HAYWARD

The creation of wealth is often ascribed to hard work and dedication by those 
who have it. Yet, ‘[i]n actual history,’ wrote Karl Marx, ‘it is a notorious fact 
that conquest, enslavement, robbery, murder, in short, force, play the greatest 

part.’1 Primitive accumulation (yuanshi jilei) is the transfer, often by violent means, 
of formerly common resources into the hands of a privileged few so that they can be 
utilised for the creation of private profit, thus depriving everyone else of an autonomous 
means of existence. Chronologically, primitive accumulation is precapitalist—it is the 
process by which the exploitative class relations inherent to capitalism come into being. 
Marx called it the ‘original sin’ of the capitalist mode of production. 

Historically, the basis of primitive accumulation is the centuries-long process of 
the peasantry being driven off the land. This process takes different forms in different 
countries during different historical epochs.2 The classic account of this is the enclosure 
movement in feudal England. As common lands were taken over for sheep pastures 
by the aristocracy in response to the rising demand for commercial wool, the English 
peasants, deprived of their means of subsistence, had no choice but to sell their labour 
in order to survive. Over time, the peasantry was transformed into a propertyless class 
of industrial workers—a proletariat—providing the cheap labour which eventually 
came to fuel the British industrial revolution. Such processes, as they unfolded in 
various ways across the countries of Western Europe, were accompanied by parallel 
forms of primitive accumulation overseas, as the rising colonial powers seized foreign 
lands and enslaved native peoples, providing ever more resources and cheap (or free) 
labour to perpetuate the cycle of capitalist expansion. 
The Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) relationship with the concept of primitive 

accumulation has been conflicted. In that it signifies the founding moment of 
exploitation of one class by another, it is considered the root of all capitalist evil. Thus, the 
presence or lack of primitive accumulation was a defining marker of difference between 
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unjust capitalism and morally superior, egalitarian socialism. The Chinese socialist 
state under Mao was therefore organised in such a way that nation-building should 
take place without the occurrence of primitive accumulation, through the creation 
of—at least in aspiration—non-exploitative forms of social and economic organisation. 
This meant no accumulation externally via colonisation—an impossibility in any case, 
given the hostile international environment of the Cold War—and no private property 
domestically. 

Production was to be organised on the basis of communal ownership, based on 
a system of work units (danwei), and via the collectivisation of agricultural production 
in the countryside (see the essays by Gao and Kevin Lin in the present volume). The 
relationship between urban and rural, industry and agriculture, was thus organised on 
the basis of an alliance between workers and peasants, under which grain produced 
by agricultural communes was cheaply supplied to industrial workers in the cities. 
With both workers and peasants as the owners of their respective means of production, 
primitive accumulation was rendered impossible—in theory, at least.

The Search for Primitive Accumulation

Yet, while primitive accumulation was to be avoided at all costs in the building 
of the new socialist state, paradoxically, it continued to be regarded as a necessary 
component for the realisation of socialism. Since primitive accumulation was the 
process by which two antagonistic classes emerged—those with property and those 
without—it was the very thing that produced class struggle (see Russo’s essay in the 
present volume). In the somewhat simplistic version of Marxist theory to which many 
Chinese communists subscribed—based on a universalist, stagist version of history—
class struggle was the basis of social dynamism and of revolutionary possibility.3 
For centuries, European thinkers from Hegel to Weber had conceived of China as 
a static and unchanging society which, under absolute despotic rule, was incapable of 
historical progress. For Chinese communist intellectuals, China’s apparent stagnation 
in comparison to European capitalist development likewise caused concern. In the late 
1950s and early 1960s, debates flourished on questions such as: why had capitalism not 
developed in China as it had done in Western Europe? Was there something lacking in 
Chinese society? And, most importantly, where lay the potential for socialist revolution 
predicted by Marx, on which the CCP had pinned its hopes as well as its legitimacy? 

With these questions in mind, Chinese economists and historians scoured China’s 
past to uncover moments of primitive accumulation. These efforts often corresponded 
with a search for the ‘sprouts of capitalism’ (zibenzhuyi mengya) in Chinese history. This 
term refers to moments of early commodification that scholars attempted to locate in 
order to disprove the common depictions of developmental stagnation, which, besides 
being factually inaccurate, contradicted the stagist version of history underpinning 
CCP doctrine.4 For many intellectuals, however, these ‘sprouts’ on their own were not 
synonymous with actual primitive accumulation and were therefore insufficient to 
demonstrate the sundering of Chinese society into two antagonistic classes. 
The discussions on whether or not primitive accumulation had taken place at some 

point in Chinese history are usefully summarised in an article published in 1962 in the 
People’s Daily by the economist Peng Zeyi.5 For some, according to Peng, these moments 
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were evident in commercial activities dating as far back as the mid-sixteenth century, 
under the Ming Dynasty. Others argued that it was not until after the Opium Wars, with 
the violent impact of invasion from foreign capitalist powers in the mid-nineteenth 
century, that China’s entrenched feudal social structure was shattered enough to kick-
start processes of primitive accumulation. There were others for whom even colonial 
invasion could not bring about real primitive accumulation. For these scholars, China’s 
lack of a strong monarchical regime meant it was incapable of enacting political 
violence of sufficient potency to reconfigure China’s social structure. They compared 
Chinese history to that of England, where the monarchy had acted in alliance with 
the British bourgeoisie, forcibly reshaping society to forge a class structure—including 
a large labour force—conducive to profit-making and capitalist expansion. 

Under Mao, these discussions remained sensitive, however. The implication of the 
historical failure of Chinese society to produce class struggle was taboo, as was any 
reference to primitive accumulation actually occurring during the Mao era.6 Indeed, 
a number of scholars were purged during the Anti-rightist Campaign of the late 1950s 
for daring to suggest that China’s unequal economic system, founded on the cheap 
extraction of grain from the rural communes in order to feed industrial workers in 
the cities at low cost, was, in fact, a form of state primitive accumulation based on the 
exploitation of China’s peasantry.7 Further discussions concerning such matters were 
supressed during the Cultural Revolution. 

The Return of Primitive Accumulation

After the death of Mao, primitive accumulation reappeared in policy discussions of 
the reform period as the regrettable, but necessary, starting point by which China was to 
reclaim its rightful place in a universalist world history through successful participation 
in the global capitalist economy.8 After a tentative reemergence in scholarly literature 
in the early 1980s, its passage to widespread acceptability was assisted by an article 
in 1989 by Wen Tiejun, a well-known left-wing scholar of China’s peasantry and 
agricultural economics.9 Wen published what he claims was the first article to openly 
recognise the role of primitive accumulation as an essential aspect of Chinese socialist 
modernisation under Mao. The article concerned Wenzhou—a city famed for its early 
and hugely successful adoption of market policies in the reform period. In the article, 
Wen’s reference to ‘state primitive accumulation’ during the Mao period implicitly 
referred to—without stating explicitly—the extraction of capital for industry from the 
countryside via the rural communes. Wenzhou’s economy, Wen argued, had stagnated 
under Mao due to a lack of investment because of its location across the strait from 
Taiwan. Yet, with the new sense of economic freedom that came with the reform era, 
the Wenzhou inhabitants began to take full advantage of their only abundant resource, 
low-cost manpower—in other words, cheap industrial labour. According to Wen, it 
was this ‘human capital primitive accumulation’ that led to the extraordinary levels of 
economic growth for which Wenzhou is famed.
This article was significant for two reasons. The first was Wen’s use of the term 

‘primitive accumulation’ with reference to industrialisation under Mao. This helped 
pave the way for other scholars and policymakers to use this concept when referring to 
various elements of China’s modernisation in the contemporary era which were deemed 
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unfortunate, but necessary. The second was Wen’s description of fully marketised labour 
as a source of primitive accumulation. Wen appeared to be hinting that—now that the 
period of state-managed industrial growth via rural communes was over—primitive 
accumulation in a different form, based on the extraction of cheap labour for industry, 
was the new foundation of China’s economy. The peasantry would continue to be the 
primary resource fuelling national economic growth, he was suggesting, but now in 
the form of industrial migrant labour in the cities (see Day’s chapter in the present 
volume).

Shortly afterwards, Wen published another influential article which explicitly 
discussed primitive accumulation both as central to Chinese modernisation, and as 
founded on an unequal urban-rural relationship.10 Wen portrayed the Chinese state 
under Mao as unexceptional in its use of primitive accumulation, viewing it as different 
from Western capitalism only in terms of its ‘Eastern-style:’

The main differences between societies of the East and West originate in their 
different resource environments and their different historical processes of 
state capital primitive accumulation … . China is a typical state which carried 
out Eastern-style primitive accumulation. It did not, as did Western states, 
carry out plunder and expansion externally, but mainly deployed internal 
‘self-exploitation’ … extracting accumulation from the countryside[.]11

By accounting for China’s difference from Europe by virtue of it being Eastern as 
opposed to Western, rather than framing the difference as one of socialism versus 
capitalism, Wen normalised primitive accumulation as a universal process deployed 
by modernising states globally, thus avoiding the prior association of primitive 
accumulation with capitalist states in particular. Stripped of its political baggage, 
the term could then be applied freely to Chinese development processes without the 
ideological rupture which would have occurred from deploying an ‘evil’ capitalist 
concept within a nominally socialist state.

The 1990s Onwards: Back with Abandon

Wen claims that his repeated advocacy since the mid-late 1980s that primitive 
accumulation is a normal and necessary process for modernising states and, as such, was 
central to Maoist industrialisation, led to this position being ‘accepted by the majority 
of scholars’ by the late 1990s.12 It is hard to avoid the irony that this conceptual shift in 
the language of Chinese socialism in favour of a mode of development situated right 
at the heart of classical capitalist transition theory was ushered in through a positive 
appraisal of Mao, for whom this very notion would have been anathema. Yet, it was no 
doubt Wen’s associating of primitive accumulation with Maoist, rather than capitalist, 
development which facilitated its passage into mainstream socialist discourse.13 

In fact, in a discursive double movement, just prior to primitive accumulation’s 
return to the mainstream, the term ‘class’ (jieji) had been dropped from the official 
lexicon of Chinese socialism, replaced by the far more anodyne phrase ‘social strata’ 
(shehui jieceng).14 This allowed the term primitive accumulation to roam free in public 
discussions while rendering silent, and invisible, its negative association with class 
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exploitation, which was, in fact, inherent to it. According to Qin Hui, another well-
known scholar of China’s peasantry, by the late 1990s the term primitive accumulation 
was being bandied around quite casually by local officials and in the media, sometimes 
used in a positive sense to denote rapid economic development.15 Qin also observed 
that the common occurrence of the term ‘capitalist primitive accumulation,’ a phrase 
never used by Marx, likewise stemmed from a misunderstanding of the concept. For 
Marx, primitive accumulation was a precapitalist phenomenon, but in postreform 
China it had become naturalised as a feature of early capitalism—the first stage of the 
market economy, and therefore something to be embraced. 
This important shift in the available language of policy, therefore, was not limited 

to rhetoric but reflected what had come to be considered acceptable in terms of how 
society and the economy were organised. The widespread embezzlement of public 
assets, often by dubious legal means and/or force while taking the appearance of the 
legitimate privatisation of state-owned enterprises, for example, was viewed as simply 
part of a universal historical trend of ‘transition’ to modernity—and whether that 
meant a socialist or a capitalist modernity was increasingly irrelevant.16 The promotion 
of urban industrialisation by redirecting central state budget allocations to the cities, 
leaving lower-level rural governments to fend for themselves, similarly normalised 
the countryside as a legitimate target of capital extraction, now by means of excessive 
taxation and often illegal fees imposed on rural households.17 With the concept of 
class excised from discussion and primitive accumulation consequently defanged, 
the formation of a proletariat—both via layoffs from state-owned enterprises and in 
the form of rural migrant workers flooding into the cities (in large part to escape the 
decimation of rural living conditions) now seemed entirely coherent with socialism, 
albeit ‘with Chinese characteristics.’

Meanwhile, the spate of rapacious land grabbing in the countryside, enacted by 
real estate developers in cahoots with local officials, and facilitated by the somewhat 
nebulous system of collective ownership over rural land, appeared all too similar to 
the enclosure movement of medieval England from which capitalism had originated.18 
Although widely condemned by scholars on the left, many people tolerated, and some 
even welcomed, these occurrences, which were perceived as unfortunate but necessary 
steps on the elusive universal path along which China would finally join the rest of the 
developed world.19 

The Road Ahead

Today, while it is difficult to consider China as being ‘precapitalist’ (let alone 
socialist), the restructuring of Chinese society in the interests of capital expansion 
continues apace. While the countryside remains a primary resource for national capital 
accumulation, the focal point appears to have shifted from people to land. Although 
rural land ownership remains collective, policies of land transfer have produced a quasi-
land market which is efficiently performing the work of class differentiation, gradually 
transforming a relatively egalitarian society of smallholder farming households to one 
of larger farms and employed labourers.20 In the name of ‘civilising’ the countryside, 
meanwhile, a variety of state policies are geared towards the removal of villagers from 
their homesteads and their relocation into dense tower blocks, either on the outskirts 
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of their villages or in far off townships, freeing up their land for use by incoming 
agribusinesses or other more profitable enterprises.21 Meanwhile, as expanding urban 
metropolises are branded ‘world cities’ to attract international investment, urban land 
encroaches further into the countryside. 
These days, however, low-cost migrant labour is being evicted from China’s 

cosmopolitan urban areas, no longer welcome in these increasingly exclusive 
playgrounds for wealthy global elites.22 Marx would have recognised these social 
upheavals as the long process of reconfiguring China’s class structure as the Chinese 
state is transformed into a component within the global capitalist economy. These 
epoch-defining historical transformations are neatly packaged, explained, and justified 
in official language as ‘the primary stage of socialism’ (shehuizhuyi chuji jieduan).
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33
整风
Rectification
Andrew MERTHA*

But our aim in exposing errors and criticising shortcomings, like that of a doctor 
curing a sickness, is solely to save the patient and not to doctor him to death. A person 
with appendicitis is saved when the surgeon removes his appendix. So long as a person 

who has made mistakes does not hide his sickness for fear of treatment or persist in 
his mistakes until he is beyond cure, so long as he honestly and sincerely wishes to be 
cured and to mend his ways, we should welcome him and cure his sickness so that he 

can become a good comrade. We can never succeed if we just let ourselves go and lash 
out at him. In treating an ideological or a political malady, one must never be rough 

and rash but must adopt the approach of ‘curing the sickness to save the patient,’ which 
is the only correct and effective method. 

Mao Zedong, ‘Rectify the Party’s Style of Work,’ 1942 

There is a sickness within our Party … . As our socialist revolution advances, 
however, seeping more strongly into every corner of the Party, the army and among 

the people, we can locate the ugly microbes. They will be pushed out by the true nature 
of socialist revolution. We are encouraged to expel treacherous elements that pose 

problems to the Party and to our revolution. If we wait any longer, the microbes  
can do real damage. 

Pol Pot, 19761 

All revolutionary regimes confront a decision of life and death: to kill or reeducate 
the enemy. This has not only determined the fates of countless people, but 
also shaped the rise to power and approach to governance of revolutionary 

movements. There is a tendency to blur the distinctions between Stalin’s eliminationist 
approach and the Maoist norm of ‘curing the sickness to heal the patient’ (zhibing 
jiuren). Distinct contexts and organised applications of violence are painted with the 
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same brush of communist terror. This indiscriminate conceptualisation of violence, in 
turn, leads to faulty comparisons between Maoism and the methods of the Communist 
Party of Kampuchea (CPK, the so-called ‘Khmer Rouge’) in Cambodia. Despite 
superficial similarities, the main difference—one that shaped two fundamentally 
distinct movements—is that China found a way to break out of the vicious cycle of 
purge and counterpurge while the Khmer Rouge swiftly and inexorably went down the 
dark path of liquidating any and all perceived opponents.

Despite key commonalities in the rise to power of the Chinese and Cambodian 
communists, their subsequent trajectories deviated from one another so much so 
that non-superficial comparisons are untenable. Specifically, these two movements 
embraced fundamentally different doctrines and methods about how to handle 
vanquished political opponents. China eventually settled on coopting them through 
the mechanism of rectification (zhengfeng), which remains built into the machinery of 
governance that functions up to the present day, while the Cambodian communists were 
unwilling or unable to move away from a single-minded obsession with eliminating the 
opposition, eventually cannibalising themselves into oblivion. 
This essay is divided into three sections. The first describes the ‘Anti-bolshevik’ purges 

that are commonly referred to as the Futian Affair (futian shibian) of 1930–31 within 
the larger context of political bloodletting in the Jinggangshan and Jiangxi Soviet era, 
in which thousands died and scores of military and political organisations vanished 
because of political infighting. The second describes the rectification doctrine that 
emerged in Yan’an in the mid-1930s as the antidote to the kind of open-ended purges 
at Futian, which transformed the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) into a durable, self-
moderating organisation. The third shows how the absence of a rectification doctrine 
left the Khmer Rouge bereft of a mechanism to prevent a Futian-esque model of 
governance on a national scale that eventually killed millions, accomplished nothing, 
and ultimately brought down the regime.

 
The Futian Affair (1930–31) 

Prior to 1930, violent measures adopted by the CCP and the Red Army targeted 
individuals and groups outside the Party. However, this key norm was broken by Mao 
in the ‘Conclusion of the Joint Conference and Announcement of the Establishment of 
the Front Committee’ of 16 February 1930:

There is a severe crisis in the Party in western and southern Jiangxi … the 
local leading organs of the Party at all levels [are] filled with landlords and 
rich peasants … . The Joint Conference calls on all revolutionary comrades 
within the Party to arise, overthrow the opportunist political leadership 
[within the Party], eliminate the landlords and rich peasants from the Party, 
and see to it that the Party is rapidly bolshevised.2

The reasons for this are debated by scholars—land reform, conflict between the 
Jiangxi and Hunanese wings of the Party, disagreements over the Li Lisan Line, and 
seepage of Stalinism into the Party ranks being just a few explanations that have been 
put forward—but the result was an intense factional struggle that began in October 
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1930 and led to the widespread torture and execution of CCP members identified as 
part of an ‘AB’ (Anti-bolshevik) ‘League’ (tuan).3 A lack of institutional ‘checks on both 
the leadership and the security organisations contributed greatly to the … [subsequent] 
expansion of the purges’ which completely bypassed judicial process (‘except as theatre’) 
with execution as the only possible outcome.4 Dutton concurs, arguing that within the 
binary logic of the time, ‘there could be no “soft option” when dealing with the enemy.’5 
Over the course of a week, some 4,400 First Front Army officers and men confessed to 
having ties to the AB tuan; 2,000 or more were shot.6

These confessions provided information targeting leaders in the Jiangxi Provincial 
Action Committee and officials in the Twentieth Army allegedly opposed to Mao. Five 
weeks later, in the Futian Affair, these officials were tortured with the goal of forcing 
them to provide the names of their coconspirators. This continued well into 1931:

The overall death-toll from the purge in the summer and early autumn of 
1931 can only be guessed at. Four hundred officers and men from the 20th 
Army perished, and probably several hundred from the 35th Army... . From 
other Red Army units, there were many more. In the local Jiangxi Party, 
3,400 were killed in just three of the more than twenty counties. By the 
beginning of September, a CCP Central Inspector reported that ‘95 percent 
of the intellectuals in the south-west Jiangxi Party and Youth League’ had 
confessed to AB tuan connections. Today the best-informed Chinese 
historians say merely that ‘tens of thousands died.’7

Given the small number of active Chinese communists, those figures mask the 
proportional scope of the massacre: ‘By the end of 1931, virtually all of the county- 
and regional-level Party cadres who had collectively been involved in accusing Yuan 
Wencai and Wang Zuo of becoming counterrevolutionaries—and in killing them—had 
themselves suffered the same fate.’8 Guo finds that in mid-1931, ‘90 percent of CCP 
cadres in southwestern Jiangxi were killed, imprisoned, or dismissed.’9

Futian occurred in the context of the ongoing ‘counterrevolutionary suppression’ 
(sufan) campaigns, borne out of an inherently dark view of revolutionary parties under 
duress, an atmosphere in which ‘the purges went to such extremes because there were 
no mechanisms to check potential abuses of power … [moreover] the sufan campaigns 
did not always benefit those leaders who initiated the campaigns [because of the] 
overwhelming terror they induced and widespread purges.’10 And they were to continue 
through the years leading up to the Long March in the Minxi (1931), the E-Yu-Wen 
(1931–32), and the Xiang-E’xi (1932–34) base areas.11

To the scholar of Cambodia, these campaigns are virtually indistinguishable from 
actions undertaken deliberately and enthusiastically by Pol Pot. Yet the Futian incident 
continued to weigh heavily on the post-1949 Chinese leadership: Mao considered the 
incident a mistake, and subsequently moved away from this type of bloody political 
manoeuvring by adopting rectification doctrine—a decision that would ultimately, and 
fundamentally, separate the two revolutionary movements in China and Cambodia.12
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Yan’an and Rectification

Mao introduced a number of innovations to the Chinese approach to Marxist 
revolution and governance by emphasising peasants over proletarians, privileging 
spatial alongside vertical governance, and establishing Party rectification. Teiwes 
defines rectification as:

The distinctive approach to elite discipline developed by the CCP leadership 
under Mao Zedong in the early 1940s, [that] occupies a key position in the 
Party’s organisational norms. It embodies several principles which quickly 
became basic Party doctrine: the vast majority of officials are ‘basically good’ 
and their mistakes can be corrected, discipline must aim at achieving reform 
and utilising the talents of such officials for the CCP’s cause, and disciplinary 
methods on the whole should be lenient and limit purges to exceptional 
cases.13

Rectification doctrine arose in Yan’an in tandem with Mao’s rise to supremacy in the 
Party as an attack on the twin evils of ‘subjectivism’ (zhuguanzhuyi) and ‘sectarianism’ 
(zongpaizhuyi), and alongside the goal of eliminating the differences between 
individuals, particularly intellectuals, on the one hand, and workers and peasants, 
on the other.14 Rectification proved to be an exceptionally useful political tool which 
created a set of genuine incentives for politically vulnerable targets to demonstrate 
fealty to the regime and for leaders who, instead of liquidating the opposition, were 
able to coopt a grateful, relieved, and softened new, mobilisable political resource. The 
crushing of individualism was not universally celebrated (see below), but it was also not 
a completely foreign concept, tapping into deeper, Confucian principles: that thought 
can be purged of incorrect elements and reset to align with (in this case) Maoist 
doctrine (see Cheek’s essay in the present volume). Finally, in addition to the substantive 
normative conditioning, the purely strategic effect of rectification as a demonstration 
of the Party’s supremacy provides a signalling device to keep potentially errant cadres 
in line.15

Rectification facilitated the establishment of core tenets of organised governance, 
such as minority rights in collective decisionmaking, and in particular the norm of 
democratic centralism (minzhu jizhong zhi), as a way of preempting factionalism 
and extra-Party manoeuvring.16 One need not establish a causal link between the 
Futian Affair of 1930–31 and rectification doctrine 12 years later; one need only to 
demonstrate the vastly different political outcomes that accompany choosing one over 
the other. That said, Mao reportedly did make an ‘indirect’ self-criticism during the 
Yan’an rectification specifically about the brutality of the sufan campaigns.17

There are several possible reasons why rectification doctrine emerged under Mao at 
this time in Yan’an. Organisationally, it was a necessary response to the unmanageable 
growth of CCP membership from 40,000 in 1937 to 800,000 in 1940. Fully 95 percent of 
CCP members were new and thus required ideological conditioning to absorb them as 
trustworthy partners within the revolutionary ranks. The differences among and across 
these groups were vast. As Bonnie McDougall argues, ‘it is difficult for Westerners 
to appreciate the depth of the distaste for manual labour that the new intelligentsia 
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inherited from the old gentry class’ and most of the new CCP recruits making their way 
to Yan’an held this view. Even the May Fourth Movement intellectuals were referred to 
by Mao as ‘heroes without a battlefield, remote and uncomprehending,’ a phrase that 
richly invokes the spirit and goals of rectification.18 And all of this was taking place 
as Mao was being enshrined in a position of absolute leadership, where developing 
a governing programme distinct from the Soviet Union, in terms of both substance 
and practice, was becoming a political imperative. Rectification was thus not something 
that happened in the absence of agency; it was a conscious decision to shift governance 
from one identifiable form to another.

At the same time, lest rectification seem overly benign, it should be noted that, quite 
apart from the intellectually horrific notion of externally ‘controlling one’s thought,’ 
the process could be physically and mentally excruciating. This was particularly true 
in its more severe iterations, as in the case of ‘brainwashing’ (xinao) in the late 1940s 
and early 1950s.19 Moreover, it was not completely separate from purges and violent 
struggle, as the 1942 Rescue Campaign (qiangjiu yundong) and subsequent excesses 
by Kang Sheng (who was enabled by Mao) made clear. At the time Yang Shangkun 
observed: 

We can see that the Rectification movement contains two kinds of struggles. 
One is the inner-Party struggle … to remould the ideological methods 
of both cadres and Party members … . The other struggle is the one that 
exposes and opposes those Trotskyites and dissidents who snuck into our 
Party to destroy and undermine it.20

Clearly, the ghosts of Futian were difficult to exorcise. Nonetheless, even as 
rectification doctrine itself was not immune to the more violent side of revolutionary 
governance, it fostered leadership norms that allowed the CCP to evolve from 
a  revolutionary organisation into the wards of a mature state borne from the fires 
of revolution. Rectification emerged and evolved as an important tool that to this 
day provides the necessary institutional ‘give’ for the CCP to continually recast and 
recalibrate itself as new challenges arise, avoiding the excesses of non-institutionalised 
political struggle while simultaneously eschewing the ‘transfer of power’ of contested 
elections.21 The longevity of the CCP in exceptionally changing circumstances arguably 
owes a great deal to rectification doctrine.

The Khmer Rouge Rise to Power

Rectification’s ‘curing the patient’ metaphor was fundamentally at odds with the 
Stalinist idea of the rusty screw that needed to be eliminated for the machinery of the 
state to operate more efficiently, which was the tacit political logic underlying the events 
encompassed by the Futian Affair.22 Pol Pot used the metaphor of the microbe (merok), 
but his view was fully consistent with Stalin’s.23 If after Futian, the CCP rejected Stalinist 
purges, the CPK embraced them. 
The ubiquity of the Khmer phrase ‘no gain in keeping, no loss in weeding out’ in 

describing their subjects provides a window into the stark Khmer Rouge worldview.24 
The doctrine—and certainly the practice—of the Khmer Rouge had an extremely dark 
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view of human nature. Describing in aspirational terms the purity of the hill people in 
the northeastern highlands, they deemed that anyone who had deviated from upland 
purity—‘lazy’ lowland rice farmers, ethnic Chinese and especially Vietnamese, Muslim 
Cham, urbanites, artists, intellectuals, politicians, and beneficiaries of the ancient 
regime—had no claim to innate goodness or even utility. As Ta Mok said of Pol Pot after 
his death: ‘He is nothing more than cow shit. Actually, cow shit is more useful because 
it can be used as fertiliser.’ This provides an apt description of the Khmer Rouge’s view 
toward potential enemies, real or imagined.25

Second, the fact that people could be rehabilitated was dismissed almost completely 
out of hand. Rectification, insofar as it existed under the Khmer Rouge, was in the 
form of ‘tempering’—hard labour mixed with torture. More often, people who were 
accused by the authorities, or named in three or more confessions of others being 
tortured, would be brought into the national processing centre of Tuol Sleng (or a local 
counterpart) with the sole purpose of confessing under brutal torture before facing 
inevitable execution.26 

Indeed, as in Futian, attacking elements within the Party was a key feature of Khmer 
Rouge governance. During the CPK rise to power in 1973, its united front strategy—
adopted in 1970 as a way to offset their initial weakness vis-à-vis the government in 
Phnom Penh—came to an abrupt end, when it turned on its erstwhile allies, killing 
many of them or expelling them from the country. And this continued after they gained 
national power in 1975. After the initial killing of elements from the Khmer Republic 
regime that had just been overthrown, the CPK shifted to targeting its own cadres: 
zone commanders of the North, Northeast, East, and Northwest Zones were all killed, 
as were several generations of ministry heads.27 Torture was widely used to uncover 
networks (khsae) of often imaginary conspirators. During Futian, Jiangxi Provincial 
Action Committee Member Li Bofang gave up the names of a thousand cadres perhaps 
to confuse his accusers; former CPK zone secretary and minister of commerce Koy 
Thuon similarly named thousands who were subsequently brought in for torture.28 
All this was used as evidence to build the narrative that the respective leaders’ political 
line was correct, and to utterly vanquish their opponents (see Ishikawa and Smith’s 
essay in the present volume). Leniency—a central tenet of rectification—was simply 
not part of the Khmer Rouge vocabulary.
This rectification-free political environment fostered a necropolitical culture of 

distrust and secrecy, of preempting one’s enemy by attacking him first. As a result, loyalty 
to other individuals, let alone the regime, was a luxury that was not only unaffordable, 
but one that made no sense. Such an environment formed an extremely brittle regime 
bereft of legitimacy, which collapsed spectacularly in only a matter of days following 
the Vietnamese invasion of 1978 after being in power for less than four years. Indeed, 
some two decades after this, ragtag Khmer Rouge remnants along the Thai-Cambodian 
border had not learned this lesson. Suspecting his number three lieutenant, Son Sen, 
of conspiring against him, in 1997 Pol Pot had him and his extended family (including 
grandchildren) killed and ordered a truck to repeatedly run over the corpses and 
leave them there for public viewing to deter others from doing the same.29 This led his 
hitherto loyal commander Ta Mok to preemptively rout Pol Pot’s forces and arrest Pol 
Pot himself, bringing the Khmer Rouge to an ignominious end. 
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Seeds of Authoritarian Resilience

To sum up and reiterate, the Cambodian communists self-destructed after proving 
unable to advance beyond the same political dynamic exemplified by the Chinese 
communists in and around the Futian Affair. Had they been able to adopt a model of 
rectification like the CCP, the CPK may well have strengthened their ability to govern 
and enjoyed the longevity of their erstwhile Vietnamese allies. Had the CCP not adopted 
the doctrine of rectification, it may have easily have been snuffed out before Chiang Kai-
shek’s troops ever got near them. Instead, China witnessed multiple instances in which 
rectification doctrine was developed (early post-1949 campaigns), debased (the Anti-
rightist Campaign, the 1959 Lushan Conference, the Cultural Revolution), resuscitated 
(the 1983 Rectification Movement, the 1998–2002 Three Stresses Campaign), and 
brought into the twenty-first century (Xi Jinping’s current anti-corruption measures). 
Taken together, this essay provides a first cut, a soft, comparative-historical engagement 
with the hypothesis that such internal rectification is an important explanatory variable 
which helps account for regime stability in the absence of external accountability, 
contributing to what is commonly referred to as ‘authoritarian resilience,’ a key 
preoccupation within the field of Chinese politics scholarship today.
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34
又红又专
Red and Expert
Sigrid SCHMALZER

In 1957, leaders of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) began calling on students 
and intellectuals to become ‘both red and expert’ (you hong you zhuan or hong 
yu zhuan)—that is, to combine revolutionary politics with technical expertise. 

By 1958, the slogan had ramified, taking on new kinds of significance for other social 
groups. Its influence was due to the definition of two crucial relationships: the political 
relationship between intellectuals and the socialist state, and the epistemological 
relationship between knowledge and the revolutionary society. The first of these has 
been of particular concern to liberal critics of authoritarianism, who recognise the call to 
be ‘red and expert’ as an effort, first and foremost, to discipline and control intellectuals. 
The second has excited radical critics of technocracy, who share the Maoist perspective 
that science and politics are inseparable, and who often also appreciate Maoist efforts to 
engage in inclusive and class-conscious forms of knowledge production (see Aminda 
Smith’s essay in the present volume). Both politically and epistemologically, the ‘red 
and expert’ concept continues to speak to enduring questions in the history of science, 
society, and the state—in China and around the globe. 

 
Intellectuals and the State

The ‘red and expert’ slogan emerged in 1957 during the early months of the Anti-
rightist Campaign, an especially wrenching episode in the tortured history of the CCP’s 
relationship with China’s intellectuals. As with the Rectification Campaign (1942–44) 
of the Yan’an era (see Mertha’s essay in the present volume), and following on the heels 
of the massive national criticism campaign against the literary figure Hu Feng in 1955, 
the Anti-rightist Campaign facilitated Party authority over the political expression of 
intellectuals. Those labelled ‘rightists’ were publicly criticised and often imprisoned 
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or ‘sent down’ to the countryside for reeducation, removing them from academic and 
political influence for years or even decades. This was the political context within which 
the ‘red and expert’ slogan gained meaning.1 

Already in 1957, and repeatedly for the next two decades, Party leaders took pains 
to emphasise that for intellectuals the ‘red’ half of the ‘red and expert’ equation boiled 
down to loyalty to the CCP and the proletariat it represented. In a December 1957 
article, the People’s Daily specified that the call to be both red and expert by no means 
entailed an expectation that ‘every expert would at the same time be a political activist 
or political theorist,’ because this would be ‘very difficult’ and a requirement ‘only 
a small number of people could achieve.’2 Rather, the question of whether one was red 
would be ‘resolved with respect to whom one serves.’ The article quoted Liu Shaoqi 
as explaining: ‘China’s staff members and various types of experts must all commit 
to transforming themselves to wholeheartedly serve the workers and peasants, and 
to serve socialism, placing the benefit of the individual within, and not above, the 
collective benefit of the masses. This is what being a red expert means.’ A few months 
later, Mao himself underscored the significance of loyalty: ‘Red is politics; expert is 
one’s job. To be only expert and not red is to be a white expert … . If we are to overtake 
Britain in 15 years, then we must mould millions upon millions of intellectuals whose 
loyalty is to the proletariat.’3 

In fact, during the Anti-rightist Campaign and subsequent Great Leap Forward, 
demonstrating such loyalty frequently involved intensive political reeducation and 
work alongside the masses in manual labour. In 1961, science policy leader Nie 
Rongzhen spearheaded the ‘Fourteen Articles on Scientific Work,’ a policy document 
which dialled back the standard: loyalty to the Party and placing one’s expertise in the 
service of socialism were again deemed sufficient to earn the label ‘red and expert.’ 
In 1978, following the Cultural Revolution, Deng Xiaoping reaffirmed this position.4 
Both of these cases involved ‘moderate’ political leaders resetting expectations after 
intense periods of attacks on ‘bourgeois’ intellectualism. Defining redness as political 
loyalty thus represented a kind of minimum expectation that CCP leaders across the 
spectrum shared; we may also say that defining it as merely political loyalty represented 
a perspective on the relationship between intellectuals and the state held especially by 
‘moderate’ (or technocratic) Party leaders like Liu Shaoqi, Nie Rongzhen, and Deng 
Xiaoping. 
The highly charged and dangerous politics surrounding intellectuals during the Mao 

era was grounded in a tension between intellectuals who held cultural capital and cadres 
who held political capital. These two groups gradually came to overlap as children of 
intellectual families gained access to channels of Party membership, and children of 
Party cadres gained access to elite schools. By the time Deng Xiaoping rose to power in 
1978, a new, more powerful, and stable class had emerged that wielded both forms of 
power.5 In one sense, the underlying contradiction between red and expert would seem 
to have been largely resolved; the decisive blow to dissident intellectual voices of June 
Fourth 1989 contributed still further to this resolution. 

Nonetheless, the ‘red and expert’ slogan has continued to trickle through official 
discourse during the post-Mao era, and recently resurfaced in a way that provoked 
significant public discussion. In May 2017, Education Minister Chen Baosheng gave 
a speech on undergraduate education in which he proclaimed the need to cultivate 
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‘reliable successors’ to further the construction of socialism with Chinese characteristics. 
These graduates would be ‘both red and expert,’ possessing ‘both integrity and talent,’ 
and boasting a ‘well-rounded development.’6 The phrase ‘red and expert’ attracted 
special attention, with some netizens using discussion boards to declare their ‘disgust’ 
and point ominously to what one called the ‘imprint of the Cultural Revolution.’7 

A report in the US-based online newspaper The Diplomat picked up on the buzz and 
elaborated on the concerns that Chen’s rhetoric signalled a return to Mao-era policies 
on education and intellectuals.8 Taking the other side of the issue, an article by Lin Aiyue 
on the left-patriotic Chinese website Chawang considered it ‘unsurprising’ that ‘rightist 
public intellectuals’ should be up in arms over Chen’s statement, and further emphasised 
that the Minister’s evocation of ‘red and expert’ surely reflected policy decisions from 
far above and was a welcome direction. Lin traced the origins of the ‘red and expert’ 
slogan to Mao in 1957 and noted the widespread support for the concept among 
other leaders, including Deng Xiaoping. However, reflecting the highly nationalistic 
perspective of Chawang and many—though by no means all—other leftists in China 
today, Lin narrowly interpreted ‘red’ to mean ‘deeply loving the nation-state and its 
people’ (guojia minzu).9 This takes the emphasis on loyalty advanced by moderates like 
Nie Rongzhen and Deng Xiaoping in a new direction: loyalty to the Party is now tied 
more to the interests of an ethnically defined nation-state than to a class-based national 
or even global proletariat (see Bulag’s essay in the present volume). The use of a Mao-
era slogan to buttress such nationalism and state power certainly deserves attention 
and criticism. However, this is not the only legacy ‘red and expert’ carries. 

Knowledge and Society

The repeated calls to understand ‘red and expert’ as fundamentally about political 
loyalty is in some sense evidence that the slogan also stands for something else. 
During the Mao era at least, ‘red and expert’ was one of a set of concepts related to the 
nature of knowledge itself, intended to change what people were supposed to know, 
how knowledge was supposed to be produced, and who might be deemed an expert. 
This was the side of ‘red and expert’ that leftists around the world found inspiring. 
Fundamentally anti-technocratic, it declared all knowledge—including that of the 
natural world—to be political; in a class society, this meant that knowledge has class 
character. Such a proposition attacked intellectual elitism and thus could still result in 
attacks on intellectuals themselves. However, when the emphasis is on epistemology, 
the threat posed by intellectual elitism is not that of a class poised to translate cultural 
capital into political capital, but rather that of a concept of knowledge divorced from 
the experiences and perspectives of labouring people. What is required is thus not—
or at least not merely—loyalty to the Party-state, but rather a sincere commitment to 
recognising and engaging the value of knowledge possessed by labourers. 
The epistemological aspect of ‘red and expert’ is found in the influential ‘Sixty Points 

on Working Methods,’ drafted by Mao on 31 January 1958: ‘There is no question that 
politics and the economy must be unified, and that politics and technology must be 
unified. It has always, and will always, be so. This, precisely, is the meaning of red and 
expert.’10 An article appearing in the People’s Daily two weeks later—‘Plant Experimental 
Fields: The Road of Red and Expert’—offered one of many concrete examples.11 
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The article opened by describing a scene in which two local officials ‘wearing shoes and 
socks’ stood at the side of a rice paddy ostensibly ‘inspecting production.’ A commune 
member loudly scolded them: ‘Quit strutting around like lords! You’re going to wreck 
the embankment!’ The People’s Daily declared the scolding justified and applauded the 
eventual outcome in which one of the local officials ceased standing on the side waving 
his hands and giving orders, and began working with the peasants and technicians to 
plant ‘experimental fields.’ The article called on all cadres similarly to shed their ‘aloof 
and remote’ attitudes and plunge deep into the grassroots—to ‘integrate intimately 
with the labouring masses and technological experts, and diligently study necessary 
industry and technological knowledge, in order to become proletarian experts in their 
fields.’ In this way China would be able to establish a mighty contingent of ‘red and 
expert’ cadres. 

To be ‘red’ was thus not merely to be ‘loyal,’ but to be proletarian in consciousness. 
More broadly, to be ‘red and expert’ was not only to be both loyal and skilled, but 
rather to develop knowledge through a process of engagement with both peasants and 
technological experts. It was an ideal to be achieved not just by intellectuals, but by 
political cadres—and by the labouring masses themselves. Indeed, beginning in 1958 
some communes began establishing ‘red and expert universities,’ where peasants could 
learn to become ‘technicians possessing socialist consciousness; scientific knowledge 
in the areas of agriculture, forestry, and irrigation; and the ability to participate in 
labour.’12 Two years later, Chinese Academy of Sciences Vice-president Zhang Jingfu 
gave a speech proclaiming the need for ‘all people to do science,’ turning science into 
a ‘mass movement’ and ‘cultivating a red and expert, mighty, proletarian scientific and 
technological contingent.’13 

It is easier to appreciate the epistemological challenge presented by ‘red and expert’ if 
we place it in the broader context of related slogans and programmes of Maoist science, 
including the unity of practice and theory; the joining of peasant/native (tu) and elite/
foreign (yang); the principle of ‘walking on two legs,’ i.e. employing existing, indigenous 
methods, while also developing new, modernised methods; the effort to transcend 
the barrier between mental and manual labour; and the formation of ‘three-in-one’ 
scientific experiment groups combining cadres, labourers, and technicians.14 Several 
of these concepts emerged prior to 1949, but they came to new prominence along with 
‘red and expert’ during the Great Leap Forward and continued to develop over the 
next two decades. The common theme undergirding all of them was the harnessing 
of different forms of knowledge to produce a revolutionary programme of science and 
technology. 

In some cases, the goal of such programmes appeared to be dissolving contradictions 
by weakening the difference between elite and popular forms of knowledge—for 
example by requiring intellectuals to engage in manual labour and learn from peasants 
and workers, while simultaneously encouraging peasants and workers to engage in the 
arts and sciences. The ‘red and expert’ paradigm similarly envisioned individuals who 
would combine previously separate characteristics to become living embodiments of 
the ‘all-round communist’ ideal. 

Other programmes, however, organised people who represented different perspectives 
and types of experience to work together in the production of revolutionary scientific 
knowledge. In agriculture, ‘scientific experiment groups’ were formed on a ‘three-in-
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one’ (san jiehe) basis, integrating the practical, experiential knowledge of old peasants 
with the political knowledge of revolutionary cadres and the technical knowledge of 
educated youth (and/or agricultural technicians, where available). The three-in-one 
model did not promise to produce individuals who transcended divisions between 
mental and manual labour, or between technical and political knowledge. Rather, it 
preserved specific epistemological identities for different social groups and attempted 
to create a mechanism where each could contribute to a collaborative project of 
knowledge production. 
The broad epistemological implications of ‘red and expert,’ understood as 

a  representative slogan within Maoist science, encountered widespread enthusiasm 
among leftists and left-leaning intellectuals around the world, who saw in China a living 
example of a politically conscious and socially revolutionary scientific practice. For 
example, the ‘Knowledge and Power’ course, offered by Deakin University in Australia, 
included a book by historian of science David Wade Chambers entitled Red and Expert: 
A Case Study of Chinese Science in the Cultural Revolution.15 Bringing together a range 
of primary and secondary sources, Chambers presented the ‘red and expert’ paradigm, 
and Mao-era science more generally, as an example from which Westerners could 
and should learn. Among the questions Chambers saw Mao-era science addressing 
were: ‘What is the nature of expertise?’ ‘What role can the interested amateur (or non-
professional) play in the actual practice of science?’ ‘What constitutes an appropriate 
education for scientists and engineers?’ and ‘Will politics always continue to influence 
scientific judgements?’16 
Though the slogan ‘red and expert’ in current discourse is undoubtedly dominated 

by the Party-loyalty definition discussed in the previous section, the more radical, 
epistemological implications are also sometimes evoked. Examples are collected and 
circulated on leftist websites—both those critical of the state, like Red China, and those 
supportive of the state, like Chawang.17 In one recently circulated article, literature 
scholar Yan Zuolei portrays the significance of ‘red and expert’ precisely as the joint 
efforts to ‘make labourers into intellectuals and intellectuals into labourers’ in order 
to create ‘new people, both red and expert.’18 Similarly, Peng Guangcan, a professor 
of philosophy at Guangxi University’s School of Public Management, praises Mao-
era factory movements for allowing ‘cadres to participate in labour, and workers to 
participate in management,’ and bringing cadres, technicians, and workers together 
in ‘three-in-one’ combinations: he sees this as a model for Chinese industry today and 
consistent with the teachings of influential Harvard University management scholar 
and systems scientist Peter Senge.19 The anti-elitist, anti-technocratic challenge of Mao-
era radical epistemology lives also in some ongoing rural development projects: the 
‘participatory action research’ approach adopted from the West was itself shaped by 
Maoist theories of knowledge.20 For example, in terms strikingly reminiscent of Maoist 
epistemology, the Participatory Plant Breeding Project run by an interdisciplinary 
group of scholars and scientists explicitly rejects ‘top-down’ methods divorced from 
rural realities and peasant knowledge, and instead brings peasants and researchers 
together in mutually respectful collaboration.21 Although the political and economic 
contexts have changed dramatically, we may still imagine these researchers—like 
that cadre featured in the 1958 People’s Daily article—stepping down from the field 
embankments to ‘integrate intimately with the labouring masses.’ 
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Long-lasting Political and Epistemological Questions

The principle of ‘red and expert’ emerged from the anti-elitist politics of the Mao 
era and served two closely related but nonetheless distinct political projects. Emerging 
within the specific historical conditions of the Anti-rightist Campaign, it without 
question worked to rein in intellectuals and prevent them from using their cultural 
capital to wield political power. However, it quickly became integrated into the broader 
Maoist epistemological universe, which sought to transform scientific knowledge and 
practice along revolutionary lines. Today, ‘red and expert’ is sometimes invoked to 
promote loyalty to the Party-state among an increasingly wealthy professional class 
and in ever more nationalistic terms. But it also survives in ongoing efforts to highlight 
the inseparability of science and politics, and on the basis of that understanding, to 
forge scientific knowledge and practice that respects the contributions and priorities 
of labouring people. 

In closing, I would suggest that our assessment of the ‘red and expert’ concept hinges 
on such highly charged questions as the legitimacy of the state in representing the 
people, the value of intellectual freedom, and the neutrality or objectivity of scientific 
knowledge. Just as David Wade Chambers predicted more than three decades ago, 
the political and epistemological questions raised by the ‘red and expert’ concept have 
far outlasted its glory days in the Mao era. 
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35
移山倒海
Removing Mountains and 
Draining Seas
Anna LORA-WAINWRIGHT*

The expression ‘removing mountains and draining seas’ (yi shan dao hai) first 
appeared in the sixteenth-century classic novel Journey to the West to refer 
to the attitude one should adopt in the face of difficulties. Taken a little more 

literally, it encapsulates rather well the promethean attitude to nature—conceiving of 
the environment as a resource to fulfil human needs and interests—during the Mao 
years. It embodies a celebration of the capacity of humanity to overcome natural 
obstacles and mould the environment to its benefit. It goes hand in hand with a broadly 
adversarial disposition towards nature exemplified in the militaristic language often 
adopted during that period, involving humans conquering nature (ren dingsheng tian) 
or waging a ‘war’ against it.1 

At first glance, this vision of nature may seem completely at odds with the ethos of Xi 
Jinping’s ‘New Era’ (xin shidai). Upon visiting China today, one is struck by the frequent 
exhortations to ‘build an ecological civilisation’ (shengtai wenming jianshe) and equally 
frequent references in official speeches and policy documents to Xi’s statement that 
‘clear waters and green mountains are as good as mountains of gold and silver.’2 But are 
the Party-state’s approaches to nature in these two periods so radically at odds? In this 
essay, I will argue that the promethean attitude still continues into the present, even if it 
supports different representations of and engagements with nature.

Tracing the Changing Lives of ‘Removing Mountains and Draining Seas’

The ideology of ‘removing mountains and draining seas’ is rooted in a Confucian vision 
of nature at the service of humans. The various forms of environmental deterioration 
which result from this stance—including deforestation, loss of biodiversity, and soil 
erosion—have a similarly long history.3 Nonetheless, representations of nature promoted 
in Mao’s thought enhanced this promethean attitude towards the environment. 
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Reference to exemplary tales and local success stories became the ideological support 
structure for megaprojects aimed towards building a socialist paradise which, however, 
accelerated concomitant environmental degradation.4 

An illustrative example is the tale of the ‘Foolish Old Man Who Moved the Mountains’ 
(yugong yi shan). Originally attributed to an ancient Daoist text, Mao reinterpreted this 
story in a famous 1945 speech in Yan’an, where he used it to refer to the metaphorical 
mountains of imperialism and feudalism which needed to be removed by the masses 
organised by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). But this tale was also used to suggest 
that human will and perseverance can alter anything, even nature. It was promoted as 
part of a related propaganda campaign known as ‘In Agriculture, Learn from Dazhai.’ 
Dazhai was the name of a production team in Shanxi province which was elevated to 
a national model in 1964 because of its success in turning infertile soil into productive 
land allegedly through sole reliance on the physical efforts of the farmers who cleared 
mountain land and created terraced fields. 

A number of other campaigns were promoted in this spirit during the Mao period, 
including massive hydropower projects such as the Three Gorges Dam, plans for which 
began before the Mao era and continued well after its end; the backyard smelter campaign 
during the Great Leap Forward, designed to accelerate steel production; and sweeping 
deforestation and dredging to ‘open the wilderness to plant grain.’ Encouraging people 
to follow in the footsteps of the foolish old man who moved mountains, campaigns paid 
little attention to local topography and climate, following the conviction that with hard 
work and socialist spirit, anything could be achieved, despite any natural obstacles. The 
effects of these campaigns were mixed to say the least. In the case of efforts to intensify 
agriculture at all costs, for instance, the result was in some cases extreme soil depletion 
and deforestation without the intended growth in agricultural production.5

Following the death of Mao in 1976, the early reform period was characterised by 
a rather different ethos, with development and profit being prioritised at the expense 
of communitarian ideology. Indeed, Deng Xiaoping—who is often described as the 
architect of China’s social and economic reforms—is best known for the dictums ‘let 
some get rich first’ and ‘it doesn’t matter if the cat is black or white as long as it can catch 
the mice.’ Nevertheless, the utilitarian approach to the environment exemplified by 
‘removing the mountains and draining the seas’ carried on with renewed vigour despite 
the ideological shift. Rural industrialisation—and particularly the creation of Township 
and Village Enterprises (TVEs)—was a key feature and encapsulates how the natural 
environment was treated in the early reform period.6 Although individually these TVEs 
were relatively small, taken collectively their development amounted to a megaproject 
rivalling those of the Mao era. Given that profit considerations determined investment 
in industrial infrastructure and methods of mining and processing, longer-term 
environmental impacts were substantial.7 However, due to the fragmented nature of 
rural industrialisation and the short-term horizon implicit in the immediate profit 
orientation of the TVEs, these impacts are difficult to measure. 
The grave environmental consequences of this development model soon became 

apparent and the early reform mindset—‘pollute now, clean up later’ (xian wuran hou 
zhili)—came under growing scrutiny. Since the late 1970s, concerns about preserving 
the natural environment—rather than exploiting it—began to take shape, and China’s 
government developed a growing body of environmental protection policies and 
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legislation.8 However, megaprojects led by a promethean spirit have continued into 
the late reform period, including the South-to-North Water Transfer, a massive project 
first conceived during the Mao era and still ongoing which is intended to divert over 
40 billion cubic meters of fresh water through three separate routes from southern 
rivers into the notoriously arid northern China. 

Under the leadership of Jiang Zemin and Zhu Rongji (1998–2003) a campaign 
to ‘Develop the West’ was promoted in order to tackle regional differences between 
the eastern seaboard and the less-developed western interior.9 This includes massive 
projects which are, in some cases, the literal manifestation of ‘removing the mountains 
and draining the seas’ in terms of their intended reach and effects. Some of these projects 
are directed towards preserving, restoring, or even creating ecological environments—
such as reforestation and the establishment of ecocities—alongside others which are 
much less about natural protection than about industrialisation and infrastructure 
development. 

Many of these projects have tended to prioritise economic gain over a slower and 
more sustainable version of development. This is particularly the case in historically 
poor regions where local governments depend on polluting firms to raise tax revenue 
necessary to support public services and villagers rely heavily on them for employment.10

While under the leadership of Jiang and Zhu the focus remained on relatively 
unbridled economic development, the tide began to change with the ascendance in 
2003 of the subsequent administration, led by President Hu Jintao and Premier Wen 
Jiabao. They made Scientific Development (kexue fazhan) and Harmonious Society 
(hexie shehui) the cornerstones of their leadership, and emphasised the need to build 
an ‘ecological civilisation.’ 
The concern to protect the natural environment was further expanded by Xi Jinping 

who has made ecological civilisation a leading principle for his vision of a ‘New 
Era.’ In  a  similar spirit, and in recognition of the gravity of China’s environmental 
situation, at the opening of the annual session of the National People’s Congress in 
March 2014 Chinese Premier Li Keqiang stated that China would declare ‘a war on 
pollution.’ The difference between Mao’s war against nature and the current war against 
pollution is striking, of course, but it is significant that in both cases a militaristic 
language convergent with the ethos of ‘removing the mountains and draining the seas’ 
is employed in approaching the environment. 

Just as during previous leadership periods, less developed areas (particularly in 
China’s interior) have continued to feel the pressure to catch up with the rest. For 
instance, in Langzhong county, Sichuan province, where I lived in 2004–05 and which 
I visited frequently since, a new ‘development zone’ was established in the early 2010s 
to further expand infrastructure and boost the local economy. This included building 
new roads and a new railway line and station, as well as providing space for investors to 
open businesses. Much of this area was hilly, and in order to create the new development 
zone many hills were literally removed, making parts of the landscape unrecognisable. 
In the words of an elderly villager which uncannily resemble the Maoist promethean 
spirit, ‘opening and developing mountains’ (kaifa shan) was an important resource for 
the local economy, particularly because hill land is less valuable than prime agricultural 
land and therefore cheaper to compensate. This anecdote illustrates a situation that is 
unfolding across much of rural China as it urbanises at breakneck speed. For all the 
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emphasis on environmental protection, the allure of economic development remains 
alive and well in poorer areas. Conversely, removing mountains to enable development 
is no foolish endeavour, just as Mao maintained.

A New Era for the Environment?

If we take the expression ‘removing mountains and draining seas’ literally—to mean 
exploitation of nature with no regard for the consequences—then there are clear signs 
in rhetoric and policy under Xi that this approach is no longer applicable. Humans are 
not seen as entirely separate from nature, there is an emphasis on harmony between 
them, and the language of warfare is reserved for pollution rather than nature per se. 
However, if we take it to stand for megaprojects and prometheanism, various examples 
come to mind that betray an attitude to the natural environment led by a vision in 
which humans are at the centre and nature serves as nothing more than a resource. 
For instance, the Belt and Road Initiative, embraced with vigour in recent years, is 
a development strategy to build infrastructure connecting China and its neighbours 
and involves, among other things, resource extraction and the development of new coal 
power plants outside of China’s borders. China’s renewed push to urbanise is one of 
the fastest in human history, and the functional zoning at the heart of integrated rural-
urban planning protects certain areas while targeting others as objects of exploitation. 
The ongoing campaign to develop the western areas of the country involves plans to 
extract resources from China’s interior. Hydropower projects may be construed as 
efforts to protect the environment by reducing reliance on coal, but they may also 
negatively impact biodiversity. Most representative of the enduring promethean ethos 
of the current leadership are weather modification and geoengineering projects, 
whereby the weather itself becomes an object of intervention and human innovation. 

Crucially, the extent to which the increasing attention to the natural environment 
under Xi trickles down to localities, especially poor and remote localities which regard 
development at all costs as desirable, will not be equal everywhere. The notorious 
implementation gap, whereby central government policies and national laws are often 
not well enforced in the localities is likely to be addressed in different ways and to 
different extents in different parts of the country.11 This may result in reinforcing 
existing environmental and social inequalities between regions and between rural and 
urban areas.12 

While the balance overall may be shifting in favour of more emphasis on nature 
protection, this is likely to affect some regions more than others—as the principle 
behind functional zoning suggests—and could well result in the safeguarding of 
areas designated as national parks while mineral-rich areas are subject to ongoing 
exploitation. Rural areas are under contradictory pressure to perform as an ecological 
resource and as a resource for extraction and industrialisation.13 In conclusion, the 
question is not so much whether the promethean ethos of ‘removing the mountains 
and draining the seas’ is still applicable but rather where it is applicable and in what 
guises. 
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36
革命
Revolution
CAI Xiang
(Translated by Rebecca E. KARL)

In contemporary Chinese discourse, what is called the ‘Chinese Revolution’ 
(zhongguo geming) usually indicates the socialist revolution led by the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP). The core content of this revolution is Marxism, primarily 

Leninism, dominated by the injunction to eliminate private property. For this reason, 
the Chinese Revolution is seen as forming a constituent part of twentieth-century world 
history while, in its realisation, it can also be seen as having temporarily disrupted the 
developmental logic of nineteenth-century capitalism. And yet, the Chinese Revolution 
also possessed its own local characteristics, namely in its anti-imperialist and anti-
feudal aspects (see Barlow’s essay in the present volume). Anti-imperialism indicates 
anti-colonialism, which means that the Chinese Revolution also had a nationalist 
component. Its anti-feudal aspect means that theories of enlightenment were also 
a special constitutive part of the revolution. In this sense, Marxism, nationalism, and 
theories of enlightenment comprised the complex structure of thought informing 
the Chinese Revolution—although, of course, after the establishment of the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC), we must add the dimension of developmentalism (as Lin 
Chun has argued).1 
The modernity of the Chinese Revolution is produced in this structure, even as 

the structure also produces the particularities of the theory of its historical stages, 
from New Democracy to socialism (see also Blecher’s essay in the present volume). 
At the same time, the abundant experiences and complex content of the revolutionary 
process contributed to, while also helping produce, numerous particular revolutionary 
theories—for example, theories of the countryside surrounding the city, the united 
front, the mass line, etc.2 Yet, by the same token, communism was always the ultimate 
horizon and the end goal of the struggle. The self-negations and theories of ‘continuous 
revolution’ characteristic of the Chinese Revolution can be attributed to the essential 
particularities of this ultimate goal. 
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Rupture and Continuity

The modernity of the Chinese Revolution meant that inherent to it was a strong anti-
traditional tendency; for this reason, it constituted a genuine rupture in Chinese history. 
This rupture is responsible for much of the creativity of the twentieth century. And yet, 
from a different perspective, at the same time as the Chinese Revolution decisively 
parted from tradition, it also consciously or unconsciously utilised tradition to enhance 
its own creative content. For example, the CCP required its own members to ‘first eat 
bitterness [endure hardship], and then to enjoy themselves.’ This could be seen as akin to 
the spirit of the adage attributed to the ancient sage Fan Zhongyan (989–1052), a Song 
Dynasty statesman credited with being the founder of neo-Confucianism, who said: 
‘Be the first to bear the world’s hardship, and the last to enjoy its comforts.’ Historian 
John King Fairbank once encapsulated modern Chinese history into an ‘impact [of the 
West]-response [of China]’ paradigm, yet, with regard to the Chinese Revolution, 
this paradigm could perhaps be more precisely expressed as ‘impact–appropriation–
response.’3 Even so, in the normal course of affairs, the appropriation of resources from 
Chinese tradition usually congealed around the requirement to effect an absolute break 
from tradition. 

From the late 1920s, when the CCP was mostly based in the Jinggangshan area 
of Jiangxi province, along with the gradual growth of the consciousness of the need 
for revolutionary bases, rudiments of the new nation emerged, which later came to 
maturity during the Yan’an period. For this reason, inherent in the Chinese Revolution 
was a strong commitment to institution building, which simultaneously produced 
a serious critique of anarchism. However, this certainly did not spell the end of 
discussions over where power resided; to the contrary, whether power belonged to the 
state or to society was consistently one of the arenas of potential trouble throughout 
the revolutionary years. This trouble reached its climactic theoretical and experiential 
limits during the Cultural Revolution and was expressed in the Paris Commune-like 
principles that informed the January Revolution of 1967 in Shanghai, one of the high 
points of the proletarian commitment to the Cultural Revolution in the city (see also 
the essays by Russo and Thornton in the present volume).4 The most pragmatic choice 
for restoring social order was that power belonged to the state, and yet the idealistic 
or even romantic yearning that power could belong to society remained a strong 
sentiment. Understanding this point is essential to grasping the internal theoretical 
contradictions and paradoxes of the Chinese Revolution. 

Beyond the Political Revolution

The Chinese Revolution was never only a political revolution, but rather it was 
always also a social revolution, with the ultimate goal of fashioning a more egalitarian 
social order. After 1949, the PRC underwent a sea change to become a collective 
society. In the rural villages, there was a gradual transformation from a small peasant 
private property regime to the collective property regime of the people’s communes 
(see also Gao’s essay in the present volume). In the urban areas, there was a gradual 
nationalisation of industry and manufacture through unitary purchasing policies. 
In the end, these comprised the planned economy. Forbidding individuals or any kind 
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of interest group from putting themselves above society was one of the core ideals 
hidden in the background of these socialist transformations. That is, in addition to 
valorising the broad proletariat-peasant masses, radicalising political campaigns were 
used to smash the formation of any possible power blocs. Restraining bureaucratisation 
was about preventing the emergence of special power factions; the vigilance against 
markets and its corresponding commodity economy was about rejecting privatisation 
and the possibility of the reemergence of capitalist classes; the remaking of intellectuals 
to one degree or the next was about the transformation of intellectuals as a class into 
a form of cultural capital, whose ‘red and expert’ mastery could help control social 
anxiety about the future of communism in China (see Schmalzer’s essay in the present 
volume). This radical socialist transformation reached a climax during the Cultural 
Revolution; its ultimate failure can be attributed to many different factors.

Socialism retained the nation-state form and at the same time it also retained the 
bureaucracy, in particular the system of cadres which not only included bureaucrats 
but also absorbed intellectuals. Essentially, there was no way to break through the laws 
of the salary-wage system, so that the problem of distribution continuously tilled the 
fecund soil of special privileges. In the context of the modern world system, it was 
almost impossible for China, in reality, to return to any autarkic form of economics—
self-reliance, rich harvests, and self-sufficiency (see Yang’s essay in the present 
volume)—even while, of course, this impossibility simultaneously is attributable to the 
Cold War geopolitical patterns.5 Even more important, perhaps, is that after 1949 there 
was never a pure socialist system in China. Because of nativist elements, the Chinese 
Revolution was at once both radical and incrementalist, and was always oscillating 
between compromise and struggle. This embodied the strategic spirit of the Chinese 
Revolution at the same time as it also formed the internal complexity comprising its 
socialism. 

In the rural villages, what actually existed was what can be called a semiplanned, 
seminatural economic formation, where the small peasant economy (including its 
corresponding ideology) could never have been completely eradicated. The system of 
‘three-level ownership with production teams as the base’ of the people’s communes 
was a formation that integrated the production team, the production brigade, and the 
commune. The production team in many essential aspects was merely the continuation 
of a traditional natural village formation, with, in particular, the system of individual 
plots substantively retaining the idea of a private economy along with its cultural 
connotations. By the same token, in the cities, once socialist nationalisation had been 
completed in 1956, there nevertheless remained a host of consolidated ownership 
forms (state-owned enterprises, collectively owned enterprises, individual economy). 
In the midst of such a complex socioeconomic structure, exchange obviously became 
extremely important; at the same time, the reality of the pattern of a ‘private economy 
in the midst of the collective’ became particularly evident. In this light, we can say that 
the socialist revolution from 1949 to 1976 did not really cope with these problems 
completely.

As for the transformation of intellectuals, in addition to the clear challenges presented 
to professionals, the popularisation of education also produced new problems. In 1950, 
the horizons of this issue began to become evident, and by 1960 the problem of ‘successors’ 
drew huge political attention.6 On the one hand, the popularisation of education gave 
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rise to tense relations between intellectual youth and villagers, with a conflict between 
peasant children ‘entering the cities’ and urban intellectual youth ‘returning to the 
villages.’7 On the other hand, modern education, particularly the expansion of university 
education, included the movement of university graduates into work environments 
with relatively well-paid salaried positions and social welfare provisions. This led to the 
gradual formation of a socialist middle class, with corresponding newly arising middle 
class lifestyles and cultural desires. The reforms of the 1980s in China derived from the 
impetus provided by the alliance of the three social strata that was forged in this period 
between bureaucrats, urban entrepreneurs, and the petty bourgeoisie. In the middle of 
this kind of socialist transformation was a continuation of conflict in Chinese tradition 
over the relationship between xiaokang and datong (for an exegesis of the interpretation 
and translation of these terms, see Craig A. Smith’s essay in the present volume). That 
is, should one pass through xiaokang so as to achieve datong (socialism), or should one 
achieve datong in order to reach xiaokang? This debate continues to this day.

A Social Enlightenment

The difficulties encountered in the political or economic arenas often found their way 
into the cultural sphere, so that training the so-called ‘new socialist person’ became an 
urgent task (see Dai’s essay in the present volume). Political scientist Tang Tsou has 
called Chinese society an ‘all-round society,’ but from a different perspective we could 
say that the ambition of new China was to build an ‘education society.’8 This intention 
was fully expressed and contained within Mao Zedong’s 1966 ‘7 May Directive.’9 
Literature and arts were to throw themselves wholeheartedly into the social fray, where 
their goal was to transform society and to help mould the new socialist person. For this 
reason, these practices were far from the older (individualised) practice of literature, 
and rather were intended to produce a literature of society or the collective with the 
aim of creating the conditions of possibility for a richer public life. The design of this 
‘education society’ clearly mobilised to a great extent ancient Chinese resources on 
social ‘enlightenment’ (jiaohua); in its aspirations to cover all of society, it was close to 
the neo-Confucianism of the Song-Ming period, and particularly the idealism of Wang 
Yangming (1472–1529).10 The idea that every person could achieve the perfection of 
the ancient sages Yao and Shun was directly cited in Mao Zedong’s poetry: ‘Our six 
hundred million Chinese can all be Yao and Shun.’11 
This education society naturally has a social disciplinary aspect, but, by the same 

token, it also retained classical educational aspirations for the cultivation of social 
morality: for example, excellence, brilliance, loyalty, devotion, selflessness, courage, 
etc. For this reason, the sublime was always the most prominent aspect of socialist 
aesthetics (see Sorace’s essay in the present volume). Through this type of learning, 
which emphasised intrinsic quality (moral fibre), the hope was that the new socialist 
person would reject material rewards and ambitions for power so as to carry out 
revolution to the very end. What the Chinese Revolution sought to accomplish was the 
popularisation of the ancient aristocratic ideal of the ‘gentleman’ (junzi),12 although, 
truthfully, this was not the innovation of the Chinese Revolution alone. For, aside from 
the aesthetic influences of the former Soviet Union, this also came from an internal 
aspect of the Song–Ming idealist school, even though the Chinese Revolution relied 
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upon the strength of the Party-state to realise it. However, the difficulties this education 
society encountered also derived from the structure of state coercion: for many people, 
this form of the sublime steadily created a kind of pressure which, by the 1980s, 
produced the beginning of the trend towards ‘avoiding glory,’ in the words of Wang 
Meng.13

Advocating Datong

In the twentieth century, the Chinese Revolution experienced a cycle of radicalism-
retrenchment-radicalism, of temporary compromise followed by a new move on the 
chessboard. This makes conspicuous the fact that difficulties were not just the province 
of prerevolutionary activity, but that in the postrevolutionary era, the difficulties of 
realising socialism in one country were multisided and emerged from everywhere. 
Yet,  the core issue, I still believe, is that the revolution was never able to resolve the 
problem of private property in the midst of the regime of public property. This also 
encompasses the problem of how to preserve individual autonomy in the context of 
collective life. Despite this, the Chinese Revolution has left behind a mighty legacy, 
inclusive of its errors and failures. Today, China has reaffirmed the system of market 
economy and is trying to resolve the inverse problem of ‘public property in the midst 
of the system of private property.’ This encompasses the problem of how to ‘embed’ the 
market into social structures rather than allowing the market to dominate or control 
society. 14 For this reason, I believe renewed calls for datong as an ideal able to surmount 
the society of xiaokang will only become more important in the future. 15 
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37
自力更生
Self-reliance
YANG Long

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) first referred to ‘self-reliance’ (zili 
gengsheng) in the late 1930s. The meaning of the term shifted over time, 
reflecting the Party’s economic capacity and changes within official ideology. In 

English, self-reliance is defined as a ‘reliance on one’s own powers and resources rather 
than those of others.’1 In Mandarin, self-reliance has an additional connotation of 
regeneration through one’s own power and effort. It is a dynamic phrase that entwines 
power, economic, and spiritual growth, and has lent itself to continuous redefinition.2 
This essay traces how self-reliance came to have a precise meaning in official Party 
discourse in response to economic constraints during the War of Resistance against 
Japan (1937–45) and describes how it was redefined to justify Mao’s radical isolationist 
policies between the late 1950s and early 1970s. Despite China’s integration into the 
global capitalist economy, the phrase has retained conceptual flexibility in its adaptation 
to the changing economic policies and political landscapes of the 1980s and 1990s. 
Tracing the fluid meanings of self-reliance provides a lens through which we can more 
clearly understand how China politically conceptualises the economy and its own 
position in the world.

Historical Origins

Although the concept of self-reliance predated the conflict with Japan, it was the 
War of Resistance against Japan which made the need to practically implement policies 
aimed at self-reliance a concrete reality. The Party’s efforts to turn the term into 
a precise formulation—a so-called tifa, i.e. a term that was, and still is, used by the 
CCP to encapsulate its political ideas and important policies3—began in the late 1930s. 
After the surviving the treacherous Long March and prolonged economic blockade, 
the Party was on the verge of fiscal collapse. The outbreak of the war with Japan and the 
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economic isolation of the communist base in northwest China further exacerbated the 
woes of the CCP. In order to increase self-sufficiency in food and living necessities, in 
February 1939 Mao launched a series of production campaigns in the area controlled 
by the CCP by encouraging all students and soldiers to engage in agricultural and 
industrial production.4 The concept of self-reliance was first formulated in precise 
terms in a speech that Mao gave to senior Party officials in June 1939 to mobilise all 
CCP members to make mental preparation for the most adverse conditions. In his 
words: ‘The Party and its military force need to prepare for the harshest [survival] 
environments.’5

In the following years, the Party’s fiscal situation worsened due to two factors. 
First, the CCP’s continuous success in territorial expansion and military recruitment 
threatened and provoked the Nationalist Party into an attempt to isolate the CCP 
nationwide. Second, the Rectification Campaign, launched by Mao in 1941, not only 
created many internal enemies but also distracted Party members from agricultural 
production (see Mertha’s essay in the present volume). The dramatic increase of 
the burden on peasants in 1941 left the Party with no choice but to accentuate the 
importance of self-reliance through production campaigns.6 These underlying tensions 
came to a head on 3 June 1941, when the acting governor of Yanchuan county, northern 
Shaanxi, was struck dead by lightning while he was attending an administrative 
meeting in an open-air square. At the same event, a peasant whose donkey had also 
been killed by lightning publicly put a curse on Mao, asking why the heavens did 
not strike him dead instead. In the next few days, the peasant told anyone who was 
willing to listen about the curse he had put on Mao. The local public security agency 
investigated the peasant’s outburst, and acknowledged that his discontent arose from 
the Party’s policies that had led to the high agricultural tax burden. Mao himself also 
acknowledged that the excessive burden imposed on the peasants had pushed them to 
the verge of subsistence. This incident served to strengthen the CCP leadership’s resolve 
to implement the policy of self-reliance through further production campaigns aimed 
at increasing agricultural output.7 
The CCP’s ability to overcome scarcity during the War of Resistance depended on 

its ability to mobilise the masses in production campaigns and ‘regenerate’ its own 
conditions of existence. After the victory over the Japanese, self-reliance became 
cemented as an official formulation within official Party discourse. On 13 August 1945, 
Mao delivered a speech in Yan’an, in which he summarised the lessons from the war 
that was then ending, underscoring the importance of self-reliance in the following 
way:

On what basis should our policy rest? It should rest on our own strength, and 
that means ‘regeneration through one’s own efforts’ (zili gengsheng). We are 
not alone; all the countries and people in the world opposed to imperialism 
are our friends. Nevertheless, we stress regeneration through our own efforts. 
Relying on the forces we ourselves organise, we can defeat all Chinese and 
foreign reactionaries.8
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In this sense, the war with Japan provided the historical basis and justification 
for the ideological framing of self-reliance as a political and economic concept. The 
continued survival of the CCP, against overwhelming odds, meant that the Party 
had self-confidence that it could rely on itself to overcome dangerous times ahead. 
Mao’s statement strove to attach revolutionary spirit and significance to ‘regeneration 
through one’s own efforts,’ thus embedding the concept deep within Party symbolism. 

Self-reliance in China’s Era of High Socialism

In the 1950s and 1960s self-reliance gradually evolved from a symbolic commitment 
and mark of loyalty to China’s socialist project into a Maoist principle of development 
and foreign relations. In the early 1950s, the CCP discarded the wartime policy of 
self-reliance and instead adopted the socioeconomic development model of the Soviet 
Union. The CCP’s dependence on Soviet aid—including technical specialists—was 
vital for the promotion of the industrial sector. However, commencing from around 
1955 fissures started forming in the Sino-Soviet alliance. In 1957, the Soviet Union 
began withdrawing experts from China in response to the escalation of the diplomatic 
feud between the two countries. The conflict between the remaining Soviet experts and 
Chinese officials in 1958 and 1959—when the Great Leap Forward was in full swing—
gave the Soviet Union an excuse to pull back even further.9 As a result of the Sino-Soviet 
split and the loss of technical expertise, Mao revitalised the concept of self-reliance as 
the fulcrum of domestic development strategies and relations with the international 
community. Unfortunately, this approach did not accelerate industrialisation as 
envisioned, but rather facilitated and fed into the utopian economic experiment turned 
disaster of the Great Leap Forward (1958–62).10

During the early years of the Cultural Revolution, the commitment to self-reliance 
was bound up with radical revolutionary values, which in practice resulted in self-
imposed isolation. In the domestic sphere, the emphasis on self-reliance at all levels 
through continuous propaganda campaigns resulted in a dramatic decline in both the 
supply of light industrial products in cities and state support to rural areas.11 A case in 
point was the national campaign to ‘Learn from Dazhai in Agriculture’ (nongye xue 
dazhai) which emerged in 1963 and became the model for revolutionary agriculture 
based on the practices of Dazhai, a village in Shanxi province. Dazhai villagers placed 
a great deal of effort in the policy of self-reliance, and refused support in the form of 
state grain, state funds, and other outside relief materials. Their attempts to sustain 
themselves were showcased by the central government to compensate for its own 
limited ability to provide Chinese people with the life necessities they badly needed.12 
In the international sphere, the Party’s excessive commitment to self-reliance resulted 
in the breaking off of diplomatic ties with other countries and the reduction of foreign 
imports, particularly of industrial equipment.13 

By the late 1960s, the international isolation and rigid insistence on self-reliance 
had caused the Chinese economy to lag behind a large number of European and 
Asian countries, which had experienced rapid economic growth during this 
period.14 Its economic anxieties compelled the CCP to modify its policies by seeking 
rapprochement with both the United States and Japan in the early 1970s.15 
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Contemporary Transformation

At the onset of the reform period, the Party leadership under Deng Xiaoping 
paid enormous attention to repairing and renovating the institutions and norms of 
political life. At the same time, the Party shifted its focus from continuous revolution 
to economic reform and the country’s integration into the global economy. Against this 
backdrop, the concept of self-reliance was hollowed out leaving behind only a name, 
akin to a museum piece in the shrine of the Chinese Revolution. That being said, it 
was a source of pride and glory within and legitimation of Party history. In the CCP’s 
decisive 1981 ‘Resolution on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party since the 
Founding of the People’s Republic of China,’ the relationship between self-reliance and 
the victory of the Chinese Revolution was highlighted in these terms:

It must be said that, fundamentally, victory in the Chinese Revolution was 
won because the Chinese Communist Party adhered to the principle of 
independence and self-reliance and depended on the efforts of the whole 
Chinese people, whatever their nationality, after they underwent untold 
hardships and surmounted innumerable difficulties and obstacles together.

The postreform articulation of self-reliance reformulated the term from a pillar of 
Maoist revolutionary thought and action, to a Dengist conceptualisation that saw self-
reliance as a means to an end in the struggle to ultimately reclaim China’s rightful place 
on the world stage.
The transformation of the concept of self-reliance into a historical artefact was further 

confirmed by Deng Xiaoping’s opening address at the Twelfth National Congress of the 
CCP in September 1982. In his speech, Deng specified that ‘China’s affairs should be 
run according to China’s specific conditions and by the Chinese people themselves. 
Independence and self-reliance have always and will always be our basic stand’. The 
objective of his speech was, however, to emphasise the importance of economic 
development through ‘unswervingly following a policy of opening to the outside world 
and increasing our exchange with foreign countries on the basis of equality and mutual 
benefit.’16 In the following seven years, Deng, mentioned the term self-reliance on at 
least four separate occasions, but all in the context of policies aimed at accelerating 
economic reform and integrating China into the global economy.17 

In the late 1980s and 1990s, when Chinese economic reform gained momentum, the 
term self-reliance was gradually discontinued in official Party documents and speeches 
by Party leaders. It was only in the late 1990s that a debate over the revision of the 
state-sponsored Chinese Dictionary of Etymology (cihai) brought the term back into 
the public discourse. This dictionary, updated on a ten-year basis, is roughly equivalent 
to the Britannica Concise Encyclopaedia. At that time, the editors of the Dictionary 
succeeded in removing ‘self-reliance,’ alongside hundreds of existing entries related 
to revolutionary discourse, such as ‘independence and self-reliance,’ ‘criticism and 
self-criticism,’ and ‘the Chinese Revolution and the Chinese Communist Party.’ These 
changes immediately provoked heated controversy among Chinese scholars, with left-
wing intellectuals lashing out against the editors of the Dictionary and accusing them 
of denying the legitimacy of the Chinese Revolution, as well as Mao’s historical merits. 
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As a belated response to the above criticism, at a conference in 2005 the Dictionary’s 
editor-in-chief explained that the controversial updates had aimed to ‘get rid of the 
stale and take in the fresh.’ More specifically, old-fashioned words were no longer 
included in the new version of the dictionary because they were not deemed useful for 
the Chinese people, as they did not describe the current socioeconomic and political 
circumstances.18

Fast forward two decades to today, and self-reliance suddenly seems to be having 
a resurgence. Between September and November 2018, Chinese President Xi Jinping 
frequently used the term in his speeches during visits to several high-tech companies. 
A number of observers of China have interpreted this as Xi’s attempt to revitalise 
Maoist political rhetoric.19 However, we should be careful not to hear Mao’s voice in Xi’s 
words. A closer look at the context and usage reveals that Xi’s main concern is not about 
the revival of Maoist revolutionary rhetoric, but about the development of a number 
of key technologies in response to accusations that China engages in technology 
and intellectual property theft coming from the United States. The current Chinese 
leadership is of course keenly aware of the importance of technological development 
for the economy, as well as the vulnerability of Chinese companies that rely on global 
supply chains for high-tech components, many of which originate in the United States. 
While Xi’s use of the term self-reliance may evoke memories of Mao’s isolationism, in 
actuality it is a reflection of the Dengist interpretation of self-reliance as a means to an 
end—in this case China’s continued rise within the global economic order.
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38
半封建社会，半殖民地
Semifeudalism, 
Semicolonialism
Tani BARLOW*

In his treatise Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism, Vladimir Lenin inserts 
the term ‘semicolonialism’ to describe China under global capitalism’s industrial 
and financial imperialism.1 Theories sharpen and clarify conditions that are neither 

clear nor consistent; the addition of the prefix ‘semi’ refined the strategic understanding 
of colonialism as a matter of degrees and historical conditions that are permanently in 
flux. This reformulation also expanded what global imperialism/colonialism (or capitalist 
imperialism in the Soviet tradition) meant strategically. After 1917, in Internationalist 
Comintern politics, semicolonialism indicated relative subordination to imperialist 
powers. Translated as banzhimindi in Chinese, this latent, formulaic category in 
European internationalism was given new life in the writing of Chinese Marxists in the 
1930s, such as Chen Hongjin and Mao Zedong.2 Mao particularly interpreted Marxism to 
address conditions facing the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in the 1920s and 1930s. 
In the 1930s and 1940s, key ideas inherited from European traditions of revolutionary 
thought and party organisation were retooled to fit Chinese conditions under the 
banner of Mao Zedong Thought. One resulting category was ‘semifeudal, semicolonial’ 
(banfengjianshehui, banzhimindi), which was both a  conceptual innovation of Maoist 
dialectics and a strategic approach to people’s war (see Guan’s essay in the present 
volume). The power of the concept of semicolonialism and semifeudalism was due to its 
proximity to local conditions and availability to strategic praxis; because it was close at 
hand, the concept had predictive value.3

The White-haired Girl

The coded simplicity of the term semifeudal, semicolonial was widely communicable 
and routinely transmitted to the masses. Transforming a backward society into 
a progressive one during the War of Resistance against Japan involved both disciplining 
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intellectuals and also raising the consciousness of the ordinary people so they, too, 
understood the difference between emancipation and oppression. Among the massive 
number of syncretic cultural texts that appeared in the mid-century, the ‘White-haired 
Girl’ story shows most obviously how the reality of history in China could be coded 
into a story about China’s semicolonialism and semifeudalism. 

Beginning in 1945 and in direct response to Mao’s ‘Talks at the Yan’an Forum on 
Literature and Art,’ the CCP authorised a story about Xi’er, a peasant girl, her beloved 
fiancée Dachun, her father, her godmother, and her fellow villagers. Based on the 
vicissitudes of village girls abused by landlord families, ‘White-haired Girl’ was staged 
in various versions but the core story remained the same. The narrative takes place in a 
small village in Shaanxi province, and revolves around the life of Xi’er who is engaged to 
a poor peasant named Wang Dachun. Because of his debt from a phony interest charge, 
Xi’er’s father commits suicide (in the ballet version, he is killed by the debt collector). 
As a result, the father’s ‘creditor,’ the local landlord Huang Shiren seizes Xi’er to pay her 
father’s debts. This exchange transforms Xi’er into a commodity subject to the abuse 
of her owners; she is forced to work day and night, and becomes pregnant after being 
raped by the landlord’s son. Alerted to the fact that she will be sold to a brothel, she 
escapes to a mountain shelter where she gives birth to a stillborn baby. Xi’er lives in 
a cave in the mountain where she learns to be free and self-sufficient, and survives 
by stealing food from a local temple. In another version of the story, an angry mob 
believes that Xi’er is a spectral apparition threatening their community with harm and 
attempts to desecrate her body until they are stopped by Wang Dachun, who recognises 
his lover (this version was intended to help eradicate superstition; see Williams’s essay 
in this volume). In the mainstream version, Dachun uses his revolver to flush out the 
supposedly supernatural ‘white-haired spirit’ only to find that it is his beloved. Despite 
the different variations and art forms, the tunes are still familiar. Peng Liyuan, spouse 
of China’s leader Xi Jinping, starred as Xi’er in the People’s Liberation Army song and 
dance troupe during the 1980s, and more recently, served as artistic director of a revival 
tour, which opened in the hallowed revolutionary site of Yan’an in November 2015.4

Decoding this cultural phenomenon is by-the-book. Each figure embodies elements 
of semicolonial, semifeudal, backward village society. Old Zhao, who advises Wang 
Dachun not to seek revenge on the landlord but to join the Eight Route Army, typifies 
the honest but culturally illiterate poor peasant. Dachun, the poor landless peasant and 
his mother, Wang Dashen, live in permanent indebtedness to the Huang family whose 
scion, Huang Shiren, and Dowager, Madame Huang, inflict pains small and large on 
their indebted workers. Each character performs a range of predictable activities that 
identify them as archetypes. Huang Shiren, for instance, is a tool of the Nationalist 
Party and a leader of the rural bourgeoisie. He is a rapist and unredeemable criminal 
who relies on imperialist and international capital to extract surplus value and labour 
from villagers until they die. Similarly, scenes showing Xi’er, abandoned and pregnant, 
milling wheat like a water buffalo, convey how semicolonial, semifeudal sociology 
truthfully represents reality. The feudal setting where peasants incur debt just to stay 
alive and where landowners are usurers, armed with bourgeois pistols is contrasted with 
the white-faced, red-lipped Eighth Route Army soldiers, whose solemn and operatic 
visages signal that the time has come for poor peasants who are seeking revolutionary 
vengeance to take action. Before he is reunited with Xi’er, Wang Dachun returns to 
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the village and teaches his old cohort how to stage an uprising. He has learned to read 
and has become a politically aware, revolutionary cadre. The strategic logic that Party 
members bring to the village merges into revolutionary indignation and vengeful rage 
as the villagers overthrow the semifeudal, semicolonial old order.

Fierce Debates

Despite its seductive appeal and simplicity, Maoist terminology—semifeudal, 
semicolonialism, colonialism, feudalism—has provoked savage historiographic debate. 
First, these terms cannot be subsumed into theories about colonialism in India and 
British capital accumulation known under the rubric of ‘postcolonial theory.’ Postcolonial 
theory is a portmanteau of related techniques for theorising England-to-India relations 
including: a) magical inversions (‘provincialising’ imperial power); b) disputing class 
and class consciousness (incommensurability, subalternity); c) conflicts over the status 
of capital as such in colonisation (othering or otherness); and d) post-Althusserian 
disregard for the historical limits of culture. There is some doubt that postcolonial 
theory even supports its alleged intention, to comprehend colonialism in India.5 
Second, in the last several decades, China historians have struggled to distinguish 
universal elements of Marxism from localisms. In US debates, some scholars argue that 
Maoism, a field of praxis, has no bearing on Marxism, which consists of Marx’s critique 
of capitalist logic and history of capitalism’s rise out of conditions in Europe.6 Others say 
that Maoism is a utopian offshoot of Marxism, its potential lying in voluntaristic effort 
and a praxis for changing social relations of production outside Marxism’s Europe-
oriented universalism.7 The Adelaide School suggested Maoism was a future Marxism 
that could bridge national differences and unevenness in the relations of production 
internationally.8 A few have refused to admit Maoism into the Marxist Pantheon at 
all, declaring instead that Maoism is a ‘discourse,’ a localist category without universal 
significance.9

How Maoists sculpted the phrase ‘semicolonialism, semifeudalism’ is a legitimate 
historical question. Marxism, Maoists observed, was universally true. Marx, they 
argued, discovered the ‘universality of the contradiction between the productive forces 
and the relations of production in class society in general.’10 Singularity (Chineseness) 
and utility lie in Marx’s emphasis on praxis or what Maoists particularly valued, 
i.e. method. Their explanation was as follows. Universally without exception, Marxism 
makes material and social process visible. Intervening in reality requires flexibility, 
however. Practitioners of Marxism find truth in circumstances in order to choose the 
best course of action. A good strategist must understand immediate process, embrace 
dynamic contradiction, and anticipate where human action can influence outcomes. 
In semicolonial China, Marxists realised that while the principal contradiction is class 
society as such, there are singular or ‘Chinese’ non-principal contradictions. 

Universalism and Localism

The ‘semi’ in semicolonialism opens the way to recognising what is a singular 
and non-principal contradiction while holding onto the universal or principal 
contradiction stated above. It turns out that semicolonial and semifeudal offers a way 
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into given conditions through specific instances. The determinate difference between 
colonial and semicolonial spaces, for instance, gives analysts the key to grasp how the 
concrete universal appears in the world under specific temporal and geographical 
conditions, such as the pursuit of irregular guerilla warfare in a border region in 1938. 
On the basis that China was semicolonial and semifeudal, Maoist battle strategy was 
both regular and irregular, relying on ground troops as the main force, and guerrilla 
warfare to drain Japanese imperialist military power.11 As Nick Knight has long pointed 
out, the difference between the Maoist and orthodox Leninist-Stalinist approach to 
contradiction lies in the Maoist mandate that analytic terminology proliferate around 
singularities and specifics.12

If China was understood to be a semicolonial, semifeudal social order, and not 
a colonial, feudal state—i.e. distinct from India—planners could see warfare in a new 
way. This understanding of concrete universality allowed for battle plans to be designed 
on the basis of real conditions. These were not cerebral exercises but high-stake analyses, 
such as Mao’s 1938 essay ‘On Protracted War,’ in which he wrote that: ‘The Sino-Japanese 
War is none other than a war of life and death between a semicolonial and semifeudal 
China and an imperialist Japan in the 1930s. Herein lies the basis of the whole problem.’ 
‘On Protracted War’ explained what semicolonial meant in that context, on the way 
to addressing why protracted war was the strategy needed to defeat Japan.13 The essay 
reasoned that China was no longer a feudal society in great part as a consequence of 
European and Japanese imperialism. Therefore, in a global context, with the Soviet 
Union on the one hand and the example of a failed Ethiopian war of independence 
against Italy on the other, Marxists could locate China’s singular ‘identity.’14

The bigger point was to demonstrate how semicolonial, semifeudal conditions 
were ripe for politically defining identity and mobilising the masses in a protracted 
war that drained the enemy’s relatively stronger position. Under real conditions and 
correct theoretical work (theory and praxis in relation to identity) attacking an enemy 
requires using a feedback mechanism, such as the mass line, that puts into constant 
circulation political, military, cultural, and mobilisational resources. Protraction means 
only that no one yet knows what amount of time will be needed to unbalance the 
enemy. It is a temporality that exists within an uneven spatiality composed of different 
topographies, resources, populations, and shifting real conditions. Not only that—
engaging in protracted struggle expedites the transformation of the very conditions 
that make possible the protracted warfare. Consciously understanding the reality 
around us makes it possible to decide strategy and tactics. 

The Truth of the Singular Moment

The historical task of the Chinese nation-in-process during protracted war 
against Japanese imperialism was to overthrow semicolonial, semifeudal relations of 
production and to set in motion a dialectic—theory and praxis—that would transform 
national identity and readjust class struggle. The CCP’s long experience of battle had 
demonstrated that the sine qua non for the Party was to grasp the ‘unity between the 
theory of Marxism-Leninism and the practice of the Chinese Revolution.’15 As this 
essay has shown, that was not an abstraction. To initiate praxis on the basis of theory, 
one can extract from Mao Zedong Thought the contemporary historical moment 
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(the Second Great Imperialist War, emergence of the Soviet Union, etc.) and the truth of 
that singular moment. This method provides clarity about momentary configurations 
of identity, topography, sociology, economics, and suggests a range of good policy 
options. When Maoists use the term semicolonial and semifeudal this way, it is not 
a description but a representation of the realities that theoretical Marxism can, when 
used properly, actually illuminate.
The power of representation is certainly a reason why in December 1939 the 

collective group of writers associated with Mao published an official textbook about 
society, revolution, and Party building (the latter chapter was never completed) for 
incoming intellectuals and CCP members.16 The Chinese Revolution and the Chinese 
Communist Party starts with the history of a space that originated, like all places, as 
a classless society, and had emerged into slave and then feudal social relations, but 
was currently a weak semicolonial, semifeudal country. In simple language the text 
explained that because imperialism introduced foreign capital, the feudal economy 
began to crumble, and the landlords, bureaucrats, and bourgeoisie turned toward 
capital investment in modern industries. There is nothing particularly Chinese about 
the concluding argument: 

It is clear that by penetrating into China the imperialist powers have on the 
one hand accelerated the disintegration of China’s feudal society, caused 
factors of capitalism to emerge in China and transformed the feudal society 
into a semifeudal one, and on the other hand imposed their ruthless rule on 
China and reduced an independent China into a semicolonial and colonial 
China.17

My essay consequently demonstrates how central to Maoism the phrase semicolonial, 
semifeudal turns out to be. And yet, it also turns out that unsnarling claims about 
Chinese singularity does not make Maoism into a ‘Sinicised’ or discursive Marxism. 
As Mao Zedong Thought emerged, it claimed only that all situations and societies 
where Marxism prevails are singular. No two sites of class struggle will ever be the 
same: however, no amount of difference alters Marxism-Leninism’s universal truth. 
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39
电影下乡
Sending Films to the 
Countryside
Tong LAM*

The idea of delivering education, health care, and technical knowledge to the 
countryside has always been an important part of China’s nation-building effort. 
In the early twentieth century, many intellectuals argued that such initiatives 

would be crucial to the production of modern citizens in China’s vast rural areas. They 
also maintained that the suffering and hardship that they had to endure in the process 
would be the key to converting themselves into new political subjects.1 By the time of 
the Cultural Revolution, the idea of ‘going down to the countryside’ took on yet another 
significance, as it became associated with the relocation of millions of urban youths to 
the rural regions for reeducation by a supposedly ideologically pure peasantry. In spite 
of the strong resentment harboured by these so-called ‘sent-down youths’ (xiafang 
qingnian) or the ‘Lost Generation,’ the programme—which was officially called ‘up to 
the mountains, down to the villages’ (shangshan xiaxiang)—did help to address many 
of the deficiencies suffered by the rural communities.

Nevertheless, xiaxiang as a cultural and political trope encompassed a wide range 
of practices that served to reduce the unevenness between rural and urban areas and 
populations. Among them was the project known as dianying xiaxiang, or ‘sending 
films to the countryside.’ Like other projects that sought to overcome the rural and 
urban economic and social disparity, a primary purpose of bringing films to China’s 
rural communities was to deliver entertainment to remote and underdeveloped areas. 
At the same time, not unlike similar mobile cinema projects around the world, open-
air film screenings also allowed the Chinese rural population to experience the shock-
and-awe of the cinematic spectacle for the first time. Moreover, the magic quality of 
outdoor films did not just disrupt the harsh reality of the everyday, but also projected 
the utopian fantasy of the socialist future. In doing so, the state effectively presented 
itself as the cultural broker of modernity, strengthening its legitimacy and authority.
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Mobile film screening was indeed tremendously popular in the socialist era. Since such 
screening events reached a village only once every few years, many villagers walked for 
hours and even days from nearby villages in order to catch a film. Projectionists, many 
of whom were young men and occasionally women—including a large number of sent-
down youths during the Cultural Revolution—were well respected by rural residents as 
they were seen as intellectuals and agents of the state. Their jobs entailed the endurance 
of hardship as they needed to cross formidable mountains and rivers with heavy 
equipment in tow. Projectionists were also often required to do live performances, 
such as puppet shows and singing, as part of the practice of delivering revolutionary 
messages to the rural masses. Not surprisingly, by the late 1980s, mobile films sponsored 
by the government ceased to operate as the magic of outdoor propaganda films was 
increasingly challenged by other forms of popular entertainment, such as television, 
karaoke, and foreign films.

Yet, significantly, in 1998—an era of rising rural and urban disparity as well as social 
discontent—the Chinese government reactivated the programme of rural outdoor film 
screenings with much greater coverage and intensity, promising that it would deliver 
at least one film in each village every month. Known as Project 2131, the programme 
has shown how digital technology can be mobilised to augment the already powerful 
propaganda machine in the postsocialist era. At the same time, contemporary mobile 
film screenings also operate in a different visual economy and political register. Instead 

In television footage from 1965, a female projectionist is seen singing a revolutionary song while 
her male colleague is showing a slideshow prior to a feature presentation. The same machine 
is also projecting the lyrics that she is holding in her left hand. (Inner Mongolia, c. 1965; Central 
Studio of News Reels Productio archival footage) 
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of just screening the popular old revolutionary films, the mobile screening programme 
uses newly developed propaganda films that are specially made for the rural audience. 
With the assumption that the rural viewers are simple-minded and unsophisticated, 
these are mostly war and revolutionary films set in the World War II and Civil War 
times. While these new films, like their predecessors, tell the familiar stories of the 
liberation of the peasantry under the leadership of the Communist Party, their 
emphasis is more often about the triumph of the Party and the nation rather than class 
struggle. Moreover, the sheer quantity of these films is enormous, as an entire segment 
of the Chinese film industry is now devoted to their production and digital delivery for 
the government-sponsored rural mobile cinema.

Of course, the Chinese countryside today is different from that of the socialist era in 
some fundamental ways. Decades of rapid urbanisation have not merely transformed 
China into an urban nation, but have also uprooted many of its rural citizens. In most 
villages, those who are being left behind are the elderly and their grandchildren, since 
young and middle-aged men and women have often become migrant workers in the 
city. If these peasant migrant workers, who mostly work in factories, construction sites, 
and other service industries, have become precarious labourers in the postsocialist 
economy, so are the new generation of projectionists. The improvement of technology 
and infrastructure means that film projection has become straightforward, effortless, 
and a highly disciplined affair. Projectionists can now drive directly to the screening site 
with their government-issued vehicle and digital equipment. From the downloading of 
films to the uploading of audience tallies, screening events are constantly being tracked 

A projectionist setting up the screen for the evening in a so-called Socialist New Village, which 
is often a combination of several old villages with villagers being housed in mid-rise and 
occasionally high-rise buildings. (Mumian new village, Sichuan province, 2013; Tong Lam)
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and tabulated. Gone, therefore, are the days when delivering films to the countryside 
was seen as admirable and heroic. In fact, these days, projectionists are generally poorly 
paid, part-time and subcontract workers with few benefits. 

More importantly, the new generation of propaganda films are no longer about 
celebrating and sustaining the socialist revolution. Quite the contrary, they are now 
used to promote patriotism in order to ease any potential social discontent amid the 
country’s enduring, if not widening, urban and rural divide. In this respect, it seems 
that the latest ‘sending films to the countryside’ programme is nothing but an ironic 
reminder of its phantom past. Meanwhile, in the new visual economy, as flashy 
skyscrapers and mobile devices have become ubiquitous, these open-air propaganda 
films, even with their updated audiovisual effects, can hardly offer the same level of 
enchantment and satisfaction that they once did. Behind the sound and fury generated 
by special effects are the unresolved tensions between the socialist ideal and the 
postsocialist reality. Hence, if some viewers nonetheless find these films captivating, it 
is not because of the projected future imagined by these films, but the nostalgic feelings 
evoked by them.

An anti-Japanese war film is being screened next to a village road. Aside from a few classic films, 
most of the films used in the new mobile cinema programme are tailormade for such purposes. 
(Yuhe village, Sichuan province, 2014; Tong Lam)
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40
为人民服务
Serve the People
Rebecca E. KARL

On 8 September 1944, in China’s far northwest communist base headquarters of 
Yan’an, Party Chairman Mao Zedong eulogised a just-deceased soldier, Zhang 
Side, as a paragon of ‘serving the people’ (wei renmin fuwu).1 While a common 

soldier’s death in wartime is always tragic, it is usually not the cause for a major tribute, 
much less for the coining of a vital phrase that, after a half-century of earnest usage, 
has now devolved into a commodified cliché. Yet, in this small piece of oratory—the 
speech is no more than a few paragraphs long—we find a text that called into being, and 
now can recall, an entire kind of history: a prospective and prescriptive socialist history 
of China. In the deceptively simple locution ‘serve the people’ is embedded a political 
injunction, a social ideal, a cultural expectation, and an economic norm, which, in the 
several decades after its initial articulation, summoned a form of common sense—an 
ideology—that once was lived as a concrete social practice. 

In China’s official historiographical understanding, ‘serve the people’ is primarily an 
ethical demand. It names a requirement for pure selflessness and individual sacrifice, 
ideally through death, for the already constituted revolutionary collective. As it turns 
out, Mao’s tribute became one of the three ‘constantly read articles’ (lao san pian) of 
subsequent socialist education campaigns—the other two texts being Mao’s tribute to 
a Canadian surgeon, Norman Bethune, who devoted his life and skills to global leftist 
causes from the Spanish Civil War to the Chinese Communist Revolution; and the 
mythical figure of the foolish old man who moved the mountains, whose legendary 
perseverance despite impossible odds was given a new positive spin. Indeed, by the 
time of the Cultural Revolution in 1966, ‘serve the people’ had become a mostly empty 
incantation, and its prescriptive and inscriptive scope narrowed to the sole demand 
to ‘wholly and entirely… live or die for the people.’ While the modifying ‘wholly and 
entirely’ (quanxin quanyi) was a later addition (1945) to the basic phrase (1944), 
the narrowed Cultural Revolution era attitudinal directive—as well as the narrowed 
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definition of ‘service’ to a willingness to sublimate the self in death—stuck, as if original 
to the pronouncement. It is this rigid dogmatic version of the phrase that is thoroughly 
lampooned in Yan Lianke’s scandalous 2005 novel, Serve the People.2 

Yet, in its time and in its more immediate afterlives, the simple text contains several 
interpretive levels that should not be so readily ridiculed. On the surface, the tribute 
was penned for a beloved comrade: a man who had worked his way from poor peasant 
obscurity in Sichuan province into the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) as a soldier 
in an elite armed division; who had completed the arduous Long March in 1935, 
becoming quite close to Mao and other Party leaders; and who had died at the age 
of 32 in 1944, when a charcoal kiln collapsed on him during the process of mining, 
just as the armies of the Nationalist Party were besieging the communist base that 
housed their ostensible allies in the ongoing War of Resistance against Japan. At a 
more abstract level, Zhang Side was rendered through Mao’s tribute into a repository 
of all the elements of an emulative model of socialist becoming, a so-called bangyang. 
In this process of abstraction, his particularities came to be dissolved into a universal 
type—a dianxing—through which the timelessness of service/labour and the timeliness 
of socialism could be coproduced. In this play of temporalities, the phrase inspired 
by Zhang’s death proposed a new form of social relation, a socialist organisation of 
time and society that was at once abstract and concrete, lived and ‘yet to be made,’ 
remembered and ‘not yet existing.’

Heavier than Mount Tai, Lighter than a Feather

When Mao Zedong first spoke the phrase on 8 September 1944 at the mass meeting 
to commemorate Zhang’s death, ‘serve the people’ indicated a method through which 
the enduring and repetitive fact of human death in war could be wedded to the ethical 
imperative and materially spontaneous creation of the revolutionary unity called ‘the 
people.’ Hence, the injunction to ‘serve’ can be understood as a method in the widest 
Marxist sense: it is a ‘practice of theory.’ The locution wei … fuwu (serve for…) had 
been used by Mao in his 1942 ‘Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art,’ when 
he proposed that the purpose of socialist culture was ‘to serve the masses’ (wei dazhong 
fuwu) (see Sorace’s essay in the present volume). It was thus initially used for promoting 
the welding of all cultural production, as a form of abstract intellectual labour, to the 
very concrete and lived historical materialist creation of revolutionary culture in China 
that ‘service’ came to be elevated to the pinnacle of expectation for the definition and 
realisation of socialist social relations. 

With the eulogy of Zhang Side, this creative principle was expanded and deepened 
to speak to the production not only of the masses as a cultural concept, but of the 
‘people as unity’ who were the very objects and subjects of socialist revolution itself. 
Thus, in ‘serve the people,’ the objects and subjects of service are merged into the same 
revolutionary productive process: one is to become properly part of the people by 
serving and being worthy of being served. ‘To serve’ becomes a concrete abstraction: 
a form of labour indifferent to space/time but also productive of a determinative space/
time; even while ‘the people’ is the everlasting but concrete revolutionary ‘unity in 
formation’ appropriate to a particular historical moment—socialism.
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In this sense, the locution ‘to serve’ pertains and appeals to a kind of enduring history 
different from, and yet made to engage with a socialist one. So, while ‘the people’ is 
a peculiarly revolutionary formulation that is politically specific to the socialist era, the 
durational ‘service’ ethic must be embedded in socialism in very particular ways. Let us 
note briefly that an important prior history of the injunction ‘to serve’—as an ethic but 
also as a form of labour—resides in filiality, where service is labour performed with the 
proper expression, or attitude. That is, in the Confucian classics, labour is not merely 
the performance of an atomised task, but rather also an attitude commensurate to the 
project of producing and maintaining a form of social relations. ‘Labour as service’ is 
an embedded form of social relation. For Confucius and the tradition that follows from 
his teachings, the social relations sought after through the appropriate performance 
of service were those defined by and through the family. That is, for example, the 
son serves the father by labouring as a son for the father as a father, where each of 
those social positions is predetermined by relation to the other in a social hierarchy. 
By contrast, the desired social relations in Mao’s China were intended to produce a very 
different social formation altogether: one defined by and through egalitarianism and 
social equality in pointed opposition both to the hierarchies of the Confucian past 
and to the global capitalist inequities of China’s midcentury present (see Lee’s essay in 
the present volume). Thus, for Mao, ‘service’ would create the conditions not for the 
mutually binding reproduction of hierarchical social relations, but rather the possibility 
for their undoing. 

In this regard, in Mao’s speech, the meaning of labour/service (or sacrifice) is historically 
contextualised and productive. This historicity is dependent on the individual attitude 
of the performer and the moment of her performance. Specifically, Mao says: ‘People 
die, yet the meaning of their deaths is variable.’ How is one to understand the meaning 
of death? Paraphrasing ancient historian Sima Qian, Mao indicates that the meaning 
of death can be heavy or light depending on the dialectical relation between personal 
intention/expression (attitude) and historical situation. From that older principle, Mao 
derives the concrete meaning of the moment in which the sacrifice (service) occurs: 
specifically in the eulogy, to die for the benefit of ‘the people’ (revolution) is as weighty 
as Mount Tai, whereas to die on behalf of fascism, exploitation, or oppression is feather-
light. The contrast between ‘the people’ as a revolutionary concept, whose existence and 
equality is created at the same time as it is being secured, and ‘fascism/exploitation/
oppression’ is thus established as the historical specificity required to materially 
produce the particular meaning of Zhang Side’s death and the nature of his service. 
While the people will have been—as a predicated future—created as revolutionary, 
they also will have led that revolution through the weighty service rendered to one 
another as masters (zhurenweng), shaping and realising their own histories.

It is evident, then, that at the same time as it extols the merits of a soldier who died 
in the course of the anti-Japanese war, this speech is already looking forward to the 
end of the war against Japan and to the coming civil conflict with the Nationalists. 
Much of the organising in the base areas from this point onwards was thus aimed 
at transforming rural society into ideological and military bastions of socialism 
in preparation for the imminent domestic showdown. Part of this transformation 
included the expansion of popular education movements focussed on literacy and 
economic skills. Thus, for example, the 1944 directive to ‘develop production, expand 
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the schools’ was never merely a technocratic problem, but rather—as with ‘serve the 
people’—it was an ideological imperative to reformulate social relations along the lines 
of socialist equality.3 In other words, the creation of revolutionary unity through the 
dual emphases on production and education was not just a sociological problem of 
a class alliance between workers and intellectuals, where each readymade constituent 
part of society occupies its proper place; rather, it was a materialist-ideological problem 
of producing a new social formation altogether (see Dai’s essay in the present volume).

End of Politics

In Mao’s ‘serve the people’ the practice of theory is precisely the realm of politics. 
That is, it is the realm of the futurity whose glance back towards the present calls 
into being the necessity for an ethical form of social relations in the here and now. 
Unlike any Confucian notion of filial service, aimed at transhistorically reproducing 
social hierarchy, Mao’s ‘serve the people’ names a revolutionary political unity as 
the historically mandated form of ethical social formation, whose creation will be 
accomplished through the labour of service and the service of labour. The imperative 
to serve is thus an injunction to properly pursue class struggle (see Russo’s essay in 
the present volume); yet perhaps more important, it is an imperative to create out of 
the contingent historical moment marked by the spontaneous potential of the people 
as a revolutionary subject the possibility for socialism. This revolutionary unity could 
never be free of conflict—for, as Mao theorised earlier, contradictions would persist 
into whichever social formation eventually took shape—but it would always be the site 
of concrete politics aimed at its own realisation through labour as service.
The retreat of Maoism from the social field of substantive ideology and social 

practice has meant the erasure of the original embedded capacity of ‘serve the people’ 
to produce socialist meaning. Thus, today, if and when it is evoked—as in the 2012 
ill-fated and much-mocked ‘Learn from Lei Feng Day’—the topos of service is entirely 
instrumentalised and mechanically reproduced as a hierarchical desire for popular 
obedience.4 This is not service in the Maoist sense of producing a new collective 
lifeworld of socialist equality; this is Party injunction nakedly appropriating resources 
for their opposite use. ‘Serve the people’ today can only be communist kitsch or empty 
Party blandishment. Its life as a socialist text has gone the way of socialism itself: dead, 
gone, buried.
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41
社会主义法
Socialist Law
Susan TREVASKES

Socialist law, both in the Soviet Union and in Mao’s China, emerged as a system 
of legal principles based on the historical realities of socialist revolution. The 
role of the Communist Party in both nations was to lead over all aspects of 

the law in order to bring about the realisation of communism. In his Law of the Soviet 
State, Soviet legal theorist Andrei Vyshinsky theorised Soviet law as a system of norms 
of conduct based on relations of domination. Soviet law, he stated:

… is the aggregate of the rules of conduct established in the form of 
legislation by the authority of the toilers and expressive of their will. The 
effective operation of these rules is guaranteed by the entire coercive 
force of the socialist state in order to defend, to secure, and to develop 
relationships and arrangements advantageous and agreeable to the toilers, 
and completely and finally to annihilate capitalism and its remnants in the 
economic system, the way of life, and human consciousness—in order to 
build a communist society.1 

The theory of socialist law that developed in the People’s Republic of China 
(PRC) borrowed heavily from Vyshinsky’s theory of the law and the state. In a Mao-
era dictionary of jurisprudence, socialist law is defined as ‘the aggregate of rules of 
conduct enacted and approved by the state, expressing the will of the dominant class, 
the application of which is guaranteed by the coercive force of the state.’2 Of utmost 
importance to the theory of socialist law in both China and the Soviet Union, was the 
prominence given to the normative nature of the law, an emphasis which had its roots 
in political principles taken directly from the philosophy of Marxism. Legal scholar 
Phillip Chen notes the following in relation to Vyshinsky’s theory of law:
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The ‘theory of law’ Vyshinsky has in mind is evidently not a theory of 
positive law. It is a theory which has to produce ‘legal principles.’ But these 
legal principles are not the positive law that is to be established on the basis 
of these principles. If they are to be ‘legal’ principles, they are legal not in the 
sense of positive law, but in the sense of norms of an ideal law, the law that 
ought to be established in a socialist society. It stands to reason that these 
principles are the ideal norms of a socialist law.3 

China’s socialist legal system developed out of this defining principle: that the 
Party utilises state law to regulate social relations in order to advance the cause of 
the dominant class and ultimately for the realisation of communism. As such, law 
had to be flexible and open to the vicissitudes of socialist development and class 
struggle, not bound by the strictures of detailed positivist legal statutes. Throughout 
periods of state bureaucracy and legal system-building (the mid-1950s) and in the age 
of mass campaigns (from the late 1950s to the late 1970s), socialist law continued to 
be conceived of as a system of norms of human behaviour based on the relations of 
domination; that is, the Party dominating on behalf of the people, with the application 
of the law open to constant change based on the requirements of Party policy.4 

Socialist Rule of Law from Jiang to Xi

The concept of a socialist rule of law (shehuizhuyi fazhi) emerged as a defining 
reform-era ideology after the Mao period. It developed along the same principles as 
those observed by Chen and Keller above in relation to socialist law: it was conceived 
as a strategy to realise the broad governance agendas of the Party. The Deng Xiaoping 
leadership of the 1980s promoted it as a way of differentiating their reformist regime 
from the chaos of the Party’s Mao-era ‘rule by man’ (renzhi) governance style (see Hurst’s 
essay in the present volume). In the 1990s, Jiang Zemin sought to improve Deng’s notion 
of rule of law by coining a new phrase, ‘governing the nation in accordance with the 
law’ (yifa zhiguo). First put forward by Jiang in the mid-1990s, yifa zhiguo refers to the 
institutionalisation of law-based governance across all areas of the state. It was inserted 
into the Constitution in 1999 and declared China’s governing strategy for reform.
The vagaries of core Party policy priorities, which shift each decade or so as the 

Party leadership group changes, means that yifa zhiguo contains a level of ambiguity 
and flexibility that can accommodate different nuances of meaning, apt for political 
leverage.5 The formula was used to promulgate and validate legal reforms through the 
Hu Jintao era of the 2000s but it was not the central discursive tool employed to define 
the Hu leadership’s overall agenda of ‘Harmonious Society’ (hexie shehui). In contrast, 
yifa zhiguo has come to the ideological foreground in the present Xi era. 

Xi Jinping’s leadership group has endowed yifa zhiguo with a more compelling Party-
centric stance, by giving its Jiang-era focus an ideological upgrade in late 2014. Yifa 
zhiguo is now an integral part of Xi’s ambitious ideological plan for a rejuvenation of 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) governance and supervision over the state through 
law. The new administration’s theoretical contribution to socialist legality has been to 
assert the idea that ‘socialist rule of law’ and ‘Party leadership’ (dang de lingdao) are two 
entirely complementary concepts, and that given this truism the Party must exercise 
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its rule through all processes of yifa zhiguo. As is explicated in more detail below, this 
assertion is important for strategic reasons, as it further embeds the Party into the state 
through law, in order to maintain the supremacy of Party rule so that the people remain 
masters of the nation. 

Party Leadership as the Core Mechanism of Accountability

Political discourse frames the parameters of governance in China. In the Xi era, the 
Party’s governance discourse of yifa zhiguo operates conceptually and in practice as a key 
ideological lever to identify and affirm power relationships for governing the nation. 
In Xi’s new era of socialism, given the corruption epidemic and the Party’s response to 
it, the Chinese leadership claims that the need for virtuous governance—or ‘governing 
the nation through moral virtue’—is even more crucial now than ever before.6 Building 
on Jiang Zemin’s original interpretation of yifa zhiguo, the Xi-era claim is that the 
Party’s role should be to focus on monitoring and supervising government employees 
in a much more comprehensive way than in previous years. Hence, in this thinking, 
Party leadership itself is the core mechanism of accountability. Given the idea that the 
government must be accountable to the people through the conduit of Party leadership, 
the Xi administration declared in 2017 that an all-encompassing new mechanism for 
greater accountability is required, and moved to expand the parameters of the authority 
of Party leadership to incorporate routine supervision and monitoring of the activities 
of all employees of the state. Among other innovations, the upshot of this political 
upgrade of yifa zhiguo is the establishment of the National Supervision Commission 
(NSC), a behemoth supervisory and prosecutorial structure that was piloted in some 
provinces in 2017. This is supposedly a state- (rather than Party-) based mega anti-
corruption and national surveillance body that effectively merges state and Party 
surveillance structures by integrating same-level Party commissions for disciplinary 
inspection, government corruption prevention agencies, and state prosecution offices.7 

Broadly speaking, the NSC monitors and inspects all state civil servants across China 
to ensure that they comply with laws such as the National Civil Service Law and the 
Criminal Law. In this respect, the Commission has the power to monitor, investigate, 
and, where necessary, detain any personnel working for any enterprise—including 
a school or university, cultural, medical or sports institution, or mass organisation—
that is effectively operated or owned by the state.8 A new State Supervision Law passed 
in March 2018, gives the NSC a total of 12 main powers. Notably, these include the 
power to investigate (diaocha) and detain (liuzhi) any China-based government 
employee (both Party members and those without Party membership) for any work-
related infringement, illegal behaviour, or suspected crime as defined by administrative, 
civil, or criminal law. Xinhua News Agency boasts that merging state and Party anti-
corruption apparatuses ‘will overcome longstanding rule of law problems in China,’ 
since it will ‘improve rule of law thinking and yifa zhiguo methods in the state’s 
capacity to punish corruption.’9 The NSC will exercise much greater surveillance and 
supervisory power over the nation’s legislature, judiciary, police, and procuratorate 
than any previous organisation.
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Since the Fourth Plenum in 2014, Xi Jinping has repeatedly declared that for yifa 
zhiguo to be effective, the Party must be able to exercise its legitimate leadership over 
all government activities, including those of the legal and security systems.10 Party 
supervisory power over all functionaries including both Party and non-Party members, 
concentrated with Xi at the helm in Beijing, now sits above any claim to supervisory 
authority or accountability that might be made by military, legal, or security institutions 
or personal.11 We saw the first signs of this bold move in 2015 with the promulgation 
of the State Security Law, which ‘grants a Party authority state powers and allows such 
powers to be exercised directly by a Party authority—a practice that only existed during 
the Cultural Revolution in the PRC.’12 Further moves were made again in late 2017 
with the announcement that amendments to the People’s Armed Police (PAP) Law 
now place the PAP under direct control of the Central Military Commission run by 
Xi himself. 

The Party Leads Over Everything

The opening paragraph of this essay gives us the necessary clues to understand 
from whence this ideological rationale for Xi’s bold new era of the Party ‘leading over 
everything’ is derived: it comes from the Soviet and Mao-era idea that the Party must 
dominate through a system of norms of conduct based on relations of domination. 
In refocussing Jiang-era yifa zhiguo to pay much greater ideological attention to Party 
leadership, Party theorists now claim that Xi’s yifa zhiguo is an advancement on both 
Deng and Jiang’s thinking on law.13 The historic decision of the Fourth Plenum of the 
Eighteenth Party Congress in late 2014 contains two key assertions about the Party 
and the law that are new to the theorising of law in China. The first assertion relevant 
to this claim is that the authority of the leadership of the Party is entirely compatible 
with the rule of law. The second is the imperative that ‘the authority of the leadership 
of the Party must be implemented across the entire process of governing the country in 
accordance with the law.’14 

Xi’s revised interpretation of yifa zhiguo rests on the assertion that there is 
a  fundamental harmony between three key conceptual elements of power in China: 
the ‘rule of law,’ ‘Party leadership,’ and the idea that ‘the people are the masters of the 
nation.’15 The rationale thus becomes as follows: it is only through Party representation 
of their interests that the people of China can claim their place as the rightful masters 
of the nation.16 A so-claimed harmony of interests between the people and the Party 
legitimates the Party’s right to represent the people. Bringing the Party and the people 
together under the yifa zhiguo umbrella allows Xi to promote the idea that the Party, 
as the vanguard of the people, must always and forever remain present and supreme 
throughout the entire process of the law. This includes not only the making of law but 
also the process of enforcement of the law.17 To leave no one in doubt of its ambitions, 
in late 2017, the phrase ‘the Party leads over everything’ (dang shi lingdao yiqie) was 
inserted into the Party’s Constitution.18 

By reworking Jiang Zemin’s original interpretation of yifa zhiguo, the Party has 
codified its leadership of everything. The ‘New-style Party Political System’ (xinxing 
dangzheng zhidu) announced in March 2018 rests on two main political truisms: first 
that ‘the Party leads over everything’ and second that the Party’s main government 
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accountability mechanism is in fact the Party leadership itself. The underlying ethos 
behind this new style of governance is that concentrated power under the core leadership 
of the Party in Beijing is a more effective accountability mechanism than Western-
liberal dispersed power-type arrangements. This is justified by dint of the ideological 
assertion that the Party that holds this concentrated power is the purist representation 
of the people.19 It is its representational status that makes the Party virtuous and thus 
most capable of leading: it leads over governance in China because its leaders possess 
an advanced nature, capable of representing the will of the people. 

Among other strategies, the Party aims to achieve its ambition to ‘lead over 
everything’ in Xi Jinping’s China by ‘organically unifying’ (youji tongyi) intra-party 
law with state law—that is, by directly governing the nation through all processes of 
the law. The Xi administration’s ideological focus on ‘comprehensively integrating’ 
(yiyuanhua) the Party into the state through law reconstitutes the Chinese governance 
landscape through a reassertion of, and renewed focus on, the idea of Party-dominated 
governance over everything, an ideal which was first espoused by communists in Yan’an 
during the 1930s.20 This integration of Party and state law is, to date, most evident in 
the supervisory ethos and laws that govern the NSC, particularly those relating to the 
investigatory powers of officials.21 It is also evident in the intention, announced in May 
2018, to fully incorporate the Party’s ‘socialist core values’ into all legislation over the 
next five to ten years, and in so doing, making accountability based on socialist values 
‘the core’ of the legislative system.22 

New Thinking, Old Roots

The focus of this essay on Party dominance enables us to discern how Mao-era 
socialist law and Xi-era yifa zhiguo are from the same ideological family tree: the latter 
derives its basic precept—that is, the idea of law being a system of norms of conduct 
based on the relations of domination—from the former. Hence, a consistent legitimising 
rationale in Xi-era Party propaganda has been the claim that for the Party to exercise 
leadership effectively, it must both supervise and remain supreme over the institutions 
that administer the law—that is, it must be above the law—so that it can effectively 
represent the people. Party supremacy over and via the law is based on the assumption 
that since it is the people who are the masters of the nation, the Party does not need 
to build overall structures of law that protect ‘the people’ from the people’s very own 
manifestation of power: the Party.23 On the contrary, the Party’s effective supervision 
of state officials confirms the claim that China is governed by the Party in ‘accordance 
with the law.’ This does not mean that the Xi leadership has in any way—so the narrative 
goes—ignored the importance of government accountability. On the contrary, it is 
seeking to redefine how accountability operates. To this end, to a much greater extent 
than in previous decades, accountability is now provided through supervision by Xi 
Jinping, the Politburo Standing Committee, and the Party-run NSC in a manner that 
protects the people against individual illicit behaviour within the Party-state at the 
lower levels. Therefore, Xi Jinping has Mao-era socialist legal ideology to thank for his 
‘Party leads over everything’ ambitions since his yifa zhiguo is indeed a system of norms 
of conduct based on the relations of domination—Party domination.
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42
诉苦
Speaking Bitterness
Jeffrey JAVED

To relate abstract ideologies to the lived experiences of ordinary people is the great 
task of all revolutionaries. How do we then explain the Chinese Communist 
Party’s (CCP) remarkable success in mobilising workers and peasants, many 

of whom had little interest in Marxism-Leninism, to join its fervent, violent cause? 
One of the key foundations of the CCP’s successful mobilisation was its ability to tap 
into human emotions, which it did most notably and effectively through a practice 
known as ‘speaking bitterness’ (suku)—the public expression of an individual’s woes 
with the intent to cultivate sympathy toward the speaker and outrage against those who 
caused his or her suffering.1 As one of the foremost strategies the CCP used to build the 
revolutionary subjectivity of the masses, its principal purpose was to leverage morality 
and emotion to inculcate in the populace new mass identities that accorded with the 
Party-state’s ideology of class struggle. Operating through outrage and sympathy, it 
sought to build hostility towards an outgroup of class enemies and solidarity among 
an ingroup of ordinary villagers (see also Dutton’s essay in the present volume). By the 
time of the Chinese Civil War, speaking bitterness had become a mainstay of the Party’s 
repertoire of mobilisation techniques to incite villagers to pursue land reform, a tool for 
‘soliciting tales of suffering for mobilising the masses.’2 

Mobilising Outrage and Sympathy through Suffering

Although speaking bitterness was always a public act, it occurred at many different 
scales: cadres guided villagers to speak bitterness in both small, face-to-face settings 
and large mass rallies—e.g. struggle sessions and public sentencings. Early on in the 
course of land reform mobilisation, work team cadres met with local villagers, often in 
the homes of the poorest in the village, to discuss their concerns and grievances in ‘small 
groups’ (xiaozu) and ‘informal chats’ (mantanhui) (see also Perry’s essay in the present 
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volume). These meetings provided safe spaces for poor peasants and farmworkers—and 
middle peasants—to speak bitterness in focus group-like settings before their fellow 
villagers. Officials designated those who spoke suffering as ‘the aggrieved’ (kuzhu)—
literally, ‘masters of bitterness.’ Not everyone at these meetings spoke bitterness, but 
for both the speaker and the listener such affectively charged words ‘construct[ed] the 
old order as oppressive, inherently violent, and immoral by recalling instances of social 
antagonism between individuals who occupy very different positions within hierarchies 
of power in Chinese society.’3 In this way, speaking bitterness unified various strata of 
peasants—the landless, the land-poor, and even the average landholder—as ‘oppressed 
class subjects.’4 

Speaking bitterness, particularly when performed in front of large audiences at 
struggle sessions, was a highly organised process. Officials cautioned against speaking 
bitterness ‘recklessly,’ and instructed cadres to use it ‘at a proper time and against a proper 
target.’5 At struggle sessions, cadres organised the aggrieved to take turns speaking 
against their alleged oppressors. To heighten the efficacy of their storytelling, cadres 
coached speakers on their dramatic delivery, and even arranged the lineup of speakers 
to frontend those who were the best storytellers, had the most pitiful stories, and had 
the most damning and colourful evidence against their targets. As  one eyewitness 
remarked, speaking bitterness at struggle sessions was ‘ordered and methodical’ and 
‘rich in theatricality.’6

Speaking bitterness in small groups and informal chats sought to generate ingroup 
solidarity among ‘the masses’ (qunzhong) by eliciting villagers’ sympathy toward those 
who were suffering (see also Lee’s essay in the present volume). Sympathy is a powerful 
method for building ingroup solidarity: empathising with another’s pain triggers the 
same affective responses in an individual as if he or she were the recipient of pain.7 
In The Theory of Moral Sentiments, Adam Smith defines ‘sympathy’ as a ‘fellow-feeling’ 
that ‘does not arise so much from the view of the passion, as from that of the situation 
which excites it … . [W]hen we put ourselves in his case, that passion arises in our 
breast from the imagination.’8 Indeed, it was seeing one’s own suffering reflected in 
the stories told by others that forged this collective bond among villagers. Cadres 
viewed collective sympathy as a sign of successful speaking bitterness. Township cadres 
in Fengyang county, Anhui province, reported that speaking bitterness succeeded to 
the extent that when ‘a single person spoke bitterness, everyone sympathised’ (yi ren 
suku, dajia tongqing).9 Elsewhere in Fengyang, a township’s small group meeting had 
13 people speak about their plight and how they lived on the brink of starvation without 
land or draft animals. Touting the success of this session, the report notes that ‘there 
were three people at the meeting who “spoke bitterness” until they were in tears. Class 
consciousness, therefore, greatly increased.’10 

To facilitate the cultivation of sympathy, work teams specifically tried to recruit 
women and the elderly to speak bitterness at struggle sessions because they believed 
they could better attract sympathy from the masses. In Liyang county, southern Jiangsu 
province, cadres, in their collection of speaking bitterness material, discovered that 
nearly 200 local women had been raped by Japanese soldiers. They used these women’s 
stories to ‘educate the broad masses’ about the evils of the old feudal order, but, more 
importantly, to help locals ‘understand the roots of their own suffering.’ From this, the 
Southern Jiangsu Regional Party Committee concluded that ‘in the struggle against 
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feudal “evil tyrants” (e’ba) and landlords, women are the most powerful force in sparking 
the class consciousness of the masses.’11 These sympathetic figures helped create feelings 
of commiseration that cadres could shape into violent outrage. In a striking example 
of this, an elderly woman in Baoxi township, Chongming county, cried herself hoarse, 
prompting others to break down sobbing, after which they subjected the evil tyrant 
landlord to ferocious struggle.12

Inextricably tied to the cultivation of sympathy for the aggrieved was the elicitation 
of outrage against those who were claimed to have caused their suffering, with the 
ultimate intent to justify and mobilise violence against them. The link between outrage 
and violence is well established: outrage is an emotion that ‘motivates people to shame 
and punishes wrongdoers’ in response to perceived violations of moral norms.13 
Importantly, speaking bitterness used individual instances of landlord malfeasance 
to elicit outrage and establish hostility towards landlords as a group. These individual 
examples of moral transgression were often deployed in speaking bitterness conducted 
at struggle sessions, where the theatrical retelling of stories of suffering could most 
effectively generate outrage and instigate violence. During the public sentencing of 
evil tyrant and landlord Chen in Huaining county, southwestern Anhui province, 
an old couple entered the stage, sobbing, to tell the crowd their story of how Chen 
had beaten their son to death while attempting to settle a debt owed to him, hounded 
their daughter-in-law to death, and rendered them destitute, causing their newly born 
grandson to die of starvation. The crowd of over 2,000 people were so enraged by the 
couple’s story that they began to yell: ‘Down with the evil tyrant landlord, a blood debt 
must be repaid in blood.’14

That the Party used speaking bitterness within the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 
illustrates its utility as a tool of ingroup consolidation for mobilising outrage and 
violence. Wu Guo’s thoughtful and fascinating exploration of the PLA’s use of speaking 
bitterness shows how the Party used it to recruit soldiers, build camaraderie, and forge 
a violent hatred of internal ‘class enemies’ as well as the Nationalist foe.15 The Speaking 
Bitterness and Seeking Vengeance (suku fuchou) handbook, published in 1947 by the 
PLA, contains a collection of ‘classic’ speaking bitterness materials that the Party used as 
templates for PLA soldiers. With colourful titles like ‘How Vicious Are the Hearts of the 
Landlords!’ (dizhu laocai de xin duo hen ya!), ‘When Will Two Generations of Hatred 
Be Avenged, Setting One’s Mind to Eliminating Chiang Kai-shek’ (liang dai yuan chou 
he shibao, lizhi xiaomie Jiang Jieshi), and ‘Tell My Bitterness to the Party’ (ba wo de ku 
gaosu gei dang), these stories were designed to conform to generic narratives of suffering 
that could trigger the righteous indignation of soldiers before battle. Some of these 
stories of exploitation were even written in verse.16 Because speaking bitterness was 
used to provoke outrage against both the Nationalists and landed elite and strongmen 
who allied with them, cadres drew on examples of injustice from members of the local 
community to mobilise soldiers. To an audience of soldiers at the battlefield of the 
Qingcang Campaign in 1947, an elderly man surnamed Liu spoke of his abuse at the 
hands of the region’s notorious strongman—a ‘traitor-evil tyrant’ landlord named Gao 
Hongji—who beat Liu senseless after failing to extort money from him: ‘As the soldiers 
heard this, they became moved, one by one, [until] everyone shouted, “Resolutely 
avenge Old Man Liu!”’ After hearing more stories of how Gao Hongji raped women, 
ordered the demolition of people’s houses, and otherwise oppressed locals, one of the 
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army commissars led his troops to yell the slogans ‘Avenge the people!’ and ‘Resolutely 
exterminate Gao Hongji!,’ after which the soldiers ‘through gritted teeth, avowed to 
avenge the people.’17 

The Historical and Cultural Foundations of Speaking Bitterness

What were the origins of speaking bitterness? Considering the Western roots of the 
CCP’s mobilisation tactics, Frederick Yu remarked that ‘[the Chinese Communists] 
appear as such veterans of what seem to be psychiatric and psychoanalytical practices 
that one could even suspect that they had read Freud and Jung along with Marx and 
Lenin in their early revolutionary days. But there is no evidence that they did so.’18 
It is more plausible that the Party developed speaking bitterness into a structured 
technique by drawing upon cultural norms regarding the public expression of suffering 
and storytelling traditions.19 The goal of making its audience sympathise with suffering 
resembles the neo-Confucian idea that one can cultivate virtue through witnessing and 
being upset by suffering. As De Bary explains: ‘For the neo-Confucians it was the mark 
of the humane man that he could not endure the sufferings of others, but felt compelled 
to take action to remedy them.’20 The use of suffering to elicit sympathy appears to have 
been widely practiced in various contexts in pre-communist China. In an intriguing 
anecdote from his memoir of life during the Taiping Rebellion, Zhang Daye writes 
of how ferryboats often hired ‘one-headed women’—childless widows—to wail and 
tell their stories of suffering to defuse brawls among passengers by making everyone 
cry or feel deep pity.21 Shi Jianqiao, who infamously shot and killed the warlord Sun 
Chuanfang in public, disseminated pamphlets to onlookers detailing how Sun had 
murdered her father; the Nationalist media used Shi’s tale of filial vengeance to solicit 
the public’s sympathy and successfully pressured the government to acquit her.22 These 
various cultural precedents could possibly explain how the Communists came to see 
this technique as a legitimate and effective form of political education and why ordinary 
villagers may have accepted it as a practice. 
The structure of speaking bitterness and its attentive focus on public performance 

appears to be inspired by China’s folk operatic tradition. The Party did not simply find 
those who were aggrieved to serve as accusers, they actively guided them to understand 
their suffering and trained them to deliver their stories in the most effective way 
possible. Speaking bitterness, as Anagnost notes, was ‘not the spontaneous flow of pent-
up sorrow but the careful reworking of perception and experience into the narrative 
frame of Marxist class struggle.’23 The ways in which cadres coached ‘accusers’ to speak 
bitterness resembled acting lessons. In his research on the use of speaking bitterness 
during land reform in Shandong and Hebei during the Civil War, Li Lifeng observes 
that speaking bitterness participants received a great deal of instruction on how to 
deliver their tragic stories: speakers needed to learn how ‘to summarise several [of the 
landlords’] most heinous crimes  that  could make the masses  feel  a  high  degree  of 
hatred  and  thus a desire to join the struggle.’ 24 Cadres treated accusers like actors 
playing before an audience. A cadre would push an accuser, when delivering his or 
her stories, to ‘wear a sad facial expression’ and to ‘become an actor who can move 
the people.’ In fact, when the Party introduced speaking bitterness to the PLA during 
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the 1947 Speaking Bitterness Campaign, it used an opera—‘Wang Keqin’s Squad’—
to demonstrate the technique: at one point in the opera the titular character literally 
performs speaking bitterness on stage.25

The Legacy of Speaking Bitterness after Mao

Speaking bitterness, as a mobilisation practice, disappeared with the ascendancy 
of Deng Xiaoping, but the use of suffering to legitimise and justify state repression 
quickly resurfaced in the campaigns of the early reform era. Though the Party claimed 
to continue to draw on the experiences of the masses, it now spoke bitterness on their 
behalf. The Anti-spiritual Pollution Campaign of 1983, aimed at attacking intellectuals 
who were ‘polluting’ China with bourgeois liberal ideas, linked degenerate intellectual 
thought with societal decay—i.e. rising rates of rape, murder, and corruption. 
The ensuing Strike Hard Campaign of 1983 to 1986 used sensational, morally abhorrent 
acts, such as sexual crimes and murder, to rally public enthusiasm for a broad crackdown 
on criminals who were harming society. As Thaxton writes:

In city after city, top CCP and Public Security personnel stoked public 
indignation toward accused criminals, often issuing calls for quick, violent 
revenge against the accused … . [P]eople were sentenced and shamed in mass 
public meetings and alleged wrongdoers were paraded through the streets 
with derogatory signs around their necks while scores of police cars, sirens 
screaming, were dispatched to seize ‘criminals’ reported by ‘the masses.’26

Although speaking bitterness was never a spontaneous grassroots practice, it still 
succeeded in creating a form of mass politics that vocalised suffering that had long 
been mute or met with resignation. Today, such places have again fallen silent, as the 
masses have been moved off the stage of history, relegated to passive spectators of their 
own suffering.

Under Xi, the anti-corruption drive and the Eliminate Crime and Purge Evil Campaign 
(saohei chu’e) again resorted to sensationalised accounts of criminal activity to teach 
the masses the nature of their suffering and to provoke outrage against corrupt officials, 
drug dealers, and those who threaten social order, and to rally sympathy for the Party-
state’s harsh repression of them. Instead of the masses, it is the alleged agents of suffering 
themselves who speak. Even when it is the Party that is responsible for the suffering of 
the masses, it ventriloquises and individualises guilt through the confessions of fallen 
cadres. In the resurgence of televised confessions under Xi—a more contemporary 
manifestation of the age-old communist practice of self-criticism—allegedly corrupt 
cadres enumerate their sins to a national audience who can only applaud or remain 
silent.27 And so the Party continues to speak bitterness—to quote the title of the hit 
anti-corruption television series—‘in the name of the People.’
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43
糖衣炮弹
Sugarcoated Bullets
Benjamin KINDLER

The political debates of the period 1945–49, although spanning a variety 
of subjects, were underpinned by the question of how to comprehend the 
imminent realisation of power by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) within 

the larger historical frame of the Chinese Revolution. By 1949, the victory of the 
Communists was no longer in doubt, and yet Mao and other leaders showed themselves 
curiously resistant to any premature triumphalism. They were, rather, concerned about 
how the Party might maintain the élan and heroic commitment of the war period after 
the beginning of socialist construction. 

It was against this historical and theoretical backdrop that Mao developed the concept 
of ‘sugarcoated bullets’ (tangyi guozhe de paodan) a formulation that first appeared in 
his ‘Report to the Second Plenary Session of the Seventh Central Committee of the 
CCP,’ issued in March 1949. In the conclusion of this speech, in which he argued against 
an immediate transition to socialism and warned against policies that would endanger 
the careful coalition and reform strategy that the Party had developed under the name 
of New Democracy (xin minzhuzhuyi) (see Blecher’s essay in the present volume), 
Mao alluded to the impending change through a series of theatrical metaphors. 
The revolutionary process up to the present, Mao said, had only been ‘a brief prologue 
to a long drama,’ of which the climax—the realisation of socialism—lies yet in the 
future, and would require many years of arduous work. In this frame, Mao warned 
revolutionaries of the challenges and temptations following the initial seizure of power, 
that is, the possibility that the Party might succumb to ‘love of pleasure and distaste for 
continued hard living.’ The bourgeoisie, having failed to defeat the revolution, might 
resort to flattery and temptation as the means by which to undermine revolutionary 
morale. They might, in other words, make use of ‘sugarcoated bullets’ in order to 
destroy the system of revolutionary morality that had been developed through the 
struggle of the preceding decades. 
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Mao’s insistence on the continuation of arduous struggle after the formal seizure 
of power amounted to a new conception of revolutionary temporality. For Mao, 
the end of the war against the Nationalists marked the culmination of a process of 
revolutionary war and state construction in which the Communists had been engaged 
since the 1920s. Therefore, for him, the task of unifying mainland China under the 
leadership of a revolutionary government could not be understood solely within 
the Leninist or Bolshevik temporal framework. For Lenin, cleaving to a pre-Maoist 
revolutionary temporality, revolution was a concentrated moment, the hour at which 
history strikes, or that singular moment which must be grasped lest the opportunity 
for transformation slip.1 For Mao, revolution is a moment of rupture within continuity 
and continuity amidst rupture—a transformation of the strategic terrain in which the 
nature of both the possibilities and the dangers undergo a marked change from one 
state to another, but where the conquest of power by no means marks the end of the 
revolutionary process. 

Shifting Terrains of Revolution

Closely tied to this epochal change was a shift in the geographical terrain of revolution. 
Over the course of the Chinese Revolution, Mao juxtaposed the urban and the rural as 
two contending zones of political struggle, noting that the period of ‘the city leading the 
village’ (you chengshi lingdao xiangcun) had begun. It was in the cities that the problem 
of sugarcoated bullets first presented itself, as cities were the locations in which the 
rhythms of commodity production and consumption had most radically established 
themselves during the preliberation period. The problem of the city did not refer 
uniformly to all urban centres across China, but more specifically Shanghai, with which 
the concept of sugarcoated bullets was always most closely associated. Immediately after 
Mao’s address, the People’s Daily borrowed directly from his formulation of the Party 
entering the cities in order to lay out a vision of ‘transforming cities of consumption 
into cities of production.’2 The cities of the past, the authors argued, were cities of 
consumption because of the unequal and exploitative relationships they enjoyed 
with the rural periphery, whereby the countryside provided both goods and a supply 
of cheap labour in order to meet urban needs. As such, socialism would involve the 
development of heavy industry in Shanghai and elsewhere, so that these cities would 
cease to play the role of exploitative centres of parasitic consumption or sites where the 
bourgeoisie would target sugarcoated bullets against the revolution.

Hence, the political history of sugarcoated bullets from the moment of liberation 
onwards reveals a process of expansion, with Shanghai at the centre of this political 
imaginary. It began with a set of specific concerns directed against cadres who were 
entering the city for the first time, coming into contact with forms of consumerist 
pleasure that had so far been unknown to them in their rural locales. The formulation 
was also employed in the context of the Three Antis Campaign of 1951, which sought 
to eliminate problems of corruption amongst cadres. With the progression of the first 
decade of socialist construction, the formulation of sugarcoated bullets entered into the 
language of an influential propaganda drive launched in 1959 during the Great Leap 
Forward, namely the Campaign to Emulate the Good Eighth Company of Nanjing 
Road, in reference to a People’s Liberation Army detachment that had been stationed on 
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the main shopping boulevard of Shanghai at the moment of liberation. This company, 
in the language of the campaign, had succeeded in overcoming the sugarcoated bullets 
of metropolitan Shanghai by refusing to bow to the temptations offered by the city. 
The dissemination of the campaign crucially took the form of a series of plays, later 
adapted into one of the socialist period’s most enjoyable films, Sentinels Under Neon 
Lights (1964). 

In his own reporting on the campaign in his capacity as a cultural journalist in 
Shanghai, Zhang Chunqiao, who would later emerge as a member of the Gang of 
Four in the Cultural Revolution, extended Mao’s language to emphasise the problem 
of sugarcoated bullets as one of visibility and exposure. Whereas ‘enemies with guns’ 
can ‘be seen at a moment’s glance,’ he argued, the ‘fragrant breezes’ of sugarcoated 
bullets require a wariness that goes beyond that of the violent battlefield.3 Significantly, 
for Zhang, the heroism of the Eighth Company under peacetime conditions was 
demonstrated through everyday forms of asceticism and attention to the self rather 
than singular acts of heroic bravery. He says that ‘we must not neglect such “small 
affairs” as handing over a lost penny, using a wash basin for eight years, and wearing 
clothes that have been patched up thirty-eight times.’ Through these everyday acts, 
the Campaign sought to impart revolutionary élan among the younger generation as 
a defence against sugarcoated bullets. The everyday itself emerged as the site at which 
the revolution was fought through the demand to produce new modes of behaviour, 
above all amongst the young. 

Here too, there was a temporal consciousness, but of a different kind from that 
posed in Mao’s speech. While Mao had directed his warning against seasoned cadres 
about to enter the city, the problem of sugarcoated bullets in the late 1950s was bound 
up with the problem of revolutionary succession, which was articulated in terms of the 
problem of ‘revolutionary successors’ who would maintain the spirit of the pre-1949 
period as the first generation born under the People’s Republic (PRC). The problem 
of how to mould those who had not personally experienced the Civil War into 
revolutionaries became one of the enduring problems of the Chinese Revolution in ways 
that resonated with the larger problem of the cultivation of the ‘new person’ (xin ren) as 
the appropriate mould of the human for a socialist society. The Maoist envisioning of 
the new person was in many ways modelled on those virtues that Mao had associated 
with seasoned revolutionaries prior to the seizure of power—a resistance to material 
corruption, heroism, and a sense of responsibility to the Party and the collective. 
The Maoist envisioning of the new person in these terms informed the emergent 
critique of the Soviet model of socialism from the late 1950s onwards, whereby radical 
intellectuals, Zhang Chunqiao among them, called into question the Soviet reliance 
on the technical division of labour, the continued role of commodity production 
under socialism, and above all the use of material rather than spiritual incentives to 
regulate labour and productivity. In the 1960s and 1970s, this aspiration to maintain 
revolutionary succession and resist sugarcoated bullets provided the rationale for the 
Cultural Revolution, which carried injunctions to avoid material corruption to a yet 
higher level, as the whole of Chinese society was enjoined to conduct a revolution to 
the depths of their soul (see Thornton’s essay in the present volume). Significantly, 
the Cultural Revolution would also borrow from Zhang’s language of visibility and 
exposure by emphasising the enemy as he who is not visible to the naked eye or at 
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a moment’s glance, but must be exposed through a violent moment of revelation in 
order to overcome the threat of sugarcoated bullets. In much the same terms, the 
remaking of the self also invokes a language of depth, whereby revolution demands 
a transformation of the innermost depths of subjectivity. The revolutionary, therefore, 
is called upon not only to remake their own subjectivity but also to pierce beyond 
visible surfaces in order to identify failures of revolutionary discipline wherever they 
may present themselves. 

Pleasure and Play under Socialism

The problem of sugarcoated bullets recurs across this entire period as a way of 
marking the deleterious effects of material consumption on revolutionary morale. 
It highlighted the danger of a counterrevolutionary reversal not by armed defeat but 
by the gradual corruption of revolutionary vigour. As Mao’s formulation marked the 
continuing threats to revolutionary morale after the seizure of power, it seems to leave 
little room for the utopian optimism normally associated with a revolutionary process. 
It might be read together with Mao’s more philosophical notion of ‘contradiction’ 
(maodun) as the ontological status of all being, and the failure of the dialectic to ever 
truly resolve itself into a stable synthesis, in order to argue that no revolutionary victory 
is ever truly definitive, and that history always encompasses the possibility of reversals 
(see the essays by Pang and Rojas in the present volume). 

Already in his 1937 essay ‘On Contradiction,’ Mao had declared that ‘without 
contradiction, there is no world.’ Perhaps this sense of tragedy is necessary, particularly 
in a postsocialist era such as our own. At the same time, however, Mao’s critique of the 
corrupting influence of the bourgeoisie contains a hidden utopian imperative that may 
yet prove useful in future revolutionary projects, which is the demand that socialism 
also produce new modes of pleasure and happiness, ones which can assist in the 
process of forming new human beings who are no longer bound to the seductions of 
the commodity form (see Dai’s essay in the present volume). If there is a dimension 
of Mao’s injunction that might be made meaningful in our present context, therefore, it 
is that a socialist alternative be grasped not only as an amelioration of the pressing crises 
of gross inequality and environmental catastrophe, but also as a society that will invent 
modes of enjoyment and pleasure that exceed the banalities of the capitalist present. 
Taking socialist pleasure seriously also compels us to attend to the liberatory aspects 
of the history of the PRC that have otherwise been obscured by prevailing discourses 
of vulgar anti-communism, in which all socialist experiments are characterised as 
a monotone of grey. 
The history of pleasure and play across the socialist period marked an attempt to 

wrest pleasure away from the atomised limitations of commodity consumption 
through the formation of new cultural practices that would produce new modes of 
human collectivity and aesthetic experience. This took place above all in the cultural 
sphere. Less often appreciated is the fact that these cultural practices were radically 
popular because they opened the possibility of aesthetic enjoyment to those who had 
previously been denied a recognised cultural universe, and because they also sought 
to orientate the aesthetic tastes and spiritual sensitivities of their participants towards 
a radical vision of a new human being. The cultural activities of the revolution were 
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developed over the long process of revolutionary mobilisation from the People’s War of 
the 1930s through the postliberation period.4 Over the course of the People’s War, when 
the Party’s primary locus was in the countryside, this meant the Party working through 
existing cultural forms and seeking to meld them with new radical content, most clearly 
actualised in the traditional peasant dances known as ‘rice sprout songs’ (yangge). From 
1949 onwards, as its cultural activities turned towards the cities, and as the problem of 
sugarcoated bullets became a key part of the Party’s political project, socialist pleasure 
was prioritised through an emergent infrastructure of factory recreation and a new 
film system (see also Lam’s essay in the present volume). Whereas once workers would 
have been marginalised within the commodity system of an urban metropolis such 
as Shanghai, socialism sought to open up a new world of pleasure that would offer 
a definitive break from the atomised consumerism of the colonial past. 

A recovery of the Maoist conception of pleasure and play may draw not only on the 
institutional history of workplace recreation or the details of these socialist cultural 
texts themselves, but also in the ways that the question of pleasure became a site of 
explicit theoretical articulation at some of the most pressing moments of the revolution. 
The use of ‘theory’ here should be understood with its full range of connotations and as 
a recognition of how the Chinese Revolution threw existing categories into contestation 
and produced its own modes of self-reflexion, rather than being a mechanical repetition 
of prior socialist experiments. The development of socialist pleasure received explicit 
theoretical articulation in 1964 through a discussion series held in the Southern Daily 
titled ‘How Should One Live in Order to Be Happy,’ subsequently published as an edited 
collection.5 This discussion serves as an appropriate bookend to the early socialist period 
and the present discussion because it recapitulates the positions and experiments of the 
preceding phase of experimentation, but did so in terms that anticipated the Cultural 
Revolution.
The editors of the collection argued in their conclusion that the divergent classes 

of bourgeoisie and proletariat possessed their own distinct ‘conceptions of pleasure’ 
(xingfuguan), with the proletariat being endowed with a conception of pleasure that is 
‘collective’ (jiti) and ‘spiritual’ (jingshen) rather than individualist and material.6 This 
experience of pleasure is explicitly counterpoised to the atomised form embodied in 
sugarcoated bullets. For these editors, the foremost experience of happiness in a socialist 
society consisted of nothing less than the practice of ‘arduous struggle’ (jianku fendou) 
itself, understood as the transformation of the world through labour and the ongoing 
overturning of oppressive social relationships. In this conception, revolutionary praxis 
itself becomes pleasurable, engaged in an ongoing battle against the bourgeois notion 
of pleasure as material consumption, and envisioning a society in which labour itself 
would become life’s first form of pleasure. It is, perhaps, in the very struggle against 
sugarcoated bullets as the bourgeois mode of pleasure that socialism also discovers and 
engenders its own experience of collective pleasure.

Life beyond the Commodity Form

The formulation of pleasure in these terms provides suggestive connections with 
other dimensions of the Chinese Revolution, including the glorification of labour 
(see the essays by Wang Ban and Meyskens in the present volume). There is also much 
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that is absent in this theorisation of pleasure, above all the question of sex and sexuality, 
which fared poorly throughout much of the revolution due to the state reification of 
heterosexual reproduction. Yet most suggestive and powerful of all is the celebration of 
insurrection as a site at which a new conception of pleasure might also present itself, 
and the understanding of insurrection as continuing after the seizure of power. The 
revolution may not, strictly speaking, be a dinner party, but for the Maoists it can and 
should be pleasurable in order to befit the name of revolution at all. The pleasurable 
contents of insurrection, and the insurrectionary contents of pleasure, are most closely 
in accord with the larger grammar of Mao’s thought, which, from its earlier beginnings 
and through the decades of high Maoism, offers an affirmation of the legitimacy of 
insurrection, even against the Party-state itself. 
The collective euphoria experienced by the Red Guards during the early years of the 

Cultural Revolution, when they witnessed Mao on the rostrum of Tiananmen Square, 
can, in these terms, hardly be dismissed as simple evidence of a personality cult, or 
even as violent revolutionary fanaticism, but must be taken seriously as that collective 
pleasure of insurrection based on the promise of a better world born through struggle. 
The intensification of the struggle against sugarcoated bullets during the Cultural 
Revolution coexisted with a new collective experience of pleasure as insurrection. 

More relevant to the present, perhaps, is how the celebration of arduous struggle 
and insurrection as pleasurable connects with the reappearance of an insurrectionary 
politics in our own time. From Tahrir Square to the varied articulations of the Occupy 
Movement, these moments of collective struggle and euphoria may as of yet offer 
glimpses of a society based on a different and more expansive notion of pleasure than 
the banality of the present. Just as the heady days of insurrection in revolutionary 
China sought to strike a blow against the dangers of sugarcoated bullets, so too, in our 
present moment, as we grasp for a life beyond the commodity form and its atomised 
forms of pleasure, may we glimpse in our own insurrections the possibility of a different 
way of living and playing together. 
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44
迷信
Superstition
John WILLIAMS

‘Superstition’ (mixin) and ‘heterodoxy’ (xiejiao)  are related concepts in 
contemporary Chinese political discourse, although the terms’ scope 
has continued to fluctuate from the time of the founding of the Chinese 

Communist Party (CCP) in the early 1920s through the present. As in the West, the 
notion of superstition in China emerged from earlier antecedents to assume a central 
role in the discourse of modernity. Like many other terms associated with modernity—
including xianfa (constitution), kexue (science), and even the term xiandai (modern) 
itself—mixin (literally ‘confused belief ’) was probably a Japanese loanword, as was 
‘religion’ (zongjiao), another neologism with which superstition has a complicated 
relationship.1 Although the earliest cited usages of mixin appear during the last 
decades of the Qing, the word was in common use by 1920. By 1930 the eradication of 
superstition was an essential component of the revolutionary programmes of both the 
Nationalist Party (guomindang, hereafter GMD) and the CCP.

Imperial Antecedents

The term from late imperial political usage that provides the clearest discursive 
antecedent for mixin is xiejiao, literally ‘heterodox teaching.’ Xie can also be rendered 
as perverse, evil, or heretical, and thus the state’s preferred translation for the heterodox 
organisations (xiejiao zuzhi) banned today is ‘heretical cult.’ Legal codes from the Ming 
Dynasty (1368–1644) established statutes criminalising ‘sorcerers and black magic’ 
(xieshu, literally ‘heterodox arts’) and became the precedent for legislation under 
the Qing Dynasty (1644–1912), which adopted them verbatim. The codes banned 
‘fraudulent summoning of evil spirits’ (jia jiang xie shen), creation and use of charms, 
spirit writing, membership in illegal groups like the millenarian Buddhist sect of 
the White Lotus, and secret meetings of worshippers organised by those who ‘feign 
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virtuous deeds to incite the people’ (yang xiu shanshi, shanhuo renmin). Conducting or 
organising any of these activities was a capital offense, and adherents were punishable 
with 100 blows of the heavy bamboo.2 Though the word superstition was not yet in use, 
its core concept is reflected in the discourse of fraudulence that the codes’ architects 
used to frame these crimes. The gods were always false, leaders always charlatans, and 
believers always deluded. These assumptions remain central to superstition discourse 
in the People’s Republic of China (PRC), though today they are articulated in a way 
consonant with Marxist theory.

Even before the fall of the Qing, however, superstition in the form of popular religion 
was targeted by reformers who saw it as antithetical to the construction of a modern 
state. The first campaign against popular religion was mounted in north China under 
the auspices of Yuan Shikai, Governor-general of Zhili. Forcible transformation of 
local temples into schools and other measures curtailed ostensibly malignant forms 
of religious practice, and reformers also discovered the fiscal advantages to be gained 
from confiscating real estate and other material resources. Though many of the 
targeted practices resembled the illicit behaviour labelled as ‘xie’  in the Qing code, 
the early campaigns eschewed the terminology of heterodoxy in favour of superstition. 
This reflected more than semantics, for the discourse of heterodoxy left space for 
many popular religious practices that, however unseemly from the point of view of 
Confucian orthodoxy, remained acceptable, or least legal. Superstition, by contrast, 
encompassed virtually all forms of religion, popular or otherwise, and pointed to 
a  fundamental distinction between the scientific and modern on the one hand, and 
the primitive and irrational on the other. As a pejorative, superstition was less sinister 
than heterodoxy and, for the time being, had fewer criminal implications; but its use 
signified a fundamental epistemological shift in the thinking of early twentieth-century 
political elites. Discursively, superstition was a far more categorical and absolutist term 
than heterodoxy, and its deployment signalled the unprecedented and eventually 
permanent intrusion of the state into local society.3 

Superstition in the Republican Era

As the discourse of superstition came into wide use in the first decade of the Republic, 
intellectuals, revolutionaries, and state-builders used it to attack elements of traditional 
belief systems seen to impede the modernisation of the state, in particular those linked 
to popular religion and the mantic arts. New Culture Movement (xin wenhua yundong) 
intellectuals made superstition a main target. For example, Chen Duxiu wrote in 1918 
that standing at the crossroads of modernity, China had to choose between the ‘path of 
light that leads toward republicanism, science, and atheism,’ or the less attractive ‘path 
of darkness leading toward autocracy, superstition, and theism.’4 Though socialism 
would soon replace republicanism in Chen’s hierarchy of values, science and atheism 
remained indispensable components—and superstition was the enemy of both. 

By the end of the 1920s, positive scientism had become the dominant epistemological 
paradigm of revolutionaries and intellectuals, and the legitimacy of any new political 
order depended on its ability to mobilise the cognitive and moral truth claims of 
scientific modernity in service of nation-building. In this context, superstition’s modern 
associations with backwardness, irrationality, and political ignorance combined with 
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traditional connotations of crime and disorder to make it a fundamental oppositional 
category against which the modern Chinese state—and in particular the then newly-
founded CCP—defined itself.5 

Superstition was also a distinctly political problem for GMD and CCP cadres in the 
1920s. In the north China countryside, loosely organised, religiously inspired rural 
militias had arisen in response to the depredations of militarist forces, demonstrating 
an ability to coalesce into ever larger confederations—as happened in 1926 when an 
uprising in northern Henan threatened the control of militarist Wu Peifu. The CCP’s 
mobilisation efforts in rural north China depended on the cooperation or tolerance of 
these groups, called ‘spear societies’ (qianghui) after the long pikes with red tassels that 
were their trademark weapon. Though in communist iconography the tasselled spear 
came to symbolise rural uprisings in general, their actual use reflected the poverty of 
the poorly armed militias, who made up for lack of firepower with rituals believed to 
grant invulnerability from the bullets of more heavily armed warlord troops. These 
ranged from spirit possessions to the ingestion of written charms, taught by itinerant 
and often charismatic martial arts masters.6 Heterodoxy, in other words, had outlived 
the imperial state and now posed a distinct challenge for those vying to succeed it. 
Indeed, Republican news media continued to describe such movements in just these 
terms. For instance, one article in Beijing’s Morning Post (chenbao)—one of the most 
widely read Chinese language newspapers of that time—called the invulnerability 
rituals ‘heterodox arts’ (xieshu), while another decried the ‘heterodox language’ militia 
leaders used to dupe ignorant commoners.7 
Though all agreed the militias represented a ‘stubborn and chronic superstition’ 

(wanjiu mixin) that was, in the words of Chen Duxiu, part of the ‘intrinsic nature of 
primeval rebellion among a backward peasantry,’ opinions varied on whether and how 
to mobilise them.8 Ultimately, the CCP issued a resolution at its July 1926 Plenum 
recognising that the infiltration of rural society might require cadres to ‘go along with 
the superstitions of the masses in order to further develop our work.’9 

Mao’s Early Views on Superstition

It was in this context that Mao equated superstition and popular religion in his 
1927 ‘Report on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan.’ In it, he posited 
four meshed systems of authority that oppressed Chinese society and thus needed to 
be overthrown: the state, the clan, religion, and patriarchy. Elites exercised religious 
authority (shenquan) via the system of ghosts and spirits (guishen xitong), the panoply 
of popular deities spanning the overlapping pantheons of Buddhism, Daoism, and local 
popular religion. Mao reported that nascent peasant associations had appropriated local 
temples for offices and income, terming the seizures ‘public revenue from superstition’ 
(mixin gongkuan); Liling county was particularly notable for the popularity of icon-
smashing and proscriptions on superstition (jin mixin). Mao’s analysis operated in 
a materialist-functionalist frame: it was not so much that peasants were liberating their 
minds from irrational religious beliefs—although their political awakening certainly 
implied that too—but rather seizing the means of religious cultural production 
(and thus the income it produced) from local elites who used it to maintain the class 
system. 
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It was in keeping with Mao’s theme of rural awakening that the peasant associations 
became the architects of these campaigns, but the modus operandi he described and 
the discursive frame he employed actually resembled the Nationalist government’s 
campaigns against superstition in the lower Yangzi delta in 1928 and 1929. The latter 
also sought to seize revenue streams—in this case to aid the fiscal consolidation of 
the Nanjing regime—but the agency lay  with the Nationalist government, whose 
modernising reformers held that peasants must be shown the way to demolish the 
religious authority that obstructed progress, since a ‘religious society’ was incompatible 
with a ‘new society based on the Three People’s Principles.’10 

Contemporaneous with the anti-superstition campaigns, the GMD suppressed 
the Red Spears and similar groups with varying degrees of success. Spear societies 
became active again during the War of Resistance against Japan, along with other 
popular salvific movements like the Way of Pervading Unity (yiguandao). All were 
outlawed with the establishment of the PRC in 1949. Though superstition in all its 
guises remained anathema to the Party-state, the mode and target of discussion (and 
suppression) shifted over the course of the Maoist and reform eras. 

The Fight against Superstition in Maoist China

Anti-superstition efforts in the early PRC employed activist cadres and mass 
campaigns to limit or eradicate local religious practices. Combat Superstition Teams 
dispatched to the village in the 1950s represented the first wave.11 Their targets 
most often were local religious customs associated with annual festivals and rites of 
passage. Theoretically, this brand of superstition represented the persistence of a false 
consciousness that stymied political awareness in the countryside. As a vestige of the 
sociocultural structures underlying class exploitation in the old society, such customs 
remained a threat to the new one. More concretely, they represented an economic drain 
on local society—a misallocation of resources badly needed for industrial development 
and poverty alleviation, which was a view that had much in common with the classic 
Confucian and Mohist critique of extravagant funerals.

In the aftermath of the Great Leap Forward and accompanying famine, media reports 
of ‘superstitious rumours’ proliferated. In 1962, for example, talking toads in Jilin were 
said to prophesy widespread death among the elderly; in 1963, tales of chinless ghosts 
roaming the streets of Shanghai allegedly kept nervous textile workers from leaving the 
mill at night. These disturbing phenomena, along with the apparently limited success 
of earlier anti-superstition efforts, contributed to the inclusion of ‘feudal superstition’ 
(fengjian mixin) in the list of corrupt practices targeted by the Socialist Education 
Movement.12 
The height of the Cultural Revolution brought widespread attacks on all forms of 

religious practice. Superstition was, of course, a central characteristic of the Four Olds 
(si jiu)—customs, culture, habits, and ideas—first enunciated in Chen Boda’s 1966 
People’s Daily editorial ‘Sweep Away All Monsters and Demons’ (hengsao yiqie niugui 
sheshen).13 The ‘monsters and demons’ of Chen’s title, in fact, derived from traditional 
Buddhist demonology, and the rhetorical potency of the metaphor itself demonstrated 
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the ways in which superstition remained the Party’s cultural bogeyman. This is perhaps 
nowhere more apparent than the designation of Mao’s personality cult as a ‘modern 
superstition’ in the early reform era.14 

Superstitious Revivals in the Reform Era

The reform era transformed superstition discourse in a number of ways. The loosening 
of control over religious and economic life permitted the revival of folk religious customs 
while increasing opportunities for charlatanism. In the early 1980s, the state recognised 
three broad categories of superstition. ‘Religious superstition’ (zongjiao mixin) referred 
to all forms of religious belief, in particular those of the universal organised religions 
practiced in China: Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity. ‘Common superstitions’ (yiban 
mixin) were those conducted at the individual or household level, such as ancestor 
worship or the eudaemonic practices associated with holidays and festivals. ‘Feudal 
superstitions’ (fengjian mixin), on the other hand, were those related to traditional 
mantic practices such as divination, geomancy, exorcism, and healing, or unauthorised 
forms of communal popular religion that were often distinguished by charismatic 
leadership and seen as threatening to social order.15 This formula retained an overall 
theoretical consistency with earlier understandings, while essentially narrowing the 
range of activities to be actively suppressed as feudal superstition to those covered 
under the late imperial rubric of heterodoxy. 

Current PRC criminal law reflects this shift. The three times superstition appears 
in the criminal code, it is accompanied by the term ‘heterodoxy.’ These all occur in 
Article 300, one of 27 provisions in the section on ‘Crimes of Disrupting Public Order’ 
(raoluan gonggong zhixu zui). Article 300 prohibits the organisation and utilisation of 
‘superstitious sects, secret societies, and heterodox organisations,’ but distinguishes 
between acts that ‘sabotage the implementation of the state’s laws, that result in 
death; or that defraud money, property or result in sex crimes.’ The first two instances 
are punishable by up to life in prison, while sexual exploitation through the use of 
superstition is punished according to the article on rape (Article 236, qiangjian zui), 
and the illegal procurement of property or funds is prosecuted according to the article 
on fraud (Article 266, zhapian zui). 

Expanding upon these laws, on 30 October 1999 the Standing Committee of the 
National People’s Congress adopted a ‘Resolution on the Suppression of Heterodox 
Organisations, and the Prevention and Punishment of Heterodox Activities’ in order to 
facilitate the suppression of the increasingly popular spiritual movement Falun Gong, 
whose rapid growth the state found threatening.16 This resolution resembled the late 
imperial legal codes in terminology and approach. The measure also emphasised the 
distinction between organisers and adherents, ordering that the former be prosecuted 
harshly. Followers, on the other hand, were assumed to be unwitting dupes and thus 
should be ‘differentiated from the criminal elements’ leading heterodox organisations 
or activities. Article 300’s distinction between activities that threaten the state and 
those that materially defraud its citizens, moreover, is analogous to that made in the 
two substatutes appended to the law on heterodoxy in the Ming and Qing codes.
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Nevertheless, the resolution was thoroughly couched in the discourse of socialist 
modernity, and reflected social and cultural dynamics unique to late twentieth-century 
China. It ordered ‘all corners of society’ to mobilise against the illegal sects in a manner 
reminiscent of the mass campaigns of the Maoist era (see Li’s essay in the present 
volume). It also emphasised ideological work, stipulating a long-term educational 
and propaganda effort to raise awareness about illegal cults while at the same time 
promoting scientific and technological literacy. One result was the Campaign to Revere 
Science, Leave Heterodoxy Behind (chongshang kexue, yuanli xiejiao yundong). As a 
2005 reader issued by the Shanxi provincial anti-heterodoxy association explained, 
even though Falun Gong had been soundly defeated, ‘various heterodox cults acting in 
the name of false religion have reappeared in certain parts of the country, particularly 
the countryside.’17 
The reader laid out ten major differences between proper religion and heterodox 

cults, ranging from millenarian theory to supernatural belief to social function. Not 
surprisingly, these differences establish xiejiao as a negative category of religion: 
everything that religion does, xiejiao perverts. More remarkable is the construction 
of religion as a positive category in which the word superstition does not appear 
once. Though the tract concedes that there are negative aspects that require correct 
government policy to control, orthodox religion in general serves a positive social 
function by promoting social order and harmony in interpersonal relationships, and 
by ‘upholding the leadership of the CCP and the socialist system.’ It serves as a ‘spiritual 
support and expression of the people’s respect and reverence of supernatural forces’—
in wholesome contrast to the fraudulence of heterodox teachings.18 
The absence of superstition in this discussion reflects the ironic truth that there is 

currently more tolerance for popular religious belief and practice than at any other time 
in the history of the PRC. Returning to the formula of the early reform era cited above, 
‘common superstition’ is often criticised in the media but is no longer recognised —at 
least publicly—as false consciousness signifying the reemergence of the class system or 
a threat to New China. ‘Religious superstition’ is not only tolerated but, if the Shanxi 
tract is any indication, openly endorsed as beneficial to social and political order. 
‘Feudal superstition,’ a category whose definition had already narrowed substantially 
in the early 1980s, is now largely limited to the illegal religious organisations that the 
late imperial and modern Chinese states have endeavoured, with varied success, to 
eradicate.
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45
超越
Surpass
William A. CALLAHAN

Where is China going? How will it influence world politics in the twenty-
first century? Such questions currently vex commentators not only in the 
West, but within the People’s Republic of China (PRC) as well.1 In his first 

month as China’s leader in 2012, Xi Jinping addressed this concern when he proposed 
the ‘China Dream’ (zhongguo meng) as his vision of the PRC’s future direction. Such 
discussion of directions and dreams is actually part of a broad and ongoing debate 
about the ‘moral crisis’ that China faces after four decades of economic reform and 
opening up. Public intellectuals from across the political spectrum, thus, are engaged 
in ‘patriotic worrying’ (youhuan yishi), where they feel that it is their job to ponder the 
fate of the nation, and to find the ‘correct formula’ to solve China’s problems.2

Curiously, in this broad discussion, the concept of ‘surpass’ (chaoyue or chaoguo, 
also translated as ‘overtake’) keeps appearing to inform the ‘correct formula’ for saving 
China. Such surpass-speak characteristically invokes a quotation from Mao Zedong’s 
1956 speech on ‘Strengthen Party Unity and Carry Forward Party Traditions:’

Given 50 or 60 years, we certainly ought to surpass the United States. This 
is an obligation … . [I]f after working at it for 50 or 60 years you are still 
unable to overtake [ganguo] the United States, what a sorry figure you will 
cut! You should be read off the face of the earth. Therefore, to surpass the 
United States is not only possible, but absolutely necessary and obligatory. 
If we don’t, the Chinese nation will be letting the nations of the world down 
and we will not be making much of a contribution to humanity.
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This essay will do two things. It will conduct a textual analysis of this quotation, first 
to locate it in its original context, and then to examine how it has been rejuvenated 
as a guide for the future. It will argue that surpass-speak is part of what can be called 
a  ‘nostalgic futurology’ that looks back to key events, like the Great Leap Forward, 
in order to look ahead to Chinese success in the twenty-first century. 

Mao’s Strategy to Surpass America

To imagine China’s future, Mao employs a quantitative strategy measured by material 
metrics, as opposed to a qualitative strategy that invokes normative ideas. Earlier in the 
Speech, Mao stated that ‘a country like ours may and ought to be described as “great.” 
Our Party is a great Party, our people a great people, our revolution a great revolution, 
and our construction is great, too.’ ‘Greatness’ (weida) here is not measured in terms of 
the normative measures of cultural achievement, economic equality or social justice, 
but in terms of the material metric of steel tonnage. ‘Great,’ thus, is the quantitative 
measure of ‘big’ (see also Tomba’s essay in the present volume). Big-ness is not absolute, 
but relative, and for Mao, relative to the United States:

The United States has a population of only 170 million, and as we have a 
population several times larger, are similarly rich in resources and are 
favoured with more or less the same kind of climate, it is possible for us to 
catch up with the United States. What are your 600 million people doing? 
Dozing? Which is right, dozing or working? If working is the answer, why 
can’t you with your 600 million people produce 200 or 300 million tons 
of steel when they with their population of 170 million can produce 100 
million tons?

Surpassing the United States is not simply a national goal for China, but is seen as 
the PRC’s responsibility to the world. Otherwise, as we saw above, Mao feels that China 
would be letting the world down, and therefore would not deserve any respect. 
This was the first time that Mao spoke of his goal of surpassing the United States. 

The speech ‘Strengthen Party Unity and Carry Forward Party Traditions’ was delivered 
at a preparatory meeting for the Communist Party (CCP)’s Eighth Party Congress that 
was held in September 1956. At that time, Mao was fighting against Zhou Enlai and 
others who wanted to consolidate the economic and social gains of land reform and 
move forward with the nationalisation of industry. They criticised Mao’s more radical 
economic ideas as a ‘rash advance’ (maojin) that was ‘proceeding too rapidly without 
due consideration of actual circumstances and likely consequences.’3 Mao’s 1956 Speech 
was, thus, an early expression of his push for what would later be called the Great Leap 
Forward (1958–62). 

Drawing on Khrushchev’s 1957 prediction that the Soviet Union would surpass the 
United States in 15 years, ‘surpass Britain and catch up to America’ (chao ying gan 
mei) became Mao’s key slogan for the Great Leap Forward. According to Bo Yibo, ‘the 
stated goal of the Great Leap Forward movement was to overtake Britain in iron and 
steel production within just two years, overtake the Soviet Union within four years, 
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and overtake the United States within ten years.’4 As we can see, Mao became more 
ambitious as the movement developed.5 But as is well-known, this ambition eventually 
led to humanity’s greatest famine, killing more than 30 million people.6

Public Intellectuals Revive ‘Surpass America’

Why then would this passage about surpassing America, which exemplifies the key 
ideas of the disastrous Great Leap Forward, continue to be popular? Actually, according 
to CNKI—China’s largest academic database—Mao’s 1956 ‘Strengthen Party Unity’ 
speech was not regularly cited in the 1970s, 1980s, or 1990s. It regained currency in the 
2000s as a way of explaining China’s dramatic economic expansion, in the context of 
predictions that the gross domestic product (GDP) of the PRC would soon surpass that 
of the United States. In the past decade, Chinese confidence has grown, with Chinese 
futurologists no longer just speaking of the ‘rise of China,’ but also of the impending 
‘fall of the West.’ For many, Mao’s dream of a strong China that could beat America was 
coming true, and even according to his 1956 timetable of ‘50 or 60 years’—i.e. between 
2006–16.7

For instance, military intellectual Colonel Liu Mingfu, development economist 
Hu  Angang, and political scientist Zhang Weiwei each come from very different 
institutional backgrounds and pursue quite divergent approaches to China’s future. 
But they all appeal to Mao’s surpass-speak to make similar arguments about China’s 
unstoppable rise. For Colonel Liu, China is in an era of strategic opportunity, where 
it is incumbent to seize the day to become the ‘world’s No. 1’ superpower (shijie diyi). 
To describe why Mao is the top ideologist of ‘world No. 1-ism,’ Liu conducts a close 
textual analysis of the surpass quote from Mao’s 1956 Speech. Mao is heroic for Liu 
because he dared to craft a grand plan to surpass America, stating again that beating 
the United States would be China’s great contribution to humanity. Liu is fascinated by 
the Great Leap Forward, seeing the outrageous ambition of this Maoist mass movement 
as the key to China’s success in the twenty-first century. He admits that the Great Leap 
Forward ‘suffered defeat,’ and that ‘a large population met an irregular death,’ but 
concludes that ‘the “Great Leap Forward” is the roadmap for surpassing Britain and 
catching up to the United States’ in the twenty-first century because it shows that in 
order to create a new path one has to destroy old rules.8 Liu thus understands Deng 
Xiaoping’s post-Maoist reform and opening policy as a continuation of Mao’s Great 
Leap Forward plan. China’s current and future success, here, is the upshot of Mao’s 
ambitious aspirations from the Great Leap Forward era. Colonel Liu’s ideas and 
arguments are important because his China dream of the PRC as a strong military 
power has been largely adopted by Xi Jinping.

Hu Angang also quotes the ‘Strengthen Party Unity’ speech at length to argue that Mao 
and the Speech are important because they created ‘the strategic concept of catching 
up to, and then surpassing the United States.’9 He elaborates on Mao’s materialist 
quantitative way of measuring power and status, quoting him to explain that because 
of its large territory, large population, and superior socialist system, China is the only 
country in the world that is capable of catching up to and surpassing the United States.10 
Like with Liu Mingfu, Mao is important for Hu because he dared to dream of China as 
the ‘world’s No. 1’ power.11 Hu’s understanding of China’s future direction is important 
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because he is a very influential public intellectual. He leads Tsinghua University’s China 
National Conditions Research Centre, which writes important reports for the Chinese 
government and consults for the PRC’s Five-year Plans.

In asides and footnotes, Hu actually acknowledges the problems with Mao’s ‘leap-
forward’ economic policy, and is quite critical of the negative economic impact of 
the Great Leap Forward: ‘By 1965, GDP was 41 percent less than it would have been 
had the Great Leap Forward not taken place.’12 Former World Bank Chief Economist 
Justin Yifu Lin explains that Mao’s ‘leap-forward strategy’ did not lead to sustainable 
economic growth because its capital-intensive development model defied the country’s 
comparative advantage of abundant cheap labour.13 Since Mao’s political campaigns 
to develop heavy industry—i.e. steel production—actually retarded China’s economic 
growth, Mao’s grand political goal of surpassing the United States could only be 
achieved by discarding Mao’s economic policies. Like most economists, Lin contrasts 
the problematic first three decades of the Maoist planned economy with the successful 
three decades of Deng Xiaoping’s reform and opening policy. Hu, on the other hand, 
follows China’s New Left to rehabilitate the Maoist period, arguing that ‘China’s pre-
1978 social and economic development cannot be underestimated.’14 

Back to the Future

It certainly is odd to imagine China’s future in terms of the audacious aspirations and 
disastrous results of the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution. But this is not 
simply a historical lesson—Mao’s ‘great leap strategy’ is back in vogue. China’s recent 
‘great leap forward mentality’ can be seen in the leadership’s demands for rapid and 
glorious achievements, such as the PRC’s high-speed train network, a domestically-
built aircraft carrier, and a Chinese space station. This rush to greatness, critics argue, 
has led to a rash of accidents, including a major train accident in 2011, as well as to 
broader social and environmental problems (see Lora-Wainwright’s essay in the present 
volume).15 Hu, however, is unconvinced, reasoning that Mao’s 1956 ‘Strengthen Party 
Unity’ quotation is actually the origin of the economic reform plans unveiled by Deng 
Xiaoping in 1979. Hu thus concludes: ‘It now seems that Mao Zedong’s grand strategy 
for China is on the verge of being realised. China overtaking the United States in terms 
of GDP, regardless of how it is calculated, is inevitable.’16

While Colonel Liu focuses on military power, and Hu focuses on economic power, 
Zhang Weiwei emphasises political power. His main goal is to show that China’s political 
system is better than the (Western) democratic system. To do this, he cites many 
Western sources to ‘prove’ that China will soon surpass the United States economically, 
politically, and culturally—and even argues that his native Shanghai is already better 
than New York. In a section called ‘To the Top’ of The China Wave, Zhang reviews 
British economist Angus Maddison’s predictions of the PRC’s surpassing the United 
States by 2015, before noting: ‘This reminds many Chinese of a famous observation 
made by Chairman Mao in 1956.’ Zhang then reproduces the surpass quotation in full, 
to conclude that ‘Maddison’s prediction seems to tally well with Mao’s forecast back 
in 1956.’17 After citing predictions from PricewaterhouseCoopers and Goldman Sachs 
that China soon will overtake the United States, Zhang concludes the chapter by stating 
that ‘like it or not, China has risen, or to say the least China is now being held by many 
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as the “No. 2” in the world economy. Taking a longer-term view, China will eventually 
be “No. 1” in the future.’18 Once again, Mao’s 1956 surpass-speak is applied alongside 
current economic analysis to explain how the PRC is destined to become the world’s 
top power. Once again, the huge differences between Mao’s method of analysis and 
those of Maddison, PricewaterhouseCoopers, or Goldman Sachs are effaced simply 
because they come to similar conclusions. In a later book, China Surpasses: The Glory 
and Dream of a ‘Civilization-State,’ Zhang combines Mao’s ‘surpass America’ trope with 
Xi Jinping’s China Dream to argue that China has already overtaken ‘the West and the 
Western model,’ and will soon be at the top of the world.19 Zhang is important because 
his books sell millions of copies in China, are assigned readings for CCP study sessions 
in Shanghai, and were reportedly read by Xi Jinping in the summer of 2012, just before 
he became China’s leader.20

Misreadings

Certainly, it is not strange for China’s public intellectuals to think about how the PRC 
could be a great power, while looking to previous predictions of when China would be 
the world’s No. 1 power. What is remarkable, however, is the ‘correct formula’ China’s 
patriotic worriers invoke to guide their national and global aspirations: they all choose 
a reference to the Great Leap Forward, which employed such a different path from the 
reforms that facilitated China’s rejoining the world in 1978. In fact, employing Mao’s 
surpass-speak does not make sense in the twenty-first century because it embodies 
two serious misreadings: a) rather than being an example of causation (i.e. Mao’s Great 
Leap Forward idea led to China’s current economic success), it is actually an example 
of correlation (Mao’s prediction of success in 50–60 years came true in spite of his 
tragic policies that retarded China’s economic growth); and b) Mao’s notion of national 
power measured in terms of steel production does not make sense in the context of the 
current global political-economy, which is characterised by transnational production 
chains in a knowledge-based innovation economy. Indeed, China’s massive production 
of steel is now not seen as a strength, but is taken as a sign of the weakness of domestic 
overcapacity that has to be exported through state-subsidised projects like the Belt and 
Road Initiative.21 
The attraction of Mao’s surpass-speak, thus, is not economic, but political. Liu, Hu, 

and Zhang all stress the ideological and conceptual value of the ‘Strengthen Party Unity’ 
speech. For the New Left, this is part of a campaign to rehabilitate Mao, the Great Leap 
Forward, and the Cultural Revolution in order to confirm the continued relevance of 
socialism and the CCP in China. In many ways, it is an example of nostalgia for the 
imagined equality and order of the Maoist period, which is figured as the antidote for 
China’s current money-worship society. Mao’s 1956 Speech continues to strike a chord 
because it was memorised by a whole generation of Chinese who grew up during the 
Cultural Revolution. Its currency also benefitted from the rise of Maoist websites like 
Utopia in the 2000s, which further publicised such radical thought. Thus, surpass-
speak is a key example of what could be called China’s ‘nostalgic futurology.’
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46
第三世界
Third World
TENG Wei
(Translated by Craig A. SMITH)

The revolutionary origins of the term ‘third world’ (di san shijie) in China are 
now buried under a litany of developmental discourse. After all, as Deng 
Xiaoping famously said: ‘Development is the only hard truth’ (fazhan shi ying 

daoli)—everything else is fanciful utopianism. In China in the twenty-first century, 
belonging to the third world is not a source of pride and revolutionary potential as it was 
in the Mao era, but a stigmatised and shameful mark of backwardness. The changing 
connotation of the concept—from the starting point for revolution to the beginning 
of a technocratic development path—registers a profound sense of the abandonment of 
China’s revolutionary potential. 

Mao’s Theory of Three Worlds

The fluidity of the concept of the third world has posed conceptual conundrums. 
These questions were further refracted through the perspective of those asking them. 
Did China belong to the third world, the Soviet bloc, or was it something else entirely? 
Early on, Mao wavered on this question, and even into the early 1960s had not yet 
formalised a theoretical answer to the problem. 

In this period, Mao experimented with different ideas such as an ‘extremely 
expansive … intermediate zone’ (zhongjian didai) between the United States and 
the Soviet Union. This shifting zone included a ‘great many capitalist, colonised, 
and  semicolonised countries in the three continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa.’1 
He also detected contradictions among imperialist powers, and between imperialist 
nations and oppressed nations. As Mao’s thinking developed over time, these different 
formulations and experimental lines of thought developed into the Theory of Three 
Worlds (san ge shijie de lilun).
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In the early 1970s, the concept of the third world became a regular part of CCP 
discourse and self-identity. In November 1971, Zhou Enlai described China by saying: 
‘We are also very poor and very backwards. As a developing nation, we are a part of 
the third world.’2 Also, in the same month, at the 26th Session of the General Assembly 
of the United Nations, China regained its seat in the assembly. In his first speech as 
the leader of the Chinese delegation to the United Nations, Qiao Guanhua stated: ‘Just 
as the vast majority of Asian, African, and Latin American nations, China is a third 
world country.’ In January 1974, the People’s Daily published the Xinhua News Agency’s 
authoritative interpretation of the third world:

The third world is the new power progressively forming after World War II. 
The countries of the third world suffered under the oppression of imperialism 
and colonialism for extended periods of time, and still face the aggression, 
bullying, and intimidation of the superpowers today. Economically, these 
countries are all developing countries. The vast majority of Asian, African, 
and Latin American countries are in the third world.3

This was followed by the unequivocal statement: 

Socialist China is part of the third world. China is also a developing country 
and shares a common [fate] with the countries and peoples of the third 
world, facing a common enemy and a common struggle. With mutual 
sympathy and mutual support, they unite to advance in the struggle to 
oppose imperialism, oppose colonialism, and oppose hegemony. 

However, the CCP had yet to formulate an integrated understanding of the divisions 
that defined the three worlds.
The Theory of Three Worlds was formally announced on 22 February 1974. In a 

meeting with Zambian president Kenneth Kaunda, Mao Zedong explained: 

I see the United States and the Soviet Union as the first world … . The United 
States and the Soviet Union have many nuclear bombs and are both quite 
wealthy. The second world, including Europe, Japan, Australia, and Canada, 
have fewer nuclear bombs and are not as wealthy, but remain wealthier than 
the third world. We are the third world, and the population of the third 
world is very large. Apart from Japan, all of Asia is in the third world. The 
entirety of Africa is in the third world, and so too is Latin America.4

Three days later, Mao also said to the leader of Algeria: ‘China is part of the third 
world. Due to politics, economics, and various other aspects, China cannot be 
compared to the rich and powerful nations, but must be grouped among the relatively 
poor countries.’5

However, Mao Zedong did not expand upon this issue with a detailed analysis. 
Rather, on 10 April 1974, with Mao’s approval, Deng Xiaoping related the Theory of 
Three Worlds in an address to the Sixth Special Session of the UN General Assembly. 
He spoke in a formal language to clearly and succinctly express Mao’s theory:
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Regarding the transformation of international relations, there are three sides 
or three mutually integrated and mutually contradicting worlds existing 
under the real conditions in today’s world. The United States and the Soviet 
Union are the first world. Asian, African, and Latin American developing 
countries, as well as the developing countries of other regions, make up the 
third world. The developed countries that lie between these two comprise 
the second world.6

As a representative of the Chinese government, Deng continued: ‘China is a socialist 
country and a developing country, and therefore is a part of the third world. China is 
not nor ever will be a superpower.’ This principled refusal to become a superpower did 
not mean that China did not desire nor reflect on power; quite the contrary, its aim 
was to fight alongside oppressed nations and bring about a new way of conducting 
international relations and thinking about one’s place in the world.

Cold War Politics

In the Cold War system that took shape following World War II, the competition for 
supremacy between the United States and the Soviet Union delivered the world into 
a precarious situation. In order to gain a peaceful and safer environment, the newly-
established People’s Republic of China (PRC) endeavoured to unite those outside of 
the spheres led by the United States and the Soviet Union. Postwar leaders such as de 
Gaulle and Tito were also searching for roads to development that could transcend 
Cold War thinking and maintain independence. Historical events such as the 1955 
Bandung Conference, the 1961 Conference of Non-aligned Countries, and the 1964 
establishment of the Group of 77, all pointed to the efforts of a growing number of 
nations to engage in new forms of united and peaceful development. 

Furthermore, beginning in the 1960s, the divisions and discord between the PRC 
and the Soviet Union grew deeper by the day. A series of activities by the Soviet Union, 
including the deployment of troops to Czechoslovakia, the Sino-Soviet border conflict 
at Zhenbao island, and the amassing of millions of troops along China’s border, all 
prompted Mao to increasingly consider the Soviet Union as a social-imperialist state. 
In order to check and balance the Soviet threat, China began to contact, engage in 
negotiation, and finally establish official relations with its ideological enemies—the 
governments of the ‘counterrevolutionary’ United States, West Germany, and Japan, as 
well as the non-socialist or even anti-communist countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America. 

Naturally, Mao’s introduction of the Three Worlds Theory in this complicated and 
fluctuating historical context was informed by the diplomatic survivalist strategy of 
‘making friends with distant states and attacking those close by’ (yuanjiao jingong). 
However, as a plan born of necessity, this strategy in no way implied that Mao was 
willing to renounce his revolutionary perspective. On the contrary, to act according to 
the real situation, to act from practical experience, and to be flexible in distinguishing 
the enemy, ourselves, and friends according to the time and place, were all in 
complete accordance with the theories he expressed in his essays ‘On Practice’ and 
‘On Contradiction’ (see the essays by Aminda Smith and Rojas in the present volume).
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Although Mao never published an article specifically dealing with the Three Worlds 
Theory, his judgement of the world situation and China’s position in it clearly emerged 
from his discourse and practice. First, he based his division of the three worlds upon 
military and economic strength. Second, this division transcended ideology and Cold 
War mentality, placing both the United States and the Soviet Union in the same world. 
Third, by situating socialist China in the third world, he indicated his willingness to 
occupy the same camp as Asian, African, and Latin American countries, bridging 
differences and establishing an extensive united front to oppose the hegemonic rule of 
imperialism and colonialism.

Although Mao’s Three Worlds Theory divided the world into three, it was by no 
means a hierarchical structure. The first world was not superior to the third world, 
just more powerful militarily and more developed economically. From this position 
of strength, it dominated the weak, attempted to rule the world imperialistically, and 
threatened to undermine world peace with its war bases. It was, therefore, an unjust 
and immoral world. In his words: 

We are the third world! I support the countries of the third world engaging 
in mutual support. The people of the third world must unite. Just as humans 
fear mosquitoes, so too shall the powerful nations fear the small nations.7

It is clear that Mao did not consider the three worlds to be a standard diplomatic 
strategy of the ‘horizontal’ or ‘vertical’ schools.8 The theory still maintained his belief in 
world revolution and internationalism, amassing strength to push through the low tide 
of revolution that plagued the 1970s by striving to unite anti-imperial and anti-colonial 
power. Despite the Sino-American Shanghai Communiqué of 1972, he also asked for 
Zhou Enlai to resolutely convey the position that ‘wherever there is oppression there 
will be resistance. Countries must be independent, nations must be liberated, and the 
people must revolt. This has become the irresistible tide of history.’

Post-Maoist Interpretations

After Mao passed away, the Cultural Revolution soon ended and the Party restored 
Deng Xiaoping. Deng then had Hu Qiaomu organise a writers group to draft an article 
discussing the topic of ‘Mao Zedong’s Theory on the Division of the Three Worlds.’9 Deng 
himself repeatedly revised this article during the writing process and recommended 
multiple discussions in the Politburo, in each province, and in the military divisions. 
Finally, the article was published in the People’s Daily, People’s Liberation Army Daily, 
and Red Flag. This was the first important theoretical document in which the CCP 
addressed the international situation since the nine criticisms of the Soviet Union in 
1963–64. It established the basis for the fundamental diplomatic policies of the Deng 
Xiaoping era. However, unlike Mao, Deng did not emphasise world revolution, instead 
favouring peace and development. 

Current Party theorists generally praise Deng for this revision, seeing this as 
a useful development of the Three Worlds Theory to overcome the limitations of Mao 
Zedong’s version.10 Deng attributed the East-West divide to a difference in politics 
and the South-North divide to an economic difference, which transforms the latter 
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into a  developmental issue. Particularly in the final stages of the Cold War, when 
the outcome was inevitable, and amidst the discourse of judging the defeated and 
bidding farewell to the revolution, the Chinese people gradually became accustomed 
to examining the history and present conditions of the third world through the lens of 
economic development. All that remained of the third world was poverty, backwardness, 
underdevelopment, and a lack of civilisation—a position to be escaped from with 
increasing haste. In today’s China, the division of the three worlds is possessed of 
a concrete hierarchical meaning, with the third world occupying the lowest substratum 
as the ‘other’ of the entire world structure.

In the past, the third world was the locality of the Chinese self in the Cold War. It was 
the place of China’s subjectification. However, in the post–Cold War world China’s 
subjectivity is consciously being shifted to a position above that of the developed 
countries of the West. At the same time, the third world has been other-ised while 
its stereotype has been internalised within the Chinese episteme. This transformation 
is even clearer when seen alongside the neoliberal global order indicated by China’s 
entry into the World Trade Organisation, and China’s rise to become the second largest 
economy in the world.

In Empire, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri categorically assert that the spatial 
division into three worlds is already an outmoded paradigm, as ‘we continually find 
the First World in the Third, the Third in the First, and the Second almost nowhere 
at all. Capital seems to be faced with a smooth world—or really, a world defined by 
new and complex regimes of differentiation and homogenisation, deterritorialisation 
and reterritorialisation.’11 Although it may be tempting to give in to the thought that 
‘empire has no outside,’ this position excessively stresses the homogenous nature of 
today’s world structures. In contrast to Hardt and Negri’s conception of the empire/
multitude, the Maoist discourse of the ‘third world’ retains powerful insight into the 
constant reterritorialisations carried out through globalisation.12 It is only in those 
places which span or fracture borders that there is the possibility of the emergence of 
new political thought and practice. 
The third world is not necessarily located only in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, but 

may be close at hand—as every place of poverty and every destitute person is the third 
world. We must strive to recover the third-worldism that Mao formulated through 
the dialectical relationships of ‘world peace, national liberation, people’s democracy, 
and socialism.’13 Despite global capitalism’s unceasing self-renewal through reliance on 
technological advancement, and despite the relentless tightening of hegemonic rule, 
we must strive to reunite, through mutual assistance, deliberation, and the fight against 
capitalism, the entirety of the third world across all of its oppressed and exploited 
countries, classes, societies, and individuals. In the third world we find a uniqueness, 
subjectivity, and unity that, although weak, cannot be ignored. 
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47
思想改造
Thought Reform
Timothy CHEEK

 

‘Thought reform,’ or ideological remoulding, has been and remains a key 
tenant of leadership in the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The standard 
phrase in Chinese is sixiang gaizao, the reformation or refashioning of 

sixiang—a term that is difficult to render into English in a way that captures its range 
of meanings, which span from ‘thought’ to ‘ideology’ to ‘way of thinking.’ Thought 
reform in the CCP has a cultural affinity with deeper pathways in Chinese thought, 
most notably the Confucian commitment to self-cultivation (xiuyang) and the mandate 
of dynastic rulers to transform the people through state-sponsored education (yili 
jiaomin or jiaohua). Nonetheless, communist thought reform is substantially different 
from these traditional norms and expectations in Chinese statecraft for two reasons. 
First, technological and geopolitical changes of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
brought the model of, and the communication technologies for, mass politics. Second, 
China’s father of the nation, Sun Yat-sen, adopted the sinews of Bolshevik organisation, 
including the commitment to an ideological Party—in his case, the Nationalist Party 
(guomindang)—under a supreme leader whose thought should guide all political 
activity. Then, beginning with the purge of its early leader Chen Duxiu in 1927, the 
CCP embraced the Stalinist version of a text-based, ideological Party in which ‘thought 
errors’ (sixiang cuowu) or ‘erroneous line’ (cuowu luxian) could spell political defeat 
and personal demise (see the essay by Ishikawa and Smith in the present volume). 
This model was perfected, if we can use that word, by the Yan’an leadership under Mao 
Zedong in the 1940s, and it remains a political technology much valued by China’s 
current leadership under Xi Jinping. Thought reform remains a key component of the 
‘pedagogical state’ that Chinese governments since Sun Yat-sen have required of their 
cadres and have tried to enforce on an unruly and generally disinterested public.
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In his now famous 1942 ‘Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art,’ Mao 
Zedong gave what has become the canonical example of revolutionary thought 
reform—his own:

I started off as a student at school, and at school I acquired student habits, so 
I felt ashamed about performing any manual labour, such as carrying my own 
bags, in front of all those students who were incapable of carrying anything 
for themselves. I felt that intellectuals were the only clean people in the 
world and that workers, peasants, and soldiers were in general rather dirty. 
I could wear clothes borrowed from an intellectual, because I considered 
them clean, but I would not wear workers’, peasants’, or soldiers’ clothes, 
because I thought they were dirty. When I joined the revolution and lived 
among workers, peasants, and soldiers, I gradually became familiar with 
them, and they got to know me in return. Then and only then the bourgeois 
and petty-bourgeois feelings taught to me in bourgeois schools underwent 
a fundamental change. Comparing intellectuals who have not yet reformed 
with workers, peasants, and soldiers, I came to feel that intellectuals are not 
only spiritually unclean in many respects but even physically unclean, while 
the cleanest people are workers and peasants; their hands may be black 
and their feet soiled with cow dung, but they are still cleaner than the big and 
petty bourgeoisie. This is what I call a transformation in feelings, changing 
over from one class to another.1

Thought, in Mao’s testimonial, is more than an idea, it is a fundamental attitude, 
what in modern Chinese is often called one’s taidu, which in English corresponds to 
concepts such as ‘orientation,’ ‘value assumptions,’ ‘commitments,’ and ‘judgment.’ Most 
recently, on 29 July 2018 the Organisation and Propaganda Departments of the Central 
Committee of the CCP announced a new campaign for local Party branches to lead 
in ‘Promoting the Spirit of Patriotic Struggle and Making Great Contributions in the 
New Era.’2 Their instructions to local Party units reflect the core assumptions of thought 
reform—implementing government policy (in this case promoting a spirit of patriotism 
among intellectuals) through propaganda and explanations carried out in small group 
study under the watchful eye of the local Party officials.
This essay offers an introduction to this key concept from the Mao era with some 

reflections on its relevance in Xi Jinping’s China. What is thought reform in practice? 
Why does it matter for Party leaders in the commercialised, globalised, politically-
secularised China of the twenty-first century? Is there a life beyond the Party for 
thought reform? For instance, could thought reform have a role in progressive politics? 
To address these questions, I offer an introductory history of thought reform in 
four scenes: prehistory, intentions, experiences, and legacies. This deeper historical 
perspective exposes the cultural and historical weight of thought reform in China’s 
modern political culture and suggests alternatives to Xi Jinping’s version that live on 
from that historical experience.
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Reforming the People through the Rites: A Prehistory of Thought Reform

The political application of thought reform, or the modification of assumptions, 
habits, and values to suit the norms of a cultural or political elite is not new to China. 
‘Transform the people through the Rites’ (yili jiaomin) is a political maxim recorded 
in the ancient Classic of Rites.3 It endorses the transformative power of correct models. 
Its constant repetition by Chinese governments and leading thinkers for the past two 
thousand years reflects a shared belief in the educability of humans to achieve good 
governance. By the eve of the twentieth century, Chinese scholar-officials continued to 
‘reform the people through the Rites’ by propagandising the sacred edicts of the Kangxi 
Emperor and later Qing monarchs in xuanjiang lectures elaborating on the emperor’s 
moral maxims.4 These maxims included general moral injunctions, such as ‘filial piety 
and brotherly submission’ and ‘instruct sons and younger brothers’ to avoid wayward 
behaviour, and practical advice to ‘cultivate peace and concord in your neighbourhood’ 
and ‘show that you prize moderation and economy.’ The maxims included political 
reminders, as well, to ‘pay your taxes promptly’ and ‘combine in collective security 
groups (baojia) in order to put an end to theft and robbery.’
These lectures were not simply in books. Local magistrates were instructed to recite 

the maxims and expound upon their meaning in monthly public meetings. Handbooks, 
such as Li Laizhang’s 1705 Explanations of the Sacred Edict Lecture System, literally 
mapped out how to hold these meetings, down to diagrams showing the placement 
of the tablets with the maxims and altars, and the locations where both scholars and 
townsfolk should stand, as well as instruction on how to hold the meeting and fill out 
the registers of good and bad behaviour.5 This was basic political thought reform in 
Qing China: public education or jiaohua. That it was not particularly effective by the 
end of the nineteenth century did not diminish the appeal or the collective impulse to 
find and inculcate correct thought to produce good governance.

The Intentions: Awakening the Leaders, Then the Cadres, Then the People

The intentions of thought reform in the CCP leadership have deep cultural resonances 
about the educability of people, as well as clear and coherent goals and practices suitable 
to an ideological party. Thought reform in its modern political form emerged in Sun Yat-
sen’s constitutional idea of ‘political tutelage’ (xunzheng).6 This was Sun’s explanation 
for putting democracy off for another day, because by the 1920s he had come to feel 
that the Chinese people were not ready for democracy and required instead a period 
of political education during which his one-party state would inculcate modern civility 
in the masses. This responsibility (or presumption, depending on one’s point of view) 
was enthusiastically embraced by his successors—Chiang Kai-shek and his Nationalist 
Party, as well as the CCP, most famously under Mao Zedong. Chiang’s efforts were 
unsuccessful—spectacularly so in the desultory New Life Movement (xin shenghuo 
yundong) of the 1930s.7 Mao’s efforts at public thought reform, on the other hand, were 
effective. ‘Rectification’ (zhengfeng) was the political education and reform movement 
to train Party leaders and rank and file members that Mao perfected in Yan’an in the 
1940s.8 When undertaken seriously, this form of political training resembles nothing so 
much as Bible study in small groups run by your local police department (with officers 
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from the intelligence service and military on hand when needed). Individual study, 
public confession of your sins, review of your personnel record, and public propaganda 
about role models (and a few negative role models to show what is to be avoided) define 
a CCP rectification campaign (see Mertha’s essay in the present volume). Rectification 
was taken to absurd and tragic extremes in the Cultural Revolution, but it has been 
a staple of political life in the CCP since the 1940s. Xi Jinping’s current anti-corruption 
drive belongs to this lineage of rectification.9

Rectification is a political process that Frederick Teiwes has documented as being 
a ‘persuasive-coercive continuum.’10 That is, the CCP version of political tutelage always 
ranges from warm and fuzzy advertising and efforts to persuade individuals to change 
how they think about themselves and the world along with incentives and penalties 
designed to encourage correct behaviour, to straight up use of force in censorship, 
arrest, public humiliation, and imprisonment. Thought reform is considered to be part 
of Party ‘thought work’ (sixiang gongzuo) and operates as much through the Party’s 
public propaganda system as through small group study sessions for Party cadres and 
government leaders. To see Xi Jinping sitting down at a ‘study session’ (xuexi xiaozu) 
with senior leaders may look ludicrous to outside observers, but it makes sense to Party 
leaders as part of a successful model of political training, discipline, and motivation. 
It worked to bring the CCP to power 60 years ago, so why not now?

Experience: Promise, Penitence, and Punishment

The reality of thought reform naturally varied over time and in diverse contexts, 
but we can trace a general arc, both for elites and common folk. Early experience 
suggested something of the promise of thought reform to build consensus, explain 
revolutionary change, and create a sense of hope and purpose. By the mid-1950s the 
experience of penitence, of being humiliated and corrected outweighed the promise 
of thought reform as it became clear that to survive one had to submit. In short, the 
corruption of power began its work on what had been, at least potentially, a redemptive 
and community-building technique. When it was voluntary (even with a fair amount 
of peer pressure), the techniques and goals of thought reform could have a salutary 
role in a political community. However, when applied with the direct threat of force, 
and especially by a leadership in a hurry-up mode unwilling to invest the time it takes 
to make such fundamental changes in one’s psychology, thought reform transformed 
into a particularly nasty form of punishment. By the late 1950s it had already become a 
tool of political oppression—effective in shutting down unwanted speech (and, to some 
degree, unwanted thought itself), but useless in building community or coordinating 
productive effort.

Recent literature on Mao’s China, especially the experience of intellectuals, is replete 
with examples of the political misrule and personal abuse that came in the form of 
thought reform. Even those who embraced thought reform in the early 1950s as a way to 
expiate the sin of enjoying a bourgeois life at university while the Chinese working class 
had suffered and who loyally served changing Party lines, such as the historian Zhou 
Yiliang, had to submit to the humiliating public criticism and painful denunciations 
of their own teachers and friends.11 For many others, thought reform under Mao 
was much worse. Fang Lizhi, the notable astrophysicist who became famous after the 
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1989 Tiananmen demonstrations and their violent suppression, discovered his faith 
in democracy and hatred of Party dictatorship precisely through the thought reform 
‘labour’ to which he was subjected during the Cultural Revolution. Unlike Zhou, Fang 
was a product of CCP-controlled universities and had no bourgeois guilt to expiate. 
When he saw the miserable lives of the coal miners among whom he was thrown at 
his ‘7 May Cadre School,’ Fang concluded that the Party had flat-out failed to serve the 
interests of the workers and peasants (see Karl’s essay in the present volume). He gave 
up on the Party and turned instead to the open scepticism of international science as 
a better tool with which to judge policy.12 Ironically, Mao’s vision of thought reform 
through living and working with China’s labouring masses had also worked in Fang 
Lizhi’s case, though the revolutionary ‘change in feelings’ produced by the thought 
reform was not what Mao would have prescribed.
Thought reform has not been limited to intellectuals and Party elites. Stories of local 

teachers and village officials, and even of urban layabouts and prostitutes brought in 
to be reeducated by the Party likewise reflect the range of experiences and responses to 
thought reform.13 As was the case with intellectuals, when applied carefully and with 
some sensitivity to local conditions, this form of political mobilisation could produce 
positive results, but when applied inflexibly, quickly, and without concern for local 
conditions, it was little more than personalised tyranny.

Legacies: Public Transcripts and Progressive Potential

Thought reform is still with us in China today. At the National Propaganda and 
Ideology Work Conference in August 2013, Xi Jinping issued a directive to ‘tell China’s 
story well’ (jianghao zhongguo gushi).14 That means teaching the ‘correct’ version of 
China’s history and values according to current Party policy. This story not only appears 
in the public media and propaganda in China, but also forms the content of thought 
reform study sessions for Party members and government leaders today, as we saw in the 
July 2018 announcement at the beginning of this essay. Nevertheless, thought reform in 
contemporary China is inextricably tied up in the persuasive-coercive continuum that 
has marked it since Yan’an, and even the most reasonable and mild suggestions carry 
the shadow of the ‘big stick’ that can be brought to bear as needed. The sharp end of 
the thought reform stick has been tragically demonstrated in the reeducation camps 
across Xinjiang in which hundreds of thousands of PRC Uyghur and Kazakh Muslims 
have been forcibly detained over the past year (see also the essays by Yi Xiaocuo and 
Bulag in the present volume). On 9 October 2018, the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous 
Region government produced regulations legalising ‘anti-extremist ideological 
education’ (qu  jiduanhua jiaoyu) at various ‘education and training centres’ (jizhong 
jiaoyu zhuanhua zhongxin).15 Party thought reform now extends to ethnic relations in 
a troubled region.

Given that many Chinese people do not embrace the Party’s version of the ‘China 
story,’ why does Xi Jinping keep talking about this? The answer, we have seen, is that 
thought reform is an irreplaceable constituent part of the ideological Party. Such political 
organisations can no more do without ideological remoulding than the theology of the 
Church or Uma can do without prayer. The compelling question about thought reform 
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in China today is: does anyone care? Never mind China’s politically secularised society, 
one can reasonably ask: do the majority of China’s some 90 million CCP members take 
thought reform seriously? 
The pervasive corruption in the Party and the brutality of Xi Jinping’s anti-corruption 

drive suggest that thought reform in the CCP has failed to produce the desired ‘noble 
attitude’ among China’s Party cadres. Nonetheless, thought reform, study sessions, 
and punctilious attention to ideological phrasing (tifa) are all part of what James Scott 
identified as the ‘public transcript’ elites tell each other to bolster their self-confidence 
and to justify their privileges.16 More importantly, the fundamental assumptions 
undergirding thought reform remain vibrant across Chinese society today: that 
behaviour can be fundamentally shaped by moral education, that the common people 
broadly lack such a moral compass, and that some elites have the cultural learning 
and awareness (often couched as suzhi, or ‘personal cultural refinement’) that entitle 
them to offer guidance in practical ethics to their social inferiors. On the other hand, 
it is not impossible for an inspired and capable figure outside the elite to harness 
the mobilisation potential of thought reform to help create a social movement. This 
possibility alone explains the current CCP leadership’s commitment to censorship and 
intellectual repression.
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48
工会
Trade Union
Ivan FRANCESCHINI*

Despite Lenin’s preliminary misgivings about trade unions as bulwarks of 
economic conservativism only concerned with improving labour conditions 
under capitalism, he also saw them as sites of revolutionary potentiality, akin 

to tinder across which the Bolshevik message could be ignited and spread. After the 
October Revolution, Lenin considered trade unions to be ‘an indispensable “school 
of communism” and a preparatory school that trains proletarians to exercise their 
dictatorship, an indispensable organisation of the workers for the gradual transfer of 
the management of the whole economic life of the country to the working class (and not 
to separate trades), and later to all the working people.’1 Still, Lenin’s enduring distrust 
of trade union’s spontaneous and ‘conservative tendencies toward economic demands’ 
carried over from the revolutionary era to postrevolutionary governance. Unions 
could not be trusted to act on their own. They were powerful bodies without a head to 
guide them. For this reason, in his early writings from the prerevolutionary period, he 
demanded that all Party members be active in the unions, seeking to influence their 
membership.2 After the establishment of the Soviet Union, he further argued that 
the proletarian dictatorship ‘cannot work without a number of “transmission belts” 
running from the vanguard to the mass of the advanced class, and from the latter to the 
mass of the working people.’3 

As a transmission belt, the Leninist union was supposed to convey the directives of 
the Party leadership to the workers, and feed the opinions and reactions of the latter 
to the Party, implying a circular movement that stands in marked contrast with the 
linearity of production lines. One century later, this canonical interpretation of Lenin’s 
words remains crucial to understanding the role of the All-China Federation of Trade 
Unions (ACFTU, zhonghua quanguo zonggonghui), the only union legally allowed to 
exist in China. To this day, the ACFTU—which currently has more than 300 million 
members—remains structured according to the Leninist principle of ‘democratic 
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centralism’ and continues to function as a transmission belt between the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) and the workers. The current leadership of the CCP has 
made abundantly clear that it does not intend to reconsider its relationship with the 
union. At the Sixteenth National Congress of the ACFTU, held in October 2013, Prime 
Minister Li Keqiang expressed the hope that ‘the trade unions at all levels continue 
to develop their role of bridge and link [qiaoliang he niudai] between the Party and 
government and the masses of the workers and employees, rallying these broad masses 
to the cause of the modernisation of the country.’4 Such expectations were confirmed 
almost verbatim five years later, in October 2018, when both Prime Minister Li Keqiang 
and Politburo member and Party chief-ideologist Wang Huning took the stage at the 
Seventeenth National Congress of the ACFTU to reiterate the CCP’s view of the union.5

Nevertheless, these formulaic statements, common among both Party and 
union leaders, do not tell the whole story. In line with the ambivalence in Lenin’s 
conceptualisation, they hide a history of contention about what the role of a union 
should be that spans the entire existence of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). 
Through the voices of union and Party leaders of times past, in this essay I will show 
how, beyond the apparently smooth surface of orthodoxy, the relationship between 
the CCP and ACFTU has often been marred by seething tensions, ready to explode at 
critical economic and political junctures.

1951

Founded in May 1925 as a coordinating body for the activities of leftist unions 
nationwide, by the early 1930s the ACFTU had fallen into irrelevance due to the 
deteriorating political situation in the wake of the falling out between the CCP and 
the Nationalist Party. The CCP decided to revive it in the summer of 1948, when 
victory in the Civil War was in sight.6 In those early years of consolidating political 
power, the Party saw the organisation of the Chinese labour movement into a rigid and 
exclusive hierarchical structure as being instrumental to mobilising and controlling 
the human resources needed to rebuild the national economy.7 At the same time, the 
Chinese leaders were wary of the political risks involved in allowing the existence of 
a strong, organised national union. The compromise—encapsulated in the 1950 Trade 
Union Law—entailed a national union built on the basis of the Leninist principle of 
‘democratic centralism’ (minzhu jizhongzhi), a structure that required the minority to 
submit to the will of the majority and the lower levels to obey the higher levels. The 
ideological assumption was that the ACFTU, a ‘mass organisation voluntarily formed 
by the working class’ (gongren jieji ziyuan jiehe de qunzhong zuzhi), shared exactly the 
same interests as the Party, which was the vanguard (xianfengdui) of that same working 
class.8

According to Mark Frazier, in the first months after the foundation of the PRC: 

thousands of private-sector employees left unemployed by the collapse of 
industrial activity during the Civil War returned to their factories to demand 
their jobs back. They wanted higher wages, improvements in benefits and 
working conditions, and guarantees of full-time employment. In the state-
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owned factories, Communist military cadres who had been placed in certain 
critical factories to ‘supervise’ factory directors often seized power from 
them, with predictable upheavals in basic operations.9 

This led to a situation in which ‘workers struck at will and frightened capitalists 
closed their factories.’10 The necessity to restore production and regain control over 
the economy led the Party to strengthen the political role of the ACFTU, a move 
that caused widespread mistrust and even hostility among the workers, who came to 
perceive the union as a tool in the hands of management. In response, in August 1950 
the authorities launched a campaign against ‘bureaucratism’ (guanliaozhuyi) within the 
ACFTU, encouraging it to be more open and responsive—and less formal and rigid—
to the needs of workers.11

It was against this uncertain background that, in August 1950, the People’s Daily and 
Workers’ Daily published a speech by a Party cadre named Deng Zihui on the work of 
the ACFTU in southern and central China.12 According to Deng, the union had become 
detached from the masses. Going even further, he argued that, although in the public 
sector the union and the Party were both working for the wellbeing of the workers and 
the country, some differences between the functions of the union and those of the Party 
could not be avoided. For this reason, he reckoned that it was necessary to admit that, 
in certain circumstances, it was possible for the union to adopt a ‘standpoint’ (lichang) 
different from the Party. 
This apparently mild assertion triggered a heated debate. Li Lisan, a prominent Party 

leader and labour organiser during the Republican era who was then concurrently 
serving as ACFTU Chairman and Minister of Labour, intervened in support of Deng’s 
thesis. In a speech given in March 1951, he affirmed that, although under the new 
government, the administration and the working class converged, it was inevitable for 
‘some small contradictions’ (xie xiao de maodun) between workers and management to 
survive. For instance, even in the state sector there could be differing views regarding 
wages.13 Still, Li was careful to express his disagreement with Deng Zihui regarding 
the existence of different standpoints between the union and the administration. 
Such a distinction was substantially wrong because ‘under the “New Democracy,” 
public and private interests overlap and therefore the standpoint of the union and the 
administration also overlap. Wherever there is a difference, it can just be said that it is 
a matter between “fundamental standpoint” [jiben lichang] and “concrete standpoint” 
[juti lichang].’ In other words, while the Party still determines the fundamental 
standpoint, this may require modification to suit concrete situations.

In a draft official document written on behalf of the ACFTU in September 1951, 
Li further distinguished between two sets of potential contradictions that could affect 
the work of the union: the contradiction between ‘general interests’ (zhengti liyi) and 
‘individual interests’ (geren liyi), and that between ‘long-term interests’ (changyuan liyi) 
and ‘ordinary interests’ (richang liyi).14 In his view, while ‘in the state enterprises the 
workers are the owners and there are no class conflicts nor exploitation, therefore the 
effects of the development of production are always beneficial for both the individual 
and general interests of the working class, as well as for its long-term and ordinary 
interests,’ it was impossible to deny that ‘there remain some contradictions in the 
practical problems of workers’ lives, on issues regarding labour conditions.’ On this 
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basis, he argued that it was of the utmost importance that even state enterprises be 
equipped with a union strong enough to represent the workers and protect their 
interests. 

In October 1951, Li Lisan repeated his views in a report directly addressed to Mao 
Zedong, urging him to take a position in the debate.15 No official reply was given. 
However, months later, on 20 December 1951, during an enlarged meeting of the Party 
group of the ACFTU, Li was subjected to ferocious criticism.16 In strict Party jargon, he 
was accused of having committed three fundamental mistakes: first, he had ‘completely 
misunderstood the nature of state enterprises,’ confusing the relations between workers 
and enterprise under the new socialist government with the previous situation under 
the rule of the Nationalist Party; second, he had ‘denied the role of the Party as a guide 
of the union, considering the latter as the highest representative of the working class;’ 
and third, he was guilty of ‘subjectivism’ (zhuguanzhuyi), ‘formalism’ (xingshizhuyi), 
‘routinism’ (shiwuzhuyi), and ‘paternalism’ (jiazhangzhi de zuofeng). This attack not 
only put an end to Li’s political career but also crystallised the discursive boundaries 
for the role of the ACFTU in communist China for years to come.

1957

As the Party-state prepared to launch the First Five-year Plan in 1953, the priority of 
the ACFTU shifted even further towards boosting production. In the winter of 1955, 
the Chinese authorities decided to nationalise industry, a development that required a 
major restructuring of industrial relations. Although the nationalisation was presented 
by the official propaganda as a historical step forward towards the end of capitalist 
exploitation, many workers formerly employed in the private sector experienced 
a deterioration in labour conditions. In particular, while in the past workers had at 
least felt that they were morally entitled to fight their employers, with the entrance 
of the Party-state in the ownership of their enterprises, they lost even that discursive 
right. Paradoxically, the symbolic claim that the workers had become the ‘master of 
the state’ ended up weakening their practical power. The union cast off the pretence 
of representation and shifted ‘from a unionism of class struggle aimed in fact against 
the employers to a state unionism, dedicated to nothing else than production growth 
and the management of social services.’17 

As if this was not enough, a reform of the wage system launched in 1956 took a heavy 
toll on the workers, causing a wave of strikes.18 Mounting labour unrest in those months 
led the Chinese authorities to reconsider the right to strike, which had been omitted 
from both the Common Program of 1949 and the Chinese Constitution of 1954. Mao 
Zedong was the first to bring up the issue during a meeting of the Central Committee 
in March 1956:

It is necessary to allow the workers to go on strike, allow the masses to protest. 
The demonstrations have their basis in the Constitution. If in the future the 
Constitution is to be amended, I suggest adding a freedom of strike, it is 
necessary to let the workers go on strike. This can benefit the  resolution 
of the contradictions between the workers, the directors of the factories, and 
the masses.19 
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Mao reiterated his stance in February 1957, in his famous speech ‘On the Correct 
Handling of Contradictions among the People.’ In his opinion, the contradictions 
among workers and those between workers and the national bourgeoisie had to be 
considered ‘contradictions among the people’ (renmin neibu maodun) and therefore 
had to be solved through the method of ‘unity-criticism-unity’ (tuanjie-piping-tuanjie) 
(see also Rojas’s essay in the present volume). According to Mao, the episodes of labour 
unrest that had taken place the previous year had three different roots: the failure of the 
Party to satisfy the economic requests of the workers; a bureaucratic and formalistic 
approach by the leadership; and the inadequate political and ideological education of 
the workers.

After less than one month, the Central Committee of the CCP adopted a ‘Directive on 
How to Handle Strikes by Workers and Students.’20 This document—which to this day 
constitutes the only public official statement by the CCP leadership on how to manage 
strikes—espoused Mao’s point of view, claiming that in the event that the masses 
had been deprived of their democratic rights and had no other choice than adopting 
extreme measures such as strikes or protests, these actions ‘were not only unavoidable, 
but also necessary,’ and therefore had to be allowed. Moreover, the Directive stated that 
these actions did not go against the Constitution—and there was therefore no reason to 
forbid them—but at the same time suggested that Party committees infiltrate the strikes 
in order to take the lead and prevent the masses from being ‘stranded on the wrong way 
by some bad elements.’

Where did this leave the ACFTU? The Directive mentioned the union only three 
times, twice in passing, and once just to emphasise that Party committees had to ‘lead 
the union and the youth league to actively reflect the opinions and the requests of the 
masses.’ Facing irrelevance, when the CCP launched the Hundred Flowers Campaign, 
the union leadership saw an opportunity to reaffirm the role of the ACFTU on the 
national stage. On 8 May 1957, the Workers’ Daily ran a long interview with Lai Ruoyu, 
the official who had replaced Li Lisan at the helm of the organisation.21 In this exchange, 
Lai tackled the thorny issue of the position of the union vis-à-vis the Party-state, arguing 
for a more complex view that contemplated the possibility of contradictions arising not 
only between union and company managers, but also between the union, workers, and 
authorities. His words are worth quoting in full:

From the point of view of the union, one of the main problems at the moment 
concerns democracy. Only when there will be democracy, it will be possible 
to prove that the union is an organisation of the masses … .

For what concerns the relations with the administration, in the past the issue 
of the identity [of interests] has been emphasised and not much attention has 
been paid to the differences, so in dealing with problems we always stood 
by the leaders, it was not possible to represent the interests of the masses. 
This simplistic view of the contradictions among the people has often led 
the union to adopt bad work methods, preventing it from carrying out its 
function of mediator between the leaders and the masses. This will have 
to change.
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For what concerns the relations with the Party, in the past it has been settled 
that the union has to accept the leadership of the Party. This is correct, but 
not enough attention has been paid to the fact that, being an organisation of 
the masses, the union also has to carry out independent activities, though 
being subject to the guidance of the Party for what regards policies and 
thought. Only by carrying out its own independent activities will the union 
be able to fulfil its functions.22

In the interview, Lai went so far as to assert that in the event of strikes or other worker 
protests, the ACFTU had a duty to stand by the masses, because otherwise it would 
have lost credibility and the workers would have had no other choice than to establish 
autonomous organisations. 
The following day, the Workers’ Daily published another critical piece, a report on 

a long investigation undertaken in the previous months by Li Xiuren, Deputy Director 
of the ACFTU General Office.23 The trip had taken Li into a dozen cities along the 
railway lines Beijing–Hankou and Hankou–Guangzhou. In every city, Li had found 
clear hints of a ‘crisis of the union,’ with enraged workers blaming the ACFTU for being 
nothing more than a ‘tail of the administration’ (xingzheng de weiba), a ‘department 
for the management of the workers’ (gongren guanlike), or a ‘tongue of bureaucratism’ 
(guanliaozhuyi de shetou), and striving to establish their own autonomous organisations. 
Many union cadres complained about the difficulty of their position: even if they 
wanted to support the rightful requests of the masses, they could not do so because of 
the imperative of respecting Party discipline. They were particularly concerned about 
being accused by Party leaders of ‘syndicalism’ (gongtuanzhuyi), ‘tailism’ (weibazhuyi), 
and ‘independence from the Party’ (dui dang nao duli), risking their Party membership. 
The publication of these two articles triggered a heated debate about the role 

and the functions of the union in China. In May and June 1957, the Chinese press 
published a great number of articles that dealt with the perceived impotence of the 
union. Confronted with such criticism, the Party once again stepped in. In September 
1957, at an enlarged meeting of the ACFTU Party Group, Lai Ruoyu delivered a long 
speech in which he substantively gave up any demand of independence for the union.24 
From that moment on, the ACFTU stopped playing any meaningful role in industrial 
relations. At least 22 high-level cadres of the ACFTU were purged in the following 
months, while Lai Ruoyu himself died of illness in May 1958. Relegated to irrelevance, 
the organisation was completely dismantled at the outset of the Cultural Revolution.25

1989

The ACFTU was reestablished in 1978 in concomitance with the launch of the 
reforms. Even then, the CCP lost no time in making it clear that they maintained 
a purely instrumental view of the union. In his opening speech at the Ninth National 
Congress of the ACFTU in October 1978, Deng Xiaoping declared that the role of the 
union was ‘to protect the wellbeing of the workers, [which] can only increase gradually 
following the increase in production, especially in labour productivity.’26 To achieve this 
task, the union was supposed to take a leading role in the ‘democratic management of 
the enterprise’ (qiye minzhu guanli), which in Deng’s words was the only way for the 
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ACFTU not to become ‘that kind of organisation whose existence does not make any 
difference’ (na zhong keyou kewu de zuzhi). In practice, this led to the establishment of 
workers’ congresses in hundreds of thousands of state companies. This development 
was due not only to the need to reinforce the legitimacy of the Party among the workers, 
but also to the necessity of gaining credibility on the international front in the wake of 
the PRC’s entrance into the International Labour Organisation in 1983.27

It took ten more years for the CCP to begin to contemplate the possibility of 
a  substantial reform of the union. In his opening speech at the Eleventh National 
Congress of the ACFTU, held in Beijing in October 1988, then CCP General Secretary 
Zhao Ziyang conceded that a real divergence existed among the general interests of the 
Party-state and the specific interests of the workers:

Under socialism, the working masses have not only interests in common with 
other sectors of the society—the general interests of the state—but also their 
own specific interests. In the past, the fact that the union had to protect the 
specific interests of the workers has been neglected and this has had a negative 
influence on the edification of the union organisation. We have to … ensure that 
putting the construction of the economy at the centre, protecting the general 
interests of the people but also, at the same time, guaranteeing the specific 
interests of the working masses become fundamental guiding principles of the 
Chinese labour movement and of the union’s activities, making sure that the 
union carry out its social role in a better way.28

The reformist bent of the Chinese leadership was confirmed by the release at the 
Congress of a Basic Plan for the Union Reform, a document that candidly admitted 
the weaknesses of the ACFTU—a lack of internal democracy, despotism of the cadres, 
scarce coordination between local and industrial unions, and alienation from the 
workers—and sought to trace a path for future reforms.29 If implemented, these reforms 
would have laid the foundations for a truly democratic union, instituting a system in 
which lower unions would form associations of higher unions, along with a delegate 
system in which lower levels would send their delegates to higher levels.30

These hopes for a top-down reform were dashed in 1989. Although the quality of life 
of Chinese workers by then had significantly increased, the morale of the workforce had 
sunk due to galloping inflation, a sense of uneasiness caused by the ongoing dismantling 
of the welfare system, and complaints about widespread managerial corruption.31 The 
death of beloved Party leader Hu Yaobang in April 1989 acted as a catalyst for the 
widespread discontent that was already brewing in Chinese society, triggering massive 
student demonstrations and an occupation of Tiananmen Square. Workers were also 
eager to join the protest, and between April and May 1989, independent unions sprang 
up in several cities in China, the most famous of them being the Beijing Workers 
Autonomous Federation (gongzilian). 
The ACFTU also decided to take action.32 On 14 May, a union delegation marched 

on Tiananmen Square to express its support for the students.33 Two days later, 400 
pupils of the Labour Movement Institute, a union think tank, marched to the union 
headquarters and presented the union leadership with a petition that asked the ACFTU 
to intervene as a ‘representative of workers and employees’ to call on the Party-state to 
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recognise the patriotic nature of the student movement, guarantee freedom of press 
and association, fight against corruption, adopt a new legislation on trade unions, and 
acknowledge the fact that the union had to speak and act on the behalf of the workers.34 
As more staff and students from the Labour Movement Institute participated in various 
demonstrations, on 18 May the ACFTU headquarter donated 100,000 yuan to the Red 
Cross to cover medical expenses for the students on hunger strike.35 That very day, 
the ACFTU put forward three new requests to the authorities: that they start a real 
negotiation with the students; that they open an early session of the National People’s 
Congress Standing Committee; and that they initiate a dialogue with the workers under 
the aegis of the union.36 

Some sources report that the ACFTU had decided to proclaim a general strike for 
20 May, an unprecedented step that could be one of the reasons why the Chinese 
authorities opted to declare martial law.37 After martial law was declared, the 
conservative side of the ACFTU took over and in the following months an internal 
purge stripped the union of most of its reformist cadres. That marked the end of any 
attempt at a structural reform of the ACFTU to this day.

Suspicious Emphasis

The moves of the ACFTU during these dramatic stages in contemporary Chinese 
history can be considered attempts at an ‘institutional conversion’ aimed at ensuring 
the survival of the organisation.38 At the same time, they were not entirely inconsistent 
with the role of the union as a transmission belt. If anything, they were attempts by part 
of the union leadership to make the ACFTU live up to the Leninist ideal of a union able 
to act as a real intermediary between the Party-state and the workers.

Although much has changed in the landscape of industrial relations in China since 
1989, the ACFTU has never relinquished its role as a transmission belt. Three main 
developments are worth noting. First, in 1992 the Chinese authorities passed a new 
Trade Union Law. Although this Law, amended in 2001, reaffirmed the control of the 
Party over the union and reiterated the ACFTU’s monopoly over labour representation 
in China, it was nevertheless a timid attempt to pick up the broken threads of the 
reforms. For instance, for the first time since 1956 it reintroduced the possibility for 
the union to stipulate collective contracts on behalf of workers. Second, in the wake 
of the drastic restructuring of the state sector in the late 1990s, the membership of the 
ACFTU plunged from 104 million members in 1995 to the less than 87 million in 1999, 
a drop which pushed the Chinese leadership to pursue a new unionisation drive among 
previously neglected targets: private companies and migrant workers. Third, since the 
mid-1990s the core focus of union reform has shifted from the ideological realm to the 
more technical aspects of legal reforms. The promotion of the ‘rule of law’ in the field 
of labour relations has become an important feature of union activity, with the ACFTU 
involving itself in the drafting of new laws and regulations on labour and in providing 
legal aid to its constituency.

Nevertheless, none of these changes have been successful in boosting the reputation 
of the ACFTU among the Chinese workforce. Constrained by a Party that to this day 
sees it as transmission belt, the Chinese union is still struggling to gain recognition 
among the workers. In surveys that I carried out in China over the years, I consistently 
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found significant percentages of workers who had no idea whether they were union 
members or not, nor whether there was a union in their factory. In one survey that 
I conducted in 2016 in garment factories in Dongguan, as many as 28 percent of 250 
interviewees had never heard the word ‘trade union’ (gonghui) before.39 In light of this 
widespread irrelevance, the calls of the CCP leadership for the union to keep playing its 
role of ‘bridge and link’ could be deceptive. If history teaches us anything, it is that just 
under the smooth surface of orthodoxy, trouble might be lurking. The ambiguousness 
of the union’s role—and the fact that Mao’s speeches were supportive of strikes—means 
that the union, either officially or simply the idea of it, remains a place that is ripe for 
contestation and a potential Achilles’ heel for the Party.
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49
统一战线
United Front
Laura DE GIORGI

The notion of ‘united front’ (tongyi zhanxian), originally formulated by Lenin, 
was first adopted by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in the early 1920s—
a period of strong Comintern and Soviet influence. At that time, it referred to 

the Party’s need to consider the historical stages of social revolution, and consequently 
to be able to set class contradictions aside and seek for more inclusive alliances in 
order to support what was then supposed to be nationalist revolution. As the military 
nature of the term reveals, the idea of united front was originally connected to the 
tactic of cross-class mobilisation against a target on a temporary basis, and it assumed 
the differentiation between friends and enemies according to this goal as its rationale 
(see also Dutton’s essay in the present volume). 

In time, the original concept took on a broader meaning, coming to refer to the CCP’s 
ability to work with, unite under its guidance, and manipulate other political parties 
and social forces, eliminating possible sources of opposition by means of cooptation 
and control. From this perspective, throughout the history of global communism, the 
CCP is the communist party that has most comprehensively developed the united front 
in both theory and practice.1

Origins and Development

The history of the CCP before 1949 has seen two important configurations of united 
front activity, both of which mainly concerned the relationship with other political 
parties, and the Nationalist Party in particular (guomindang, hereafter GMD). The First 
United Front was the alliance between the CCP and the GMD which was initiated in 
1923 with the aim of fighting foreign imperialism and the warlords in order to carry 
on a national revolution, and tragically ended in 1927 with a bloody purge of the 
Communists commonly referred to as the ‘White Terror.’ Since at that time the CCP was 
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just a small political organisation, the First United Front permitted the Party to expand 
and gain political and cultural recognition outside the circles of radical intellectual 
and labour elites. It was, however, a short-lived experiment. The Second United Front 
(1937–41) was destined to have a stronger and more lasting impact on the CCP’s 
political strategy and theory. Historically it consisted of an alliance with the GMD and 
other minor patriotic and intellectual parties to fight the Japanese occupation of China. 
While in 1923 the members of the CCP had entered the GMD, on this occasion they 
maintained their separate political identity and worked in Nationalist-controlled areas 
and institutions to engage in patriotic resistance against the enemy. At the end of the 
war, this united front formation had become a distinctive feature of the CCP’s political 
strategy, as was demonstrated by the alliances that the Party revived with the so-called 
‘minor parties’ during the Civil War with the GMD in 1946–49, and then again after 
1949. 
The wartime period was also pivotal to a first theoretical elaboration of the notion 

of the united front, and to its institutionalisation within the structures of the CCP 
and, subsequently, the new Chinese state. First, war experiences shaped Mao’s attitude 
towards the united front, making him appreciate its importance for the final victory 
of the CCP. In 1939, he defined it one of the three ‘magic weapons’ (fabao) wielded by 
the CCP, along with people’s war and Party-building (see Guan’s essay in the present 
volume).2 In his view, the united front implied the choice of the proletarian class to 
temporarily suspend class struggle in order to lead and unite the Chinese people. 
Patriotism and nationalism were fundamental to this end. The final goal was to establish 
the political and ideological hegemony of the CCP, laying the foundations for the 
Communist Revolution. At that time, the united front was considered to be a specific 
transitional stage rather than a permanent feature of the political and ideological 
identity of the CCP. Mao also emphasised how one core issue in a successful united 
front had to be the ability of the CCP to interact with several political, cultural, and 
social constituencies within an apparent win-win strategy, but without jeopardising its 
ability to take autonomous political action. 
The institutionalisation of the united front work within the CCP also dates from 

the wartime years. It was in this period that the United Front Work Department was 
established under the direct supervision of the Central Committee, with branches at 
the local administrative level. During the Civil War, the CCP made extensive use of the 
united front—as an alliance with the other minor parties—to distinguish itself from 
the GMD and to win the political and symbolic battle as the best representative of the 
interests of the Chinese nation. 

After 1949, the notion and strategy of united front found an embodiment in the 
socialist state with the establishment of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative 
Conference (CPPCC), which mirrored similar institutions created by the GMD during 
the War of Resistance against Japan. The CPPCC was instrumental in the adoption of 
the so-called ‘New Democracy’ that, as an interclass alliance, constituted the basis for 
the birth of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and characterised the early years 
of the new socialist state (see Blecher’s essay in the present volume). Though initially 
conceptualised as a representative and consultative institution useful for the transition 
towards the new Constitution, the CPPCC remained active as a symbolic element of 
the united front even after 1954, when the National People’s Congress was established.
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The importance attributed to the united front has changed over time. As its premise is 
the CCP’s acknowledgment of the complexity of social and cultural differentiation and 
interests, it has reflected not only the political priorities but also the ideological shifts 
within the Party. Until 1957, the United Front Work Department of the CCP was quite 
active, especially in seeking the cooperation of non-Party intellectuals, experts, and ex-
businessmen. In exchange, it granted them access to material and symbolic resources—
for instance, privileged information about policies, participation in political events, 
positions in the state bureaucracy, and direct relationships with the CCP leaders.3 
Cooperation was, at any rate, carefully managed by ideological education and criticism 
of individual personalities and groups. From 1957, it began to lose importance as the 
shift towards radical policies centred on the primacy of class struggle implied the 
demise of the ‘magic weapon’ of the united front. During the Cultural Revolution, 
until 1978, the United Front Work Department remained practically inoperative. It is 
worth noting that although it was downplayed in the domestic arena, in that period 
the doctrine of the united front continued to play a role in the theory and practice of 
international relations of the PRC with third world and European countries (see Teng’s 
essay in the present volume).4 

Institutionalising the United Front

United front theory and practice were resumed by the CCP in the early 1980s. In 
1979, Deng Xiaoping redefined the united front as a ‘patriotic’ entity, implicitly different 
from the ‘proletarian’ one of the Maoist era.5 Since the 1980s, the notion of the united 
front has gained increasing importance for the CCP, as it concerns not only its political 
strategy but also its ideology and political theory. 

More than ever before, in the reform era united front work has required a theoretical 
elaboration to provide ideological support for the activities of cadres. This elaboration 
has certainly been connected to the demise of class struggle as core notion of CCP’s 
identity (see Russo’s essay in the present volume), and to the adoption of nationalism 
as a fundamental tool of political and cultural legitimisation. However, it has also 
reflected the ambition and the need to enhance the ability of the Party to prevent and 
settle the conflicts generated by the increasing divergence in the economic interests 
and the cultural identities of different social constituencies in contemporary China. 

Consequently, the united front has been increasingly connected to the so-called 
‘cultural work’ of the Party, as it is in the realm of culture (broadly articulated) that it 
fully displays its effects, by creating relationships and seeking the cooperation of social 
and cultural elites outside the CCP. For instance, based on the vision of ‘one country, 
two systems,’ developed during the 1980s, united front work has aimed at fostering 
support among local elites to facilitate the return of Hong Kong and Macao to PRC 
control. This has been accomplished by developing contacts and strengthening the 
personal links with the CCP through cooptation, while isolating potentially adversarial 
individuals and groups.6 
The current discourse on a ‘theory of the united front with Chinese characteristics’ 

(you zhongguo tese de tongyi zhanxian lilun) is evidence that united front work is now 
being recognised as a structural element in the ideology and political identity of the CCP. 
In official Party literature, research and reflections on the united front have multiplied 
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in the first decade of the twenty-first century, suggesting the need to systematise and 
offer guidance to the cadres engaged in this work, which is historically perceived as 
risky and not rewarding for one’s political career. Party sources describe the ideological 
and intellectual genealogy of the ‘united front with Chinese characteristics’ after Mao, 
as included in Deng Xiaoping’s theory of the primary stage of socialism, Jiang Zemin’s 
notion of the Three Represents (san ge daibiao), and Hu Jintao’s Scientific Development 
(kexue fazhan). But, from an institutional point of view, the most systematic attempt 
to organise and assign a new fundamental role to united front work is currently being 
done under Xi Jinping.7 On several occasions, Xi has emphasised the importance of 
united front work in order to accomplish the ‘China dream and national rejuvenation’ 
in the ‘new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics.’ In his view, the united front 
is connected to the need to modernise the governance of the CCP according to the 
perspective of the so-called Four Comprehensives (si ge quanmian)—the four political 
goals set out by the Party leadership in 2012, i.e. comprehensively build a moderately 
prosperous society, comprehensively deepen the reforms, comprehensively implement 
the rule of law, and comprehensively enhance Party discipline.8 Moreover, in Xi’s view, 
united front is a strategic asset to implement Chinese-style consultative democracy, 
and to consolidate the interethnic and cultural unity of the country. 
The importance that Xi attributes to this work is revealed by the organisation 

of several conferences on united front under his rule. Even more significantly, the 
complexity of goals now attributed to the united front has required that, for the first 
time in its history, the CCP established a regulatory framework for united front work. 
In 2015, the Party issued a set of ‘United Front Work Trial Regulations’ to clarify 
the realms of this activity. These Regulations define the united front as the ‘alliance, 
under the leadership of the CCP, on the basis of the alliance of workers and peasants, 
of the patriots (aiguozhe)—comprehensive of all the socialist workers, the builders 
of socialism, the patriots who support socialism, the patriots who defend the unity 
of the motherland and spare no effort in the rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.’9 
Emphasising national cohesion under the CCP to achieve the double centenary goals 
(2021 for the CCP and 2049 for the PRC), the document lists the targets of the united 
front work. They include members of the so-called democratic parties, public figures 
with no party affiliation, non-Party intellectuals, influential members of the national 
minorities, religious leaders, business people, private entrepreneurs, and important 
members of the new social strata, students abroad and returned students, citizens of 
Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, and their relatives in mainland China, Chinese overseas 
and returned from overseas, and in the end all the people with whom it is necessary to 
make connections (lianxi) and unite (tuanjie).
The identification of these categories as the main targets is mirrored by the 

organisational chart of the United Front Work Department of the Central Committee 
of the CCP.10 Besides the General Affairs Office, the Theoretical Research Office, the 
Retired Cadres Office, and the Liaison Office for Mass Organisations, it comprises 
another nine highly specialised offices. Among these, two are specifically dedicated 
to Tibet and Xinjiang, and one to the relationship with public figures in new media, 
a sign of the gradual expansion of the political activities of the United Front Work 
Department. Currently, it is assumed that there are tens of thousands of cadres officially 
working in the various branches of the Department, though the number of people 
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involved in the actual work is surely greater. United front work is expected to be carried 
out by cadres not only at every level of the Party’s administration, but also in other key 
institutions, such as universities, research centres, and private corporations. Academic 
and specialised publications dedicated to the subject are numerous.

From Local to Global

Considering the revival of some aspects of Maoist governance and the importance 
attributed by Xi to enhancing the CCP’s capacity to guide and control (using 
both ideology and legal tools) the different constituencies of Chinese society, this 
development is not surprising. At the same time, it has become urgent for the centre to 
increase its ability to control the work of local cadres involved in united front activities, 
in order to preserve the CCP’s hegemony in the social and cultural realm. That this 
is a paramount concern is demonstrated by the fact that a so-called ‘Central Leading 
Group for the United Front Work’ (zhongyang tongyi zhanxian gongzuo lingdao xiaozu) 
has been established in the Politburo under the leadership of Xi himself. 
The increasing social and cultural diversity of contemporary China and the impact 

of globalisation pose new challenges. As the wide spectrum of activities of the united 
front shows, it is evident that the CCP perceives potential threats as coming from very 
different constituencies—from religious organisations to ethnic communities, from 
private entrepreneurs to Chinese students and intellectuals abroad. Each context implies 
specific strategies and goals. For example, one goal of the united front work among 
private entrepreneurs is to ensure that they abide by the law and subordinate their 
personal ambitions to CCP’s policies. The work among Chinese students and scientists 
abroad is addressed at persuading them not to abandon the motherland and cooperate 
for the development of the national academy and scientific improvement. On the 
whole, the overarching objective is to guarantee the loyalty towards the Party-state 
and a sense of belonging and identification with the Chinese nation as it is envisioned 
and understood by the CCP. In practice, the work of the united front aims at coopting 
selected figures within these constituencies, while isolating the individuals who do 
not conform. Unavoidably, this ends up causing a polarisation within these groups 
regarding their attitude towards the CCP. 

Importantly, the Party leadership’s use of the united front as an instrument of control 
often contradicts its stated goal of obtaining the support and collaboration of targeted 
individuals and communities. In the same vein, the activities of the united front within 
Chinese communities abroad have been perceived in several countries as a longa manus 
of the CCP in foreign affairs, raising worries about the attempt of the PRC to influence 
foreign public opinion and to conduct intelligence work through the cooperation of 
Chinese citizens abroad.11

In the domestic arena, in recent years united front work has also been increasingly 
connected to the idea that it is necessary to modernise CCP ‘governance’ (zhili), 
which in turn presumes the full accomplishment of a Chinese socialist ‘consultative 
democracy’ (xieshang minzhu), different from the Western-style electoral democracy.12 
Centred on the pivotal role of the CPPCC as a distinctive Chinese political institution, 
the promotion of consultative democracy at any level is described as an important 
goal of united front activities, as the regular consultation with minor parties, targeted 
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individuals, and specialised groups about local and national policies is envisioned as 
a necessary praxis to build wide support and consent for the Party. This ‘consultative 
democracy’ must be carried out ‘seeking common grounds while putting aside 
differences,’ a method that has a long history in CCP diplomacy and foreign relations.13 
Regardless of how it presents itself abroad, it is worth remembering that within Chinese 
borders, the united front cannot be detached from the purpose of maintaining the 
CCP’s political and cultural hegemony through social control. 

Adopting a Gramscian perspective, Groot has argued that during periods of crisis, 
the Party-state relies on the united front as a strategy of ‘passive revolution’ to absorb 
potential oppositional elements and their elites into the state’s hegemonic structure.14 
From this perspective, the increasing importance attributed to united front work 
should be seen as a sign that the CCP is going through a critical stage of governance 
and political legitimisation. Nevertheless, the evolution of the united front has been 
also studied in light of the evolution of the corporatism of the Chinese state.15 In this 
sense, united front work must be seen as a structural aspect of the CCP’s strategy to 
shape the relations between the Chinese state and various interest groups and to settle 
divergences within society. As economic development, social peace, and stability must 
be achieved by avoiding the possible conflicts generated by the different social and 
cultural claims, resorting to the theory and practice of the united front serves to revive 
a historical ‘revolutionary’ pedigree to cover up for that socialist state corporatism that 
seems to be an enduring facet of China’s modernisation path. 
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50
乌托邦
Utopia
OU Ning 
(Translated by Christian SORACE)

China today is defined by the rise of the so-called middle class, penetration of 
the market economy into all domains of life, and orientation toward practical 
benefit. Especially in the rash and ruthless populist undertones of online 

public opinion, the word ‘utopia’ is not only used to criticise the political catastrophe 
of the Mao  era, but also to satirise and mock today’s socially unrealistic deliriums 
and daydreams, monstrosities and abnormalities that run counter to the mainstream. 
In these days, people are ashamed to earnestly discuss utopia, let alone act on utopian 
ideas. 

Times indeed have changed. Only when danger is imminent and everything is on the 
verge of collapse do people begin to urgently ponder and search for an alternative plan. 
Utopia calls to mind a cheerful earth that is elsewhere, a negation of reality. If people 
find this prospect dull, it is perhaps because their lives are calm and orderly, and it 
quite simply does not speak to their interests. Or, because it negates reality, perhaps 
it touches the red line of discourse before which people suppress their voices to protect 
themselves. In China, discussing utopia requires bravery; putting it into practice 
requires power. 

The Seeds of Utopia 

After learning of the Japanese author Saneatsu Mushanokōji’s ‘new village-ism’ 
(atarashiki-mura, xincunzhuyi) through Zhou Zuoren in the early 1920s, the young 
Mao Zedong thought about organising a ‘work-study mutual aid group’ (gong du 
huzhu tuan) with his compatriots in order to build a new village utopia at the base of 
Mount Yuelu in Changsha.1 Due to the constraints of that particular time in history, 
this process never gained traction. Instead, Mao would have to wait until the 1950s—
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after he obtained the power to govern China by means of violent revolution—to act 
on his utopian impulse, which took the form of people’s communes (renmin gongshe) 
(see Gao’s essay in the present volume). 

If Mao’s ambition only resembled the small-scale utopian experiment pursued by 
intellectuals of the Shirakaba-ha (literally, ‘White Birch Society’) deep in the mountains 
of Miyazaki prefecture in Japan, the impact on society would be limited to the scale of 
a community.2 But propelled by Mao’s power, people’s communes sprung up in a vast 
political campaign and the entire country was transformed into a utopian experimental 
laboratory. By concentrating the means of production, militarising management, 
and enforcing collective labour, people’s communes thoroughly eradicated the social 
structure of China’s clan-based villages and the tradition of small peasant production 
methods. The laziness of human nature was indulged by imitating the system of 
‘communal feeding’ (daguofan) of Zhang Lu, a Han Dynasty warlord, with its principle 
of ‘setting up shelters for those in need of meat and drink’ (qi yishe, zhi mirou). Although 
the construction of water conservation works left a legacy for collective agriculture, by 
the end of the 1970s fields were no longer cultivated and lay in waste. It was peasants 
from Fengyang county in Anhui province, who had suffered untold miseries during the 
Great Leap Forward, that finally sparked the bottom-up reform of ‘fixing farm output 
quotas for each household’ (baochandaohu) that eventually put an end to the era of the 
people’s communes.3 

Almost all utopian experiments on earth end in failure. Although the origins of Mao’s 
utopian thinking can be traced back to small anarchist groups from the end of the 
nineteenth century, Mao magnified utopia at the national scale. When Mao in practice 
merged the communist principle ‘from each according to ability, to each according to 
need’ (ge jin suo neng, an xu fenpei) with Kang Youwei’s explication of the Confucian idea 
of ‘great unity’ (datong)—that is, a utopian vision in which everything is in its proper 
place and peace prevails (see Craig A. Smith’s essay in the present volume)—a disaster 
was born.4 In humanity’s infancy, when population was scarce and natural resources 
were abundant, it was possible to form small-scale societies that practiced communist 
mutual aid and emphasised morality. But with the rapid increase of population, the 
proliferation of ethnic communities, and the growing diversification of interests, 
the ideal society of ancient times vanished into smoke. As early as the Warring States 
period (475–221 BCE), legalist thinker Han Fei wrote in the treatise Five Venoms: ‘Men 
of high antiquity strove for moral virtue; men of middle times sought out wise schemes; 
men of today vie to be known for strength and spirit.’5 To enlarge the ideals of a small 
society to the scale of a whole nation is like using one’s childhood experience in the 
adult world. When such a brittle utopia collides with reality, it inevitably shatters into 
fragments. 

Utopian Traces in the World 
 
The Chinese word for utopia (wutuobang) has two synonyms: ‘ideal state’ (lixiang guo) 

and ‘nowhere place’ (wuyou xiang), meaning something nearly impossible to discern 
in the real world. For this reason utopia is in itself a discourse outside of time and 
space, an action that is unlikely to be realised. If utopia is put into action, it is destined 
to be connected with failure. Beginning with Sir Thomas Moore’s sixteenth-century 
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treatise Utopia, a school of utopian thought arose in England, culminating in Robert 
Owen’s New Lanark experiment in Scotland and his commune in New Harmony, 
Indiana, in the early 1800s.6 Owen devoted his life to improving the environment for 
workers, nurturing their character, and creating a new society in which, to use once 
again the words of Han Fei, ‘no rich rewards were doled out, no harsh punishments 
were administered.’7 Throughout the rest of the nineteenth century, which was the 
age in which all kinds of experimentation were possible, numerous other efforts to 
build utopias arose, most of which were short-lived, but which nevertheless often had 
significant implications for society going forward. 

In the United States, the Shaker Village (1805–1910) and the Oneida Community 
(1848–80) were distinguished by their rejection of the nuclear family and private 
ownership of property. This rejection manifested itself differently in each community, 
as asceticism in one, and complex marital arrangements in the other.8 However, these 
communities were unable to stave off the pressures from orthodox Christianity and the 
vigour of industrial capitalism. Entering the twentieth century, these formerly shocking 
practices were generally covered in dust and forgotten by mainstream society (despite 
the persistence of some like the Amish). After World War II, this kind of small-scale 
utopian project reappeared in two distinct responses to the crisis of Western society of 
that era: first in B. F. Skinner’s novel Walden Two published in 1948, and later in the social 
movements of the 1960s and 1970s symbolised by the hippie commune.9 After Trump’s 
rise to power in 2016, numerous books on utopian practices have been published. 
Even before this present crisis, globally there has been an intermittent accumulation 
of experimental small-scale ecological villages and intentional communities, which 
represent the evolution of utopia in the contemporary era. It would seem that the 
moment to discuss utopia is, once again, upon us. 

Utopian Violence 

At the time when Mao turned to violent revolution, there were still several intellectuals 
who attempted to improve society by other means. Although intellectuals involved 
in the Rural Reconstruction Movement (xiangcun jianshe yundong) of the 1920s and 
1930s seldom invoked the discourse of utopia, the desire to challenge the cruelty of 
that period’s realities had a certain shade of utopian thinking. Activists such as Y. C. 
James Yen and Liang Shuming attempted to transform China through mass education 
and moderate social experimentation.10 Although they shared the same starting point 
of dissatisfaction with the state of the world as Mao Zedong, they selected different 
paths. In response to historical conditions, Mao’s belief in Marxism became an 
ideological pretext for revolutionary mobilisation; utopia was shelved as a remote ideal 
and the urgent needs of political reality became a ‘you die, I live’ factional struggle for 
power. Subsequently, the Rural Reconstruction Movement was abruptly cut short by 
the Japanese invasion of China. It ended in failure, whereas Mao’s violent revolution 
succeeded. 

After seizing state power, Mao had a free hand to start building his utopia. Liang 
Shuming remained in China only to be persecuted in ideological campaigns; 
Y. C. James Yen went to the Philippines where he strove to internationalise the Rural 
Reconstruction Movement. As described earlier, people’s communes transformed China 
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into a place in which the people had no way to survive. After Mao’s death, the adoption 
of the Household Responsibility System (jiating lianchan chengbao zerenzhi) broke up 
collective agriculture and land-use rights were returned to the hands of farmers. For 
an ephemeral moment, there was vitality in the countryside, which was soon to be 
extinguished by the urbanisation movement that would swallow agricultural land and 
atomise the peasantry. In the new millennium, the problems of the countryside have 
returned, giving rise to a New Rural Reconstruction Movement (xin xiangcun jianshe 
yundong) (see Day’s essay in the present volume).11 This new version originated among 
intellectuals outside of the state system, as a continuation of the historical experiments 
of Yen and Liang, in an attempt to find new methods to address contemporary problems. 

In the Deng Xiaoping era, the tanks that rolled into Tiananmen Square cleared a path 
for neoliberal economics to enter China. After Deng Xiaoping’s Southern Tour in 1992, 
China was transformed from a political society into a consumer society. The trauma 
of 1989 was forgotten as people threw themselves into the business of making money. 
The reform of state-owned enterprises plunged millions of workers into unemployment; 
due to the opening and expansion of real estate markets, farmers lost their land; economic 
construction consumed natural resources and intensified ecological destruction; and 
social wealth was redistributed resulting in a staggering gap between rich and poor. 
The concentration of China’s population in megacities has hollowed out its villages. 
But China’s growing urban middle class is filled with discontent over the struggle to 
find work, traffic congestion, air pollution, and competition over limited educational 
resources. In response, a trend of counterurbanisation (ni chengshihua) has begun. 

The Danger of Utopia

The New Rural Reconstruction Movement was initiated by Wen Tiejun, a well-
known professor at Renmin University, as an attempt to reverse the dire realities of 
China’s urban-rural situation. It proposes to reconstruct a positive and mutually 
interactive relationship between the rural and urban, motivate young people to return 
to the countryside, establish ‘mutual aid societies’ (huzhushe) in different village 
areas, develop ecological agriculture, and form community colleges that follow in the 
tradition of Yen’s practice of mass education.12 In addition to taking care of people left 
behind in the villages, it also attaches importance to communities of migrant workers 
struggling to survive in the city. Aspects of this project have been extremely successful, 
while others have failed and been shut down. Although he does not define his efforts 
as utopian, and views himself as pragmatically working at the frontlines of rural 
communities, Wen Tiejun is associated with contemporary China’s leftist intellectual 
pedigree because of his opposition to neoliberalism and pursuit of social fairness. For 
this reason, some of his ‘failed’ projects have dismissively been labelled as ‘utopian.’ 

Whether in China or abroad, utopian experiments often take place in the countryside. 
The reason for this perhaps comes from the distance of rural life from the imagination 
of the urban mainstream: it is either wilderness or a place that has preserved the traces 
of humanity’s infancy. In reality, an untouched ‘place beyond civilisation’ (huawai zhi 
di) already ceased to exist in ancient times, let alone in post-Mao China. Rural areas do 
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not have fewer problems than cities, and are fully intertwined in the contradictions of 
Chinese society. For this reason, most efforts to improve rural areas in isolation from 
the city have been derided as ‘utopian.’ 

Among the numerous approaches to practicing the New Rural Reconstruction 
Movement, the Bishan Project is perhaps the only one not to be ashamed to admit its 
utopian orientation.13 In 2010, this project took root in Bishan village, Yi county, Anhui 
province, beginning with the renovation of tattered old houses and their conversion into 
living and work spaces, as well as a newly established bookstore, library, and art centre. 
The project also conducted research on village history and traditional handicrafts, 
organised large-scale cultural and art activities, provided work opportunities for 
volunteers returning to the countryside, and helped villagers increase their incomes by 
using Taobao and Airbnb—until Beijing shut it down in 2016. 
The Bishan Project was not the same as the Mao era’s state-led mobilisation of 

youth and intellectuals to go ‘down to the countryside’ (xiaxiang) to work and reform 
themselves through labour. And its utopian direction was also distinct from the large-
scale people’s communes of the Mao era. Rather, it was founded voluntarily after much 
consideration and reflection on the urbanisation crisis and agricultural situation. 
Moreover, it was based on a survey of the explorations of individuals and small groups 
in different historical periods from all over the world. That being said, Bishan was unable 
to incorporate some of the historical experiences and experiments in horizontal living 
arrangements from other places, which would be non-starters in China’s atmosphere 
of political control. 

In contemporary China there can be no genuine utopian practices, only utopian 
discourses. But sometimes even words themselves can disappear.
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51
妇女解放
Women’s Liberation
WANG Lingzhen

Different from the concept of women’s liberation articulated and practiced within 
the capitalist system—which focuses on middle-class individualism, female 
independent consciousness, and equal political and legal rights between men 

and women—socialist women’s liberation aims to dismantle the capitalist political-
economic structure that (re)produces not only gender hierarchy, but also class, racial, 
and regional inequalities. The socialist theory of women’s liberation does not separate 
women’s issues from other structural inequalities, arguing that women’s oppression 
cannot be resolved if political-economic oppression continues. As an extraordinary 
feminist movement that eventually helped establish a socialist country where gender 
and class equality became the norm, Chinese socialist women’s liberation particularly 
promoted an integrated, proletarian-oriented, and mass-participatory approach to the 
women’s movement. In addition to class revolution and anti-feudal cultural revolution, 
Chinese socialist women’s liberation is tied to the modern third world national 
independence movement and international socialist anti-imperialist endeavours. 
It endorses historical materialism, questioning any ahistorical naturalisation or 
culturalisation of women’s oppression. Women’s liberation, according to socialist theory 
and practice, is a long and complicated process because it is interlocked with liberation 
of all social subjects, which would amount to a total dismantlement and transformation 
of capitalist and other forms of patriarchal socioeconomic structures at both local and 
global levels.

Since the late 1970s and early 1980s, however, socialist feminist practice in general—
and Chinese socialist women’s liberation in particular—have been challenged by 
feminist scholars in both the West and China. Western Cold War ideology combined 
with the Western post–Second Wave feminist, especially radical feminist, repudiation 
of Marxist theory and the left-wing movement in the 1970s have played a powerful role 
in (re)orienting Western scholarship on women’s liberation in the Chinese Revolution. 
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In the Chinese context, the new ideology of economic reform implemented by 
the Party-state toward the end of the 1970s also, in its apparent de-legitimisation of the 
Cultural Revolution, swept aside some central socialist principles, including gender 
and class equality. The rise of the neoliberal trend of governance among both developed 
and developing countries—as well as the global intellectuals’ general (re)turn to 
depoliticised cultural and ‘bourgeois’ values such as individual liberty, privacy, 
and justice in the 1980s—further undermined and discredited the socioeconomic and 
political achievements of socialist women’s liberation in history.1 

In this neoconservative and market-dominated transnational context, Western 
feminist scholarship started asking the question: ‘Did socialism liberate women?’ 
Or, more directly: ‘Why has socialism not liberated women in China?’2 This quickly 
developed into a new scholarly trend, reversing the general direction of Western Second 
Wave feminist socioeconomic engagement in the 1960s and 1970s, especially retreating 
from its structural critique of capitalism. Whereas some scholars have argued that this 
reversal from idealisation to denigration of socialist China reflected more the changes 
in Western politics than anything directly to do with China,3 the rhetorical question 
of whether socialism can liberate women became transnational and pervasive in the 
1980s and 1990s, and much feminist research in the United States and in China ‘has 
directed itself to this question.’4 This new trend by no means suggested a historical 
and geopolitical inquiry into the meaning and process of women’s liberation in the 
Chinese Revolution. On the contrary, it worked to interrogate the socialist theory and 
practice of women’s liberation from liberal, individualistic, separatist feminist and 
Cold War standpoints generated and practiced in the capitalist system. That is to say, 
the integrated, proletarianised, and institutionalised approach of Chinese socialist 
feminism to women’s issues was dismissed as non-feminist both outside and inside 
China in the 1980s because it does not promote individualistic, autonomous, and 
essential female cultural values. 

Starting from the early 1990s, when the end of the Cold War showcased the 
triumph of Western capitalism, accelerating the development of global neoliberalism 
and the transnational market, women’s status and the feminist emancipatory 
vision of women’s liberation have steadily deteriorated. At the same time, however, 
brought together by transnational capitalist forces, particularly the multilevel crisis 
produced by neoliberalism  and marketisation at the global scale, feminist scholars 
and activists around  the world have begun to probe the dangerous liaison between 
contemporary (post–Second Wave) feminist practices, neoliberalism, and free 
market fundamentalism.5 This served to reactivate the socioeconomic insight and 
international legacy of the Second Wave feminist movement, particularly socialist 
feminism.6 At this critical juncture, it is important to reassess the history and legacy, 
as well as the limitations of Chinese socialist women’s liberation to renew systematic 
critiques of capitalism, to restore the integrated socialist emancipatory vision of the 
future, and to forge a transnational feminist alliance to confront global neoliberalism. 
A critical revisiting of the socialist theory and practice of women’s liberation in history 
should also inspire us to combine feminist concerns of culture and ethics with political-
economic structural practice, projecting an alternative model for the post–Cold War 
world.
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How Chinese Socialist Women’s Liberation Came to Be

The global spread of Western feminisms in the late nineteenth century, especially 
across China and other third world countries, was a direct result of Western imperialism, 
capitalist expansion, and colonial modernity. Not all feminist ideas and practices, 
however, would take root and grow under local conditions. A variety of feminisms, 
including liberal, anarchist, evolutionary and eugenic, and Marxist, appeared during 
China’s transition from a dynastic system to a modern nation-state, yet only those 
feminisms that were institutionalised locally, or Sinicised through political, social, and 
economic practices, would become an integrated force in modern Chinese history.

Chinese socialist women’s liberation developed from urban liberal and Marxist 
feminist discourses of the May Fourth Movement, embracing both individualist and 
socialist ideas about women’s liberation.7 As a critical cultural discourse, Marxist 
feminism in the early May Fourth Movement called for women’s participation 
in social production and political governance; the abolition of private property 
ownership and capitalism; transition from a middle class (bourgeois) women’s rights 
movement to working class women’s economic and gender liberation; and socialism 
as the sociopolitical foundation for women’s liberation.8 It was, however, not until the 
establishment of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in July 1921 that Marxist and 
feminist ideas were adopted by a political organisation that unequivocally committed 
itself to socialist feminist practice. 
The CCP, at its Second Congress in 1922, passed a ‘Resolution on the Women’s 

Movement,’ formal guidelines for organised feminist activities that highlighted the 
Chinese women’s movement as an integral part of broader proletarian liberation as 
well as anti-imperialist and anti-feudal struggles.9 The Party continuously pursued 
this basic policy of uniting struggles for women’s liberation with the socialist 
revolutionary movement.10 This theoretical and political clarification distinguished 
Chinese socialist feminism from all other feminist discourses imported into China 
at the time and paved the way for the institutional integration of Chinese women’s 
liberation into the Communist Revolution. The Chinese socialist women’s movement 
continued developing throughout the 1920s, directly engaging with the anti-imperialist 
movements, labour movements, and the Northern Expedition (1922–27), during which 
the Nationalists formed the First United Front with the CCP to exterminate regional 
warlords and reform political and economic institutions. In 1925, at the Fourth CCP 
Congress, a new ‘Resolution on the Women’s Movement’ was stipulated, stressing 
the central role of women workers and peasants in Party-led women’s movements.11 
In 1927, however, the Nationalists and the CCP split violently. The subsequent terror 
inflicted upon the CCP and women activists marked a dramatic turn in the history of 
socialist feminism in China. 
The late 1920s witnessed the Party’s most significant theoretical and practical 

transformations, including serious reflections on its feminist policy and affiliations. 
The CCP repositioned itself in relation to China’s large rural populations of women, 
rather than solely urban-based women workers. As part of the general Sinification of 
Marxist theory, this reflexive change ultimately reoriented Chinese socialist women’s 
liberation. 
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Mao Zedong’s 1927 ‘Report on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan,’ 
provided the initial and most important theoretical argument for both peasant 
revolution and socialist feminism in the Chinese context. In this document, Mao 
famously described how Chinese men (peasants) are oppressed by political authority, 
clan authority, and religious authority, while women, in addition to these three 
authorities, ‘are also dominated by men [the authority of the husband].’ The political 
authority of the landlord, according to Mao, underpinned the three other systems of 
authority. Therefore, dismantling these economic relations and overthrowing the power 
of the landlord marked the first step in the process of breaking down the traditional 
social system. For the first time in Chinese history, peasant women were represented as 
those most oppressed in China’s political, economic, religious, and social systems, and 
were tied explicitly to the Chinese communist revolutionary cause. Moreover, being the 
most subjugated group, peasant women, together with peasant men, were perceived as 
historical agents in the proletarian revolution that would bring structural changes to 
China.

In 1928, the Sixth CCP Congress passed a resolution prioritising the development of 
a peasant women’s movement. According to this resolution, because female peasants 
remained at the bottom of China’s rural socioeconomic system, the CCP must 
‘recognise that peasant women were the most active revolutionary force’ and therefore 
must recruit them into general peasant organisations.12 The recognition among CCP 
leaders of the potential power of peasant women helped establish women’s liberation as 
a core component of future communist revolution. 

By the time the Jiangxi-Fujian Soviet Republic, a Chinese communist base, was 
established in 1931, certain CCP members had formed a relatively coherent platform to 
address the combined issues of nationalism, class, and gender in the Chinese context, 
while keeping with general Marxist tradition. At this early stage, women’s liberation 
began to be systematically institutionalised and integrated into the Chinese Communist 
Revolution. First and foremost, the Soviet Republic’s Constitution, proclaimed by the 
first All-China Congress in Ruijin, Jiangxi, guaranteed equal rights for the working 
masses and the complete emancipation of women: 

All workers, peasants, Red Army soldiers, and all toilers and their families, 
without distinction of sex, religion, or nationality shall be equal before the 
Soviet law, and shall be citizens of the Soviet Republic. 

It is the purpose of the Soviet government of China to guarantee the 
thorough emancipation of women; it recognises freedom of marriage and 
will put into operation various measures for the protection of women, 
to enable women gradually to attain the material basis required for their 
emancipation from the bondage of domestic work, and to give them the 
possibility of participating in the social, economic, political, and cultural life 
of the entire society.13 

The Soviet Republic also established concrete laws to enforce equality in status and 
participation. These new legal codes ‘specifically affected the position of women in 
marriage and the family, and in their relationship to the land, the factory, and new 
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political institutions.’14 For the first time in modern Chinese history, women’s social 
emancipation was promoted together with their economic and material emancipation. 
Implementation of these newly established laws was particularly emphasised, as the 
CCP fully understood ‘it was not enough just to introduce new legislation, it had 
to be put into practice.’15 Special women’s departments were established in all Party 
organisations, along with local women’s congresses to preside over women workers. 
Literacy classes and training courses were provided as well, to coach women activists in 
leadership techniques and to break down traditional gendered divisions of labour. Such 
opportunities enabled a significant number of women to step out of their homes and, 
for the first time, participate in political and economic activities.16 In short, the CCP’s 
policies of 1931 and their implementation set the course for the institutionalisation and 
integrated development of the peasant women’s movement in the soviet areas.17 

During this same Soviet Republic period, the CCP also developed intensive, periodic 
mass campaigns to directly confront local resistance to the women’s movement 
reinforcing its institutionalisation. The Jiangxi Soviet’s particular circumstances—
that is, the establishment of a radically new and modern political power base in an 
underdeveloped and relatively isolated agrarian area—were extremely irregular. 
Deeply ingrained Confucian family values rendered certain feminist ideas, especially 
women’s freedom to marry and divorce, completely alien even among peasant women 
themselves. The offensives of the Nationalist Party military further prevented long-term 
and orderly education and implementation of socialist feminist policies. As a result, 
short-term, intensive political campaigns and mass mobilisations were adopted as 
revolutionary practices, especially during politically and militarily unstable periods 
(see Li’s essay in the present volume).18 This mass mobilisation approach developed 
into the mass line organisation and governance of the late 1930s and 1940s, a signature 
style of CCP leadership, which continued into the socialist period (see Lin Chun’s essay 
in the present volume). Chinese socialist feminist institutionalisation from early on was 
accompanied by this unique mass mobilisation approach. Periodic mass campaigns 
might appear temporary and informal but in fact played a critical role in spreading 
socialist feminist ideas, challenging traditional gender perceptions among the rural 
masses and mobilising women to participate in the Party, politics, and production.19 
In addition, mass campaigns also resulted in the CCP recalibrating political ideology 
and organisational tactics in response to inspiration from the masses.20 They further 
helped the CCP battle dogmatism, bureaucratism, and commandism within the Party, 
adjusting and revising its policies based on concrete historical situations.

Socialist feminist practice in the Jiangxi Soviet Republic was in many aspects 
experimental, testing an array of ideas, policies, legal implementations, and local 
conditions in a particular rural area of southern China. Nevertheless, the Republic’s 
multilevel, institutional, and mass configuration created a model for feminist practice 
in socialist revolution that would continue after the People’s Republic of China was 
established in 1949.21

The recognition of the critical role of rural women in socialist revolution catalysed 
the Jiangxi Soviet’s integrated institutionalisation of socialist feminism and the CCP’s 
mass line, leading to the Party’s continued reflections on and revisions of its policy 
and practice of the women’s movement. To a large extent, Chinese women’s liberation 
became a crucial criterion for the CCP to measure the effect and success of Chinese 
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socialist revolution. In 1931, the Party conducted an extensive assessment of the 
women’s movement in the Soviet area and discovered a great number of issues caused 
mostly by the reluctance of local intermediate and lower-level leadership in promoting 
the interests of peasant women, as well as their political and economic participation. 
New policies were thus implemented to change the situation, including the facilitation 
of better organising and recruiting of women into local leadership positions.22 In 1934, 
Mao Zedong, after investigating women’s work in the Zhongyang district, criticised the 
local record. He concluded that women’s specific interests were ignored in the general 
policymaking, and attention to women’s education was insufficient, particularly with 
regard to efforts to explain new policies to peasant and working women. Mao then 
offered concrete suggestions for better attending to local women’s needs and connecting 
their interests to other political problems.23 

From 1937 to 1941, the women’s movement in the more conservative and less 
developed northwestern Shan-Gan-Ning Border Region experienced certain setbacks. 
With the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War (7 July 1937) and the subsequent 
formation of the Second United Front (1937–45) between CCP and the Nationalist 
Government, the overall revolutionary policy prioritised the war effort as well as the 
unification of different social classes and forces.24 In the late 1930s, however, the CCP 
already noticed stagnation in women’s work and a 1939 Party resolution made an 
urgent request to recruit more women:

Women constitute half of the population of China. Without women’s 
participation in the revolution, the revolution cannot succeed. The number 
of women workers in the Party is too small at present, primarily because 
not enough attention has been paid by the Party. The Party must today 
emphasise the task of absorbing into its ranks revolutionary peasant women 
and women intellectuals in great numbers … .25

By mid-1941, Party leaders had discovered more problems in the women’s movement 
and the 1941 elections in the Shan-Gan-Ning Border Region were consequently 
coordinated with a campaign for women’s rights. On 26 February 1943, as a part of 
both the Rectification Campaign against Dogmatism within the CCP and the CCP’s 
effort to deploy the mass line approach to revolution, the Central Committee issued 
a new policy for women, actively addressing the existing problems and mobilising 
women to participate in economic production and war efforts. As Patricia Jackal wrote: 
‘There was a consistent effort throughout the Yan’an period to move women toward 
equality by bringing them out of the confines of their traditional lives and, in each 
stage, involving them in larger groups with broader concerns.’26 The CCP’s continued 
reflection and revision of its revolutionary and feminist policy showcased the Party’s 
recognition of the indispensability of the women’s movement to the overall revolution. 
The integration of women’s work into the socialist revolution was thus key to advancing 
both Chinese women’s causes and communist revolution in modern China.
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Interdependence between Chinese Socialist Revolution and Women’s Liberation

One fundamental topic that deserves additional emphasis in a critical review of 
Chinese socialist women’s liberation concerns the interdependence and integration 
of the socialist revolution and the proletarian women’s movement in modern China. 
This interdependence does not simply reflect the Marxist theoretical proposition that 
women’s liberation is part of the overall proletarian revolution; more importantly, it 
reveals the broader geopolitical and socioeconomic condition that entailed the mutual 
support between Chinese socialist revolution and feminism for their survival and future 
success. Of all the major, modern revolutionary ideas introduced to rural China by the 
CCP in the late 1920s, feminism and women’s liberation appeared most alien to Chinese 
peasants, both men and women.27 In the context of long-standing Confucian traditions, 
a devastated rural economy, and geographical and social isolation, granting women 
equal rights to social and public production, political participation, and governance 
was extremely radical. Local resistance first appeared as early as the beginning years 
of the Jiangxi Soviet period.28 Adjustments to the implementation of socialist feminist 
policies were not a choice or bargain the CCP negotiated, but rather the only option 
presented by the historical reality. This conflict clearly demonstrates how gender issues 
and feminist questions cannot be addressed in isolation from other social, political, 
and economic conditions. In the China of the 1920s to 1940s, especially in rural areas, 
to stress the ‘independence’ and ‘autonomy’ of feminist movements would further 
estrange feminism from local populations, destining women’s liberation to failure from 
the start.29 The integration of feminism into the Chinese socialist revolution, class 
struggle, nationalist revolution, and economic development, proved essential to the 
survival of feminism in the Chinese context. 
The other side of this interdependence requires emphasis as well. The success of 

the Chinese socialist revolution would be inconceivable without the CCP’s rigorous 
feminist policies and practice. Fully aware that the revolution needed both peasant 
men and women, rural-oriented CCP leaders at the turn of the 1920s and in the 1930s 
did not position themselves as external liberators of rural Chinese women. Rather, 
they reenvisioned male and female peasants as the Party’s core revolutionary subjects. 
As Kathy LeMons Walker points out: ‘The new direction in the women’s movement 
was an essential part of the Party’s general effort to integrate itself with the rural 
populace.’30 Chinese socialist revolution would not have succeeded without the CCP’s 
dedication to socialist women’s liberation. Those who argue that the CCP simply 
compromised its feminist stance when conflicts arose with (peasant) men have ignored 
the crucial fact that neither class nor gender was dispensable for the Chinese socialist 
revolution. Class and gender equality constitutes the very goal of socialist revolution, 
and peasant and working men and women served as the central force in carrying out 
the revolution. A CCP document published in 1930 explicitly argued for the Chinese 
women’s movement as ‘an indispensable arm of the revolutionary struggle as a whole.’31 
Pressured by national crises, the Nationalists’ military offensives, and conservative 
forces in various areas, the CCP sometimes had to ‘compromise’ on both class and 
gender issues, but such manoeuvrings do not suggest fundamental concessions.32 
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In practice, it was the CCP’s dogmatic faction, which ignored Chinese conditions by 
stubbornly insisting on Marxist theories of urban working class struggle and Russian 
experiences, which had risked destroying the revolutionary force in the Jiangxi Soviet.33 

While illustrating the interdependence between Chinese socialist feminism and 
socialist revolution, I also want to highlight the fact that Chinese socialist feminism 
had its own limitations. Theoretically, international socialist feminism has been both 
enabled and constrained by Marxist theory on gender, which stipulates that social 
production is key to women’s liberation and that the elimination of private property 
would automatically address both class and gender issues. As feminist scholars have 
already pointed out, structural transformation brought about by the capitalist mode 
of production did challenge and shake the traditional gender division of labour, but it 
generated a new public form of patriarchy and a different gender division of labour.34 
Even in the socialist period after the completion of nationalisation and collectivisation, 
traditional ideas and practices, although much reduced in the urban public and official 
space, remained active in some private and local rural areas. At the same time, Marxist 
theory’s dismissal of women’s roles in reproduction and domestic labour led to gender 
blindness in its materialist approach to history. This theoretical oversight resulted in the 
lack of adequate policies to address women’s double burden in socialist society. Finally, 
Marxist theory, based on the European model, is limited in providing guidelines for 
anti-colonial, socialist, and feminist revolutions taking place in third world areas. 

In the context of the Chinese socialist revolution, the combination of an 
underdeveloped agrarian economy, a largely illiterate rural population, and a deeply 
entrenched Confucian culture, all in a semicolonial state with endless wars and military 
conflicts, presented considerable local challenges to feminism in practice. The CCP 
encountered various kinds of obstacles and resistance including from its own members 
when it implemented certain policies to forward the women’s movement. Clearly, 
feminist practices do not transcend their historical conditions, nor can they stand alone, 
independent from China’s political, socioeconomic, and cultural transformations. 
Many of the limitations of socialist feminism, including those occurring in Mao’s China, 
are tied to the limits of China’s socialist revolution and the overall socioeconomic 
and geopolitical conditions. The idea that feminism(s) should independently address 
a universal set of issues across the globe, and the assumption that socialist revolution 
should solve all ‘women’s questions’ raised from the universalised Western perspective 
regardless of historical conditions, only manifest an imperialist Cold War stance in 
transnational studies of women and socialist revolution. 

Nationalisation of Gender Equality and Mainstream Proletarian Feminist Culture

With the consolidation of the communist victory in China after 1949, socialist 
women’s  liberation evolved into an officially promoted and mass participated 
mainstream discourse and practice. On 24 March 1949, shortly after the CCP took 
control of Beijing, the First Chinese National Women’s Congress convened, and the 
formation of the All-China Federation of Democratic Women (ACDWF, later changed 
to ACWF in 1957) was announced. The Marxist materialist view of women’s liberation, 
which espouses women’s direct participation in social production, constituted one of 
the central principles of socialist China’s feminist policy.35 Radical changes also followed 
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the state’s nationalisation of gender and class equality, as well as the redefinition of 
women’s roles as socialist subjects in the early 1950s. More critically, Chinese socialist 
women’s liberation constituted a central force in advancing all aspects of the newly 
established socialist system. In addition to guiding the promulgation and implementation 
of new marriage laws (1950–53), and championing multidimensional gender equality 
and women’s special interests, socialist women’s liberation also integrated itself into 
other major state movements, such as land reform and collectivisation (1950–53), the 
Korean War (1950–53), early industrialisation (1950–55), literacy campaigns (1950–56), 
and the Great Leap Forward (1958–62). In 1955, Mao Zedong put forward the slogan 
‘Chinese women can hold up half the sky.’ The interconnectedness between feminism 
and other socialist practices also resulted in the emergence of a politically constructed 
proletarian public space that was essentially, and simultaneously, feminist and socialist.

Contrary to the conventional wisdom arising in the 1980s that claims Marxist or 
socialist feminism promotes socioeconomic redistribution and class equality at the 
expense of gender and cultural issues, Chinese socialist women’s liberation not only 
achieved socioeconomic gender equality but also sustained the blossoming of socialist 
feminist mass culture. Socialist feminist culture explicitly targeted feudalist and 
capitalist patriarchies and Chinese traditional culture, transforming social ethics and 
constructing proletarian and socialist female model figures in 1950s China and beyond. 

Chinese socialist feminist culture belonged to the political mainstream but grew 
from diverse international and domestic influences, changed over time, and produced 
various representations and aesthetics.36 In the widely circulated journal, Women in 
China (zhongguo funü), published by the All-China Women’s Federation, socialist 
women articulated varying senses of agency and critical concerns, incorporating and 
transforming the May Fourth and left-wing feminisms.37 But variations in Chinese 
socialist feminist culture do not suggest a lack of a coherent, central agenda. The idea 
and practice of ‘proletarianisation’ distinguished Chinese socialist feminism from 
earlier Chinese feminisms, as well as from feminism practiced in other countries.38 
Socialist public representation of new roles for working class women, such as tractor 
drivers, train dispatchers, and high pressure welders, illustrated ‘the arrival of a socialist 
modernity contingent upon shattering the fetters of Confucian, feudal, and capitalist 
worldviews and their attendant patriarchal forms.’39 The first group of working class 
women who embodied socialist gender equality, empowering themselves with modern 
knowledge of heavy machinery, also brought socialist Chinese women to ‘the forefront 
of new national, international, and world orders.’40 

It is true that despite the abolition of private ownership and strong cultural 
campaigns  against patriarchy, certain gender and class issues remained in socialist 
China. But this truth should in no way cancel out the extensive and unprecedented 
progress made in women’s and proletarian liberations in world history. The development 
of Chinese socialist feminism in the post-1949 era was naturally a complex process, 
continuously manifesting a geopolitically constrained, socioeconomically conditioned, 
and culturally negotiated practice. Not all initiatives succeeded. The  Cold War 
economic and technological sanctions launched against China, for example, directly 
led to structural inequality between rural and urban areas and the persistence of certain 
gendered divisions of labour. 
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Socialist China’s experience has clearly illustrated that women’s liberation can by no 
means be achieved overnight or independently. The historical limitations of Chinese 
socialist feminism called for a continued, integrated, and expanded revolution even 
after the establishment of a socialist system. Today, as feminist movements have 
moved to restore a structural assault on the capitalist socioeconomic system, to 
forge transnational alliances over different geopolitical regions, and to develop an 
integrated emancipatory vision and approach, the practice of Chinese socialist women’s 
liberation—both its achievements and limitations—can offer us critically relevant 
insights and alternative imaginations.
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52
工作队
Work Team
Elizabeth J. PERRY

The common practice of deploying ‘work teams’ (gongzuodui or gongzuozu) 
to troubleshoot unexpected crises, implement developmental priorities, 
propagate official ideology, and monitor and discipline cadre corruption—

among other purposes—is a defining feature of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 
governance. Perhaps because work teams straddle the boundary between formal and 
informal institutions, however, they have received scant analytical attention. Although 
work teams figure prominently in narratives of almost all the major mass campaigns 
of the Mao era—Land Reform, Thought Reform, Anti-rightist, Four Cleans, Cultural 
Revolution, and so on—their continued importance in the post-Mao era has seldom 
been emphasised. And even for the Mao period we lack a clear understanding of when, 
why, and how such units were differentially deployed. Yet, arguably it is this mechanism 
more than any other that exemplifies China’s uniquely dexterous brand of authoritarian 
governance from its revolutionary days through to the present.1 

Putting the Mass Line into Practice

Work teams are ad hoc units that are appointed and directed by higher-level Party 
and government organs to advance a specific mission and, following a stint of intensive 
training, are dispatched to lower levels of the political system for a limited period of 
time to carry out their assignment by means of mass mobilisation (see Li’s essay in 
the present volume). Work teams are regarded as a key instrument for practicing the 
‘mass line’—Mao Zedong’s injunction to involve ordinary people in the articulation 
and implementation of Party policy (see Lin Chun’s essay in the present volume). The 
membership of these task forces, typically comprised of half a dozen or fewer people 
(but occasionally as small as a single individual or as large as a hundred or more), 
is designed to cut across normal bureaucratic and geographical lines. Work team 
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members are supposed to be outsiders to the places where they operate, are usually 
drawn from a variety of different organisations, and generally possess a wide range of 
experiences and skills. In most cases they include a substantial representation of Party 
members from various official agencies along with a significant number of intellectuals 
(zhishifenzi, usually university students and professors) as well as grassroots activists 
(jijifenzi). After undergoing a training programme (often lasting several weeks or 
more), which includes the study of new policy documents, sharing of experiences from 
other work teams, and familiarisation with the problems and particulars of the place to 
which they will be sent, work team members decamp to a village, factory, university, or 
other targeted site of operation. One of their first onsite activities is to convene a mass 
meeting to introduce their centrally mandated assignment and to identify potential 
local activists to help achieve their mission. 

Some of the most popular novels of the early People’s Republic of China (PRC), 
such as Ding Ling’s The Sun Shines over the Sangkan River (1954) and Zhou Libo’s 
The Hurricane  (1955), were based on the novelists’ own experiences as members of 
a land reform work team.2 Our most detailed and dramatic English-language eyewitness 
accounts of the Chinese Revolution, William Hinton’s Fanshen (1966) and Isabel 
and David Crook’s Ten Mile Inn (1979), were also drawn from the authors’ personal 
participation in work teams.3

These first-hand accounts by Chinese and foreigners alike suggest that work team 
members find their service to be a memorable—sometimes even transformative—
experience. Diaries, memoirs, novels, and other writings and interviews of former 
team members generally describe their stint in a village, school, or factory as an eye-
opening adventure that enhanced understanding and empathy for the problems of 
ordinary people, increased appreciation of central policy goals, and heightened their 
sense of political engagement and efficacy. With so many of China’s leading officials 
and intellectuals having participated in multiple work teams over the years, the positive 
contribution to regime loyalty and legitimacy would seem to be considerable.

But work teams are more than a means of generating support among the political and 
intellectual elites. The contributions of work teams to PRC governance are manifold. 
In addition to promoting a particular higher-level agenda, and enlisting grassroots 
participation in advancing it, the teams provide a direct (albeit temporary) channel 
of communication between state and society. Ordinary people gain awareness of state 
priorities and propaganda while upper-level officials in turn glean information and 
insight into the concerns of citizens at the grassroots. As outside emissaries who report 
directly to higher government and Party agencies, thereby bypassing local cadres, the 
work teams also act as a powerful check on grassroots officials. Often they are authorised 
not only to monitor, but also to reprimand local cadres. They therefore play a major role 
in Party rectification and anti-corruption campaigns as well as in initiatives to further 
economic and development objectives (see Mertha’s essay in the present volume). 

Historical Origins

First deployed on a massive scale in conjunction with the Land Reform Campaign 
of 1947–53, work teams have precedents that can be traced at least as far back as the 
1920s, when the CCP—under the aegis of the First United Front with the Nationalist 
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Party (guomindang, hereafter GMD) and in response to the encouragement of Soviet 
advisors—first began to develop a systematic strategy for rural mobilisation. At the 
Peasant Movement Training Institute (PMTI) in Guangzhou, established in the 
summer of 1923 as an official GMD entity reporting to its Peasant Bureau, early 
communist organisers such as Peng Pai and Mao Zedong instructed and assigned fellow 
revolutionaries in a manner that anticipated the later formation of work teams.4 After 
receiving several months of intensive classroom and infield training, successful PMTI 
graduates would be sent back to their native places as ‘special emissaries’ (tepaiyuan) 
whose mission was to incite the local peasants to revolutionary action. They were 
responsible for instigating much of the violence of the Red Terror that accompanied 
the joint CCP-GMD Northern Expedition of 1926–27. 
These special emissaries prefigured the later practice of work teams in that they were 

selected and directed by an official agency—namely the GMD’s Peasant Bureau—to 
carry out a specific, centrally designated mass mobilisation effort. They were expected 
to spend at least six hours a day in their assigned villages, conducting investigations, 
and undertaking propaganda and organisation work. They were required to submit 
weekly reports to the Peasant Bureau and to return to the bureau’s headquarters in 
Guangzhou after each deployment to await instructions for the next assignment. 
The special emissaries differed from later work teams, however, in that they were for 
the most part single-person operations conducted by an ‘insider’ who had been chosen 
precisely because of his or her personal connections to the target sites. 
The use of special emissaries was somewhat reminiscent of the ancient practice 

of imperial commissioners (qinchai dachen), in which the Chinese emperor might 
deputise a trusted official to handle a pressing matter in the provinces by exercising 
ad hoc powers that trumped those of the regular bureaucracy. However, the proximate 
origins of special emissaries more likely stemmed from Russian than Chinese roots. 
The Guangzhou PMTI had been founded on the suggestion of Mikhail Borodin and his 
fellow sovetniki (Soviet agents in China) who also lectured at the Institute on Russian 
revolutionary practices of agitation and propaganda.5 At the same time, hundreds 
of left-leaning Chinese were being trained at the Sun Yat-sen University of the Toilers of 
the East in Moscow. In short, there were multiple conduits for the transmission of Soviet 
mobilisation techniques to China. Among the most important Bolshevik methods was 
the use of so-called ‘plenipotentiaries,’ agent provocateurs who had played a key role in 
both the Revolution of 1917 and the Civil War that followed in its wake. In the Soviet 
Union, individual plenipotentiaries—augmented by mobile groups from the Youth 
League and Trade Union such as Komsomol brigades, 25,000ers, shock brigades, and 
the like—would again be deployed a decade later to carry out a brutal campaign of 
collectivisation and dekulakisation in the countryside. 

Transformation

Whatever their origins, Chinese work teams underwent significant change over the 
course of Mao’s revolution and its aftermath. During the 1930s, ‘armed work teams’ 
(wuzhuang gongzuodui) were dispatched from communist headquarters in Jiangxi 
and Yan’an to conduct grain confiscation and recruit soldiers for the Red Army. In the 
Land Reform of the late 1940s and early 1950s, work teams orchestrated the emotional 
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‘speak bitterness’ struggles that preceded the liquidation of millions of landlords and 
rich peasants (see Javed’s essay in the present volume). They also spearheaded attacks 
against alleged counterrevolutionaries in the Suppression of Counterrevolutionaries 
(1950) and Three and Five Antis (1951–52) Campaigns. The violence of these early PRC 
campaigns was reminiscent of the ruthlessness with which collectivisation had been 
conducted in the Soviet Union, where plenipotentiaries were known for drunkenness, 
beatings, and a litany of other bad behaviours.6 Precisely because of their callous 
and uncontrolled conduct, however, plenipotentiaries and other mobile units were 
phased out of Soviet governance practice in the 1950s, in favour of adhering to regular 
bureaucratic procedures.7 In this same period, especially following the Sino-Soviet 
rift, the PRC further expanded and systematised its own use of work teams. Chinese 
work teams, in stark contrast to their Soviet counterparts, were subject to increasingly 
stringent training regimens designed to teach them how to stir up mass enthusiasm 
and engagement without allowing locales to descend into unbridled disorder. 

In the early years of the PRC, work teams were not only used for directing violence 
against designated ‘class enemies.’ They also successfully promoted a wide range of 
developmental efforts: public health initiatives such as small pox and schistosomiasis 
eradication, literacy campaigns, irrigation and flood control, and so forth. During the 
Four Cleans Campaign of the early 1960s, more than 3.5 million work team members 
were dispatched to villages across China to curb rural cadre corruption in the aftermath 
of the disastrous Great Leap Forward. In this period, virtually all upperclassmen 
at Chinese universities were mobilised to participate in Four Cleans teams. After 
undergoing a rigorous training programme, team members were sent to local sites to 
‘squat on a point’ (dundian) while practicing the ‘three togethers’ (santong) of living, 
eating, and working with the local residents.8 Even today, the Four Cleans teams are 
still remembered fondly by many elderly villagers for having acted as disciplined and 
empathetic ambassadors of Party central. By pointing the finger of blame for the terrible 
Great Leap Famine at ‘corrupt’ grassroots officials, work teams helped to convince 
ordinary villagers that the root cause of their suffering rested with the malfeasance of 
their own local leaders, rather than with Chairman Mao or the CCP. Thanks in part 
to the earnest efforts of dedicated Four Cleans team members, the PRC proved able to 
weather one of the worst famines in world history. 
The prominent role of work teams in the Four Cleans, operating under the aegis 

of then President Liu Shaoqi, became grounds for criticism a few years later during 
the Cultural Revolution. Work teams played a central part in the often violent ‘two-
line struggle’ between ‘left-wing’ and ‘right-wing’ factions that afflicted schools, 
universities, factories, and other state agencies at the outset of the Cultural Revolution. 
The introduction in 1968 of Mao Zedong Thought Propaganda Teams, composed 
primarily of workers and soldiers, appeared for a time to have ended the practice of 
pragmatic Party-sponsored work teams in favour of a new ideological entity under 
the direct control of Mao and the military. Mao Zedong Thought Propaganda Teams 
promptly demobilised the unruly student Red Guards and helped to restore social 
order.

In the early post-Mao period, Deng Xiaoping declared an end to mass campaigns, 
implying that—much as in the later years of the Soviet Union—ad hoc mobile units 
would no longer be used to supersede regular bureaucratic procedures in implementing 
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Party policy. In reality, however, work teams did not disappear from Chinese 
governance practice; they continued to play a key role in promoting a wide range of 
Party initiatives in post-Mao China. Family Planning Work Teams, Three Represents 
Work Teams, and New Socialist Countryside Work Teams, among others, served as 
critical conduits of policy implementation for Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin, and Hu 
Jintao respectively. Under Xi Jinping, the deployment of work teams has been further 
expanded. Precision Poverty Alleviation Work Teams fan out across the countryside 
to deliver material and financial relief to impoverished villages while repeated rounds 
of Discipline Inspection Teams descend upon university campuses and government 
agencies to ferret out corruption and ideological impurity. In conducting their centrally 
mandated operations, work teams continue to circumvent the formal bureaucracy in 
favour of enlisting ordinary people to assist in advancing the Party’s agenda. Although 
feared by local officials, work teams are generally welcomed by the populace at large 
as an effective means of checking grassroots governance abuses. The practice is surely 
not unrelated to the many public opinion surveys which reveal an extraordinary level 
of trust and support among ordinary Chinese for the central (as opposed to local) 
Party leadership. 

Achievements and Adaptation

Scholars of Soviet and Central European communism such as Valerie Bunce have 
pointed to flaws in the institutional design of those political systems as a prime 
explanation for their collapse.9 In terms of formal political institutions, however, the 
contemporary PRC does not differ appreciably from the former Soviet Union and its 
client states. Like them, it is a generic communist party-state complete with a central 
committee, politburo, people’s congresses, and so forth. Why then has the PRC not 
only survived, but even thrived? How has the CCP continued to govern with a flair for 
flexibility and responsiveness that eluded the European communist party-states? 

In terms of governance, one of the most salient differences between the PRC and its 
erstwhile European counterparts is the CCP’s effective deployment of well-trained work 
teams, capable of successfully communicating both top-down policies and bottom-up 
priorities. The teams allow the central leadership to cut through bureaucratic red tape 
and to establish direct contact with the people. The result is to accelerate the speed 
and spread of policy implementation while at the same time amplifying the centre’s 
awareness of grassroots preferences. The Party is thus better able to calibrate its policies 
to match popular proclivities. And ordinary people, in turn, feel an unusually close 
connection with the central authorities that redounds to the legitimacy and longevity 
of the communist regime. 

A practice imported from the Russian Revolution, yet much modified by Mao and 
his comrades over the course of the Chinese Revolution and its aftermath, work teams 
remain today one of the most important weapons in the CCP’s governance arsenal. 
Their strategic and flexible application help explain the CCP’s surprising ability to elude 
the fate that befell most formerly communist states, whose extinction is often attributed 
to their rigid and unresponsive political institutions. If, as Robert Putnam argues, 
vigorous civic engagement is what ‘makes democracy work’ by involving ordinary 
citizens in public life, then perhaps robust work teams are what ‘make (Chinese) 
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communism work’ by incorporating the masses into the Party’s itinerary.10 Just as we 
debate whether American civil society is strong enough to withstand the formidable 
challenges that currently beset liberal democracy, so we may ponder whether the 
continued deployment of work teams will prove sufficient to sustain an otherwise 
ossified communist party-state. Whatever the future may hold, one cannot deny the 
contributions of Maoist-style ad hoc governance to the survival and success of the CCP 
over a century of surprising achievement and adaptation.
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53
单位
Work Unit
Kevin LIN

The work unit (danwei) was the quintessential urban institution of Chinese state 
socialism. For the generations living through the 1950s to the 1970s, the work 
unit was much more than simply a workplace. Most aspects of people’s lives 

were deeply embedded in, and intimately connected to, a danwei, which structured not 
only their work, but also their benefits, housing, movement, and often their behaviour 
and thoughts. For many of them, the structural reform and closure of the work units 
in the 1980s and 1990s proved to be a traumatic experience, upending not only the 
certainties associated with lifelong employment and guaranteed incomes—the so-called 
‘iron rice bowl’ (tiefanwan)—but in many cases also tearing apart the social fabric of 
their entire communities. However, to the surprise of many observers, and in contrast 
to the global trend of neoliberalism, some danwei have not only survived the demise 
of state socialism, but prospered in postsocialist China—reorganised into the powerful 
conglomerates known as ‘central enterprises’ (yangqi) that today dominate strategic 
sections of the Chinese economy. 

The Building Block of State Socialism

Taken literally, danwei means ‘unit,’ shorthand for ‘work unit’ (gongzuo danwei). 
Aptly named, it constituted the basic building block of economic organisation in 
urban China during the Mao era. In its broadest sense, danwei encompasses a diverse 
range of institutions, including industrial factories, public institutions such as schools 
and hospitals, government departments, and other workplaces. Among them, the 
industrial work units, especially those in heavy industry, stand out as the prototype 
of the socialist workplace and were privileged over all others for their role in building 
socialism through their contribution to state-led industrialisation. Despite the post-
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Mao reforms, the term has remained part of daily vocabulary; it is not uncommon for 
people to refer to their workplace as a danwei, even though the danwei of today barely 
resembles its predecessor from the Mao era.

As an institution of social and industrial organisation, work units emerged in the late 
1950s, after the new state nationalised industries and pursued centralised economic 
planning and heavy industrialisation under the First Five-year Plan. It thus has been 
identified closely with both the Chinese state and its model of state socialism. But the 
danwei did not emerge from thin air. Aspects of the danwei, such as its functions and 
its authority relations, can be traced back to institutions of the first half of the twentieth 
century. From this perspective, rather than being an entirely new post-1949 socialist 
creation, multiple historical origins of the danwei—or at least close parallels—can be 
located in pre-communist financial institutions in the Republican era of the 1930s, in 
the labour movement led by skilled artisans between the 1920s and 1940s, in the rural 
revolutionary models of organisation in the communist base areas in the 1940s, and in 
the dominant communist industrial model available at the time: the Soviet industrial 
organisation.1 What emerged in the 1950s can thus be seen as a composite institution 
that borrowed from a range of communist and non-communist sources.2 

Despite the resemblances to a variety of institutions across time and space, the 
formation of the danwei in the Mao era represents something distinct. It simultaneously 
served as an economic, social, and political-ideological institution. To elaborate 
on a  classic formulation of its functions, the work unit may be best understood 
as combining an economic role within a centrally planned economy by supplying 
public goods, services, and commodities; a non-market redistributive social role by 
administering labour insurance and social security provisions to employees; and 
a political role by representing and managing the interests of workers.3 In addition 
to this, we may also emphasise the ideological role of the danwei in monitoring and 
moulding workers’ thoughts and behaviours in accordance with the official ideology, 
and mobilising employees for political campaigns.
This configuration of the work units reflects a non-capitalist form of social and 

economic organisation. In Chinese state socialism, economic relations were socially 
embedded in, and organised by, political institutions of the Party-state, rather than 
mediated by the market. These political institutions determined and regulated 
economic exchanges between economic units, as well as between economic units and 
individuals. According to Karl Polanyi, in a socially embedded economy, economic 
activity and the market operate within social institutions rather than social institutions 
being dominated by the market.4 Chinese state socialism is an extreme variant of such 
embedded economies. In work units, labour was not commodified: workers did not sell 
their labour power in a labour market as a commodity. Instead, labour was socially, as 
well as physically, embedded in the institution of the danwei. Workers’ life-chances were 
neither determined by, nor dependent on, the market, but on the state and bureaucratic 
apparatus, and on the priorities governing the danwei and society at large. This held 
mixed blessings.
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A Hidden Abode of Coercion and Exploitation

In the work unit, non-capitalist social relations did not necessarily mean freedom 
from exploitation or coercion. Production processes in the industrial work units 
were hardly distinguishable from their counterparts in capitalist economies. Indeed, 
although everything else seemed to change around it, little needed to be reorganised in 
the production processes during the reform of the work units in the 1980s and 1990s. 
Even without management by capitalist bosses, workers in the danwei were under 
dual pressure from leaders who acted both as managers of a productive enterprise 
and political leaders enforcing political control and ideological norms. Furthermore, 
the lifetime tenure and the comprehensive benefits only ever applied to the core, 
permanent employees. While danwei did provide employment security, they also tied 
workers to their units. Jobs were assigned and employees were bound to their danwei, 
unable to voluntarily leave unless they obtained permission. 

Moreover, substantive workplace democracy did not exist in the danwei. The trade 
unions from the 1950s onwards were tamed and subservient to the needs of economic 
efficiency (see Franceschini’s essay in the present volume). The supposed organ of 
workplace democracy, the Staff and Workers’ Representative Congress (zhigong 
daibiao dahui), ostensibly designed for employee consultations, rarely functioned 
as a mechanism of worker self-management.5 This is not to say that there were no 
constraints on leadership, or that workers could not exercise some degree of control. 
The state socialist ethos that privileged the historical role of the working class set limits 
on the disciplining and firing of workers by work unit leaders. What emerged in the 
danwei was a form of paternalism in which workers were dependent on their work 
units and management.6 

Despite the high level of control in work units, it would be wrong to assume that 
there was never organised dissent. Throughout the Mao era, at least some groups of 
workers took advantage of political opportunities to raise their voices and, in some 
instances, pose serious challenges to both managers and Party leaders. Strikes and 
worker-led protests erupted in the mid-1950s during the Anti-rightist Campaign, then 
again during the Cultural Revolution (most prominently in Shanghai), and yet again 
in the wake of Mao’s death.7 These groups demanded both economic improvement and 
a degree of political democracy. But the state ultimately proved to be intolerant of, 
and too powerful for, any independent organisation of workers against the authorities, 
and repeatedly crushed all such movements. By the end of the Mao era, despite their 
previously elevated symbolic status and economic position, workers lacked their own 
industrial and political organisations, and were ill-prepared for the subsequent reforms 
that would weaken their economic and social positions through the restructuring 
of the danwei.

From Work Units to National Champions

China’s economic reforms fundamentally dismantled work units as an institution 
of state socialism. The state partially withdrew from direct control of the danwei, 
separating politics from economic management, and subjecting work units to 
competitive market pressures.8 Never designed to be an economic institution that 
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could compete in a market economy, in the 1990s, many danwei went bankrupt, closed 
down, or were privatised. The work units that survived onslaught—often with a heavy 
dose of state support—still had to undergo internal restructuring that fundamentally 
changed how they operated, and what it meant to work for them. Lifetime employment 
was replaced by employment contracts, in a process of a progressive commodification 
of labour. Management became considerably more coercive toward workers. The state 
came to maintain control over labour relations in work units only indirectly, by means 
of industrial and labour policies and legislation, with much less direct intervention 
over the economy and society in general.9 The paternalism and organised dependency 
characteristic of the danwei in the Mao era was disrupted, with a more disorganised 
and despotic set of relations taking hold in the process of reform.10

What remains of the work unit today? The danwei has been transformed from an 
all-encompassing social, economic, and political-ideological institution embedded in 
a planned economy to a primarily economic institution. But those that remain state-
owned and managed by state agencies —such as the State-owned Assets Supervision 
and Administration Commission of the State Council—continue to serve the goals 
of the Party-state, and often receive preferential treatment and protection. There are 
also some traces of the former paternalism. In general, contemporary work units 
provide better employment benefits and job security in strategic sectors than their 
counterparts in the private sector, but have also sharply increased the use of casual 
workers. It remains difficult for management to arbitrarily dismiss employees, and the 
state acts to intervene to protect these units from market pressures—albeit, to varying 
degrees depending on the significance of the units and sectors. For these reasons, 
the new work unit has been compared to the organisation-oriented, ‘enterprise as 
community’ Japanese employment system,11 and the current formation is a result of 
a state-led strategy to turn danwei into national champions based on the model of the 
South Korean developmental state. As such, the largest work units, regrouped as central 
state-owned enterprises (yangqi), are some of the most dominant companies with 
monopolistic power in China. Four decades after the end of state socialism, the new 
work units continue to be central to the Chinese economy, and are developing global 
reach, contributing to China’s global strategy of infrastructure building and resource 
extraction. Yet, the danwei of state socialism is increasingly fading into the distance.
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Afterword
Jodi DEAN

Why is ‘communist’ unable to qualify political theory? We have democratic 
political theory, liberal political theory, republican political theory, 
conservative political theory, the indistinct placeholder ‘normative’ political 

theory—but communist political theory does not appear. Marxist political theory, 
Marxist-Leninist political theory, and even Marxist-Leninist-Maoist political theory 
are intelligible as types of inquiry, although in the twenty-first century they remain 
at the margins of most academic and activist discourse. The proper names Marx, 
Lenin, and Mao legitimate, to a degree, theorisations of political economy, concepts 
of political power, and analyses of the struggles of the oppressed—perhaps because 
their individuation of the knowledge gained through collective struggle makes them 
easier for those ensconced in the institutions and expectations of capitalist societies 
to swallow. Outputs of a man’s brain, his thinking and writing, are more palatable—
and more easily dismissed—than the revolutionary courage of hundreds of millions of 
people willing to kill and die to end their own exploitation and colonisation. Hence the 
radicality of an insistence on Chinese communism: the people and their struggles—
their heroic victories, lessons learned, excesses, and defeats—take centre stage as the 
subject and object of communist political theory. 

Radicality is risky. A specific challenge for communist political theory stems from 
the way its opponents (and some of its supporters) insist on reducing communist 
ideas to a few select historical examples. Inextricable from history, ‘communist’ fails to 
attain the level of abstraction necessary for a qualifier. It is inverted to refer to a state 
violence it aims to abolish. Gulags and famines take the place of the emancipatory 
egalitarian struggles of the oppressed. Pang Laikwan in this volume reminds us that 
Mao’s version of dialectical materialism emphasises humans’ struggle with history, so 
perhaps the stickiness of communism, its seemingly inescapable embeddedness in not 
just history but in a history written by the victors, its enemies, confirms Mao’s point. 
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Communists continue to battle with and over our histories. When anti-communists 
subsume working class victories under Cold War categories they inadvertently bear 
witness to the truth of communism. The struggle is real. 

Call Me by Your Name

Language is a weapon in the arsenal of struggle. Communist names present the world 
differently from the way it is given in capitalist ideology. What was natural or traditional 
becomes a crime demanding redress. What workers learn through collective struggle 
takes form in slogans, demands, and concepts. In an era when anti-communism is the 
norm, the air, a mobilising theme for conservatives and liberals, and when capitalist 
individualism, self-interest, and cynicism reign, the language of communism can feel 
strange in our mouths. The terms seem not just outmoded but inauthentic. Were they 
ever more than propaganda designed to deceive the masses? Rebecca Karl’s recovery 
of the emancipatory imperative of ‘serve the people’ in this volume illustrates this 
point. For Chinese communists ‘serve the people’ was a political injunction, social 
ideal, cultural expectation, economic norm, and concrete social practice, even if by 
the mid-1960s it had become rather empty and rote. By the 2000s, the phrase had lost 
its capacity to produce socialist meaning, more available for lampooning than ethical 
guidance. Karl excavates this capacity. She attends to Mao’s initial use of the phrase in 
a tribute for Zhang Side, a beloved comrade. Born a peasant, Zhang was a soldier on 
the Long March. He died in a mining accident during the war against Japan. Mao’s 
eulogy turned Zhang into an exemplar of socialist service. As Karl writes, ‘the phrase 
Zhang’s death inspired proposed a new form of social relation, a socialist organisation 
of time and society that was at once abstract and concrete, lived and “yet to be made,” 
remembered and “not yet existing.”’ To serve the people was to create the people, to 
enable the people to become present as a revolutionary unity. It was to undertake the 
work of dismantling old hierarchies and producing new kinds of social relations. Karl 
resurrects the theoretical and practical vitality of the expectation that socialists serve 
the people: only by serving the people are they part of the people; only by being served 
is the people revolutionary. 

Serving the people names a process of subjectification: the people become present 
as the revolutionary subject they are by being served.1 Karl demonstrates the way 
that communist language produces the structure—the relations, understandings, 
and expectations—that makes it intelligible. This productive capacity is not absolute; 
it is entangled in a broad array of economic, political, social, and cultural forces. 
These forces are often antagonistic. Sometimes they align. Communist names rely 
on the antagonisms and alignments that imbue them with mobilising capacity. If an 
organisation instructs its members (or cadres, soldiers, workers, or students) to serve 
the people even as it promotes hierarchy, enables corruption, and enriches the few, the 
efficacy of the phrase will decline. But it may persist, for a while, as an ideal against 
which failures to uphold it are assessed. It may retain a symbolic authority that testifies 
to the struggles and sacrifices that it inspired and that inspired it. Even its cynical 
evocation relies on this prior authority—why else mock it?
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So what do we make of Mao’s currency, the way he circulates as the face of Chinese 
capitalism, as money? The cynical response sees nothing but authoritarian capitalism, 
nothing but Foxconn and billionaires—even in the Party. Using Lacanian categories, 
one might say that in contemporary China capitalism is Real while communism 
is imaginary. But why not see the face of Mao as the sign of a struggle that cannot 
be erased, that lives on, that has social value? What could enable or support this 
properly symbolic perspective? The faces featured on money issued by the United 
States Treasury Department feature slave-owners. Their legacy lives on in the raced 
economic inequality, institutionalised white supremacy, and ongoing damage of racism 
that characterise US capitalism. That US money features slave-owners marks the fact 
that the wealth of the United States was produced by slaves as well as by exploited 
workers. US money registers how the value of labour in the US, like other commodities, 
is inseparable from slavery and its afterlives. Does the face of Mao make a mockery of 
the Foxconn workers assembling iPhones they cannot afford or does it haunt Chinese 
capitalism as a manifestation of an aspiration and a struggle that continues? The question 
is undecidable, which means political. So long as communist names have symbolic 
efficiency, they can touch the Real that ruptures them, keeping alive the possibility 
of its transformation. After all, capitalism is itself driven by and structured through 
class struggle. The Real of capitalism is the Real of a class antagonism that will lead 
to capitalism’s own abolition, that is to say, capitalism from a communist perspective.

Communism for Us

Close to a decade ago, a number of leading European intellectuals gathered together 
for a conference on the ‘Idea of Communism’ at Birkbeck University in London. Initiated 
by the philosophers Slavoj Žižek and Alain Badiou, the conference attracted over 
a thousand people. It generated subsequent conferences in New York, Berlin, and Seoul 
as well as edited collections and follow-up books and articles. A goal of this endeavour is 
the reinvigoration and imagining of communism as a philosophical ideal and political 
project. Against the anti-communism that pervades three decades after communism’s 
ostensible defeat, the desire for and affirmation of the truth of communism responds 
to the disaster of global capitalism, intensified economic inequality, rising fascism, and 
climate change. Emancipatory egalitarian struggle against the exploitation of people, 
nature, and the future is necessary for there to be a liveable future for most of the 
world’s people.

Although in large part a theoretical project, the project for a new communism cannot 
be reduced to academic politics. The structures and expectations of the neoliberal 
academy work against thinking communism. Sometimes funding can be secured for 
projects that give the appearance of being sufficiently critical, artistic, or historical—
sufficiently distant from politics, from the actuality of communism. Infiltration, using 
the meagre rewards of the university against its capitalist foundation, is better than 
nothing. Disciplinary norms regulate the production of what counts as knowledge, 
validating views that reinforce a capitalist status quo. Area studies reinforce borders: 
China separate from the so-called West, Latin America separate from Anglo America, 
the Middle East separate from everyone. In addition to supporting imperialism’s 
ongoing fragmentation of the world to suit its own interests, these separations present 
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real barriers to activists. They make it hard to learn from different experiences. They 
reinforce particularism and uniqueness—our struggle is like no other. They mitigate 
against the building of revolutionary international parties, organisations, and 
movements. 

How does the project of reinvigorating the idea of communism here and now suggest 
a position from which we can put to use and redeploy the knowledge generated through 
Chinese communist struggle? What terms and ideals, what knowledge generated and 
lessons learned by the courageous work of Chinese comrades do we need today? 
Four interconnected notions stand out with particular power: mass line, people, class 
struggle, and revolution. 

Mass Line

In its most fecund moments, Chinese communism has been vibrant and experimental, 
creating new modes of generating political energy and organising political being. 
Marxist-Leninist ideas took on new dimensions as Chinese communists made 
theoretical questions central to the practice of communism. ‘Mass line’ is the most 
significant of these conceptual innovations. A principle of participatory governance 
and political accountability, the mass line ties Party work to the people. The people 
have to be consulted; their will must be interpreted, and policies need to carry out this 
will—from the masses to the masses. As Lin Chun reminds us in this volume, not only 
does the mass line promote an ideal of popular sovereignty, but it also provides ‘a novel 
adaptation of the Leninist principle of democratic centralism.’ According to her, the 
mass line aims to balance deliberation and discipline while at the same time avoiding 
‘bureaucratic dogmatism and blind commandism.’ Mindful of our present context 
of generalised dispossession, immiseration, and political despair, Lin highlights the 
emancipatory power of the mass line: ‘Ordinary people can be proud of themselves as 
direct producers of both material and cultural wealth in the collective mastery of their 
own destiny.’

‘Ordinary people’ have today become a political cliché. Whether as voices of ‘common 
sense’ trotted out to symbolise that a given politician is in touch with the people or as 
‘slice of life’ style television interviewees whose opinions take the place of actual news, 
ordinary people are ubiquitous. The recent turn to populism is but the latest political 
deployment of ordinary people. The differences between this cynical populism and the 
mass line are significant. In late neoliberal societies, ordinary people do not appear 
primarily as producers. They appear as singular national subjects, instantiations of the 
nation, representatives of a national interest as voices from a particular demographic 
position. Their source of pride arises from the way their demographic position is 
incorporated in the nation. Likewise, rather than collective, their capacities are 
individual—individual successes and failures, individual gains or losses, individual 
hopes and dreams. Detached from collective strength, ordinary people forfeit any 
possibility of mastery over their own destiny. The question is how they can cope with 
what life brings them. Have they prepared? Are they trained? All responsibility is 
downloaded onto them as individuals. Politics is either a matter of personal ethics and 
identity or so far removed from everyday life as to have become post-politcal. In fact, 
everybody knows that ordinary people have no political impact in societies run by and 
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for billionaires. The presence of an ordinary person in a ‘man on the street’ interview 
or at an address by a US President is all for show, an instant of fame that vanishes at the 
moment it registers.
The mass line is indispensable to the return to communism, perhaps now more than 

it ever was. As Lin writes in this volume, against present individualism, it inspires 
a political vision that embeds ‘individual worth and glory’ in the work and struggle of 
a political collective. One is valuable as part of the revolutionary masses, as one of the 
people, and not for one’s own individual insight, effort, or hot take. Ideally, parties and 
organisations committed to the mass line would practice a politics that exceeds empty 
horizontalism and participationism. There are leaders—but the leaders are leaders 
only insofar as they attend to the needs of the people. Lin details how through the 
mass line leadership pools the wisdom of the masses as it ‘collects scattered views from 
below and turns them into systematic positions and experimental policies, the effects of 
which are then investigated, debated, and fed once again back into the system.’ Political 
discussion is more than talk, more than sharing. It is tied directly to action for the 
benefit of the people. The mass line is radical democracy as communist practice, that is, 
a strategically minded practice with communism as its horizon.

The People

‘The people’ is the second concept from Chinese communism crucial to any 
contemporary reenvisioning of communist futures. Guan Kai in this volume takes 
up the notion of the people in Chinese history. Traditionally, ‘ordinary people’ 
were understood in contrast to rulers and government officials. The people are the 
‘material foundation for rule’ even though they are not yet understood as themselves 
rulers, as sovereign. With the Chinese Communist Party’s rise to political power, the 
people retained its place as one side of an antagonism, naming those who supported 
socialism over and against those who did not—the enemies of the people. Situating 
Chinese communism within the revolutionary line of the French Revolution and Paris 
Commune, Guan presents the people as ‘the faintly discernible trace of revolutionary 
practice, a slogan that can be found everywhere, but the meaning of which is constantly 
changing.’ The idea of the people is transformed through people’s struggle, people’s war. 
The sea in which the revolutionary swims is turbulent. Navigating it requires winning 
the people’s hearts, which itself requires finding solutions to their problems. 
The Chinese communist view of the people contrasts with the people of contemporary 

populism. Rather than given as a unity at the basis of a national project, it is a force 
with its own dynamics. The people is productive, active, and internally contradictory. 
Their engagement is the struggle, their support decisive for victory: ‘The people, and 
the people alone, are the motive force in the making of world history’ (quoted by 
Guan in the present volume). But they are not a unity and they are not invariable. 
Always comprised of contradictory elements, some of the people will be militant and 
disciplined. Others will not. The Party cannot take them for granted but must always 
be responsive, adaptive, and creative as it seeks to mobilise them—hence, the tight 
connection between the people and the mass line.
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Class Struggle

Chinese communism also provides an innovative view of class struggle. One objection 
that reappears in the contemporary discussion of communism turns on the idea of class. 
There is no working class in Europe and the United States, we are told. Instead we have 
multiple differentiated positions and identities with little relation to production. Class 
can no longer function as a revolutionary mode of political identity. This argument is not 
persuasive. Chinese communism lets us see why. First, as Wang Hui has observed, ‘the 
identification of the working class as the leading class is a political statement rather than 
a positivist conclusion.’2 As he emphasises, ‘class politics refers to movements against 
the contradictions created by the logic of capitalism and its derivative class inequality.’3 
From a communist perspective, the classes engaged in class struggle are irreducible 
to demographic categories. They are positions in the antagonistic relations at the core 
of a society’s mode of production. Second, in contrast to the workerist reductionism 
prevalent in European socialism and autonomist communism, the Chinese context 
gives us class struggle as creative experimentation. Work teams (Elizabeth Perry in this 
volume) and worker universities (Alessandro Russo in this volume) suggest new modes 
of developing accountability and subverting the technical division of labour. Third, class 
struggle has affective prerequisites; class consciousness cannot be reduced to a mindset 
that follows automatically from class position. Class feeling has to be engendered. 
Nourishing class feeling is itself a tactic of class struggle. Haiyan Lee in this volume 
brings out the ways Chinese cultural production sought to engineer a new structure of 
feeling whereby comradely love for one’s class brothers and sisters supplants the rivals 
of kinship, romance, and pity. Fourth, Chinese communism gives us a class struggle 
that operates not just through the Party but that occurs within the Party. The Party is 
not a pure voice of the oppressed. It embodies all the contradictions already within the 
people and must include in itself capacities for learning and change. Contrasting the 
Chinese with the Soviet approach, Mao emphasises that class struggle is undertaken 
from the bottom to the top as well as from the top to the bottom. Pun Ngai concludes: 
‘The mass line and class struggle were always intertwined as the essential ingredients of 
the construction of socialism.’4

Revolution

Finally, Chinese communism leaves a distinct legacy of revolution. Benjamin Kindler 
in this volume contrasts Lenin’s and Mao’s revolutionary temporalities. Lenin’s was that 
of the moment, the decisive instant of rupture, revolution as event. Mao takes the long 
view. Kindler writes: ‘For Mao, revolution is a moment of rupture within continuity 
and continuity amidst rupture—a transformation of the strategic terrain in which the 
nature of both the possibilities and the dangers undergo a marked change from one 
state to another, but where the conquest of power by no means marks the end of the 
revolutionary process.’ Cai Xiang in this volume also highlights the impossibility of 
finality; there can always be reversals. Insofar as history is always the working through 
of contradictions, no victory is ever certain. Absent the fetishism of completion, of 
an end to history, that long plagued European communism, Chinese communism 
remained attuned to ongoing problems, combinations of radical advance and tactical 
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retreat. To be sure, the long view brings its own challenges: when do compromises 
become betrayals? At what point do the measures designed to protect the revolution, by 
energising the economy, say, in fact defeat it? When can we say that counterrevolution 
has taken the place of people’s revolution? Might it be when the interests of corporations 
and investors take the place of the people? When the people’s own desires are too easily 
‘bound to the seductions of the commodity form,’ as Kindler writes in this volume. 
When communism no longer appears as the horizon of our politics because its struggles 
have become blocked, repressed, outlawed? 

And, perhaps, one final way Chinese communism may enable us to discern if our 
politics is revolutionary: it helps us ask whether ostensible efforts to serve the people 
fragment them into identity categories such that the people can no longer be seen as 
a revolutionary force. It compels us to consider whether our activists, organisers, and 
revolutionaries take the people as the way they are given under capitalism or work to 
transform them into agents of emancipatory egalitarian struggle.
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Li Jin, Red Sister Gives Relief to a Soldier (2007)

All men must die, but death can vary in its significance. The ancient 
Chinese writer Sima Qian said, ‘Though death befalls all men alike, it may 

be weightier than Mount Tai or lighter than a feather.’ To die for the people 
is weightier than Mount Tai, but to work for the fascists and die for the 

exploiters and oppressors is lighter than a feather.

Mao Zedong, ‘Serve the People,’ 1944
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Political Religion in Twentieth-Century China  
and Its Global Dimension  

 

Thoralf Klein 

 

There are different ways of conceptualizing the relationship between religion and politics in 

twentieth-century China. One is to examine the religious policies of the state or political 

organizations. In this case, the political and the religious are treated as more or less autonomous 

spheres.1 Another is to look at the overlap between the two, in particular at the ways that politics 

became ‘religionized.’ This approach has evolved into a burgeoning field of research over the past 

two decades, with studies coming under different labels such as ‘political ritual,’ ‘political (or 

personality) cult’ or ‘political religion.’2 Of these, ‘political religion’ goes furthest in undermining the 

binary conceptualization of religion and its ‘other’ as diametrically opposed categories.3 If the process 

of modern state-building, in China as elsewhere, is to be linked to processes of secularization,4 then 

what constitutes the secular needs to be complicated. For some of the modern political ideologies that 

emerged in early twentieth-century China not only underpinned state expansion, but impinged on the 

creation of what Vincent Goossaert and David Palmer have recently referred to as “a self-consciously 

‘religious’ field,” which they argue was to a considerable extent a political project.5 While it makes 

sense to conceptualize the emerging forms of mass politics, authoritarianism and totalitarianism as 

new “affective regimes”6 competing with the established ones of religion, this alone is not sufficient. 

For it glosses over the stunning parallels between totalizing ideologies and religion, notwithstanding 

the fact that the former––in an irony of dialectics––were often adamantly anti-religious.7 The concept 

of political religion can help clarify how the modernizing state as well as modern political 

organizations not only impacted on the religious field, but how their prescriptive ideologies also 

became part of that field and must therefore be studied as religious phenomena in their own right. 

This is not to say that political religion is the same thing as religion proper. Indeed, this is a 

matter of debate amongst proponents of the concept, with some scholars using the religious 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1  See, for example, Ashiwa and Wank (2009), Poon (2011), Yang (2008), Wang Xiaoming (2003), Zha Shijie 

(1993), Cohen (1992), Duara (1991), Luo Zhufeng (1991). 
2  E. g. Aijmer (1996), Leese (2011), Apter (2005), Mitter (2008). 
3  Cf. Asad (2003), p. 22, and Knecht and Feuchter (2008), pp. 14-16. 
4  Cf. Yang (2008), pp. 6-7. 
5  Goossaert and Palmer (2011), pp. 10-11. Note how this is a marked departure from Bourdieu, who conceives 

of the political and religious fields as relatively autonomous to one another. Cf. Bourdieu (1971, 2009). 
6  I borrow this term from Nedostup (2009), pp. 227-28. 
7  See Ryklin (2008), esp. pp. 31-33; Riegel (2008), pp. 62-63. 
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terminology only metaphorically or by way of analogy, while others argue that political ideologies 

constitute a new form of religiosity based on modern manifestations of the sacred.8 The German-born 

political scientist Eric Voegelin (1901-1985), one of the founding fathers of the concept, holds that the 

state is not simply a secular institution and that some of its features must be defined as religious. 

Tracing the development of political religion from antiquity to Communism and Fascism in the 1930s, 

Voegelin regards modern political religions as strictly inner-worldly, which distinguishes them from 

at the ‘trans-worldly’ redemptive religions (though not necessarily from non-redemptive religions). 

Political religions are thus at the same time a product of secularization and an attempt to overcome it.9 

Following the dissolution of the Christian ecclesia, they seek to create a perfect inner-worldly 

community by offering a renewal that Voegelin calls “apocalyptic,” by which term he refers to a 

perceived need to overcome the forces of evil (be they the bourgeoisie, supposedly inferior races or 

others) as a prerequisite to attaining social redemption.10  

This apocalyptic dimension is equivalent to what students of Fascism have called 

‘palingenesis’: the notion of a (national) rebirth from a state of crisis, which derives from Christian 

soteriology, but can likewise be applied to matters secular.11 It is important to note, however, that this 

utopian dimension of political religion, which promises the creation of an idealized community 

through an epic struggle, is not incompatible with claims to scientific rationality. In fact, as Voegelin 

has argued, such modern “apocalyptic revelations” often pretend to be scientific, while in his view 

they are in fact “myths” relying on the emotional mobilization of the masses.12 Such mobilization is 

achieved through the focus on a political leader, who takes the place of the godhead, through the 

persuasive deployment of rituals and symbols, through expressions of faith in the leader and his 

teaching and finally through the dissemination of a new revolutionary morality that includes self-

examination and, if necessary, self-sacrifice.13 

It is obvious that while some of the above elements were not unknown in pre-modern China, 

others––in particular a faith-based rhetoric and a Christianity-based soteriological concept––were 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8  For the former cf. Aron (1957) and the otherwise useful chapter by Riegel (1999); for the latter Gentile 

(2006). 
9  Voegelin (2008), pp. 24-33. 
10  Ibid., pp. 50-52 and 59-61. 
11  Griffin (1991), pp. 32-36; cf. also Passmore (2002), p. 20. 
12  Voegelin (2008), pp. 61-63. Cf., however Mitter (2008), who argues that Maoism (and by implication the 

Guomindang, which preceded it) cannot be classified as a political religion because unlike Fascism and the 

Japanese right in the Shōwa period, it did not seek to overcome reason. This is to gloss over the undoubtedly 

irrational dimension of Communism (not only in its Chinese form) and would leave right-wing movements 

as the only political religions. 
13  Voegelin (2008), pp. 64-69; for the moral and ascetic dimension see also Goossaert and Palmer (2011), p. 

169.  
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unfamiliar in a country where the focus traditionally was not on believing, but on ‘doing’ religion.14 

Political religion in China is thus not only a modern concept, it is also bound up with processes of 

globalization.  

In this essay, I shall examine the global dimension of political religions in China, applying a 

longitudinal section through the twentieth century. I will embed the phases that can be most easily 

identified as having been politically religious––the rule of the National Party or Guomindang 國民黨 

(GMD, 1925-1949) and that of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) under the leadership of Mao 

Zedong 毛澤東 (1941-1976)––within the broader intellectual and political trends as well as their 

global connotations. My argument is that firstly, the emergence of political religion in China can be 

interpreted as a constitutive element of a double globalizing process: directly through Moscow’s 

strategy of Communist world revolution and both directly and indirectly through the global spread of 

Christianity––it must be borne in mind that the Soviet sacralization of the political, as exemplified in 

the cult of Lenin, owed a great deal to the Christian religion.15 Despite being an emulation of Soviet 

beliefs and practices, the cult of Sun Yatsen (usually referred to in Chinese as Sun Zhongshan 孫中山

, 1866-1925), my first major case study, was part of a global wave of totalitarian movements and 

regimes sharing features of political religion. But secondly, this was not a one-way process. As my 

second case study shows, China’s ideological and political leader Mao Zedong (1893-1976) became 

an icon outside China in the 1960s and early 1970s, contributing to the emergence of a ‘global 

moment’ by inspiring student protests in Europe as much as revolutionary insurgents across the Third 

World.16 Finally, although it would appear that forms of political religion were off the CCP’s agenda 

following Mao’s death, I show that vestiges of political religion emerged in new contexts, providing 

guidance in a rapidly shifting, fluid and realigning world.  

 

1. Global Factors in the Emergence of Political Religion in China 

 

The socio-political transformation of China at the turn of the twentieth century conformed to 

a long-term global trend identified by the sociologist Reinhard Bendix (1916-1991) in the late 1970s: 

the transition from monarchical rule legitimized by religious sanction to forms of political authority 

held in the name of the people.17 Such authority does not have to be democratic; what is important is 

that “unless measures are taken to prevent it, rulers and ruled alike must advance their claims in 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14  See Chau (2011). 
15  See Ryklin (2008).  
16  For the term ‘global moment’ see Conrad and Sachsenmaier (2007), pp. 12-16. 
17  Bendix (1980), pp. 4-10. Note that the word ‘global’ is not part of Bendix’s vocabulary (a search engine 

yields only one hit), but he uses the roughly equivalent term ‘universal’ repeatedly throughout the volume. 
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public and hence with an eye to public reactions that are likely to follow.”18 In China, the gradual shift 

towards constitutional monarchy after 1901 and, more importantly, the abrupt demise of the Qing 

dynasty in 1911/12 left a vacuum that was waiting to be filled with new concepts able to achieve 

domestic stability and international equality for a country still attempting to extricate itself from the 

fetters of imperialism. 

As a result, the connection between religion and politics that had been the bedrock of late 

Imperial China underwent a major shift. Up until the late nineteenth century, the emperor was the 

head and high priest of state religion, with officials on each rung of the bureaucratic ladder acting as 

lesser priests by making regular sacrifices to specific deities. 19 Although its purpose was the 

maintenance of order and stability in the empire, it clearly involved a transcendent dimension that 

consisted in what the anthropologist Jordan Paper, pointing to a common theme underlying the 

generally pluralistic and heterogeneous religious landscape in China, has identified as the ritual core 

of Chinese religion(s): the exchange of sacrifices for protection.20 Hence it can be classified as inner-

worldly, but not as redemptive. When the Qing dynasty embarked on a constitutional programme in 

the last decade of its rule, it attempted to back this up by elevating the sacrifices for Confucius, who 

was to become the centrepiece of a dynastic patriotism. What is important here is not so much that 

this attempt at rallying the population behind the dynasty fell short of its objective. Rather, it is that 

although the elevation of the great sage marked a rupture with the established order of state religion, 

geared towards the emerging concepts of nationalism and citizenship,21 it derived from a time-

honoured precedent and did not focus – as political religions would later do – on a contemporary 

leader. 

However, the same global intellectual, cultural and social currents that the Qing dynasty 

sought to address through innovative forms of worship, pulled China into a different direction 

altogether. Modern politico-scientific concepts such as (social) Darwinism, liberalism, nationalism 

and communism began to be received by China’s emerging intelligentsia through the translations of 

Yan Fu 嚴復 (1853-1921) and others.22 This was part of a wider transformation: the creation of a 

modern political, social and scientific language, based first on missionary translations and since about 

1895––the year of Qing China’s crushing defeat at the hands of Japan––on the indirect adoption of 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18  Ibid., p. 8. 
19  Feuchtwang (1978), especially pp. 106-07. For the sake of simplicity, I will not engage here in a discussion 

about the term ‘religion’ in China, nor about the concern for orthodoxy and the religious policy of the Ming 

and Qing dynasties. 
20  Paper (1995), pp. 26, 47. For the concept of religious landscape and its plurality, see Goossaert and Palmer 

(2011). 
21  See Kuo Ya-pei (2008); Harrison (2001), pp. 90-94. 
22  Schwartz 1964. 
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modern terms by way of Japanese translations of ‘Western’ texts.23 The first years of the twentieth 

century also saw a new rhetoric of nationalism emerge, centred around terms such as the ‘partition’ 

(guafen 瓜分) of China, its ‘existence or downfall’ (cunwang 存亡), the necessity to ‘save the nation’ 

(jiuguo 救國), the vilification of all who betrayed or, literally, ‘sold the country’ (maiguo 賣國) and 

finally, the idea of ‘national humiliation’ (guochi 國恥) as a powerful metaphor for China’s 

domination by ‘Western’ imperialism.24 This was accompanied by a discourse on martyrdom as well 

as an evolving culture of largely non-violent protest that for the first time manifested itself on a large 

scale during the anti-American protests of 1905. The latter included the occupation (or indeed the 

creation) of symbolic spaces, demonstrations, boycotts, public telegrams and other forms of 

agitation.25 As in other colonies and semi-colonies across the globe, nationalism became a powerful 

instrument for resisting the imperialists and claiming and asserting independence. 

Accordingly, the nation was the first inner-worldly political object to become sacralized. 

Early nationalism also revealed the apocalyptical dimension of a secular ideology for the first time in 

Chinese politics, as the existence of the Chinese nation had to be defended not only against 

imperialism, but also against the Manchu Qing 清 dynasty. For example, in his Wangguo pian 亡國篇 

(Essay on the downfall of the nation), published in 1904/05, Chen Duxiu 陳獨秀 (1879-1942) 

juxtaposes the traditional change of an Imperial dynasty to the downfall of the Chinese nation-state. 

According to him, China “already counts as a perishing country in the world” because its territory, 

economic rights and sovereignty had been seized by foreigners.26 For Chen, territory in particular is 

“the first important thing for a state… Today, no nation-state in the world, can cede an inch of its 

sacred and inviolable territory to other people.”27 

With its borrowing of religious language, its rhetoric of apocalypse and palingenesis and its 

culture of practical activism, early Chinese nationalism bears some similarities to later, full-fledged 

forms of political religion. Where it differs––and what disqualifies it as a political religion in the strict 

sense of the term––is its lack of focus of worship, organizational structure and clearly articulated 

faith. From the late Qing through the early Republic, nationalism was ideologically heterogeneous and 

structurally dispersed, despite the impressive mass demonstrations between 1905 and the mid-1920s 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23  For this shift see Elman (2005), especially p. 395; for the wider context also the contributions in Lackner and 

Vittinghoff (2004). 
24  Rankin (2002), p. 339; Cohen (2003). 
25  See, among others, Rankin (2002), pp. 335-38; Lee (2009); Zhou Yongming (2006), Gerth (1998). 
26  Chen Duxiu (n.d.), ch. 1. The original text appeared in various instalments in the periodical Anhui suhua bao 

安徽俗話報. 
27  Ibid., ch. 2. 
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that featured students as their organizational backbone.28 Such bottom-up approaches were balanced 

by successive Republican governments’ attempts to create a modern citizenry conforming to arguably 

global but definitely ‘Western’-inspired cultural standards. The political leadership introduced 

political symbols such as the five-colour flag or the Gregorian calendar (and with it national holidays) 

and propagated ‘civilized’ forms of clothing and etiquette.29 But these too fell short of creating a 

unified political faith or organization. 

By the late 1910s, it had become clear that China was still being denied its rightful place in 

the world-wide system of nation-states. What made the Chinese public painfully aware of this was not 

only the fragmentation of the Republican polity into fiefdoms controlled by warlords. It was also the 

disappointing outcome of what Erez Manela has called the ‘Wilsonian moment,’ a global conjunction 

in which China played no small part.30 Educated Chinese had been enthused by US president 

Woodrow Wilson’s (1856-1924) famous Fourteen Points, proclaimed in January 1918 because they 

seemed to usher in an era of national self-determination that would put an end to imperialism in 

China. Although it is by no means certain that Wilson knowingly let China down,31 the Paris Peace 

Conference in 1919 not only failed to respond to China’s attempt at a total liquidation of imperialist 

privileges, it also awarded the former German colony of Kiaochow (Jiaozhou 膠州) to Japan. Chinese 

protests against this diplomatic failure of their political representatives merged with an ongoing 

project of cultural rejuvenation to form the May Fourth movement of 1919.  

It is impossible to go into detail here; what is important is that both the negative results of the 

global Wilsonian moment and the Chinese nationalist response to it were catalysts in the development 

of political religion in China. The former enabled alliances between governments viewing themselves 

as ‘losers’ of the peace process. The May Fourth movement, on the other hand, marked the watershed 

between more liberal visions of the nation-state and society and a new era of mass politics in China 

that was dominated by monopolistic parties. Although the intellectual leaders of the movement 

extolled scientific rationalities, their youthful followers were also driven by a Romanticist sense of the 

ego.32 It was at this decisive moment (and crisis of the new political system), and in the wake of the 

National Revolution of the mid-1920s, that China’s interactions with the wider world spawned full-

fledged political religions. 

 

2. The Guomindang and the Cult of Sun Yatsen 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28  Zarrow (2005), p. 122. 
29  Harrison (2000), pp. 49-92; Zarrow (2012), pp. 216-21. 
30  See Manela (2007). 
31  See Elleman (2002). 
32  See Mitter (2004), pp. 120-23. 
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The National Party or Guomindang (GMD) was the first political organization to institute a 

comprehensive political religion in China. In this process, the alliance between the Nationalist leader 

Sun Yatsen and the Soviet Union served as the catalyst that transformed the Nationalists “from a 

collection of followers of a national hero to a highly organized party of disciplined individuals, united 

by the acceptance of a common revolutionary program.”33 This sea change in organization outlasted 

the GMD’s Soviet connection and the simultaneous united front with the Chinese Communist Party 

(CCP) after both eventually broke up in 1927. 

From the Bolshevik perspective, the alliance with the GMD, then based in Canton 

(Guangzhou 廣州) in South China, was part of a strategy of world revolution, although the Soviet 

government simultaneously pursued an interest-driven policy of bilateral negotiations with the feeble 

central government in Beijing. In order to reach out to revolutionary organizations in other countries, 

the Bolsheviks had founded the Communist International (Comintern) in 1919 as its global 

revolutionary arm. The Comintern was tightly controlled by the Politburo of the Russian (since 1922: 

Soviet) Communist Party, and its representatives in China cooperated closely with Soviet diplomats. 

After the hopes for a success of Communist revolutions in Western Europe had foundered, the 

strategy of the Comintern consisted in supporting national-revolutionary movements at the colonial 

and semi-colonial periphery and especially in the ‘East’ as a means of undermining imperialism 

(defined as the highest stage of capitalism by Lenin), building up a ‘reserve’ for world revolution and 

winning ‘natural’ allies for revolutionary Russia. Although nationalist liberation movements were 

mostly classified as bourgeois-democratic, the Soviet leader Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (1870-1924) and 

others initially toyed with the idea that ‘Eastern’ countries might directly advance to socialism, 

bypassing the capitalist stage.34 

The alliance between the GMD and the Soviet Union/Comintern was not free of tensions, as 

Sun Yatsen insisted on putting the National Party on an independent footing. Nevertheless, the 

Comintern representatives in China made fundamental contributions to the reconstruction of the party: 

They made Sun and the GMD aware of the value of centralized propaganda work.35 They reorganized 

the party into a hierarchical apparatus based on the principle of democratic centralism. They created a 

new type of army that was under party control, heavily ideologized and active in propaganda work.36 

And in so doing, they provided the context for Sun’s reformulating his ideology, the Three People’s 

Principles (Sanminzhuyi 三民主義), in a series of lectures which for all their lack of coherence were 

his most systematic attempt at creating a political platform. These reflected themselves a mixture of 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33  Leng and Palmer (1976), p. 76. 
34  Kuo Heng-yü et al. (1996), pp. 27-52; Pantsov (2002), pp. 33-36; Riegel (1999), pp. 335-36. For the Soviet 

Union’s bilateral China policy cf. Elleman (1997). 
35  Bastid-Bruguière (2002), pp. 17-23. 
36  Li Yuzhen (1996), pp. 267-88; Bergère (1994), pp. 384-94. 
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global influences reaching from Soviet und liberal American as well as Christian writings to 

observations on empires and colonies.37 In the opening passage of his first lecture, Sun defined his 

ideology as follows: “Using the simplest definition, we can say that the Three People’s Principles are 

the principles of saving the nation-state. What is a principle? A principle is an idea, a belief (xinyang 

信仰) and a force.”38 Sun thus emphasized the apocalyptic character of the national revolution; at the 

same, this passage is indicative of how a religious vocabulary found its way into the political language 

of China.39 In the following years it began to permeate the GMD texts; for example, the Three 

People’s Principles are occasionally referred to as a “Gospel” (fuyin 福音) in which people “believed” 

(xin 信), the latter term being ubiquitous; party members and adherents of the Nationalists called 

themselves “adherents” or “disciples” (xintu 信徒, an explicitly Christian term) of Sun’s doctrine.40 

The National Revolution of 1925-1928 which gave the Guomindang nominal control over 

(almost) the entire Chinese territory, a mixture of military campaigns and the largest mass movement 

China had seen to date, bore out this pattern. Public agitation was directed at warlords and foreign 

imperialists (including Christian missionaries); the latter were not only vilified, but sometimes 

demonized outright, although the GMD leadership and its Soviet allies may have sought to curb 

excesses so as not to precipitate a conflict with the Western powers.41 Sun Yat-sen’s untimely death in 

March 1925 prevented him to witness this; even as the National Revolution was still ongoing, the 

GMD began to use his ritualized memory as the focal point that would enhance the legitimacy of the 

new regime. 

There is no indication that the Comintern advisers directly influenced the emergence of the 

personality cult around Sun, although the Soviet Union contributed to it by calling its newly 

established training institute for GMD and CCP cadres in Moscow Sun Yatsen University. Between 

1925 and 1928 (two years before it was eventually closed), the University produced around 600 

graduates, with both parties accounting for roughly half of them each.42 In all probability, however, 

the construction of Sun Yatsen as a symbol of the new regime began as an attempt by the GMD to tap 

into spontaneous commemorative activities springing up locally in the wake of the leader’s death. 

Such activities probably drew on Sun’s positive image with the Chinese public; he had been respected 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37  For a more detailed analysis, see Wells (2001); Bergère (1994), pp. 400-50. 
38  Sun Zhongshan (2000), p. 1. 
39  See Nedostup (2007), p. 29. 
40  A random sample of texts includes Wu Keji 吳克繼 to National Goverment, 26 January 1926, ZDELD 19, 

Guangzhou Guomin Zhengfu 廣州國民政府, no. 417; “Guangzhou tebieshi dongbu ershiqi nian eryue zhi 

ershiba nian siyue gongzuo baogao 廣州特別市黨部二十七年二月至二十八年四月工作報告,” ZDELD 

11-2, 1029; “Zongli danchen jinian biaoyu” (1928), p. 55. Cf. already Nedostup (2007), p. 29. 
41  Klein (2014), pp. 139-44; Murdock (2006), pp. 165-71. 
42  Riegel (1999), pp. 339-40; Sheng Yueh (1971), p. 41. 
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as one of very few incorrupt politicians.43 Before long, however, the GMD took control and 

established a host of activities, some of them one-off events, others permanent and some regular: A 

lavish memorial service for Sun was held after his death. Four years later, his remains were 

transported in state and with large crowds turning up along the railway tracks from Beijing to his 

chosen resting place at Nanjing 南京. There, his remains were transferred in solemn procession to a 

grandiose mausoleum at Purple Mountain (Zijinshan 紫金山), which was reminiscent both of the 

Hongwu 洪武 Emperor of the Ming 明 Dynasty (ruled 1368-1398), whose tomb is nearby, and––in 

conscious emulation––of Lenin. 44  In Guangzhou, a large memorial hall was erected in 

commemoration of Sun; all over China, streets and urban districts, parks, schools and academic 

institutions, were named after him, as was his birthplace, the district and town of Xiangshan 香山, 

which now became Zhongshan 中山. In 1927 and 1930 respectively, the anniversaries of Sun’s birth 

and death joined the calendar of Nationalist holidays, while two other important holidays––10 

October as the anniversary of the 1911 revolution and Gregorian New Year as the founding date of 

the Republic––largely centred on Sun’s image as well as his ideology. That dates prior to 1912 were 

converted from the old lunisolar calendar to the Gregorian one indicates that the commemoration of 

Sun was bound up with the GMD’s attempts at making China part of global modernity.45 Finally, 

honorific titles were bestowed on Sun. In the years following his death, he was referred to as the 

zongli 總理 or Premier––a title he had assumed in 1924 and which also refers to heads of 

government––until in 1940, he was canonized as the ‘Father of the Nation’ (guofu 國父).46 

Amongst these varied activities, the Weekly Remembrance of the Party held a special place, 

partly because of its weekly rhythm and partly owing to the concentration of symbols. It was to be 

held every Monday morning in all party branches, government offices, army units, schools and 

universities. It was thus not a mass ritual, despite being transmitted to a wider public by intensive 

press coverage, radio broadcasts and through ‘enlarged’ (kuoda 擴大) ceremonies directed at mass 

audiences of several thousand people.47 The ritual came in a number of simple steps:48 At the 

beginning, the assembly would rise (or stand, if there were no seats available) in a respectful attitude. 

The second step, formally introduced in 1933 but informally practiced since 1929, was the singing of 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43  Chen Yunqian (2005), pp. 64-65; for Sun’s public image see Schiffrin (1980), p. 216.  
44  Harrison (2000), pp. 133-44 and 207-30; Wang Liping (1996); Musgrove (2007). 
45  Chen Yunqian (2009), pp. 325-410; Poon (2011), pp. 94-97; Nedostup (2007), pp. 44-48. For the global 

spread of the Gregorian calendar see Macey (2010), p. 34. 
46  Bergère (1994), p. 470. 
47  Chen Yunqian (2005), pp. 69-70. 
48  “Jinianzhou tiaoli” (1926), pp. 1-2. For a revised version cf. Zhonghua Minguo fagui daquan (1936), p. 

5721. 
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the party anthem (on a text by Sun himself), which in 1943 became the national anthem of the 

Republic of China (and is still in use on Taiwan today).49 Next, participants made three bows facing 

the image of Sun Yat-sen (and since 1937 to the party and national flags).50 This would be followed 

by a reading of Sun’s Last Will and Testament, a text actually drafted on Sun’s deathbed by his long-

time associate Wang Jingwei 汪精衛 (1883-1944). Next, participants would again face Sun’s image 

and observe three minutes of silence, followed by a political report, which in 1930 was changed to a 

lecture on Sun’s teaching or a work report. After that, the ceremony would be officially concluded.  

Each element of the ritual was fraught with meaning. The reading of Sun’s testament 

contained an apocalyptic dimension, as Sun declared that the revolution had not yet been completed 

and exhorted his comrades (tongzhi 同志) to let them be guided by his writings and continue to strive 

for (ultimate) victory. It also addressed China’s role in the world in defining as Sun’s political 

objective the liberty and international equality of the Republic; to attain this objective, his followers 

would have to “unite with the peoples of the world that treat us on an equal footing, so as to pursue 

the common fight.”51 By the same token, the bow (jugong 鞠躬) was one of those newly introduced 

practices by which the Republic had sought to mark China’s entry into the civilized ‘family of 

nations’ from 1912 onwards. For this reason, Republican governments had also propagated its use in 

religious ceremonies––as a replacement for the abolished kneeling worship.52 Finally, the party 

anthem and flag, both of which in turn became national symbols, replaced older markers by which 

China had symbolized its national sovereignty and thus claimed its rightful place within the system of 

nation-states.53 

Apart from national unification, the Weekly Remembrance also aimed at individual 

transformation by instilling in each participant a revolutionary work ethic. In the words of one of the 

Nationalists’ leading military figures, General He Yingqin 何應欽 (1890-1987), “we should examine 

in detail the work we did ourselves in the last week, whether or not we worked hard for the party; … 

we ought to scrutinize ourselves, whether or not we fulfilled the mission the Party Leader gave us” 

and “we party members must examine ourselves whether or not we are already true revolutionary 

soldiers, whether or not we truly are hard-working party members.”54 Revolution was thus defined as 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49  Standing Committee of the Central Executive Committee (CEC) of the GMD, Resolution (68th meeting), 

n.d., GMD, Huiyi jilu 會議紀錄, 4.3-87.27; “Ge ji dangbu lianchang dangge zhixing banfa 各及黨部練唱黨

歌執行辦法.” Zhonghua Minguo fagui daquan (1936), p. 5721. 
50  For the change cf. “Xiuzheng zongli jinianzhou” (1937), Art. 4. 
51  Quoted here from Schoppa (2003), p. 69. For the drafting of the document see Bergère (1994), p. 463. 
52  See Harrison (2000), pp. 49-85; Chen Yunqian (2005), p. 67. 
53  Zarrow (2012), pp. 224-28; Harrison (2000), pp. 98-105 and 192-96; Pi Houfeng (1995). 
54  “Bangbu di-yi jinianzhou zhong He zong zhihui zhi baogao,” unidentified newspaper clipping, 16 November 
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labour, aiming at constructing a modern China that would become part of global modernity. GMD 

representatives also claimed that this work ethic was what fundamentally distinguished the Weekly 

Remembrance from Christian beliefs and practices.55 However, both the adoption of the weekly 

rhythm and the introduction of a fixed liturgy composed of body movements, common recitation, 

song and an exhortatory speech suggest that Christianity was a globalizing influence that both directly 

and indirectly shaped this political ritual. One of the few authors who openly acknowledged this was a 

young party official named Wu Xize 吳錫澤 (*1915), who in a 1942 pamphlet noted the formal 

parallels between Christian service and the Weekly Remembrance and drew the following conclusion:  

 

Our country has always lacked a common religion like Western Christianity that could 

accommodate the hearts of men and be a place of hope for the spirit of our people. […] Now 

the Three People’s Principles have already become the central thought practiced by the entire 

people and all parties and factions. Hence we really shouldn’t hinder the Three People’s 

Principles replacing religion. Of course, the Three People’s Principles are a scientific doctrine, 

they are different from the doctrines of religion. But our believing in the Three People’s 

Principles needs precisely the spirit of religious belief; what is called religionization of belief, 

what is called the thought of the Three People’s Principles replacing religion means just that.56 

 
To what extent the cult of Sun Yatsen was able to penetrate and transform society is a matter of 

debate. The Weekly Remembrance, whose target group could be expected to have been loyal 

followers, gave grounds for many complaints. In particular, commentators bemoaned that despite the 

penalties with which absentees were threatened, attendance at the ritual was still poor. It seems, 

however, that violations were not systematically penalized.57 On the other hand, after the GMD had 

regrouped on Taiwan in 1949 it continued to practice the Weekly Remembrance as an attempt at its 

largely successful political consolidation.58 

In a global perspective, the Weekly Remembrance and other elements of the GMD’s political 

religion were the result of a global revolutionary project and an ensuing cultural transfer. The GMD 

no doubt was aware that the Chinese National Revolution was connected with revolutions elsewhere 

in the world.59 Clearly it was not a latecomer––both Soviet Communism and Italian Fascism (another 

likely model) were newly established regimes like that of the Nationalists. Moreover, the political 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1927, GMD, Huiyi jilu, Zongli jinianzhou 總理紀念週 15 November-16 December 1927. 
55  Ibid.; cf. also Anon. 1927, p. 7. For a more differentiated evaluation of Christianity cf. Wu Xize (1942), p. 3. 
56  Wu Xize (1942), pp. 3-4. 
57  Anon. (1927), p. 7; Lin Sen 林森 to Kong Xiangxi 孔祥熙, July 1939, AH, Xingzhengyuan 行政院, 068-

004. 
58  See, for example, Gu Weijun (1989), p. 238. 
59  Zhongguo Guomindang Zhejiang Sheng Dangwu Zhidao Weiyuanhui Xunlianbu (1929), pp. 23-24. 
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system created by the Guomindang developed roughly simultaneously or even prior to other quasi-

religious political movements with which it shared a number of features: Kemalism in Turkey60 and 

German National Socialism––the latter, along with Mussolini’s Fascism, would inspire the Chinese 

leader Chiang Kai-shek (Jiang Jieshi 蔣介石, 1887-1975) in the 1930s. Hence, the development of the 

Sun Yatsen cult and other features of the regime should be seen as constitutive elements of a global 

process rather than a unidirectional cultural import. 

 

3. The Mao Cult as a Global Moment, 1960s and 1970s 
 

Like its predecessor, the Sun Yat-sen cult, the personality cult of Mao Zedong had its roots in 

Soviet influence in the 1920s and parallels that of Lenin (and, in Mao’s case, even more that of 

Stalin). Neither of the two remained completely faithful to the original blueprint; both made a unique 

contribution tailored to the conditions of Chinese society. However, whereas the Sun Yat-sen cult had 

few if any repercussions outside China, that of Mao found an echo across the world, creating 

something of a global moment in the 1960s and 1970s. 

The cult of Mao owed its emergence to a number of factors. Most fundamental of these was 

the transformation of the CCP from a liberal discussion circle in the May Fourth tradition into the 

tightly-knit, highly disciplined and thoroughly hierarchical organization it had become by the late 

1920s.61 As a consequence, the general line issued by the Party Central became sacrosanct: to oppose 

it was no longer simply an expression of dissent––it amounted to heresy. Political and military 

developments each played their role in enabling Mao’s rise to unquestioned leadership of the CCP, 

which took the better part of the decade between 1935 and 1945. Although some indications of the 

subsequent Mao cult appear as early as the late 1930s, the Rectification Movement of 1942 to 1944 

seems to have constituted a watershed in promoting Mao as a original and systematic Communist 

thinker in his own right and in making him the focus of political rituals. The first reference to Mao’s 

writings as a systematic body worthy of the name of ‘Thought of Comrade Mao Zedong’ (Mao 

Zedong tongzhi de sixiang 毛澤東同志的思想) dates from February 1941. About a year later, on 8 

February 1942, more than 1,000 people at the Communist headquarters in Yan’an celebrated ‘Zedong 

day,’ listening to biographical sketches of the party leader.62 During the Rectification Movement, 

party members for the first time studied Mao’s writings as “revelatory and ‘revealing’ texts” that 

“created ‘discourse communities with a transformational sense of their own difference, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
60  For Kemalism see Kreiser (2011), in particular pp. 219-84. 
61  For this process see van de Ven (1991), in particular p. 230-33. 
62  Gao Hua (2000), pp. 606-07; cf. Leese (2010), pp. 224-25. 
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messianic…”63 The anthem ‘The East is Red,’ whose lyrics were set to a folk song around the time of 

Mao’s ascension to chairmanship of the party in 1945, already features much of the imagery 

surrounding Mao in later years.64 Mao is hailed as a “great saviour” (da jiuxing 大救星, literally 

“saving star”) and “pathfinder” (dailuren 帶路人) who loves the people; the sun, which would 

become one of the most frequently used tropes for Mao, is present as a symbol for both the man and 

the party. 

It is impossible here to trace in more detail the development of the Mao cult through the 

1950s and 1960s, nor to discuss the contributions of other party leaders and practices such as self-

criticism to the creation of a political religion by the Chinese Communists. By the same token, I am 

less interested in the ways the worship of Mao became a stand-in for religious practices associated 

with deities, eventually transforming the chairman––like Sun Yatsen before him––into a god of the 

folk-religious pantheon.65 Suffice it to say that the Mao cult was predicated on the notion of the 

transformative power of belief, both at the individual and social levels. During the Cultural 

Revolution in particular, propaganda emphasized the closeness of Chairman Mao, allowing him to 

penetrate into individuals’ thinking to a degree unknown for any previous political leader. As a well-

known song stated: 

The sun is reddest, / Chairman Mao is closest. 

Your brilliant thought / Will forever illuminate my [or: our] heart. 

The spring wind is warmest, / Chairman Mao is closest. 

Your revolutionary Party line / Will forever guide [my/our] journey. 

Your achievements are higher than the sky. 

Your loving kindness is deeper than the sea. 

The sun in my heart will never set. 

Your heart will forever be close to ours.66 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
63  Apter (1995), p. 195. 
64  See Hung Chang-tai (1996), p. 920. 
65  Landsberger (2002), pp. 153-59 and 161-64; Chao (1999); for the deification of Sun Yatsen cf. Nedostup 

(2009), p. 274. 
66  “Mao zhuxi zui qin 毛主席最亲 [Chairman Mao is closest],” http://baike.baidu.com/view/4096964.htm. 
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Figure 1. Women xinzhong zuihong zuihongde hong taiyang Mao zhuxi he women xin lian xin 我们心中最红最

红的红太阳毛主席和我们心连心 [The reddest reddest red sun in our heart, Chairman Mao and us heart to 

heart], propaganda poster by Zhejiang Sheng Gongnongbing Meishu Chuangzuozu 浙江省工农兵美术创作组, 

January 1968, International Institute of Social History (Amsterdam), IISH collection, BG E3/712. 
 

During the Cultural Revolution, innumerable propaganda posters hammered the same point 

home (see, for example, fig. 1). The youthful Red Guards, who were the targets of this propaganda, 

responded with rituals of their own, including oaths of loyalty to the Chairman, an elevation of terror 

as a source of social change, a cult of physical strength, pilgrimages retracing episodes in Mao’s 

biography or providing the opportunity to see him (if only from a distance) and prescribed forms of 

penitence to rectify transgressions. 67  Certainly the Red Guards’ romanticist and voluntarist 

perspective on Mao was different to that of the Party establishment. But ultimately, rational and 

irrational elements in the Mao cult are hard to disentangle. A fine example is the story how People’s 

Liberation Army doctors performed miraculous cures on deaf-mutes by correctly applying Mao’s 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
67  Mitter (2008), pp. 157-63. 
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doctrine on contradictions.68 

What is more interesting in the context of this article is that the Cultural Revolution should 

not be viewed in isolation. Rather, it formed part of a global wave of social upheavals and 

transformations that shook both the ‘developed’ nations of Europe and North America, the struggling 

nation-states of Latin America and the freshly decolonized Third World.69 The domestic causes of this 

upheaval were always complex and varied from country to country and from world region to world 

region. They were held together, however, by the common framework of the Cold War, which was 

compounded by the Sino-Soviet split in the early 1960s, and the changes to the system of nation-states 

brought about by decolonization, both transformations that were changing the face of the globe. 

Within this context, Maoism could mean different things to different people, reflecting the more 

‘pragmatic’ or the more ‘charismatic’ aspects of Maoism (although in practice these aspects may have 

been hard to distinguish). In largely agriculture-based countries, it might serve as blueprint to a 

successful strategy of agrarian revolution and guerrilla warfare, sometimes succeeding in bringing 

together peasants and students. 70  For the educated urban youth, especially in the ‘Western’ 

hemisphere, Mao, along with Ho Chi Minh (1890-1969), Fidel Castro (*1927), Che Guevara (1928-

1967) and others became a key symbol in an emerging ‘third world-ism’ (tiers-mondisme), a growing 

concern with the problems faced by the developing world, the Vietnam War being just one example, 

albeit one of prime importance. Against this backdrop, Mao constituted a powerful counter-image 

with which to critique and provoke authorities and elder generations.71 

It has been argued that in its spread across the globe, Maoism proved to be an adaptable and 

malleable concept – to the extent that there was not one single Maoism, but a spectrum of different 

Maoisms.72 With regard to Western Europe in particular, scholars have pointed to the rather marginal 

if not entirely insignificant character of Maoist groups and their often highly selective adaptation of 

Mao’s thinking.73 The same appears to be true of Mao-oriented organizations in other parts of the 

world as well, and indeed few of them succeeded in seizing unchallenged state power, with the 

exception of the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia between 1975 and 1978 and the Communist Party of 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
68  This was spread through different media, e.g. films, books and magazines. Excerpts from some of these 

materials are available at <http://www.morningsun.org/red/deafmute/exploring_secrets.html> (accessed 27 

February 2013). 
69  This global aspect is neatly if somewhat subliminally captured in Cornils and Waters (2010). 
70  See Cook (2010), pp. 291-93 and 304-06. For the distinction between ‘pragmatic’ and ‘charismatic’ Maoism 

see Mitter (2008), p. 145. 
71  Bourg (2005), p. 386; Diehl (2008), p. 181. 
72  See Cook (2010), p. 305; Wemheuer (2008), pp. 11-13. 
73  Bourg (2005), pp. 472-73; Wemheuer (2008), p. 20; Wolin (2010), pp. 3-4. 
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Nepal (Maoist) since 2006, the latter’s success being somewhat anachronistic. 74  However, 

overemphasizing the receiving end obscures the fact that the Chinese side took on an active role in 

this cultural transfer. In fact, the CCP leadership closely monitored protest movements in the world in 

the late 1960s, seeing China as the centre of the world revolution, and the Red Guards expressed a 

strong desire to export the revolution to the rest of the world.75 Most importantly, perhaps, a number 

of powerful media that spread the revolutionary message across the world immediately grew out of 

the Mao cult. These could serve as global icons of protest and revolution, lending themselves to 

adaptation in various local contexts.  

The first of these was the Little Red Book (Mao zhuxi yulu 毛主席語錄, ‘Quotations from 

Chairman Mao’), published under the auspices of the People’s Liberation Army in 1964. Until 1971, 

about 110 million copies appeared in 36 languages (including a Braille version), the official version 

being supplemented by over 400 local editions.76 The Little Red Book was more than a collection of 

relevant Mao statements for every conceivable situation in life; its materiality served in itself as an 

icon to be presented ostentatiously. Nobody has appreciated the iconic quality inherent in the book’s 

materiality better than French director Jean-Luc Godard (*1930) in his 1967 film La Chinoise––

especially in the scene where copies of the book are flung at an American toy tank, stopping it 

instantly in its tracks.77 By contrast, a second publication, the Selected Works of Mao Zedong, 

published in the early 1950s, provided fodder for the intellectual mind. And finally there was Mao’s 

image, popularized in many ways, not the least in the form of Mao badges that were worn as insignia 

of loyalty by demonstrating Red Guards during the Cultural Revolution. These too made their way 

abroad; in 1968, the English-language magazine China Reconstructs reported how people across the 

world were craving for the precious button.78 Indeed, the two lines from the Beatles song ‘Revolution’ 

stating that “if you go carrying pictures of chairman Mao/You ain’t going to make it with anyone 

anyhow,” seem to allude directly to the practice of wearing Mao badges in Britain. 79  As 

representatives of popular counterculture, the Beatles, and especially John Lennon (1940-1980), 

displayed a high degree of ambivalence about a violent revolution in Chinese fashion. But Lennon 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
74  Cook (2010), pp. 301-04 and 307-11. 
75  Brady (1996), pp. 116-22. 
76  Leese (2011), p. 108. 
77  Godard (2012), 37:12-15. 
78  “World’s People Eagerly Seek Chairman Mao Badges.” China Reconstructs (May 1968), reprinted in 

<http://www.morningsun.org/red/badges_cr5_1968.html> (accessed 27 February 2013). For the context cf. 

Schrift (2001). 
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http://steve.hamel.name/songs/revolution_1.asp (both accessed 27 February 2013). Cf. Platoff (2005), p. 

244. I am indebted to Marcus Collins for pointing me to these and related materials. 
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sported a Mao badge during a 1970 interview, justifying this on the grounds that Mao was “doing a 

good job.”80 

In the global moment created by the upsurge of political religion during the Cultural 

Revolution in China, Maoist media and iconography linked third-world revolutionaries with first-

world protest culture. To what extent the results can be classified as political religion is a matter of 

debate, the more so as they varied from place to place. Between 1967 and 1972 the Maoist splinter 

group popularly known as the Naxalites in India, basing themselves on the ‘Little Red Book’ as well 

as on Mao’s ‘Three Old Essays’ adopted Mao’s guerrilla tactics to wage a ‘people’s war’. Despite the 

tensions before and after the Sino-Indian war of 1962, the Naxalites regarded the Chinese leader as 

their chairman, beginning what one historian has called the “fanatical worshipping of Mao.”81 Indeed, 

Charu Mazumdar (1918-1972), chairman of the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist), which 

became the political driving force of the movement, employed an apocalyptic rhetoric, exhorting his 

student followers to have faith in Mao Zedong Thought, as it was “smashing the old world and 

building a new world”.82 Mazumdar called for the establishment of small work teams, each member 

equipped with a copy of the Quotations from Chairman Mao, who should share the hardships of poor 

and landless peasants while at the same time familiarizing them with the sayings of the Chinese 

leader. The Naxalites also made use of the symbolic materiality of the Quotations, introducing ‘red 

book marriages’ whereby a couple could declare themselves husband and wife by exchanging copies 

of the precious text in front of party members.83 Although the Naxalite guerrilla movement was 

suppressed in the 1970s, it has made a remarkable comeback since the early 2000s.84 Peru offers a 

similar example: Here in the 1970s, the guerrillas of the Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso) developed 

a personality cult reminiscent of Mao around their leader Abimael Guzmán Reynoso (aka Presidente 

Gonzalez, *1934), who became known to his followers as puka inti, Quechua for “Red Sun,” while 

some nicknamed him more disrespectfully “shampoo,” for his alleged ability at brainwashing 

people.85 The Shining Path also followed the Chinese example by making use of big-character posters 

of sorts and even reciting CCP songs in Mandarin.86 

In the West European student movement too, adaptations of Maoist ideas and paraphernalia 

also gave rise to notions of palingenetic renewal. Writing in retrospect, the former German activist 

Gerd Koenen (*1944) almost echoes Eric Voegelin when he speaks of “a certain apocalyptic 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
80  Wenner (2000), p. 111; cf. Collins (2012), p. 10. 
81  Sumanta Banerjee as quoted in Chakrabarti (1990), pp. 59-60. 
82  Quoted in Singh (1995): 70. 
83  For the “squads” see ibid., 70-71; for the ‘red book marriages’ Roy 2012, 108-09 and 112-13. 
84  Cf. Paul (2013), 1-8; Chakravarti (2008). 
85  Gorriti (1992), p. 151. 
86  Cook (2010), pp. 304-05. 
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thinking” exhibited by the movement. China, Koenen goes on to argue, made it possible for German 

youths to radically reinvent themselves, challenging the older war generation and escaping from the 

seemingly inexorable rift imposed by the logic of the Cold War. Maoism perfectly fit the idea that 

somehow there existed a link between third-world liberation movements and the students’ attempts at 

reinventing and refashioning their own society.87 Echoing another icon of CCP history, student leader 

Rudi Dutschke (1940-1979) called in February 1968 for a “long march through institutions” that 

would lead to the creation of counter-institutions or “liberated zones” within bourgeois society. 

Although at surface level, Dutschke refers to Maoism as a pragmatic strategy, his ideas of anti-

bourgeois forms of social life also appears to foreshadow a complete renewal of society. It is quite 

possible that related experiments with communal forms of living also had their roots in the study of 

Chinese Communist texts.88 

Thus China became a blueprint for radical attempts at renovating society––apocalyptic in that 

they could only fully be realized through the overthrow of the existing social order. At the same time, 

China was itself a utopia concretized, as one widely read book argued––a place where human beings 

and their needs were at the centre of politics and administration.89 Surprisingly, this utopia appealed 

not only to the New Left, but also to conservatives such as the former French minister of education 

Alain Peyrefitte (1925-1999), the German journalist Klaus Mehnert (1906-1984) or his Swedish 

colleague Olof Lagercrantz (1911-2002), all of whom visited China in the early 1970s. In their 

travelogues, they describe China as something akin to an earthly paradise, where the populace scorn 

wealth, where bureaucracy is reduced to a minimum, where direct democracy is implemented and 

where the authorities encourage innovation and experiment. These are echoes of the writings of Agnes 

Smedley (1892-1950), Anna Louise Strong (1885-1970) and Edgar Snow (1905-1972), who had 

begun to sing Mao’s praises as early as the late 1920s and early 1930s.90 

Whereas most of the Maoist movements in Asia and Latin America were sooner or later 

repressed by military force (in the case of the Khmer Rouge, by the army of a neighbouring country, 

Vietnam), the honeymoon of young Western Europeans and North Americans with China came to an 

end through developments in China itself. Fissures appeared as early as 1972 as a result of China’s 

rapprochement with the United States. They became visible in the wake of US President Nixon’s visit 

to China in February 1972, which publicly and ostensibly involved Mao’s persona. In response to this 

event, a booklet accompanying a record of the German band Ton Steine Scherben released in the same 

year featured a portrait of Mao with the caption “Mao, Mao, why have you forsaken us?”91 Here, the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
87  Koenen and Diehl (2008), pp. 30 and 36. 
88  Ali and Watkins (1998), p. 47. 
89  Kuntze (1975), p. 206. 
90  Rudolph (1989); cf. Apter (2005). 
91  Wemheuer (2008), p. 19. 
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religious allusion was used to express disappointment at the Chinese leader’s retreat from his 

revolutionary line. When following the death of Mao, the PRC abandoned his radical policies and 

walked down the capitalist road that Mao had so fervently spoken out against, China ceased to be 

viewed as the paradise of the workers and peasants that could serve as a model for a radical and 

miraculous restructuring of ‘Western’ societies.  

As the global moment to which the Mao cult had so greatly contributed gradually petered out 

across the globe, it also did so in China––with some qualifications, however. Mao was not completely 

dismantled by the new CCP leadership, and various waves of nostalgia confirm the lingering 

impression the former Chairman has made on the Chinese population. Films starring Mao’s 

doppelganger Gu Yue 古月 (1937-2005), the sale of kitschy Mao memorabilia from the first decades 

of the PRC, and forms of red tourism to important places in his life confirm this. The Chairman Mao 

Memorial Hall on Tian’anmen 天安門 Square in Beijing, in particular, became a site of pilgrimage 

for the Chinese population.92 However, for the time being the Mao cult ceased to function as a 

political platform, as the CCP turned to other sources of legitimacy. 

 

4. Vestiges of Political Religion in the Post-Mao Era, 1976-present 
 

Despite this enduring popularity of certain aspects of the Mao cult in the years after his death, 

the leadership of party and state quickly embarked on a different course. Its attempts to humanize 

political power holders was summed up succinctly by then head of state Ye Jianying 葉劍英 (1897-

1986) in his speech on the occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of the People’s Republic in October 

1979:  

 

According to Lenin, those who lead a proletarian party and a Communist state usually are not 

individuals, but a collective composed of several people referred to as leaders. Organizations 

at all levels need their leaders… Leading personalities are not gods, they cannot but have 

defects and [commit] mistakes, [hence] they should not be deified.93  

 

As well as distancing themselves from the Mao cult, the new leaders also sought to 

undermine its ideological underpinnings. For Deng Xiaoping 鄧小平 (1904-1997), the emerging 

paramount leader, the core of the Mao Zedong ideas consisted not in the concept of class struggle, but 

in ‘seeking truth from facts’ (shishi qiu shi 實事求是). In establishing practice as the sole criterion of 

truth, Deng was supported by Hu Yaobang 胡耀邦 (1915-1989), who until his dismissal as Secretary 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
92  Barmé (1996); Wagner (1992 a). 
93  Ye Jianying (1979), p. 26. 
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General of the CCP in 1987 was one of his closest political associates. Deng and his followers 

succeeded in establishing a discursive framework that forced party cadres to declare themselves in 

favour of the new political line of the party, no matter whether they were convinced of it or not.94 This 

shift paved the way for China’s new economic policy; at the same time, it was a major departure from 

the emphasis on individual faith and inner transformation characteristic of the Mao era. Propagating 

the ‘liberation of thought’ (jiefang sixiang 解放思想), the CCP under Deng had effectively been 

stripped off all signs of political religion. 

The approach of the early Deng Xiaoping years was not to last, however. From the late 1970s, 

the CCP struggled with political and social dissent embodied, among others, in the democracy 

movements of 1978/79 and 1989. The brief appearance of the ‘Goddess of Democracy’ in 

Tian’anmen Square in late May and early June 1989 was a double appropriation, drawing on a global 

symbol of individual freedom and democratic government, the Statue of Liberty in New York, which 

itself merges religious imagery into a secular political discourse. Other global symbols included the 

‘International’ as the hymn of the movement and the wearing of white headbands, adopted from pro-

democracy protests in Korea and the Philippines. At the same time, the Goddess’ seeming dialogue 

with the portrait of Mao hanging from Tian’anmen Gate, captured in photographs at the time, could 

also be read as invoking the messianism associated with Mao against a dictatorial and corrupt party 

elite.95 

In reaction to the two democracy movements, which it suppressed ruthlessly, the CCP tried to 

redefine both its ideology and its position within the world at large. The Four Basic Principles, laid 

down in 1979, contained those features that the party was determined to hold on to: Marxism-

Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought, the leadership of the CCP, Socialism and the dictatorship of the 

proletariat. The formulation, however, was vague and more geared towards preventing the people 

from challenging the party-state. 96  In 1992, three years after the brutal crackdown on the 

demonstrators at Tian’anmen Square, the CCP officially adopted Deng Xiaoping theory, which 

included as developmental goal a “socialism with Chinese characteristics” (you Zhongguo tese de 

shehuizhuyi 有中國特色的社會主義 ). This formula pointed to a specific Chinese goal of 

modernization that would resemble neither Soviet-style socialism nor the liberal-democratic 

capitalism of the West. The deliberate camouflaging of the ‘Western’ origins of socialism was an 

echo of the late-nineteenth century ti-yong 體用 formula, conceived by Confucian scholars in an 

attempt to strengthen China by importing ‘Western’ technology while at the same keeping ‘Western’ 
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95  Wagner (1992 b), pp. 330-42. 
96  Zhang Wei-wei (1996), pp. 29-32. 
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ideas at bay.97 

Since the early 1990s, successive CCP leaders as well as party propaganda have introduced 

comprehensive interpretations of China’s past, present and future that to some extent relate the idea of 

a fundamental transformation of Chinese society. Perhaps the most obvious example is the officially 

sponsored resurgence of Chinese nationalism in the 1990s. A case in point is the well-known 1994 

poster series on ‘patriotic education.’98 The four posters in the series address different themes: pride in 

China’s ancient civilization, indignation at the unforgettable experience of China’s humiliation by 

imperialism, fond memories of China’s revolution from 1911 to the Communist takeover in 1949 and 

finally, satisfaction at modern technology, which will catapult China to the forefront of the twenty-

first century world. Whilst identifying the enemies who have hindered China’s progress, the end result 

will be a new nation whose progress is symbolized by the ability to explore outer space. 

Interestingly, a similar trajectory, albeit with a different focus, can be found in Jiang Zemin’s 

江澤民 (*1926) explanations of his ‘Three Represents’ (San ge daibiao 三個代表), promulgated in 

2000. Jiang, who succeeded Deng Xiaoping as paramount leader, divides the “more than seventy-year 

history” of the CCP into the three stages of revolution, reconstruction and reform. In each of these 

stages, the party “always has represented the demands of China’s progressive productive forces, 

represented the direction of the advance of China’s progressive culture, represented the fundamental 

interests of the broadest [masses] of the people.”99 These ‘Three Represents,’ according to Jiang, are 

also the key to China’s future development, enabling the reconstruction of the party – which should be 

enabled to accept capitalists as members – and the “self-perfection and development” of a “socialism 

with Chinese characteristics.”100 Jiang thus presents the sanitized history of an unblemished Party, 

while at the same time connecting it with the promise of a perfect future. 

Jiang’s successor Hu Jintao 胡錦濤 (*1942) chose yet another approach, attempting to even 

out social imbalances that have arisen as a consequence of the reform process: by declaring a 

moderately affluent society (xiaokang shehui 小康社會) as China’s developmental goal, he borrowed 

heavily from Confucian utopianism and in particular Kang Youwei’s 康有為 (1858-1927) Datong shu 

大同書 (The book of Supreme Unity).101 At the same time, his Eight Honours and Eight Shames (Ba 

rong ba chi 八榮八恥), proclaimed two years later, offer a moral code for every citizen. Its elements 

––such as love of the country and serving the people, embracing science and education, hard work, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
97  Wakeman (2002), p. 160. 
98  The posters and a commentary are available from <http://www.chineseposters.net/themes/patriotic-
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99  Jiang Zemin (2001), p. 2. 
100  Jiang Zemin (2002), p. 583. 
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respect for the law and discipline––are adapted to serve the vision of a modernizing China at the 

outset of the twenty-first century. A DVD from the early Hu Jintao era underlays pictures of a 

peaceful, harmonious and modern Chinese society with songs incorporating the eight maxims.102 

Though these attempts differ in their outlook, all of them are underpinned by a tightly 

circumscribed role of history in public life. In Communist China, understanding the past has always 

been placed under party supervision; at any point in recent history, its interpretation has followed the 

official party line of the day. With other symbols of Communist ideology on decline, the sacralization 

of Chinese history was brought more sharply into relief. Its essence is neatly captured by a 

propaganda poster issued in 1984 (Fig. 2): At the centre, the image shows a hand holding a book – a 

direct reference to the shape of the Little Red Book, except that this time, it is a Modern History of 

China covered in blue. Yellow waves alluding to sunbeams as well as scenes from the Monument to 

the People’s Heroes on Tian’anmen Square are both reminiscent of the Cultural Revolution. At the 

same time, the caption evokes the connection between history and patriotism: “To love the country 

one must first know its history––the deeper the knowledge, the more eager the love.” The religious 

imagery surrounding the themes of history and patriotism endows this poster with a significance 

beyond its original context, the campaign against bourgeois liberalization. 
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Figure 2: Ai guo shouxian you zhi guo––zhi zhi yuhen ai zhi yu qie 爱国首先要知国––知之愈深爱之愈切 [To 

love the country one must first know its history––the deeper the knowledge, the more eager the love], 

propaganda poster by Sha De’an 啥德安 and Li Yang 李阳, 1984, International Institute for Social History 

(Amsterdam), Stefan Landsberger collection, BG E13/489. 
 

The CCP has taken great pains to immunize Chinese history against unwelcome 

interpretations, both domestically and abroad. A particularly sensitive issue is the history of 

imperialism precisely because it has a global dimension involving other parties. In the 1990s, the 

concept of ‘national humiliation’ (guochi) made a spectacular comeback across all kinds of media, 

indicating a discursive shift from heroic resistance (which had dominated the memory of imperialism 

under Mao) to Chinese suffering and victimization.103 The conflict between China and the Vatican in 

October 2000 offers a good example of how the CCP has tried to defend its history against competing 

interpretations in an increasingly globalizing world. It revolved around the canonization of 120 

Chinese martyrs by Pope John Paul II (1920-2005) on 1 October of that year. The date was chosen by 

the church because it is the feast of Saint Thérèse of Lisieux (1873-1897), a patron saint of foreign 

missions.104 As the majority of the 120 persons selected for canonization were Chinese, the ceremony 

can also be viewed as reflecting the growing recognition of non-European contributions to a global 

church. From the perspective of CCP, however, this was an interference with the official Chinese 

interpretation of history, the more so as the ceremony was scheduled for Chinese National Day. From 

late September into the first week of October, Chinese media conducted a massive campaign against 

the Vatican, no doubt with official backing. China’s official ‘patriotic’ religious associations were 

also quoted as supporting the stance of party and government.105 Newspaper articles denounced the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
103  Cohen (2003); Gries (2004), pp. 43-53. 
104  Clark (2010), p. 54. 
105  The following discussion is based on the coverage in Renmin Ribao between 25 September and 6 October 

2000. The majority of articles also appeared in Guangming Ribao at the same time, suggesting that the press 

coverage had official backing. For the role of religious associations “Jiu Fandigang wushi Zhongguo jiaohui 

zhuquan ni cefeng suowei shengren renshi, Zhongguo Tianzhu Aiguohui Zhongguo Tianzhujiao Zhujiaotuan 

fabiao shengming 就梵蒂冈无视中国教会主权拟册封所谓圣人,	 中国天主教爱国会中国天主教主教团

发表声明	 [In response to the Vatican’s plan to disregard the sovereignty of the Chinese church by 

canonizing the so-called saints. The Chinese Patriotic Catholic Association and the Chinese Catholic 

Bishops Conference publish a declaration,” Renmin Ribao 27 September 2000, p. 1; “Jiu Fandigang waiqu 

cuangai lishi ni xuanbu cefeng suowei ‘shengren’ shi. Zhongguo Jidujiao Sanzi Yundong Weiyuanhui 

Zhongguo Jidujiao Xiehui fabiao shengming 就梵蒂冈歪曲篡改历史拟宣布册封搜位〈圣人〉中国基督

教协会发表声明	 [In response to the Vatican’s distortion and falsification of history by planning to proclaim 

the canonization of the so-called ‘saints.’ The National Committee of the Patriotic Three-Self Movement of 

the Protestant Churches in China and the China Christian Council publish a declaration,” Renmin Ribao, 28 
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canonization of the “so-called ‘saints’,” arguing that the Vatican was consciously attempting to 

manipulate and falsify history. The understanding of history underpinning the press coverage leaves 

no room for different interpretations; deviations from the one true version sanctioned by the party are 

viewed as distortion, fabrication, as a “provocation of the Chinese people” or even as “anti-Chinese 

activities (fan Hua huodong 反華活動).”106 At the same time, the ‘correct’ interpretation of history, in 

which professional historians joined the journalists, was based on the vilification of Catholic 

missionaries. These had committed ‘crimes’ (zui 罪) against the Chinese people: not content with 

supporting imperialist politics and forcibly occupying land on which to build churches, they had 

committed more heinous misdeeds, abusing, seducing or raping Chinese women (in particular 

Christians).107 Finally, commentators strongly emphasized the difference between the China of today 

and that of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The message is that China was weak then, but 

is much stronger today and will be able to successfully resist any encroachments from outside forces. 

It goes without saying that such a discourse is not only about the past. It is about China’s role 

in an increasingly globalizing world. And it must be seen in connection with events such as the 

NATO bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade in 1999 and the ensuing outrage in China, or the 

anti-Japanese demonstrations across China in 2005.108 In this logic, if China is striving to attain a 

leading global role, it must overcome the “containment policy” (ezhi zhengce 遏制政策) of the West 

and in particular the United States. This view emanates not only from government propaganda, but 

also from more popular expressions of nationalism, such as the 1996 bestseller China Can Say No, 

which is itself modelled on a Japanese pamphlet.109 What is left of the apocalyptic dimension of 

Chinese politics, then, is the necessity of overcoming external adversaries in order to emerge as a 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

September 2000, p. 1; “Wo guo Fojiao Yisilanjiao Daojiao quanguoxing tuanti fenbie juxing zuotanhui. 

Qianglie fandui Fandigang jie ‘shengren’ gao fan Hua huodong 我国佛教伊斯兰教道教全国性团体分别

举行座谈会. 强烈反对梵蒂冈借〈圣人〉搞反华活动 [Our country’s national Buddhist, Islamic and 

Daoist organizations hold meetings. Resolutely resist the Vatican’s use of ‘saints’ to conduct anti-Chinese 

activities],” Renmin Ribao, 4 October 2000, p. 1. 
106  Apart from the material in the previous footnote, cf. also the commentary by an anonymous editorialist, 

“Fandigang ‘feng sheng’ shi dui Zhongguo renmin de yanzhong tiaoxin 梵蒂冈〈封圣〉是对中国人民的

严重挑衅 [The Vatican ‘canonization of saints’ is a serious provocation of the Chinese people],” Renmin 

Ribao, 3 October 2000, p. 1. 
107  Zhen Shi 甄实, “Ma Lai yu Di-er ci yapian zhanzheng 马赖与第二次鸦片战争 [Auguste Chapdelaine and 

the Second Opium War],” Renmin Ribao, 29 September 2000, p. 3; Shi Yan 史岩, “Jiekai suowei ‘shengren’ 

de mianmu 揭开所谓〈圣人〉的面目 [Exposing the ugly face of the so-called ‘saints’],” Renmin Ribao, 3 

October 2000, p. 2––the latter an echo of 1920s anti-imperialist rhetoric. For the context cf. Clark (2010). 
108  Gries (2004), pp. 128-33; Reilly (2006), pp. 208-11. 
109  Song Qiang et al. (1996), especially pp. 51-52. 
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truly global player. 

In the post-Mao era, the CCP has replaced the ‘faith’ in the political leadership that was such 

a defining feature of Mao’s rule with a more empirically oriented and increasingly technocratic 

understanding of politics. The party has promulgated a new code of social ethics aiming at the 

creation of social harmony through correct practice––a strategy that, it is true, borrows heavily from 

Confucianism and is more in line with Chinese modes of ‘doing religion’ than with the faith-based 

understanding of religion adopted from the ‘West.’110 The same can be said of the (propagandistic) 

attempts of creating a middle-class society, which is both a realistic strategy and draws on Confucian-

inspired utopianism. At the same time, the Party has sanitized its own history and sacralized that of 

China at large. This can be viewed as a response to the domestic and international challenges in a 

rapidly globalizing world. While it echoes some of the defining features of political religion – in 

particular the immaculate image of the Party and its leadership, the symbolism surrounding the nation 

and the notion that China must overcome contending forces to attain its rightful place in the world –, 

it bears more resemblance to the pre-1920 period than to Guomindang China or the Mao era. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The trajectory of political religion in twentieth-century China owes much to China’s standing 

in the world at large. It grew out of attempts at overcoming China’s perceived international weakness, 

which was always bound up with the country’s domestic problems. At the same time, it can be viewed 

as a specifically Chinese response to one of the great global challenges of the twentieth century: the 

decline of a transcendent legitimacy of political authority. In the 1920s, China became part of a global 

revolutionary project that sought to unite the oppressed peoples of the world under the leadership of 

the Soviet Union against capitalist imperialism. Although this project was soon abandoned by the 

Soviet leadership itself, it had a lasting impact on Chinese politics. The Nationalists, who had severed 

their ties with Soviet Communism as early as the late 1920s, adapted the Soviet model of political 

religion and mixed it with Christian influences, despite explicitly disavowing the latter. For the 

Guomindang, faith in the late leader Sun Yatsen and in the party ideology he created was essential in 

bringing about a domestically unified and internationally strengthened China. Political rituals centred 

around the memory of Sun and geared towards creating a revolutionary work ethic became the means 

to inculcate this faith amongst the political and social elites, whose successful mobilization would 

enable China to become part of a global modernity. However, this also required struggles to overcome 

obstacles and foes in order to win through to the ultimate goal––a vision which constitutes the 

‘apocalyptic’ element of the GMD’s political religion. 

In principle, the political religion of the CCP propagated throughout the Mao era stemmed 
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from the same ideological background and served the same goals. But not only did they penetrate 

more deeply and more effectively into Chinese society, they also became part of a global moment in 

the 1960s and 1970s. This united different constituencies––a youthful urban counterculture in the 

‘West,’ revolutionary guerrilla movements in the Third World. While for the latter, adopting Mao’s 

strategies seemed to reflect a straightforward logic, this was not the case for the former. In Western 

Europe and North America, an increasing receptivity towards the emerging Third World played a far 

greater role. The politically religious dimension Maoism could inscribe itself into this trend. But this 

process was not exclusively determined by the receiving end: China’s essential contribution to the 

revolutionary global moment consisted in producing powerful symbols––most notably Mao’s portrait 

and the Little Red Book as well as other Mao writings––that had an appeal for different 

constituencies. 

As political religions, the ideologies of the GMD and of the CCP in the Mao era shared a 

number of characteristics: Both placed a strong emphasis on faith and invididual as well as collective 

transformation, based on the cult of a political leader. In abandoning these, the post-Mao Communist 

leadership took an altogether different approach. However, the global environment within which it 

operated looked more akin to the situation of Guomindang China than to the global moment of the 

1960s and 1970s. Although many emerging economies could look to the Chinese developmental 

model for guidance and ‘Western’ enterprises could not resist the allure of the Chinese market, CCP 

ideology was hardly a selling point. ‘Western’ public opinion in particular, having somewhat 

belatedly discovered the atrocities during Mao’s reign, was increasingly hostile, pointing to China’s 

human rights violations as well as its increasing military build-up and heightened nationalism. In this 

context, vestiges of political religion continue to exist in the form of a whitewashed party history, the 

sacralization of national history, the apocalyptic identification of enemies and obstacles to be 

overcome, the propagation of a moral code that can unify the population domestically and strengthen 

China vis-à-vis the challenges from abroad and finally the vision of a harmonious future society and a 

rise of China’s power at the global level. 

With the possible exception of the democratic movement of 1989, the Mao cult ceased to be 

used as a political platform after the chairman’s death in 1976 – until very recently: When the party 

chairman of Chongqing 重慶  Bo Xilai 薄熙來  (*1949) initiated a “red culture movement” 

reminiscent of Mao-era mass campaigns in 2011, he may well have intended this to be part of a bid 

for power at the Party’s centre.111 Although Bo’s expulsion from the party the following year put a 

stop to his personal ambitions, it would seem that the new party chairman, Xi Jinping 習近平, who 

took office in late 2012, has also appropriated elements from the Mao cult. In June 2013, the party 

launched a “campaign to realize the Party’s mass line education” (dang de qunzong luxiang jiaoyu 

shixian yundong 黨的群眾路線教育實現運動 ), with Xi himself presiding over self-criticism 
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sessions. A new edition of the Quotations from Chairman Mao is scheduled for November of the 

same year. This is certainly more than a move to appease left-wing adherents of Bo Xilai.112 Each of 

Mao’s successors has sought to make his imprint on the ideological development and––more broadly 

speaking––the political culture of party, state and society. And for Xi, elements of Maoist politics 

may appear as an expedient tool to distinguish himself from his predecessors and establish his 

authority as a leader. All of this clearly does not imply a return to the class struggle of the Mao era. 

But it indicates how elements of political religion inherited from the twentieth century may still shape 

China’s contemporary politics. What is also obvious is that in shaping its political culture, present-day 

China can rely on a purely national heritage. The global processes by which the idea of political 

ideologies as beliefs was introduced in China as well as the ideas of apocalypse and palingenesis that 

the Mao cult radiated back into the wider world now appear to belong to history. 
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On whether there is a fourth stage of Marxism
Maoist Information Web Site

Maoism is the third stage of Marxism. After four decades in which there have been 
advances in revolutionary science and developments in the class struggle, and in the 
midst  of  a  global  struggle  against  sham Maoism, the  question has  been  raised of 
whether there is a new stage of Marxism and what to call it. Central to this question is 
the line that  there is no revolutionary working class  in the First  World oppressor 
nations.

Until now, MIWS has not discussed recent use of the label "Third Worldism," to 
designate a new stage of Marxism, among Maoists on the Internet. MIWS is not here 
to intervene in organizing or networking struggles and has explained why it thinks 
that scientific education should be a greater priority on the Internet than struggles 
that  have  the  potential  to  diverge  from  promoting  science  in  making  rapid 
movement-building a priority. MIWS has documented its policies and its reasoning at 
great length, and when MIWS has criticized lines and practices that may happen to 
belong to others on the Internet, MIWS has consistently done that only in detailed 
articles of substance. MIWS means for its writing to be relevant and useful in the 
future and not require readers to know about specific struggles, at the time articles 
were written, in order to comprehend those articles.

To its knowledge, MIWS's writing here is the only writing in English on the Internet 
responding  in  a  reflective,  substantive  and  comprehensive  way  with  a  document 
introducing  "Third  Worldism"  as  a  way  of  designating  advances  specifically  of 
Marxism, while others have chosen to adopt the label. To the extent that the label is 
effectively functioning as a name for a new movement and a way of unifying people, 
MIWS is not particularly interested in struggling over use of the label.

However,  there  is  a  valid  question  about  what  is  new and  universal  in  scientific 
communism  since  Maoism  was  formulated  and  consolidated  as  a  new  stage  of 
Marxism, and how to designate advances. MIWS cannot imagine anyone seriously 
splitting over the use or non-use of "Third Worldism" at this time, but there are some 
scientific questions involved.

The use of "Third-Worldism" has a long history, including a history of positive, non-



disparaging usage that MIWS has not yet studied thoroughly.

There  is  much  in  favor  of  Third-Worldism as  an  orientation  emphasizing  Third 
World unity and self-determination, and the centrality of Third World struggles. In 
contrast  to  Third-Worldism  are  Liberal,  pseudo-Liberal,  Trotskyist  and  crypto-
Trotskyist attacks on oppressed nation nationalism, on anti-imperialist united fronts, 
and  on  people's  war  and  proletarian  dictatorship  --  and  support  for  imperialist 
country majority unity with Third World lackeys. Third-Worldism used to have more 
currency in the First World. Because of setbacks in struggles against imperialism and 
revisionism,  Third-Worldism  gave  way  partly  to  a  right-wing  bourgeois 
internationalism and neo-Trotskyism, sometimes in combination.

"Third-Worldism,"  as  it  has  actually  been  used  by  activists  and  intellectuals,  has 
historically referred to different trends and forces, many of which might co-exist in a 
united front. This is both what makes the label uncontroversial, in a way, and what 
makes it potentially unsuitable for naming a new stage of Marxism, as opposed to a 
united front  or  mass  organization.  At  the  same time,  since "Third Worldism" in 
recent Maoist context reflects an emphasis on a particular analysis and strategy, it may 
serve as a designation for a current within Maoism if clearly and properly defined.

Recent usage of "Third-Worldism" on the Internet in a Maoist context suggests a 
certain concrete analysis and certain strategies. But a stage of Marxism is supposed to 
be  universal,  and  strategy  is  supposed  to  vary  by  country  and  with  concrete 
conditions.  In  the  course  of  applying  Maoism,  new  theory  and  strategy  may  be 
developed that is globally applicable at the moment, but only the most overarching 
theories and strategies demarcate stages in the development Marxism.

Concrete analysis

First, MIWS will address the issue of concrete analysis as it may be distinguished from 
the formulation of strategy. Specifically, it has been put forward that a certain concrete 
analysis of the First World is central to Third Worldism as a development of Maoism. 
It has also been put forward that the principal contradiction is between exploited 
nations and imperialism, particularly u.$. imperialism, and that this, also, is central to 
Maoism-Third Worldism.

Marxism is concrete and a living, scientific practice that integrates changing concrete 
conditions  at  various  scales,  from the  neighborhood to  the  globe.  But  a  stage of 
Marxism is not concentrated in a concrete analysis that possibly will not apply in the 



future. The principal contradiction may change, and even parasitic flows may change 
such that some countries that are currently considered First-World may cease to be 
First-World.

In September 2007, MIWS said that the principal contradiction was potentially a 
question that might be the subject of line struggle. Shortly thereafter, a document 
appeared  on  the  Internet  ("The  sun  rises  in  the  East  and  sets  in  the  West," 
monkeysmashesheaven.wordpress.com,  2008  January)  saying  that  the  principal 
contradiction  is  imperialism,  but  particularly  u.$.  imperialism,  and  that  this  was 
central to a new stage of Marxism, by MIWS's interpretation. MIWS does not object 
to anyone's just putting forward a strong position on the principal contradiction, but 
MIWS would ask readers to consider the implications of suggesting that a certain 
position is central to a new stage of Marxism. There is not just a question of possible 
premature judgment, but a question of what characterizes a stage of Marxism.

Neither  "Marxism,"  "Leninism,"  nor  "Maoism,"  in  "Marxism-Leninism-Maoism," 
designates a particular concrete analysis of contradiction or class structure other than 
a theoretically located era of history and revolution, an era with characteristic motions 
and structures. It may help to put "Third Worldism" in the context of "Marxism." 
Marxism  is  always  concrete,  and  Marxism  before  Leninism  was  concrete.  But 
Marxism as a stage on which later practice is built does not supply communists with 
any concrete analysis  today,  only scientific  concepts.  Those concepts are based on 
concrete  analysis,  but  that  analysis  was  turned  into  a  universal  theory.  And  so 
communists  have concepts  about surplus  value and the features  of  capitalism, for 
example, but it is not that communists today can see proletarians as Marx did when 
he was living and studying. Revisionists have only twisted the universality of Marxism 
to mean that there is a national bourgeoisie and proletariat in every nation. These 
revisionists  do  not  correctly  locate  the  place  of  concrete  analysis  in  a  developing 
scientific practice.

Similarly, Lenin provides communists with a certain idea about imperialism's being 
the highest stage of capitalism, defining imperialism in a certain way. Imperialism will  
always be the highest stage of capitalism, one thing that makes Leninism universal, 
but scientific concrete analysis of imperialism will change. So, MIWS has been talking 
about a certain kind of international transfer, unequal exchange.

It's not that Marxism gave communists one idea about the principal contradiction 
(before there was the concept of the principal contradiction), and then "Marxism-

https://web.archive.org/web/20090425060637/http://maoist.ws/whatsnew/200709principalcontradiction.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20090425060637/http://maoist.ws/whatsnew/200709principalcontradiction.html


Leninism" signaled  another  idea,  and so  on.  Nor  did  a  certain  definition  of  the 
principal contradiction become a universal part of Marxism after the concept of a 
principal contradiction became a part of Marxism. To the extent that MIWS has not 
misunderstood  something  and  "Third  Worldism"  actually  does  refer  to  a  certain 
position on the principal contradiction, "Third Worldism" is better used in reference 
to a particular movement or a current of line.

In regard to MIWS's statement that parasitic flows can change, MIWS's position is 
that  the  united  $tates  will  remain  a  bourgeois  country  until  u.$.  imperialism  is 
overthrown, due to entrenched economic, political and social dynamics, which means 
that any strategy based on the belief that the united $tates will be re-proletarianized is 
not justified. Nonetheless, it is not the case that MIWS's position forms part of the 
essence of any new stage of Marxism. It would take a very specific argument to make 
that happen. MIWS is talking about one country here and something that has not 
been completely proved in practice.

Struggle takes place in an uneven way, and so it is possible that as the proletariat 
advances  some  First  World  imperialist  countries  will  cease  to  be  First  World 
imperialist countries sooner than others. Nonetheless, a variety of people place more 
emphasis on the permanence of existing First World countries' status as First World 
countries  (or  core  countries,  etc.)  until  the  arrival  of  upheaval  or  an  external 
revolutionary front. Such an idea could become a part of the framework of a new 
stage of Marxism, but this would require a specific explanation and theory. MIWS's 
own position is that there are deeply entrenched structural reasons for international 
exploitation  and  the  position  of  First  World  countries;  war  and  reparations  are 
required for exploited nations to recover resources and end the uneven conditions that 
give rise to international exploitation. International exploitation will exist in the long 
term until there is an evening out of conditions. Parasitism will grow and be ruthlessly 
defended by First World populations, even and especially as it faces a loss of super-
profits. The center of gravity of parasitism will not shift to the Third World. MIWS 
has a global analysis and an explanatory theory. However, a global analysis of class 
structure and surplus value is by itself still subject to change and not necessarily based 
on a new theory.

The  scope  of  global  analysis  may  be  a  source  of  confusion.  Communists  in  all 
countries should be expected to do global class analysis. However, the globality of an 
analysis does not mean that the analysis is universal in the sense that it can constitute 



part of the framework of new stage of Marxism. MIWS would say that global analysis 
of surplus value and class  structure is universal,  but a particular analysis does not 
belong in the core definition of a new stage of Marxism.

Strategy

People's war, the united front, and the people's army, are universal, not just Chinese 
things.  U.$.  imperialism  will  be  defeated  by  a  people's  war  --  and  an  external 
proletariat and a largely external proletarian-led united front. Again, however, it is not 
obvious how something pertaining to just one country, the united $tates, or even to 
current First World countries as a whole can be an essential component of a new stage 
of Marxism.

Something that  may lead to  confusion is  that  anti-Maoists  deny that  an external 
proletariat can defeat imperialism, in spite of evidence to the contrary, namely the 
defeat of German imperialism at the hands of an external proletariat during World 
War II. Then, when scientific communists say that an imperialist country bourgeois 
population can't make revolution, that may seem like something new. It is not. Marx 
never said that a bourgeoisie could make proletarian revolution, and Lenin never said 
that a labor aristocracy and imperialists could make revolution. Anti-Maoists, who are 
also anti-Marxists and anti-Leninists, just have not done scientific concrete analysis of 
class structure, or they would know that the First World majority is bourgeois and 
basically incapable of making revolution.

After  decades  of  exposure  to  facts,  analysis,  and science,  genuine  Maoists  uphold 
certain basic views of the global class structure and uphold strategies that are not 
dependent on a revolutionary Euro-Amerikan proletariat. Those who do not, are not 
applying Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. That basic analysis, and strategic orientation of 
not  relying  on a  Euro-Amerikan working  class,  has  not  always  been  prevalent  in 
Maoism,  but  their  currency  now  does  not  reflect  a  new  stage  of  scientific 
communism.

Advances in Maoist analysis and science may take place separately from the qualitative 
emergence  of  a  new  stage.  In  other  ways,  correct  analysis  may  exist  relatively 
independently of revolutionary-scientific stage formation. Mao didn't do an adequate 
concrete analysis of global class structure, and Mao ended up denying that the First 
World working class was counterrevolutionary at a time when people throughout the 
world were raising questions specifically about the class nature of First World workers, 
and  so  Mao  was  wrong  on  that  point,  regardless  of  any  excuse.  Anti-Maoists 



pretending to be Maoist like to pit Mao's words against Maoists with correct analysis, 
while the anti-Maoists trash the fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism all over 
the place. The individual Mao Zedong got one concrete analysis wrong, but Mao and 
his comrades still managed to advance Marxism to a new stage.

It turns out that is a big question that Mao got wrong. Exactly how important it was 
in  China  at  the  time  relative  to  other  things,  MIWS  doesn't  know.  A  definite 
universal strategic or theoretical conclusion has not been drawn from Mao's particular 
error, but MIWS would say that the masses, not just top leaders in a party, need to  
have a scientific grasp of why the Theory of Productive Forces is wrong. It seems 
obvious  looking  back  with  the  counterrevolution  in  China  and  Deng  Xiaoping 
theory, but it is something that would need to be proved in practice, perhaps past 
practice. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution showed that in general the masses 
can and should learn how to become scientific themselves.

The reason why the Chinese communists were able to advance Marxism to a new 
stage, Maoism, despite major errors of global concrete analysis, may have to do with 
an unevenness. Global class analysis has been universal since Lenin, but knowledge is 
gained through practice, and Marxism is an applied science. It makes sense that some 
bourgeois intellectuals in the First World might have had the most to say about the 
labor aristocracy and parasitism initially as the absence of revolutionary upsurge in the 
First  World  was  a  more  pressing  practical  matter  for  First  World  revolutionaries. 
Certain concepts and strategies end up having more prominence in certain places, at 
certain times, because of differences in the development of struggle and differences in 
the location of revolutionaries in larger struggles and contradictions. Universal ideas 
then have to spread, and that is itself a struggle with difficulties.

Much of Lin Biao's document "Long Live the Victory of People's War" is concrete 
analysis. At the same time, Lin Biao states that certain of Mao's ideas are new and 
universal.  The  document  is  heavily  concerned  with  strategy.  In  thinking  about 
strategy and what may constitute the core of a new stage of Marxism, it is important 
in using Lin Biao's document to separate specific concrete analysis from what is being 
elevated to universal truth.

In "Long Live the Victory of People's War," Lin Biao says this explicitly:

"It  must  be  emphasized  that  Comrade  Mao  Zedong's  theory  of  the 
establishment of rural revolutionary base areas and the encirclement of the 
cities  from  the  countryside  is  of  outstanding  and  universal  practical 



importance  for  the  present  revolutionary  struggles  of  all  the  oppressed 
nations and peoples, and particularly for the revolutionary struggles of the 
oppressed nations and peoples in Asia,  Africa and Latin America against 
imperialism and its lackeys."

Though Lin says that Mao's theory of people's war is a universal development of 
Marxism, it is not people's war against u.$. imperialism in particular that is elevated 
to universal truth, nor the encirclement of global cities from the global countryside.  
Lin uses the word "temporary" to describe the state of the proletarian movement in 
the First World.

What Lin meant by "temporarily  held back" is  not important here.  MIWS itself 
disagrees with Lin and would use the word "permanently," if anything, in place of 
"temporary,"  but  what  is  crucial  is  that  the  strategy  of  global  anti-imperialist 
encirclement was dependent on current concrete conditions at the time. It cannot, in 
that  context  or  any  similar  context  where  there  is  a  question  of  applicability  to 
conditions, be the basis of a new stage of Marxism. If one were to argue explicitly that 
there are theoretical reasons why employing the strategy is inevitable, then MIWS 
may have to change what it is saying.

"Global people's war" with global cities and a global countryside (which alone "can 
provide  the  broad  areas  in  which  the  revolutionaries  can  maneuver  freely"  and 
"provide the revolutionary bases from which the revolutionaries can go forward to 
final  victory")  sounds  unspecific  enough  to  be  uncontroversial  among  those 
upholding the First World labor aristocracy thesis. In some usage, it could even be just 
a metaphor for the idea that people's war will emerge everywhere except in parasite 
nations. That is not a strategy so much as it is an observation made by applying a  
theory. Anything more specific than that may not qualify as a core element of a new 
stage of Marxism. It is conceivable that, with changes in population, class structure, 
and international flows, imperialism in an imperialism country will be overthrown 
with neither an internal proletariat nor specifically occupation of the country through 
people's war carried out by a Third World nation. Also unfavorable to incorporating 
global people's war in the definition of a new stage of Marxism is a lack of clarity on 
how the  traditional  strategy  and tactics  of  people's  war  are  to  be  translated  into 
practice on a global scale, as opposed to the national scale where enemy forces may 
outnumber the people's forces. It is the case both that global people's war may be too 
specific  and  that  it  is  not  well-defined.  The  simple  strategic  orientation  that  the 



revolution depends on the struggles of the oppressed and that the oppressed alone can 
carry out people's war is to be preferred, but then that will not qualify as something 
that has contributed to elevating Marxism to a new stage.

Similarly, saying that the joint dictatorship of the proletariat of the oppressed nations 
is a defining element of a new stage of Marxism presents a problem. The JDPON has 
a specificity that  makes it  an unsuitable candidate for  evidence of a new stage of 
Marxism. The JDPON is related to global people's war in that both are related to an 
absence of a First  World proletariat,  but the JDPON and global people's war are 
different in that the emphasis with the JDPON strategy is on oppressed nations and a 
multinational  dictatorship.  For  the  JDPON,  MIWS  sees  some  confirmation  in 
practice in the multinational Soviet occupation of Germany. In defining a new stage 
of Marxism, a pertinent question is whether the JDPON will be necessary in most 
First World nations. MIWS upholds the JDPON as an alternative to strategies that 
are obsolete or based on pseudo-Marxism, and MIWS believes that the JDPON is the 
likely form that proletarian dictatorship will take in the First World. However, there is 
some freedom for different strategies to be developed that are still  consistent with 
scientific concrete analysis of class structure. It comes down to that the JDPON as a 
universal strategy has not been entirely proved in practice. By contrast, the need for 
cultural revolution has been proved in practice; a new bourgeoisie will arise in any 
proletarian party, as evidenced by multiple counterrevolutions. (White-utopian and 
other revisionist alternatives to the JDPON have not been proved in practice either or 
have been disproved in practice, as with the May 1968 events in Paris. The JDPON is 
an "experiment" that needs to be carried out to find out how to defeat imperialism in 
a majority-exploiter country. That the JDPON has not been specifically verified in 
practice, and the consistency of the JDPON strategy with scientific class analysis, is a 
reason to uphold and test it, but the JDPON is not yet universal, fundamental truth.)

There is a leap between concrete analysis of class structure, and theory, to strategy that 
requires further, intervening analysis of particular structures and contradictions. An 
overarching strategy of seizure of power by an external proletariat, by people's war and 
with a  people's  army,  flows from a certain concrete  global  analysis.  However,  the 
specific  JDPON strategy and also  the exploiter-division strategy,  proposed for  the 
First World, paving the way for the JDPON in a First World country are contingent  
on certain contradictions.

JDPON, exploiter-division, anonymous reasoning and other ideas exist on the same 



broad level, because they are all still being tested in practice. (Although, discernible 
advances in struggle may have at least been made with anonymous reasoning and 
other  practices  derived  from analysis  and  theory,  practices  that  would  have  been 
integrated into the truth of a particular party or movement without necessarily being 
universal.)  JDPON is  a  destination point  for  communist  practices  in  all  nations, 
imperialist nations and oppressed nations. The proletariat of the oppressed nations is 
moving toward the JDPON, and revolutionaries in the imperialist nations are helping 
to create the conditions for the JDPON. But we are living in a moment of history 
where the experiment testing the JDPON is still running.

Strategy that has become an integral part of Marxism has been tested and is closely 
tied to theory. For example, the party in Leninism is based on a theory of materialism, 
practice and theory, leadership, spontaneity, opportunism, and state.

There  are  issues  relating  to  how to  implement  the  Leninist  party  in  First  World 
nations today, but the Leninist party strategy is universal both in its global relevance 
and in its inseparability from Marxism. The party is a strategy, but it has also been 
raised to the level of universal theory, as has the dictatorship of the proletariat, for 
example.

MIWS agrees with many of the positions associated with the proposed framework of 
a new stage of Marxism, and so MIWS's differences may seem minor. However, this 
subject  concentrates  some  important  questions  about  knowledge  production  that 
clearly  need  to  be  addressed.  Specifically,  MIWS is  interested  in  the  relationship 
between concrete analysis and universal truth, a topic that encompasses strategy as 
MIWS has suggested.

Not doing concrete analysis is not even Marxist. But in addition to that, there is an 
issue about the extent to which a concrete analysis should be considered universal. It 
is safe to say that anyone who says a majority of First World workers are proletarian is 
not Marxist. The First World labor aristocracy thesis is something that a scientific 
communist regardless of her or his nationality should be upholding; corresponding 
strategies  such  as  the  JDPON  are  similarly  subjects  for  international  scientific 
deliberation,  international  scientific  struggle  and  unity.  In  a  sense,  the  labor 
aristocracy thesis is universal, but does it represent a new stage of Marxism is the 
question.

Concretely speaking, Maoists who uphold the labor aristocracy thesis  on the First 
World working class form a movement that is distinguishable from that of "Maoists" 



who do not uphold the labor aristocracy thesis. But that crypto-revisionist "Maoist" 
movement is not scientific to begin with. Something that is important, but difficult, 
for newcomers to understand is that most people calling themselves "Maoist" in the 
First World are frauds in one of various ways. Rather than abandoning "Maoism" to 
these frauds and replacing it with another label, "Maoism" should be reclaimed. There 
is no genuine Maoism that does not do concrete analysis. It has been multiple decades 
of  Marxists  in  different  countries  raising  questions  about  the  size  of  the  labor 
aristocracy,  which  is  of  such  importance  in  Leninism,  in  the  First  World  and 
presenting arguments and analyses. "Maoists" who do not do concrete global class 
analysis and go so far as denying that such a thing as global class structure exists are 
frauds. Systematic global class analysis has been around since Lenin, if not Engels and 
Marx.

Many Maoists  in China made a mistake about the Euro-Amerikan working class. 
That does not make Maoism unscientific. Thus, there is no need to define a new stage 
of Maoism on the basis of doing scientific global analysis alone.

A new stage of Marxism should be defined only after there has been an accumulation 
of scientific practice, particularly advancements in universal  concepts, strategy and 
theory,  that  needs  to be defended globally  in order  that  further  advances  may be 
made. There hasn't been a revolution in the contemporary First World, but denying 
the  labor  aristocracy  thesis  has  led  to  attacking  oppressed  nations  and  opposing 
people's war, and to new mutations of the Theory of the Productive Forces. MIWS 
believes that gains made in political economy are one thing that must be promoted 
widely  and  consolidated,  but  MIWS  believes  that  this  can  be  done  within  the 
framework of Maoism.

What is new and universal in Marxism

These are things that are not new:

• international class analysis 
• the concept of a labor aristocracy 
• the concept of parasitism 
• parasitism as a central feature of imperialism 
• the quantitative investigation of surplus value 
• the  idea  that  the  development  of  the  productive  forces  is  connected  to 

exploitation somewhere 



• the  idea  that  the  prices  of  internationally  traded  goods  may  not  be 
proportionate to their value (MIWS is putting this one here even though the 
full implications did not sink in until relatively recently in the history of the 
communist movement) 

These are things that are new:

• the concept of a majority-exploiter nation where a majority of the population 
receives more value than it creates 

• the idea that the development of productive forces in the First World is based 
mostly on international exploitation 

• the concept of non-exploited productive sector workers 

To the above, one may add settlerism as a social formation and other things, many of 
which are related to the above. Some things may have originated outside Maoism 
partly (J. Sakai, who wrote an influential work on the Euro-Amerikan working class, 
was not a Maoist), but become a part of Maoism. Maoists have advanced and are 
advancing knowledge on a variety of questions, but the items in the above list, which 
is not meant to be exhaustive, are at the heart of many contemporary controversies.

Theoretical  tools  that  could  have  been  used  to  reach  correct  conclusions  about 
exploitation and parasitism existed before the 1960s, but MIWS would argue that the 
concept of a majority-exploiter nation, with its implications, was not present initially 
in  Maoism,  but  only  latently.  The  concept  is  relatively  new  and  of  universal 
importance, as is the idea that international exploitation can play the predominant 
role in the development of First World productive forces and in First World living 
standards.  These  are relevant in any nation where there is  a  struggle  against  neo-
colonialism. However, when the majority of so-called Maoists are frauds, MIWS sees 
no need to differentiate from "Maoism" as if the majority of "Maoist" practice has 
been legitimate. Since Maoism is a science, new concepts and theories are formed 
regularly. Each new concept or theory does not signal a new stage of Marxism.

Backing  the  CIA against  a  Third  World  nation,  abandoning  a  people's  war  and 
promoting imperialist accommodation and capitulation internationally, abandoning 
the  dictatorship of  the  proletariat  for  Liberal  reasons  disseminated internationally, 
treating  the  Great  Proletarian  Cultural  Revolution  as  some  kind  of  great  Liberal 
revival, chauvinist ideas about advanced white people culture as justifying attacks on 
oppressed  nations,  and  other  outrages,  were  never  conceivable  parts  of  Maoism. 



Frauds calling themselves "Maoist" are also disseminating Trotskyist and Liberal ideas 
about development,  and rejecting anti-imperialism and obscuring parasitism. Also, 
the  universal  truths  of  Marxism-Leninism-Maoism  are  abandoned,  while  basic 
questions  about  class  structure  are  ignored  or  distorted,  under  the  pretext  of 
understanding the particularities of struggle.

The  scientific  communist  movement  in  contrast  to  the  above  does  look  like 
something different and distinct. However, a new stage of Marxism should not be 
defined in relation to the counterrevolutionary ideas of fakes, zombies and clowns 
calling themselves "Maoist." A new stage of Marxism is built on earlier frameworks of 
correct ideas. And Maoism formed amid a struggle against revisionism, but Maoism 
was not simply a reiteration of old Marxist ideology. Instead of proclaiming a new 
stage of Marxism, MIWS reaffirms the struggle between Marxism, which is Maoism, 
and revisionism, and the tortuous struggle to expel bourgeois ideas and tendencies, in 
all of their manifestations, from the scientific proletarian revolutionary movement.

If MIWS is wrong and there is a new stage of Marxism, then what to name the stage  
is a secondary question. There are two questions: whether there is a new stage, and 
what to call it.  There may be good reasons not to use a particular name, but the 
naming would be secondary. To the extent that a name is treated as a divisive issue 
more important than whether is a new stage, MIWS would say that a non-scientific 
dynamic is at work.

There is no such thing as non-Maoist Marxism. Non-Maoists are either revisionist or 
not claiming to be Marxist. Likewise, if MIWS is wrong and there is a fourth stage of 
Marxism, those who call  themselves Maoist,  but do not basically uphold the new 
stage  in  their  practice,  must  be  either  revisionist  or  in  the  process  of  deviating. 
MIWS's  position is  that  alleged communist  parties  that  do not uphold the labor 
aristocracy thesis are revisionist, but not because they are not upholding a fourth stage 
of Marxism. This is key.

There are indications that some do not understand the full implications of the stage 
of Marxism declared. For example, it cannot be the case that there is both Maoism 
and Maoism-Third Worldism as current scientific ideologies and practices belonging 
to different stages. That is comparable to saying that there is both Marxism-Leninism 
and  Marxism-Leninism-Maoism  except  in  a  chronological  movement/intellectual 
history  sense.  There  is  no  such  thing  as  Marxism-Leninism  without  Maoism  in 
scientific practice today.



MIWS's focus is not on reviewing specific organizations and Web sites to begin with, 
but MIWS is not saying that if someone has declared a fourth stage of Marxism, they 
must  be  revisionist  or  pre-fourth-stagers  are  revisionist.  That  would  be  a  totally 
ridiculous way of approaching this question, omitting struggle and ignoring what it 
truly means to say that there cannot basically be two simultaneously existing scientific 
practices  that  belong  to  different  stages  of  Marxism.  Similarly,  it  is  possible  that 
MIWS is wrong without MIWS's being a revisionist simply because of this article. 
Indeed, though MIWS has articulated why there is not a fourth stage of Marxism, 
MIWS could  belong  to  a  fourth  stage  of  Marxism whether  it  knows  it  or  not.  
Acceptance of new stages of Marxism has itself been an uneven struggle historically. 
Science  is  a  struggle,  not  verbal  agreement/disagreement  and  unity  or  division 
without struggle.

Regarding MIM Thought

MIM Thought is the ideology of the Maoist Internationalist Movement as developed 
by  the  application  of  Marxism-Leninism-Maoism  to  the  concrete  conditions  of 
imperialist  countries.  MIM  said  that  it  was  the  vanguard  in  English-speaking 
imperialist countries and certain other imperialist countries, but MIM Thought in 
MIWS's  opinion could be a  starting point for  any First  World country  today by 
generalizing.

MIM Thought encompasses much more than the labor aristocracy thesis and more 
than political economy, but also gender, and strategy and tactics.

Some  aspects  of  MIM Thought  are  universal.  There  is  no  reason  why  scientific 
communists in any nation should not understand basic concepts about international 
flows  of  value,  productivity,  and prices.  At  the  same time,  some of  the  concepts 
involved did not originate in Maoism or MIM Thought. MIWS would say they have 
some particularity to MIM Thought anyway because of the prominence MIM gave to 
them. It is not enough for someone to learn some concepts, not apply them, and 
forget about them, and that is why MIM Thought has some of its originality. MIM 
was further ahead than others calling themselves Maoist outside the united $tates who 
may have actually been Maoist point at one point despite the difference in emphasis 
on political economy and its application.

This article is not a review of MIM Thought or MIM. MIWS will say a couple of 
things  about  MIM.  MIM  was  founded  a  little  more  than  25  years  ago.  The 
consistency or  lack thereof in a particular  organization's  line is  not decisive as  to 



whether there is a new stage of Marxism; only the most advanced elements of line in 
the  international  communist  movement  are  crucial.  Secondly,  MIWS  has  some 
significant,  but  very  specific,  criticisms  of  things  that  appeared  in  MIM's  line 
relatively recently in MIM's existence. Instead of focusing on MIM, MIWS addressed 
some things in writing its own articles. The etext.org MIM site contains advances that 
would be important in assessing the state of development of Marxism.

There is potentially a question of the relationship between cardinal principles in MIM 
Thought, and Marxist stage formation. MIM said that it did not intend its third 
cardinal  principle  on  the  First  World  working  class  to  be  cardinal  for  the  Third 
World. Later, the etext.org MIM site placed more emphasis on the need for Third 
World communists to do international class analysis. The question arises of whether 
the  labor  aristocracy  thesis  defines  a  new stage  of  Marxism,  and the  relationship 
between cardinal principles and the development of Marxism to a new stage. The 
practice of having a cardinal principle on the labor aristocracy, associated with MIM, 
is influential among genuine Maoists in the First World and may shape understanding 
of the stage Marxism is in today.

An overreaction to, or distorted understanding of, Wang Ming line may be slowing 
down the spread of scientific advances throughout the world. MIWS's own position is 
that the labor aristocracy thesis is of universal importance. Also, it is not exclusive to 
MIM, but even if it were, it would be of universal importance. The fact that the labor  
aristocracy thesis  appeared in different countries  even before there was MIM only 
shows how behind communists are, who do not uphold the labor aristocracy thesis, in 
their willingness to study imperialism concretely.

In  "Concerning cardinal principles," MIWS says that "the proper role for cardinal 
principles is to identify key areas where the scientific struggle needs to be consolidated 
in order to make further advances." MIWS doesn't address whether there is a fourth 
stage of Marxism in that document, but that understanding of cardinal principles is 
relevant. Cardinal principles aren't isolated. Rather, they reflect an accumulation of 
struggle  and  advances.  The  thesis  on  the  First  World  working  class  as  a  labor 
aristocracy is cardinal in the First World and should be a dividing-line question in 
Third World nations, if not cardinal in these nations. The labor aristocracy thesis is  
one place where communists need to be now to be making advances and moving 
toward the communist goal, as opposed to moving toward eventual counterrevolution 
or neo-colonialism. Those who do not uphold principles that are cardinal and correct 

https://web.archive.org/web/20090425060637/http://maoist.ws/whatsnew/20070723cardinalprinciples.html


dividing lines should not claim to be Marxist.

Denying the labor aristocracy thesis has become like denying that the united $tates is 
an  imperialist  country.  Some  "Marxists"  do  deny  that  the  united  $tates  is  an 
imperialist country, but the labor aristocracy thesis arouses more controversy. If there 
were more support  in  the "Marxist"  movement for  the labor aristocracy thesis,  it 
would not have to be defended with a cardinal principle. Cardinal principles thus play 
a  role  that  is  different  than  that  of  declaring  a  new  stage  of  Marxism,  though 
apparently  similar.  Declaring  a  new stage of  Marxism signals  an accumulation of 
universal,  immortal truth, truth that has become embodied in an elevated, world-
historic practice; global scientific communist practice is being taken to the next level. 
The basic line on the bourgeoisifying of the First World so-called working class with 
super-profits is universal, but still within the realm of concrete analysis using concepts 
that have been available since Lenin. Not applying those concepts and making an 
order-of-magnitude  error,  after  years  and  decades  of  opportunity  for  supposedly 
scientific Marxist parties to correct errors, is revisionist.

Cardinal  principles  and  the  question  of  a  fourth  stage  of  Marxism  are  perhaps 
entangled in other ways. Cardinal principles and the emergence of a new stage of 
Marxism may intersect,  as  they might have between the late  1960s and the early 
1980s. For example, upholding the theory of the new bourgeoisie in the party has 
been a cardinal principle, but it also belongs to Maoism.

However, not all cardinal principles represent a new stage of Marxism. And at the 
same time, adherence to some cardinal principles, especially by verbal agreement, is 
not sufficient to stay on the communist path. The new bourgeoisie in the party in 
China used superficial  agreement with cardinal  principles,  and nihilism and other 
anti-Marxist approaches to questions not explicitly specified in cardinal principles, as 
a way of spreading revisionism. In parties both in and out of power, but perhaps 
particularly  in  parties  facing  pressures  in  a  majority-exploiter  country,  cardinal 
principles may need to be changed or expanded in the course of struggle. But also, it 
is  important that cardinal  principles reflect  larger ongoing unity and struggle;  the 
purpose of cardinal principles in the first place is to orient communists for continued 
scientific  struggle  and  advancement.  Lack  of  adherence  to  scientific  practice  and 
previously established universal truth is a reason why those who continuously oppose 
international class analysis are revisionist. It is also why not upholding the thesis on 
super-profits  and the bourgeoisification of the First World working class  does not 



represent  divorcement  from a  new  stage  of  Marxism,  but  divorcement  from the 
present stage of Marxism and therefore Marxism in general.

Some may argue that  the labor aristocracy thesis  is  not cardinal  for  Third World 
nation communist parties because it is not yet important to tasks in the Third World, 
or because Third World parties are only temporarily lagging behind in science. MIWS 
would argue that  the thesis  is  either  cardinal  or  otherwise  dividing-line for  Third 
World parties and that any party that does not understand basic differences between 
First World and Third World class structures, but sees an international dimension to 
politics, cannot consistently remain on the road to communism. There is no reason 
why new scientific communist parties today would form without a correct stand on 
the First World working class and the extent of parasitism.

As  communists  such as  H.  W. Edwards  were  suggesting decades  ago,  whether  to 
oppose the whole of imperialism, including the labor aristocracy, or support a part of 
it, is a matter of Marxism or revisionism. Phony "Maoists" themselves treat the labor 
aristocracy thesis  as  dividing-line,  by saying that  it  is  counterrevolutionary.  A line 
cannot  both  be  counterrevolutionary  and  insignificant.  An  incorrect  analysis  and 
theory can lead to strategic errors and has led to numerous strategic errors among 
those opposing the labor aristocracy thesis and disrupting the communist movement 
globally.

The distinction MIWS suggested above with "cardinal" and "otherwise dividing-line" 
refers to the fact that, in the course of the revolutionary struggle, one divides into two 
over a variety of questions and tendencies that may appear, not all of which will be 
covered in cardinal principles. MIWS does not claim to know how far struggle has 
advanced  in  particular  Third  World  nations.  The  labor  aristocracy  thesis  may  be 
uncontroversial in some places. So, a Third World party may emphasize other things 
in  its  cardinal  principles  while  still  holding  the  labor  aristocracy  question  to  be 
dividing-line.

A party sometimes revisits previous analyses, and line struggle may advance without 
anyone's being purged with every advance. Not all questions result in organizational 
division.  However,  the  issue  of  the  global  class  structure  goes  beyond upholding 
democratic centralism and majority decisions. Regardless of whether a party includes 
a principle on the First World labor aristocracy in its cardinal principles and regardless 
of how it chooses to deal with lack of internal scientific unity on crucial global class 
structure questions, there cannot in 2008 be a whole scientifically active communist 



party  anywhere  that  thinks  that  a  majority  of  the  First  World  population  is 
proletarian. Parties that otherwise constantly oppose the labor theory of value and 
concrete analysis in pursuing exploiter goals should be broken with. Upholding the 
labor theory of value does not have to be specified as a cardinal principle; it is already 
built into the foundation of Marxist revolutionary scientific practice.

MIWS  is  not  interested  in  struggling  over  what  name  a  specific  movement  or 
constellation of Web pages should call its ideology. Questions about a fourth stage of 
Marxism  will  likely  crop  up  in  various  contexts.  The  particular  term  "Third 
Worldism" has its own history that will make it relevant for the foreseeable future, as 
long as the principal contradiction is between imperialism and the oppressed nations. 
MIWS  believes  that  "Third  Worldism"  would  be  a  better  name  for  a  current, 
movement, or a set of cardinal principles, than a stage of Marxism if the label is to be 
used for anything. Hopefully, MIWS has addressed some questions readers may have 
about designating advances in Marxist scientific practice.
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PREFACE 

The Communist Horking Collective originated tvhen a small group 
of Ivlaoists came together in Los Angeles to undertake an intensive 
investigation of the history of the communist movement in order to 
develop a strategy for the U.S. ,socialist revolution. Its study of 
the essentials of Stalinist and Maoist theory led the CWC to the 
inescapable conclusion that the theory of IISocialism in One Country" 
is in irreconcilable opposition to revolutionary internationalism. 
The consolidation of the CWC around Trotskyism and its systematic 
study of the various ostensible Trotskyist international tendencies 
was culminated in the fusion between the CWC and the Spartacist 
League in September 1971. 

The brief history of the Ct'lC which appeared originally in the 
first issue of Workers Vanguard (see page viii) alludes to the 
splits of the CWC's founding cadre from the Revolutionary Union (RU) 
and the California Communist League (CCL). To convey the genesis 
of this process, we have included a number of forerunner documents 
going back to the original split from the CPUSA on the 50th anniver
sary of the October Revolution. The original resignation of comrade~ 
Treiger and Miller began the "floundering about for three years ••• 
seeking in Mao Tse Tung Thought a revolutionary al ternati ve to the 
revisionists." Treiger went on to help found the CWC; fUller con
tinued to uphold the dogmatic tradition and declined to even answer 
the "Letter to a IvIao~_st" (see page 30). 

Why the Critique of "Tvw Stages"? 

The lynchpin on which all variants of the fJIaoist "t"t'lO stage" 
theory of revolution rest--whether applied to the advanced countries 
or to the colonial world--is collaboration with the ruling class or 
a section of it during the initial "stage." Early in its develop
ment the CWC had rejected the conception as it was applied to the 
Un1 ted States, but believed it remained applicable to the col'onial 
revolution. It was recognized at least for the advanced countries 
that a strategic alliance with capitalist politicians was in oppo
sition to--not in preparation for--the "undivided rule of the prole
tariat. " Such an alliance invariably leads to a governmental coal
ition with bourgeois parties, or a so-called "workers' government" 
\vhich in fact rests upon the bourgeois state and is self-limited to 
bourgeois property forms. It is a policy of disaster for the 
proletariat. 

Lenin's What is to be Done? showed how tailing after the spon
taneous struggles of the \,lOrking class rather than channeling those 
struggles into a revolutionary direction leads to the doorstep of 
the bourgeoisie. The "stages theory" in its most generalized form 
meant simply adapting to backwardness and therefore to bourgeois 
ideology and control. It meant in practice applying Bernstein's 
infamous formula, "the movement is everything, the final aim is 
nothing. II 

The dis tinction between Stalin and IVIao on "two stages" in the 
advanced countries is warthy of note. The CCL, like Stalin before 
it, advocated a "single stage" revolutionary strategy for the ad
vanced countries. But that formulation became for the CCL the 
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rationalization for sectarianism like that which allowed the German 
CP under Stalin to be isolated and destroyed in the face of a 
fascist upsurge. Mao, in contrast, \vhile silent on the U.S., advo
cated a multi-class "Peoples Democratic Dictatorship" for imperial
ist Japan. 

Trapped in an alteration between two defective theories--the 
Stalinism of the "third period" and the Stalinism of the "popular 
front"--the CCL swung over to advocating a lIunited" front against 
fascism, which to them meant uniting with the "democratic" imperial
ists as the lesser evil. This "united" front is supposed to become 
a government coalition and then a launching pad for a socialist revo
lution. It was this policy which led to the catastrophe in Spain 
and the capitulation of the French and Italian CPs following World 
War II. In the U.S. at the present time it meant a policy of suppori 
for the Panthers' "united" front against fascism which wound its way 
to the liberal bourgeoisie through an alliance with the CPUSA. 
History, as Marx once remarked, often repeats itself--the first 
time as tragedy, the second as farce. 

The CWC did not rule out the possibility that the "democratic" 
imperialists might o~ce again come to power following a fascist take
over, but held instead that revolutionaries must neither aid such 
a government in its ascent to power nor give it any support once in 
power. The CWC concluded it would stand in revolutionary opposition 
as did Lenin (and Trotsky) to the Kerensky government which issued 
out of the February overturn of the Tsar. 

Stalin made a profound departure from Leninism on questions of 
over-all revolutionary strategy in the second Chinese Revolution. 
Stalin resuscitated not the "old Bolshevik revolutionary democratic 
dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry," as Progressive 
Labor claims, but the Menshevik formula· of unity \·rith the bour
ge01s1e. This policy led directly to the bloodbath of 1925-27. 
Mao, rather than corning to terms with Stalin's disastrous policy, 
discarded the theory of urban proletarian insurrection and turned 
to the peasantry. He accepted the bloc of four classes and the 
"two stage" theory seeking only to give it a new footing. 'Bill Grey' 
article in Spartacist #15-16 ("Chinese Menshevism," April-May 1970) 
develops our analysis in greater detail. 

The RU, in contrast to the CCL, lapsed into a fairly open var
iant of the "two stages" theory while retaining an anti-fascist 
clause. It is here that "Third Worldism" becomes evident. The RU 
subordinates the contradiction between the workers and capitalists 
in the U. S. to the so-called "principal contradiction" betl'leen im
perialism and the national liberation movement. In this way, the 
RU could claim "internationalism" and maintain that its·politics did 
not stop at the national boundaries. Instead of recognizing the 
vile nature of the colonial bourgeoisie and that workers revolution 
in a given country is the best (although not the only) form of 
international aid, the RU defined its main task as helping the 
"countryside surround the ci ties " __ a metaphorical allusion to the 
liberated colonial countries surrounding the advanced countries the 
Lin Piao worldwide "two stage"scenario whose U.S. corbllary was'the 
RU's "anti-imperialist ·stage." 
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At the time of the split from the RU, the C~vC founders believed 
that the "anti-imperialist stage" in the U.S. crippled the domestic 
revolutionary struggle and represented a mechanical application of 
Mao's theory for a colony to an advanced country. They therefore 
considered the RU to be a right centrist departure from Maoism. But 
its intensive study of Maoist theory and history demonstrated to 
the CillC that one can only be simultaneously a subjective proletar
ian revolutionary and a lIlaoist by ignoring history and dividing tip 
the world into disconnected parts. The RU genuinely represents 
consistent mainstream Haoism; its domestic strategy flows logically 
out of the Chinese world strategy, a strategy \'Ihich cripples the 
proletariat of the advanced countries. 

For lack of an alternative, the CWC tended at that time to up~ 
hold a kind of "maximum" program which meant propaganda for social
ism and political exposure of day-to-day events. They also adhered 
to the Red Guard notion, popular in the early days of the Cultural 
Revolution, that "destroying is building." (It is worthy to note 
in passing that the slogan "It is right to rebel" has since been 
changed in the Chinese press to "It is right to rebel against 
reactionaries"! ) As can be easily imagined, such a disposition as 
"destroying is building" is hardly conducive to a well-run faction 
fight. This only succeeded in enraging Avakian all the more, which 
is the equivalent of fanning a forest fire with an old newspaper. 

Pursuing the Lion into his Lair 

'llhe unassailable. fortress of the "two stage" theory is Mao's 
New Democracy. If it could be shown, however, that the "two stage" 
theory did not apply even to the most backward of countries--coun
tries bound hand and foot to foreign imperialism without even so 
much as a democratic land reform--then the theory would fall of its 
own weight for the rest of the world. It would prove that Mao's 
strategy also betrayed the colonial proletariat, and I"iaoists would 
find themselves like Alice, after the Queen's rantings, with nothing 
but a pack of cards. 

It was for this reason that the struggle \'1i thin the CWC broke 
out, not in connection with programmatic work or practical activi- . 
ties, but over the re-examination of New Democracy. It is also for 
this reason that the dizzying spin of Progressive Labor culminating 
in Road to Revolution III began with its critique of the Indonesian 
slaughterin 1965. The unwillingness of three CWC comrades o( see 
page 22) to confront the question led to a conditioned reflex of 
turning to blind practice. 

Once it had consolidated around a critique of New Democracy, 
the ewc lost only one additional comrade, who had the unique dis
tinction of holding simultaneously the theory of Permru1ent Revolu
tion and the theory of "Socialism in One Country." Since these 
theories are polar oPPosites, it was not surprising that following 
his expulsion from the CWC he was soon expelled from the October 
League (a Los Angeles lVIaoist group headed by flUke Klonsky)--for 
"Trotskyism" ! 
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Gangsterism 

The criticisms of the RU provoked a deep-seated Stalinist 
reaction: the RU branded its critics "objective agents" of the 
bourgeoisie; then, imperceptibly, they became just "agents"; then, 
picking up steam, "subjective agents"; finally the RU painted the 
whole thing outright as the conscious work of police spies! The 
RU's three-year history is replete with gangster attacks against 
other tendencies. RUers have physically attacked or threatened PL, 
the SWP, the Spartacist League, the IS, RU's own members, and un
doubtedly other groups and individuals which distance makes impos
sible to observe. The recent split into a reformist wing (RU) and 
an adventurist wing (Venceremos) had the dubious distinction o~ 
tailing the Panther split in advance! 

These gangsterist practices have been superficially identi~ied 
as New Left "kick assism," vulgarly adapting to workers' backward
ness, narnow turf questions, or just plain "macho" posturing. The 
deeper roots of these tendencies must be sought in the long-term, 
chronic, conflict of the RU's Stalinist world-view with the funda
mental interests of the working-cla~s movement. In ·the last analy
siS, it is a statement of ideological bankruptcy and compulsive 
self-insulation. In the same way, Stalin "s physical liquidation of 
the overwhelming majority of Bolshevik leading cadre was rooted in 
his counter-revolutionary world-view which was profoundly at variance 
with the workers' interests--and not because Trotsky, Zinoviev, 
Kamenev, Bukharin, Rykov, etc., etc., were agents of the f>1ikado, 
Great Britain. and Hi tIer. 

Two Obstacles 

As the ewe progressed and developed, the charge "Trotskyite" 
began to be heard with greater frequency. The ewe comrades' ~irst 
inclination was to attribute such charges to namecalling. Later, 
when it becam~ evident that many ewe positions did at least parallel 
those of Trotsky, the question of Trotskyism had to be faced, on a 
psychological as well as a political level. It may be hard for 
those not personally experienced in the Stalinist tradition to grasp 
that in the Stalinist movement, to find oneself a Trotskyist can be 
traumatic. Having accepted the mentality that to become a'Trotsky
ist is to separate oneself forever from the "healthy" working-class 
struggle, the ewe comrades had to conquer this obstacle to scienti
fic objectivity before they could face the growing realizat~on that 
their "Trotskyite" positions were indeed Trotskyist, were indeed 
essential parts of a unitary world-view which was truly communist, 
i.e. Trotskyist. 

The second danger the ewe faced \-vas a "facile shift from Stalin
ist to Trotskyist forms of thought," as some Japanese comrades put 
it. In other words, if the ewe did not thoroughly come to terms 
with its past, the comrades stood in danger of becoming merely Mao
ists in Trotskyist clothing. What was needed as part of the contin
uing process of study and self-examination was to come to grips 
with the Fourth International and the present state of the move
ment. The "Theses on Pabloism, Inverted Pabloism and the Fourth 
International U represents a concentrated summary of this investiga
tion. These "Theses" are part of a much longer document submitted 
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to the September 1971 Spartacist League plenum as part of the docu
mentary basis for the fusion, which will be published shortly. 

The litmus test of the depth of the transformation came, sur
prisingly enough, in negotiations and relations \llith the Workers 
League. Stalinism no more carries- a union bug than classical revi
sionism did before it. The \·Jorkers League was the first self-pro
claimed anti-revisionist Trotskyist organization with which the CWC 
came in contact; this brief encounter with the~vL is embodied and 
summarized in the documents which, ''Ie believe, speak for themselves. 

Fusion 

The evolution and qualitative transformation of the Communist 
Working Collective, culminating in the deeply principled fusion 
between the ewe and the Spartacist League, represents a striking 
confirmation of the SL tactic of Leninist regroupment. More than 
that, it is part of the continuing transformation of the 3L into 
the nucleus of the vanguard party, with the program and embryonic 
forces necessary to carry its propaganda and agitation into every 
sector of the exploited masses and seek to weld their struggles to
gether into a unified working-class struggle against capitalism. 
The construction of a vanguard party depends greatly on its pub
lications. Not in the vulgar sense--for anyone can put out a gar
bage rag--but in the sense that Lenin described in polemicizing for 
Iskra. A party is built, other considerations aside for the moment, 
through a central organ, which, acting as a kind of scaffolding, 
provides a structure around which ideas are disseminated, agitation 
is carried out and cadre are trained and brought into a coherent, 
tight, systematic network of agents. This network acquires all the 
skills necessary to mobilize the class and "assume the reins of 
government" when the time comes. The launching of .Yiorkers Vanguard 
as the regular and frequent main organ of the SL is a vital part 
of this perspective. 

26 October 1971 
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FROM MAOISM TO TROTSKYISM 
-Reprinted from WORKERS VANGUARD, No.1, October 1971 

The theoretical development of the Communist 
Working Collective (CWC) grew out of the experi
ence of two comrades in the Maoist Bay Area 
Revolutionary Union. Their criticisms of the RU 
became the main ideas around which the CWC was 
founded and represented the beginning of our dif
ferentiation from mainstream Maoism. Our crit
icisms of the RU centered around the "Strategical 
United Front Against Imperialism," which called 
for unity with sections of the bourgeoisie, saw the 
proletarian party arising out of this united front, 
and subordinated communist work to uncritical 
support of various petty-bourgeois struggles, es
pecially national struggles. 

In reaction to the tailism of the RU and the 
RYM(SDS), the two comrades supported and drew 
close to the California Communist League. The 
CCL (now the CL), which originated in the Com
munist Party and the Provisional Organizing 
Committee, is a small sectarian Stalinist group 
who see themselves as a pre-party formation, 
publish a newspaper, and require a working-class 
job for all members. We were soon repelled by 
the conscious anti-intellectualism and workerism 
which veiled a crude economism and was then 
passe.d of! as. th,eory. We saw that theory must 
take precedence over practice in the period of 
pre-party formations. The main void in the 
American movement was the absence of a revo
lutionary program, and dogmatiC adaptions of var
ious formulations of Stalin's Third International 
would not fill it. We became convinced that this 
program could not be developed within the bu
reaucratic confines of the CCL. We were critical 
of the deification of Stalin and could not accept 
the analysis that the restoration of capitalism in 
the USSR began with the last heartbeat of J. V. 
Stalin. We believed that Stalin had made anum
ber of important errors, such as the mass purg
es of the 1930's. But we thought that Mao Tse
Tung, thr QU gh the "Cultural Revolution," had 
rectified these errors with the discovery that 
classes and class struggle continue during social
ism. We counterposed Mao to Stalin and came 
-into direct conflict with the CCL who equated any 
criticism of stalin as an· attack on the dictator
ship of the proletariat ("d of p"). 

A similar struggle was also developing in the 
CCL's youth group, the Young Communist League. 
After breaking with the CCL both groups fused to 
form the CWC. 

Analysis 
The ewc began by analyzing the programs of 

the Bolsheviks, the CPUSA, Weatherman, RYM IT, 

and the Progressive Labor Party. Our basic 
criteria were the primacy of the class struggle 
propagating socialism ·in practice, recognizing 
the need for a Leninist vanguard party, and pub
lishing a theoretical communist newspaper capa-. 
ble of serving as a collective organizer. Within 
these programmatic prinCiples, we made numer
ous criticisms, but could not advance toward a 
program. 

Applying Mao Tse-Tung Thought to the U. S. 
was complicated by its in her en t ambiguities. 
Groups as divergent as Weatherman and PL could 
claim that they were the expression of Maoism in 
America. Two platitudinous statements on the 
black struggle are the sum total of Mao's guid
ance to the U. S. movemeJ?t. The clearest Chinese 
statement was a public l.etter to the CPUSA in re
sponse to their support of the Soviet Union against 
the Chinese. The CPC called upon the U. S. com
munists to "carryon and enrich the revolutionary 
tradition of William Z. Foster ••• form the broad
est united front a g a ins t imperialism .••• carry 
through to final victory. the great cause of the 
people of all countries fot world peace, national 
liberation, democracy, and socialism." This was 
precisely the RU's strategical united front. We 
rationalized that this was not the current Chi
nese poSition, that it was written in 1963 when the 
CPC was controlled by Liu. In short, we tried to 
paint the RU as right deviationists from Mao's 
Thought. 

Our position on the Chinese international strat
egy was filled with contradictions. We accepted
the two-stage revolution theory in the colonial 
countries but disagreed with the same two-stage 
theory when applied to world revolution. We were 
dubious of LinPiao's strategy of triumphant co
Ion i a I revolutions surrounding the imperialist 
countries, "the countrysi4e surrounding the cit
ies." This strategy, baseQ on united front (real
ly popular front) national liberation struggles, 
relegated the proletariat to a supporting role. A 
correct strategy, we thought, should be the re
verse: only a working class revolution in the im
perialist countries could completely overthrow 
international capital. In Long Live Peoples War, 
Lin Piao' s only reference to the proletariat of the 
West was: "Since WWIT, the proletarian revolu
tionary movement has for various reasons been 
temporarily held back in the North American and 
West European capitalist countries." 

We were disturbed by the lack of analysis by 
Lin Piao of the history of the western proletariat 
but we were ignorant of the theoretical and his
torical experience of the working class since the 



Russian revolution except through Stalin's falsi
fied histories. Not understanding the actual ba
sis of Maoism we tried to separate Mao from the 
'strategiC united front against imperialism, from 
Stalinism,and from the defeats of the Third Inter
national. In short, we tried to separate Maoism 
from Mao; as a result, after four months We were 
no closer to a program than when we formed. 

PermDnent Revolution 
The turning point of the ewc was a debate 

over the nature of the Chinese state in 1949. Most 
of the group concluded that ''New Democracyi' was 
a fundamental revision of Marx and Lenin on the, 

,class nature of the state. Our View, though in-
complete, logically would lead straight to Trot
sky's Permanent Revolution. After this discus
sion and a split over whether critical analysis of' 
Mao should continue, we were able to begin our 
task of independently re-establishing the theoret
ical and historical continuity of the communist 
movement. 

How could a joint dictatorship (''New Democ
racy") exist? Marx and Lenin defined the state as 
special bodies of armed men enforCing the rule 
of a single class upon the rest of SOCiety. In the 
modern world, either the proletariat or the bour
geoisie controlled the state apparatus. There 
could be no third state, no "New Democracy." 
Mao called for a coalition government of the pro
letariat, the peasantry, the urban petty bourgeoi
sie, "national bourgeoisie," and even, for a time, 
the so-called comprador bourgeoisie (with Chiang, 
thus making a bloc of five classes I)-leaving the 
question of who controls the state apparatus un
resolved. For the first time we understood the 
reason for Mao's uncritical support of the Indone
sian CP immediately prior to its physical elimina
tion, and the lackof any subsequent self-criticism 
by the CPC or Mao. 

"In the course of this investigation we learned 
that current Chinese editions of Mao's writings 
differed radically from the originals. This pol
icy of outright falsification alone destroyed Mao
ism's scientific pretensions. 

The debate over New Democracy was actually 
no debate at all. The two comrades supporting 
New Democracy said simply: ''Your analysis is 
'Trotskyist" and "unless it is in Mao, it is not 
true. " (In which edition? one might ask I) Mao 
taught that intellectuals should go to the masses 
and learn from them,so when Mao was criticized, 
our dogmatists who had been pushing for pro
grammatic investigation and study of dialectical 
materialism, flip-flopped and demanded that we 
propagate Maoism to factory workers as our pri
mary arena and at every step present our theo
retical achievements to them for final judgement. 
The overwhelming majority of the ewe deter
mined to proceed with our analysis. Three com
rades, clutching Red Books to their breasts, fled 
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from our threatening ideas. They eventually bur
ied themselves in a small dogmatic sectlet, par
roting invincible Maothought. 

The ewc then divided into subcommittees to 
accomplish two basic tasks: to write a draft pro
gram and to examine anew the history of the Com
munist International. The latter committee im
mediately launched into a thorough reading of 
Trotsky who had played a prominent role in the 
CI's early history. It was here that we first re-
alized thatTrotsky's analysis paralleled our own. 
But it was Trotsky I Suddenly we felt the full 
weight of the emotional spectre of the splitter I 
wrecker agentTrotsky looming before us. On the 
most significant question of the Chinese revolu
tion we were "Trotskyites" I 

It became immediately necessary to reorgan
ize the work, abandon the committee system and 
bring the entire collective into this basic study. 
Fortunately, the other comrades who had put to
gether a threadbare draft program recognized 
that fundamentals take precedence even over pro
gram. We began the Stalin-Trotsky study with 
some of us already embryonic Trotskyists. 

What is the relationship between the struggle 
for democracy and the struggle for socialism? 
This question, important above all to nations which 
have not achieved their bourgeois revolutions, we 
resolved by study of the experience of the Rus
sian Revolution. 

The Menshevik view tied the proletariat to the 
leadership of the liberal bourgeoisie which the 
victory of the bourgeois revolution would put in 
power. The proletariat under the more favorable 
conditions of the bourgeois republic could then 
begin its struggle for power. Permanent Revo
lution advocated by Trotsky maintained that, "the 
complete victory of the democratic revolution in' 
Russia is conceivable only in the form of the dic
tatorship of the proletariat, leaning on the peas
antry." Upon seizing power the dictatorship of the 
proletariat would immediately be faced with both 
democratic and socialist tasks. The peasantry 
was not an independent force but must either fol
low the bourgeoisie or the proletariat. The sei
zure of power by the Russian proletariat would 
spark revolution in the West, protecting Russia 
from bourgeois restoration and providing im
mense resources for backward Russia's social
ist development. 

History proved Trotsky's position correct and 
Lenin adopted this strategy in April, 19'17 (April 
Theses). This strategy remains the only correct 
strategy for revolution in the colonies. 

After the Russian Revolution Stalin and later 
Mao revived' the Menshevik two-stage revolution 
which subordinated the proletariat to the liberal 
or national bourgeoisie. Because of ties to im
perialism and landholding, the national bourgeoi
sie cannot carry out the bourgeois revolution. 
The two-stage strategy means subordination of 



the workers and peasants to imperialism and the 
landowners, leading the workers into the inevita
ble reaction and slaughter. Just as Stalin's sup
port of the Kuomintang led to the Shanghai mas
sacre and destruction of the Chinese Revolution 
in 1927 so Mao's New Democra:cy led the Indo
nesian party to massacre in 1965. Such are the 
fruits of New Democracy. 

The actual history of the Chinese revolution 
repudiates New Democracy. The Chinese Com
munist Party seized state power in 1949 and es
tablished a deformed workers' state character
ized by nationalized property and a bureaucracy 
ruling over the wolking class. All the talk of ''The 
Dictatorship of Four (or five) Classes" aSide, the 
CPC (including the Red Army) and nobody else 
controlled the state. Its reformism led it to talk 
of sharing the power, something it could not ac
tually do in China without being overthrown by a 
bourgeois counter-revolution. Those who took the 
CPC's words literally-like the PKIofIndonesia
were crushed. 

Only a victory of the working class and the 
establishment of the dictatorship of the proletar
iat can break imperialism, carry through the 
agrarian revolution and enable the working class 
to rule ip their own right. 

Whot is Sociolism? 
An essential task of ours was a re-establish

ment of the basic axioms of Marxism-Leninism. 
Marx, Engels, Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin all be
lieved that communism would replace capitalism 
only after a transitional period during which the 
proletariat enforces its dictatorship over all the 
other classes. 

Socialism according to Marx and Lenin means 
the lower phase of communism. it is··a SOCiety 
characterized by common property ownership, 
very high productivity of labor, the absence of 
class-based social antagonisms, the replacement 
of the standing army by a universal people's mi
litia, material incentives limited to equal pay for 
equal work, full emancipation of women, disap
pearance of the age-old distinction between town 
and country, etc. In short, it is only the begin
ning, but definitely the beginning, of man's as
cent from the "kingdom of necessity into the king
dom of freedom. " 

It was obvious that the socialism which Marx 
and Lenin envisioned would be a world SOCiety, 
necessarily embracing the industrialized coun
tries of Europe, the United States and Japan. 

Now we understood why Stalin was forced to 
deny one year after the great purges that there 
was any longer any class struggle in the Soviet 
Union. To proclaim socialism in the Soviet Union 
he had to deny the glaring non-socialist features 
of the Soviet Union. The Chinese "discovery" that 
classes still exist under socialism is equivalent 
to discovering that their socialism is not social-
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ism. 
Any analysis of the Third International must 

come to grips with the Stalin-Trotsky debate on 
socialism in a single country. All would-be rev
olutionaries are forced, willy-nilly, to a position 
on this single vital question. Thorough study of 
Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and Trotsky revealed the 
true nature of the debate. 

Internotional Revolution Dr 
Notionol Reformism 

The theory of socialism in a single country 
requires a denial of the fundamental character
istics of modern capitalist economy and cuts the 
heart out of Marxism. In The German Ideology 
and elsewhere Marx states very clearly that one 
of capitalism's greatest achievements is the cre
ation of a proletariat who is a world historical 
universal man based on the international divisiO~ 
of labor and the supra-national character of mod
ern productive forces. The motive force of his
tory is the ever developing productive forces. 
For a new historical society to evolve this new 
society must unfetter the world productive forc
es. Denying this is tantamount to denying Marx
ism-precisely what Stalinism-Maoism does. 

Because of uneven development the proletar
iat in the colonial countries may be first able to 
seize power. Their seizure of power does not 
abolish their dependence on the international di
vision of labor. As the former colony develops it 
becomes more dependent on the world economy. 
Lenin spoke of "a test which is being prepared by 
the Russian and international market, to which we 
are subordinate, with which we are bound up,from 
which we cannot break away." The only hope for 
the dictatorship of the proletariat in the back
ward country is clearly set forth by Lenin on the 
5th anniversary of Soviet rule. "Even before the 
revolution and likewise after it, our thought was: 
immediately, or at any rate very quickly, a rev
olution will begin in the other countries, in the 
capitalistically more developed countries •••. or 
in the contrary case we will have to perish •.•. 
The dates have shifted, "the pattern of events has 
formed itself in many respects unexpectedly, but 
the .fundamental orientation remains unchanged." 

Once we grasped the essence of socialism in 
one country, i. e., national reformism, all the 
other pieces of the puzzle of the temporary post
ponement of revolution in the advanced countries 
fell into place. 

To mask socialism ina single country in Len
inist phrases Stalin had to turn Lenin inside out. 
All the subsequent lies and falsifications of his
tory weFe designed to reconcile the revolutionary 

. internationalism of Marx and Lenin with the 
counter -revolutionary national reformism of Sta
lin and Mao. Here is the thread which runs 
through the popular front, social faSCism, support 



of the liberal bourgeoisie against the proletariat, 
peaceful co-existence, and the absence of a com
munist international. 

National reformism represents the world out
look not of the proletariat but of the bureaucracy 
on the backs of the proletariat. The principal 
historical cause for the degeneration of the Sovi
et regime was Russian backwardness and univer
sal want confronted with hostile capitalist en
circlement, setting the basis for fulfillment of 
Marx's predictions that so long as want was mere
ly made general, "all the old crap" would rise up 
again, i. e., the development of a privileged bu
reaucracy. International revolution, which unfet
ters the world productive forces, is contrary to 
the interests of the bureaucracy for it would 
eliminate the basis on which it rests. The posi
tion of the Stalinist bureaucracies is analogous 
to the labor bureaucracy under capitalism. Al
though their social base is the proletariat they 
occupy privileged positions, maintained by col
laboration with the bourgeoisie against the pro
letariat. 

According to Stalin only intervention by the 
capitalist countries can prevent the building of 
socialism in a single country. He advanced the 
tactic of the "neutralizing of the world bourgeoi
sie" by the world proletariat to ensure the build
ing of socialism unopposed. The world would at
tain socialism through the Directorate of State 
Planning for the USSR, through peaceful economic 
competition. The world proletarian movement is 
turned into border guards for "SOCialist coun
tries. " The Communist International first degen
erates into a pressure group on the world bour
geoisie and then is dissolved to give concrete 
assurances to the bourgeoisie that the bureauc
racy has no plans for their overthrow. 

The fundamental identity between Maoism and 
Stalinism was the reason why the Chinese would 
neither summarize the Third International or 
call for a new International. The anti-imperialist 
united front-a bloc between the Chinese bureauc
racy and sections of the world bourgeoisie is a 
concrete betrayal of the workers and peasants. 
The Chinese bureaucracy hopes to transform its 
alliance with tinpotnational bourgeoiSies of colo
nial countries into a grand alliance with the im
perialist bourgeoiSie, e. g., fro m Sihanouk _ to 
Nixon. Membership in Peking's anti-imperialist 
front consists of everybody from the Pakistani 
military regime of Yahya Khan to imperialist 
Japan. Mao calls for a "patriotic united front of. 
all strata of the Japanese people" within one of 
the most developed imperialist nations in the 
world. Why? Because the victory of the working 
class in Japan, the industrial powerhouse of ASia, 
would immediately preCipitate the political over
throw of the Chinese bureaucracy by the Chinese 
working class. Here stands Mao, stripped of his 
red veil, fighting for the interests of the bureauc-
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racy. 

A vokion on the Run 
In a real sense our collective struggle had 

been one of defeating the revisionism in the com
munist movement exemplified by the RU. For a 
full year we had probed Maois~ for something to 
refute the RU united front strategy. Nothing was 
forthcoming. Only by basmg ourselves on Lenin 
and Trotsky did we finally come up with a con
cise, revolutionary refutation of the RU's class 
collaboration policy of the popular front and 
understanding of the Soviet and Chinese bureauc
raCies. In July we had a chance to intervene in a 
panel debate on Chinese foreign policy between 
Maoists Bob Avakian (RU) and Frank Pestana and 
former SWPer Milt Zaslow (Liberation Union), 
and a lecture on the RU united front strategy by 
Avakian. 

The night of the panel on China's foreign pol
icy fell ironically on the day after Nixon an
nounced his visit to China, putting the defenders 
of Mao in an extremely shamefaced pOSition. Far 
more important, though, was that the lines were 
drawn this time not between the "left" and right 
Maoists as so often in Los Angeles, but between 
Stalinism and Trotskyism. Between our leaflet, 
Zaslow's devastating c r it i que, and comments 
from the floor, the debate was a complete and un
conditional rout of Stalinism and Maoism. Barely 
a Stalinist dared to speak from the floor as time 
and again Avakian and Pestana completely con
tradicted themselves in their attempts to defend 
the indefensible Chinese betrayals. In such a 
position, Maoist debate was replaced with the Sta
linist stand-by: slandering the personal integrity 
of Trotsky. In all, they got creained. 

To top it off Avakian personally attacked a 
CWC member (a former RUer) for "corrupting 
the youth" and threatened him with violence if he 
appeared the following night. The CWCer, reply-

. ing with the slogan "Long Live Socrates I" pro
ceeded to form a defense front and returned the 
next night in force. 

The collective proprietors of the hall in coi
laboration with Avakian avoided another "terrible" 
night by limiting questions to 30 seconds and pro
hibitingdiscussion and debate. 

The year's effort had transformed an insignif
icant internal struggle within Stalinism into a 
component part of the historic and worldwide bat:" 
tle of Marxism-Leninism against its detractors . , 
thereby helpmg to prepare the way for the social-
ist revolution. 

By the time of the RU confrontation we had con
cluded the gr eater portion of our examination of 
Trotskyist groupings. We had long been critical 
of the SWP's rampant reviSionism even when we 
were still Maoists. In fact, one of the main ob
stacles to taking Trotskyism seriously was the 
politiCS of the SWP. We noted their similarities 
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to the CPUSA, sharpened up our historical under
standing of the' particular twists their opportun
ism took (Pabloism, Cuba, etc.) and then turned 
to those groups which appeared to be applying 
Trotsky's ideas in a serious manner. 

We s pen t considerable time examining the 
"Russian Question," that is, the class nature of 
the Soviet State. In the course of this inquiry we 
studied both wings of the International Socialists 
(state capitalist and bureaucratic collectivist) and 
found both wanting. We concluded that Trotsky's 
analysis of the deformed workers state as an ob
stacle on the road to SOCialism, as the first phase 
of the restoration of capitalism but not itself that 
restoration, remains the most sensible ordering 
of the facts. We should note in passing that while 
we did not consider the IS practice in party build
ing to be Leninist, we found the individual mem
bers and the local Los Angeles leadership to have 
a democratic and scientific spirit in our all-too
few discussions with them. 

Wohllorth Exposed 
Our investigation of organizations conSidering 

themselves Trotskyist led us to study the politics 
of the Workers League and the Spartacist League. 
Our contact with the Workers League soon re
vealed to us the spurious character of that organi
zation and its dependence upon the blind loyalty 
of its membership to it and its international bloc 
in place of Trotskyist politiCS. In a letter of April 
27 Tim Wohlforth declared that theSpartacist 
League "is completely hostile to the Fourth Inter
national and bears no relationship whatever with 
TrotskYism" and that "you cannot have joint dis
cussions or joint actions with us while at the same 
time maintaining relations of any sort with Spar
tacist." We rep Ii e d on May 18 that we could 
reach such a conclusion only "on the basis of our 

own independent investigation." Wen 0 ted that 
"Spartacist has shown a healthy attitude toward 
encouraging and aiding our investigation (which 
is more than we can say about your approach)" 
and reaffirmed our intention to continue our in
v est i gat ion of the SL and WL "in spite of any 
roadblock you may throw up in our way." 

If Wohlfarth had had his way, we would not 
only have proclaimed the WL to be the Leninist 
vanguard before we had even studied the question, 
but further we would have been prevented from 
our attempts to influence the Maoists in the di- . 
rection of Trotskyism. Referring to recent Chi
nese atrocities in Ceylon and Pakistan, Wohlfarth 
declared, "In any event we will not have joint ac
tions with Maoists." We replied that he obviously 
assumed that Maoist groupings were finished for
mations, and ignored the tremendous flux such 
organizations were undergoing in the wake of the 
intensifying crisis of world imperialism and the 
ever clearer capitulatiOns of Chinese Stalinism 
to imperialism. Such sectarianism, we wrote, 
could permanently bar these comrades from the 
road to Trotskyism. We characterized Wohl
forth's pOSition as leading to "either a sectarian 
liquidation of the united front reminiscent of Third 
Period Stalinism or to a series of opportunist z ig
zags -now condemning joint action, now pragmati
cally entering into it." 

The arrogance, sectarianism, misrepresenta
tion and political tomfoolery exemplified by the: 
WL in our contact with them only underscored the 
decisive character of our break with Stalinism. 
In this sense the WL hastened our decision to 
fuse with the organization which, through open 
and comradely discussions sustained over a per
iod of months, we found ourselves in political 
solidarity. Our fusion with the Spartacist League 
took place at the Labor Day Plenum in New York. 
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November 7, 1967 

Comrades, 

Today is the 50th anniversary of the Great October Socialist 
Revolution. It is a day of celebration. The red October days, the 
Bolsheviks, and the historic achievements of the Soviet people will 
stand forever as a beacon to the peoples of the world in their 
struggle to free themselves from exploitation and oppression. The 
theories and leadership supplied by Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin 
has provided and will continue to provide the working class and its 
allies with an inexhaustible source of knowledge and inspiration. 

Yet these great accomplishments are being sullied and used to 
serve imperialism by the Soviet revisionist clique at this very 
moment. The present leaders of the Soviet Party and State have set 
themselves against communism, against revolution, and against the 
Soviet people. Disguising themselves as "creative Marxists," they 
are in fact restoring capitalism at a frantic pace. 

The Soviet revisionists have overthrown the dictatorship of 
the proletariat and replaced it with the "state of the whole people," 
a ludicrous invention which in practice means the dictatorship of 
the bourgeoisie. They have liquidated the Marxist-Leninist vanguard 
party and transformed it into the "party of the entire people." 
Their crimes against the people are so gross and immense as to dwarf 
even the arch-treachery of the revisionists of the Second Inter
national. 

In brazen disregard for the revolutionary aspirations of the 
people of the whole world, they have substituted "great power" 
chauvinism for proletarian internationalism and have split the world 
communist movement by their collaboration with imperialism and parti
cularly with U.S. imperialism. They have sought to drive all revo
lutionaries into a cuI de sac with their "theories" of revisionist 
"peaceful coexistence," "peaceful competition," and "peaceful trans-
ition." In this they cannot succeed. . 

The social root of their class collaborationist "theories" 
consists in the rise of a privileged bourgeois stratum within Soviet 
society. Proceeding from their subjective wishes they have capi
tulated to nuclear blackmail in order to reconcile the irreconcilable. 
the imperialist bourgeoisie on the one hand, and the proletariat and . 
oppressed nations on the other. 

Making full use of the great name of Lenin and the prestige of 
the world's first socialist state, the revisionists have caused un
told harm to con~unist parties of a number of countries. It was 
the 20th Congress and the emergence of the revisionist dictatorship 
which assured the complete victory of revisionism in the Communist 
Party U.S.A. However, it is important to note that opportunism and 
revisionism have deep historic roots in the C.P.U.S.A. which can 
be traced to the class collaborationist line associated with Earl 
Browder. Today the essential principles of Marxism-Leninism have 
been abandoned and the party has degenerated into a variant of a 
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bourgeois party. The leaders of the C.P.U.S.A. have revised the 
scientific analyses of the state and role and character of the van
guard party. They have abandoned dialectics and substituted extreme 
subjectivism and pragmatism. 

No longer regarding the state as the instrument of one class for 
the suppression of another class, they have widely peddled the notion 
that the people can use the state for their own purposes through 
"mass interventions in the state." They have failed to understand 
that ideological and ultimately material preparation for the counter
revolutionary violence of the bourgeoisie is the sine qua non of 
revolutionary work among the masses. Instead they have placed 
exclusive reliance in practice on "peaceful transition" while re
ducing "violent revolution" in theory to mere possibility. Seeking 
an out for imperialism, they have elevated parliamentary struggle to 
the main form of struggle, subordinating all other" forms to it. They 
have elevated tactical differences within the imperialist bourgeoisie 
into a whole new "theory" building the illusion that there is an 
"intransigent ultra-right" section and a "reasonable, moderate" sec
tion who are subject to pressure from the people on fundamental 
questions. (It is interesting to note, much to the embarrassment of 
the revisionists, that it is the "reasonable, moderate" imperialists 
who are now in pm'ler and administering the fascist aggression in 
Vietnam.) It is through these deceptive devices that the leaders 
of the C.P.U.S.A. are turning over the peoples' movement to imper
ialism and its agents, and are paving the way for fascism. 

The Marxisu-Leninist vanguard party, while remaining in name, 
has been all but liquidated in substance. The party's theoretical 
magazine, Political Affairs, has been turned into an organ for the 
spreading of reformist views under the old and familiar guise of 
"tactics as a process," and avoids full explanations of reality as 
though such explanations would be adventurous. Likewise the party 
newspapers, already severely isolated from the working class and 
its allies, persists in giving full prominence to electoral politics 
and have eliminated all ideological struggle from their pages. Thus, 
instead of a collective organizer and agitator we have a progressive 
bourgeois press which simply reflects the current and local trends 
in various movements. 

Organizationally, the dialectical unity between freedom and 
discipline, between democracy and centralism, has been destroyed; 
the party manifests an entrenched bureaucratic inertia and rampant 
bourgeois liberalism at all levels. The professional revolutionary 
cadre which Lenin urged as an essential ingredient of the proletar
ian party has long Since disappeared, and there has been complete 
reliance on legal methods of struggle combined with accommodation 
to the difficulties imposed by McCarthyism. The treatment of theory 
by the leadership is subjective and sectarian, leading to a marked 
separation of theory and practice; many hard working and honest com
rades have been led to the erroneous conclusions that a revolutionary 
theory is no longer needed for a revolutionary movement or that the 
narrowest forms of practical activity give rise to scientific theory. 

The leadership conSistently tails the liberal bourgeoiSie in 
basic questions of policy and has proved to be completely opportunist 
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in practice, adapting itself to the local and current petit-bourgeois 
trends and pressures from the bourgeoisie. These errors are tele
scoped in the struggle of the Negro people. The part~ ~eadership 
has vacillated between liberal integrationist and pac~f~st trends, 
and reactionary nationalism. It has substituted Negro-White unity 
di vorced from principle for working class unity based on I\1arxism
Leninism and for the concept that national struggle is, in the final 
analysis, a class struggle. 

In coalitions where the party has influence it avoids struggle, 
treats opportunists and outright counter-revolutionary elements as 
allies and has even entere'd into alliances with Trotskyites. The 
class composition of the party reveals the social root of its tho
roughly revisionist ideology; it is composed primarily of members 
of the labor aristocracy, petit-bourgeoisie and bourgeoisie, and 
objectively serves their class interests. 

The revisionists cry for unity but their unity is with the 
bourgeoisie, with imperialism. We also believe that unity is nec
essary but this unity must be against imperialism--first and fore
most against U.S. imperialism--and be based on revolutionary prin
ciples. We believe a revolutionary party of the proletariat must 
rest firmly on the science of Marxism-Leninism, represented in our 
era by the thought of f-1ao Tse-Tung; it must recognize that modern 
revisionism is the main social EE2£ of imperialism and struggle to 
defeat this traitorous trend, especially in our own country: it 
must support the heroic fight of the Vietnamese people against U.S. 
imperialism principally by defending the four points of the Demo
cratic Republic of Vietnam and the five points of the National 
Liberation Front in the south. Finally, we believe all revolution
aries should salute and support the Great Proletarian Cultural Revo
lution now in progress in the Peoples Republic of China. 

We have concluded that it is impossible for one to be organi
zationally affiliated with revisionism, serving it objectively, and 
at the same time be a consistent Marxist-Leninist. We therefore 
urge all genuine communists to sever their ties with the revisionist 
party and to unite with the revolutionary peoples of the world 
against imperialism and its number one ally, modern revisionism. \ve 
welcome correspondence with all interested and sympathetic comrades 
and friends, and will be happy to discuss' further our immediate 
plans and views of other existing parties. 

!lUchael I'4iller 
lJIarvin Treiger 

Los Angeles 
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L-Extracts from Critique of the RU_I 

THE "T\VO STAGES" THESIS IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 

The core idea at the heart of the RED PAPERS is the separation 
of imperialism from capitalism. Lenin stated in very clear terms 
that: "imperialism is the monopoly stage of capitalism." The con
trary idea, \,lhich begins with the separation of imperialism and mono
poly capitalism, tends to identify imperialism with events that 
take place outside of the borders of the country, with a policy 
"preferred" by the capitalists and ultimately as a stage of capital
ism that can be ended prior to the overthrow of capt talism. What 
does the RED PAPERS say on this important conception: 

"The U.S. ruling class not only exploits our own 1.'1orking 
people; it extends its exploitation throughout the world 
by a system of imperialism." 

The statement goes on to state: 

"The present period is characterized by the increasing struggle:: 
of the peoples of the world against U.S. imperialism. This 
weakens the domestic position of monopoly capitalism enabling 
our struggles to advance." 

\ihenever the Statement dis cusses the \'lOrld' s peoples it focuses on 
imperialism, but whenever it discusses the U.S., it focuses on mono
poly capitalism. This view is so ingrained that when the struggle 
of oppressed peoples within the U.S. borders is alluded to a care
ful distinction is still made: 

"These peoples, having developed historically as 'internal 
colonies' of the United States, embody elements of both the 
external and internal struggles against the U.S. ruling class ••. 
on the one hand the struggle of the colonized people of the 
world against American imperialism; on the other hand, the 
struggle of the U.S. working class against" monopoly capitalism.' 

The only time in the Statement where any definition of imperialism 
can be found is when the title of Lenin's classic "'1ork is cited. 
But in the very same sentence, no doubt to counter-balance dogma, 
the error is reinforced: 

"Lenin, in Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism, ,definec 
monopoly capitalism and imperialism precisely by the dominance 
of finance capital. (emphasis added) 

Again, it states: 

"As the peoples of the world increasingly seize the initiative 
in their global confrontation with U.S. imperialism, the abi
lity of monopoly capitalism to resolve its contradictions with 
the U.S. working class becomes progressively limited, setting " 
the stage for the seizure of state power by the working class." 
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If this represents a "primi ti ve understanding ll \'lhich the RED PAPERS 
purports to be then there should be no problem in changing it, ad
mitting error, and making crystal clear the distinction between a 
revolutionary line on imperialism and a rehash of Kautsky's revision
ism. Instead of forthright self-criticism, Avakian makes no mention 
of this criticism in his article The Uni·ted Front Against Imperial
ism "Ihich is supposedly a response to reactions to RED PAPERS I. 
It is true that in that article Avakian defines imperialism correct
ly but as we will show he in no way abandons the essence of that 
separation. In fact we point out the error in the RED PAPERS, not 
because "1e think that a definition settles all questions, or because 
we do not believe that definitions C~l be corrected (after all the 
CPUSA (R) still clings to some of Lenin's words). We would not 
even oppose the use on occasion, for agitational purposes, of a 
formulation that referred to "monopoly capitalism and imperialist 
policies," but because this error stands something like the tip of 
an iceberg stands above the surface while 9/10ths of., .tPhe iceberg is 
nicely concealed below the surface. 

In our view the separation of imperialism and monopoly capital
ism in the Statement is an index of a deeply held view that the 
American revolution will take place in two stages; first an anti
imperialist stage and second an anti-capitalist stage. TARNO has so 
much as admitted this in private conversation and it would be better 
if placed squarely on the table. In other words, the RED PAPERS 
does not represent a "primi ti ve understanding" at all but is in 
fact a fairly sophisticated thesis on the nature of the American 
revolution. Nao says that to know a thing you must ch·ange it. If 
you have any doubts that this is true, try and change the basic 
formulati ons • 

Let us return to the "Statement" and try to surface some of 
this iceberg. On the question of real friends and real enemies, 
the Statement says the following: 

"The monopoly capitalists are the ruling class of the United 
States. But various small and middle-sized capitalists have 
interests that conflict with those of monopoly. A number of 
other class segments in the United States--for example small 
farmers, "independent" professionals, small storekeepers-
also have basic interests in opposition to those of the 
monopoly capitalists." 

To argue that middle-sized capitalists in the richest most ferocious 
imperialist country in the world "also have basic interests" in op
position to those of the monopoly capitalists is completely off the 
beam, unless of course there is some anti-imperialist stage between 
us and socialism "lhere these "basic inten'sts" can be met. Even 
if a certain number of these middle-sized capitalists were to side 
with the proletariat on one question or another, what is the actual 
likelihood of their role? We can better understand this if we ex
amine the historic role, not so much of medium-sized capital, but 
of a strata considerably below it, that of the labor aristocracy. 
Remember we are considering friends and enemies not in the abstract 
but in the likely course for the development of the civil llTar. Also 
remember that Lenin is spew{ing here of a section of the working 
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class itself': 

"In the civil war behleen the proletariat and the bourgeoisie 
they invariably, and in no small numbers take the side of the 
bourgeoisie, the "Versaillaise" against the "Communards." 

Unless the economic roots of this phenomena are understood 
and its political and social significance is appreciated; not 
a step can be taken toward the solution of the practical prob
lems of the communist movement and of the impending revolution." 

Now, within the United States, given the relative strength of the 
labor aristocracy, its international connections, its merger with the 
upper stratum of white supremacists and given in opposition to that 
the central role of the struggle of the national minorities in the 
struggle of the proletariat and the necessity to resolve the princi
ple contradiction within the U.S. in favor of freedom for the oppres
sed nations within our borders, given all of this, is it not ludi
crous to see these strata as anything but tied to the bourgeoisie 
by a thousand threads. The working class of the United States is 
huge. The strata counted as allies \'1ith "basic interests" in the 
RED PAPERS and as vacillators in Avakian's paper are a tiny minority, 
one that will certainly overwhelmingly oppose the social revolution. 

There is in the "Statement" one passage \'lhich at first glance 
seems to uphold a single stage theory of revolution. Yet while up-.·· 
holding the dictatorship of the proletariat in one breath, it defines 
it in a "Ilay that throws ambiguity into the question at best and 

'which at worst is one more example of the stages theory in action: 

"It is our conviction that the U.S. working class, black and 
white with its allies from other classes, together constituting 
a vast majority of the people and led by a Marxist Leninist 
revolutionary party, will smash the existing state apparatus 
(in fact a dictatorship of the monopoly capitalist class) and 
set up its own form of state: the dictatorship of the prole
tariat. The power of wealth will thus be overthrown and ~
placed £X. the power of the people, led by the working class." 

Similar to this is a formulation that appears a little further on: 

"The people need a party and the party needs the people; 
neither can succeed without the other." 

The second formulation is all wrong and sounds much more like 
rulrushchev than like Lenin. It is probably an easy mistake to 
fall into when one has "evolved" from the student movement where .. ;. 
few workers are to be found, or if one. is tailing after the Panthers 
for whom the slogan "pO"ller to the people" retains a certain validity 
based on the struggle for national liberation. But the formulation 
"power to the people, led by the working class" is more akin to ivlao I s 
theory of new democracy and the new democratic state than to socail
ism and the dictatorship of the proletariat. In contrast the dic
tatorship of the proletariat represents the power of the working 
class, unqualified and complete,. even tho its policies may repre
sent certain tactical compromises with other classes and strata as 
the price of retaining power. In fact many of the measures insti-
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tuted by the worKlng class will bring greater benefits to strata 
other than the workers themselves, such as strata immediately below 
the proletariat, the many victims of imperialist rule, etc. 

No state can ever be a "peoples state." Engels made this clear 
when he admitted the correctness of the anarchist criticism of the 
formulation "peoples state." Engels' letter of self-criticism was 
suppressed for 36 years by the revisionist Kautsky. Nor can there 
be a "party of the people" even given the colloquial use of people 
to mean the classes in modern society opposed to imperialism: Lenin 
blasted the Mensheviks for upholding such a party. He pointed out 
that an eclectic, hodgepodge would result incapable of leading any
one except the petit bourgeois democrats. There are occasions, once 
ae;ain, where the slogan "power to the people" can be used for cer
tain agitational purposes, but never can such misleading formula
tions be permitted to find their way into a "Statement of Principles. 
There must be no confusion that we are in any way opposing tactical 
united fronts or a program embracing democratic demands, but we can 
never do so at the expense of the independent and leading role, 
politically and organizationally, of the proletariat. 

We should not underestimate the degree to \-ihich the ideas 
expressed in the RED PAPERS represent not so much a "primitive under
standing" as a tailing after developments in the "new left." This 
is the source of much of the original popularity of the RED PAPERS, 
it is one of the reasons it "caught on" so quickly and is nm'1 sub
ject to so much criticism. A study of the "new working class" theo
ries in vogue two years ago will show a separation between imperial
ism and "neocapitalism." The spontaneous development of the stUdent 
movement produced an "anti-imperialist" conSCiousness, not anti
imperialist as a system but rather anti-imperialist as a policy. The 
lack of connection between the Vietnam war and imperialism as a 
system was reflected in radical students' minds in the form of a 
separation between imperialism and capitalism theoretically. It is 
only now that a section of the student movement,RYM II SDS, has 
finally adopted the Leninist line on the question only to find that 
in so doing they were forced to throw out all their old premises. 
The RED PAPERS in this respect is no more than a half-way house and 
we know from experience that a half-way house usually leads back to 
the prison rather than forward to freedom. 

The "new left" produced a crop of economists who were neither 
"new" nor particularly "left," but who attained. a certain prominence 
thru their revisions of l"iarx' theory of surplus value and his theory 
of crisis. The RED PAPERS completely omits any statement regarding 
the Marxist theory of crisis in its section of political economy and 
makes a mockery of the theory of surplus value: 

"The worker creates a product of value, part of which is re
turned. to him as wage, and the rest of which is taken from 
him by the capitalist as profit." 

This is diametrically opposed to Marx' formulation: 

"Wages are, therefore, not the workers share in the comrnodi ty 
produced by him. Wages are the part of already eXisting 
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commodities with which the capitalist buys for himself a 
definite amount of productive labor power." 

If an employer fails to sell the goods produced, he still must pay 
the worker for the use of his laboring power, that is, his ability 
to work. To suggest that a part of the product is returned to him 
as wage is to liquidate Marx' main discovery in the field of politica 
economy, the discovery of the secret of surplus value. It is im
possible to grasp without a correct understanding of this basic 
~1arxist c.oncept why the prob lem for the worker is not simply one of 
an inequitable share but a problem of exchange itself. It appears 
in the RED PAPERS formulation as if the worker has been cheated. 
Nothing of the kind. In fact the exchange between the worker and 
the capitalist is based on the real exchange value of laboring power. 
The capitalist i3 able to exploit the worker because the use value of 
laboring power, which the capitalist has at his disposal is capable 
of producing more value than is necessary to replace it. The differ
ential between the consumed use value and the exchange value of labor 
ing pO\'ler is surplus value. Laboring power is the only coromodi ty, 
hence its uniqueness, which is value-producing. 

The implication of this formulation for struggle would tend to 
lead us to the slogan "A Fair Day's p.a;y for a Fair D.ay's Work" rather 
than the revolutionary slogan "Abolition of the Wages System." Fur
ther , it is impossible to construct a I>larxist t~eory of crisis, to 
explain "overproduction" or any of the attendant features of crisis 
on the model offered. This section represents a "primitive under
standing" all right--taking us back before Marx to Smith and Ricardo. 
If it is true that this section was drafted by the counterrevOlution
ary Fitch, when the RU was young and carefree, why the reluctance to 
change it? Why not recognize that all of these criticisms form a 
consistent pattern, a pattern of right opportunism indicating alle
giance to a two-stage theory of the revolution? 

The first RED PAPERS states: 

"It is therefore the primary rev.olutionary duty of the people 
of the U.S. to build a militant united front against U.S. 
imperialism. " 

It was in this formulation that the problem of the relationship be
tween support for the national liberation movement and the question 
of stages in the U.S. first arose. While it is impossible at this 
time for us to fully examine Avakian's thesis in the United Front 
article, we can make these preliminary observations. On the one 
hand Avakian disagrees with RYM II's formulation that the united 
front against imperialism can only be a tactical orientation based 
on the definition supplied by Stalin in Foundations of Leninism 
(see pages 88 to 103) and upholds it as a strategic united front. On 
the other hand he disclaims himself from any notion of a "two stage 
theory" of revolution. He quotes RYf,1 II which says "strategy means 
a plan for the basic realignment of class forces" i.e. a change in 
power relations, a new form of state, and then baldly argues that 
the united front against imperialism is a strategy, even going so 
far as to say there is: "the immediate stage of anti-imperialist 
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struggle and the long range fight for socialism." Now Avakian is 
clearly trying to have it both ways. The RU is tipping its hat to 
a single stage theory and tipping its hat to a criticism of Weather
man's line, but is in fact opposing the theory of a single stage 
and making no serious criticism of the real results of Weatherman's 
complete ~pposition to any tactical united fronts. One timely ex-

• ample will perhaps make the point stronger than a thousand words. 
The shorter United Front paper states revolutionaries can either: 

"1. denounce the demonstration for \'1hat it is and try to make 
it as w1successful as possible, or 2. They can join the demon
stration, bring forward demands and change it into a real anti
war movement, call together other militant organizations to 
plan how this can be done, by raising the slogan "Bring the 
Boys Home Now!" and exposing Nixon's phony ,,,i thdrawals; ex
tensively leaflet around these questions, ••• By these means we 
can build a united front at this demonstration and turn it into 
a real anti-war victory for the left." 

I don't knO\v who the chauvinist, jingoist pseudo l'>1arxist is who 
wrote these lines but he or she ought to go join the revisionist 
party, or better yet the Trotskyists, because this is exactly their 
line in the anti-war movement. It is the line of reading the rolls 
of the U.S. war dead, it is a line of tears for "our poor boys" 
while our Vietnamese brothers bleed and die ten for one. It is the 
line of the Senators and Congressmen, it is strictly a line of self 
interest based on the notion of America first. It is a shameful 
line for a commw1ist. It does not even identify the enemy as part 
of its blatant chauvinism. What is our attitude toward the war? 
First we must say "U. S. Get Out of Vietnam" which can unite a broad 
section of the people against the U.S. ruling class. Second, we 
must use the occasion of united front actions of this type to pro
pagandize the justness of the Vietnamese cause and why we should act 
in solidarity with them. We must seek to create a united front 
where these politics become increasingly dominant ~~d third, we must 
educate the workers why the greatest possible defeat of their "own," 
of our "own" ruling class is in their best interest. In 'other words, 
there must be struggle as well as unity in these tactical united 
fronts and their main purpose must be the accumulation of strength 
of the revolutionary forces for a decisive assault on state power~ 
Only if we consciously in our porpaganda oppose each and every mani
festation of national cllauvinism, of jingOism, will we succeed. 
Now, does that mean we will unite with those who say "Bring the Boys 
Home Now!" Damn right it does. We are not moralists and we'll 
unite with the devil if it means alleviating the oppression of the 
masses one iota. But it is one thing to unite with those who for 
their O\vl1 reasons oppose this I'lar and quite another thing for us to 
spout such a backward line. RU members should examine this concrete 
example and see if it conforms to their practice. Did anyone put 
forward an internationalist line on the moratorium? Was patient 
education done among workers so thq,t they would hope "their" govern
ment's defeat? Was there a criticism of the revisionist-Trotskyite. 
slogan of "Bring the Boys Home Now!" and the jingoism it engendered? 
Or did it seem like the revisionists were really on the right track 
after all except maybe a little weak at letting things slip out of 
their hands into the hands of Kennedy and Co.? 
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. . . 
"lITANY HAPPY RETURNS OF 'llRE DAY!" 

It will be impossible to grasp the problem of changing the 
"Statement of Principles" if we do not investigate the problem of 
the relation of theory to practice. the RED PAPERS states: 

"We know that the program of a revolutionary organization-at 
any time is less important than conscientious application to 
serving the people." 

We would associate ourselves with the statement of the Chinese which 
is direc~ly the opposite of the above: 

"It is only when the Party has a revolutionary political program 
that i~ hold its line thru each and every turn of events, 
consolidate the links between the revolutionaries and attract 
the masses to the revolution." (emphasis added) 

The line of the RED PAPERS to belittle theory and to set mass work 
against theory as opposites is very dangerous particularly during a 
period of history such as this. We must ~pologize for the fol~owing 
overlong quote from Lenin--but it contains so much that is rich and 
relevant today that we have decided to incorporate it whole: 

"Those who have the slightest acquaintance with the actual 
state of our movement cannot but see that the \'fide spread of 
Marxism was accompanied by a certain lowering of the theore~_ 
LcaLJlevel.. Quite a number of people with very little, and 
even a tota~ lack of theoretical training joined the movement 
because of its practical significance and its practical suc
cesses. We can judge from that how tactless RABOCHEYE DYELO is 
\'fhen, Nith an air of triumph, it quotes Ivlarx's statement: "Every 
step of real movement is more important than a dozen progran~es.1 
To repeat these words in a period of theoretical disorder is 
like wishing mourners at a funeral many happy returns of the day. 
~1oreover these words of Marx are taken from his letter on the 
Gotha Programme, in which he sharply condemns eclecticism in 
the 'formulation of principles. If you must unite, Marx wrote 
to the party leaders, then enter into aGreements to satisfy the 
practical aims of the movement, but do not allow any bargaining 
over principles, do not make theoretical "concessions." This 
was f.1arx' s idea, and yet there are people among us who seek--in 
his name to belittle the significance of theory! 

flWithout revolutionary theory there can be no revolution
ary movement. This idea cannot be insisted upon too strongly 
at a time when the fashionable preaching of opportunism goes 
hand in hand with an infatuation for the narrowest forms of 
practical actiVity. Yet, for Russian Social-Democrats the im
portance of theory is enhanced by three other Circumstances, 
which are often forgotten: first, by the fact that our Party 
is only in process of formation, its features are only just 
becoming defined, and it has as yet far from settled accounts 
with the other trends of revolutionary thought that threaten to 
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di vert the movement from the correct path. On the contrary, 
precisely the very recent past was marked by a revival of non
Social-Democratic revolutionary t:'ends (an eventuation regard
ing which Axelrod long ago warned the Economists). Under these 
circumstances, what at first sight appears to be an 'unimpor
tant' error may lead to most deplorable consequences, and only 
short-sighted people can consider factional disputes and a 
strict differentiation between shades of opinion inopportune 
or superfluous. The fate of Russian Social-Democracy for very 
many years to come may depend on the strengthening of one or 
the other 'shade.' 

"Secondly, the Social-Democratic movement is in its very 
essence an international movement. This means, not only that 
we must combat national chauvinism, but that an incipient 
movement in a young country can be successful only if it makes 
use of the experiences of other countries. In order to make 
use of these experiences it is not enough merely to 'be ac
quainted with them, or simply to copy out the latest resolu
tions. vfuat is required is the ability to treat these exper
iences critically and to test them independently. He who 
realizes how enormously the modern working-class movement has 
grm-m and branched out will understand what a reserve of theo
retical forces and political (as well as revolutionary) ex
perience is required to carry out this task. 

"Thirdly, the national tasks of Russian Social-Democracy 
are such as have never confronted any other socialist party 
in the \'1orld. \'1e shall have occasion further on to deal with 
the political and organizational duties which the task of eman
Cipating the whole people from the yoke of autocracy imposes 
upon us. At this point, we \'1ish to state only that the role 
of vanguard fighter ~ be fulfilled only by ~ party that is 
guided by the most advanced theory." 

It is as if these words were written today! Are not Americans die
hard empiricists? Are we not without a party? Have we settled 
accounts with this or that "shade"? Are we not mesmerized by the 
victories of the international movement? And finally, are not our 
national tasks in this "me 1 ting pot" such as have neve!? confronted 
the socialist movemen~? 

The danger' in the line of belittling theory is that it provides 
a hiding place for erroneous views under the guise of a "primi ti ve 
understanding" or under the even more subtle banner of "agnosticism.'~ 
The CP youth are still making an investigation into the cultural 
revolution. They naturally never do make a real investigation, but 
they raise their "ignorance" to the level of theory and justify a 
revisionist line. vIe are not interested in agnosticism that leads 
to revisionism, or that covers opportunism. It is no crime to not 
know something or even to be wrong about it. What is a crime is to 
hide in dark corners, to try and nestle alongside of revolutionaries. 
to set up a bourgeois headquarters in order to suppress contrary . 
Views, carry out a campaign of lies and slander, poisoning the at
mosphere, to enforce reactionary discipline and to hang on, desper
ately, to an erroneous political line. 
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CONCLUSION 

The class roots of the "Statement of Principles" ultimately 
stem from the labor aristocracy. The attempt to reconcile the tiny 
pri vilee;ed upper stratum of l'10rkers with the great mass of workers 
is centrism. It is bound to result in the victory of the labor 
aristocracy. It is no accident that the "Statement of Principles" 
does not speak of the labor aristocracy. It does not bring to the 
forefront the struggle between two lines within the working class 
and it does not unders core its tremendous significance. No wonder 
theory is belittled. The link between an opportunist "two stages" 
line and a chauvinist "dual nature" line consists in the outlook 
of the labor aristocrats. Lenin states: 

"The economic basis of opportunism and social chauvinism is 
the same: the interests of an insignificant layer of privil
eged \'lorkers and petit bourgeoisie who are defending their 
privileged positions, their "right" to the crumbs of profits 
l'lhich "their" national bourgeoisie receives from robbing other 
nations, from the advantages of its position as a great nation. Ii 

The contradiction between ignorance and kno\,lledge should be. resolved 
thru learning. The contradiction between one class line and another 
must be' resolved by class struggle. 

vie are confident that eventually the "Statement of Principles" 
will be repudiated and that the RU will fulfill the promise of its 
beginnings. We disagree with the line of the Political Committee 
that "the 'Statement' is fundamentally sound; that the leadership 
is fundamentally sound and that the organization is fundamentally 
sound." We consider the "Statement" to be fundamentally unsound 
and demand that it be repudiated; we believe that ~ of the 
leadership is fundamentally unsound and must make a thorough-going 
transformation and we believe that the fate of the organization is 
in the balance. vie believe that the test of the organization will 
be its ability to carry out the struggle. 

All the truths of Narxism can be summed up in a Single phrase: 

"IT IS RIGHT TO REBEL!" 
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/September 1969/ 
Dear Comrades, 

Our Los Angeles Collective has voted unanimously to found our 
collective and all future collectives that we build on a set of 
principles that stand at complete variance with the, "Statement of 
Principles" in RED PAPERS I. 

The "Statement of Principles" separates imperialism from mono
poly capitalism instead of recognizing imperialism as the monopoly 
stage of capitalism, as the highest stage of capitalism, with no 
intermediate rungs between imperialism and socialism. The position, 
therefore, is simply a carefully veiled resuscitation of the CPUSA(R) 
anti-monopoly coalition, the "two stage" theory of the American 
revolution. The document chauvinistically upholds the privileges 
of the oppressor American nation by denying the right of political 
secession to the Black nation thru its thesis that the "Black nation 
is everywhere" and that Black proletarians in the Black Belt are 
really members of the Ameri can prolet ariat. The" Statement of Prin
ciples" upholds the rotten system of male dominance by denying the 
hatred of women for male supremacy, by denying men's oppression of, 
\'lomen, by denying the existence of mas culine privilege \'1i thin the 
working class and by throwing up its hands on the question of male 
supremacy within revolutionary organizations. 

The leadership has accused everyone else of sectarianism, of 
"book worship," of making too much of theory, of hairsplitting." .. 
while they have refused to budge an inch on any of the fundamental 
questions that have been criticized. It is not that they belittle < 

theory, but rather that they belittle only the theory of others 
thinking that they have laid the foundations for the Marxist Lenin
ist line in America. They pretend to accept all criticisms but do 
not in fact accept any of the criticism. Instead they wage an un
principled campaign of slander and innuendo, suppression of contrary 
ideas, effectively cutting off the membership from developments 
throughout the country. 

The atmosphere of liberalism toward error, the absence of the 
most elementary democratic centralist forms such as a responsible 
chairman of the organization and an identifiable leadership, the 
Liu Shao Chi preoccupation with busy work not based upon a plan has 
isolated some of the best comrades from the ideological struggle and 
developed in them a contempt for the struggle to sharpen our scienti
fic \'1eapons--all these contribute to the inability of the RU to deal' 
effectively with its shortcomings. 

We believe that it is essential to separate ourselves from 
the splitting activities that have been carried out nationally again~ 
st RYM II and in the Bay Area SDS by RU comrades. The attempt to 
prevent an alliance in the Fall Action between RYM II, the Black 
Panthers and the Young Lords, by insisting that the Weatherman narod
niks be united with at the very moment they were attacking the 
people; by accusing RYM II, the Black Panthers and the Young Lords 
of "scabbing" on the Fall Action by not uniting with the Weather
bureau, by suppressing any report in The Movement newspaper of the 
Detroit RYM conference, and doing all this in the name of ~~ity, 
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pretending to oppose \'!eatherman and standing smack dab in the center 
which means on the right. 

It is our view that there is a unity of theory and practice 
within the RU. Just as the practical actions of the RU in the recent 
period have attempted to unite Marxist Leninists with opportunists, 
so too, the theoretical line of the "Statement of Principles" em
bodies a similar "centrist" line. It is our vie\'l that "centrism" 
invariably sides \'lith opportunism and is at its root opportunist. 
Centrism is designed to save opportunism, to keep the backward 
backward and to hold back the advanced. 

The line of struggle open to Marxist Leninists \'lithin the RU 
must be to call for public repudiation of the "Statement of Princip
les" and for substitution of a Narxist Leninist set of principles 
in its place. To build, on the basis of those principles, a base 
in the proletariat, real alliances ''lith Black and Brown revolutionary 
organizations, a strong working class l'lOmen' s movement and a po\,ler
ful RYM II region in the Bay Area. These are the preliminary steps 
which in this period will help us move toward the creation of a new 
Marxist Leninist Party in the U.S. 

Marv Treiger _ 
on behalf of the L.A. collective 
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THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT 

The L.A. Young Communist League sees the f~~damental question 
of all revolutions being the question of state pm'ler. The dictator
ship of the proletariat is our strategic goal and is the main instru
ment of the proletarian revolution. Only under the dictatorship of 
the proletariat will the vlOrking class be able to maintain state 
power after overthrowing the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and 
crush the bourgeoisie as the new rulers push toward the victory of 
socialism. 

Lenin: 

"The transition from capitalism to communism represents an 
entire historical epoch. Until this epoch has terminated~ the 
exploiters will inevitably cherish the hope of restoration and 
this hope will be converted into attempts at restoration." 

,(Selected Works, Vol. VIII) 

The revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat is necessary 
because the strength of the overthrown bourgeoisie is still greater 
than that of the working class. 

Lenin: 

" ••• they still have money ••• some movable property--often fairly 
considerable~ they still have various connections~ habits of 
organization and management,superioreducation~ close connec
tions with the higher technical personnel (who live and think 
like the .bourgeoisie), incomparably better experience in the 
art of war (this is very import.ant) and so on and so forth. II 

(Selected Works~ Vol. VII) 

Joseph Stalin was the first proletarian leader to build social
ism under the di ctatorship of the proletariat. The policies that 
he initiated were real life practice of the dictatorship of prole
tarians. The L.A. Young Communist League sees the question of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat and the question of Stalin as one 
and that historically ~ .attacks on Stalin have actually been attacks 
on the idea of the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

Young people in particular should have no objection to a sys
tem \'lhere the vast majority of people are on top and wage a fight 
to stay there; we know the brutal truth of imperialist dictatorship 
in this country. 

The strategic aim of the L.A.Y.C.L. is the complete overthrow 
of the bourgeoisie and the institution of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. In order to direct the struggle for this aim a true 
worker's party must be formed. In training ourselves and others to 
be communists \'1e are creating the young builders of the party. 

LONG LIVE THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT! 
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S1'ALIN 

Joseph Stalin was a great Marxist-Leninist. He inherited Marx
ism-Leninism, ano. defended it against many enemies. He led the 
building of socialism in the U.S.S.H. He led the Soviet people in 
the struggle against the Nazis. All this the world proletariat will 
never forget. 

But comrade Stalin also made many mistakes. 

After the kulaks were eliminated, he repeatedly declared: "The 
exploitation of man by man has now been abolished •••• All the exploit~ 
ing classes have now been eliminated. III And again: "The feat"ure . 
that distinguishes Soviet society today from any capitalist society 
is that it no longer contains antagonistic, hostile classes; that 
the exploiting classes have been eliminated."2 

This was simply not true. lliany groups of people received far 
over the average income. Is this not exploitation? Indeed, bour
geois elements crop up throughout the stage of socialism. 

Stalin failed to realize that class struggle still existed aftei 
the kulaks were eliminated. He said: "Soviet society, liberated 
from the yoke of exploitation, knows no such antagonisms, is free 
of class conflicts, and presents a picture of friendly collabora
tion •••• " 3 

All this but a few short years after they had expelled some 
270,000 party members! 

Stalin failed to recognize that the question of which would win 
out, the socialist road or the capitalist road, was yet to be de
cided, and thought that capitalist restoration could come only from 
invasion. He said: "The socialist ownership of the means of pro
duction has been4established as the unshakable foundation of our 
Soviet SOCiety. II He also said: "The final Victory of socialism 
is the full guarantee against attempts at intervention, and hence 
against restoration, for any serious attempt at restoration can be 
made only 1rlith serious sup120rt from outside, only with the support 
of international capital. "J 

The revisionist take-over completely disproves both of these. 

These errors came from two places. On the one hand, the Soviet 
Union was the first, and at the time, the only country to build 
socialism, so there was no historical experience to sum up. On the 
other hand, Stalin did not apply dialectics to socialist society, 
that is, he one-sidedly stressed the positive aspects, while com
pletely ignoring the negative aspects, such as the bourgeois ele
ments, the possibility of internal restoration of capitalism, etc. 
In so doing, he obscured the contradictions of socialist society, 
and denied the struggle of opposites. 

qhairman Mao has repeatedly pointed out: 

tlIn the historical period of socialism, there are still 
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classes, class contradictions and class struggle, there is 
the struggle between the socialist road and capitalist road, 
and there is the danger of capitalist restoration. We must 
recognize the protracted and ('omplex nature of this struggle. 
vIe must heighten our vigilance. We must conduct socialist 
education. We must correctly understand and handle class con
tradictions and class struggle, distinguish the contradictions 
between ourselves and the enemy from those among the people 
and handle them correctly. Otherwise a socialist country like 
ours will turn into its opposite and degenerate, and a capital
ist restoration will take place!"\) 

The question of Stalin is inseparable from the restoration of 
capitalism in the U.S.S.R. 

------------
1. J.V. Stalin, On the Draft Constitution of the U.S.S.R., Problems 

of Leninism, FLPH Moscow, 1953,p.683. -----
2. J.V. Btalin, Report to the 18th Congress of the CPSU, Problems of 

Leninism, FLPH MoscoW;1953,-P:-777. -- --- ----
3. loco cit. 
4. Stalin:-Draft Constitution, OPe cit.,p. 683 
~. Stalin, On the Problems of LeninISrii, Problems of Leninism, OPolCl.-t~. 

p. 191. -, - '. -- . - -....--
6. Mao, quoted in Lin Piao, Report to the 9th National Congress CPC, 

pp. 20-21. 
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STATENENT OF WORKING UNITY 
COI'I~mNIST.· WORKING COLLECTIVE 

September 9, 1970 

I. Political 

1) "If there is to be a revolution, there must be a revolu-
tionary party. Without a revolutionary party, without a 
party built on the Marxist-Leninist revolutionary theory 
and in the Marxist-Leninist revolutionary style, it is im
possible to lead the working class and the broad masses of 
the people in defeating imperialism and its running dogs." 
(Mao Tsetung) 

We hold that no such party exists in the United States, 
although many groups and people are trying to build one. 

Therefore, we hold that the primary immediate task of 
communists in the U.S. is the early founding of a Communist' 
Party (Marxist-Leninist-Mao Tsetung Thought). 

2) "Without revolutionary theory, there can be no revolution-
ary movement." (Lenin) We hold that the main lack in the 
communist movement at the present time lies precisely in 
understanding Marxism-Leninism-Ma.o Tsetung Thought and apply-
ing it to the U.S. . . 

Therefore, we hold that, in this period, theory is pri
mary and practice is secondary, and that vie must work accord
ingly. 

II. Theoretical 

1) 

2) 

3) 

We hold that it is necessary to elaborate in positive fash
ion our General Programmatic Ends. 

We hold that it is essential to "shoot the arrow at the 
target." The American revolution is the target and Marxism
Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought is the arrow. We therefore 
hold that a series of short essays on various problems of 
the American revolution will greatly aid our work. 

We hold that we must criticize and struggle against 
revisionism and all right and "left" opportunist trends, 
wherever they appear. We do this with the twin aims .of 
achieving higher unity among Marxists, and defeating the 
enemies of the workir..g class pretending to be Marxists. 

III. Practical 

1) We hold that it is necessary to engage in limited practi-
c~l work from the outset of the group in order to test 
theory, gain experience and attract a limited number of 
revolutionary-minded people. 

2) We hold that practical tasks should mainly take the form 
of propaganda work of the following types: 
a) formation and conducting of study gr.oups; 
b) dissemination of Mao Tsetung Thought; 
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c) independent leaflets written by ourselves 
d) exchange and discussion with other revolutionaries and 

groups. 

IV. Organizational 

1) We hold that political work must take precedence over and 
guide organizational work. Further we believe that organi
zation must flow from unity based on fundamental principles. 

2) We therefore hold that a proper measure of democracy is 
essential for carrying out our tasks and that centralism, 
confined to agreed upon decisions, is both desirable and 
necessary to ensure democracy. 

3) vie consider this organizational form transitional and 
minimal until such time as we have achieved sufficient unity 
to found a Local Communist Organization. 
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THE PEOPLE \VILL HIN! 

Today thousands of Chicanos and Latinos have gathered to pro
test the Indochina War and forward their struggle for national 
equali ty. As communists, we \.'fholeheartedly support the liberation 
struggles of the Indochinese and the Chicano and Latin people's 
struggle for emancipation. The Indochinese people's struggle has 
shaken the U.S. aggressors to their foundation. U.S. imperialism 
requires political-military control to continue reaping its world
wide profits. Thus, it fears the risings of' the Indochinese and 
peoples throughout the world. 

'National Struggle Is A Matter Of Class Struggle' 

The struggle of Chicano and Latino peoples dates back over 125 
years of U.S. colonialism and imperialism. When 1/3 of Mexican 
land was "granted" to the U.S. in the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, 
!"iexican-Americans were made to labor in mines, fields, and desert. 
While the capitalists profited, i.t was mainly the Mexican-Americans 
who built the Southwest. Today Chicanos and Latinos are still op~ 
pressed as a group and most work on farms and factories of the 
imperialists, supplying a maj or source of low-paid labor and higher 
profits. 

To maintain their pOSition, the capitalist class strives to 
keep the people divided and fighting each other along national lines. 
Their main tactic is to subjugate a people economically, destroy 
them culturally, restrict them intellectually, harass them political
ly, and then turn around and point to their lower status and attri
bute it to their "inherent inferiority." This chauvinist ideology 
has its roots in the capitalist political-economic system and is 
instigated and controlled by the monopoly capitalist class. Although 
these ideas are wide-spread among the masses of the U.S., more and 
more working people of all nationalities are recognizing them as 
lies and uniting against their common enemy. National equality in 
the U.S. can be achieved only with the overthrow of U.S. imperialism 
and the elimination of class society. That is the truth of the 
statement by Nao Tsetung, Chairman of the Communist Party of China: 
"In the final analysis, national struggle is a matter of class 
struggle." 

Chicanos are drafted and die in Viet Nam in higher percentage 
than do blacks and whites. But working people of all nationalities 
die in the U.S. aggressor's war. The Chicanos, Afro-Americans, 
European-Americans, Indians, Asians and all other American national 
groups have the same basic interests and objectives as the peoples 
of Vietnam, Laos, a~d Cambodia. Their enemy is our enemy ••• U.S. 
imperialism. 

The Seizure Of POl'ler 

"The seizure of power by armed force, the settlement of the 
issue by war is the central task and the highest form of revolu
tion." (Mao) This week the farm workers of Salinas Valley have 
risen in an unprecedented struggle against the growers and certain 
teamsters who have joined hands with the enemy. Despite calls for 
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total non-violence, the imperialists have shown no tolerance and 
many beatings and arrests have occurred. We think the lesson is 
clear. The imperialist rule stands mainly on the power of its 
armed forces ••• army, national guard, and police. Total non-violence 
will not break this rule. Ultimately, it is only the organized 
revolutionary armed force of the workers of all nationalities led 
by their communist party that can crush the counter-revolutionary 
force of the imperialists. 

Put Politics In Command 

We believe that politics must command the gun. We stand for 
the bearing of arms, but we feel that calls for "armed struggle 
today" or the carrying out of such actions at this time, serve to 
divert us from our main tasks and cost us valuable fighters. The 
central tasks for revolutionaries today are to arouse the masses 
by spreading revolutionary ideas--fiIao Tsetung Thought--and the 
building of a multi-national communist party. Today we must pre
pare for revolution. 

"The complete emanCipation of all oppressed peoples and nations 
is not far off." With these words, Chairman Mao sums up the present 
epoch of imperialism's destruction. The rising tide of the Chicano 
struggle is certainly another indication that U.S. imperialism is 
nearing its last days. Just as the Indochinese peoples have join
ed to deal the aggressors crushin6 blo\\'s, the American people of' 
all nationalities will soon unite and defeat the imperialist rule 
in the U.S. 

VICTORY TO THE VIETNAMESE, LAOTIA~S AND CAMBODIANS! 

WORKERS AND OPPRESSED PEOPLES OF ALL NATIONALITIES 
UNITE TO DEFEAT U.S. IMPERIALISM! 

DARE TO STRUGGLE, DARE TO WIN! 

Issued by: COMlJ.lUNIST WORKING COLLECTIVE, P.O. Box 72325, Watts 
Station, L.A. 90002 

/-29 August, 1970 7 
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WE. IvIUST GO TO THE IJIASSES -.-E. L. 

1. Where does correct theory come from? 

This is the question that must be answered if we are to write 
any kind o~ correct program. Writing a program is the same as 
trying to develop correct theory. 

"There is only one kind of true theory in this world, theory 
that is drawn from objective reality and then verified by ob
jective reality; nothing else is· worthy of the name of theory 
in our sense. fI (Rectify the Party.! s Style of Work, Mao Tse
tung, Selected Works, Vol. 3, pg. 40) 

"J'vlarx undertook detailed investigations and studies in the 
course of practical struggles, formed generalizations and then 
verified his conclusions by testing them in practical st"ruggres.
this is what we call theoretical work. II (Ibid.) 

Only by testing our knowledge in practical struggles can our 
theories be determined correct or incorrect. Only in the process 
of struggling in the real world can our theory advance from one 
level to the next. 

Nao speaks of two different kinds of knowledge: book· learning 
or indirect knowlecge and practical or direct knowledge. Correct 
theory must come about by the integration of the two. Our group 
has predominantly book learning knowledge. This book learning 
knowledge is very important and we must do more of it but if it 
is not constantly integrated with practical knO\ATledge from the very 
beginning then it is worthless. 

"A person goes from a primary school of this kind all the 
way to a university of the same kind, graduates and is reckoned· 
to have a stock of learning. But all he has is book learning; 
he has not yet taken part in any practical activities or appliec 
l'lhat he has learned to any field of life. Can such a person 
be regarded as a completely developed intellectual? Hardly 
so in my opinion because his knowledge is still incomplete." 
(Ibid. pg. 39) 

If we want to develop a program that has any complete ideas 
in it then we must understand that all knowledge from books, all in
direct knowledge, is incomplete. \'ie cannot write a program in iso
lation. A correct program will not come out of the library. 

2. Who then should we not isolate ourselves from? 

Again we come back to ';he two different kinds of knowledge. 
If our group has predominantly book learning knowledge then where 
shall we seek the other kind of knowledge we so desperately need? 
The masses or other Left groups? A little experience will tell a 
person that it is the masses of working peopleVlho have a far great
er store of direct practical knowledge than anyone else. By going 
primarily to other left groups we confine ourselves to the sphere 
of book learning knowledge and will not end up anywhere but in a rut. 
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If we plan on providing any kind of leadership for the masses 
then we must base ourselves on them from the very beginning. 

"Take the ideas of the masses (scattered and unsystematic 
ideas) and concentrate them (through study turn them into 
concentrated and systematic ideas), then go to the masses and 
propagate and explain these ideas until the masses embrace 
them as their own, hold fast and translate these ideas into 
action, and test the correctness of these ideas in such action. 
Then once again concentrate ideas from the masses and once 
again go to the masses so that the ideas are persevered in and 
carried through. And so on over and over again in an endless 
spiral, with ideas becoming more correct, more vital and richer 
each time. Such is the Marxist theory of knowledge." (Concern
ing I"Iethods of Leadership, Mao Tse-tung, Selected Works, Vol.3, 
pg. 119) 

Without basing ourselves on the masses we have no basis for 
uniting \'lith other groups. Our "theories" \'lTill have no more valid
ity than theirs if we have not developed them through interaction 
wi th the masses. We will be ivory tower polemicists. Only by ad
hering to this idea' of going to the masses can we put an end' to the 
sectarianism that exists among Left groups today. Only by observing 
a person's or a group's relations with the masses can we-judge whe
ther they are truly revolutionary. 

" ••• but se ctarianism can only be eradicated by putting f'or
ward and faithfully applying the slogans, 'For the workers 
and peasants' and 'Go to the masses!'. Otherwise the problem 
of sectarianism can never be solved." (Yenan Forum on Art 
and Literature, rl1ao Tse-tung, Selected Works, Vol.3, pg. 79) 

If we do not go to the masses with our ideas and collect their 
ideas at the same time and if we do not do this first and foremost 
then we cannot possibly succeed in writing a program. 

3. Do we have the forces to go to the masses? 

Here we must ask the question: is going to the masses Simply 
a matter of numbers? No it isn't. vfuen we go to the masses we are 
going in order to find out what a certain type of person, the worker 
and primarily the advanced worker, thinks about the world. If we 
want to understand a sparrow it is not necessary to massacre the 
entire species. It is only necessary to dissect a few and soon a 
definite pattern \,lill develop from \,lhich one can project what other 
sparrows will be like. This is also true of the masses. We need 
only go to a few people in various factories, schools, etc. and we 
will begin to get an understanding of what the masses are like and 
how they and we can best push the revolutionary movement forward. 
This task could conceivably be accomplished by one person let alone 
the several people we have now. 

The argument that we don't have enough people to go to the 
masses in force so we shouldn't go at all is a bit like the poor 
fellow who, after lOSing his keys in one spot, goes off to look ror 
them in another spot because the light is better there. 
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4. Doesn't this mean that theory is not primary? Isn't this cater
ing to the spontaneity of the masses? Isn't this Economism? 

First, we hold that theory and practice are a unity. One can
not exist without the other. This is l'lhy we can say that while 
theory is still primary there is no theory unless we integrate our
selves with the masses. 

\~e do not believe that correct theory will come spontaneously 
out of the masses. tAle say that Vie mus t bring to the masses the 
IVIarxist science that we have (dialectics) and constantly use this 
science to sum up and concentrate the'ideas of the masses. 

Neither do we believe that the spontaneous movements of the 
masses are in themselves revolutionary. Only by integrating the 
science that we have with the struggles of the masses can we develop 
a correct revolutionary theory. 

6. We must study the language of the masses. 

A. We must never assume that people understand what we are 
saying: Vie tend to use time honored (hack party) phrases which 
people do not understand. 

B. \'le must fif;ht the elitist approach which says that "I know 
everything, I am the vanguard, I am the embodiment of the relatively 
advanced and all you relatively back\,lard people better listen close
ly because I am only going to repeat this once." vie must become 
conscious of our own backwardness even in comparison to the masses 
and adopt a modest attitude in our work. 

7. Concrete Proposals 

1) Go to the masses--a job, junior college, etc. 
2) start study groups of advanced workers and some stUdents. 
3) Write leaflets--find out pressing questions of the masses. 
4) Do research--A. into Marxism-Leninism Jl.1ao Tse-tung thought-

the science 
B. into U.S. history 

1. political 
2. economic 

5) Everything must be brought to the masses for scrutiny. 
A. For theoretical criticism--often times the masses are 

more advanced tuan the intellectuals or the party. 
B. For general reaction 
C. For understandability 
D. For value to the U.S. revolution 

6) Engage in practical struggles of the masses--trade union, 
school, etc. 
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FIVE POINT PLAN 

Proposal for a Plan based upon the Statement of Working Unity 

I. "Focus our theoretical work to create an ideological center~ 11 

Prepare and publish a Journal. 

II. Study Classes 
a) "Overcome the group I s theoretical weaknesses. II We should 

carry out a common study of political economy as our main 
l,ieakness at this time. 

b) ftThose \'Iho have learned must begin to teach.'11 Set up an intro
ductory class in Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse Tung Thought ror 
contacts led by 1-3 comrades. 

III. "Revive our participation in the practical struggle." Specifi
cally prepare for the impending escalation of the war in Indo
dhina. (Perhaps a demonstration, perhaps factory leafletting,etc, 

IV. "Defeat small group mentality in practice." Approach other 
Ivlaoist groups with contingency plan with regard to Indochina. 
Assign two comrades. 

V. "Free the maximum number of comrades for theoretical work." 

Explanation of the Plan 

I. We have carried out a great deal of study and it is time l'Te 
applied what we know to advanced problems in the ·form of articles. 
The absence of a clear plan for future work plus the recent "rac
tional struggle" have led to a certain drift within the group. A 
major manifestation of this has been the tendency to devote ex
cessive time to strictly personal matters. Although the personal 
and social side are important and we have all benefited from these 
exchanges, it is beginning to turn into its opposite, to the point 
where only a political advance can bring our whole work forward. 

A Journal would give us a better focus than a newspaper. We 
are not yet at a point where we could put out a newspaper and apply 
in a systematic way our principles for the obvious reason we are 
not clear what they are. A Journal would enable us to clarify our 
ideas; it would provide us with a goal and a direction; it would 
provide an ideological center for our work. 

The Journal would perhaps be quarterly, with signed articles 
and with freedom of expression based on certain generally agreed 
upon principles and a standard of excellence. Peoples and persons 
outside the group would be welcome to participate and debate would 
be encouraged. 

The first issues of the Journal might include the following 
articles: (not in order of importance) 

1) statement of Working Unity plus an article on theoretical 
work (revised and explained) 

2) article on the two stage theory of revolution perhaps 
modeled on Ligne Rouge article 

3) article on woman question--perhaps review of new anthology 
4) article on state of international communist movement (3rd 

International, etc.) and our theoretical tasks. 
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5) arti cle on philosophy and Mao I s Thought. 
6) Our Program--Draft (perhaps with outline and explanation). 
7) article on Stalin (roots on restoration). 
8) article on social-imperialism (roots of restoration). 
9) article on Stalin-Trotsky struggle. 

10) article on fascism 
11) articles on PLP and RU, etc. (Economism, "Left" Opportunism) 

(revised of course). 
12) article on leading role of proletariat historically and in U.: 
13) article on history of dictatorship of the proletariat. 
14) article on national question. 
15) articles on U.S. history and class struggle. 
16) reprints. 
17) statistical data (map of Black Belt, etc.). 

','The ab;()ve will perhaps give an idea of what I mean. On some of 
these topicS we knm'i nothing or little but on other questions we 
have many ideas and even already existing drafts of articles. Most 
of the comrades should be involved in this work. (The program shoul. 
not be as long as we originally thought--not so long as the CPUSA, 
but more like the early Bolshevik or Chinese in length and should 
be 1'Jritten by not more than three comrades). Not everyone should 
write articles but everyone should participate in the discussion of 
them. (Some comrades will be teaching classes, making contacts, etc. 
or will not feel prepared to write ru1d they should not be forced). 
If we do a decent job and reach out to other revolutionary intellec
tuals ru1d advanced vlorkers, even hopefully groups"\'Iill want to con
tribute and/or merge. 

We should set forth some general deadlines, say 4-5 months, to 
put out the first issue of the Journal. If we fail to do so, or to 
make substantial progress, we should take up the question of dis
solving the group. 

II. Study Classes. This point is self-explanatory. 

III. Just as t'le swung too far into practice with the Moratorium, we 
have swung too far away from it since. Our experience in the Mora
torium I'las invaluable. The best form of contact with the masses is 
during and in relation to class struggle not merely through study 
groups divorced from practice,though any contact is better than none. 
We must learn in order to lead and lead while we are :'learning. We 
must conscientiously apply the mass line. 

IV. Our contact with other groups is bound to be limited, prior to 
publication of the Journal or at least prior to more advanced drafts 
of articles. We can, however, nm'i build trust and strengthen the 
possibilities for unity through common;action. 

V. Our statement of Working Unity has not dealt \'Ii th the problem of 
how we spend our time although we have had an informal approach that 
has been generally quite good. All of' the comrades have sought, to 
one degree or another, to integrate with the 'masses in job, school, 
community, etc. This is a good thing. 

Our approach still contains, however, vestiges of the PLP-CCL 
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approach which idealizes the \'1orkers and "contact" with the workers. 
During this period, or at least until two or so issues of the Journal 
come out, our main attempts should be to maximize free time for .> 

theoretical work. There should be exceptions to this however--for 
those who have had no contact or factory experience and who fail to 
use their free time in a disciplined and productive fashion; for 
those who simply fail to use their time well; for those who are al
ready strategically placed in industry and for those whom economic 
necessity offers no alternative. But otherwise, whenever possible, 
we should strive to turn ourselves into professional ~~volutionists. 
As it is we are too busy with school and jobs to engage in the FULL 
THill RESEARCH NECESSARY TO LAY THE FOUNDATIONS FOR A PARTY! 

Comment in Conclusion 

In order to accomplish any of the above, or an alternate plan, 
we must put an end to the "factional atmosphere" that certain com
rades have created in their approach to our common problems. Instead 
of proceeding from the democratic method of resolving contradictions 
among the people and applying the formula "unity-criticism-unity," 
they have closed their minds and hearts, branded those with differ
ences as "counterrevolutionaries" and treated the contradictions in 
the Collective as if they were contradictions between the people and 
the enemies of the:people. 

If they should jecide to go off on their own, they will be 
making a big mistake but even then we will not be hostile to them but 
wish them success and try to learn from them in the future just as 
we have learned much from them in the past. 

submitted 12/12/70 
MT 
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The Theory of Stages 
(suggested reading)--l 

Main Works 

Two Tactics of Social-Democracy in the Democratic Revolution, V.I. 
Lenin 

The Permanent Revo)ution: Results and Prospects, L. Trotsky 
On New Democracy, l~lao Tse-tung 

Supplementary Readings 

Conscientiously Study Chairman Mao's Theory of Continuing the 
Revolution Under the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, by Chao 
Yang, Liberation, v.3 #5 

(all the follmiing from Lenin, Collected Works, volume as indicated) 

VOLUl\1E 
p. 17) 
p. 72) 
p. 83) 
p. 97) 
p.158) 
p.167) 
p.184) 
p.191) 
p.211) 
p.231) 
p.257) 
p.275) 
p.293) 

p. 368) 
p. 379) 
p. 382) 
p. 396) 
p.461) 
p.511) 
p.537) 

p.557) 
p.560) 

8 
The Autocracy and the Proletariat 
Working-class and Bourgeois Democracy 
From Narodism to Marxism (article one) 
The Beginning of the Revolution in Russia 
A Militant Agreement for the Uprising 
Should We Organise the Revolution? 
General Plan of the Third Congress Decisions 
Draft Resolutions for the Third Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. 
New Tasks and New Forces 
The Proletariat and the Peasantry 
A Revolution of the 1789 or the 1848 Type? 
Social-Democracy and the Provisional Revolutionary Government 
The Revolutionary-Democratic Dictatorship of the Proletariat 

and the Peasantry 
section 3 of The Third Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. 

" 11 
" 13 
" 14 

On the Provisional Revolutionary Government 
Sketch of a Provisional Revolutionary Government 
The Struggle of the Proletariat and the Servility of the 

Bourgeoisie 
Three Constitutions or Three Systems of Government? 
The Revolutionary Army and the Revolutionary Government 

VOLUME 9 
p.141) Concluding Paragraph to the Article "The Paris Commune and 

the Tasks of the Democratic Dictatorship 
p.307) Socialism and the Peasantry 

VOLUME 10 
p. 40) The Proletariat and the Peasantry 
p. 75) The Socialist Party and Non-Party Revolutionism 
p. 91) The Stages, the Trend, and the Prospects of the Revolution 
p.135) The Russian Revolution and the Tasks of the Proletariat 
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p.147) A Tactical Platform for the Unity Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. 
p.165) Revision of the Agrarian Programme of the Horkers Party 
p.199) The Victory of the Cadets and the Tasks of the Workers Party 
p.277) The Unity Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. 
p.3l7) Report on the Unity Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. 
p.460) How Comrade Plekhanov Argues About Social Democratic Tactics 

VOLUME 11 
p.365) The Proletariat and Its Ally in the Russian Revolution 
p.408) Preface to the Russian Translation of K. Kautsky's Pamphlet: 

'The Driving Forces and Prospects of the Russian Revolution 

VOLUME 12 
p.1-33) Draft Resolutions for the Fifth Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. 
p.179) The Bolsheviks and the Petty Bourgeoisie 
p.333) The Agrarian Question and the Forces of Revolution 
p.349) The Strength and Weakness of the Russian Revolution 
p.404) On the Question of a Nation-Wide Revolution 
p.437) The Fifth Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. 
p.489) The Attitude Towards Bourgeois Parties 

VOLUIvIE 13 
p.114) Revolution and Counter-Revolution 
p.2l7) Tb Q Agrarian Programme of Social-Democracy in the First 

Russian Revolution, 1905-1907 

VOLUME 15 
p.360) The Aim of the Proletarian Struggle in our Revolution 

VOLUME 23 
p.295) Letters from Afar 

VOLUME 24 
p. 19) The Tasks of the Proletariat in the Present Revolution 
p. 55) The Tasl<:s of the Proletariat in Our Revolution 
p.139) sections 1 & 2 of The Petrograd City Conference of the' 

R.S.D.L.P. 
p.192) A Basic Question 

VOLUME' 25 
p.356) Can We Go Forward If We Fear to Advance Towards Socialism? 
p.363) The Revolutionary Democrats and the Revolutionary Proletariat 

(both from The Impending Catastrophe and How to Combat It) 

VOLUf'.1E 28 
p.294) Subservience to the BourgeQisie in the Guise of "Economic 

Analysis" (from The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade 
Kautsky) 

VOL UfJIE 32 
p.2l4) On the Substitution of a Tax in Kind (from the Tenth Congress 

of the R.C.P.(B) ) 
p.329) The Tax in Kind 

VOLUME 33 
p.467) On Co-operation 
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LETTER TO A MAOIST 

April 6, 1971 
Dear Mike, 

Greetings on the 100th Anniversary of the Paris Commune! 

We once took a period of time to investigate our continued par
ticipation in the revisionist CPUSA. On that occasion you took the 
initiative to contact me. It is only appropriate that I now retu~n 
that expression of confidence and contact you... . 

You know of the Communist Working Collective's (CWe's) extended 
study into the "Trotsky-Stalin" debates. You know that what immedi
ately prompted us into this inquiry was the unsummarized experience 
of the 3rd International and reservations I have had over the pos
sibly superficial character of my "Two Public Lectures" on the na
ture of the Russian state (of 1936--the Stalin Constitution, and 1965 
--the Liberman reforms). The logic of the theoretical struggle, af
ter repeated failures to develop a revolutionary theory, program and 
practice, dragged us fighting and screaming all the while toward 
those debates. 

We have all floundered about for three years now seeking in Mao 
Tse Tung Thought a revolutionary alternative to the revisionists. 
In each instance the organizations we have encountered, worked with, 
or joined (with the exception of the "Old Collective" to which I will 
return) have all belittled the struggle for theory and disdained sci
entific inquiry. The party crisis manifested itself as a crisis of 
method. The methodological crisis, in turn, veiled political bank
ruptcy. These groups proved unable to supercede the "anti-monopoly 
coalition". The old soup was forever dished up with new spices. 
The fundamental theoretical bankruptcy of all the parties and group
ings which consider themselves in the tradition of the 3rd Interna
tional, that is, in the tradition of Stalin, has become increasingly 
apparent to us. The entire panoply of these groups adopted, in a 
most pragmatic way, one or another of the theses of the 6th and 7th 
Congresses of the C.I. 

PLP AND RU 

The theory of social fascism and the united front from below, 
adopted by the 6th World Congress, laid the basis for the defeat of 
the German proletariat in 1933. The German party approached a divi
ded working class and widened the divisions enabling Hitler to come 
to power. Today PLP has picked up bits and pieces of this disastrous 
policy. PL's Trade Union program pitting the rank and file against 
the union leadership and now bypassing the unions altogether is a mo
dern variant of the united front from below thesis. The extreme sec
tarianism of this line is only matched by the economism of the rank 
and file program which separates the minimum and maximum program of 
the party in the fashion of the 2nd International. PL, without a 
shred of strategic thought, totally avoids the struggle for the poli
tical independence of the class. Instead, it narrowly builds its own 
organization and eclectically tacks on the "dictatorship of the pro
letariat" to each le·aflet and artic.le. The theory of social fascism 
which places a revisionist trend within the working class on a par 
with fascism has crept into their program through the Chinese analy-
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sis of the.Soviet state (a topic for a subsequent letter). The 
practical consequences of this line are manifested quite clearly in 
the Angel3. Davis case and in their one-sided hostility to her de
fense (really a defense of the class). PL has recently taken to at
tacking Dimitrov (and rightly so) but sparing Stalin who stands be
hind Dimitrov and all the policies he articulated. 

The RU, by way of contrast, covertly adopted the main theses 
of the 7th World Congress immediately following the Panthers' orgy 
of "united frontism". The RUts "strategic united front" is a thinly 
veiled rehash of the Dimitrov popular front, that is, it is based . 
upon unity with a section of the bourgeoisie. The CPUSA adopts the 
popular front from above and attempts to bring the bourgeoisie di
rectly into the leadership. The RU seeks to build a "united :front" 
(popular front) from below through its "five spearheads". Each of 
these spearheads-or-struggle--minorities, anti-imperialism, anti
fascism, women and Trade Unionism--cuts across class lines and leads 
inexorably, from the opposite direction, to the door of the liberal 
bourgeoisie. PLP and the RU represent the past of Stalinism while 
the CP represents its future. PLP and the RU stand squarely in the 
Stalin tradition--with this exception--where Stalin put forward a 
more or less developed "theory", these groups are but pale re:flec
tions of the past. Stalin's failures have forced his contemporary 
followers to come down with an acute case of shamefacedness. 

THE TRANSITIONAL PROGRAM 

The epoch in which we live is the epoch of the contraction and 
decline of world imperialism. The conditions for revolution are 
ripe. They are, as Trotsky says, even somewhat rotten. The politi
cal and economic crisis of imperialism is being forced onto the backr 
of the workers. It is therefore possible, through struggle around a 
"transi tional program" for the \'/orkers to learn from their own ex
perience the need to take state power. The intervention of a con
scious vanguard is the critical subjective condition without which 
the proper lessons will not be drawn. 

Transitional demands are demands which by their very nature can· 
not be met by a bourgeois society in crisis. These "impossible de
mands" are only impossible within the framework of capitalism. The 
transitional program is not governed by the constraints of capital
ism but constantly strives to pose the question of power through so
lutions for the real needs of the workers. The idea of transitional 
demands had its origins in Marx himself in his Address to the Com
munist League Central Committee of 1850. In this remarkabre-d~
ment, Marx lays out the basic approach to the democratic petit bour
geoisie, to elections, to embryonic dual power, to transitional de
mands and to permanent revolution. Marx points out that while the 
democratic petit bourgeoisie at most seeks the realization of some 
transitional demands, the proletariat pushes the revolution forward 
until state power is in the hands of the workers in all the dom~nant 
countries. This thesis of Marx, developed fully by Trotsky, must 
not be misconstrued as a mere phrase incidental to Marx' doctrine. 

The transitional program resolves in theory the conflict betweer 
the minimum and maximum program controversy whi ch erupted in the 2nd 
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International. Bernstein's s logan "the movement is everything, the 
final aim is nothing" expressed the opposite of permanent revolu
tion. Bernstein's conception enabled him, and later Kautsky, to 
stop short at the minimum program, to elevate it, so to speak, to 
the beginning and end of Social-Democratic politics. Rosa Luxem
burg, in eloquent and heroic rebellion against this revision of 
Marxism, upheld the maximum program as the program of the new party 
to be built in Germany. Luxemburg established what was essential-
capitalism was in profound crisis and the old revisionist Interna
tional had to be swept away. She did not, however, solve the prob
lem theoretically of the relation of the period of the accumulation 
of proletarian forces with the period of civil war and revolution. 
It was left to Lenin and Trotsky to construct the new International. 

The need for an investigation into the policie·s of the first 
four Congresses of the 3rd International is urgent I These Congres
ses were the Congresses of Lenin and Trotsky, the Congresses of the 
transitional program, of the proletarian united front, of political 
honesty and uncompromising ideological struggle, and of the supre
macy of the world party above its national sections including the 
Russian section. Lenin's Left-Wing Communism, An Infantile Disorder 
and a host of speeches and articles by Trotsky lay the basis for the 
new International. Trotsky's writings especially develop the prole
tarian united front and form a summary of ·the main lessons of the 
early years of the Comintern. The ideas embodied in the Transitiona 
Program find their historic continuation in the 1938 program of the 
4th International. (We leave aside for the moment the question of 
revisionism in the 4th International and the proposals for defeating 
it.) In order to understand the strategic crisis that destroyed the 
3rd International under Stalin's leadership we must turn our atten
tion briefly to disputes that broke out within the Soviet Union, dis
putes which·the Chinese are helping to obscure today. 

SOCIALISM 

Marx, Engels, Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin believed that communism 
would replace capitalism only after a transitional period during 
which the proletariat enforced its dictatorship. Socialism is the 
first phase of this communist society and will itself be replaced by 
communism proper, i.e., its higher phase. Socialism, according to 
the classics, is a classless society which can be identified by the 
following criteria: (I) Public property, that is, common property 
of the society as a whole, has replaced state property, collective 
property, group property, private property, etc.; (2) money has been 
abolished in the main and replaced with labor certificates and book
keeping is the main form of distribution and exchange; (3) equal 
products. for equal work replaces material incentives which continue 
under the transitional regime; (4) "He who does not work neither 
shall he eat" will remain in force during socialism; (S) The state 
will become a "bourgeois state without the bourgeoisie". This semi
state will no longer be a dictatorship of the proletariat; (6) the 
armed force will consist of a militia which embraces the entire ad
ult population. The full participation of women will constitute a 
modern day "index" of society's general emanCipation, i.e., whether 
socialism has been achieved; (7) there will be no bureaucracy in the 
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sense that everyone will be a "bureaucrat" through rotation, and 
this process will begin, as does the forming of the militia, imme
diately following the revolution during the transitional period; (8) 
Socialism necessitates a higher productivity of labor than capital
ism. It is only at a higher productivity than the most advanced ca
pitalism that "socialism justifies itself historically and is able to 
exist- (9) the distinction between town and country and with it be
tween'worker and peasant disappears under socialism following a pro
tracted transition period; (10) The regime of socialism \dll be irre· 
versable that is, there will be no possibility of a restoration of 
capitali~m; (11) Commodity production will in the ~ain be eliminated 
which may be deduced from the above; (12) proletar~an culture, which' 
is still class culture in a society organized to abolish classes, 
will bear a transitional stamp, to be replaced by a higher socialist 
culture; (13) social antagonisms will remain, but there will be no 
class struggle because there will be no special groupings of the 
people to be suppressed. In short, it will be the beginning, only 
the beginning, but definitely,the beginning, of the ascent of man 
from the "kingdom of necessity into the kingdom of freedom". 

It does not take a genius to conclude that the society described 
above 'will undoubtedly be a world society or at least one that em
braces the important imperialist countries of \'lestern Europe, the 
United States and Japan. Seen in this light, and this is the light 
of Marxism, we can understand why the Bolsheviks never even contem
plated that a complete socialist society (Stalin's phrase) could be 
built in a single country, let alone in backward Russia. Stalin had 
to turn Lenin inside out in order to arrive at the conclusion that 
the theory of "socialism in one country" originated in Lenin', The 
theoretical basis of Stalinism, as an ideological system, begins in 
this marked departure from Lenin. The need to pose as unoriginal 
precluded an independent elaboration and proof of the theory of "so
cialism in one country" except as Talmud-like juggling of quotations. 
The consequent degeneration of theory (the crisis of method), backed 
up by the full force of the state and the GPU, forms the unchallen
able foundation of the "official" \'Iorld communist movement. The 
history of the Bolsheviks' views on the subject of "socialism in one 
country" is brilliantly summarized by Trotsky in the 2nd Appendix to 
Volume III of his History of the Russian Revolution and warrants no 
further elaboration here. 

The controversy over the "definition of socialism" never emerged 
as a major question among the Bolsheviks for the simple reason that 
there was universal agreement on the conception and because it had 
not become a practical question. It is only today, forty-five years 
later, when the classics of Marxism have been watered down, that it 
becomes necessary to deal once again with fundamentals. The Chinese, 
in order to uphold the theory of "socialism in one country" in a kind 
of backhanded way, have transformed socialism into a vulgar parody 
of t'lhat its founders intended it to be. We have collected the main 
bo.dy of references on the question in the ''1orks of Lenin, as well as 
references in Marx, Engels, Stalin and r~ao. vie are presently pre
paring a readable summary of those views in pamphlet form. I could' 
in the meantime, send you a xeroxed copy oOf our citations which ' 
amount to forty or so major references in Lenin alone. 



\ve had to work against our prejudices when we began to examine 
Lenin's Collected Works. We, quite literally, had lost the ability 
to read what was on the printed page. State and Revolution may give 
the reader trained in the Stalinist school the impression that so
cialism coincides with the dictatorship of the proletariat and that 
socialism is the transition society to communism. It is possible to 
begin throWing off these "mind-forged manacles" by glancing at the 
subheadings in the critical fifth chapter. These headings reveal 
the difference between the transition from capitalism to communism, 
the first phase of communist society and the higher phase of commu
nist society. We did not realize, tho it stared us in the face, 
that by communism r·1arx meant the entire mode of production of commu
nism in his famous quote that the dictatorship of the proletariat is 
needed in the political transition period between capitalist society 
and communist society. At first, when we read further into Lenin, 
we imagined him to be hopelessly ambiguous and even a prime cause 
of the split between Trotsky and Stalin on the theoretical level. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. Lenin is completely con
sistent on the points of principle if only we learn to read. The 
two short articles, Politics and Economics in the Era of the Dicta
torship of ~ Proletariat and Greetings to the. Hungar1an-w0rkers 
are perfectly clear and consistent and should be read in conjunction 
with this discussion. 

A modern day mad hatter IlTould undoubtedly be a bureaucrat in a 
deformed workers' state. The Chinese view that Mao has discovered 
that classes and class struggle exist under socialism and that the 
dictatorship of the proletariat exists under socialism is really an 
exceptionally crude revision of Lenin. Marx and Lenin knew perfect
ly well that a protracted transitional period where class struggle 
persisted and where the proletariat was in power would be needed in 
order to reach socialism~ Stalin established socialism by decree 
when it was not yet a fact in order to substantiate in practice his 
absurd theories. The fact that classes and class struggle persisted 
in the USSR was merely proof that socialism had in fact not been es
tablished. There can be no question of new "discoveries" unless we ' 
have "discovered" that socialism has 'ceased to be socialism. If 
the Chinese wish to change these basic Marxian tenets then let them 
say so openly and make a case for the changes, but please, not these 
pathetic distortions. 

vJe are exasperated with the feebleminded folk who see the meth
odological dishonesty of the Chinese, who agree with Lenin's concep
tion and then merrily continue to refer to China as socialist be
cause "it is on the socialist road" or because "it has nationalized 
the means of production and introduced a planned economy" or because 
"its principal aspect is socialist" or because "it is building so
cialism", or finally, failing all else, they cry: "Well you are 
right, but the whole business is a matter of semantics anyway". 

The statification of industry and the beginnings of planned 
economy are really an index of proletarian power and not of social
ism. These measures are indications of the determination to build 
socialism and its necessary prerequisites but not a sign that it 
has already been built. Lenin made it clear that if there were,oc
casions when the Russia of the early twenties was referred to as 
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socialist it only reflected the "determination of Soviet power to 
achieve the transition to socialism, and not that the new economic 
system is recognized as a s6cialist order". In a similar vein, the 
idea of the "socialist road" indicates direction and not achieve
ment. There is a sense in which l,.'1e speak of the struggle between 
capitalism and socialism in the transition period--but this useful 
conception has been much abused. When we assert that the "socialist 
aspect i~ principal", what are we really saying? Are we saying that 
the productivity of labor is higher than under capitalism? Are we 
saying that equal products for equal work is the main form of dis
tribution? Are we saying that public property (which emerges as the 
contradiction between state property and other forms of group proper
ty is superceded) prevails over "capitalist" property? Or are we 
saying in a new way that the proletariat is in power? The simplistic 
dualism capitalism/socialism obscures rather than illumines the com
plex transitional societies which history will (and has) produced. 
One of the consequences of the fact that the revolution began in 
backward countries is that socialism will be far more different from 
the existing transitional societies than any of these differs from 
present day capitalism. In fact, certain features of the advanced 
imperialisms suggest, but only suggest, the future socialist society 
more faithfully than do the backward countries where the workers are 
in power. We cannot liquidate the transitional society through bu
reaucratic decree. The ~dea that we are in the "early phase or so
cialism" effaces the distinction between two modes of production, 
and therefore the line bet\'veen all class societies and classless 
society. No wonder each of the workers' states in the various camps 
tend to view their neighbor as capitalist since departures from a 
"socialism" which has not arrived are easy enough to notice. In the 
dualist tradition that which is anti-socialist must be positivelv 

'" capitalist. 

Is this a wrangling over words? Lenin warned us to avoid scho
lastic disputes. The current "definition" of socialism obscures 
contemporary history from two directions--(l) it liquidates the tran
sitional society throwing perspective off center and introducing 
endless confusion, and (2) it prevents us from grasping the social 
and material base for the possible degeneration of a workers' state. 
''Ie lose the ability to distinguish a social from a political revolu
tion and a parasite upon the backs of the workers from a new class 
society. 

BUREAUCRATIC DEGENERATION 

The theory of "socialism in one country" represents the \'1orld 
outlook, not of the proletariat, but of the bureaucracy on the backs 
of the proletariat. The prime historical cause for the degeneration 
of the Soviet regime was the severe isolation of the Russian prole
tariat and the backwardness of Russian society in confrontation with 
a hostile capitalist encirclement. 

The low productivity of labor and the cultural poverty based 
upon it forced the regime to rely on the former Tsarist officialdom 
in the course of reconstructing a state apparatus. Lenin pointed 
out that only a handful of communists watched over a half million 
old officials and that while these communists thought they were di
recting the officials, these officials were in fact directing them. 
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The state, which was to begin withering away immediately following 
the revolution, has since swollen to massive proportions. 

The world proletariat proved too weak to consummate revolution in 
Europe in the immediate aftermath of WtoJ I which served to isolate the 
Russian worker from his main ally. The expected revolutions did not 
come and the weariness of the masses after years of civil war, revo
lution and famine began to generate forces of conservatism and reac
tion. These forces found expression in the person of Stalin and in 
the consoling doctrine that Russia (and later that only Russia) could 
build a complete, self-sufficient socialist society:--Stalinism not 
only spread illusions and national reformism among the Russian mas
ses, but exported idyllic pictures of conditions in the S.U. for 
world consumption. These pretty pictures \vere bound to sharply con
flict with reality and produce a crisis. The Chinese have carried 
this phenomenon to new heights, and, although there are differences, 
they stem from the same deep causes. 

The bureaucracy owes its origins to social forces of a contra
dictory nature. The bureaucracy, once consolidated, could not escape 
its origins and therefore retains a dual character. On the one hand 
it seeks to preserve its own privileges and prerogatives giving it a 
conservative character; on the other hand it is forced to defend cer
tain of the gains of October on which it rests and from which it de
rives its justification. The continued rule of the bureaucracy de
pends upon the political passivity of the masses. The depolitization 
of the Russian masses was the principal achievement of the Stalin re
gime. The political passivity of the Russian worker is maintained 
through an omnipresent police apparatus, through illusions and con
cessions, and above all, through the bureaucracy's defense of natio
nalized property and social planning. The threat posed by imperial~ 
i~m is in the last analysis the justification for everything reac
tionary in the regime. 

The overthrow of the bureaucracy can only be understood as a 
problem of world revolution. Successful revolution in Europe, for 
example, would remove the last fetter from the explosive discontent 
of the Russian worker. The defeat of imperialism and the democratic 
example of the European worker would release pent up social forces. 
We can see from this, in the threat posed to bureaucratic rule, the 
source of a profoundly counter-revolutionary current within the bu
reaucracy. The Victory of proletarian revolutions in other countries 
particularly in countries with advanced production, begins to assume 
the proportions of a danger on a par with imperialist military inter
vention. 

A revolution against the bureaucracy would be a political revo
lution although it would certainly reach into every aspect of life. 
The revolution would not change the form of property established by 
October but would extend it. In this sense it would not Simply re
peat October. The distinction between a political revolution and a 
social revolution has its origins in Marx and was applied by Trotsky 
to the Russian experience, and, if you please, brought to "an entire
ly new level". r':1arx faced an analytical problem v{hen he observed the 
revolutions in France that followed the French revolution. These 
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subsequent upheavals did not establish the bourgeois mode of produc
tion since 1789 had already accomplished that. These political rev
olutions were nevertheless essential to liberate the productive for
ces for further capitalist development. It was not until 1871 in 
Paris that a new epoch of social revolutions was inaugurated--the ep
och of proletarian revolutions for a new mode of production. 

The Chinese thesis that the Russians have restored capitalism 
(\.,hich we only note in passing), is incomprehensible \'11 thout the 
theory of a preliminary bureaucratic degeneration. 111aoists mus t 
come to terms with Trotsky from this angle if only to avoid the no
tion that capitalism was restored with Stalin's last heartbeat or 
through a concocted Khrushchevian coup d' etat. 

STRATEGY AND INTERNATIONALISM 

The materialist foundation for an International is rooted in the 
gigantic modern productive forces. The interconnected character of 
world economy and therefore of the world revolution cries out f'or a 
coordinated strategy and a \vorld party whose component parts are sub
ordinated to the general approach. The positive elaboration of' 
strategy requires an integrated world view and not one fragmented 
into its national parts. This methodological starting point is not 
altered because the proletariat holds power in a part of the world. 
The inability of any section of the world proletariat to achieve a 
complete socialist society (the lower phase of communism), particu
larly in a back\vard country, \vi thout the revolution advancing in the 
technologically developed countries, establishes with iron necessity 
that proletarian internationalism is based on material interests. 

Marx made it abundantly clear in The German Ideology and other 
writings that capitalism had created a proletarian who was a world
historical, universal man and had created a world commerce and world 
culture whose very extension would abolish local communism as well aE 
man in his local being. He further established that the modern pro
ducti ve forces had outgrown their national as well as their private 
integument. The modern productive forces are by their very nature 
SOCial and international. The practical conclusion, which forms the 
starting point for Marxian strategic thought, is that the dominant 
peoples must more or less simultaneously take hold of the productive 
forces, subject them to their \'1ill, eliminate anarchy of production 
(for anarchy can only be eliminated on a worldwide scale since plan
ning in the partsiffieFely-increases anarchy in the whole), and devel
op them at unprecedented speed. Socialism assumes the universal de
velopment of production and the world trade and SOCiety connected 
with it. - There can be no talk of leaping from the realm of necessity 
into the realm of freedom \'1i thout these conditions. 

The seizure of power by the proletariat in backward Russia did 
not indicate that Marx was a poor guesser or that his method was in
correct. In fact, as l'le know, he antiCipated a revolutionary devel
opment in Russia as early as 1870. The real issue before us is stra
tegic and not tactical. To put it plainly: Did Marx' view of revolu
tion among the dominant peoples as a prerequisite for socialism con
stitute an incidental feature of his general theory? On the con-
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trary, it is the guts of his theory! Further, events have not re
futed his analysis but have confirmed it. True, events have shown 
that the workers are capable of coming to pm'ler more easily in a 
backward country than in an advanced one. But events have also showu 
that, once coming to power, the difficulties facing the proletariat 
in a backward state are far greater than we expect for an advanced 
state. Due to the law of uneven and combined development, the pro;.. 
cess began in the backward states--but it can only be completed in 
the advanced states--such is the nature of the interdependence of the 
proletarian struggle. The Russians rescued the revolution from Euro
pean opportunism; the Europeans will have to rescue it from Asiatic 
obscurantism. 

The need for a revolution among the dominant peoples as a pre
requisite for socialism remains no less true today. The rise, for 
example, of a bureaucracy in the face of relatively equal norms im
plemented by October rests finally upon s carci ty; thus, "want be
comes generalized" (,,[hich is only socialism in appearance) and, as 
Marx says, "all the old filthy business is reproduced". The absolute 
backwardness of Russia, and now China (whose margin of surplus is 
exceedingly thin), tho not decisive in itself becomes so in the face 
of continued relative backwardness vis a vis imperialism. These con
ditions are the prisonhouse from which there is no escape--except 
through revolution in the west. It is from these conditions that all 

,the distortions in the proletarian state have their seedbed. This 
"theory of the productive forces", if you please, fully conforms to 
IVIarx' analysis and is an application of the central guiding idea in 
his strategic thinking. (It should not be necessary, but perhaps it 
is best said that--the subjective factor is able to alter the tempo 
but not tpe direction of events when we speak in world historic 
terms. In the case of Russia, such an "alternation" in the post-1924 
period might have meant successful revolution in the west early 
enough to arrest counterrevolutionary tendencies in the USSR; a gen
uinely proletarian leadership would almost probably have succeeded in 
extending the revolution eastward in the twen-ties--either event, or 
both, would have profoundly altered the prospects for the Russian re~ 
gime and therefore world history. We are in no way fatalists.) 

The struggle between Trotskyism and Stalinism is the same for 
our time as Leninism~. revisionism was (and is). Taking the ques
tion from the standpoint of its class roots, we can understand why 
only Trotskyism makes the debate contemporary. Lenin developed his 
theory of revisionism and its class roots, at a time when the uni
versal proletariat was universally out-of-power. The upper stratum 
of the proletariat,the labor aristocracy, Trade bureaucrats, offi
cials, some petit bourgeois, political representatives, party hacks, 
etc., came to strike a bargain with the bourgeoisie at the expense 
of the majority of the class. Though part of the proletariat, flesh 
of its flesh so to speak, this stratum in bargaining for itself, col
laborated with the bourgeoisie and betrayed the revolution wherever 
its influence was strong. Sound familiar? Of course. All this is 
old hat. 

It stands to reason that an elaboration, a development of that 
theory would become necessary once a national section {and only a 
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revolutionar;l. fraction of that national section at that) came to po
w:erIri··a··pa.-ft of the globe. The bureaucrat is the "class" equivalent 
in a country where the proletariat-is-in-power of thos.e ''Ie mentioned 
in a country where the proletariat-is-out-of-power. Here too we see 
international collaboration with the bourgeoisie for the benefit of 
the privileged stratum at the expense of the majority of the class 
internal,ly and on a \'iorld scale. The contradiction between the part 
and the whole, between the short run and the long run, etc. reemerges 
in a new setting. Taken from this angle, we can see why national 
reformism, that is "socialism in one country", \'las bound to become 
the central focus of the clash between Marxism and revisionism in the 
epoch of workers' states. Indeed, the controversy between the per
menent revolution and socialism in one country is not some dead bet
ter-to-be-forgotten controversy dredged up by "decadent bourgois 
historians and embittered renegades". 

This brings us back to the question at hand. The liquidation 
of strategy flows from this deviation whose material and historical 
roots we have partially identified. The various revisionist bureau
cracies are bound to have mutually conflicting "strategies"--to put 
it more accurately--they are bound to have conflicting tactical pro
posals empirically derived for their own interests. The monism of 
contemporary world development, of which Plekhanov spoke when he was 
still a l\larxist, forces the contending pragmatisms to universalize 
themselves, to speak out as if they expressed a general interest. 
This is nothing but the expression within the working class movement 
of the universal categories of bourgeois thought enshrined in the 
French revolution of 1789. 

The systematization of the Bukharin-Stalin pragmatism takes 
place at the 6th World Congress in the program of the Comintern. 
Trotsky, tho expelled from the Russian party, was still a member of 
the Comintern and therefore had the right of appeal. Trotsky's Cri
tique of the Draft Program of the Comintern is the essential document 
for grasping the whole consolidation of Stalinism, its liquidation of 
strategy and the posang of an alternative. Trotsky's critique was 
suppressed in committee and smuggled out by Cannon, a delegate to the 
Congress, and later serialized in the opening issues of The Militant. 

Stalin's methodological break with dialectics which lays the 
foundations for class collaboration consists of his separation of in
ternal and external factors into hermetically sealed compartments. 
The doctrine that it was possible to build a complete socialist so
ciety in Russia transformed intervention into the sole threat and 
possible spoiler of plans to turn socialism into a "force of exam
ple". Stalin's 18th Congress Report, just ten years later, went so 
far as to postulate an isolated communist society (higher phase). 
Why not? Once you have built socialism what is there left to build? 
The fundamental and not incidental unity of Stalin and ID1rushchev 
lies preCisely in this conception which in turn derives from social
ism in one country. The corollary of this view is that in order to 
prevent intervention the world bourgeOisie, or at least a section of 
it, must be neutralized (hence Dimitrov's definition of fascism 
which appeals to a section of the German bourgeoiSie and the world 
bourgeoisie); and finally, the parties of the world must become the 
Soviet Union's "border guards". We can thus see in relief the inter-



connection of Stalin's domestic and foreign policies, their underly
ing unity, and the inner mechanism which led to the de facto collaps( 
of the 3rd International prior to its de jure abolition. 

WHY NO INTERNATIONAL? 

How to evaluate Mao Tse Tung Thought? The nub of the question 
turns invariably upon the issue of proletarian internationalism. It 
is here that the gendarmes of backwardness are quartermastered. vIe 
must uncover the crisis of leadership from under the wraps of cult 
\'1orship even greater thanthat of Stalin. These are stinging vl0rds, 
but please, review with me the facts. 

Stalin liquidated the 3rd International after it "had done its 
job" (!), in order to prove his "genuine anti-fascism" to the Brit
ish and American bourgeoisie. Scandalous! The gravity of his crime 
is only mitigated by the fact, and the punyness of the event is only 
explained by the fact, that he liquidated the reality of the Inter
national way back in 1928! Trotsky predicted in 1928, that the In
ternational, which-once:rnet yearly (1919-1922), under extremely re
pressive conditions, would soon meet every four years, then every 
ten, then not at all. The proof that the International had ceased 
to exist in reality is verified by the universal silence, not so 
much as a peep was offered, from the member parties. Today, most of 
these parties line up with the Soviet revisionists and are bankrupt 
in every respect. 

The Chinese have done nothing these 28 years (1943-1971) to 
create a new International. The decisive split in the parties of 
the Old International took place in 1963 in the Sino-Soviet dispute. 
Nearly 8 years have passed since the "break with revisionism" and 
still there are no preparatory plans for an International. The rea
son can be simply stated. A new International cannot be founded 
without summing up the Old. The Old was bankrupt. In order to sum 
up the past it is necessary to corne to grips with Stalinism and the 
Chinese leadership is unprepared for this task. It is no wonder 
that not a single pamphlet exists sununarizing the last four decades 
of the revolution in the west and that Lin Piao is reduced to the 
enigmatic "temporary postponement of the revolution in the west". 
What poisonous vleeds have been left to blossom as the sun rises in 
the east? 

The Maoists, like yourself, who still believe in an Interna
tional, believe that the Chinese are waiting for the right time. 
These "delays" in preparing for an International cannot be passed 
off as a matter of tactics or timing. Lenin struggled for a new In
ternational even \'1hen he was isolated \'1ithin his own party in the 
extreme (and fought publicly, but those days for some are over), and 
when the international forces for revolution were extremely weak. 
His international proposals were the last to be accepted by the re
armed Bolsheviks after April. Lenin considered a revolutionary In
ternational indispensable precisely to help the newborn parties es-
tablish their bearings. He was no harvester, passively waiting to 
gather up the ripe fruit, but a SOl'ler of seeds, a planter and a cul
tivator. The difference between Stalin and IvIao on the question of 
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an International resolves itself to this: Where Stalin inherited a 
real International and Vias forced to liquidate it, I~1ao accepts the 
Stalin legacy and, having liquidated strategic thinking, find an In
ternational unnecessary. 

MAO TSE TUNG AND STRATEGY 

Let us suppose that Mao Tse Tung and the CPC Vlere to convene an 
International Congress. What would be our attitude? We would hail 
the Congress in principle but we would have to oppose the strategic 
line that emanated from that Congress. Why? The current absence of 
an International (new) is merely an index of Nao's departure from 
Marxism. Stalin did, after all, head an International and he did es
tablish "strategic" guidelines. It is obviously not enough for an 
International to exist, it must have a correct political line. The 
rudiments of strategy which the Chinese have already put forward 
would lead to new disasters for the proletariat. 

The Chinese positions may be found in the Polemics with the So
viets, in the series of statements by r~ao Tse Tung (such as those on 
the black struggle in the U.S., on Indochina, on Japan, etc.). These 
statements particularize the general strategic line within a country 
or area. Finally there are the important speeches by Lin Fiao and 
various editorials, news items, etc. The analytic content of these 
proposals vis a vis the west is nil. The only substantive proposals 
are for the colonial and semi-colonial countries of the world \'lhich 
are nevertheless dominated by the capitalist mode of production. 
The theory of nevI democracy is the main piller on which these propo
sals rest. 

The theory of new democracy did not reflect the course of the 
Chinese revolution. Or, to put it more precisely, the algebraic 
character of new democracy makes it responsible indirectly and in a 
distorted form for both the successful Chinese revolution and the 
Indonesian disaster. This astonishing statement, which is the fruit 
of a fairly thorough research, seems to fly in the face of facts and 
common sense. When Mao's On New Democracy was \'lri tten and dis tribu
ted, it contained no references to the "leading role of the prole
tariat". This phrase was written into the pamphlet (and many other 
pamphlets dealing with the subject) in 1951 after coming to power. 
In fact, as late as 1938 (and we have the documents) Mao proposed 
that the "great" Chiang Kai Shek and the "glorious" Kuomintang should 
"lead the anti-Japanese united front" and without their leadership 
all would come to nought. These positions were subsequently written 
out of the Selected Works. Marx and Engels, by way of contrast, ad
ded a preface to new editions of their works when they considered an 
important change appropriate. They never treated essential changes 
lightly slipping from one "authorized" edition to another. They re
spected the intelligence of the proletariat and had no cult to pro
tect. The Chinese approach is a direct methodological continuation 
of Stalinism. (There are innumerable other tamperings in the Selec
ted Works going back to the twenties--but we will not bother about 
them here.) 

The 1949 regime began to be referred to as a "dictatorship of' 
the proletariat" in 1970 following the Cultural Revolution. The 
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stand was taken at that time and since repeated early this year that 
I/Iao always called it that. The re cent interpretation, whi ch is more 
in accord with the actual course of the Chinese revolution (albeit a 
deformed dictatorship from its inception), directly contradicts the 
theory of joint dictatorship and the theory of the four-class dicta
torship. Lenin's whole theory which crystallized in April of 1917 
and which is elucidated in state and Revolution and all his subse
quent writings proves that a class dictatorship is necessarily a 
dictatorship of a single class. There is no such thing as a "joint" 
dictatorship except as a passing or ephemeral thing. The theory of 
the new democratic state is a fundamental revision of Marx, Lenin 
and Trotsky's conception of the state. The Leninist concpetion dis
tinguishes between the nature of the state and the alliances the ru
ling class enters into. Mao not only blurred the distinction be
tween these two conceptions but actually opposed new democracy to the 
dictatorship of the proletariat as a form of rule. 

IvIao Tse Tung's (really Stalin's) two-stage theory of revolution 
in a backward country is likewise bankrupt. The lesson of October 
is precisely that the proletariat must begin to carry out socialist 
tasks at the very moment it is completing the democratic tasks. The 
line between the minimum and maximum program is necessarily effaced. 
There can be no talk of "continuous" or "consecutive" stages---It is 
true that a point is reached when the democratic tasks are completed 
and all that remaimJ are additional socialist tasks. This is too 
obvious to bear repeating. But it is not true that one "set of 
tasks" follows another "set of tasks" with a slight "fuzziness" at 
the edges (i.e. no Chinese Wall). Nor is it true that these tasks 
are carried out by different dictatorships. The proletarian dicta
torship is faced with two sets of tasks: democratic and socialist. 
These were begun simultaneously in 1949 and Ivere contained in the 
Constitution of the Peoples Consultative Congress. The Congress as
serted that all monopoly capital (big capital, compradore capital, 
etc.) would undergo nationalization and that these industries would 
constitute thereafter the socialist sector which would be the lead
ing sector of the entire economy. 

The only conclusion we can reach is that I~ao made an empirical 
break with Stalin and with his own conception of the Chinese revolu
tion. The incorrigible Chiang Kai Shek made it clear that either 
the proletariat would come to power or the workers and peasants 
would face a bloodbath so sweeping that the 1927 massacre of the 
workers movement by Chiang would appear in contrast as no more than 
a prick of the finger. Mao and the Chinese had absorbed the· blood 
lesson of 1927 even if Stalin was prepared for a re-edition of his 
earlier betrayal. 

The events of 1965 confirm our analysis. IVlao Tse Tung, on be
half of the CCCPC, issued a eulogistic statement to the Communist 
Party of Indonesia. The CPI had "sided" with the Chinese against 
the Russians in the Sino-Soviet dispute. The statement lavishly 
praised the leadership of the CPI, upheld the bloc of four classes 
in Indonesia and spoke of "consolidating" and "extending" it. The 
question of who held state power was completely obscured. 
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We are still, in 1971, awaiting a self-criticism from the Chi

nese on their role in these events. None has been forthcoming. The 
CPI published a self-criticism which appeared in the Peking Review 
and the Albanians published a critique of the CPl. These criticisms 
and self-criticism reduced the question to material preparations for 
violent civil \'lar to back up the propagandistic acknowledgment of a 
violent transition in the CPI's pre-coup press. In retrospect the 
bourgeois character of the state under Sukarno was exposed and the 
theory of new democracy was trotted forth once again with special 
stress on the "leadership of the proletariat". 

The algebraic character of the nel'l democratic state, once s cru
tinized, resolves itself into two mutually exclusive dictatorships. 
When Illao speaks of a third type of state with joint dictatorships, 
he lassoes everyone the China of 1949 to the UAR of today. The lit
mus test of the class nature of these regimes is determined by which 
class has the "leading role", which in turn resolves itself, in Len
inist categories, to a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie or a dicta
torship of the proletariat. The "third" form of state "divides into 
tl.vO" and we are left once again with t\,IO types of dictatorships in 
all societies dominated by the capitalist mode of production through 
the world market and the predominance of the town over the country
side. 

The Chinese obfuscation of this elementary proposition is what 
leads to the tragic and treacherous "illusions" of parties like the 
Indonesian. It leads to popular fronts, (actually it is derived 
from popular fronts) such as that in Cambodia, etc., which in turn 
opens the door to leadership by the bourgeoisie (Sihanouk, etc.). 
In the last analysis it is a variation of the Russian conception of 
the non-capitalist (but not socialist) path of development.-

The so-called "leading role of the proletariat "is not suff"i
cient insurance against the degeneration of the revolution to say 
nothing of the post-revolutionary regime. This is particularly so 
when confusion persists over the relation between tasks, alliances, 
and when continued overtures are made to the "patriotic progressive 
forces", that is, to the "national bourgeoisie". We have seen the 
leadership of the proletariat degenerate completely in Spain where 
it meant in practice the organizational leadership of the Communist 
Party of Spain on a bourgeois program and in contradistinction to 
the dictatorship of the proletariat. The current courtship of Si
hanouk by Mao has all the earmarks of previous errors. Sihanouk 
leads the "united front" and the 'public approach to him at least is 
the one of all unity and no struggle. Even if we assume (and it 
may be truer-that the proletariat holds the reins of leadership in 
the field of military operations "where it counts", we are face d 
with a Spanish situation at \vorst and cynical bureaucratic manipu
lation at best. The option is wide open for a betrayal of the revo
lution by simply continuing the present policy to its logical con
clusion. 

The general strategic proposal of the Chinese can be expressed 
in the slogan "Build a united front against imperialism". The s tra
tegy calls for the building of a "worldwide united front against 
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U.S. imperialism". Imperialist Japan, for example, should build, 
according to Hao, a broad "patriotic united front of all strata" 
including "many big Japanese entrepreneurs" to oppose U. S. imper
ialism. The recent telegram from Mao Tse Tung to Madame DeGaulle 
and Chou En lairs attendance at the funeral (laying a wreath at the 
grave) is in the finest tradition of class collaboration. DeGaulle, 
it seems, says an echo from the past, is a "genuine anti-fas cist". 
These Chinese actions are designed to prevent the French proletariat 
from forming a vanguard party based on the strategic perspective of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat in the form of a Soviet United 
States of Europe. 

De Gaulle is an arch-criminal who suppressed the 1968 May-June 
risings of the students and the workers. DeGaulle greeted the re
a\'fakened French proletariat with the threat of NATO (German) mili
tary intervention and released the fascist colon Generals who a few 
years earlier had tried to take his life. The Maoist left who re
belled alongside their Trotskyist comrades and who have been driven 
underground can only be disoriented and demoralized by such gross 
opportunism. The "telegram affair" is completely consistent with 
Chinese strategy in Japan and other imperialist countries. We can 
neither escape from this fact nor explain it away. 

The crisis in all U.S. Maoist tendencies is rooted in the ap
plication of this strategy to the U.S. The only document that deals 
directly with the United States, aside from statements on the Negro 
Question, is the Open Letter to the CPUSA. The Chinese call for "an 
anti-monopoly united front against imperialist policies [I] of ag
gression and \var". This strategy, if consistently applied to the 
U.S. is bound to bring forth the popular front. The strategy is a 
variant of the "two-stage" theory of revolution. Label Bergman of 
the Revolutionary' Union actually is "enriching the revolutionary 
[sic] tradition of William Z. Foster" as the Chinese advise. 

The Peking Review is the organ of the worldwide united front 
against imperialism. It cannot be read from any other angle. Now 
the complications begin when we consider that it is the organ of the 
CPC and of the Chinese state. As an organ of the "revolutionary 
proletariat" its avowed purpose is to spread fJIarxism, but as an or
gan of the front it treats us, as you once put it commenting on the 
Peoples World, to an "all class view of the news". In reali tya 
bourgeois view. Are we perhaps exaggerating? It is a forum for Si
hanouk, it supports the Allende government uncritically, it cheers 
the eyewash nationalization reforms of the Ceylonese government and 
raises no warnings, it supports the Pakistani government, the Ru
manian government (as socialist no less), etc., etc. We know of 
course that it is not really the organ of the worldwide united 
front. The united front is Chinese policy. The editorial staff 
finds itself hopelessly confronted with mutually contradictory obli
gations. It is a case in point of how national reformism takes pre
cedence over proletarian internationalism. In case the critics crow 
too loudly, it is a simple enough matter to pass the buck--Chou En 
Lai's telegram to Nasser is an "affair of state", reports on Chile 
are "items of news", Indonesia's affairs are a matter for Indones
ians to settle, etc., etc. \ole can be sure, however, of one thing: 
whenever one policy seriously gets in the way of another policy, 
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proletarian internationalism will be the first to suffer. 

Mao's revisionist strategy is veiled (and thereby maintained) 
through its extreme indefiniteness. The strategic formulations!) ever 
those concerning the "united front", are subject within limits to 
various ,interpretations. This accounts for the total inconsistency 
of Maoist amalgams. The Weathermen, the Venceremos RU splitofr!) the 
Panthers, etc. (insofar as they are consistent) stress the armed 
worldwide united front against imperialism. They are detachments of 
a revolutionary army already in action. Weatherman has carried this 
to its theoretical extreme. These currents reflect profound pessi
mism with regard to the industrial proletariat and the prospects for 
an American revolution. The right opportunist line is expressed, as 
we have seen, in the "stages theory" of the Avakian-Bergman RU group 
and reflects the same pessimism in the proletariat by appealing ex
clusively to the lowest common denominator. Maoism is the source of 
both these deviations. 

The small Maoist collectives of which we have been a part have 
no 'future whatsoever. The working premise of these groups, at least 
those with which we are in contact, rejects the "stages theory", re
jects the "broad anti-monopoly united front against imperialist poli
cies", rejects the popular front, rejects Dimitrov, rejects the wor
ship of practice, rejects armed struggle now, etc., etc. The contin
ued existence of these groups, yours included, depends upon their 
self-restriction to localized propagandistic activities which evade 
the central problem of strategy and its inevitable consequences in 
practice. The minuteness of the group enables it to "get high"on 
Mao Tse Tung Thought without ever corning to grips with its contra
dictions. 

There is 'no philosophers stone which can reconcile the contra
diction posed by the confusion over the "principal contradiction". 
The sophistic juggling of "fundamental" and "principal" only com
pounds the confusion. The divorce of the domestic U.S. revolution 
from the world relation of forces is methodologically untenable as 
is the vulgar theory of their "interpenetration" a la the Red Papers. 
There is no revolutionary formula, and this is why it engenders end
less and fruitless discussion, that can make the contradiction (bour
geOisie vs. proletariat) compatible with the contradiction (monopol
ists vs. people). I defy you to formulate it. 

The indefiniteness of the Chinese presents other methodological 
difficulties. One trend tries to "decode" Mao's Statements and pore 
over every word as if concentration would produce the analysis which 
isn't there. The same devotee who clings to each pronouncement of 
I>1ao may be heard whining the philistine cry: "Mao shouldn't be ex
pected to solve all our problems for us", or as the occasion permits 

. "We can't blame the Chinese for our own short comings". These artful' 
dodges \vhich make up the arsenal of the same incompetent minds only' 
serve to guard backwardness and·postpone a reckoning. It is or 
course childish to expect Mao to divine all detailed and particular 
problems just as it is transparently false to cover Chinese strate
gic impoverishment with the criticism that it is arrogant to expect 
correct general guidelines from someone so far away. I know you are 
not guilty of this method but I raise it because a number of your 



"coworkers" in the Bay Area and in L.A. insist on bringing the level 
of the discussion down to this low point. 

THE "OLD COLLECTIVE" 

The struggle for revolutionary strategy invariably produces and 
engenders a struggle for the dialectical'method. We always consid
ered ita truism and the "Old Colle cti ve" was founded on this prem
ise--that the proletariat could not move forward without summing its 
past practice, that the present and therefore the future had its 
roots in the past. It is pathetic how we squabbled endlessly over 
the simplistic theory/practice dualism--now theory was principal, 
now practice was principal. These arid disputes reflect a proround
ly reactionary current. It was never the issue. It is not now the 
issue! 

It is ironic that both tendencies 1;vere committing the same fun
damental error. I buried myself ostrich-like in blind opportunist 
practice, while others, writing mountains of words, took not a singlt 
step forward. Who was right? It is a pointless quest. The "Old 
Collective", before the split and its subsequent dissolution, was 
bogged down in the Dogmatic Tradition. The attempts that we made to 
sum up the Third International or the Russian experience never even 
reviewed the most comprehensi vecri tique of that experience extant-
the writings of Leon Trotsky. A Great Wall had been erected through 
a generation of Stalinists through terror, slander and falsification 
to turn Trotskyism into a no man's land where travelers proceeded 
only at grave peril. We were very close to Trotskyism without know
ing it. (PLP has recently' found itself in a similar dilemma. They 
have grown so desperate that they have taken to attacking Lenin and 
Mao in order to preserve Stalin. Steve and Myrna Cherkoss, as well 
as many others have recently split from PtP to join the Workers 
League. The earlier Farinas split (editor formerly of Desafio) be
gan the process in earnest.) 

Our group never considered Trotsky's thesis of the nature of 
fascism even tho we vaguely criticized Dimitrov's division into two 
sections--a fascist section and a "bourgeois democratic" section. 
We never examined the dialectical opposition between Trotsky's con
ception of the fascist state and the degenerated workers' state in 
the Soviet Union. We never considered Trotsky's views on the armed 
proletarian united front even tho we had come up with a theory some
what similar. We never fell into the trap (you didn't I did) of ac
cepting the Popular Front with violence (Foster) as a replacement for 
the Popular Front without violence (Khrushchev). We never dealt with 
the strategic implications of Trotsky's thesis that either mankind 
would relapse into barbarism (fascism or worse) or move forward to 
socialism. In short, we never seriously considered replacing the 
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie with the dictatorship of the prole
tariat, even tho we had rejected replacing one form of bourgeois 
rule with another. We certainly never examined the conception of 
transitional demands forged at the first four Congresses of the Com
munist International. 
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If we had only been armchairs! We might have investigated the 
issues. We were not even that. We were dogmatists with grandiose 
vl.sl.ons. We used the club of "class stand" defined apriorily, to 
prevent an investigation of fundamentals (permanent revolution vs. 
socialism in one country). We did this, to be sure, unconsciously. 
Our formula was: Sum up the past plus take a "class stand" equals 
rehashed Stalinism. 

Three years of floundering has left a bad taste in a number of 
mouths. There are no mouthwashes to be taken. To some we have now 
committed the cardinal. On the mental screen of Stalinism our turn 
toward Trotskyism will simply confirm the worst imaginings and pre
dictions of the opportunists. The ideological struggle, complete 
with "splitting and wrecking", has ended up in the swamp of Trotsky
ism only one step removed from the bourgeoisie, disillusionment, or 
even police agentry, --- so the story goes ad nauseum. Stalin did 
his work well. He mined and booby trapped the path toward Marxism 
and then annihilated those who stumbled reaching it. The whole sick 
refraction of reality immortalized in the falsified histories of' Sta
linism (notably the History of the CPSU (B)) is producing its own 
mirror image. The growth of Trotskyism is the essential healthy by
product of the manifold decay of Stalinism. Taken from this angle, 
Stalinism is an ideological leper colony. I dare say even the b and
ages reek. 

Our collective fought ~ key fight with the Dogmatic Tradition 
which proved to be the main methodological'obstacle to even an in
vestigation. We did so without knowing where it would lead us but 
knowing that it represented the antithesis of scientific socialism. 
Gone forever is the time when we will consider any thinker infalli
ble and substitute his thinking, however rich, however truly an ex
pression of the relation of class forces, for an independent inquiry 
and for seriously pondered, independently worked out conclusions. 

We are quite anxious to talk to you either individually or as a 
group. We could arrange separate lodging if we came up there so as 
not to burden the household which no doubt has its hands full with 
the joyful labor of caring for the newborn and future proletarian 
heroine. Or if you can manage a trip south you could stay here f'or 
as long as you like. 

We are making this letter generally available and we hope you 
do the same. I look forward to your early reply. 

With communist greetings, 

Marv 
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Dear Marv, 

ago. 
it to 
study 

vIe re cei ved your letter and the position paper a few weeks 
\"Ie have had some preliminary discussions of it and believe 
be \vrong in several respects. vIe have prepared a detailed 
of it, 't'lhich we are beginning immediately. 

The main questions we are discussing are: 1) the period of 
transi tion lJetween capitalism and communism (highest phase); ~) the 
roots of restoration of capitalism in the SU and your analysis of 
"degeneration" of worker's states; 3) the questions you have raised 
about the international strategy of the proletariat for revolution; 
4) 'Socialism in One Country'; and 5) the Transitional Program put 
forth by Trotsky. 

\fe 
Stalin, 
Engels. 
lis t l'1e 

would appreciate your full list of citations from Lenin, 
lilao Tse-tung, and Trotsky and also citations from Marx and 

I hope you could send them right away, to help bolster the 
have already compiled. 

Also any supplementary papers you did in preparation, relating 
to the above topics, would be most appreciated. 

Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Lyn Wells 
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June 2, 1971 

Dear Lyn, 

We were quite pleased to receive your letter. The questions 
you raise are indicative of the continuously serious approach you 
have maintained towards theory. The investigation you are beginning 
can be an exciting and illuminating adventure that will have a 
positive impact on the working class for years to come; or it can 
be a perfunctory exercise in the scholastic and dogmatic tradition 
which will prepare you only for a career of apologias. You will 
then be compelled to tirelessly explain why Ayub Khan's government 
is progressive after all in mass murdering Bengalis, retaining East 
Pakistan within the singular Pakistani state led by the 22 families ... , 
and vlhy the separatists (which included Naxalite llilaoists near the 
Indian border) were really inspired by reaction and the CIA all 
along. Or why the Bandaranaike government must be supported right 
now with a 25 million dollar loan as a gesture of confidence since 
it has just suppressed a CIA inspired rebellion (including tens of 
thousands of plantation workers led by "Guevarist"" students from 
the cities). And why the Chinese package the loan with uncritical 
support of this Neo-Henshevik .gang who have just jailed--you guess
ed it--Sanmugathsan? Of course, if he is a good boy, he will oe 
released and then explain how progressive, wise and farsighted 
Bandaranaike was ir. arresting him and dealing with those upstart 
petit bourgeois adventurers (secretly aided by the CIA). After all, 
Wilfred Burchett has now discovered the merits of I"laoism and has 
happily' trumpeted the heretofore covert existence of an anti-IVIao 
left wing inside the party who (undoubtedly) belittled the signi
ficance of securing China's alliances with its neighbors when it 
recalled all ambassadors and directed its fire mistakenly against 
Chen Yi. Or, of course, you can become left Ivlaoists yourselves and 
whisper criticisms of a new "right turn" in China. If, hOlofever, 
in contrast, you genuinely make the investigation, you will conclude 
(I have no doubt) that Trotsky and not Stalin represents the con
tinui ty of Marxism-Leninism; and that rllao, \'Ii th certain differences, 
is essentially following the path of Stalin's "socialism in one 
country" and that the path is wrong. 

A bold beginning to a bibliographical cow~entary don't you 
think? 

You list five major questions for investigation. All of these 
are quite significant and they will go a long way toward providing 
you with a basis for making a judgement. There are two important 
questions, however, which you leave out. So before proceed~ng 
with your questions, I would like to make some comments on the 
Marxist theory of the state and the theory of the party. 

The question of the IJIarxist theory of the state expresses i t
self in this instance as the controvers.y between the conception of 
the revolutionary democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and 
the peasantry (rddpp), or democratic dictatorship, and the dictator
ship of the proletariat. In China, this aspect of the problem ex
presses itself as the controversy over the democratic dictatorship 
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first, the new democracy second, and the character of the established 
peoples democratic dictatorship third. In the U.S. and Japan, the 
question appears as a controversy over the popular front, or ir you 
prefer, the anti-monopoly coalition. In each instance, the revision
ist line envisions some sort of multi-class state or joint dictator
ship somewhere between the dictatorship of the proletariat and the 
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. In contrast, the Leninist position 
maintains: "The essence of Marx's theory of the state has been 
mastered only by those \'lho realize that the dictatorship of a single 
class is necessary not only for every class society in general, not 
only for the proletariat which has overthrown the bourgeoisie, but 
also for the entire historical period which separates capitalism 
from the 'classless society,' from c;:ommunism. Bourgeois states are 
most varied in form, but their essence is the same: all these 
states, whatever their form, in the final analysis are ineVitably 
the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. The transition from capitalism 
to communism is certainly bound to yield a tremendous abundance and 
variety of political forms ,but the essence will inevitably be the 
same: the dictatorship of the proletariat. (CW, Lenin, Vol 24,p.413 

The reason this is important, and it should be said directly, 
(something Trotsky did not do for many years) is that this brilliant 
formulation of Lenin's from State and Revolution (July, 1917), is 
in reality a self-criticism of Lenin's own position of the rddpp, 
developed in ~course of the 1905 revolution and finally abandon
ed in April of 1917. Lenin in throwing out what he called the "Old 
Bolshevik formula" of the rddpp in favor of a struggle for the 
dictatorship of the proletariat supported by the peasantry, was 
breaking partially with himself and with one of the main obstacles 
to unity with Trotsky. These positions are developed by Trotsky 
in The Permanent Revolution and in the shorter, later, and more in
cisive work, ~ is the Permanent Revolution?, a copy of which I 
have included in the parcel. The issue acquired symptomatic impor
tance in 1923 with the defeat of the German revolution when Trotsky 
raised it in his Lessons of October with regard to tracing the strug
gle between two lines in the Bolshevik party between February and 
October. It acquired a direct and immediate significance when Stalin 
used the attack on Trotsky to pave the way for a revival of the "Old 
Bolshevik" formula as the strategic line for the then incipient 
Chinese revolution--with this exception--where the rddpp rejected 
unity with the bourgeoisie, Stalin's "democratic dictatorship" for 
China outdid even the Mensheviks by including the bourgeoisie in the 
figure of Chiang Kai Shek and calling for the CP entry into the Kuo
mintang and under their leadership with only a semblance of erfecti ve 
independence. 

Lenin is moving tO~lard his position of State and Revolution 
very rapidly in 1917. The April theses represented an initial attempt 
to solve the following problenl: How to evaluate the February revo
lution and project a program for what was to be the October revolu
tion? The dilemma arose because the rddpp was never realized. It 
may be said that it was realized "to a certain degree and to a cer
tain extent" by interconnection with the dictatorship of the bour
geoisie. But this presented a severe practical crisis in the party 
and begged the question on the theoretical level. In practical 
tel'ms Kamenev and Stalin were acting as the "left opposition" to 
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the Provisional Government since it Nas a distorted (deformed?) rddpp 
and since the party program envisioned this goal until the revolu
tionary spark would sweep westward. In fact, Stalin was moving over 
into positions of defensism on the war! This would not do. So Lenin 
was forced to sharply take his own central comrni ttee to task and 
prevent its degeneration into reformism. On a theoretical plane the 
critical question was the role of the peasantry. Since the peasant
ry proved incapable of playing an inde'pendent role) just as Marx and 
Trotsky said, the peasants and their representatives l'1ere bound to 
follow either the bourgeoisie or the proletariat. By ceding power 
to the Provisional Government, the Soviets as organizations of the 
peasantry were playing out their historical role, but as organiza
tions of the workers, they were falling into the pit of reformism. 
Lenin by projecting no support to the Provisional Government and 
calli~g for "All Power to the Soviets," expressed in this class1cally 
transitional demand, a means to expose the Nensheviks and Social
Revolutionaries and win the workers to Bolshevism who alone took 
the slogan seriously and at the same time identify the new organs of 
pQl.ver. This is hml}' the Bolsheviks went from ',a minority in the Soviet: 
to a majority. (You might speculate on how this approach lvould apply 
to Allende in Chile or to the Nay-June events in Paris of '68 and 
then evaluate the various Maoist positions.) 'rhus the slogan "All 
Power to the Soviets" would mean the dictatorship of the proletariat 
in alliance with the poor peasants who would then be following the 

'workers. The strong ,class would lead. 

The depth of this struggle inside the Bolshevik party will be
come clearer. if you examine the questions and readings I have en
closed on "The State: Nature, Alliances and Tasks." Particular 
attention should be paid to the role envisioned by the Bolsheviks 
for the Constituent Assembly which would have been peasant dominated 
and "democratic" in contrast to the actual role played by the Soviets. 
The inadequacy and harshness of the debate between Trotsky and Lenin 
over these questions and the misunderstandings involved are truly 
an unfortunate page in the history of the Russian revolution. Results 
and Prospects will give you an idea of Trotsky's early thinking on 
the subject with which Lenin .. Tas not familiar. I cannot help re
counting a humorous aside in the debate which to my knowledge Trotsky 
never goes into. In 1905 (Vol. 8, p.291) Lenin chides Trotsky ror 
being a "windbag" because he (Trotsky) asserted that there would be 
no second Father Gapon, that is, no independent role for the peas
antry, and therefore, according to Lenin, no great "democratic" revo
lution truly consummated, etc. It turns out that Lenin and not 
Trotsky is the windbag in this episode. We know of course the rate 
of the rddpp, but not only was there never a second Father Gapon, 
but the first Gapon turned out to be an agent provacateur. Lenin 
would probably have had a good belly laugh in looking back at th1s 
polemic against Trotsky, but those who prefer the "cult of the in
fallible Lenin" to the more exacting complexities of the historical 
process \-Ihich are only approximated theoretically, will undoubtedly 
squirm at this reading. 

Of course the point of all this is not to cast Lenin in a bad 
light. Far from it. Lenin, in an overall sense, was the main 
"architect" of the Russian revolution. He not only was generally 
correct, separating himself from the bourgeoisie in all regards; he 
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not only was able to correct mistakes in time even against the 
majority of his own party, but he built the party for two decades 
and without the party there would have been no proletarian revolu
tion in Russia. This is why I urge you to add the question of the 
party to your investigation and why I have included a number of 
readings on the subject. In the pre-1917 period it is clearly 
Lenin who shines and in the post revolutionary period when Lenin 
and Trotsky work together it is the labor of equals although Lenin 
proves the more capable overall leader. I have included a number 
of questions and readings on the nature of the party. 

On the crucial question of who continued the Bolshevik tradi
tion of the party after Lenin's death, the evidence is overwhelming 
that it is Trotsky and not Stalin, that Stalin's whole conception 
of the party is that of a bureaucratic monolith without democracy 
and having nothing in common with democratic centralism. Mao, in 
turn, is trained in the Stalin school and despite divergences basic
ally upholds the same conception of the party as Stalin. Just to 
take a recent example: Peking Review #10 this year has the follow
ing quote from Mao: "Without democracy there cannot be correct 
concentration, because it is impossible to establish centralism 
when people have divergent views and don't have unity in thinking. 
What is meant by concentration? First, there must be concentration 
of correct ideas. Unity in thinking, policy, plan, command and 
action is attained on the basis of concentrating correct ideas. 
This is unity through concentration." I had always thought demo
cratic centralism meant subordination of the minority to the major
ity after democratic discussion; unity in action and divergent 
views in discussion. Of course on some level there must be unity 
in thinking or you don't have a party but on "policy, plan, command 
and action"??. this means on every detail. At the time this came 
out it looked like a \'veapon for a purge, a bureaucratic weapon,. . 
and the recent Burchett articles seem to bear this out--but we shalJ 
see. In any case, it takes real "concentration" to make this 
quote consistent with Leninism and not see its cousinship with 
Stalinism. The above hardly exhausts the subject but hopefully 
such obvious incongruities will open a peephole to the real history 
of the question. 

Now with regard to your five questions: 

I) the period of the transition between capitalism and 
communism (higher phase) 

First of all it should be noted that you place the question 
incorrectly. Between capitalism and communism (higher phase), 
there is a protracted transitional period of the dictatorship of 
the proletariat and then there is communism (lower phase) i.e. 
socialism. Not only are there two stages, but the line dividing 
them (of course such a "line" can only be a scientific approxima
tion extended itself over a period of time), is the critical divid
ing line for mankind, that is, the line between class societies of 
every sort and the first classless, socialist SOCiety. The transi
tional period of the dictatorship of the proletariat is the last 
class society but it is a class society. 
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I have included numerous references from Lenin on the subj e ct 
and the "letter to Mike" indicates the importance we place on 
Trotsky's Appendix II to Vol. III of the History of the Russian 
Revolution. In case you still have any doubts, I would recommend 
a close study of the selections included from Stalin which shows 
his evolution toward the theory of socialism in one country. You 
will be left with no doubts that Stalin departed from Lenin up and 
down the line on this issue--but having determined that,--you will 
still have to judge whether he is right or wrong. We did our best 
to rescue Stalin's theory from its jesuitical encasement but "social
ism in one country" collapsed of its own weight. I am sending you 
gratis a copy of Trotsky's The Third International After Lenin 
because in it is elaborated in positive fashion why "socialism in 
one country" departs from Marxism in all respects and what is the 
correct alternative theoretical framework. Pages 24-40 answers 
some particular distortions raised by Stalin in his l'lri tings. We 
found that these readings brought old Karl to life with a relevance 
we never grasped in our Maoist period. The appropriate references 
can be secured in the new International Publishers edition of l\larx 
and Engels Selected Works in three volumes. The index (at last 
the Russians are supplying an index) will be useful--look up "world 
market," productive forces, com.'nunism, etc. It will prove a great 
adventure--like mining for gold in Fort Knox. 

2) the roots of restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union 
and your analysis of the "degeneration" of workers states 

Here again there is a problem of how to formulate the. question. 
You seem to assume that it has been restored. And further, you 
assume (do you not?) that capitalism has been restored in 1956 .or 
thereabouts. It may be true. As you will recall,You listened (in 
whole or in part) to the tapes of the two public lectures I gave 
last summer on "The Resto.ration of Capitalism in the USSR." The 
material I had gathered to demonstrate the Chinese hypothesis was 
more elaborate than anything they have put together on the subject 
to my kno\,lledge. Still I was dissatisfied with my presentation. 
This is why I refused to send the draft around the country aluhough I 
was urged to do so from many quarters. The truth is it was a puny 
effort which did not address itself to the most thorny problems. 
You may feel differently. There has been a serious case made for 
the state capitalist hypothesis, a case worthy of the name, in 
the writings of Tony Cliff: Russia: A Marxist Analysis. Cliff is 
an I.S.er from England where the "state capitalist" wing prevails 
in the organization. We believe that he too fails in making the 
case--but that is for you to judge. He argues that the turn came 
a good deal earlier than 1956 which bring~ us to the crucial pre
liminary question to any definitive characterization of the Russian 
state today. 

What was the Soviet Union prior to becoming (if it did) a capi
talist state? Was it on the socialist road? vias it a "pure" work
ers state? What was it? Further, when did it begin to turn sour, 
or partially sour, and over what? Who analyzed its degeneration? 
(Can you find a better word?) The question posed is this: If you 
hold that capitalism has been restored, then you must explain how 
such a profound event occured after the greatest revolution in all 
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history and peacefully to boot? We found that only Trotsky's analy
sis made the idea of eventual capitalist restoration plausible. We 
believe that a study of his writings on the subject will lead you 
to conclude that the degeneration of the \~orkers state dates from 
Stalin's consolidation of the bureaucracy between 1924-1928 and 
that the theory of "socialism in one country" is the outlook of 
that bureaucracy. \<That's more, Vie think you \,lill conclude that 
despite the severe degeneration of the Soviet Union (Trotsky's 
critique of Soviet society is far more incisive than the bureau
cratic exercises in the pages of the Peking Review), Russia remains 
a workers state which needs a political revolution to set it back 
on the socialist road. I have included my only copy of The Class 
Nature of the Soviet State (so please return after you are done or 
have xeroxea-it)and I would recommend The Revolution Betrayed 
which carries forward the work of Lenin's State and Revolution, 
and Trotsky's In Defense of Marxism (Against the Petit-Bourgeois 
Opposition) • 

It is entirely possible (theoretically conceivable) that capi
talism was restored in the Soviet Union in or about 1956 or even 
yesterday. The works cited above suggest a defini ti ve criteria to 
make such a judgement once contemporary facts have been absorbed. 
We are sceptical but to be frank w'e have not yet made a sufficiently 
thorough investigation. We are convinced that the Chinese analysis 
and method are bankrupt and that only Trotskyism offers the possi
bility and the methodology (really Marxist methodology) for an 
answer. 

3) the question of the international strategy of the prole
tariat for revolution. 

This coming weekend we are holding a conference where drafts 
are being submitted on a number of programmatic topics. One of 
these documents will deal with the rise of revisionism in the 
Fourth International following WW II. We have made a brief analysis 
of Pabloism, Inverted Pabloism and the present state of the Fourth 
International. As soon as these documents are discussed, corrected 
and edited, I will send them along. Again, the "letter to Mi·ke" 
serves as an excellent preliminary analysis to these documents. 

l.j) "socialism in one country" This has already been covered in 
depth. 

5) The Transitional Program as put forth by Trotsky. 

The most useful remarks I c~~ make on this subject short of 
laying out a full program would be to comment on certain confusions 
that permeate the "anti-economist" Maoist left (which does not 
include the RU). 

The transitional program and transitional demands constitute a 
bridge from the minimum program to the maximum program. Some say 
that since a bridge is between two shores, we are backing off (at 
least by a half-step) from the kind of "all-round political ex
posures" that Lenin spoke of in What is to be Done? In short we 
are charged with introducing a new-variant of the stages theory 
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and \V'ith tailing the workers. 

The vessel of a broadly correct theoretical conception'may be 
filled with poisonous fluids. The S\OlP, as we know, transforms the 
paltryist, the most utopian, even divisive demands, into a series 
of so-called "transitional demands" thereby lending the Transitional 
Program an elasticity it was never meant 'to have. The history or 
opportunism is replete wi tIl examples of how even correct positions 
are transformed, into their opposite. The CP manages to convert 
the "leading role of the proletariat" into a cover for the reformist 
labor bureaucracy leading an "anti-monopoly coalition." In your 
struggle against revisionism, you have rightly opposed anything that 
smacks of the CP approach. The parameters of the Transi tional Pro~ 
gram are delimited by, and must lead to the political conclusion, 
that the workers must take state power. 

The spirit of the Transi'tionalProg'ram by Trotsky is revolution
ary through and through. The whole idea of raising "transitional 
demands" is to lead the workers from a struggle around today I s con
ditions to the conclusion that only the conquest of political power 
\'1ill resol ve the contradictions of capitalist society. The "bridge" 
is between the understanding of the masses and the socialist con
sciousness of the vanguard. It is no more than the way to get from 
point A to point B. The full program of socialism comes to lire. 
in the struggle for t'ransi tional demands. -

The slogans of "30 for 40," of armed picket lines, of a Labor 
Party, etc., have this quality. The call for nationalization of 
the major industries under workers control and under conditions of 
expropriating the bourgeoisie are quite clear. But when "Ie 
forward an economic demand of a more limited character the attendant 
propaganda is decisive. Take the slogan of "30 for 40." This slo
gan is addressed to the immediate needs of the entire working class. 
It strikes at the unemployment crisis, at the welfare crisis, at 
the issues of wages and conditions and provides an opporutnity to 
explain the significance of historical materialism by dealing with 
the development of the productive forces (automation, etc.). At 
the same time, when raised in conjunction with the transitional pro
gram, it does not tail the spontaneous movement but "diverts" it 
along socialist lines. It has special significance for the minority 
worker who s\'Jells the unemployment and relief rolls but it handles 
that special oppression by uniting the class and not by pitting one 
section of the class against another or calling for the "repudiation 
of skin privileges" either from above or below. 

The most ad7anced dicussion of tailism pertaining to the two
stage theory of revolution may be found in the minutes of the Fourth 
Congress of the Communist International. The problem of the "two
stage" theory of revolution is implicit in all tailing activity since 
it postulates a class other than the proletariat taking power on the 
way to the proletariat taking power. Of course some class.or com
bination of classes may temporarily find themselves in power prior 
to the dictatorship of the proletariat but it is not the duty or the 
vanguard party to expedite such an eventuality. Our task is to clear 
the road for the proletarian dictatorship. The two-stage theory of 
revolution may be considered the crOi.'lning achievement of tailism. 
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It is the ultimate capstone of the economism Lenin spoke of in 1903 
and it finds its most complete expression in Stalinism. 

You requested our citations from r·1ao and the Chinese along with 
the materials I have included. An analysis of r·lao requires a full 
letter (at least) of its own. I have delayed this letter far too 
long already and would rather send it as is and write something 
more comprehensive on Mao in the next few weeks. We have a good 
deal of material and I hope, insights, on the subject, and it should 
receive its proper measure. 

Please send us whatever materials you have prepared and let us 
know how your investigations have been going. 

\.vi th communist greetings, 

Marv 

P.s. We have entered into fusion discussions with the Spartacist 
League and we will keep you informed of the progress of these dis
cussions. 
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April 21, 1971 

Dear Comrade Wohlforth, 

I have enclosed two copies of a letter to a Maoist on the cri
sis in i'1aoist strategy and an elaboration of some of Trotsky's basic 
ideas. Vie have made the letter available to the L.A. Branch of' the 
Workers League. \ve \1J'ould be interested in your comments and reac
tions to the letter as well as any ideas you might have for making 
use of it. 

Our group (Communist Working Collective) has definitely consol
idated around Trotskyism and, following the 24th, we intend to begin 
an investigation into the 4th International in a more developed way. 

I am also enclosing some copies of a proposal for joint action 
which we drew up and submitted to a number of local groups. 'rhe Li
beration Union, a semi-Trotskyist group with no fundamental disag
reements with the SWP, begged off a joint meeting for "lack of time". 
The I\1aoist October League and the iVlaoist Long r~arch agreed to a joint 
meeting but declined joint action in favor of marching in an "anti
imperialist contingent". 

We have also participated in a number of interventions with the 
Workers League and we are presently preparing a leaflet of our own 
for the 24th. We believe the combination of joint theoretical dis-,." 
cussions as well as joint practical activities is the best way to 
determine where \'ie have unity. 

Looking for\'lard to an early reply. 

With communist greetings, 

Marvin Treiger 
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B U L LET I N 

v.feekly organ of the workers league 
Sixth Floor, 135 West 14 Street, New York, New York 10011 

April 27, 1971 
Dear Comrade Treiger, 

vie have received your let ter together with your statement on 
Trotskyism and Stalinism and your leaflet on April 24th. The state
ment is a good summary of some of the differences between Trotskyism 
and Stalinism historically. 

However there is no discussion of the Fourth International. 
Your cover letter states: "Our group (Communist Working Collective) 
has definitely consolidated around Trotskyism and, following the 
24th, we intend to begin an investigation into the 4th International 
in a more developed way." 

We are completely opposed to the methodological and theoretical 
position which such a stand reflects. It is n'ot possible to separ
ate out "Stalinism" and "Trotskyism" from the actual development of 
the Third International and the Fourth International. To do so is 
to go over to the idealist outlook of Deutscher who abstracts Trot
sky the "hero" and his, "ideas" out of and opposed to Trotsky's ac
tual struggle to construct the Fourth International. 

In this respect I urge that you and your group look over Trot
sky's "writings" recently republished by the SWP. 

Next both the statement on "Trotskyism" and the leaflet reflect 
a removal from the strategic expression of Trotskyism, that is Marx
ism, in this period of international crisis. If, as you state in 
your leaflet, the ruling class is preparing for civil war, then we, 
too, must prepare through a battle to construct the Fourth Interna
tional in the United States around a strategic approach. This is 
why it is completely wrong of you to call for a demonstration on 
April 24th which does not mention either the labor party or the 
fight for the general strike. 

Finally we understand that in addition to holding joint discus
sions and joint actions with the Workers League you are holding at 
least discussions with Spartacist. This organization is completely 
hostile to the Fourth International and bears no relationship what
soever, to Trotskyism. 

You cannot have joint discussions or joint actions 1'1ith us 
while you at the same time maintain relations of any sort with 
Spartacist. ~le are sure that a study of the historical development 
of Trotskyism will make this quite clear to you. 

Finally we wish to make clear in" any event we are not interes
ted in any kind of "regroupment" or j oint actions on the basis of 
some minimal agreement on so-called "class" issues. You say the 
Maoist October League and the Maoist Long March declined having 
joint action ''lith you and \'1e assume also us on April 24th. 
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In any event we lvill not have j oint actions with ivIaoists. fl'.lao

ism today means bodies of revolutionaries lining the streets of Dac
ca and floating down the rivers of Ceylon. \ve do not understand hmv 
you can say you have "consolidated around Trotskyism" ~lhile at the 
same time you seek joint actions with the supporters of the butchers 
of the Bengalis and even with the Liberation Union which you charac
terize as "semi-Trotskyist" and then say it has "no fundamental dis
agreements with the SWP." Could it be in your confusion you hold 
that the SWP is "semi--Trotskyist"? 

We urge you to take up a serious study of Trotskyism and the 
development of the Fourth International and make a break with such 
riff-raff as the above mentioned groups. Then we will be more than 
happy to hold discussions with you and organize common actions based 
on the firm principled party grounds of Trotskyism as the continua
tor of the Leninist Bolshevik heritage. 

IVIake up your mind. You cannot have it both ways. 

Yours fraternally, 

Tim vlohlforth 
for the Political Committee 
Workers League 
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I-after 24 April 1971~ 

To the Los Angeles - Orange County Branch 

Dear comrades, 

The recent wents in Pakistan and Ceylon point up \,lith the 
greatest sharpness the critical necessity to construct the Fourth 
International in this period. On the one hand it shows that the 
period of civil war has nO\v commenced on an international scale and 
will soon find expression in the advanced countries as well. On the 
other hand it shows the completely counterrevolutionary role of 
Stalinism and revisionism. 

Our struggle against these tendencies must not be viewed in an 
ideali"st manner. It is not a matter of exchange of ideas or even 
clash of ideas. Revisionism is the expression together with Stalin
ism of actual material forces who shoot workers, peasants and youth 
and send their bodies floating down the rivers of Ceylon. Against 
these tendencies we must build an actual material force--a vanguard 
party rooted in the working class itself. 

It was with this understanding that the Workers League planned 
its intervention in Washington and. San Francisco on April 24th. It 
was with this understanding that we launched the Bulletin as a 16 
page paper and took steps on the West Coast to strengthen the party 
with a vlestern Regional Office, a fulltime fW1ctionary, and a 
regularly printed two page section of the paper. 

Confronted with this attempt of the revisionists and Stalinists 
to impose a liberal bourgeois leadership upon the massive movement 
against the war and through this to further the popular front in 
the trade union movement as well, we decided to hold \I/ORKERS LEAGUE 
rallies on the two coasts cqmpletely and absolutely opposed to the 
bourgeois rallies. We counterposed to bourgeois politics and lead
ership the revolutionary party, US and nobody else. Anything else 
would be a complete fraud. 

On this baSis, on ~ basis, we invited any other working class 
mili tantStO speak. It was on the platform of the Workers League, 
of the Trotskyist party, that we asked these other forces to speak 
and--particularly in Washington, we did get such speakers. 

The real meaning of our April 24th demonstration was summed up 
in the concluding speech of the Washington rally when we urged all 
in attendance to join the Workers League as the only possible way 
to carry forward the struggle in this new period of civil war. Sev
eral came up to the mike to join and others in various areas of the 
country are in the process of coming into the party. 

We held these rallies under extremely diff'icul t circumstances, 
faCing efforts by the revisionists to stop us from meeting, attacks 
by various assorted scoundrels like Spartacist, coming shortly after 
physical attacks by the MPI, actual fascist thugs in Washington, but 
above all the reformist and idealist outlook which predominated the 
big marches and tended to undermine the sharp political fight for 
leadership. 
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~ve held the rallies under difficult circumstances. They were 
held. They were not dispersed. At the time that r·iao Tse Tung was 
aiding the shooting down of masses in Pakistan and Ceylon the voice 
of Trotskyism was clearly heard and the Trotskyist party put for
ward. The turnout was sizeable, the people participating serious. 
It vias a major step forward for the League which if now understood 
can lead to a sharp development of the party. 

It is now perfectly clear that at least a section of your 
branch had no understanding of the perspective around which the 
April 24th demonstrations were supposed to be built and therefore 
of the whole perspective which underlies all the work of the party 
in this period. This is expressed most clearly in the April 1971 
proposal of the "Communist Working Collective" of one Marvin Treiger. 
It is his opinion that the Workers League issued a "Call for a United 
Front Rally of the Working Class Against the War." We issued no 
such call. He could only have gotten that misconception from the 
LA-Orange County Branch. He did not get it from the Bulletin or 
any statement of the Workers League nationally. 

\ve are completely opposed to such a "united" rally whether or 
not one fallaciously calls such a rally a "united front." What 
must be posed in this period is not some kind of amalgam or lowest 
common denominator with various "anti-imperialist" groups, but the 
revolutionary party which is US. 

Treiger sees the alternatives posed on April 24th as: "Fight
ing to build communist leadership of the oppressed and exploited or 
abandoning leadership to the class collaborators." But that raises 
the point of what .is meant by "fighting to build communist leader
ship." Obviously to Treiger it means some kind of amalgam of 
"radicals" or even of different kinds of "Trotskyists." \ve went 
through all that stuff \dth Spartacist and have no intention of re
peating it now that the class struggle ahd our international party 
are on a different level of development. 

We need only add that Treiger reformulates the actual demands 
upon which the Workers League rally was called dropping both the 
labor party demand and the general strike demand. So the central 
expressions of the Trotskyist struggle in this period are simply 
thrown out the window. 

It is not surprising that with this confusion on the question 
of the very character of our demonstration--and behind this of the 
central role of the party in this period--that upon arriving in San 

. Francisco a sharp difference broke out between LA-Orange County 
comrades and Jeff Sebastian. Proceeding on the basis of a liquida
tionist perspective which the LA-Orange County Branch held in com
mon with Treiger, the comrades urged that the liquidation be taken 
further, turning the whole work in San Francisco into a dispersal 
of party forces in a futile attempt to brealc off a large section of . 
the liberal march. 

Our perspective, however, was different. Beginning with the 
role of the party in this period, we fought ~ a party to bring 
forces from out of the trade unions, students, and minority youth to 
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Washington and San Francisco under our leadership. We were not 
dependent on what we could or could not capture on the spot from 
the revisionists and liberals. \,fuat counted was what the party 
built in the process of building for April 24th and the development 
of those cadres in the course of a collision and separation from 
the liberals in action. 

\{hat weaknesses were displayed in the April 24th work, and 
they were many and deep, were in our failure in this party work 
which expressed itself in either not bringing the forces which could 
have been mobilized by the party or not fighting with the forces we 
brought, so that we lost some of them in the march in the liberal 
confusion. 

This liquidationist perspective of the LA-Orange County Branch 
was expressed another way. Rather than fighting for a party contin
gent which would come on a bus or buses, all kinds of elements turn
ed up in cars, not under party control or discipline, without the 
comrades really knowing who was coming a~ead of time. 

This development must also express a complete disorientation in 
relation to this Treiger group. vie do not accept the position that 
this group has "definitely consolidated around Trotskyism" since it 
then proceeds to say that now it will "begin an investigation into 
the 4th International in a more developed way." This separates out 
"Trotskyism" from the actual development of the Fourth International 
in the idealist manner of Deutscher which leads it to make an open 
approach to Spartacist at the same time as it has relations with us. 
Thus it views itself as "Trotskyists" out shopping among other "Trot
skyists" for a berth. 

Our assessment of this group is that it is an idealist group 
held together by subjective ties to l'lhom "Trotskyismll is a set of 
ideas around which to maintain a "collective" existence. It is thus 
a reactionary tendency extremely distant from the working class. 

The position of the Political Committee of the Workers League 
is as follows: The Workers League, its branches, and its members 
will hold no disCUSsions ~ joint activities with this group while 
it at the same time holds either discussions or joint activities with 
spartacrst~his will immediately be communicated to Treiger and---
the LA-Orange County Branch will function on this basis. 

We also propose that the branch have an educational study uf 
the Spartacist pamphlet immediately and suggest this also to Treiger 
and Co. if they have any questions on our decision. 

We analyzed at the National Conference that the deepening inter
national crisiS and impending civil war has an extremely contradic
tory effect on the students and middle class youth. Some--particu
larly but not exclusively the working class minority students--have 
taken a sharp turn tOvTards the working class and IVIarxism. Others 
are driven in a reactionary frenzy which they at times cover "lith 
what Lenin called "petty bourgeois revolutionism." 

This petty bourgeois radical strata is extremely widespread 
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particularly in Los Angeles, the home of the f'lanson "family. II There 
above everywhere the frenzy goes over into mysticism if ,not open 
madness. 

The LA-Orange County Branch has in the past displayed a danger
ous sensitivity to petty bourgeois class pressures. First was the 
panicked reaction to all this terrorism business in which the LA
Orange County branch took the same stru1d as the SWP, seeing the 
danger in terrorism of radicals rather than in the institutionalized 
terror of the ruling class. Now the brutality in Pakistan and 
Ceylon expose such an approach even more. 

Next came the "radical" reaction to the police strike issue, 
again paralleling the SWP, in which a whole issue of the paper was 
to be withdra\'m because of criticisms from such circles. This 
again expressed a real distance from the actual developments in the 
working class and labor movement and a sensitivity to petty bour
geois radical strata. 

Now we have this adaptation to Treiger and open liquidationism 
of the party posed in the April 24th demonstration. 

In this respect we pose to the branch first of all that the 
comrades take up a serious internal struggle for the development 
of Marxist theory and an understanding of the Marxist method. It 
is only under conditions of a branch life empty of theory that alien 
class pressures can gain such a stranglehold. 

Secondly, we urge upon the branch a study of the historical 
development of the Fourth International, the International Committee 
and the Workers League. Comrades do'not proceed from this develop
ment and are willing on the basis of momentary impressions and 
pressures to simply throw out the development of the party, not 
even cons,ider the opinion of the National Committee as a whole, 
and learn from the lessons of our movement particularly in relation 
to Spartacist. In this respect a study of "In Defense of Marxism" 
would be very important. 

Thirdly, the branch must develop the deepest cleavage between 
itself and all these sick "collectives," "tribes," "communes" and 
related madness out there. You must pull yourselves out of that 
muck. They are not only distant from the working class, they do 
not represent the serious students. They are subjective idealist 
cesspools. \4J'e are not out to win a section of them over. \tJe don't 
want them in the interests of political hygiene. 

A greater sensitivity to the powerful labor movement in the 
Los Angeles area and less sensitivity to the tribes would do the 
branch a world of good. If it doesn't take drastic action now it 
will completely succumb to subjective idealism itself and find it
self in a frenzied battle against the party and the Fourth Inter
national as a whole. 

In line with this we propose as a concrete step in a serious 
direction that: (1) all the comrades who are not full time students 
get jobs immediately. This means under the direction of theexe
cutive committee each unemployed comrade must put in a minimum of 
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4 hours each day, five days a week, on job hunting alone. (2) That 
the joint living arrangement in Santa Ana be packed in. The comrades 
in San Francisco had to take a similar step some time back. (3) That 
the branch take up a serious fight for the 16 page paper requiring 
the Executive Committee to produce the agreed upon articles for the 
paper each "'leek NO fJIATTER WHAT; launch an IMHEDIATE ALL OUT DISCIP
LINED PARTY SUB DRIVE to go over present quotas; and start a street 
sale expansion aimed at raising sales in Southern California to 
1,000 per week within the next immediate period. (4) Turn the atten· 
tion of the branch to the trade union movement particularly the steel 
situation, not as a substitute for a sharp persistent fight on the 
campuses, but in addition to this (5) No more relations of any kind 
with tribes and collectives--no party member to enter a collective 
even to sell a subscription under any circumstances whatsoever. 

This letter is being sent to the West Coast branches as all the 
comrades were involved in this situation, and to the National Commit
tee members nationally. As per a separate communication a National 
Committee Plenum will take place fJIemorial Day weekend in II1inneapolis 
which will discuss this and other matters in relation to a develop
ment of our strategic understanding. 

Yours fraternally, 

Tim Wohlforth, 
For the Political Committee 
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Dear Comrade Wohlforth, 

We are writing you in reply to the letter we recently rece~ved 
and which, we assume, was discussed by the Political Committee (PC) 
of the Workers League (WL).. We were taken aback by the approach you 
and the PC took towards our organization. There was hardly a s~ngle 
point you made with which we agreed or felt was historically accu
rate. Take for example y,our evaluation of Comrade Treiger's metho
dological approach in his cover letter and in what we will refer to 
as a "Letter to a i'laoist". Your position that since there was no 
discussion of the Fourth International in Treiger's main letter and 
Since, at least in our opinion, we have " ••• definitely consolidated 
around Trotskyism and ••• intend to begin investigation into the 
Fourth International in a more developed "fay", we " ••• separate out 
'Stalinism' and 'Trotskyism' from the actual development of the 
Third International and the Fourth International", and therefore 
" ••• go over to the idealist outlook of Deutscher who abstracts Trot
sky the 'hero' and his 'ideas' out of and opposed to Trotsky's ac
tual struggle to construct the Fourth International u • From this, we 
gather, you implied our methodolological approach will lead us to op
pose the Fourtl:l International. Nothing could be more wrong! What 
your position shows is that you completely misunderstand the nature 
of Treiger's "Letter to a Maoist". Let us explain. True, there was 
no' formal discussion of the Fourth International in "Letter to a 
IVlaoist", whose main purpose was to confront a Naoist organization in 
San Francisco with the basic truths of l~arxism which were distorted 
for so long by the Stalinists. However, to draw the conclusion you 
did means to completely miss the spirit if not the letter of 'I1reig
er's document. The entire document is a restatement of the IVlarxist 
position of proletarian internationalism, analyzes the bankrupt cy of 
the I~aoist international "strategy" and poses the question of why the 
CCP has never attempted to build a new International to all Ivlaoist 
organizations. It further shows that the failure of the Chinese to 
develop a new International is an excellent exposure of their depar
ture from internationalism. This stand of ours can only mean that 
we see an international party of the working class as absolutely in
dispensib le \,li thout which there can be no proletarian revolution. 
Moreover, "Letter to a Maoist" in stating: "The ideas embodies in 
the Transitional Program [which was developed during the first rour 
congresses of the Third International--G.R~] find their historic. 
continuation in the 1934 program of the Fourth International", -
clearly indicates that we saw the program of the Fourth Internatio
nal as the theoretical continuation of Leninism. We purposely av
oided the question of the Fourth International as it stands today 
because of our insufficient research at that time. The s'tatement 
" ••• we intend to begin an investigation into the Fourth Internatio
nal in a more developed way" only means that there is still much 
ground to cover before we are soundly familiar with Trotskyist stra
tegy and tactics and with the state of the present International. 
Nothing else can be read into this position. 

Concerning the action on April 24th. We were dismayed by your 
attempting to avoid the question of our differences on the nature of 
the rally by implying that we called for our own demonstration. 
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,·,hat else could this statement of your;.; nean? "This is '-lhy it is 
completely ,.,rang for you to call for a demonstration on April 24th 
'vhich does not mention either the labor party or the fight for the 
general strike." Z\nd once again. "You say the 21aoist October 
League and the i:iaoist Long ilarch declined having joint action ,·lith 
you and He assume also us on l\.pril 24th." [my i talics--G. R.] lit no 
time did \-le call for a demonstration independent of the HL demonstra
tion. If so, "lhere \'laS this rally of ours? nhere did it take 
place? The Bulletin report of the San Francisco events by Jeff Se
bastian stated the follmJing: " ••• the Horkers League and supporters 
broke from the march, and... proceeded to the park \vhere an indepen
dent meeting "Tas he'ld and addressed by l"7orkers League spokesmen and 
by representatives of the Communist Horkers [sic] Collective in Los 
Angeles." The Bulletin completeley contradicted this fantastic no
tion of yours. Our position "las calling for "All out support of the 
Horkers League call for a United Front rally of the "lOrking class 
against the \'lar." The error ",e made \vas that \'le misunderstood the 
nature of the HL' s proposed action. This '"as mainly due to our mis
reading of the 1'..pril 5th B'ulletin editorial. Instead of realizing 
that it \'las supposed to be a rally of the HL and its supporters, \'7e 
thought (also because of the loose usage of "joint action" on the 
part of sone comrades of the HL) ",hat \-laS intended vlas a call for a 
united front working class action against the war. On this point we 
vlere totally Hrong. lIm'lever, this does not mean you can simply pass 
over our differences on the form the rally should take by falsely 
implying we called our m·m rally. That just ",ill not do! 

t'1i th regard to our not mentioning " •.• ei ther the labor party or 
the f':'ght for the general strike." He didn't have a consolidated 
collecti ve position at that time (nor, incidentally, do "]e no,',) on 
these specific demands of the Transitional program. The reason for 
this is 'ole have not yet evaluated the history of the labor party de
mand in light of the present U. S 0 conditions. Thus ,·]e don't kno\o1 
"lhether it is correct to call for a labor party in opposi tion to a 
"TOrkers party or vice versa. Same is true for the general strike 
call. Under Hhat conditions, circumstances, etc., does one call for 
a general strike? This is \'lhy we didn't take a position on these 
demands. HO"lever, in no \oJay did our abstention on these questions 
prevent, us from supporting the rally at ,·,hich these slogans ,..,ere 
raised. 

t-Je further object to your position that \o1e cannot have joint 
discussions or joint actions \·Ii th the tIL ",hile maintaining relations 
of any sort \,lith Spartacist. Our group is nOH in the process of 
thoroughly investigating the present anti-Pabloite Trotskyist organi
zations and are not about to conclude that Spartacist " ••• is com
pletely hostile to the Fourth International and bears no relation
ship \'lhatsoever to Trotskyism" just on your ''lord. He may conclude 
your analysis of their organization is correct, hmvever,-,,,e feel, 
this conclusion must be made on the basis of our m·m independent in
vestigation. Nevertheless Spartacist has 8hm-111 a healthy attit.ude 
tmlard encouraging and aiding our investigation (,..,hich is more than 
v,e can say about your approach). That is "Thy \ve \·!ill continue hold
ing discussions Hith them. For these reasons, ,,,e sincerely hope 
the PC of the HL reconsiders its present organizational position to-
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wards our group. If however, the PC deciees to keep its present po
licy, we will still continue to investigate the WL in spite of any 
roadblock you may throw up in our way. 

Further. We oppose the sectarian position you expressed toward 
the tilaoists and other working class tendencies. "In any event we 
will not have j oint actions with Maoists. f;1aoism today means bodies 
of revolutionaries lining the streets of Dacca and floating down the 
rivers of Ceylon. We do not understand how you can say you have 
'consolidated around Trotskyism' while at the same time you seek 
joint actions with the supporters of the butchers of the Bengalis anc. 
even with the Liberation Union ••• ". First of all you make a metho
dological error in seeing these organizations as finished party for
mations rather than groupings going through tremendous change. The 
October League and the Long IVIarch are based in Los Angeles and have 
between fifteen to twenty members each. The "semi-Trotskyist" Libe
ration Union is also a strictly local organization made up of r"lao
ists and "Trotskyists" and has no more than thirty to forty members. 
Because of the crisis of world capitalism and the capitulation of 
the Chinese Stalinists to imperialism, many of these groups (as we 
did) are in fact looking to Trotskyism to lead them out of the Stal
inist swamp. Your position would objectively hinder this develop
ment. Secondly, refusing to hold joint actions with Maoists on the 
basis that they support the foreign policy of the Chinese government 
is absolutely ludicrous. The Stalinists, Pabloites, Social-Demo
crats, and trade unionists all currently support either the existing 
Stalinist states or some kind of reactionary capitalist government. 
Furthermore, all of them have at one time or another either objec
tively or subjectively supported the annihilation of revolutionary 
struggles and are thus responsible for the deaths of thousands of 
revolutionaries. However, does this mean that you categorically 
refuse to engage in jOint actions with any of these types of organi
zations? We feel the logic of your position must lead to either a 
sectarian liquidation of the united front reminiscent of Third Per
iod Stalinism or to a series of opportunist zig-zags--now condemning 
joint action, now pragmatically entering into it. 

From your position on our relations with Spartacist and from 
your approach to joint action with other working class tendencies, 
we can make the following evaluation of what seems to be your tacti
cal approach. The WL has no intention of engaging in action with 
any tendency that does not objectively recognize it as the leading 

·Leninist party. How else can your approach toward our organization 
be explained? What purpose could your "proposal" at the end of' the 
letter possibly serve than to make us immediately acknowledge the 
leading role of the WL in the U.S. revolution? What other explana
tion can there be for your bombastic declaration in the April 5th 
Bulletin editorial " ••• either McGovern-Hartke or the \>Jorkers 
League ••• "? Here is a manifestation in practice of the sectarian 
danger of which we spoke. There is nothing wrong in principle in 
calling your own rally. But when you do so vaguely speaking of' 
joint action, not building a united front and then counterposing 
your organization and your few supporters to everyone else, then we 
can only conclude that this represents nothing but an extreme exam
ple of "left-wing" childishness. Such an approach if persisted in 
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can only hinder the development of the WL into a mass Bolshevik-Len
inist party. 

Finally, we must make it absolutely clear to you that we will 
not capitulate to your pressure tactics. In no way will we be forced 
into a position of holding discussions with only the "'IL on your 
IIprincipled party grounds ll

• For us to take such a step would mean 
that we concluded that the International Committee of the Fourth In
ternational and the WL were the continuators of Trotskyism in our 
time. The next step could only be discussions on organizational mer
ger after which fusion would take place. Needless to say, so far 
there is no basis for us to reach such a conclusion. 

In concluding, we hope that for the above stated reasons you 
consider re-evaluating your methodological approach toward us and 
towards other working class tendencies in general. Hope to hear 
from you soon. 

With communist greetings, 

George Rep 
for the Communist Working 

Collective 
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April 23, 1971 

Th"e Communist Working Collective of Los Angeles hereby expels: 
James Morgan from its membership for the follmdng charges: 

1) Secretly applying for membership in another organization 
(the October League) without the permission of the CWC:J of 
which he was then a member. 

2) Planning to \"lithold announcement of his resignation until 
Thursday April 22, in such a manner as would imperil the 
CHC's unity"in action. 

, 

3) Failure to uphold the CWC decision to support and build the 
Workers League's united action of the working class rally, 
for April 24. JM broke discipline regarding this decision, 
which he had voted for, by secretly opposing this action 
in his relations \vi th another group (the OL) with which 
major differences exist, and with whom formal organizational 
discussions were taking place l'lith regard to the April 24 
action. 

4) vlithholding from the CHC his intention to resign for a 
considerable length of time (at least three weeks) so as to 
satisfy his personal political desires, i.e., 'to learn 
about counter-revolutionary Trotskyism.' 

For the last five months the Communist Working Collective has 
been re-examing the political basis of its unity. This has taken 
the form of collective study of the Stalin-Trotsky historical split 
in the working class movement. From this study almost the entire 
Collective has come to believe that Trotsky was correct on the main 
questions and Stalin was wrong. JM as a minority of one has taken 
the position that Stalin was basically correct. 

Because of the temporary and transitional nature of the cwe 
JM's theoretical differences were permissable and all comrades have 
been openly and continuosly encouraged to struggle for theiropin
ions. In the main, all comrades, including JM, have vigorously 
contributed to this theoretical struggle. The result of this work 
has been the most fruitful period of the group's existence. The 
charges \'Ihich have caused Jf·'l's expulsion are in no way based on 
his theoretical differences with the developing majority opinion 
of the CWC; they are based on a break of democratic centralism. 

Any lVIarxist-Leninist collective must demand a basic honesty on 
the part of all members regarding their participation in the Collec
tive. In action, all differences must be subordinated to the 
collective political line and all comrades must struggle for the 
group's line. JM has not upheld either of these two principles. 

By his ovm admission, JM 9-ecided to resign from the CWC at 
least three weeks prior to his' being confronted with the above 
charges. He finally decided to implement his general decision to 
leave a few days earlier when he set Thursday before the March as 
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his actual resignation date. He admitted this in a CWC meeting on 
April 18 and explained that he considered breaking with the C\I/C 
only a "tactical question." His purpose was to stay until the end 
of the Stalin-Trotsky class in order to learn as much as he could 
about Trotsky and Trotskyists, so to better fight them. JM told 
no one in the CWC of his plans to resign nor of his plans to join 
another group during this three week period. 

The sit uation \,li th Jr-1 came to a head with the CWC' s decision 
to build and support the Workers League call for a United Action of 
the Working Class Rally on April 24th in San Francisco. On a num
ber of votes previously, James had abstained without comment. But 
on this occasion JM voted in favor of the CWC's five points of par
ticipation, including "ALL OUT SUPPORT FOR THE WORKERS LEAGUE CALL 
FOR A UNITED ACTION RALLY AGAINST THE WAR!" This rally \'las based 
on no support for the National Peace Action Council (NPAC) rally, 
andJI,l offered no objection to this. He did want to pass out IVIao
ist literature at the rally, but the CWC voted against this proposal 

After these decisions, JI.1 approached another group (the October 
League, Los Angeles) and applied for membership (on or about April 
16). He then tried to involve another CWC member in his plans by 
requesting a meeting for April 22, the night before the CWC would 
leave for San Francisco, to announce his resignation. He then ask
ed the comrade to keep the planned meeting's purpose secret. This 
plan towixhhold from the CWC his application for membership to the 
October League and his resignation until Thursday night the 22nd, 
can only be seen as a conscious effort to undermine and 'sabotage- a 
a CWC action •. Faced with these charges , JMadmitted bavj;ng applied for 
entry into the OL, having opposed the United Workers Rally in dis
cussions with the OL, that he planned to resign three weeks earlier 
and that he had tried secretly to hold a meeting for his resigna
tion. However, he refused to admit any error in principle, but 
claimed to have made certain errors in "tactics," "timing." Upon 

,the call for his expulsion, he announced his resignation; this was 
rejected. 

James could only justify his position, that he broke no "prin
ciples," on the ground that Trotskyism is counterrevolutionary and 
is not a working class tendency, that there can be no question of 
principles with regard to Trotskyists ••• While we reiterate, be was 
not expelled for his views, the connection between those views and 
his actions is clear ••• 

Communist Working Collective (CWC) 
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Hay 14, 1971 

Dear comrades Jim and Helene, 

We were very enthused over our discussions of last week. It is 
clear to us that the Spartacist League is approaching a new period 
in its existence. This nevv period is a reflection of the ferment 
wi thin the proletariat which in turn is a result of the grm'1ing 
political and economic crisis faced by imperialism. We were parti
cularly encouraged by the decision to publish a national newspaper. 
Such a nevlspaper is critical if '\!1e are to accomplish our tasks of 
collective organizing and collective propagandizing. We believe 
that this step will significantly transform the Spartacist League intI 
a force within the working class and will therefore greatly contri
bute to the formation of a vanguard party wi thin the U. S. and to the 
rebirth of the 4th International. 

We have long upheld the view that the role of a central organ 
is an indispensable component of the Leninist theory of party build
ing. Naturally we consider this a generally valid proposition which 
must be assessed anew in the concrete circumstances of present-day 
party building. Prior to your visit we suspended judgement with 
regard to the tactical advisability of the Spartacist League launch
ing such an organ at the present time. We were not sure whether 
there were- sufficient forces, whether finances could be met (a not 
unimportant consideration), etc. We were sure it was necessary; our 
discussion with you convinced us it was both possible and timely. 

vIe believe the discussion held in L.A. around the paper \'1as a 
poor one. We feel many of the key issues were clouded over ~nd that 
\'1e must take up the question again upon your return trip. Permit 
me to elaborate. 

The conception you put forward of a central organ dangerous ly 
veers toward a half-way house between a genuine party organ and an 
arena paper. vlhat leads us to this conclusion? During the discussio: 
we suggested that the Bulletin provided a model from the standpoint 
of form and organizational origins. You countered that the Lamber
tist paper (Trade Union oriented I believe) provided a better model 
and that you wouldn't even want to be in an organization that only 
put out a paper as is the tendency of the Workers League. Perhaps 
our example was a poor one and we should have suggested Iskra as a 
model for then we could have> zeroed in on the key issue: Will the 
paper reflect more truly than before the party's line in an arena, 
or, will the paper be a central party organ reflecting all phases 
of the party's work? We completely agree that the Workers League 
tends to narrowly stand outside the class struggle with its "paper," 
but that is first and foremost a problem of their line and not that 
they have a national organ. The approach taken by the Lambertists 
appears to us as an incorrect one, one that minimizes the signiri
cance of the relative weight given to the independent standpOint of 
the party. 

The dilemma is concentrated most acutely in the decision to re
tain the name Workers Action. Unfortunately I stressed aesthetic 
objections to the title and format and therefore clouded over what 
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was most germane. The real argument for changing the name is to 
make crystal clear the NE~v CHARACTER OF THE NEW ORGAN in such a way 
that there can be no question of confusion with the old, arena organ. 
When we place the question in this way, we will be able to avoid 
tendencies (which are bound to arise) to transform the new organ 
into one that is partially an arena organ for labor and partially a 
central organ for the party. It is not enough to say it will be a 
party organ; 'we must take steps to ensure it. In this way we will 
also be able to face clearly and directly the absence of an arena 
organ for labor v/hile there are such organs for women and youth. \V'e 
must uphold the idea that we do not need a new "transitional organ" 
of a hybrid type, but a party organ which fights for the full transi
tional program and educates the class around the socialist goal. 

Last night the CWC voted unanimously to propose to the Sparta
cist League that the new paper in order to distinguish itself from 
arenaism and break a fresh path abandon the name Workers Action. 

We should mention in passing that the continuation of Spartacist 
as a theoretical journal or its merger with the new paper into a 
single organ are both viable alternatives within the framework of 
this plan. It may also, for legal and/or diplomatic purposes, prove 
advisable to state "sponsored or endorsed by SLIt or some such thing, 
but this will not affect the questions of substance. Furthermore, 
it should be stated that these brief remarks hardly exhaust our 
thinking on the subject and we are prepared if necessary to write 
a more lengthy paper justifying our position. 

It is not in our nature to suggest these steps without con.sider
ing our responsibilities with regard to them. Assuming that all 
goes well in connection with our joint discussions, our comrades 

·are fully prepared to assist such a paper (and whatever other work 
is necessary ) in every possible way. 

We have also discussed and have proposals regarding steps to
ward an early fUSion, perhaps September 1, as a realistic date. We 
should include this topiC on our agenda of next week. Let· us know 
when you will arrive. 

We hope we are beating a dead horse ••• but then the L.A. 
discussion did seem inconclusive. 

On behalf of the ewe 
with comradely greetings, 

r,jarv 

P.s. You may show this to whomever you please. 
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DRAFT THESES ON 
PABLOISI~1, INVERTED PABLOISM, AND THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 

Pabloism 

1. Following World War II, the International Trotskyist movement 
was thrown into a profound theoretical, political, and organizational 
crisis. Large numbers of Trotskyist cadre were physically destroy
ed through the joint efforts of the imperialists and Stalinists. 
World capitalism underwent a relative stabilization due chiefly to 
Stalinist and Social-Democratic betrayals of the revolutionary work
ing class upsurge following the cessation of fighting. In addition, 
Stalinist and petit-bourgeois leaderships were successful in over
throwing capitalism and establishing deformed workers states in 
Eastern Europe and China. All these factors posed very sharply to 
the Trotskyist movement the problem of building independent prole
tarian vanguard parties. 

2. The Pabloite revisionist trend emerged as an attempt to make 
the Trotskyist movement more "effective" by accommodating it to the 
existing "left" movements in the world. The role of Trotskyists 
Vfas essentially confined to that of pressure groups upon these form
ations, integrating themselves into whichever forces seemed to have 
the most potential and hoping that these groupings, under the in
fluence of the objective march of events and prodding by the Trotsky
ists, would be forced to adopt a revolutionary orientation. For 
this reason, Pabloism can be called a liquidationist tendency. Thus, 
during the 1950's Michel Pablo and his International Secretariat 
pursued such policies as liquidation ("deep" entrism) into the social 
democratic and centrist parties of Western Europe, the national 
bourgeois and petit-bourgeois formations in the colonial countries, 
and the ruling Stalinist CP's of Eastern Europe. 

3. Fundamental to ~he Pabloite world perspective is the theory, 
borrowed from Stalinism, that the world balance of forces has shifted 
in favor of SOCialism, resulting in a "new world reality" in which 
the tide of revolution is irreversible. For this reason, Pabloism 
can also be characterized as empir.icist. This conception has gone 
through several variations. Around 1950, Pablo forecasted a Third 
World War, launched by imperialism to regain the upper hand, which 
would lead to the final downfall of capitalism and Stalinism. In 
1953, the International Secretariat claimed that the isolation of 
the USSR had ended, eliminating one of the fundamental conditions 
for the bureaucracy's existence and leading to the imminent demise 
of Stalinism. More recently, the Pabloites have declared that the 
colonial world is the main center of revolution in the world, that 
the anti-imperialist struggles there are uninterrupted and irres
istible, and that therefore the working class can come to power 
there with a "blunted instrument" instead of a Leninist proletarian 
party. Thus the problem of overcoming the crisis of proletarian 
leadership, the ~entral problem of the world socialist revolution, 
is avoided, or else left to be resolved by the "objective process" 
going on in this "new world reality." 

4. Although the Socialist Workers Party had broken with the Pablo
ites in 1953, by the early 1960's it became clear that the SWP was 
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moving increasingly toward the revisionist methodology it had once 
opposed. This regressive trend most openly manifested itself' in 
the S\';P majority line on the' Cuban revolution: support to Castro's 
governmental bureaucracy in the hope that Castroism vlOuld be trans
formed into Trotskyism. On the organizational level, the SWP' s 
abandonment of a revolutionary proletarian line became defini tive 
with the "Re unification Congress II of 1963, in vlhich "minor" political 
differences were overlooked in order that the S\>lP could carry out 
an unprincipled reunification with the International (USee). In 
fact, the main political resolution passed at this Congress included 
all the basic theses upon which Pabloism was based: the change in 
the world balance of forces, the centrality of the colonial revolu
tion, and the end of the USSR's isolation. 

5. Since the 1963 Congress, it has become obvious that, although 
Pablo has been discredited, Pabloism the method dominates the entire 
USec. The European sections have carried the "colonial epicenter" 
theory to its conclusion and have called for armed struggle based 
on rural guerilla warfare and entrism into the Castroite organiza
tions of Latin America. At the same time, the SWP has moved sharply 
to the right, becoming little more than a sup~ort group for black 
nationalism, petit-bourgeois feminism, bourgeois liberal pacifism 
and the Cuban bureaucracy. (This is true although now the SWP 
claims that the Cuban revolution has degenerated--implying it was 
once undeformed.) The main work of the SWP and its youth group, the 
Young· Socialist Alliance (YSA), is building anti-war demonstrations 
based on single-issue politics--a plainly reformist and Popular 
Front approach. Thus all tendencies within USec, from the ultra
leftist adventurism of the European parties to the reformism of' the 
U.S. section, adopt the liquidationist and empiricistPabloite 
method. 

Inverted Pabloism 

6. Another international tendency which adapts to the methodology 
of Pabloism, despite proclamations of representing the only anti
Pabloite international trend, is the International Committee of the 
Fourth International (rCFI), prinCipally led by the British Social
ist Labour League (SLL). The SLL, in its analysis of Cuba, uses 
the same objectivist premises of Pabloism ru1d in so doing fails to 
grasp the critical difference between the establishment of a state, 
led by a Bolshevik-Leninist party, where organs of power are demo
cratically administered by the working class (soviets) and the 
formation of a workers state which from its very inception is ruled 
by a Bonapartist bureaucracy. With this method they cannot adopt 
a correct attitude toward Stalinist and petit-bourgeois leaderships. 
They are forced, in order to maintain a firm "stand" against the 
Pabloi tes' capitulation to these leaderships, to categorically deny 
the possibility· that, under certain copditions (the most important 
being timely material support from the Stalinist camp), these lead
erships can in fact establish deformed workers states. This ·posi
tion leads them to conclude that Cuba is not a deformed workers 
state but some form of "statism',' (despite the fact that the Castroite 
leadership of Cuba has expropriated the bourgeoisie, set up monopoly 
of foreign trade, and established the rudiments of a planned economw) 
From this it is clear that the methodological approach of the SLL< 
and its followers can be characterized as inverted Pabloism. 
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"7. This reaction of the 8LL and its co-thinkers to Pabloism ulti
mately serves to reinforce the Pabloite current, for it cannot ef
fectively deal with Pabloite accomrnodationism in a theoretical way. 
In e"ssence both trends equate the deformed workers state with the 
road to socialism.Pabloism does this explicitly, by its support 
of Castroism and its one-time veiled support of the Chinese bureau
cracy. The inverted Pabloites begin with the same premise, and 
are forced therefore to deny the fact of a social transformation in 
order to avoid giving this type of support. A correct Trotskyist 
appraisal of strategy and tactics toward these bureaucracies must 
start with the understanding that they are an obstacle to building 
socialism, thereby ruling out any possibility of support, however 
critical, to these leaderships, and removing the basis of the reFIts 
Pablophobia. 

The Fourth International 

8. With the development of capitalism into imperialism the basic 
tendency of capitalism to weld all areas of the world regardless of 
their level of development into a common economic system which domi
nates and subordinates to itself each of its parts is greatly "rein
forced. The hegemony of imperialism over world economy tends not 
only to level out the various stages of developI1.lent of one area as 
compared with another, one country as compared with another, but 
simultaneously increases the differences between them and sets orie 
up against the other--thus greatly aggravating the contradiction be
tween the further development of the world productive forces and the 
national-state boundaries. This dynamic of imperialism inevi tab ly 
leads to wars for the conquest and redistribution of markets and to 
the wholesale destruction of the productive forces on which human 
culture is based. The continued existence of imperialism thus 
threatens to plunge mankind into barbarism. It is on this basis, 
"on the insolvency of the national state, which has turned into a 
brake upon the development of the productive forces" (Trotsky), that 
the internationalism of communism ultimately rests. 

9. The proletariat is the only class capable of destroying inter
national capitalism and constructing a communist society which would 
forever eliminate all war, exploitation, and social inequality, 
thereby creating the conditions for the limitless development of 
human civilization. However, without the leadership of a communist 
party the"proletariat cannot come to power and establish a genuine 
workers state in a single country. Further, the international 
proletarian revolution can only triumph if it is led by a revolu
tionary communist international, i.e., a world party of the prole
tariat. This has been completely verified by the experience of 
the October revolution and by the subsequent defeats the interna
tional proletariat suffered at the time when all the necessary con
ditions for successful world revolution were present except for a 
revolutionary international which could lead the insurrection. 
Finally, to attempt to construct a revolutionary party separate from, 
outside of, or opposed to the struggle to build an international 
can only mean capitulation to national narrow-mindedness which is 
inseparably linked with reformism. Thus any communist organization 
which does not take the fight for the construction of a communist 
international as its strategic starting pOint must inevitably de
generate. 
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10. The Fourth International \'lhich was fow1ded by Trotsky in oppo
sition to the degeneration of the Stalinist Third International no 
longer exists. The advent of Pabloism has destroyed the Fourth 
International to the extent that revolutionary Trotskyism finds its 
programmatic continuity only in small disunited groupings scattered 
throughout the world and which for obvious reasons cannot lead sig
nificant sections of the working class in. struggle. Consequently, 
the main international focus of revolutionary Trotskyism must be 
directed toward the conducting of programmatic discussions with 
these organizations in order to achieve the theoretical clarity 
necessary for an early regroupment which would result in an inter
national revolutionary tendency which would thus become a pole of 
attraction around which future and more complete communist regroup
ment could take place. Only"by using this method is it possible to 
start the rebuilding of the Fourth International along the lines of 
the 1938 Transitional Program. 

11. To lay the basis for the complete reconstruction of the Fourth 
International, it is necessary to decisively defeat Pabloism through 
ideological confrontation in all arenas of the class struggle. Such 
a victory over revisionism would carry Marxist theory forward and 
thus provide the necessary foundation on which genuine international 
unity based on democratic centralism could be built. As for now, " 
however, it is important to stress that the battle against Pabloism 
has not yet been won. --------
12. Although an international revolutionary tendency has not yet 
been fully crystallized, the process of revolutionary communist re
groupment can and must be started. Sufficient clarity on the basic 
questions posed by Pabloism has to a large degree been reached thus 
opening up the possibilities for principled fusion of national and 
international organizations. It is to this task, to the rebuilding 
of the Fourth International through a process of revolutionary" com
munist regroupment, that the" Communist Working Collective is 
dedicated. 

/-19 August 1971-1 
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THE RIGHT TURN IN CHINESE FOREIGN POLICY 
AND THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION 

The global right turn of the l'iIaoist regime, which this very 
week extended a hand of invitation to Nixon through the secret mes
senger Kissinger, moves the Chinese regime one step further down 
the road of all-out class collaboration. Ping-Pong diplomacy 1S no 
episodic venture into "peaceful coexistence," but the logical con
sequence of deep-rooted failures and contradictions within Chinese 
society and in the Stalinist premises of Mao Tse Tung Thought. 

LOPSIDED PRODUCTION AND BACKWARDNESS 

1'wo decades of intense imperialist pressure without a revolutior, 
in the west have taken their toll. The U.S. has surrounded Ch1na 
wi th nuclear armed bases and fleets; it launched the Korean War ; it 
encouraged India's attack on China during the early sixties; it has 
carried out an economic embargo, kept China out of the UN, waged 
a prolonged war against the Vietnamese, and generally, done every
thing in its power short of a direct invasion to overthrow or warp 
the Chinese regime. 

These intense pressures are applied to a country with a narrow 
margin of surplus in its vital agricultural sector. Chinese agri
culture, which is powered mainly by unmechanized labor-power, stands 
only a disaster away from having to import food stuffs to feed its 
population as it did in the early and middle sixties. In a backward 
country, the source of funds for industrial development which E..lone 
can eliminate underdevelopment must come from the agricultural 
sector. Those grain imports were superficially the result of 
droughts but in fact underscored the absence ·of reserves. 

This permanent agricultural crisis has been aggravated by the 
lopsided character of the industrial sector. It is estimated that 
over 50% of state expenditures go into defense production (parti
cularly into nuclear weaponry) which absorbs a high percent of in
dustrial workers and perhaps two-thirds of all physicists, chemists 
and engineers. The severity of these problems exceeds those or 
Russia in the late twenties and early thirties where Stalin led the 
masses onto forced labor marches and destroyed the B·olshevik van
guard with a series of disastrous policies. It is this history 
of betrayal that we see repeated today in China. 

SOCIALISI~1 IN ONE COUNTRY 

The fundruuental unity between the Russia of Stalin and the 
China of Mao consists in this: Each regime has accepted the revision 
ist idea that it is possible to construct "socialism in one country" 
in an isolated, backward regime with a tiny (relatively) working 
class and a massive peasantry. In turn, each regime has generated 
on the backs of the masses an inefficent bureaucratic apparatus 
whose outlook becomes increasingly narrow, conservative and even 
counter-revolutionary with each new defeat. 

r.larx pOinted out that so long as want was made merely general, 
all the old crap would rise up again. Socialism-communism could 
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only be built on the most advanced productive forces. Mao has 
abandoned this first principle of historical materialism and sub
sti tuted the idealis t notion that Mao's Thought in itself is the 
"invincible weapon" which can overcome all obstacles. 

'rhere could not be a grosser distortion of Marxism. Ivlarx, 
Lenin, and Trotsky made it clear' that socialism (the first phase of 
communism) was a classless society ,;{hich could only be achieved after 
a prolonged transitional period of the dictatorship of the prole
tariat in at l'east several of the most advanced countries. - -- ---

Stalin opposed to this conception the theory of "socialism in 
one country." He maintained that Russia had all that \-las "necessary 
and sufficient" to build a complete socialist society. Stalin's 
"theoryll proved to be no more than an, expression of the material 
interests of the privileged bureaucracy within the Soviet Union. 
Brezhnev and Kosygin are the direct and uninterrupted descendents 
of this stratum. 

If it is possible to build SOCialism in a single backward 
country then only foreign intervention can spoil the prospects. 
This logical corollary of Stalin's led him to the view that it was 
essential (and possible) to "neutralize the world bourgeoisie (or 
at least a section of it). 11 Lenin and Trotsky's irreconciliable 
hostility and ,opposition to the bourgeoisie was thrown overboard 
and a career of class collaboration and betrayal was substituted. 

Mao Tse Tung has applied just this principle to all phases of 
Chinese foreign policy and with the same purpose in view: To pre
vent intervention in China in order to preserve, not the gains of 
the revolution as we shall see, but the prerogatives of the ruling 
clique, of which he is the supreme representative. 

The policy of uniting with this or that "anti-imperialist" 
bourgeoisie and not with the struggles of the workers and peasants 
of that country becomes more and more blatant in proportion to the 
intensity of the struggle and the proximity of a workers victory. 
This reflects the deep-seated need of the bureaucracy to transform 
its local alliances into a grand alliance with the bourgeoisie of 
the imperialist countries. It further reflects a fear of a success
ful revolution which would either become a new nationalist com
petitor or a genuine workers democracy ,whose very existence would 
threaten the bureaucracy's web of lies and myths. 

It is in this sense that we can understand the unerring knack 
Chinese diplomacy has for extending aid and diplomatic support 
(while keeping its own people in ignorance) at the very moment 
when reactionary regimes mount repressions against internal popular 
movements. Recent events in Iran, Pakistan, Ceylon, and now Vietnam, 
reflect this with a clarity even the RU apologists will be hard 
pressed to conceal. 

IRAN--SOWHm ILLUSIONS 

Princess Pahlavi, sister of the Shall of Iran, recently (April 
13) laid the groundwork for diplomatic recognition in Peking where 
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Chou En Lai hailed the continued dominance of the oil monopolies by 
congratulating this U.S. puppet with "safeguarding state sovereignty 
and winning victory (!) in struggles with the oil monopolies." All 
this while the execution of 13 Maoist students two months earlier 
went unreported in the Chinese press. 

PAKISTAN--A REACTIONARY POLE 

The regime of Yahya Khan is among the most reactionary and 
cynical in the world. Yahya Khan is the representative of the 22 
families who have ruled Pakistan throughout the modern period. 
These 22 families constitute one of the narrowest oligarchies any
where, ruling their own people burtally and acting as a master race 
over the Bengalis in East Pakistan. Pakistan is the cornerstone of 
two anti-communist alliances SEATO and CENTO while the masses are 
denied even the right to vote. 

The Chinese have a long history of opportunism toward this 
regime. Chinese Foreign Minister Chen Y1, speaking in Lahore in 
1966, said of Ayub Khan, Yahya' s predecessor, "Under the leadership 
of Mohammed Ayub Khan, the Pakistani people united as one and filled 
with a common hatred of the enemy (India), triumphed over the enemy." 
Chen Yi, (who was deposed and has now been reinstated as an unj us t 
victim of the Cultural Revolution) remained silent a few months later 
when striking raihlay l'lorkers \-lere run over by trains when they lay 
across the tracks in protest. In November, 1968, a massive general 
strike which paralyzed the capital was put down by the army and 
police. These incidents also \'lent unreported in the Chinese pres s 
so as not to damage the "firm friendship" of J\1ao and Khan. 

The Chinese rationale that India and imperialist powers (the 
CIA) are maneuvering and behind the rebellion is no different from 
the Russian allegation that Germany was inspiring-rhe Czechs and so 
they could be crushed with tanks and foreign troops. Of course 
there is Indian and U.S. intrigue, just as there \'1as German intrigue
there always will be so long as imperialism exists--but point must 
be made--the Bengali fight for independence is a legitimate, historic 
fight against an oppressing ultra-reactionary racist regime 3,000 
miles away. It should be noted in passing that India was forced to 
change its border garrisons on the Bengal-India border from Bengali 
soldiers to Punjabi soldiers in order to prevent its own troops rrom 
aiding the resistance to Khan and stirring up resistance in West 
Bengal. 

Today, under the cover of "non-interference in the internal 
affairs" of Pakistan, the Chinese have supported the butcher Khan 
with arms and diplomacy in his crushing of the Bengali independence 
movement. In contrast, the Chinese correctly did not hesitate to 
support Kashmiri independence when directed against its "enemy" 
India. There should be no doubt that the Bengali nation is a 
nation. It includes what is presently East Pakistan and a-part of 
India (West Bengal). It has a common territory (3,000 miles away 
from the 22 families), a common language, culture and once had a 
common economic life. The right of self-determination appropriate 
in a multi-national state such as Russia must be replaced in this 
instance with a clear call for independence, just as we call for 
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"Victory to the Vietnamese Revolution." 

Revolutionaries must struggle to overthrow the Yahya Khan regime 
and in no way support it with war materials or diplomatic cover. The 
U.S. has once again stepped up its military aid to Pakistan on the 
ironic grounds that to not do so would "constitute interference in 
the internal affairs of Pakistan"! 

The Pakistani and Chinese actions will objectively strengthen 
bourgeois nationalism in Bengla Desh. The Awami League and other 
nationalists will be the immediate beneficiaries of Pakistani aggres
sion. \'le therefore draw a line betl,l]een ourselves and the psuedo
Trotskyists of the Liberation Union who uncritically tail after every 
national struggle. Instead, we call for political and military inde
pendence from the bourgeoisie, military support to the defense of 
Bengal, land reform, and the nationalization of industry based on 
workers control and the expropriation of the bourgeoisie. In short, 
we support the creation of a workers and peasants government in 
Bengal. 

CEYLON--A "PROGRESSIVE POLE" 

The popular front government of I"lrs. Bandaranaike in Ceylon is 
a classic government of alliance with the bourgeoisie. Working class 
parties uniting with their class enemies to institute a few reforms 
and ultimately heading off revolutionary movement by the masses. 
Such was the Provisional Government of Kerensky in Russia in 1917. 
The Mensheviks supported Kerensky, but the Bolsheviks,led by Lenin 
and against the policy of Stalin in March and April, refused any 
support to the regime. Lenin and Trotsky pOinted out that even the 
democratic tasks would not be carried to completion unless the work
ing class took full power. If the bourgeois Kerensky regime were 
able to consolidate itself, the revolution would eventually be be
headed. 

In Ceylon, Pabloism (a revisionist trend within the Trotskyist 
movement) has been carried to its inevitable and logical conclusion 
in the form of the Lanka Sarna Samaja party's (LSSP) entry into a 
coalition government. Although USec, the international group which 
the SWP affiliates with (and which Milt Zazlow also identifies with) 
has expelled the LSSP from its ranks. The LSSP's action was only 
the logical conclusion of USec's relying on the inevitable left 
development of petit-bourgeois formations and .labor bureaucracies. 
That is relying on every force but the working class mobilized on 
an independent basis through the building of a r·larxist-Leninist party 

The student "Guevarist" leadership of the uprising of tens of 
thousands of downtrodden plantation workers was without doubt an 
adventurist disaster, but it was broad and deep and certainly no 
CIA plot as Chou En Lai alleged in a post-mop-up extension of aid to 
the bankrupt Ceylonese government. The Peking Review has consistent
ly hailed the Ceylonese "restrictions on foreign capital" and other 
measures, which, instituted in a way that protects the property of 
the bourgeoisie, only contributes to Ceylon's mortgage to the U.S. 
controlled World Bank. Popular front governments like those in Cey
lon and Chile only indicate those countries stand on the eve of civil 
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war between the proletariat and bourgeoisie; their governments must 
be exposed. The uncritical Chinese praise of Bandaranaike's govern
ment can only foster illusions that some "third" form of state is 
possible. 

The main lesson on the state learned by the Bolsheviks in the 
Russian February revolution was summed up by Lenin when he said: 
"The dictatorship of a Single class is necessary •••• The forms of' 
bourgeois state are extremely variegated, but their essence is the 
same; in one way or another, all these states are in the last analy
sis inevitably the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. The transition 
from capitalism to Communism will certainly bring a great variety 
of and abundance of political forms, but the essence will inevitably 
be only one: the dictatorship of the proletariat." (Lenin, State 
and Revolution, p.32) 

Spreading illusions about the state is part of the Maoist stock 
and trade. The Indonesian massacre of 500,000 communists and their 
supporters took place in 1965 six weeks after }\~ao sent the ignomin
ious message of support to the Indonesian CP in its uncritical sup
port and participation in the "progressive" Sukarno regime. (Su
karno had even dropped out of the U. N. ) The fJIaoist theories of 
"two-stage" revolution, of joint dictatorships, of progressive bour
geoisies, of new democracy and national democracy, trace their lin
eage to Russian Nenshevism by way of Stalin. They are deep-rooted 
prejudices and need to be overthrown. 

J APAN--PO'J.1ENTIAL CENTER FOR ASIAN SOCIALISM 

The absurdity and tragedy of f'.'1ao' s alliance \-1ith the bourgeoisie 
internationally is illustrated in the case of Japan. Mao calls for 
a "peoples democratic dictatorship" to include all classes of Japan
ese society who are supposedly all oppressed by-u.S. imperialism. 
In reality this is no more than a cynical attempt at a China-Japan 
alliance against the U.S. at the expense of the Japanese working 
class. 

A Japanese socialist revolution, liberating the powerful indus
trial base of Japan, would stand as a workers bastion against U.S. 
imperialism in Asia and provide the material and cultural basis for 
the construction of Asian socialism. It would further severely 
threaten the very existence of the Maoist bureaucracy, leading to 
its overthrow and the rebuilding of a truly proletarian international 
course in China. 

VIETNAM--A NEW BETRAYAL IN THE WORKS 

The L.A. TIMES reported this week that Chou En Lai had made 
clear that China is prepared to participate in a new Geneva-type 
conference. At the very moment when the U.S. is nearly unable to 
continue the war, China is stepping fOri'lard (following in Russia' s 
footsteps) to bail the U.S. out and betray Vietnam. This is a 
harsh statement, but let us review the first two Geneva accords. In 
1954, with the French defeated at Dien Bien Phu and unable to continue 
the war, the "Great Powers"--China included--urged the Viet Minh 
to accept partition of Vietnam and thereby abandoning on the confer-
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ence table the fruits of military victory in the fire. This settle
ment set the stage for the present Vietnam war. Also, it was none 
other th~~ Chou himself who pressed for the removal from the agenda 
of the Laotian and Cambodian questions, thus necessitating a second 
Geneva meeting in 1962, this time to establish a lIneutralist" gov
ernment in Laos. 

These betrayals mark a sharp contrast to the Bolshevik practice 
at Brest-Litovsk (1918) where a necessary compromise was openly 
treated as such and the Russian delegation to the negotiations 
headed by Trotsky, talked over the heads of the German delegation 
to the soldiers in the trenches to rise up and overthrow their gov
ernments. The Geneva accords have been more in the tradition of 
hypocri tical bourgeois diplomacy with Chou standing silently :for 
the French national anthem and the Vietnamese calling their retreat 
an advance. 

The pattern of Chinese intervention at a moment of upsurge, 
revolution or even on the eve of victory is no accident or mere 
journalistic fact-selection. It is a consequence of the narrow c.on
ception typical of a parasitic bureaucracy long since alien to the 
workers and the world revolution. A complete victory of the NLF in 
Vietnam ,-/Ould bring to power an independent base which might oppose 
the existing bureaucracies; it might make the U.S. imperialists 
frantic and endanger a rapprochement. "WouldL'1' tit be better" II the 
pragmatists argue, "to settle for half a loaf (which is after all 
better than none) and reap the benefits, not of a socialist revo
lution in Vietnam, but of mutually advantageous alliance with the 
U.S." Dressed up in the rhetoric of I~aoism, this is just about 
the answer we get. 

FOREIGN POLICY AND THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION 

Foreign policy has its roots in domestic policy and is an ex
tension of it. There has been a right turn domestically as well. 
Wilfred Burchett, who writes for the Guardian, and who was for a 
longtime either neutral in the Sino-Soviet dispute or pro-Soviet 
has recently corne over to l\laoism. In the past, he always avoided 
reporting factional struggles but now he has reported in some de
tail the semi-mystical struggle of Hao against the "left" in China. 
It seems that an "ultra-left current" "raiSing the red flag to op
pose the red flag" is now being purged and associated with all the 
excesses of the cultural revolution period (calling back ambassa-

. dors, et c. ) • 

PLP, in its break with Maoism, makes an important analytical 
error here. They belieye that Mao has reversed the cultural revo
lution. But they miss the whole pOint. The present right turn in 
foreign policy is the harvest of the Cultural Revolution. It is 
PL's unwillingness to come to terms with the roots in Stalinism 
that has led them to their leftward-moving theoretical impasse. 

It is fIJao who conducts the present policy and it was Hao who 
organized the Cultural Revolution. By shoring up the cult of Mao 
as one of its major objectives, the Cultural Revolution insured 
that any "left" opposition v/ould be narrowly confined to the same 
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premises that have given rise to the present policy. The present 
course has freed the hand of the Maoist wing of the bureaucracy to 
pursue a course increasingly to the right even of Liu Shao Chi. 

The social gains of the Chinese revolution stand in jeopardy un
less the present viciously limiting circle of economic development 
can be broken and the disastrous policies of the Maoist bureaucracy 
reversed. In order to set the Chinese revolution onto the "road 
of socialism," it is necessary for the working class, led by a 
vanguard Leninist-Trotslcyist party, to overthrm'l the bureaucracy in 
a political revolution. 

PESTANA-AVAKIAN-ZAZLOW 

Tonight's debate pits two varieties of petit-bourgeois nation
alism against one another. The battle is between tailing Chinese 
Great Nation Chauvinism and tailing the.bourgeoisies of the oppress
ed nations. 

The dialogue could use a rather heavy dose of proletarian 
internationalism. 

TOI"lORROW w"E \'lILL DISTRIBUTE PART II OF THIS LEAFLET DEALING \vITH 
THE RU'S "STRATEGIC UNITED FRONT" Al~D THE IMPLICATIONS OF fJIAOISM 
FOR U.S. REVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY. 

FOR FURTHER INFORrffiTION AND DOCUMENTS, WRITE: 

COMMUNIST \OlORKING COLLECTIVE (CWC) 
P.O. BOX 72098 WATTS STATION 
LOS Al~GELES, CALIF. 90002 
569-7967 

1-16 July 1971_1 
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THE STRA.TEGIC "UNITED" FRONT 
BLUEPRINT FOR PROLETARIAN DEFEAT 

Imperialism is moving toward an economic and political cr~s~s 
on a scale comparablE: to the 19305. Nothing at all about revolu
tionary strategy can be understood unless this fundamental charac
teristic of the period \'Je are going through is grasped. 

Lin Piao spoke of the "temporary postponement of the revolution 
in the west" and built his entire strategy on this conception. The 
scenario of the countryside surrounding the cities: with the 
colonial world acting as the "countryside" and the advanced coun
tries as the "cities" is not only a profoundly erroneous conception 
of the \'Jorld revolutionary process but a complete misreading of the 
history of working class struggles in the last forty years. Lin 
Piao's thesis represents a profound pessimism regarding the role of 
the \-larking clas s • 

The "temporary postponement of the revolution in the West" was 
a direct cons~quence of the revisionist line that permeated the 
Third International during the Thirties until Stalin decided to 
liquidate the International in the early Forties. In other words, 
the crisis which faced the working class movement then and which is 
facing it once again today is the crisis of revolutionary leadership. 

It is impossible for the Chinese or the RU's Avakian to under
stand this idea because to understand it is to make a thorough 
critique of the failure of Stalin's International. If Stalin's 
policies were "in the main" correct, then the reason the Germans, 
French, Spaniards, and the Italians were defeated both before World 
War II and again after World War II is because imperialism was too 
strong ~ §:. system; i.e., the objective conditions for revoluti~ 
did not actually exist. The Communist Parties, after all, led a 
majority or near majority of the working class in the countries in 
question. 

The "strategic 'united' front against imperialism" is, in the 
last analysis, a rehash of the Stalinist policies of the middle 
Thirties. It is a thinly veiled effort to resurrect the very same 
policies which brought to the working class its greatest defeats. 

It is for this reason that the Revolutionary Union pretends not 
to have a past, why it claims it has only a "primitive understand
ing." In our opinion it is why the R.U. won't have a future--at 
least a future which contributes positively to the socialist revo
lution. 

"HISTORY IS BUNK" 

The disastrous ultra-left policy of the Comintern 1928-1933 
prevented a united front of the working class and thereby contri
buted to a fasci~t victory in Germany--a victory achieved without 
so much as a shot fired by the then largest Communist Party in the 
International outside of the Soviet Union. The C.I. was thrown into 
panic-stricken confusion. A headlong 'shift to the Right ensued 
which culminated in the 7th Congress of the Cornintern at which 
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Dimitrov's strategy of a united front against fascism was adopted. 
The C. 1. never met again and seven years later, the compromised 
and bureaucratized C.I. ViaS dissolved by fiat from Stalin without 
~ much as a peep from any of the member parties. His brief state
ment declared that the C.1. had "done its vlOrk" (!) and that noW' the 
allie s could see the Soviets were "genuine (!) anti-fasci·sts." 

In essence Dimitrov's policy meant that the Leninist-Trotskyist 
strategy of a united front of the working class (see Left-Wing 
Communism--An Infantile Disorder) would now be abandoned for a popul
ar front policy of all-class unity against fascism, which only em
braced the "reactionary" section of the bourgeoisie. The popular 
front meant a bloc of the Communists, Social-Democrats, and liberal 
bourgeois parties to wage either an electoral or military struggle 
against fascism. Although the Communists sought to lead the bloc, 
leadership meant organizational control around a program of bour
geois democracy. Thus in Spain the defense of the Republic and in
definite suspension of the perspective of proletarian dictatorship; 
in France a bloc with the liberal bourgeoisie with no inroads into 
bourgeois property or dismantling of the state. After the War, ·it 
meant surrendering their guns in France and Italy and joining bour
geois coalition governments. 

The policy of Stalin in Western Europe after 1934 became indis
tinguishable from that of Social-Democracy. This purely reformist 
conception which attempted to reconcile antagonistic classes in a 
coalition government had nothing in common with Bolshevik theory and 
practice. It was in fact borrowed from Kautsky, the revisionist 
leader of the 2nd International, vlho envisioned that "Between the 
time of the pure proletarian democratic state and the pure bourgeois, 
there is a period of transition from one into the other. This has 
its corresponding period of political tranSition, when the govern
ment as a rule should take the form of a coalition government." 

THE CHINESE PUZZLE 

The general strategiC proposal of the Chinese can be expressed 
in the slogan "Build a united front (read: popular front) against 
imperialism" and is embodied in the Polemic with the So-viets. The 
strategy calls for the building of a "world\-lide united front against 
U. S. imperialism." Imperialist Japan, for example, should build, 
according to I\iao, a broad "patriotic united front of all strata" 
including "many big Japanese entrepreneurs" to oppose U. S. imperial
ism. The recent telegram from Mao Tse Tung to Madame DeGaulle and 
Chou En Lai's attendance at the funeral (laying a wreath at the 
grave) is in the finest tradition of class collaboration. DeGaulle, 
it seems, says an echo from the past, is a "genuine anti-fascist." 
These Chinese actions are designed to prevent the French proletariat 
from forming a vanguard party based on the strategiC perspective of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat in the form of a Soviet United 
States of Europe. . 

The crisis in all U.S. Maoist tendencies is rooted in the appli
cation of this strategy to the U.S. The only document that deals 
directly ~vi th the United States, aside from statements on the Ne gro 
Question, is the Open Letter to the CPUSA (1963). The Chinese call 
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for "an anti-monopoly united front against imperialist policies (!) 
of aggression and war." This strategy, if consistently applied to 
the U.S. is bound to bring forth the popular front. 

In this remarkable document (to the CPUSA), the Chinese advise 
us to "enrich the· revolutionary tradition of William Z. Foster." 
Foster was leader of the CP long after it had degenerated into a 
revisionist party. He fully supported the CP line in the 1930s 
and was conciliatory toward Browder when he dissolved the party in 
1944. Foster was the main architect of the "anti-monopoly coalitionll 
which still dominates the CP today (although Foster's version en
visioned a bit more violence). The Party's accommodation to Roose
velt's New Deal, which sealed its doom as a revisionist party, al-
so took place under the advice of Stalin who was still supposedly, 
"in the main" a great revolutionist. 

Mao's revisionist strate.gy is veiled (and thereby maintained) 
through its extreme indefiniteness. The strategic formulations, 
even those concerning the "united front," are subject \,lithin limits 
to various interpretations. This accounts for the total inconsis
tency of Ivlaois t amalgams. The Weathermen, the Venceremos RU spli t
off, the Panthers, etc., insofar as they are conSistent, stress the 
armed worldwide united front against imperialism. They are detach
ments of a revolutionary army already in action. Weatherman has 
even carried this to its theoretical extreme. 

These currents reflect profound pessimism with regard to the 
industrial proletariat and the prospects for an American revolution. 
The Right opportunist line is expressed in the "strategic united 
front" of the Avaki.an R. U. group and reflects the same peSSimism in 
the proletariat by appealing exclusively to the lowest common de
nominator. Maoism is the source of both these deviations. 

THE .;,.;.RI;;,;;..G....,;H.;;.,;T;..;.W.;;.,;A.;;.,;R;;;;;.,D _MO_T_I_O_N OF THE ~ 

The dilemma of Chinese strategy for the U. S. may be posed in 
the following \'lay: If it is necessary to unite with the bourgeoisie 
everywhere in the world against the U.S. imperialists, then the 
least a U.S. Maoist party should do is not unite with its own 
bourgeoisie which, after all, is oppressing the peoples of the 
world. This seems logical, but since the worldwide "united" :front 
is actually against imperialist policies, and the main focus o:f the 
struggle is to get the imperialists out of, say, Vietnam, then inevi
tably the "united" front must come to include the "progressive" sec
tion of the bourgeoisie Who, for various reasons, begin to call for 
withdrawal. 

The strategy which is essential to brea~ \tlith this reformism 
must establish the independence of the working class from the capi
talist class. There must be a break lvith the capitalist parties afld 
the call for the creatidrt'of a Labor Party; capital:i:st spokesmen 
must be excluded from the anti-war rallies; we must call. for all.U.S. 
troops out of Asia Now; we must call for victory to the ~n~ochinese 
revolution ?-nd no confidence to sellout "leaders" at home or abroad, 
and finally we must call for labor political strikes against tIle war. 

Political strikes by U.S. workers in solidarity with the Indo
chinese working people could compel the capitalists to face an 
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enemy even more potent than the Vietnamese revolution--a powerrul, 
organized and conscious working class in struggle for its own class 
interests in the very citadel of imperialism. Such a program would 
constitute part of the transition, or approach to the perspective 
of a workers dictatorship. 

The RU remains ambiguous about its approach to the revolution. 
Rhetorically it calls for a "single stage" revolution in the U.S., 
but its programmatic line and its adherence to the Chinese push it 
in another direction. The RU upholds a minimum and maximum program. 
The minimum program is "anti-imperialist" (the polic'ies or the' 's'ys
tem--take your pick), and short of the dictatorship of the prole=
tariat, and the maximum program is socialism and communism, which 
means in RU language, the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

The division of the Marxist program into minimum and maximum 
sections must eventually be crowned with the division of the social 
revolution into "two-s tages" which means into no revolution at all. 
The minimum-maximum controversy was exploded with the failure or the 
2nd International. The 3rd International, in its first four con
gresses, developed the forms of transition and the transitional 
demands to the single stage proletarian revolution. 

The series of left split-offs from the RU and the RU's desperate 
attempt to keep up with the rightward drift of China indicate a 
rightest consolidation in the organization. In programmatic terms, 
this means a greater emphasis on the formulations which will serve 
outright reformism. 

THE TROTSKYIST ALTERNATIVE 

The crisis of capitalist society is developing to the pOint 
where all the necessary objective conditions for the conquest or 
povler by the proletariat will shortly be met. Only the· present 
subject! ve conditions (entire class under reformist leadership and 
the absence of international communist leadership) can prevent the 
victory of the proletariat. The construction of this international 
leadership is thus the most important task presently posed before 
the communist movement. 

Such an international leadership can only be built on the basis 
of irreconcilable opposition to Stalinism and all other forms of 
reformism. In essence this means rebuilding the. Fourth Internation
al, which was founded by Trotsky in opposition to the degeneration 
of the Third International,and making it the most powerful force in 
the international working class movement. 

"The strategic task of the Fourth International lies not in 
reforming capitalism but in its overthrow. Its.political aim is 
the conquest of povler by the proletariat for the purpose of expro
priating the bourgeoisie." (The Death AgO~Y of Capitalism ~ the 
Tasks of the Fourth International, Trotsky -- . 

Not only must the F.I. lead the struggle of the proletariat in 
the advanced imperialist countries and in the semi-colonial world, 
but equally critical is the construction of Leninist-Trotskyist 
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parties in the degenerated (Russia) and deformed (China, Korea~ 
North Vietnam, Cuba, Eastern Europe) workers states in order to 
lead the political revolution against the Stalinist bureaucracies 
and clear the road toward socialism. 

The program of revolutionary I~arxism as developed during the 
first four congresses of the Third International under the leader
ship of Lenin and 'I'rotsky finds its direct continuation in the 
1938 Program of the F. I. This program is based on the concept of 
transi tional demands, that is, demands "stemming from today' s con
ditions and from today's consciousness of wide layers of the working 
class and unalterably leading to one final conclusion: the conquest 
of power by the proletariat." (Trotsky) . 

The Transitional Program thus serves as a bridge linking the 
daily class struggle of the workers with the socialist program of 
proletarian revolution. It is a program whose demands are not gov
erned by the constraints placed on them by capitalist production, 
but which express the objective needs of the proletariat as a class 
irrespective of whether they can be realized under capitalism. 
Finally, the complete implementation of the Transitional Program 
can only take place if the proletariat seizes state power, and 
expropriates the bourgeoisie; i.e., accomplishes the socialist 
revolution. 

WORKER'S DEMOCRACY 

Zaslow's withering critique of Stalinisrn* coinCiding with the 
news of the Nixon trip to China left Avakian defenseless on the 
podium. Provoked by the above and by Part I of our leaflet, Ava
kian threatened a member of CrlC (who \'las once an RU member) with 
physical violence if he returns to the Long I'iarch tonight. 

We consider these strong-arm tactics antithetical to the prin
ciple of democratic discussion among working class tendencies.·· It 
is essential, not only for the present health of the working class 
movement, but to prepare it to rule, that these practices, histori
cally associated with Stalinism, cease. We also consider it obli
gatory to defend this fundamental r·1arxist principle. 

SPARTACIST-CWC FUSION 

The Trotskyist "splitters and wreckers" of the CWC and the 
Spartacist Le.ague are carrying out a principled fusion of the two 
organizations in order to "unite and construct" a revolutionary 
party. . 

*Our two criticisms of Zaslow's line in Part I of this leaflet did 
not materialize in the debate and therefore we withdraw them as un
founded. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTS CONCERNING LENIN'S AND STALIN'S 
POSITION ON "SOCIALISM IN ONE COUNTRY," WRITE: 

Communist Working Collective (CWC), P.O. Box 72098 Watts Station, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90002 (569-7967) 
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Joint declaration

On “Third Worldism” and the description of the “Three Worlds”

We  wish  to  warn  about  an  erroneous  line  that  is  dangerous  for  the  International  Communist
Movement :  “Third  Worldism”.  This  conception  negates  the  national  frame,  the  dialectical
movement of reality and develops ultra-leftist topics which bring only confusion.

As we know, the Communist Party of China noted in 1963, in a reply to the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union also known as the letter in 25 points:

“The various types of contradictions in the contemporary world are concentrated in the 
vast areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America; these are the most vulnerable areas under 
imperialist rule and the storm centers of world revolution dealing direct blows at 
imperialism (…).

Certain persons in the international communist movement are now taking a passive or 
scornful or negative attitude towards the struggles of the oppressed nations for 
liberation. They are in fact protecting the interests of monopoly capital, betraying those 
of the proletariat, and degenerating into social democrats.

The attitude taken towards the revolutionary struggles of the people in the Asian, 
African and Latin American countries is an important criterion for differentiating those 
who want revolution from those who do not and those who are truly defending world 
peace from those who are abetting the forces of aggression and war.“ (1)

This  is  the  basic  understanding  of  the  world  according  dialectical  materialism.  The  capitalist
countries manage to organize the terrible exploitation of the semi-colonial semi-feudal countries. In
this process, they are able to produce a labor aristocracy which serves capitalism. Lenin writes in
his classical “Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism”:

“Capitalism has now singled out a handful (less than one-tenth of the inhabitants of the 
globe; less than one-fifth at a most “generous” and liberal calculation) of exceptionally 
rich and powerful states which plunder the whole world simply by “clipping coupons” 
(…).

Obviously, out of such enormous superprofits (since they are obtained over and above 
the profits which capitalists squeeze out of the workers of their “own” country) it 
is possible to bribe the labour leaders and the upper stratum of the labour aristocracy. 
And that is just what the capitalists of the “advanced” countries are doing: they are 
bribing them in a thousand different ways, direct and indirect, overt and covert (…).

They are the real agents of the bourgeoisie in the working-class movement, the labour 
lieutenants of the capitalist class, real vehicles of reformism and chauvinism.” (2)

On one side, we have strong capitalist countries, able to produce agents of the bourgeoisie in the
ranks of the working class, paralyzing in a relative manner the revolutionary activity of the working
class;  on  the  other  side,  we  have  oppressed  countries  in  which  exploitation  is  so  strong  that
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rebellion can develop itself in a much better manner.

Nevertheless, these are tendencies. For example, in the oppressed countries, it is possible that semi-
feudalism or semi-colonialism is so strong that revolution is, in a relative manner, slowed. Religious
fanaticism  is  a  reactionary  tendency  which  is  very  strong  where  feudalism  is  particularly
established. Nationalism can be very developed in countries where bureaucratic capitalism knows a
period of development.

In the same way, pauperism is a natural tendency of capitalism.
The  contradiction  between  bourgeoisie  and  proletariat  is
antagonistic  and  therefore  the  masses,  even  in  the  capitalist
countries, come always more in a situation of poverty. This is
the  law,  explained  by  Karl  Marx  in  the  Capital,  of  capital
accumulation, and rejected by social-democratic reformism who
affirms that the standard of living of the masses can always be
better within capitalism.

“Third  worldism”  is  here  an  ideology  which  negates  the
dialectics of reality. It pretends that capitalism can be peaceful
and  always  in  progress  in  the  capitalist  countries.  This  is
counter-revolutionary. But it doesn't express it openly: it hides
its vision of a peaceful capitalism through the “revolutionary”
affirmation of the “Third world”.

“Third worldism” spreads the same vision of capitalism as the social-democratic reformists, but
with a tactic of pretending of being “revolutionary” in negating this so-called peaceful capitalism in
the name of the “Third World”.

This is an ultra-left deviation which only helps, in fact, the popularizers of a “peaceful” capitalism,
as it says the same, even if pretending to be “against”.

This  is  an  ultra-left  deviation  which  negates  the  class  antagonism  between  bourgeoisie  and
proletariat in the capitalist countries, promoting capitulation in the name of the “superiority” of
imperialism.

This is an ultra-left deviation supporting a “national” conception of the revolution, when in fact the
question is always a democratic one: the struggle of the oppressed countries is not the one of a
nation  against  another,  but  of  the  masses  for  democracy  against  exploitation  and  oppression
organized by a ruling class of another country.

The ultra-left “Third Worldist” conception has the same view on imperialist capitalism as the social-
democratic reformists, considering it as without antagonism; it has an anti-dialectical point of view,
giving birth to a metaphysical conception of the “Third World”.

This is the same ideology as Lin Biao, who attempted a fascist coup in red China under the disguise
of a “Third Worldist” line.

It is necessary here to stress what we should really understand as “Third World”. It is Mao Zedong
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who popularized this concept; let's quote him here when he made a description of the world.

“The U.S. and the Soviet Union have a lot of atomic bombs, and they are richer. Europe,
Japan, Australia and Canada, of the Second World, do not possess so many atomic 
bombs and are not so rich as the First World, but richer than the Third World.”(3)

As we know, there was then already an attempt of the capitalist roaders in red China, led by Deng
Xiaoping, to misuse this description to promote an alliance of the “Second World” to the “Third
World”.

This brought a lot of confusion and a lack of understanding sometimes. Let's see here the correct
interpretation of the Communist Party of Peru through Gonzalo and Gonzalo Thought:

“The first world is the two superpowers, the U.S. and the USSR which contend for 
world hegemony and which can unleash an imperialist war.

They are superpowers because they are economically, politically, and militarily more 
powerful compared to the other powers. The U.S. has an economy centered on non-state
monopoly of property; politically, it develops a bourgeois democracy with a growing 
restriction of rights. It is a reactionary liberalism; militarily, it is the most powerful in 
the west and has a longer process of development.

The USSR is economically based on a state monopoly, with a politically fascist 
dictatorship of a bureaucratic bourgeoisie and is a top-level military power although its 
process of development is shorter. The U.S. seeks to maintain its dominance and also to 
expand it.

The USSR aims more towards expansion because it is a new superpower and 
economically it is in her interests to dominate Europe to improve its conditions. In 
synthesis, they are two superpowers which do not constitute a block but have 
contradictions, clear mutual differences, and they move within the law of collusion and 
contention for the redivision of the world.

The second world are the imperialist powers which are not superpowers, but have 
smaller economic, political, and military power such as Japan, Germany, France, Italy, 
etc. which have contradictions with the superpowers because they sustain, for example, 
the devaluation of the dollar, military restrictions, and political impositions; these 
imperialist powers want to take advantage of the contention between the superpowers in
order for them to emerge as new superpowers, and they also unleash wars of aggression 
against the oppressed nations and furthermore, acute contradictions exist among them.

The third world is composed of the oppressed nations of Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America. They are colonies or semi-colonies where feudalism has not been destroyed, 
and on that basis a bureaucratic capitalism unfolds, they are tied to a superpower or 
imperialist power. They have contradictions with imperialism, furthermore they fight 
against their own big bourgeoisie and landlords, both of which are at the service of and 
in collusion with imperialism, especially with the superpowers (…).

The contradiction of the oppressed nations, on one side, against the superpowers and 
imperialist powers, on the other. Here the thesis of the three worlds is delineated, and 
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we formulate it this way because the kernel of that contradiction lies with the 
superpowers but it is also a contradiction with the imperialist powers.

This is the principal contradiction and its solution is the development and victory of 
new democratic revolutions.”

This correct interpretation was not made by numerous parties and organizations around the world.
For example, the TKP/ML in Turkey and the Party of Labor of Albania had the same unilateral
conception of the “Three Worlds” theory.

The TKP/ML rejected it in defending Mao Zedong who according it
couldn't have supported it and the Party of Labor of Albania rejected
it in attacking Mao Zedong presented as its supporter, assimilating
him with Deng Xiaoping.

In fact, the conception of “Three Worlds” was only a description
permitting to apprehend in a better way the contradiction between
imperialist powers i.e. between imperialist powers and imperialist
superpowers; it never meant to be a concept to use mechanically.

To be scientific, we should use the same distinction within the semi-
colonial semi-feudal countries. Some of them are “expansionists”, like Siraj Sikder noted it in the
particular situation of East Bengal facing Pakistan and then India, which are both semi-colonial
semi-feudal, but aggressive as expansionist countries.

We have also to note here that, in this particular case, the Chinese state internationally represented
by third wordlists did not support the East Bengal Liberation Movement as they thought it was
going against Pakistan which was their international diplomatic ally.

Siraj Sikder being a genuine communist, understanding Mao Zedong and his teachings, vigorously
carried national liberation war against Pakistan. So, his guiding thought directly went against the
third wordlist view that thought Pakistan, as oppressed country, cannot have a colony. The third
wordlists do not find any contradiction inside a third world country.

This is an important particularity of third worldism: it rejects dialectics and so the contradictions of
the oppressed countries, which are not “national states” but semi-colonial semi-feudal countries.

In early 70s, the pro Moscow groups supported
the Indian expansionism and its  lackeys while
the  pro  China  third  worldists  supported
Pakistani expansionism and its lackeys.

Everywhere  in  the  world,  in  the  oppressed
countries,  we  can  see  that  the  revisionists
support  bureaucratic  capitalism and feudalism,
in a nationalistic approach, working at the same
time for imperialists and expansionists that they
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choose as being “progressive”.

In the imperialist countries, this trend exists also, particularly in the second world and its games
against the superpowers.

In  Belgium  and  France,  for  example,  imperialist
countries,  organizations  claiming  Marxism-
Leninism  Mao  Zedong  Thought  and  politically
active  in  1960's,  1970's,  1980's  all  refers  to  the
“three worlds” in  all  their  theoretical productions;
but there was in no way a right understanding of the
“three worlds” as a “tool” for a better understanding
of  the  contradictions  between  imperialist
superpowers and imperialist powers..

Here,  however,  the  most  negative  example  of  a
mechanistic misuse of the “three worlds” as “overall

strategic course of action” has to be credited to the Belgian organization AMADA-TPO becoming
in 1979 the PTB-PVBA - who forgot opportunistically that a theory which knows no class can never
be a theory of the proletariat.

Thus, in its “Agenda for peace, national independence, people's democracy and socialism”, dated
from May 8, 1976, AMADA-TPO explained that as part of the analysis of power relations between
“rising and aggressive Russian hegemonism and US imperialism in decline which is in a defensive
position”, it would be necessary to understand NATO as a framework within which it would be
possible  to  conclude  a  defensive  alliance  with  the  United  States,  based  on  the  principles:
“sovereignty, independence and "rely on its own forces", equality and mutual non-interference”.

Tumbling  in  the  most  complete  subjectivism in  wishing  to  form a  united  block  with  the  US
imperialism  and  the  Belgian  bourgeoisie,  AMADA-PTO
analyzed thus NATO as a “shelter” where it would be possible
to  support  all  the  trends  moving  in  the  national  claims
mentioned..

It is not difficult to understand that these designs have nothing
to do with the “three worlds” popularized by Mao Zedong and
Gonzalo, since for AMADA-TPO, NATO, although understood
as completely under the thumb of the US imperialism, became
the  guarantor  of  equality,  mutual  non-interference,  national
independence.

To  support  their  “scientific  evidence”  on  “American
imperialism in decline”, it was particularly referred to Hua Guo
Feng  and  Deng  Xiaoping  quotations  drawn  from  “Beijing
Review” of the end of 1976, so after the victory of the anti-
Party revisionist clique in China.
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AMADA-TPO was having a mask of a Marxist-Leninist organization Mao Zedong Thought; in
practice, it was already a populist organization, advocating basically a “social” line and celebrating
fascist China of the period after Mao Zedong.

A very  similar  evolution  was  followed  by  the  French
PCMLF.

This shows the necessity of an analysis of reality, on the
basis of dialectical materialism, through participation to
the class struggle and with the birth of a guiding thought;
revolution can not be base on subjectivism, on rupturism,
even in the name of the third world.

Ultra-leftist deviation is always based on subjectivism. It
is  the  pretension  of  saying  “no”  individually  to
oppression,  without  any  scientific  understanding  of
exploitation.

There are nowadays two main “Third Worldist” structures
in  the  USA  for  example,  the  “Revolutionary  Anti-
imperialist  Movement”  and  “Leading  Light”.  Both
pretended to be Maoist, to abandon it those last months:
after  having pretended to be of proletarian nature,  they
can only tip always more in subjectivism. This phenomenon already happened in the 1970's-1980's,
with the Weather Underground in the USA and the Red Army Fraction in Western Germany.

Those genuine revolutionaries failed to build a guiding thought, to find a revolutionary way in their
own country, and so they found “elsewhere” the motor of the revolution. Let's quote here the Red
Army Fraction:

“If the people of the Third World are the vanguard of the anti-imperialist revolution, 
then that means that they objectively represent the greatest hope for people in the 
metropole to achieve their own freedom.

If this is the case, then it is our duty to establish a connection between the liberation 
struggle of the peoples of the Third World and the longing for freedom in the metropole 
wherever it emerges. This means in grade schools, in high schools, in factories, in 
families, in prisons, in office cubicles, in hospitals, in head offices, in political parties, 
in unions—wherever.

Against everything that openly negates, suppresses, and destroys this connection: 
consumerism, the media, co-management, opportunism, dogmatism, authority, 
paternalism, brutality, and alienation.

“This means us!” We are revolutionary subjects.

Whoever begins to struggle and to resist is one of us.” (5)
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This is subjectivism. Revolution in the imperialist countries do not depend of a “connection” with
the Third World, but of a guiding Thought which is in the frame of the World Revolution. To say
something else means to negate the antagonistic contradiction between bourgeoisie and proletariat
in a capitalist country.

In each country, the contradiction is internal; as Mao explained it in “On contradiction”:

“The fundamental cause of the development of a thing is not external but internal; it lies
in the contradictoriness within the thing. There is internal contradiction in every single 
thing, hence its motion and development.”

In  this  sense,  Third  Worldism  is  a  reactionary  ideology,  bringing  only  confusion  and  which
bourgeois goal is to block the study of reality through dialectical materialism, nowadays: Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism.

Let's study Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, unite under the banner of Maoism!

Reject subjectivism, forge the revolutionary conditions for a guiding Thought!

People's War until Communism!

November 2015

Marxist Leninist Maoist Communist Party of Bangladesh

Marxist Leninist Maoist Center of Belgium

Communist Party of France (marxist leninist maoist)
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(1) Communist Party of China - The letter in 25 points

(1) First document

On June 14, 1963, the Communist Party of China replied in a letter to the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union; it became then famous as the letter in 25 points. The eighth point deals with the
question of Asia, Africa and Latin America, presented as the “storm centers of world revolution”.

(8) The various types of contradictions in the contemporary world are concentrated in the vast areas
of Asia, Africa and Latin America; these are the most vulnerable areas under imperialist rule and the
storm centers of world revolution dealing direct blows at imperialism.

The  national  democratic  revolutionary  movement  in  these  areas  and  the  international  socialist
revolutionary movement are the two great historical currents of our time.

The national democratic revolution in these areas is an important component of the contemporary
proletarian world revolution.

The anti-imperialist revolutionary struggles of the people
in  Asia,  Africa  and  Latin  America  are  pounding  and
undermining the foundations of the rule of imperialism
and  colonialism,  old  and  new,  and are  now a  mighty
force in defense of world peace.

In a sense, therefore, the whole cause of the international
proletarian  revolution  hinges  on  the  outcome  of  the
revolutionary struggles of the people of these areas who
constitute  the  overwhelming  majority  of  the  world's
population.

Therefore, the anti-imperialist revolutionary struggle of
the people in Asia, Africa and Latin America is definitely
not merely a matter of regional significance but one of
overall  importance  for  the  whole  cause  of  proletarian
world revolution.

Certain  persons  now  go  so  far  as  to  deny  the  great
international significance of the anti-imperialist revolutionary struggles of the Asian, African and
Latin American peoples and, on the pretext of breaking down the barriers of nationality, color and
geographical location, are trying their best to efface the line of demarcation between oppressed and
oppressor  nations  and  between  oppressed  and  oppressor  countries  and  to  hold  down  the
revolutionary struggles of the peoples in these areas.

In fact,  they cater to the needs of imperialism and create a new "theory" to justify the rule of
imperialism in these areas and the promotion of its policies of old and new colonialism. Actually,
this "theory" seeks not to break down the barriers of nationality, color and geographical location but
to maintain the rule of the "superior nations" over the oppressed nations. It is only natural that this
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fraudulent "theory" is rejected by the people in these areas.

The working class in every socialist country and in every capitalist country must truly put into
effect the fighting slogans, "Workers of all countries, unite!" and "Workers and oppressed nations of
the world, unite!"; it must study the revolutionary experience of the peoples of Asia, Africa and
Latin America, firmly support their revolutionary actions
and  regard  the  cause  of  their  liberation  as  a  most
dependable support for itself  and as directly  in accord
with its own interests.

This is the only effective way to break down the barriers
of nationality, color and geographical location and this is
the only genuine proletarian internationalism.

It  is impossible for the working class in the European
and American capitalist countries to liberate itself unless
it  unites  with  the  oppressed  nations  and  unless  those
nations are liberated. Lenin rightly said,

“The revolutionary movement in the advanced countries would actually be a sheer fraud if, in their
struggle against capital, the workers of Europe and America were not closely and completely united
with the hundreds upon hundreds of millions of "colonial" slaves who are oppressed by capital”
(Lenin, The Second Congress of the Communist International).

Certain persons in the international communist movement are now taking a passive or scornful or
negative attitude towards the struggles of the oppressed nations for liberation.  They are in fact
protecting the interests of monopoly capital, betraying those of the proletariat, and degenerating into
social democrats.

The attitude taken towards the revolutionary struggles of the people in the Asian, African and Latin
American countries is an important criterion for differentiating those who want revolution from
those who do not and those who are truly defending world peace from those who are abetting the
forces of aggression and war.”

(2) Lenin - Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism

(2) Second document

Here an excerpt from Lenin,  “Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism”, dealing with the
question of the labor aristocracy.

“It is precisely the parasitism and decay of capitalism, characteristic of its highest historical stage of
development, i.e., imperialism.

As  this  pamphlet  shows,  capitalism  has  now singled  out  a handful (less  than  one-tenth  of  the
inhabitants  of  the  globe;  less  than  one-fifth  at  a  most  “generous”  and  liberal  calculation)  of
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exceptionally  rich  and  powerful  states  which  plunder  the  whole  world  simply  by  “clipping
coupons”.

Capital exports yield an income of eight to ten thousand million francs per annum, at pre-war prices
and according to pre-war bourgeois statistics. Now, of course, they yield much more.

Obviously, out of such enormous superprofits (since
they are obtained over and above the profits which
capitalists squeeze out of the workers of their “own”
country) it is possible to bribe the labour leaders and
the upper stratum of the labour aristocracy.

And  that  is  just  what  the  capitalists  of  the
“advanced”  countries  are  doing:  they  are  bribing
them  in  a  thousand  different  ways,  direct  and
indirect, overt and covert.

This stratum of workers-turned-bourgeois, or the labour aristocracy, who are quite philistine in their
mode of life, in the size of their earnings and in their entire outlook, is the principal prop of the
Second International, and in our days, the principal social (not military) prop of the bourgeoisie.

For  they  are  the  real agents  of  the  bourgeoisie  in  the  working-class movement,  the  labour
lieutenants  of  the  capitalist  class,  real  vehicles  of  reformism and chauvinism.  In  the  civil  war
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie they inevitably, and in no small numbers. take the side
of the bourgeoisie, the “Versaillese” against the “Communards”.

Unless  the  economic  roots  of  this  phenomenon  are  understood  and  its  political  and  social
significance is appreciated, not a step can be taken toward the solution of the practical problem of
the communist movement and of the impending social revolution.”

(3) Mao Zedong on the three worlds

(3) Third document

This document comes from the from the verbatim record of a discussion on February 22, 1974
between Mao Zedong and Kenneth David Kaunda; it was presented in China as the point of view of
Mao Zedong about the “Three Worlds”.

“Chairman Mao Zedong (hereinafter referred to as Mao): We hope the Third World will unite. The
Third World has a large population!

President Kenneth David Kaunda (hereinafter referred to as Kaunda): That’s right.

Mao: Who belongs to the First World?

Kaunda: I think it ought to be world of exploiters and imperialists.

Mao: And the Second World?
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Kaunda: Those who have become revisionists.

Mao: I hold that the U.S. and the Soviet Union belong to the First World. The middle elements, such
as Japan, Europe, Australia and Canada, belong to the Second World. We are the Third World.

Kaunda: I agree with your analysis, Mr. Chairman.

Mao: The U.S. and the Soviet Union have a lot of atomic bombs, and they are richer. Europe, Japan,
Australia and Canada, of the Second World, do not possess so many atomic bombs and are not so
rich as the First World, but richer than the Third World. What do you think of this explanation?

Kaunda: Mr. Chairman, you analysis is very pertinent and correct.

Mao: We can discuss it.

Kaunda: I  think  we can  reach agreement  without  discussion,  because  I  believe  this  analysis  is
already very pertinent.

Mao: The Third World is very populous.

Kaunda: Precisely so.

Mao: All Asian countries, except Japan, belong to the Third World. All of Africa and also Latin
America belong to the Third World.”

(4) Deng Xiaoping on the three worlds

(4) Fourth document

Deng Xiaoping, the head of the pro-capitalist fraction in the Communist Party of China, presented
publicly the conception of the “three worlds” at the Special Session of the U.N. General Assembly
on April, 10, 1974, as Chairman of the Delegation of the People’s Republic of China. Here is an
excerpt presenting it.

“The United States and the Soviet Union make up the First World. The developing countries in
Asia, Africa, Latin America and other regions make up the Third World. The developed countries
between the two make up the Second World (…).

Innumerable facts show that all views that overestimate the strength of the two hegemonic powers
and underestimate the strength of the people are groundless. It is not the one or two superpowers
that are really powerful; the really powerful are the Third World and the people of all countries
uniting together and daring to fight and daring to win.

Since numerous Third World countries  and people were able  to  achieve political  independence
through protracted struggle, certainly they will also be able, on this basis, to bring about through
sustained struggle a thorough change in the international economic relations which are based on
inequality,  control  and  exploitation  and  thus  create  essential  conditions  for  the  independent
development of their national economy by strengthening their unity and allying themselves with
other countries subjected to superpower bullying as well as with the people of the whole world,
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including the people of the United States and the Soviet Union (…).

The  Third  World  countries  strongly  demand  that  the  present  extremely  unequal  international
economic  relations  be  changed,  and  they  have  made  many  rational  proposals  of  reform.  The
Chinese Government and people warmly endorse and firmly support all just propositions made by
Third World countries.”

(5) Red Army Fraction – Black September

(5) Fifth document

The difference between the red line of Mao Zedong and the black line of Deng Xiaoping (or Lin
Biao)  was  not  understood  in  countries  like  France  and  West  Germany.  Therefore,  in  those
countries,  the  Chinese  position  was taken as  a  whole  as  an  “anti-imperialist”  line  seeing  the
“Third World” as the new protagonist of the world history.

The imperialist “metropole” would, according this line, not possess a revolutionary contradiction
anymore; the genuine revolutionaries would have to follow the “Third World”. This was a position
very strong in the student movement in France and West Germany; in this last case even appeared
an armed organization basing its line on it.

Here  is  the  conception  of  the  Red Army Faction,  in  a statement  made on November 1,  1972,
following the kidnapping and execution of eleven Israeli athletes and officials by the Palestinian
organization “Black September”, during the Summer Olympics in Munich.

“Black September’s strategy is the revolutionary strategy for anti-imperialist struggle, both in the
Third  World  and  in  the  metropole,  given  the  imperialist  conditions  created  by  multinational
corporations (…).

The bomb attack on the Strüver Corporation in Hamburg was an attack on one of Israel’s military
suppliers.

With  their  action  at  the  Olympic  Village,  they  brought  the  conflict  between  the  imperialist
metropole of Israel and the Palestinians from the periphery of the system into its centre—they tore
off the FRG’s “constitutional” mask and revealed the true objective nature of imperialism’s facade:
that they are waging war against the liberation movements of the Third World and that their final
objective is strategic extermination and fascism (…).

The problem with opportunism is that by making use of it Negt reveals things about himself, but
nothing about the world. Having analyzed the system, the revolutionary subject bases his identity on
the knowledge that the people of the Third World are the vanguard,  and on an acceptance that
Lenin’s  concept  of  the  “labor  aristocracy”  regarding  the  masses  in  the  metropole  cannot  be
discounted or dismissed.

On the contrary: everything starts from that point.

The exploitation of the masses in the metropole has nothing to do with Marx’s concept of wage
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labourers from whom surplus value is extracted.

It is a fact that with the increasing division of labor, there has been a tremendous intensification and
spread of  exploitation  in  the  area  of  production,  and work has  become a greater  burden,  both
physically and psychologically.

It is also a fact that with the introduction of the 8-hour workday—
the precondition for increasing the intensity of work—the system
usurped all of the free time people had. To physical exploitation in
the  factory  was  added  the  exploitation  of  their  feelings  and
thoughts, wishes, and utopian dreams—to capitalist despotism in the
factory was added capitalist despotism in all areas of life, through
mass consumption and the mass media.

With the introduction of the 8-hour workday, the system’s 24-hour-
a-day domination of the working class began its triumphal march—
with  the  establishment  of  mass  purchasing  power  and  “peak

income” the system began its triumphal march over the plans, desires, alternatives, fantasies, and
spontaneity of the people; in short, over the people themselves!

The system in the metropole has managed to drag the masses so far down into their own dirt that
they seem to have largely lost any sense of the oppressive and exploitative nature of their situation,
of their situation as objects of the imperialist system. So that for a car, a pair of jeans, life insurance,
and a loan, they will easily accept any outrage on the part of the system. In fact, they can no longer
imagine or wish for anything beyond a car, a vacation, and a tiled bathroom.

It  follows,  however,  that  the  revolutionary  subject  is  anyone  that  breaks  free  from  these
compulsions and refuses to take part in this system’s crimes. All those who find their identity in the
liberation struggles of the people of the Third World, all those who refuse, all those who no longer
participate; these are all revolutionary subjects—comrades (…).

If the people of the Third World are the vanguard of the anti-imperialist revolution, then that means
that they objectively represent the greatest hope for people in the metropole to achieve their own
freedom. If this is the case, then it is our duty to establish a connection between the liberation
struggle of the peoples of the Third World and the longing for freedom in the metropole wherever it
emerges.

This means in grade schools, in high schools, in factories, in families, in prisons, in office cubicles,
in  hospitals,  in  head  offices,  in  political  parties,  in  unions—wherever.  Against  everything  that
openly negates, suppresses, and destroys this connection: consumerism, the media, co-management,
opportunism, dogmatism, authority, paternalism, brutality, and alienation.

“This means us!” We are revolutionary subjects.

Whoever begins to struggle and to resist is one of us.”
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(6) Gudrun Ensslin – Declaration

(6) Sixth document

Gudrun Ensslin, as a member of the West German Red Army Faction, produced a statement on
January 19, 1976, about the Soviet Union, during her trial. She gives the position of the RAF: the
Soviet Union is a passive ally and the only enemy would be the USA. Therefore, the organizations
defending the Maoist line are wrong because they would help the USA in denouncing the Soviet
Union.

“We have clarified the historical and current dialectic between the liberation front on the periphery
and the development of class struggle in the metropole – the dividing line between labor and capital
– which has developed into a front (…).

Using the  Maoist  sects  in  the  Federal  Republic  for  the
political  line:  the  USSR  as  the  main  enemy,  which
strengthens NATO, is objectively reactionary.

Their  ludicrous  anticommunism  extends  to  neutralizing
the  developing  anti-Americanism  and  hampering
awareness  of  the  relationship  of  forces  developing
between revolution and imperialism, the transcontinental
process in and from which the guerilla in the metropole
fights.

As long as their obscure line is based on defending the
fatherland,  they  represent  a  chauvinist  variation  of  the
masses’  revanchism.  Strengthening  NATO  here  and
agitating for illegal struggle in the GDR, their instrumentalization by the CPC repeats the tragedy of
the parties of the Third International in the crisis of 1929-1933 as a farce.

They long ago abandoned the terrain on which the real potential for an anti-fascist Federal Republic
lies – that of resistance:  the form of defensive that they want to organize doesn’t simply anticipate
defeat – it accepts defeat before the struggle has begun.”

(7) Party of Labor of Albania on the three worlds

(7) Seventh document

As soon as  Mao Zedong died,  Enver  Hoxha  and the Party  of  Labor  of  Albania  changed their
position and denounced him as a counter-revolutionary. One of the main argument was the question
of the “Three worlds”, like here in this excerpt of a letter from the CC of the Party of Labor of
Albania to the CC of the Communist Party of China, in 1978.

“After its rapprochement with US imperialism and overtures to the United States of America and its
allies,  the  leadership  of  the  Communist  Party  of  China  proclaimed  the  anti  Marxist  and
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counterrevolutionary theory of the “three worlds,” which it presented as a strategy of the revolution,
and made efforts to impose it on the Marxist Leninist communist movement and all the peoples of
the world as the general line of their struggle (…).

At present, the Chinese plan to become a superpower has found its concentrated expression in the
infamous  theory  of  “three  worlds”.  The  theory  of  “three  worlds”  seeks  to  replace  Marxism-
Leninism with an eclectic amalgamation of opportunist, revisionist and anarchic syndicalist ideas
and theses,  it  seeks  to  dampen the revolutionary spirit  of  the proletariat  and its  class  struggle,
advocating an alliance with the bourgeoisie and imperialism.

Alleging that time is not ripe for revolution, the theory of “three worlds” seeks to preserve the status
quo, the present situation of capitalist, colonialist and neo-colonialist oppression and exploitation.

Under  the  hoax  of  defence  of  national  independence  from Soviet  social-imperialism  which  it
regards as the only danger and threat today, China requires the peoples to give up their struggle for
national,  economic,  and social  liberation,  to  submit  to  US imperialism and the  other  capitalist
powers of the West, the former colonialists.

It presses for the strengthening of the Common Market and the European Union, organisms set up
to keep the proletariat of Europe in capitalist bondage and to oppress and exploit the peoples of
other  countries.  By  fanning  up  the  armaments  race  of  the  superpowers  and  relying  on  such
instruments of  war of  US imperialism as  NATO and other  military blocs,  the theory of  “three
worlds” instigates imperialist world war.

The theory of “three worlds” is a smokescreen to hide China‘s ambition for hegemony over what it
calls the “third world” (…). The implementation of the theory of “three worlds” led the Chinese
leadership to unite even with the “devil”, to unite with the US imperialists and the monopolists of
Europe, with fascists and racists, kings and feudal lords, most rabid militarists and warmongers.

Pinochet and Franco, former nazi generals of the German Wehrmacht and the Japanese imperial
army,  dyed-in-the-wool  criminals  like  Mobutu  and  bloodthirsty  kings,  American  bosses  and
presidents  of  multinational  companies,  became  its  allies.  This  anti  Marxist  line  led  China‘s
leadership to unite with Tito, Carillo and other revisionists. At one time, it was against Tito, whereas
now  it  has  united  with  him.  This  testifies  to  its  lack  of  Marxist  Leninist  principles,  to
inconsistencies in its line.”

(8) TKP/ML on the three worlds

(8) Eighth document

In  Turkey,  the  TKP/ML thought  that,  as  the  “Three  Worlds”  theory  was  promoted  by  Deng
Xiaoping, there couldn't be another interpretation of it by Mao Zedong: there could be only a mere
rejection. Here is the position of the TKP/ML, through an excerpt from a document published on
September 9, 1979, on the third anniversary of Mao Zedong's death.

“Presently, the attacks directed against Mao Tsetung are being unleashed not only by the ruling
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classes. Internationally, the discussion of whether Mao Tsetung was a genuine communist or not has
been brought to the agenda.

This has been initiated by the PLA (the Party of Labour of Albania) which led the national and
democratic revolution in Albania, guided the Albanian proletariat in the construction of socialism,
and along with the CPC struggled against Khrushchevite modern revisionism and which we still
consider to be Marxist-Leninist.

The PLA in an irresponsible manner has declared the struggle of Mao Tsetung and the CPC under
his leadership as anti Marxist-Leninist and counter-revolutionary. It has claimed that Mao Tsetung is
responsible for the counterrevolutionary theory of "3 Worlds" and that the traitor Teng-Hua clique is
continuing the line of Mao Tsetung.

This grave error of the PLA has pleased the opportunists and revisionists of all hues worldwide and
become a source of strength for them in sabotaging the proletarian led revolutions.”

(9) Communist Party of Peru on the three worlds

(9) Ninth document

In Peru, the Communist Party of Peru understood the things very differently: Mao Zedong used the
concept  of  “Three  Worlds”,  but  in  a  manner  which  was  of  course  totally  different  from Deng
Xiaoping. Here is what is said about it in the “The International Line” of the Communist Party of
Peru, published in 1988.

“In the current situation and in perspective we have entered the strategic offensive of the world
revolution, we are within the "50 to 100 years" in which imperialism will be sunk together with
world reaction and we will enter the stage when the proletariat  firmly takes root in power and
establishes its dictatorship.

From  there  forward  the  contradiction  will  be
between  socialism  and  capitalism  on  the  road
toward  Communism.  The  fact  that  restorations
have  occurred  in  the  USSR and  China  does  not
negate  the  strong  developmental  process  of  the
international proletariat, but shows how fierce the
struggle  is  between  restoration  and  counter-
restoration  is  from  which  the  Communists  draw
lessons to prevent the restoration of capitalism and
to  definitively  establish  the  dictatorship  of  the
proletariat.

We reaffirm the thesis of Chairman Mao Tse-tung
that a  period  of  struggle  has  begun  between
American  imperialism  and  Soviet  social-
imperialism ;  thus  the  two principal  enemies  are
defined  at  the  world  level,  for  those  who  make  democratic  revolution  or  socialist  revolution,
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including  those  who  make  nationalist  movements,  and  what  corresponds  to  them is  that  each
revolution or movement specifies its principal enemy and seek to combat the dominance of the
other superpower or of the other powers. In Peru, Yankee imperialism dominates us in collusion
with the big bourgeoisie and the landowners.

However, at the world level there is contention between the two superpowers for world hegemony.
We fight  against  American  imperialism,  feudalism and bureaucratic  capitalism,  but  we can  not
allow its substitution with the domination of social-imperialism, nor of some other power.

In Afghanistan, the direct aggression is by Soviet
social-imperialism  that  contends  for  hegemony
with Yankee imperialism, China, as well as with
other western powers, and there a struggle must
be  waged  against  social-imperialism  as  the
principal enemy and not to permit the entry either
to the domination of American imperialism nor of
other powers; the problem is that the struggle is
not  correctly  unfolded  due  to  lack  of  political
leadership, of a Communist Party.

In synthesis, there are two superpowers that are the principal enemies with one being the principal
in each case, and we do not overlook the actions of the imperialist powers.

We consider Chairman Mao Tse-tung's thesis that three worlds are delineated just and correct and
that  it  is  connected with Lenin's  thesis  on the distribution of forces in the world based on the
analysis of classes and contradictions. We reject the opportunist and revisionist misrepresentation
by Teng Hsiao-ping of the three worlds that follows at the tail of the U.S. or USSR in order to
betray the revolution. Starting from this, President Gonzalo analyzes the current situation in which
the three worlds are delineated and further demonstrated that they are a reality.

The first world is the two superpowers, the U.S. and the USSR which contend for world hegemony
and which can unleash an imperialist war.

They are  superpowers  because  they  are  economically,  politically,  and militarily  more  powerful
compared  to  the  other  powers.  The  U.S.  has  an  economy centered  on  non-state  monopoly  of
property; politically, it develops a bourgeois democracy with a growing restriction of rights. It is a
reactionary liberalism; militarily, it is the most powerful in the west and has a longer process of
development.

The USSR is economically based on a state monopoly, with a politically fascist dictatorship of a
bureaucratic bourgeoisie and is a top-level military power although its process of development is
shorter. The U.S. seeks to maintain its dominance and also to expand it.

The USSR aims more towards expansion because it is a new superpower and economically it is in
her interests to dominate Europe to improve its conditions. In synthesis, they are two superpowers
which do not constitute a block but have contradictions, clear mutual differences, and they move
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within the law of collusion and contention for the redivision of the world.

The  second  world  are  the  imperialist  powers  which  are  not  superpowers,  but  have  smaller
economic,  political,  and military power such as Japan, Germany, France,  Italy,  etc.  which have
contradictions  with  the  superpowers  because  they  sustain,  for  example,  the  devaluation  of  the
dollar,  military  restrictions,  and  political  impositions;  these  imperialist  powers  want  to  take
advantage  of  the  contention  between  the  superpowers  in  order  for  them  to  emerge  as  new
superpowers,  and  they  also  unleash  wars  of  aggression  against  the  oppressed  nations  and
furthermore, acute contradictions exist among them.

The third world is composed of the oppressed nations of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. They are
colonies or semi-colonies where feudalism has not been destroyed, and on that basis a bureaucratic
capitalism unfolds, they are tied to a superpower or imperialist power. They have contradictions
with imperialism, furthermore they fight against their own big bourgeoisie and landlords, both of
which are at the service of and in collusion with imperialism, especially with the superpowers.

All this gives us the basis on which the Communists can establish the strategy and tactics of the
world revolution.  Chairman Mao Tse-tung had come to establish the strategy and tactics of the
world revolution but the Chinese revisionists concealed it. Therefore, it remains for us to extract
from his own ideas, especially if there are new situations in sight.

Our Party sustains the view that in the current world there are three fundamental contradictions:

1) The contradiction of the oppressed nations, on one side, against the superpowers and imperialist
powers, on the other. Here the thesis of the three worlds is delineated, and we formulate it this way
because the kernel of that contradiction lies with the superpowers but it is also a contradiction with
the imperialist powers.

This is the principal contradiction and its solution is the development and victory of new democratic
revolutions.

2) The contradiction between the proletariat  and the bourgeoisie,  which has  as its  solution the
socialist revolution and within that perspective, the proletarian cultural revolution.

3)  The  inter-imperialist  contradictions  between  the  superpowers  themselves,  between  the
superpowers  and  the  smaller  imperialist  powers  and,  finally,  among  the  imperialist  powers
themselves, which leads to war for world hegemony and imperialistic wars of plunder which the
proletariat must oppose with people's war and in the long run, world people's war.

We do not list the contradiction socialism-capitalism because it exists only at an ideological and
political level, since socialism does not exist anywhere as a state; today there is no socialist system.
It existed, and to say that it exists today it is to claim in essence that the USSR is socialist, which is
a revisionist position.”
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Maoism (Third Worldism)
Maoism (Third Worldism) (often stylized as Maoism–Third Worldism or simply MTW), not to be confused with Third Worldism
generally, is a broad tendency which is mainly concerned with the infusion and synthesis of Marxism—particularly of the Marxist–
Leninist–Maoist persuasion—with concepts of non-Marxist Third Worldism, namely dependency theory and world-systems theory.

There is no general consensus on part of Maoist-Third Worldists as a whole. However, the majority of proponents typically argue for
the centrality of anti-imperialism to the victory of global communist revolution, as well as against the idea that the working class in
the "First World" is majority-exploited (sometimes arguing that it experiences no exploitation at all), and therefore, it is not a part of
the international proletariat.

In academic discourse, Maoism (Third-Worldism) is sometimes synonymous with dependency theory or Dependencism.

Theory
Global People's War
Joint-Dictatorship of the Proletariat of Oppressed Nations
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Maoism (Third Worldism) is defined, theoretically, by a variety of political principles which emphasize the enormous economic,
social and political divisions which exist currently between the "overdeveloped" First World and the "underdeveloped" Third World.
This is expressed through the lens of Maoist theory and practice, but brought into a new international understanding of imperialism
and class in the context of the world which has been divided into two distinct camps: the exploited countries (the Third World) and
their exploiters (the First World).

According to the Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist Movement (RAIM), on the question of the principal theoretical observations of
Maoism (Third Worldism) they state:

"Confronted by a complacent working class, served by an opportunist left, and alienated from the proletariat through
the reception of surplus value drained from the Third World, we must understand the ideological and strategic
implications of struggle from within the parasitic core. It benefits neither the left in the oppressor or the oppressed
nations to pretend that the condition of the working class around the world is the same... To be a Third Worldist, in
our view, is to be a principled internationalist."[1]

However the foundations of Maoism (Third Worldism) extend to encapsulate a great many strategic and theoretical developments in
Marxist theory over the 20th century. Among them is the understanding of "Global People's War" being necessary as a military
strategy for bringing an end to the historically unequal relationship built between the First and Third Worlds. This strategy includes
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the systematic "de-linking" of the exploited economies of Third World countries from the parasitic First World, and the unification of
international forces to deprive the imperialist countries of resources and wealth extracted from Third World countries.[2]

Though this strategy has been drawn from several historical sources, such as Che Guevara's Message to the Tri-Continental, it has
most famously drawn on a quote from Lin Biao's speech Long Live the Victory of People's War! in 1965:

"Taking the entire globe, if North America and Western Europe can be called 'the cities of the world', then Asia,
Africa and Latin America constitute 'the rural areas of the world'. Since World War II, the proletarian revolutionary
movement has for various reasons been temporarily held back in the North American and West European capitalist
countries, while the people’s revolutionary movement in Asia, Africa and Latin America has been growing
vigorously. In a sense, the contemporary world revolution also presents a picture of the encirclement of cities by the
rural areas. In the final analysis, the whole cause of world revolution hinges on the revolutionary struggles of the
Asian, African and Latin American peoples who make up the overwhelming majority of the world’s population. The
socialist countries should regard it as their internationalist duty to support the people’s revolutionary struggles in
Asia, Africa and Latin America."[3]

Fundamental, as well, to Maoism (Third Worldism) is an understanding of the "Joint-Dictatorship of the Proletariat of Oppressed
Nations" (JDPON) and/or "Global New Democratic Revolution" (GNDR) which is proposed as a form of "alter-globalization" aimed
at breaking the political and economic foundations of the economic parasitism between the First and Third Worlds. The JDPON is a
point of relative contention between the various proponents of Maoism (Third Worldism) or at least the tendencies which have now
been named as falling generally under the "Third Worldist" tendency within Marxism. The Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist
Movement, in their cardinal principles, describes the JDPON as:

"The necessary political strategy for world revolution to accompany the GPPW must result in the establishment of a
Joint-Dictatorship of the Proletariat of Oppressed Nations (JDPON). Throughout the history of world imperialism
there has been a massive accumulation of wealth in the core imperialist countries of the First World. We understand
that to move forward in the hope of Communism without reconciling the vast division of wealth and labor between
the First and Third Worlds can only produce social imperialism; Communism cannot be built over the hoards of
stolen wealth in the core, to advance this contradiction must be resolved. To resolve this, and to sew together those
movements who should coalesce in the global strategy of Global Protracted People’s War, we must have a Global
New Democratic Revolution, in which a coalition toward the alter-globalization of the world is formed from the
cooperation of the Proletarian and Progressive states of the oppressed countries, under the leadership of the
Proletariat, to guide the revolutionary forces toward the defeat of imperialism. As well, to promote revolutionary
consciousness and catalyze the development toward the JDPON: the global settling of accounts through which the
means of production of the core countries are internationalized and their wealth is redistributed to those countries
which have been historically robbed. It is through this process of JDPON that the contradiction between
oppressor/oppressed nations is resolved and the oppressor countries are integrated into the world socialist project."[4]

However, the JDPON has also existed for quite a while longer than the Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist Movement, and was first
formalized in its contemporary form by the Maoist Internationalist Movement in their article on the Dictatorship of the Proletariat:

"Because there is no exploited white working class in North Amerika, MIM favors the joint dictatorship of the
proletariat of the oppressed nations (JDPON). This amounts to putting u.$. imperialism into receivership by
something like a proletarian United Nations. The whole dictatorship of the proletariat idea or its current form required
as JDPON is a strategy for advance from capitalism toward communism, in which dictatorship is only a stage existing
until certain tasks eliminating classes are done."[5]
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The Maoist (Third Worldist) movement is currently mostly associated with organizations such as the Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist
Movement[6] and Maoist Internationalist Ministry of Prisons,[7] (a branch-off from the Maoist Internationalist Movement, a now
defunct organisation). Although MIM Prisons considers its ideology to be "MIM Thought", not Maoist (Third Worldist). The
Communist Party of the Latin American and Caribbean Diaspora, also called "Anticonquista", considers itself a Third Worldist
organization.[8]
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CONSCIOUS
FIGHTERS
VANGUARD

★
PRAXIS PROGRAM

A GUIDE TO ACTION



"Imperialism will not last long because it always does evil 
things. It persists in grooming and supporting react-
ionaries in all countries who are against the people, it has 
forcibly seized many military bases, and it threatens the 
peace with atomic war. Thus, forced by imperialism to do 
so, more than 90 per cent of the people of the world are 
rising or will rise up in struggle against it. Yet imperialism 
is still alive, still running amuck in Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America. In the west imperialism is still oppressing the 
people at home. This situation must change. It is the task 
of the people of the whole world to put an end to the 
aggression and oppression perpetuated by imperialism, 
and chiefly by U.S. imperialism."

—Mao Tse-Tung

1. Cease the global military-industrial occupation, super-
exploitative offensive, and proxy-puppet-lackey oppre-
ssion perpetuated by the First World against the Third 
World! Oppressed and exploited peoples of all countries, 
take up an internationalist stance in direct opposition to 
U.S. imperialist aggression! Form a two-fold, united 
domestic and international anti-imperialist liberation front 
operating counter to a) the super-profiteering of out-
sourced sweatshop labor, b) the expropriation and 
depletion of natural resources and subsequent envi-
ronmental devastation, c) the eternal debt and mandatory 
privatized structural adjustments imposed by the likes of 
the IMF, World Bank, and IDB, and d) the repeated 



political bombings of any economic developments the 
underdeveloped nations attempt to make. Oh, starved of 
the earth! Splinter, shatter, shake this neocolonial, 
monopolist yoke! People of Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America—lay down your chains! Take back your land, 
dignity, and culture. Throw the Yankee imperialists out! A 
"concrete analysis of concrete conditions" places you, the 
Global South, at the forefront as the most revolutionarily 
conscious force. The survival of the earth and its peoples 
depends upon this worldwide social-political-economic-
cultural revolution. Know you have the full support of the 
Conscious Fighters Vanguard who refuse to submit to the 
U.S. Government's chauvinistic, white-nationalistic, 
isolationistic, faux-patriotic pre-conditioning we are 
force-fed day in and day out. We mentally and physically 
reject this bourgeois thought-control and fight in alliance 
with the Third World, through all hardships, from within 
the belly of the most monstrous beast history has ever 
recorded.

2. Advance toward classless, stateless, egalitarian society, 
i.e., communism via the transitional stage of socialism—a 
truly participatory worker/professional revolutionary-run 
democratic semi-state, existing historically between state 
and non-state, defending an electoral commune-network 
of socialist reconstruction (the armed majority) built for 
the suppression of the bureaucratic-military machine (the 
armed minority) until the withering away of the semi-



state, from the day of its conception to the day it meets 
the "scrap heap of history," allows all to live free—truly 
free (not the propagated monopoly capitalist multi-
nationalist illusion of "freedom" which is none other than 
"free trade" by which the only freedom granted is for the 
big bourgeoisie to freely compete in global capital gains). 
Transform the world through raising revolutionary 
consciousness and fighting in the protracted people's 
struggle for peace, freedom, and justice! Attention: class-
conscious workers, revolutionary intelligentsia, politi-
cized urban lumpen-proletariat and rural landless 
peasantry, militant Asian, African, Latino, and Native 
peoples, oppressed women at home, and radical youth—
join the revolutionary vanguard in our just cause for 
human emancipation! You constitute the masses, we 
function only in coordination with you, at your complete 
service. Mere reforms will not do, for the oppressor's only 
willing dialogue is that of violence. If this demands of the 
revolutionary vanguard and masses to speak their 
language, it will be done! Our strategic focus is that of 
attaining perpetual peace for all, so consequently the state 
apparatus must be crushed. Political power is held thro-
ugh firepower. The world needs people's political power! 
When the need for suppression against the bourgeois 
reactionaries withers, so will go the gun with it. Be bold, 
be creative, be willed as tempered-steel, marching stead-
ily toward a new harmonious world!



3. Begin to meet the people's true needs for survival: free 
food, free clothing, free housing, free land, free education, 
and free healthcare for free people—these are our basic 
human rights. There warrants no justification enabling the 
wealthy few a position to privatize the essentials and 
profit off the disparities and disadvantages of the many. 
This hierarchy exists because the ruling class linked with 
the corporate elite have appropriated the material and 
intellectual wealth of the people, throughout history, at the 
barrel of a gun, the crack of a whip, the drop of a bomb, 
the pages of a bible, and the debt of a loan. Stolen land, 
stolen labor, and stolen natural resources are a few of the 
reasons why this parasitic power structure holds its 
position of reactionary rule, running the show with an 
unrelenting grip on the lifeblood of humanity to this day. 
These basics are necessary for human existence and our 
lives will not be spent attempting to afford them. Until 
class struggle has made way to classless society, we will 
begin with reduction of rent on a complete scale. Private 
ownership becomes public ownership—where the people, 
not the big landlords, receive the direct profit of prod-
uction and rent as it goes toward healthy food, adequate 
clothing, universal healthcare, and scientifically-accurate 
education. Land itself will be stripped from the big-
factory farmers and big-peasantry, handed over to the 
small farmers and landless peasantry. All existing agri-
culture will turn in the direction of collectivism—working 



together away from monopolized, corporate factory-
farming's practice of excessive cruelty toward animals, 
unlabeled genetically-engineered foods, heavy use of 
pesticides, displacement and starvation of peasants and 
farmers, etc.

4. Equal distribution of wealth, elimination of debt, raised 
wages, and equal pay until the abolition of money has 
been reached. The money that sets an even plane for all 
will, in part, come from the expropriation of the ex-
propriator by the expropriated, provided by the surplus 
value previously held in the blood-stained hooves of the 
bosses, which was generated by the dirt-stained hands of 
the workers. The once higher-earning bourgeoisie, as well 
as the new socialist semi-state "officials," will only be 
permitted to earn worker's wages. Elitism will not be 
accepted and the old state ways rid of. Those capable of 
work (peoples without physical and/or mental disability) 
will cooperate in collective, worker-run, creative/social 
labor for that which is of direct use-value beneficial to 
society as a whole, developing over time as a natural 
tendency for basic survival, no longer forced from above 
upon a wage slave class (no bosses necessary, hence no 
exploitation). There will be unity of mental and manual 
labor, unity of industrial and agrarian work, and unity of 
city and country. After taxation into a public reserve fund, 
maintaining publicly-owned infrastructure and free 
community programs, a certificate accurately compen-



sating work hours and work performance can be exch-
anged for goods in the people's stores. Ultimately, when 
communism is birthed from socialism, pay will shift from 
"according to the amount of labor performed" to "from 
each according to his ability, to each according to his 
needs" and away will go the phantom wealth of money. 
For it is the labor put into a commodity that makes it of 
any value to begin with. Objects, coinage, and paper 
money (produced under inflation without any gold behind 
it for some time now) are not of any worth on their own, 
just things. Lifeless objects are not living people; living 
people are not lifeless objects. These said reificational 
relationships shall be reduced to nothing!

5. Smash racism, sexism, homophobia, and xenophobia— 
including all other forms of discriminatory, supremacist 
hatred inherent within classism. Firstly (in no particular 
order), pay all chattel slave decedents well overdue 
reparations in order to reset the economic in-balance 
between skin color. Cut off support for the murderous 
offensive, verbal/physical assault, and super-incarceration 
protracted by police occupying the ghetto—who go on 
exonerated of their modern day lynching crimes. Abolish 
the act of sanctioning the poor to the projects to begin 
with, which left with no other alternative, becomes a 
concentration for lumpen-style economics such as drug 
dealing and consequential violence. Righteous prediction: 
brothers killing brothers in gang related warfare soon 



awake united and turn those guns against the oppressor 
instead. We now shift our attention to the plight of 
indigenous peoples and what must be done to make things 
right. A starting point would be to acknowledge Natives' 
establishment of autonomous, de-colonized nations 
collectively owned and operated by those whose ancestors 
were mercilessly slaughtered in the name of "acquisition" 
and "manifest destiny." A peoples who, in addition to 
genocide, saw their women and children raped as they 
were stripped of their ancient lands—entire Native 
cultures systematically erased so minds could be 
Europeanized. They were thrown into slavery where they 
were tortured, threatened with further execution, died 
from European diseases, their children sent to boarding 
schools, and manhunts conducted upon for those who did 
not stay within the confines of designated reservations. 
Today the colonizer is no match for the colonized of any 
land in this modern age of awakening and self-
determination! Indigenous peoples of the world are well 
aware from where these parasites rear their head and what 
motives lay hidden beneath the smallpox-ridden blanket.  
Now concerning women's rights, we hold in our hearts 
that "Women hold up half the sky" and are permanently at 
the forefront of our ranks as movers of history. Be rid of 
all things patriarch including, but not limited to, his 
systems of machismo-governance and the by-product of 
forcefully imposed repression, harassment, beatings, rape, 
and mandatory house-servitude of our sisters. Grant 



women reproductive rights and the option to hold any 
position a man would. You wouldn't even be here today if 
a woman hadn't carried you in her womb just short of a 
year—think about it! If making the mutual decision to 
procreate, men must not treat women as mere instruments 
of production and/or expendable playthings, nor children 
viewed as programmable subordinates (both as in the 
relationship of the bourgeois, nuclear family). Let there be 
no confusion on the issue, we Marxists are intrinsically 
feminists. As for the topic of homosexuality, it's all a 
matter of aesthetics not morality, anyway. So long as both 
partners are consenting, of legal age, and of human origin, 
it shouldn't be any of your concern whom someone 
marries, dates, shows affection toward, or has intercourse 
with. In addressing xenophobia, we demand the end to 
Gestapo raids and ethnic cleansing of the immigrant 
community. Let us not kid ourselves, this country was 
founded by "illegals"—conquerors who used invasive 
force by means of slaughter unlike the immigrant 
population of today, who are a hardworking proletariat 
here to support their families, not "steal jobs" as the 
fascist right make claim. In the U.S. these said immigrant 
workers fall victim to unjust labor practices under the 
constant threat of deportation by the staunch willingness 
of bosses to inform the authorities of their non-citizenship 
status. Low wages, sordid conditions, undesirable work, 
and no right to unionization plague the immigrant 
workforce. America's fear of cultural diversity is in stark 



contrast to its "melting pot" propagations. In reality, 
foreign culture is discouraged and one's roots washed 
away within the baptism of western consumer-culture. All 
that one sees, hears, smells, tastes, and touches is 
dominated by corporate control. In sum, dear comrades, 
we must "wholly, thoroughly, completely, and resolutely" 
uproot all aforementioned human violations of racism, 
sexism, homophobia, and xenophobia at their source of 
origin—the class system itself!

6. An end to consumer society and the war economy. In 
its place, production of only that which a) converts the 
notion of freedom into a physical reality and b) has an 
apparent use-value, i.e., production of that which is 
beneficial toward satisfying the direct needs (true needs) 
and promoting the cultural development of society—not 
profit as motivation. Overthrow the omnipresence of 
advertising (false needs)—an eyesore polluting our land-
scape—encroached upon every aspect of our daily lives. 
The corporation is protected under more individual rights 
than living, breathing citizens, as if it were a human 
entity, all while receiving government aid and financial 
bailouts (something else we human citizens don't receive). 
The bureaucrats see us not as men but hyper-consumptive 
whores feeding their piggy banks. Let us present you with 
a brief definition of fascism: Ultra-nationalism and the 
unity of corporation and state. So where does the 



"democracy" the U.S. forcefully insists on bringing to the 
rest of the world manifest itself in action? Words such as 
"democracy," "liberty," "justice," "peace," "freedom," and 
the like are but glittering generalities redundantly fed to 
the masses as rationale for permanently occupying foreign 
nations under the kleptocratic red, white, and blue ultra-
nationalistic stars and stripes as the military racks up the 
dollars and cents for corporate powers. In fact, corporate 
mercenaries on the payroll of the U.S. Government 
monetarily profiteer and physically-numerically outweigh 
U.S. soldiers while comforted knowing they'll never be 
legally obligated to provide statistics of casualties on 
either side nor be tried by military court of law for war 
crimes. The Conscious Fighters Vanguard demands an 
abrupt halt to this exploitation of man by man competing 
like rabid dogs so as to spend earnings on the accu-
mulation of things just to feed greed with extraordinary 
excesses and over-productive waste while losing one's 
inner self in the process. If ever there was a "root of all 
evil," the catalyst for all the sordid ills committed in this 
world, money is undoubtedly that one evil. One must tear 
this poisonous weed up by its roots in order to prevent 
revisionist regrowth. Deal the fatal blows to a decaying 
system whose entire pseudo-culture revolves around 
nothing more and nothing less than over-consumption, 
war-profiteering, arms manufacturing, hate/fear mon-
gering, and blind "patriotic" allegiance for reasons little 
understood by an intentionally ill informed and mis-



informed public. The U.S. can no longer sustain its never-
ending expansion and global Gestapo domination. It can 
not maintain its 300+ occupied nations and 800+ 
worldwide military installations—hundreds of trillions of 
tax-payer's dollars outsourced, funding lackey military 
allies of the U.S. instead of meeting the American 
peoples' basic needs. Our hard-earned wages going not 
toward domestic public services but placed in tyrannical 
hands. They grope indecently with tentacles of the giant 
squid in murky depths of foreign cultures, attempting to 
inseminate minds with its own rot seeds, knowing not 
what it has swum into—a sea of internationalist red flags! 
With great courage the oppressed and exploited peoples of 
all countries will tie the imperialist squid's arms in a 
single knot—a single cause the people of the world can 
rise up for, crashing "wave upon wave" in an indignant 
torrent of high revolutionary tide, flooding out imperialist 
operations with determined sweep.

7. Free all political prisoners of class war! Deal heavy 
blows to the prison-industrial complex—that which serves 
the vested interests of a white, rich, male minority 
through "new industrial growth" (post-industrial 
America's use of prisoners as slave labor). Dismantle the 
vestige of slave life on the plantation in its modern form 
of super-incarceration of black and Latino peoples now 
serving big corporate interest. These are major prison 



sentences for minor, non-violent drug offenses, blown out 
of proportion by the super-profitable "war on drugs" (so 
profitable, in fact, the U.S. Government, under the ruse of 
combating drugs, is responsible for the importation and 
distribution of hard drugs aimed at destroying poverty-
stricken communities, resulting in the highest prison 
population on earth). One only needs a look to the zoo in 
realizing the psychological impact of caging any animal, 
including a human animal, as it promotes psychosis. 
Torture and dehumanization is not rehabilitation. On 
release, work is not given after providing an employer 
your criminal history so inevitably this turns ex-convicts 
into slaves of the drug hustle in order to make a living and 
provide for their children. Other inalienable rights denied 
via felon disenchantment include: public benefits, 
participation in jury duty (how then can court hearings be 
a jury of one's own peers?), education, and voting rights. 
Though in the latter, we don't see much of a choice to 
begin with. Republicans and Democrats alike are state 
puppets engineered under the guise of democratic 
candidates when in reality each serve as two sides of the 
same coin. Election fraud runs rampant and policies are 
predetermined by corporate donations. Besides, we 
oppose electoral reformism and promote direct revolution
—the total overthrow of existing social conditions, though 
I digress... The constant check-ins with a parole or 
probation officer as some kind of middle stage out of 
prison is utterly absurd in its implications. The ex-convict 



remains prisoner and can not travel outside of that area, 
must check in frequently, re-entering the prison 
environment, existing only to serve a parole or probation 
officer or face reincarceration. The psychological 
aftermath of prison may cause the ex-convict to abuse 
illicit drugs in order to cope, resulting in incarcerational 
recurrence if tested positive for drug use. This is a 
demand that the armed superstructure release these class 
hostages or we will tear down the prison walls! To the 
prisoner (and tomorrow's potential prisoner) whom this 
pamphlet may reach: politicize your fellow jail mates, stir 
up the most unruly prison riot, and organize a mass 
jailbreak! In the immortal words of Comrade Ho Chi 
Minh, "When the prison-doors are opened, the real dragon 
will fly out."

8. Support Third World self-determination struggles for 
new-democracy. That is to say, the negation of feudal, 
colonial, fascist, and neocolonial capitalist-imperialist oc-
cupation by means of rural protracted people's struggle. 
New-democracy is a proletarian guided democracy, tho-
ugh not yet the de-privatization of property via socialism. 
However, all property of the big bourgeoisie will be 
centralized in the name of the proletariat as revol-
utionaries continue to work with the petty-bourgeoisie and 
middle-bourgeoisie (those who have chosen to side with 
the proletariat rather than reactionary bureaucrat-
capitalists) in order to develop an anti-imperialist model 



of industrial/agrarian and economic/democratic growth 
(now given the opportunity to build in an environmentally 
sound manner). This theory acknowledges the historical 
observations made by Marx on the mode of production, 
without deviation. In the case of those countries with 
predominately agrarian, peasant-based economies whose 
economic development was not industrialized to the 
extent of capitalism, new-democracy suffices in building 
up enough productive forces and generates the necessary 
capital as to distribute evenly among the people in the 
nearing socialist stage, providing the means to self-sustain 
its people without dependence on foreign imports which 
would more than likely be placed on strangle-hold due to 
yet another forced imperialist embargo—illegally 
prohibiting any country from trade with a people's re-
public or face substantial fines and a prolonged 
suspension from exporting/importing with the United 
States. Given a material-historicist analysis, new-demo-
cracy is to socialism as socialism will be to communism. 
Lenin applied a similar two-stage theory to the most 
economically "backward," semi-capitalist European co-
untry at the time. Mao further developed pre-socialist 
construction within semi-feudal, semi-colonial conditions 
of the Third World, erecting the philosophy of new-
democracy in praxis.

9. Once exhausting all peaceful means and significantly 
raising consciousness, economically developed nations, 



establish your own CFV urban guerrilla units, throughout 
your country, armed for revolutionary insurrection. Str-
ucturally 3-6 cells per region, 2-5 members each cell, 
fragmented but operating in synchronization under one 
shared strategic high command. Tactically each cell 
operates as an independent unit (parts of the whole) 
varying your mode of fight (formlessness = invisibility = 
invincibility) given your actual situation (weather, terrain, 
population, arms, ammunition, explosives, etc.), utilizing 
surprise attack and quick retreat with the aid of a general 
and lieutenant per cell (the latter when numbers permit) in 
order to stay united as a group, operating with some 
degree of limited chain of command (necessary within 
any form of people's army for the purpose of staying on 
task). Suggested targets include: arms manufacturers, 
military (bases, recruitment offices, vehicles, personnel, 
training grounds), police (stations, vehicles, academies, 
officers), big banks, armored money trucks, big corpor-
ations, CEO's, the stock exchange, neo-fascist groups, 
surveillance data-banks, communications networks, etc. 
Under no circumstance is one permitted to take innocent 
civilian casualties! We should remain flexible, ever-
changing, adaptive, advancing, developing, on the move
—dialectical (never rigid). This is a proper Marxist 
military line—a line which is not 100% militarist, insofar 
as we must persevere as permanent persuaders!—hell rai-
sers as well as consciousness raisers!—leading and tea-



ching by example. Tasks of each unit include: political 
education (within the organization and among the 
masses), cultural production and dissemination, criticism/
self-criticism sessions, reconnaissance, logistics, stock-
piling, communications (visual and auditory signals, 
"runner" l iaisons, and "dead-drop" couriers) , 
expropriation, acts of sabotage aimed at symbols of 
oppression and exploitation, drivers familiar with terrain 
for quick retreat, diverting, deceiving, and ambushing the 
enemy with false-intelligence, organizing a safe-house 
network/staying on the move, and so forth. In the guerrilla 
tradition, avoid confronting your adversaries face on and 
only engage in battles which promise wins with limited 
losses. Always operate combat missions clandestinely, 
with preliminary planning and rehearsal, primarily under 
the veil of night, utilizing "hit-and-run" tactics, and shared 
knowledge of pre-planned escape routes including a re-
assembly rendezvous point post-clearance. Only political 
agitation and cultural work can be carried out in an overt 
manner, but still, caution must be exercised and your best 
judgment made with whom you choose to speak with. 
Take even stricter caution with those you accept into the 
organization. And remember! Any fight against the 
oppressor is an act of self-defense.

10. Application of the mass line in mass work and use of 
criticism/self-criticism in inner-party relations/individual 
evaluation. Mass political work should be conducted with 



the mentality of "from the masses, to the masses." Go 
among the masses, work with them, listen to them, take 
with you their true-desires, synthesize these thoughts as 
practical theory, then deliver this back in its concentrated 
form through the vehicle of direct action, as to assist the 
people. In understanding criticism/self-criticism, "criti-
cism" is routine constructive criticism of your CFV cell's 
achievements and failures, sifting out good tactics from 
bad tactics, maintaining the unit in a forward motion, 
correcting mistakes before they can pile up and cause 
greater damage, taking responsibility for one's actions, 
receiving constructive criticism, and no fear in giving it 
either (so long as it does not entail blaming them as a 
person. Individual attack will garner backlash. Passive-
aggressive behavior won't go over well either and defeats 
the purpose of this exercise). Criticism should be used to 
strengthen the vanguard as a whole in its fighting and 
educational capacity, making sure everyone is politically 
in-check and understands what they are fighting for. 
Ultimately, we can only truly learn from practice, and 
mistakes remain an inevitable fact of life ("Failure is the 
mother of success") but they must be kept at a minimum 
and quickly registered as learning experiences then to be 
avoided in the future, as too many mistakes jeopardize the 
entire strategy of victory and self-preservation. In terms 
of "self-criticism," we speak of self-critical analysis: self-
evaluation, self-discipline, and self-growth. Ask yourself: 
Do you set realizable tasks and accomplish them through 



daily political work? Are your actions reaching out to the 
oppressed community, here and abroad? Are your tactics 
linked to the Third World, revolutionary masses, and 
vanguard? Are these means fully developed and critically 
coherent in the theater of armed struggle? Have you 
drawn a clear line of demarcation between yourself and 
the enemies of the people? Do you give it all you've got 
and continue the unity of fight to the finish?

11. Constantly evolve as a new, disalienated, knowledge 
seeking, collectivist humanity whose full creative pot-
entialities are realized, i.e., "New Human Being"—the 
archetype of the new evolutionary process transcending 
alienation through knowledge, art, and action. Break the 
chains that bind your authentic, creative self—discovering 
your inner species-being. Liberate your hidden uncon-
sciousness by intellectually overthrowing culturally 
hegemonic, mass-indoctrinated, super-ego herd-psycho-
logy—awakening that which has been suppressed by 
western civilization's repressive framework (consciously, 
within the ego, you're only realizing the tip of the iceberg 
in cognitive brain capacity). Break the chains that bind 
artificial, alienated man from natural, communal man. 
Create social relations centered around sharing, loving, 
teaching, learning, and growing with fellow human beings 
other than those interactions spent serving as a cog in the 
machine. In other words, come together! Quarrel not with 



each other but against the real enemy—enemies of the 
people. Break the chains that bind man from holding 
tangible the end-result of his/her production. What one 
labors over does not belong to the worker but they, their 
hours, and the finished product each become a commodity 
to the boss (the wage slave master). Stand incompatible to 
the cyclical "bought and sold" drudgery of wage slavery. 
Strive for well-rounded, self-mastery in a variety of fields. 
All of able-minded man is born a blank slate with equal 
cognitive competence (prior to being led astray by 
external social forces). All are intellectuals and should 
seek education to foster this growth—be it study circles, 
liberation schools, and/or self-education (though the latter 
limits its social character). Without discouragement, a 
variety of artistic mediums should be explored and 
experimented with until you've found your niche. New 
humanity must ever-vigilantly rid themselves of the 
plague that was shortsighted, one-dimensional thought, 
evolving as multi-dimensional, farsighted thinkers. Kno-
wledge (the unity of theory and practice) is developmental 
and will come about in time to all who "seek truth from 
facts." Free time, i.e., time not spent laboring for a boss = 
creative/educational/pleasure/recreational time.

12. Uphold proletarian freedom of speech, freedom of 
press, and freedom of assembly. Liberate venues, 
resources, and time for the accessibility of people's dis-
semination of ideas, strikes, and marches. Allow the right 



to protest, doing away with the old reactionary militarized 
political-police censorship strategy of mandatory permits, 
pre-determined designatory barricades, and the routine 
brutality enforced against peaceful demonstration. 
"Marxism consists of a thousand truths but they all boil 
down to one sentence: 'It is right to rebel against react-
ionaries!'"—this is a concrete example of participatory de-
mocracy. It is the task of the people to reverse existent 
repression by restricting our oppressors their right to hate 
speech against the people. Establish liberated zones by 
actualizing your own collectives, study groups, creative 
workshops, cooperatives, and joining in the people's 
united anti-imperialist cultural front. Intercept the 
airwaves, occupy abandoned spaces, feed off the enemy, 
reclaim the terrain! Art should be public and free of 
charge, not restricted to a gallery, a theater, a museum, 
etc., only to be commodified and seen and/or heard by the 
few. Plaster posters, tear down ads, paint murals, write 
political graffiti, act out guerrilla street theater, stencil 
revolutionary symbols, burn billboards, sabotage statues 
and memorials which honor slave masters and warlords, 
turn up your speakers and/or perform righteous sounds, 
and set aflame that gaudy red, white, and blue rag 
wherever you find it! In addition, infiltration of cultural 
hegemonic institutions is advised to be undertaken by 
proletarians holding the advantageous positions of pen-
etrating popular culture, mass media, and miseducational 
facilities—revolutionizing their message and establishing 



sleeper cells ready to pounce on the eve of revolution. 
This is a counterhegemonic cultural takeover! A call for 
all out didacticism, pushing forward art and literature as 
revolutionary weaponry. Let there be no art for art's sake! 
Strive for unity of aesthetic form and social content. 
Intellectual production as the "Great Refusal" will rise 
once more!

13. Turning away from the unyielding theocratic, 
bourgeois-dictatorial policy of the United States of 
America, i.e., global Christian-fascist domination, permit 
the coexistence of all world religions, with the exclusion 
of any single, official state-religion (which must be 
opposed in order for this said harmony to come into 
fruition). With shared importance, grant the ever-
increasing rate of irreligious members in society, well 
overdue recognition and earned respectability for 
righteously choosing the path of self-authenticity, taking 
responsibility for one's actions, and creating their own 
system of values. We must offer scientific alternatives to 
archaic religious dogma by promoting the theory and 
practical application of dialectical materialism. Within it 
holds but the one truth of the universe: matter in motion—
the unity of opposites. Everyone, everything, every 
system holds beneath its surface the seeds of destruction 
and creation—perpetual growth! Although some still cling 
to primal fears, finding it difficult to register naturally 
occurring phenomenon or the absurdity of the origins of 



human existence, acknowledgment of religion as "the 
opiate of the masses" might be something for newly 
evolving humanity to consider. Fossilized forms of 
religion alleging that if to suffer and/or live without "sin" 
is to be rewarded in the "afterlife" belittle human potential 
and hinder cognition of the dire need for terrestrial 
change. This pure invention, this abstract narrow-mind-
edness, molds the religious man's interpretation of a 
harmonious world—that it can only take shape as some 
abstract, posthumous "heaven" whilst never actually 
having lived their one earthly life. The end result: a mea-
ningless existence.

14. Reeducate the counterrevolutionary aristocracy of 
labor found within a segment of the petty-bourgeoisie and 
semi-proletariat. Remold also those few so-called "left" 
leaning middle bourgeoisie who choose to side with the 
people on the eve of revolution rather than meet the 
shared fate of their counterparts. Pay close attention to 
educating the lumpen-proletariat, as half are susceptible to 
hegemonic bribery, yet the other half reject and/or have 
been rejected by the system, already living autonomously 
outside of it. When we speak of the "labor aristocracy" we 
refer to the segment of First World workers with no 
revolutionary consciousness or limited, semi-conscio-
usness (as they have been bought on a lie of privilege). 
These privileges are specific to imperialist nations, gra-
nted to some by monetary raises, and others with the 



comfort of material goods. Even the lower classes are 
indoctrinated with false needs that leave the poor 
susceptible to admiring the lifestyles of the rich, yearning 
to surround themselves with products baring price tags of 
exchange-value stamped far beyond their earnings. So 
they accept the burden of debt, now left with less-than-
nothing funds in order to live beyond their means. All this 
influence is funded by recirculating a portion of the 
earnings super-profiteered by the super-exploitation of the 
Third World by the imperialist nations, sent back to the 
First World with the intent of keeping the bourgeoisified 
labor force comfortable, passive, even apathetic towards 
grave injustices being committed the world over (or 
anything beyond their own individual self-interest for that 
matter). This nurtured false consciousness makes re-
education of vital importance. Give counterrevolution-
aries the option to participate in labor, side-by-side the 
class-conscious workers, allowing them to learn from the 
toiling masses just exactly what it means to have to earn 
their own wages by doing rather than exploit another so 
effortlessly—offering an equal employment opportunity 
and a humane alternative to the prison system. However, 
in the case of incorrigible class enemies who threaten the 
people's aim of full freedom from wage slavery, we must 
annihilate (wholly destroy and/or simply disarm) and 
drive out the big bourgeoisie, the big landlord class, and 
their right-winged reactionary allies in order to survive.



15. Continued struggle against revisionism through 
continuous cultural revolution (several, many revolutions 
within the revolution, functioning as a grassroots 
proletarian democracy). During the stage of socialism, as 
the bourgeoisie and their lackeys fight to the death to 
regain control, class antagonisms thusly increase rather 
than decrease. The revolutionary-minded who have not 
materialized as a fighting force prior may take to the 
streets and participate hands-on as Red Guards, ripping up 
any remaining traces of the old bourgeois pseudo-culture, 
countering it with mass creativity while dealing with all 
enemies of the people accordingly. Education will turn 
from pure-intellectualism toward practice, more so geared 
outside the classroom. There is much needed 
encouragement for organic intellectuals to sprout among 
the people on a street, factory, and farm-level. The 
purpose of the revolutionary vanguard is to raise political 
class-consciousness and provide strategic command in 
struggle. Thence the founding of the socialist semi-state 
defends the interests of the people from restoration by the 
right-opportunistic, capitalist components still imbedded 
within socialist society and even among the cadres 
themselves, inside and outside the party. Until classes as a 
whole wither, the irreconcilability of these class 
antagonisms will persist, must be addressed, and 
consequently dealt with shortly thereafter—this is the 
concept of two-line struggle. Capitalist-roaders will not be 
handed back the position of power in which the people 



have waged hard and bitter struggle over, paid in blood. 
We must adopt non-dogmatic, truly dialectical methods of 
dealing with new difficulties that lie on the winding road 
ahead until natural conditions allow political power to 
wither over the course of history, welcomed by future 
peace-loving generations who embrace a world of 
international brotherhood, i.e., communism—leaving the 
proletarian semi-state with no legitimate purpose.

Down with the super-exploitative imperialist oppressors!
Long live all people's revolutionarily conscious fighters!

                                                  
                                                   Comrade Red Raw

                                                  
                                                  CFV Commander-in-Chief
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Maoist Rebel News

From RationalWiki

Maoist Rebel News is a YouTube channel run by Jason "Roo" Unruhe

(his real surname is Caden), a rap artist,[2] Red Alert cosplayer, and

political commentator[3] from Canada. Because making 9/11 jokes and

screaming "Fuck you, dad!" for 20 minutes now counts as political

journalism.

He's long-been blacklisted in the socialist community for plagiarizing

their news sources (or essays written by his then-friends).[4] He's basically

the Stefan Molyneux of leftists, except less popular.
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Maoist Rambling Nonsense

It's pretty obvious Unruhe lives his entire life online. It's doubtful he's ever been to a Marxist study group or

anarchist infoshop. He makes outlandish claims regarding the history of (nominally) Communist leaders,

rendering him something of a laughingstock in the community. He even goes so far as to be a DPRK[6] and

Khmer Rouge apologist.[7]

Grave dancing

This guy is like an edgy Stalin-wannabe that never grew

out of his teenage angst communist years.

One of my few joys in life is making 9/11 jokes.

“
”

“ ”

—Unruhe reads his hate mail[1]

—[5]
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On the 13th anniversary of 9/11, he showed true bravery by going after the victims of the WTC attacks. It's all

right there in the title: he condemns those who died in the towers and says they "deserved" their fates.[8]

Likewise, Charlie Hebdo kinda acted like jerks sometimes, so they deserved to die.[9] You can bet next week,

Unruhe will make a video entitled "Why the Colombians killed by FARC deserved it". stage whispers Jesus

Christ.[10]

First worldism

He throws around the term "First Worldist" as if every failure of Western culture can be encompassed in those

words—but never explains what those words entails. And according to him, no-one in the first world is part of

the proletariat.[11]

He's made plenty of videos going after feminists[12] on the basis that "First Worlders" don't really suffer because

Third Worlders suffer more. Unruhe also believes "first worlders" are "parasites" because their wages and social

services come from value generated by third world exploitation.[13] He's gone so far as to say fighting for a

minimum wage increase is a "First World privilege." Keep in mind that this is the same "Communist" who

drinks expensive whiskey, smokes Cuban cigars,[14] and regularly brags about how much money he makes from

his channel.

His aversion to "identity politics" largely stems from the harsh reactions to his homophobic language and him

refusing to apologize. Jason doesn't seem to get that the same "identity politics" he decries originated with the

Maoist-inspired student movements of the 1960s. He goes on to attack his critics as "liberals." "I'm glad there's

a trend reacting against this…" So, Jason, you're calling for some kind of…reactionary response?[15]

Stalin was nice!

See the main article on this topic: Stalin apologism

Unruhe claims that deaths under the Stalinist purges were widely exaggerated. For example, Unruhe claims that

the Ukrainian famine of 1932-1933, or Holodomor, was caused by failures of Stalinist farm collectivization.

While some historians do support this view of the Holodomor, others contend that the Holomodor was a forced

famine that claimed the lives of between 2.4 million and 7.5 million. Either way, trying to portray this as not the

fault of Stalin or Stalinism is worrying at best.[16][17]

Unruhe claims Boris Yeltsin opening of Soviet documents revealed only--only!--a total of 775,866 executions.

However, this statistic leaves out ethnic cleansing committed by the NKVD in the form of deliberate famines

which claimed 5-10 million lives.[18][19][20]

Unruhe also asserts that the total number of executions is less than deaths caused by the CIA. Even if this is

true, this is a red herring, as the CIA committing crimes has no impact on the question of whether or not Stalin

was a genocidal dictator.

Unruhe then claims that the most executions occurred in 1937-1938, which is accurate. However, Unruhe then

uses the concentration camps for communists, social democrats, and trade unionists by Germany as justification

for these executions. He then asserts that many had their death sentences revoked, for which he provides no

citation and then speculates on total number of deaths based on data from deaths in one purge.

We have no way of knowing the exact number of people executed in Stalin's purges, but we do know that the

purges happened and we know the minimum number of executions (775,866). According to the declassified
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Soviet archives, during 1937 and 1938, the NKVD detained 1,548,366 persons, of whom 681,692 were shot.[21]

Some historians, such as the self proclaimed "Sovietologist" Robert Conquest, claim that the numbers

declassified by the Russians are inaccurate and the total number of deaths may be twice as high as reported.[22]

Even with Unruhe's statistics, Stalin is still directly responsible for the deaths of 40,000 prisoners, 90% of

whom are confirmed executed. Stalin himself signed 357 execution lists over the course of the Great Purge to

make this possible.[23] Even if we accept Unruhe's stats, Stalin is still responsible for the death of 36,000

individuals, which is enough to consider Stalin a mass murderer and not someone to glorify. Stalin personally

directed Nikolia Yezhov to torture individuals arrested until confessions were extracted. Recent documents have

revealed the following Stalin quote: “Isn't it time to squeeze this gentleman and force him to report on his dirty

little business? Where is he: in a prison or a hotel?"[24]

Conspiracy theories

In a debate with "Socialism or Barbarism!" an anarchist-communist YouTuber, Unruhe stated that he "doesn't

doubt for a second" that the USA is directly funding ISIS, while the other YouTuber, merely stated that the US

was funding Islamic rebels that might as well be ISIS. The center point of this debate however, was Unruhe's

belief that Rohava Rojava is "an agent of US imperialism", because they "took land from the Assad government

to carve up the country", and also stated that the YPG (http://wikipedia.org/wiki/YPG) was kicking Arabs out of

their homes, and gave his source as "news agencies".[25]
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Maoism (⽑澤東思想; pinyin: Máo Zédōng Sīxiǎng, lit. "Mao Ze Dong's

thoughts") is a particular brand of Communism developed (though not

named) by Mao Zedong, leader of China for much of the country's post-

revolution era.
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Origins

Maoism was firmly based in Marxist theory, and influenced by other communist movements, such as in the

Stalin-era Soviet Union. However, its practical implications, which were shaped by the specific economic and

social make-up and needs of China in the mid-twentieth century, are much less universalist than Marxist

orthodoxy. Mao Zedong relied very heavily upon militarism and Maoism as such is associated with militaristic

methodology and authoritarian militaristic presence. Mao Zedong in his practice of Marxism was very dogmatic

and made heavy use of 'The Communist Manifesto' in securing his own implementation of the ideology, later

named Maoism. His book, 'Quotations from Chairman Mao Zedong ' is one of the highest selling books of all

time. Mao Zedong actually showed support for Patriotism, with one of his notable quotes from his previously

name book being "Can a Communist, who is also an inter-nationalist, and at the same time be a patriot? We

hold not only that he can be but must be.", which separates Mao's Marxist practice from the more universalist

Communist theory. Marxist theory had envisioned socialist revolutions occurring in highly industrialized

societies with a powerful industrial working class, or proletariat. In the actual event, revolutions occurred in

less-developed societies where both the proletariat and the state apparatus were weak. The Marxist movement
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originally conceived of a two stage revolutionary process in agrarian societies. The first phase would be a

bourgeois-democratic phase that would overthrow the remaining feudal structures and lay the foundation for the

growth of the proletariat until it could seize state power. The Bolsheviks in Russia essentially rolled the two

stages into one, forming a revolutionary coalition based on the urban proletariat and the peasant class. The

Chinese proletariat was even smaller than in Russia and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) found itself

isolated from the proletarian base in China's coastal urban areas. Accordingly, Mao developed the doctrine that

a small vanguard party can lead a socialist revolution with armed insurgency based on the peasant class.

Founded in 1921, the CCP initially adopted the two-stage strategy, acting within the Nationalist Kuomintang

movement to end feudal land ownership. Chiang Kai-shek, who became the leader of the Kuomintang in 1925,

was not interested in land reform; he was mainly interested in eliminating rival warlords and the Kuomintang

became increasingly divided over pursuit of land reform and support of peasant rebellions. After a successful

expedition of the Kuomintang to eliminate opposing warlords in the north, Chiang expelled the CCP from the

Kuomintang and killed many of their cadres in Shanghai and other cities that constituted their base. The CCP,

which had up to this point been a mostly urban-centered organization, had to retreat to the countryside in order

to escape destruction at the hands of the Kuomintang forces. The CCP responded by supporting peasant

uprisings directed at overthrowing Chiang, opening the first phase (1927-1937) of the Chinese Civil War. The

rebellions were not successful but left Mao leading the dominant faction of the CCP, which adopted an

underground guerrilla strategy. (Mao has been accused of giving up CCP rivals to the Kuomintang, leading to

the defeat of the peasant rebellions.) Following the Long March of 1934/35, the CCP and its army had made

camp in the remote area of Yan'an in Shaanxi province, which would serve as its redoubt during the second

Sino-Japanese war. CCP officials lived in close contact with the local peasants and had to rely on them as their

only available source of support, which prompted Mao to devise a new branch of Marxist theory that

emphasized this class as the driving force of Communist revolution in China. The CCP proved remarkably

adept at mobilizing the rural populace and managed to assemble a large force of soldiers trained in guerrilla

tactics, an asset that would turn out to be critical during the second and final stage of the Civil War (1946-49).

The Maoist doctrine of peasant-supported armed insurgency accounted for survival of the People's Liberation

Army (PLA) during the First Civil War, but not the final overthrow of the Kuomintang. During the First Civil

War the Kuomintang was weakened by the Japanese occupation of Manchuria in 1931 and the expansion of that

occupation in 1937, as Mao's PLA was becoming stronger in its western redoubt. The climactic phase of the

war with Japan, corruption within the Kuomintang, and dysfunction in the relationship between the Kuomintang

and their western supporters, resulted in a state of military and economic crisis by the end of the war. The

Kuomintang forces were weakened by combat losses and economically-forced demobilization amounting to

about two thirds of their strength, leaving them unable to have much effect expelling the Japanese forces. After

the defeat of the Japanese army by the Soviet Red Army in Manchuria, the PLA gained free passage into the

formerly Japanese-held areas and a trove of equipment and supplies euphemistically abandoned by the Red

Army as it withdrew. As a result, the balance of forces was dramatically shifted in favor of the PLA. The

advantages gained from hand-me-down Soviet equipment proved decisive in the final battles of the Civil War,

in which armor and artillery played a large role. The Kuomintang's anti-Communist alliances with warlords

were disastrous, often leading to defections to the Communist side. The PLA's taxation program with which

they financed themselves in newly-gained territory was simple: confiscate the holdings of the wealthy.

So?

Apart from its reliance on the peasantry, the most important part of "Mao Zedong Thought" (as it is officially

known) is the idea that even after the creation of the socialist state, there will always be "capitalist restorationist

elements" that must be dealt with. This is expressed in the idea of "contradictions," in which every stage of

development has internal contradictions that must be overcome for the next stage to come around. Hence,
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Maoism emphasized the need for constant revolution and regular purges. This thought can be seen as the

intellectual precursor of the Great Cultural Revolution  (⽂化⼤⾰命; Wénhuà Dàgémìng) of the late 1960s,

which attempted to abolish the "feudalist" structures inherent in traditional Chinese culture and quickly turned

into a chaotic free-for-all that brought the country to the brink of another civil war.

Internationally, power politics combined with doctrinal differences would prompt the break-up of the alliance

between the People's Republic of China and the Soviet Union, which had supported the Communists during the

Civil War and formed an alliance with the new regime. The Soviet Union's stance was based on realpolitik,

developing arrangements between Communists and non-Communist "progressives." After initially espousing a

similar position in his speech, On the People's Democratic Dictatorship  in 1949, Mao eschewed all such

economic and political engagement between Communists and non-Communists, ultimately denouncing the

USSR as just another imperialist power and seeking to promote his own brand of Communist revolution

throughout the Third World. Moscow-line and Maoist Communist movements opposed each other bitterly,

leading to violent confrontation.

The Sino-Soviet split left China badly isolated, hostile towards both superpowers, and without an industrialized

patron to aid its development. In the late 1950s, Mao pursued a massive program of agricultural collectivization

and industrial development called the "Great Leap Forward " (⼤躍進; pinyin: Dà yuè jìn). This project failed

to deliver the promised industrialization of China and would ultimately trigger an unprecedented famine that

claimed about 45 million victims.[1] Mao's own attitude towards the catastrophe facing China's population was

indifference; if the Communist Party cadres had been required to make sacrifices for the revolution during the

civil war, so could the peasants make sacrifices for industrialization. Faced with continued isolation and the

disastrous results of the Great Leap Forward, Mao quietly retreated from his most rigid purism and adopted the

realpolitik practices he had denounced the Soviet Union over, while turning up the rhetorical heat that became

his trademark during the Cultural Revolution. China forged relationships with capitalist states aimed at curbing

the influence of the Soviet Union. The first such move was with Pakistan against the Soviet-Indian alliance. The

second was rapproachment with the United States. China's international realpolitik reached its most cynical

depths in the aftermath of the American wars in Indochina, when China used the Pol Pot regime of Cambodia as

a proxy force against Soviet-aligned Vietnam, then launched an abortive invasion of Vietnam on behalf of Pol

Pot's Khmer Rouge.

The Cultural Revolution saw Maoism morph from a body of thought that sought to justify itself in terms of

dialectical materialism to cultlike "Mao Zedong Thought" that championed "purity of thought," i.e. suspension

of individual critical faculties, and "revolutionary spirit," aka fanaticism. The emphasis on "revolutionary spirit"

ironically echoed the quasi-mystical Nazi emphasis on "will," but it had a simple-minded appeal for "Marxists"

who were more about the radical chic of following the Great Leader than actually understanding what they were

doing. Simple-minded sloganeering and cult of personality in place of tempered analysis would become the

hallmark of Maoist groups such as the Revolutionary Communist Party (US). The chaos within the Chinese

power structure during the Cultural Revolution caused doctrinal crises within Maoist movements across the

world, especially with the retreat signified by rehabilitation of purged figures whose abilities were needed to

keep the Chinese government functioning

However, Maoism did gain supporters among both anti-imperialists in the less-developed nations and radical

elements of the New Left. The heyday of Maoism in the West was during the late 1960s, when radical chic led

American student radicals to adopt the Maoism promoted by the Black Panther Party and Maoist factions vied

for control of Students for a Democratic Society. The Beatles song Revolution was a polemic directed towards

Maoist radical chic in Britain. After the Maoism fad that engulfed SDS the ranks of American Maoists were

soon winnowed to the true crazies, with myriad Maoist splinter groups spitting sectarian venom at each other

and anyone else they saw as a threat to their One True Way. American Maoists developed the doctrine that the

lumpenproletariat could become the most revolutionary sector of society and mounted efforts to recruit from
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prisons. Some splinter groups such as the Revolutionary Communist Party (US) came to resemble cults with

newspapers. Others such as the Weather Underground and the Symbionese Liberation Army  were violent

underground groups. The aftermath of the 1968 upheavals in Europe saw interest in Maoism rise at the expense

of the Moscow-line Communist Party, which in the eyes of many leftists was responsible for squandering an

opportunity in France.  In western Europe and Japan, violent Maoists made the American ones look like

amateurs. The German Baader-Meinhof Group and the Japanese Red Army  maintained high profile public

terror campaigns including bombings, kidnappings, assassinations, and (in the case of the JRA) hijackings and

one mass shooting.

The doctrine of Third World armed peasant uprising morphed in practice to violent subjugation of peasants by

Maoist vanguard movements. The most successful Maoist insurgency since 1949 was mounted by the Khmer

Rouge, who capitalized on the collapse of the Cambodian state in the aftermath of the US intervention to seize

power in 1975, then ruled with the support of China and the US as a political counterforce to Soviet-aligned

Vietnam. The Pol Pot regime ended when, after launching attacks against Vietnam, it was defeated by Vietnam

in 1978. The years under Pol Pot were a time of bloody terror, mass enslavement, and deliberate mass starvation

under possibly the most brutal regime the world has seen in modern times. The brutality of the Pol Pot regime

and of the Great Leap Forward in China are high on the list of things Maoists don't want to talk about. Other

Third World Maoist sects have attempted to mount armed insurgencies, none of which have brought an armed

peasant revolution to fruition. Some, such as FARC  in Colombia transitioned to legal status under negotiated

settlements. Most, such as the Shining Path  guerrilla movement in Peru were completely defeated. See the

Wikipedia article on Internal conflict in Peru.

After Mao's death in 1976 the Chinese government, while maintaining a Leninist party-state apparatus centered

on the Chinese Communist Party and keeping Mao as a national icon, has quietly buried Maoism as far as it

possibly can, putting the Chinese economy on a capitalist footing. The CCP asserted its position as the sole

channel for political organization in suppressing the Tienanmen Square uprising of 1989, while quietly

dismantling some social and educational structures and policies held over from the Cultural Revolution that had

been sources of grievance. The post-Mao political changes in China can be summarized as 1) greater legal

constraints on individual power within the ruling bureaucracy, replacing the "strongman" rule of the Mao era

with legally-modulated, more technocratic authority, and 2) retreat regarding the scope of the personal sphere in

which bureaucratic authority asserts itself, increasing personal freedom in non-political realms. However,

Maoist ideology continues to have some adherents outside of China. During 2008 and 2009, the ruling party in

Nepal was Maoist , and there are Maoist rebels in the Philippines, India, and Turkey. Other than for a brief

period surrounding the rebellion that toppled the Nepalese monarchy, however, Maoist sects have consistently

failed to gain popular support. As late as 2008 a small outfit called the "Maoist Internationalist Movement" put

out a really obnoxious newspaper that it would leave around universities.[2] The Revolutionary Communist

Party (US) raised its head during protests over the 2009 shooting of Oscar Grant in Oakland, CA. with their

white cadres attempting to foment full-blown race riots that they saw as furthering their cause.

Naxalism

Naxalism is the most influential modern militant Maoist movement, one that started in 1967 and continues,

though now largely abated, to this day. Naxalism derives its name from Naxalbari, a village in West Bengal,

India, where a group of landless and impoverished peasants rebelled against the landlords exploiting them.

When the police came to arrest the leaders of the movement, the peasant radicals ambushed them. The

movement gained ground, and the Communist Party of India (Marxist) (CPI (M)) supported it. However, when

the CPI (M) actually came to power, they softened their stance and refused to confiscate the landowners'

property.[citation needed]
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Disillusioned, a radical faction of the CPI (M) formed in 1969 a new and dedicatedly militant group, the CPI

(ML) (Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist)) that was inspired not by the Leftist intellectuals of

contemporary India, but by the struggle of Mao Zedong. The movement has since then turned into an all-out

war against the Indian state, and has spread out into Nepal as well.

TL;DR

It's an attempt to establish socialism in a single country that skips even more of the most basic precepts of

Marxism than Lenin had done previously.

Under Mao, not only was the revolution to be made to take place in an unindustrialised nation (as it had during

the Russian revolution), but further, the centrality of the industrial worker was now to be replaced by the

centrality of the agriculutral peasant.
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The Leading Light Communist Organization (LLCO) is an international communist organization that has branches in the USA, Bangladesh, and Ghana.[1] It has developed a new ideology centred on a type of cult around 'Science'.[2][3] The head of the

organization is Commander Prairie Fire. Jason Unruhe is a former member of the LLCO in 2017, and continues to support it. Their declared goal is to liberate all of the Third World.
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Ideology [edit]

The fundamental belief of the LLCO is that the proletariat of the First World is too rich to be considered proletarian. It is part of the bourgeoisie.[4][5] They often refer to the Third World as the 'Proletarian World'. According to their ideology, the First World leaders

super-exploit the working class of the Third World, to pamper the working class in their own region. Notably, the organization says that their position is the same as Lenin's because there is no Socialist State. They are largely pro-Mao: there is, however, somewhat of

a disagreement among their members about that. LLCO opposes Israel and supports the Palestinians.[6] They have declared Communist Party of India (Maoist) Naxal guerillas a democratic force.[7]

They have also devised a so-called strategy, which they say is the ideological super weapon that will help them take over the world. Global People's War is the name of the strategy. It is gradually, occupying one Third World country after country and detaching them

from the global economy. This will, they hope, deprive resources from the First World and cause its economic collapse.

Dictatorship in the First World [edit]

The LLCO has written in some places about imposing the dictatorship of the Proletarian World on the First World, Even though they have not explicitly written about an invasion, no other explanation of how that could be achieved has been given. (The obvious

problem is that the governments of the First World will never allow the creation of a global communist bloc with the intention of invading and taking over the world).[8]

External links [edit]

The official website of Leading Light Communist Organization

Another website of the LLCO

Interview with Commander Fire
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Not to be confused with the equally garbage wingnut newspaper Rebel Media.

Maoist Rebel News is a YouTube channel run by Jason "Roo" Unruhe (his real surname is Caden), a rap artist,[2] Red Alert cosplayer, and political commentator[3] from Canada. Because making 9/11 jokes and screaming "Fuck you, dad!" for 20 minutes now

counts as political journalism.

He's long been blacklisted by many in the socialist community, including some tankies, for plagiarizing their news sources (or essays written by his then-friends).[4] He's basically the Stefan Molyneux of leftists, except less popular. He pledged support to Leading Light

Communist Organization (LLCO).
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Maoist Rambling Nonsense [edit]

It's pretty obvious Unruhe lives his entire life online. It's doubtful he's ever been to a Marxist study group or anarchist infoshop. He makes outlandish claims regarding the history of (nominally) Communist leaders, rendering him something of a laughingstock in the

community. He even goes so far as to be a DPRK[6] and Khmer Rouge apologist.[7]

In a rare stopped clock moment, Unruhe criticizes the current Chinese Communist Party as "capitalist-imperialist" for its economic exploitation of African countries.[8] Unfortunately, he still makes fun of Uighur victims[9] and Hong Kong protestors.[10] Oh yes, he

promotes conspiracies that the US created COVID-19.[11]

Grave dancing [edit]

On the 13th anniversary of 9/11, he showed true bravery by going after the victims of the WTC attacks. It's all right there in the title: he condemns those who died in the towers and says they "deserved" their fates.[12] Likewise, Charlie Hebdo kinda acted like jerks

sometimes, so they deserved to die.[13] After an arsonist killed 33 people and injured 36 at Kyoto Animation Studio,[14] Unruhe responded "Not all heroes wear capes. Anti-degeneracy gang rise up."[15] You can bet next week, Unruhe will make a video entitled "Why

the Colombians killed by FARC deserved it". stage whispers Jesus Christ.[16]

First Worldism [edit]

He throws around the term "First Worldist" as if every failure of Western culture can be encompassed in those words—but never explains what those words entails. And according to him, no-one in the first world is part of the proletariat.[17]

He's made plenty of videos going after feminists[18] on the basis that "First Worlders" don't really suffer because Third Worlders suffer more. Unruhe also believes "first worlders" are "parasites" because their wages and social services come from value generated by

third world exploitation.[19] He's gone so far as to say fighting for a minimum wage increase is a "First World privilege." Keep in mind that this is the same "Communist" who drinks expensive whiskey, goes on video game binges, smokes Cuban cigars,[20] and

regularly brags about how much money he makes from his channel.

His aversion to "identity politics" largely stems from the harsh reactions to his homophobic language and him refusing to apologize. Jason doesn't seem to get that the same "identity politics" he decries originated with the Maoist-inspired student movements of the

1960s. He goes on to attack his critics as "liberals." "I'm glad there's a trend reacting against this…" So, Jason, you're calling for some kind of…reactionary response?[21]

Stalin was nice! [edit]

See the main article on this topic: Stalin apologism

Unruhe claims that deaths under the Stalinist purges were widely exaggerated. For example, Unruhe claims that the Ukrainian famine of 1932-1933, or Holodomor, was caused by failures of Stalinist farm collectivization. While some historians do support this view of

the Holodomor, others contend that the Holomodor was a forced famine that claimed the lives of between 2.4 million and 7.5 million. Either way, trying to portray this as not the fault of Stalin or Stalinism is worrying at best.[22][23]

Unruhe claims Boris Yeltsin's opening of Soviet documents revealed only--only!--a total of 775,866 executions. However, this statistic leaves out ethnic cleansing committed by the NKVD in the form of deliberate famines which claimed 5-10 million lives.[24][25][26]

Unruhe also asserts that the total number of executions is less than deaths caused by the CIA. Even if this is true, this is a red herring, as the CIA committing crimes has no impact on the question of whether or not Stalin was a genocidal dictator. This is a great example of whataboutism.

Unruhe then claims that most executions occurred in 1937-1938, which is accurate. However, Unruhe then uses the concentration camps for communists, social democrats, and trade unionists by Germany as justification for these executions. He then asserts that many had their death

sentences revoked, for which he provides no citation and then speculates on the total number of deaths based on data from deaths in one purge.

We have no way of knowing the exact number of people executed in Stalin's purges, but we do know that the purges happened and we know the minimum number of executions (775,866). According to the declassified Soviet archives, during 1937 and 1938, the NKVD detained 1,548,366

persons, of whom 681,692 were shot.[27] Some historians, such as the self proclaimed "Sovietologist" Robert Conquest, claim that the numbers declassified by the Russians are inaccurate and the total number of deaths may be twice as high as reported.[28]

Even with Unruhe's statistics, Stalin is still directly responsible for the deaths of 40,000 prisoners, 90% of whom are confirmed executed. Stalin himself signed 357 execution lists over the course of the Great Purge to make this possible.[29] Even if we accept Unruhe's stats, Stalin is still

responsible for the death of 36,000 individuals, which is enough to consider Stalin a mass murderer and not someone to glorify. Stalin personally directed Nikolia Yezhov to torture individuals arrested until confessions were extracted. Recent documents have revealed the following Stalin quote:

“Isn't it time to squeeze this gentleman and force him to report on his dirty little business? Where is he: in a prison or a hotel?"[30]

Conspiracy theories [edit]

In a debate with "Socialism or Barbarism!" an anarchist-communist YouTuber, Unruhe stated that he "doesn't doubt for a second" that the USA is directly funding ISIS, while the other YouTuber merely stated that the US was funding Islamic rebels that might as well be ISIS. The center point of this

debate however, was Unruhe's belief that Rohava Rojava is "an agent of US imperialism", because they "took land from the Assad government to carve up the country", and also stated that the YPG  was kicking Arabs out of their homes, and gave his source as "news agencies".[31]

See also [edit]

Internet tough guy

The Amazing Atheist

Tankie

Rand Paul — Endorsed him for President.[32]

Videos [edit]

What the fuck did you just fucking say about me, you little bitch?  - Considering how much time he spends in a basement, you'd think he'd be familiar with this oldest-than-dirt copypasta.

Hey YouTube, Anita Sarkeesian, Anarchists, and Betas: Suck My Cock!  - This is some kind of brilliant, lonelygirl15 prank, right?

After prevously endorsing Rand Paul, Jason pleads with Canadians not to vote Conservative  - Accelerationism is only for AmeriKKKans.

References [edit]

1. ↑ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Te3KcuARhhc

2. ↑ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzSMRXjJsLc

3. ↑ Unruhe on Iranian state media.  Started from the bottom now we're here.

4. ↑ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5sbUU2Zto4

5. ↑ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5W2s4xktS1M

6. ↑ North Korea  Maoist Rebel News.

7. ↑ Truth about Pol Pot and Maoism  by Jason Unruhe (2011 07 26) Maoist Rebel News.

8. ↑ Chinese Imperialism in Africa is Here  'Maoist Rebel News.

9. ↑ Chinese Uyghurs & American losers and suckers

10. ↑ 'People of Hong Kong' Nominated for 2020 Nobel Peace Prize

11. ↑ Did the US Create the CoronaVirus? China and Iran suggest so

12. ↑ http://youtu.be/JXriphg1Yqs

13. ↑ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OthB84ndPJw

14. ↑ Man shouting ‘You die’ kills 33 at Japan anime studio  Associated Press. July 18, 2019.

15. ↑ Twitter post  Jul 18, 2019.

16. ↑ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHe3GXVijsM

17. ↑ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acF93_IsMnU  People who use faux Cyrillic always have bad politics.

18. ↑ Trumblr Reacts to Trump Victory

19. ↑ https://maoistrebelnews.com/2016/05/16/jacobin-magazines-defense-of-the-white-worker-denies-the-reality-of-class/

20. ↑ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-sjRSBHbBws

21. ↑ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=maq8LnJX0ak

22. ↑ Snyder 2010, p. 53. "One demographic retrojection suggests a figure of 2.5 million famine deaths for Soviet Ukraine. This is too close to the recorded

figure of excess deaths, which is about 2.4 million. The latter figure must be substantially low since many deaths were not recorded. Another

demographic calculation, carried out on behalf of the authorities of independent Ukraine, provides the figure of 3.9 million dead. The truth is probably in

between these numbers, where most of the estimates of respectable scholars can be found. It seems reasonable to propose a figure of approximately

3.3 million deaths by starvation and hunger-related disease in Soviet Ukraine in 1932–1933".

23. ↑ David R. Marples. Heroes and Villains: Creating National History in Contemporary Ukraine. p.50

24. ↑ Montefiore, Simon Sebag (2004). Stalin: The Court of the Red Tsar. ISBN 0-7538-1766-7.

25. ↑ http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=akRdu1cuBPKg&refer=europe

26. ↑ It also ignores the fact that Soviets executed 775,866 people too many.

27. ↑ Communism: A History (Modern Library Chronicles) by Richard Pipes, pg 67

28. ↑ Life and Terror in Stalin's Russia: 1934-1941. - book reviews by Robert Conquest, 1996, National Review

29. ↑ http://www.paulbogdanor.com/left/soviet/famine/ellman1933.pdf

30. ↑ Marc Jansen, Nikita Vasil'evich Petrov. Stalin's Loyal Executioner: People's Commissar Nikolai Ezhov, 1895-1940. Hoover Institution Press, 2002.
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This guy is like an edgy Stalin-wannabe that never grew out of his teenage angst communist years.

One of my few joys in life is making 9/11 jokes.

“ ”

“ ”

—Unruhe reads his hate mail[1]

—[5]
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Joint declaration

On “Third Worldism” and the description of the “Three Worlds”

We  wish  to  warn  about  an  erroneous  line  that  is  dangerous  for  the  International  Communist
Movement :  “Third  Worldism”.  This  conception  negates  the  national  frame,  the  dialectical
movement of reality and develops ultra-leftist topics which bring only confusion.

As we know, the Communist Party of China noted in 1963, in a reply to the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union also known as the letter in 25 points:

“The various types of contradictions in the contemporary world are concentrated in the 
vast areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America; these are the most vulnerable areas under 
imperialist rule and the storm centers of world revolution dealing direct blows at 
imperialism (…).

Certain persons in the international communist movement are now taking a passive or 
scornful or negative attitude towards the struggles of the oppressed nations for 
liberation. They are in fact protecting the interests of monopoly capital, betraying those 
of the proletariat, and degenerating into social democrats.

The attitude taken towards the revolutionary struggles of the people in the Asian, 
African and Latin American countries is an important criterion for differentiating those 
who want revolution from those who do not and those who are truly defending world 
peace from those who are abetting the forces of aggression and war.“ (1)

This  is  the  basic  understanding  of  the  world  according  dialectical  materialism.  The  capitalist
countries manage to organize the terrible exploitation of the semi-colonial semi-feudal countries. In
this process, they are able to produce a labor aristocracy which serves capitalism. Lenin writes in
his classical “Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism”:

“Capitalism has now singled out a handful (less than one-tenth of the inhabitants of the 
globe; less than one-fifth at a most “generous” and liberal calculation) of exceptionally 
rich and powerful states which plunder the whole world simply by “clipping coupons” 
(…).

Obviously, out of such enormous superprofits (since they are obtained over and above 
the profits which capitalists squeeze out of the workers of their “own” country) it 
is possible to bribe the labour leaders and the upper stratum of the labour aristocracy. 
And that is just what the capitalists of the “advanced” countries are doing: they are 
bribing them in a thousand different ways, direct and indirect, overt and covert (…).

They are the real agents of the bourgeoisie in the working-class movement, the labour 
lieutenants of the capitalist class, real vehicles of reformism and chauvinism.” (2)

On one side, we have strong capitalist countries, able to produce agents of the bourgeoisie in the
ranks of the working class, paralyzing in a relative manner the revolutionary activity of the working
class;  on  the  other  side,  we  have  oppressed  countries  in  which  exploitation  is  so  strong  that
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rebellion can develop itself in a much better manner.

Nevertheless, these are tendencies. For example, in the oppressed countries, it is possible that semi-
feudalism or semi-colonialism is so strong that revolution is, in a relative manner, slowed. Religious
fanaticism  is  a  reactionary  tendency  which  is  very  strong  where  feudalism  is  particularly
established. Nationalism can be very developed in countries where bureaucratic capitalism knows a
period of development.

In the same way, pauperism is a natural tendency of capitalism.
The  contradiction  between  bourgeoisie  and  proletariat  is
antagonistic  and  therefore  the  masses,  even  in  the  capitalist
countries, come always more in a situation of poverty. This is
the  law,  explained  by  Karl  Marx  in  the  Capital,  of  capital
accumulation, and rejected by social-democratic reformism who
affirms that the standard of living of the masses can always be
better within capitalism.

“Third  worldism”  is  here  an  ideology  which  negates  the
dialectics of reality. It pretends that capitalism can be peaceful
and  always  in  progress  in  the  capitalist  countries.  This  is
counter-revolutionary. But it doesn't express it openly: it hides
its vision of a peaceful capitalism through the “revolutionary”
affirmation of the “Third world”.

“Third worldism” spreads the same vision of capitalism as the social-democratic reformists, but
with a tactic of pretending of being “revolutionary” in negating this so-called peaceful capitalism in
the name of the “Third World”.

This is an ultra-left deviation which only helps, in fact, the popularizers of a “peaceful” capitalism,
as it says the same, even if pretending to be “against”.

This  is  an  ultra-left  deviation  which  negates  the  class  antagonism  between  bourgeoisie  and
proletariat in the capitalist countries, promoting capitulation in the name of the “superiority” of
imperialism.

This is an ultra-left deviation supporting a “national” conception of the revolution, when in fact the
question is always a democratic one: the struggle of the oppressed countries is not the one of a
nation  against  another,  but  of  the  masses  for  democracy  against  exploitation  and  oppression
organized by a ruling class of another country.

The ultra-left “Third Worldist” conception has the same view on imperialist capitalism as the social-
democratic reformists, considering it as without antagonism; it has an anti-dialectical point of view,
giving birth to a metaphysical conception of the “Third World”.

This is the same ideology as Lin Biao, who attempted a fascist coup in red China under the disguise
of a “Third Worldist” line.

It is necessary here to stress what we should really understand as “Third World”. It is Mao Zedong
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who popularized this concept; let's quote him here when he made a description of the world.

“The U.S. and the Soviet Union have a lot of atomic bombs, and they are richer. Europe,
Japan, Australia and Canada, of the Second World, do not possess so many atomic 
bombs and are not so rich as the First World, but richer than the Third World.”(3)

As we know, there was then already an attempt of the capitalist roaders in red China, led by Deng
Xiaoping, to misuse this description to promote an alliance of the “Second World” to the “Third
World”.

This brought a lot of confusion and a lack of understanding sometimes. Let's see here the correct
interpretation of the Communist Party of Peru through Gonzalo and Gonzalo Thought:

“The first world is the two superpowers, the U.S. and the USSR which contend for 
world hegemony and which can unleash an imperialist war.

They are superpowers because they are economically, politically, and militarily more 
powerful compared to the other powers. The U.S. has an economy centered on non-state
monopoly of property; politically, it develops a bourgeois democracy with a growing 
restriction of rights. It is a reactionary liberalism; militarily, it is the most powerful in 
the west and has a longer process of development.

The USSR is economically based on a state monopoly, with a politically fascist 
dictatorship of a bureaucratic bourgeoisie and is a top-level military power although its 
process of development is shorter. The U.S. seeks to maintain its dominance and also to 
expand it.

The USSR aims more towards expansion because it is a new superpower and 
economically it is in her interests to dominate Europe to improve its conditions. In 
synthesis, they are two superpowers which do not constitute a block but have 
contradictions, clear mutual differences, and they move within the law of collusion and 
contention for the redivision of the world.

The second world are the imperialist powers which are not superpowers, but have 
smaller economic, political, and military power such as Japan, Germany, France, Italy, 
etc. which have contradictions with the superpowers because they sustain, for example, 
the devaluation of the dollar, military restrictions, and political impositions; these 
imperialist powers want to take advantage of the contention between the superpowers in
order for them to emerge as new superpowers, and they also unleash wars of aggression 
against the oppressed nations and furthermore, acute contradictions exist among them.

The third world is composed of the oppressed nations of Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America. They are colonies or semi-colonies where feudalism has not been destroyed, 
and on that basis a bureaucratic capitalism unfolds, they are tied to a superpower or 
imperialist power. They have contradictions with imperialism, furthermore they fight 
against their own big bourgeoisie and landlords, both of which are at the service of and 
in collusion with imperialism, especially with the superpowers (…).

The contradiction of the oppressed nations, on one side, against the superpowers and 
imperialist powers, on the other. Here the thesis of the three worlds is delineated, and 
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we formulate it this way because the kernel of that contradiction lies with the 
superpowers but it is also a contradiction with the imperialist powers.

This is the principal contradiction and its solution is the development and victory of 
new democratic revolutions.”

This correct interpretation was not made by numerous parties and organizations around the world.
For example, the TKP/ML in Turkey and the Party of Labor of Albania had the same unilateral
conception of the “Three Worlds” theory.

The TKP/ML rejected it in defending Mao Zedong who according it
couldn't have supported it and the Party of Labor of Albania rejected
it in attacking Mao Zedong presented as its supporter, assimilating
him with Deng Xiaoping.

In fact, the conception of “Three Worlds” was only a description
permitting to apprehend in a better way the contradiction between
imperialist powers i.e. between imperialist powers and imperialist
superpowers; it never meant to be a concept to use mechanically.

To be scientific, we should use the same distinction within the semi-
colonial semi-feudal countries. Some of them are “expansionists”, like Siraj Sikder noted it in the
particular situation of East Bengal facing Pakistan and then India, which are both semi-colonial
semi-feudal, but aggressive as expansionist countries.

We have also to note here that, in this particular case, the Chinese state internationally represented
by third wordlists did not support the East Bengal Liberation Movement as they thought it was
going against Pakistan which was their international diplomatic ally.

Siraj Sikder being a genuine communist, understanding Mao Zedong and his teachings, vigorously
carried national liberation war against Pakistan. So, his guiding thought directly went against the
third wordlist view that thought Pakistan, as oppressed country, cannot have a colony. The third
wordlists do not find any contradiction inside a third world country.

This is an important particularity of third worldism: it rejects dialectics and so the contradictions of
the oppressed countries, which are not “national states” but semi-colonial semi-feudal countries.

In early 70s, the pro Moscow groups supported
the Indian expansionism and its  lackeys while
the  pro  China  third  worldists  supported
Pakistani expansionism and its lackeys.

Everywhere  in  the  world,  in  the  oppressed
countries,  we  can  see  that  the  revisionists
support  bureaucratic  capitalism and feudalism,
in a nationalistic approach, working at the same
time for imperialists and expansionists that they
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choose as being “progressive”.

In the imperialist countries, this trend exists also, particularly in the second world and its games
against the superpowers.

In  Belgium  and  France,  for  example,  imperialist
countries,  organizations  claiming  Marxism-
Leninism  Mao  Zedong  Thought  and  politically
active  in  1960's,  1970's,  1980's  all  refers  to  the
“three worlds” in  all  their  theoretical productions;
but there was in no way a right understanding of the
“three worlds” as a “tool” for a better understanding
of  the  contradictions  between  imperialist
superpowers and imperialist powers..

Here,  however,  the  most  negative  example  of  a
mechanistic misuse of the “three worlds” as “overall

strategic course of action” has to be credited to the Belgian organization AMADA-TPO becoming
in 1979 the PTB-PVBA - who forgot opportunistically that a theory which knows no class can never
be a theory of the proletariat.

Thus, in its “Agenda for peace, national independence, people's democracy and socialism”, dated
from May 8, 1976, AMADA-TPO explained that as part of the analysis of power relations between
“rising and aggressive Russian hegemonism and US imperialism in decline which is in a defensive
position”, it would be necessary to understand NATO as a framework within which it would be
possible  to  conclude  a  defensive  alliance  with  the  United  States,  based  on  the  principles:
“sovereignty, independence and "rely on its own forces", equality and mutual non-interference”.

Tumbling  in  the  most  complete  subjectivism in  wishing  to  form a  united  block  with  the  US
imperialism  and  the  Belgian  bourgeoisie,  AMADA-PTO
analyzed thus NATO as a “shelter” where it would be possible
to  support  all  the  trends  moving  in  the  national  claims
mentioned..

It is not difficult to understand that these designs have nothing
to do with the “three worlds” popularized by Mao Zedong and
Gonzalo, since for AMADA-TPO, NATO, although understood
as completely under the thumb of the US imperialism, became
the  guarantor  of  equality,  mutual  non-interference,  national
independence.

To  support  their  “scientific  evidence”  on  “American
imperialism in decline”, it was particularly referred to Hua Guo
Feng  and  Deng  Xiaoping  quotations  drawn  from  “Beijing
Review” of the end of 1976, so after the victory of the anti-
Party revisionist clique in China.
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AMADA-TPO was having a mask of a Marxist-Leninist organization Mao Zedong Thought; in
practice, it was already a populist organization, advocating basically a “social” line and celebrating
fascist China of the period after Mao Zedong.

A very  similar  evolution  was  followed  by  the  French
PCMLF.

This shows the necessity of an analysis of reality, on the
basis of dialectical materialism, through participation to
the class struggle and with the birth of a guiding thought;
revolution can not be base on subjectivism, on rupturism,
even in the name of the third world.

Ultra-leftist deviation is always based on subjectivism. It
is  the  pretension  of  saying  “no”  individually  to
oppression,  without  any  scientific  understanding  of
exploitation.

There are nowadays two main “Third Worldist” structures
in  the  USA  for  example,  the  “Revolutionary  Anti-
imperialist  Movement”  and  “Leading  Light”.  Both
pretended to be Maoist, to abandon it those last months:
after  having pretended to be of proletarian nature,  they
can only tip always more in subjectivism. This phenomenon already happened in the 1970's-1980's,
with the Weather Underground in the USA and the Red Army Fraction in Western Germany.

Those genuine revolutionaries failed to build a guiding thought, to find a revolutionary way in their
own country, and so they found “elsewhere” the motor of the revolution. Let's quote here the Red
Army Fraction:

“If the people of the Third World are the vanguard of the anti-imperialist revolution, 
then that means that they objectively represent the greatest hope for people in the 
metropole to achieve their own freedom.

If this is the case, then it is our duty to establish a connection between the liberation 
struggle of the peoples of the Third World and the longing for freedom in the metropole 
wherever it emerges. This means in grade schools, in high schools, in factories, in 
families, in prisons, in office cubicles, in hospitals, in head offices, in political parties, 
in unions—wherever.

Against everything that openly negates, suppresses, and destroys this connection: 
consumerism, the media, co-management, opportunism, dogmatism, authority, 
paternalism, brutality, and alienation.

“This means us!” We are revolutionary subjects.

Whoever begins to struggle and to resist is one of us.” (5)
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This is subjectivism. Revolution in the imperialist countries do not depend of a “connection” with
the Third World, but of a guiding Thought which is in the frame of the World Revolution. To say
something else means to negate the antagonistic contradiction between bourgeoisie and proletariat
in a capitalist country.

In each country, the contradiction is internal; as Mao explained it in “On contradiction”:

“The fundamental cause of the development of a thing is not external but internal; it lies
in the contradictoriness within the thing. There is internal contradiction in every single 
thing, hence its motion and development.”

In  this  sense,  Third  Worldism  is  a  reactionary  ideology,  bringing  only  confusion  and  which
bourgeois goal is to block the study of reality through dialectical materialism, nowadays: Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism.

Let's study Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, unite under the banner of Maoism!

Reject subjectivism, forge the revolutionary conditions for a guiding Thought!

People's War until Communism!

November 2015

Marxist Leninist Maoist Communist Party of Bangladesh

Marxist Leninist Maoist Center of Belgium

Communist Party of France (marxist leninist maoist)
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(1) Communist Party of China - The letter in 25 points

(1) First document

On June 14, 1963, the Communist Party of China replied in a letter to the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union; it became then famous as the letter in 25 points. The eighth point deals with the
question of Asia, Africa and Latin America, presented as the “storm centers of world revolution”.

(8) The various types of contradictions in the contemporary world are concentrated in the vast areas
of Asia, Africa and Latin America; these are the most vulnerable areas under imperialist rule and the
storm centers of world revolution dealing direct blows at imperialism.

The  national  democratic  revolutionary  movement  in  these  areas  and  the  international  socialist
revolutionary movement are the two great historical currents of our time.

The national democratic revolution in these areas is an important component of the contemporary
proletarian world revolution.

The anti-imperialist revolutionary struggles of the people
in  Asia,  Africa  and  Latin  America  are  pounding  and
undermining the foundations of the rule of imperialism
and  colonialism,  old  and  new,  and are  now a  mighty
force in defense of world peace.

In a sense, therefore, the whole cause of the international
proletarian  revolution  hinges  on  the  outcome  of  the
revolutionary struggles of the people of these areas who
constitute  the  overwhelming  majority  of  the  world's
population.

Therefore, the anti-imperialist revolutionary struggle of
the people in Asia, Africa and Latin America is definitely
not merely a matter of regional significance but one of
overall  importance  for  the  whole  cause  of  proletarian
world revolution.

Certain  persons  now  go  so  far  as  to  deny  the  great
international significance of the anti-imperialist revolutionary struggles of the Asian, African and
Latin American peoples and, on the pretext of breaking down the barriers of nationality, color and
geographical location, are trying their best to efface the line of demarcation between oppressed and
oppressor  nations  and  between  oppressed  and  oppressor  countries  and  to  hold  down  the
revolutionary struggles of the peoples in these areas.

In fact,  they cater to the needs of imperialism and create a new "theory" to justify the rule of
imperialism in these areas and the promotion of its policies of old and new colonialism. Actually,
this "theory" seeks not to break down the barriers of nationality, color and geographical location but
to maintain the rule of the "superior nations" over the oppressed nations. It is only natural that this
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fraudulent "theory" is rejected by the people in these areas.

The working class in every socialist country and in every capitalist country must truly put into
effect the fighting slogans, "Workers of all countries, unite!" and "Workers and oppressed nations of
the world, unite!"; it must study the revolutionary experience of the peoples of Asia, Africa and
Latin America, firmly support their revolutionary actions
and  regard  the  cause  of  their  liberation  as  a  most
dependable support for itself  and as directly  in accord
with its own interests.

This is the only effective way to break down the barriers
of nationality, color and geographical location and this is
the only genuine proletarian internationalism.

It  is impossible for the working class in the European
and American capitalist countries to liberate itself unless
it  unites  with  the  oppressed  nations  and  unless  those
nations are liberated. Lenin rightly said,

“The revolutionary movement in the advanced countries would actually be a sheer fraud if, in their
struggle against capital, the workers of Europe and America were not closely and completely united
with the hundreds upon hundreds of millions of "colonial" slaves who are oppressed by capital”
(Lenin, The Second Congress of the Communist International).

Certain persons in the international communist movement are now taking a passive or scornful or
negative attitude towards the struggles of the oppressed nations for liberation.  They are in fact
protecting the interests of monopoly capital, betraying those of the proletariat, and degenerating into
social democrats.

The attitude taken towards the revolutionary struggles of the people in the Asian, African and Latin
American countries is an important criterion for differentiating those who want revolution from
those who do not and those who are truly defending world peace from those who are abetting the
forces of aggression and war.”

(2) Lenin - Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism

(2) Second document

Here an excerpt from Lenin,  “Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism”, dealing with the
question of the labor aristocracy.

“It is precisely the parasitism and decay of capitalism, characteristic of its highest historical stage of
development, i.e., imperialism.

As  this  pamphlet  shows,  capitalism  has  now singled  out  a handful (less  than  one-tenth  of  the
inhabitants  of  the  globe;  less  than  one-fifth  at  a  most  “generous”  and  liberal  calculation)  of
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exceptionally  rich  and  powerful  states  which  plunder  the  whole  world  simply  by  “clipping
coupons”.

Capital exports yield an income of eight to ten thousand million francs per annum, at pre-war prices
and according to pre-war bourgeois statistics. Now, of course, they yield much more.

Obviously, out of such enormous superprofits (since
they are obtained over and above the profits which
capitalists squeeze out of the workers of their “own”
country) it is possible to bribe the labour leaders and
the upper stratum of the labour aristocracy.

And  that  is  just  what  the  capitalists  of  the
“advanced”  countries  are  doing:  they  are  bribing
them  in  a  thousand  different  ways,  direct  and
indirect, overt and covert.

This stratum of workers-turned-bourgeois, or the labour aristocracy, who are quite philistine in their
mode of life, in the size of their earnings and in their entire outlook, is the principal prop of the
Second International, and in our days, the principal social (not military) prop of the bourgeoisie.

For  they  are  the  real agents  of  the  bourgeoisie  in  the  working-class movement,  the  labour
lieutenants  of  the  capitalist  class,  real  vehicles  of  reformism and chauvinism.  In  the  civil  war
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie they inevitably, and in no small numbers. take the side
of the bourgeoisie, the “Versaillese” against the “Communards”.

Unless  the  economic  roots  of  this  phenomenon  are  understood  and  its  political  and  social
significance is appreciated, not a step can be taken toward the solution of the practical problem of
the communist movement and of the impending social revolution.”

(3) Mao Zedong on the three worlds

(3) Third document

This document comes from the from the verbatim record of a discussion on February 22, 1974
between Mao Zedong and Kenneth David Kaunda; it was presented in China as the point of view of
Mao Zedong about the “Three Worlds”.

“Chairman Mao Zedong (hereinafter referred to as Mao): We hope the Third World will unite. The
Third World has a large population!

President Kenneth David Kaunda (hereinafter referred to as Kaunda): That’s right.

Mao: Who belongs to the First World?

Kaunda: I think it ought to be world of exploiters and imperialists.

Mao: And the Second World?
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Kaunda: Those who have become revisionists.

Mao: I hold that the U.S. and the Soviet Union belong to the First World. The middle elements, such
as Japan, Europe, Australia and Canada, belong to the Second World. We are the Third World.

Kaunda: I agree with your analysis, Mr. Chairman.

Mao: The U.S. and the Soviet Union have a lot of atomic bombs, and they are richer. Europe, Japan,
Australia and Canada, of the Second World, do not possess so many atomic bombs and are not so
rich as the First World, but richer than the Third World. What do you think of this explanation?

Kaunda: Mr. Chairman, you analysis is very pertinent and correct.

Mao: We can discuss it.

Kaunda: I  think  we can  reach agreement  without  discussion,  because  I  believe  this  analysis  is
already very pertinent.

Mao: The Third World is very populous.

Kaunda: Precisely so.

Mao: All Asian countries, except Japan, belong to the Third World. All of Africa and also Latin
America belong to the Third World.”

(4) Deng Xiaoping on the three worlds

(4) Fourth document

Deng Xiaoping, the head of the pro-capitalist fraction in the Communist Party of China, presented
publicly the conception of the “three worlds” at the Special Session of the U.N. General Assembly
on April, 10, 1974, as Chairman of the Delegation of the People’s Republic of China. Here is an
excerpt presenting it.

“The United States and the Soviet Union make up the First World. The developing countries in
Asia, Africa, Latin America and other regions make up the Third World. The developed countries
between the two make up the Second World (…).

Innumerable facts show that all views that overestimate the strength of the two hegemonic powers
and underestimate the strength of the people are groundless. It is not the one or two superpowers
that are really powerful; the really powerful are the Third World and the people of all countries
uniting together and daring to fight and daring to win.

Since numerous Third World countries  and people were able  to  achieve political  independence
through protracted struggle, certainly they will also be able, on this basis, to bring about through
sustained struggle a thorough change in the international economic relations which are based on
inequality,  control  and  exploitation  and  thus  create  essential  conditions  for  the  independent
development of their national economy by strengthening their unity and allying themselves with
other countries subjected to superpower bullying as well as with the people of the whole world,
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including the people of the United States and the Soviet Union (…).

The  Third  World  countries  strongly  demand  that  the  present  extremely  unequal  international
economic  relations  be  changed,  and  they  have  made  many  rational  proposals  of  reform.  The
Chinese Government and people warmly endorse and firmly support all just propositions made by
Third World countries.”

(5) Red Army Fraction – Black September

(5) Fifth document

The difference between the red line of Mao Zedong and the black line of Deng Xiaoping (or Lin
Biao)  was  not  understood  in  countries  like  France  and  West  Germany.  Therefore,  in  those
countries,  the  Chinese  position  was taken as  a  whole  as  an  “anti-imperialist”  line  seeing  the
“Third World” as the new protagonist of the world history.

The imperialist “metropole” would, according this line, not possess a revolutionary contradiction
anymore; the genuine revolutionaries would have to follow the “Third World”. This was a position
very strong in the student movement in France and West Germany; in this last case even appeared
an armed organization basing its line on it.

Here  is  the  conception  of  the  Red Army Faction,  in  a statement  made on November 1,  1972,
following the kidnapping and execution of eleven Israeli athletes and officials by the Palestinian
organization “Black September”, during the Summer Olympics in Munich.

“Black September’s strategy is the revolutionary strategy for anti-imperialist struggle, both in the
Third  World  and  in  the  metropole,  given  the  imperialist  conditions  created  by  multinational
corporations (…).

The bomb attack on the Strüver Corporation in Hamburg was an attack on one of Israel’s military
suppliers.

With  their  action  at  the  Olympic  Village,  they  brought  the  conflict  between  the  imperialist
metropole of Israel and the Palestinians from the periphery of the system into its centre—they tore
off the FRG’s “constitutional” mask and revealed the true objective nature of imperialism’s facade:
that they are waging war against the liberation movements of the Third World and that their final
objective is strategic extermination and fascism (…).

The problem with opportunism is that by making use of it Negt reveals things about himself, but
nothing about the world. Having analyzed the system, the revolutionary subject bases his identity on
the knowledge that the people of the Third World are the vanguard,  and on an acceptance that
Lenin’s  concept  of  the  “labor  aristocracy”  regarding  the  masses  in  the  metropole  cannot  be
discounted or dismissed.

On the contrary: everything starts from that point.

The exploitation of the masses in the metropole has nothing to do with Marx’s concept of wage
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labourers from whom surplus value is extracted.

It is a fact that with the increasing division of labor, there has been a tremendous intensification and
spread of  exploitation  in  the  area  of  production,  and work has  become a greater  burden,  both
physically and psychologically.

It is also a fact that with the introduction of the 8-hour workday—
the precondition for increasing the intensity of work—the system
usurped all of the free time people had. To physical exploitation in
the  factory  was  added  the  exploitation  of  their  feelings  and
thoughts, wishes, and utopian dreams—to capitalist despotism in the
factory was added capitalist despotism in all areas of life, through
mass consumption and the mass media.

With the introduction of the 8-hour workday, the system’s 24-hour-
a-day domination of the working class began its triumphal march—
with  the  establishment  of  mass  purchasing  power  and  “peak

income” the system began its triumphal march over the plans, desires, alternatives, fantasies, and
spontaneity of the people; in short, over the people themselves!

The system in the metropole has managed to drag the masses so far down into their own dirt that
they seem to have largely lost any sense of the oppressive and exploitative nature of their situation,
of their situation as objects of the imperialist system. So that for a car, a pair of jeans, life insurance,
and a loan, they will easily accept any outrage on the part of the system. In fact, they can no longer
imagine or wish for anything beyond a car, a vacation, and a tiled bathroom.

It  follows,  however,  that  the  revolutionary  subject  is  anyone  that  breaks  free  from  these
compulsions and refuses to take part in this system’s crimes. All those who find their identity in the
liberation struggles of the people of the Third World, all those who refuse, all those who no longer
participate; these are all revolutionary subjects—comrades (…).

If the people of the Third World are the vanguard of the anti-imperialist revolution, then that means
that they objectively represent the greatest hope for people in the metropole to achieve their own
freedom. If this is the case, then it is our duty to establish a connection between the liberation
struggle of the peoples of the Third World and the longing for freedom in the metropole wherever it
emerges.

This means in grade schools, in high schools, in factories, in families, in prisons, in office cubicles,
in  hospitals,  in  head  offices,  in  political  parties,  in  unions—wherever.  Against  everything  that
openly negates, suppresses, and destroys this connection: consumerism, the media, co-management,
opportunism, dogmatism, authority, paternalism, brutality, and alienation.

“This means us!” We are revolutionary subjects.

Whoever begins to struggle and to resist is one of us.”
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(6) Gudrun Ensslin – Declaration

(6) Sixth document

Gudrun Ensslin, as a member of the West German Red Army Faction, produced a statement on
January 19, 1976, about the Soviet Union, during her trial. She gives the position of the RAF: the
Soviet Union is a passive ally and the only enemy would be the USA. Therefore, the organizations
defending the Maoist line are wrong because they would help the USA in denouncing the Soviet
Union.

“We have clarified the historical and current dialectic between the liberation front on the periphery
and the development of class struggle in the metropole – the dividing line between labor and capital
– which has developed into a front (…).

Using the  Maoist  sects  in  the  Federal  Republic  for  the
political  line:  the  USSR  as  the  main  enemy,  which
strengthens NATO, is objectively reactionary.

Their  ludicrous  anticommunism  extends  to  neutralizing
the  developing  anti-Americanism  and  hampering
awareness  of  the  relationship  of  forces  developing
between revolution and imperialism, the transcontinental
process in and from which the guerilla in the metropole
fights.

As long as their obscure line is based on defending the
fatherland,  they  represent  a  chauvinist  variation  of  the
masses’  revanchism.  Strengthening  NATO  here  and
agitating for illegal struggle in the GDR, their instrumentalization by the CPC repeats the tragedy of
the parties of the Third International in the crisis of 1929-1933 as a farce.

They long ago abandoned the terrain on which the real potential for an anti-fascist Federal Republic
lies – that of resistance:  the form of defensive that they want to organize doesn’t simply anticipate
defeat – it accepts defeat before the struggle has begun.”

(7) Party of Labor of Albania on the three worlds

(7) Seventh document

As soon as  Mao Zedong died,  Enver  Hoxha  and the Party  of  Labor  of  Albania  changed their
position and denounced him as a counter-revolutionary. One of the main argument was the question
of the “Three worlds”, like here in this excerpt of a letter from the CC of the Party of Labor of
Albania to the CC of the Communist Party of China, in 1978.

“After its rapprochement with US imperialism and overtures to the United States of America and its
allies,  the  leadership  of  the  Communist  Party  of  China  proclaimed  the  anti  Marxist  and
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counterrevolutionary theory of the “three worlds,” which it presented as a strategy of the revolution,
and made efforts to impose it on the Marxist Leninist communist movement and all the peoples of
the world as the general line of their struggle (…).

At present, the Chinese plan to become a superpower has found its concentrated expression in the
infamous  theory  of  “three  worlds”.  The  theory  of  “three  worlds”  seeks  to  replace  Marxism-
Leninism with an eclectic amalgamation of opportunist, revisionist and anarchic syndicalist ideas
and theses,  it  seeks  to  dampen the revolutionary spirit  of  the proletariat  and its  class  struggle,
advocating an alliance with the bourgeoisie and imperialism.

Alleging that time is not ripe for revolution, the theory of “three worlds” seeks to preserve the status
quo, the present situation of capitalist, colonialist and neo-colonialist oppression and exploitation.

Under  the  hoax  of  defence  of  national  independence  from Soviet  social-imperialism  which  it
regards as the only danger and threat today, China requires the peoples to give up their struggle for
national,  economic,  and social  liberation,  to  submit  to  US imperialism and the  other  capitalist
powers of the West, the former colonialists.

It presses for the strengthening of the Common Market and the European Union, organisms set up
to keep the proletariat of Europe in capitalist bondage and to oppress and exploit the peoples of
other  countries.  By  fanning  up  the  armaments  race  of  the  superpowers  and  relying  on  such
instruments of  war of  US imperialism as  NATO and other  military blocs,  the theory of  “three
worlds” instigates imperialist world war.

The theory of “three worlds” is a smokescreen to hide China‘s ambition for hegemony over what it
calls the “third world” (…). The implementation of the theory of “three worlds” led the Chinese
leadership to unite even with the “devil”, to unite with the US imperialists and the monopolists of
Europe, with fascists and racists, kings and feudal lords, most rabid militarists and warmongers.

Pinochet and Franco, former nazi generals of the German Wehrmacht and the Japanese imperial
army,  dyed-in-the-wool  criminals  like  Mobutu  and  bloodthirsty  kings,  American  bosses  and
presidents  of  multinational  companies,  became  its  allies.  This  anti  Marxist  line  led  China‘s
leadership to unite with Tito, Carillo and other revisionists. At one time, it was against Tito, whereas
now  it  has  united  with  him.  This  testifies  to  its  lack  of  Marxist  Leninist  principles,  to
inconsistencies in its line.”

(8) TKP/ML on the three worlds

(8) Eighth document

In  Turkey,  the  TKP/ML thought  that,  as  the  “Three  Worlds”  theory  was  promoted  by  Deng
Xiaoping, there couldn't be another interpretation of it by Mao Zedong: there could be only a mere
rejection. Here is the position of the TKP/ML, through an excerpt from a document published on
September 9, 1979, on the third anniversary of Mao Zedong's death.

“Presently, the attacks directed against Mao Tsetung are being unleashed not only by the ruling
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classes. Internationally, the discussion of whether Mao Tsetung was a genuine communist or not has
been brought to the agenda.

This has been initiated by the PLA (the Party of Labour of Albania) which led the national and
democratic revolution in Albania, guided the Albanian proletariat in the construction of socialism,
and along with the CPC struggled against Khrushchevite modern revisionism and which we still
consider to be Marxist-Leninist.

The PLA in an irresponsible manner has declared the struggle of Mao Tsetung and the CPC under
his leadership as anti Marxist-Leninist and counter-revolutionary. It has claimed that Mao Tsetung is
responsible for the counterrevolutionary theory of "3 Worlds" and that the traitor Teng-Hua clique is
continuing the line of Mao Tsetung.

This grave error of the PLA has pleased the opportunists and revisionists of all hues worldwide and
become a source of strength for them in sabotaging the proletarian led revolutions.”

(9) Communist Party of Peru on the three worlds

(9) Ninth document

In Peru, the Communist Party of Peru understood the things very differently: Mao Zedong used the
concept  of  “Three  Worlds”,  but  in  a  manner  which  was  of  course  totally  different  from Deng
Xiaoping. Here is what is said about it in the “The International Line” of the Communist Party of
Peru, published in 1988.

“In the current situation and in perspective we have entered the strategic offensive of the world
revolution, we are within the "50 to 100 years" in which imperialism will be sunk together with
world reaction and we will enter the stage when the proletariat  firmly takes root in power and
establishes its dictatorship.

From  there  forward  the  contradiction  will  be
between  socialism  and  capitalism  on  the  road
toward  Communism.  The  fact  that  restorations
have  occurred  in  the  USSR and  China  does  not
negate  the  strong  developmental  process  of  the
international proletariat, but shows how fierce the
struggle  is  between  restoration  and  counter-
restoration  is  from  which  the  Communists  draw
lessons to prevent the restoration of capitalism and
to  definitively  establish  the  dictatorship  of  the
proletariat.

We reaffirm the thesis of Chairman Mao Tse-tung
that a  period  of  struggle  has  begun  between
American  imperialism  and  Soviet  social-
imperialism ;  thus  the  two principal  enemies  are
defined  at  the  world  level,  for  those  who  make  democratic  revolution  or  socialist  revolution,
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including  those  who  make  nationalist  movements,  and  what  corresponds  to  them is  that  each
revolution or movement specifies its principal enemy and seek to combat the dominance of the
other superpower or of the other powers. In Peru, Yankee imperialism dominates us in collusion
with the big bourgeoisie and the landowners.

However, at the world level there is contention between the two superpowers for world hegemony.
We fight  against  American  imperialism,  feudalism and bureaucratic  capitalism,  but  we can  not
allow its substitution with the domination of social-imperialism, nor of some other power.

In Afghanistan, the direct aggression is by Soviet
social-imperialism  that  contends  for  hegemony
with Yankee imperialism, China, as well as with
other western powers, and there a struggle must
be  waged  against  social-imperialism  as  the
principal enemy and not to permit the entry either
to the domination of American imperialism nor of
other powers; the problem is that the struggle is
not  correctly  unfolded  due  to  lack  of  political
leadership, of a Communist Party.

In synthesis, there are two superpowers that are the principal enemies with one being the principal
in each case, and we do not overlook the actions of the imperialist powers.

We consider Chairman Mao Tse-tung's thesis that three worlds are delineated just and correct and
that  it  is  connected with Lenin's  thesis  on the distribution of forces in the world based on the
analysis of classes and contradictions. We reject the opportunist and revisionist misrepresentation
by Teng Hsiao-ping of the three worlds that follows at the tail of the U.S. or USSR in order to
betray the revolution. Starting from this, President Gonzalo analyzes the current situation in which
the three worlds are delineated and further demonstrated that they are a reality.

The first world is the two superpowers, the U.S. and the USSR which contend for world hegemony
and which can unleash an imperialist war.

They are  superpowers  because  they  are  economically,  politically,  and militarily  more  powerful
compared  to  the  other  powers.  The  U.S.  has  an  economy centered  on  non-state  monopoly  of
property; politically, it develops a bourgeois democracy with a growing restriction of rights. It is a
reactionary liberalism; militarily, it is the most powerful in the west and has a longer process of
development.

The USSR is economically based on a state monopoly, with a politically fascist dictatorship of a
bureaucratic bourgeoisie and is a top-level military power although its process of development is
shorter. The U.S. seeks to maintain its dominance and also to expand it.

The USSR aims more towards expansion because it is a new superpower and economically it is in
her interests to dominate Europe to improve its conditions. In synthesis, they are two superpowers
which do not constitute a block but have contradictions, clear mutual differences, and they move
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within the law of collusion and contention for the redivision of the world.

The  second  world  are  the  imperialist  powers  which  are  not  superpowers,  but  have  smaller
economic,  political,  and military power such as Japan, Germany, France,  Italy,  etc.  which have
contradictions  with  the  superpowers  because  they  sustain,  for  example,  the  devaluation  of  the
dollar,  military  restrictions,  and  political  impositions;  these  imperialist  powers  want  to  take
advantage  of  the  contention  between  the  superpowers  in  order  for  them  to  emerge  as  new
superpowers,  and  they  also  unleash  wars  of  aggression  against  the  oppressed  nations  and
furthermore, acute contradictions exist among them.

The third world is composed of the oppressed nations of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. They are
colonies or semi-colonies where feudalism has not been destroyed, and on that basis a bureaucratic
capitalism unfolds, they are tied to a superpower or imperialist power. They have contradictions
with imperialism, furthermore they fight against their own big bourgeoisie and landlords, both of
which are at the service of and in collusion with imperialism, especially with the superpowers.

All this gives us the basis on which the Communists can establish the strategy and tactics of the
world revolution.  Chairman Mao Tse-tung had come to establish the strategy and tactics of the
world revolution but the Chinese revisionists concealed it. Therefore, it remains for us to extract
from his own ideas, especially if there are new situations in sight.

Our Party sustains the view that in the current world there are three fundamental contradictions:

1) The contradiction of the oppressed nations, on one side, against the superpowers and imperialist
powers, on the other. Here the thesis of the three worlds is delineated, and we formulate it this way
because the kernel of that contradiction lies with the superpowers but it is also a contradiction with
the imperialist powers.

This is the principal contradiction and its solution is the development and victory of new democratic
revolutions.

2) The contradiction between the proletariat  and the bourgeoisie,  which has  as its  solution the
socialist revolution and within that perspective, the proletarian cultural revolution.

3)  The  inter-imperialist  contradictions  between  the  superpowers  themselves,  between  the
superpowers  and  the  smaller  imperialist  powers  and,  finally,  among  the  imperialist  powers
themselves, which leads to war for world hegemony and imperialistic wars of plunder which the
proletariat must oppose with people's war and in the long run, world people's war.

We do not list the contradiction socialism-capitalism because it exists only at an ideological and
political level, since socialism does not exist anywhere as a state; today there is no socialist system.
It existed, and to say that it exists today it is to claim in essence that the USSR is socialist, which is
a revisionist position.”
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Posted on 19 December 2015  

On “Maoist Rebel News” and the Folly of 

Ultraleftism-Third Worldism 

Daniel K. Buntovnik 

If you are not already familiar with the Maoist Rebel News 

brand, then it will suffice to say here that it first began as a 

Youtube video channel whose scope was to provide current 

events analysis from an ostensibly Marxist perspective. It 

is maintained by a Canadian man named Jason Unruhe, 

who upholds a pseudo-revolutionary political doctrine 

known as “Third Worldism”, or “Maoism-Third 

Worldism”. In this critique, offered from an authentically 

revolutionary left-wing perspective, I will demonstrate 

why this erroneous political line (which is by no means 

exclusive to Jason Unruhe’s Maoist Rebel News) is not 

what it purports to be. It is neither a coherent nor scientific 

worldview. 

Claiming to be Youtube’s “#1 Marxist” for six years 

running, Unruhe is perhaps more of a public face for “Third 

Worldism” than anyone else in the Anglosphere. This is 

especially true since followers of the “Third Worldist” line 

generally place a high value on anonymity.  

The use of campy aliases like “Serve the People” and text-

to-voice software in propaganda messages are ubiquitous 
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strategies of “Third Worldist” security culture. Ostensibly 

these measures are taken to mitigate the risks associated 

with being identified by the surveillance state, lending 

credence to their pretensions of being “serious” 

revolutionists–but it is also likely that in not divulging 

basic elements of their “real” identities, “Third Worldists” 

avoid revealing the awkward fact that, like leading 

proponents of “Third Worldism” Jason Unruhe and 

“Prairie Fire” (the self-described “Commander” of the 

Leading Light Communist Organization [LLCO], which 

Unruhe is a fellow-traveller of, hailing it as “the 

preeminent Third Worldist organization”), most “Third 

Worldists” are actually denizens of the so-called “First 

World”, making them, by their own definition, bourgeois 

(1). 

It follows that this English-speaking “Third Worldism” 

constitutes a quintessentially Orientalist worldview, 

wherein the Westerner’s “Third Worldist” gaze constructs 

the East as Red Bastion of “revolutionary potential”, and 

in the same time, the Western man positions himself as the 

expert on that Orient, the one who knows what’s best for 

“those people” (2). Western, First World men are the 

Orient’s “leading lights” (read: glorious saviors) due to the 

fact that the material privilege which their self-

acknowledged social parasitism provides them better 

allows them to study geopolitics, advance the so-called 

“science” of “Third Worldism”, and produce propaganda 
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than the subaltern “Third World” masses, who, of course, 

cannot speak truth to power (3, 4). 

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s thesis that “the subaltern 

cannot speak” is illustrated visually when, in a Maoist 

Rebel News interview with “Prairie Fire”, as we listen to 

the LLCO’s leader, a native of Denver, Colorado who 

refers to himself as “Supreme Commander” of the “Global 

People’s War”, we see his opaque cutout 

photo superimposed over a blurred image of Bengali 

people who are alleged LLCO cadre of the organization’s 

“Bangla Zone” (5). The Third Worlders’ faces have been 

punched by text, a slogan reading “our sun is rising, our 

day is coming.” Meanwhile, a translucent red halo peeks 

out from behind the Supreme Leader’s head, as if to convey 

the idea that he is their sun. Without Commander Prairie 

Fire’s scientific wisdom, darkness prevails. The 

astrological metaphor of science and wisdom as white light, 

embodied in illuminated white persons, reflects the 

underlying cosmology of “Third Worldism”, a convoluted 

reworking of the mission civilisatrice (6). (Cosmology: 

“theory of the [world or universe] as an ordered [system], 

and of the general laws which govern it.” [7]) 
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White power in yellow face. The LLCO logo serves the 

people fiction by displaying the sun as yellow, despite the 

scientific fact that the sun appears white to the human 

eye.  

(It should be noted that the pretension to be “waging war” 

is nothing more than bravado, as the so-called “Leading 

Lights” only claim to be preparing for such a war, noting 

that, “To romanticize the gun prematurely or to 

romanticize it to such an extent that it interferes with 

actually winning is a big focoist, adventurist error.” [8]) 

The rantings of the “Commander” reflect the LLCO’s 

conception of “Leading Light” not as a vanguard born from 

within the revolutionary class, but posited in the 

framework of an Us-Them dichotomy wherein the “most 

advanced scientific core” is alien to the proletarian masses 
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the organization purports to be waging “Global People’s 

War” on behalf of (my emphasis): 

Real revolution is led by the most advanced scientific core, 

Leading Light Communism. There are plenty of 

cheerleaders who turn themselves into useful idiots in the 

process. It is good to support the broad anti-imperialist 

united front against imperialism. However, we should not 

lie to the proletariat. We must put the most advanced 

revolutionary science, Leading Light Communism, in 

their hands. We must understand that both high science 

and low science are weapons. We must master both. Serve 

the people truth, not fiction (9). 

“Commander Prairie Fire” also claims in the same 

interview that a popular LLCO adage goes, “It does not 

matter how much chess strategy you know if you have no 

board and pieces.” 

“Leading Light” Orientalism displays a strange 

contradiction in presenting itself as an organization whose 

cadre’s badass outlaw status is the “obvious reason” for 

which their work is “semi-clandestine”, while at the same 

time posting propaganda photos of its alleged members in 

Bangladesh, where actual Maoist guerrillas are known to 

operate, decked out in LLCO t-shirts, their faces clearly 

discernible (10). For the LLCOrientalists, the Western 

masterminds are the chessmasters and these people are the 
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pawns–“useful idiots”–who serve to build the 

organization’s street cred, or rather, web cred. 

In the LLCO’s millenarianism and white savior industrial 

complex vibes, one hears echoes of Jonestown. Bizarrely, 

the so-called “Commander Leading Light” has even openly 

endorsed cultism. This would actually explain a lot about 

the way the organization presents itself to the public, its 

“Supreme Commander” even sometimes (with tongue-in-

cheek, we can hope) identifying himself as being at the 

helm of a “gangster cult”: 

If your conception of activism is First World bound, I don’t 

even see why you need an openly communist party. You 

might need a cult to organize people effectively, but why a 

*communist* cult? Just build any old cult and direct 

people into anti-war, anti-militarism, and other 

progressive activism. It seems like if your conception of 

activism remains in the First World, flying a communist 

flag will only hurt your efforts to be effective at aiding 

Third World struggles in an objective way. I just don’t see 

the point of the red flag where there is no social base if 

your conception of activism is traditional stuff (11). 

and 

[Our beliefs] may seem otherworldly or “culty,” but this is 

how we are (12). 



Below we see the conflation of science with religion–a 

phenomenon known as scientism, which I will explore 

later–and the fetishization of identity politics. 

We must all become living examples of revolutionary purity. 

All should be able to see our revolutionary purity in 

everything that we do. We must strengthen our 

revolutionary character, our spiritual selves. We must 

remold ourselves as pure proletarians, Leading Lights (13). 

Because LLCO Ultraleftist-Orientalist-“Third Worldists” 

view themselves as alien to the world proletariat, they must 

atone for their original sin as First Worlders by undergoing 

the alchemical sacrament of remolding through proletarian 

purification. “Third Worldists” obfuscate materialism and 

embrace obscurantism to arrive at the conclusion that 

socio-economic class is determined not by one’s position 

relative to the modes of production, rather it is the reward 

of Bildung (14). 

In a recent exchange of polemics between the LLCO and a 

trio of anti-“Third Worldist” Stalinist groups, we see how 

Canada and U.S.-based “Third Worldist” individuals’ 

disavowal of their own self-implied bourgeois identity is 

complemented by projecting First World status onto Third 

World persons who oppose them. LLCO and Unruhe 

deride their Stalinist opposition as French Gonzaloists to 

tie their identity to the First World, despite the fact that the 

polemic they were responding to was jointly issued by 
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Stalinist groups from France, Belgium, and Bangladesh 

(15). Obviously if these Orientals are so Occidental in their 

outlook, it must be because their identity has been 

corrupted, remolded by “First Worldist” values! Thank 

Mao for our “Third Worldist” American and Canadian 

Leading Lights putting those damn “First Worldist” 

Bengalis back in their place! 

Looking beyond the LLCO, which originated in the United 

States and whose verifiable actions seem to be entirely 

limited to producing online propaganda, we see that the 

other organized entity promoting “Third Worldism” is the 

Revolutionary Anti-Imperialist Movement (RAIM), which, 

as if by happenstance, is limited in its “on-the-ground” 

presence to England, Ontario (Canada), and the United 

States (16). 

But what do these “Third Worldists” actually believe? 

“Third Worldists” maintain that wealthy countries such as 

the United States, United Kingdom, and France lack 

sufficient internal class antagonisms to allow for the 

possibility of revolution. The global capitalist system, they 

argue, is not merely tolerable for the vast majority of these 

nations’ populations, who will sooner fight to keep poorer 

nations impoverished and underdeveloped than join them 

in the struggle for socialist liberation; it actually better 

serves their interests than would global redistribution of 

wealth. In this optic, mass exploitation, which provides the 
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social basis for revolution, only exists in parts of Africa, 

Asia, and Latin America (17). In other words, “the general 

population of the First World [is] comprised of the class 

enemies of the global poor of the Third World (18).” So-

called “Third Worldists” decry efforts to escalate the class 

struggle and engage in activism in wealthy countries as 

“First Worldism”. 

In “Can the Subaltern Speak and Other Transcendental 

Questions”, Warren Montag notes that the elevation of “the 

contradiction between the First World and Third World as 

opposing blocs to a position of strategic and political 

dominance, as if the working [class] in the West (…) is 

structurally allied more closely to its own bourgeoisie than 

to those forces traditionally regarded as its allies in the 

nations outside of Europe, North [America] and Japan: 

workers, rural laborers, landless peasants, etc.” is “hardly 

a new position: on the contrary, it has a long history in the 

socialist and communist movements. Lenin flirted with it 

in his attempts to explain the capitulation of European 

social democracy in the First World War, Stalin embraced 

it and its very language derives from the period of the Sino-

Soviet split and the consolidation of Maoism as an 

international current (19).” 

One text which is particularly fundamental in anchoring 

much of “Third Worldist” thought is a pamphlet from 1965 

called “Long Live the Victory of People’s War” by Lin 
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Biao, who was a prominent Chinese military and political 

leader and a contemporary of Chairman Mao Zedong. Lin 

died in 1971 in a “mysterious” plane crash after allegedly 

plotting to stage a coup d’état against Mao. In the pamphlet, 

Lin wrote the following, describing “The International 

Significance of Comrade Mao-Zedong’s Theory of 

People’s War” (with my emphasis): 

Taking the entire globe, if North America and Western 

Europe can be called “the cities of the world”, then Asia, 

Africa and Latin America constitute “the rural areas of the 

world”. Since World War II, the proletarian revolutionary 

movement has for various reasons been temporarily held 

back in the North American and West European capitalist 

countries, while the people’s revolutionary movement in 

Asia, Africa and Latin America has been growing 

vigorously. In a sense, the contemporary world revolution 

also presents a picture of the encirclement of cities by the 

rural areas. In the final analysis, the whole cause of world 

revolution hinges on the revolutionary struggles of the 

Asian, African and Latin American peoples who make up 

the overwhelming majority of the world’s population. The 

socialist countries should regard it as their internationalist 

duty to support the people’s revolutionary struggles in Asia, 

Africa and Latin America (20). 

Lin’s distinction between the proletarian revolutionary 

movement and the people’s revolutionary movement is in 

https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/lin-biao/1965/09/peoples_war/ch07.htm


line with the Maoist theory that in “backwards”, 

underdeveloped nations, aspects of capitalism are 

beneficial, and not harmful, to the “national economy and 

the people’s livelihood” (21). Workers should unite with a 

section of their exploiters, the petite bourgeoisie and the 

national-bourgeoisie, Mao argued, to end the rule of the 

comprador bourgeoisie (also known as the bureaucrat-

bourgeoisie or the monopoly capitalist class), the part of 

the capitalist class which was tied to foreign interests. Mao 

thus defined “the people” in the People’s Republic of 

China as “the working class, the peasantry, the urban petty 

bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie” (also known as 

the “bloc of four classes [22]”), admitting from the get-go 

of Communist Party rule in China (i.e. 1949) that the policy 

was “to regulate capitalism, not to destroy it (23).” 

The leitmotiv was the same in the following particularly 

doublespeak-esque speech made eight years later. Mao 

foreshadows “socialism with Chinese characteristics (24)” 

as he announces his hope, not for the abolition of class-

based exploitation or the withering away of the state, but 

for the transformation of the relationship between the 

Chinese boss class and workers into a “non-antagonistic”, 

non-adversarial one (my emphasis): 

The national bourgeoisie differs from the imperialists, the 

landlords and the bureaucrat-capitalists. The 

contradiction between the national bourgeoisie and the 

https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-4/mswv4_65.htm
https://www.marxists.org/glossary/terms/b/l.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socialism_with_Chinese_characteristics


working class is one between exploiter and exploited, and 

is by nature antagonistic. But in the concrete conditions of 

China, this antagonistic contradiction between the two 

classes, if properly handled, can be transformed into a 

non-antagonistic one and be resolved by peaceful methods. 

However, the contradiction between the working class and 

the national bourgeoisie will change into a contradiction 

between ourselves and the enemy if we do not handle it 

properly and do not follow the policy of uniting with, 

criticizing and educating the national bourgeoisie, or if the 

national bourgeoisie does not accept this policy of ours 

(25). 

Continuing from “The International Significance of 

Comrade Mao-Zedong’s Theory of People’s War”, Lin 

Biao elaborates: 

In the struggle against imperialism and its lackeys, it is 

necessary to rally all anti-imperialist patriotic forces, 

including the national bourgeoisie and all patriotic 

personages. All those patriotic personages from among the 

bourgeoisie and other exploiting classes who join the anti-

imperialist struggle play a progressive historical role; they 

are not tolerated by imperialism but welcomed by the 

proletariat (26). 

Lin’s pamphlet was first published in 1965, right around 

the height of the biggest decolonization wave, that which 

occurred during the Cold War. Much of the decolonization 

https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-5/mswv5_58.htm


of this period followed this confused logic of bosses 

subordinated to their workers and yet remaining bosses, 

with national liberation movements envisioned as being the 

joint project of the workers and ruling class capitalists of 

each colonized nation. It is now clear, observing the 

instauration of neocolonialism in virtually all the countries 

in which such national liberation movements won nominal 

independence, that this contradictory strategy was 

unfortunately, though not unforeseeably, doomed to failure. 

Lin Biao’s ideas differed however from modern “Third 

Worldists” in that he did not deny the existence of a 

proletariat (“significant” or otherwise) in the United States, 

or that U.S. imperialism adversely affects the general 

population of the U.S.; in fact, he called for unity between 

the people of the United States and the so-called Third 

World (my emphasis): 

U.S. imperialism is stronger, but also more vulnerable, 

than any imperialism of the past. It sets itself against the 

people of the whole world, including the people of the 

United States (27). 

All people’s suffering from U.S. imperialist aggression, 

oppression and plunder, unite! Hold aloft the just banner 

of people’s war and fight for the cause of world peace, 

national liberation, people’s democracy and socialism! 

Victory will certainly go to the people of the world (28)! 

https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/lin-biao/1965/09/peoples_war/ch08.htm
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/lin-biao/1965/09/peoples_war/ch09.htm


Where modern “Third Worldists” do not deviate from their 

source material is in their denial of an antagonistic 

contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, 

promoting instead the viability of collaboration between 

wage-laborer and industrialist classes in the name of 

patriotic national interests. They view this collaboration as 

viable both in the First World, where it is the reason for 

proletarian revolution’s impossibility, and in the Third 

World, where it is the reason for people’s revolution’s high 

potentiality. In other words, in no part of the world do 

“Third Worldists” envision workers wresting control of the 

means of production from the exploiting industrialist class. 

In no part of the world do “Third Worldists” regard 

socialism as a viable possibility. 

In addition to his Youtube channel, Unruhe’s social media 

presence also includes a blog hosted at 

maoistrebelnews.com.  

After one of his most recent articles, published on 

November 30, 2015 and entitled “How is Trotskyism 

Winning over Maoism?”, I (Daniel K. Buntovnik, author 

of the 21st century proletarian novel Raving Radicals 

Bathed in Blax) had the chance to engage with Unruhe in 

the comments section of his blog. We wrote back and forth 

for a full week, exchanging two dozen or so messages. 

Eventually I made myself stop, as he was seemingly only 

capable of responding to the citations, historical examples, 



and questions I provided him with evasion, strawmen 

arguments, dogmatic statements, and political slander. 

Considering Unruhe’s lamentations that “no one really 

wants to honestly debate [‘Third Worldist’] ideas”, and his 

standing “open challenge” for “anyone who thinks they can 

[debate him]” to “bring it”, his generally lackluster, short, 

typo-ridden responses were truly disappointing (29). 

However, it is my hope that in examining this exchange 

more closely, and bolstering it with further facts and 

commentary, some light may be shed on the glaring errors 

and distortions which plague “Third Worldist” political 

thought. 

Where We Begin: Trotskyism vs. Maoism 

In “How is Trotskyism Winning over Maoism? (30)” (the 

article which triggered our discussion), Unruhe evaluates 

the strength of a variety of left-wing activist groups in the 

U.S., arguing that the relative popularity and recent 

electoral success of Trotskyist activist groups vis-à-vis 

Maoist ones is just another piece of evidence to add to the 

mountain of support for the “Third Worldist” thesis that 

there is no hope for revolution in the belly of the beast. 

According to Unruhe’s exercise in confirmation bias, 

Trotskyists receive more support in the U.S. because they 

“reject the idea of revolution.” They are not revolutionaries, 

but reformists due to the fact that “they call for social 

democratic reforms.” Not only is Trotskyism not 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSF_UoqPiA8
http://maoistrebelnews.com/2015/11/30/how-is-trotskyism-winning-over-maoism


revolutionary; it is, Unruhe pompously asserts, “a terrible 

reactionary, racist ideology, and social imperialist on a 

theoretical level.” 

Unruhe attempts to solder the connection between 

reformism and Trotskyism by highlighting the success of 

Kshama Sawant (herself from the so-called “Third World”, 

where she has spent most of her life) in being twice elected 

to Seattle City Council on behalf of Socialist Alternative 

(S.A.), a left-wing activist group in the U.S. which is 

identified with the Trotskyist tradition.  

Sawant’s endorsement of Bernie Sanders, the self-

proclaimed “Democratic Socialist” now competing for the 

Democratic Party nomination for U.S. presidential 

candidate is another piece of evidence put forward by 

Unruhe to support his argument that Trotskyists “reject the 

idea of revolution.” He even credits Sawant’s endorsement 

of Sanders for having “driven a lot of people towards [him],” 

which is perhaps a bit overgenerous as an evaluation of her 

real level of influence. It should nevertheless be 

acknowledged that the dubiousness of the decision of a 

Marxist socialist to endorse Sanders, a pro-capitalist 

warmonger, scapegoater of immigrants, and sheepdog for 

the two-party system is certainly worthy of calling into 

question. However, the opportunistic positions of 

prominent members of S.A. cannot be said to represent the 

totality of Trotskyite-esque thought, anymore than the 



recently exposed Workers’ Institute of Marxism-Leninism-

Mao Zedong Thought human trafficking and sex slave cult 

of Aravindan Balakrishnan in London can be said to be 

representative of the whole of Maoism. Other Trotskyist 

groups are running their own U.S. presidential candidates 

(e.g., the Party for Socialism and Liberation, which 

although it is seldomly keen to use the label, actually 

emerges from the Trotskyist tradition). 

What follows are some annotated and lightly edited 

excerpts from our discussion. For a full record of the 

exchange, visit the comments section of the article in 

question on the Maoist Rebel News blog. 

Phase 1: The “Transitional Program” and 

“Permanent Revolution” 

Given the article’s focus on Trotskyism as the object of 

critique, our discussion begins by touching on the ideas 

above: the “transitional program”, sometimes known as the 

“transitional method”, and “permanent revolution”. These 

are two key concepts associated with the political theory of 

Leon Trotsky, founder and leader of the Red Army during 

the Russian Civil War. 

As I read the article, it became apparent to me that Unruhe 

had no concept of the idea of “transitional program”. The 

basic idea of the “transitional program” is that radicals, 

avant-garde thinkers who for whatever reason have a more 



lucid of understanding of social dynamics, must bridge the 

gap between present demands and consciousness (e.g. “$15 

per hour now!” or “End stop and frisk now!”) and the 

program for the revolutionary overhaul of civilization (e.g. 

“Lay utter waste to bourgeois hegemony!” or “Abolish 

whiteness!”). In other words, radicals must make the realm 

of possibility collide with that of the realm of phantasy. 

Ultraleftist-Third Worldists like Unruhe reject the realm of 

possibility and thus operate only beyond it, in the realm of 

phantasy, projecting an Orientalist construction onto the 

Third World and claiming to be revolutionary without 

actually being there. True radicals must straddle both 

realms. 

I began by pointing out some of the inaccuracies conveyed 

in the article.  

Calling for reforms does not necessarily a reformist make. 

(…) I think you misrepresent groups like Socialist 

Alternative’s position. The concept of the transitional 

program is what they work with. Both revolutionists and 

reformists call for reforms, with the difference being that 

the end game for the reformist is to save capitalism and for 

the revolutionist it is to side with workers struggling to 

implement popular reforms as a way to build momentum 

towards more radical change and raise consciousness. For 

example, if workers are demanding an end to child labor, a 

revolutionary can, and should, support that demand, while 



at the same time drawing attention to [the inadequacy of 

merely reforming capitalism and] the need for more 

profound system change. 

And I was curious to see if Unruhe could back up his bold 

claim about the despicability of Trotskyite thought: 

Can you explain what makes Trotskyism reactionary, racist, 

and imperialist? 

Unruhe said: 

First world people refuse to do revolution. And yes, 

reforms actually harm revolutionary potential. No 

revolution has been born from gettign concessions. 

Permanent Revolution alone almost insures imperialism. 

[Trotsky’s] belief was that the most backward countries 

had to be forced by the advanced to progress. I’d also show 

that Trotskyism leads to neo-cons.http://llco.org/who-and-

what-are-trotsky-cons/ 

Of course, what Unruhe really meant was, “I’d also let the 

LLCO show that Trotskyism leads to neo-cons.” As far as 

the argument about certain individuals abandoning 

whatever Marxist tendency discrediting the ideas of said 

tendency goes, we could also look at a number of former 

Maoist radicals who have since turned to social democracy, 

neoliberalism, and even naked imperialism. For example:  

http://llco.org/who-and-what-are-trotsky-cons/
http://llco.org/who-and-what-are-trotsky-cons/


• Bernard-Henri Lévy, Maoist activist and journalist 

who made pro-Naxalite reports from Bangladesh 

during its war for independence only to later denounce 

Marxism as ”the opium of the people,” proclaim, 

“Socialism is dead!”, voice support for the NATO 

military intervention in the Balkans, and actually play 

the decisive on-the-ground role in the NATO 

orchestrated overthrow of Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi 

by brokering the first meeting between the Benghazi-

based National Transition Council and French 

president Nicolas Sarkozy (31, 32, 33). 

• André Glucksmann, leader of the Nouveaux 

philosophes, a large group of former Maoists who 

embraced right-wing politics. Alain Badiou notes in a 

2008 interview, “we are now seeing an equally bizarre 

phenomenon, that of ex-Maoist intellectuals who 

made a complete about-turn and whom you hear on 

television railing against any kind of progressive 

politics (34).” 

• Serge July, former Maoist militant and co-founder of 

the newspaper Libération, originally a Maoist 

publication, which now embraces free market 

liberalism and is bankrolled by a Rothschild (35). 

Soon I wrote back: 

http://laregledujeu.org/2014/04/25/16832/bernard-henri-levy-au-bangladesh/
http://www.csmonitor.com/1983/0120/012034.html
http://www.newyorker.com/culture/richard-brody/did-bernard-henri-lvy-take-nato-to-war
http://kasamaarchive.org/2008/11/03/badiou-on-different-streams-within-french-maoism/
http://www.liberation.fr/ecrans/2014/02/13/libe-liberal-et-libertaire-contre-la-starckisation_980129


I must say I disagree with your view on the harmfulness in 

getting concessions. Would you tell ~5 million Bengali 

children [to] remain workers because them going to school 

harms their “revolutionary potential”? [This was a question 

I would repeat several times, but which he would ignore 

continually.] 

Revolution is ultimately the big concession of the 

bourgeoisie surrendering its power to the proletariat. But 

revolution is also like a war in which you must win smaller 

scale battles to win the war. For example, the expulsion of 

US imperialism from the RoK [South Korea] and the 

unification of Korea under socialist leadership would 

ultimately only be a reform, since if this was done in 

isolation and US imperialism was not undone elsewhere 

there would always be the danger of a reintroduction of 

imperialism into the region and as a system it would 

continue to exist. [I thought this would be a swell example 

since Unruhe is a staunch defender of the DPRK.] Another 

example: the February Revolution, establishment of the 

Provisional Government, resignation of Prince Lvov, could 

all be seen as concessions on the part of the Russian 

nobility made on the path to the Bolshevik Revolution. 

I see Permanent Revolution as being less about dragging 

the Third World to catch up with the First, but actually 

quite the opposite; it’s about recognizing the possibility of 

a path of development to socialism that does not mirror that 



of Western Europe (passing first through a stage of 

development resembling bourgeois liberal democracy). 

The idea isn’t that it’s pointless to start developing 

socialism in one country (this is actually very necessary!), 

it’s that that country can’t forever, or even for very long at 

all, be an island of socialism in a globalized capitalist 

system. Ultimately, the idea of ‘socialism in one country’ 

logically flows into that of ‘peaceful coexistence’ with 

capitalist states. ‘Socialism in one country’ can only 

survive if your revolution does not threaten the global 

capitalist system, otherwise the bourgeoisie will wage war 

on you. 

The language of that LLCO article [“Who and What are 

Trotsky-cons?”] actually betrays a rather ethnocentric view; 

the idea that the ability of “backward” countries to “match” 

the West’s atomic bomb technology is an indication of [the 

independence of] their elected path of development 

suggests a game of catch-up. Socialism, being a higher 

state of social organization than imperialism, naturally 

surpasses capitalism. If the measure of [a] country’s 

advancement and progress is relative to the technology and 

living standards of Western capitalist societies, is that not 

a case of imperialism? the West using its military might to 

define the gold standard of what it means to be “civilized”? 



Also, I’m curious, where does the former Second World 

(e.g., Eastern Europe today) enter into the Third Worldist 

equation? [Another question which Unruhe would ignore.] 

I was actually a bit off base in asking that last question, as 

my idea of the Three Worlds was that of the Three-World 

Model, a Western political concept, rather than the Maoist 

political concept of the Three Worlds Theory (36, 37). 

Ultraleft-“Third Worldism”-Orientalism actually shares 

more similarity with the Western political concept than the 

Maoist one. 

The Western “Three-World Model”, having its origins in 

the Cold War, posits a First World constituted by the 

Western neoliberal states axed around NATO, a Second 

World made up of the Soviet Union, its allies and/or 

Communist Party-led nations, and a Third World 

comprised by other nations which are not aligned with 

either the Western or Eastern blocs. 

Mao’s Three Worlds Theory, on the other hand, places the 

USA and the USSR in the First World realm. The Second 

World is defined as the militarily weaker imperialist 

nations such as Western Europe, Japan, and Australia, and 

the Third World were non-imperialist nations (colonized, 

semicolonized, or neocolonized). 

Given the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the end of 

the Cold War, the Western Three-World Model has limited 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three-World_Model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Worlds_Theory


21st century applicability. In the sense in which the model 

is employed nowadays, the terms “First World” and “Third 

World” might better be replaced with “Global North” and 

“Global South” or “developed world” and “developing” or 

“underdeveloped world”, because it reflects a binary world 

structure rather than a ternary one. The Second World has 

ceased to exist and many apparently use its analogue terms 

without even realizing that at one point the model 

incorporated it (38). 

Like the evolving meaning of the “Three-World Model”, 

the “Third Worldist” (or as some would say “Lin Biaoist”) 

Theory of Three Worlds also differs in a significant way 

from how it was originally conceived by Mao (39). 

Whereas Mao’s envisioning of the First World as 

comprising the two superpowers, measured primarily in 

terms of their nuclear arsenals, but also in terms of wealth, 

led to a view of the Cold War as an inter-imperialist 

conflict, “Third Worldists” and some hackneyed “anti-

imperialists” take Lin Biao’s thesis of a unipolar 

imperialist world structure to suggest that inter-imperialist 

conflict can no longer exist; there is only one monopoly. 

Lin Biao casts the Soviet Union of the 1960s not in conflict 

with the West or U.S. imperialism, but actually “[coming] 

to [its] rescue just when it is most panic-stricken and 

helpless” and “working hand in glove” with it. The Theory 

of Three Worlds has thus been altered from a ternary 

http://mentalfloss.com/article/12631/theres-first-world-theres-third-world-there-second-world
https://pentrucomunism.wordpress.com/2014/04/01/maoism-or-lin-biaoism-defend-maos-three-world-theory/


conception to a strictly binary one by Lin Biao and the 

“Third Worldists”. 

This view leads some on the Left, including Unruhe, to 

cheerlead 21st century Russian imperialism (or, they allege, 

merely some beneficial form of capitalism which has been 

pushed back to a lower stage so that it cannot be considered 

imperialist), which wraps itself in the iconography of 

tsardom and–perhaps out of ignorance–white supremacy, 

in lieu of building genuine anti-imperialist movements (40, 

41, 42). This is no different from the quintessentially petit 

bourgeois “trust-buster” hope for a “more competitive” 

capitalism. 

Phase 2: Reform or Revolution? 

Our exchange then veered towards the question of whether 

concessions granted by the ruling class in response to 

demands made by those whom they dominate can help lead 

to proletarian revolution or if revolutionary sentiments and 

actions are supposed to just pop out of thin air. Throughout 

our exchange Unruhe basically conveyed the idea that any 

improvement in living conditions, rights, or social status 

attained by the working class, women, ethnic or sexual 

“minorities” under capitalism is bad for “revolutionary 

potential”. In other words, if the oppressed fight to improve 

their condition under the system in place, they are actually 

harming themselves because they are not fighting to 

immediately instaure a new system. 

http://www.ponarseurasia.org/sites/default/files/policy-memos-pdf/Pepm357_Laruelle_Sept2014.pdf
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/ukrainian-rebels-channel-us-confederates/501789.html
http://www.smh.com.au/world/are-the-ukrainian-separatists-flying-the-confederate-flag-20140731-zz85b.html


History is replete with examples demonstrating the 

dubiousness of Unruhe’s Ultraleftist-“Third Worldist” idea. 

In our exchange we focused in particular on the Russian 

Revolution of 1917 and on the U.S. Civil Rights Movement 

era. But we could look elsewhere, such as at the example 

of the Haitian Revolution (1791-1804), to see how reforms 

often precipitate and accelerate revolutions. 

The Haitian Revolution began with enslaved persons 

demanding abolition of whipping, not slavery 

The Code noir, or Black Code, was a set of regulations 

drafted in 1685, designed to maximize the French profits 

extracted from their slave colonies. In Saint-Domingue 

(now known as Haiti), the Code was overhauled and 

reimposed in 1784. The Code noir granted a number of 

rights to slaves, including land entitlement: it “legally 

obliged owners to provide slaves with small plots of land 

to grow food exclusively for [the slaves’] personal use (43).” 

Royal ordinances also made it possible for slaves to 

“legally denounce abuses of a master, overseer, or 

plantation manager.” 

While these reforms were obviously not even remotely 

adequate (slavery was still in place and in reality the Code 

noir itself was sparsely enforced), the rights it granted in 

principle were central to the demands enslaved persons 

made during the revolution of the following decade. 

http://library.brown.edu/haitihistory/2frt.html
http://library.brown.edu/haitihistory/2frt.html


In The Old Regime and the Haitian Revolution, Malick W. 

Ghachem illustrates the fact that these reforms were 

granted, not unilaterally out of the kind-heartedness of 

King Louis XVI, but in response to the uprisings and 

rebellions which gripped the island colony throughout the 

years (my emphasis): 

These and earlier rulings testify to the powerful obstacles, 

legal and practical, that remained in the way of slaves who 

sought to avail themselves of the cover of law in Saint-

Domingue. On December 3, 1784, almost exactly a century 

after Louis XIV promulgated the Code Noir, the monarchy 

finally took decisive steps to overhaul the edict. A 

confluence of factors made action possible at this time: the 

efforts of military officers and administrators in Saint-

Domingue to convince officials in the Colonial Bureau of 

the Naval Ministry of the urgent need for reform of the 

status quo; predictions of an impending crisis in the 

colony prompted by isolated reports of small-scale 

uprisings on the plantations; and a climate of opinion 

(both colonial and metropolitan that had begun to swing 

decisively against the most notorious of the planters. The 

rising influence of antislavery sentiment notwithstanding, 

it would be too much to say that the demands of 

abolitionists forced the hands of Louis XVI and the French 

naval minister, Charles-Eugêne de la Croix de Castries. 

Rather, the 1784 ordinance represented the culmination 

of the same prudential anxiety about planter brutality and 



its potential to incite a slave revolution that had 

characterized the thinking of administrators and judges in 

Saint-Domingue for decades (44). 

And when the slave revolution did begin to unfold, the 

slaves did not immediately demand the instauration of a 

new system. Rather than beginning as a struggle to 

annihilate the slave system, the Haitian Revolution begins 

with slaves making reformist demands, such as “freedom 

for their leaders, additional free days during the week, and 

abolition of the whip as punishment (45).”  

Reformists’ reign was required to secure the triumph 

of Bolshevik Revolution 

In response to my previous statement of disagreement with 

his view on the harmfulness in getting concessions, Unruhe 

wrote: 

Okay, please show me a revolution that came from 

concessions. 

I reiterated what I had already said since he ignored the 

bulk of my comment, which already contained the example 

he was asking for: 

Take the example of the Russian Revolution that I already 

mentioned. After its February phase (which could hardly 

be considered a revolution in the Marxist sense any more 

than the coups d’etat in February 2014 in Ukraine or 

http://library.brown.edu/haitihistory/4.html


December 1989 in Romania or the kind of ‘revolution’ 

Bernie Sanders is calling for in November 2016 in the 

USA), Tsar Nicholas II gave up power to Prince Georgy 

Lvov, a nobleman who wanted to continue Russian 

participation in WWI and who even sat in the royal court. 

The demission of Prince Lvov was then proffered under 

circumstances resembling the recent resignation of Victor 

Ponta (lack of support expressed via demonstrations), 

leading to the ascension of the reformist/unscientific 

socialist Kerensky who began initiating liberal reforms 

(such as freeing political prisoners, extending voting rights, 

and suppression of the death penalty). 

Unruhe replied in his most typical fashion, dismissive non 

sequiturs superficially sprinkled with Marxist jargon-

mongering: 

You actually think that lead to revolution, and not the war 

and material conditions themselves? That’s utter nonsense. 

So I elaborated: 

The “war and material conditions” led to both the February 

Revolution and the October Revolution. Do you think the 

workers didn’t learn anything from the events throughout 

1917? Did the February Revolution and its reforms make 

the October Revolution less likely to happen? I would 

reckon it made it more likely because they saw that the 

reforms were not enough, but they had also gained 



confidence, experience, organization, skills, awareness, etc. 

in fighting for those reforms. 

I want to ask you again, would you tell ~5 million children 

in Bangladesh that they shouldn’t go to school because it 

would harm “revolutionary potential”? 

Unruhe: 

How do you confuse going to school with concessions? 

Me, the Buntovnik: 

Reformist demands to institute universal public education 

and abolish child labor require(d) concessions on the part 

of capitalists who profit from children working for them 

instead of getting education. Capitalists have historically 

been very resistant to laws limiting or abolishing low-wage 

child labor because it gives them a competitive advantage 

over firms employing adults, who are also generally more 

capable of organizing and demanding higher wages. 

Unruhe: 

Actually basic education was instituted because capitalists 

needed better educated workers, like basic reading and 

math skills. 

Me, the Buntovnik: 



Then why do capitalists still employ child laborers? And 

why were Afro-American children given de jure inferior 

education until mass protests pressured the US bourgeoisie 

to concede that “separate but equal” needed reform? 

Unruhe: 

Because of racism. Generally workers needed to be better, 

but they also excluded Blacks. Which BTW was a bad idea, 

later they changed it to inflate the labour supply to lower 

it’s cost.It’s a balance, they want more labour, but they 

also have to play into racist sentiment to divide. 

Me, the Buntovnik: 

Obviously it was because of racism. But it also shows that 

reforms around issues like education, child labor, 8 hour 

work day, etc. aren’t just unilaterally instituted by the 

capitalist class after their risk managers calculate the odds 

of revolutionary overthrow. Rather they are concessions 

won through bitter class struggle. And even if the 

capitalists do hope to de-escalate the class struggle and 

pacify the proletariat in granting them concessions (and 

they surely do hope this), this de-escalation/pacification is 

not guaranteed, as the reformist phase of the Russian 

Revolution shows. 

Next Unruhe seems to imply that Kerensky’s reformist 

provisional government was meeting the people’s basic 



needs. I wonder why the October Revolution happened 

then?: 

You’re not demonstrating how reforms make people ore 

revolutionary. FDR pretty much proved the opposite. 

Western social; democratic Europe proved the opposite. 

And don’t; compare basic needs with Russia to welfare the 

state. 

Happy to oblige, I provided examples that were decidedly 

unrelated to the Russian Revolution of 1917 (the New Deal, 

mai ‘68, the Civil Rights Movement, and the current era of 

austerity measures): 

I’d actually venture to say that history demonstrates the 

opposite; it’s not so much the reforms that make people 

revolutionary, but more-so the revolutionaries who trigger 

the reforms. So reforms are a sign of greater revolutionary 

potential rather than lesser. 

The New Deal occurred at a time when Communists were 

leading major general strikes in US industrial centers. [For 

example, the Minneapolis general strike of 1934 (46).] 

The point at which Maoism exerted its highest level of 

influence in Western European social democratic society 

was perhaps during “mai 68”, after the post-WWII welfare 

state had increased living standards [in France]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minneapolis_general_strike_of_1934


And it’s not a coincidence either that [the] heyday of 

revolutionists like the Black Panthers [is] correlated to the 

time significant reforms to American capitalism were 

enacted. 

Contrast these with the last period, when there is less 

revolutionary organizing and agitation [and the capitalist 

and neoliberal bureaucratic class is more confident in 

waging war on the proletariat]. We are seeing the erosion 

of social protections in Western societies–cuts in 

“entitlement spending”–and virtually no significant 

reforms being made. 

Unruhe then ignores all the examples I gave and pedals 

back to the Russian Revolution that I had made no mention 

of after him telling me not to compare it to Western welfare 

states: 

Then you’d venture wrong. World War 1 was what sparked 

the prairie fire. The immeseration of the working class 

brought on by the war, even Lenin acknowledged this. 

Okay so let’s go back to Russia, I guess. 

 

Me, the Buntovnik: 

“The prairie fire” being the Bolshevik Revolution? I 

already said that I agreed with you about WWI being the 

spark. I simply contend that the February Revolution didn’t 

make the October Revolution any less of a potentiality. 



Indeed, in this passage from “Left-Wing Communism[: An 

Infantile Disorder]”, Lenin acknowledges that 

experiencing (and becoming disillusioned with) the 

reformist Kerensky government was a necessary phase 

without which the Bolsheviks would not have brought 

about the instauration a Proletarian Dictatorship. 

[QUOTE, p.65-66] “(…)the fact that the majority of the 

workers in Great Britain still follow the lead of the British 

Kerenskys(…) and that they have not yet had the 

experience of a government composed of these people, 

which experience was required in Russia (…)to secure the 

mass passage of the workers to Communism, undoubtedly 

shows that the British Communists should participate in 

parliamentary action, that they should from within 

Parliament help the masses of the workers to see the results 

of a [reformist] government in practice(…). To act 

otherwise would mean placing difficulties in the way of the 

revolution ; for revolution is impossible without a change 

in the views of the majority of the working class, and this 

change is brought about by the political experience of the 

masses, and never by propaganda alone.” [END QUOTE 

– Lenin (47)] 

Lenin goes on to say that British Communists should work 

to help the “British Kerenskys” (Hendersons and 

Snowdens, i.e., petit bourgeois reformist socialists) defeat 

the conservatives, then show workers that they (the 

https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1920/lwc/ch09.htm


revolutionists) were right about the reformists being 

bankrupt and the workers overthrow the reformists, same 

as it happened in Russia in 1917! 

We can leave it at that if you don’t want to address my 

points: why do we see reforms being granted during 

periods of heightened revolutionary activity and social 

protections being eroded during periods of generally 

stagnating class struggle? 

After utterly misinterpreting the statement made by Lenin 

which I cited him, Unruhe senses it’s time to begin phrase-

mongering. (If there’s anything that can refute Lenin, 

surely it’s more Lenin!): 

You literally are trying to claim that reforms spur on 

revolution. This is false. Material conditions do, what you 

propose is anti-Marxist. No amount of “yea well there was 

reforms in Russia” means that reforms created it. By this 

logic Western Europe today would be the most 

revolutionary place. You;re trying to justify doing reforms 

instead of revolution when every communist theorist has 

said otherwise and history has demonstrated otherwise. 

First World people are refusing to do revolution, and 

reforms, a bigger slice fo the imperialist pie does not make 

them anymore revolutionary. Trying to compare feudal 

Russia to modern day First World countries is nonsense. 

Lenin’s point was to vote anti-imperialist war. You’re only 

trying to justify not doing revolutionary struggle. 



“The industrial workers cannot accomplish their epoch-

making mission. . .if they. . . smugly restrict themselves to 

attaining an improvement in their own conditions, which 

may sometimes be tolerable in the petty-bourgeois sense. 

This is exactly what happens to the ‘labor aristocracy’ of 

many advanced countries, who constitute the core of the 

so-called socialist parties of the Second International; they 

are actually the bitter enemies and betrayers of socialism, 

petty-bourgeois chauvinists and agents of the bourgeoisie 

within the working-class movement.” 

“To tell the workers in the handful of rich countries where 

life is easier, thanks to imperialist pillage, that they must 

be afraid of ‘too great’ impoverishment, is counter-

revolutionary. It is the reverse that they should be told. The 

labour aristocracy that is afraid of sacrifices, afraid of ‘too 

great’ impoverishment during the revolutionary struggle, 

cannot belong to the Party. Otherwise, the dictatorship is 

impossible, especially in West-European countries.” 

– Lenin 

It would be good here to examine a non-dit implicit in 

Unruhe’s last statement. If people in the First World are 

“refusing to do revolution”, then it is implied that people in 

the Third World are engaging in revolution. But when 

“Maoist-Third Worldists” speak of there being an 

abundance of revolutions and revolutionary activity in the 

Third World which stand in testament to that part of the 



world’s brimming revolutionary potential and the lack 

thereof in the First World, they are referring primarily to 

the national liberation struggles that induced the great 

decolonization wave of the Cold War era. It is a question 

of so-called “people’s revolutions”, not proletarian 

revolutions. 

The reality is that people’s revolutions are easier to execute 

than proletarian revolutions. They do not require as high a 

level of organization or consciousness because the 

bourgeoisie is not threatened by this kind of revolution, 

which seeks to “regulate capitalism”, not abolish it. As we 

have already seen, in Maoist practice, the boss class has 

been deemed a trusted ally of the workers; there need be no 

antagonistic contradiction between exploited and exploiter 

classes. Swallowing this class-struggle-negationist lie 

guarantees that so-called “people’s revolutions” will 

always lead to neocolonialism. The progressiveness of the 

petty bourgeoisie and national-bourgeoisie is a myth; 

capitalism is a global system and the law of capitalism is to 

make profits, not serve the people. “Third Worldists” have 

more in common with Robert Reich and Teddy “The Trust 

Buster” Roosevelt than with revolutionists; their goal being 

to break “monopoly capitalism”, not capitalism tout court. 

Mao’s theory of “New Democracy” differs from 

Permanent Revolution in that it envisions socialist 

revolution as having two stages: one bourgeois-democratic 



revolution in which the working class seeks to lead the 

national-bourgeoisie in establishing a “new-democratic 

state” under the joint dictatorship of the “revolutionary” 

bourgeoisie, proletariat, and peasants, followed by a 

second stage revolution at some unspecified future date 

(48). In this view, the so-called “national-bourgeoisie” 

(and urban petty bourgeoisie) of a Third World colonized 

or “semi-colonized” country are revolutionary and the 

proletariat and peasants of that country should unite with 

them in the event that they revolt against the “international 

bourgeoisie”. Permanent Revolution meanwhile repudiates 

the bourgeoisie’s having a place in society, much less in 

the state (which is an instrument of class rule) because this 

inherently contradicts the very notion of socialism and 

proletarian dictatorship (49). In no way can a capitalist 

society wherein any section of the bourgeois class 

exercises control through the state be considered socialist. 

In “First vs. Third World Nationalism”, an article 

published by Unruhe on his Maoist Rebel News blog in late 

September 2015, he confirms his belief that the Third 

World bourgeoisie constitutes a revolutionary social force. 

Here Unruhe argues that capitalism in the Third World can 

be “altruistic”, that exploiters can be “allies” (50). When 

Unruhe identifies imperialism as the “primary 

contradiction”, he ignores the fact that imperialism is 

capitalism, in a more developed, “higher stage”. Maoism 

and “Third Worldism” are thus actually forms of 

https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-2/mswv2_26.htm
https://www.marxists.org/archive/trotsky/1931/tpr/rp06.htm
http://maoistrebelnews.com/2015/09/25/first-vs-third-world-nationalism/


primitivism in that they seek to empower a more primitive 

form of capitalism. You can’t have imperialism without 

capitalism, but you can have capitalism without 

imperialism, because capitalism is the base upon which the 

superstructure of imperialism rests; therefore it is correct to 

state that the primary, fundamental contradiction in today’s 

world remains capitalism more-so than imperialism. 

Admitting this does not negate the existence of imperialism, 

but shows a deeper, more accurate understanding of what 

imperialism is. 

There is no impetus in the First World for the kind of class 

collaborationist “people’s revolution” which is proposed 

by the Maoists because the American bourgeoisie, the 

French bourgeoisie, or the British bourgeoisie have nothing 

to gain from posturing as allies of the working class in this 

way. There is no comprador bourgeoisie in imperialist 

countries. In a sense, the “Third Worldist” assessment of 

revolution in the First World as impossible is correct, but 

only because they are not interested in proletarian 

revolution to abolish capitalism, rather people’s revolution 

to regulate it. 

Me, o baro Buntovnik: 

So, since Kerensky continued the war, how do you figure 

that Lenin was telling the Brits to vote against imperialist 

war by siding with the “British Kerenskys”? [Another 

question which Unruhe would decline to answer.] 



Lenin was describing the Transitional Programme. 

Workers don’t just wake up one day and say badda bam 

let’s do a revolution. You engage their consciousness on 

the level it’s at and help them find the path. 

I’m not trying to justify doing reforms INSTEAD of 

revolution. I’m saying that reforms happen as a 

consequence of the class struggle. We are back to a point I 

made in my first comment: Reformists are those who 

“smugly restrict themselves to attaining an improvement”; 

Revolutionists support improvements, but do not restrict 

themselves to improvements! 

Improvement is a little bit subjective. Reform does not 

necessarily equal “improvement”, such as in living 

conditions, or comfort, or safety. In the US, segregation in 

schools has actually increased since de jure racism was 

reformed away. [Though one would be hard pressed to say 

that doing away with Jim Crow was not an improvement.] 

And plenty of emancipated slaves died of impoverishment. 

Lynching increased following the abolition of [chattel] 

slavery, a reform [of American capitalism] which Karl 

Marx praised. 

Boycotting buses begot bombardment of military 

recruiting stations 

After being schooled by none other than me, o baro 

BuNToVNiK, on his ignorance of the methods of 



revolutionary struggle, Unruhe sensed it was time to retreat 

back to dogmatically repeating Marxian mantras: 

Reforms literally do not help revolution. Material 

conditions are what drives them, this is basic Marxism here. 

And the civil rights struggle is a bad example. 

Me, o baro Buntovnik: 

Why is [the U.S. civil rights struggle] a bad example? 

Unruhe: 

Because the Civil Rights movement never went into 

revolution. Reforms DO NOT increase the potential for 

revolution. All history has shown the opposite for the 

advanced countries. 

Here Unruhe contradicts himself and shows his two-

facedness. In a gushy interview published earlier this year 

with Steve Struggle, a former Black Panther Party activist, 

Unruhe introduces Steve as “one of the original guys that 

led revolution in the United States during the civil rights 

era (…) when there was the most revolutionary potential 

that the United States ever faced.” Unruhe would do well 

to revisit the conversation he had with Steve Struggle and 

listen more attentively this time, because Steve begins by 

informing him that the Black Panther Party’s roots were in 

the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC 

or “snick”), a group seeking civil rights reform (51). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5DfiMy4VDb0


Me, o baro Buntovnik: 

The Civil Rights Movement never brought about 

revolution, but it did become more revolutionist as it 

progressed. The founding of the Black Panther Party, easily 

the biggest and most influential Maoist organization in US 

history, in 1966, 2 years after the passage of the reformist 

Civil Rights Act of 1964, shows this. Struggles for 

reformist demands like desegregation of public 

transportation and schools led to increasing levels of 

violence which led many to question the doctrine of non-

violence and develop revolutionary politics. 

Unruhe: 

So the answer is no, it didn’t help revolution. 

Me, o baro Buntovnik: 

Actually, the unrest on the US home front was a key 

element in demoralizing US troops in Vietnam and altering 

public perception, ultimately helping secure the victory of 

the revolutionary forces there. [Students for a Democratic 

Society (SDS)], which began as a reformist, explicitly anti-

communist civil rights group also turned to Maoism at the 

tail end of the Civil Rights Movement [e.g. the Weather 

Underground]. 

This map (“Gue[r]rilla War in the United States, 1965-

1970”) shows that revolutionary potential was 



growing:http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon2/dom

guemap.html 

Growth in the potentiality of revolution does not however 

guarantee inevitability. 

Visit historyisaweapon.com for an interactive version of 

the “Guerrilla War in the United States, 1965-1970” map.  

Unruhe: 

So no, reforms do not lead to revolution. 

Me, o baro Buntovnik: 

http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon2/domguemap.html
http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon2/domguemap.html
http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon2/domguemap.html


You are simply repeating ultraleftist dogma without 

sincerely addressing all the evidence to the contrary. 

Your line is essentially no different from that of those who 

claim that the fact the Soviet project ultimately ended in 

failure means that socialist revolution can never lead to a 

stateless, classless society. 

Cheers and nice talking with you. 

Unruhe: 

Ultra left dogma? By acknowledging that reforms don’t 

lead to revolution, they don’t spur on revolution. No, 

you’re reactionary social democrat. Check out Venezuela 

now. 

Here we get to the childish essence of “ultraleftism”, in the 

sense Lenin employed it to criticize “Left-Wing 

Communism”. The ultraleftist finds comfort in assuring 

himself that his opponent, who advocates global 

proletarian revolution and building socialism, is more 

right-wing than himself, who advocates people’s 

revolution (also known as “bourgeois revolution in red 

flags” [52]) limited to a certain part of the world where he 

does not live, to regulate capitalism there. 

“Third Worldism” is not scientific; it’s scientism 

• Scientism:  

https://libcom.org/history/notes-towards-critique-maoism


o 1.) The problematic transposition of theories or 

methods from the natural (“hard”) sciences onto 

the terrain of the social (“soft”) sciences, 

philosophy, or even everyday life (53). 

o 2.) A philosophical position that exalts the 

methods of the natural sciences above all other 

modes of human inquiry (54). 

A central component of the LLCO’s “Third Worldist” 

strategy is the attempt to derive authority from proclaiming 

how scientific their ideology is, even going so far as to say, 

“In terms of (…) science, we can declare absolute victory 

over all competitors. (…) All ideological competitors are 

dead at the level of high science. There is no more real 

debate (…) Without Leading Light, without genuine 

science,  [the non-”Third Worldist” Left] have no future. 

The sooner they see this the better. (…) The global masses 

have their organization, leadership, vanguard, Leading 

Light.” 

We have seen how they claim that the hopeless futility of 

attempting to exact social revolutions in the United States 

of America, Western Europe, and other capitalist 

metropoles is an objective “fact”, grounded in “science”. 

They use statistics like per capita GDP to show that these 

countries’ working classes are a labor aristocracy, allergic 

to the very thought of revolution. 

http://www.academia.edu/6965956/Scientisme._Sur_lhistoire_dun_concept_difficile_2013
https://carbon.ucdenver.edu/~mryder/scientism_este.html


Of course, the “Third Worldists”, needing to justify their 

own existence, concede that there are “small pockets of 

allies spread across all strata of the First World (55).” In 

other words, there are American billionaires, 

“bourgeoisified” industrial manufacturing workers, and 

“unproductive” service sector workers who the glorious 

Third World masses can considered their allies, Unruhe 

and “Commander Prairie Fire”, presumably among those 

super special First World snowflake “anomalies” who are 

somehow able to see past the great personal benefit 

imperialism is bringing them and, not only show solidarity 

with the global poor, but actually become the primary 

“advanced scientific core” who will arm them with the only 

theory capable of liberating them, the great high science of 

the Leading Light Communism, blessed be its name! 

The contradiction is obvious, but it must be rendered 

explicit: if science suffices to explain why we are not 

currently seeing a great proletarian revolution being carried 

out in the First World, and why the Third World’s national-

bourgeoisie, urban petty bourgeoisie, workers, and 

peasants represent the only hope for socialism to flower, 

then how does one explain the anomalies? The messianic 

Neos who have woken up from the Matrix of “First 

Worldism” to develop the most advanced high science of 

social liberation, Leading Light Communism and 

“Maoism-Third Worldism”? 

http://llco.org/our-response-to-a-supporter-of-the-communist-party-of-india-marxist-leninist/


In Nous et les autres: La réflexion française sur la diversité 

humaine, Tzvetan Todorov warns us that the scientistic 

postulate that society and social phenomena can be fully 

understood by the methodology and theory of natural 

sciences “leads to the reduction of the human being to the 

status of an object”. This view leads believers in scientism 

to consider human beings as overly “determined by their 

nature” (56). In the scientism of “Third Worldism”, the 

nature of the masses of the First World is that of a labor 

aristocracy. The label of “labor aristocrat” serves to negate 

the agency of inhabitants of the First World as human 

subjects. “Third Worldists” privilege social structure as the 

only explanation for human behavior to justify their own 

social atomism and disengagement from the societies 

which surround them, selectively applying vulgar 

determinism to explain the stupidity of others while 

simultaneously upholding nondeterminism to explain their 

own virtue, exceptionalism, and tenuous empathy. 

Pure science–construed as rote empiricism–is a 

fundamentally flawed approach to making social 

revolution. We all know that the conditions today are 

different than those of the past. We can learn from past 

revolutions, while at the same time being mindful of the 

fact that the degeneration of the Bolshevik Revolution 

ultimately spat out today’s capitalist Russia and the rest of 

the former Soviet republics, and that only a special kind of 

dipshit says that Foxconn and its mass suicides are the 



result of a successful socialist revolution. But we also have 

to recognize, given that the socialist transformation of 

human society has not yet been fully experienced (only 

glimpsed at in a few episodes), that our empirical data is 

limited to nonexistent.  

This is why we must serve the people fiction. Now, more 

than ever before, as we live in the present period of 

protracted disenchantment and disillusion with 

revolutionary politics following the collapse of Soviet-

style “Communism”, working class-generated radical 

systemic change is perceived to be beyond the frontier of 

the realm of the possible. This is why we must fog of the 

boundary between feasible and infeasible, embrace the 

fantastic. This is the basis for 21st century proletarian 

literature. This is the basis for myth-science and the music 

of Sun Ra, who said: 

There is a message in all of my music. It’s all about people 

doin’ somethin’ else other than what they have done. 

Because what they have done is the possible, and the world 

the way it is today is the results of the possible that they did. 

It’s the results of the absolute thing, so now (…) there’s 

always something else in a universe as big as this (57). 

In summary 

All of the above goes to show that “Maoism-Third 

Worldism” is a foolish and ignorant political line, its 



adherents hypocrites of the highest order. While the 

critique of “Third Worldism” is by no means exhausted, let 

us review some key points: 

• The scientistic, clichéd, campy, kitsch cultist approach 

to public relations of “Third Worldists”, in particular 

that of the LLCO, will never attract the masses to their 

version of Communism, only anomalous weirdos. 

• It cannot be denied that in “[elaborating] (…) a basic 

geographical distinction”, “[distributing] geopolitical 

awareness into [political] texts”, and demonstrating a 

“certain will or intention to understand, (…) control, 

manipulate, even to incorporate, what is a manifestly 

different (…) world,” “Third Worldism” reproduces 

Orientalism. Their ideas reflect thus less upon the 

“reality” of life in the Third World and are more a 

reflection of their own impotency as would-be leftists 

in the First World (58). 

• “Maoist-Third Worldists” are not legitimate 

revolutionists of the proletarian sort. Their goal is not 

to create a dictatorship of the proletariat. The objective 

of “Global People’s War” is to knock capitalism back 

to a pre-imperialist stage by replacing the comprador 

bourgeoisie with the national-bourgeoisie, keeping the 

capitalist state intact. 



• “Third Worldists” utterly fail to understand the 

dynamics of social change. History shows that 

militating for reforms leads to heightened 

revolutionary potential. Revolutionaries must struggle 

in the here and now by demanding concessions which 

reflect the present situation to bridge the gap between 

the mass consciousness of today and the radical 

possibilities of a future socialist society. 

Down with the pseudo-science of Primitivist-Orientalist-

Third Worldism! Down with patriotic bourgeois 

collaborators, sheepdogs of neo-colonialism and proto-

imperialism! Advance global class struggle! The workers’ 

struggle knows no border! 
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Maoism-Third Worldism is a theoretical culmination of historical revolutionary practice, a science of understanding

the world so as to change it. It is the Marxism of today.

Maoism-Third Worldism includes several historical and new paradigmatic shifts in understandings regarding class

struggle. These include the following.

All Hitherto History Is the History of Class Struggle

Maoism-Third Worldism reaffirms historical materialism, i.e. that the struggle between groups over their

relationship to the means of producing and distributing wealth is the chief factor which shapes history.

Capital Is Dead Labor That Only Lives by Sucking Living Labor

All economic wealth is the product of labor. Under capitalism, wealth becomes concentrated in fewer and fewer

hands to the detriment of producers. This contradiction between the proletariat, the class for which the struggle

against capitalism represents “nothing to lose but chains and a world to win,” and exploiters is not resolvable under

capitalism.

Socialism or Barbarism

All things, including the social world, are in a process of development. The question of what direction the world will

develop depends on class struggle. The basic choice facing humanity today is between socialism and communism

or widespread ruin.

The Proletariat Must Organize to Destroy the Old Structure of Power and Build the New

Substantive progressive change to the capitalist system can not come from political reforms. Rather, the

proletariat must organize to seize the instruments of production and construct their own state-forms to suppress

reactionaries and carry through the revolution.

Proletarian Class Consciousness Doesn’t Come Solely From Day-To-Day Economic Struggles

The struggle against capitalism and for socialism is representative of the immediate necessity of an entire class

and exemplifies an even larger range of interests. Yet this is not always demonstrated in the direct struggles waged

by particular groups of the proletariat.

Proletariat political consciousness is that which recognizes and organizes around the long-term strategic and

tactical interests of the proletariat as a class. It is born from wider experiences of class struggle, and it is often

brought to the proletarian masses by its most conscious elements or from without.

The Doctrine of Class Dictatorship

Everything reflects in some manner extant social relations. The state, culture, art and day-to-day interactions are

field of struggle in which different lines of understanding based on either proletarian class consciousness or

reactionary ideology play out. Maoism-Third Worldism promotes the revolutionary struggle to seize power both

over the means of production and every aspect of the superstructure as well.

Socialism Is the Necessary Prelude to Communism

Socialism is transitional period between the formal overthrow of capitalism under the leadership of the proletariat

to the restructuring of society based on the democratic and rational control over the production and allocation of

use values, without oppression, classes or a state.

Imperialism Is a Qualitative Shift in Capitalism

The growth of the productive forces combined with historically-enshrined and militarily-enforced

monopoly/imperialist advantages renders the contradiction between the proletariat and capital as one between

exploiter and exploited nations.

Hence, the principal contradiction today is between the masses of peripheral and semiperipheral countries on one

hand and exploiter classes tied to capitalism-imperialism on the other. A revolution on the part of the Third World’s

masses would in fact be a world revolution, as much of the value captured by the First World today is produced in

the Third World.
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Imperialism renders entire local, national and regional economies of the core as primarily parasitic and dependent

on the exploitation of the wider peripheral and semiperipheral zones. This necessarily alters the terrain of class

struggle.

Specifically, imperialism pays qualitatively higher wages to a minority of workers. This has both an economic

function in maintaining capital accumulation in the core at the expense of the masses of the Third World and an

ideological function by “bribing” these workers into supporting imperialism.

First World and “middle class” workers who receive wages above the abstract value of labor, i.e. above the value of

the goods and services exchanged throughout the world economy in a given period divided by the quantity of labor

through which it is produced, are not part of the proletariat because the magnitude of their wages are dependent on

imperialist exploitation and could not be maintained without it.

Hence, Maoism-Third Worldism opposes all economism on behalf of workers in imperialist countries.

Global People’s War and Global New Democracy

Protracted people’s war complimented by the mass line, as demonstrated in the Chinese Revolution and creatively

applied to particular situations, is the best suited means of revolutionary struggle in peripheral and semiperipheral

countries. The notion of waging class struggle must be considered globally as well.

Chinese revolutionary Lin Biao noted that the imperialist First World represented the “cities of the world” and that

the exploited Third World the “countryside of the world.” Given the vast underdevelopment of the Third World at the

hands of the First World, the struggle of the world’s masses is not immediately one for socialism but for global new

democracy.

This demands the hemming in and wide-ranging defeat of imperialism by an international proletariat-led coalition of

progressive classes and the building of the requisite productive forces, class alliances and consciousness to

continue the struggle for socialism and communism.

Continuing Class Struggle Under the Dictatorship of the Proletariat

Socialism is not a straight line towards communism. Rather, due to leftover attitudes and oppression, privileges

which accompany positions of authority and the existence of capitalist blocs, the structural possibility remains for

the generation of a “new bourgeoisie” under socialism which will attempt to seize power, halt class struggle, and

unite to make accommodations with remaining reactionaries.

The only solution is the continuation of class struggle under socialism to the end of countering and routing these

efforts at the restoration of capitalism. This is the only means to continue towards communism.

Women Hold up Half the Sky

The participation of women is paramount for the success of the struggles for people’s war, global new democracy,

socialism and communism. Women make up over half of the proletariat and form the backbone of our ability to

reach and transform the day-to-day lives of the masses through struggle.

Ecological Congruence

As a paradigmatic shift, the struggle for socialism and communism must take a totally different approach to

humanity’s relationship the the natural environment. Under socialism and communism, the preservation and

enhancement of natural abundance for the common good will take precedence over the profit-seeking interest of

the few. Moreover, people’s relationship with non-human life must more closely resemble the relationship that we

strive to achieve between ourselves.

National Liberation for Oppressed Nations

The struggle for proletarian revolution must support and find common cause with the struggle for liberation and

self-determination of oppressed nations. Within imperialist cores, the struggle for national liberation should be

promoted as a detachment of the wider struggle for global new democracy, socialism and communism.

The semantic application of Maoism-Third Worldism and the above terminology are not so important. What is

important is that the above lessons are internalized and put into practice by revolutionary movements today.

The struggle against capitalism-imperialism is a life or death matter for a large portion of the world’s people.

The wider program of proletarian revolution touches on all aspects of life and carries which it the long-term interest

of humanity itself.

For these reasons, it is important that Marxism today, revolutionary science, draws from the history of class

struggle the best understandings available.

Capitalism-imperialism will not fall on its own, but it can be defeated. Enlightened by the lessons of previous class

struggle and carried out in concert with a broad united front against imperialism, proletarian-led revolutionary

struggles can defeat capitalism-imperialism, lay the foundations of socialism and embark on the road to

communism.

Note: This article was originally published by Anti-Imperialism.com on Feb. 11, 2012.
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